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Mr. BEST observed that, of course, he
would yield to the wish of the committee
on the subject. As he had stated at the
outset, he had no desire to take the committee at a disadvantage, and, in fact, at
the beginning of his remarks he warned
honorable members that the clauses were
exceedingly important. If it was the
desire of the committee he was prepared
to withdraw the clauses, but he hoped
that, at all events, next session this very
important matter would be dealt with
effectively.
The clause was withdrawn.
Mr. BEST proposed the following
clause : "In section 411 of the principal Act, the
words 'adjoining or lying near to any street
or road' shall be and are hereby repealed."

The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported to the House
with a further amendment.
AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION.
A message was received from the Legislative Council, returning the amendments
made by the Assembly in the" Draft of
a Bill to constitute the Commonwealth of
Australia," and intimating that the Council
had agreed to some of the amendments,
disagreed with others, and agreed to one
with an amendment.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration the following day.
A message was also received from the
Legislative Council, transmitting the
amendments made by that Chamber in the
same draft Bill, and requesting the concurrence of the Assembly therein.
The amendments v,rere ordered to be
taken into consideration next day.
MALLEE LANDS.
Mr. MUNRO moved, by leave, that
the report of the select committee upon
the settlement of the mallee country be
taken into consideration. He observed
that he had promised honorable members
that the report of the committee would
be taken into consideration after the
Local Government Act Amendment Bill
had been dealt with in committee, but he
hoped that the discussion on the subject
would be finished that night, because the
Government could not afford, at this stage
of the session, to give another night to the
question.
Mr. McLEAN said that this question
was discussed at considerable length
Session 1891.-[158]
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before the appointment of the committee,
and he did not think it was necessary he
should detain the House long 'on the present occasion. Honorable members would
remember the circumstances under which
the committee was appointed. He would .
remind them that under the Act of 1883
the mallee country was divided into two
portions. One portion, consisting of about
10,000,000 acres, and comprising the
whole of the land between the mallee
fringe and the Murray River, was placed
in the 1st schedule, and designated
mallee blocks. The other portion consisting of the mallee fringe-that was,
the portion of the mallee bordering
on settlement, and comprising about
2,000,000 acres-was placed in the 2nd.
schedule. and called mallee allotments.
The 13th section of the same Act
provided that any of" the lands
comprised in the 1st schedule- that
was, the ma:llee blocks - might be.
added to the 2nd schedule, and di-vided into mallee allotments. N ow, the.~
first subdivision of a mallee block took
place in 1884, when the honorable member for Fitzroy (Mr. Tucker) was Minister
of Lands. That block was divided by
the lessee surrendering his lease, with the
consent of the department, in order that
the land might be divided into two blocks,. .
and leases issued to two other persons for
it. rrhat was done. Some time afterwards, under the administration of the.
same Minister, an attempt was made to...
convert two other mallee blocks into mallee ..
allotments. Permission was given for the
conversion into mallee allotments, the proposed subdivisions were effected, and the.
names of the proposed new lessees were
submitted to the department and approved
of. But these lessees, on examining the·
land, failed to agree among themselves as"
to the apportionment of the blocks, so.
that the matter fell through, and the land.
was allowed to revert into mallee blocks."
Under the administration of his (Mr"
McLean's) predecessor, the honorable member for Kara Kara, six malIce blocks were
converted into mallee allotmenoo, and
divided among a large number of lessees.
In his own administration five other blocks
were similarly dealt with. Honorable members would bear in mind that the mode
of conversion and subdivision was this : The persons willing to rent one of these.
blocks as a mallee allotment made their·
own arrangements with the existing lessee~
They paid him the compensation that was
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mutually agreed upon for the surrender the Assembly. That committee was dulyapof his lease. The lessee then came to the pointed, and itwas only right that he should
Lands department, asked for permission say that they exhibited a very commendable
to surrender his block, and submitted the energy and promptitude in carrying out
names of the persons who ,yere willing to the important work intrusted to them.
take up the different subdivisions when They lost no time whatever in setting
converted into manee allotments. The about the task. They visited the clistrict,
-department then submitted the plan made themselves personally acquainted
of the proposed subdivision to a com- with it, examined a large number of
petent officer, in order that he might witnesses, and submitted their report to
thoroughly examine the subdivision, with the House in a very short space of time.
a view to so divide the good and He regretted very much that he was not
the bad land that the State would able to submit the report for the conhave ample security for the permanent sideration of the House sooner, but he
occupation of every portion of these sub- might mention that the printing of the
divisions. 'rhis being agreed upon, and evidence took a considerable time. The
the names of the proposed lessees being very moment that he got possession of a
,approved of by the department, then the copy of the evidence, he brought the
'Original lessee surrendered his lease, and matter before the Cabinet, and asked the
new leases were issued to the various Cabinet to give him the very first day it
lessees of the different subdivisions. Now, possibly could to bring the subject under
attention was drawn by the honorable the notice of the House. The Cabinet
member for Borung to the practice of the then decided that as soon as the Local
department, and at the honorable mem-, Government Act Amendment Bill was
ber's request he (Mr. McLean) agreed to passed through committee, this ,,~ould be
postpone all further dealings with the the first question tn,ken. N ow, coming to
matter until the House should have an the recommeIidations of the committee,
opportunity of taking the question into they were briefly these. The committee
consideration. He might mention here, recommended that all cases for conversion
that the advantages which the department and for subdivision of blocks and allotsaw in these subdivisions were, in the first ments that had received the consent of
place, that the State got a largely increased the Minister, or for which applications
-rental, sometimes eight, ten, and twelve were lodged before the appointment of the
times more than it had been getting from committee should, in the discretion of the
the original lessee. In addition to that, and Minister, be permitted to go through, in
what was much more important, the State order that faith should not be broken with
, secured the settlement of a large number anyone. They also recommended that
of people where there had been originally no further consents to subdivide either
only one lessee, and, as most of these blocks or allotments should be given, but
settlers were experienced farmers from the that if it should be found that the amount
adjacent colonies, the department con- of land available in those blocks and
sidered, and in his opinion rightly, that it allotments in regard to which consent to
was doing a very ,vise thing in securing a subdivide had 'been already given should
permanent settlement in the colony. More- not prove sufficient for the dem,and, the
over, the department had this in view, that department should resume under the proviwhatever might occur the State could not sions of the Act. Those provisions were to
possibly lose. Even if these people, from this effect. The department should give
any unforeseen circumstances, should be three years' notice to the lessee, and the lessee
induced at any future date to abandon should be paid compensation for improvetheir holdings, they must leave them more ments, and also compensation for his interest
valuable than they found them, because in the unexpired portion of his leasehold.
every pound expended on improvement, '1'he latter compensation to be assessed
every hour of labour devoted to that work, under the Lands Compensation Statute,
increased permanently the value of the State that was by arbitration. The improveproperty. However, the matter was dis- ments were to be paid for in this way. If
cussed in the House, and, as there appeared the land were resumed during the first ten
to be a considerable diversity of opinion years of the tenancy the full value of all
amongst honorable members, it was de- improvements should be paid; if resumed
cided on his (Mr. McLean's) motion to refer . during the t.hird quarter of the tenancy
the whole matter to a select committee of then half the cost of t?e improyen~ents
Mr. :JJfcLean.
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was to be paid; if resumed during the last
quarter of the tenancy one-fourth of ~he
cost of the improvements was to be paId;
but any improvements put on during the
last five years with the consent of the department were to be paid for in full. These
were the conditions on which the department could resume. N OWl he might state
that in his own opinion the land for which
consent to subdivide had been given would
prove equal to the demand for a considerable time to come, and he proposed,
with the concurrence of the Rouse, to
adopt·the report of the committee in that
respcct. There were, however, some other
cases which he should like to include.
'These were not absolutely covered by the
report of the committee, but he spoke to
the chairman of the committee and one or
two other members on the subject, and he
thought they agreed with him that these
cases might fairly be allowed to go through.
Re referred to cases where persons could
provo that, acting in all good faith, they
sold portions of their allotments before
the appointment of this committee, but
did not apply for or obtain the sanction of
the department. He could see that if these
cases were refused very great hardship
would be done. He did not think the
-cases were very numerous. In fact, he
believed they were only 'few in number.
He might mention that there was. perhaps
very good reason for the action o~ allotment holders in this respect, because
permission to subdivide had never been
refused by the department prior to the
appointme~t of the committee.
If a
person whose name was submitted was
satisfactory, permission had always been
given as a matter of course. Some
of the allotment holders believed that
they had a right to subdivide and that it
'was not nece,ssary to obtain permission,
and some of these agreed to sell portions
-of their subdivisions on the time-payment
:system. They took bills, and the buyer
.entered into possession of the holding, and
in some cases thE! lands were being cultivated, and had been cultivated for some
time, but the holders of allotments did
nothing to apply for permission to transfer
until the final payment had been made.
Re thought that to refuse this permission
now would place the purchasers in a very
invidious position,' and he did not think it
was the desire of the House that thisshould
be done. Therefore, he would suggest that
these cases should be permitted to go
through with the others, provided that the
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persons could afford satisfactory proof that
the sales had actually taken place before
the appointment of the committee. There
was only one other matter to which he
need refer, and that was the recommendation of the committee with· regard to new
legislation. They propo'sed that legislation
.
should be introduced"For improving the machinery and shortening the proceedings of land boards, and for the
more ·frequent holding of such boards when
necessary. "

He might point out that legislation was
not necessary for this purpose. The department had power to do all this under
the existing law. 'l'he delay that occurred
in supplying these people with their leases
was liot the fault of the land boai·ds. It
generally arose in this way. ,Vhen a land
board S~tt and considered the applications
they made certain recommendations. The
cases were then referred in some cases' to
the Mining department, in some cases to
the "Vater Supply department, in some
cases to the Ha.ilway department, to ascertain if there was any objection to the granting of these leases, and in some cases the
matter had to be referred, perhaps, to an
three departments. This took considerable.
time and caused great delay. It was
also the practice to effect surveys after
the recommendations had been made, and
tbis was also the cause of mllch delay. He
might mention that he had endeavoured,
as far as possible, to do away with these
sources of delay by providing for the survey, and also for referring these cases to
the different departments before the land
board sat. Moreover, the department
could hold these land boards as often as
th'ere were any cases to consider, so that
new legislation was not required on this
point. Then the committee also proposed
that there should be new legislation"For classification of land resumed into
agricultural and grazing portions."

He was not very clear as to what the committee ,yished to be done in this respect.
He might point out that the practice of the
department since he had been in oipce
had been to mix the land as much as possible, in order that they might have no
blocks of all poor land which might be
thrown afterwards on the hands of the
State and become overrun with vermin,
and a perpetual source of expense to the
State. He had endeavoured to mixthegood
with the bad land in order that he might
secure permanent occupation of the whole.
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The next recommendation was" for survey
before selection." As he had already
intimated, he fully agreed with the committee in that respect. The fourth recommendation was : -

jJ£allee Lctnds.

in this way-31 were in favour of continuing the practice of the department
with respect to subdividing blocks and
allotments; ten were in favour of continuing that practice so far as allotments
" For dividing the resumed land into blocks alone were concerned, but not with regard
of, say, 1,000 acres, and giving the right to the
to blocks; two were opposed to the sublessee to select thereout from 320 to 640 acres,
division of blocks, but expressed no opinion
accordingly as he has or has not previously
exercised his right of selection, and prov,iding as to the subdivision of allotments; and one
that in case of non-residence the conditions of appeared to be in favour of the department
resuming and subdividing.
the Land Act 1890 in such case shall apply."
The motion that the report be taken
This increase of the area from 320 to 640
into
consideration was agreed to.
acres was tho only one <;>f the recomMr. WRIXON said the committee had
mendations which could not be carried out
without new legislation. The fifth and to acknowledge the very fair reception
given to their report by the Minister of
last recommendation was as follows:Lands, but he did not gather from the
"For providing conditions of improvement as , honorable gentleman that he moved the
to the leased land and of cultivation as to the
adoption of the report. On certain points
selected; improvements on the leased land to
be allowed at the expiration of the lease in he said he agreed with it, but as to other
1903 at a rate not exceeding lOs. per acre,
points he did not appear to be at one with
including fencing."
what the committee recommended. Perhaps
These were, so far, the whole of, the re- it properly fell to his (Mr. Wrixon's) lot, as
commendations of the committee, and he chairman of the committee, to formally
could only repeat what he had said before move the adoption of the report. That
that he thought that the committee were would give honorable members an opporentitled to the best thanks of the House tunity of considering the various recomfor the manner in which thoy had dealt with mendations made. With regard to what
the subject. Before sitting down he would the Miiiisterof Lands had just said as to the
mention something that might be of inter- analysis of evidence, therewasnodoubt that
est to honorable members. When he re- it was substalltiallyacorrect one. But there
ceived tho report of the committee, with was this to be borne in mind that, with regard
the evidence, he asked an officer of his to a great deal of the evidence, it was the
department, Mr. Hayes, to make a careful evidence of persons who had naturally
analysis of that evidence, in order that he (he did not blame them) a very strong
(Mr. McLean) might be in a position to interest in the .existing practice going on.
announce to the House the result. The There were a large number of gentlemen,
officer he referred to was perfectly familiar many of whom had. done much to improve
with the whole subject, for he had accom- the mallee district, who were, neverthepanied the select committee in their less, desirous of changing their blocks into
travels through the country, and had heard allotments--in fact, of getting rid of them.
the whole of the testimony given. He Those gentlemen were naturally in favour
(Mr. McLean) would now give the result of of the present system continuing. Also
the analysis. He noticed that the report there were a number of persons connected
of the committee stated that they had with them-land agents and companies
taken the evidence of 67 witnesses. It which had advanced money-all of whom
"Tas found, however, that the number was were also in favour of the continuance of
no more than 65. Perhaps two witnesses the system. N my, wi,th regard to, this
were passed over. The analysis showed class of witnesses, the committee listened
that 21 of those witnesses gave evidence to them with every attention, but they
on technical points, and that their testi- did not feel bound by their statements.
mony was favorable to the views subse- The business of the committee was to
quentlyexpressed by the committee and have regard to the interests of the country
also to facilities being given for water at large, whereas those gentlemen natursupply, but they did not express any ally regarded their own interests first.
opinion regarding the desirability of con- They gave their evidence in a very fair
tinuing the practice of subdivision. That manner, and fully described the transreduced the number of those who expressed actions in which they had been engaged;
any opinion on this point to 44. These but what the committee had before them
44 witnesses were classified by Mr. Hayes was to consider the best means of settling
lJlr. jJIcLean.
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the whole mallee territory. He (Mr.
Wrixon) did not gather from the Minister
of Lands that he had given any particular
attention to that aspect of the question.
The mere matter of what was to be
done with the applications now pending
was a small one, and he thought that
the feeling of the committee was that they
were perfectly content to leave all those
pending applications to be dealt with by
the Minister of Lands. If persons had
been led by the action of the Government
into a certain course of conduct which had
cost them both money and time, it was
only reasonable, that full faith should be
kept with them. The only reason why
the committee could not agree with the
amendment tabled by the honorable member for Borung, namely, that whenever a
bona fide agreement had been entered into
by persons with the lessees of maDee
allotments for the transfer of portions of
allotments, such agreements not having
been lodged with the department before
the appointment of the committee, the
Minister should be recommended to sanction such agreements, was that they
thought that all such matters should be
left to the discretion of the Minister for
him to deal with them in accordance with
the bona fides displayed. It was perfectly
fair that whatever had been done on the
faith of the action of the present or the
late Government should receive every possible consideration. But this was only a
small part of the subject. 'When the
whole of these applications were disposed
of there still remained the question remitted to the committee, namely, what
was to be done with the remainder of the
mallee ~ That was the all-important subj ect to be considered, and he did not
gath~r that the Minister of Lands had
dealt with it.
Mr. Mc LEAN remarked that he had
said that he was prepared to adopt the
recommendations of the committee so far
as alterations of the law were concerned.
(An Honorable Member-"vVedid not hear
that stated.") He had already stated that
in all cases where consent to subdi vide had
been given before the appointment of the
committee that arrangement should be
carried out. At the same time he said
nothing about agreeing with the further
conversion of the blocks into allotments or
the further subdivision of allotments. The
committee drew attention to the case of
t\VO persons to whom permission to subdivide had been given some time back.
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Well, he (Mr. McLean) had stated that he
would be no party to any subdivision which
would lead to the alienation of those lands
-blocks fronting the mallee.
Mr. vVRIXON remarked that he assumed
that what the Minister of Lands had
stated amounted to moving the adoption
of the report. (Mr. McLean-"Yes.")
Then he would leave the House to deal
with the motion. If the honorable gentleman was in favour of the report being
adopted, it was not necessary for him (Mr.
'Vrixon) to occupy the time of the House
If, however, some honorable
further.
members sho";ved dissatisfaction with the
report of the committee perhaps he would
be allowed, at a future stage to d\~ell on
the subject more fully.
Mr. McLEAN observed that there was
one point on which he differed from the
committee. rrhe committee recommended
that any further mallee land that might
be required for settlement should be'resumed by the Lan~s department and subdivided. He must say that he had little
faith in that proposal. In the first place,
adopting it would involve delay in dealing
with the land so required for a period of
at least three years-until the period of
notice had expired. He was perfectly
ready to go on dealing with the lands that
were available, which would probably
supply all demands for some years to
come; but he would prefer leaving the
other matter to the future.
. Mr. DUNCAN remarked that, inasmuch
as the Minister of Lands had so far
adopted the report, it was undesirable for
him (Mr. Duncan) to go into the matter any
further except to convey to the House how
thoroughly well the report of the committee had been received by those most
concerned. He had himself very carefully perused the report, and he thought
the committee were to be congratulated
on the speedy manner in which they had
performed their duties with regard to the
settlement of the people on the mallee
lands. The report had met everywhere
with unanimous approval, except,: of
course, on the part of the large lessees,
the auctioneers, and their agents, who,
with the assistance of the Argus, had kept
up a steady agitation for the old system
of land speculation and jobbery. He had
had a number of letters from the mallee
settlers and people surrounding the mallee
expressing approbation of the course he
had himself followed. Therefore, he hoped
that the report would be adopted without
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further demur, with the addition to paragraph 14 of the following recommendation, of which he had given notice,
namely:" 'Whenever a bona fide agreement has been
entered into by persons with the lessees of
mallee allotments for the transfer of portions of
allotments, such agreements not having been
lodged with the department previous to the appointment of your committee, the Minister is
recommended to sanction such agreement."

His object in moving this addition to the
report was to meet the case of a large
number of subdivisions which had already
taken place in mallee allotments, and
for which no transfer had been lodged
with the department_ This mode of subdivision was, no doubt, irregular and perhaps illegal, bnt the settlement had been
going on in that easy slip-shod waywith a simple agreement between the
lessee and the farmer that when certain
payments were made the transfer would
be put through. Those men were on the
land, clearing and cultivating, and they
were the men who ought to be kept OIl
the land.
The committee also recommended that improvements should be
made in the land board system, but, for
himself, he would be in favour of doing
away with land boards altogether, as
their mode of dealing with the land was
anything but satisfactory-at least so far
as the mallee country was concerned. He
was therefore of opinion that land boards
should be abolished, and a far better and
cheaper system substituted. Moreover he
would like to see the Government resume
possession, and have survey before settlement. As for the blocks, they should not
exceed 640 acres. He would now formally
move that the words he had read be
added to paragraph 14 of the report. If
the addition was not made there would be
a danger of a number of farmers being
turned off their land, and the les~ee
resuming possession with all improvements. (An Honorable Member-" Let it
be left to the Minister.") He would let
the matter rest with the decision of the
House. He only desired to say, further,
that the largest meeting ever held in any
part of the mal1ee district on the subject
was held the other day at vVarracknabeal,
and, after the matter had been fully discussed, he was accorded a unanimous vote
of thanks, and three cheers for the action
he had taken. The council of the shire of
'Vimmera, meeting at Horsham, also gave
a unanimous vote of thanks, and the same
J.lfr. Duncan.
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thing was done by the Horsham branch
of the Australian Natives Association.
The SPEAKER.-Does any honorable'
member second the amendment ~
Mr. DUNCAN said he would upon the·
whole prefer to withdraw the amendment;
Mr. BAKER stated that he objected to
the amendment being withdrawn.
The SPEAKER.-The amendment has.
not been seconded.
The amendment lapsed for want of a
seconder.
.
NIl'. TAVERNER thought the honorable
member for Borung was wise in withdrawing his proposition. Nothing cleareror fairer could be said on the subject than
had been said by the Minister of Lands.
Still he (Mr. Taverner) wished to ut.ter a
few words as to the feeling in his particular district, which included about.
9,000,000 of acres of the malIee territory.
He desired to congratulate the committee
on the very prompt and effective manner in
which they had done their business. His
onlyregretwasthattheirreport, while it contained many important and valuable recommendations, was not wholly in accordance
with the facts stated to them. He thought.
that the committee had been a little bit.
influenced by sentiment. No doubt they
were aluious to do what they conf:lidered
to be right, but, nevertheless, they ignored,
to some extent, the testimony placed before
them. For instance, there was the statement set out in page 153 of the reportin an appendix-to the effect that in
many cases dealt with by the two local
boards there had .b(!en two years: delay.
';Y-ith what result 1 That two years' crops.
had been lost. It would also be seen that
in many cases twelve months additional
had elapsed before the Lands department
acted. Then thertl was the last paragraph
in the report, namely:. " 'Ve think, also, it might be provided by
regulation of the department, and subject to·
conditions, that where a land hoard recommends
a selector, he may be permitted to go upon the
land at once, unless an appeal against the recommendation be lodged within seven days."

He would like the Minister of Lands toexpress an opinion on that paragraph.
He took it that the honorable gentleman
was not quite in accord with it. (Mr.
McLean-" That is not the case.") He·
was glad to hear that. Again, there·
was the expression of opinion as to the
matter of survey before selection.
Nodoubt everyone who had travelled the
country in question would feel that an.
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important blunder had hitherto been made
in that connexion, and he (Mr. Taverner)
was glad to find attention called to the
fact. There was one point on which he
differed from the committee, and that was
their recommendation that the improvements on leased land to be allmved at the
expiration of the lease in 1893 should be
at the rate not exceeding lOs. per acre,
including fencing. 'Why should lessees of
mallce country be differently treated in
this regard from selectors under the Act
relating to pastoral settlement, who were
allowed 20s. per acre ~ (Mr. Burrowes" One is provided under th~ Act, and the
other not.") Then it was to be hoped
that the Minister of Lands ,vould embody
a proper provision on the subject in
further legislative proposals. It should
be remembered that when 1;1, man got a
square mile of mallee, before it could be
made of any use at all from 15s. to 18s.
per acre must be expended upon it. (An
Honorable Member-" Five shillings per
acre.") He did not think that anyone
could. show that the cost would be less
than 15s. per acre, and then lOs. more
per acre would have to be spent before
the land could be protected from rabbits.
So the total cost would be 25s. per acre.
He thought it would be unfair to say that
those who had gone into the ,vilds of the
m[tllee were not entitled to as much considemtion as those who could obtain a
valuation in the case of other lands.
It was only fair to assume that under the
present Act the mallee land would revert
to the Crown, and he felt that the men
who had undertaken the\vork of reclaiming
it were entitled to the same consideration
af:i the pioneers of the gmzing lands of the
colony in regard to compensation for improvements. There was another matter to
consider. If they desired to make the
settlement of the mallee permanent, Parliament would have to provide water
snpplies and railway communication. He
did not think the vVarracknabeal people
had read the report of the select committee
before they held their meeting; if they had
had the report before them, he w[ts positive
they would h[tve come to a different con(Mr. Duncan-" They would
clusion.
have done nothing of the kind.") Certainly
they would not have been satisfied with the
report, if the :Minister of Lands had not
expressed his intention to recognise the
rights of those men who honestly sold
portions of the mallee allotments before
any question had arisen. rrhe cases of
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those men were not brought before the
select committee. (Mr. Wrixon-" 'iVe
knew all about them.") But they were
evidently not brought· very prominently
before the committee or they would have
been referred to in the report, and he had
failed to find in the report any reference to
such cases as ,vould be covered by the
amendment of the honorable member for
Borung. He (Mr. Taverner) thought the
committee should have recommended that
the land of the seven block holders
referred to should be resumed by the
Crown. Taking the committee's report
as a whole, it dealt very satisfactorily
with this important question, and having the assurance of the Minister of
Lands that he would deal with each case
on its merits, he thought they might
safely leave the matter in the honorable
gentleman's hands.
Mr. BAKEH said he did not .quite catch
the Minister's promise. Did the honorable gentleman say that he would ratify
all sales that had been made by the occupants now in possession of the mallee
land ~ (Mr. McLean-" All bona fide sales
made according to the records prior to
the appointment of the select committee.")
But many of them had not been reported
to the department. (Mr. McLean-" That.
will not debar their ratification.") 'With
that promise he (Mr. Baker) would be content, because the Minister had shown a.
desire to deal fairly by aU parties in this.
matter. The other day he (Mr. Baker)
presented a petition signed by about 200
of the mallee farmers in the North-west
'Vimmera, many of whom had not a scrap
of paper to show the Minister of Lands
that they had purchased the right to
occupy mallee lands, because they had
taken the word of the person from whom
they purchased the right of occupation
tha t w hen they paid their promissory
notes they would get transfers. In one
case a mallee farmer had come all
the way from beyond Dimboola to
Melbourne to consult him (Mr. Baker)- as
to what he should do in regard to a
demand that had been made upon him.
That man had purchased the right to
occupy certain manee land, and had cleared
and sown 400 out of 470 acres. He had
engaged to pay the original owner £120,
and the money had been lying in the bank
ready to be paid whenever he could get his
transfer.
N ow he had received from
anothei- person a document stating that
unless he paid not £120, but £300, that
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person would proceed to sell his land under
a bill of sale that he held from the original
holder. (Mr. Leonard-" You should have
sent him to a lawyer for advice.") He
assured the man that he was confident the
Minister of Lands would not permit any,thing of the kind to be done. While he
(Mr. Baker) did not blame the select committee in the matter, it seemed to him
that the evidence that had been taken was
of a one-sided character. The persons
who went on the manee allotments
originally took the land on the distinct
understanding that they were to be allowed
to divide'their allotments, and he regretted
that the committee did not call as witnesses some of the farmers who were
interested in the land in question. It was
men of that class who asked him to
present a petition to the Assembly on the
question, and he would read the petition
'for the information of the committee. It.
was as follows:"The petition of the undersigned mallee
farmers in the North-Western vVimmera
humbly sheweth :"That your petitioners are now and for
some time have been in occupation of their
'holdings, acquired variously under the operation of the local 'land boards or by purchase
and transfer from previous lessees of mallee
blocks and allotments.
"That your petitioners belong to that class
of the producers of the colony who have converted the former neglected mallee into a productive settlement and thereby proved to the
great advantage of the whole colony the extraordinary value of the hitherto despised mallee
·conntry.
"That your petitioners settled upon the
mallee land under the impression and in the
hope that they would be permitted, before the
expiration of their leases, to select an area of
.320 acres upon their respective holdings, and
that the Lands department would approve of
the transfer of the leases so acquired by them
lby purchase from the previous lessees.
"That unless they were so assured your
'petitioners, who have come not only from distant parts of Victoria, but also from other
.colonies, would not have gone into occupation
in the mallee, but having now settled down
with the intention of making homes for them;selves and their families, they earnestly desire
to be confirmed in the legal and permanent
occupation of the land they have acquired and
improved.
" Your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray
that your honorable House will be pleased to
take such action as will permit of the speedy
transfer of subdivisions of mallee allotments,
and that to all mallee lessees may be extended
the privilege of selecting an area of not less
than 320 acres upon their mallee holdings."

He was glad to know that the Minister of
Lands was prepared to ratify all those
purchases, and if the Minister would give
Mr. Baker.
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those men a title in due time, he (Mr.
Baker) would be perfectly well satisfied.
It was not likely that the Minister would'
go back on the; previous action of the
Lands department with respect to the
mallee allotments, during the regime of
his two predecessors in office. There were
men in the constituency he represented
who had spent from £2,000 to £5,000 in
keeping down the vermin and improving
the land, under the idea that they would
be able to sell a portion of their holdings,
and it would be unjust not to allow
them to subdivide their allotments, seeing
that they were compelled, in the first instance, to take up more land than they
wanted, because the Government desired
to be free from the responsibility of keeping the mallee land free from vermin. It
seemed to him that the block holders had
got the best of the bargain, and that
the allotment holders were to be left out
in the cold, notwithstanding that the
former had done very little to improve
the land except fencing, while the latter
had spent largely on their allotments.
One family who bought the right to occupy
the land they held from an allotment
holder took 4,000 bags of 'wheat off that
lc:md last year, and they would have a still
larger yield this year, so that it was clearly
to the advantage of the State to get the
mallee country settled as soon as possible.
He (Mr. Baker) would like the chairman
of the select committee (Mr. vVrixon) to
say whether it was not the intention of
the committee that the Minister should
deal with the allotments on the same
terms as the blocks-that was that all
transactions that had been entered upon,
should be completed, but that no further
divisions should be allowed.
Mr. vVRIXON stated that the intention
of the committee was clearly expressed in
the report. vVith regard to all pending
transactions, whether in regard to blocks
or allotments, the committee desired the
House to leave them to the decision of the
Minister-to give him a free hand-in
order that public faith might be preserved.
The committee did not desire to lay down
. any absolute rule, because they felt that
the facts in each case ~vould speak for
themselves, and that the Minister would
have to be satisfied as to the bona fides of
each transaction before it wa.s ratified.
Mr. BAKER expressed the hope that if
the Minister of Lands saw, when any
applications were made to him, that it was
to the interest of the colony that the
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mallee country should be settled, he would
still permit these subdivisions to go on.
Hundreds of subdivisions had never been
reported to the Lands department, but it
would be an act of repudiation not to
sanction them, seeing that the people who
took up the land in the first instance did
so on the distinct understanding that they
would be allowed to deal with it exactly
as they wished, so as to recoup themselves
to some extent, as long as they promoted
settlement. ·What he desired to know was
whether those cases would be regarded as
11mv cases ~ (Mr. McLean-" If they have
not applied for permission to subdivide,
they will be new cases.") If the subdivisions in those cases were not ratified
it would be most unjust to the holders of
the land. It would be greatly to the interest of the colony to get the mallee
settled, because thousands of pounds would
be received from the carriage of goods and
produce, and the countrywouldbe benefited
to the extent of hundreds of thousands
of pounds worth of additional produce.
He (Mr. Baker) would not recommend
anything to be done unless he thought it
was a proper thing to· be done, but he
certainly hoped that the Minister would
do justice to all persons who had entered
into boncl fide transactions prior to the
appointment of the select committee, but
had not sent any notification to the Lands
department.
Mr. J. HARRIS remarked that, like the
honorable member for Lowan, they all
wanted to see the mallee country settled.
It was to be regretted that the House had
not had an earlier opportunity of dealing
with this l;eport. The committee was appointed on the 15th August, and it reported
on the 17th September, nearly two months
ago, and he was surprised that the report
had not been dealt with before now) in
face of the statement of the Minister of
Lands that every day's delay involved a
great loss to the colony. There was no
truth in the statement that the committee
ignored any evidence in its report. The
portion of the mallee country now settled
was in striking contrast to the mallee
country as he remembered it 35 years ago.
Formerly it was a howling wildernessnothing but mallee for hupdreds of miles
~now there were hundreds of beautiful
waving wheat-fields, some of them being of
enormous extent, the sight of which was
to him a revelation. Sir Charles Gavan
Duffy once stated that a railway to
Gippsland would add a new province to
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Victoria, and the settlement of the mallee
country would certainly add another
province to the colony. It must be
borne in mind, however, that during
the last few years the colony had been
blessed with fine seasons of rainfall, and
in the event of a series of dry seasons it
might be disastrous to promote a large
settlement of the interior of the malloe
country. The safer plan would be to
settle the mallee inwards, starting from
the outside, so that road-making, water
conservation, &c., might proceed as fast as
settlement. He s.incerely hoped that the
Minister of Lands would be able to carry
the recommendations of the committee
into effect, although it might not be
possible to pass a Bill this session to deal
with the matters requiring fresh legislation. The committee did not desire
people to be attracted from Gippsland
to tbe mallee country, but from South
Australia and other places. The sooner
this business could be dealt with the
better, because it was within his own
knowledge that numerous persons who
came from South Australia to settle on
the mallee land had returned home disgusted by the delay.
Mr. FOSTER said he thought the
honorable member for South Yarra
scarcely did justice to the Lands departmont when he complained of unnecessary
delay in laying this report before the
House, because the time had been
occupied in getting information which
was absolutely necessary to a reasonable and intelligent consideration of the
question. The honorable member for
Lowan was unnecessarily anxious when he
talked about his constituents not getting
fair play under the recommendations of
the Mallee Committee. If the honorable
member would read paragraph 14 of the
report, he would see that there was no
ground for apprehension. That paragraph
was as follows : " But, in the first place, we would recommend.
that the Minister of Lands be authorized to
deal with, in his discretion, all applications for
transferring blocks into allotments or portions
of allotments to transferees that had been
lodged at the date of the appointment of your
committee, and which have been sanctioned by
the department, with this condition, however,
that as regards the blocks I5A and ISB, while
your committee do not object to the transference
into allotments-which we understand has been
authorized-we see grave objection to the subsequent subdivision to small holders of land so far
away from settlement and involving the frontage
to the Murray. We think that this concession is
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only due to those who have lodged applications
upon the faith of what had been sanctioned by
the late Government, as well as the present.
In any future dealing with this country, we
would suggest that the Lands department should
take care to provide for all roads necessary for
free access to the lands concerned."

The applications to which the honorable
member for Lowan referred were also dealt
with in the department, and the :Minister of
Lands bad promised that if a case could be
shown in which a bond fide contract had been
made for a purchase, he would carry it
out. 'rhe House knew what the policy of
the honorable gentleman was. The Manee
Committee was appointed to counteract
that policy, and the House might rest
assured that the honorable gentleman
would go far enough in the direction
desired. The honorable member for Lowan
also referred to mortgagees, and to the
power a mortgagee held over a mortgagor.
From the evidence which the comniittee
took, although it appeared that in certain
cases the mortgagee had power to inflict
hardship, yet in no one case had any hardship been inflicted, and indeed it would
not pay a mortgagee to inflict hardship
upon a mortgagor, because it was to his
advantage to retain the people on the land.
The honorable member for Swan Hill
8eemed to fear that lands which were
selected would fall into the hands of the
State. The committee recommended that
a selector should be permitted to take up
1,000 acres, and that if he had not selected
before he should be allowed to acquire in
fee simple: 640 acres. It was questionable
whether much good had been done by the
Manee Committee excepting in one way.
I t had stopped the transfer of the blocks,
and a season had been lost to those
who were on the land. Although the
honorable member for Borung might
have had the very best intentions,
yet his action had scarcely been
beneficial to that part of the country.
He (Mr. Foster) could quite understand
that the people at vVarraclmabeal should
object to the blocks being cut up into
allotments, because there were 2,000,000
acres around vVarracknabeal which required to be transferred, and those people
had then a monopoly of the market. The
good the committee had done was in calling attention to the great importance
of the manee country. He believed that
the mallee country would in ten years be
equal in value to the other lands of the
colony, and that with a judicious exten. sion of railways and water supply it
Mr. Foster.
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would become the wheat garden of Victoria. ,Vith regard to water supply, the
policy 'which had hitherto been pursued
had not been a very wise one. He found,
by a return which he obtained some time
ago, that £35,000 had been expended. in
boring without any good results whatever.
The boring had the negative value of having proved where water· did not exist.
Private individuals alld local bodies, on
the other hand, had done a great deal of
good by a comparatively small expenditure
in conserving water. The colony would
not be justified any longer in regarding the
mance country as the desert that it was
formerly thought to be. From the evidence
which the committee took it appeared
that with the rainfall which now existed,
and the cheap method that had been introduced by the people who came from
South Australia of clearing the sC1,"ub and
putting in crops, the manee country was
It was far better
of immense value.
country than Gippsland for the practical
farmer. If many farmers in Gippsland
knew that they could go to tho manee,
roll down the country, and put in a
crop for £1 per acre, a number of them
would do so. He had no doubt that the
South Australian farmers who understood
the working of the manee would go there
in hundreds, and that with railway extension and a fair supply of surface water the
progress of the manee country YlOuld be
very rapid indeed.
Mr. C. YOUNG remarked that it was
a great pity that the Manee Committee,
which had been so profusely thanked for
their labours, had not sat about 1883;
because the honorable member for Gippsland East, who was a thorough judge of
these matters, stated that the manee land
was nO"\y more valuable to the practical
agriculturist than land in Gippsland. In
1883, land in Gippsland was supposed to
be worth from £20 to £40 per acre, and
Parliament was assured, on the testimony
of all the officers of the Lands department, and of the Minister of Lands who
introduced the MaBee Bill, that 100 acres
of the mallce land vms' worth less than
nothing. It was upon that assumption
that the Manee Act of 1883 was passed.
The only hono~able member who appeared
at the time to have any knowledge of
the subject was tho honorable member
for vVimmera. Nobody else seemod to
then know the value of the manee
country. (Mr. Baker-" Oh, yes.") Of
course he excepted the honorable member
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who represented the district. At the same the .time resisted a certain apportionment
time Parliament was assured over and over of land at :M:ildura, he was a greater judge
again that the mallee la:nd was absolutely of what land was worth several years back
worthless, and it was for that reason that than were other honorable members. He
it was dealt with in the manner in which wished to remind the honorable member
it was dealt with in the Mallee Act. Now, that as late as four years ago one-half of
those who previously said that the land the mallee land fell in at the end of the five
was worthless, stated that it was most years' leases. The honorable member could
valuable, and people were squabbling with then have obtained by open tender trom
each other to pay bonuses in order to get 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 acres of this land
possession of it. The result was that in if he had chosen to do so. It was put
1883, this land, which was given at a up to open tonder, and the Gbvernment
merely nominal rent, was taken up by could not get anybody to take it. ·Why7
persons who had information which Because the men who had been on the
was vory carefully kept back from Par- land, the Ministers who had introduced
liament. ·What were those persons now previow:! Manee Acts, and the country
doing 1 They were making vory hand- goneral1y did not know as much as the
some profits by subdividing the land, honorable member for Kynoton seemed to
and those profits ought to have gone into assume that he knew about the character
the hands of the State.
He did not of the land. (Mr. C. Young-" I know
blame those people. They were perfectly . nothing j I asked for inquiry.") At that
justified in taking advantago of the de- time the land was known to be valuable
lusion which Parliament was under, but agricultural land, but there wero certain
he did find very great fault indeed with surrounding circumstances which made it
the then Minister of Lands, who, no doubt, valueless. The land was taken up by persons
was misled by those who should have who were implored to take it up simply in
advised him. He did not, however, wish order to relieve the State from the heavy
to speak of persons who were absent. burden of destroyi~lg the vermin upon it.
Something of a similar kind occurred when The men who took it up lost money upon
another large block of land was being it, but within a recent period the one thing
dealt with. The matter was debated in wh:ich made the,land valuable and marketthe House night after night, and honor- able had been found out.
That was how
able members were told upon the authority to get rid of the scrub. Until· a few
of departmental documents and reports, years ago it was considered to be imposthat the land which was being dealt with· sible to get rid of this scrub, but now it
in large blocks of 250,000 acres was abso- was found that certain enterprising agrilutely worthless. One honorable member culturists from an adjoining colony had
said that it was not worth one shilling per gone into the mallee, and had shown how
aero for the freehold.
Further inquiry this scrub could be got rid of. If they
had shown that the statement of the hon- had had that information in 1883, 1885,
·orable member for Delatite that some of or 1889 there would have been no danger
it was first-class land, worth from £10 of any block holders being able to put
to £ 15 per acre, was correct.
The moral bonuses into their pockets, a8 they were
he desired to draw from this was that charged with doing at the present time.
Ministers should not mislead the House (}fl'. C. Young-"Who charged them with
in this way. rrhey should inform Parlia- doing that1") Those men deserved every
ment that they knew nothing about the shilling they got. They put their money
matter, appoint a. committee to make into the land at a time when thoy did not
the nocessary. inquiries, and submit full know what the result would be, and if
information to the House, before they they had pluck to do that they had a right
dealt with largo areas of land in such a to all the advantages "\vhich they could
l11anner.
now obtain. The Mallee Committee deMr. DO"\Y remarked that the honorable served the thanks of the House for the
member for Kyneton was hardly fair to promptitude with which they had brought
lessees. who took up manee land and to forward their report. There were ono or
previous Ministers of Lands. The honor- two points in the report to which he desired
able member referred particularly to :Mil- to call attention in tho interest of a large
dura. (Mr. C. Young -" I did not say number of persons who were now putting
anything about }Jildura,") The honorable theIr money into the mal1ee land, and who
member had the idea that because he at wished to know exaetly where thoy stood.
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The first point had reference to selections. compensation would be paid. The schedule
He kne~w that the Minister could not grant was as follows : selections of each sD;l.all transferred block
"I,
of
, hereby underuntil there was fresh legislation. When a take and agree to accept a lease under section
,
man t.ransferred a block the right to select 32 of the Land Act 1884 for allotment
of
, containing
acres,
only lay with the original transferee, parish
subject to the express stipulations following,
and did not pass on to the second, that is to say :third, and fourth transferee. The com" I undertake and agree that the lease shall
mittee recommended that there should contain in addition to the covenants and conditions provided in the Land Act 1884 a covebe legislation as soon as possible to permit nant
on my part, in a form to be prepared by
of selection even to the extent of 640 the Governor in Council, that in the event of the
acres. There was another point which was said land or any part thereof heing at any time
puzzling to persons who wished to invest in required by the Commissioners of Victorian
mallee lands. That was how they stood in Railways for railway purposes, or by the Governor in Council for water supply purposes
regard to the leases. At the pr8sent time irrigation purposes, reservoirs, dams, races,
a great many men who were trafficking water-courses, or drains, or for puhlic roads or
with the block holders had arranged to highways, to remove any improvements thereand to relinquish and give up possession
buy land, and they had no direct title from from,
of the said land or any part thereof that may be
the Crown. He uhderstood that the com- required for the purposes aforesaid, and that I
mittee recommended that the transferees will not claim any compensation for or in respect
should get a direct lease over their portion of such removal and resumption and severance,
of the mallee from the Grown. Supposing and that I release Her Majesty, her heirs, and
successors, from all or any compensation whatthat he (Mr. Dow) was a block holder, and soeverfor such removal, resumption, or severance ;
he wished to get permission from the and I hereby further undertake and agree in the
Government to transfer his block to a event of the said allotment or any part thereof
number of persons who desired to buy it, being granted to me under section 42 of the Land
Act .1884 as an agricultural allotment, to accept
he understood that he would have to send a licence therefor subject to a similar covenant
down to the Lands department the names to the foregoing on my, part to be contained in
of the persons who wished to treat with such licence in addition to the uSllal conditions
him. frhat portion of the block would be of such licences. "
struck off in the origin all ease, and anew lease He ,vould ask the Minister of Lands to
would be granted direct to the persons pur- look into this matter and see whether it
chasing, who would become tenants of the was worth while to block up large areas of
Crown. (Mr. McLean-" That is the case land pending railway construction, which
now.") With reference to the question of • might not take place for some considerable
selection before survey, the recommenda- time.
tion was a good one, but it was just as
Mr. DIXON said that he would not
well that he should take credit to the Lands have troubled the House had it not been
department where it was due. That was the for the speech delivered by the honorable
practice of the Landsdepartment previously, member for Kyn"eton, who had cast some
and the committee was only recommending reflection on the Mallee Committee, and
what the Lands department had adopted especially on the Parliament of 1883.
with great success in other parts of the 'When this question was brought. before
colony. It was proposed by the Railways the House by the honorable member for
Standing Committee that a good deal of Borung, he (Mr. Dixon) was under the
the manee country should be blocked from impression that the allotment holders and
selection. The Rail ways Standing Commit- the block holders were getting very large
tee sugg~sted that in the interest of future advantages which they had no right to
railway construction any manee land that receive, that the State' was being defrauded,
lay along or neal' to a proposed route of and that the people who were settling on the
railway should be blocked from selection manee lands had to pay more than should
until the route was finally adopted. He be demanded from them j bu t from the
could not understand why any land should evidence which was taken by the Mallee
be blocked from selection or from occupa- Committee, he thought that Parliament
tion pending railway construction, because were perfectly justified in passing the Act of
before any person could get a title to land 1883 with the information which they then
in any part of the country he had to had before them. The first witness called
sign an undertaking called schedule A, by the committee was a gentleman, who,
by which it was provided that if the land in 1883, was one of the leading officers of
was required for. railway purposes no the Lands department j and he gave it as
J
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his opinion, from a long acquaintance with
the mallee country, that it was a barren
waste even to-day. Prior to 1883 the
persons who had possession of the maUee
land grazed their stock upou it to the
fullest extent. They took all they could
out of it, and the country was overrun
with vermin. The difficulty Parliament
had to meet was how best to deal
with the land so as to get it eleared of
vermin. The land was, therefore, let in
large blocks, and the men who took it up
must have been men of great courage and
determination, or they would not have
faced the difficulties which then confronted them. Those men spent their
money on the land, and they had succeeded in clearing it of vermin by erecting wire, rabbit, and dog proof fences.
They had subdivided the land in such
a way that they had been enabled to
do this, and they had also made provision
for water conservation in the future.
Despite all this expenditure of money,
these men would not have been able to
deal with the country had the conditions
which existed prior to 1883 still obtained.
The secret of the value of the mallee
country was the discovery of the stumpjumping plough and the roller. It was
stated that in 1883 itwould cost from £5 to
£6 per acre to clear the mallee of the scrub.
From the information which the committee
obtained it now appeared that, with the
appliances in use, the land could be cleared
for lOs. an acre, and in some cases for less.
If the committee had recommended that
the Government should stop all dealings
with this country a great injustice would
have been done to a large number of
persons. If the committee had recommended that the State should resume
possession of the land, very great delay
would have taken place before the land
could have been dealt with. It was
stated, an~ he believed that it was
true, that a number of persons had
left the mallee land and returned to
South Australia. If the State had resumed
the land it would have had to pay compensation, and if the compensation offered
was not satisfactory arbitration would
have had to be resorted to. Honorable
members all knew that the State always
got the worst of it in arbitration. If the
land had been resumed the State w.ould
have had to find money to pay compensation to the block holders, and the persons
whO afterwards came on to the land would
have had to pay back to the State the
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amount which the State had paid to the
block holders. From the evidence which
the committee obtained, it appeal'ed that
purchasers who were practical hardheaded men were prepared to pay the
amount demanded by the block holders
because they had a great advantage in
doing so. They knew what they would
have to pay, and they knew when they
would get possession of the land. 'rhe
Minister of Lands had met the report of
the Mallee Committee in a very wise
manner, and there was every reason to
believe that the State would be able to
settie a very large number of persons on
the mallee land, which in 1883 was looked
upon as a barren waste, and which was then
a barren waste. Settlement was the first
thing that was required, and the committee
recommended that settlement should take
place upon lines which would enable the settlers in dry seasons to assist each other by
water conservation, and which would ultimately give them railway communication.
Mr. OFFICER said it was easy to be
wise after the event. "\Ve knew the value
of the mallee now, but we did. not know
its value some years ago. It was considered to be rather a white elephant, and
he thought those who went out into the
mallee years ago and spent money there
deserved every consideration.
He was
glad the Minister seemed to have adopted
the report of the select committee. He
thought that report was a very good one
in the interests of the country; but he
could have wished that it had gone a
little further, and recommended that subdivision should be allowed to go on under
proper restrictions.
No doubt, as the
Minister of Lands had said, the area of
land in the hands of the Government
would be sufficient to meet the wants for
some years to come, but he might point
out that it was not the best land that was
in the hands of the Government. The
best land was that which had been already
leased in blocks to men like Mr. Lascclles,
and in the interests of the country it
would have been much better that subdivision under proper restrictions should
have been allowed to go on, because
by that means more settlement would have
been got, and settlement was what was
wanted. There was no use settling the
people on the very poor land, and that
was really the character of most of the
land which was left to the Government,
which the would-be mallee farmer would
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now have to choose from, whereas, if subdivision had been allowed to go on, the
large blocks, which were now confined
in tho hands of a few occupants, would
have been thrown open to the public.
Mr. TATCHELL stated that there was
one recommendation by the committee
which he thought was a most valuable
one, and that was the recommendation
for improving the machinery of the land
boards, and the more frequent sitting of
those boards. He heartily concurred
in this recommendation, because he
thoroughly believed in the value of the
institution called the land board. The
honorable member for Borung, in his
speech, was rather in favour of abolishing
these lands boards j but' he (Mr. Tatchell)
thought that by adopting the recommendation of the committee, and improving
the machinery of the land boarel, the
whole difficulty of the question would be
overcome in the future.
He was in
f.avour of the further subdivision of this
country, and taking advantage of the
present favorable condition of ,the seasons
for that purpose. If three years' notice of
resumption was given to a block holder,
it was just possible that at the end of that
period there might be a cycle of bad
seasons, and then the whole affair would
be brought to a stand-still. He would
allow subdivision to go on, trusting to the
discretion of the Minister, and so improving
the machinery of the land boards that
there might be left to them the supervision of the tenants and the supervision
of the sales. He thought the Minister
might very safely act on the recommendation of these boards. He also thought
the recommendation for survey before
selection was a very good one, because in
this way provision could be made for the
proper mingling of indifferent land with
good land. The recommendation to empowerselectorsto obtain 640acreswas also a
wise one, because, from his know ledge of the
malice country, he "ms quite sure that a
selection of 320 acres would be perfectly
useless. ,Vhile on this subject, in order
to show the delays which men had to put
up with at present in connexion with the
land, he might call the attention of the
Minister to the case of a selector in his
(Mr. Tatchell's) district. The man came
to him last February in connexion with a
small block of land which he wished to
have put up for sale. He (Mr. Tatchell)
attended yarious offices for the purpose of
having the matter put in train. There
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were no mining objections at the time, and
the man was most anxious to save the
season. Things 'went on' month after
month, until, finally, he (Mr. Tatchell) got.
the piece of hmd gazetted in September for
the October sales, that was after the
season was over. The sale came 011, and
th'en for soine unexplained reason this
piece of land was withdrawn, and the man
was still waiting. He cordially agreed
with the recommendations of the committee, and 'he thought that in future
mallee selection and mallee occupation
should be left mainly in the discretion of
the Minister.
Mr. FORRES'r observed that he was
very much pleased with the commendations which had been passed on the
committee for the expedition with which
they had brought up their report, but, as one
of the committee, he might safely say that
the credit war:; due nearly altogether, if not
entirely, to the chairman of the committee
who kept the committee constantly at
work. He quite agreed with the remarks
of the honorable member for Kara Kara
with 'regard to land being reserved for
railway purposes, and he desired to call
the attention of the :,Minister of Lands to
the fact that the Railways Standing Committee had recommended that a block of
some 25 sq uare miles should be reserved
for railway purposes. The Manee Committee recommended that this land should
be thrown open, and he (Mr. Forrest)
trusted that the Minister would see that
this land was made available for settlement, as there were a great many people
anxious to take up land in the mallee
country. 'With reference to resuming
land, he thought that if the Minister
looked at the evidence he would find that
thore were people who would be yery glad
to give up portions of their blocks to the
Government without requiring three years'
notice. The committee in their report
only recommended that the Government
should resume land 'where it was required,
and not that there should be any general
resUlp.ption. As to the committee's recommendation that improvements of the leased
land to be allowed at the expiration of the
lease in 1903 should be allowed for at a
rate not exceeding lOs. per acre, one of the
reasons which induced the committee to
make this recommendation was that
persons who might hp.ve selected before
and, therefore, were not in a position to
select again, might put very valuable improvements on the land, ,vhereas, if the
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valuation for iluproyements was limited to
lOs. per acre, persons who were not in a
position to select themselves, 'would not put
()n such valuable improvements, and thus
pr~vent a future tenant from taking possession of the land.
Mr. MADDEN stated that he must
agree with the honorable member for
Donald that some of the report of the
committee was not in accordance with the
evidence. The evidence with regard
to the blocks was sometimes one way and
sometimes the other; but, with regard to
the transfer of allotments, he thought the
evidence was almost unanimously in fayour
of their being freely transferred without
impediment. And yet the eommittee had
recommended that the department should
deal in exactly the same way with the .
allotments as with the blocks.
In his
opinion, the right course was to have manee
settlement, whether by Government action
or by private enterprise-to get settlers
in that country as fast as possible in every
way, .because the faster we got settlement
there the sooner the mallee country would.
be under cultivation, and become a really
useful province of the colony. He thought
that in their recommendation with regard
to the mallee allotments the committee
had made a mistake.
They might be
right in the other matter, but, of course,
everything would depend on the kind of
Bill which was introduced by the Government later on. It seemed to him that the
principal recommendation in the report
was that things should be allowed to go
on just as at present until a Bill was
introduced. 'Vhen a measure was introduced the House would have a full opportunity of criticising it, amending it, and,
perhaps, adding to it.
Mr. BURRO'VES observed that it was
the desire of the committee to leaye the
hands of the Minister as untrammclled as
possible. The committee had certain difficulties to contend with. rrhey had to
consider the manner in which these lessees
had taken up their land, and the fact that
before land was resumed certain notice had
to be given and certain compensation paid.
The committee were desirous of assisting
and forwarding the existing applications
which were of a legitimate and bond fide
character, and they agreed that those applications should be carried through as
quickly and as freely as possible; but it
was also the '''ish of the committee that a
Bill should be brought in as soon as possible to deal with the mallee country. It

was also considered that it would not be wise,
perhaps, for the Government to resume n.
great deal of this land at one time because
of the difficulty and expense of keeping
down the yermin. He could assure honorable members that the committee
endeavoured to get through their labours
as efficiently and as quickly as possible so that the present applications
might be got through without delay.
'rhe committee were of opinion that giving
the Minister c(wte blanche would leave him
to deal with the applications in a proper
and just manner. He (Mr. Burrowes)
was sure from what he knew of the hon.'orable gentleman that he would alsl) deal
with them with true liberality-deal with
them on such principles as would lead
to profitable settlement taking place. One
thing he desired to call special attention
to, namely, the necessity of baving surveys
for roads made as soon as possible. Otherwise great difficulties would occur in the
future.
r:rhe motion for the adoption of the
committee's report was agreed to.
LEGAL PROFESSION PHACTICE
BILL.
The debate on the amendments made
by the Legislative Council in this Bill
(adjourned from Wednesday, October 28)
was resumed.
nir: ZOX stated that an important
matter had been brought under his notice
with respect to certain students at the
University, from whom he had receiyed
several communications on the subject.
These students had stated to him that
some of them were going up to pass the
examination which would take place
towards the close of the present year, and
the point he (Mr. Zox) wished to put
before them was-if they failed to pass that
examination would it not be fair to give
them another trial ~ Otherwise, if they
were defeated they would so far be out of
the running altogether. He ,,"ould ask
the Minister of Customs and the other legal
members of the House whether they would
consent to see such an injustice donewhether they would not assist him in
carrying an amendment of the Bill ,,,hich
would meet their case ~
Mr. MASON stated that he quite saw
the force of the remarks just made by the
honorable member for Melbourne East (Mr.
Zox), for he had himself received similar
communications on the subject. But he
would point out that even were he disposed
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to agree with the honorable member's proposal, as far as he understood it, the standing orders of the House stood in the w~y of
anything being done in the matter. In
fact, at the present stage the House could
only deal with the amendments made by
the other branch of the Legislature.
The SPEAKER.-The rule is that this
House can amend an amendment of the
Council. Such an amendment must be
pertinent to .the Council's amendment.
Mr. ZOX said he could only appeal to the
legal members of the House to assist him
in preventing an obvious injustice. "What
he aimed at was the insertion in the Bill
of a proyision to the effect that anyone
passing the University matriculation examination within twelve months of the
commencement of the new Act should be
allowed to qualify himself under the old
conditions.
Mr. DUFFY said he regretted very
much that the honorable member for
Melbourne East (Mr. Zox) had not taken
the House into his confidence before.
(Mr. Zox-" I spqke to the Minister of
Customs on "the subject.") Had the
honorable member spoken to the AttorneyGeneral, perhaps something could have
been done to prevent injustice. But it
was not fair to come upon the House in
the present way. (Mr. Staughton-" It is
as fair as your springing these amendments upon us to-night.") Perhaps the
honorable member for Portland might see
his way to propose such an amendment on
the Council's amendments as could be
adopted, but, as had been pointed out, the
whole Bill was not now before the
Assembly. Only the amendments made
by the Council could be dealt with. They
could only be simply accepted or else
modified in a relevant way. For himself,
he (Mr. Duffy) had opposed this measure
for fifteen years, and he was afraid now
that he would have no further opportunity
of opposing it. Still, he would at the last
moment enter his protest against the
hasty and inconsiderate manner in which
the Bill had been dealt with.
(Mr.
Mason-"Fifteen years! is that hasty?")
After fifteen years of rejection, it had
now been passed through the House "ivithout proper discussion or consideration,
and without proper amendments. He ventured to say that carrying it into law
would disappoint in every respect the expectations of the public. From his experience of legal matters he was satisfied
that the effect would not be to cheapen
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law in any respect; it would rather have
the contrary effect. N or would it make
the members of the legal profession more
efficient. The outcome would be rather
the reverse. The House had dealt with
the subject under the stimulus of an
irrational prejudice against the profession-a prejudice which he was certain
they did not feel against the individual
members of that profession with whom
they were brought into contact. During
all the debates on the question there had
been only one real point raised against the
present system. That point was that barristers occasionally received fees for which
they did not in return give full worth in
service. With respect to the other branch
of the legal profession, he did not believe
that such a complaint had ever been made.
Sometime':!, indeed, if the solicitors were
not very vigilant, they did not get paid at
all. As to the complaint against the other
branch, it was not altogether without foundation. No doubt there were barristers
of eminence who received large fees without giving in return the work expected
from them. Still, as the honorable member
for Portland stated the other night- it
must also be within the experience of every
other legal member of the House-the
state of things so complained against was,
as a matter of fact, entirely the fault of
the public. When a client brought his
case to a solicitor, that solicitor generally
put before him the names of three or four
barristers, eminent in their profession, as
capable of conducting the case in court.
They all knew the names of those barristers. Every client who could afford it
instructed his solicitor to retain Mr. Soand-so or Dr. So-and-so, and insisted on
having that gentleman retained. The
solicitor would inform his client that the
barrister in question was retained in three
or four other cases, which might be expected
to come on in court the same day as his
own, and that the chances were that when
his case was called on the barrister would
be addressing a jury" or cross-examining a
witness in another court and be unable to
appear. 1'he solicitor would then recommend"another barrister, who, although not
so eminent in his profession, would perhaps
~o the work as well or better; but the
client would not be satisfied with that
arrangement, preferring to retain the wellknown barrister, and take his chance of
that gentleman's appearance in court with,
at all events, the certainty that he would
not be retained against him. If, instead
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of confining theii' favours to four or create another crisis over this Bill. The
five eminent barristers, the public would honorable member in charge of the Bill
distribute them more evenly among the and the public were entitled to expect the
members of the bar the complaints of non- measure to go through that evening. If
attendance in court on the part of barris- it did not, was there any certainty that
ters who had been retained to appear would there would be another opportunity of
at once cease. Many members of the bar passing it? He did not think so.
were not occupied in any case, and could
Mr. NIMMO said he hoped the Bill would
devote the whole of their time to the study , be passed that evening. It would not be
of any case if retained, and be certain to proper to imperil the passing of the Bill
appea.r in court. Under the present system, by proposing to amend the Council's
however, the public had not accepted the amendments, or by adding new clauses
services of such barristers, but ratherstrove which would perhaps not be acceptable to
to get the services of leaders of the bar; and the Council. The public believed that this
. the result would be exactly the same under measure would give them good and cheap
the proposed s.ystem as long as the public law, and it could be amended if necessary
insisted on retaining certain well-known another session. If they did not pass the
practitioners. This measure would not Bill that night the probabilities were that
make any difference, nor would it give the it would be lost for the present session.
public better, cheaper, or more expeditious
Capt. TAYLOR stated that he desired
law than they had had in the past. He to ask the House to do a little justice to
was confident that after a short trial of the three gentlemen whose positions would be
new system honorable members and the absolutely ruined if this Bill passed in its
public would see that they had made a present form. It had been very carefully
mistake in promoting such legislation, arranged that the managing clerks of
because it would decrease the efficiency of solicitors should be allowed to qualify
lawyers, it would lower instead of raising under this Bill, but there were three
the standard, and it certainly would not gentlemen in Melbourne who acted as
barristers' clerks, and who, if this Bill
cheapen law.
Mr. TU'fHILL remarked that it was a passed, would find, like Othello, that their
pity the honorable member was not as con- occupation was gone indeed-it would take
sistent in his arguments as he was in his away their bread and butter, because the
opposition to the Bill. The honorable gen- Bill was framed to fuse the two branches
tleman stated that the measure hlld been of the legal profession into one by annirushed through the House in the most hilating the barristers. The House ought
indecent fashion, and, in the same breath, to allow to those three barristers' clerks
that he had opposed it for fifteen the same privilege as was proposed to be
years. A Bill that had been before the allowed to the managing clerks of solicitors;
House at various times during a period of and, in order to give honorable members
fifteen years could hardly be said to have an opportunity to do that act of justice,
been rushed through the House. Sinc!,) he he begged to propose the insertion,
(Mr. Tuthill) was first returned to the after the word "reference" in amendAssembly this Bill had been passed three ment "D," of the names of the followtimes almost unanimously by the Assembly, ing persons:-" Benjamin George Harpur
and twice rejected, after deliberation, by Brown, William Theophilus Druce, and
the Upper House; but on the last occasion Frederick Lewis Augustus Corfield."
the' Bill was passed by the Council, after The amendment would have let in a
careful consideration, which was shown in number of youths who had simply acted
the number of amendments that had been as office-boys to solicitors and barristers,
sent down. How, therefore, could it be and therefore it was rejected. But the
said that the measure had been rushed amendment he proposed would affect only
through Parliament 1 On the contrary, three persons who were barristers' clerks,
was it not another instance of the Upper and without it those three persons would be
House being educated up to the require- deprived, so to speak, of the hope of their
ments of .the public, and coming to the con- bread and butter. The House should not
clusion that the judgment of the Assembly consent to a gross injustice. The amendin the first instance was right ~ He would ment would not prejUdice the Bill in any
have fancied that the Postmaster-General way, and he trusted that it would be
would have been satisfied with the present accepted.
constitutional crisis instead of trying to
Mr. ZOX seconded the amendment.
Session 1891.-[159]
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The [G~lel1dment was negatived.
Capt. rL1A YLOR said that honorable
mcmucrs in theil' ttnxiety to pass this Bill
should be careful not to ignore any rights
which might accrue prior to the Bill
becoming law. To his knowledge, there
were certain yout.hs who had nearly qualilifled themselves to study for the position
of solicitors under the existing bw, and to
meet their case he begged to move the
addition to ChtllSe D of the following : " Provided always that any person who shall
before the coming into operation of this Act
have duly entered himself at the matriculation
examination of the University of Melbourne in
the necessary subjects required by the existing
rules of the Supreme Court, and shall at any
such examination to be helel within one yea.r
from the date of the coming into operation of
this Aet have passed such examination, such
person shall be at liberty to be articled to a
barrister or solicitor as aforesaid at any time
within such period of one year, and shall be at
liberty to be admitted and to practise as a
solicitor or barrister after passing the exam ina- .
tion and serving the articles at present provided
for articled clerks by the rules of the Supreme
Court now in force."

The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Ha,wthorn h~wing spoken on the
main question has exhausted his right
to speak on this subject, and he must
therefore put his proposed amendment in
the hands of some other honorable member. Of course, after such an amendment
is proposed, he may speak to the amendlllent.
Mr. L. L. S:JIITH stated that he would
move the amendment. It had never,
during the many years that he had been
a member of that House, been considered
to be wise to adopt retrospective legisla·tion. It appoar€d that if clanse 3 were
adopted as it stood it would deprive a
number of young men of certain privileges
to which they would ha,e been entitled
under the existing rules. He did not
think that it was the desire of honorable
members to inflict injury upon persons
who had striven, under the existing law, to
qualify themselves for a certain position.
He would ask the honorable member for
Gippsland South, who had charge of this
Bill, how hewould like it if he had a son who
was qualifying himself uncleI' the existing
law and regulations, and it ,vas proposed
to debar him from taking advantage of
the position he had already secured? He
trusted honorable membors would not
agree to deprive these young men of the
privilege to which they were entitled
under the existing law.
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:Hr. TURNER sa.id he thought theHouse might yery fairly ngrce to the
amendment. (Mr. Andcrson-" It woulel
wreck the Bill.") As he understood the
matter, certain young men had now entered at the University for the matriculation examination, and if this Bill were not.
passed those young men, if they succeed eel
in getting through that examination~
would .bo entitled to be articled to solicitors, and, on passing certain further examinations, and serving a term of five
years, they would be entitled to 'be admitted as solieitors. By this Bill they
had to pass the same matriculation ex-·
amination, but they would also have to
pass :1 far more sovere course of examination at the University.
Parliam81it
was no\v altering the examinations
which young men wo~lld have to pass
at the University in future during
the course of their study, and under
these circumstances he thought it would
be only fair and reasonable that an excep-·
tion should be made in faYOllr of those
young men who were referred to in the
amendment. There could only be but
very few of them, because the operation of
the amendment was limited to those who
had at present entered, and who would
pass the examination to be held this'
month or the examinations to be held in
Mayor June next; and, moreover, it was
provided that they must be articled within'
twelve months. This being so, the class.
to which the amendment would apply was.
very limited, and he thought the House
might yery fairly allow the so persons to·
be admitted under the o!d rules.
Of
courso, this being a private members'
Bill, honorable members ''"QuId understand that he was not spen,king as the
mouth-piece of the Government, but was
merely expressing his own views on the·
subject. As a, member of the profession,
he, for OTte, was quite prepared to throw
open the doors to those ",-ho had entered
for the matriculation examination at the:
present time.
Mr. G. D. CARTER remarked that he
had intended to mOYe an amendment to
provide that tho Bill should not come
into operation until 1893, instead of 1892.
He thought that would meet 'all the difficulty. It was well known that almost
every change in the law injured somebody, and it was only right that a
change should be made in a manner as
little hurtfnl as possible to individuals.
He supposed it was no great pleasure to

.
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punish . people' who wero qnite innocent; bnt it seemed as if some of the prescnt ornaments of the leg:11 profession in
the Honse, having reached the hayen of
rest themsehes, were particularly anxious
that yonng people should be. obstructed
from get.ting to the same happy position
of liying 011 the public. He (Ur. Carter)
had suffered by the law being in this form
in another colony, and he thought the
pcople here would learn by-and-by from
increased bills of. costs that the change
was not so beneficial as they seemed to
im::tgine at present that it ,yol{ld be. That,
however, ,,,as not the point. I t had been
.clearly shown that there ,yere certain
young people in this colony who would be
injuriously affected by this Bill coming
into operation on the 1st January, 1892;
and he (Mr. Carter) was prepared either
to vote for the present amendment, which
would admit those persons, or to move an
amendment to postpone the Bill coming
into operation until the 1st January, 1893.
He supposed that no Ol1e was. particularly
anxious to levy black-mail on the people
in 1892, and that they could wait for a
year, when, perhaps, the public prosperity
might hu;ve returned and the people would
be in a better position to stand being bled.
The House divided on the amendment. . 19
Ayes
Noes
46
:JIajority against the amend-l 9.7
ment...
...
... J ...
AYES.

Mr. Baker,
" G. D. Carter,
" Duffy,
" Ferguson,
" Gardiner,
" Grayes,
" Harper,
" Leonard,
" :McLellan,
" Peacock,

Mr. Shiels,
" L. L. Smith,
Staughton,
Stuart,
" Turner,
" Uren,
. ·Wrixon.
Tellers.
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Zox.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Antlerson,
Andrews,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Best,
Bowman,
Brock,
Burrowes,
Crayen,
Deakin,
Derham~

Dow,
Duncan,
F~ster,

Mr. Gillies,
" Gordon,
Graham,
" Hall,
" Hancock,
" J. Harris,
" Highett,
" Hunt,
" Laurens,
:Madden,
" J\Iason,
" J\IcColl,
" :McLean,
" :Munro,

Sit~lation.

The Political

J\1:r. ~rurphy,
" :M:urray,
" Nimmo,
" OHiccr,
Sir 13. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim,
" Patterson,
" Richardson,
" T. Smith,
" Sterry,

J\Ir.
"
"
"
"
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Tatchell,
Taverner,
Trenwith,
Tuthill,
"Wheeler,..
\Voods.

Tellers ....
Mr. Forrest
" A. You~g.

The Council's amendments were agreed
with.
:Mr. MASON said he desired to express
to honorable members and the Government
his obligation for the manner in which the
measure had been dealt with. It had
been before Parliament for some sixteen
or t'lyenty years, and he was delighted to
find it now carried into law.
The House adjourned at five minutes to'
elevon o'clock.
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COUNCIL~.

TVeclnesday, November 11, 1891 ..
The Clerk-The Political Situation: Resignations of
Ministers-Fences Act-Tramways Act Amendment
Bill-Imported Dogs-Constitution Act Amendment
Act Amendment Bill-Compunies Act Amendment
Bill (No. 2)-Employers and Employes Act Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentytwo minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
THE CLERIC
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved" That, in consequence of the absence of tfle'
Clerk through illness, the Clerk Assistant do
perform the duties of the Clerk of the Council
during his absence, and do take the chair at
the table."

The motion was agreed to.
PETITIONS.
Petitions against the Constitution Act
Amendment Act Amendment Bill were'
presented by the Hon. D. MELVILLE, from.
.the shire council of Broadmeadowsj by the
Hon. N. THORNLEY (in the absence of Dr.
DOBSON) from the shire council of Lilydale;
and by the Hon. N. 'I'HORNLEY, from the
shire councils of Boroondara and N unawading.
THE POLITICAL SITUATION.
RESIGN.Al'IONS OF MINISTERS.

Sir F. T. SARGOOD.~Mr. President, I
intimated yesterday to the House the position that my colleagues in this Chamber and
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myself had deemed it necessary to take, and
we have this afternoon had an interview
with our colleagues in another place, and, I
may say, have been requested in the most
frank and cordial manner to withdraw
our resignations. The question of the
advisability of acceding to that request
was one requiring much attention. vYe
had to take into consideration the position
of the various measures which are before
the two Houses of Parliament at the present time. A large amount of important
business has been done in both Chambers,
business that is very nearly at the finishing stage. 'rhere are also certain measures
in the Assembly which it is of great importance to the country should become .
law, and, after giving the matter the
most careful consideration, we came to
the conclusion that, in the interests of
the country as a whole, we ought to
waive any little objection we may personally have, and accede to the request of our colleagues. We have accordingly withdrawn our resignations. In
doing so, I may say that I think we have
in no degree lowered the position we
took up, and that we are still able to
maintain that which we deem to be of
vital importance-our own self-respect in
the matter. In making this intimation
to the House, I beg, on behalf of my colleagues and myself, to thank honorable members for the very flattering
way in which they referred to us yesterday.
FENCES ACT.
The Hon. T. DOWLING asked the
Minister of Justice if it \vas the intention
-of the Government to introduce this
session an amendment of the Fences Act,
making it compulsory on owners of adjacent lands to pay half the cost of erecting rabbit-proof fencing ~ He said it had
-been hoped that by this time the plague
of rabbits would have been to a large
extent suppressed, but in his district
'the rabbits were still on the increase.
Those who were competent to give ad-.
-vice on this matter were of opinion that
-an omission was made when the Fences
Act was before the House in not providing
that the use of rabbit-proof fencing should
be compulsory upon land-owners. He
realized that there would be some difficulty in legislating in this direction, but
he felt that it was the only course that
could be pursued if the rabbits were to
be got rid of.

Imported Dogs.

The Hon. J. M·. DAVIES stated that
he fully agreed with the remarks of Mr.
Dowling, and he knew that the Minister
of Agriculture would also agree with what
the honorable member had said. An
answer tQ the question had been prepared, but he did not anticipate that he
would be in a position to reply to it that
evening, and he did not bring the answer
with him. If the honorable member
would permit him, he wonld supply the
answer at a later stage.
TRA~fWAYS

ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. VY. A. ZEAL,
this Bill was read a first time.
IMPORTED DOGS.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR asked the
Minister of Justice if he would cause the
correspondence with reference to the
quarantining of imported dogs to be circulated before next week ~
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it was
understood that the correspondence referred to would be printed, and he took
steps to see that that was done on Thursday last. He was then informed that
the mattter was in the printer's hands,
and he did not know why the corr~spon
dence had not yet been circulated. He
would make further inquiries.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 27)
on the motion of Sir F. 'r. Sargood for
the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. T DO'VLING.-Mr. President, this Bill is entitled an Act to amend
the Constitution Act Amendment Act
Amendment Bill. I think that it is
more than that. It also amends the
Electoral Act. In other words, it is a
Bill to take away from the people of
the c1)lony a privilege which they have
enjoyed for very many years. However,
we may let that pass. I have been inquiring why we have been called upon
this session to discuss a measure of this
sort. I have learned-and I think that
there is some truth in it-that an evil has
sprung up under our electoral system
by which some gentlemen can exerI cannot
cise ten votes in one day.
vouch for the accuracy of that statement, but there is no doubt that an
evil has sprung into existence.
But
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surely it is within the functions of Parlia- what would be the use of our manhood
ment to remedy any evil of that kind then 1 The enemy would demand gold,
without passing such a drastic measure as and who is to find the gold? The prothis. A great many people have asked perty-owners. The property-owner stands
the pertinent question, "vVhy should pro- in a unique position. He stands above the
perty have an extra vote?" It is in the leaseholder, because the leaseholder can
consideration of that point that I shall leave the country, but the propertydetain the House. vVe cannot get away owner is fixed to the soil, and it is to him
from the financial aspect of this question. that we look, and must look, for the payHonorable members and, electors of this ment of the interest on our loans, and for
House have to possess a property qualifi- the stability of our Constitution. It may
cation. Freehold property has its respon- . be said that· property has at present two
sibilities as well as its privileges, and I do votes-one for the Assembly, and another
not think that it is possible for the owners for this Chamber. There is something in.
of freehold property to get away from those that statement so far as it goes, but that.
responsibilities. vVe are large borrm,!ers opens up the whole of our Constitution,
of foreign money. We have already bor- and it appears to me that there is a.
rowed from £35,000,000 to £40,000,000. blot ou our Constitution. Years and
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL.-More than years ago I felt, along with others, that.
some control should have been given
that.
The Hon. T. DOvVLING.-vVe are now to this House over money matters~
proposing to go into the London market I do not say the initiation of Money Bills.
to float further loans. vVhat security should take place here, but I do say that.
have we to offer for this money 1 Our the ratepayers of this country will scarcely
manhood? No, that would never do. If be satisfied for long with not being able.
we only had our manhood to offer as a to do anything except to reject a Bill in.
security, we would have to pay interest at toto. For instance, the other night we
the rate of 50 per cent. instead of from 3 had a case before us in which the only
to 4 per cent. Property is the only security action we could have taken was to reject.
that we can offer, and that is the security altogether a Bill, part of which had been
which is accepted. Then again, is it not a passed the session before and the money
fact that the more wealth there is distri- spent, thus throwing the whole machinery
buted the better it is for the State? In of government into confusion, because we
other words, the more people there are could not put our finger on anyone partiliving upon their own properties the ticular item and ask the other House to
greater will be the stability of any re-consider it. I feel that if I was living.
country. Therefore, we should hold out under a Constitution drawn upon lines.
every inducement to men to exercise thrift, which would aHow this House to take an·
industry, and, I would add, temperance. item from a Money Bill and return it to.
By the combination of these three virtues the other House for re-consideration, I
a man can raise himself in the social scale, should not bother my head about the dual'
and so entitle himself to the higher privi- vote. I should be a one-man-one-vote man_
lege which ,ye ,,,ish to give to such persons. But as matters stand it seems to me that
I say to our manhood "Vie will give you a the dual vote-one vote for manhood and
vote," and I hold that every man who the other for thrift-must be our watchhas a life to conserve is entitled to a voice word, and I trust it will be carried by this.
in the government of the colony, but I House. I shall vote for the second readcannot understand why a man who has only ing of this Bill, and I ani sure that the
his manhood should be placed upon the wisdom of this House will suggest such
same platform as the man who hasa life and amendments in it as will be for the welproperty to conserve. To the man who fare of the country and for the establishhas thrift and industry, and who has ment of peace and prosperity throughout
accumulated property, no matter how the land.
small it may be in value, I would give a
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-Mr. President,
vote for his savings. It is the duty of the honorable member (Mr. Dowling)
the House to see that property has this began his remarks by stating that this
second vote. If war was declared, and an Bill was a Bill to amend the Constitution
enemy silenced the guns which we have Amendment Act 1890. That conveys no
so often heard about at Pope's Eye fort, very definite meaning to the minds of
and sent our navy to the right-about, honorable members. It has been declared
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that the object of this Bill is to restrict
the franchise to one vote for every individual voter. No doubt that is the object
of the Bill as it is now before us, but
taking tho title of the Bill we may regard
it as a Bill simply to vary the franchise as it
now exists under our present Constitution.
. We have a right, in dealing with this Bill,
to regard it in that light-as a Bill intended to vary the franchise-and that,
of course, will give us the po\ver to consider whether the variation proposed in
the present Bill from the existing law is
the one that is most likely to be conducive
to the best interests of the country. The
franchise itself is not an end; it is only
a means to an end, and that end-the end
which we should always keep in view in
discussing this subject-is, what method
of creating our Parliaments, our representatives in Parliament, will be most conducive to the prosperity of all the interests
of this country? That is really the object
wllich we have in dealing with any method
of electoral voting. I t has been said, of
course, a hundred times over, that "one
man is as good as another," and some
people seem to regard it as. political heresy
of the deepest dye if one ventures
to differ from that dictum. "One man
is as good as another," "one man is
equal to another." No greater misstatement was ever made on the floor of this
01' any other House.
"Ve know perfectly
well that the dictum that "all men are
equal" is a dictum which is not true if it
'is applied to the qualifications for conducting that legislation without which a
country cannot prosper. "Ve kilow that it
is absolutely untrue to say that a man who
has got just a sufficiency of brains to keep
him outside of an asylum for idiots should
be regarded as equal in every respect to a
Gladstone or a Salisbury. rrhat, on the
face of it, is a perfect absurdity. That he
should be regarded as a fellow-being, that
all the legislation that is created should be
created with a view to his comfort as
much as tha.t of any other man in the
community, goes without saying in the
. mind of every right-thinking man; but to
say that he is as competent to create
that legislation, to say that he has
got the talent or the intellect given to him
by the Almighty, or the other qualifications that come in in dealing with the electoral power of the citizens of any country,
is a. thing which cannot be defended for a
moment. " All men are equal." Sir, that
has been said again and again, but never
Hon. J. Service.
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perhaps more solemnly than on one great
occasion at the founding of a great republic.
But we know that 'whilst that holds true,
and ought to hold true, in a variety of
senses, it never 'was intended to hold true,
and never could be held true, that all men
were in all respects, either as Citizens or as
electors, on the same par or on the same
level. I t is easy to understand how this
dictum was originally inspired. \Ve know
perfectly well, to go back to the middle
ages to which the honorable member (Mr.
Melville) referred in his speech on the last
occasion ,,,hen this Bill was before the
House, that all classes were not then equal.
If io~ apply the remark to classes in place
of indi vid uals, and say that all classes of men
ought to be put on the same equality
before the law, then you have the foundation, and the true solid foundation, for the
cry that all men are equal. All men
ought to be equal in the face of the law;
but all men are not equal in tho making
of the law. The honorable member referred to those dark ages and spoke of
them as if the condition of the masses in
those ages had been a very much improved
condition from that which exists now.
Surely the honorable member forgot himself and his history. "Ve know that in
those times which he referred to, when he
told us the working clas~es had more
liberty, more enjoyment, and more privileges than they have now-we know perfectly well that in those ages not only was
the property of a man the property of his
owner, but that his person was at the mercy
of the lord of the manor. We know perfectly well the condition of things in
those ages which were referred to by the
honorable member-that in those times
men were not free in any shape or sense,
that men were not equal before the law,
that there was one ruling tyrannical class
that placed everything under their feet
which stood in the way of their appropriating the lives, and the liberties, and
the properties of the people. "Ve know
that was the case in those days, and for
any Olle to compare the present generation,
so far as tho masses are concerned, 'with
the people who lived in the 14th and 15th
centuries, to which Mr. Melville alluded, is
a total mistake.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-They all
had a vote then.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-\Vell, we will
not discuss the middle ages any further at
the present moment.
I say that the
franchise is a means to an end, and not an
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,end. 'Ye know it has been said that those
who dispute the proposition that eyery
man ought to have an equal power of
voting nre making an attack upon manhood
suffrage. rrhat is the most extraordinary
statement I have ever heard made on the
floor of this or any other House. The
opposite is the case. Manhood suffrage is
making an attack upon the Constitution as
it now exists. 'Ve have only to refer to
the Constitution Act to find that the freehold franchise as it now exists has existed
in this colony since the introduction 9f
responsible government. Originally- there
were five qualifications for the franchise.
'The first was a freehold of the clear value
,of £50, or of the annual value of £5. The
second was a leasehold of the annun.l value
of £10. '1'he third wn.s that of a householder occupying any house, ,,,arehouse,
,counting-house, shop, or other building of
the clear annual value of £10. rrhe fourth
·was that of the occupier of Crown land for
twelve months for any payment; and the
fifth was that of a r~sident in the receipt of
an annual salary of £100. At the present
moment three of those qualifications still
exist. The first is the resident or manhood qualificatioll, the second is the
freohold, exactly as under the original
Act, and the third is that of the ratepayers
of the various municipal districts. Now,
it is absurd to say that those who desire
to maintajn the principles on ,Yhich our
franchise has been based from the be.ginning are attacking a principle which
they still recognise in its fullest extent,
because those who object to the one-man,one-vote proposal make no attack upon
manhood suffrage. "'N e do not desire to
,deprive one single elector of his right to
vote; but we claim just as good a right
to declare that we shall stand up for those
other q nalifications that were bestowed
upon us when we ,vere originally granted
the gift of self-government. Surely, we
have a right to say that those principles
on which we started our national life
:sha11 be maintained, and those are the
prinCiples 'which we contend for now.
We may desire to vary the in·cidence of certain of the qualifications.
We may desire, as we do desire-and we
may as well come to that point at Ollceto vary the powers of voting in respect of
freehold. 'Ve are quite at one with those
. who take the opposite view in regard to
,one man one vote in saying' that the
privilege or power as at present existing of
a freeholder who has freeholds in a number
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of districts in the colony, and who is at
liberty under the present system to vote
in them all, ought to be circumscribed.
'Ve are all agreed on that point. "\Ve
think that the present system gives a
certain power to a class of wealthy individuals who are not by their numbers
justified in taking upon themselves the
burden of ruling the country, 'Ye think
that it gives this power to those individuals,
and that it does not give the power to
other individuals of a humbler sort belonging to the same class-that is, the
thrifty class in the community. I say that
we desire, whilst we would restrict the
voting power as at present exercised by a
few wealthy individuals, to extend the
voting power upon another principle-the
principle that those who exercise the
economical virtues of industry, of so1£restraint, of thrift-that everyone of
those individuals, so far as it is possible
to range them within the electoral law, or
within the machinery of an electoral law
-that every ono of ,those people who
have shown that they possess tho qualities
on which the foundation of a country's
prosperity is based, should havo an additional voice in saying how the country
shall be governed. '11hree years ago I
hrought this matter under the notice of
the Council, when a similar Bill to this was
sent up from another plaGe. I then laid
down the principle for myself, that the
man who contributed to build up the
colony in all its prosperity and its wealth
was a different man in tho community
altogether from the man who cared nothing for the future of the community, who
cared nothing for his own future, who lived
for the day and took no thought for
the morrow. At that time I laid down
the principle of doing away, as far as my
own views were concerned, with what is
known as plural voting, and introducing
this dual vote, this double vote, amongst
that large class who have helped by
their individual exertions to create that
£150,000,000 worth of property that now
constitutes our great asset before the
face of the world, and upon which we
boast ourselves. It is upon the possession of this property that we pride
ourselves as amongst the nations, each one
striving after its own aggrandizement.
'Ve judge of a nation by its poverty or
by its riches in certain respects. I do not
mean to say that a nation should be judged
by that alone any more than an individual, but we all know that our civilization
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depends on our wealth; that if our
wealth disappears our civilization would
disappear, and that there would simply
be a return to the barbarism of former
times. In place of the present palatial
residences of the working classes, as compared with those of the 14th century, we
would simply have to go back once more to
themia-mia, and to eat wallaby. That is the
inevitable result of doing away with property. We have heard outside one of the
leaders of the manual labourers of this
colony boasting that the want of thrift
was no crime. rrhe reply to that is that
it is the greatest crime against the community. Another one boasted that if he
saved nothing, at all events he paid for
what he ate and drank, and thus he was
circulating the money, the circulation in
his case being confined entirely to his own
alimentary canal. That is a circulation
which does no good, but enables a man
just to live as a vegetable on the face of
the earth. N ow, I think we are all agreed
-and I do not think that those ,vho differ
from us in respect to the one man one vote
would dispute for a moment-that in dealing with a nation's affairs you must have
regard to the material welfare of the nation,
almost in the first degree. 'What was it
we all came here from the old country for,
such of us as were not born here 1 We
came here in order to create wealth, first
for ourselves, and next, and as a consequence, for the community at large. But
what is the teaching now on the part of
some gentlemen who did not come here in
the "fifties," when th~ngs were very
troublesome except to those who were
willing to go through hard work in order
·to.earn a little money~ Those gentlemen
come and tell us now, "Why you came
here, it may be, a poor swagman; you
have acquired wealth; you may have
been a decent man in the 'fifties,'
but you are a scoundrel now; get out
of the colony; take your gold and
silver, and build an island somewhere
in the Pacific Ocean, and leave us with the
lands of the colony." And what would
they do with the lands of the colony~
Give one of these men a quarter-of-anacre allotment, and the first thing he
would have to do would be to range the
length and breadth of the land in order
to find a capitalist who would lend him a
spade to dig it. This cry of labour against
capital and capital against labour has
been brought once more into existence in
connexion with the question of franchise,
Hon. J. Service.
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with the view of ultimately dealing with
the labour question. That is the point
we have to discuss. vVe were good men
as long as we had nothing, we are scoundrels as soon as we get .something. We
are told in another breath by other leaders
- " We have no objection to capital,
because we all want to get that, but
we object to capitalists."
'rhat is
to say, they are all rushing to get this
capital, and the moment they get it
they will become that which they
now denounce and declare should be
banished from the country. The whole
thing is a roaring farce, a thing that won't
bear consideration for one moment. Referring to the speech which I delivered in
this House three years ago, a gentleman
who occupies a very high position in
this colony - in fact, the highest - the
other day, when this subject was before another place, was good enough to
review some of my remarks as they appeared in Hansard, and he stated, when
dealing with those quotations, that a man's
prnperty had no right to have a vote, it
was the views of the man that ought to
be represented. But if the honorable gentleman had gone a very little way back into
his own thoughts he would have known
that the views of a man are very much
influenced by whether the man has property or has not. Therefore, if a man's
views are influenced by his surroundings, surely those surroundings must be
taken into account when we are dealing
with his representation. vVell, sir, I do not
want to take up much time on the present
occasion in dealing with this question of
one man being better than another, and
all that sort of thing. I want rather to
come to what we propose doing, for, after
all, the time is short, and there has been
a good deal of wasted time this session,
more particularly of late. The session is
coming to an end, and we want to have
some business done, and I think this
House desire. as far as they can to have
fresh legislation introduced which ~vould
place matters on a better basis, inasmuch
as it would 1;>e a basis that would probably
conduce more to the interests of the country than the basis on which our elections
are conducted now. That is our object.
The object of this Bill, as defined by its
introducers, is that there shall be for one.
man one vote. I intend to vote for the
second reading of the Bill, not because I
agree with it entirely in the form in which
it is introduced, because it shows ·.on
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the face of it that the vote hereafter
is to be limited to one for each man;
but I shall propose in committee, if no
other member does, that the voting power
shall be oil something like the following
basis :-lst, that no man shall have more
than two votes under any circumstances;
2nd, that every man shall have one vote,
as at present, for his manhood; 3rd, that
the ratepayers of the colony shall have
votes as at present; and 4th, that every
man who has a freehold of the value as
stated under the present Constitution shall
have a vote in virtue of that freehold
,besides his manhood vote, and that that
vote may be given whether the freehold be
in the same district as his residence or in
another district. These are the amendments I intend to propose.
'rhe Hon. H. CU'rHBERT.-·What is the
value of the freehold 1
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-As at present,
£50 capital value, or an annual value
of £5.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-·Will his
tenant have a vote as well as himself ~
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-If the tenant
is a ratepayer he will have a vote as a
ratepayer. He will not have a vote as
the freeholder of property which belongs
to another man.
'rhe Hon. D. MELVILLE.-There will
then be two votes for one property.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-There will be
two votes, for the man and the property.
I am glad the honorable member perceives
exactly the nature of my proposition,
because that is my object, to make it clear
and distinct and manifest, so that we
will have before our minds, and the
country will distinctly understand, what
we are fighting for. There has been a
great deal of confusion with regard to the
intentions of those who feel strongly upon
this question-as to the nature of the
second vote which they intend to submit
to this House. One of our j omnals
during the last two or three days has
based some of its leading articles on the
idea that the proposition to be submitted
was that of duplicating the vote of all
the ratepayers. N ow that journal might
have been misled into that idea by the
fact that such a proposal was submitted
in another place, but no such proposal
has ever been in my mind, nor, I venture to think, in the' mind of any
honorable member of this House. To
propose to give a double vote to all
the ratepayers would be, in my opinion,
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simply doubling the voting power without changing the results, materially at
all events. The object I have in view
in the amendments I intend to submit is
entirely different. I wish to change results.
vVe know perfectly well that property is a
thing to be desired in a man as in a nation,
because it is the foundation of all civilization and of all the advancement that has
taken place in these latter ages. We all
know that whilst it is at the foundation of
our material improvement, it is also so
closely allied with our financial arrangements as a nation that it is all-important
that we should view the matter from that
point. The position of affairs at the present
time is this. There are thousands of men
in the colony who by their thrift, by their
industry, by their frugality, have acquired
s.mall properties at a far greater expense
of immediate comfort than many of those
hundreds of gentlemen who are now
wallmving in: wealth in the community.
These are the back-bone of the country.
Some people are afraid to give such a
voting power as that involved in a low
franchise to those who are called the
working classes. But I have no such
feeling at all. People have asked whether
we should put the holders of the poor
properties situated on Collingwood Flat on
the same level with the gentlemen in the
country who live on their broad acres 7
·Well, I reply, without the slightest hesitation, "Yes." I would not have the slightest
anxiety in leaving the destinies of this
country to those who possess such a qualification-to those who have known what it
is to work, who have shown themselves
willing to work, and willing to save for-as
it is called-a rainy day, and who have
suffered deprivations for the sake of the
future of themselves and their families.
'fo those people, although the opportunity
to become rich may be denied to them,
I would intrust, without even the smallest
demur, the future of this fair land. Then
we have the tenant farmers of the colonythe people who are bound to the land,
who have cast in their lot permanently with the fortunes of the coun~
try-The Hon. F. S. DOBSON.-You mean
the Crown tenants ~
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-That is a de ..
tail I was coming to. If the honorable
member refers to Crown lessees, I would
say that they may be regarded as freeholders. They have acquired freeholds,
no matter whether those freeholds are in
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actual possession or in possession only
after an inchoate fashion. The faTmers
who have taken up land, however small
the property may be, and who have complied with all the conditions which attach to
their holding, although they may still have
to make deferred payments in the futuresuch people having given all the hostages'we
want, are, in justice to themselves and to
the country, entitled to be regarded as
freeholders. I go further than that. rrhe
principle I haye advocated of giving an
additional vote to thrift, whatever its extent may be, is one which, if carried out
logically to its ultimate conclusion, would
confer an additional vote on those who
possess other property than freeholds.
N ow I am perfectly prepared, as far as I
am concerned, to recognise the principle
to its utmost extent, limited only by one
consideration, and that is that the property must be of such a nature as would
bring it within tho operation of our electontl machinery without creating fraud or
the danger of fraud. liVith that single
restriction-I will not make the proposal at
the present occasion, because, it 'would be
better brought forward when we have
established the principle we are now fighting for with regard to freeholds-I would
be perfectly ready to discuss the extension
of this additional voting pmyer to every
person in the colony manifesting the
virtues I have spoken of. In preparing
the proposal which I intend to submit, I
was under the impression that the objections to it would come rather from the
\yealthy classes than from those who are
called the \vorking classes. I say this
because I regard the movement I am
advocating as one in a thoroughly democratic direction. It will embrace in its
wide grasp men of every class of the community, because there is hardly any man
here, fairly situated with regard to health
and the ordinary circumstances of life,
who is not able, if so desirous, to become
a freeholder and so far obtain the double
electoral privilege now in view. There is
110 such man in the country who could not
acquire property worth £5 per annum.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Thatmeans
capital value of £50.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-Yes. The
honorable member must not forget that
when the Constitution Act was introduced,
the rule was to take 10 per cent. of the
capital yalue as the basis of calculation.
He should also bear in mind that we are
now dealing with constitutional not with
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municipallegisla.tioll. I think that, as a
mere educational movement alone, as a
mere movement to alleviate the position
of the wOl'king classes-to give our :roung
men something to look up to and something to aim at in life-what I contemplate can be justified on nearly every
ground. For my own part it is my ambition to see every man in the colony,
whether in the country or in the towns,
able to live literally under his own vine
and fig tree.
That is the consummation
I devoutly desire, and I say that all legislation that 1yould have a tendency to bring
it about is legislation which demands the
favorable consideration of Parliament. It
is in order to bring about such a result
that I shall propose the amendments I
htwe indicated. I am anxious to limit my
remarks to only this question, in order
that our sentiments on the subject may
go distinctly before the country. liVhen
the Bill is in committee we shall be able to
discuss the matter more in detail. In the
meantime I would suggest that for the reasons I have indicated, and also on account
of the shortness 'of the time at our disposal,
and the large amount of business we have
to do, honorable members should curtail
their observations as much as possible.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD.-Sir, I
listened with the closest attention to the
speech just delivered to us by Mr. Service,
and, for the reasons which he indicated, I
do not feel it necessary to go into detail
with respect to the amendments delineated
by him. I confess that it has required
considerable argument to induce me to
consent to the second reading of a Bill
containing such an obnoxious principle as
this does. However, if it be felt by a'
majority of honorable members that it
will be more in accordance with the wishes
of the country that this House should
intimate the extent to which it will accept
the measure, and that that should be done
with the intention of altering its conditions,
I, for one, am ready to fall in with the
scheme, and endeavour to the best of my
ability to make the measure as agreeable
as possible to the greater portion of the
population. Mr. Service .has truly said
that there is no intention in the mind of
any honorable member of this Chamber to
deprive any male adult, untainted by
crime and in the possession of his reason,
of any portion' of his right to vote.
The principle we hold is that it is
the right of every ma,n to have a
yoice in making the laws to which he
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is subject. But I would ask whether such
a Bill as this has been demanded by the
country ~ 'Vhere has been the expression
of opinion w'hich made it necessary for the
Government to propose to divorce from
our electoral system the principle which
has been ever since the foundation of
our Constitution combined with manhood
suffrage ~ 'Vhy should we, who represent
150,000 of the cream of the population,
be, without any expressed mandate from
the country on the subject, a party to such
grave and important alterations in the
franchise ~
Had we received such a
mandate, the case might be regarded in a
'Somewhat different aspect. For we might
be told, after receiving an expression of
opinion of a commanding kind, that the
will of the people generally must prevail,
and that we, although an electiye House,
ought not to stand in its way. Yet there
was a time when this House was supposed
to only represent a class, but ,yhen we,
nevertheless, held strong opinions on such
matters, and had the courage to uphold
them without fear of the consequences.
But how differently do we stand now as a
liberalized House, and biowing well the
opinions on the present subject of the
large .proportion of the community which
we represent ~ Again, we haye heard
it asserted by people in high places that
the law which concerns only the franchise
of the Legislative Assembly is something
which we ought to keep our handsoff. But
how can ,Ye possibly be indifferent to any
matter of such extreme gravity ~ It has also
been argued that the mainspring of the
whole question is money, as the represen.tative of property, and that therefore this
House has no right to interfere. But I
would say that that consideration affords
us the strongest reason why we should
exercise the gravest thought and deliberaLion on the subject. In short, this Huuse
has no reason whateyer tu offer any
apology for considering it to be its duty
to deal with the matter. The point is
tha.t the general interests of the country
are touched, and that those general interests are as much in our keeping as
they are in the keeping of the other Cham.b~r.
'Ve would be traitors to our duty if
we did not do what our conscience tells us
to do, even though it is the franchise of
another Chamber that is touched while the
franchise of our own electors is not touched.
Next I would ask what more inopportune
period could be chosen for the Government
to throw such an apple of discord before the
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country ~ 'Vhy was this done 1 'Vas it done
in deference to public opinion ~ No, it
was that miserable subterfuge, the interests of partr-th~ exigencies of a particular political position-that prompted
the iwtion. But our guiding principle is
the good of the community, and not the
good of any Government. It is because
we consider that the adoption of the principle proposed in the Bill would not be
beneficial to the whole of the community
that we refuse to accept it.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-rrhat is still
party.
The Hon. N. FITZGEHALD.-Party!
There is not one shadow of pnrty feeling
in the matter. I speak for myself, and I
bolieye for my fello,.. representatiycs, when
I say that the principle of this Bill, no
matter from what party it proceeded, would
receiyc exactly the same opposition. I say,
with the most comprehensive feeling, that
we care not ,yhat party is in office as long
as that party devotes it::;elf to ad"mncing
the best interests of the community. 'Yhat
we are going to do will be dictated, not by
any sense of opposition to the Government,
but by our firm belief that the adoption of
such a principle as that embodied in the
Bill would be injurious to the best interests
of Victoria. 'What do we see ~ Do we not
see that ,,,ith the short time to elapse before the general election comes on it was,
therefore, neccssary to have a cry to go to
the country with. No matter that proposing a principle of this sort. ,yould give rise
to angry feeling, to class distinctions, and
call forth a great many argumeuts which
would better be left in oblivion, the thing
was done because a certain party belieyed
it to be necessary to bring itself to the level
of its predecessors, or rather to go one
better. But, surely such a period of
unrest and disquiet as the present unhappily is, and with such a want as there
is now Oli the part of the Goyernmcnts of
the various colonies of the group to go to
England again for loans, is a most inopportune time to raise discussions which
could only. afford further evidence of the
feeling which is alarming capitalists and
driving money away from the couutry. I
say it was a most unhappy thought when
the Government decided on introducing a
measure of this sort, and all hOllour to
their representatives in this House for
refusing to be a party to the transaction,
and showing themselyes ready to resign
their posts in order to make it clear that
although they were at one with their
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colleagues in matters of general policy,
they were not at one with them with
respect to the principle embodied in this
Bill. However much our desire may
be not to interfere with manhood suffrage, we are not prepared to do a,vay
with the principle which has so long
existed in our Constitution of giving a
distinct advantage to property-owners in
exercising the franchise. Our objection to
this one-man-one-vote system does not
arise from any mistrust of the people. It
is not from any feeling of fear on that
score, but, as Mr. Service truly said, oecause we believe it to be a simple matter
of justice to give thrift some extra voting
power over improvidence. vVe have no
desire to confer any advantage upon one
side over another in general poli"tics, but
we want to maintain the principle laid
down by the founders of our Constitution,
in order that we should give a standard
for our young men to raise themselves to.
\Ve are anxious to endow the thrifty portion of our population, as distinct from
the unthrifty and improvident, with a
certain preponderance in voting matters.
Moreover, I, for one, have always expressed
a great un willingness, and I believe the
feeling is widely shared, to tamper with
0'.11' Constitution in this
fragmentary
fashion. Do we not know that we have
at the present time a large number of
startling abuses in our electoral system?
Why, then, was not the whole question of
electoral reform taken up in a comprehensive manner?
Sir F. T. SAH.GOOD.-The illness of
the Attorney-General.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD.-That
would be a satisfactory explanation if the
Government had kept themselves from
touching the question at all, but it gives
no reason whatever why they should have
selected the one thing that was certain to
be regarded as a mischief. I dare say that
the Minister of Defence wishes now that
he had not made his interjection, because
he stands here as the most severe critic
and denunciator of the policy of this Bill.
vVe have all regretted the illness of the
Attorney-General, and now we must regret
it still more, since it has been urged as a
reason for the Govenlment not laying
before us a comprehensive scheme of
electoral reform. I hold that the feeling
of this country is not to deny to thrift and
property its legitimate rights, but more to
check the abuses of those rights which we
have so often witnessed. It is a scandal

that that sort of thing has been allowed
to continue. This House is going to take
action, not because it wishes to set itself
against any political party, but because we
are aU desirous to ascertain what the
real opinion of the country is with respect
to an electoral system under which we have
'so long had falsification of the rolls
and even worse evils. Look at the
abuses of plural voting that have been
witnessed. For my part, I care not what
the abuse may be-whether it is the enrolment of all the members of a club, the
manufacture of votes by cutting up allotments, or roll-stuffing, or personation-I
regard such conduct as a crime, and a
crime which the Government should seek
vVhy have they not atto put down.
tempted to put it down? Had they made
such a demand, and brought in a comprehensive scheme of electoral reform, how
would it have been received by this Chamber '? vVhy, the closest attention would
have been paid to the subject, and the
strongest desire to remove such blots from
our electoral system would have been displayed on every side. But, oddly enough,
it is the objectionable electoral proposals
that have from time to time been put
before the country which the Government
seem to have the strongest' affinity to.
Look, for instance, at the two they have
taken up-female suffrage and the oneman-one-vote principle. One, however, has
been abandoned, and the other has, I believe, no chance of becoming law. I do not
intend to continue my observations at any
length. Mr. Service removed all temptation to us to touch on the questions Mr.
Melville referred to.
He also exposed
the fallacy of the parrot cry that all men
are equal, and I feel that it would be
superfluous to offer one word of praise for
the able manner in which these points
were dealt with. It is, I think,.a fortunate thing for the country that the
indiscretions of certain so-called leaders
have called public attention to these matters. I think also that the cultivators of
the soil, on whose success the prosperity of
our cities and towns must depend, now see
what is really meant by these aggressive
propositions. They see that lurking behind the main principle of the Bill is
another-a principle which involves something which may be regarded as the reverse
of liberalism, and which could not become
law without destroying the whole Constitution. I am satisfied that they are. determined that that destruction shall not take
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place if t.hey can avert it. Look at the
petitions which have been sent in in numbers to this House-what was the prayer
of one and all? That this measure should
be rejected. It is well known that if this
measure were accepted by honorable members here, it would be a mere stepping
stone to something else, and that that
something else would involve-what? The
absolute annihilation of country constituencies. The people of the country districts have no objection to seeing every
class duly and properly represented in the
Legislature, but they are sensible enough to
know that excessive class representation is
nothing more nor less than a menace to
the best interests of the community. It
would alarm capital and arrest the progress
of the' country, by stopping the public
works that are so necessary for its advancement. r am satisfied that they have not
the smallest sympathy with those who
profess to have a certain political specific.
r will not say what their specific is, but
they profess to be the holders of it, and
that by its means every inequality in
our political system would be removed.
Whether it is to be on a socialistic basis or
not r am not here to tell, but r know that
what has been said and done on the subject constitute amply shfficient justification for the step we are going to take.
The effect goes even further. Throughout
the length and breadth of the country
there has been an extension of the horizon
of our political intelligence. There has
been created a wider range of political
vision, and I believe the eventual outcome
will, be to give additional strength and
power to this Chamber.
The Hon. v\T. McCULLOCH. - Mr.
President, I do not want to take up time,
but I desire to inform the House and the
country that the present crisis in the other
colonies-the elections in New South
vVales foll~wing so closely upon those in
New Zealand-seems to have created the
utmost dread of the power possibly to be
exercised by what are called the labouring
classes. The dread is that if those classes
were to obtain a preponderance of political
power, the outcome would in time be the
repudiation of our debts.
Having just
come from the old country, I can say that
the same thing has caused fear in England,
and the effect of that fear may be felt
by us in the most inconvenient way.
Under these circumstances, I look with
great interest at the amendment to
be proposed by Mr. Service, namely
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that property should be represented.
N ow, "we are told that in America they
have one man one vote, but I am informed
that there is in America a tax of two
dollars per annum, which is virtually a
poll tax on the electors. Before ho can
vote, every man has to produce his receipt
for that poll tax.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL.-That is a
property qualification.
1'he Hon. 'V. McC,ULLOCH.-'VeIl, at
any rate, even the swagmall in America
has to pay his two dollars before he can
vote. N ow, my first impression was that
we ought to reject this Bill altogether.
I should like to have seen a much more
comprehensive measure brought in, and I,
therefore, thought that it would have beon
better to defer legislating on this question
until next session. If we are to have a
one-man-one-vote Bill, I should certainly
like it to contain a, clause making it ponal
for a man to vote more than once, and
rendering him liable to three months' imprisonment for breaking that la"w. The
manhood suffrage voters can stuff the rolls
in the most outrageous manner if they
think proper or fecl inclined to do sothey have that advantage over ratopaying voters, and I should like to see it
abolished.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT.-Mr. President, I think that all the members of the
House will agree with me in rejoicing that
the members of the Ministry in this Chamber have seen fit to withdraw their resignations. I feel sure that we will be able to
get through the work of this session better
with these gentlemen at the head of affairs
than with any change of Ministers that
could have been made. That, at least, is
my impression. I hope this Bill will be
read a second time, and that such alterations and improvements will be made in it
in committee as will probably commend
themselves to the whole country. I have
always been in favour of manhood suffrage
-universal suffrage as it was called at
home--and I would point out that the
people of this country have secured all but
one of the five points of the charter which
w~s advocated by most liberals in the old
country 45 years ago. Those five points
were-vote by ballot, which was one of
the principle planks of the liberal platform, manhood suffrage, triennial Parliaments, payment of members, and equal
electoral districts. Up to now, the last
has not been found practicable in the old
country, and I am sure it will never be
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founel pmctica.ble in this country. If an
improvemellt of the Bill can be made in
the clir0ction ~Ir. Service has suggested,
we will in all probability be able to send
this measure back to another phce in such
a shape as will make it acceptable to that
House and to the country.
The Hon. D. COUTTS.-Sir, I intend
to snpport the second reading of this Bill,
with a vicw to its amendment in committee in the direction indicated by Mr.
Service.
I had not an opportunity of
hO:lring the speech of the Minister of Defence in introducing this Bill, or the speech·
of ~Ir. 1felYillo in its favour, bnt I have
read both speeches very carofully, and,
knowing tho feeling of the country, I am
a.t a loss to understand ,,,hv such a Bill
should bo introduced at the present time.
Certainly tho Ministry, as a whole, have no
great anxiety to introduce this Bill, and,
therefoi'o, it must have boen brought forward in consequence of some outside pressure or influence that has been brought to
bea.r on tho Govern mont, and I think it
must have beon owing to the influence and
pressure of that third hall of the Houses
of Parliament-the Trades Hall-which
seems to wa.nt to ta.lre the lead of the
Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly. At the sarno time, I am
astonished how :Mr. :JIelvi1le can support
the Trades Hall, because it is the most
conservativo institution in this colony; its
mombors refusing to any man who is not
t1. memher of a trade union the right to
earn his own livelihood-they would leave
·him to starve.
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE.-You are
going to give them t,yO votes each.
The Hon. D. COUTTS.-Of· course I
cn,n only look at it in this way: the Trades
Hall are declaring at the present time that
thoy arc able to federate all the labom' of
the colony. They fSajr to the employers,
"vVe can control the whole of the working
men of the country, we ca.n bring the
industries of the colony to a stand-still,
and our only difficulty is that when we
have created a strike, the successive
Governments and Parliaments of the
country up to date have insisted that law
and order shall be maintained." And
they are chafing at that fact. During
the last great strike, the Trades Hall
showed that they had great power over the
la,bouring classes, but the Government of
the day insisted that they should not be
allowed to put Melbourne in darkness, and
tha,t they should not be permitted to throw
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men into horse-troughs, and escapo unpunished. No doubt they think that if
they get a Parliament elected by one man
one vote, they will have 11 Parliament over
which they can exercise full control, and
be able to alter all that. N ow, as the
represeptative of a country district, I co1.n
tell this House that the people in the
country are eiltirely opposed to this
principle of one man one vote. That has
been distinctly sho,vn by the number of
petitions presented to this House, and in
addition to the petitions I have presented
from my district, I may say that I have
had letters from all the shire and borough
councils in the province to the same effect,
but, as thoy were not in the form of petitions, I could not present them. It is
asserted that the principle of manhood
suffrage is in dangor. N ow I say that
the principle of manhood suffrage was
never truly admitted to this country. ·V{ e
have had manhood suffrage, but we have
always had a property qualification also.
At the time that constitutional government was established in this 0010nywhen the first elections took placethe bulk of tho population were then
living under canyas. \Ve had no shire
councils in the colony, and therefore no
ratepayers' Toll. I believe that if we had
had a ratepayers' roll as we havo at the
present time, manhood suffrage would not
have been thought of, but the ratepayers'
rolls ,vould have been taken as the basis
of our franchise. Seeing that the bulk
of om' population were living in tonts
on the gold-fields at that time, however,
if we had fixed the basis of our franchise on the ratepayers' roll none but
citizens of :Melbourne and its surroundings would have been entitled to vote,
and that would have been hard on the
good men then working on the gold-fields.
For that reason, we had manhood suffrage
introduced as well as a property qualification as the basis of our franchise. The
advocates of the one-man-one-vote principle glory in the fact that they have no
property. One of them recently declared
that whether· his income was 20s. or £20
per ~eek, he would spend it at the week's
end all the same, but the answer to that
gentleman is-" If we were all to go on
that basis, who would employ·the labour
of the colony, how would the colony
prosper, or who would pay its debts 7-"
The suggestion of Mr. Service goes in the
right direction, and I will vote for the
second reading of the Bill, with a view to
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its :1111cndlllent in committee. If there
had heen no proposal to amend the
measure, I would certainly havo voted·
agn.inst the second reading of the Bill.
The Hon. S. AUSTIN.-~fr. President,
I feel that the importance of this measure
demands a fmv words from me. 'When
the Bill was first brought nnder the
notice of this Cha.m bel', after studying it
very carefully and listening to the important debate on its leading principle and
provisions, I felt very strongly that the
proper position for us to take up \yas
to reject the measure, and in that feeling I consider that we would have been well
backed np by the numerous petitions
that we have recoi,'ed from the country.
I felt that by taking that course we would
then throw the rJsponsihility on the other
Chamber, which would be tho proper
thing to do. I havc listened veryattentively to the amendments suggested hy
)11'. Servicc; I have no doubt they may
work very \yell, but, at the same time, I
defy any hOllorable member in this House,
or any person in the country, to say at the
present time what the effect of those
amendmellts wi1l be. In my opinion, they
are surrounded with considerable difficulty.
'Directly you begin· to meddle with these
things you will find you are in a fog,. and
the further you go in meddling with
them the more you will get in the fog.
At present we cannot see through the
difficulties \rc will have to contend with in
making amendments to this measure, and,
therefore, it would havo been far better, in
my opinion, for this Chamber - more
especially as we have been so petitioned
-to reject the measure. Almost every
petition I think has' been to, the effect
that. we should reject, not amend, the
Bill, and if we did that, the responsibilitv \yould be thrown on the Chamber that originated the measure, and we
would be ill a position to deal with any
amendments they might make in the Bill,
with a 'view to rendering it acceptable to
this House. As a majority of honorabl~
members desire to pass the second reading,
ho\\e,"er, and amend the Bill in committee,
I am propared to fall in with the views of
the majority, and agree to the second
reading.
The I-Ion. 'V. H. ROBERTS.-Sir, I
think we are stepping in the dark, to a
.!:,l'!'cat extent, in dealing with this Bill. It
is all very well to say that we are going to
make pv.tchy legishtion by amending the
Bill, so as to give a freeholder a vote for
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his fr2ehold and a vote for his manhood,
but I would like to ask, if we a,re going to
vote for the recognition of thrift or industry, why should the selector, who is a
quasi-freeholder, n:::>t bQ taken into consideration?
Several Ho:-roRADLE jIE:JIBERs.-He is to
be.
The Hon. 'V. H. ROBErtTS.-I a,m very
glad to hear that that is the intention of
honorable members representing country
provinces. I now come back to the cities
and towns, and ask, ,; If it is right to give
a vote to a seloctor who pnrchasos from
the Government under leasehold, is it not
equally right to give a -rotc to the man who
has purchased a property through a building society ~ Are you going to exclude that
man~"

The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL.-N 0, cortainly
not; you are on the wrong track altogether;
yon have evidently not listened to the
debate.
Tho Hon. 'V. H. ROBERTS.-I am not
on the wrong track; I am on the right
track. Of course, there is at present no
amendment before us, a,nd we have to ga,thei·
the purport of intended amendments as \yo
go along. I am quite with the country
members in saying that we will protect the
selectors, but I think they onght to reciprocate that feeling, and express their willingness to protect men of thrift in the city
.
and town as \yell.
Several HosoRABLE l\!E)1DERS.-SO wo
will.
The Hon. 'V. H. ROBERTS.-If there
is to be an amendment made in that direction well and good, but I say let us do justice all round. I am opposed to the Bill
as it stands, because I think that thrift
should be recognised in cities and towns as
well as in the country. 'Vo have been told
that through the illness of the AttorneyGeneral, which we all exceedingly regret,
this Bill is not as perfectly dra,wn as it
might be; but is that any reason why we
should pass defective legislation?
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL.-"\V e arc going
to amend it.
'rhe Hon. W. H. ROBERTS.-In a
certain direction, tha;t is to say, as far as I
have heard the amendment, a freeholder
is to have one vote for his freehold in
addition to tho vote for his manhood. But
what about the leaseholder, who pays
perhaps twenty times more rent than
many a freeholder? A man may live in a
house in one of the suburbs, and pay a
rent of £200 a year. He will be entitled
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to a vote for his manhood; but supposing politically above the,level of t.he men who
he also rents property 'in Melbourne, in may cross the Murray to-morrow and be
which he employs 50 men, and for which . out of the jurisdiction of the colony.
The Hon. VY. 1. ·WINTER-IRVING.- he pays £500 a year, he is to have no vote
for that, while a freeholder who OWllS Would you give the dual vote to all who
small property is to have two votes, are on the ratepayers' roll ?
one for his freehold and one for his manl'he Hon. 'V. H. ROBERTS.-Yes, I go
that length. The man who is a ratepayer
hood. I s that justice 1
Sir B. BENJAMIN.-Every business in - respect of a little cottage, even if he
man will have one vote for his residence, has only £15 or £20 worth of furniture in
it, is a better citizen than the man who is
and one for his place of business.
l'he Hon. 'V. H. ROBERTS.-That is shifting from place to place, from day to
not the proposal in this Bill. The prin- day, and he ought to have a greater voice
ciple of this Bill is one man one vote, in the affairs of the country than the man
whether you are a freeholder or a lease- who is not a ratepayer and who contriholder, and the principle of the amendment butes nothing to the municipal governwhich Mr. Service has suggested is that ment of the colony.
The Hon. S. ~WILLIAMSON. - Mr.
only the freeholder is to have a dual vote,_
and that if you are only a leaseholder you President, I do not wish to take up the
can only have one vote, no matter what time of the House, but, as a recentlyrent you may pay. I say that that is elected member, I desire to give honorable
not fair. I go further than that. We members the benefit of my experience in
know perfectly well that the majority canvassing the extensive province, occupyof the people in this colony own the houses ing about 150 square miles of this colony,
in which they live-that they are paying whichI have now the honour to represent in
this Chamber. I can assure honorable memfor them through the building societies.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON.-Each of bers that the feeling amongst the farmers
was almost universally that some recogthose men will have a second vote.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS.-That nition should be given in this Bill to those
has not been made clear to the House. who have endeavoured to make homes for
The amendment mentioned by Mr. Service themselves in this country. They feel that
says" freeholder." I am well aware that a second vote, in addition to their manunder the rrransfer of Land Act a man hood vote, is nothing more than they are
who gives a ,mortgage over his property entitled to have in recognition of what they
is still considered a freeholder; but if we have done in the shape of pioneer work in
go back to the general law, we find that the colony, and if this Bill was not to be
the man who gives a mortgage over his amended in some way so as to give them
property is not a freeholder, but has only that recognition, I would be inclined to
vote for rejecting it altogether. As it is
the right in equity.
The Hon. J. SERVICK-The law says the intention of' honorable members to
amend the Bill in committee, however, in
he is a freeholder.
The Hon. 'V. H. ROBERTS.-Yes, the such a manner as to recognise the claims
Transfer of Land Statute, but the general of the thrifty and industrious, I intend to
law says that he is only the owner in vote for the second reading of the Bill.
The Hon. G. DAVIS.-Sir, the bearing
equity.
The Hon. J. SERVICK-The Constitu- of this House on this Bill has struck
me as somewhat discouraging. To deal
tion Act says he is a freeholder.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD.-He is with a question of such momentous imquite enough of a freeholder to give him a portance as this in a hasty manner is, to
iny mind, unseemly and frivolous. At any
second vote.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS.-I would rate, it has about it the appearance of
like t.o see the Bill amended so as to give unseemliness and frivolity. l'his question
him a second vote, and so as to give all is one of the most important that either
ratepayers also a second vote .. I admit that this or the other branch of the Legislathat will let in a large number of voters, ture can deal with. On the action now
but as the one-man-one-vote Bill will let taken by this House the franchise in th~s
in the swagman, the loafer, the drunkard, country in future will be based.' If that·
and the sundowner, surely men of thrift, is not a momentous issue, I do not know
men who have homes in the country, what issue would deserve that designaand are settled here, should be raised tion. Therefore, I ask the House not to be
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rushed into accepting the second reading
of this Bill without due debate, merely
because some two or three gentlemen,
eminent in politics and deserving of our
respect, advise us to take that course.
'rhis Rouse has been rightly called a
liberalized House. It will not fulfil its functions as a liberalized House if it does not
represent every class and the opinions of
every class in this country. MyoId
friend, Mr. Service, kno'ws the views I
have held for the last 35 or 40 years, and
he is well aware that my viewE and his
with regard to the primitive rights of
democracy differ. I have claimed for
those primitive rights more respect than I
thought they received, although I admit
that I may not be right in the results.
The views Mr. Service has expressed
here to-night in no way surprised
me, because they are the views he has
consistently held ever since I first knew
him as a politician 35 years ago. But
I have to discuss this question in a different tone and spirit from that which I
fancy I observed actuated my honorable
friend in the course of his speech on this
Bill. Sir, we ought to proceed calmly, and
not hastily, with the consideration of this
question, which involve~ the greatest
issues, and we certainly should not act as
. if we were panic-stricken. I admit that
there is a uew and exceptional force, a
force that carries menace on the face of
it, looming above the political horizon.
'l;'he Hon. J. SERVICE.-Hear, hear!
The Hon. G. DAVIS.-I admit that that
must necessarily qualify what Mr. Service
would term as some of those radical
opinions of mine, and there are other considerations also which qualify my radical
opinions. I certainly could not vote for
this measure as it stands, because if I did I
should be showing no respect forthat exceptional qualification which I have the right
to respect-no :respect for this great city
of Melbourne, which would be practically
disfranchised by this Bill as it stands:
Years ago I might have advocated this
measure, but this new force, looming up
in front of us, a force which seems directed
to the mere selfish advancement of a class
interest, disregarding the general and the
national interests of the country and' of
the community of which they are a part
-this new force, I admit, startles me,
drives me back, and I have to stand
and consider in what form some power
co-equal to' it and re-acting on it
can be framed 111 our Constitution.
Se.~sion
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Perhaps even twelve months ago the proposal which is contained in this Bill would
not have been met with anything like the
opposition that it has now encountered.
In fact, thei-e seemed to be a kind of
general consent to accepting the principle
of this measure. I t was only in this
Chamber some three years ago that hostility was shown to the principle of this
Bill. It had been asserted time after
time in another place, and honorable members there appeared to feel that it was a
leading principle of their political creed.
We are entitled as dealing with the legislation of this country, and as protecting
the interests of all classes, toask "vVhat has;
brought about this remarkable change~'"
As I have said, a new force-novel in political action, menacing in its attitude to all
interests, even to its own interest-has.
loomed up above the political horizon, and
I, an old radical, am called upon to sus-·
pend for a time any tendency I may have.
had to still travel in this direction. I
have said already that I cannot support
the principle of the Bill. Whilst I go..
that far, I also wish to indicate that I
think the circumstances under which this.
force acts is one of the considerations we
have to deal with. If the labour interests
of this colony were distributed equally.'
over the colony, if they were not concentrated in the large towns on the seaboard, the danger would be much less, and
the principle of this Bill would not be
so objectionable to me, but I find that..
they are concentrated in the large towns..
on the sea-board. That this power has.~
become aggressive is, as has been well
stated by Mr. Service, self-evident from
the principle of this Bill. The Constitution of this country has always re-cognised that property is entitled to the:
franchise, and it was expressly conferred
upon property by the 130th section of the
Constitution Act. This measure is an
attack on the Constitution of the country.
If we refuse to travel in the direction of
this Bill, there will be no attack on our
part on manhood suffrage. The attack
comes from those who are supposed or are
assumed to represent the manhood of this
country. That being so, I would ask those
who take that course to consider what the
effect would be if this House agreed with
the Bill as it stands. Mr. FitzGerald has
hinted at a consequence that must logically
follow the adoption of this measure, and I
confess that it had very great weight with
me. I see clearly that if we acceded to a.
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levelling of the electors, it would logically danger, and I hope that this debate will be'
follow that we would be called upon to, a.djourned so that we may examine it~ and
level the electorates, and that an equal ascertain how it would affect the yotin oo•
number of electors in each electorate would power of classes in the tovm and country.
be the next proposition submitted to us. I look upon the principle of the amendment
It is well that the advance work of that as a novel innovation, one that I am
force, at all events, should not be carried, not aware any other country has adopted.
and this Bill is the advance work. I re- I infer, although it has not been diroctly
cognise the fact that the social as well as stated, that the two votes which Mr. Service
the political structure of the Constitution proposes to confer on electors- one for
of this colony is fundamentally democratic, manhood and the other for freehold-will
and that we should follow in the lines be exercised in the same electorate.
of communitics who like ourselves are
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-They may, or
.founded on democratic principles. If it they may not.
,
could be said that the two Houses of the
1'he Hon. G. DAVIS.-Then that will
Legislature of this colony had the same fm'ther complicate matters. However,
powers as the two Houses in America, I this is a question of detail, and we can
might regard with more toleration the best deal with it in committee. ",Ve are
principle of this Bill. If the parties de- essentially, fundamentally, and in a primisirous of obtaining from us this concession tive sense a democratic community. Would
were prepared to confer on this branch not it be an anomaly in such a community
of the Legislature pO\vers over finance to confer directly on property a special
,analogous to those possessed by the As- franchise?
sembly, then the principle of this
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-You told us a
Bill would certainly be materially modi- few minutes ago that it would be a right
fied, but that is not so. vVe have to thing to do.
recognise the fact that in this material and
The Hon. G. DAVIS.-I am only asking
all-important respect the Government of honorable members to consider what the
Victoria differs from the Government of effect of such a proposal might be. I am
the United States. In the'United States, like the honorable member himself, on n
in the local Legislatures as well as in the voyage of discovery. vVe are asked to
Federal and National Government, the two take a leap in the dark, and I cannot
Houses have analogous powers over finance. jump at this innovation at once. I want
'rhis is another indication of the aggressive time to examine it. This liew force of
character of this Bill. I t is necessary on which I lrave spoken is menacing in its
an occasion like this, perhaps, to ask our- attitude. It threatens all interests, even
selves 'yhy, up to the present time, honor- its own, from an imperfect knowledge of
able members in another place have had what its own interests are. In fact, it
to concede this principle without hardly might say, "Save me from my friends."
discussing it? Fortunately, this House is It is probable that it has already felt the
in a position of independence. It is elected effect of some of the steps which have
upon a broad basis. It has the confidence been taken by its leaders. There is no
of those who elect it, and they form, as has doubt that their action has disturbed,
been truly stated, the back-bone of the ag~tated, and alarmed not only this comcommunity. It is fortunate for the country munity, but that other community upon
that this House, can at all times do its which we are largely dependent for our
duty. It has no difficulty in doing its duty, prosperity. We are already becoming the
cecause its electors will respect whatever subjects of discussion and criticism as
decision it may arrive at. 'Whilst I have to whether we are capable of exercising
the greatest respect for the opinions of my the extreme powers of self-government
constituents on matters which are interest- which have been given to us. I myself
ing to them, and would defer to them on have no fears of any British community.
all points except those of conscience, still I feel confident that no matter what evil
on this question I feel that it would be my ma'y appear temporarily on the surface, and
duty to review even the propositions which may for a moment obtain the advantage,
they might submit to me. I do not pro- in the end a co-equal and re-acting good
pose to discuss the amendment of which will arise to check it. I have no fear
notice has been given by Mr. Service at whatever of the power of a British
this stage, but, I may state incidentally community to regulate and arrange its
that that amendment is fraught with some own public affairs. It will rise to every
Hon. G. Davis.
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.demand made upon it in that direction.
Personal a.nd national life are made up of
'these vicissitudes, and the evil is never
without a corresponding good. That is
what comes out of a government perfectly
free; and the foundation of democracy, of
. success in the management of a democracy,
is perfect individual freedom. Out of that
will grow all the advantages which can
arise from the most glorious national life
of peoples. That is what I have gathered,
at all events, from my historical reading.
If you make any special exceptions, unless
you have a justification for these exceptions-and I have pointed out what ought
in this case to modify that fundamental
principle-danger may attend such a step.
'rhe politician in dealing with abstract
principles goes as far as he can with
expediency. 'Vhat Mr. Service's amendment really means is that a certain class
of the community shall have a particular
privilege. That may be wise. I am only
pointing out that this is a departure from
the abstract principle which fundamentally
lies at the bottom of democratic communities. The amendment would confer a
particular privilege upon a class of the
community.
The Ron. J. SERVICE.-No, not a
class.
The Ron. G. DAVIS.-On a large section.
The ROll. J. SERVICE.-Yes, but not
a class.
Tho Ron. G. DAVIS.-I t would be a
depa.rture from that fundamental principle
which, I think, has governed us, and that
fundamenta.l principle should not be departed from more than is necessary and
expedient. I will state the difference
between Mr. Service's amendment and
'the one that I intend to submit to the
Chamber. The honorable member proposes a departure from the present system.
I would simply suggest to the
House that they should adopt a restriction of the present system. My amendment ,,,ould simply involve the alteration of
one word, with consequential amendments.
Of course we have already indicated that
not a member of this Chamber is in favour
of or wi1l defend the present system. 'Ve
generally concur that it is a scandal on our
Constitution that it confers on property a
multiplicity of yotes, and if a man can
divide £2,000 among twenty electorates, so
as to have £5 of rated property in each,
he can exercise twenty votes, while another
man may have £20,000 worth of property
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in one electorate and he call only exercise
Ol1e vote for that property. That is an
abuse and a scandal, and I think we are
all agreed in the propriety of limiting and
restricting it. N ow, the amendment which
I would propose would be a most simple
alteration, one which comes, so to speak,
almost natural. Clause 4 provides that
"notwithstanding anything in any Act contained, it shall not be lawful for any person
on anyone day to vote in more than oneelectoral district at any election or elections."
I would propose to substitute for "one
electoral district" the words "two electoral
districts," with the consequential amendments which \yould follow. 'rhat would
be simply restricting or reducing the
number of votes to two. The registration
at present existing would continue to exist,
and, in connexion with this point, I would
ask Mr. Service whether it would be possible, after carrying his amendment, to get
the new rolls compiled for the 1\1.arch
elections ~ In connexion with my amendment there would be no difficulty in that
respect.
'rhe Ron. S. 'V. COOKE.-But your
amendment does not give two votes in the
same electorate; that is what the farmers
want.
TheRon. G. DAVIS.-vVe are expected
to discuss this question in the interest of
the farmers, but with more special and
particular knowledge than the farmers can
possess as a body. 'Vhilst I shall pay
every respect to the opinion of my constituency, I shall not sacrifice my own
opinions, if those opinions ha vo not boen
changed by any reasons submitted to me,
and on this point I have yet to be convinced that it will be desirable to make
the alteration suggested by Mr. Sorvicefirst, because I am doubtful in regard to
it as an innovation-a leap in the darkof which we do not know where it will carry
us, and, secondly, becauso I see the difficulty of carrying it out in the coming
general election. It will be impossible to
compile the rolls in time for the next
general election on the principle of the
honorable member's amendment.
The Ron. J. SEHVICE. - I do not
think so.
The Ron. G. DAVIS.-I do not desire
to detain the Rouse any longer. I have
indicated the nature of the amendment
,yhich I will propose, and which I hope
will commend itself to the House from its
simplicity and the readiness with which it
can be applied to our electoral system. I
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will vote for the second reading of the

he admired my straightness, and he
Bill, with the view of amending it in the thought he would vote for me.
way I have indicated. Failing the carrySir B. BENJAMIN.-The vote never
ing of that amendment, I may even have came off.
to oppose the amendment of Mr. Service,
'1'he Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE.-Itis quite
but if there would be no amendment in true that the vote never came off, and I am
the Bill, I shall certainly vote against its prepared to say even that I am glad that
third reading.
it did not; but on the other hand I was
TheHon. F. S. GRIMvVADE.-Mr. Presi- quite prepared for a conte~t if it had taken
dent, as a young member I must claim, place. I shall vote for the second reading
and I do so with every chance of success, of this Bill in the hope and belief that
that any remarks I may make will be some amendment in the form of the dual
leniently received. I have just come fresh vote can be satisfactorily arrived at in
from perhaps, the most democratic electo- committee. '
rate that there is in the whole of Victoria.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-Sir, after
It is quite true that some of my friends the many excellent speeches that have
told me I got in very eaSily. At all events, been already made in connexion with this
I did not speak in public, but I took the, question, I do not think it is necessary for
opportunity of visiting a great number of me to take up the time of the House, but
my constituents. I have visited the city there is one point which I should like to
of Collingwood, the city of Fitzroy, North be clear upon, and I also think every'other
Melbourne, and Williamstown, and during honorable member present would be glad
the last week I think I must have had to be informed on the subject. That is,
intercourse with a great many hundreds whether we are to understand that the
of people. I sawall classes of artisans representatives of the Govenlment in this
and labouring people, and'I may say here Chamber intend to take charge of this Bill
that I feel it a very great distinction to now, or, if not, who is to take charge of it ~
be the representative of such an electorate I presume it will be taken charge of by the
as that which has just returned me, be- representatives of the Government 1
ca,use, after all, the electors of that conThe Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Mr. Service
stituency are the thrifty industrious class has charge of it. It is a new Bill which
of the population. I consider that they he has manufactured for them.
represent the bone and sinew which have
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-Not yet.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-I simply
made this colony what it is. I may say
that I put clearly before those con- desire to intimate at this stage that I
stituents of mine this question of the one shall vote for the second reading of the
man one vote. I was questioned by a Bill, reserving to myself the right to
great many people on the subject, and support amendments as they come up.
I told them distinctly that I was not in There is one point which we shall doubtfavour of the principle. I was not un- less discuss, and that is the qnestion of
certain on the subject at all. I distinctly giving leaseholders the same rights as
said that I should advocate the dual vote, freeholders. If that is settled satisfacand I may say that with the exception of torily, I think we shall get on very well.
The Hon. J. A. W ALLACE.-Mr. Presifour people all of those to whom I spoke
agreed with me. I am not quite certain d811t, there have been so many petitions
how this dual vote is to be arranged, but from my district with reference to this
I believe it can be arranged in committee, question that I mllst express my views on
and that, with the aid of Mr. Service, some the subject. I can scarcely add much to
amendment can be framed that will meet what has been already said, but there is
the case. At all events, I stated most one thing to which I must draw the attendistinctly to my constituents that I should tion of honorable members, and that is to
advocate the dual vote, that is to say a what would be the effect of this one-manvote for manhood, and a vote for thrift, one-vote principle if it is carried out. To
and, as I have already stated, out of the illustrate this I may refer to the platform
hundreds of people with whom I have had adopted by the central council of the Prointercourse, there were only four who took gressive Political League. The league
exception to that view. Even one of those adopted this principle when they thought
four said, "Well, you are very straight the one-man-one-vote proposal was going
about it." I said, "I mean to to be throLlgh. It is not to go through, howstraight;" and then he was pleased to say "ever; and the Trades Hall have received a
0
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rap over the knuckles in this matter. I
am very glad that some of the members of
this Government have turned out to have
a conscience. It is the only Government
I ever knew in which I have seen that
take place. The electoral platform of the
Progressive Political League is as follows:"1. Abolition of plural voting. One general
roll on the basis of manhood suffrage.
"2. Special provision for seamen and others
following migratory occupations to record their
votes at parliamentary elections."

In other words, mere birds of passage are
to have the same voting power as those
who have striven hard in the colony for
years. People' just coming in are to be
enabled to give their vote and then go
away again.
"3. Extension of the hours of polling for
parliamentary and municipal elections."

Those people who cry out for eight hours
a day have no objection to ten or twelve
hours' work on the part of other people, in
order that they may gain their point. Then
the platform with regard to the labour
laws is as follows:"1. Repeal of the 6 Geo. IV, cap. 129, and
other Acts relating to conspiracy in industrial
disputes."

The object of this is that these. people
may be enabled to do just as they please.
"2. The repeal of that portion of the Employers and Employes Act formerly known as
the Masters and Sen-ants Act."

Again, to enable them to do as they think
proper. This would be the effect of one
man one vote.
"3. A law enacting a maximum labour day
of eig;ht hours."

I think that if we had only worked eight
hours when we were young there would be
very few of us found in this Chamber. It
is all very well for these agitators to talk
about eight hours; they can work with
their tongues eight hours quite easily;
but I always found that these people, as
a rule, did very little work themselves.
"4. Prohibition of the importation of Chinese
and coolie labourers, and of workers under contract."

Now, if a man who takes a contract is
able and willing to work more than eight
hours for the benefit of his family, I do
not see why he should not be permitted
to do so. But, no. They must all be
brought down to the one level.
"5. The establishment of a department of
labour."

l1.J
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I presume some of them will get appointed as clerks, or something of that
sort.
"6. The establishment by law of courts of
co~ciliation

for the settlement of disputes
between employers and employes."

This is a very important thing, and I
would support them in it, if the proposal
was put forward in such a way as to allow
people to come to some understanding
amongst themselves. As I said the other
night, when speaking on another Bill, at
the present time they will not allow a
younger man to go in and work with an
old hand to learn his business. The better
class of man must bring himself down to
the level of the inferior class man. A
poor man who cannot do a full day's
work cannot get work at all. r:rhe platform of the league then goes on to give a
number of proposals for what it calls
"social reform," one of them being "a
cumulative tax on all incomes over £300
per annum." This, of course, is arranged
so that it will not touch themselves. If
they had put the amount a little lower,
the tax might touch some of them; but it
will not touch them when the limit is
placed at £300. . To show honorable
members the real position of the working
classes in this country, as compared with
other countries, I will read the following
extract from a letter received from a.gentleman who is a native of this colony, and
who is now travelling on the continent of
Europe. He says" I need hardly tell you we shall be glad to
see Australia again. One appreciates the evidences of prosperity to he seen in every corner
of the land in Australia, after the poverty to be
seen abroad. I fully understand the superior
intelligence of Englishmen. One has only to
see the primitive methods in force in daily life
in the country districts of France and Switzerland, and to appreciate the higher and happier
conditions of the masses in Australia. In no
place we have visited are the conditions of life
to he c.ompared to those existing in Australia,
where the poorest man is rich in comparison
with many of the farmers on the continent."

The fact is, that while people keep grumbling here, they should, when they look at
the condition of people in other countries,
be a little more contented. Mr. Melville
has talked about the working man. There
is no man in this colony who has ,vorked
harder than myself. I have never eaten
the bre~d of idleness. But I do not put
myself in the same position now as I was
in the early days, when I slept below a
bullock dray. Am I not a more valuable
colonist now thaI?- I was then ~ I employ
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nearly 700 men; and do you mean to say
that I should have no more voice in
the affairs of the colony now' than some
of these men that we hear spoken of.
I say I am entitled to have two votes
-in fact, I consider that I should
have half-a-dozen votes, as compared
with some of the men in this colony.
Because when I was younger I did not
drink up all my earnings in whisky,'
why should I not be allowed to get the
benefit now~ However, much as I object to
the Bill, I would not like to see it thrown
out. I would prefer to see it amended in
such a way as would make it acceptable
to the country at large. For one thing,
I am certain that if it were carried into
law in a proper shape, the borrowing power
of the country would be improved. There
would be no difficulty in our getting all
the money we want for our public works.
The only thing I fear is that we should
get money too freely and spend it too
freely. Nations, as well as individuals,
are bound to be careful with their money.
I think also that we should use our own
money more than we do. That would be
better than borrowing money from outside, even if we allowed 1 per cent. more
interest. In that case we would pay the
interest to ourselves, and the money
would be kept in the colony. vVhat has
tended more than anything else to make
England the great country it is has been the
fact that when it borrows money it is at
the same time the lender. Here, however, we have been living on other people's
money, instead of trusting to our own
resources. I really believe that if the plan
I recommend were followed Victoria would
become one of the richest, if not one of the
most prosperous, countries of the world.
As for climate, what is there to beat us ~
I do not suppose that I have the ability to
amend this Bill as it Ollght to be amended,
but I trust that it will be properly amended,
and that we shall have the assistance of
Mr. Service and other honorable members
like him in doing the work.
Sir VV. J. CLARKE.-Sir, there is one
thing I would like to see, and that is that
some consideration should be given in the
Bill to the tenant farmers of the colony.
It is a common thing to find in this country
tenant farmers who are superior in almost
every respect to land-holders. ~or one
thing, they know more about the land they
are dealing with. I think that if we carried
this Bill without making it include provision for the rights of this part of the
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. community, they would feel Vel1- sore. I:
would like also to see a clause in the Bill:
providing that every man who now has.
two or more votes should be restricted to
two votes only.
The Hon. D. HAM.-I do not wish to
give a silent vote on this very important
subject, affecting as it does the Constitution under which we live. I think our
Constitution has worked well in giving to,
all parties an equal share in the legislation
of the country, and that its main principles ought to be . strictly preserved. The
two great political parties of the community have hitherto been properly repre- .
sented in the two Houses of Legislature,
and upon the whole these two' Houses
have for some years worked very amicably
together. But it wpuld seem as though
that amity is now to· be swept away by
one fell blow at the foundations of true'
democracy-by attempts to decry honest.
labour, and to discourage noble enterprise
by endeavouring to rob it of its profits.
As it stands, the Bill is utterly silent about.
the representation of property. Indeed,
property is nowhere. Rather its object is.
to disfranchise. The poor man who has
laboured hard to get a home for himself.
and family is to be no better treated than
a beggar asking alms in the street or than
-to use the language of one of the petitions presented to us-a burglar attempting to steal into one of our houses. Now,
people do not acquire property simply by
looking on; It is acquired by perseverance
and hard labour. As for those who have
inherited property from their forefathers.
-forefath81;s who risked their lives in
encountering the dangers of the ,,?ushI think they are justly entitled to keep.
what they have got. But this -communistic spirit seeks to level down and annul
the thrifty working man altogether. I
say that it is high time that men arose to
the protection of their rights, and to prevent this attempt to strike at the true
democracy which has made the colony
what it is. For my part, I would give every
freeholder one additional vote. Indeed, I
would go further, for I would give one
to every female freeh01der. I cannot for the
life of me see why a woman who possesses:
property should not have the same right
she possessed under the Constitution of
the colony some twenty years ago. To
me this one-man-one-vote principle means
not a building-up but a levelling-down
process. I heard this part of the question very concisely put by a prominent
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legislator at a public meeting held in a
country district not very long ago. "He was
addressing a large number of working men,
and he told them that the time would
come at no distant date when a man who
could only reply, when 'asked what he
lived upon, that he lived upon, say,
£200,000 left to him by his father
some twenty years ago, would be told
something like this-"vVell, your father
was very well paid for his labour in
his day; and, as you have held his
money for twenty years and done nothing
for it, the time has come when that money
should be regarded as as much mine as
yours." That is the principle underlying the whole Bill. For my pa,rt I have
always been ag'ainst plural voting, and
never lost an opportunity of voting in
opposition to it; but, when I am told that
this Bill will put down plural voting, I am
obliged to reply that I see something else
in it altogether. It means not placing
manhood suffrage upon a right basis so
much as certa,in sections of the community
dividing among themselves wha,t they
never earned' or could earn, but what they
want to get possession of. Simply, the
whole thing is a redistribution of the property of the country. I shall, however,
vote for the second reading of the
measure, with a vie,v to it being amended
in committee.
The Hon. D. nIELVILLE.-Do you
think it will save your property ~
The Hon. D. HA~I.-It will, atallevents,
secure to me the rights I am possessed of;
and I am as much determined upon defending my rights as any other working
man can be.
'rhe Illotion for the second reading of
the Bill was agreed to.
The Bill ,,·as then read a second time,
and committed.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
Chairman report progress, and ask leave
to sit again on Tuesday. (An Honorable
Member-" 'Vhy not to-morrow ~") Mr.
Service would not have his amendments
printed before Tuesday.
1~he Hon. D. MELVILLE said he did
not understand .the present position of
affairs at alL The perfect indifference
displayed by the representatives of the
Government with respect to this Bill
puzzled him completely. He would like
to propose amendments in the Bill-for
instance, he would like to introduce a
clause giying females the right to vote.
He did not know ,yhether the Government
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would like that or not. In fact, he did not
know what they meant. At the same time
he knew perfectly well what Mr. Service
meant, and that he was at the head of an
important division of the House who were
absolutely bent on bringing about a revolution. At the same time neither Mr.
Service, nor any of those who would
support him, would be responsible to any
one but their constituencies. How different
,vas his position in this Chamber to what
it would be in another place, where, if ho
carried out his point in connexion with
such a question as the present, ho would be
at once required to take tho reins of Government. 1\11'. Service had never been a
sham in his life, but what was the case on'
the other side ~ Look at the remarks
made by the Minister of Defence in introducing the Bill. vVhy he seemed to feel
as though he were introducing an "illegitima,te." Since he would Hot father it, it
might as well be sent t,o an orphan asylum
at once. Mr. Service evidently meant to
create a new Bill altogether, and it seemed
to be indicated that when tha,t was dono
the result would bo accepted all round,
even though plural voting was left as much
a living institution as ever. For his part,
he (Mr. Melville) had never before seen a.
Government introduce a Bill simply for
the purpose of having it slaughtered, as
was the caso with the present measure.
It was to be slaughtered because the'
Trades Hall had been doing certain things.
-because it was held that a certain section
of the community were no longer to be
trusted. But what was wanted on tho
present occasion was to thoroughly understand the position taken up by the Government. It was weU understood what Mr.
Service was about. He was creating a
propertied electoral interest in the country,
and, so far, abandoning all his old notions
of a living active democracy which would
embody a full acknowledgment of the
rights of man. Now he came in with
this extraordinary palaver about thrift,
and how the idea had been taken up all
over the country was a wonder indeed.
Not that it was the first time a delusion had taken possession of the
community. It was now sent out all
through the colony that the Legislative
Council was about to confer on every
cottager two votes, and who could expecb
the temptation to be resisted ~ At the
same time there was to be a perfect sacrifice of all the old traditions of liberalism.
The whole thing was an idea which Mr.
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Service seemed to have picked up some allqw Ministers to take up that position 1
two years ago, namely, that every property- Personally, he (Mr. Melville) never disowner ought to have a vote for himself trusted Ministers more than he distrusted
and another for his property. But how the present Ministerl? in the Council.
would it work 1 It would work in this Not one of them would tell honorway. That 50 men without property /able members that they int~nded to
would be completely out-voted by 50 men press this Bill forward the same as
with property. 'Was the country or the any ot.her Government Bill, and fight for
Government prepared to recognise such a it in committee; and it was not proper for
wholesale slaughter of the electoral rights the Council to proceed 'with the measure
of the men who did not possess property 7 until there was a man at the table who
Simply stated, the plan was to ~perfectly would ch~mpion the Bill. Such an exerush out the people who had not pro- hibition as they now witnessed was unperty at their back. Did honorable mem- paralleled in parliamentary history. Mr.
bers know what they were doing, or rather Service's amendment, if it meant anything
what they were about to do ~ One thing at all, would revolutionize this Bill altowas certain, namely, that the effects of gether, and it was most unfair to those who
the legislation so many honorable members believed in one man one vote that Minishad in view would be more far-reaching ters should allow the Bill to be altered
than they had any idea of. On the other out of all recognition. If the wealthy
hand, there was the extraordinary delusion men of the colony had to bear the whole
on the part of the Trades Hall that so expense of Parlia'iJ.1ent and of the governmany p~ople who had property exercised ment. of the country they would soon
more than a dozen votes. N ow, he (Mr. preach political equality, but it was now
Melville) knew the colony as well as any- proposed that the property' men should
body; and he was under the impression ha,re charge of the bQdies and souls of
that almost all the stories about plural those who had no property. (Mr. D.
voting were, to a great extent, mere Ham-" vVe won't give the no-property
fable. He did not believe that what had men the power to rob us.") Did the
been done made really much difference honorable member distrust his fellow. worth speaking of. "\Vhy he was so countrymen-the English race-in this
anxious at the present stage to put for- community? Against What class of the
ward the views he had eApressed was that community were these dangerous insinuathe Government did not seem to know tions directed-the working classes 1 (Mr.
what they were going to do. Besides he D. Ham-" No, ldenyit.")' Then who was
(Mr. Melville) was inclined to distrust the enemy that had created an this change
the general at the head of. affairs. of public opinion 1 Could they not specify
Did Mr. Service think the four Ministers who the enemy was, and where he was ~
in this Chamber were genuine in respect "\Vhy were they proposing to double.
certain electors' votes 1 Let Mr. D. Ham
:to this Bill1 (Mr. Service-eel think they
have been genuine from the beginning and and Mr. Service tell them plainly against
·that they will be genuine to the end.") whom they were douhling those votes.
He doubted whether Mr. Service really Who were the dangerous classes in this
.believed that. (Mr. Service-" Mr. Ser- country that they sought to disfranchise 1
vice is always straight.") W ell, the hon- That had not yet been revealed. Mr.
orable gentleman could not have come to Grimwade had told the Council that he had
that conclusion from what any of the been returned in favour of giving an extra
Ministers had stated in this Chamber. Of voteforthrift, but would he be good enough
.course, honorable members all knew that to define who were to be regarded as the
Mr. Fraser was muzzled.
The Minister thrifty 1 vVas it only the man who had
of Defence was smart enough to keep him got a few allotments of land or houses 1
.and Mr. Ham quiet, so as to keep them vVhy should they be regarded as more
.out of danger. (Mr. C. J. Ham-" Silence than other men in the country 1 Parliais golden.") Those honorable gentlemen ment could order thousands of their fellowwere not allowed to open their mouths; creatures to defend the property of the
they had to leave everything to the Min- colony at the Heads, and if Parliament
ister of Defence, who was leaving the disfranchised those men, by giving the
country in the dark as to what he intended property-owners two votes, property men
to do. If Sir Frederick Sargood were not would be able to get returned to Parlia:a member of the Government, wo'uld he mentl and to order the rest of their fellow
Hon. D. Melville.
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citizens to go to the Heads and, at the risk
of their lives, defend their property. The
working classes of the colony would never
agree to that. They were only trying to
raise themselves in the scale of civilization,
and although he admitted that some of the
agitators might have taken a wrong course
at times here as they had done in England, and set a dangerous example, was
Parliament on account of the action
of a few to practically issue a ukasea Hussian edict-that the whole of
the working classes were not to be
trusted, and that the property-owners
were to be protected against them by being
endowed with two votes ~ The necessity
of such a change in the franchise had not
been proved, and yet they were about to
c~'eate a complete revolution in the method
of representation in the other branch of
the Legislature. by means of a measure for
which not a single member of the Government in this Chamber would hold himself
responsible. The members of another
pla,ce had been trapped into sending this
measure up to the Council, because it
would return to them a totally different
Bill. (Mr. Brown-" They will be able to
deal with it again.") But why should an
intelligent House like this be a party to
such wholesale disfranchisement of a large
portion of the industrial and thrifty
classes of the colony ~ Surely they had
by this time given up the idea that only
freeholders were thrifty ~ rrhere were
thousands of thrifty, industrious, and
honest men in this country who would be
virtually disfranchised by this Bill. vYh[Lt
the public wanted, and what the Government promised, was a Bill to repress
plural voting-to abolish, it as a curse
to the country-whereas this measure
Instead
would legalize plural voting.
of being in a position to tell the committee that if they dared to upset this
Bill he would withdraw it, the Minister in
charge of the measure had invited and
encouraged the Council to slaughter the
one-man-one-vote principle of the Bill, and
transform it into a measure which the
people never asked for, and which would
be injurious and mischievous in its effects.
Had they not better listen to the warning
of Mr. J. M. Davies that there was some
danger from a conservative point of view
in passing the Bill if it was amended in
the way that had been suggested, because
they might be creating a power that
they could not repress ~ Had they been
frightened by the threatened demand for
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equal electoral districts ~ Had such an old
war-horse as Mr. Service been frightened
into the belief that property would not be
safe if the working classes were not partially disfranchised by the creation of
these dual votes ~ 'Vere the capitalists of
England likely to supply more money to
the colony if tho dual voto was created ~
vYhat effect would this action of Mr.
Service, Sir Frederick Sargood, and other
financial luminaries of the colony have
upon the debentures of Victoria ~ (Mr.
Service-" '),1he debentures will go up at
once.") Did the honorable member mean
to say that it wmud make things safer if
Parliament gave almost everybody two
votes ~ vYhat was the nameless terror in
the distance ~ VVould the dual vote save
the colony from it ~ (Mr. Brmvn-" 'Vill
the one man one vote save us from it ~")
A one-man-one-vote franchise was safe
ground to go upon; but if there was any
menace at all, how would the giving of
two votes to the majority of the electors
protect the colony from the thretLtened
danged If they meant to say that danger
was to be apprehended from the men who
had talked very large about tho great
difference between the wealthy and the
poor, why those were the clergymen, the
medical men, the university professors,
who had a keen sympathy for the poor
miserable creatures of 60 or 70 years of
age who went into the mountainous districts of the colony in the early. days to
cut down huge trees, and bring the land
under cultivation-the men 'who were the
pioneers of the country and who had been
wrecked in clearing those forests, the poor
grey-haired swagmen who had been sneered
at over and over again. (Mr. Brown"They are not swagmen; they are indus7
triou::;.") It had been asked a hundred
times were they going to have the poor
devil who had nothing in the world put on
the same political footing as the man of
property at the ballot-box ~ He denied
that the freeholder was necessarily the
better man of the two. (Mr. S81'~ice~
"Is every man who acquires property a
scoundrel ~") He did not say that, but he
did say that fifteen to seventeen out of
every. twenty men one would meet in
Bourke-street would probably vote exactly
as Mr. Service would vote. He (Mr. Melville) did not want to be sneered at as the
champion of, the working classes. (Mr.
Brown-"VVe are all champions of the
working classes.") No, that spirit had not
been evolved during this discussion. Many
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slanders had been uttered about the working men, and some of the speeohes that
had been delivered were unworthy of the
Council. Thousands of men whom it was
proposed to half disfranchise were as
honest as steel, and would not give a vote
against what was right and proper. Surely
the :Minister of Defence must see that the
country expected an honest statement as
to what the Government intended to do
with this Bill, which honorable members
were bound to regard as a Government
measm'e. Did they intend to allow it to
be amended in any fashion that a majority
of the Council thought fit ~ If so, that
was a new departure, and the reason for it
should be properly explained, because it
would be made a precedent, and it might
be found a most dangerous precedent in
days to come.
The motion was agreed to.
Progress' was then reported.

Amendment Bill (No.2).

pleased that Mr. Wynne, whose qualifications for dealing with a matter of this.
sort honorable members all recognised,.
had taken up this subject. This Bill
would in ,many respects be exceedingly
useful, but in some respects he could not
support. it, especially with reference to the
no-liability question. He did not, however, intend to discuss the Bill at present.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that ho
agreed with Mr. Service that the Bill contained some very excellent provisions,
which would be to the advantage of the
public generally, but it also contained
some alarming innovations. One of these
was the provision that no bank should
advance money upon its shares, and that
no bank should purchase land except for
the purpose of using it for its business
premises. If those two provisions were
carried, they would paralyze the business
of banking institutions in Melbourne, and
would bring ruin upon hundreds of perCO~IPANIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
sons. In hundreds of cases in which
(No.2).
banks owned land it was because, in tho
The debate on Mr. Wynne's motion for first instalice, they had made legitimate
the second reading of this Bill (adjourned advances, and the men who had obtained
the advances had not had the means of
from October 28) was resumed.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said, that at the meeting their liability. (Mr. Vvynne-"This
beginning of the session, he (Mr. Service) Bill does not prevent that.") He thought
introduced a Bill for the pui"pose of amend- that it did. (Mr. vVynne-" It provides
ing the Companies Act in connexion with that banks shall not purchase land.") vVould
advances of money 011 bank shares. The the honorable member explain the differsubject had been brought prominently ence1 If the banks advanced money on the
before him during the recess by certain security of land in a legitimate way, could
parties"\yho had suffered severely on account it be said that that was an undesirable mode'
of the present state of the law; and, feel- of transacting business 1 The Bill coning that the evil ought to be remedied, he tained principles of an alarming character.
introduced a measure for the purpose. Most honorable members who had any conAs soon as that fact became public he nexion with financial institutions would
received communico,tions from a variety of recognise the g1.'avity of the objections
Ptilrsons, and calls from gentlemen who which he had raised to the Bill, and which
were interested in other amendments of he would ask Mr. ,\Vynne to consider.
the Companies Act, and he soon found that vVould the honorable member either postthere was a very prevalent desire for pone the Bill until next Wednesday, or
such a general amendment of the Act that give the House an assurance that the
he felt it would be advisable, seeing that· clauses to which he had referred would be
the amendments desired were so numerous, eliminated, or, at all events, be amended in
that an amending Bln should either be such a way that they would not place reintroduced by the Government, or at least strictions upon trade generally 1 Mr. vyynne
by a legal member of the House; and was not a commercial man, and probably
he was glad Mr. Wynne had taken .the he did' not realize what would be the effect
matter up. He felt tha,t a lay member of these provisions; but he could assure
could not possibly deal with the subject, the honorable member that if the Bill was
and, therefore, so far as his own Bill was passed as it. stood, it would bring ruin.
concerned, he had intimated to :Mr. \Vynne upon hundreds of persons.
The motion for the second reading of
that he would be glad to move the addition of the clauses in that Bill to this tho Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
Bill. It was, therefore, not his intention
to go on with his Bill. He was very and committed p1'O forma.

Employers and Employes
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EMPLOYERS AND E:MPLOYES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consIderation of this Bill.
On clause 4, relating to the jurisdiction
of the County Court,
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said that
several honorable members to whom he
had spoken admitted that they had not
read this Bill, and as it contained very
important provisions, he thought that the
consideration of it should be postponed.
The Hon. H. CUTHBER'r stated that
this clause had reference only to the jurisdiction of the County Court, and h~ thought
that there could be no objection to it.
He did not intend to ask the committee to
proceed further than the first part of the
Bill that night.
. On clause 11, which was as follows:"In the case of a person under the age of
eighteen years or a woman employed in any
place which is a factory or work-room within
the meaning of the Factories and Shops Act
1890, any forfeiture on the ground of absence
or leaving work shall not be deducted from or
set off against; a claim for wages or other sum
due for work {lone before such absence or
leaving work, except to the amount of the
, damage (if any) which the employer may have
sustained by reason of such absence'or leaving
work."

The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT asked Mr.
Cuthbert to explain this clause.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERrr stated that
the clause was taken from the English
Act. I t had reference to persons of tender
years, and to wQmen employed in a factory or work-room, within the meaning of
the Factories and Shops Act, and provided
that if a person was absent or left work
no deduction .should be made from the
wages due excepting to the amount of the
damage (if any) which the employer might
have sustained.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that the question was who was to decide the amount of
the damage ~ If it was left to the employer
to say what damage had been sustained,
he might retain the whole of the wages
due. Surely that could not be intended.
If so, no protection would be afforded to
employes under this clause.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT suggested
that the clause should .be postponed. He
stated that he took a great deal of interest
in it and he would like to have an opportunity of reading it carefully.
The clause was postponed.
On clause 12, providing that the
agent, overseer, or manager of an absent
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employer might be sued for wages, but
that the judgment should be enforced
against the property or person of the employer, and not against the property or
person of such agent,' overseer, or manager,
The Hon. J. M. PRArrT said that it
would be desirable to postpone this clause
also.
The Hon. H. CUTHBER'r stated that
this cl~use was taken from an Act already
in force in the colony, 38 and 39 Vict.,
chap. 90, section 12. It would, therefore,
make no alteration in the law.
The clause was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at six minutes to
ten o'clock, until Tuesday, November 17.

LEGISLATIVE
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Wednesday, Novembe?' 11, 1891.
The Political Situation: Resignations of lIIinisters-Mining
Department: The Ltihrig Process-Railway PassesPublic Instruction: Classification of Teachers: Cor·
poral Punishment in State Schools: The Williamstown Case-Water Act Amendment Bill-Railways
Standing Committee-Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill - Miner's
Right Titles Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at lia1£past four o'clock p.,m.
THE POLITICAL SITUA'rrON.
RESIGNATIONS OF MINISTERS.

Mr. nIUNRO.-Mr. Speaker, with reference to the statement I mado, yesterday
afternoon, to the effect that the members.
of the Cabinet in the other House had
tendered their resignations, I have now to
state that, after full consideration of the
circumstances of the case and of. tho existing state of public business, our colleagues
in another place have agreed to withdraw
their resigliations.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN.-Sir, r wish to
speak on the matter of the announcmnent
just made by the Premier, and I submit
that I am entitled to do so on the ground
of privilege. ,V 0 have before us the fact
that certain members of the Ministry, who
are not ,members of this Chamber, have
stated publicly that they are opposed to
the policy of the Ministry as a whole, that
Ministry being primarily responsible to
only this House.
The question to my
mind-~Ir. STAUGH'l'ON.-Sir, I rise to order.
I submit that what has been done in.
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another place-I refer to the matter
alluded to by the honorable member for
Port Fairy-.:is not before this Chamber.
I beg to ask your ruling on the point.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN.~The question I
am approaching is' a matter of privilege in
conn ex ion with the representation of this
House in the Ministry-the Ministry being
primarily responsible to this House alone.
"\Vhatever honorable members may do elsewhere, the Ministry, as a corporate body,
are responsible to us. The matter was
brought under our attention yesterday,
when the Premier made a short statement,
and I contend that the question involved
is one to which I have a right to refer.
The SPEAKER.-The difficulty seems
to me to be how the matter referred to by
the honorable member for Port Fairy can
be debated at the present time ~ Assuming
that the honorable member is entitled to
deal with the subject as a' matter ofprivilege, a time for dealing with it in a fuller
way will arrive later on. Of course, a
question of privilege takes precedence, and
if the particular subject proposed to be.
debated now cannot be raised in accordance with the standing orders those standing orders may be suspended. I suggest
that the honorable member should either
move the suspension of the standing orders
or else wait until a better oppo~tunity
arrives.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN.-I apprehend that
the question being one of privilege, I can
speak to it without moving the suspension'
of the standing orders.
rrhe SPEAKEH.-The honorable member can speak to a question of privilege
but he must not refer to what has been
done in the Legislative Councilor to·
any Bill under the consideration of that
Chamber..
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN.-I was going to
avoid all reference to any proceeding of
the other Chamber and also to any
measure before it. I was simply going to
speak on the broad question of privilege,
for I assert and maintain that the greatest
privilege which this House has, and which
the people exercise through this House, is
contained in its power over the Ministry,
who are primarily responsible to us alone.
The Premier told us yesterday evening
that at a Cabinet meeting held that day
several members of the Cabinet gave him
to understand that they differed from the
rest of their colleagues on a vital point of
public policy, and he also stated that they
consequently tendered their resignations.

He declined to enter into any particulars
then, and told us to wait until this evening, and that during the interval the
question whether the Governor could be
advised to accept those resignations would
be considered. That is a matter wholly
before the House, and it is a matter of
privilege. For my part, I regard it as
quite an utltenable position for us to have
practically two Ministries-for the Ministry to be divided with respect to its
corporate responsibilities, one section of
it being opposed to the other section
on an important point of public policy.
As I have said, there are now two
Ministries in one responsible body. I submit that if this House wishes to maintain
its rights it ought now to call upon the
Premier to .advise the Governor to accept
the resignations which were tendered, and
to ask his colleagues generally to re-con~
sider the position. Because it is perfectly
evident that the privileges of this House,
to whom alone the Ministry are primarily
responsible, have been encroached upon'
by those honorable gentlemen who are
members of the Cabinet and yet not members of this Chamber. They are divided
with their. colleagues on a vital questionone so vital that yesterday, because of that
division, of feeling, they resigned their
positions; yet we have just learned that,
upon pressure being put upon them by the
Premier, they decided to retain office. Now
is that a proper way to treat this House ~
We know from a daily newspaper what
one of those honorable gentlemen has said,
because he gave some expression to his
opinions on the subject to a reporter of
that newspaper. 'Ve know what he said
and what he referred to, and we should take
it fully into our minds. I beg to point out
that when the Ministry of the day have
adopted a certain public policy, and that
policy embodied in a certain measure has
been passed through this House undoubtedly as a Ministerial measure, we
ought to insist on that policy being m;:Lintained by every member of the Ministry,
no matter whether he sits in this or the
other Chamber. I do not think that we
can have a higher question before us than
the one which I have just.put forward.
Mr. GILLIES.-Sir, I confess that, technically, I cannot but consider the honorable
member for Port Fairy to be perfectly right
in touching, as a matter of privilege, upon
the imp9rtant question that has been disclosed to us by the Premier.' At the same
time I think it would be unwise to refer
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to the matter in such a manner as to
involve any reference to any question now
under consideration in another place. 1'his
House is not in any way to blame for the
circumstances that have arisen elsewhere,
and I entirely fail to see what good could
arise from discussing the matter at the
present juncture.
Mr. G. D. CARTER.-Unless, of course,
the discussion is to be followed by a
motion.
Mr. GILLIES.-That is not absolutely
necessary, because the Hol1.Se has a perfect
right to discuss the matter at once if it
thinks that any advantage could arise from
so doing. Everyone of us-every member
of the Government-must feel that the
situation is a serious one when a question
is raised as to how far the Government
may he justified in recognising the right
of certain of its members to hold different
views on a great and important subject.
Now, Ministers have been divided in
opinion in such a way that four of them
have tendered their resignations; and the
head of the Government has informed m;
this evening that, upon re-considering the
whole situation, he thought it to be a
public duty on his part to. ask those honorable gentlemen to withdraw their resignations. rrhey have, consequently, been
withdrawn. 'V ell, I am able to tell the
Premier with the utmost candour that I
am glad those resignations have been
withdrawi1. No doubt there is another
question still left unsettled, but I may
mention to the honorable member for Port
Fairy that I do not think it can be discussed at the present juncture with any
decided advantage. UI:lder the circumstances, I suggest that that question should
not be raised any further, because taking
such a course would practically hamper
us.
Besides we are not enabled at
present to deal with the matter with all
its surroundings.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-Sir, I do not
think that the question of privilege raised
by the honorable member for Port Fairy
attaches to the subject that has been referred to, at least not to the extent which
the honorable member for Port Fairy
has suggested. At the same time I
am not sure that the question indicated by the leader of the Opposition
should not be taken into consideration
at the earliest possible moment.. Whether
that earliest possible moment is not now,
I am not quite prepared to assert. A
grave constitutional question has been
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pointed to by the leader of the Opposition.
'Ve have been informed that certain members of the Cabinet, having disagreed
with their colleagues, tendered their resignations, and we have been told ~ince that
they have withdrawn those resignations.
At the same· time, we have not been informed that the members of the Ministry
can be said to be in any way in perfect
agreement with each other. N ow, that
may mean one of two things. In the
first place it may mean the surrender by
the Government of its position. 1'he
Premier has announced a certain policy,
which was adopted by, at all events, the
Government side of the House, yet t.hat
policy has been questioned by some of the
honorable gentleman's colleagues. Under
these circumstances a compromise has been
effected, which might mean the abandonment by the Premier of his position, and
that is a very important subject for consideration. It is not a question whether
the Premier has been wise or whether he
has been foolish. 'Ve have nothing to
do with that at the present stage. The
constitutional question which arises is
whether this House is to control the Government in its policy, or whether it is
to simply sanction that policy, and thou
allow the Ministry themselves to change it
in an indirect way and in a manner over
which this House has no control ~ I do
not wish to say anything directly about
the position of the Government until the
right time arrives, but it seems to me that
the only way of raising tha,t point is the
proposal of a direct motion of want of
confidence. On the other hand, there is
certain public business which we are
urgently required to dispose of before the
House goes to the country. 1'hat is some-.
thing which we have particularly to bear
in mind.
The subject was then dropped.
c

MINING DEPARTMENT.
THE LUHRIG PROCESS.

Mr. BAILES asked the Minister of
Mines if, in view of the estimate of· Dr.
Buss, the engineer to Mr. Ltihrig, as to
the value of 5,000,000 tons of tailings in
the Bendigo district, and the statement
made that if such tailings were treated by
the Luhrigprocessa netprofit of.£1,800,000
would result, he would offer Mr. Ltihrig
an inducement to establish a branch of his
works on the Bendigo field, with a view to
a more thorough test?
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Mr. OUTTHDf stated that it was'
deem_cd advisable in the Mining departmont that the question of offering Mr.
Li.ihrig l1ny special inducement to establish
a branch of his works on the Bendigo goldfield should not be considered until after
the receipt of Mr. Cosmo Newbery's detailed report of the process.
Mr. STEHRY l1sked the Minister of
Mines whether, in consideration of the
results of the treatment of the samples of
quartz tailings which were taken home by
Mr. Cosmo N ewbery, he (Mi-. Outtrim)
was prepared to at once order one or two
of the Liihrig concentrating machines, so
that practical tests might be made as to
their suitability to successfully treat the
large quantities of tailings avaibble on the
various gold-fields of this colony ~ He
stated that when he put this question.
on the notice-paper he had not seen the
similar question given notice of by the
honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr.
Bailes).
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that he had in a
great measuro to repeat the answer he
had already given on this subject.
It was not thought wise to incur any
expense in regard to Mr. Luhrig's method
of treating tailings until Mr. Cosmo N ewbery had reported relative to the process.
RAIL ,VAY PASSES.
Mr. KIRTON asked the Premier when
he would afford the House an opportunity
to consider the report of the Free Hailway
Passes Select Committoe ~
Mr. MUNRO said he really could not
tell the honorable member at the present
time when the subject could be discussed.
'rhe honorable member must know that
thore was a great deal of very important
business to be disposed of before the
matter he referred to could be taken up.
Ho would tell the honorable member byand-by what it would be possible to do
with respect to the question.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Mr HIGHETrr asked the Premier upon
what principle the classified roll lately
issued had been compiled, when men found
themselves after twenty years' service in
the second sub-class of the lowest class, and
evon lower down than in the one of 1888;
also how it was that the roll just out was
not signed by the chairman of the board of
classifiers or by the Inspector-General of
the department ~

Public Instruction.

1\'[1'. MUNHO stated that he had received
the following memorandum on the subject
from the Education department:-

"1. The principle followed was that laid
down in section 76 of the Public Service Act
1890.
"2. All teachers in the lowest class holdschools
or positions which only warrant that classification (fifth class), and such teachers as are referred
to ill the question are in the second sub-class of
that class because they obtained fewer marks,
either for literary qualifications or for proyed
teaching ability or for both, than were necessary
to place them in t,he first suh-class.
"3. Teachers made eligible by AC.t 1001, and
raised into the second sub-class, rank with
those left in from the previous roll according to
length of service-(4th schedule, Public Service
Act 1890-Note). Thus the raising of these
teachers lowered the positions of those of less
service already in that sub-class.
"4. The duties of the Inspector-General for
the few months previous to the publication of
the revised classiped roll were of so special and
engrossing a character that he was unable to act
with his colleagues in its preparation, and, under
the circumstances, he thought it right not to
sign it."

Mr. C. YOUNG asked the Premier the
folIo-wing questions : "1. If the attention of the Minister of Public
Instruction has been directed to the evidence
given at an inquest on the body of a child at
-Williamstown, who, it was alleged, died from _
injuries inflicted by a pupil teacher in the State
school?
"2. Have pupil teachers authority to inflict
punishment?
"3. Is it in accordance with the regulations
for any teacher to beat children of fi\'e years,
or of any age, on the head?
"4. Is the Minister aware that assistant
and pupil teachers do inflict punishment on
scholars?
"5. \Vhat action does the Minister intend
taking in the \Villiamstown case, and generally
in the 1l1!l. tter ?"

He desired to point out that the evidence
sho-wed that this child was only five years
old, and that the first clay he went to school
he was beaten so badly about the head
that for several days afterwards he had to
keep away from school. The next time he
went there he was again severely punished.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the following
were the answers of the gepartment to
the different questions : "1. Yes.
"2. No.
"3. No.
,
"4. Assistant teachers inflict punishment on
scholars when authorized by head teachers to
do so, under Regulation XIV.-l.
"5. An inquiry is now being made by the
Senior Inspector of Schools."

Mr. MURRAY remarked that, in his
opinion, the teacher should have been
suspended at once.
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,VATER ACT AMEND:JIENT BILL.
Mr. BAKER asked the Premier whether
in view of conference on the subject no,;
:sitting in Melbourne, the consideration of
the "Va,ter Act Amendment Bill should not
be proceeded with at an early date ~
. Mr. MUNHO stated th~t some very
Important measures now on the noticepaper would have to be disposed of before
the House could be asked to deal further
with the "Vater Act Ame~ldment Bill.
RAIL"\VAYS STANDING CO:JnnTTEE.
Mr. BEN1' presented a report from the
Rail ways Standing Committee on the following proposed railways :-Donald to
,Virrumbirchip; Warracknabeal to Galaquil; N eerim Extensions; Laanecoorie to
Arnold's-bridge; Ext~nsions to Dum'an,
Hansen South, and Hedi; Natimuk to
'Goroke and Minimay; South Gippsland
Extensions; Carrajullg Extensiolls' N athalia Extensions; and "\Varrao'l~ 1 to
llcDonald's-track. He also brought up a
Teport from the same committee on the proposed railways to the northern suburbs;
and a report on the proposed rail way from
Flemington-bridge to Pascoe Vale. He desired to mention that next week a report
would be presented on further lines. The
total estimated cost of the lines recommended was about £1,250,000.
The report was ordered to be printed.
SCHOOLS OF MINES.
Mr. MUNRO presented, pursuant to an
order of the House (dated August 19), a
return relating to Schools of Mines and
rrecluiical Schools.
P ARLIAMENTAR Y S1'ANDING
CO:L\fMI1'1'EE ON RAIL W'AYS
REMUNERATION BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
On clause 3, which was as follows :"This Act shall be deemed and taken to have
come into operation on the 9th day of October
1890,"
'

:;\lr. TUTHILL said he :would have prefen'ed to haye seen it provided that the payment of members should commence from
the 9th October, 1890.
Mr. MUNRO stated that this clause was
made to provide that the Act should be
deemed to have come into operation
on the 9th October, 1890, because that
'~'as the time the committee began operations. There were two classes of payment
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to be provided for, the expenditure incurred
by the committee and the remuneration
of its members, and that ,yas the reason
why the Bill had been drafted in its present
form.
~b. MURRAY remarked that this clause
introduced the principle of l'etrospectiYe
legislation, and before passing it the committee should at least giye the matter some
consideration. Honorable members ,yere
not so green as to believe that any Bill was
required to sanction the payment by the
Treasurer of any expenses that had been
legitimately incurred by the Railways
Standing Committee in carrying out the
work it was appointed to perform. They
knew perfectly well that the object of this
Bill was to provide for the remuneration
of the members of the committee for
work which they undertook to do without
any remuneration whatever. As a rule,
retrospective legislation was only justified when it proposed to remoye a
grievance under which an individual or a
section of the communitv suffered but
this measure did not prol;ose to do' anything of the sort. If the members of the
committee were to be paid, the best course
would be to proyide that the measure
should come into operation when it was
passed by both Houses of Parliament, and
to accept the work which tho committee
ha~ done up ~o now, as they engaged to
do It, for nothmg.
Mr. FOS1'ER. expressed the opinion that
the members of the committee were full:r
entitled to be paid for the Q'ood work they
had already done, becaus~ it was well
un.derstood, w~len the committee was app'omted, that Its members would be paid.
Mr. 1'UTHILL observed that the clause
was incorrect on the face of it, and as it
was wholly unnecessary to make the
measure retrospective, whatever the members of the committee were to be paid, it
would really be bad legislation. (Mr;
Munro-" It will save money.") It would
not. (Mr. Munro-" It will.") Perhaps
the Premier would explain how it would
save one solitary Scotch bawbee. He
would suggest that this clause should be
struck out, and the question of remunerating the committee dealt with in the following clause.
.
Mr. GORDON said he hoped that the
committee would not cavil over the remuneration of the members of the 'R.ailways Standing Committee. It had been
generally understood that the members of
the committee would be paid from the
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time they were appointed, and as they
had worked well, and had, no doubt, saved
the country hundreds of thousands of
pounds, he trusted that the clause would
be adopted.
Discussion took place on clause 4, which
was as follows:'
"1. The chairman of the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Railways shall be
entitled to receive, by way of remuneration for
his services, an u,ttendance fee of £4 4s. for
each attendance at a meeting of the committee
at which a quorum was or shall be present, and
also a like attendance fee of £4 4s. for each
attendance as a member of any sectional committee at any meeting thereof at which a quorum
was or shall be present.
"2. Every member of the coinmittee (other
than the chairman) shall be entitled to receive
by way of remuneration for his services' an
attendance fee of £3 Hs. for each attendance
at a meet.ing of the committee at which a
quorum was or shall be present, and also a like
attendance fee of £3 3s. for each attendance as
a member of any sectional committee at any
meeting thereof at which a quorum was or shall
be present.
"3. No member of committee (including the
chairman and vice-chairman) shall be entitled
to receive more than one attendance fee in
respect of the same day, notwithstanding that
he may attend more than one meeting on such
day."

Mr. MUNRO stated that, in accordance
with a request that was made on the
second reading of the Bill, he had
obtained a report from the secretary of
the Railways Standing Committee as to
the attendances of the members, and the
expenses incurred, and in order to put the
matter in a proper light, he would read
that letter to the committee. It was' as
follows : "10th Noyember, 1891.
"Sir,-In reply to your inquiries, I have the
honour to inform you that if the Railways
Committee Remuneration Bill becomes law, the
members of the committee will be entitled to
receive a total sum of £4,946. The sum of
£2,500 was voted in the Additional Estimates
of 1890-91 for the expenses of the committee,
and £600 for allowances to witnesses-a total
of £3,100. The expenses of the committee to
the 30th June last amounted to £1,942, about
one-third of which was for the hire of conveyances. As the committee took the evidence
on country lines in /the districts interested, no
part of the £600 voted for allowances to
witnesses was expended. The accounts passed
since the 1st July to the present time amount
to £258."

He (M~" Munro) had the figures taken out,
and he found that the amount required,
£4,946, was equal to £380 9s. 3d. per
member. rrhe leader of the Opposition
suggested to him yesterday that instead
of fixing the remuneration at £4 4s.

for each attendance for the chairman, and
£3 3s. for each attendance of every
other member of the committee, a lump
sum of £5,000 should be voted to the committee, leaving the members to divide it
as they thought fit j but he had consulted
his colleagues in the Cabinet as well as
other members of the House, and he found
that that arrangement would not be quite
satisfactory. 'rhe fees proposed were the
same as the fees paid to the members of
the Standing Committee in New South
'Vales, with this exception, that while the
members of the New South Wales committee got paid for every meetillg they
attended, even if more than one meeting
was held on one day, the members of this
committee ,vould be paid only per day.
The committee had held 292 meetings, but
they were to be paid for only 140 days on
which those meetings were held, and as on
many days the committee sat from thirteen
to sixteen hours per day, he thought that,
under all the circumstances, the amount
proposed to be paid was not excessive.
After fully considering the matter, the
Government had arrived at the conclusion
that it would be fairer to pay the fees
proposed in this clause than to vote a
lump sum to the committee. Under this
arrangement honorable members would all
know that the gentlemen who did the
work received the pay according to the
number of meetings they attended. (Mr.
Tuthill-" Do you propose to limit the
measure to this Parliament 1") . That was
not proposed in the.Bill, but the question
could be raised under another clause.
Mr. GILLIES said he regretted that
the Government had decided to adopt such
a course in regard to the payment of the
members of the Railways Standing Committee. It was not advisable in a matter
of this kind that they should commence to
scramble, and there was an understanding,
when the Bill was committed pro formd,
that this question of the remuneration of
the committee should be carefully considered. There was a principle underlying the whole matter. Nearly every
honorable member who had spoken on this
measure had expressed the opinion that the
Bill should simply apply to the existing
committee, and to no other committee, and
that they ought not to commit themselves
to the principle laid down in the New
South Wales Act of paying so many guineas
. per day to each member of the committee.
He was prepared to stand by that arrangement.
rrhey ought to leave the new
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Parliament to determine what principle it
would go on in dealing with the payment
of the members of the Railways Standing
Committee, and he thought the present
proposal was a mistake.
There was a
strong feeling in the cOUIlt.ry against the
payment of extravagant fees, and while no
one objected. to the members of the present
committee being paid the money they had
well earned-he meant well earned by the
labour they had bestowed on their workhe thought Parliament ought not to determine to lay down the principle of paying
£4 4s. per day to the chairman and
£3 3s. per day to each of the other
members of the committee. It was not the
amount of money involved in that proposal
but its bad principle to which he objected,
and he thought it would be better to vote
a lump sum to the committee than to
specify that they should be paid certain
fees per day. Honorable members were
not prepared to discuss the question in all
its bearings; they could not tell how the
arrangement proposed in this clause would
work in future, and as the existing committee would only last until the end of this
Parliament, the committee dying with the
Parliament, theyought to leave thenew Parliament, who would have to re-appoint the
committee, to determine on what principle
the members should be remunerated in future. Many honorable members had not
made up their minds as to the advisability
of laying down a rule that the chairman of
the committee should get £4 4s. per day
and each of the other members of the
committee £3 3s. per day for attending
the meetings of the committee.
Mr. PATTERSON remarked that it was
quite a new departure to pay the members
of a committee at all, and it was never
intended by the late Government that-the
members of the Railways Standing Committee should be paid. ·Whilst he was
prepared to admit that the committee had
done admirable good work, and saved the
country a great lot of money, it did not
follow that because the committee had
saved that money they were entitled to it.
The effect of paying the members of the
Railways Committee would be to give an
undue power and infI.uence to the Government--in fact, it was equivalent to
adding thirteen Ministers to the Government. Besides, the introduction of this
system of paying members of a committee
would have a demoralizing effect, because it would lead the members of
other committees and commissions, who
Session 1891.-[161]

had hitherto undertaken their work in a
spirit of patriotism, to think that they had
as much right to payment for their services as the members of the Hailways
Committee, and it might destroy that fine
feeling which prompted Members of Parliament to spend their time and render free
service for the good of the country. 'rhat
result would be greatly to be deplored.
He did not agree with the suggestion that
this measure, if it was to be passed at all,
should be confined to ~he present Parliament, because if there was to be a similar
Act of Parliament passed next session the
same difficulty would arise again, and the
Government would be able to offer inducements to secure illegitimate. support.
It would be better to decide the matter
now. He believed that in New South
Wales the committee had been suspended
for twelve months, because it was fo}.md
that they had been holding three or four
meetings on the same day, and the expense
to the country was too great. The leader
of the Opposition had suggested that a
lump sum should be voted to the committ.ee, but instead of £5,000, as had been
suggested, the amount should be limited
to a total not exceeding £3,000 a year.
He did not like the proposal to pay the
members of the committee at all, because
if they were to pay one committee he did
not see how they could refuse to pay the
others.
Dr. MALONEY proposed the insertion,
after the word "chairman" (line 1) of the
words" and every member." The object
of that amendment was to pay all the
members of the committee t.he same sum
per day. Later on he intended to propose
that the fee allowed should be £2 2s. per
day, and that the total amount should
not exceed £3,000 a year. There was a
f~eling in the country that too much
public money was being spent, and, conscientiously believing that to be true, he
had decided to propose this amendment.
The disgraceful proceedings of the New
South vVales committee had been obviated
in the case of this committee, by providing
that however many meetings they might
hold in one day they should be entitled
to only one fee per day. He did not think
the chairman ought to receive any more
than any other member of the committee,
but should be content with that rate of
payment and the honour of upholding the
chairmanship of the committee.
Mr. DEHHAM expressed the opinion
that it would be unwise to allow this Act
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to extend beyond the present Parliament. be better to give the committee a lump
:Many honorable members had strong sum, say £5,000, and leave the members.
objections to making the Railways Stand- of the committee to apportion it as they
ing Committee a permanent paid com- thought best. The payment of members
mittee, believing that its services would of the Raihvays Committee would place an
not be required in the future. In order enormous power in the hands of the
not to tie the hands of the next Parlia- Government of the day. (~Ir. 'iVilliamsment, they should limit the operation of "'Vhy didn't you mention that when the.
this measure to the duration of the present the Railways Committee Bill waspassed ~")
Parliament; othenyise, the next· Parlia- It was mentioned then. (Mr. 'Villiamsment, if it desired to deal with the ques- " Not from the Ministerial side of the
tion in n different manner, would have to House.") Most certainly. (Mr. Williams.
repeal this measure, and pass fresh legis- - " By whom 1") He declined to tell the
honorable member, but that was the reason
lation.
Mr. FOSTER stated that the work of why it was looked upon as a tentative'
the presen1J Railways Standing ,Committee measure. It was also mentioned after
was probably more onerous than the work the present Goyernment took office, when
of the same committe8 would be in future, the unfortunate trouble arose over the
because they had had to travel over the appointment of- certain members of the
roughest parts of the colony and do work committee. Whatever they did with rewhich would not require to be done again. gard to the remuneration of the present
Therefore, hp quite agreed with the leader _ committee, they ought .to take care to
of the Opposition that as the remuneration leave the next Parliament a free hand.
~1r. TRENvVITH said that there were
now proposed might be excessive in future,
it v{Quld be well to limit the operation of many-reasonS' why it was objectionable to
this Bill to the present session. The vote a lump sum to the Railways Sta,nding
roughest ,,"ork in regard to the examina- Committee. One was that the chairman
tion of proposed new lines had now been would have a very invidious task to perform if he were called upon to distribute
done.
Mr. TUTHILL said that when the Bill the mouey. If it were not distributed in
for the appointment of the Railways Stand- that way, it ,,,ould be very unseemly if the
ing Committee was before the House it was members of the committee were left to
thoroughly understood that as it was an wrangle about how much money each of
experiment there was to be no payment of them should receive. But the strongest
members. (Mr. Munro-" That is not the reason was that the committee was estabstatement of the honorable gentleman who lished under an Act of Parliament. As
introduced the Bill.") The understanding the leader of the Opposition had pointed
was that if the experiment was a success out, another comniittee \yould be apthere was to be payment of the members pointed by an ensuing ParFament, which
of the committee at some future time. might be composed of altogether different
(Mr. 'Villiams-dMr. Gillies stated that persons. It was, therefore, desirable that
the members of the committee were to be they should now decide what should be
paid.") However, that question might ~e the'scale of fees paid to the members of
dropped in view of the evident determina- tp.e committee under the present Act, as
tion on the part of the majority of honor- that Act would remain in force. He supable members that the members of the ported the principle of the amendment
Railways Standing Committee should be moved by the honorable member for Melpaid. But surely a Parliament which was bourne West. That was that the payjust expiring was not going to pass a Bill ment should be smaller in amount than
for the payment of the members of that was provided in this Bill. The honorable
committee for all time, and on the scale. member was, however, in error in proposproposed in this clause. It was a monstrot1S - ing that the chairman of the committee
thing to ask this Parliament in its last should receive the same fees as other
days to pass such a Bill, and the measure members of the committee. That would
ought certainly to be limited to the be a mistake. The intention was to pay
life of the present Parliament. He agreed for services rendered. Honorable members
with the leader of the Opposition that all knew that the chairman of a committee
instead of paying £4 4s. per day to of this kind had a great deal more ·work
the chairman, and £3 3s. per day to to do, if he did his duty properly, than the
It was usual for the
each member of the committee, it would other members.
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ehairmn,n, if not to draw up the reports, at
any rate to closely supcnise the prepnration of thclli. This was work thcl,t must
take up a large amount of tiale, and there
wa.s no record of it in the proceedings of
the committee. It would be wise of the
honorable member for jlelbourne 'Yest to
alter his amendment so as to provide that
the members of the committee should
receive £2 2s. per· day and the chairman £3 3s. Tyw guineas a day ",ould
be ftl,ir remuneration for the members
.of the committee,' as all their necessary
expenses were covered and they received
reimbursement as .Members of Parliament.
It would be a great mistake to vote a
lump sum, and to leave the question of
payment open. The amount paid to the
committee for their first year 'would probably nevor be increased. The circumstances
under which' they were appointed were
unusual; an immense number of lines'
were submitted to them, and it was
probable that they would have yery little
work to do in subsequent sessions. ~ehe
cost of the committee in future would, he
thought, not exceed £1,000 per annum.
The course thatshonld hereafter be adopted
should be to submit to the committee
proposals for which the Government would
be responsible. (Mr. l\Iunro-" That is
the law.") Then, in futme, it would not
be necessary for the committee to hold
nnything like the number of sittings they
held at present.
~Ir. STAUGHTUN stated that he disagreed with the honorable member for
Richmond (:J1r. Trenwith) in the view that
the members of the committee should receive £2 2s. a day and the chairman £3 3s.
He approved of the proposal of the honorable
member for Eastern Suburbs that a lump
sum should be voted.
(Mr. Munro"How would you divide it 1') He had
no doubt that the Premier had sat on
many boards in Melbourne to which lump
sums were voted, and the money was
divided according to existing custom.
That would be done in this case. If
a lump sum were voted, the country
would know exactly what was being paid.
If payment at the rate of ,£3 3s. and £4
4s. a day were agreed to, the country
would not know to what expenditure it
was being committed. He did not take
the view of the honorable member for
Richmond that the committee would
wrangle over the dis,tribution of the money.
Perhaps in the associations with which the
honorable member was connected there
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might be some wrangling. But there was
no reason to expect anything of the kind
in this case. If a lump sum were voted,
it would come to exactly the same thing
in the end, and he would, therefore, support the proposal of the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs.
Mr. HARPER remarked that he was
not a member of that Chamber 'when the
Rail ways Standing Committee Act was
passed. He understood that the measure
was, to a large extent, an experiment, and
that a new departure was taken, follQ\ying
the example of New South \Yales. Honorable members would all agree that the
Railways Standing Committee had done
good work, and that they had devoted an
immense amount of time to the discharge-.
of their duties, which they could ha,ve
employed with much grenter advantage'
and more profit in attending to their
own business. Honorable members were
agreed that the work done by the committee should be recognised in a somewhat handsome way. He agreed with the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs,
that, in view of the fact that the next
Parliament might be called upon to review
the question of whether it would re-appoint
the committee on the same lines, or
whether it would appoint a committee of
experts, or outside men, and that the whole
question. might then come up for discussion, a lump sum should be voted. 'rhis,
would not in any way raise the presumption that a similar payment would be
made in future. There was no reason to
apprehend that there would be any wrangling on the part of the committee about,
the distribution of the money. Nearly
every board of directors in Melbourne
was allowed a certain sum by the shareholders, and it was distributed on a fixed
scale. In many cases the chairman received a larger amount than the, other'
directors, because it was recognised that
he had a greater responsibility. The
Premier proposed to give the committee
£4,900. (Mr. Munro-" That is for the
twelve months which expired on the
23rd October.") Then the amount which
would have to be paid to the committee
up to the end of this year might be
£7,000. (Mr. Gillies-" It might be
£10,000.") (Mr. Turner-" If they sit
on extra days, and do the work, why
should they not be paid 1") That was tc
him a new view of the matter. Still he
thought that the payment to the com- ,
mittee should be voted in a lump sum.
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Mr. MUNRO observed that if a lump
sum were voted, and the Railways Standing Committee only worked until the lump
sum was exhausted, Parliament might get
no report. "Vas that what honorable membera desired? If it was, then it might as
well be understood. If a sum of £5,000
were now voted for the work which the
committee had done to the 23rd of October,
the committee might say that they had
completed their work, and presented a
report. The committee had rendered invaluable service to the colony, and the
Government considered that if they gave
them the SJ,me fees as were paid to the
Public Works Committee of New South
Wales, per day, and not, as in New South
Wales, per sitting, that would be only fair.
The Public "Vorks Committee of New South
'Vales sometimes held two or'three sittings
a day, and they were paid separately for
each of them. It had been stated that
directors of companies received a lump
sum. He was a director of seven companies, and in every case the directors' fees
were fixed in the articles. (Mr. Tuthill
---" Take the case of the Cabinet.") When
.a Government took office, the salary of each
Minister was determined upon. Sometimes Ministers were transferred from one
office to another, and then there had to be
a re-arrangement of salaries. Originally
the salaries of Ministers were fixed, but
that was found to be inconvenient. The
Railways Standing Committee consisted of
thirteen gentlemen, and was divided into
.sections. It seemed to him that the fairest
way would be to give them payment ac.{lording to the work they did, and then
. there would be no trouble. (Mr. Harper
- " There is a principle involved.") He
looked to the principle that the mail who
,did the work should get the pay. The
real state of the matter was this, that honorable members in this Chamber had so
little confidence in their brother members
that they would not trust them as they
would trust other members of the community. ("No.") It was a fact.
Mr. TUTHILL asked whether the Premier was in order in imputing improper
motives to honorable members?
The CHAIRMAN.-I thInk that the
Premier is in order.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that, in dealing with questions of this kind, there did
seem to be a want of confidence in brother
members, but such a feeling should not
prevail. Honorable members had, how:ever, to consider the view which . the

electors took of this matter. The views of
the electors must have a strong influence
upon the minds of honorable members,
and it was that consideration that weighed
with honorable members now. He did
not think that they need doubt their
brother members in any sense. If they
did so, they might throw discredit upon
themselves, and they should endeavour
to avoid that. This was a very delicate
question to speak about. He understood
that the object of the proposal to vote the
Railways Standing Committee a lump
sum was to limit the payment to be made
to them in some way. The committee
ought to be paid for the work which they
did,. because that had been the understanding from the first. He was not prepared to say that £3 3s. 01' £4 4s. a day
would be too much, because membera of
the Railways Standing Committee stated
that by attending to this ,york they lost
that amount of money each day, but the
objection which presented itself to his
mind was that there was no control over
the committee, and that they could sit
on any number of days, and go to any
expense. During the debate on the second
reading of this Bill he suggested that the
number of members on the committee
should be reduced. A less number of
members could certainly do the work, and
that was a point which the Premier should
consider. 1'his was a special appropriation, and if it was not there would be no
need for the suggestion which had been
made by the honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs. The proposal made by
the Government for the payment of the
committee was not very popular in the
country.
Great objections had been
raised to it, and the opinions which he had
expressed were not simply his individual
opinions. The Government should consider whether they could not place the
amount required on the Estimates. (Mr.
Munro-" The committee could not take
the money theil; they would lose their
seats if they did.") That might be so.
As this was to be a special appropriation,
it could certainly come under the review of
the Chamber in subsequent sessions, and
be dealt with in the same way as other
financial questions.
Mr. G. D. CARTER stated that he
failed to see why there should be any delicacy in dealing with this matter, because
it was simply a business proposal. There
was nothing to be delicate or rude about.
Certain gentlemen had undertaken a
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very' onerous and invidious task, and
the question was how they should be
remunerated. r:ehey had done their work
well, and they had deserved well of the
country.
The honorable member for
Creswick had stated that the public were
adverse to the proposed payment to the
Railways Standing Committee. If that
were so, it must be for want of information on the part of the public. If the
public were only aware of the complete
revolution which the Railways Standing
Committee had effected in regard to railway construetion, they would say that
this was the cheapest expenditure that
had ever been incurred by Parliament. The question of whether the
members of the committee should receive £3 3s., £4 4s., or £5 5s. was to him
a matter of absolute insignificance. It
was almost lowering to the dignity of that
Chamber to discuss the question of whether
they should pay the members of the committee £2 28. or £3 38. when they had
effected a saving which could only be
reckoned in the future by millions of
pounds. Whe~ he first urged Parliament
to constitute a Committee of Public
vVorks, he quoted instances of the immense
savings which had been effected by the
Public Vyorks Committee of New South
Wales, and he certainly contemplated
that the committee would be paid. How
could they expect gentlemen who were
worth their salt to leave their business, to
take all the risks of travelling about
the country, and to make themselves
thoroughly unpopular, for nothing? He
would not do the work for double the
amount which it was proposed to give to
the committee. It was work for which
good men were required, and if the State
wanted good servants it must pay them
well. He understood that the payment to
the committee for the first twelve months
would amount approximately to £5,000.
If it were provided that the payment to
the committee should not exceed £5,000
per annum, would not that meet the difficulty ~ (Mr. Munro-wWe certainly would
not object to that.") Then the next point
was that the payment should be limited
to the present Parliament. He supposed
that there would be no objection to that
proposal.
(Mr. Munro-" I object to
it.") He was quite willing that the payment should be continued. 'rhe colony
would always require railways, and it
would be better to dispose of the matter
now.

Mr. McCOLL remarked that it was
rather late in the day to cavil about the
payment which the Railways Standing
Committee should receive. vVhether that
payment should be made in a lump sum
or at so much per day was a question of
tweedledum and tweedledee. It was understood by honorable members generally
when the committee were appointed that
they would be remunerated for their
services. 'Vhen the Bill under which thecommittee was appointed 'was before Parliament there was a good deal of feeling'
on both sides of the Chamber, and had it.
not been for that feeling and the fear"
that the Bill might be lost, he felt confident that remuneration would then have·
been provided. Honorable members must
look at this matter in all its bearings.
They must consider the crisis which had
arisen in connexion with raihvay construction when the committee was proposed,
and the insufficient means which Parlia-·
ment possessed of checking the estimates.
of railway expenditure. He believed that .
all honorable members would say that the,
commi ttee had done good work. 'rhey'
had not spared themselves day or night,
and they had neglected their own business.,
in order that they might attend to their'
duties. He would read a few quotations'
from Hansard, in order to show what the
feeling was at the time the committee were·
appointed. During the debate on themotion of the honorable member for'
Eastern Suburbs for leave to introduce',the Bill to provide for the appointment..
of a Parliamentary Standing Committee"
on Public 'Yorks the following discussion
took place : "Mr. Zox.-Are the members of the com-·
mittee to be remunerated?
"Mr. GILLIEs.-In New South 'Vales the:
members of the committee are remunerated.
They were not remunerated in the first Act,..
passed in 1888, but in 1889 there was an amending Act passed which provided for their re-..
muneration.
"Mr. MUNRo.-I unders~ood that amending;"
Act reduced the remuneratIOn.
"Mr. GILLIES.-No; the Act I am referringto is the Public Works Committee's Remuneration Act, which was passed in September, 188ft
"Mr. McINTYRE.-vVhat was the remuneration?
"Mr. GILLIES. - Three guineas and four
guineas. In this Bill we have omitted the provision with regard to remuneration, because we
prefer that, at any rate, we should have a trial
of the system without remuneration. If it is found
that members who may be appointed to this
committee are able to give sufficient time-reasonable time-to the performance of their duties,
and are willing to devote it, I see no reason why
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they should ho remunerated; but if it should
the Government proposed to pay them
turn out, as is said to have been the case in New , would only amount to £4,900 for the year
South Wales, that the time demanded for the
he did not think that they were too high:
performance of these duties is so great that
In the future the committee would not sit
'really it would be impossible .for members to
give it without some remuneration, of course
as often as they had done hitherto, and
the matter would have to be re-considered."
the cost would, therefore, not be nearly so

That showed that there was a distinct
understanding that if the' duties' of the
committee encroached too much on the
time of the members, and took them away
from their own business, payment would
be given to them. In December last the
honorable member for Brighton asked the
present Premier if it was the intention
of the Government to bring in a Bill that
session to provide for the payment of the
members of the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Hailways. The honorable
member said he would make no secret of
the fact that when he joined the committee he was led to believe that there
would be payment, and that, inasmuch as
he worked with the committee in a nonpolitical way, he could not afford to give
his time to it unless the promise of payment was kept. The Premier's reply was
reported as follows in Hansard : "Mr. MUNRO said he quite admitted that it
would be unreasonable to expect the members
of the committee to do work of this kind without remuneratioll. At the same time the honorable member for Brighton should bear in mind
what was stated on the subject by the authors
of the Railways Standing Committee Act when
it was before Parliament in Bill form."

In view of these facts it was rather too
late in the day to cavil at the payment
proposed. It would, however, be advisable
to limit the payment to the present Parliament. The next Parliament 'would have
to appoint a new committee, and it ought
to have an opportunity of revie'wing the
question of payment. It might probably
be thought desirable to reduce the number of members of the committee.
Sir B. 0' LOGHLEN said that honorable
members were straining at a gnat and
swallowing a cameL If the Railways Standing Committee were worth their salt, they
were worth the paymen t origin all y proposed,
and he would support the clause as it
stood. Gentlemen who were doing good
work should be properly paid. It would
be a great mistake to vote a lump sum.
Was the utility of the committee to be
destroyed for the sake of £500 or £1,0001
Mr. vVILLIAMS remarked that the
Railways Standing Committee had worked
in season and out of season during the
last twelve months, and' as the fees 'which

great. frhc experience which honorable
members had inconnexion with the question
of payment of members should prevent
them from making this a tentative measure,
and fromkeepingthematterdanglillg before
Parliament. They should either make the
payment a permanent one, or reject it
altogether. He would vote for the clause,
with an amendment that the maximum
amount paid in anyone year should not
exceed £5,000.
Mr. ZOX said that he had no desire to
depreciate the work that was done by the
Railways Standing Committee. That
committee had performed their duties in
such a way as to giYe satisfaction to the
general public, but it must be admitted
that the proposal nO'\'\' made was an innovation upon the established custom of
Parliament. If one committee was to be
remunerated, a great amount of harm
might be done, because ,,,hat honorable
members would afterwards go on to Royal
commissions, and devote day after day and
week after week to the disch::),rge of cer- I
tain duties, without payment 1 There
were honorable members who had spent
years, in the aggregate, on Royal commissions, and who had not received sixpence
for the services they had so rendered.
rrhe Railways Standing Committee might
hold a meeting which would occupy only
one hour, the object of which might be to
make some formal arrangements. vVas it
right that the members of the committee
should get £3 3s., and the chairman£4: 4:s.,
for attendance at a meeting of that kind 1
The amount to be paid in any year should
be limited. (Mr. Munro-" \Ve will limit
it to £5,000.") It was not necessary that
there should be thirteen members ou the
committee. (Mr. Munro-:-" That is the
law.") Yes,' but it could be altered at
any time. vVhell money was wanted for
the Tasmanian Exhibition and for the
Melbourne Hospital the Premier said that
the coffers of the State were empty. The
Melbourne Hospital was not able to attend
adequately to the wants of the sick poor,
owing to the lack of funds, and notice of
motion had been given to close two of the
wards. (Mr. Baker-" That is a disgrace
to the people of Melbourne.") . Although
the Premier said that the coffers of the
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.'State were empt.r, .ret he could afford to
give £7,000 or £8,000 to the Railways
StaI~ding Committee.
He admitted that
that committee had done exceedingly
,good work, but he thought that it
would be found in future that men
would not be willing to go on to
Royal commissions and to render good
service to tho State, as they had done
in the past, ,yithout remuneration. If
the committee ''I ere to be paid, the amount
of remuneration should be limited, and
the number of the committee should also
be reduced.
The CHAIRMAN.-I wish to draw
:attention to the fact that honorable members have been making second-reading
,~peeches, whereas the question before the
-Chair is that the words" and every membel''' be inserted after the word "chairman." 'rhat is the only question before
the committee. Let me remind honorable
members that, the House itself having
affirmed the principle that members of the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways are to be paid, this committee
nlust accept that principle.
Mr. GILLIES stated that he had known
.an occasion on which, after a Bill had
heen read a second time and committed,
the committee struck out every cla,use of
the Bill, and left only the preamble..
The CHAIRlIAN.-It is perfectly competent for the committee to do that, but
not for honorable members to make secondreading speeches as they have been doing
all the afternoon.
Mr. FERGUSON said he thought it was
scarcely fair to reticent members like
himself for the Ch~irman to tell them that
they were not to have the same privileges
as other members who had addressed the
committee on this subject. He believed
that all honorable members were agreed
that the members of the Parliamentary
:Standing Committee had done good work,
but in his opinion a committee of thirteen
members was rather too large. Again he
would point out that the committee had
travelled over a number of propoeed lines,
but they had not given the House any,
.idea of the character of the country that
',volud be served by those lines.
He
:held the opinion that three experts should
be appointed to go over every proposed
line, and to spend some tillle in inspecting
the country on each side, and to fUl'nish a
report as to whether the country was fit
to support a population sufficient to maintain the line. If this had been done before
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the Raih my Bill of 1884 was introduced
millions of money would have been saved
to the country.
Mr. TREN\VITH rose to a point of order.
He submitted that the honorable member
was out of order in referring to the appointment of experts on the amendment
now before the Chair.
:Mr. MASON, in support of the point of
order, said the honorable member for the
Ovens ,vas now speaking of an Act of
Parliament, and as 'there was no proposal
before the House to repeal that Act the
honorable member was not in order in'l"efleeting on a law as it stood in the statutebook.
'
The CHAIRMAN.-The fact is that the
'whole discussion has been out of order.
The question before tho Chair is that the
words "and every member" be inserted
after the word "chairman," but the leader
of the Opposition and other honorable
members have travelled away from that
question, and the committee has allowed
it.
1\11'. FERGUSON stated that he was
quite avmre that he was not strictly in
order, but he claimed the same privilege
that had been allowed to other honorable
members. He believed that the opinion
of the country was in favour of appointing
three experts to examine the country on
each side of every proposed line before Parliament went on with the making of any
further railways. ,As to the payment of
the members of the Parliamen~ary Standing Committee on Railways, he did not see
what difficulty there was in fixing a lump'
sum for the total payment of the committee, allowing them to divide the
money amongst themselves in the same
way as the mining boards did. If a lump
sum was granted then the country would
know what it was· paying; but if so much
was voted per attendance to each member,
there was no knowing what the amount
would be ill the aggregate. To show how
little Parliament lmew about the character
of lines without the information of experts,
he might mention that when the NorthEastern line was first proposed the opinion
in the House was that it would not pay for
grease for the wheels, yet t,lat line had
kept the others up, and had paid 7 and
8 per cent. A stranger looking at the
line itself would say that it passed through
very bad country, but ten miles on each
side the land was of the best character.
He was a little sUl1Jrised at the action
of the' Premier in connexion with the
1
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remuneration of this committee, consider- member for Castle maine (Mr. Patterson)
ing the manner in which the honorable might propose one which would, upon the
gentleman was always complaining of tight- whole, be more acceptable. He considered
ness of the chest. (Mr. Munro-" How that th~ members of the Railways Standis your chesU") It was all right. He ing Committee should not be paid an
had never been one to cry st.inking fish, amount larger than that which each of
or to foul his own nest. 'What would them received as a Member of Parliament.
happen if any representative of. a large It should be borne in mind that many
commercial institution acted in a similar men in this country had to keep themway~ ,
selves and bring up their families on
Mr. KIRTON remarked that what the less than £2 2s. per week. The services
committee had under their consideration of the committee might be worth a great
was a mere matter of business. The Rail- deal of money, but at present honorable
ways Standing Committee had performed members had not seen any proof of the
very valuable services, and they ought to pudding.
The amendment was withdrawn.
be remunerated accordingly. There had
Mr. PATTERSON moved an amendbeen an understanding all along that they
should be paid for their work. It was ment, providing that the payment of the
only in a purely business light that the chairman of the committee should be£3 3s.
proposal of the Government should be per day instead of £4 4s., and that each
regarded, and he, for one, was inclined to member of the committee should receive
believe with the honorable member for £2 2s. per day instead of £3 3s.
Melbourne West that the payment should
Mr. LEVIEN remarked that earlier in
be uniform among the members, and that the debate it was mentioned that the prothe rate of payment should be £2 2s. per posal of the Government was objectionday. That would be a sufficient remunera- able, inasmuch as it would place in the
tion. No doubt good work had been done, hands of Ministers a political power
. but the taxpayers of the country should amounting almost to the conferring of a
small p()rtfolio. That remark was, howbe considered.
Mr. GORDON said that he hardlyagreed ever, not called for, because it could not
with the remarks of the honorable member be too much borne in mind that the
for Melbourne. He would like to know Railways Standing Committee was essenhow the question really stood. He unqer- tially a non-party committee. At the
stood that the Premier accepted the same time, it would be much better if the
suggestion of the honorable meniber for Bill fixed the total sum to be paid in any
Melbourne, that the total amount handed one year. Some limita~ion of that sort
Perhaps
over to the Railways Standing Committee , was imperatively called for.
should not be more than £5,000 in any the fees proposed were not too large in
one year. (Mr. Munro-" Yes.") Would themselves; but would it not be better if
that include the whole expenses of the a lump sum was voted, and left to the
committee.? (Mr. Munro-" No, only the committee for distribution as it might
fees paid to members.") Then honorable determine? The two chairmen of the
members should know more about what committee should, of course, be paid more
the total expense would be. In his (Mr. than ordinary members, for they had
Gordon's) opinion, there should be some special duties to perform, and had also to
. limit in that direction. He would like the be always ill" attendance. 'rhe payment
Premier to give some assurance that the of the members of this committee ought.
total expense would not be so great as to to be regarded in an exceptional light,
put honorable members altogether out of because they had exceptional duties to
conceit with the committee. (Mr. Munro perform. They had to work almost night
- " "\Ve cannot tell what the future . and day, and often to be away from their
travelling expenses of the committee will homes for a long time together. Therebe.") At aU events, there should be some fore their payment should not in any
limit in the matter, so that the country way be grudged. Still, it must be recogmight know to what expenditure it would nised that the work they would have to
do in the future would not be so great as
be committed.
Dr. MALONEY stated that he would- that which they had done in the past, and
yielding to the wishes of the honorable for this reason the hands of Parliament
members around him -withdraw his should be kept free to some extent. It
amendment, in order that the honorable had been argued that the payment. should
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be per sitting, but he thought that such
an arrangement would be objectionable.
It would be a more dignified plan to give
the committee a certain fixed sum per
annum, and to let the money be distributed at their pleasure.
Mr. HIGHEr:rT said he was quite sure
that it would be very difficult indeed to
get good business men to go out of their
way to do the work devolving on this
committee if they were not to be paid a
reasonable amount for their services. The
whole thing, being an experiment, should
be undertaken in a befitting manner. If
£5,000 per annum was made the limit
there would be no reason to complain.
Mr. GARDINER expressed the hope
that the honorable member for Castlemaine
(Mr. Patterson) would withdraw his amendment. He (Mr. Gardiner) thought that·
the committee should receive the amount
set out in the Bill as it now stood. They
had done good work ever since they were
appointed, as was shown by the number of
miles they had travelled, the number of
witnesses they had examined, and also by
the reports the chairman had brought up
that evening. Indeed, with respect to the
matter of railway construction, they were
entitled to the thanks, of the HQuse, and
also of the whole community, and if they
were not interfered with excellent results
might be expected to accrue from their
labours. He had been much struck by a
remark made by the honorable member
for Melbourne East (Mr. Zox) when he
compared the work done by this committee
with the work done by ordinary committees of the House. But it should be remembered that the members of ordinary committees usually sat and took evidence under
circllmstances of great ease and comfort,
while members of the Railways Standing
Committee often had to travel hundreds of
miles together, and to take infinite trouble
in order to become acquainted with the
railway wants and requirements of different districts. If this committee was
to become an institution, the Bill should
be passed without any quibbling.
Mr. BAILES remarked that there could
be no doubt about the good ·work done
by the committee. There was ~ ger.eral
consensus of opinion on that subject. He,
for one, agreed with the amendment proposed by the honorable member for Castle~
maine (Mr. Patterson), but, at the same
time: he was quite at a loss to know what
the honorable member for Carlton referred
to when he urged that the committee

should not be interfered with. At present he (Mr. Bailes) was not aware of any
interference with the committee. Surely
it could not be said to be interfered with
if the rate of remuneration was fixed at a
certain level. Surely that could not be
regarded as likely to interfere in any way
with the goodness of the work done 1 Certainly there had been no other interference.
In fact, the position of a member of this
parliamentary committee was actually far
more preferable and more to be desired
than a seat on the Ministerial benches.
The income would be as large, there ,vas
no responsibility, and the position was
certain, because the members of the Railways Committee were not likely to be
turned out by a vote of want of confidence.
A somewhat large bait had been held out
to honorable members not to vote for the
amendment. rrhey had been told that
possibly anyone of them might become
an aspirant for' membership of the committee, and that, therefore, if they voted
for this reduction of the fees they might
perhaps find that they had been voting fOl~
a reduction of their own remuneration.
No injustice would be done to the committee by the adoption of the amendment,
and certainly more justice would be done
to the country than by adhering to the
proposal contained in the clause.
Mr. DIXON remarked that the disclis.:
sion would serve one good purpose if it
removed from the minds of the people of
the colony the idea, which he had found
to be pretty prevalent, that a Member of
Parliament not only received £300 a year
to reimburse him his expenses, but also
two, three, or four guineas per day for his
attendance at any committee or commis.:
sion of which he was a member. He had
tried to remove that misapprehension time
after time; but some people would still
persist in believing that Members of Parliament were paid for their services on
committees and commissions. "While he admitted that a great deal of good was likely
to accrue from the appointment of a Standing Committee on Railways, he was not prepared to admit that the members of that
committee should be paid on the scale proposed in this clause; and therefore hewould
support the amendment of the honorable
member for Castle maine (Mr. Patterson).
No doubt the members of the committee
had taken a great deal of trouble over the
work they were appointed to perform,
travelling over large areas of the colony,
and taking evidence in every direction; but
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if every member of the committee was this clause to the present Parliament, beto be paid £3 38. per day, and the cause honorable members would not be in
chairman £4 48., the committee would a position until the end of this Parliament,
cost the country something like £50 per and perhaps not even then~ to properly
day for every day it sat, a very extra- estimate the value of the work of the
vagant amonnt to pay for their services. Hajl ways Standing Committoe. It was
Honorable members had not had an oppor- ridiculous to appoint thirteen gentlemen
tunity of considering the actual work of from the two branches of the Legisla,ture
the committee, or of discussing the merits on the Railways Committee; five would
of the conclusions they had recommended be quite sufficient, and instead of having,
to Parliament, and therefore they ought as they had at present, a little too much
to be very careful, especially in view of of the amateur engineering element on the
a falling revenue alid an empty exchequer, committee, it would be better to ha,+e
before they sanctioned the lavish expendi- men who would be able to weigh the eviture proposed in this clause. It had been dence submitted. However, the quostion
stated that when the committee 'was ap- of reducing the number of the members
pointed it was understood that the men~ of the committee was a question for the
bel'S would be paid later on; but at that time futm'e.
he suggested the names of two gentlemen
Mr. FOSTEH said he would like to a,sk
who were perfectly competent to perform the honorable member for Castlema,ine
the duties, who had the time at their dis- (~Ir. P~tterson) whether he intonded the
posal, and who were prepared to give members of the Ra,ilways Standing Comtheir labour to. assist in· unravelling the mittee to be pa,id in proportion to the
difficulty that confronted Parliament in work they did; and, if so, did he think
connexion with railway construction, and it fair to offer £2 2s. a day to each
neither of them 'was appointed. At member of the present committee, a,nd
the initiation of the Rail-ways Standing £3 3s. a, day to the chairman, seeing
Committee Bill the late Treasurer did llot that the committee had alrea.dy done the
state that the members of the committee lion's share of the work ~ The committee
were to be paid, but later on it was had exaJ;)1ined something like 1,200 miles
generally expected that they would receive of new lines proposed to be constructed in
some componsation for their arduous the roughest parts of the colony, while the
labours. 'rhe remuneration proposed in men who joined the committee in future
the amendment would be very fair com- . would have comparatively little hard work
pensation. 'Without saying a word de- to do, because they "'ould be able to ta,ke
rogatory to the members of the present nearly the whole of the evidence in Melcommittee, he was quite satisfied that an bourne. Although the remuneration proequal 11 umber of honorable members quite posed in the amendment might be fair and
as competent ,vould be prepared to do the equitable to the members of the next
work on those terms. Therefore, Parlia- Hailways Standing Committee, if it was
ment ought not to pay more than it fair to them it waS very unfair to the preneeded to pay, especially in view of the sent committee, in view of the hard ,york
unsatisfactory state of the finances. An- they had done. (Mr. Dixon-" If they
other difficulty that' would be created by have done all the work, pay them and
this payment of members of the Railways dismiss them.") Men ought to be paid in
Standing Committee was that it would proportion to the value of the work they
have a bad effect on the other committees did; and when the committee waS apthat were appointed to do good and prac- pointed it was understood that the memtical work, and he very much questioned bers would be paid at the same rate as the
whether honorable members would be in- members of the New South Vvales comclined to show the same readiness to give mittee. It would certainly not be bir to
their time and attention to the work of ask them 'to be content with the same
-committees in the future as they had done payment as would be given to their sucin the past. Honorable members would cessors, ,vho would not have half so much
naturally ask themselves ,yhy they should work to do. He did not agree with the
be expected to do the work .of other remark of the honorable member for
.committees for nothing, while the mem- Prahran with regard to the engineering
bers of the Hail ways Standing Committee element 011 the committee, because it was
were paid so much for each sitting. It tha,t element that had discovered the most
would be wise to limit the operation of serious fa,ults in the construction branch
JJfr. Dixon.
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of the Railway department, and the outcome of that discovery would be to save
the country hundreds of thousands of
pounds. The remuneration proposed by
the Government was reasonable, and he
hoped that it would be adopted.
The committee divided on the question
that the word "four" proposed to be
omitted stand part of the clauseAyes

41
25

No~

Majority against the amend-} 16
ment ...
...
. ..
AYES.

l.fr. Andre,Ys,
Baker,
Brock,
Burrowes,
G. D. Cn.rter,
Clark,
Deakin,
Derham,
Dow,
Duffy,
Duncan,
Foster

Gardil~er,

""
"

Gillies,
Graham,
Harper,
A. Harris,
Highett,
Keys,
Levien,
Madden,

Mr. Mason,
:M.cColl,
McLean,
Mountain,
Munro,
Murphy,
Nimmo,
Officer,
" Outtrim,
Dr. Pearson,
Lt.-Col. Smith,
Mr. Stuart,
" Tatchell,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Turner,
'Yheeler,
\\Tilliams,
\Yrixon.

rPellers.
Mr. Best,
Peacock.
NOES.

Mr. Ben.zley,
Bennett,
Bowman,
Craven,
Dixon,
Dunn,
Ferguson,
Forrest,
Gordon,
Hall,
Hancock,
" Hunt,
Kirton,

Mr. Laurens,
Methven,
Murray,
Patterson,
C. Smith,
Staughton,
Sterry,
Trenwith,
C. Young,
Zox.

Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
Dr. Maloney.

Mr. FOSTER said he begged to challe,nge
the vote of the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Hancock), on the ground
that the honorable member crossed the
floor of the House after the tellers ,,"ere
appointed.
The CHAIR:JIAN.-"\Vhich way did the
honorable member for· Collingwood give
his voice ~
Ml. HANCOCK said he gave his voice
with the" Noes."
The CHAIRMAN.-Then that settles
the matter.

Mr. MUNRO moved that the following
words be added to the clause : "The amount payable under this section
shall not exceed £5,000 in anyone year."

Mr. PATTERSON proposed the omission of "£5,000" with a view to the
insertion of "£3,000."
The committee divided on the question
that "£5,000" proposed to be omitted
stand part of the amendment-Ayes
49
Noes
18
Majority against Mr. Patterson's amendment
...

t 31
I

AYES.

Mr. Andrews,
Baker,
Beazley,
" Bennett,
Bowman,
Brock,
Burrowes,
G. D. Carter,
Clark,
Deakin,
Derham,
Dow,
Duffy,
Duncan,
Foster,
Gardiner,
Gillies,
Grahn.m,
Hancock,
" Harper,
A. Harris,
" Highett,
Hunt,
Keys,
" Laurens,

1\1:1'. Leyien,
Madden,
" 1V1asol1,
" McColl,
McLean,
Mountain,
:Munro,
Murphy,
Nimmo,
Officer,
" Outtrim,
Dr. Pearson,
Mr. Richardson,
Lt, -Col. Smith,
Mr. Stuart,
" Tatchell,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Trenwith,
" Turner,
\Vheeler,
\Villiams,
\Vrixon.
Telle1's.
Mr. Best,
Pea.cock.
NOES.

Mr. Craven,
Dixon,
Dunn,
Ferguson,
FOl'1'est,
Gordon,
Hall,
Kirton,
Methven,
Murray,

Mr. Patterson,
C. Smith,
Staughton,
Sterry,
" C. Young,
Zox.

Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
Dr. Mn,loney.

Mr. Munro's amendment was agreed to.
Mr. GILLIES said he proposed to ask the
committee to consider whether it would
not be desirable to limit the payment
to the Haihvays Standing Committee to
the present Parliament, so that the hands
of the future Parliament might not be
tied.
The time for business other than Government business having arrived, progress was
reported.
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MINER'S RIGHT TITLES BILL.
Mr. RICHARDSON moved the second
reading of this Bill. He stated that the
Bill contained only four clauses, but it
would tl,ff'ect very large interests. The
interests, although small in themselves,
were numerous, and involved a very large
number of persons. The Bill dealt with the
class of persons who owned residence areas
with a miner's right title. The miner's right
title had been considered to be the best
title under which any person could hold
land. It had always been regarded as the
one title which could not be questioned, and
which, under no circumstances, could be interfered with. The late Judge Molesworth,
on more occasions than one, stated from
the bench that it was the best title in the
world. Men had held land under miner's
right titles for a number of years, believing
that, they held a title which could not be
interfered with, and relying upon the statement made by a judge of the Supreme
Court. On a previous occasion the question
of the miner's right titles came before this
Chamber. During a discussion in which
it was stated that some persons had been
disentitled, or had had their land taken
from them, the then Attorney-General
stated that the miner's right title was as
good a title as any under which a person
could hold land. It had, therefore, beEm regarded throughout the country as a secure
title. Extraneous circumstances, however,
arose which interfered with the miner's right
title, or the extent of land that could be
held under it. The Residence Areas Act
was passed by Parliament in order to secure
certain persons whose title, which W1S supposed to be a miner's right title, was in
dispute. Under the Residence Areas Act,
which was now a part of the Consolidated
Mines Statute, a man was entitled to hold
an acre of land under a residence area title.
The land was held under the 36th section
of the Mines Statute, which enabled a
person not only to hold the land, but gave
him also the right to obtain a Crowll grant
for it unless there· were some mining objections. If the land was auriferous and
there were mining objections, the Mining
department objected to the title being
granted, and the Lands department refrained from issuing a title. If the land
was required for any purpose whatever by
the Crown or by the public, the holder of the
area was entitled to compensation under
the 36th section of the Act for the improvements which he had made upon the
land; in fact, he was be placed in exactly

Titles Bill:

the same position as a freeholder.
words used in section 36 were-

The

"In the event of the Crown requiring to
resume possession for public or other purposes
of any residence area, the holder of such area
shall be entitled to payment of compensation
for the value of his interest in such residence
area, together with the value of any buildings
or other improvements erected or made thereon."

Therefore, the holder was not simply to
be compensated. for his improvements, but
for the value of his interest. So far there
could be no question whatever about the
intention of the law, and there could be
no question whatever about the rights of
the man who held a residence area, but the
procedure under which applications were
made was singular. The Mines Statute
provided that there should be a mining
board. The mining board had to mal(e
by-laws, and under these by-laws there was
to be an officer called the registrar. All
applications for the registration of residence areas were to, be made to the
registrar, and he had to give certain notice.
In one district the by-laws made one provision, and in another district a different
provision. His (Mr. Richardson'S) experience had been confined almost exclusively
to the Ballarat district, so that his remarks
would apply particularly to the by-laws in
force in that district. The registrar posted
a notice somewhere about his office respecting any application that was made, and he
had to give a notice to the applicant, and
the applicant had to post that notice upon
the land. The notice had to remain there
for a fortnight, and if no objections were
raised then, as a matter of course the applicant succeeded in getting the land
registered as a residence area. If there
were objections, then the objections were
dealt with in the warden's court. It was
a very curious circumstance that the Mines
department did not recognise the registrar,
and the registrar was not compelled to
report either to the Mines department
or to the Lands department the fact
that any registration had been made.
Great confusion must necessarily arise
when the Lands department and the
Mining depaJ;tment knew nothing whatever of the transactions of the registrar,
and it could easily be conceived that
great injustice might be done. The Mining department ought to have control
over the registrar, and the Bill proposed
to give that control, as well as to make
certain changes in the mode of granting
this land, making the title more secure ..
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In fact, the Bill would give both depart- member knew he was doing a wrong. The
ments entire control over the officer, in Conservator of State Forests went into a
order that both departments might know district, and sa,w' some land which he
exactly what was being done, what lands . thought' would make an excellent State
were disposed of, and who were residing forest, and, without any knowledge of how
on the lands. There was a peculiarity many people were residing there, he sent
under the law, that while the Mining in a recommendation to the honorable
department had the administration of the member for Kam Kara, as Minister of
Hesidence Areas Act and almost complete Lands, and the honorable member excontrol over it, yet it was lands which cepted the land from occupation, although
which were under the control of the there had been people on it for 36 yearsLands department that were disposed of. men who had built houses and planted
There was a perfect title under the miner's fruit trees, on the produce of ,vhich they
right, and when the land was required for were depending to a great extent for the
public purposes there was a mode by support of their families. The honorable
which the holder of that title could obtain member took away the right and title of
compensation as if it was a freehold estate. those people to any compensation for being
rrhis was the existing law, but under the dispossessed of the land, because the Crown
17th section of the Mines Act there was Solicitor had advised that as soon as
power given to the Mining department to land was excepted by proclamation from
except land from occupation for residence occupation compensation could not be
or business under any miner's right or paid. "What he (Mr. Richardson) wanted
business licence, and no land so excepted was that the titles of people of this class
,vas to be occupied und~r any miner's should be made good, and also that the
right or business licence until the excep- departments, before they made such exception was revoked. '1'he Lands depart- tions, should know who were occupying the
ment under the 10th section of the Land land and see that the occupants were not
Act had the same power. N ow, it would injured. He not only provided in this
be observed that neither department had Bill tha,t their title should not be injured
any knowledge of any man holding a resi- by this exception-an exception that as
dence area or a miner's right title. They a rule was made in ignorance of the cirdid not know where such men were cumstances-but he also provided .further
located. There might be hundreds of that the registrar, who he contended was
them - and there were hundreds of an officer of the Mining department, should,
them- but neither department knew when he had registered a residence area,
anything at all about them, yet, not- communicate to the Mining department
withstanding this want of knowledge, and the Lands department, so that both
the power of excepting land was given. departments might know who were on the
Land might be occupied under a' miner's land. He was sure that with such knowright title, neither department knowing ledge those departments would not seek to
anything of the occupation, and then the do injury to the occupiers or to take away
land might be excepted from occupation, their titles. "Vhen a miner's right title
with the result that when it was excepted had been given and the law provided the
from occupation the provisions giving way in which that man was to be dispospower to the Governor in Council to pay sessed, he wanted the man to be secure
compensation did not apply to the persons until he was dispossessed in the way prowho were on the land that wa.s so ex- vided for in the Mining, Statute. (Mr.
cepted. (Lt.-Col. Smith-"Even although Staughton-" That is to say that he shall
they are actually in occupation ~") Men get compensation ~") Yes. There was
had been in occupation for 30 or even 36 another evil in connexion with this subyears in the Ballarat district, the Creswick ject. He knew one township which the
district, and other districts of the colony, honorable member forKara Kara exempted
and they had had'their miner's right title from occupation under the 10th section of
taken away from them. (Mr. Dow- the Land Act, and which had been exempted
" Were they not in a State forest ~ ") for some time. But in that immediate
He could mention an instance in which neighbourhood there became a necessity for
the honorable member for Kara Kara, residence areas as new mines broke out and
when Minister of Lands, did a wrong to a number Of men were employed there.
some of those men, though he (Mr. Richard- They wanted some place to reside, and
son) did not say that the honorable where could they go better than to the
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township 1 They· ,vent to the registrar order that the two departments might
and registered themselves under the Resi- mttke regulatiolls to administer the Act, a
dence Areas Act, and in the course of 4th clause ,vas added, giving the Govertime it ,vas discovered that this land was nor in Conncil power to make such reguexempt from occupation. In that town- lations. In this way the ·whole matter
ship he (Mr. Richardson) discovered by a would be brought under the purview of
t;tntement received by the Mining depart- t.he department, who would administer the
ment from the registrar that there were measure, under the control of the Execu103 rcsidence arcas registered after the tive, in the interest of the State and in
land had been excepted from occupation. . the interests of these people who had
The registrar was responsible to nobody. acquired rights under miner's right titles.
He could even register a piece of lnnd to When land was excepted from occupation
twelve different people. He (Mr. Richard- under the 10th section of the Land Act or
son) was informed that the registrar had the 17th section of the Mines Act these
instructions-he did not know where he titles were all swept away, and this was
got them from-that he was to make no really equal to giving a department the
inquiry whatever about the land. Indeed right to sweep away the right of a man
he was informed by a man who held a who was getting a Crown grant. (Mr.
residence area that it had been registered Anderson-" There is a difference in the
eleven times before. This was a state of original title.") There was no difference
(Mr.
things which should not be allowed to whatever in the original title.
continue, and he had been in communica- ·Williams-" Sir Robert Molesworth said
tion with the Mining department and the a miner's right was the best title in the
Lands department for a long time to country.") He believed that there was
remedy tho evil. The action taken by the no wish on the part of either of the delate Minister of Lands was such as to put partments to take away the rights of these
a very large number of people in such a men. The Minister of Mines would acposition that they could not exist unless knowledge that these men had a right,
something vms done on their behalf. The but the Minister at present had no power
present Minister of Mines-whoalsoadmin- to deal with the matter owing to the
istered tho Forest department--had under- anomalous state of things which extaken. to make some provision whereby isted in regard to the registrar. This
the land in this place should not be in- was a state of things which he (Mr.
cluded in the State forest as recommended. Richardson) wanted to remedy, and he
But there were many other cases of hard- wanted the House to pass the Bill that
ship, and he wanted these men's rights night, and send it to another place, in
preserved, and that the two departments order that no injustice should be done to
should know what was being done and the people to whom he had referred. At
who ,yere occupying the land. He did not present there was no control whatever
think that. in the Bill he had gone beyond over what was done by the registrar, and
the provisions necessary to secure these if this Bill passed it would give the depa,rtobjects. The 2nd clause of the Bill pro- ments complete control over him. The
departments would know what was being
vided as follows :-done, and they would have complete control
" Noland occupied by the holder of a miner's
oyer the settlement under the Residence
right as a residence arca under Part 1. of the
Areas Act. 'rhis Bill only secured a title
1lines Act 1890 sha.ll he (a) reserved by the
Governor in Council under the provisions of
which had been in existence for many
section 10 of the ·Land Act 1890 either tempoyears- ever since the Mining Statute
rarily or permanently from sale or from being
was passed-and which title had been
leased or from having a licence granted in respect
interfered with in an indirect way.
thereof; or (b) excepted by the Governor in
Council under the provisions of section 17 of the
Mr. OUTTRIM said he had to conMines Act 1890 from occupation for mining purgratulate the honorable member for Cresposes or for residence or business under any
wick on the very clear statement he had
miner's right or bus~less licence."
made in connexion with the Bill. He
The 3rd clause dealt with the registrar, might say that he had some clauses drafted
providing that he should communicate to deal with this matter in connexion with
with the departments, giving them infor- the am.endment of the Mine~ Act, but,
mation which they ought to have had nevertheless, he would be most happy to
many years ago with regard to lands hand them over for the consideration of
registered as residence areas. Then, in the honorable member, in order to see
Mr. Richardson.
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whothol' thoy I'.'ould fit in with this Bill.
He felt cort;in that if the honorable member cQuld see his way to adopt those
clanses, they would carry out the object
which he had in vimy. He believed howeyer
that, rJthongh the honorable member had
made a very laudable effort to deal Irith this
question, the clauses now in the Blll would
not carry out his object. Since he (Mr.
Outtrim) had presided over the lIines and
Forests departments he had made a clear
statement which he thought satisfied the
honorable member, and also those "'hom
he represented, that justice Ivould be done
to all those who were in occupation of
State forests, even if they had only a colorable title. Clanse:3 of the Bill took away
from the Crown the power which at present ,existed of excepting land occupied
under miners' rights; but it was absolutely
necessary from time to time that all classes
of land should be taken for public purposes,
and he thought the Bill should set out
yery clearly that land held even under the
best titles might be taken almy for public
purposes by the Crown. The honorable
member sought to make a miner's right
title more secure even than that of a freehold. He plI'. Outtrim) admitted that a
miller's right title had always been considered one of the best titles a man could
possibly obtain; but, under the Act, the
Crown had power ftom time to time to
exempt from occupation certain areas. He
,vas quite at one ,yith the honorable member in his desire to deal effectively with
the subject referred to in the Bill, but at
the same time the Crown ought to have the
power to exempt from occupation in any
case in which it was seen that a swindle
was being attempted to be perpetrated.
There ,yere many men in the colony who
took up residence areas under miners' rights
for speculatiye pm'poses-men who were
not miners, and never intended to do any
mining. He knew of one case in which
nearly" the whole of a rising township was
taken up for speculative purposes by
men who had no intention of mining or
settling down, and in cases of that sort
the Crown should have the right to exempt
from occupation under miners' rights. (:Mr.
Hichllrdson-" This does not prevent it.")
, The Bill did not give the Crown the power
which it should certainly ha-ve. .Another
thing '\Tas that the by-laws passed by the,
various mining boards throughout the
colony were different in character, and he.
thought proyision should he made so that
the law should be uniform throughout the
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country. He had no objection to allow the
second reading of the Bill to be passed on
the understanding that the honorable member would consider the cla,uses which ho
(Mr. Outtrim) had draftec1,and that if
those clauses were hot accepted he would
reserve the right of opposing the measure
in committee. He might further point out
that clause 3 of the Bill provided that upon
the holder of a miner's right applying for
the registmtion of a residence area he must
give a full description of the land to the
registrar, and it would be yery difficult for
anybody to do this without a suney, which
,,"ould cause expense.
~lr. BUH.ROV1ES remarked that the
honorable member in charge of this Bill
sought to give people titles under the
Residence Areas Act which were never
intended when the Act was passed. 1'hat
measure was enacted to enable miners to
erect houses on areas on Q'old-fields which
could not be purchas9d o~ving to the land
being auriferous. Under the Act miners
had the power to build houses upon such
land, and they enjoyed all the advantages
of persons having OrOlrn grants. ·Where
the land was taken from them for public
purposes they obtaiued compensation, the
same as if they held the land under a Crown
grant. Now, since that Act was passed,
there was no doubt that advantage had
been taken of it in a direction that was
never intended. It was never contemplated that the Act should be applied
either to towns or to forests, but it had
been made use of t.o give men titles to
lands outside gold-fields areas. Men from
Ballarat and Creswick had evon endeavoured to take up allotments in the streets.
of Queenscliff under the Act. If the Bill
was carried in its present form it would
be ruinous to those men who· were now
settled on residence areas in the goldfields. Under clause 3, registrars would
require surveys to be made of residence
areas prior to registration, and one of
these surveys would cost at least £5. In
fact, the whole of these residence areas.
would have to be surveyed and blocked
·out in order to comply with this measure,
and in many cases the miners would have
to pay as much for the survey and description of the hmd as the land was worth
.altogether. He did not wish to interfere
with the honorable member for Creswick
in dealing with people who, perhaps, had
been badly used, but he did not think the
honorable member should injure other
people who had been settled in the district
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for many years by putting them to an ex- land which was already reserved. As to
pense which was never intended when the the honorable member's argument, that
Act was first passed. He hoped the House these matters should be dealt with 1:>y the
would weigh the matter well before pass- Government, he would point out that
when the Government introduced a Bill
ing the 3rd clause of the Bill.
Mr.STAUGHTON expressed the opinion it did not deal with one particular matter,
that the honorable member for Creswick but was general in its application, and the
ought to accept the offer of the Minister result was that it gave rise to much
of Mines, who" proposed to cover all the debate, and oftentimes, he regretted to
wants that were intended to be met by say, got shelved. For real practical legisthis Bill, and, perhaps, even go further. lation, dealing with individual"matters of
In his (Mr. Staughton's) electorate, and importance, the work of private members
others, there were men who had occupied, was exceedingly valuable, and he conunder miners' rights, small areas of land tended that the object which the honorbefore they were gazetted as State forests; able member for Creswick had in proand those men, some of whom had been in posing this Bill was one of the best that
occupation from ten to twenty years, had any honorable member could have in
Teceived notice to remove from the land view. In fact, the Bill was carrying out
without any compensation. He thought the ideas which were expressed the.other
there should be a limited area round the night in connexion with the resolution
gold-fields which could be occupied under which was moved by the honorable memminer's right, and that men should not be ber for Ballarat East.
l'he measure
able to step into Sta,te forests and destroy applied more particularly to large alluthem by occupation. (Mr. 'Villiams- vial districts. It had little or no
" They cannot do it.") l'his Bill would application to places where quartz reefpermit them to occupy the State forests. ing was carried on, though it might,
(Mr. vVilliams-" No.") That was the perhaps, apply to portions of Gippsland.
€trect of the Bill. (Mr. Williams-" Have Surely, if a particular mining district was
you read it ~") He had. The measure a permanently settled one, the question
might give men rights to do such things whether quartz mining or alluvial mining
as the honorable member for Sand- was carried on there could make very little
hurst described as having been done difference. As for the action of the Minat Queenscliff. (Mr. Richardson-" The ister of Mines in the matter, he (Mr. Bailes)
Bill only gives a map. a right where could say that the honorable gentleman
he does occupy.") He was thoroughly had always in such cases done as much
in accord with preserving the rights which justice as possible between the parties in
had been acquired in the pa,st, but he be- order to preserve their respective rights.
lieved that the Bill would also deal with At all events, the adoption of clause 2
the future. Besides, he thought an im- would prevent the doing in the future of a
portant measure like this ought not to be great deal that had wrongly been done in
brought in by a private member. rhe the past. The provisions of clause 3 must
Minister of Mines recognised the injustice also be considered as essentially necessary.
which these men were suffering under, and To his (Mr. Bailes') own knowledge the
he thought it ought to be left in the hands registrar in some instances registered as
many as seven or ten applications for ~ parof the Minister to correct that injustice.
Mr" BAILES observed that the honor- ticular allotment. That was done because
able member for Bourke vVest seemed to it was no part of the registrar's business
be under the impression that this Bill to interfere in the details connected with
would give the holder of a miner's right each particular application.. Why was
the privilege of entering upon land already that the case ~o Because he was paid by
Teserved for a State forest, but that was fees, and under such circumstances he
not. the case.
The object of the Bill would naturally not be inclined to check
was simply to preserve the rights of applications which brought him in money.
holders of residence areas, some of whom N ow it would be well if in the future the
have been in occupation for, perhaps, registrar was compelled to 'give applicants
twenty years, and who, by some reserva- every possible information with respect to
tion of the Lands department since their allotments they respectively applied for.
occupation, had been evicted without any , That would not be a very difficult thing for
compensation at all. The Bill did not, him to do under clause 3, which would rehowever, give any man a right to go upon quire a description of the land to be given
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in the registration of each area. The clause
would alsomeetsuch cases asthatwhich had
been referred to of people actually trying
to register residence areas at Queensclif[
Under the circumstances he thought that
the honorable member for Creswick could
not do better than accept the offer of the
Minister of Mines. Undoubtedly the officers
of the Mining department were better able
to draft proper clauses dealing "with the
subject than the honorable member was.
There was, however, a difficulty in this
direction, namely, that if the honorable
memher gave way now there would be little
chance of the subject being dealt with this
session. Perhaps the Minister of Mines
would promise to givo a night for the consideration of this particular question.
Mr. MURPHY said he could not but be
deeply interested in the present question,
for, of course, everyone kne"w what a celebrated mining centre Ballarat was. Moreover, he had always had great faith in
quartz mining as something to be resorted
to when the alluvial leads were worked out.
There had been a lot of disputes in connexion with residence areas, and a grej1t
deal of money spent in lega.l contests with
respect to them; a.nd he was therefore
glad to find that the honorable member
for Creswick had framed his Bill in such
a way that in the future such disputes
would be to a great extent avoided. He
had evidently prepared the measure in the
interests of people who had settled down
on the land for a number of years past,
and to prevent them from being deprived
of the benefit of the improvements which
they had effected at great cost. In his
(Mr. Murphy's) opinion, there ought to be
no difficulty in the way of the surface of
auriferous land being held for residence
purposes down to a depth varying from,
say, 50 to 400 feet. It was to be hoped
that the Minister of Mines would withdraw
his opposition to the Bill, and allow it to
go through.
Mr. DUNN remarked that there had
been a great deal of misapprehension with
regard to this Bill, dealing, as it did, with
a subject on which he had had the honour
of moving an important resolution some
time ago. In the first place he would
thank the Minister of Mines for his candid
acknowledgment - the acknow ledgment
contained in his offer to the honorable
member for Creswick-that the wrongs
which the Bill was framed to remedy had
an undoubted existence. It had been
said by several honorable members that
Se8sion 1891.-[162J
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the object in connexion with this Bi11,.
and also in connexion with the attempts.
formerly made in the direction of legislation of this character, was to enable miners
to obtain residence areas apart from their
claims-that was to say, the scene of their
daily labours. But what was the fact ~
For many years~for the past 20 or 3()
years-the miners had been under the
belief that they could erect tenements
within the area of their claims; but since
the decision of the Full Court on the
subject that was found to be an irregular
practice. In his (Mr. Dunn's) opinion the
whole difficulty had arisen from the fact
that the mining boards of the colony were:
responsible to no one. There was no one
in the Mining department having authority
over them, or to whom they could refer'
matters. At the same time they were'
able to make by-laws quite apart from the:
Mining department. No doubt the Minister of Mines intended to bring in a.
measure dealing with the present subject,
but it did not seem that such a measure
would be in any "laY interfered with if the
present Bill was passed into law. For one·
thing, the Mining department could under
this Bill frame regulations which would
prevent a great deal of the existing injustice. It had been contended
that the measure should not apply to-,
towns, but if that were the case, in what
position would Ballarat East be, seeing
how many properties there were built on
residence areas 1 'What was wanted was.
that residence areas should be properly
registered, and their issue subjected to·
certain conditions on the non-fulfilment:
of which any area might be forfeited. If
that were done, the miners would have'
little difficulty in getting their wants.
complied with.
Mr. DOvV observed that it had been
stated that some honorable members:
did not thoroughly understand the full
scope of the Bill. vVell, there was a very
large quantity of land in this country to:
which the provisions of the Bill would
apply, but which was at the same time,
practically not at all well known. One
district referred to was that of Croajingo-·
long, but it was quite possible for that
district to be in time regarded as one of'
the richest gold-bearing districts in the·
colony. Then there was clause 3, whiclli
referred to the holder of a miner's right
applying for the registration of "any"
land as a residence area. Did not that show
that the measure might be regarded a8l
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altogether a very dangerous one to the
miner-as one decidodly antagonistic to
mining interests ~ Look, for instance, at
the difference between clause 3 and section
28 of the Mines Act, which declared that
" no person shall be entitled to occupy any
land on any gold-field as a residence area
unless such area shall," &c. Arguments
had boen founded on the irregularities of
registrars, but how could any particular
area of land be properly indicated unless
there had been a survey" and the cost of
sucl~ a survey could not be less than some
£5 or £6. The :Minister of Mines had
said that certain clauses had been prepared
in the Mining department, which would
meet the views of the honorable member
for Crcswick, but to his (Mr. Dow'S) thinking these clauses would have to be as carefully looked into as those contained in the
present Bill. Again, were all the holders
of miners' rights practical miners ~ How
,did that appear in the light of' the fact
that in many parts of the colony to which
railways were being extended the eyes of
the country had been already picked out
by speculators holding miners' rights, and
of the flU,ther fact that this Bill would
enable them to hold such areas in perpetuity ~ Now the object of granting miners' rights was not to enable
speculators to take up valuable land in
townships. It was to give bond fide
. miners certain rights in order to encourage them in their occupation. Again,
honorable members were asked to allow
land that had beon irregularly registered
to be held in such a way that even the
Lands department could not resume without paying compensation.
After all,
what was needed was more a matter of
administration than anything else. If
the honorable member for Creswicl~ or
any other honorable member would bring
forward any special instances of hardship,
no doubt the House would take them into
full consideration, so that full justice
might be done. Certainly, in cases where
land of this sort was resumed by the
State in tho interosts of the public, compensation might frequently be very fairly
given. But what did the Bill propose 1In fact, it might almost be said that under
it the State would be prevented from resuming even on the payment of compensation. Moreover, there was to be no classification of land of any sort. Under these
circumstances, to carry the Bill into law
would ,have most dangerous consequences.
Compensation would be claimed on a very
Mr. Dow.
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general'scale indeed. Consideration should
also be given to the intense jealousy with
which the mining community regarded the
alienation of auriferous or possibly auriferous land. He (Mr. DOI\') could assure
honorable members that, when he was at
the head of the Lands-office, he 'was
frequently called upon to pay compensation to miner's right holders who had
taken up residence areas in really very
valuable country - in Gippsland townships, for instance. (Mr. B,ichardson"Where is it1") In half-a-dozen or a
dozen townships in Gippsland. rrhe minors
would strongly resent any action in this
House that would allow auriferous lands
to be alienated to persons who were not
miners, or even to miners themselves.
This Bill would compel- the Lands department to give a freehold title to
land that had been taken up irregularly
under miners' rights, and it would repeal
the one provision of the law which gaye
the State the right to resume land for any
national purpose. (Mr. Williams-"There
can be no such thing as alienation under
this Bill.") It would deprive tho State
of the one safeguard it had under the 10th
section of the Land Act and the 17th
section of the Mines Act to resume possession of land in the interests of the State.
(Mr. Richardson-"So long as there is a
mining objection, the land cannot be
alienated.") ').1he better way of dealing
with this question would be byadministration-'-by bringing forward any special
cases, and asking the Minister to do
justice to the men in question. The
honorable member for Creswick had
made a grave charge against him (Mr.
Dow), which he felt acutely; but he
would not allow the honorable member to
say that he had done anything that would
injure any person in the State, or anything unjust to any poor man or settler
in any case whatever. (Mr. Richardson"You could not help it, but the injustice
was done by your department.") The
honorable member, who had been a Minister, knew something of the difficulties
of administration. He (Mr. -Dow) had
dealt justly with every case that came before him as a Minister, and he had never
done anything to hinder any poor man
taking up his residence on a piece of land
under a miner's right whero it was proper
for that man to do so. There would be
more mining in this country in the future
than there had been in the past, and
yet they were asked to ignore all past
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experience, and allow mining lands to get
into the hands, not of miners, but. of
speculators, who, if this Bill 'were passed,
would have rights conferred on them snch
.as were not to be conferred on any other
persons in the community. A miner's
right carried the greatest po~sible compensation for improvements. (Mr. Dunn
- " But the miner never gets compensation.") Whose fault was that? It was
.certainly not the fault of the law. ,He
(Mr. Dow) would give the Minister of
Mines any help he could in his endeavours
to develop the mining industry, because
he knew the honorable gentleman was animated by a sincere desire to do justice to
the miners and to the State. This Bill,
however, would not promote the interests
of mining, but would operate very greatly
against mining interests.
Mr. BAKER remarked that he was able
to speak on this subject from a practical
experience extending over 36 years. He
had al\vays endeavoured to help to get
justice done to the settlers on the goldfields. Ballarat, Sandhurst, Creswick, and
all the large mining towns of the colony
had been settled by the system of miners'
rights, and there was not the shadow of a
doubt that the miner, the storekeeper,
.and the ordinary labourer had suffered
very great inconvenience in consequence
of the insecure nature of the title they
had held under those miners' rights. 'rhe
men referred to by the honorable member
for Creswick had settled in a mining district on land where a b,rge amount of
gold was eventually discovered, and those
men were allowed to go and settle there.
"While giving the honorable member for
Kara Kara all credit for doing what he
believed to be right when he was Minister
of Lands, he must say that the honorable
gentleman went about it in a very wrong
way. This Bill would fairly and equitably
secure the titles held under miners' rights.
At the same time, he thought the honorable
member for Creswick should accept the
kind offer of the Minister of Mines to
hand over the clauses he had prepared
with a view of deaJing with this question.
Nothing would make this Government and
Parliament more popular in mining communities, and the people there more contented, than the passing of a measure
giving secure titles for the homes which
those people had struggled for a long lifetime to secure. It was a shameful injustice that land held by those unfortunate
people should haye been ruthlessly taken
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away by the ex-Minister of Lands, through
the officers of his department. The present Conservator of Forests would take the
whole country and make it one grand
forest if they would let him; and it was
astonishing to see the area of land that
had been resumed at the instance of that
officer, and shut off from mining or any
other purpose 'whatever. r:ehis was a
burning question in mining constituencies. 'rhe Bill would meet the requirements of the case as f1:tr as it went, but he
thought it should go still further. (Mr.
Richardson-"In what direction~") Other
matters should have been dealt with.
This Bill ought to be allowed to
go through, because there was no need
to fear any evil consequences of passing the measure. 'Why should not a
miner be allowed to go on any part of
the country where there was a. chance of
getting gold, and settle there~ That was
how they did in the early days, and that
was how many parts of the colony had
been settled. Parliament ought to protect the people alluded to by the honorable member for Creswick, because they
had been very badly treatcd-some of them
turned off the land, and, it was said, some
of them put in gaol, although he could
not vouch for that. It would be well to
pass the second reading of this Bill, and
propose any additions in committee which
honorable members might consider necessary to make it complete.
Mr. vVRIXON said he really thought
the honorable member in charge of this
Bill should accept the offer made by the
Minister 6f Mines of the clauses which
the honorable gentleman had prepared to
deal with this subject. There was always
a difficulty in the way of private members
dealing with such a question as this, and,
although he 'believed that the honorable
member for Creswick had an excellent
object in view, the subject was one
which ought to be dealt -with in a
Government measure.
The honorable
member knew of certain cases of hardship, whe~'e '''rong had been done to
mcn who had taken upland under miners'
rights, and had introduced this measure
to meet those case::; j but it would have a
much wider operation perhaps than the
honorable member was aware of. This
Bill would not only deal with those particular cases which the honorable member
had in view-it would go further, and
absolutely validate the titles of all residence areas held under miners' rights, and
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it would extend to the future as well as
to the past. Now, was that a step which
Parliament ought to take 1 .Certainly
before honorable members took that step
they ought to have some information as
to the views and feelings of the Government on the question. (Mr. Richardson
- " I consulted the Government with regard to this Bill.") A Bill of this kind
ought not to be introduced by a private
member, but by the Government, who
were responsible not only to the miners
but also to the rest of the communityto the whole community. Honorable members ought to remember that they were
dealing with the public estate, of which
they were the guardians. It was not
necessary to pass a general validating
measure in order to meet certain cases
of wrong and hardship. Nothing could
be more unsatisfactory than such a proposal. Miners' rights llad been obtained
for purposes quite outside the operation of the Mines Act, and every honorable member who had had official
experience in the Lands department knew
the necessity of discriminating between
the good and the bad-the right and the
wrong-applications for land under miners'
rights. N ow this Bill did not discriminate
between the right and the wrong, the good
and the bad 1 There was great force in
the statement of the ex-Minister of Lands,
that the matter ,vas more a matter for
administration than for legislation. He
was aware there were some cases of wrong
and hardship, but were all those cases
.. alike 1 The ex-Minister of Lands, who
had had a very extensive experience in
these matters, said they were not.
It
would be far better to leave cases of
wrong and hardship to be set right by
judicious administration than to propose
general legislation to meet particular
cases j but if there was to be legislat.ion it
should be taken in hand by the Government, who were responsible to the whole
country and would consider the interests
of the whole community and not merely
the interests of a few persons whose
wrongs were sought to be righted. It was
n. most unsound principle to pass general
legislation for the purpose of dealing with
particular cases j and he would strongly
recommend the hon'orable member for
Creswick to accept the offer of the Minister
of Mines, who was responsible to the
miners, and, as a member of the Government, to the whole community. Certainly
the House ought. not to pass, at the
.Mr. Wrixon.
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'instance of a private member, this general
validating measure, which would not discriminate between the good and the bad,
and which would go a great deal further
than the honorable member in charge of
the Bill desired it to go.
Mr. STERRY remarked that he did not
think there was the danger in this Bill that
the honorable member for Portland seemed
to fear. Difficulty had arisen in cases
where land had been occupied for years by
people who were unaware that it had been
r~served for special purposes, and in cases
where land had been ~'eserved after the
people had be~n in occupation for years.
To turn off those lands, without compensation, people who had been in occupation
for years before the lands were reserved
for State 'purposes was certainly an act
of injustice which no one could deny, and
what the honorable member for Creswick
sought to do by this Bill was to prevent
such acts of injustice in the future.
There were only two principles involved ill
the Bill. In the first place, the honorable
member for Creswick sought to prevent
similar injustice taking place in the future
to what had occurred i~ the past, and
in the second place, the honorable member
sought to protect those who took up land
by giving information to the Lands department, which at the present time had no
knowledge whatever of any of the lands
that were taken up under miners' rights.
It was on account of this want of knowledge that the injustice took place of particular lands being reserved for certain
purposes when the lands were occupied
under miner's right titles. The second
part of the Bill provided for a better
system of registration than existed at
present. He (Mr. Sterry) did not say
that the proposed system was perfecthe saw defects abqut it-but, at all
events, it was an improvement on the
existing irregularity. The present state
of affairs was only suited for the early
days of the .gold-fields, when people
rushed from one gold-field to another, and
when there was not so much necessity for
taking particular cognizance of residence
areas that were taken up for a time. As
the honorable member had stated, the
registrar could register any number of
applicants for the same block, and this
had been frequently done. The honor~
able member for Kara Kara, in referring
to the remarks of the honorable member
for Sandhurst (Mr. Bailes) misunderstood
what that honorable member meant,
I
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Mr. GORDON observed that, as an old
when he alluded to the descriptions which
were given by persons in registering their , miner and as one who had had a good deal
holdings. The honorable member for to do with miners and residence areas, he
Sandhurst did not say that this would be had to compliment the honorable member
the sort of description that would be given for Creswick on introducing this measure.
under the Bill, but he was speaking of the There was no doubt that it was necessary
descriptions that were given at the present to ameliorate the condition of miners with
time, and it was these irregularities which regard to residence areas. He was glad to
were sought to be removed by the 3rd hear the Minister of Mines state that he inclause of the Bill. No .doubt on the tended to bring forward additional proold gold-fi~lds this could be easily carried posals, but he would remind honorable
out, but he would admit .that in Gipps- members that a bird in the hand was worth
land and in other new gold-fields there two in the bush, and the session was drawwould be difficulties and expense in getting ing to an end. At any rate, he hoped that
surveys made. (Mr. Burrowes-" And in the House would allow the second reading
Sandhurst even.") In many instances it of this Bill to go through to-night. The
would cost several pounds to comply with alarmist remarks of the honorable member
this part of the Act. However, the Bill for Portland were drawn forth by the
went a long way to remedy the existing observations previously made by the honorstate of things, and even if it did not go able member'for Kara Kara, and those obfar enough, he thought they ought to servations he thought were without any jusaccept what they had in the Bill, and tification. The honorable member for Kara
then when it was seen how it worked the Kara assumed that persons could go to
Government could bring in an amending' any part of the colony, and take up resiBill to improve upon it. He thought the dence areas whether they had a right to
House should be prepared to allow the do so or not, but that was not the case.
Bill to pass its second reading that night, The 22ild section of the Mines Act 1890
and enable the honorable member in stated very distinctly that a residence area
charge of it to get it passed into ~aw this should mean "any Crown land on any
session. The Minister of Mines had gold-field." N ow, they had heard of resistated that he had clauses prepared which dence areas being taken up at 'W"arragul,
would make the Bill more perfect, but if and even at Queenscliff; but the persons
the Minister was going to bring in a Bill who took up those residence areas were
to amend the Mines Act, he could include acting illegally, and it was altogether the
those clauses in that measure. The Minister fault of the mining registrar that those
could hardly hope to get his Bill passed residence areas were ever allowed to be
through this session, and it would be well registered. The honorable member for
to accept even an instalment of what was Sandhurst (Mr. Bailes) said that registrars
required at once. The difficulty was that would register a dozen persons for the
the Lands department had really no know- same area, and he (Mr. Gordon) knew this
ledge of the existing state of things, and to be the fact. Registrars would never
it was very necessary that the Lands refuse fees, and a good deal of injustice
department should have a thorough had been done in this way. The honorknowledge of all lands that were occupied able member for Kara Kara stated that no
as residence areas. Exception had been case of hardship had ever been caused by
taken by the honorable' member for Kara the Lands department or the Mining
Kara that auriferous areas would be taken department with regard to residence
up and occupied under this Bill, but he areas, but he (Mr. Gordon) could mention
would point out that the Bill did not one case of special hardship which had
create any fresh rights, and did not give occurred to a man in his own district.
any privileges that did not exist at That man, for no substantial reason,
present. There was now sufficient protec- was evicted from his residence area,
tion against auriferous land being alien- and refused compensation. Although not
ated, and this Bill did not seek in any a member of the House at the time,
way to interfere with the law in that re- he (Mr. Gordon) caused the matter
spect.
He thought the measure was a to be brought before the House by. the
perfectly safe one so far as the interests honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr.
of the mining industry were concerned, Burrowes) and the. honorable member for
and it was a great improvement on the Maldon, and after a good deal of trouble,
present state of things.
small compensation was wrung from the
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Lands department. He thought the Bill happy to give'the honorable member any
might have gone a little further, so as to ' assistance he could in connexion with
remove from the miner the severe penalties passing the Bill.
under which he was placed at the present,
Mr. RICHARDSON observed that he
because every year when his miner's right only called for a division on the motion
expired he had to have it re-registered, and for reporting progress, because the Minister
to pay fresh fees. He (Mr. Gordon) thought of Mines did not give him an opportunity
that once a miner's right was registered, of making a statement as to the course he
the miner should be entitled to have it re- proposed to take. He would have been
registered without paying further fees. most happy to have accepted anyamendAs the Minister of Mines proposed to deal ment on the Bill that was necessary to
with this question in an exhaustive manner; carry out his object or any additional
he hoped the honorable member for Cres- object the Minister of Mines wished to
wick would accept the Minister's offer if it have included. He was thankful to the
was understood that the matter would be Minister for his- offer, and he would avail
himself of it as far as possible.
dealt with this session.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that he was not
The Bill was then read a second time, aware that the honorable member desired
and committed.
to make a statement when he moved that
On clause 1,
progress be reported.
Mr. OUTTRIM moved that the ChairThe House adjourned at five minutes to
man report progress.
eleven o'clock.
The committee dividedAyes
29
Noes
21
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"
"

"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Brock,
Burrowes,
G. D. Carter,
Craven,
Dow,
Gillies,
Graham,
Hancock,
J. Harris,

"

HUllt,

"

Keys,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Laurens,
:McLean,
Methven,
Nimmo,
Officer,
Outtrim,
Peacock,
T. Smith,
Trenwith,
"\Vheeler,
,Vrixon,
Mr. Zox.
Tellers.
Mr. L. L. Smith,
" Stuart.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bailes,
Cameron,
Dunn,
Foster,
Gardiner,
Gordon,
Graves,
A. Harris,
Kirton,
McColl,
Murphy,
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Mr. Murray,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
1\1r. Patterson,
" Richardson,
" Sterry,
" Tatchell,
" "\Villiams,
" A. Young.
Telle1·s.
Mr. Bowrilan,
Dr. Maloney.

Progress was then reported.
Mr. OUTTRIM, in moving the adjoUTI1ment of the House, said he desired to
inform the honorable member for Creswick
that the clauses to which he had referred
were at the honorable member's disposal,
and in a fortnight's time he would be most

Supply: Public Works Department:' Pier at Swan Bay ~
Protection of Parliament Buildings: The late Mr.
James Riddle: Port Fairy. Harbor Works: Jetty at
South Melbourne: Snagging in the Upper Yarra~
Mildura Wharf: St. Leonard's Breakwater: Red .
Bluff: Powder lIIagazines: Melbourne Gaol: Sorrento,
Pier-road: Frankston Cemetery: Governor's Residence at IIIacedon: Road Works and Bridges ~
Customs Department: Ports and Harbors: Gambier and Easby Collision: Life-saving Appliances.
on Vessels: Post and Telegraph Department: lIIr.
Bechervaise: Delays in Telegrams: State Forests ~
Water Supply: Irrig-ation Works - Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill.
The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past.
. four o'clock p.m.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr. G. D.
CARTER, from merchants, traders, and
others in the city of Melbourne, in favour
of the Sharebrokers Bill.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.
The House went into Committee of
Supply.
Un the vote of £685 to complete the
vote (£1,360) for" Miscellaneous" in the
Public 'Yorks department,
1\1r. PATTERSON observed that he did
not happen to be in the chamber when
the ea~ly portion of the Estimates for the
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Public 'Vorks department was going
through.
He desired to say that the
Public vYorks department had considerably
changed in its character of late years, and
would now have some trouble to justify.
its existence. It was questionable whether
there was any necessity for it any longer.
The Yan Yean and other things had been
removed from the department, and he really
did not know what the large staff of officers in the Public vYorks department was
now required for at all. He ·would ask the
Goverilment whether they would take into
consideration the question whether it was
not possible 'to amalgamate the few small
things which had still to be done by this
department with some other department.
There was a way of retrenching to a very
considerable extent in connexion with the
Public Works department. 'What was the
department engaged upon now ~ 'Vould
anyone explain ~ Nothing. Absolutely
nothing, except receiving deputations and
telling them that there was no money.
1'1r. FOSTER rose to a point of order.
He desired to know what item of the vote
under consideration the honorable member
was discussing ~
The CHAIRMAN.-I am not aware
that the honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) is discussing any
He is talkparticular item of the vote.
ing generally of the Public vVorks department, and I think it would be better if
honorable members would confine their
remarks to the vote under consideration.
Mr. PATTERSON stated that he would
take an opportunity when the Estimates
were being reported to revive the question.
The vote was agreed to.
'YORKS AND BUILDINGS.
On the vote of £162,110 to complete
the vote (£344,110) for "Works and Buildings,
Mr. LEVIEN drew attention to an item
'of £3,000 for" Repairs and additions to
wharfs, sheds, jetties, and approaches
throughout the colony," and asked whether
the item included a small sum for an addition to the pier at Swan Bay? The pier,
which was a new one, only cost some £200
or £300, but it required an expenditure of
some £70 or £80 in addition before it would
be of any usc. He also desired to know
,vhether the item of £1,000 "Towards improvement of rivers Barwon and Moorabool
and construction of lock at breakwater"
contained provision for clearing the Bat'won
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River from the Barwon Heads to the breakwater.
Mr. 'VHEELER remarked that the item
of £3,000 for repairs and additions to
wharfs, &c., was for maintenance generally
-it was an annual vote-but he would
make inquiry into the matter of the extension of the pier at Swan Bay. He was
not quite clear as to whether the item of
£1,000 included the clearing of the Barwon
River to the extent referred to by the honorable member.
Mr ANDERSON asked whether the
amount which appeared in the vote for
dredging operations itlCluded dredging at
Geelong?
Mr. WIfEELER stated that the sum
which appeared in the vote was all that
was originally intended to be spent during
the year, but it was found that it would
be necessary to place a sum of about
£4,000 more on the Additional Estimates.
The Government hired a dredge from New
Zealand in place of the John Nimmo, so
that all the dredging works necessary could
be carried out without delay. There was
a saving effected by the laying-up of one
of the dredges, and in some other respects,
to the extent of about £400 a month j but
unfortunately one of the dredges had to be
repair~d, and this had cost a large sum of
money which the Government did not
anticipate at the time the Estimates were
framed.
Mr. DERHAM (in connexion with the
item of £12,000 for additions and repairs,
&c., at Parliament buildings) said he desired
to draw the attention of the Minister to the
unprotected state of Parliament Houses. If
the Minister ~vould inquire he would find
that the whole of this vast pile of buildings,
with their valuable contents, were under
the protection of only one or two men who
slept on the premises. Such a condition
of affairs would not be tolerated in a
private business for an hour. Any manager
of a business or a company who would
allow vast property to be risked in such a
manner would be regarded with contempt.
He would certainly urge strongly the
desirability of establishing a perfectly
efficient staff to protect Parliament bui1dings and their contents. He hoped the
Minister would take the matter into consideration.
Mr. ,V. T. CARTER said he wished to
draw attention to the case of the late Mr.
James Hiddle, who was engineer of the
dredge Geor.ge Rennie, but who also held
the yery high appoin~ment of engineer
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to the Victorian naval forces, which it was
held by his friends placed him in the first
class of public servants. When the late
Mr Riddle died, the amount of nine months'
pay only was given to his widow, and she
received no other compensation or allow-ance. In the case of the late Mr. LeCren
and the late Mr. Steel compensation was
granted to the widows at the rate of one
month's pay for every year of service.
Mr. Riddle filled very responsible positions
for 29 years,and it was urged that his widow
'Should receive the same amount of compensation as was given in the two· other cases
to which he alluded. He merely wished
to state the case now, so as to call the
attention of the Minister to it, as he
intended to urge it on the honorable
gentleman's notice later on.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN drew attention to
the item of £5,000 for harbor works at
Port Fairy. He observed that the amount
for these works had been reduced from
£7,500. Three years ago, a very large deputation from the whole of the western district
waited onthe late Premier to urge the claims
of this port, and that gentleman agreed to
grant £30,000 towards carrying out Sir
J oim Goode's scheme, and it was arranged
that the money was to be granted at the
rate of £7,500 a year. Last year there
:was only £5,000 put on the Estimates,
but on the matter being brought before
the present Premier by a large deputation
a further sum of £2,500 was placed on
the Additional Estimates. The amount had
now been cut down again to £5,000 this
year. He wished to point out to the
Minister of Public 'Works that it was very
unpleasant for this constituency to be
always appealing to the" powers that be."
At the time the Melbourne Harbor Trust
Act was passed there was an amount of
£50,000 a year which the House was lI'Jd
to expect would be in the hands of the
Government for the purpose of promoting
the improvement of the various outer
ports and harbors of the colony. It was
80 stated by the then Minister who brought
in the Bill, the late Mr. Justice Kerferd.
It would be decidedly the best course for
the Government if they could constitute
a. joint harbor trust for all the outlying
ports and hand thiH money over to that
trust. In regard to the Port Fairy harbor
works, although the department had been
. very successful in improving that port,
there seemed to be a change coming over
it, and the department seemed to be looking at the question of exports and imports,
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and not at the broad general question of
improving, the harbors of the country.
The harbor of Port Fairy was OIle of the
best outside of Port Phillip Heads, and it
had 'been improved to a great extent, but
to carry out Sir John Goode's scheme fully
would take, according to the present estimate, about £30,000 or £40,000. The
late Government proposed to put a sum
on : the Estimates yearly to cover that
expenditure, at t~e rate of £7,500 per
annum, and, as he had already stated, the
present Government had cut down the
amount to £5,000, which he apprehended
had been already pretty well spent. He
would urge that if it was desired to
carry out· a big work like this there
should be a contract, and it should
be carried out in two or three years at the
most. By spending £5,000 a year only a
great work could not be tackled in the
manner in which it ought to be taken in
hand. There were two particular works
which were absolutely necessary in order
to utilize the port fully~the one was the
carrying out of one of the walls into deep
water, and the other was the dredging the
channel to a greater depth. There was no
good in cutting down the expenditure,
because the House had already determined
to finish this harbor up to the standard
proposed by Sir John Goode. If the
Minister did not see his way in the present
state of the finances to bring down an
additional sum of money on the Additional Estimates,' although he (Sir B.
O'Loghlen) did not see why that should
not be done, he ought, at all events, to
see that the amount for this 'work was
increased in future. On.the faith of having
the work carried out, the council paid
between £800 and £900 to buy the only
quarry available on Rabbit Island, and
there the matter remained. He would
press the Minister to see that the work
was urged on more speedily. The expenditure should not be spread over more than
three or four years at the outside.
Mr. NIMMO observed that he lluticed a
sum of £800 in this vote for the extension
of the breakwater and repairs to jetty at
St. Kilda, and he also noticed amounts for
various other jetties.> He wished to know,
therefore, why it was he was unable to
obtain a sum for the extension of the jetty
at Kerferd-street, Middle Park. This
jetty was constructed to a length of
200 feet when he was in office himself,
and it required to be extended, but, for
what reason he could not tell, he
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was quite unable to obtain any money
from the Government for its extension.
The jetty was constructed originally
for the purpose of giving the people
of South Melbourne the same accommodation that was afforded to the
people of St. Kilda-that was to say, to
land their firewood, their coal from Gippsland, their timber from the western district, their lime from the Heads, and their
stone from the Footscray quarries. Until
the jetty was extended, however, they
had to cart those things about a mile
and a h~lf roune1. He understood that
the Public 'Vvorks department could
not move in the matter without the
authority of the Minister of Customs,
and he had twice called upon the Minister of Customs and left messages with
him with the object of having the work
carried out, but nothing had been done.
He wanted to know on what prindple the
Minister of Public 'Vorks had acted in
respect to this matter, and he would suggest that the honorable gentleman should
give him a definite answer ~ He did not
wish any great expense to be gone to at
once, because the expenditure of a comparatively small sum per annum would
suffice. He noticed that the Minister of
Customs had taken precious good care of
his own district, for he saw that £800 was
provided for the extension and repair of
the St. Kilda jetty. If the Minister of
Public vVorks would simply indicate that he
would take this matter of the Kerferd-street
·jetty into consideration, he (Mr.. Nimmo)
would be satisfied for the present. There
was a large population springing up in the
district, large building operations were
going on, and the local requirements in the
matter of wharf accommodation were very
great.
Mr. GARDINER said he would like to
bring under notice a matter of some importance to the people of Melbourne. There was
in the present Estimates an item of £28,000
for "Dredging operations, snagging, and
other harbor and river improvements in
the colony outside the jurisdiction of the
Melbourne Harbor Trust," and he wished
to know if any portion of that money 'would
be spent in clearing away the snags in the
Upper Yarra which had been dragged
down by the late f1.oods. Anyone visiting
the U pper Yarra would be surprised at
the number of these snags, and they would
also see what a menace they were to the
rowing clubs and other rowing men who used
the river. Not only were there the snags
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themselves, but they naturally collected a
large quantity of debris (ii1cluding dead
animals, the decomposition of which gave
out a smell that was disgusting to those
who went on the river in boats or walked
beside it). Special attention ought to be
given to this matter, because at the present there was a crew training for the
eight-oar intercolonial race, and they could
not practise on the U pper Yarra o"\ying to
the existence of these obstructions.
Mr. STUART remarked that the condition of the river which the honorable
member for Carlton had just referred to
was something disgraceful, owing to the
obstructions in the stream which had
been brought down by the recent f1.oods.
He thought that a few pounds might be
spent very profitably in this direction.
Mr. TAVERNER called attention to
the omission from the Estimates of any
provision for a wharf at Mildura. rrhe
present wharfage accommodation there
was by no means equal to the demands
made upon it. A sum of money for this
purpose appeared on the Estimates last
ye~~r, and it seemed as though the omission
to put down a similar sum in this year's
Estimates was due to an oversight. He
hoped the matter would be considered in
connexion with the Additional, Estimates.
Mr. LEVIEN said he would like, before
the Minister of Public 'Yorks replied, to
bring under his notice another omission.
Last year the Estimates for the Public
'Yorks department included a, sum of
money for the breakwater at St. Leonard's,
but no such sum appeared on the present
Estimates.
This was a matter which
affected a large industry. There were
some 30 or 40 fishing boats connected
with St. Leonard's, and really something
more should be done for their accommodation. He might add that, although money
for this purpose was provided last year,
the work was not carried out. Perhaps
when the vote was reported the Minister
of Public 'Yorks would let him know if
anything was likely to be done in this
quarter.
Mr. BENT inquired if any provision
would be made out of the item relating to
the St. Kilda jetty for any work being
done for the protection of the Red Bluff
at St. Kilda ~ vVhen the honorable member for Kara Kara was in office he promised to see if something could not be
carried out in order to prevent what was
going on at the present time, namely,
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hundreds of tons of stuff being washed
away from the Red Bluff at a time. Now,
this place was one of the beauty spots of
Melbourne, and it ought to be taken care
of accordingly. The district was' represented by the Minister of Customs, but he
(Mr. Bent) would say, if the honorable
gentleman showed any neglect in this matter, that it was so far misrepresented. Perhaps the expenditure he (Mr. Bent) aimed
at might be carried out in connexion with
the vote for dredging operations and harbor
improvements outside the jurisdiction of
the Melbourne Harbor Trust. It would
be remembered that when the honorable
member for Albert Park was Minister
of Public Works he was good enough to
put some few slabs over the graves of the
early pioneers who were buried in the
immediate neighbourhood of the Red Bluff.
At all events, the promise made by the
honorable member for Kara Kara when
in office ought to be carried out. If
the Minister of Public Works and the
Minister of Customs would only go out
to this place some Sunday after church
they "{QuId see what an immense number of women and 'children were in
the habit of congregating there in order
to get a blow of sea air. There was
no mistake about it, the place was used
for that purpose by many thousands of
people. At present, however, instead of
being a beauty spot it had become a waste
and wilderness.
Mr. GORDON called attention to the
item of £17,000 for powder magazines.
In many parts of the country the local
powder magazines were not used. They
were empty, and, generally speaking, under
the care of the local policeman. Bu t
they might be utilized in several ways,
and he wished to know if the Customs
department would consent to such an
arrangement. That would be better than
having some one paid to look after them.
~Ir. METHVEN said he wished to
direct attention to the vote of £6,000 for
the removal of reefs and otherwise improving the river Yana. Vvould any por-,
tion of this money be spent on the Yarra
above Dight's Falls~ Many drains ran
into the river at this point, and it was
very largely resorted to by the public.
r:ehe previous Government, when in office,
promised that money should be spent
in this locality, and he hoped that the
pledge they had given would be respected. He would also like to know if
any portion of the money to be devoted
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to court-houses would be spent in the
erection of court-houses for the use of
Coburg and Brunswick ~ At present the
courts were held in the local town halls,
but if the Minister of Justice would only
take the trouble to see what sort of accommodation was afforded there he would
probably have little hesitation in making
some provision for the obvious wants of
the districts.
Mr. DOvV said he could amply bear out
the statements made by the honorable
member for Brighton with, respect to the
present condition of the Red Bluff, and he
hoped the Minister of Public VYorks, would
pay due attention to the subject. The
Red Bluff ,vas a most important place of
public resort. cThe late Government went
the length of obtaining a report on the
subject, which the Minister would find in
his department j and it was stated that
what was necessary to be done could be
accomplished by the expenditure of a
very small sum of money. Something
ought also to be effected in the direction
of the repair of the sea-,vall at Picnic
Point. The late Government intended to
do something for both these works, but
they were removed from office so suddenly
that they could not put the money on
their Additional Estimates.
Mr. STUART stated that he desired, in
connexion ""ith the item of £25,000 for
police buildings, to draw attention to the
present condition of the Russell-street
barracks. 'rhey were very much out of
repair and very uncomfortable, and they
ought to be put in a position to give proper accommodation to the men who used
them. He would also like the Minister to
state if any portion of the £32,000 to be
devoted to gaols and penal establishments
would be spent on the Melbourne Gaol ~
vVhile he was on his feet he would like to
indorse the remarks of the honorable member for Port Melbourne, especially so far as
the wooden rooms facing the west front of
Parliament House were concerned. They
were a menace to the safety of the whole
building, ancl they should be taken down
without further deJay.
Mr. L.' L. Sl\H'rH said he wished to
point out to the Minister of Public Works
what he had frequently mentioned to him
in private conversation: although he never
got a satisfactory answer on the subject,
namely, the necessity of doing something
for the road from the Sorrento pier. W'hen
the honorable member for Castlemaine
(Mr. Patterson). was Minister of Public
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'Yorks he went down to the locality, and part of the river. 'While on his legs, he
as soon as he had seen what was needed would corroborate the observations of the
he promised .that something should be honorable member for Brighton with redone .to meet the requirements of the dis- spect to the present condition of the Red
trict. At present, from t~e fact of a bridge Bluff. Affairs here were growing worse
having been made from the pier across and worse every year, and a little money
the road, most of the visitors to Sorrento spent now, in order to remedy matters,
were induced to go straight along by would save a very great deal more being
tramway to the back beach, and they were, spent in the near future.
generally speaking, brought back again
Mr. 'VHEELER remarked that a
without visiting the town at all. N ow, number of important subjects had been
this was a serious loss to the people of referred to. One of them was the existing
Sorrento, who were made to suffer con- need for snagging the Upper Yarra. He
siderably. Besides, it was in the interests had placed a considerable sum of money
of the people of the metropolis 'who visited on this year's Estimates for certain im··
this watering place that they should be provements in the Yarra, but he had to
properly convenienced. Was there any mention that he was not quite sure that
chance of something being done in this such expenditure on the part of the
direction 7 There was also another road Government would be properly authoin the district, leading from the pier) rized. At present, the Government had
which required attention. Another matter the whole matter under consideration.
to be spoken of was the present position. If it had not been for the illness of the
of the Frankston Cemetery, 'which was . Attorney-General, the matter would prointended to be eventually the great metro- bably have been settled by this time, and
politan burying-place.
Even at the he would have been in a position to have
present time local interments took place given some definite information to honorthere. But the land was in a wretched able members, but under the circumstances
condition, and something should be done he could not tell honorable members what
to make it decent. Last of all, he would the Government would do. A portion of
direct notice to the great need that ex- the £6,000 had been expended, and some
isted for the erection of a shelter-shed of the 'work was still in progress. The
on the Mornington pier for the different Government, however, did not propose to
boatmen and fishermen who used that pier. go on with the snagging and other imThe cost of such an erection would not be provements until they were satisfied that
more than about £25, and he 'would him- they could do so legally.
They were
self put his hand in his own pocket for the under the impression that the whole of •
purpose but he feared that it might be this work now devolved on the Metropothought that he aimed at getting votes. litan Board of 'Yorks. Provision should
The poor people who used the pier be- certainly be made to remove obstructions
longed, however, not only to the Morning- from the river, and to make it navigable.
ton district, but to a number of other If that work fell to the lot of the Governlocalities. Everybody knew the hard- ment, they would do their best, but
ships which this class of the community otherwise the work would have to be
had to put up with, especially in in- undertaken by the Metropolitan Board of
clement weather; and for the sake of vVorks. 'Yith regard to the Red Bluff at
humanity a shelter-shed should be erected St. Kilda, which was referred to by the
for them.
honorable member for Brightoll and the
Mr. J. HARRIS said he wished to sup- honorable member for Kara Kara, that
port the remarks that had already been was certain~y a matter which required atmade in favour of some portion of the tention, and he would instruct an officer
snagging vote being spent on the Upper to report upon it. The honorable member
Yarra, which was now in a most disgrace- for MelbolU11e East (Mr. Stuart) asked
ful condition. The late floods had done whether any portion of the vote for penal
very serious harm, and created obstruc- establishments and gaols would be spent
tions in the river in the shape of dead on the Melbourne Gaol. He did not think
trees and logs, which greatly inconvenienced so. The whole of the vote would, he bethe members of rO'lying clubs and other lieved, be absorbed outside of Melbourne.
persons who traversed the river in boats. 'Vith regard to the sum of £500 not
'Wherever the money was taken from, appearing on the Estimates for the
something ought to be done to clear this Mildura jetty, he recognised that that
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was an important matter. He had no'
Mr. GORDON called attention to the
doubt that the Minister of Customs item "Furniture, fittings, repairs, at
would send in the necessary requisition at Government-hous'e and at cottage, Maceno distant date, and he would probably be don, £3,500." He stated that he did not
,able to carry out the work in the early wish ~o challeng~ this item, but it would
part, of next year. He had made a note be interesting to the committee to know
of the statement made by the honorable what proportion of this amount was to
member for Mornington with reference to be expended on the cottage at Macedon.
the road at Sorrento. A letter had been There was a general impression that that
forwarded to the local council, and, in all cottage was not to be used in the future
probability, some steps would be taken in as much as it had been in the past.
the matter. He was not sure whether the
Mr. WHEELER stated that the amount
question raised by the honorable member "to be expended on the cottage at Macedon
for Port Melbourne with reference to Par- was very small indeed, and was simply for
liament House came under the Parlia- som slight alterations and repairs. 'With
mentary Buildings Committee or was in regard to the remarks of the honorable
the hand~ of the Speaker. He would take member for East Bourke Boroughs (Mr.
care that the suggestions made by the Methven), he admitted that Coburg and
honorable member were brought under Brunswick were entitled to court-houses.
the notice of the Parliamentary Buildings A lump sum was provided on the EstiCommittee, and he would ascertain whether mates, and all that was necessary was
some greater security'could not be given that the Minister of Justice should reto Parliament buildings. '
quisition to have the work carried out.
Mr. MET HVEN said that the Minister He was aware of the fact that the Governof Public Works had not referred to the ment had been offered 'land for the purpose.
The vote was agreed to, as was also
questions which he mentioned. There was
a portion of the Upper Yarra which was the vote of £5,200 to complete the
made use of very largely for boating pur- vote (£11,200) for :Qefence Works and
poses, between Dight's Falls and Heidel- Buildings.
berg, and he desired that some attention
ROAD WORKS AND BRIDGES.
should be given to it. Then there was
the question of the court-houses at Coburg
On the vote of £17,606 to complete
and Brunswick. Land was offered to the the vote (£23,606) for Road Works and
Government for the erection of those Bridges,
court-houses, and he would like to know
Mr. MADDEN said that he desired to
. what stood in the way of the work being call the attention of the Minister to a new
proceeded with 1
practice which had been adopted in the
Mr. NIMMO stated that he had asked Public 'V'orks department, and which he
the Minister of Public 'V'orks if he would thought excluded all the northern shiresplace a sum of money on the Estimates he referred to the shires on the plainsfor the purpose of extending Kerferd-street from participating in the special grants
jetty. The jetty was at present of very He understood that the Minister had delittle use. rrhe object of constructing it cided that in future no special grants would
was to accommodate a large population, be given for road works or any kindred
and to permit of, firewood, coal, lime, and works, but that they should be confined to
bluestone being discharged at the jetty, bridges and sanitary works. In some
so as to save the expense of having to cart shirEls of the colony there were many such
such materials a distance of two miles. works, but in the northern districts very
The district which he represented had con- few bridges were wanted, and the sanitary
tributed more to the revenue of the colony works were 110t as numerous as they were
than had any of those districts which were in some other parts of the colony. Road
now being supplied with jetties, and it works were, however, urgently required,
was time that this work was completed.
but under this new system, these shires
Mr. WHEELER remarked that he would be wholly excluded from the benefits
would make inquiries into the matter of the special grants. The greater portion
referred to, but he was under the im- of the money would be given to the 'shires
,pression that the work came within the which were to receive the largest share of
jurisdiction of the Harbor Trust.
(Mr. the municipal subsidy, the £2 and £3 to
Nimmo-" No.") The Minister of Justice £1 shires. The representatives of the
northenl districts ought to take particular
informed him that that was so.
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notice of this matter, because the system
which ,vas now adopted was not fair to
them, and if it were permitted to go on, it
might be attended with serious results to
their districts.
Mr. BAKER stated that last year a
small vote was given to the Dimboola, shire
for road purposes. The engineer was
seized with influenza, and the papers being
delayed the money was not paid. He
desired to know whether this money would
be re-voted. (Mr Wheeler-"If it was not
expended, it will bere-voted.") The question
referred to by the honorable member for
Horsham was of importance. The shires
on the plains would, under the new system
which had been adopted, be shut out from
participation in the special grants, except
for bridges and sanitary works.
All
those shires required new roads. Main
roads had never been made in them
by the Government, whereas in most of
the other shires the Government had
constructed the main roads at a cost of
hundreds of thousands of pounds. The
wheat-growing shires on the plains had not
received any such assistance. (Mr. Madden
- " And material there is very scarce.")
Yes; and that made it almost impossible
to construct roads. He could mention an
instance in which two miles of road cost
£4,000. The shires were driven to take
extraordinary measures in order to facilitate
the carriage of grain through their districts. All parts of the colony should
participate fairly in the special grants,
and some assistance should be given' to the
shires on the plains in road-making. The
Mallee Committee in their report stated
that there were no roads in the district
through which they travelled. Unless
some assistance was given it would be
impossible for settlement to be carried on
profitably to the State, or to the individual
farmers. The little help that was given
to the shires last year was of immense
value, and if it was given again this year
it would be received with great satis(action.
Mr. WHEELER observed that as long
as the special grants were continued thenorthern shires were as much entitled to participate in them as were any other parts of
the colony. He was, however, compelled
this year, owing to the small amount of
money at his disposal, to strike out what he
thought to be the least important claims.
He took sanitary works as being of first
importa,llce, and then he took the bridges
which were absolutely in a state of decay,
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and which, if they were not repaired,
would have to be fenced in, as they were
unsafe. The Government were compelled
to give certain special grants for these
purposes, but bad as some of the roads
might be, people could always get over
them. They could not, however, conduct
traffic in some parts of the colony if the
bridges were unsafe and had to be closed.
He could assure the honorable member
for Horsham that applications were made
for special grants to the amount of about
£200,000, and he had to cut them down
to the small sum which appeared on
the Estimates.
That, however, was no
guide as to what would be done in the
future. He hoped that it would not be
said that the Government had acted
unfairly. They had simply taken this
step because they had not rriore money at
their disposal.
Mr. FERGUSON said that in his district
the Ovens River was encroaching on the
road near Myrtleford, and there was also
a bridge there which was positively dangerous, and which went over a very deep
chasm. These were works that should hase
been provided for in the Estimates, and, if
something was not done, traffic would have
to be stopped. It was estimated that it
would cost £700 to prevent the continued
encroachment of the river on the road to
which he referred, and he hoped that the
Minister would be able to give some assistance to the shire in carrying out the
necessary works.
Mr. BEAZLEY remarked that a deputation recently waited on the Minister of
Public Works with regard to a bridge
crossing the river Yarra at the bottom of
Burnley-street. A system of irrigation in
connexion with the Botanic-gardens was
to be carried out, and the pipes were to be
taken over the river. The department
promised to erect a foot-bridge.
That
foot-bridge was erected, but it was carried
away by the flood. He now understood
that it was the intention of the department to carry the pipes under the bed of
the river, and if tha,t were done the pledge
originally given should be fulfilled. If
the pipes were carried under the bed of
the river and any accident occurred, it
would cost a large sum of money to effect
the necessary repairs; but if they were
carried along the foot-bridge, repairs could
be carried out a,t a small cost.
Mr. L. L. SMITH stated he would
again urge upon the Minister of Public
"Vorks the necessity of placing a sum of
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money on the Estimates for the Gembrookroad. At present there was only a rough
clay road at Gcmbrook, and it took a day
to get a light buggy 'over it. A special
grant should bo given for this purpose.
Mr. METHVEN said he felt justified in
making a last appeal ,to the Minister of
Public Works, on behalf of his district, to
put a small sum on the Estimates to'wards
the maintenance of the main road at
Coburg, especially as the Coburg shire was
to be almost ,viped out by the Local
Government Act Amendment Bill. He
observed that a sum of £500 ,vas to be
given to Footscray towards the maintenance of a road, and he contended that
if Footscray, where there was no Government establishment, was entitled to that
£500, Coburg was certainly entitled to
£1,000 towards the maintenance of the
main road, which was greatly used by the
traffic to and from tho GOVCTIlment establishment at Coburg. If the shire did not
get any special grants for roads and
bridges, the only conclusion his constituents could come to would be that
they were either badly represented in this
House or that their representatives were
not doing their duty.
:M:r~ BEAZLEY remarked that Collingwood was entitled to a special grant towards repairing the roads in the neighbourhood of the Government quarries, from
which the State received an income of
about £300 a year. It was admitted by
a previous Government that the Collingwood City Council had a fair claim to a
grant, and he thought that, at any rate, a
portion of the revenue derived from those
quarries ought to be made available towards the maintenance of the ~oads in
their vicinity.
Mr. \VHEELER stated that it would
be scarcely right to make a special grant
to a rich municipality like Collingwood.
(:Mr. Beazley-" 'Ve only ask for justice.")
').1he construction of a new bridge over the
Yarra at Dight's Falls had already engaged
his attention, and he had made wha,t he
considered to be a very fair offer to the
Collingwood and Kew councils for the
erection of a bridge 6 feet higher than the
former bridge, so as to be completely
above the flood level. (Mr. Beazley"\Vhy was not the former bridge COllstructed above flood level ~") Noone
thought for a moment when the bridge
was constructed that, it would ever be
carried away by floods. The total cost of
constructing the bridge and laying the
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pipes that cOll'iTeyed water to the Botanical-gardens at the bottom of the river,
where they would be safer, was estimated
at £1,900. The Government offered' to
contribute t.he cost of laying the pipes,
which was estimated to be £500, providing the two councils would join the Government in furnishing: the balance of
£1,300. That offer, which he considered
fair and reasonable, was to be considered
at a conference between the two local
bodies, and if they would accept it, the
Government would be ready to carry out
the work. (Mr. L. L. Smith-"'iVhat about
Gembrook-road ~") He could not make any
promise in regard to that matter.
'rhe vote was agreed to.
CUSTOMS DEPAR'rMENT.
On the vote of £39,137 to complete the
vote (£78,297) for the department of Tmde
and Customs,
NIr. STUART asked that compensation
at the rate of one month's pay for every
year of service should be given in the case
of a tide-waiter named Smith who, while
following his duties as a Customs officer,
met with an accident which caused his
death. Smith was more than twenty years
in the service, held a responsible position,
and had to be out in the Bay in all kinds
of weather. The medical officer at \Villiamstown and Dr. Charles Ryan, of Melbourne,
had certified that the accident was the
cause of the man's death.
Mr. L. L. SMl'rH stated that the case
alluded to by the honorable member for
Melbourne East (Mr. Stuart) had also been
brought under his notice, and he thought
it was only right that the ~relatives of the
deceased should receive an allowance at
the mte of one month's pay for every year
of service. He therefore trusted that the
request would be granted.
Mr.
T. CAHTER remarked that the
tide-waiter Smith was one of his constituents, and he believed that the man died
from injuries he received in the discharge
of his duties as an officer of the Customs
department. He therefore hoped that the
Minister of Customs would see his way to
increase -the allowance to the relatives of
the deceased to the extent requested.
Mr. TUHNER observed that, although
the man met with an accident while in
the execution of his duties, there was no
satisfactory evidence that death resulted
from that accident. That being so, the
Government could not see its ,vay to place
an extra allowance on the Estimates.
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:Mr. STU AHtr expressed the hope that
if it was proved tha,t the man's death
resulted from the accident which he met
with in the discharge of his duties the
Minister woulq. recommend the Government to grant an additional allowance.
Mr. DERHAM inquired what action the
Government had taken with regard to
foreign treaties with Great Britain that
,yere about to expire, with a view to protect the interests of the colony 1
Mr. TURNER sta,ted that the matter
did not come within his jurisdiction; it
was ill the Premier's department. (Mr.
Derham-" It is a trade m:1tter, and I
understand you have been moving in it.")
No; he had nothing to do with it.
The vote was agreed to.
PORTS AND HARBORS.
On the vote of £20,660 to complete
the vote (£41,337) for Ports and Harbors
and Immigration,
Mr. VY. T. CARTER said he had beEn
informed that some lighthouse-keepers
had 1;>een paid £4 per month below the
minimum amount they were entitled to
receive according to the schedule published in the Government Gazette, in which
it was stated that the minimum salaries
of head lighthouse-keepers should be
£16 lOs., and the maximum £18 lOs. per
month. They had also been charged £2
per month each for rent, but that 'was not
so much objected to. Perhaps the Minister
would be good enough to make inquiries
on the subject.
Mr. TUHNER remarked that he would
inquire into the matter.
The yote was agreed to, as were also
the following votes :-Mercantile Marine
Office, £706 (tot:1l vote, £1,421); Distilleries and Excise, £7,055 (total vote,
(£ 1·4,115); PO"\vder Magazines and Dynamite Hulk, £1,513 (total vote, £3,029);
and Fisheries, £484 (total vote, £2,970).
MARINE BOARD.
On the yote of £2,262 to complete the
vote (£4,528) for the Marine Board,
Mr. DERHAM observed that some little
time ago he called the :1ttention of the
Government to the desirability of requiring
steamers trading to and from the colony
to be provided with sufficient sailing
power to reasonably insure the safety of
the ship, crew, and passengers in case of
accident to the machinery, so that persons
who travelled by water should be able to do
so with some feeling of security. Had the
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Cheviot been provideci with sailing power
when her machinery became disabled just
outside the Heads, that vessel and oYer
twelltyvaluableliveswouldhaye beensayed.
Mr. TURNER stated· that it was almost
impossible forthe coloniestodeal effectively
with this matter; at any rate until they
were federated. The difficulty arose from
the fact that any Act that might be passed
by the Parliament of this colony would
only apply to vessels regi~tered in Victoria,
and not to vessels registered in the other
colonies or in other countries; and special
legislation of that kind would put the
owners of local steamers at a disadvantage.
As far as he \vas advised at present, only
Imperial legislation would enable the colonies to deal with the matter before they
federated, when the Federal Parliament
would have power to make laws in regard
to naval matters. The question had not
been overlooked, however. Communications had been addressed to the different
colonies on the subject, and replies had
been received from all except New South
'\Vales. Some of the colonies suggested
a conference, and perhaps that would be a
wise plan. If it was possible to do anything in connexion with the matter, he
\vonld see that it was done.
Mr. DERHAM said that steamers from
abroad were generally provided with sailing apparatus. The chief offenders were
steamers locally owned, and trading between this and the other colonies, so that
local legislation would be applicable. (~Ir.
Turner-" Are those steamers registered
in this colony 1") Some of them were, and
he did not see why Victoria should wait
for Imperial legislation. It would be far
better for this colony to set a good example
to the world in regard to this matter.
Mr. L. L. SMITH remarked that the
marine court's mode of punishing the
masters of ships who were guilty of grave
derelictions of duty, involving loss of life
and property, was a most extraordinary
one. Usually a master's certificate was
suspended for twelve months, but he was
immediately granted a first-class officer's
certific:1te, so that the punishment of the
marine court was no punishment at all.
The recent collision between the Garnbie?'
and Ea,sby was a case in point. If the
Minister had not power to deaI Iliore satisfactorily with cases of that kind, the
Government ought to bring in a measure
with a view to prevent this trifling
with human lives. When he was in
England five or six years ago, ship-owners
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informed him that they would not allow
their vessels to come to Melbourne because
of the great laxity here with regard to the
laws regulating the safety of vessels, and
also because of the very l1igh charges they
had to pay in this port as compared with
others.
(Mr. 1'urner-" That is not
correct.") That was the information given
tohim by ship owners in England. W' as
it not the duty of the Government to introduce a Bill containing such pro?isions
as would give inoreased safety and a
greater feeling of confidence to the travelling public, who had to "go down to the
sea in ships 1" The punishment awarded
by the marine court for an offence involving an awful loss of human life was merely
a pretence of punishment, because the
offender was allowed to return to work
just the same as' if nothing had happened.
Mr. W. T. CAB.TER observed that the
Marine Board had, no doubt, conducted
their inquiries into therecent v,Tecks on tho
Victorian coast in a very efficient manner;
but previous to that the board (and
especially Mr. Hugh R. Reid) seemed to
devote its whole time and attontion to
harassing the pilots whilst they were
seeking to discharge their duties. He
(Mr. W. T. Carter) was not authorized or
requested to speak on behalf of the pilots,
nor was he prompted to do so by the receipt
of any special iuformation in regard to the
matter, but merely by what he had observed
in the public press. Even if the pilots
were too well paid in comparison with the
payments which pilots received elsewhere,
the course taken by the Marine Board in
regard to their remuneration had been very
objectionable. The members of that board
seemed to be desirous to give effect to a
free-trade policy 'at the cost of the pilots;
they had sought to free vessels coming into
this port from the charges hitherto imposed
on them, and thereby to reverse the policy
of the country as far as it was possible for
the board to do so. The effect had bee~ very
demoralizing and very injurious.indeed on
the pilots-men who risked their lives (as
the deep-sea pilots undoubtedly did) in the
discharge of their duties, men who had
spent many years in acquiring that special
knowledge which enabled them to bring
vessels into this port with safety. It was
very painful to see such a superior body of
men annoyed in the way they had been.
He protested against the line of conduct
that had been adopted towards the pilots
by the Marine Board. As professional men,
performing very useful and important duties
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for this port, the pilots should be treated
with due regard to the rights they had
acquired by usage extending over a period
of years, and not in the objectionable way
they had been treated by the Marine Board.
Mr. PATTERSON stated that he nevar
knew before that it was' part of the protective policy of this country to stop ships
from coming into our port, or to put impediments in the way of their coming here.
It was to the interest of the country to
make the port as accessible as possible,
and to offer as few obstacles as possible to
vessels seeking to enter the port. It was
from the port of the colony that they sent
the surplus pi'oduce of the country to the
markets of the world-the exports that
were to pay the interest on the Victorian
loans; and they could not have too good
or too perfect a port. But what he rose
for was to support and emphasize the
observations of the honorable member for
Mornington with regard to the insufficient
punishment meted out to masters of vessels
who were proved to be responsible, through
carelessness, incapacity, or neglect, for
accidents involving loss of human life and
loss of property. It was no punishment
whatever to suspend a master's certificate
for twelve months and give him a firstclass officer's certificate for the meantime.
That was entirely insufficient to expiate
the offences of which several masters of
vessels had been found guilty. The public
had been utterly staggered at the insufficiency of the punishments that had
been meted out for such offences, and
therefore he thought the Ministry should
take steps to provide that some more
adequate punishment should attach to
masters. of vessels whose laches resulted
in loss of human life. VVhy should they
not be liable to be tried for manslaughter 1
The public were disgusted when they saw
the Marine Board haggling for weeks and
weeks about suspending the certificate
of a ship-master who had caused families
to be bereaved of their bread-winners and
great loss of property, and the punishment
should certainly be such as would properly
mark the seriousness of the offence.
Mr. STUAB.T expressed the opinion that
it would be hardly fair to make the port of
Melbourne available for foreign ships at
the cost of the Victorian pilots, who followed a most dangerous occupation and
rendered valuable services to the public.
The pilots were certainly not overpaid, in
view of the fact that they risked their lives
in the discharge of their duties. Many an
I
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ordinary public servant, sitting in a comfortable warm room, got much higher
remuneration for doing less important
work than that of a pilot, and it would be
a mistake to try to make the port of Melbourne a free port at the pilots' expense.
Mr. BAKEH. said it must be patent that
the recent disasters on our coast must of
necessity increase the freights to and from
this country. He thought the steps taken
by the Minister of Customs up to the present time had been in the right direction,
and he hoped the honorable gentleman
would not stay his hand until there was
some complete system of inspecting the
ships which left our harbors. In South
Australia there was a very complete system
of inspection, and as he (Mr. Baker) had
some papers giving full information as to
,what was done in South Australia, he would,
be glad to hand them to the Minister. Not
only had they in South Australia a very
complete system of inspection, but also a
very perfect system of life-saving apparatus,
and he was informed by the Commandant that he would be happy to render
ap.y assistance, in the way of information, towards improving the state of
affairs in this colony. The matter was
a very serious one so far as the farming
interest was concenled, because the people
concerned with the farming and grazing
interest were those who really employed
the ships to take goods out of these ports,
and if disasters were to frequently occur,
there was no doubt that there would be
increased insurance and increased freight.
Mr. LAURENS remarked that it had
been stated that payments for overtime in
the Customs department for October last
had not yet been made. He referred to
the payments for overtime which had to
be paid' by merchants. He would ask
the Minister whether the statement was
correct; and, if so, why the delay had taken
place ~
Mr. TURNER stated that he would
inquire into the matter.
Mr. NIMMO expressed the hope that
,the Minister of Customs would pay particular attention to the very, sensible
'remarks of the honorable' member for
'Mornington and the honorable meUlber for
'Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) with respect to
.thenecessitythat vessels leaving these ports
,should be thorol.lghly equipped with the
'necessary appliances for preserving life
when an accident took place. In reading
the account of the collision between the
Basby and the Gambier, he saw that when
Session 1891.-[163]
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the men attempted to lower a boat from one
of the vessels, they had no knife to cut the
rope, but had to borrow a knife from one
of the passengers. 'Vho ever heard of a
sailor without a knife ? Vessels should be
thoroughly examined, and the men should
also be examined, to see that they were
properly furnished with all the necessary
appliances. It must be apparent that the
trials which had taken place in connexion
with the collision between those two vessels had been a complete farce. Here
there were two men in charge of vessels,
on a calm sea, with a clear sky, and plenty
of room, and yet they brought their vessels into collision. The captains admitted
that they saw each other's vessels over
800 yards ahead, and the collision could
have taken 'place only on account of the
carelessness of some one. Notwithstanding the defects in the decisions of the two
boards which heard the cases, there was a
primafacie case made out against each of
the captains, that they had been guilty of
something, because they were fined and
their certificates suspended, the one for
, six months and the other for nine months.
The general impression amongst people he
had heard speak on the subject was that
the certificates should have been cancelled
altogether, and what was more, that a
criminal prosecution should have followed.
In his judment, prima facie case was
made out to form the basis of a criminal
prosecution. Here were 22 human lives
lost--22 human beings sent prematurely,
without any warning, into the presence of
their Maker. And why ~ Through men
who did not attend to their duties, because
those captains had no right to come into
contact with each other; and if ever there
was a case which merited a criminal
prosecution, this was one. The punishment inHicted by the Marine Board
did not meet the distress occasioned by
these men, and he "ras surprised at the
Government in not taking action to prosecute them. The public would cease to have
any protection if captains were simply to
have their certificates, suspended for six
months, after killing 22 human beings.
Mr. C. YOUNG remarked that the
honorable member for' Albert Park proposed to save life by getting the Minister
of Customs to see that sailors were always
to have their knives in their pockets. The
honorable member was .really very un!easonable, becau~e it might easily have
happened that the sailor who did not have
his knife in this case had just been roused

a
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up, and had very little clothes on. "While
they all deplored the loss of life which
had taken place, the honorable member
had no right whatever to declare that
both the captains were to blame. In'
his (11r. Young's) opinion only one
.of the captains was to blame, but he
was not going to say which, because
the matter was still s~tb judice, and he did
not think honorable membCl;s had a right
to express any ex lJCtrte opinion on the subject. He quite agreed, hqwever, that these
courts of marine inquiry were a perfect
fraud. Take another lamentable case which
occuri. ed a short time before-the case of
the Crctigburn. These boards solemnly
sat over the case., took a large amount of
ex parte evidence, and came to the conclusion that the captain of the Grctigb·urn ,vas
to blame. N ow he (Mr. Young) was an
old sailor himself, and having read the
evidence with great care, he was strongly
of opinion that the captain of tho Craigburn was perfectly Tight in all he did.
That captain was found guilty because he
did not take the advice of an individllalhe would not call him a coward-who was
on board his ship, and who did not show
any great spirit or any great courage in
the matter.
The captain was blamed
because he did not engage a tugboat to tow him, but he (Mr. Young),
was perfectly satisfied that if he had
allowed the tug to bring him up to his
anchor, and had lifted his anchor, every
soul on board would have been lost, and
the vessel would have drifted broadside
on to the shore, because the whole force of
tbe .Southern Ocean was setting in towards
the shure. A .short time afoorwards a
vessel, in the calm waters of Hobson's Bay,
drifted ovcr to the St. Kilda beach, and
two tugs which got last to hm: could not
tow her back to an anchor j so that it
would be seen that there was little chance
·of tugs towing the Craig@q,(,rn into safety
o.n a lee shore 9g-ainst the wh()le fOl1oo of
the Southel'll Ooean.
The captain was
perfectly correct, ·and the two boards
showed how utterly .absurd and .incompetent they were itt the decision thCf gave.
He th(}ught this system of two boards
tl'yinga. man twice for the .same -o4l'enoo
WIM3 utterly opposed U? com:mon BeJlooand
justiooJ .and lw believ,oo it woilld bea-great
benefit if these boards were .swept .out a£
eD.steooe altogether.
Mr. TURNER said he tha.nkoo the
h.·onora-ble member for LOwtUl f()l' his kind
offer of information with regard to South

Australia, and he would haye great plca-·
sure in availing himself of it. As to the
other matters which had been referred to,
with regard to the loss of life which had
'taken place, no doubt they were very
important, but the great difficulty was
that he did not think that at the present·,
time there was any statutory power in the
criminal law which enabled the .Govern-·
ment to take action in the way that had
been suggested. The Crimes Bill would
soon be before the House, and provision
might ·be made in that Bill to deal with
such cases. He would remind honorable
members that th~ Marine Board had only
been in existence for two or three years,
and he must say he quite agreed with the,
remarks ml:l,cle that it had scarcely been
satisfactory in its action.
He trusted.
that next session the House would have
the opportunity of looking into the whole
question, and making the necessary alterations in the law.
Mr. CLARK asked the Minister of Customs if he had tn,ken note of tlle remarks
made by the honorable member for vVilliamstown with respect to the pilots 1
The pilot service had been in a most unsatisfactory state ever since the MarineBoard came into existence. (Mr. Turner"Do they complain now~ I thought I
satisfied them.") They did complain until
very recently, at all events. He thought
it was very unsatisfactory that these men,
'who worked nearer eighteen than eight
hours a day, should' be under the control
of such a board as the Marine Board, and
some steps should be taken to secure theil~
position.
Mr. DIXON observed that some reform
was certainly necessary in .coIDlexion with
the Marine Board, judging from recent
experience. The inquiries which had
taken place befOl'e two boards, in connerion with the collision between the
Gctrnbier and the Ectsby, were simply a
waste of public money, and eventuated
in a farce. The first board, ,consisting of ~
police magistrate and two mariIieexperts,
took all the evidence that oould be submitted to them" and the result of that
inquiry WaB that they fined the captain of
one ship £10 and the captain of the other
£15. The caile then 'Qalnle bef0l'e another
board, .cons.tituted on the same principle,
but()fcl..iffa~tmclividual\S, and this board,
after hearing the same .evict eaco, carriv.ed at
tbe oonclusion that thccapta,ill 'who had
been previ0usly fined £15 'Should have his
oertificate suspended for six months, and
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tIle captain who had only been fined £10
should have his certificate suspended for
nine months. This 'was a question which
he (Mr. Dixon) thought the Minister of
Customs should take into serious considera.:
tion, ,,,ith the object of considering whether
these boards ought not to be abolished
altogether, and some responsible tribunal
substituted which would be immediately
amenable to the Minister of Customs,
so that there might be some control over
inquiries of this description. He knew
it was not the fault of tbis Government,
nor, perhaps, that of the last Government;
. but we 'vere drifting into the position,
in this colony, of remitting the responsibility of Government and Parliament to
boards of various kinds. The recent inquiries into the case of the collision in
question had been an outrage on public
decency. When a man who was intrusted
with ,the command of a ship and the safe
custody of human lives made such a mistake as had been made in this case, something more than the mere suspension of a
certificate for a few months was required.
If a man in the heat of temper struck
another a blow which caused death, he
was placed on his trial for manslaughter,
and had to suffer pains and penalties, but
in this case the captains, although by
gross carelessness in some quarter-he was
not prepared to say which captain was to
blame-human life had been lost, got off
clear with the slight punishment of a
suspension of their certificates. In all
sincerity he would ask the Government to
take some' steps to prevent such a miscarriage of justice taking place again.
Mr. ZOX said he desired to call the
attention of the Minister of Customs to the
practice of overcrowding steamers going on
excursions down the Bay, and also to the
fact that such steamers were inadequately,
supplied with life-saving apparatus. He i
considered that there was not sufficient
attention paid by those who had the control or' supervision of excursion steamers ,
to see that they were properly provided:
with mo..'tns of saving life in the event of:
anaecid€nt mllortunately occurring. He
had brought this matter befoT€ prc-vious ,
Ministers; but he was sorry to say that:
no legislation had yet tak€l1 place on the ~
subject. He would ask ·the Minister -of I
Customs to instruct his officers to see that:
no lro'ger l1umbero'£, passengers were aUowed :
to go on board those steamers than they
were entitled by their tonnage to carry, ~
and to take caro also that the lifo-saving
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apparatus on board was sufficient. All
honorable members would recollect the
case of tpe excursion steamer which was,
a few years ago, brought alongside the
St. Kilda pier in a sinking condition, and
that but for the skill and energy of the
commt1nder hundreds of lives would have
been sacrificed. He (Mr. Zox) had spoken
to the late Minister of Customs on this
subject, and now, having addressed himself in the same way to his successor, he
hoped that something would be done to
see that every excursion steamer was
equipped with a proper number of lifesaving appliances. The point was not
that there was no law on the subject, but
that the law on the statute-book should
be properly enforced.
~fT. WHIXON stated that the punishment of captains of ships who, through
negligence, caused loss of life, did not
altogether depend upon the action of the
Marine Board. He would remind the
Government of the duty cast upon them,
in cases where negligence had been displayed in the management of vessels, of
instituting a criminal prosecution of the
person or persons responsible. He was
sure that the present Commissioner of
Customs, at all events, would apprcciate
this point. All that was wanted to be
done in such cases was to put the law into
motion. It could not, be too much borne
in mind that negligence on the part of
commanders of vessels was punishable by
the criminal.law.
The -vote was agreed to, as was also
the vote of £2,500 to complete the vote
(£2,776) for "Miscellaneous," Customs
department.
POST AND TELEGRAPH
DEPARTMENT.
On the vote of £260,567 to complete
the vote (£464,·653) for Post and Telegraph Offices,
Lt.-Col. SMITH said he did not wish to
unduly press forward the matter he 110W
desired to refer to, which was one that had
been dealt with by the committee appointed to inquire into the claims of Mr.
Beche.rvaise. He thought the PostmasterGeneral acted very "rise~y in allowing that
committee' to be' appointed. There were,
howe-ver, two 01' three points arising in
connexlon with the subject that he thought
ought to 'receive further consideration. In
sayin,g this, he had 110 wish to dual in the
slightest way unfairly with any of the leading officers of the Postal department: At
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tho same time, he thought that anyone
who read the evidence .taken before the
committee must see that the conclusion
they arrived at was very fail', moderate,
and reasonable. A mere surface glance
. ~vas sufficient to show that undue influence
h~d been exercised by the permanent head
·of that branch of the public service. All
ho would ask was that the PostmasterGeneral should go over the evidence carefully, and see that justice was done to a
,gentleman who had not been upon the
whole well treated. He (Lt.-Col. Smith)
knew that Ministers were often very
largely influenced by the heads of departments, by whom they were advised' on
almost every departmental question as it
arose. Of course he had no objection to
.-that being done, but sometimes this influence was very improperly used. During
the time of a previous Postmaster-General
-he referred to the honorable member for
Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson)-the official
..claims of Mr. Bechervaise were duly
recognised. What were the facts 1 It
was found on one occasion that general
complaints were made all over Melbourne
-this was long before the honorable
member for Port Melbourne was Postmaster-General - with respect to the
management of the Telegraph department.
",VeIl, . the heads of the Postal department were taken into consultation, and
the result was that Mr. Bechervaise
was selected as the right person to
put matters into a proper condition.
1111'. Bechervaise was in the telegraph
office in Melbourne for ten months,
.,and having thoroughly re-organized it
he was treated-how 1 The successor of
the honorable member for Castlemaine
sent him back to Ballarat. The complaint
was that, subsequently, Mr. Bechervaise's
claims were unfairly passed over. An
important vacancy occurred, and the permanent head of the department, having
the opportunity of so doing, appointed a
{lertain comparatively junior officer to fill
the place temporarily. Very often previously in somewhat similar cases a
junior officer was chosen, the result being
to give him a most unjust priority. In
the present instance the junior officer
selected eventually got the permanent
appointment, to Mr. Bechervaise's ex<{llusion, and it was asserted that the
former had satisfactorily proved himself
.entitled to the position. But surely the
other gentleman who liad formerly fulfilled
,t4e auties, and who was the senior, should
Lt. -Col. Smith.'
.
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have been preferred to a gentleman who
when he was promoted was put over the
heads of 30 or 40 seniors. The case was,
in fact, that the permanent head of the
department took a man who was much
junior to Mr. Bechervaise, appointed him
temporarily, and then, when the re-appointments were made, turned his back
on Mr. Bechervaise and selected the other
man for the permanent position. On the
subject of this unfairnesss there was a
very strong public feeling. (Mr. Foster" Where; at Ballarat 1") Yes, at Ballarat.
He (Lt.-Col. Smith) had not the slightest
objection to say that. He could assure the honorable member for Gippsland East that the time might
come when the densely-populated district
of Croajingolong would be in a similar
position. 'rherefore, it was to be hoped
that the honorable member would not
ignore the claims of a small district like
Ballarat. If the Postmaster-General would
go carefully through the evidence, he
would inevitably see that an injustice had
been done to one of his (Lt.-Col. Smith's)
constituents. He did not want to go into
the question of a certain co-relationshipinto the family matters connected with
the subject. He might say a great deal
on this point, but he would refrain. He
would simply ask the Postmaster-General
to go into the affair attentively, and see
that..something like justice was done to a
deserving officer who had been 30 years in
the service, and against whom no reasonable
charge had ever been made.
Mr. FOSTER remarked that he had
to say, in the first instance, that neither
Mr. Bechervaise nor Mr. Caldwell-the
gentleman who· had been selected for
the permanent appointment-were constituents of his. He had had the honour
of being a member of the Bechervaise Committee, and during its investigations that committee found that
the complaint, made was that Mr. Caldwell had been appointed to the position
of chief inspector over the head of the
other gentleman. The evidence taken
showed clearly that Mr. Bechervaise waS
senior to Mr. Caldwell so far as classification was concerned, but not .so far as past
services were concerned. It was found, in
fact, that the duties that had to be performed required particular scientific knowledge, and, on examination, it was elicited
that this knowledge was possessed by Mr.
Caldwell in a far greater degree than it
.was by Mr. Bechervaise. He did not, as a
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member of the committee, want to refer to
anything hurtful to the feelings of any of
his fellow-members, but he found that the
evidence of certain witnesses called by Mr.
Bechervaise-for instance, the evidence of
Mr. Nicol and the evidence of Mr. Green,
Mr. Green especially-had a very peculiar
bearing. vVhen Mr. Green was asked if he
thought that Mr. Bechervaise had any
cause of complaint, his reply was in the
affirmative, because Mr. Caldwell had been
appointed over Mr. Bechervaise's head.
Then he was asked a question of this sort,
"If you had to appoint one of those
two gentlemen, which of them would you
in the interests of the State select 1" His
reply was, "Mr. Caldwel1." This was the
statement of a witness called by Mr;
Bechervaise to give evidence in his favour.
He (Mr. Foster) could refer to other, instances, but he did not care to do so on
the present occasion. vVhat he wished to
say was that there was no necessity at all
for any inquiry of the sort. rrhe'proceedings of the committee cost the country
nearly £1,000, and there was not the
slightest need for anything of the kind.
Things were said something like" Oh ! the
Smibert brothers," and "vVe know the
Smibert connexion" and so on. (Mr. \V.
T. Carter-"The 'Williamstown ring.") Yes.
But really the evidence would clearly
show that the inquiry was entirely uncalled for, and that Mr. Caldwell was
appointed because he was really the most
fitted for the position.
Mr. DERHAM said that the honorable
member for Gippsland East had assertedso far he differed from other members
of the committee-that there was no need
for the Bechervaise inquiry at all, and that
it had practically broken down. But
the prominent "ray in which the circumstances of the case had been brought before the public should be duly remembered.
It would be well for each honorable member who had an opinion on the subject to
express it, so that it might be made more
difficult at another time for any honorable
member to obtain a similar committee.
(Mr. 'V. '].1. Carter-Ie It should be a lesson
to us.") Yes, it should be a lesson to
honorable members generally. There was
a slight breach of good taste in an honorable member championing the cause of a
particular public officer because he was a
constituent, and carrying that championship
so far as to put the country to an enormous expense. vVorse than this, ,~itness
after witness was brought forward in order
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that reflections might be cast on thepermanent head of a public department
-a course of conduct calculated, as far as
he (Mr. Derham) could see, to break down
the necessary and wholesome disciplinethat should prevail in every branch of the'
public service. The honorable membel~
for Ballarat West (Lt.-Co1. Smith) had intimated that undue influence had been
used. vVell, he (Mr. Derham) would defy
that honorable member, or any other member of the committee, to prove the assertion. If the committee thought that
undue influence had been used, why did,
they not say so in their report 1 Certainly
the report they presented to Parliament
did not say s,o. It simply stated, in a
milk-and-water way, that Mr. BechervaisC'·
was the senior to the other gentleman in>
the service. For his (Mr. Derham's) part
he thought that there had been a great
waste of public money and of public
time, and he was sure that everybody who
looked into the evidence must see that
the whole case set up had utterly broken
down. Besides, it was difficult to sce of
what Mr. Bechervaise had to complain.
vVhat was his present position? Onc of"
the best in his department. He had £600
a year, a housc to live in, fuel, light, and
water provided, and he lived in the most
beautiful city of the colony. No man required to live at Ballarat could call himself an exile. On the contrary, he ought,
to be a most happy man.
Mr. CLARK stated that he also was a
member of the Bechervaise Committee,
and he thought that the honorable member for Gippsland East had grossly misstated the case. Reading the evidencewould show that. The committee were"
told that Mr. Caldwell was better qualified
for the position than Mr. Bechervaise.
But how did Mr. Caldwell get his qualification 1 In this way: the Deputy Postmaster-General gave him an acting appointment for eighteen months, after
which he obtained the permanent appointment-.why ~ Because he had theexperience.
But he would not have·
had the experience but for that temporary appointment. He (Mr. Clark}
believed that had Mr. Bechervaise had
three months of the same experience hewould have been equally qualified with
the other gentleman, and, beyond that, he
had the right of ,seniority. He had not
the privilege, however, of being brother-inlaw to the Deputy Postmaster-General.
The whole public service was indebted to.,
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Mr. Bechervaise for the action he had taken.
Certainly, he (Mr. Clark) never knew a
grosser casco As for favoritism, one officer
examined whose name he did not recollect
admitted that he had been twice promoted
over the heads of seniors - on the last
occasion there were 45 senior to him.
Then, under what circumstances did the
Deputy Postmaster-General get his appointment 1 A reference to the Government
Gazette, of January, 1881, would show that
Mr. Smibert, the present Deputy Postmaster-General, was a denominational
school teacher in ""Yilliamstown from 1855
to 1858, and that his service in that
capacity-although there was at the time
no Education department-was counted
in, thus making him senior to a number
of officers who to all intents and purposes
entered the service before him. If the
Postmaster-General looked carefully into
the evidence given before the committee
he would see that every paragraph of their
report was amply justified.
Mr. STUART said he d.esired to remind
the Postmaster-General of the promise
made to his (Mr. Stuart's) honorable colleague with respect to the esta.blishment
of a post and telegraph-office-especially a
telegraph-office-in East Melbourne, somewhere near the town hall. There was an
immense population in that part of the
city, but no telegraph-office, so that the
people there who had telegrams to send
had to go all the way to the General Postoffice. Now, there were at least two telegraph-offices in West Melbourne-one at
the Exchange and another at the Rialto.
'rhe people there were exceptionally well
served, although their telegraphic business
was nothing like that done in the eastern
portion of the city. Just one other matter.
Several 'workmenemployed in the telegraph
and telephone fitting-room complained,
with just reason, that they were compelled, under the regulations of the Public
Service Board, to leave their employment
after they had given a few months' service,
to be replaced by, probably, inferior men.
He did not blame the department for its
action in this matter, because the difficulty
to be contended with was well known, but
surely the Minister might do something to
correct the anomaly.
Mr. T. SMITH said he would like to
back up the remarks of the last speaker, for
he could testify to the great want of a
post and telegraph-offiee-a telegraph-office
especially-in East Melbourne. At the
present time every business man there
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who had a telegram to send had to travel
to the General Post-office. Yet there
were at least three telegraph-offices in
""Yest Melbourne. A deputation had waited
upon the Government with reference to
this subject, and it was understood that a
favorable reply would be received, but
it had not been received, and he had
been asked to bring the m:;ttter before Parliament at the first opportunity. Another
matter he desired to refer to was one concerning the men employed in connexion
with the electric lighting machinery of the
General Post-office. These men some time
ago petitioned the Postmaster:General for
some relief in the matter of Sunday work.
It must be four months since that
petition was sent in, but as yet no reply
beyond "a bare acknowledgment of the
compllUlication had been received. These
men objected to be called upon to work
nearly every Sunday in the year. They
did not mind a fair share of Sunday work,
but they thought they ought not to be
called upon to work two Sundays out of
three. It had never been the policy of
the Government to encourage' Sunday
work, therefore he considered that he was
justified in asking the Minister to be
good enough to take this matter in hand.
For his part he thought the request a very
fair one.
Mr. ZOX said he desired to indorse the
remarks of the last two speakers. At the
request of an influential deputation he
asked the Postmaster-General some time
ago for the establishment of a post and
telegraph-office-particularly a telegraphoffice-in East Melbourne, and he understood that the request would be granted.
Up to now, however, it had not· been
granted. As for the arguments in favour
of such an arrangement, it was hardly
necessary to repeat them. For instance,
there was the fact that the offices of the
Argus, Age, Daily Telegraph, lIerald, and
Standard newspapers were all in East Melbourne. Think what a boon a local telegraph-office ,,,ould be to them, as it would
also be to the people in Collins-street.
The honoraQle gentleman promised that he
would give the matter consideration, and
he hoped that he would now be able to state
that he would confer this boon upon the
public.
.
Mr. OFFICER said he desired to bring
under the notice of the PostmasterGeneral another promise which had been
long made, which had not yet been fulfilled.
He referred to the promise to provide a.
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'dock for the Hamilton Post-office. The
tower and the clock face were there, but
there was no clock. The Premier was to
visit Hamilton on the 20th inst., and
when he saw the tower he was sure that
the honorable gentleman would be very
much disgusted, and would say that, for a
,paltry sum of £50 or £100, the matter
should not be any longer delayed. He
trusted, however, that the PostmasterGeneral would anticipate the, action of the
Premier.
Dr. MALONEY remarked that he was
'sorry to have to say that up to a few weeks
ago vVest Melbourne did not possess a single
post-office or a single telegraph-offiee. A
post-office had been provided by the present Postmaster-General. Honorable members should differentiate between the
electorate of Melbourne 'Vest and that
part of VVest Melbourne which was in
Melbourne. He would be very pleased if
there was one single street in his electorate which was as well supplied with
telegraph-offices as ,vas Swanston-street.
The inquiry into the Bechervaise case had
done a great amount of good, as it had
led the public to the conclusion that
something should be done to place promotions in the public service on a fair
footing. Promotion was' supposed to be
made on seniority and merit, but that was
all bosh and nonsense. Men were promoted who should not be promoted, and
it was difficult to understand upon what
principle the Public Service Board acted.
The report of the Becher~laise Committee
stated that Mr. Bechervaise was the senior
officer at the time the position of chief
inspector was vacant; and that Mr. Caldwell, who was appointed chief inspector,
was junior to Mr. Bechervaise, but had
been' engaged in work of inspection for
some time prior to the vacancy. If Mr.
Bechervaise was the, senior, and if he had
equal merit, he should have been promoted.
Nobody' could understand the classified
list issued by the Public Service Board.
;There should be a definite system of promotion. If there was a test examination,
by which men who claimed to be entitled
to a position would be able to give proof of
their ability, that would give satisfaction.
Mr. GRAVES stated that honorable
members had an opportunity every year
of ascertaining the length of service of
.e.very officer in the public service. Under
the Public Service Act every year a return
was sl}.pplied to the House showing the
length of service of each officer. He
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could not understand how the Bechervaiso
committee anived at the conclusion that
Mr. Bechervaise was senior to Mr. Caldwell. He found that Mr. Caldwell had
been in the service 36 years, and that Mr.
Bechervaise had been in the service 34
years. The honorable member for Uippsland East complained of the expense of
the Bechervaise Committee, which, he said,
amounted to £1,000. (Mr. Foster-"No.")
The honorable member lmewnow thathe was
wrong. There was an impression outside
that Members of Parliament who acted on
such committee were paid for their services, and he rose specially for the purpose
of con-ecting that impression. The cost
.of the Bechervaise Committee was as follows :-Prepamtion, £71 14s. 9d.; shorthand writing, £71 14s. 9d.; expenses of
committee, £16 7s. 9d.; printing, £120;
total, £279 17s. 3d. Honorable members
who acted on such committees did not
receive a single farthing for their services.
On the contrary, he understood that some
honorable members had been compelled to
neglect attendance at meetings of directors
for which they would have received fees
of £3 3s., £4 4s., or £5 5s.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that the statements which had been made respecting the
Bechervaise Committee were somewhat extraordinary. The honomble member for
Delatite was, as a rule, correct; and in
this instance he was conect in regard to
the number of years that Mr. Caldwell and
Mr. Bechervaise had been in the public
service. It would, however, be hardly
fair to allow the statement to go forth
without some explanation. How was it
that one man cO~lld be longer in the service
than another, and yet be a junior officer 1
,\Vhen the Public Service Board was appointed they proceeded to classify the officers, and they did not do that according to
the number of years they had been in the
service, but according to the work they
did and the salaries they were receiving.
When the classification took place, Mr.
Bechervaise was senior to Mr. Caldwell.
These officers were both in the 2nd class
at the present time. Honorable members
were in enol' when they talked about the
Public Service Board making promotions
in some unknown and mysterious way.
The list which the Public Service Board
made out was one that it was very easy to
understand, and the course which they
pursued was very simple. The Public
Service Board took the senior officers
according to their OWll classification, and
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they then asked the head of the department
for a certificate of the q1).alifications of that
officer for the position which was vacant.
As far as he. could learn, promotion was
made entirely - although the Public
Service Board said that it was not soupon the certificate of capacity given by
the head of the department. The Public
Service Board exhausted the senior officers
before they appointed a junior officer. In
this particular case the Public Service Board
named Mr. Bechervaise as the senior officer.
(Mr. Foster-" They did not name him as
senior j they called attention to the fact
that he was senior;") The honorable member might be able to draw a distinction
between naming a man as senior and.
calling attention to his being senior, but
that was a distinction which he (Mr.
Richardson) could not understand. The
only reason why Mr. Bechervaise was not
appointed was that he had not been an
inspector. He (Mr. Richardson) would
recommend Parliament and the Public
Service Board to strike out the word
"seniority" in regard to promotions. (Mr.
Foster-" Merit.") The word "merit"
was stretched a long way. (An Honorable
Member-" What was the merit in this
case?") Mr. Caldwell was an excellent
officer, and it would be contrary to the
evidence which was. given to the committee to say anything to the contrary.
Mr. Caldwell had been an inspector,
and he had gained in his experience as
inspector a knowledge of the country
and of the officers in the country, and
that was considered to be merit on his
part. Mr. Bechervaise had not that qualification.
One honorable member had
asked who made Mr. Caldwell an inspector.
Mr. Caldwell was made an inspector by
the head of a department. (Mr. Derham
- " Not the present head.") No. He had
no doubt that every officer was actuated
by the best motives, and that he had the
intention to do justice, but he must say
that in the General Post-office 'there were
too many members of the same familytoo many relations. There might not
have been the slightest wrong done, but
that had a demoralizing effect on the officers of the department, and it created a
great deal of uneasiness and dissatisfaction.
He did not, however, desire to discuss
that question. Mr. Caldwell was an
inspector, and it was for that reason
that he was promoted to the position of
chief inspector. Mr. Bechervaise had not
been an inspector.
It had occurred
Mr. Richardson.
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to him that every officer who was senio"r
should have an opportunity of proving
whether he was qualified for a position that
was vacant and to which he was entitled
by virtue of his seniority. When an officer
was transferred from one department to
another he was transferred on probation,
and the object of that probation was to
prove whether he was equal to the duties
of the new position. (Mr. Derham-"They
are supposed to be fit before they are
transferred.") The Bechervaise Committee
acted with the greatest imp~rtiality, and
he thought that the honorable member for Port Melbourne, who was kind
enough to give evidence, would bear
testimony to the fact that the' inquiry was
conducted with great impartiality. (Mr.
Foster-" Especially the question as it
affected Mr. Bechervaise.") He could
only say that he (Mr. Richardson) \Vas
a complete stranger to Mr. Bechervaise.
He came to the conclusion that the Postal
department and every other department
in the public service must necessarily
be divided into sections. An inspector
must rise from one position to another
until he eventually became the chief of
his branch. Hence the word "seniority"
ought to be blotted out as between the
departments, and it ought only to be
applied to the branch in which an officer
was engaged. There might be cases in
which it was desirable that an officer
should be transferred from one department
to another. Had it not been for a case
that was put before him by the honorable
member for Eastern Suburbs respecting
seniority he would have urged the Bechervaise Committee to recommend that the
word "seniority" should be blotted out of
the Public Service Act. Mr. Bechervaise
thought that he had been overlooked,
although he (Mr. Richardson) could not
see that the Public Service Board could
have acted otherwise than as they did.
The honorable member for Port Melbounle, when Postmaster-General, made
inquiries into the case to see whether
something could not be done to satisfy
Mr. Bechervaise at the time when
he was passed over; and the present
Postmaster-General might take that point·
into consideration also. To say that any
injustice had been done by the Bechervaise
Commi ttee was nonsense.
The inquiry
had, at any rate, let the public into the
secret of the way in which promotions
were made in the public' service, and. some
good would result from it, both to the
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Public Service Board and to the officers in
the public service. The inquiry was a fair
and impartial one, and he did not think
that any reproach could be cast upon the
chairman for the course which he took.
Mr. W. T. CARTER remarked that one
of the witnesses examined by the Bechorvaise Committee-a Mr. Green-said that
.there existed what he called" a 'Williamstown ring." From the personnel of the
committee, he would have been disposed to
suggest that it was a Ballarat ring. (An
Honorable Member-'-" A Footscray ring.")
The testimony given by the· honorable
member for Footscray was considerably
discounted by the small knowledge which·
he showed with regard to promotions. The
honorable member stated that one officer
in the post-office was promoted over 45
other officers. He (Mr. Carter) was credibly
informed that that took place before the
present Deputy Postmaster-General was
appointed to his present position, and yet
it was mentioned for the purpose of fastening it as a crime upon him. ("No.") At
any rate it was given as evidence of corruption in the Postal department. When anything was called" a vVilliamstown ring" it
touched him very closely, but in regard to
this matter he had not been asked by any of
his constituents to take the slightest action.
From what he saw of the reports of the
Bechervaise inquiry, which were published
in the newspapers from day to day, he
came to the conclusion that the inquiry
was an utterly useless one. He had been
highly amused at the notion of the honorable member for Melbourne West (who
desired that promotion in the public
service should be determined by competitive examination) seeing that the subofficers were under perpetual examination
by the heads of their departments. (Dr.
Maloney - " And there is favoritism
throughout the service.") If that could
be proved, those who were guilty of
favoritism should be sent about their business, and other officers appointed in their
stead. (An Honorable Member-" But
you canno-t prove it.") Certainly favoritism was not proved in the Bechervaise
case. The result of that inquiry was to
show that there was an able and honorable
man at the head of the Post and Telegraph
department. It had been stated with
very bad taste, unfairness, and hollowness
that there were too many of one family in
that department, but the evidence in the
Bechervaise inquiry clearly proved the
groundlessness of the insinuation that the
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permanent head of the Post and Telegraph
department had used his power, in that
high and responsible position, for the purpose of promoting his relatives. The
gentlemen who were related to the permanent head of the department were able
men. One of them was thoroughly up in
scientific knowledge, and in the practice
of science, and there was not a tittle of
evidence to show that there was any truth
whatever in the suggestion that they held
their positions owing to their relationship
to the permanent head of the department.
In the matter of promotion seniority must
give way to special fitness, and special
. fitness could only be discovered by the
officers who saw the work of the men who
were under them, so that those officers
certainly should have a say in the appointment of their sub-officers. The Bechervaise inquiry had confirmed him in the
opinions he had expres~ed on this point,
and he was satisfied that that inquiry was
brought about by an over-vain and oversensitive man, who had been deeply disappointed because he was not allowed to
come to the fair city of Melbourne instead
of being required to live in the Athens
of Victoria-Ballarat.
Mr. ARMYTAGE inquired if the Postmaster-General had heard anything from
the Railway department with regard to
the opening of a post-office at Cowie's
Creek ~
Mr. DUFFY replied that he had not
heard from the Railway department as to
the post-office mentioned by the honorable
member for Grant, but he would send
another communication to stir the department up a little, and see if he could not
get some satisfaction in the matter. The
honorable member for Emerald Hill and
the honorable members for Collingwood
had spoken about the questi'on of excessive
Sunday labour in connexion with the
electric lighting system at the General
Post-office, and he might inform those
honorable members that although no
definite answer had been given to the
officers in question, he (Mr. Duffy) at once
attended to the matter as soon as it was
brought under his notice, because he detested
Sunday labour, except such as was necessary, and he gave instructions that it was
to be avoided as far as possible. At the
same time it must be borne in mind that the
officers in question undertook that particular
employment knowing full well that they
would have to do a certain amount of
Sunday labour, and, furthermore, they were
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paid extra for it. (Mr. T. Smith-~(They
would rather do without the money.") He
(Mr. Duffy) would try to bring about an
arrangement, which would be satisfactory
to the men, and fair to the public, and
he trusted shortly to be able to report
that the difficulty had been overcome.
The honorable member for Melbourne
East (Mr. Stuart) and other honorable members had alluded to a certain
promise made with regard to the opening
of a telegraph-office in East Melb01u'ne,
near the town hall. A post-office was referred to, but it was not a post-office, but
a telegraph-office that the business men of
that district required. An influential
deputation waited upon him on the subject, and he annOlllccd to them, there and
then, his decision that, as soon as the
system of pneumatic tubes had been pe~
fected and a suitable office could be got
at a fair rent, their request should be
granted, because they were fairly entitled
to a telegraph-office. (Mi. T. Smith'~The system of pneumatic tubes will be
perfected some time early in the next
c~ntury.") He hoped not.
(Mr. Deakin
- " "What, not so soon as thaU") He had
the pneumatic tubes under weigh, and he
trusted that the system would be a success, in which case one of its results would
be the opening of a telegraph-office in
Melbourne East. The honorable member
for Dundas stated that the people of
Hamilton desired to have a clock in the
post-office tower. "\""ell, he would be very
sorry to disappoint them, in fact, he was
under the impression that the matter was
being attended to, but he would make
inquiry on the subject, and let the honorable member know the result, which
he trusted would be satisfactory. Some
honorable members had expressed the
opinion that 'the appointment of the
Bechervaise Committee and the sittings of
that committee were a mistake. He did
not think so, because before the committee
sat, and at the time it was sitting, they
heard through the press that the whole of
the department was seething with discontent, and that the permanent head of
the department was a sort of irresponsible
tyrant, who drove the whole of the officers
()f the department, and even the Minister,
before his triumphal chariot. The inquiries of the Bechervaise Committee
clearly showed that those allegations had
not turned out to be true, in fact, the
report clearly stated that there was not a
syllable of truth in them. Instead of the
jJfr, Duj}Y.
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cDnlmittee recommending the' Minister ·to'
suspend the permanent head of the department, he found that they had furnished
. the most milk-and-water report that he
supposed ever issued from a committee of
this House, and he was only astonishedhe was going to say disgusted, but that
would be hardly parliamentary-that the
committee did not make IIp their minds one
way or the other, and arrive at some definite
decision on the facts before them. He was
not going to traver3e the various arguments
that had been put forward~ that evening,
but there were just two points to which he
would refer. Mr. Caldwell's name had
been mentioned. Well, Mr. Caldwell was
as excellent an officer as could be found in
the public service, and his complete knowledge of the whole business of his branch
of the department was surprising. He had
often had to apply to Mr. Caldwell, at a
moment's notice, about some twopennyhalfpenny service in some remote part of
the country, and he invariably found -that
Mr. Caldwell knew all about it. at once,
and did not require to refer to his records,
while the aptitude with which he picked
up any points put before him was simply
astonishing. It was rather a misfortune
to Mr. Caldwell than otherwise that he
was related to the permanent head of the
department. He had to thank the honorable member for Ballarat West (Lt.-Col.
Smith) for the moderation of his tone in
bringing the matter forward that evening.
The discussion had been free from personal attacks on the permanent head of
the Post~office such as perhaps might have·
been expected, although there was nO'
better officer in the public service. That
gentleman might have his faults, and'
perhaps he had shown a certain amount
of determination to have his will carried
out, but a man in such a position required
to have a determined will; he would not
be worth his salt, but would be a nuisance
to the Minister over him and of no benefit
to the public, if he ,vas not prepared to do
his duty, and carry out, against all obstacles, what he believed to be for the
public interests. There was nothing in
filling the position of permanent head of
the Post and Telegraph department when
the Minister, Members of Parliament, and
the public agreed with him; but that
officer must be prepared to differ from the
Minister, Members of P~rliament, and the'
public if. necessary, when he knew that he .
was right and that they were wrong, and
when. past experience taught him that~
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what he proposed to do was best for the
public. The present permanent head of
the Post and Telegraph department had
hitherto done that, and he (Ur. Duffy)
believed that he would continue to do it
in the future. He (Mr. Duffy) had not
yet had time to carefully read the report
and evidence in the Bechervaise inquiry,
but when he had done so he would be
able to determine whether any action was
necessary, and, if so, what action he should
take; and he would endeavour, to the best
·of his ability, to do what was right and
just in the matter.
Mr. 'WILLIAMS stated that it very
frequently happened that it took more
than two hours to get telegraph mesosages from Bendigo to Eaglehawk, which
was not the fault of the Eaglehawk
.operators, but owing to the telegraph line
being blocked with messages to other parts
of the colony. There ought to be distinct
communication between Bendigo and Eaglehawk, because 'half of the mining in the
Bendigo district was situated at Eaglehawk. The business would warrant that
change, which would be of great benefit to
the residents of Bendigo and Eaglehawk.
(Mr.. Duffy-" I will inquire into the
matter.") As .to the Bechervaise case, he
would only refer to it in order to say that
personally he did not believe in promotion
by seniority, because, after all, merit was
the main thing to be considered, and men
should be judged according as to whether
·they were found fit or unfit for the duties
of higher positions. He did not think
there was enough in the Bechervaise case
to warrant the hubbub that was raised in
connexion with it; but the main point in
the committee's report was that senior
officers should have a chance of proving
their fitness for the duties that would
devolve upon them if they were promoted,
and if the Postmaster-General would take
that into consideration he would do away
with much of the heartburning that
existed in the Post and Telegraph department at the present time.
Mr. DUFFY remarked that he would
give the matter his careful consideration.
Mr. BAKER said he was very much
afraid that in this matter of postal and
telegraphic communication the interests of
the country districts were lost sight of.
While the Postmaster-General talked about
opening a new telegraph-office in the city
within a stone's throw of two other telegraph-offices as soon as he got into working order a system of pneumatic tubes,
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through which telegraph messages were
to be despatched to the central office, his
invariable reply to applications for increased postal and telegraphic facilities in
country districts was that there was no
money available. In his (Mr. Baker's) constituency the township of J eparit-which
had a population of about 500 people, and
was only 21 miles from the South Australian railway line-had only two mails
per week, and the people there could get
no satisfactory answer to an application
they had made for a third mail. 'Vere
they to have it ~ (Mr. Duffy-" I will
make a note of it.") There was a large
correspondence between that settlement
and other parts of the colony, and the
people were entitled to the additional
postal facilities they had asked for.
The post-office ought to be regarded
as a great educational establishment, and
not as a paying concern, and the convenience of the general public should be the
first consideration. People in country districts were told, when they applied for a
mail, that they must carry it themselves
for three months, to prove that there was
business enough to warrant it j but when
they came to Melbourne they saw in
Collins-street, within the distance of a
couple of stone's throw, no fewer than
three 'telegraph-offices and a number of
horsemen riding through the street all day
long carrying telegraph messages -the
most ridiculous spectacle he had ever seen
in his life. He would not like to show the
Postmaster-General the letters he got from
his constituents, pitching into the honorable gentleman for not complying with
their reasonable requests for postal facilities j but he could assure the Government
that unless better accommodation was prov.ided for the new settlements it would be
impossible to keep the people on the land.
If the Postmaster-General would give him
an audience over this matter, he felt confident he could convince him that the
facilities asked £01' ought to be granted.
(Mr. Duffy-" Very wellj come on Monday.") He would do so, but if he did not
get satisfaction, he would certainly have
another go in when the Estimates were
reported.
Mr. DERHAM said he was sure the
committee would be very glad to think
that it had just about heard the last of
the Bechervaise case. He was surprised
at the light and airy manner in which the
Postmaster-General said that the BechCl'vaise COlllmittee did good service; and that~
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before the committee was appointed, remarks were rife that the department was
in a condition of seething discontent. The
Minister must have known that that was
not a fact. (Mr. Duffy-" Yes, but the
public did not know that.") Parliament
ought not to be asked to appoint committees, involving enormous expense, to
inquire into mere rumours and cock-andbull stories; and he thought the honorable
gentleman ought to have shown more
firmness in the administration of the department than to have consented to the
appointment of the Bechervaise Committee.
Lt.-Col. SMITH remarked that he had
mentioned no names in the course of what
he had said with regard to the Bechervaise
Committee, but he must say-and he exceedingly regretted to have to say it,
because he never spoke unfairly of any
man unless he had some knowledge to
justify what he said-that, although he
brought this question br.fore the House
time after time during the regime of the
late Government, he could never get a
straightforward answer from the honorable
member for Port Melbourne, the then Postmaster-General. He (Lt.-Col. Smith) had
been a Minister of the Crown on three
different occasions, and he must say that
he believed that there never was a' public
man who was so completely subordinate to
the permanent head and officers of his
department as was the honorable member
for Port Melbourne when he was Postmaster-General.
Mr. DERHAM expressed the opinion
that the last 'remark of the honorable
member for Ballarat West (Lt.:Col. Smith)
was grossly unfair, but perhaps it was
what one ought to expect from the honorable member, because they all knew that
he would not hesitate to do anything or
insult anybody for the sake of pleasing his
constituents at Ballarat.
Lt.-Col. SMITH stated that he was
profoundly indifferent to whatever the
honorable member might say, because the
honorable member was utterly regardless
of the rules of debate.
Mr. DERHAM remarked that that feeling was quite mutual.
, Mr. DUNN said he was surprised that
honorable members should lose their
temper over the report of a select committee, founded on evidence given before
that committee. Surely no honorable
member would say that the report which
had been furnished to the House was not
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in accordance with the evidence. (Mr.
Derham-" No one has said that.") The
Bechervaise inquiry had proved, to his
mind, that the method of promotion in the
public service was not the best that could
be adopted, and many honorable members
were thoroughly opposed to its continuance.
He hoped the Minister would take the matter into his consideration, and endeavour
to frame such provisions in the next Public
Service Act Amendment Bill as would
effectually remove the cause of complaint.
The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £20,950 to complete the
vote (£38,450) for Telegraph Lines,
Mr. BENT remarked that the people
in his district could not get telegrams
from Melbourne to Brighton under two
hours, while messages from Melbourne to
Bendigo were despatched in one and a half
minutes; so that Bendigo was nearer to
Melbourne by telegraph than Brighton by
1 hour 58! minutes. He did not think
much of any of the Postmasters-General,
and it would be a good job if their
officers would teach them something.
He believed that the honorable member
for Port Melbourne was a good deal
officer-ridden when he was PostmasterGeneral. (Mr. Derham-" That is grossly
unfair, because it is grossly untrue.")
He hoped the honorable member would not
lose his temper. The honorable member
for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) was also
a great Postmaster-General. He found
that those gentlemen were very grand at .
speeches, but they were very little good
in office, so far as giving facilities to the
public was concel~led. The present Post- '
master-General had a little more sense
than either of the other two, and he
hoped the honorable gentleman would not
allow the officers to get the better of him.
The honorable member for Ballarat East
and other honorable members talked about
the Public Service Act; but they were
wanled long ago tha.t they were handing
over everything to the Public Service
Board. (Mr. 'Williams-" That Act was
the biggest piece of injustice ever done.")
He believed it was the biggest imposition
on the people.
The CHAIRMAN.-The matter the
honorable member is discussing does not
come under this vote.
Mr. BENT said he did not care who
was in fault; he was not going to submit
to a telegram having to take an hour and
a half to reach Brighton. He supposed
the officers of this department, the same
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as other public servants, had now become
limpets on thc State. He was giving this
reminder to the Postmaster-General now
because he understood they might not be
there very long. He understood they
were to take a walk yery soon, and before
they took that walk it was as well to know
what they were about. If he did happen
to come back again and live for another
year, he would make one to try and do
what was being done with regard to the
railways, namely,. knock a hole in the
Public Service Act. He would make one.
to go to the constituencies and point out
the enormous expense of that Act and the
very little the country got in return.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said the honorable
member for Brighton had mentioned that
it took a telegram au hour and a half to
go to Brighton, and he (Mr. Smith) could
state that it took an hour and forty-two
minutes for a telegram to go to Beaconsfield. In his case he would not put up
with the neglect, and he would advise
honorable members and. the public to do
the same as' he did with regard to the
Postal department. They sent out three
miles to his residence at Beaconsfield and
charged him three shillings; but as the
department had delayed the telegram until
it was too late to be of use he demanded
the three shillings back. (Mr. Beazley"Did you get them ~") He did. He
threatened an action, and if it had cost
him £500 he would have brought that
action to obtain those three shillings, and
the department knew it. He got the
three shillings back in three one-shilling
stamps, and he stuck to them. This little
anecdote would show honorable members
and the public that if they were determined they need not put up with the nonsense of the department. There must
be some alteration with regard to the
transmission of telegrams. A great deal
of importance might be attached to the
delay of a telegram-perhaps it might be
a case of life and death. Why did these
delays occur in Victoria 1 There must be
something wrong somewhere. The other
day he missed a telegram asking him to
go and see a patient, and the consequence
was that the patient got well. This would
show what serious consequences might
occur if a man missed a telegram.
Mr. BAKER mentioned that he had
.sent a telegram to a gentleman living
at Minimay, a place about 12 or 14
miles from the telegraph station at Goroke. The message was o~ the greatest
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importance to the person to whom the
telegram was sent. He deposited it at
the East :Melbourne office at fourteen
minutes past eleven o'clock in the morning,
and the postmistress there sent it on about
seven. minutes afterwards. He was ad!
vised, however, that the telegram did )lot
arrive at Goroke until half-past two, thus
missing the mail, which closed at a quarter
to twelve. The consequence to the gentleman to whom the telegram was sent
might be' most disastrous. The Postmaster-General had kindly promised to look
into the matter.
Mr. ANDERSON said he desired to
draw the attention of the PostmasterGeneral to the absolute necessity for erecting a coastal line of telegraph. He believed such a line could he erected very
cheaply, and it would be of great service
in the case of marine disasters as well as
in other respects.
The vote was agreed to, as was also the
vote of £75,000 to complete the vote
(£131,000) for Inland Mail Service; and
the vote of £712 to complete the vote
(£112,000) for "Miscellaneous" in the
Postal department.
MINING DEPARTMENT.
On the vote of £14,964 to complete
the vote (£25,655) for the Mining department,
Mr. PEACOCK mentioned that the Minister of Mines had been summoned home
on account of a death in his family, and
asked him to take charge of his Estimates. He hoped honorable members
would assist in passing the Estimates for
the department through that night, and
the Minister would give any information
necessary on the report.
The vote was agreed to, as was also the
vote of £41,500 to complete the vote
(£90,000) for Prospecting for Gold and
Coal.
Mr. PATTERSON said he would beg1ad
if the honorable member for Clunes would
ask the Minister of Mines to make a statement on the report with respect to the
Liihrig method of treating tailings.
Mr. PEACOCK mentioned that the
Minister of Mines had already stated that
he could not deal with the subject in any
way until he had received Mr. Cosmo
N ewbery's report upon it.
Mr. FOSTER remarked that \vhen the
vote was reported, he would ask the
Minister of Mines whether a portion of
the Prospecting vote could not be made
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availn.blo 'with respect to' other minerals
than gold 1
:Mr. LEVIEN said he would take advantage of tho same opportunity to inquire
into the present condition of the survey
~of coal measures.
Mr. PEACOCK said he would mention
the matter to the Minister of Mines at the
earliest possible opportlUlity.
FORESTS.
On the vote of £10,716 to complete the
vote (£18,754) for State Forests and Nurseries,
Mr. DUNN intimated that on the report
he intended to bring forward a very impOliant matteT in connexion with the
department of Forests.
Mr. TATCHELL observed that on the
report he would also call the attention of
the l\iinister of Mines to a case cOl1llected
with the department.
Mr. 'V. rr. CARTER said he wished to
make an acknowledgment of an error
which he was led into in TefeTence to the
Conservator of Forests, when speaking on
the Estimates last ycar. He was bound to
confess that he spoke on that occasion
with insufficient information. Had he had
the opportunity of a conversation with
Mr. Perrin there was no doubt that he
would not have spoken as he did, and he
desired to express his regret that he had
spoken from a very partial view of the
case which had been presented to him with
reference to Mr. Perrin's treatment of certain men who were under him. Mr.
Perrin had since proved to him that in
these matters he was certainly seeking to
.carry .out in a very efficient manner the
duties of his office.
Mr. BENT mentioned that he would on
the report draw attention to the item of
£8,000 for the planting R11d thinning of
trees, extension of wattle and other'plantations, and so on. Some important matters
in connexion with this expenditure would
requiTe to be dwelt upon.
j\lIr. RICHARDSON stated that he did
not feel entitled, in the absence of the
Ministerial' head of the.Forest department,
to comment upon the general policy of the
departm€l1t,but when the -vote was reported, he would direct attention to the
excessive and useless e:xpenditur.e in .oounexion with the State forests inmany.cases.
Mr. A. HARRIS. inti~ted,tna.t 11e would
on the report call attentiGn to the insufficiency of the sum set apart for cutting
tracks and opening up unexplored areas.

lVater Supply.

The total amount to be devoted to this
purpose was only £3,400.
.
The vote was agreed to, as ,vas also the·
vote of £6,511 to complete the vote
(£11,326) for" Miscellaneous" in the Mining department. .
,VATER SUPPLY.
On the vote of £ 11, 700, to complete
the vote (£21,370) for the department of
'Vater Supply,
Mr. P ArrTERSON drew attention to the
dangerous way in which the Expedition
Pass reservoir, belonging to the. Coliban
scheme, was silting up. At the present
time, also, complaints were very rife
about the condition of the water supply
in that reservoir. There had been a great
many reports made on the subject, and
the Minister ought to be in a position to
give valuable information with respect to
it. He (Mr. Patterson) would suggest
that more filter beds should be constructed
in order to purify the water supply for
domestic purposes.
:M:r. GRAHAM said he had had a report
from Mr. Stuart Murray 011 the subject of
the Expedition Pass reservoir, and it was
authoritatively stated that the reservoir
would be good for its present pm'pose formany years to come. There was not so
much danger from the silting up referred
to as the people of Castlemaine seemed to
imagine. He knew that they were anxious.
for a weir higher up the river, but were
such a work constructed it would very
soon silt up. He would be able in a few
days to give much more information on
the subject, and in the meantime he would
promise that something should be done to
purify the water supply from the reservoir
for domestic purposes.
.
Mr. BAKER begged to remind the Minister of Water Supply of the matters
brought before him by the Wimmera deputation which waited upon him yesterday.
The gentl(1)len composing that deputation
went away -very well satisfiea with the
malmer inwhich they had been receivea,
but they were deeply disappointed with
the statements made to them. Their complaintwas-UWe have had the old mswerj
we can get nothing done."JBut the nmin
thing tQ bring under the notioo of the
Minister was the present conditiGD of so
many-water trusts. No ma;tta: '0'£ grea.ter
importa.nce could possibly.be melTed to.
A very large amount .of money had been
spent on irrigation works, and they had
been partially completed, but 'until more
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mOlley was spent ·and the \Vater Act money spent in their d·istricts, they did not
Amendment Bill promised by the Ministry intend to pay interest upon it. Anothelo
was carried into law, it was impossible fOl' thing was that in some cases the farmers"
those works to be utilized. Of course, so instead of spending their shiro subsidy on
long as that was the case there could be roads, sent it to the ,Vater Supply departno return from the money already ex- went· in the shape of intere~t. It was
pended. If more money was not procured, plain that the water question ,vas becoming
and the 'Vater Act Amendment Bill was a worse thing than the l'I1ilways questiono
not placed on the statute-book, it was Take the case of the expense of the
certain that disaster would follow. Some- weir made at N alinga, in tho Minister~s
thing must be done before the present own district.
There it was-a treParliament was over. He trusted that the mendous lot of money had been spent
:Minister would lose no opportunity of upon it, and thero was no water.
urging his colleagues to take immediate II the people of Victoria could see what
action in this direction. For himself, he he had seen they would very soon stop
felt perfectly satisfied that irrigation in this this sort of thing. (:Mr. 'Villiams-" The
country would be a grand success if it was Government will neyor see the money
again.") No, and the sooner it is wiped
carried out on propel' principles.
Mr. BENrr remarked that the complaint out as a bad debt the better. \Vhat was
was that no money could be found in the required was a business committee, to
Treasury for waterworks, yet the Esti- make inquiries into what was being done
mates provided no less than £12,620 this and to report upon all these irrigation
year as against £12,680 last year for schemes. Thousands of pounds had been
salaries for officers of the 'Vater Supply spent without any water being given to
department.. If there was no money in the people, and they did not intend to
the Treasury for these works, how was it pay the interest on the money. (Mr.
that so many people had to be employed ~ ~fadden-" Nearly tho whole of the trusts
He could tell honorable members that the are paying their interest punctually.")
Railwa.ys Standing Committee in going Allover the colony~ (:Mr. Madden-"Yes;
through the country saw a great deal of if the honorable memberwoulc1100k at the
what had been done by the water trusts, last report he would see that that was
:1lld they heard a great deal mOl,"e. The .so.") He was not opposed to in'igation.
honorable member for Lowan probably The Government of which he was a memimagined that the trusts were going to ber wa.s the first to initiate domestia
pay interest on the money lent to them, supply wOTks. The honorable member
but he (Mr. Bellt) would assert that they for Kyncton, ·when Minister of \Vater
were going to do nothing of the kind.
Supply, proposed a water conservation
Mr. BAKER six'tted that, so fax as the scheme, which was opposed by the honor'Vimmera Water ~rrust and the Lowan able member for "Esscndon. But when
\Vater Trust were concerned, they had the honorable member for Essendon came
nevel' had any desire to ignore their into office he jumped the position.
responsibilities in the matter of payment
:Mr. DEAKIN said he had nevel' .at any
of interest, nor would they ever ignore time opposed irrigation or water conservathem.
tion, but did 110t think it would interest
Mr. B&~T said he understood the fue committee if he were to give the honhonorablB member's protest. No doubt orablemember for Brighton the replywhich
thel'e might be a few white crows among .he deserved on this and other points. The
the water trusts of the country, but they answer to the honOl'able membet"s statewere not many. Why, in some parts of ment that the irriga.tion expenditure should
th.-c country one could see miles and miles beinquiredinto-wasto be found in the fact
of wide ditcllCS without a drop of water in that when the late Government proposed
them. Enol'mous amounts had beenpa.id the appointment of the committee, now
to land-owners, yet there was no water. the .Railways Standing Committee, it was
Dl'ye.lllptydrains wore to be seen on every theIr intention that that committee should
side. Still the paym-ent M .'£12,620 £01' :inquire iuto all public works, including
.salaries of -officers of the department went ~ooation. The answer to the personal
00.
The whole tlUl1:g WaB a faxce. Money statemmlt made by the honOTablemember
had. .beon thl'Own away broadcast. When was -that, if .anycommitteo was proposed
tbe farmers were spoken to they simply to inquire into the expenditure on water
."winked the other eye. J' Having got the . snppiy-and irrigation, it would ha-ve llis
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hearty support. No inquiry could discover anything excepting that both zeal and
judgment had been displayed by the depart.ment. He would not assert that there
had been no faults, but these faults were
such as were inevitable in the initiation of
great schemes. He did not desire to
be personal, but he could point to works
which the honorable member for Brighton
when a Minister authorized, and which had
not been successful, but he would no more
be justified in laying that to the honorable
member's charge than the honorable member for Brighton was in laying to his (Mr.
Deakin's) charge any mistakes which might
have been made in connexion with irrigation. (Mr. Bent--" I am not laying them to
your charge.") The honorable member for
Brighton was a member of a Government
which had the credit of passing the first
great measure for water supply. That was
a measure for domestic water supply on the
plans of Messrs. Gordon and Black, and
every complaint which had been made by
the honorable member and by the honorable member for Gippsland West had
l'eference, not to works constructed under
the Irrigation Act, for which he (Mr.
Deakin) was responsible, but to works
constructed under the Act for which
the 0' Loghlen Ministry were responsible.
(Mr. "Williams - " They are everyone
failures.") The honorable member for
Horsham, the honorable member for
Lowan, and other honorable members who
represented water supply districts, as well
as the present Minister of vVater Supply,
would say that every failure that had
occurred was under Messrs. Gordon and
Black's scheme. (Mr. Foster---:" Except
Bairnsdale. ") The Bairnsdale scheme had
not yet proved to be a failure. He was
not blaming Messrs. Gordon and Black.
Becanse there had been some errors in
connexion with the schemes which these
gentlemen drew up, and which they had
to draw up with considerable expedition,
it did not follow that they should be
entirely condemned. The country beyond
Rochester to which the honorable member
for Brighton had referred was suffering
from a severe water famine, and the
O'Loghlen Ministry did an act for which
they received great credit in bringing forward a Water Supply Bill and pushing it
through in order to meet a great and pressing need. Some mistakes had been made
in giving the supply, and they "need not be
disguised and should not be concealed." No
mistakes had, however, been 'discov~red up ,
Mr. Deakin.

Water Supply.

to the present time in connexion with the
irrigation schemes and the legislation for
which he (Mr. Deakin) was responsible.
'rhe one or two failures that had occurred
under Messrs. Gordon and Black's scheme
could be rectified by the works being absorbed in the larger irrigation schemes
which were to be carried out. Those
works were intended to supply small
quantities of water over large areas for
domestic purposes and at low levels. These
low-level water supply channel~ would
make excellen t drainage channels, and
would be required in connexion with tho
irrigation schemes. He was sorry that
the honorable member for Brighton had
suggested that there would be anything
approaching repudiation on the part of
the farmers. Nothing had occurred to
justify such a statement, and 11'0 did not
believe that anything would occur to
justify it. The farmers had contended
that they should not be called upon
to pay for water until they received
it. Owing to the mannf;lr in which
schemes had been developed, farmers had
sometimes been asked to pay rates before
they had received any particular benefit
from the schemes for which they ,were
rated, and that they felt to be unjust."
~very honorable member who represented
a water. supply district would say that his
constituents would be ready and willing to
pay for water as soon as they received it.
Wherever water had been supplied to
capable farmers for irrigation purposes it
had more than paid its cost. (Mr. Foster"It will never pay in Bairnsdale.") That
was a prophecy with regard to a particular
locality which the committee must receive
with some weight, because the honorable
member for Gippsland East knew the district, but which they were bound, nevertheless, to accept with some diffidence.
In Bacchus Marsh - which presented'
the same physical features as Bairnsdale
-irrigation had been a splendid success.
(Mr. Dixon-" The people in the township
do not say so.") There had been a good
deal of feeling about the township supply,
but the irrigation supply which certain
persons had used for a number of years
had been a brilliant success. The circumstances were the same in Bacchus Marsh
as in Bairnsdale. " There ,was in both places
a rich alluvial river fiat, with the water
considerably below .it, and "the water had
to be applied in'a particular manner
because, of the porous nature of the soil.
Irrigati<;>n'at Bacchul;! Marsh had made land
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there worth from £80 to £100 per acre, and
he had yet to learn the reason w:hy irrigatio~ would not be a success at Bairnsdale.
(Mr. Foster - "The BairnsdaIe scheme
will never pay.") That was a question
for the future, and, although the honorable
member was entitled to his opinion, it was
not based on practical experience. He was
sorry that any idea of repudiation should
have been suggested. Parliament would
see that the farmers received fair and
generous treatment, repudiation would not
be attempted, but if it were attempted it
would not be permitted. The irrigation
system would be justified by its fruits, and
he was confident that it would prove one
of the best securities for foreign loans, and
the greatest assistance to industrial enterprise in the colony.
Mr. FOSTER asked the Minister of
Water Supply if he intended to take any
steps with regard' to the Bairnsdale irrigation scheme 1 It was well known that.
the scheme had been injudiciously entered
upon. In the first place it was estimated
to cost £110,000, but it was afterwards
shown that that estimate was incorrect,
and it was now known that it would
involve an expenditure of £140,000. It
would be 9n imposition on the people of his
district if the scheme was to be carried out.
Mr. GRAHAM said he did not think
that the Bairnsdale irrigation scheme
could be successfully carried out on the
high lands within the area of the trust,
but it was open to the trust to make
application to_have its boundaries altered.
(Mr. Foster-" Do you intend to do anything with regard to it as Minister of
Water Supply~") He could not J?1ove in
the matter until the trust petitioned the
Governor in Council to excise the high
lands from the area of the trust. (Mr.
Foster-" Do you believe that the trust
will pay as at present constituted 1")
Not so far as the high lands were concerned; but he did not think it was eyer
intended that the high lands should be
irrigated. The low lands in the trust's
district formed one of the best places for
irrigation in' the whole colony; so that an
alteration of the boundaries of the trust
was all that was wanted to make the
Bairnsdale irrigation scheme one of the
most successful in VIctoria. He had no
doubt that the people on the high
lands would be able to come to an
arrangement with the trust to have
their lands excised. Jn reply to the honorable member for Brighton, he might
Session 1891.-[164]
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say that the works carried out under
the old Act had been failures, but, as far
as the water trusts of the colony were
concerned, he was satisfied that they were
not going to attempt to repudiate their
liabilities. On the contrary, he believed
that they would all meet their engagements. ~'he annual report of the department recently presented to Parliament
showed that all the water trusts were
paying their interest, and tha,t the outstanding interest had been very much
reduced within the past· few months. He
certainly believed that in a few years not
a single shilling of 'interest due would
remain unpaid. No irrigation trust had
been called on to pay interest as yet, because the irrigation trusts were allowed
five years' grace before they were caIled on
to pay interest on the advances made to
them, and that time had not expired.
Mr. BOWMAN asked the Minister of
Water Supply if he would carry out the
promise made to a deputation with regard
to two gold-fields reservoirs within his
distriet 1
Mr. GltAHA~f replied in the affirmative.
Mr. MADDEN remarked that if the
information with regard to railways which
had been supplied by the Railways Committee was anything like' the information
which the chairman of that committee had
just given them about the ,vater supply
trusts, all he (Mr. Madden) could say was
that it would be very unreliable. According to the last annual report of the 'Vater
Supply department recently presented
to Parliament there were 39 water supply
trusts in the colony, and 34 of them were
paying their interest punctually. Five
water trusts were ill arrears, but action
was now being taken to compel them to
pay up, and the Minister had just informed
the committee, that within two years, all
of them, without exception, would have
paid up the whole of the money due to the
State. It was not posbible to conceive of
anything more satisfactory than that.
The honorable member for Gippsland East
said the other night that, practically, the
whole of the works were failures, and that
the State would never see a penny of the
i1.1terest. He would just like to tell that
honorable member that, as a matter of
fact, as shown by the official records, the
waterworks were paying_ 4~ per cent.,
while the railways in Gippsland were paying very little more than 1 per cent.
(¥r. Groom-" That is not correct.")
Certainly the Gippsland railways were not
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paying more than 1~ per cent. j so that if
there was ground for fault-finding, honorable members must look in the direction
of the Gippsland railways rather than in
the direction of the water supply works.
On the motion of Mr. MUNRO, progress was reported.
PARLIAMENrrARY STANDING
COMMITTEE ON RAILWAYS
REMUNERATION BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
The committee divided on the question
that clause 4, as amended, stand part of
the BillAyes
29
Noes
19
Majority for the clause...

10

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Andrews,
Armytage,
Baker,
Beazley,
Bowman,
'V. T. Carter,
Dow,
Duffy,
Dunn,
Gardiner,
Graham,
Graves,
Hall,
A. Harris,
Keys,

Mr. McLean,
" :M:unro,
" Nimmo,
" Officer,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Richardson,
" L. L. Smith,
" T. Smith,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Tllrner,
" Wheeler,'
" vVilliams.
Tellers.
Mr. Mason,
" Peacock.
NOES.

Mr.
".
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
".

Bennett,
Brock,
Craven,
Deakin,
Derham,
Dixon,
Foster,
Gillies,
Gordon,
Harper,

J. Harris,
Laurens,
Madden, ,
Methven,
Staughton,
Tatchell,
Zox.
Tellers.
Mr. Forrest,
" Pa tterson.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

PAIR.

Mr. Shiels.

I

Mr. Cameron..

Discussion took place on clause 5, which
was as follows :"1. In addition to the attendance fees by
this Act payable to members of the committee,
every member thereof (including the chairman
and vice-chairman) shall, from the time of the
passing of this Act, be entitled to a further sum
of £1 Is. per diem for the expenses incurred
by him when travelling, whether by land
or water, and also to any charges of railway,
steam-boat, coach, or other conveyance, pajd
by him when so travelling, whenever such
expenses and charges have. been necessarily incurred in the performance of his duties as a
member of such committee.
"2. If any member of the committee (inc~uding the chairman and vice-chairman), who

usually resides more than 20 miles from
Melbourne, in order to attend in Melbourne the
meetings of the committee, or of any sectional
committee of which he is a member, is necessarlly absent from his usual residence, ~uch
member, from the time of the passing of this
Act, shall, in addition to his fee for attendance
at any such meeting, be entitled for each day to
the sum of £lls. for travelling expenses. This
sub-section shall not apply to any meeting of the
committee, or any sectional committee, held in
Melbourne during a session of Parliament.
"3. No member shall in any case be entitled
to more than £1 Is. for travell1ng expenses in
respect of the same day.
"4. The attendance fees and the travelling
expenses and charges payable to any member
of the committee pursuant to this Act shall be
in addition to any payment received by such
member pursuant to any Act as reimbursement
of his expenses in relation to his attendance in
the discharge of his parliamentary duties."

Mr. STAUGHTON said he thought this
clause was in the right direotion, because
it was only right that a member of the
committee should be recouped the expenses
he incurred. He would point out, however, that by the 2nd sub-section of the
clause a member of the committee residing
more than 20 miles from Melbourne
who came in to attend a meeting of the
committee would be entitled to the sum
of £1 Is. for travelling expenses. Surely
it could not take an expense of a guinea to
come 20 miles by train to Melbourne to
attend a meeting? Practically, this meant
adding another guinea to tile attendance
fee of a member of the committee. The
proper course was to do as was done in the
case of other committees, namely, pay the
expenses actually incurred. ,.
Mr. GORDON said there seemed to be
a misunderstanding among members as to
whether. this guinea for travelling expenses
was to cover the whole of the expenses of
each member of the committee. Was the
guinea to be given, and the expenses of refreshments, and that sort of thing, to be
paid for in addition?
Mr. MUNRO replied in the· negative.
Mr. ARMYTAGE stated that he desired
to enter his protest against the manner in
which these expenses were proposed to be
paid.
..
Mr. PATTERSON observed that he was
strongly impressed with the fact, after
what he had seen in connexion with this
Bill, that it would be necessary in future
to appoint a committee of a non-parliamentary character. He regretted to have
to say this, but he thought that in this
matter they were acting on a wrong principle altogether. The members of this
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committee had done excellent work, but committee, while at the same time he
the principle of the Bill was pernicious. admitted th,at they had done very good
(Mr. Mason--" It is your own Bill.") The work.
Bill of the late Government did not provide
Mr. DIXON said he would like to know
for any payment. It was extreme rash- whether he was right in understanding
ness on the part of the Premier, who was the Fremier to indicate that the guinea
complaining of want of money, to force mentioned in the clause was to cover all
this Bill through the House at the present the expenses of a membor of the comcritical time, when the country w.as in a mitted (Mr. Duffy-" Not locomotion.")
perfect jumble. Sufficient had already Then it was to be understood that the
occurred to show the necessity of a non- guinea 'Would coyor all expenses but locoparliamentary committee in future. Some motion ~ That was to say the expense of
fifteen years ago he (Mr. Patterson) was luncheon, &c. (Mr. Munro-" Everything
member of a Royal commission of which except conveyance.") In his opinion, the
the honorable member for Ballarat vVest better course would be to strike this clause
(Lt.-Col. Smith) was chairman. (Mr. Bent out of the Bill altogether. 'rhe cOlllmittee
- " And I -was a member.") That com- had already decided that the chairman was
mission travelled all over the country to to have £4 4s. and the members of the
inquire into the system of local govern- committee £3 3s. each for each sitting,
ment. They laid the foundation of the and that the total expenditure should be
splendid system of local government which limited to £5,000. If the matter was left
now existed. They trayelled through the in that position the country would know
whole of the colony from end to end, and exactly to what expenditure it was comthey did work equal in its eharacter to mitted.
anything that had eyer been done by this
Mr. S'fUART said he thought this disrailway committee. They spent their time cussion was unworthy. of the Assembly
from a feeling of patriotism without any and of the country: The appointment of
payment; but now, every man before he this committee was proposed by the late
did anything in this House wanted to Government, of which the honorable memknow how much he was going to be paid, ber for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) was a
and they were told, forsooth, that if the prominent member, and now the honorable
payment was not ample the committee member mad~ a violent speech against the
would cease work. What kind of a spirit Act and the whole principle of it.
Mr. PATTERSON remarked that the
was this that was being introduced ~ In
days when the Government were talking honorable member's statement was absoabout retrenchment, what did they mean lutely incorrect. ' 'rhe Bill ~f the late
by proposing a Bill of this kind on the Government contained no provision for
eve of going before the country ~ (Mr. fees or payment whatever. (Mr. vVilliams
L. L. Smith-" This is a second-reading - " But your Government promised it.")
speech.") It was a speech of truth, 'at all Noone could construe the statements made
events. They were told, forsooth, that either by the late Premier or any other
there must be a' feeling of freemasonry person connected with the late Government
amongst members, and. that they must as giving aliy promise of payment.
have such brotherly love for One another
Mr. S'fUART stated that if the honorthat when they were asked by their fellow- able member for Castlemaine denied that
members for payment they must give it the late Government promised payment
without any consideration whatever. He to the committee he could refer 'the
said that this was sapping the patriotism honorable member to lIansa1·d. If the
of the House and .interfering with the honorable member took the trouble to
liberty and freedom of members. He look up that admirable record of their
himself had been challenged by some proceedipgs, he would find that if he
members of the committee for the stand himself did not personally promise payhe had taken in connexion with this Bill, ment the late Premier practically did.
and was not that a most indecent and im- But, quite apart from that, there was this
proper thing ~ It was time they should re- question: A committee had been apconsider the step they were, taking in this pointed to do certain work which the pubmatter. He was convil1ced that the Bill lic demanded should be done. vVell, if
was in the wrong direction, and he was the work was to be done well it should be
ere the members of the
sorry that a measure had ever been ,veIl paid for.
brought in to pay the members of this committee to be asked to spend their own
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money in travelling over the country 1
Would any horiorable member like to give
his valuable time, an<;l put his hand in his
own pocket also, in order to thoroughly
investigate the railway wants of sU2h a
place as Korumburra 1 Why, the mem-,
bel'S of the committee had often to devote
days and weeks together to their work.
It was utter nonsense some honorable
members talking in the way they did. If
tho members of the committee were not
to be paid, lot that be boldly stated-but
what would it mean? That the committee
were not wanted at all. But could it oe
said that thoy wore not wanted when they
had already saved the country hundreds
of thousH,nds of pounds? Why, then, talk
about the expenditure of a few hundreds
in paying their expenses? It was a wellunderstood rule all over the world that, in
order to got good work, good pay must be.
given. If it did not matter whether the
work was good or bad, of course bad pay
would do.
Mr. McLEAN expressed regret that the
honorable memb81~ fo~ Castlemaine (Mr.
Patterson) did not realize the necessary
effect of his own work. When this committee was being appointed, he (Mr.
McLean), not being a member of the then
Government, pointed out the objections
that could be urged against .the principle
of creating offices in order to provide for
Members of Parliament. In, fact he
opposed the appointment. of the committee
on this very ground, and particularly he
mentioned that the appointment would
necessarily involve payment. It was
unreasonable to expect that the members
of the committee would give their whole
time to the country without remuneration.
But did he on that occasion receive any
assistance from the honorable member for
Castlemaine 1 (Mr. Patterson-" I was
then a member of the late Government.")
He (Mr. McLean) was the only member of
the House who drew attention to these
matters. (" No.") At all events, he
pointed out that the members of the committee would eventually have to he p~id,
and tho. then Government did not repudiate'
the idea. (Mr. Mnnro-" They admitted
times without number that there woul<i be
payment.") (Mr. Patterson-CiIt was never
admitted by the late Government.") He
did not beliovo that any member of the
then Government ever said one ,vord that
could reasonably lead the House and
the country to think they did not
intend there should be payment. He

felt assured that none of the honorable member's colleagues would venture
to assert that they did say such a word.
The late Chief Secretary followed him
(Mr. McLean) when the subject was discussed last session, and he never attempted
to lead the House to believe that the committee would not in due course be paid.
On the· contrary, it was' pointed out that
the New South 'Vales committee were not
paid during the first session, but that
afterwards remuneration was provided for
them. No such arrangement was made
in the first instance, because it was left to
be seen whether good work would be done.
It was not asserted now that the committee had in any way disappointed the
expectations of honorable members, therefore, upon the whole, he entirely failed to
see why the present Govenlment could be
accused of doing what the late Government did not intend to do.
Mr.STAUGHTON remarked that, in the
face of the fact that the expenses of each
member of the committee would amount
some days to, perhaps, 5s.,· and on other
days, perhaps, to 55s., the proposal now
made involved an exceedingly mean
method of dealing with the matter. Why
could not some system. be adopted of
letting the expenses be paid as they were
incurred? That would be a much fairer
principle, and one far less open to objection. It was the paltriness of the present principle that he most objected to.
(Mr. L. L. Smith-" Do you want the
State to pay the expenses1") Yes, but he
did not want to see the members of the
committee treated like a lot of fools.
Mr.· TRENWITH said he would like to
point out to the last speaker that this
Bill proposed, not to limi t the amount of
the expenses incutred by members of the
committee, but simply to define how much
of these expenses the country should be
called upon to pay, a~ld it seemed to him
(Mr. Trenwith) that the amount set down
for the purpose was a fairly liberal sum.
He did not think it would be found necessary for any member of the committee to
spend more than £1 per day. Indeed, it
was not contended that £1 per day was
not sufficient for the purpose. In the
case of some members lOs. per day would
often be enough to cover all the expenses.
(Mr. Staughtoll'-"Then why not let their
expenses be paid as they aTe incurred ~")
Because it could not be said what they
would amount to. For instance, it was
impossible
to anticipate, what sum might
.
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be required for coaching. The Bill, therefore only defined what sum should be
allo~ved to members for actual living
expenses. Probably some members would
spend more than £1 per day, while others
would not spend anything like that sum,
but, certainly, it seemed ample for the
reasonable expenses of any member. If
one member chose to be more economical
than another, he would then probably
qualify himself for two votes by-abd-by. If
another member was so extravagant as to
spend more than £1 per day., it should be
for him to make up the extra amount.
What he (Mr. Trenwith) protested against
was the charge of meanness, for he
thought there was not the smallest justification for it.
Mr. PATTERSON stated that he would
recall to the recollection of the Chief
Secretary what the ex-Premier really did
say on this subject. 'When the Bill of
last session was introduced, the honorable
gentleman spoke. as follows : "In this Bill we have omitted the provision
with regard to remuneration, because ~ve prefer
that at any rate we should .1w,ve a ~rH~1 of the
system without remuneratIOn. If 1t 1S found
that members who may be appointed to this
committee are able to give sufficient ti~ne-~ea
sonable time-to the performance of theu' dut1es,
and are willing to devote it, I see no reason
why they should be remunerated; but if it
should turn out, as is said to have been the case
in New South "Vales, tha,t the time demanded
for the performance of these duties is so grecLt
that really it would be impossible .for members
to give it without some remuneratlOn, of course
the matter would have to be re-considered. I
think, however, we may reasonab.ly refu.se to
make any provision for re~l1uneratlOn u~tll the
measure has been in operatIOn for some jilme and
has had a trial."
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whether the circumstances of the present time
require payment or not. If the members of
the committee are required to devote the whole
of their time to the work, they ought to be
compensated. The Government regard the
question as a perfectly open one."

In the Legislative Council, Mr. J. A.
"Wallace asked whether the members of
the committee would be paid for their
services, and the reply given by the then
Minister of Defence was as follows:"The Hon. ,J. BKLL.:-It is not proposed at
present to pay the members. When the New
South "Vales Act was passed no paymeut was
provided for the members of the cOl~lmittee.
It was however, found that the work lllvolved
a great tax upon their time, and an amending
Bill was passed, which gave each member of the
committee £3 :3s. per sitting, with the exception
of the chairman, who received £4 4s. ,.

The late Miuister of Justice was emphatic
on the point. rrhe honorable gentleman
said" But I do not think that the services of those
gentlemen will go long unrewarded. I have
confidence in the liberality of Parliament, and I
believe there will be such a ca,ll on their time
that it will be deemed to be most unfair for the
country to take advantage of their good natUl:~,
and that, if not in this session, in the next
session of Parliament provision will be made,
either by special Bill or on the Estimates, to
provide fair and adequate remuneration for the
members of this committee."

Mr. DEAKIN stated that he was, and
had always been, personally in favour of
paying the Railways Standing Committee.
The late Government considered this question in Cabinet, and there"was a majority
against payment. It was, therefore, agrec.d
that each Minister should express only Ius
own views on the subject. Mr. Cuthbert
gave his own views in the Council, and
The measure had not been in operation
he (Mr. Deakin) took the same course in
beyond the trial period, and during the
that Chamber.
trial period there was to be no remuneraMr. ARMYTAGE remarked that the
tion. The statement which he had read
proved conclusively that no promise was honorable member for Melbourne East.(Mr.
made by the late Government to pay the Stuart) had said that this discussion was
unworthy of the dignity of that Chamber.
committee.
He quite agreed with that statement. It
Mr. TURNER said that, as the honor- was most unseemly that honorable memable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patter- . bers should stand up and try to suek the
son) had read the sta~em~nt which w~s blood of the country in the way that they
made by the late PremIer, It was only fall' were doing. (An Honorable Memberthat he (Mr. Turner) should read to the "'What about your £300 per year 1")
. committee the statements that were made Honorable members received £300, and
by other Ministers on the. same subject. that was no reason why they should try
The late Chief Secretary sald-- .
to sponge on the country for an additional
"'Yhat the Government say to the House is
sum of about £700 1. year. (Mr. L. L.
that the question of payI~.1ent is o~e to be conSmith-" Shame.") He did not know
sidered ill connexion w1th the Clrcumstances
why the honora.bie member should cry
under which the committee will act. 'Ye will
" Shame."
ask honorable memhers at a later stage to say
Session 1891.-[165]
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Mr. L. L. SMITH asked whether the
honorable member for Grant was in order
in charging other honorable members with
::;ponging on the country ~
rrheCHAIRMAN.-The expression used
was "sponge on the country." I must·
confess that I do not know the meaning of
it.
Mr. AHMy/:eAGE said that a large
amount of money had already been voted
to the Hailways Standing Committee.
,Vas it right that honorable members
should try to get another £ 1 a day out of
the country? It was stated that the
travelling expenses of the Hailways Standing Committee would be considerable, but
the committee had not to pay a penny for
travelling by rail, and the pe.ople interested
in proposed lines, would surely provide
means of conveyance for the committee
when they visited their districts. (Mr.
liVilliams-" rrhey have declined entertainment of any description.") "When the
country understood that the members of
the Hailways Standing Committee were to
get nearly £700 a year each, they would
cry "shame."
Mr. METHVEN stated that he believed
that the Hailways Standing Committee
should be paid, and when the Bill under
which the committee was appointed ",vas
before the Assembly, he advocated the insertion of a clause providing for payment.
At the same time, he contended that other
committees, such as the Coal Commission
and the. Gold Commission, which had done
excellent work, were also entitled to
payment.
~ehe clause was agreed to.
Mr. GILLIES proposed a new clause,
proyiding that the Bill should remain in
force until the end of the present Parliament. He said that it was extremely
desirable that this question should be left
open, so that it might be dealt with by a
new Parliament.
Mr. :MUNRO said that honorable members were aware of the great amount of
ill-feeling that was caused in previous years,
when the question of payment of members
was before Parliament, and they did not
desire tha,t the discussion which had taken
place on this Bill should be repeated at
the beginning of a new Parliament. If the
next Parliament wanted to repeal this
measure, they could do so. It was a much
more agreeable task to make provision of
this kind for a future committee than for
a committee that was already in existence.

It had been a very delicate matter to
introduce this Bill at all, because it affected
certain honorable members; but there was
no delicacy in dealing with such a matter,
so far as it affected a committee to be
appointed hereafter. The honorable member for Eastern Suburbs had better allow
the Bill to pass as it stood. The Minister
of Lands had suggested to him that the
amendment would place a certain amount
of patronage in the hands of the Government. (Mr. Gillies-" '1'he remuneration
could be determined before the committee
was appointed.") It was then that the
greatest trouble would arise, because every
honorable member who expected to be on
the committee would have something to
say as to what the payment should be.
Mr. GILLIES said that if the payment
remained fixed, honorable members would
know exactly the value of a position on
the Hailways Standing Committee. The
new Parliament might disapprove of payment, and its hands should not be tied.
The present committee would retire at the
end of this Parliament, and the new Parliament should have an opportunity of
re-considering the whole question.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that the Hailways Standing Committee had to b~
appointed at the beginning of the session,
and it would be difficult to get any Bill
passed at the beginning of a session. If
this amendment were agreed to, the committee wonld have to be appointed long beforo this matter could be dealt with, and
the difficulty which had been experienced
this session would occur again. The present Parliament, which had had experience
of the ·working of the committee, knew
better what ought to be done than a new
Parliament. He would really feel obliged
to the honorable member if he would
withdraw the clause.
Mr. J. HAHHIS said he felt as strongly
as the Premier did on this question, but
in an opposite direction.
Parliamelit
would commit a huge blunder if it made
this Bill a permanent Act, because the
measure ought to terminate with the
pr~sent Parliament.
The trouble the
Premier seemed to anticipate was a myth,
becanse this was a totally different measure from the Act authorizing the pay-"
ment of members of the Legislative Assembly. rrhis committee was a tentative one,
and he hoped that next session its constitution would be altered, and that some
competent persons who were not Members
of Parliament would be appointed.
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Mr. WILLIAMS remarked that he
would like to remind honorable members of
what happened when the Act authorizing
payment of members expired by effiuxion
of time in 1880. A Bill was introduced
into the Assembly at the beginning of the
session, and three or four months afterwards it was defeat.ed. A general election
subsequently took place, and when the
new Parliament met the whole question
had to be threshed out again. The same
result would follow if they made this a
tentative measure, and it would be the
worst possible thing for the country to
have the question brought up in Parliament session after session.
Mr. ZOX expressed the opinion that
there was no analogy between this measure
and the Act authorizing the p::tyment of
members of the Assembly, because the
latter was submitted to and approved by
the country, whereas this measure was an
innovation on the custom that Members
of Parliament should not be paid anything
-in addition to the £300 .a year which
they received to reimburse their expensesfor .serving on commissions or committees.
This Bill proposed to give the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways
£5,000 per annum, and make that a permanent charge on the.people of the colony.
Why should the measure be made a permailent Act of Parliament, seeing that
they did not know how long the Railways
Commi ttee 'Would remain in existence ~
What he said was-" Pay the members of
the Railways Committee up to date, and
give the country an opportunity of expressing its opinion as to what should be
dono." (Mr. Williams-" The new Parliament can repeal the Xct if the country
does not approve of it.") But why should
the new Parliament have the trouble of repealing the Act~ If the members of the Railways Standing Committee were in future to
be paid for their services on that committe~
no Member of Parliament would feel justified in 'giving his time and services to the
work of any select committee or commission. It was a very wrong thing to pass a
permanent Act of Parliament for the payment of £3 3s. a day to every member of
the Railways Committee, and £1 Is. per
day for travelling expenses in the country,
with an extra £1 Is. per day for the chairman. He was quite certain that the
people would not tolerate the proposal
that Members of Parliament, who were
already paid £300 a year each, should
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saddle the country with further payments
for their services to the extent of £4,000
or £5,000 per animm.
Mr. GORDON said he hoped the leader
of the Opposition would go to a division
on this question. It was really surprising
that the Premier should press his views Sf'
very strongly on the committee. (Mr.
Munro-" I want the question disposed of
once for all j I am sick of the whole
thing.") It was a very disagreeable matter
no doubt j but, as the present committee
would die with the present Parliament,
why not leave the next Parliament to
determine the question in the way that the
people desired ~ rrhere would be n08difficulty in passing a Bill early in the session
and appointing a committee afterwards,
and that would be far preferable to the
proposal in this Bill.
Mr. TRENWITH remarked that he was
in favour of paying the members of the
Railways Standing Committee, believing
the principle to be a good one. If the
country approved of the payment of the
Railways Standing Committee, it would be
re-appointed, along with the other committees, as the first business of the new Parliament. This committee could not have
an existence without an Act of Parliament,
and if the Act was limited to the life of the
present Parliament the whole of this delicate and disagreeable business would have
to be gone over again before the members
of the committee could be appointed next
session j and honorable members would
leave themselves open to the charge of
being" spongers on the country," which,
although the Chairman did not understand
it, was evidently intended to mean something disagreeable. As he did not desire
that Members of Parliament should be
open to offensive remarks of that character
when they were dealing with the question in
the public interests and for the public benefit, he thougnt that they ought to make
this measure a permanent Act j and if the
new Parliament found it necessary to adopt
a different policy with regard to the Railways Standing Committee, they could repeal this measure, and pass any other Act
which the country desired. If they left
this question to be raised every session it
would lead to more acrimonious debates.
It would be very unwise to entail 011
the new Parliament any business that
could now be disposed of, because there
was sadly too much time wasted every
session.
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The oommittee divided on the clauseAyes ...
17
Noes ...
21
Majority against the clause

4

AYES.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Mr.
"
"
"

"
"

"
"
"
"

Bennett,
Brock,
Craven,
Forrest,
Gardiner,
Gillies,
Gordon,
Harper,
Laurens,

.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Madden,
Methven,
T. Smith,
Staughton,
Tatchell,
zox.
rPelle.n.
Mr. Armytage,
" J. Harris.

NOES.

Andrews
Beazley,
Bent,
Bowman
"V. T. Carter,
Duffy,
Foster,
Graham,
Graves,
Hancock,
Keys,

Mr. Leonard,
" Mason,
" 1\1unro,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Peacock,
" Trenwith,
" Turner,
" Wheeler.
Tellers.
Mr. Best,
" L. L. Smith.
PAIRS.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Cameron,
Deakin,
Derham,
Dow,
Richardson.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Shiels,
Hall,
Baker,
McLean,
vVilliams.

MI'. BENrr said he ,vished to explain
that he voted in this division because
he was not personally affected by the
result.
The preamble having been agreed to,
the Bill was reported with an amendment.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes to midnight, until Tuesday,
November 17.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, November 17,' 1891.
Informal Communications-Fences Act--Melbourne and
Williamstown Tramway Bill-Bendigo Art Gallery Site
Bill-Loan Bill-Constitution Act Amendment Act
Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyfour minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions against the Constitution Act
"Amendment Act Amendment Bill were
presented by the Hon. N. THORNLEY, from

Fences Act.

the Dundas Shire Council; by the Hon.
D. MEI...vILLE, £ro111 the Lancefield Shire
Council; by the Hon. T. DOWLING, from
the Ripon Shire Council; by the Hon. D.
COUTTS, from the Korong Shire Council,
and from the Inglewood Borough Council;
and by the Hon. T. BRUNTON, from the
Romsey Shire Council.
INFORMAL COMMUNICATIONS.
The PRESIDEN'r.--I have received two
letters-one addressed to me by the town
clerk of St. Kilda, on behalf of the St. Kilda
council, the other by Mr. VV. J. G. O'Grady
-both expressing opposition to the Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment
Bill, but I cannot receive them as petitions
as they are l1.Ot in form.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR stated that
he had received a number of letters of a
similar kind from the secretaries of diffe~ent shire councils.
r:rhe Hon .. F. S. DOBSON said that he
believed that that was pretty well the case
with all honorable members; certainly he
had received a dozen or fourteen letters
in opposition to the Constitution Act
Amendment Act Amendment Bill, but he
had not deemed it his duty to mention
them to the House because he knew it
was against the staliding orders.
'rhe Hon. N. THORNLEY remarked
that he had received an informal petition
against the Bill from the Minhamite Shire
Council, but as it was not in order he
would not seek to present it to the
House.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON observed that
the Bacchus Marsh Shire Council had likewise forwarded to him a petition against
the Bill for presentation to the House,
but as it was not under the seal of the
council he could not present it.
FENCES ACT.
The HOll. 'r. DOWLING asked the
Minister of Justice if it was the intention
of the Government to introduce this ses- .
sion a Bill for the amendment of the
Fences Act, making it compulsory on
owners of adjacent lands to pay half the
cost of erecting rabbit-proof fencing1
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he had
ccmsulted the Minister of Agriculture, who
was in favour of the principle involved in
the question, and would, if possible, endeavour to bring in a Bill this session to
give effect to it.
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MELBOURNE AND vVILLIAM.STOvVN
TRAMvVAY BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. VV-. H.
ROBERTS, this Bill was read a first time.
BENDIGO ART GALLERY SITE
BILL.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
this Bill was read a third time and passed.
LOAN BILL.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said: - Mr.
President, in moving the second reading
of this Bill I will call the attention of
honorable members to the fact that it departs from the practice that has been followed recently, and seeks to authorize the
Government to float a loan in excess of
our immediate requirements.
So far
it returns to the practice which, I believe,
was laid down by Mr. Service when in
office, of bringing in a Loan Bill
for a much larger amount than is immediately required, in order that the
fluctuations of the market may be
watched with a view to float portions -of
the loan on the English market at the
most favora,b1e opportunities. Unfortutlately, during the last few years, we have
- been almost compelled to pass Loan Bills
at the last moment. The result has been
that the financiers at home have had far
too long notice of our requirements and
of our intentions, and consequently they
have had an opportunity of more or les~
working the English money market to
their own advantage. Now, by returning
to the original practice, I think we shall
at all events have an opportunity of
securing loans for the colony on the best
possible terms. This Loan Bill - is for
£6,000,000, and it provides that not more
than £2,000,000 shall be floated in any
financial twelve months. That is an
amount which, I think, will be generally
approved of as beillg tho amount of loan
money we might safely spend in one year,
but beyond which it would not be wise to
go within that period. The interest on
this loan is fixed at a maximum of 4 per
cent., in order to meet any possible contingency, but it is still hoped that we
shall be able to float our loans at 3! per
cent., which, on tho whole, it seems is
the rate on which the colony can borrow
money from England to the best advantage. Another alteration is that the loan
may be redeemed by the Government of
the day at any time during the five years
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after the expiration of 30 years from the 1st
January, 1892, on giving twelve months'
notice, but if the loan is not redeemed in
the course of those five years it must
be redeomed at the end of 35 years.
rfho object of the five years is to give the
Treasurer of the day an opportunity of
paying off a loan by such means as he
may deem advisable, and at such time
as may be most advantageous to the
colony. Another alteration is that, instead of the interest being made payable
on the 1st July and the 1st January,
which has been the cause of the interest
of a current half-year being passed over
to the following half-year, the dates are
made the 30th June and 31st December.
This is a small beginning in the right
direction, and perhaps, as time goes on,
it may pave tho way to the interest that
has accrued during a financial year being
paid in that financial year. In connexion
with the amOl~nt to be raised honorable members will notice that there is
£5,000,000 for railways and £1,000,000
for irrigation, of which £2,000,000 are to
be raised in this financial year, assuming
the condition of the market to be satisfactory. The figures stand as follows:In connexiol) with the railways, the
amount authorized to be expended at
present in, excess of loans is £1,075,671,
and it is expected that an additional
-amount will be required, not yet authorized, up to the 30th June, 1893, of
£455,000, making a total of £1,530,671.
Of that total it is expected that £810,000
will be expended before the 30th June,
1892. Some portion of that £810,000 has
already been expended. Then, with regard
to irrigation, taking the national works of
irrigation and water supply, there is an
amount of £207,491 required to complete the Goulburn, the Loddon, and the
Kow Swamp, and Lower Loddon works.
The total estimated cost of the water
supply and irrigation trusts is £1,919,770,
of which there has been expended to date
£1,341,785, leaving £577,985 still to be
provided. In addition to this there are
works estimated to cost about £120,000
which have been sanctioned, and which
will include the supply of water to the
mallee district. This makes the total
amount required £905,476, against which
there is a balance of loans unexpended of
£222,460, leaving to be provided up to the
30th June, 1893, £683,016. Honorable
members will see that after these two items
are provided for there will not be a very
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great, or in fact any, surplus out of the
£2,000,000 proposed to be floated in the
present financial year. I may remind
honorable members thatin1889a Victorian
Government Stock Act was passed, authorizing the issue' of rrreasury-bonds to the
amountof £750,000. Only a very smallportion of the stock has been sold; there still remains unsold stock to thevalue of £619,900.
It is being disposed of very gradually, and
as the money comes in it will be available
for the purpose of refunding to the public
account money spent for other purposes.
I need hardly remind honorable members
that our present indebtedness, exclusive of
the am01.Ult dealt with in this Bill, is
£43,610,264. That is not an amount
that need frighten us, but it is an amount
that should, at all events, suggest caution
in the future, and should make it clear to
uS that our dealings should be of the
limited nature proposed in this Bill,
namely, not mote than £2,000,000 in the
twelve months.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-Mr. President,
I have only a few remarks to make with
regard to this Bill. Sir Frederick Sargood has indicated what I think is an
entirely new departure with rega.rd to
the floating of loans-that is, giving
five years at the end of the first-named
period for redemption during which the
Government of the colony may exercise
its option to either payoff the loan or
delay payment. I know that that is a
feature of the Bill which is very fH,vorably
regarded in some weighty circles at home,
but it has always appeared to me that the
effect will be this-that during the additional five years our loans will invariably
stand at pat or thereabouts. If the Government has the option of calling up the
debentures, or paying them off at very
short notice, the holders of the debentures
will take that circumstance into account
in estimating their then value. Supposing
a loan were floated at 3k per cent., and a
year or two prior to the commencement of
the final five years it stood at £105 or
£, 104, it would drop down suddenly in all
likelihood to £ 100. On the other hand,
if it was a discount loan, and the price
stood at £95 or £96, it would simply
jump up. This change will have a curious
effect on the market, and I am not aware
wh~ther the same idea has been adopted
by any other country.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-The Cape loans
were floated in this way. They have it
30 and 20 years' margin.
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The Hon. J. SERVICE.-Yes, but "has
the time mentioned in any Loan Act expired in anyone instance 1
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-N o.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-I know that
the thing has been legislated for, but I am
curious to know what the result will be at
the end of the term. However, I do not
offer any objections tg the Bill.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Under the
present circumstances the premium gradually drops down to nothing as the time
comes for repayment.
rrhe Hon. J. SERVICE.-Certainly.
rrhe effect of this change will be that
some of our loans will be quoted in the
market at a very much reduced rate. I
do not think there is very much in the
point, but it struck me at the moment.
It will be interesting to those who may be
spared to see· the redemption of any of
these loans to watch the result of this
new departure.
Sir W. J. CLARKE.-Sir, I quite agree
with the objection which Mr. Service
has offered to this Bill. I think that it
is a mistake to give to the Goyernment
the proposed margin of five years for the
redemption of a loan. If money is cheap
at the time then I suppose t.hat the debentures will be paid off, but if it is not
the debenture-holders will have to wait.
That will give uncertainty which, in con..
nexion with such a matter, is always
unsatisfactory. I think the capitalists
in England would object to any unsettled
term, particularly at the option of only
one party. If it were at the option of both
parties then there might be no objection~.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS.-Mr. President, I agree with the remarks which Mr.
Service has made: The quotations of the
market have always beeIl a source of
trouble, and to give the Government an
additional five years for the redemption of
the loans would rather intensify that
trouble. I take exception to the proposal
to allow the Government to increase the rate
of interest on our debentures. We have been
gradually reducing the rate of interest,
and it would be a great mistake to now
take a step in the other direction. I think
it is understood that the Goyernment can
always make a better bargain by selling
the debentures at a discount than at a .
premium.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-Former Loart
Acts contained the same provision, and the
loans were floated at 3i per emit.
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The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS.-That may
be so, but I think that it is a mistake. If
the rate of interest is fixed at 3 ~ per cent.
then the Government will simply have to
take the price which our debentures will
command in the market. I suppose that
the £6,000,000 provided for in this Bill
will be the only money borrowed during
the ensuing seven years.
rrhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL.-I should hope
so.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS.--The information which the Metropolitan Board
of Works has received with regard
to the loan which they had intended
to :float is of a very discouraging nature,
and it must be remembered that the Government will have a loan of £2,500,000
to meet about 1894.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-That will be a
conversion.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS,--Yes. It
is just as well that a matter of this kind
should be clearly understood. Our sympathy should be with the Treasurer and
with the Government in dealing with the
difficulties which have arisen in connexion
with the finances; still, it seems to me
that they have gone too far in depreciating the condition of the colony. They are
perfectly right in showing the state of
the finances and the necessity of economy,
but it is not a good policy to proclaim to
the world how bad things are. I am in'~
clined to think that itwould have been much
more to our advantage if there had been a
little less of this depreciation of our position on the part of those who administer
our finances_ We are proposing to go into
the London money market with our securities depreciated to the lowest extent, and
what the Government ought t.o have done
was to try and keep our securities in good
favour. I have no objection to the Bill,
but I think the rate of interest should be
fixed, and we should accept the price
which our debentures will command at the
time a loan is :floated.
The Hon. C. J. HAM.-Mr. President,
it appears to me that the ptoposal to
allow a five years' margin for the redemption
of a loan is a very wise one. The period
of 30 years may expire at a time when
Europe is convulsed by a war, or when it
would be most disastrous to go into
the money market to raise a loan, and
this is only a precautionary measure,
which is taken, as I understand, with the
advice of high financial authorities in
England.
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Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-rrhey advised
twenty years.
The Hon_ C. J. HAM.---It seems to me
that we are only taking a prudent course.
Although power is given to the Government to increase the rate of interest
it does not follow that the loans will be
:floated at 4 per cent. The Bill only gives
the Government of the day the power to
raise the interest to 4 per cent., and
surely the House has sufficient confidence
in the Government of the day to be
satisfied that they will obtain the best
information from the financial authorities
at home before any loan is floated. If
this provision is not made, the hands of the
Government will be tied in a very serious
way. It is not desirable that public works
should be suspended at any time in this
colony, when we have such splendid resources to develop; and if it is necessary
that the loan should be floated, surely it
is right that the Government of the
day should have the power, if they think
it advisable, of increasing the rate of interest as proposed.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT.-Sir, I think
that it is the duty of the Government,
considering the present indebtedness of
the colony, to form a sinking fund. vVe
are not going on right lines in continuing
to borrow money, and not providing
means for the redemption of our loans.
The State is the only financial institution
which borrows money without making
provision for redemption. If a sinking
fund were formed we would be in a milch
better position in borrowing money even if
the amount paid into the sinking fund
were only 1 per cent. or t per cent. All
financial and trading institutions write off
so much every year, and add it to the
reserve fund, and in all trading institu~
tions which are carried on on safe lines
a sum of money is written off every year
for depreciation. I really think the State
should make a fresh departure by establishing a sinking fund, and I trust the
time is not far distant when that step
may be taken, so that we may gradually
reduce our indebtedness to the old coun"
try.
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL.-Mr. President
- I presume that the Government had no
alternative but to introduce this Bill, but
I would ask honorable members to consider whether it is desirable that this borrowing should take place at constantly
recurring intervals. If the money can be
borrowed and expended in a profitable way
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on reproductive works, and a sinking fund
formed, as Mr. Sargeant suggests, there is
no doubt that that would be a prudent
thing for the colony to do. Mr. Service
knows well that many years ago it was
proposed to deduct a certain sum per
annum out of the consolidated revenue
for the construction of railways. How
much money has peen so deducted 1
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-£3,000,000.
r:rhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL. - A large
proportion of the money which the Govcrnmen t proposes to raise this year under
this Bill has already been anticipated, and
will have to be expended in meeting
engagements which were entered into by
the previous Government. I have impressed upon the House some scores of
times the desirability of instituting a
sinking fund. r:rhat sinking fund should
be in proportion to the magnitude of
the colony.
Let US take other countries.
Even such a conservative country as Great
Britain has paid off £100,000,000 of the
national debt, while 'we are going on
steadily year after year bringing in Bills
to increase our national indCfbtedness,
and we have no way of paying the money
off. rrhat must result sooner or later in
some catastrophe. I am not one of those
who wish to raise an alarmist cry, or to
depreciate the resources of this great
colony, but what would have happened if a
warning had not been given some twelve
or eighteen months ag01 We know what
the former Government intended to do,
and we can form some idea as to the extent
to which our indebtedness would by this
time have been increased. No doubt the
present Government are compelled to raise
additional loans, but the money should be
appropriated on the strictest and best principles known to commercial and mercantile
peopl,e. A large portion of this money is to
be devoted to the construction of railways.
How have our railways been constructed
hitherto 1 Anyone who reads the evidence
which has been taken by the Railways
Standing Committee will see the extravagance and waste that have been going on.
There has been no system of control in the
expenditure of the money.
Whe~ a railway is to be made it is handed over to a
branch of the Railway department called
the Engineer of Existing Lines Branch, and
no one can fonn the remotest idea of
'what the railway is to cost. That is how
our money has been fooled ftway year after
year. Are we to go on in that style, and
to continue to add to our national debt
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until it becomes such a burden that we
will have to resort to direct taxation in
order to pay the' interest on our loans? It
would not become any honorable member
in this Chamber to allow such a state of'
things to go on without raising a warning
voice against it. It behoves us to see
that the Government in administrating the
finances of the colony follow those principles which would be adopted by every
private individual in the management of
his own affairs. I join issue with Mr.
Butters in regard to the rate which our
debentures are to bear. It seems to me that
if we tie the hands of the Government by
fixing the rate of interest, the Government
may at some particular time lose an opportunity of floating a loan to advantage.
"Yhat is the difference between a loan
floated at a large premium at 4 per cent.,
and a loan floated at a considerable discount at 3~ per cent.? In the one case
the additional money which we obtain is
more than equivalent for the loss of capital
which would accrue under the lower rate
of interest.
The Hon. J. S. BU'rTERS.-You do
not get a uniform quotation ..
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL.-N 0, the quotations are guided by the state of the
market, and it is impossible to get uniform
quotations. Of course, the rule that applies to our loans applies to all the loans
of the world. The Government are exerci::;ing a very wise discretion in seeking to
reta.in a certain margin of interest, in order
that they may be able to place a loan on
the London market at any time under the
most favorable circumstances. Some assurance should be given by the Government as to the amount of money to be
raised year by year.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-N otmore than
£2,000,000 in any year.
The Hon. ';Y. A. ZEAL.-I think
£1,500,000 would be ample for all our
expenditure in anyone year, if the money
were properIydistributed. If thecapitalists
in the old country saw that we were forming a sinking fund, it would give them
confidence, and our loans would stand in
a much better position than they do
at present. If that course had been
adopted long ago, I venture to say that
the adverse criticisms which have recently been passed upon Australian
bon-owing would not have had the great
effect on the London market which they
have had. The persons who have hitherto
speculated in Australian loans have been
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principally our friends residing in London.
It is owing to the influence of colonial
residents in the metropolis that we have
been able to float our loans to advantage,
and I would caution the Government to
exercise prudence in putting new loans
upon the market. These capitalists are
now quite full of our stock, and in many
instances the possibility of obtaining loans
in this channel is quite taken from us. I
venture to hope that in future railway
construction will be carried on on a different basis than has been hitherto adopted
in Victoria, and if so, we may reasonably
hope that our securities will, in the not far
distant future, command greater confidence
than they have done during the last year or
two. Recent troubles in connexion with
loans in the Argentine Republic, and other
places where capitalists invest money, have
given a shock to colonial securities, but
people who are judges in these matters will
recognise that there are securities and
securities. If we, by the exercise of
prudent. management, impress upon the
British capitalist the fact that we are
spending our money on reproductive works,
I am sure that we shall not have to seek
their aid in vain. If that is not done, and
if caution is not exercised in the construction of our public works, the time is
not ftl,l' distant when it will be quite
useless for us to go to the El).glish market
to obtain further loans. I say this in all
good faith; I desire to assist the Government in obtaining money at the present
juncture, because I can see that the
colony now desires that its resources
shall be placed before the British capitalist
in the best possible, but, at the same time,
in a perfectly honest, light. If that is
the case, I do not care whether the Government fix the rate of interest at 4,
5, or 6 per cent. our debentures will
fetch their proper value; and if we
have to pay a higher rate of interest,
we shall get an increased amount of
capital 'which will compensate us for
the higher interest. I would commend
the observations which I have made
with reference to the construction of
public works to the Government, and I
trust that we shall have an opportunity of
considering this session proposals for railway construction, when I shall have something to say about the desirability of a
~ore reasonable and sensible economy
than has hitherto been practised in con~
nexion with railway construction in this
colony.
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The HOll. J. A. vVALLACE.-Sir, I
agree with the remarks which have been
made by Mr. BLlttersas to the rate of interest
to be paid on our loans. r:rhe rate should
be fixed at 3t per cent. If our debentures
will not bring £98, then let them be
offered at £95; but in any case lot us
have a fixed rate of interest, so that
quotations may be uniform. 'rhe consols
keep a uniform quotation.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - They go
down.
The Hon. J. A. "TALLACE.--Yes, they
go down, but not up. I am sorry to say
that in this Chamber less difficulty is
experienced in passing a Loan Bill than
any other measure, and that is a thing
I cannot understand. Commercial men,
generally speaking, if they find that
a transaction is not paying stop carrying it on; but we have the fact
that our railways are not paying at the
present time and still we go on borrowing
money; and not only that but we are
going into the market at the very worst
time for Victoria which she has seen for
many years. In my opinion we should
give the money market· a rest for some
time to come. The amount of money that
has been given away as compensation for
land alone in connexion with railway construction is something disgraceful.
I
know of one case in which £1,800 was
paid for a piece of a man's land, whereas
he would have been very glad to have sold
the whole of the property with the houso
upon it for £700.
The case is very
different in New South "Tales. III that
colony they are constructing a railway which
goes through some miles of property in
which I am interested, and they refuse to
give us one sixp!=lnce of compensation, because they consider that the construction
of the railway is sufficient compensation
for the loss of the land. As a matter of
fact we do not want the railway, because
there is a line at present only three miles
from the land. In this colony, however,
if a railway only passes through a cornel'
of a man's land he receives a large amount
of compensation. Money is chucked away,
and it is no wonder that our railways do
not pay. I think the Government should
borrow ~lOmore money at the present
time, and that at no time should our borrowing exceed a million or a million and a
half per annum at the outside. What
with the money received from other colonies for land mortgages, and with the
money borrowed by the Government, we
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have been using £6,000,000 or £7,000,000
yearly belonging to other people, and now
that flow of money has ceased we feel the
effects.
The Hon. W. I.,WINTER-IRVING.What do you me~n to do with 'the tmemployed 1
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE.--If they
cannot get employment in this colony let
them to go to the next. I object to the
proposal to raise the rate of interest to
4 per cent. I think the rate should not
be more than 3i- per cent., and that the
amount that is allowed to be borrowed
each year should be limited to £1,000,000.
I have told honorable 'members frequently
before, and I will repeat, that the irrigation schemes which have been constructed
in this colony will never pay
per cent.
on the money expended on them. The
Government, in this Bill, are taking authority to borrow £5,000,000 for the
construction of railways and works connected therewith, but I believe that, as a
matter of fact, there has been £1,500,000
of that amount spent already, leaving only
£3,500,000 to spend. That £1,500,000
has been spent without authority-we were
never asked about it j and now we shall be
told that, the money having been spent, we
must borrow in order to pay our debt. It
is high time we put our foot down and put
a stop to this borrowing. I am sorry to
see honorable members in this House who
have something to lose taking these loans
so easily. In my opinion we ought to put
aside a certain amount as a sinking fund
to repay the money we borrow. I shall
make one to vote against borrowing any
more money at the present time. ,
The Hon. D. COUTTS.-Mr. President,
I only desire to say tw<? or three words.
When this debate commenced the Government were blamed for having damaged
the borrowing powers of the colony by
some action they had taken in the shape
of decrying our credit and crying that we
were a poverty-stricken State j but it
seems to me that honorable members have
recently been speaking to the same effect.
We,arc told that we have wasted a large
amount of money that we have borrowed
but in my opinion the money expended in
this country has been expended ,in reproductive works. Our railways are worth
the money which they have cost. Perhaps
mistakes have been made in the construction of lines, but I certainly think that if
the railways were properly managed (as
I believe they will be in future) we need
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not be afraid of borrowing too much money
for the purpose of railway construction.
Mr. J. A. Wallace said that a railway line
passed within three miles of his property,
and therefore he does not want another line
because he is served already. It seems to
me that that is the attitude taken up by a
great many other people.
The Hon. J. A. W ALLACE.-I wag
speaking of New South Wales.
The Hon. D. COUTTS.-The same
argument applies all' round. People who
have been already served at the expense of
the whole country are now asking that no
more money shall be spent for railway
construction. I consider that the money
spent for railway construction is the best
laid out money that we have expended in
this country. The only fault in my opinion
is that we hand our railways over to the
railway employes, and they are the real
owners of the lines. We have, no doubt,
made mistakes in the past in railway construction and have been extravagant, but
now that we have a Railways Standing
Committee I hope that no further D.listakes
will be made in that direction. As to the
expenditure in irrigation I believe that
some great mistakes have been made, and
I think it would have been better for this
country if some people "TQ,O wentto America
to get opinions on irrigation had stopped
there. At the same time, though no doubt
there will be some failures in connexion
with irrigation, it is too soon to pass a
decided opinion upon the result of the
whole. I certainly think that we must go
on borrowing money for the extension or
rail ways throughout the country, or else
the colony must stand still.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Sir, I think
the time is somewhat inopportune for asking us to consent to a Bill of this character,
authorizing the borrowing of £6,000,000,
without the Government telling the coun·
try how this money is to be spent in
the future. I have passed over some of
the irrigation channels recently, and I
must express the opinion that the country
could never he irrigated by them in the
way they are constructed. I think that if
the House were fully informed about the
irrigation channels that have been made
they would hesitate before authorizing the
expenditure of another pound in that
direction. The greatest squandering that
has ever been committed in this colony
has been in connexion with the irrigation
schemes, both as regards 'the acquiring of
land and the expenditure -;>£ the money on
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the construction of works. N ow why
should we be asked to hustle a Bill of this
kind through the House without knowing
first what principle the Government are
going to adopt in connexion with the construction of railways ~ Are we to construct
railways on the old method of carrying
them through those large estates where,
by the way, not one acre has b€:en
.cultivated for twenty years since the railways passed through them 1 Is it wise
to authorize the raising of a loan of
£6,000,000 when not one honorable member knows how the money is to be spent 1
Another point is that there is an entirely
new feature in this Bill, namely, that the
rising generation is to have its hands tied
as to the amount of money which they can
borrow each year. Why not simply borrow
what money we want for this year and
leave to future Parliaments to decide how
much money they will borrow~ It is q'uite
a new departure to say that the coming
Parliament shall not borrow more than a
-certain amount of money. How. can any
of us tell what contingencies may arise,
and why should we bind ourselves and not
remain free as other nations are ~ After
we have passed this Bill it would be a
breach of faith to borrow more money than
the amount indicated by the Bill. I agree
that we should provide a sinking fund,
and that it would have been a very proper
principle to have carried it long since.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-Will you tell
me where there has been a sinking fund in
the world on which hands were not laid
when the money was wanted ~
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Parliament
bas compelled the municipal couf!.cils to
establish a sinking fund, the effect of
which has been most beneficial; and why
should the nation not adopt the same
principle~

The Hon. J. SERVICE.-You cannot
compel the nation, and you can compel
the municipalities. That is all the difference.
'rhe Hon. D. MELVILLE.-I believe
that if a sinking fund were in existence
for ten or twenty years it would have the
grandest results. However, I do not wish
to go further into that point. We all
know the necessity for borrowing this
money; but I do not think this Government should seek to tie the hands of
future Governments as to the amount
that should be borrowed each year. 'Ve
do not know what may happen. There
may be some great European war or sotne
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other contingency which may render this
provision undesirable. I think the Minister of Defence should give some explanation as to why this proposal was included
in the Bill. It seems to be an unwise and
unbusiness-like provision to tie the hands
of the country in such a way that further
borrowing would be a breach of faith.
The Hon. A. WYNNE moved the adjournment of the debate .
Sir F. T. SARGOOD expressed the hope
that the House would deal with the Bill
that evenin:g . It was the first time "that
he had ever known the debate on a Loan
Bill in the Council to be adjourned. It
was very important that the Bill should
be passed through without delay, as certain proceedings had to be taken and the
measure had to be sent to England before
any further action could be taken by the
G@vernment upon it.
The Hon. F. S. DOBSON observed that
there was one reason in favour of dealing
with the Bill without adjourning the
debate. If the debate was adjourned
some political significance might be attached
to the fact, and it might be telegraphed
to London with the object of showing that
there were members in the Council who,
like people in England, believed that the
colony was borrowing too much money.
He understood that the only object in desiring the postponement of the debate was
in order to deal with the Constitution
Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, and
he thought that if honorable members
would go on with this Bill they could dispose of it before the refreshment hour.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
the whole House was taken by surprise by
a debate of this sort being sprung upon
them. It was not usual for a Loan Bill
of this kind to be discussed at any great
length. (The Hon. W. A. Zeal-" You
started the discussion yourself.") However, he said very little. He trusted honOl-able members would get rid of this Bill
as rapidly as possible, because he thought
they were all agreed that it was most
desirable that the Constitution Act Amend~
ment Act Amendment Bill should be dealt
with that night if possible. He would,
therefore, appeal to honorable members to
restrain themselves on this question unless
they felt that duty demanded them to
speak on the Bill.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was withdrawn.
.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-Sir, my rep
marks on the Bill will be very brief. .I
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wish to refer chiefly to the question which
has bOfln raised of establishing what is
called a reserve fund. I would. point out
to the House that in the past there was
an application of £200,000 per annum
from the land fund towards railway constrnction purposes, and what have we
dOllO in that case? '1'he other evening
we passed a Bill, called the Land Sales
by Auction Fund Bill, in order to apply
that fund to meeting what I may call
unredeemed pledges. Now we are talking about establishing a sinking fund,
and that was essentially a sinking fund,
because what better guarantee could a
person from whom we borrow money have
than the fact that each year from our
sales of land we applied £200,000 towards the construction of railways? It
seoms to me, looking· at this Loan Bill and
the amount we are going to borrow, that
the question must arise, are we not going
outside our own resources 1 Ought we not
to give a guarantee to those from whom
we are borrowing that we have resources
within onrselves-in other words, ought
not our taxation to be increased? I think
we ought to rely on ourselves more. I do
not at all complain of this loan of
£6,000,000, but I do say we are not providing sufficient revenue to meet both the
interest and the other wants of the colony;
and I think it would have been a bolder
stroke for the Treasurer to have come
dmvn and told us that he must raise
additional taxation. It is not hard to
name the three or four items on
which that taxation could be levied, and
that would be the best assurance we could
give when we are going to borrow that
we have within ourselves internal resources and revenue to meet the interest
on the money. Remarks have been justly
made by Mr. Zeal as to squandering
money in the past. I am afraid that,
from the way in which we have to deal
with Bills here, we cannot remedy that.
Supply Bills and Appropriation Bills
are brought into the House, and we are
expected to swallow them without any
inquiry. I think that if we took more
care and were more watchful we would
not allow Supply -Bills to be passed
through the House in such a manner. I
believe the remarks that have been made
this evening will do a great deal of good.
I quite concur in the statements which
have been made as to how money has
been spent in the past, but at the same
time I do not say that we should not go on
Hon. J. M. Pratt.

.
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constructing railways. I believe it is in
the true interests of the country for us
to do so. As to irrigation works, it is
a pity that so much money has been
pitched away in compensation for land.
Anyone who refers to the schedules in
connexion with the amounts paid away for
land must be astonished. I simply desire
to point out that, in my opinion, it will be
the duty of the country to make some
proper provision, by increasing the taxation, to meet the increased interest we are
placing upon ourselves.
The motion for the second reading of
the Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 3,
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE expressed
the wish that the clause be tead.
The CHAIRMAN.-That is a question
for the committee to decide. I will put
the question that the clause be read.
The question that the chtuse be read
was put and resolved in the negative.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said it was a
most unusualthing for the Chairman toput
the question whether a clause should be
read or not to the committee. It had
always been the practice to allow a
clause to be read when any honorable
member had asked that that should be
done. 'Vithin his (Mr. Zeal's) experience
he had never known such a question to be
put from the Chair before.
The CHAIRMAN.-I have put it my-:
self before now.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL observed that,
at all events, it was the usual practice for
a clause to be read when any m~mber of
the committee desired it. The Chairmanhimself had frequently suggested, when
the marginal notes were being read, that if
any honorable member wished a clause
to be read he should ask for that to be
done and it would be done. It was not
unreasonable to ask for a clause to be
read. He (Mr. Zeal) would ask for a
division 011 the question.
The HOll. J. SERVICE said he quite
agreed with Mr. Zeal. As a matter of fact,
he (Mr. Service) was not one of those who
in the first instance called out" No," for
he felt that, as a matter of courtesy, when
an honorable member really desired that
a clause should be read, it should be read.
But was it worth while discussing' the
point further or taking a division upon it 7
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he had
a reason for asking that the clause should
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be read. N ever before had he known an
honorable member ask that a clause should
be read and the request refused.
Sir F. 'r. SAHGOOD said he had not the
slightest doubt that the Chairm~m was
acting rightly [l,ccording to the standing
orders, but under the circumstances he
(Sir F. T. Sargood) thought the clause
should be read.
The ch"mse was then read by the
ASSIS'l'ANT CIJERK.

On the motion of the Hon. J. A.
WALLACE, clauses 6 and 7 were also
read.
On clause 8, requiring all moneys raised
under the authority of the Act to be paid
into the public account a,nd applied to the
purposes mentioned in the schedule,
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL moved that this
clause also be read. He remarked that it
'Was formerly the invariable practice to
have every cla,use of a Bill read. It was
only since the alteration of the standing
orders tha.t the present loose practice had
been adopted. Even if a decided minority
of honorable members desired that a clause
should be read their wishes in the matter
should be given effect to.
The motion was agreed to.
The clause was then read by the
ASSIS'fAN'f CLERK.

On the motion of the Hon. W. A, ZEAL,
the remaining clauses of the Bill were also
read.
On the schedule, which was as follows :"For the construction of railways
and works connected therewith
(including rolling-stock) already
authorized by Parliament, or of
such other railways and works
connected therewith (including
rolling-stock) as Parliament may
by any Act direct, and for the
repaying into the public account
«
any sums advanced therefrom
expended and to be expended on
any such railways or works con£5,000,000
nected therewith
AI For irrigation works and water
supply in country districts, to be
expended in such ma,nner as Parliament shall direct
1,000,000

£6,000,000"

The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL moved that the
,schedule be read.
The committee dividedAyes
16
Noes
17
Majority against the schedule} 1
being read
,..
' ..
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AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Brunton,
" Buchanan,
" Butters,
Sir "Y. J'. Clarke,
Mr. Connor,
" G. Davis,
" Gore,
" Grimwade,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Melville,
Sargeant,
Simmie,
Sternberg,
J. A. \Yallace,
Zeal.

'Pelle)'.
Mr. Pratt.
NOES.

Mr. Austin,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Cooke,
" Coppin,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" J. M. Davies,
" Fraser,
" C.•J. Ham,

Mr. Morey,
" Pitt,
" Roberts,
Sir F. T. Sal'good,
Mr. Service,
., Thornley,
" 'Winter-Irving.
Telle1'.
Mr. Bell.

'rhe Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he wanted
to call the attention of the Minister of
Defence to these irrigation works. What
security had the House at the present time
in respect to the miles and miles of channels
which were to be seen in different parts
of the country empty and out of orded
'Nater would not run in them. How much
of the money of the country had gone for
these failures~ Ma.ny honorable members
-Mr. vVinter-Irving, for instance-knew
well that these channels were utterly useless. How much of the £1,000,000 set
out in the schedule remained to be spent~
He had further to ask what objection was
there to the creation of a, sinking fund ~
Did not honorable members generally
think it desirable that [I, sinking fund
should be provided for 1 '1'he House
should once for all express its opinion on
this subject.
The Hon. W. 1. vVINTER-IRVING
remarked that, with respect to the
empty irrigation chal\llels referred to
by Mr. Melville, the fact was that in
many instances the head-works had not
been completed. (An Honorable Member - "They never will be completed.")
Some honorable members
seemed to be under the impression that
nothing but what was in the neighbourhood of their own districts was likely to be
of any good to the colony. vVith respect
to irrigation, no doubt some schemes appeared likely ~o be failures, but he
really did not know why they should
ultimately be failures.
(Mr. Zeal" Where is there one of them at work ~ ")
There had not at present been time to get
them into working order. Surely it was
very bad taste for some honorable members to decry everything that was for the
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country districts. It would seem as
though nearly every honorable member
who had got railways brought to his own
district was unwilling that there should be
any railway extension to other districts.
Did they forget the vast numbers of unemployed that had to be provided for ~
Did they want. another s'tlbscription got
up to help them 1 There were a good
many croakers sayiIl.g th~t the country was
going to the wall, but it seemed to him
that upon the whole its prosperity could
not be impeached. No doubt a great deal
of public money had been spent very unwisely, bnt it was neeessary for the prestige of the colony that these irrigation
works should be carried to completion, and·
there "\\'as no doubt t.hat many of the
schemes would turn out very profitable
indeed. As for the establishment of a
sinking fund, he was quite of opinion that
some definite step should be taken in that
direction.
~ehe Hon. J. A. VV ALLACE said he did
not know that a single honorable member
had ever objected to the proper expenditure
of money in the country districts. Besides,
the question raised by Mr. Melville had
nothing to do with anything of that sort.
~ehe' honorable member merely asked a
question, which the Minister of Defence
ought to answer.
rl'he Hon. J. STERNBERG expressed
the opinion that it was absolutely necessary that the irrigation works of the country should be completed. If that was not
done, the whole money already spent upon
them would be wasted. ~ehe question of
irrigation was one of great importance,
and it would occupy very much of the
time of honorable members later on. There
was a distinct £uture for irrigation in
Victoria,.
~ehe Hon. J. H. CONNOR asked how
much of this monoy was to be spent on
irrigation works1 (Sir F. 11. Sargood---':'
"The amount is set out in the schedule.")
'What he wanted was to know how much was
to be expended on irrigation and how much
on "water supply for country districts."
He helieved that a large amount of public
money had been wasted on irrigation works,
although he considered that the late
Goyernment were more guilty in that
respect that the present Government.
(Mr. Bell-"Where was money wasted by
the late Govenlment 1 ") It was wasted in
lllany parts of the colony. Could the honorable member show a single successfulscheme1
(Mr. Bell-" A dozen.") His own opinion
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was that it would be better if the Government would provide fora domestic water
supply for the settled distticts before they
spent large sums of money on irrigation
experiments. No doubt it was necessary
to vote the amounts set out in the schedule,
but honorable members ought to have a
great deal more information on the
subject. They ought also to know more
about the water supply for Geelong and
the surrounding districts.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS thought
that as the Bill could not be altered in any
way, the best thing honorable members:
could do would be to pass it. For himself, if he did not approve of the Bill he
would go against it at once, but he did
approve of it. Still, he thought that
further information on the subject should
be afforded. To say that the money was to
be expended "in such manneras Parliament
shall direct," was too bald altogether.
Honorable members ought to have before
them a· schedule of the unfinished works,
because he felt satisfied himself that the
money to be provided for them would not
serve for their completion.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked
that his question had not been answered.
Did the Minister of Defence know how
much of this money for irrigation had been
already expended 1
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he could not
answer the honorable member exactly, but
he could inform him that £563,000 of the
£1,000,000 would be required before the
30th . June next, and £ 120, 000 more,
which included provision for the mallee
waterworks, before the 30th June, 1893.
That would make a total of £683,000.
The remainder would be expended in such
manner as Parliament might direct.
The schedule was agreed to, and the
Bill was reported without amendment.
•
The Bill was then read a third time
and passed.
CONSTITUTION ACrr AMENDMENT
ACT AMENDMEN11 BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
On clause 1, giving the short title of
the measure,
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
he had received communications from the
Merriang, Bacch us Marsh, and Romsey
Shire Councils, and although they were
not in the form of petitions, and therefore could not be presented to the Council,
he th9ught it was only fair that he
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should mention that he had received
letters along with those communications
advising him to votc against the oue-manone-vote principle in this Bill.
Discussion took place on clause 4, which
was as follows:"1. Notwithstanding anything in any Act
contained it shall not be lawful for any person
on anyone day to vote in more than one electoral district at any election or elections; and
when any person has once voted in any electoral
district at any election on any day it shall not
be lawful for him to vote again in any electoral
district at any poll adjourned from such day.
"2. Notwithstanding anything contained in
the Constitution Act Amendment Act 1890, no
person shall vote in any di vision ·of any electoral
district unless he usually resides in such district
or has resided therein for at least three months
of the twelve months then last past, and unless
at the time of tendering his vote he is entitled
pursuant to such Act to vote therein.
"3. Every person guilty of a contravention of
this section shall, on conviction before a court
of petty sessions, be liable to a penalty not exceeding £50, or to be imprisoned for any term
not exceeding three months.
"4. All votes given at any election or elections by any person voting at any election or
elections contrary to the provisions of this Act
shall be utterly void and of no effect."

'1'he Hon. J. SERVICE moved the
omission of the word" in " (line 3). This
merely verbal amendment was only one
of a series of amendments of which he had
given notice for the purpose of carrying
into effect the wishes of honorable members as expressed duriug the debate on
the second reading of the Bill. The
object of the clause was simply to reduce
to ono common le,;el all the existing freehold voters, who had a varied amount of suffrage under the present law. Some freeholders had property and votes in from
two to twenty electoral districts, and under
the present law they were entitled to
exercise a vote in everyone of those districts. 1'his clause proposed to withdraw
the power of any freeholder to vote by
virtue of his freehold in any district but
one, so that if the clause became law uo
freeholder would thereafter be able to yote
in respect of his freehold in more than one
district. If his amendments were agreed to,
a freeholder would be entitled to one vote
for his freehold in addition to his vote as a
ratepayer or und~r 'an elector's right. (Mr.
J. NL Davies-" We can carry the amendment you are now proposing without committing ourselves to the principle of giving
one man the right to record two votes in
one eleetorate.") Yes. The method of obtaining the new vote which he proposed
that Parliament should give would be dealt
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with in an amendment on a later part of
the clause. His amendments had been
prepared by oue of the most experienced
draftsmen in the colony with a view to give
effect to the dual vote-one for manhood
and one for property, whether that property was situated in the same district as
that. in which the manhood vote was exercised, or in any other district. (Sir F.
1'. Sargood-" Under the present system,
plural voting may be by ratepayers.")
Yes, a man who was a ratepayer in various
districts could vote in each of those districts under the present law. He did not
proposo to touch the ratepayers' votes in
any way whatever, because, if his amendment were agreed to, the Bill would provide that no man should exercise more
than two votes in any general election.
As the committee would virtually commit
itself to his proposals if it adopted this
merely verbal amendment, ho would
suggest that the whole question should
now be discussed, and that Mr. G. Davis,
who had given notice of a different
amendment, should be allowed a little
latitude, so that the issues might be
made perfectly clear.
The Hon. G. DAVIS expressed the
opinion that by adopting the course Mr.
Service had suggested, and allowing honorable members to consider the whole
question, they would abbreviate the discussion. It would be convenient to the
committee to have the difference of the
principles in his and Mr. Service's amendments made quite plain. Clause 4 proposed to reduce all electors in tJ18 colony
to one vote. Mr. Service's proposal wat)
to maintain the ratepayert)' roll and the
manhood suffrage roll as at present, but
to give to the owner of a freehold an
additional vote. (Mr. Bell-"But only
two votes at most.") Yes. His. (Mr.
Davis') amendment was that the present
registration of electors should stand, but
that no person should exercise mOl'e than
two votes, one only of which could be
exercised in any single electorate, whereas
Mr. Service proposed that both yotes
might be exercised in Ol1e electorate.
That was the difference between the
two proposals. He (Mr. Da.vis) was well
aware that in making this proposal his
position was not, strictly speaking, logical.
He would be asked by politicians why he
consented to this qualification of the principle of the Bill, or why he did not go as
far as Mr. Service's proposal1 Well, ill.
the first place, any interference with the
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present system of registration with reference to the next general election was impracticable, because it would be impossible
to obtain the new registration of electors
which Mr. Service's proposal involved in
time for the election that would have to
take place carly next year. 'rhat was one
of the objections to Mr. Service's propo::;als.
The amendment he intended to propose
would be effective without any alteration of
the electoral rolls, because if it were adopted
no elector would be able to vote more than
twice at the coming general election. (Mr.
FitzGerald-" Would an elector be able to
vote twice in ono electorate under your
amendment?") No, he would not. (Mr.
Service-" That is the essential difference
between the two proposals.") So it appeared to him. His (Mr. Davis') amendment would in no sense lessen the power of
the country voter, because the country
voter who was entitled to vote in two
electorates could rarely reach them both
on one election day, unless he lived in a districtwhere two electorates were contiguous.
(Mr. Coutts-"But he wants increased
voting power.") He would come to that
point presently. He desired to limit the
scandalous abuse that now took place in
the metropolitan electorates, where property-owners had a multitudinous vote,
and while his amendment would justly
limit the effect of that plural voting in the
metropolitan area, it would in no sense
take away voting power from the country
electorates, because country electors could
seldom vote in two districts, whereas
around Melbourne,. where several electorates were easily reached, a person
having property ill a number of electorates
could vote in each of those electorates.
His proposal should· recommend itself to
honorable members rcpresenting country
districts, and also to metropolitan members, who, he was sure, wanted nothing
morc than was just to the different
interests of the country. When this Bill
was being delmtcd in the Council last
week Mr. Service stated a,n axiom, a
premise, or a proposal which appeared to
meet with general approval, but he (Mr.
Davis) thought at the moment, and reflection had since confirmed him in the
opinion, that the honorable gentleman dirl
not state the full bearing of that proposition. The honorable gentleman said that
it had been declared that all men were
equal. He followed it up by asserting
that that statement was only partially
true, and he said that· ~ll men in his
Hon. G. Davis.
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opllllOn were equal with regard to .enjoying the benefits of legislation, but
that all men were not equal in their
powers of judging as to what legislation
would be of most benefit to the country.
It was necessary to think over that declaration, which was a large and comprehensive
one. It was one that had to be looked at,
and looked through. If Mr. Service had
stated it correctly, he had gone a long way
to justify the proposition he submitted.
But had the honorable member done so~
The honorable member's declaration so
far as it applied to individual electors
was fairly and fully stated; but it
contained a fallacy in that it applied
to classes of the population. (Mr.
Service-" It applies to sections, not
to classes.") He still challenged the proposition as containing a fallacy. 'rhe
section of the electors referred to was to
be found on the manhood suffrage roll.
(Mr. Service-"How so~") The honorable
member had stated that all men were not
equal in their capacity to judge of what
legislation would be beneficial, and the
section he desired to impose a disability
upon was the manhood suffrage electors,
because the honorable member did not
propose to give them the property votc.
(Mr. Service-"Does the honorable member
say that there are only manhood voters
on the general roll? ") No; but the
electors on the roll would not get the
benefit of the honorable member's
proposition.
(Mr. Service-" There are
plenty of freeholders Oli the general roll.")
There might be, but they would receive
the second vote only as freeholders. On
the general roll there were some 34,000
electors, consisting mainly of young and
indeed middle-aged men-professional men
who had no residences of their own and
were not ratepayers, clerks, and others of
that class. It might be fairly assumed
that one-half of the 34,000 electors on the
general roll were electors who would vote
with the conservative party. On the ratepayers' roll there were 229,000 electors.
These 229,000 electors had to hold in
check the 341 000 electors on the general
roll. (Mr. Scrvice-"Whatdo you mean by
'hold in check~"') '1'he honorable member
would place the electors who were not
freeholders under a disability.
(Mr.
Service-" Half of the ratepayers would
be placed under that disability.") He
estimated the number of freeholders on
the ratepayers' roll at 1~0,000. (Mr. Service-" About one-half of the whole of thq
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electors of the colony are freeholders.")
'rhe number he gave was a little under
one-half. About 80,000 of these occupied
their own freeholds. r:rhere would, therefore, be about 149,000 ratepaying electors,
tenants principally, who would not have
the second vote. That was a very large
section of the electors to place under a disability. (Mr. Service-" There is about
one-half all round.") Even then the number would be about 130,000. 'fo place so
large a section of the electors under a disability would engender jea,lous feelings
and provoke agitation. r:rhere was one
point \vhich he would ask country members
to consider.
In Melbourne, Geelong,
Ballarat, and Sandhurst there were
116,000 ratepaying electors on the rolls.
Deducting that number from the totaJ of
229,000 there was a minority of 113,000
left. (Mr. Cooke-WWhat harm would
that do the country~") He was stating
the fact, and it was for· the country
members to consider it. That fact would
not justify him, at all events, in supporting a proposal to give additional voting
power to the four towns he had named.
(Mr. Cooke-" They would not vote in the
country electorates.") That might be;
but Mr. Service's proposal would increase
the voting power of the towns he had
named. (Mr. Zeal-" Not the members.")
In the metropolitan areas, properties were
subdivided to a much lower value than in
the country districts; and, under Mr.
Service's proposal, the votes in the towns
would be multiplied to a much greater
extent than in the country districts. One
farm in a country district might equal
in value ten properties in the town; and
a farmer would get two votes where
property of the same value in the
town would get twenty votes. (Mr.
J. A. vVaJlace-" 'fhey would return
the same number of members.") The
day would come when votes would be
reckoned. 'fhere were five Gippsland electorates which had a larger number of
electors to each member than had six of
the metropolitan electorates, and that was
a great injustice to the country districts.
In the five Gippsland electorates, the number of electors was 13,793, and they
returned five members, so tha,t the number
of electors to each member was 2,758. In
the electorates of Melbourne East, North,
South, and West, Jolimont and 'Vest
Richmond, and Albert Park there were
19,171 electors who returned seven members, or 2,733 electors to each member.
Session 1891.-[166]
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Honorable members should not take any
step which would aggravate that injustice.
Mr. Service's amendment would· give a
larger number of votes to the metropolitan
than to the country districts.
(Mr.
Service-" Your object is to prevent the
poorer class in the cities from getting
the additional freehold vote.")
His
object was to adhere as neal' as possible to the principle of political equality.
He only departed from that principlethe principle of equality-so far as he
was obliged to do from the necessity and
justice of the case. (Mr. Service-" One
man one vote.") He was in favour of
that principle if they could carry it out
without doing injustice to a large section
of electors wit.h great interests, but he
did not apply that principle, which he
b~lieved to bG just and also politic in this
democratic country, without qualifying it.
lt was necessary to make an exception,
because if he did apply that principle he
would leave the great city of Melbourne
to be represented by its caretakers, and he
was most unwilling to inflict any such
injustice on the metropolis. He would
urge that the Council should be particularly ca,reful how it proceeded at the
present time-that its character for fair
play was at stake. r:L'here wero feelings
of depression and alarm around them.
Those who had been the political opponents of that House were now in a, state
of ~veakness and depression, and did it at
such a moment become the Council to
snatch a victory from them ~ He ventured
to say that the constituencies ha.d given
honorable members no authority to make
the alteration Mr. Service proposed. ·What
was that alteration ~ lt was an alteration
which, if it did not place a disability on
one-half of the electors, taking Mr. Service's own estimate, would provoke bitterness and all those feelings ",hich caused
political agitation and the commercial
disturbance which followed political agitation. If there was one feeling in the
hearts of this community 1110re than
another it was the love of equality. He
had noted it wherever he had met sections
of men. Even if a distinctive honour
was bestowed by the Sovereign on a
favoriteoreminont subject, that wasdoridod
from that love of equality which existed
amongst us. 'N as Mr. Service prepared to
deny that statement 1 (Mr. Service"Yes, I do deny it.") 'fhe distinction
between Mr. Service's proposal and his
(Mr. Davis') was that his avoided dangers
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which attended the proposal of Mr. Service.
His (Mr. Davis') proposal was a simple
re~triction of the power of voting to a dual
vote. No man, no matter how many properties he had in different districts, could
vote more than twice nnder his proposal.
(Mr..J. A. "\Vallace-" It is the same uuder
Mr. Service'~.") But Mr. Service's was a
very different proposal. The honorable
member the other evening spoke in a
somewhat light manner of the luminous
and almost sublime declaration of human
rights which accompanied the declaration
of independence by the United States.
(Mr. Service-" They said all me~~ are
equal if they are white men.") rehe proposal which he (Mr. Davis) suggested was
a very simple one, and he thought it should
commend itl:!elf for its simplicity. It was
a simple alteration of a clause. Mr. Service's proposal, on the other hand, would
carry them into unknown seas. Mr. Service was asking them to go on a yoyage of
discovery to find out what the effect of his
amendment would be on the feelings of
the people of Victoria,. He (Mr. Davis)
ventured to think that the effect of ·it, if
carried out, would be most disturbing, and
that there would then be a real grievance
placed in the hands of the demagogue and
the agitator, who would go about the
country telling those who had not this
second vote that they were branded as
political inferiors to the men who had a freehold. (Mr. Service-" All the small freeholders will hound those men down.") He
believed that one-third of the freeholders
in this country wonld vote for equality,
and he ventured to predict that if this
amendment was carried, it would do very
much to break down the prestige of the
Legislative Council. That Chamber would
get the discredit of having taken advantage
of a moment of weakness and depression
to endeavour to snatch a victory from that
equality which generally existed amongst
the people of this country. Another point
which he would ask the Council to consider was whether there was any chance
of carrying the honorable member's amendment~ (Mr. Bell-"Yes.") In the other
Chambed (Mr. Bell-" Yes.") Never.
The question would be sent to the country,
and there would be a period of agitation,
disturbing even the present depressed condition of the colony. (Mr. Bell-" "Vho
started it ~ ") The men who had a right
to start it. rrhe men who had laid down·
the pri~ciple that all men were equal in
their human rights. If he (Mr. Davis)
Hon. G. Davis.
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stood alone in the House he would declare
that principle, subject only to certain
qualifications which he had indicated, and
which were warranted by the conditions
and circumstances. He could not go the
length, however, of Mr. Service's proposal,
. a,nd he would vote against that proposition
if he were alone in doing so, because he
thought it was fraught with mischief to
the people of this country, and with discredit to that Chamber. It was adding to
the power of property, which had already
a corrupting influence in this country.
(Mr. Service-" Oh.") rrhe influence of
property extended in every direction, and
this proposal sought to still further increase
it. Now, in that House-the representative
House of property-they had their fair
shar~ in the powers of legislation, and it
'was sought to double those powers. (Mr.
Bell-" No.") Mr. Service's proposal was
to double the power of the freeholderl:!-to
double the power of the electors of that
House. Again, how did the honorable
member, who was the father of federation,
propose to obtain federation after carrying
this amendment of the electoral law 7
South Australia at all events had adopted
the principle in this Bill without any
qnalifications. (Mr. Servic~ - "If we
go into these wide questions we will
never get through.") He had to do
his duty, and to take the responsibility of doing it.
He ventured to
predict that the Conncil had never made
so great a mistake as it would make if it
formulated and adopted the proposal of Mr.
Service. He wonld remilld country members of the effect of multiplying votes in
th~ metropolitan area.
Under Mr. Service's proposal, for one given to a farm in
the country districts there would be ten
votes given t() metropolitan properties.
The time would come when the number
of votes would be used against the country members, when it would be sought to
have equal electorates with an equal number of voters, and then hononable members.
would perceive, if they did not do so now,
the effect of multiplying votes in the
metropolitan area. Increasing the number
of votes in the metropolitan area would
tell against the country districts in the
future, when members were asked to concede equal electoral districts. Already the
country electors were under a great disadvantage. In the five electorates in Gippsland there were 25 more electors to each
member than there were in the centre of
political interest in Melbourne itself. If
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the Council adopted his (Mr. Davis') proposal, and simply limited the voting power
under the present registration, without
disturbing the electoral system' at all, to
two votes, they would be doing all that
was expedient at this stage; but if they
went further, and adopted the proposition
of Mr. Service, they would be entering
upon a sea of. turmoil, and would be distm'bing principles to such an extent as
would, he believed, for a long time continue to agitate this community in regard
to their franchise. To give any body of
men a second vote or property qualification, distinct and by law, was an infraction of the first principle which was dearest
to all men in this colony-the idea of
equality.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD remarked
that the speech of the honorable member
(Mr. G. Davis) was of such a discursive
character that it was difficult to follow the
points of it. 'rhey were not considering
at present human rights in the abstract or
the equality of all men. On that subject
he l;1.pprehended honorable members would
be with him in saying, that however they
desired equality, they did not wish to bring
about that result by levelling down. The
honorable member said this amendment
had more to recommend it to the country
constituencies than that of Mr. ,Service,
but the honorable member was landed in
a difficulty which he would find it difficult
to explain. He complained that because
farms comprised a larger area than
town allotments, the town allotments
would entitle freeholders to vote in larger
numbers, and that this would be an injustice to the farmers. But what injustice
did the honorable member himself propose
to do to the farmers ~ He would not allow
them to vote more than once, while Mr.
Service proposed to give them one vote by
virtue of their freehold, and another .by
virtue of their manhood. . If the farmers
were asked which of these two propositions
they would choose, what was their answer
likely to be 1 What was the use of the
honorable member saying that the country
constituencies were handicapped heavily
against the town when his own amendment proposed to give the towns and the
town voters the very vote which he denied
to the farmers 1 The honorable member
said he would go for the one-man-one-vote
principle, but for the fact that he would
not hand over the metropolitan constituencies to be solely represented by caretakers, and, therefore he would allow people
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in the metropolitan district to have a vote
for their residence in the district in which
they resided, and also a vote for their
business premises in the city. (Mr. G.
Davis-" That is the justifiable exception.") 'What, on the other hand, did Mr.
Service's proposition do ~ He did not
propose to take away from the farmers
one jot of the power they now had,
because, if the farmers had the power under
the present law of voting in more than one
electoral district, not one case out of fifty
could exercise it. Mr. Service, however,proposed togive farmers an acknowledgment of
the thrift which had enabled them to acquire their property, and which, therefore,
gave them a right above the flotsam and
jetsamof society, and this Mr. G. Davis' proposal would not do. vVhat was the use
of giving those who resided in country
districts the power of exercising two votes
indifferent districts when it was well known
that on account of the distance they could
only vote in the district in which they resided ~ Mr. G. Davis was also unjust to Mr.
Service in saying that the object of his proposal was solely to hold in check the manhood suffrage roll. (Mr. G. Davis-" What
else ~") It was an insult to Mr. Service,
and all who thought with him, to say that
it was out of any distrust or fear of the
manhood suffrage roll that this amendment
was brought forward. It was simply be-'
cause they wanted to do an act of justice
to those who by their providence a~~ thrift
had put together properties, which pro-:
perties were the sole responsible things we
had for the national debt of this country.
The only matter for regret was that Mr.
Service did not see his way to go further.
He (Mr. FitzGerald) knew that in his heart
Mr. Service desired to go further, and he
knew that very many deserving cases would
be left outside the extension of voting
power proposed by the amendment; but
the difficulty was where to draw the line.
Thatwas suchan insurmountable difficulty,
that but for ·it Mr. Service would h3.ve
widened the sphere of this extra voting
power. (Mr. Service-" It is a difficulty
at present.") But they all felt that it
would be the duty of the GOYenlment, when
introducing a comprehensive measure on
the subject, to include those classes, and
the principle which the Council had now to
affirm was that there should be a difference,
and must be a difference, between the two
classes of voters-the one the men who·
had no property, no interest in the colony
except their sinews and muscles, which.
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they might carry to another country if it
was their interest to do so, and the other
the men who had shown an interest in
the future of. this country by acquiring
property, making it their home, and
identifying themselves with its interests
and advancement. 'rhe honorable member (Mr. G. Davis) said that there ,would be
an outcry if Mr. Service's proposal was
carried, and there. was no doubt there
would be some jealousy felt by very
many deserving men who would be outside
of the proposal. It was because of that
feeling that he (Mr. FitzGerald) for a long
time supported the idea of rejecting this
Bill in toto, and throwing on the Government the responsibility of sending up a
Bill dealing fairly with all classes, with
the aid of the Government machinery
behind them.
It was impossible for
any private member to draw. the line
once they went outside freeholders; but
the difficulty was not insurmountable to
the Government, and it was the duty of
the Government to introduce a comprehensive Bill correcting the abuses in the
present law, and at the same time
acknowledging the principle which the
amendment of Mr. Service la,id down but
to too limited an extent. 'rhero must be
a distinction between the flotsam and
jetsam of society and the owners who had
given a pledge of their continued interest
in the country. (Mr. Melville-"Who are
the flot~am and jetsam 1") That class,
worthy in themselves, who could. transfer
their labour to another country without
any difficulty, without leaving behind
them any stake in this country responsible
for any of the effects of the legislation
which their votes .might bring about.
He used the term "flotsam and jetsam" with the highest respect for that
dass individually; but he held at the
same time that those people,. however worthy in themselves as individuals, ought not to feel offended by
seeing their neighbours who had a stake
in the country obtaining a larger measure
of voting power in the laws. of the country
which affected their properties as well as
their persons. (Mr. G. Davis-WWhat
will the tenants think 1") The tenants
would no doubt think that the Council
took a limited view, but he hoped that the
House would insist in the next Parliament
.that the Government should bring in a Bill
doing justice to all classes, and drawing the
line in a manner which it was impossible
for a private member to do without the
Hon. N. FitzGerald.
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Government assistance. He thought the
country constituencies would not be
obliged to Mr. G. Davis for practically
limiting them to one vote although nominally offering them two.' The farmers
of the honorable member's constituency
would recognise that his amendment 'would
practically depriye them of the power
which Mr. Service proposed to give them.
'rherefore, the honorable member's appeal
to the country constituencies rebonnded
on himself. It was because of the justice
which would then be done to that most
deserving class-the cultivators of the soil
-that he (Mr. FitzGerald) asked the House
with confidence to agree to the amendment of Mr. Service, and to throw the
other out. Justice could not be done
under a system which would give those
who lived in towns the enjoyment of two
votes while the farmers would have only
one. He was sorry that Mr. Service's
amendment could not be made wider, but
it was plain that the difficulties in the way
of so doing were' practically insurmountable unless the dual vote was given up'
altogether.
The Ron. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
the question whether an elector should
be allowed to exercise two votes in one
. district was not in any way involved in
the present proposal. 'rherefore, the discussion was so far premature. It appeared, indeed, as though the only difference
between the proposal of Mr. Service and
,that of Mr. G. Davis lay in the way in
which those honorable members respectively expressed themselves. Mr. Service
said he would not allow anyone to vote
more than twice, while Mr. G. Davis
would only allow the dual vote to be
given in two different districts. But the
question whether the votes should be
given in one way or the other was not to
be decided now; it would come in later
on when Mr. Service proposed one of his
new clauses. For himself, he would
vote for the amendment of Mr. Service.
Under the circumstances, he thought it
would be a pity to waste time by pursuing at the present stage a discussion
which would have to be taken up afterwards.
Sir ·VV. J. CLARKE stated that he was
in favour of the dual vote, and, at the
same time, he thought no man should be
allowed to vote more than twice. Still, he
would be glad to see the Bill thrown out
rather than that injustice should. be
done to the tenant farmer clafSs who
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would necessarily be compelled to regard
themselves, in the light of Mr. Service's
amendment, as occupying an infori0r
position. Let the question go to the
country, and see who were in favour of
the proposal and who were not.
He
knew sons of tenant farmers who after
matriculating at the University had only
one desire, and that was to go back
to farming.
If anyone of this class
was asked what he intended to do
in life, he would reply, "I am going
to be a farmer." It was impossible
to deny that in a great number of instances the tenant farmers on rich soil were
infinitely more prosperous than freeholders
on poorer land, and if the former, who,
perhaps, paid £500 a year each for their
land, were to be told that they were only
to have one vote, while every neighbour
who happened to hold' a small allotment
worth £50 was to have two, they would
feel the arrangement to be extremely unfair and would resent it.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he had just
one word to say. No doubt the idea thrown
out by Sir W. J. Clarke was one that
required to be carefully regarded. But
he would ask what there was in the
way of a farmer, whose son had matriculated at the University, saying, "Now,
Jock, the moment you can raise £50 you
will have the dual vote"~ 'Vas·there anything to prevent any saving man in the
whole colony from entitling himself to the
double vote by acquiring property worth
£5 per annum ~ It was the practice in
some savage tribes that 110 one of its young
men was allowed to marry until he could
carry off a scalp, but he (Mr. Service) would
feel inclined to say that no young man
should be allowed to marry until he had
got the double vote. As far as Mr: G.
Davis was concerned, he would tell the
honorable member that he for one was not
afraid of the people who had only the
smallest kind of property-say on Collingwood Flat-enjoying the double vote, for
they had the same interest in the principle
of encouraging thrift and industry as the
man with the largest kind of estate. Talk
about his (Mr. Service's) proposal being' a
conservative one, it was one of the most
democra,tic every brought forward. It
placed the double vote within the reach
of every man in the colony; it held
out one of the strongest inducements'
possible to those who were low in the
social scale to raise themselves to a higher
level.
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ilir'V. J. CLARKE inquired what reason
there was for making it absolutely necessary that a man should become a freeholder
before he could enjoy the double vote by
acquiring a piece of land which might be
perfectly useless to him ~ Such an arrangement would only be offering inducement to landlords to cut 'Up estates into
small allotments, for the purpose of ereating
fagot votes. rrhe only result would be that
people would throwaway £5 per annum
in order to get a second vote.
(Mr.
Service-" They might spend more money
in tobacco and cigars.") He thought that
men of the class he referred to did not,
generally speaking, do anything of the sort.
He had known tenantry among whom, at
great entertainments, sodawater and lemonado were more in demand than champagne.
In fact, on such occasions it was the
sodawater and lemonade that ran short.
The Hon. S. FRASER thought it had
been understood that Mr. Service's present
amendment was to be taken as the basis
of a test vote. (Mr. J. M. Davies-"That
cannot be, because no test question is
involved.") (Mr. Service-" I wanted the
question to he a test ono, but I see now
that that is impossible.") Whether the
vote on Mr. Service's amendment would
be a test one or not, he (Mr. Fraser) had a
few remarks to make which it would be
just as well for him to offer now. At any
rate, it would be just as well for him to
say at once that he could not vote for Mr.
Service's amendment, because he considered that carrying it would have the
effect pointed out by Mr. G. Davis. Undoubtedly there would be great heartburnings. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" rrhat
would be with respect to the second
amendment.")
Nevertheless, he (Mr.
Fraser) might just as well say what was
in his mind. (Mr. Service-" Make a
clean breast of it.") He did not know
what Mr. Service meant by that, but he
wanted to set himself right. r:rhe principle
set out in Mr. Service's amendment involved this extraordinary anomaly, that
small freeholders would have two votes
for the Assembly, whereas for the Council
they would have only one. (Mr. Service
- " Many of them would have no vote for
this House at all.") That would only make
the anomaly the more extraordinary. The'
effect of that anomaly would alone be
sufficient to prevent him from voting for
Mr. Service's amendment. At any rate, he
was, perfectly confident that it would not
be accepted in another place. After all,
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i._ a certain sense, the objection to plural
voting was one more of sentiment than of,
reality, because plural voting was confined to only two or three constituencies.
Outside Melbourne and East MelbourneEast Melbourne especially - there was
scarcely any plural voting worth speaking
of. He was not in favour of the one-manone-vote principle pure and simple, but he
would vote against the amendment of Mr.
Service because he was strongly opposed
to the abominable plural voting system.
rrhe Hon. G. DAVIS stated that he
would not 'vote against Mr. Service's
amendment, because he was of opinion
with the Minister of Justice that the
difference between it and his (Mr. Davis')
own amendment, at the present stage, was
not very material. At, all events the
main question was not affected.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that he
could not quite understand the position
taken up by Mr. Fraser. The honorable
member did not say that he objected to
the dual vote, but practically he intended
to vote as if he did object to it. N ow, his
(Mr. Zeal's) view was that honorable members should vote irrespective of consequences.
It seemed to him that
the proposal of Mr. G. Davis was to
give a second vote to the people of
the metropolis, but to deny to the
farmers of Gippsland the same privilege. Because it would be impossible
for the average Gippsland farmer to
vote outside his own district. How Mr.
Fraser could reconcile that state of things
with his sense of duty he (Mr. Zeal) could
not understand. As Mr. FitzGerald had
pointed out, there was no comparison
between the position of the man who was
a temporary sojourner in the colony-who
came there because the labour market was
favorable, and who was always ready to
le~we it on the same account-and that of
the small freeholder, who was bound to the
soil and whose property was pledged to its
utmost value as possible payment for the
national debt. The object was to do justice to everybody, and certainly not anything to handicap the working men. To
cast any slur upon that class of, the community was not, he was sure, in the slightest
degree within the intention of the honorable
member.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR expressed the
opinion that none of the proposals yet made
would do full justice to all sections of the
community. He still felt that the proper
course would have been to throw out the
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Bill. With respect to Mr. Service's amendment, he was satisfied that a large portion
of the community would not be content
with it. As for Mr. G. Davis' amendment,
the effect of carrying it would practically
be to continue the present system, except so
far as it was proposed to prevent anything
in the shape of plural voting; but he (Mr.
Connor) did not think that the system of
plural voting had been very much abused
outside Melbourne. Upon the whole he
thought that to carry Mr. Davis' amendment, although it woulq. not give universal
satisfaction, would not do much harm.
Certainly it would be more likely to be
adopted elsewhere.
The Government
ought to have brought in a more comprehensive scheme of electoral reform, one
which would have done justice all round
-cured the blots in the present system,
and extended to the industrious' classes of
the communi.ty the privileges to which
they were entitled. Under the circumstances, however much a majority of honorable members had committed themselves
to Mr. Service's amendment, he, for one,
thought that it ,was their duty to make
that amendment as perfect as they could,
with the view of getting honorable members elsewhere to re-consider the position,
and insist upon the existing electoral system being reformed as much as possible
during the present session. ·What he
(Mr. Connor) was afraid of was that the
outcome would be that nothing at all
would be done, and that the hopes of a
large majority of the community that
some reward would be given to thrift
would be disappointed.
The Hon. rr. DOWLING remarked that,
to all appearances, the present debate
would be carried on for the next two
,months. Let honorable members come to
the point. He held in his hand two
amendments, and if they were not almost
identically similar he did not know what
they were.
The Hon. C. J. HAM stated that the
proposition of Mr. Service must commend
itself to the serious consideration of
every honorable member. (Mr. Melville-'"His main proposition is not before us.")
W ell, both the present amendment of Mr.
Service and that of Mr. G. Davis were
worthy of deep consideration. He had
studied both of them closely, and he must
say that he was disappointed in Mr. Service
bringing forward a proposal for which there
was no precedent at home. In fact he
knew of no precedent for it in any oi the
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British communities. It would be extraordinary if the possessors of property
worth £5 a year w~re enabled to vote
twice for a member of the Assembly,
while only possessors of property worth
£10 a year could vote for a member of
the Council. In this aspect the anomaly
pointed to by Mr. Fraser deserved attention. He agreed with Mr. G. Davis as far
as this-that, if Mr. Service's amendment
were carried, it would create a. feeling of
deep unrest. It would also lead to continual agitation until the obnoxious law
was removed from the statute-book.
Honorable members ought to endeavour
to realize that the effect would be to bring
about all sorts of inequalities. For instance,
there might be an electorate in which a
mannfacturer--a man of intelligence and
education-occupied premises for which he
paid £ 100 a year, and he would have only
one vote; while one of his employes-a
labourer-who owned small property
worth £5 a year would have two votes.
Would he not feel that a gross injustice
had 'been done to him? (Mr. Bell-" He
could buy another vote.") As had been
wisely pointed out by Sir William Clarke,
the tenant farmers paying large rents, men
of superior intelligence, could not get a
double vote unless they bought pockethandkerchief allotments, and surely the
Council did not want to pass a measure
that would encourage the manufacture of
Mr. G.
fagot votes in that manner.
Davis' amendment "ient far enough at
present. It took away what ,vas acknowledged on all sides of the Council to be an
anomaly, namely, the multiplicity of votes
for anyone individual. (Mr. Service" Does that exist now in any other British
eommunity 1") No j and it should be
swept away. '1'he proposal of Mr. G. Davis
would sweep it away, and he believed it
would meet with the a,pproval of the bulk
of the people throughout the length and
breadth of the land.
As had been
pointed out over and over again, the
great bulk of the votes created by Mr.
Service's proposal ,vould be created in
and around :Melbourne, and surely, in
regard to a question of such importancethe creation of a franchise which did not
exist in any British community-the
least tha,t could be done was that it should
be put before the country. (Several
Honorable Members - "Withdraw the
.Bill.") The main object of bringing in
this Bill was to do away with the anomaly
of plural voting, and the amendment of .
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Mr. G. Davis would accomplish that object. Honorable members should bear in
mind also that they were dealing with the
franchise for another Chamber, not for the
Council, and if the electors for the Legislative Assembly desired this fundamental
alteration of the law, which did not exist
in any other British community, the
Council would be almost, if not quite,
unanimous in approving the change after
that desire had been expressed at the
ballot-box. (Mr. Coutts-" 'What did you
bring in the Bill for 1") rrhe Bill now before the committee was not the Bill the
Government brought in, because the
Government measure had been materially
altered. (Several Honorable Members"rrhen withdraw the Bill.") rrhere was
no necessity to withdraw the Bill, because all the objects desired by a majority
in another place would be secured by
the amendment of Mr. G. Davis. This
question had been brought before the
whole country in as able a ma,nner
as possible by a gentlemall who was
honoured and respected throughout the
colony, and if the country said at the next
general election that it was in favour of
the proposal, he would not object. He
was, and always had been, prepared to
accept such a proposal as that which was
now submitted by Mr. G. Davis.
The Hon. F. BROvVN remarked that
there had been' many excited speeches
deliyered that evening. Speaking as a
country member, he could not agree that
Mr. Service was wrong. Mr. G. DaviE.
tried to prove to the committee, but he
certainly did not prove to him, tha,t Mr.
Service was wrong. As the representative
of a country district, he thought they
were honestly trying to carry out the
wishes of the country in providing for a.
dual vote in the form Mr. Service proposed.
All honorable members who had spoken
against the proposal, and were anxious to
keep up the present electoral power, had
stated that, if Mr. Service's propose...l was
adopted, it would cause discontent throughout the country, and mise electioneering difficulties <'tIl over the land, but
not one of those gentlemen had said
how many men in the country districts would be delighted at securing
a second vote. Although the two Ministers who had spoken on this question
had endeavoured to show the unanimity
of the Goyernmellt on this Bill, he had
heard no argument from the Government
against the grant of a dual vote to the
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farmers. Mr. Fraser said that it was a
mere matter of sentiment. (Mr. Fraser" I said the opposition to it was a mere
matter of sentiment.") Then why not
wipe the Bill out altogether, and go on'
with the business of the country? 'fhe
Council should, if possible, secure for the
persons who. had made the country a
larger portion in the government of the
country than those who did not care a
snap of the finger for the colony. (Mr. G.
Davis-" 'fhere is no such class of men.")
In carrying on the work of his profession
he constantly came in contact with such
men. They came from the old country to
better their position, but they would not
allow their fellow-workers to come from
the old country to share in their prosperity. Men of that class did not care
one jot for the country-all they cared
for was their own selfish interests. Every
medical man could tell the same tale. He
had met many such persons in this colony
since 1853. (Mr. G. Davis-" 'rhere is
no such class or section of men.") There
was no such class, but the munberofsuchindividuals reached a large aggregate. They
were the men ,,,ho took, in the country, the
same position as leaders of the Trades Hall
. did in tho city, disseminating all sorts
of extraordinary ideas, and keeping up
the agitation which was spread about by
members of a certain society. He intended to support Mr. Service's amendment, which would meet with the approval
of a' largo majority of the farmers and
residents of the country districts.
The amendment was agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. J. SERVICE, the clause was consequentially
amended so as to read as follows:"1. Notwithstanding anything in any Act COlltained, it shall not be lawful for any person on
anyone day to vote more than twice at any
election or elections; and for the purpose of
this section any adjourned poll shall be
deemed to be taken on the day from which
such poll is originally adjourned. 2. N otwithstanding anything contained in the Constitution Act Amendment Act 1890, no person who
claims as the holder of an elector's right for a
residential qnalification shall vote in any divition of any elector~l district in respect of such
qualification unless he usually resides in such
district or has resided therein for at least three
months of. the twelve months then last pf~st,
and unless at the time of tendering his vote he
is entitled pursuant to such Act to vote therein.
3. Every person guilty of a contravention of
this section shall, on conviction before a court
of petty sessions, be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £50, or to be imprisoned for any
term not exceeding three months. 4. All votes
given at any election or elections by any person
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voting at any election or elections contrary to
the provisions of this Act shall be utterly void
and of no effect."

Discussion took place on clause 5, which
was as follows : "At every election the returning officer or
deputy returning officer if he think fit may
and if required by any scrutineel' or by any
two persons entitled to vote at the polling
place at which he presides shall before any
perS0n tendering his vote thereat receive a
ballot-paper (but not afterwards) put to such
person the following questions in addition to
any others he may lawfully put (that is to
say) :-' Have you already voted in any electoral
district to·day? [or in the case of an ad}ou?"Jwd
poll the day from which the poll was ad}mml.ed
should also be named]. Do you usually reside
in this electoral district, or have you resided
for a period of at least three months during
the preceding twelve months ill this electoral
district? ' "

The. Hon. J. SERVICE proposed, after
certain corisequential amendments in the
clause, the insert.ion, after "to-day" (line
11), of the following-:"or have you already vot.ed twice in one
electoral district to-day? "

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES expressed the
opinion that this proposal involved the
new principle which Mr. Service desired to
establish, so that it would be necessary to
have the discussion on this point, and
all who were opposed to one elector exercising two votes in one district would
have to vote against this amendment.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
he had nothing to add to the full expression of his views which he gave in his
speech on the second reading of the Bill;
and he had not the slightest ilitention of
attempting, by vain repetitions, to make
converts of Mr. G. Davis and Mr. Melville; but he was quite prepared to give
any explanation of the machinery he now
proposed to import into the Bill for the
purpose of giving effect to the objects
which the Council had in view. If Mr.
Melville objected to a division being
taken on the issue without further dism.lssion, let him go on with the discussion.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that the committee were now asked to deal with the
machinery of a clause which was not
before them, and which they could not at
present discuss. He would, therefore,
suggest to Mr. Service that he should
withdraw the amendment for the present.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he preferred that the vote should be taken at
. once.
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The Hon. G. DAVIS remarked that he tended to finish the discussion that night ~
considered it to be his duty to do what (Mr. FitzGeraJd-" To fix this principle.")
he could to prevent a vote from being If it was the will of the committee that
taken at once, unless there was a distinct they should do that, he would not interunderstanding as to when the discussion pose, but he did not understand why they
on clause A was to take place. (Mr. Bell should not adjourn at the lUlUal hour. In
- "To-night.") Surely the committee order to test the feeling of the comwould not dispose of a question of such mittee, he would move that progress be
grave moment so late in the evening. reported.
The Hon. G. DAVIS stated that it was
(Mr. Service-"Are you going to give us
another hour on the principles of the unfair to attempt to force a test division
Bill ~ ") If it were necessary, he would at that hour of the evening.
The motion to report progress was
move that the Chairman leave the Chair.
He trusted that Mr. Melville would pro- " negatived.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
ceed with his remarks. He was quite
prepared to remain if other honorable he was opposed to the amendment. He
members were, in order to discuss the knew that anything which he might say
question, but it would be more convenient would have no effect, because the comto adjourn. He did not understand how mittee had made up their minds what they
Mr. Service could expect honorable mem- intended to do. At tho sallle time he felt it .
bers to discuss an anticipatory amendment. to be his duty to state that he was opposed
Honorable mem\>ers were perfectly justified to the principle of giving elector::; two
in refusing to do that, even if they had to votes in one district. Ho had always be~n
resort to the forms of the House in order against the system of plural voting which
to protect themselves, because by agreeing was possible under the Electoral Act.
to the amendment they would affirm the vVhatever evils were in existence formerly
principle which was contained in the sub- were greatly increased when the Constitusequent amendment. l'her0 was a wide tion Act Amendment Act was passed.
difference between Mr. Service's amend- That Act divided certain districts into
ment and that which he (Mr. Davis) single electorates. He would take, for exsuggested. His (Mr. Davis') amendment ample, St. Kilda. At one time an elector
would be simply a limitation; Mr. Ser- owning property in a great many portions
vice's amendment would carry them into of that district could only vote once; by
the division which was made the same
unknown waters.
The Hon. S. FRASER said tbat if elector could now vote four times, so that
honorable members were so disposed, there the evil had been greatly increased, and it
was no reason why a division should not was an evil which required amendment.
be taken to-night, but he would vote Although he was against that system he
against Mr. Service's proposal for the was not, nor ever had been, in favour of the
reasons which he had already given. principle of one man one vote, but he was
He did not object to any man having a in favour of limiting the power of voters to
second vote in another district, but· he two votes, given in different districts. Parobjected to his having two votes in the liament would be doing no injustice to the
same c,:mstituency.
country electors by reducing the power of
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that he voting in the metropolitan districts in
came to the chamber that evening under some cases from eighteen and twenty votes
the impression that honorable members to two votes. W"hy they should say that
would hear another excellent speech from because some metropolitan electors were to
Mr. Service about this new development. be reduced to two votes that therefore the
(Mr. Service-" It is not a new develop- country electors should be increased from
ment.") At any rate, they had not one to two votes he could not understand.
exhausted everything' that was to be Whatever evil the country farmer suffered
said, and the country was entitled to under now owing to the large voting power
a fair and proper discussion on the which was in the hands of the metropolitan
question. Mr. Service's proposal meant a electors would certainly not be increased
complete revolution. (Mr. Service-" Do by this change. Country electors, however,
you want me to blather again ~ ") If the would" not be content with that, but
honorable member would not speak-- asked that two votes should be given to
(Mr. Service-" I will not repeat my them. They should be very glad to get a
second-reading speech.") Then, was it in- reduction of the metropolitan vote. (Mr.
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Thornley-" That would have no result.")
There was a great deal in the argument of
Mr. Fraser that Mr. Service's amendment
would create a difference in the voting
power for members of the Assembly and
members of the CounciL Members of the
Council were now returned largely by the
ratepayers who had votes for the Assembly.
If those ratepayers were given an extra
vote for the Assembly, and not for the
Council, there would be a possibility of
their returning members who would not
work as harmoniously with them as did
the members elected under the present
system. That was an evil which they
would deploce. He did not consider that
the man who had £50 worth of property
belonged to the propertied class. The
value of his property was so small that it
would not affect his political views. Under
this Bill a number of electors would have
their voting power reduced from twenty,
or a less number, down to two. By raising
the power of voting of a large section from
one to two they would relatively further
reduce the voting power of those who had
,hitherto exercised a plurality of votes. A
very large number of electors had the
power of voting in two districts. ( An
Honorable Member--" Not in the country
districts.") Possibly not so much in the
country districts as in the metropolitan
district and in the cities and towns. He
recognised that by agreeing to this amendment honorable members would virtually
accept the principle embodied in the subsequent amendments. The point therefore
at issue was whether the committee
would give two votes to one elector in
the same electorate or not. It should
be remembered that there were many
,electors in and around Melbourne who
would still be limited to the one vote,
because they did not possess' freeholds,
they did not rent houses, and, from the
nature of their occupations, they did not
carryon business in premises of their own.
These electors included many bank managers, medical moen, and even professors of
the University; and Mr. Service's proposal
would give two votes to a large section of
the uneducated classes, whilst it would
withhold the same privilege from many
persons belonging to the educated classes,
who had special ability with reference to
judgment and with reference to all
matters which should qualify them for the
-exercise of the franchise.
He 'looked
upon that as a possible danger. (Mr.
,Cooke-" The' same inconsistencies occur
Hon. J. M. Davies.
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at present.") There were evils under the
present system, but by this Bill it was
proposed to reduce them. The amendment would bring in an unknown quantity,
whereas the Bill would merely lessen or
reduce an evil to a line of safety. Honorable members should consider whether
there was likely to be any practical outcome from Mr. Service's proposal. There
was no possibility of any such <:!.mendment
finding acceptance in another place. Honorable members had now an opportunity
of settling this question on the principle
of two votes in different districts, which
would be much preferable to having a
general election with the cry, under circumstances not favorable, of one man one
vote. For these reasons he could not support the amendment.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said that
the Minister of Justice did not know
much about this question. In the metropolitan district it was easy for an
elector to record his vote in several electorates in the one day, but that could not
be done in a country district because of
the distance which an elector would have
to travel in order to go from one electorate
to another. If Mr. Service's proposal was
agreed to, the people in the country would
only get justice.
The Hon. VV. H. ROBERTS observed
that in dealing with this question honorable members should not raise the old cry
of town against country. rrhe point to be
considered was whether a vote should be
given in recognition of thrift. Under the
Constitution Act all freeholders were
entitled to a vote, but clause 4 of this Bill
provided that no person should vote more
than once at any Assembly election. Mr.
Service proposed to give an elector an
additional vote in respect of his freehold.
The interests of the country districts were
conserved under new clause B, but the
same provision should be extended to
cities, towns, boroughs, and shires. (Mr.
Service-" rrhat is what I propose.") He
did not think the amendment went far
enough; and, further, if a man purchased
property on time payment, should he not
also be entitled to a second vote ~ (Mr.
"\iVynne-" He has that under section 130
of the Constitution Act Amendment Act.")
Yes, but clause 4 of this Bill would take
away that privilege. Even a person who
mortgaged his property would not have
the second vote. (An Honorable Member
- " You are wrong.") He could only,
refer again to clause 4.
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The CHAIRMAN.-Clause 4 has been
'amended, and it now reads as follows:"Notwithstanding anything in any Act contained, it shall not be lawful for any person on
anyone day to vote more than twice at any
election or elections."
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colonists as "flotsam and jetsam," and for
Mr. Service to say that the small freeholders would "hound them down."
The committee divided on the amendment-Ayes
33
6'
Noes

The Hon. G. DAVIS said he would point
out that if the committee agreed to this
.amendment they would practically agree '
to new clause A, which was to be moved
Majority for the amend- l 27
by Mr. Service. rrhat was not desirable,
ment...
...
... f
because there was much objectionable
AVES.
matter in the clause.
Mr. Abbott,
Mr. Morey,
The Hon. tT. SERVICE submitted that
" Austin,
" Osmand,
the honorable member was not in order in
" Pitt,
" Bell,
referring to a clause which was not before
Sir B. Benjamin,
" Pratt,
the committee. If Mr. G. Davis was going
Mr. Brown,
" Roberts,
" Brunton,
" Sargeant,
to stand as one man against the whole
" Buchanan,
" Service,
Council, and to keep honorable members
Sir "Y. J. Clarke,
" Simmie,
there by stone-walling, he was taking an
Mr. Connor,
" Sternberg,
unfair advantage of honorable members.
" Cooke,
" Thornley,
" Coutts,
" D. S. vVallace,
The Hon. G. DAVIS said that that was
" Dowling,
" J. A. "Yallace,
what he charged Mr. Service with. rrhe
" FitzGemld,
" Winter-Irving,
honorable member was taking an unfair
" Gore,
" Wynne,
,advantage of the committee, by asking
" Grimwade,
" Zeal.
:J.leller .
" D. Ham,
them by a side-wind to agree to an imSir J. MacBain,
Mr. Butters.
portant principle. vVhy not postpone this
.amendment until the principle in clause A
NOES.
had been dealt with ~
Mr. J. M. Davies,
Sir F. T. Sargood.
The Ron. J. BELL stated that he ,~ould
" G. Davis,
call the attention of the Chairman to the
Teller.
" C. J. Ham,
Mr. Fraser.
" Melville,
130th standing order, which provided
against members indulging in continued
Consequential and formal amendments
irrelevance or tedious repetition. He
thought the standing order applied to Mr. were agreed to in the same clause, and
also in clauses 6 and 8.
G. Davis.
The Bill having been gone through,
Sir F. '1,1. SARGOOD said he hardly
thought the standing order was applicable
The Hon. J. SERVICE proposed new
to the remarks which Mr. G. Davis was clause A (to follow clause 4), which was
making on the present proposal. He (Sir as follows :-F. T. Sargood) thought it was hardly fair
1. Notwithstanding anything in any Act conto ask the committee to vote on this tained,
any person otherwise qualified may
.amendment before n:ew clause A was dealt under'the provisions of this Act apply for aml
with: but at the same time he hoped there obtain in any district an elector's right. (a) In
would be nothing in the shape of stone- respect of a residential qualification, llotwiththat for the same or some other
walling. He would certainly vote against standing
division of such district his name is already
this amendment, on the ground that it upon a roll of ratepaying electors, or that he
prejudged a clause which had yet to be has already obtained an elector's right in'r!'lspect of a non-residential qualification; and (b)
moved.
in respect of a non-residentia,l qualification,
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he would notwithstanding
that for the same or some
remind Mr. Service that it was not Mr. G. other division of such district his name is
Davis who had kept the committee there ,already upon a roll of ratepaying electors, or
to so late an hour, but the honorable mem- that he has already obtained an elector's right
in respect of a residential qualification. 2. (a)
ber (Mr. Service) himself, in his desire to Any
person may vote in one district on the
have his proposals carried through. 'rhe~'e same day both in respect of a residential qualifiwas no doubt whatever that Mr. Service cation, and in respect of a non-residential
was engaged in fastening plural voting on qualification. (b) A person who has voted on
the country in a most aggravated shape. any day in respect of either a residential
qualification or a non-residential qualification
It was most objectionable for Mr. Fitz- shall
not vote as a ratepaying elector in the
Gerald to allude to a section of their fellow same district on such day."

I
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He observed that they had now come to ' the same time he must say that, ,,;ith
the new clauses which he proposed should respect to his opinion that thrift might
be inserted in the Bill. rrhese clauses well be recognised by giving two votes, he
.were really a matter of machinery, and was thoroughly with Mr: Service. In
they had been drawn up, as he had already short, he had not altered his opinion on
mentioned, by one of the ablest drafts- the subject ono iota. On the other hand,
men in the colony. It was difficult for the he would point out that tho object of tho
lay mind to grasp from technical clauses Bill as it stood was to do 'away with plural
like these what was intended to be carried voting-which he was thoroughly against
out, but if they had confidence in the -and that, so far, it should be favorably relegal gentleman whose function it had garded. Under the circumstances honorbeen to draft these clauses for the purpose able members would hardly be justified in
of giving effect to what was desired, they introducing into the measure such an imneed not trouble themselves very much portant change as that now in view. 8erabout the machinery. He would remind tainly he (Sir F. T. Sargood) was not
honorable members that in this amended prepared to be a party to such a transacBill they did not deal with the ratepayers' tion. He was, however, perfectly prepared
roll at all. r:rhey left the ratepayers' roll to discuss the question in connexion with
exactly as it stood in every way. In order a different Bill, and in, that case, probably,
to get this new freehold vote, it was neces- many of the objections in regard to the
sary to take out an elector's right; but, proposal which now existed ·would disapunder the law as it stood at present, a man pear. He hoped, indeed, that some legislawhose name was on the ratepayers' roll tion would soon take place in the direction
would be refused if he applied to the elec- of recognising thrift. Certainly proposals
toral registrar for an elector's right. Oli the subject on a proper basis would reHence this clause was necessary to enable ceiveeverysupport he could give them. Still
a man whose name was on the ratepayers' he felt bound to oppose the introduction of
roll to take out an elector's right as a such legislation into the present measure.
freeholder. A man was not to vote as Probably he would be in a small minority
a ratepayer and as a freeholder, he could on the subject, but he wanted to make his
only vote double for his manhood suffrage own stand-point perfectly clear. As far
and for his freehold, but if his name as his position in the Government was
appeared on the ratepayers roll he could concerned, he did not think he would be
not under the present law take out worthy of it if he had not the courage of
an elector's right. In the same way his opinion.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he had
new clause B was proposed, in order,
without interfering unduly with the pre- read Mr. Service's proposal through four
sent complicated machinery of the elec- times, but still he did not see how it would
toral Jaw, to bring the new class of work. The machinery did not seem to be
voters into thc voting list. Sub-section adequate, and the greatest frauds in the
2 set out in plain language the prin- way of roll-stuffing would be rendered posciple it was desired to adopt. As for sible. l'here would be nothing to check
the fact that in many instances s'uch a thousands of peeple from cheating by
name as John Smith appeared on the rolls means of electors' rights. If a man defor ten or a dozen different electoral divi- manded an elector's right on account of
sions, and that advantage could be taken certain property, who was to say whether
of it for the purposes of plural voting, he really owned the property or not 7
that was a difficulty which could only be He also dissented from the statement
grappled with by the Govenlment. The that it was easy for almost any man in
evil, which was an abominable one, ought the country to acquire property worth
to be thoroughly remedied at an early £5 per annum. From what he knew of
period. At present it placed all sorts of the working classes of the country, the
aifficulties in the way of an honest canvass. thing was often perfectly impossible. A
The whole thing was a farce, and the man had as much as he could do to
.wonder was that it had worked so well for earn a living for himself and his family .
Men of that class were the "flotsam
so long.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that he and jetsam" which had been objected
could hardly be called upon at short to.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated that
notice to deal exhaustively with such a
new departure as that now proposed. At he had all along carefully defended himself
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from the possibility of the expression Mr.
Melville referred to being regarded as a
reflection upon an important class of the
community.
He used the expression
simply to mark the distinction between
the men who had by their care and providence established an interest in the
country and the other people who had
not.
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE remarked that
the language was at least very extraordinary. 1'0 come back to the question before
the House, he regarded the machinery now
proposed as not only a threat to the working classes of the colony, but as almost
something very much worse. All pointed
to this, that the honorable members of the
Legislative Council might probably lose in
future the public respect in which some of
them were now held. After all, what was
the contention but that the double vote
would protect the community from the
evils of universal suffrage ~ Of course }:1e
must bow to thegreat majority of honorable
members, but at the same time he believed that the day would come when they
would have a different opinion of the
working classes of the colouy, and look
with scorn on the way in which it was
now proposed to treat them.
The clause was agreed to,
The Hon. J. SERVICE proposed the
following clause:"For the purpose of qualifying a person to
vote in the election of members of the Legislative Assembly, he shall be deemed to be seised
at law or in equity of any land held by him
under a lease from the Crown with an inchoate
right of purchase."

The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. J. SERVICE proposed the
following clause to follow clause 7 of the
Bill:" Question (IV.) in section 244 of the Constitution Act Amendment Act 1890 shall not be
put to any person at any election of members of
the Legislative Assembly."
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The CHAIRMAN. - The honomble
member is too late, the clause has been
agreed to.
The Bill was reported with amendments.
1'he House adjourned at twenty-seyen
minutes past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE

.A.SSEl\IBLY.

l uesda,y, Novemve?' 17, 1891.
1

Electoral Registrars-Financial Institutions-Railway Dc·
paltment: Spark Arresters-Flinders·street ViaductGreat Southern Hailway-Supervision of ScaffoldingL..'l,nd Selection at IIIount Baw Baw-Railway Statistics
-Local Government Act Amendment Bill-Railways
Act 1890 Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the cha,ir at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
ELEcrrORAL REGISTRARS.
Mr. STUART asked the Chief Secretary
if he would cause the addresses of the
electoral registrars for Melbourne East to
be registered in such a· way that they
might be easily found by all electors ~ He
observed that the department had issued
some posters, bnt not enough of them, and
it was desirable that some further nieanl:l
should be taken to let people know where
they could obtain electors' rights.
Mr. McLEAN stated that the electora'!
registrars had been instructed to advertil::!e
their addresses in the press, and had been
supplied with large posters regarding the
issue of rights, with instructions to have
their addresses printed at the foot. In
addition to this, the department had
issued in large numbers a smaller poster,
giving the registrars' names and addressel:l.
:H'INANCIAL INSTI1'U1'IONS.
Mr. ZOX asked the Premier if he would
take steps to bring in the short Bill ,"hich
he stated last session would suffice for the
better security of the people's. savingl:l
which were invested in building societies
and in similar financial institutions 1 He
observed that, as would be admitted from
recent events, this question was a very
important one. He had brought tho subject dnring the last three years under the
notice of the Governments which had been
in existence during that time. Last session,
when the present Premier was in opposition, he made the following statement:-

The Hon. D. HAM stated that he had
a few remarks to make.
1'he Hon. J. SERVICE snggested that,
the present late hour, the clause should
If
be adopted without fnrther delay.
there was a,ny new proposal to be brought
forward it had better be done on the third
.reading.
. The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS expressed
the opinion that the clause should not be
carried before it was amended in a certain
" He could assert, as one who had for twenty
·direction.
. years managed about the largest building

at
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society in Melbourne, that if a Bill were passed
containing three short clauses, insisting upon
the secretaries, the directors, and the auditors
of every such society complying with the existing law, nothing more would be wanted."

Great Southern Railway.

present time, he did not think it was possible to introduce any measure on the
subject this session.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
If a Bill of three short clauses would
Mr. GARDINER asked the Minister of
suffice to do away with the anxiety in the Railways if he would appoint a board of
public mind, he (Mr. Zox) sincerely hoped experts to test and give their decision as.
that the honorable gentleman, now that to the best spark-catcher or arrester inhe was Premier, would undertake the vented, such inventions to be fitted to
responsibility of introducing such a engines lent for the occasion, and the trial
measure this session.
to be a public one~
Mr. SHIELS said he was informed by
Mr. MUNRO stated that he did not
agree that there was any anxiety in the the Chairman of the Railways Commispublic mind with regard to building sioners that there -were a great many
societies more than any other financial inventions for achieving the purpose reinstitutions. (Mr. Zox-" I was careful to ferred to, but in the opinion of the comsay' and similar financial institutions.''') missioners none was more efficient than
There ·were no similar financial institutions that now in use by the department. As
to building societies. Their business was for appointing a board of experts, he (Mr.
a peculiar business, and while he agreed Shiels) had no power under the Railways
that a Bill of two or three short clauses, Commissioners Act to appoint such a
such as he referred to last session, board, but the commissioners could appoint
might be passed in connexion with build- one if they considered it necessary. The
ing societies, he had never agreed, and answer which the commissioners had furnever would agree, that there was any nished to the question was as follows:greater cause for anxiety in connexion
" There are a great many inventions for arrestwith building societies than there was in ing sparks, and to give a trial would involve
connexion with other financial institutions. expense and trouble without public ad vantage_
The spark arrester now in use by the department
A great noise was made if anything is
considered as efficient as any known."
occnrred in connexion with a building
Mr. T. SMITH asked the Minister of
society, but there was no noise when anything happened in connexion with ba,nks Railways if it was true that the sleepers
of issue. He ventured to say that it now being laid on the Flinders-street viawould be ascertained, on careful inquiry, duct were to be replaced by other sleepers;
that there were less defalcations in con- and, if this was the case, why the double
nexion with buiiding societies than there expense was being incurred ~
Mr. SHIELS stated that the reply of the
were in regard to any other financial institutions in the colony. He was for mauy Railways Commissioners to the question
years in charge of ' the largest building was as follows : "The sleepers now being put down on the
society in the colony, where 8,000
viaduct are not quite the size of those originally
open accounts were registered. That intended,
but they answer every purpose, and
institution· had been in existence for will not require to be moved until renewed in
26 years, and there had not been the ordinary course. They have been substituted
one single defalcation in connexion with because work would have been delayed if we had
waited for sleepers which the contractor has not
it. The defalcations in connexion with . been
able to. deliver."
building societies were very small in proGREAT SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
portion to those in connexion with banks
of issue. For instance, at the half-yearly
Mr. MASON asked the Minister of Railmeeting of one bank it was stated that ways when the second and third sections
£18,000 had to be paid on account of the . of the Great Southenl Railway would be
defalcations of an officer. He did not opened for traffic ~
say that a Bill of the sort referred to
Mr. SHIELS said it was anticipated by
might not be introduced, but he did not the Railways Commissioners that the secagree that there was any anxiety in the tions would be opened about Januarypublic mind with regard to building socie- next.
ties. He believed they were the safest
SUPERVISION OF SCAFFOLDING.
and soundest financial institutions in the
Mr. STUART asked the Chief Secretary
colony at present. In any case, with the
amount of business on the paper at -the if, in view of the numerous accidents
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through faulty construction of scaffoldings,
he would bring in legislation making it
imperative that all scaffoldings should be
properly constructed ~ He remarked that
the late Chief Secretary (Mr. Langridge),
in a.nswer to a deputation, promised that
legislation would be introduced on the
subject; and a number of terrible accidents
had occurred recently in connexion with
scaffoldings.
Mr. McLEAN observed that no doubt
the matter was a very important one, as
several accidents-some of them of a fatal
character-had occurred through thefaulty
construction of scaffoldings. He had given
considerable attention to the subject, but
the difficulty he saw in the way of the
Government undertaking the supervision
of scaffoldings was that this might shift
the responsibility from those who should
properly bear it on to the shoulders of the
State. The matter was, doubtless, one
which would receive careful consideration
during the recess, with the view to legislettion next session.
LAND LAW ADMINISTRATION.
Mr. A. HARRIS asked the Minister of
Lands when the sevei'al thousand acres 6f
land adjacent to Mount Baw Baw would
be surveyed into small blocks and be available for selection ~ He observed that the
area to which he referred comprised
about 15,000 acres of veryrich country, and
should only be cut up into small blocks of
from 200 to 320 acres. No large areas
should be permitted, and the surve,'s
should be taken in hand as soon as
possible.
Mr. McLEAN stated that arrangements
had been made for proceeding with these
surveys at once.
PETITIONS.
Petitions were' presented by Mr. W. T.
CARTER, from Elizabeth Davey, school
teacher, Newport, asking for an inquiry
into her case; and by Mr. LEVIEN, from
the directors of the Geelong Gas Company,
against the municipality of Geelong being
empowered to establish gas-works.
RAILWAY STATISTICS.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that several
months ago there was an order of the
House made for a retunl from the Railway department showing how the various
lines were paying, and he would like to
ask the Minister of Railways why the
return had not been furnished 1
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Mr. SHIELS said he had no recollection
of a return being ordered by the House,
but he asked the Railways Commissioners
to furnish him with certain information
with regard to the lines under the previous
Railway Construction Act; and, as far as
it had been supplied to him, he would be
happy to place the honorable member in
possession of it.
LOCAL GOVERNMEN1' ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. GILLIES said he would like to ask
the hoad of the Government whether there
were, any strong reasons why the consideration of the report on the Local
Government Act Amendment Bill had
been placed as low as the 28th item
on the list of Government business. (Mr.
Munro-" That is the result of a. pure
accident.") Then did he understand that
the Premier was going on with the
consideration of the report on the Bill
to-night 1
Mr. MUNRO said he was not. 1'horeport would be ta.ken that day week, and
he would explain the reason for the delay.
Honorable members knew that very important amendments were made in the Bill
during its passage through committee, and,
as the Government allowed the Bill to be
considered by the whole of the municipaJ
authorities before it was dealt with in the,
House, they thought it was only right that
about ten days should be allowed to tho
municipal councils to consider the impor-'
tant amendments which had boen made in
the measure. The Government intended
to devote the whole of this week to tho
Railways Act Amendment Bill, and next
week the report on the Local Governmont
Act Amendment Bill would be taken into
consideration.
Mr. STAUGHTON said he thonght the
answer of the Premier was mos~ unsatisfactory on the ground alone that the
Government were referring this Bill to
the local bodies after it had been dealt
with by the House. What had the local
bodies to do with the BillllOW? 1'he House
was dealing with it.
The SPEAKER-The honorable member cannot debate the subject.
Mr. DEAKIN observed tha,t tho Minister
of Customs had informed him that the
necessity for delaying the consideration of
the report on the Local Government Aet
Amendment Bill was largely owing to now
'clause AA, which appeared on the noticepaper, giving power to the borough of
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]j-'lemington and Kensington to rate the Land and Works for the purpose of railFlemington cattle-yards and abattoirs. way construction. He should have thought
That clause was intended to replace one from theargumentof certain honorable memwhich had been already carried in com- bers on the Ministerial side of the House
mittee, but which would not accomplish that they had had quite enough boards
the same end so woll. He understood to deal with railways. They had a board
the Minister of Customs to say that it of Railways Commissioners, to which some
was that clause ·which blocked the way, objected; they had a Hailways Standing
and he (Mr. Deakin) desired to state that Committee, which inquired as to what lines
rather than that the Bill should be de- should be constructed; and now they were
layed for a single night he would with- to have a third board, which was to be
. charged with the construction of lines
draw the new clause altogether.
Mr. BENrr !:laid that he understood that after they had been passed by Parliament.
the honorable member for Essendon had The consequence would be that, instead of
received 'a letter from the Flemington having any unanimity in the administraCouncil telling him that they did not want tion of the railways, they would have to
look to three different points of the comthe provision referred to.
Mr. DEAKIN stated that his proposal pass. One body would propose the conto withdraw the clause was simply due struction of rail ways; then, after Parliament
to the fact that fresh negotiations of an had authorized the construction, there
entirely new character were proceeding wonld be a second body, which would construct the lines; and the third body would
between the two councils.
manage them. For his own part he saw
RAILvVAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL. no occasion for this board of construcThe House wcnt into committee for the . tion. He believed the great majority of
consideration of this Bill.
honorable members were satisfied that
On clause 2, providing that the measure construction should be separated from
should come into operation on a date (left management; and, this being so, the quesblank) in 1891,
tion they had to consider was whether the
Mr. SHIELS proposed the amendment Board of Land and Works or some other
of tho clause so as to provide for the authority should be intrusted with conmeasure coming into opcration on the 1st struction. They had understood that the
January, 1892.
main desire of the Government in introThe amendment was agreed to.
ducing this Bill was to restore Ministerial
Discussion took place on clause 3, which authority, and yet, at the very outset of
was as follows : their own measure, the Government, instead
"(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in
of-restoring Ministerial authority in regard
Part 1. of the Public Works Act 1890-(a) the
to construction, delivered construction
responsible Minister of the Crown for the time
toa
body which, no doubt, was to be
being administering the Rail ways Act 1890 shall
chiefly Ministerial in its constitution,
without furthfll' or other authority than this
Act be a Vice-President of the Board of Land
but which did not give that direct Minisand 'Works for all purposes, and (b) the Chairterial res.ponsibility that the Government
man anel Vice-Chairman for the time being of
were
anxious to give in other parts of the
the Parliamentary. Standing Committee on
Bill. It would, perhaps, simplify matters
Railways shall without further or other autllOto deal with one issue at a 'time; and, thererity than this Act be memhers of the said board
fDr the purpose only of carrying out the duties,
fore, he would ask the Minister of Railpowers, a,ntl authorities by this Act imposed and
ways why, taking it for granted that conconferred on such hoard, (2) The number of
struction should be separated from the
vice-presidents of the said board shall not
management, it was proposed to interpose
exceed three, and the whole number of members
of the said board may be increased to ten. (3)
this board instead of proposing that the
Except the president and vice-presidents of the
Minister.himself should undertake to superboard and the said chairman and vice-chairman
vise the construction of railways 1
no member of the hoard shall exercise any right,
Mr. SHIELS observed thathethought the
power, duty, or authority by this Act conferred
or imposed on the board or the members thereof
honorable member could have hardlv looked
unless such member be also a commissioner or
carefully through the Railways A~t 1890.
an officer in the railway service."
The honorable member assumed that the
~Ir. DEAKIN observed that one of the
Government were bringing in a third
most important principles in the Bill was ,board, whereas, as a matter of fact, the
embodied in this clause. In the first place· , Board. of Land and Works was already in
the cla,use proposed to utilize the ,Board of . existence and. had very large ,powers in.
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regard to railways. Sections 122 to 144
of the Railway~ Act 1890 gave the whole
supervision over private railways-of
which there were still some in Victoria, and
might be more-to the Board of Land and
Works; and that board had governing
powcrs of the largest character in regard
to those railways. As the board had
these powers, the Government, he thought,
were amply justified for the very reasons
to which the honorable member had re_ferted-namely, that it was not wise to
ml1ltiply the organs of government-in
seeking to work under the provisions
which were now the law in Victoria.
He thought he had now fully answered
the first point raised by the honorable
member for Essendon, namely, that the
Government were proposing to multiply
boards and to bring in a fre,sh authority to
deal with railways. (Mr. Leonard-" Did
not the sections the honorable gentleman
quoted practicaBy adopt what the board
did before 1") The sections were all old
provisions. What powers the Board of
Land and Vvorks had at' present could
be seen from the legislation now on the
statuto-book. The present object was to
bring a,bout something like uniformity
of action. Of course, if there were private railways running-such railwa:r~ as
the Rosstown Railway-a variety of questions naturally arose. For example, where
roBing powers had been granted, tllere
must unquestionably be need for some
(lontrolling power. The committee were
probably aware that in England t~e Board
of rrrade had large authority over the
railways of that country. vVhen he (Mr.
Shiels) was at home, Sir Henry James, the
late Attorney-General; was engaged week
after week in connexion with the briefs
he held on behalf of private railway companies as against the authorities
having control over them. The second
point-it was an important one-raised by
the honorable member for Essendon was
that the Governmentwere simplyre-vosting
in the original authority the powers which
had been taken from it by the Act of 1883.
Previous to the passing of that Act the
matter of the constructioil of railways was
vested in the Board of Land and "N orks.
But he thought that this point had already
been answered very satisfactorily. (Mr.
Gillies-" You have not touched it.") As
he understood it, he thought he ,had
answered it completely. He had shown
plainly that the Government were not proposing to multiply boards. They were not.
Session 1891.-[167]
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constituting a new board or a new power.
(Mr. McColl-" You are simply reviving
the old board.") They were apparently
reviving the old power, but in ~ome
respects there were difforences. Of course,
it might be argued that the Government
were changing to some extent the personnel of the railway authorities of the
country, but he would not go into that
s'ubject.
Mr. DEAKIN thought the ingenious
argument of the 'Minister of Railway~ did
not meet the point which he (Mr. Deakin)
had raised. I t was quite true that the
Board of Land and VV-orks aJreadypo~se~sed
powers under the law relating to ra,ilways.
It had authority over private railways,
and there was one private railway already
in the country, although it was not
running. He did not think, however, that
there would ever be another. (An Honora,ble Member-" There is more than one
private railway.") (Mr. Shiels-" As a
matter of fact there are three, including
the Katamatite line.") There was one
private railway and two private tramways
01', rathel', slow railways.
But hitherto
the Board of La11(:1, and Works, although
it had these powers, had simply actod as
the hand of the Minister. As a body it
had no independent existence, authority,
or control. At present it was merely a
something introduced by the Minister of
Railways to accomplish certain ond~. As
a private body it was merely a name, not
a reality. N ow, the Minister could not
deny that what he was aiming at was to
make a practically dead fiction an active
reality. That was the point with regard
to which the honorable gentleman had
failed to give a satisfactory answer. vVhat
he apparently wanted to do was to make the
Board of Lands and VVorks a power between
the MiniBter on the one side and the Hailways Commissioners on the other. The
burden of his speech in introducing the
Bill was to show that carrying it into law
would increase the responsibilities of the
Minister of Railways, and give him a, dircct
control' over them; but what he (Mr.
Deakin) poiJ;lted out was, that instead of
the Minister acquiring direct control-as
originally intcnded-he was practicaJly
creating a new authority, and giving this
new and revised board a control which,
on his own principle, ought to rest
with the Minister alone. 'Vhat he (Mr.
Deakin) asked was-" Why .did not the
Minister simply propose to take charge
over railway construction~" No doubt,
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honorable members had reason to believe
that railway construction had in the past
he on extnwagant. The cry seemed to be for
more economy. -in that direction, and that
Parliament should haye more control "in
railway matters. 'VeIl, what better effect
could be given to that cry than placing
more control in the hands of the Minister?
vVhy then did the honorable gentleman
mere]y propose to put control oyer construction ill the hands of a board which
had, at present, no rea'! functions, but which
he intended toendow with functions? If the
Minister was to take the real control, why
did he resort to a principle so cumbrou::;,
ullsati::;factory, and unconstitutional as the
one he laid down?
Mr. rrRENvVITH remarked that it
seemed to him that the honorable member
for E::;::;cndon had answered his own question. He asked why the Bill did not proyide that the Minister should have power
over rail way construction? But he admitted
directly afterwards that the Board of Land
and vVorks was, with a slight alteration,
to be the controlling body, and he asserted
that in the past the power of the board
had be on wholly in .the hands of the
Minister at its head. It seemed to him
(Mr. '1'renwith) that no more emphatic
answer to the honorable member's own
qnestion could be given. (Mr. Deakin"I said tha.t the board, as altered, would
be cumbrous, unsatisfactory, and unconstitutionaJ.")
'11he honorable member
objected that practically the Board of
Land and Works had at present no railway::; to deal with, but it was shown to
him that that 'va,s not altogether the case.
']1here were ill fact three rail ways within
their control, although one of them was
not running. vVhat was proposed now,
then, was that the power the board had
oyer private railways should be made
equally effeetive with respect to public
railways. As to that being a eumbrous
arrangement, the matter was one of
It had been found that the
opinion.
construetion of railways by the Rail ways
Commissioner::; was a somewhat faulty
arrangement, while, on the other hand,
giving the Minister absolute pO"\ver in the
matter was found so inexpedient that it
was dispensed with years ago. It was
now attempted to get as it were between
those two methods. '11he idea was that
this House should have a certain amount
of control, but that the Minister should be
held responsible, and "it appeared to him
(Mr. rerenwith) that that fact completely
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met the objection of the honorable· member for Essendon.
.
Mr. RICHARDSON expressed the
opinion that no sufficient answer had been
given to the honorable member for Essendon. In fact, what had been replied to
him was altogether beside the question.
It would appear from the remarks of the
last speaker that he had not expressed
himself to the true point at issue at all.
For himself, he (Mr. Richardson) had
a very strong objection to the constitution of the proposed board.
As he
understood the question, it was simply
intended to place t.he Board of Land and
Works with regard to railway construction
in exactly the position it held before the
Hailways Commissioners Act, superseding
the old Act, was passed., Under the
old Act tenders for railway construction were received by the Board of
Land and Works, while the works themselves were carried out by the Minister.
But all that passed away with the appointment of the Rail ways Commissioners,
which had, however, been found to be·
an unsatisfactory arrangement. What
he (Mr. Richardson) complained of was·
that the new plan, instead of being something between the two old plans, was
simply a going back to the original plan ..
In addition, he objected altogether to the
proposed constitution, of the Board of
Land and vVorks. '''hat he wanted to see
was direct Ministerial responsibility, and
in that· respect he did not object to the·
Minister of Railways being made vicepresident of the board, for his action in
connexion with it would be of the utmost
importance. Still, the objection came in
that his responsibility would not be complete. '1'he constitution of the board was
to be altered from its old form, and so far·
responsipility would be taken from the·
Minister. That was what the honorable
member for Essendon pointed to. For
example, what necessity was there for
putting the Chairman and Vice-Chairman
of the Rail ways Standing Committee·
on the bQard? The only object could
be to lessen Ministerial responsibility
and control, and would that be just r
As for the clause, the portion comprised in sub-section a might be required; but, for tho life of him, he could
not see what need there was for the rest.
What he desired. to see was the Board of
Land and \,\T orks doing its work, and tho
:M:inister doing his work. If tho Government would not consent to the latter part
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of the clause being struck out, he (Mr.
Richardson) wouid be prepared at a later
stage to move its omission.
Mr. PATTERSON said that as he understood the clause it w~\s intended to rcmove
construction from the control of the Railways Commissioners, so far reducing
them to the condition of traffic managers
and managers of accounts, and with that
he quite concurred. Were the authority
so taken away from the commissioners
placed in the hands of the Minister of
Railways, the proper thing would be dOlle,
but the clause proposed something different. The Board of Land and Works
was never a deliberative body. It was
simply formed to ratify acts which had
been agreed to elsewhere, and for that
purpose the authority of one man ,vas
perfectly sufficient. For the purpose in
view he would bo as good as twenty men.
In short, the latter portion of the clause
might well be struck out. As was pointed
out that morning in one of the newspapers, the Railways Standing Committee
might not be in existence at all next year.
The wish of the committee was that the
proposed authority should be one directly
responsible to this Chamber, and that
could be accomplished by the whole Bill
being withdrawn, and a short clause substituted restoring to the Minister his
proper control over the commissioners;
That could be done in a single clause of
not more than 30 words, and beyond that
honora,ble members should not go.
Mr. DUFFY said he quite agreed with
the idea that those honorable members who
desired to get the Bill through as soon as
possible should assist the Government by
not debating little matters of detail. It
was pleasant to find the committee as a
whole finding no fault with the object the
Government had in view in respect to the
present clause, namely, to take away from
the commissioners in the future the power
of dealing with theconstructiono{railways.
The honorable member for Essendon found
fault, however, with the way in which that
was to be carried out. He said it would
be milllbersome. VVell, he (Mr: Duffy) had
noticed that in dealing with constitutional
matters there was sometimes a distinct
advantage derived from the method being
a little cumbersome. Doing away with
everything that could be called cumbersome did not always confer a benefit. It
might be a very simple plan to appoint
the honorable member for Essendon as
dictator, but it was to be feared that that
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arrangement would not be entirely satisfactory. The honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) spoke of the Board
of Land and VVorks having no deliberative
voice-having only to ratify what had
been done elsewhere. That was perfectly
true, but the original idea in connexion
with the constitution of the board was
something different. The idea was that
the members of the board should sit round
a table with the Minister as chairman and
deliberate, a decision being arrived at by the
majority of. voices. But as time went
on it was found that that system would
hardly work under existing conditions.
In order to meet that case, it was thought
advisable not' to, give the construction
pO"'er to the commissioners, who had the
control of the management, and not to
give it to the Minister of Railways, because it would really ~'tmount to having
two departments separately worked in one
department, but to put it nnder another
body, and the body that was naturally
chosen was the Board of Land and VV'orks,
which was already in existence, not only
under our Constitution, but also under the
Railways Act itself. The main body of the
Board of Land and Works was to consist
of three Ministers, the Chairman and ViceChairman of the Railways Standing Committee, who would have special qualifications to sit on, a railway construction
board, and one or two other experts on
railway matters, if necessary.
(Mr.
Richardson-" What is it proposed that
the board shall do 1") It was proposed
that the board should discuss the various
railway proposals authorized by this House,
accept tenders, and see that the tenders
were carried out as they ought to be
at much less additional expense, and in
considerably less time. If such a railway construction body hade been in existence, the Great Southern line and other
lines now in course of construction would
have been open for traffic before now. If
honorable members approved of the principle and general scope of the Bill, they
ought not to bother too much about its
details.
Mr. HARPER said he was afraid the
speech of the Postmaster-General added'
considerable strength to the argument of
the honorable member for Essendon that
this system was cumbrous. Under the
present system, a Railways Standing Committee was appointed under an Act of Parliament, which laid down definitely the
functions of that committee, namely, that
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it had to take allnecessal'Y evidence with
regard to certain lines which Parliament
remitted to it for investigation and report,
so that Parliament might have full and
accurate information as to the various
proposals for railway construction. The
Government of the day had to t.:",ke upon
itself. the responsibility and the duty of
accepting or rejecting the railwO\,y construction proposals recommended by the
committee; but, after all the information
necessary to settle the question was obtained, it was now proposed that another
committee or board of a heterogeneous
character should be empowered to sit and
consider the whole of those proposals, and,
he supposed, might reject what Parliament had done. (Mr. Duffy-" No, no;
it has to consider the question of construction only.") All this went to show
that the clause was based on a total
ignoring of the change that had taken
. place in the system of railway construc·
tion consequent upon the appointment of
the Hailways Standii1g Committee. At
the time the Hail ways Commissioners took
office, they found an engineering staff
ready made to their hands, and those
engineers were primarily responsible to
Parliament and also to the commissioners
for carrying out the railway works
authorized by Parliament. Whether that
engineering staff was competent or not,
he did not pretend to say, but if the rail';'vay engineers had fa,iled-and it was said
they had failed, and that lines had been
constructed too expensively-the true cure,
and the cure which Parliament ill tended
to apply last session, was to be found
in the operations of the Railways
Standing Committee. rrhat committee
was appointed to report on the mode
of construction, and Parliament was to
decide 'whether any alteration should be
'made or not. I t was to be regretted
that the Government had apparently assumed that honorable members were at
one with them in believing that there
should be a new body constituted to construct railways. 'While he would not say
that he was opposed to this proposal, he
had heard nothing in the course of the
discussion to lead him to believe that it
,vas a necessary thing to be done at all.
Parliament having ordered certain lines
to be made, and taken the responsibility
of acting on the recommendation of the
Railways Standing Committee, all that
remained to be done was to call for tenders
and to accept tenders. (Mr. W oodsMr. Harper.
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"And buy land.") The Board of Land
and Works might not be able to buy land
any better than the Railways Commissioners. (Mr. Woods-" They could not
buy it any worse.") Well, there might he
a difference of opinion about that, bocause
he believed it was on record that, in cases
that had to '\:)e referred to arbitration, the
Government had had to pay higher prices
for the land they required in various parts
of the colony. 'rhe honorable member for
Eaglehawk might talk about the Government being robbed and all that sort of
thing, hut it would require a grel:tt deal
more than the honorable member's assertions to convince him (Mr. Harper) on
that point. (Mr. \Voods-" The honorable
memberforEaglehawkis not the only one of
that opinion.") Perhaps not; but there was
another department at the present time that
had to buy land under the approval of a
Minister,' and it was said that that department had been robbed. (Mr. 'Woods"Hear, hear.") So that it did not follow
in the least degree that the cumbrous body
proposed to be created by this Bill would
be one bit morc successful in buying land
than the Hailways Commissioners had been.
Of course, if honorable members meant to
say, and by the.sardonic expression on some
of their faces he fancied they did think it possible, that the Hailways Commissioners were
not honorable men, and had not carried out
their duty to the country faithfully, he
would reply, "Don't alter the system,
but put other men in their places.'.' He
would like to hear something as to the
necessity for the change now proposed.
Ministers assumed that all honorable members were agreed that it was desirable to
separate the making of railways from
t.he working of railways, but so far they
had not adduced one single argument in
favour of that view. 'rhey asserted that
under the existing system there had been
great waste; they urged that this new
system would check that waste, but he did
not believe a word of it. The same difficulties beset the Minister of Railways when
he had charge of railway construc~ion, and
the same abuses, if they were abuses, existed
then as now existed. The Board of Land
and Works had already to purchase land,
arbitration had to be resorted to in a great·
many cases, and the result was not satisfactory to the State in the opinion of manyindividuals .. If, under the new system, after
thorough and exhaustive inquiry into the
various railway proposals bi the Railways
Standing Committee, Parliament directed
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what'railwaysshould be made, how they were lines, because, it was said, all that had to
to be made, and at what expense, Parlia- be done was to invite tenders and accept
ment might well intrust any existing body them. 'Now, he could assure the honorof men-he did not say necessarily the able member for Bourke East that there
Railways Commissioners, because if they was a very great deal morc than that to be
were incompetent, he would urge Parlia- done. The board would have to consider
ment and the Government to get rid of whether it would be' best to let any parthem, but any honorable, discreet, and ticular line in one contract or in various
prudent men-to carry out the directions contracts for different kinds of work. The
of Parliament. The engineering staff ought board would also have to consider the
certainly to be under the control of the materials available for the construction of
Railways Commissioners as long as the the line, and the distance of those' various
railways were managed by commissioners, kinds of materials, such as timber, gravel,
because they were men who ought to be and other things, and they would have to
responsible to the Minister for the engi- reckon the cost of conveying the materials
neering staff. He failed to see that there before deciding what kin,d of materials
was the least necessity for the appoint- should be used. (Mr. Staughton-"Where
ment of the proposed new board, the .com- are the engineers ?") 'rhis clause made
position of which was not satisfactory, but, ample provision for the presence of profeson the contrary, unsatisfactory, and even sional officers, who would lay the facts
if the composition, of the ne'w board we're before the board, the members of which
satisfactory, he should like the Govern- would have to deliberate, as business men,
ment to give some reason why they pro- as to which would be the best and most
posed this change, which he was confident economical method of construction, and as
would not be satisfactory, and would not to which kind of timber should be used.
answer.
(Mr. Gillies-" Redgum or stringybark ~")
Mr. McLEAN remarked that it was Not' redgum or stringybark, but rcdgum
scarcely necessary for the Government to or ironbark. The honorable member, who
adduce arguments in favour of separating had been Minister of Railways, must know
the construction of new railways from the that there was more than one kind of timber
management of the existing railways, be- suitable for railway construction, and also
cause nine out of ten honorable members that there might not be the best possible
were thoroughly agreed that the change kind of timber in the vicinity of a proposed
was necessary, and certainly the honorable new line, in which case it was necessary to
member for Bourke East had not given any determine where suitable timber could be
reason whatever why the construction and best and most cheaply obtained. Honor-'
management of the railways should bein the able members being generally agreed as to
hands of one body. The honorable mem- the wisdom of separating railway construcber seemed to have altogether misappre- tion from railway management, it was
hended the proper objects and functions only necessary now to consider the best
of the proposed board, and told the com- possible body for dealing with construction.
mittee that it would be possible for the The honorable member for Essendon said
board to reject railway lines which Parlia- that the Minister ought to be responsible,
ment had ordered to be made. (Mr. and he would point out that there was
Harper-"That is what your honorable provision in this Bill for the presence 'of
colleague said.") The Postmaster-General four Ministers on the Railway Construcnever said anything of the kind, and the tion Board.
honorable member must have misunderMr. BENT expressed the opinion that
stood him. (Mr. Harper-"l might have the honorable member for Bom:ke East
misunderstood him, but I certainly thought (Mr. Harper) was about the only member
he said that the board would consider the of the Assembly who was not in favour of
proposed new lines.") The duties of the severing railway construction from railway
board wonld be to construct new railway management. After the evidence that
lines ordered by Parliament, and not to had been taken, no other honorable memdeliberate as to whether those lines should ber would for another day favour the
be constructed or not. I t had been continuation of the construction and
urged that the board would be rather a management of railways under one board.
cumbrous authority, and that it would be The question was in, whose hands should
quite sufficient to give to the Minister construction be placed 1 ,The Board of'
of Railways authority to construct the Land and Works could buy land and do
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things that perhaps no other body in
this colony could do except the. Railways Commissioners, and one of the
main things which the board would
have to do under this measure was to
acquire land at a good deal less than
the prices hitherto paid. The evidence
that had been taken by the Railways
Standing Committee clearly showed that
not only was the construction branch of
the Railway department a failure, but also
the branch that had to obtain the land
necessary for the construction of new lines.
That branch had been a perfect failure.
Parliament had referred to the Railways
Standing Committee 6,000 miles of proposed new lines, and the committee had
had to travel all over the colony so as to
select from those proposals the lines which
ought first to be reported upon to Parliament. That was very different from the
system adopted in New South Wales, where
only two or three lines were remitted to
the committee, and the plans of those lines
were open ready for the inspection of the
committee, who were able to take the
opinion of the officers of the Railway department upon them. Nomen could be
better fitted to serve on a railway construction board than the Chairman and ViceChairman of the Railways Standing Committee, each of whom presided over one of
the two sectional committees which travelled the country to take evidence on
the various proposals. Who could give
better information than those two men ~
It would not be amiss to appoint eYen
a third member of the Railways Standing Committee to assist tho other members of the board of construction. He
was not saying this in his bwn interests, as it would take from three to five
years to select the new railway line~ that
would be submitted to Parliament, but
because the Chairman and Vice-Chairman
of the Railways Standing Committe would
be of the greatest pos~ible assistance to
the constructing authority. Certainly he
had not heard a better body suggested
than the Board of Land and Works, and
it would be impossible for the Minister of
Railways to give the time and attention,
and do the amount of travelling necessary,
to enable him to advise Parliament wisely
with regard ·to railway construction proposals. Large sums of money had been
wasted on railway construction in the
past, and what objection could there .be
to Members of Parliament holding positions on the board, seeing that they were
Mr. Bent.
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as good business men as men outside
Parliament ~ It seemed to be taken for
granted that a politician who sought such
an office was either put up to do so or was
no good, but why should honorable members be always throwing mud at one
another ~ Could any honorable member
suggest a better body than the Board
of Land and Works to have charge
of railway construction ~ (Mr. Anderson
- " I did.") The Chairman of the Railways Commissioners and his colleagues had
all they could do to look after the traffic.
He (Mr. Bent) professed to be a friend of
Mr. Speight; but if Mr. Speight persist~d
in desiring this additional duty to be
thrown on him, his friends could not help
him, because they felt that he had all he
could do to manage the railways, and
needed all the assistance they could give
him. Anyone who had to travel about
the country must have seen the waste that
was going on. The honorable member
for Bourke East was the only. man in the
Assembly who had had the temerity to say
that railway construction should be under
the sarne control as the management of
the railways. (Mr. Harper-" I asked the
reason for the proposed change."), The
Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee, whoever they
might be, would always be the bost men
to give advice with regard to railway
construction, because they travelled the
country and took evidence on every point
in connexion with proposed new lines,
and the Assembly would always have
among its own members men who were
thoroughly competent to fill those positions.
Mr. ANDERSON said }:le was quite at
one with the honorable member for Brighton in his desire to have the construction of new railways separated from the
working of the existing railways. It was
high time the two were separated, and he
believed their separation would be found
advantageous. But, look at the duties
the new board would have to perform.
One of the most important of those duties
would be to select the lines that had to be
first constructed. He would like to. see
the Minister of Railways take the responsibility of railway construction, which he
ought to be able to do in view of the
immense amount of information that the
Railways Standing Committee was able to
furnish, and of the fact that a limit was
fixed as to the cost of construction. Supposing the Railways Standing Committee
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recommended the construction of a line at
a cost not exceeding £4,000 per mile,
that line could not be constructed if the
tenders received were for amounts over 10
per cent. above the amoun~ authorized.
The Board of Land and Works was altogether too large a body for a railway
construction board. He had no objection
whatever to the Minister of Lands, who
was president of the board, or the Minister
of Public Works who was vice-president;
but the board might be composed of ten
members, who would be selected no doubt
by the Government of the day, but of
whom Parliament might know nothing.
(Mr. Duffy-" Some of them may be already members of the Board of Land and
Works.") Then there was to be the
Minister of Railways, t'\,nd the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee. That increased the number to five, and they
had not yet heard who the other members
were to be. (Mr. Shiels-" They will include an officer of the Public "Vorks department and an officer of the Lands
department; there will be three .political
and three non-political members-seven in
all.") What he objected to was· that authority and responsibility would be divided in
such a way that Parliament could hardly'
fix it. At present the Chairman of the
Railways Commissioners was the responsible head, because he had the power to
veto the decisions of his colleagues, so
that there was no divided responsibility
under the present system.
But· under
the proposed 'system any Minister would
be able to say, "My own view was so and
so, but I was overruled by the board."
There had been something very much
like that not long ago. He would like
to see the Minister of Railways take
the responsibility, so that Parliament
might deal with the person who was
responsible. The honorable gentleman
should control the order in which lines
were constructed, should have power to
deal with the Engineer-in:-Chief for the
time being, and to say to him, "This
work should be carried out at a certain
figure, and you must frame your estimates
accordingly." The honorable gentleman
should also have the powel" of -saying
whether a contr~ct was being carried on in
a satisfactory manner, but he should not
be allowed to interfere in matters of detail
except under the advice of the responsible
Minister. He was certainly of opinion that
the board proposed would be a cumbers9me
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one, and that it would not work in a satisfactory manner.
Mr. "VOODS said it had been stated
that this was altogether a question of the
staff. Since 1884 the staff of the Railway
department had contrived to add to the
cost of railway construction at least from
30 to 40 per cent. rrhat staff gave the
colony the Yackandandah, the VV'ensleydale, and the Dean's Marsh lines. Such
lines would not have been constructed in
any other part of the world than Victoria.
It was incumbent on some honorable member who believed in the present system of
management in connexion with the Rail-.
way department to take the records of
railway construction since 1884, and to
justify the expenditure which had taken
place. "Vould any honorable member do
that ~ "Vould any honorable member justify the taking of the direct line to Ballarat
into Bacchus Marsh ~ Would any honorable member justify the expenditure of
.£30,000 of borrowed money upon a station
at a one-horse place like Maryborough ~
If there was any honorable member who
would do that, then let him .stand up. He
(Mr. \Voods) could pile on the agony if he
desired to do so, but that was not his object. The Board of r:rrade in England,
which was supreme in all railway matters,
and had authority over .the railway companies, would not permit an engine to
be' run behind a passenger train. (Mr.
Anderson-" Two in front.") He did
not care how many' engines there were
in front of a train; the Board of Trade
would not allow an engine to be put behind
a train, and he would state the reason of
that. There was no communication between the two engines, and in tho event of
any obstruction occurring in front, the
driver in the rear would kno\v nothing
about it until either a collision took place
or the brakes were put on, and by that
time the train might have been telescoped
and scores of people have been killed. (Mr.
Uren-" Could that be so ~") Yes, it ,was
so on a short line from Birmingham to
Gloucester, and the Board of r:rrade compelled the company to alter their gradients.
The Board of Trade also compelled the
Liverpool and Manchester Railway Company to do precisely the same thing on one
of their lines. In this colony an engine was
run behind a train every day, and that was
on a line the construction of which would
never have been 'sactioned by Parliament,
and on \vhich the colony was losing £1,000
a week. Some honorable members wanted
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direct Ministerial responsibility.
Could engineer. The system which admitted of
they have more direct Ministerial responsi- such a thing must be bad. Under this Bill
bility than would be given under this Bil1, the Minister of Railways would be directly
by 'which there were to be four Ministers . responsible to Parliament for railway conon a board of construction ~ The Govern- struction. (Mr. Anderson-" Others are
ment had humbly begged the Ra,ilway de- associated with the Minister.") Yes; the
partinent to come down off its perch, and Minister had been at it before, and he had
to do tho wQrk of the country in the way not b0en a great success. -Somebody in
in which the country wanted it to be done, addition to the Minister was required
so that poopl in the country districts, who when the last Railway Construction Bill
had taken up land in the hope of being was introduced. That Bill would ne'ver
able to get their produce to the market at have been accepted by the board which it
a reasonable cost, would have a fair chance was now proposed to constitute. No
of obtaining railway communication. The honorable member had made out a case
Railway department would, how~ver, not for the retention of the present system.
come off its stilts. Under this Bill any Before any honorable member could 'do
proposed line would, in the first instance, that he must take the records of the past
be investigated by the Railways Stand- seven years and justify them.
(Mr.
ing Committee, and they might come to Anderson-"You might go a little further
the conclusion that the work could be done back than that.") Not]~ing would please
in a. manner that would be satisfactory him better than to go further back, and
to the country at 40 per cent. less than to compare the' period from 1875 to
was estimated by the Railway department. 1880 with the period from 1884 to 189l.
The Railways Standing Committee would It was largely owing to the inquiries made
report to Parliament, and after Parliament by a s.ection of the committee of the
had sanctioned the construction of the line Standing Committee on Railways in Syd-to cost, perhaps, £250,000-it would be ney that the suggestion as to the separaremitted to the proposed board of con- tion of the construction branch from the
The board of construction management bnlnch of the railways had
struction.
would have access to the evidence which been suggested. It might be asked why
had been taken by the Railways Standing they did not follow out the New South
Committee, and would have the benefit of Wales plan entirely, where the constructhe knowledge which had been obtained tion of railways was undertaken by the
by the chairman and the vice-chairman Public Works department. Honorable
of that committee. r:renders would then mem bers, however, who were familiar
.have to be called for. Of course a staff with the history of public works in
would bo required, but he was not sure this colony would know that such a
that the colony wanted a staff which could course· would be a suicidal one, because
not make country lines at less than £9,000 the Public vVorks department of Victoria
or £10,000 a mile. If honorable members had reduced blundering to a system. Fo!"
were going to· say that because the present his part, from what he had seen of the·
staff had been in their present position, too Public Works department, rather than
long they should remain there still longer, hand the construction of railways over to
they might do so. He (Mr. vVoods) would that department he would prefer to allow
do wha,t he considered to be his duty as the present system to continue. Seeing,
an individual memher of that Chamber. therefore, that ~he New South vVales plan
He looked upon the. staff as a somewhat could not be adopted in its entirety, what
secondary consideration. If the present was to be dO~le ~ It was proposed to
staff went on strike to-morrow, and there hand over construction to a board which
was a line to be built, did honorable would be directly responsible to the As~
He did not suppose they could
members imagine that, with the outside sembly.
talent available, they would have to delay get any responsibility more direct. There
that work until the staff was ready to would be four Miliisters on the board,
come back 1 They need not trouble aud they would have to go through the
themselves about staffs. . He could tell estimates and see to the method of conhonorable members something about the struction with the same care that a prostaff, and about the way in which borrowed prietor would take, employing, of course,
money had been thrown away on the rot- . the necessary' skill. Had some such
tenest lines that had ever been presented system been in force during the last
to a Parliament and constructed by an twenty years he had no hesitation in
Mr. Woods ..
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saying that the same amount of railway line he .ought to have acknowledged the
accommodation that existed now might great advantage and saving secured to
have been provided and £10,000,000 the public in shortening the journey from
saved to the colony. This being the case, Ballarat to Melbourne by about 29~ miles.
it was high time that the whole system As to the proposal in thi~ clanse, it seemed
was altered. Before 1880, or, at any rate, to him that it meant going back again to
'Qefore 1884, railways were made under a the system of political patronage. rrhe
restriction imposed by Parliament that Government were going to make this a
they were not to exceed £5,000 per mile; completely political board, and it was quite
and he was prepared to show by official . certain that in the event of any difference
documents that they were made for the of opinion occurring among members of'
money. Moreover, ~vhen certain railway the board the views of the politicians on
offi?ers 'with high salaries were dispensed the board would outweigh the opinion of
with, the railways were carried on for the Minister of Railways, and, therefore,
three years without them quite as well as the Minister of Railways would simply be
before. The rolling-stock-which was then the mouth-piece of the board. rrhere 'v ere
in a yery inefficient state-was put in good to be four Ministers on the board, and
condition; and, though the money was honorable members could easily undertaken out of revenue, the railways were stand the amount of bias that might inrun at a cost of 52~ per cent. for working fluence their minds even in the matter of
expenses. It was certainly time some change letting contracts for the construction of
was made, for money was now being wasted railways in different constituencies. Minin all sorts of ways. Only the other day isters were nothing but human, and their
the Railways Committee, while travelling, tendency would certainly be to favour
noticed that a brick bridge was being built those who supported them, as they
over the Goulburn somewhere about Too- charged the late Ministry with doi~1g.
lamba. It was demonstrated by the late En- There might be some justification for
gineer-in-Chief (Mr. Watson) that a tim bel' placing the Chairman and Vice-Chairman
bridge could be built and replaced seyeral of the Standing Committee on Railways
times for less money than was required for on the board, as they would be in possesa brick bridge. rrhese ma.tters showed sion of . much valuable information rehow supervision was required, and it was garding the various linef;. Ho,,'ever, if
1(0 be hoped than when the board of conthe Goven1ment were determinod to
struction was constituted it would be a make the Minister responsible to the
live board, and inquire diligently into all House, they ought not allow him to be
items of expenditure.
hampered by tho presence of other political
Mr. STAUGHTON stated that he would mem bers on' the board. I t also seemed
not have made any remarks on this clause to him (Mr. Staughton) that this board
had it not been for the observations of the would have the appointment of an enorhonorable member for Stawell with regard mous number of officors in connexion with
to what the honorable member called the engineering, surveying, &c., and he did
"Bacchus Marsh job." . The honorable not see how those officers were to be ap-·
member must be a,vare that, however he pointed so that political patronage would
might designate that work, it was certainly not be exercised. .
done under the authority of Parliament.
Mr. BAKER remarked that no doubt
Parliament sanctioned the taking of the honorable members could soo as clearly
railway down into and out of Bacchus as himself that the more closely this
Marsh, and that this was not done by Par- clause was considered the more difficult it
liament with its eyes closed was shown became. It was the unknown quantity
by the fact that three separate Acts were that he was afraid of. rrhey all knew
passed for the purpose. As to the rail- what the state of things was before they
way being a job, he would point out that had the Railways Commissioners, and alrailways were intended to convey the though since the appointment of the comgoods of farmers or merchants to the con- missioners matters had not been exac.tly
sumers; and if the railway had been as could have been desired so far as condeviated from the Marsh it would have been struction was concerned, yet, at all events,.
taken away from the producers of a large they knew whom they had to deal with ..
district. Moreover when the honorable N ow, however, there was to be an unknown
member talked about the loss which 00- quantity; apparently there could be ten,.
Qurred in connexion with the Bacchus Marsh eleven, or twenty members on this board.
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Mr. SHIELS observed that the honor- commission's-bodies which 'might be said
able member was mistaken. Under the to be without any direct responsibility to
Public Works Statute, the number of the Parliament. That lack of responsibility
Board of Land and Works was seven. was sometimes objected to, but in many
If they 'put on the board the Mi~ister of sensesitwas an advantage. It was on such a
Railways and the Chairman and Vice- principle that the Public Service Board
Chairman of the Railways Standing Com- , was appointed, and the same thing was also
mittee, the number would be increased to agreed upon in connexion with the railways.
ten; but it was provided by sub-sec- At the same time, it might be said that
tion 3 of the clause that none of the there were matters of policy remitted to
lay members who were now on the board the Railways Commissioners which ought
-such as the Secretary for Lands and to have been remitted to the Minister.
Secretary for Public Works-would be Passing that by it came to this, that there
members of the board when railway was so far only one true constitutional
, principle, namely, that all matters outside
matters were being dealt with.
Mr. BAKER stated that he would have mere business detail should be in the hands'
no objection to the Chairman and Vice- of some one directly responsible to ParliaChairman of the Railways Standing Com- ment. With the Minister at the head of
mittee, together with the Minister of Rail- such matters standing here in the House,
ways and the Minister of Public Works, to justify himself and his action whenever
being on the board. Let there, be four called upon, the proper principle would be
responsible men, and then they could call followed. There would be complete responto their help any person they chose. If sibility to the House, and through the
. the Chairman of the Railways Com- House to the general public. In dealing
. missioners had not his hands so fuil, he . with matters of policy or of grave concern
(Mr. Baker) would be in favour of adding to the whole community, it was of no use
talking of boards or committees. He (Mr.
him to the board.
Mr. SHIELS observed that -there was Wrixon) wished to support the Bill as far
power given to enable an expert, such as as he could, but it seemed to him that the
Mr. Greene or some one who might succeed clause dep!,l,l'ted entirely from the sOllnd
him, to be added to the deliberations of principle he had just laid down. What
would it do~ With the Board of Land and
the board.
Mr. BAKER said he hoped the, Works as at present constituted, namely,
Minister of Railways would consent to as a body with respect to which the Minisamend the clause in such a "my that it ter at its head had the whole responsibility,
could be more easily understood by lay- there would not be much harm, but the
men. If there were to be four men present proposal took different ground.
honorable members would know whom True, the Minister of Railways was to be
they had to deal with; but if there were vice-chairman of the board of constnlC
to be ten men, or some unknown quan- tion, and so far to have responsibility, but
tity, it would take a smart man to under- hewas tohave for fellow-members the Chairstand the exact composition of this board. man and Vice-Chairman of the Railways
What he desired to do was to assist the Standing Committee. What would that
Government as far as possible, but it must mean ~ In the first place, it would mean
be seen that their proposal as it stood con- that an honorable member of this Chamber
tained defects, and those defects should be and an honorable member of another place
got over. For himself, he would have the would to a certain extent share the MinisBill limited to remove those difficulties, ter's responsibility. 'There was a wide
and let the new Parliament settle the difference between a board so constituted
and say the Public Service Board.' The
rest.
Mr. WRIXON observed that the ques- Minister would be dealing with two men,
tion before the committee was one of great one of them representing the majority of
importance, and having given some con- the Assembly, and the other the majority
sideration to it he was or opinion that the of the Council, with regard to railway
Government were going on wrong lines. matters. To that extent the Ministerial
There were two different views held with arm would be paralyzed. He would be
regard to the management of public afraid to go against the voice of those two
affairs. One was that matters of business representative men. He wot\ld be overmanagement might very properly be com- awed by them. (Mr. W. T. Carter-" He
mitted to either boards, committees, or would still be responsible to this Chamber.")
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So far he quite agreed with the honorable but why did he hide from himself and
member for Williamstown, but there was from the committee the fact that instead
this to be considered, that although the of there being only one Minister on the'
present Chairman and Vice-Chairman of proposed board there would be four, all of
the Railways Standing Committee were whom would be answerable to Parliament~
·eminently practical, praiseworthy, and There would be. only two other Members
reliable men, in whose judgment the of Parliament on the board, one a member
House as a whole could have every con- of the Assembly, and the other of the
'fidence, that might not always be the Council. N ow, with four Ministers on the
·case. Certainly, t~ey would in almost board answerable to Parliament, instead of
.any event be only what might be called one, the board would practically be placed
amateurs. They would not be men who in the same position, so far as Ministerial
had given their lives to the work of rail- control was concerned, as a mere nominee
way construction. They would not have board, bnt with this advantage that it
been fully trained to railway affairs. If would have the advice, in connexion with
the advice given by them to the Minister matters of railway construction, of those
was the advice of experts, the' situation best able to give. it. He was sorry to
would be altogether changed. Now, these hear the honorable member refer to the
two gentlemen would not have the same members of the Railways Standing Comsense of responsibility the Minister had. mittee who would be on the proposed
No doubt they would give their advice board as mere amateurs. No doubt they
honestly and to the best of their ability, would be amateurs with respect to
but it would not be responsible advice. It matters of railway construction, but, as·
would not be given in the fierce light of far as the railway wants and requireresponsibility which beat about the position ments of the country were concerned,
of the Minister. Technically, the Minister which was the main thing, they could
would be answerable to Parliament, but not be properly regarded as amateurs
supposing some thing to have been done of at all. He (Mr. Carter) maintained that
which the House disapproved, would not the board constituted as proposed would
the Minister make a strong point if he said answer all purposes, and give all the
- " It is true that constitutionally I am responsibility of Parliament that was
answerable, but the Chairman and the required. It was to be noticed that the
Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing honorable member for Portland took a
Committee are men chosen by Parlia- totally different position from that of the
ment." In another way the Minister might honorable member for Essendon when
say-" Don't blame me.; the board which he argued that the Ministerial responyou yourselves appointed advised me, and sibilityof the vice-chairman of the board
I could not hope to singly prevail against would be overshadowed by other inthem." That. was the danger he (Mr. fluences. The idea of the honorable memWrixon) saw ahead, and the fact of the ber for Essendon was that the Ministers
Minister being technically responsible . on the board would too much overshadow
would not remove it. If the Chairman the other members.
He (Mr. Carter)
and Vice-Chairman of the Railways Com- hoped, however, that neither of those
mittee differed from the Minister to a consummations would be reached, and
certain extent, Parliament might be said that, while the Ministers on the board
to be divided against itself. He felt would have their proper responsibility and
strongly on this point, and he believed that influence, the opinion of the other honorsafety only lay in keeping to the old lines able members would also have due
of responsibility. If the board to be con- weight.
stituted was to be a mere dead board-a
Mr. G. D. CARTER said it seemed to
screen---he would not so much care, but him that the arguments adduced against
directly the principle of parliamentary repre- the Bill were very much in its favour,
sentation on the board was introduced the while those adduced in favom- of it were
danger began. Certainly, representatives very much against it. The honorable
of the Railways Standing Committee should member for Williamstown attached great
not be allowed to mix themselves up with weight to the fact that four Ministers
matters of railway construction.
would be on the board, but he (Mr.
Mr. W. T. CARTER remarked tliat the Carter) thought that that would lead to
honorable member for Portland had evi- too much Ministerial influence being
dently thoroughly thought out the subject, used.
He would rather see fewer
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Ministers on the board, but the presence of
Members of Parliament there would be a
great advantage, if for no other reason
than that when Ministers' came and told
their story abont a matter in dispute, Parliament would be able to. obtain another
and independent version of the affair. In
fact, Members of Parliament would have
what they had not now, namely, a means of
getting behind the scenes. The honorable
member for Portland seemed to complain
that under the Bill a practically irresponsible board would have too much power,
but at the same time he appeared to object
to ha viug a responsible Minister in their
stead. N or did the honorable member
suggest how the difficulty to which he
pointed could be avoided. (Mr. Wrixon"Givo the power to the Minister.") But
that would be going back to the oldest
system of all, to which the honorable
member and many of his late colleagues
so much objected. In going through the
mere business work of constructing railways for which the money had already
been voted, where came in the need for a
great amount of responsibility 1 (An
Honorable Member-" Why do you contend for the board 1") Because with Members of Parliament on the board every
honorable member would be let more behind the scenes than they were at present.
It was one of the great needs of the time
that honorable members should know
more of what was being done than under
existing circumstances they were allowed
to know. , VYould not the proposed board
be a vast improvement on the present plan,
under which nm" lines were carried out by
officers ,,,ho were without any responsibility
at all, and whose mistakes Parliament was.
utterly unable to rectify~ The evidence
taken by the Railways Standing Committee
showed that lines had been constructed in
a most magnificent way at an enormous
cost. How was that to be remedied except by altering the whole system 1
Several honorable members had said that,
because the state of things was wrong,
the Railways Commissioners were' sh~wn
to be incompetent; but, as a matter of
fact, nothing of the sort was shown. In
voting as he (Mr. Carter) intended to do
for the clause, he desired to say nothing
about the Railways Commissioners. He
considered that all they.should have to
attend to was the management of the
traffic of the railways. That was what they
were brought to this country for. They
were brought here to make the railways
Mr. G. D. Carter.
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pay better than had been done under
political management. N ow, a man might
be a splendid traffic mallager, and yet
know nothing about the construction of
railways. Another thing was that the·
Bill would give the Minister power to
take over the officers of the construction
department; but was it quite clear that he
had also power to appoint new ones, and
also conserve the rights attaching to the
old. ones ~ Would the board have sufficient
power to appoint officers to carry out
their own decisions in the matter of railway construction ~ For himself, he (Mr.
Carter) did not see any provisions in
the Bill which would enable the Minister
to appoint fresh officers under the existing
regulations. (Mr. Shiels-" All that is
fully provided for.") He was glad to hear
it.
Mr. PATTERSON stated that, in order
to bring the matter to a test, he would
move the omission of the word" and" at
the close of sub-section a, and of the
whole of sub-section b. A division on
this point would settle the question
whether the whole power and responsibility was to rest with the Minister.
Mr. GILLIES said that there was a
general feeling among honorable members
that it was well worthy of consideration, in
the interests of the Railway department,
and in view of the great extension of the
railways, whether construction should not
be separated from management here, as in
New South: Wales. In the opinion of many
persons, the management of the Railway
department had become such a very large
affair that it was quite as much as the
commissioners could undertake with satisfaction to themselves, the Government, and
the country, so that. when the Government
proposed to separate construction from
management, the opinions of a large number of honorable members travelled in the
same direction. He (Mr. Gillies) had previously intimated that he saw no difficulty
in the way of separating construction from
management, and that, in fact he believed,
on the whole, it would be an advantage
to do so, but only if it was done in the
right way. The necessity for the proposed
change did not necessarily involve incapacity on the part of the commissioners to undertake the control of
construction, but it was obviously a mistake in any great undertaking, either in
this or any other country, to charge on
the shoulders of one set of men work
which was too heavy for them, because that
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work could never be done to the best ad~
vantage unless it was fairly and equally
divided. The present Railways Commissioners had had imposed on their shoulders
a heavier responsibility than had ever been
imposed on any~therCommissioners of Railways or Ministers of Railways in any other
country that he knew of. It was a verj
severe task for them to discharge satisfactorily to themselves, let alone to the Government and to the country, the duty of directing and controlling rail way construction,
in addition to their duties in regard to the
managoment of the railways. 'rhe natural
result was that little holes had been found
here and there in the administration of the
railways, and there was no doubt that if
the commissioners could give greater time
and attention to the duties of management
they might be able to give greater satisfaction to themselves and to the country.
Seeing the vast amount of work the commissioners had to do apart from railway
construction, and that it was contemplated
to extend the railway system, Parliament
might now very wisely determine to
adopt the principle followed by New
South Wales, of providing that railway
works, as well as other works, should be
carried out by the Public Works department. In reality, that had always been
so prior to the appointment of the
Railways Commissioners. Railways, as
well. as other public works, were constructed by the Board of Land and Works,
under the authority of Parliament, the
Minister being a vice-president of the
board. On the Minister rested the sole
and whole responsibility, no other person
being responsible along with him, for the
important work and duty he had to perform; and seeing that the Minister of
Railways had then to look after the whole
of the management of the railways., surely
it would be a very much less work for him
. to perform satisfactorily, if hewere confined
solely to construction than if he had to
control the existing lines as well as the
construction of new lines. Now, had anybody suggested that there was a difficulty in
the way of the Minister of Railways taking
the position, in regard to the construction
of railways, which the Minister of Public
Works had to take in regard to the construction of public works other than railways ~ ~ehe whole of the professional
talent of the colony would be at the
Minister's disposal, in addition to the information and advice he might be able to
obtain from any committee of Parliament,
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and he (Mr. Gillies) thought that there
was no justification or necessity for the introduction.of the proposed new element. If
there were, he would not have the slightest
objection to the proposal. The Minister
of Railwt\,ys was entitled to all the ass~st
ance he could possibly obtain from the
responsible officers of the Hailway department, or from any new officers it might
be advisa,ble to I:tppoint, auel also to all the
outsiele assistance he might be able to
obtain. He was entitled to ask the advice
of the Members of Parliament on the
Railways Standing Committee; but could
the Minister of Railways point to any
instance in which Members of Parliament
were asked to assist the Minister in his
responsible office' unless they also were
made responsible~ This could bo no party
question. 'rhey were agreed that Ministerial authority should take the place of
the authority of the Railways Commissioners with regard to the construction of
new lines, and they believed that the
change could be advantageously made;
but were they justified in going further,
and calling in more Members of Parliament to assist the Minister of Hailways ~
(Mr. G. D. Carter-" vVhy not~") He
was surprised to hear the honorable member for Melbourne ask why not call in
more' Members of Parliament to assist the
Minister of Hailways in the discharge of
his responsible duties as a Minister of the
Crown. Would the honorable member
name any constitutional authority for
such a procedure? Would he point out
any precedent for proposing that Members
of Parliament should. be called in to tho
assistance of responsible Ministers without assuming responsibility themselves ~
Was the rrreasurer to call in Members of
Parliament to assist him in administering
the affairs of the 'rreasury? 'Was tho
Minister of Public 'V"orks to be' allowed to
consult Members of Parliament instead of
taking upon himself the responsibility of
discharging the duties of his office, and
was the Attorney-General to consult tho
ex-Attorney-General and other honorable
me1llbers in regard to the performance of
his responsible duties, :.instead of having
each Minister solely respm1sible for tho
administration of the affairs of his department? rehat was the true doctrine of
responsibility under the English Constitution and under the Constitution of this
colony-that Ministers were appointed by
the Crown to do responsible work for the
State, for which duties they, and they
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alone, were responsible to Parliament. of new lines, ,vith the assistance of his.
(Mr. McLean-" You voted last session responsible officers, as other Ministers had
for joining a responsible Mi~ister with done before. There was no assistance it
members of this House on the Railways was possible to imagine as necessary forStanding Committee.")
The honorable the Minister of Railways to obtain that he
member misapprehended his argument. could not obtain without the proposed board.
What he was contending was that this was He (Mr. Gillies) had previously told honthe first time the doctrine had been proposed orable members the story of how it came
and declared that a responsible Minister of about that the practice of the Board of
the Crown was to accept the assistance of Land and 'N orks had in modern days.
Membel'::;of Parliament in doing responsible been completely.altered. When the Board
work. The members of the Railways of Land and Works was first established,
Standing Committee were not appointed the Minister of the department whose,
to assist the Minister of Railways in the business was being dealt with presided
discharge of his responsible duties, and he over the board. 'rhe other members of
would remind the Minister of Lands that the board, the permanent heads of the dethe cOllllllittee to which he proposed that partments, when any question of dispute
a responsible Minister should be appointed arose, discussed the matter and then went
as a member was an ordinary committee to a vote upon it, and they outvoted Minisof Parliament, and not. a committee ap- ters time after time. That was submitted
pointed by special Act of Parliament. to for many years, until a Minister found
(Mr. :McLel:tn-" But later on, in connexion it. to be incompatible with the performance
with the Standing Committee that was ap- of his public duty and his responsibility
pointed under an Act of Parliament.") He to Parliament. That Minister was Mr.
(Mr. Gillies) was not yet sure that it might J. H. Brooke, who was actually outvoted
not have been advisable for a responsible by the heads of the departments on some
Minister to have presided on that com- important business which came before the
mittee, in order to lead the whole of the . board. Recognising the importance of
evidence. But that was not the point. the work and his own responsibility to
The Railways Standing Committee was Parliament, Mr. Brooke simply sai.d to th~
appointed to collect information and send members of the board, "Gentlemen, I am
in a report of its inquiries and investiga- very much obliged to you for your advice,
tions to Parliament, whereas it was now I am very pleased to have ~btairi.ed your
proposed that a Minister of the Crown, co-operation whenever I could get itj butthe
who was responsible for the performance of responsibility rests on me, seeing that I
his duties, should call in the aid of Mem- am responsible to Parliament for doing
bers of Parliament in performing the this work, and all I can say is that while
duties for which he was supposed to be I am obliged for to you· for your advice,
solely responsible to Parliament. That I cannot accept it, and I propose to do the
'was a new constitutional rule which he work despite your recommendation to the
had never heard propounded before, and contrary." The members of the Board of
which he ventured to say was a most Lands and Works were all amazed. It
dangerous doctrine. Wherein was the was the first time such a thing had hapnecessity for the adoption of that pened, but they had to bow to the inevitcourse? It had not been found neces- able, the power and responsibility resting
sary in New South Wales. The Min· with the Minister. Now, it was proposed
ister of Railways in that colony did .that four Ministers of the Crown were to
his own work. After Parliament had be members of the board-the president,
dealt with the report of the Raihvays. and three possible vice-presidents; of which
Standing Committee, and authorized the the Minister of Railways would be one-so
construction of certain lines of rail- that the Minister of Railways might be
way, the Minister of Railways in New overruled by one of his colleagues, sitting
South 'Vales then had placed on his as President of the Board of Land and
shoulders the responsibility of seeing that Works, in a matter appertaining to the
the work of constructing those lines was Railways department, and of which' the
carried.out. And what more was wanted chances were the president of the board had
here? r:rhere could be no difficulty what- not half so much information as the Minister
ever in the Minister undertaking that of Railways himself. The Minister of Rail·
duty, and being solely responsible to Par- ways would then be able to come down to
liament for carrying out the construction the House and say, when some course of
Mr. Gillies.
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which he did not approve was proposed to
beadopted, or had been absolutely adopted,
"It is not my fault; I did not approve of
that course, but I was overruled on the
Board of La,nd and Works." 'What about
the Ministe'r's responsibility to Parliament
if he was to be overruled, not by the
Cabinet, but by one of his colleagues, on a
matter which ought to be entirely within
his own j urisdiction ~ And was the Minister of Railways going to take the advice of
members of the Board of Land and Works
wholly irresponsible to Parliament? l'here
might be six members of the Board of Land
and Works in addition to four Ministers of
the Crown, as the board might consist of
ten, members according to this clause.
(Mr. McLean-" Not for railway purposes
-seven is the maximum for that.") 'rhe
importance of his argument was not
affected by that. The Government declared
that thei~ object. was to separate the
construction of new lines from the management of the existing lines, and to transfer
it, in the public interests, to the Minister
of Railways, who would be responsible
to Parliament. (Mr. Shiels - "Hear,
hear.") Did clause 3 of this Bill give
honorable members the assurance that
the work of railway construction would
be in the hands of a Minister of
the Crown responsible to Parliament ~
(Mr. Shiels-" Yes.") It was doubtful
whether the clause made that unmistakably clear, and he would remind the
honorable gentleman of the old adage that
if there was any doubt in any clause of
any Bill that doubt should be removed
and the clause made perfectly clear. If
the Minister of Railways meant to say
that he was to be personally and solely
responsible for the construction of new
lines authorized by Parliament, he ought
to get rid of the doubt in this clause. The
honorable gentleman had not told the
committee of any difficulty that necessita,ted the introduction of a new board of railway construction, or explained the reason
why it was thought that the Board of
Land and 'Vorles, to which the construction of new lines was to be referred,
should be so largely increased, and if he
really proposed that the whole responsibility of doing things in the right way in
constructing new railways should rest on
his shoulders" so long as he was Minister
of Railways, what was the meaning of the
present proposal ~ Had the Minister of
Railways' any trouble in getting information or professional opinion with regard
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to proposed new lines from the present
officers of the Engineer-in-Chief's branch,
or in appointing any other experts
whose services might be necessary, and
had he not at his disposal the 'information obtained by the Railways Standing Committee ~ If he had all those
powers, what did ,he want with all these
shields? The honorable member proposed
to put dummies between himself and
Parliament. (Mr. G. D. Carter - "Do
you call Members of Parliament dummies?") He made no reference to any
particular member or members-all he
said was that the Minister of Railways
was raising up protectors, in order to
shield himself from any charges that
Parliament might think fit to prefer
against him, but in trying to protect the
responsible Minister, the honorable gentleman was only raising additional difficulties. If the Minister of Railways accepted
the responsibility of constructing new
lines, there could be no question that the
part of the Bill dealing with that matter
would pass very easily, providing it wore
amended so as to clearly show that the
responsibility rested on the shoulders of
the Minister, but if the Minister was prepared to say that he would not accept that
responsibility except in name, honorable
members could not approve of this clause,
because a merely nominal responsibility
would not be anything like tho responsibility which Ministers of Railways had
undertaken in the past. Belieying, as he
was bound to believe, after the assurance
of the Minister of Raihvays, that the honorable gentleman was prepared, as long as
he was Minister of Railways, to accept the
whole responsibility of railway construction, he sincerely trusted that the clause
would be made to clearly show that no
other shoulders would be allowed to bear
any part of that burden of responsibility.
. Mr. MUNRO stated that if he felt sure
that the constitution of this board would
remove Ministerial responsibility to the
smallest degree he certainly would not
consent to it, but he did not qelieve that
it would have that effect. l'he Boa,rd of
Land and orks at the present time consisted of Ministers and lay members, and
wer~ those members to be disqualified
because they happened to be Members of
Parliament 1 The simple fact that two
members of the board-the Chairman and
Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing
Committee-happened to be Members of
Parliament did not remove one iota of
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responsibility from the Minister of Railways. He would tell the committee why the
Government had made ·the proposal now
under consideration. The Government had
encountered great difficulties in regard to
the cost of constructing new railways. It
had become a scandal in the country that
the estim~ttes for the cost of constructing
Hew lines authorized by Parliament were
in ma,ny cases doubled, and in some cases
trebled, whon the lines came to be made.
No,,, the question that faced the Government was-" How are we to remedy this
evil-how arc we to insure that when
estimates arc submitted to Parliament,
and the plans and specifications for constructing now lines of railway are prepared,
those plans and specifications will be
preparod on the lines of the evidence
submitted to. the Railways Standing
Committee, so that the estimates shall
not be greatly exceeded~" No Minister,
he did not care who he was, would of his
own personal knowledge be able to follow
all these things out, and what was more
likely or more reasonable than that the
Minister of Railways should ask for the
assistance and advice of the gentlemen
who inquired into the proposed ne\\; lines,
who took evidence, and who knew all
about the proposals? The whole responsibility of the Ministry to Parliament rested
upon tho fact that they accepted the
recommendations of that committee, and
the Government considered that the safest
courso to adopt was to ask the Chairman
and Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee to assist the Minister in
seeing that the plans and specifications of
new lines wore prepared in accordance with
the evidence' submitted, so that in that
way a guanmtee would be given to the
public that the actual cost would not
greatly exceed the estimate,. as had been
the case ill former times. And the reaction of that consideration on the committee would bothat they would remember,
ill taking evidence and making recommendations, that they might be brought to
account at some future time if there was
a, very large deviation from their recommendation in the construction of new lines.
The Government felt that thoy should
safeguard the interests of the country by
every moans in their power, so that in
future there would be no enormous
expenditure beyond the estimates of
cost of the new lines. He followed very
closely the argument of the leader of the
Opposition, and if there were no other
1tfr •.1tf'UnTO.
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matter under consideration but the mere
responsibility, he
might be able to agree with the honorable
gentleman; but he felt that the responsibility of seeing that the railways were
cOl}strncted in the 'cheapest and best
manner possible, in accordanco with the
estimates submitted, was a matter of far
more importance than the mere q llestion
of whether a Member of Parliament should
sit on the board of railway construction or
not. He did not see that the appointment of the board would remove one iota
of responsibility from the Minister of
Railways, because if the Minister said he
would decline to go on with the construction of a railway the board could not
force him to call for tenders, or to accept
tenders after they had been called for, so
that if the lowest tender was very much
higher than the estimate, the Minister
would have to consult his colleagues. rrhe
Minister of Railways reminded him that
section 12 of the Public Works Act provided that~atter of Ministerial

" The Governor in Council may disallow any
act, matter, or thing made, done, or
performed by the Board of Land and Works,
except any contract lawfully entered into byit."
by~law,

(Mr. Gillies-" Except any contract lawfully entered into by it.") Of course if a contract was entered into in the name of the
Government by any body having authority
to make such a contract, the Government
were bound to carry it out; they could
not get away from that responsibility.
The real question the committee had to
consider was which was the best course to
adopt so as to safeguard the interests of
the public, and he wanted honorable members to take a common-sense view of the
matter, regardless of which side of the
House they sat on. The Government had
carefully considered and wOl~ked out this
Bill to the best of their ability, in order
to safeguard the interests of the public;
but if it could be shown that there was a
better way of accomplishing that' objcct,
the Government were not so wedded to
their Bill as to resist any amendment
which would more satisfactorily accomplish
the end they had in view. But the adoption of the amendment of the honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson)
would not give any better guarantee or
any further assistance. If the honorable·
member, or any other honorable mcmber,
could show that the. amendment would
secure the interests of the pu blic in
this matter better than the clause, the
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Government would agree to it at once.
He did not care to fight about mere technicalities as to whether the Minister should
be less or more responsible. The Minister
must be responsible, but what the Government asked was, that the Minister should
have further assistance, so that he might
get all the evidence that was available,
and see that the interests of the public
were conserved. rrhings had been done
in the past of which they ought to be
ashamed. Estimates had been enormously
exceeded, and a system which admitted of
that could not be satisfactory. If they
could do anything to provide a guarantee
that the public should be better served in
the future than they had been in the past,
. they should not allow any small considerations to stand in their way. Honorable
members should all do their best to make
the clause before the committee as perfect
as possible.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that if the
Premier pursued the line of argument
which he had adopted he would have to
go further than he had done, and to show
why the reasons which he had given did
not apply to every large contract accepted
by any and every Minister. Contracts were
accepted by the Minister of Water Supply
which were as important as anyrailwaycontract. If it was necessary to put Members
of Parliament on the committee to act as
spies on the Minister of Railways, why
should there not also be spies on the
Minister of Water Supply and the Minister of Public Works ~ Let the Minister
of Railways take the whole of Parliament
into his confidence. Honorable members
generally, and not simply one or two honorable members, had a right to be informed
of everything that was being done with
regard to contracts. The argument used
by the Premier was the most preposterous
argument to which he (Mr. Deakin) had
ever listened. (Mr. Munro-"You are not
touching it at all.") Then he was perfectly
prepared to resume his seat in order to give
the honorable gentleman an opportunity
of answering him. 'rhe honorable gentleman stated that there had been cases in
the past in which an undue expenditure
had been undertaken by Ministers without
the knowledge of. Parliament, and had
been afterwards sanctioned by Parliament.
It was now proposed to stop this, not by
tying the hands of the Minister, not by
requiring the Minister to take Parliament
into his confidence, but by a provision that
-one or two members from that Chamber
Session 1891.-[168]
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and from another place should represent
the whole conscience and judgment of
Parliament. (Mr. Munro-" They would
have the information in their possession.")
No information could be given by them
which Parliament as a whole would not be
entitled to receive. Honorable members
were now considering a reform of the Railway department. Let them reform the
Railway department, let them set out
everything that should be done by the
Minister of Railways and insist upon
his doing it, instead of dividing the
responsibility between three or four Members of Parliament and the Minister, who
would be in a minority. The moment
the plan proposed by the Government was
considered it broke down, both on the
const.itutional and the practical side. He
gave the Minister of Railways every credit
for good intentions in inserting this
clause in the Bill. He believed that the
object was to get more and better information, but the Minister had not gone far
enough. It was not sufficient that two
members of that Chamber should be taken
into the confidence of the Minister; honorable members generally should be taken
into his confidence. Honorable members
on the Ministerial side of the Chamber
might be prepared to abrogate their judgments; he was not. It was the duty of
the Opposition to criticise the proposals
of the Government. (Mr. Shiels-" We
do not object to the tone of to-night's
discussion.") The Premier, to be consistent, should enforce the same principle
in every. other department of the public
service, or he should give a reason why the
Railway department was to be singled
out. He would more especially ask the
Premier to show why they could not place
in this Bill sufficient safeguards against the
abuses which had occurred in the past,
and which no honorable member desired
should be continued. The present proposal was unconstitutional. 'rhe acceptance of a tender, and the supervision of
the performance of a contract, was administrative work. The proposed Committee of Public Accounts \\'ould be a
committee of inquiry, and it would do
nothing but report. The Railways Standing Committee was constituted on correct
lines; it inquired, examined, and rept>rted,
and that was perfectly constitutional, but
to add Members of Parliament to a committee which was to be charged not only
with inquiry, but with administration, was
to infringe on functions which belonged
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peculiarly to Ministers. This, was not
a committee of inquiry' but of administration, and it was on unconstitutional
lines. If it were made a committee of
inquiry simply, it would be all right. If
it was advisable that there should be an
adminif:ltrativecommittee inconnexion with
tho Hailway department, then the principle
should be extended to every other department; but it implied so insidious a wrong
-so clear an attempt to undermine the
Ministerial responsibility to which P~rlia
ment looked as the safeguard for the con-,
duct of all public business~that Ministers
would yot regret that they had ever
brought it forward. Let this committee
make it. impossible for the Minister or the
commissioners to overrun the constable
without consulting Parliament, and so pre, vent abuses, but do not let them by this
means introduce into the administration of
public affairs a committee of irresponsible
persons, who were to share the burdens and
honollrs but not the responsibilities which
belonged only to Ministers of the Crown.
Mr. BURROWES said that the honorable member for Essendon had talked all
round the question. He was very pleased
to hear the honorable Ulember for Eastern
Suburbs say that the time had arrived
for a change in the system of railway
administration. Had the honorable member remained in office for another six
months, it might be assumed, from the
remarks he had made that night, that he
would have undertaken this work himself.
The honorable member had approved of a
separation bet.ween management and construction, and he had given no tangible
reason why the board that was now proposed should not. be appointed. A Minister
had always the right to talw counsel of
his colleagues, and no harm con Id be done
by allowing him also to have the benefit
of the assistance which could be given by
the Chairmnn and Vice-Chairman of the
Railways Standing Committee. No doubt,
those gentlemen, if they were not on the
board of construction, would willingly give
the Minister any information which they
possessed, and if their names were struck
out it would really make very little difference. 'J.'hc way in which rail ways had
been constructed in the colony hitherto
had :1I10t been satisfactory, and this board
of construction would be able to say what
lines ought to be constructed and what
they should cost. The honorable member
for Portland had stated that it would be
a mistake to appoint the proposed board,
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and that' the Minister of Railways might
be outvoted. If the Minister of Railways
was outvoted with regard to any particular
line, he could refuse to submit the line to
Parliament. The railway companies whioh
existed in other countries were governed
by boards of directors, and no railway
company had ever handed over the work
of railway construction to anyone man.
The mistake which Parliament made in
passing the present Act was in removing
the responsibility for the construction of
railways from the Government, and from
Parliament, to the Railways Commissioners.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the
proposed board was a clumsy device utterly
inconsistent with liberal principles. The
view put by the honorable member for
Essendon was the correct one, and, if this
proposal were agreed to, honorable members
would have cause to regret that they had
travelled beyond the responsible Minister.
'J.1hey had done that before, and they were now
retracing their steps. The constitution of
the Board of Land and Works was peculiar.
Three of the members were Ministers, but
the other members were public servants.
(Mr. McLean-" 'J.'hey are excluded by
clause 3.") 'rhen that was an improyement. He did not, however, approve of
the inclusion of the Chairman and the
Vice-Chairman of the Railwa3Ts Standing
Committee. 'J.1he present Chairman of the
Railways; Standing Committee had more
knowledge of railway management than
any other honorable member, and he ought
to be the permanent Minister of Hailways.
If that honorable member could be made
a Minister there would be no objection to
his being on the boa,rd of construction,
but such an arrangement could not bo
made. By making the Chairman and the
Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing
Committee members of the proposed
board, so much responsibility would be
taken from the Minister, and that was
objectionable. If the honorable member
for Brighton were a member of the board
he might, owing to his superior knowledge, control the Minister, but Parliament
could not hold the honorable member for
Brighton responsible.
Capt. 'J.1AYLOR remarked that the honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson), the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs, and the honorable member for
Portland had been compelled that night
to take up the position of desperate critics.
No plan had been suggested in place of
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the proposal contained in the clause before
the committee, but the honorable member
for Castlemaine took the view that Parliament should go back to the old system,
under whiqh a single Minister had to fight
from first to last with the Railways Commissioners. 'fhe honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs had pointed out that in
New South Wales there was no such board
as that now proposed. From the date of
the appointment of the Railways Commissioners 'until the present Government came
into office, the honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs was Minister of Railways. Noone would accuse that honorable member of neglecting any duty which:
he undertook, but could it be said that
there had been any' actual Minister of
Railways during the time the Railways
Commissioners had been in office ~ The
reason for the introduction of this Bill
was that there had been no Minister of
Rail ways de facto, although there had been
one de jure. Yet the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs calmly asked the
committee to reject the proposal of the
Government, and to revert to the system
of an unaided Minister, when he had himself proved that an una.ided Minister was
practically useless. ~ehe honorable member for Portland had said that this board
was not required, but the honorable member would have to admit that he had
taken a prominent part in the creation of
several such boards in connexion with the
management of public departments. The
honorable member assisted to create the
Public Service Board and the Board of
Rail ways Commissioners, and he would
not admit that the existence of those boards
had been in any way detrimental to the
State. And yet honorable members were
told that the creation of this new board must
necessarily be an evil. The reason probably was that this board was not proposed
'by the late Government. If it had been
proposed by the late Government, it would
have been a perfect board. Honorable
members had objected to the presence of
the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of' the
Railways Standing Committee on the board
of construction. The only argument he
had heard against the proposal was that
it was unconstitutional to put members
who were not Ministers on such a board.
That might be a good theoretical ,objection,
but honorable members were dealing
with the practical work of railway construction, and they could not pick out
two men who would be more efficient
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as members of a board of construction
than the Chairman and Vice-Chairman
of the Railways Standing' Committee.
Those gentlemen, in their official capaeity
having to go through all these details, were
surely the most efficient persons to be
appointed on a board of this kind. The
question had now resolved itself into the
issue whether there was to be a board or
whether the Minister of Railways should
stand alone. The experience of the last
seven years-since the Railways Commissioners were first appointed-had shown, in
his opinion, that it was absolutely necessary there should be a board such as was
proposed, and therefore he hoped the committee would reject the amendment of the
honorable member for Castlemaine.
Mr. STUART observed that the honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr. Burrowes)
had used the strongest argument against
this clause by pointing out that the
Minister could now command the services
and the advice of the Chairman and ViceChairman of the Railways Standing Committee, and also the services and advice of
any professional experts he chose. This
being the case there was really no occasion for the large board which was proposed.
It seemed to him that if the Minister of
Railways, when the Board of Land and
vVorks met to discuss railway matters, were
for the time being to be president of that
board, the honorable gentleman with two
vice-presidents would form a body quite
large enough to deal with the matter. As
the honorable member for Bourke East had
pointed out, the whole condition o~ railway construction had changed since the
appointment of the Railways Standing
Committee. That committee would report
to the House as to the best lines to be
constructed, the House would discuss the
matter and determine what lines should
be made, and would also, he apprehended,
fix the cost of those lines. As the House
would have plenty of information to go
upon, it would be able to say that a certain
line should not eost more than sb much
per mile. The duty of the board ,of construction would then simply be to see that
the lines were constructed efficiently and
cheaply, and a huge board 'was not necessary to do work of this kind. 'rhe Minister
, of Railways should be responsible to the
House for the faithful construction of the
lines authorizedj or, if this could not be
agreed to, it would be far better to appoint
the Railways Standing Committee to do
the whole of the business, and let the
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Minister of Railways be president of the
committee as regarded construction and
the chairman and vice-chairman vicepresidents.
The Assembly was quite
agreed about the advisability of divorcing
construction from administration, but he
thought the tone of the committee was
against the large board. It would be wise
to make the board as small as possible,
and it would certainly be unwise to do
away with Ministerial responsibility, and
to place the burden of that responsibility
upon the shoulders of Members of Parliament who were not Ministers and individuals outside of the House.
Mr. NIMMO said that, having studied
the provisions of the Bill carefully, he
thought the responsibility rested entirely
with the House, and he did not apprehend
any danger from the presence of two members of the Railways Standing Committee
upon this board. The duty of the Railways Committee was to examine the proposed lines and report on them to the
House, and then, when the House had
determined what lines were to be COllstructed, the matter was to go to the Board
of Land and Works. The Railways Committee was a suggestive board, whereas
the Board of Land and VVorks was to be
an executive board to carry out the decisions of the House. ",Vhether the Minister
of Rail ways alone, or the Board of Land
and Works, had the carrying out of the
lines authorized, there was no doubt that
in mallY instances when tenders were being
considered it would be necessary to consult
with members of the Railways Committee,
because they would be in possession of
valuabl~ information.
The constitutional
question which had been raised by the
honorable member for Portland was one
upon which ho (Mr. Nimmo), as a layman,
was not prepared to speak; but he thought
the question should engage the serious
attention of the Attorney-General. He
had always understood that the Board of
Land and VvT orks consisted of other members besides Ministers, and there was no
doubt that the non-Ministerial members
had it voice in saying what should be
done. Whether that was desirable or
constitutional he did not profess to
judge.
Whatever course was adopted.
he hoped the Railways Commissioners
would be relieved from the responsibility
of constructing railways passed by the
House, and then being blamed afterwards for carrying out the wishes of the
House.
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Dr. MALONEY observed that many
members of the Assembly were somewhat
astonished at the speeches of the honorable
member for Eastern Suburbs and the honorable member for Essendon. Many members were surprised at the confession of the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs of
, his having beon converted to the opinion
that there was a necessity for a change in
the system of constructing railways. The
honorable member had told them a wonderful story of a Minister of Railways a long
time ago being out-voted by 6ther members
of the Board of Land and "'V orks, but under
this Bill it would be impossible for the
Members of Parliament on the board to be
out-voted by those who were not Members
of Parliament. There would be six Members
of Parliament on the board, and they could
not possibly be out-voted even if the board
wasraised to the full number of ten, because
there would be only four members of the
board who were not in Parliament. He
thought the slur which had been cast upon
the Railways Committee by the honorable
member for Portland was rather uncalled
for. He (Dr. Maloney) was quite sure that
there was no member of that committee
who was such a born idiot as to havo
allowed the extravagant' expenditure which
had been going on in connexion with the
railways if he had had any control over the
matter. When so-called experts estimated
a work to cost £50,000 and it cost over
£200,000, it showed that they did not
know what they were dealing with. The
honorable member for Essendon spoke of
spies being appointed in connexion with
railway matters, but there was no doubt
that spies of some kind were needed from
the way in which public buildings were
put up. For instance, he might mention
that a new engine-shed had been constructed in a swamp and was sinking in
the mud, although it had only been built
for eighteen months. No men who did
their work honestly need fear anything
from spies, and if· committees were to be
called spies, the sooner there were committees to check the waste of money
which was going on-in some cases, in
connexion with irrigation-the better it
would be for the colony. Surely it could
not be said that the Chairman and ViceChairman of the Railways Standing Committee were not to be trusted as members
of this board. Who were better acquainted
with the details of lines which were to be
constructed than the chairman and vicechairman of the committee which had
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inquired into those lines~ He thought supplement the evidence which had already
he could read the intention of the honor- been obtained by the Standing Committee.
able member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patter- Now he (Mr. Richardson) would suggest
son), which was to have a straight vote that the better plan would be to allow the
Standing Committee to get this evidence,
011 the amendment, and this being so, he
(Dr. Maloney) would not say anything more. to place at their disposal the engineering
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that he staff that was required, to allow plans and
did not think the honorable member who specifications to be made, and as accurate
had just resumed his seat understood the an estimate as possible to be arrived at.
question. It was not a question of four Then let the matter come before the
non-parliamentary men out-voting Min- Minister or the Government, and let them
isters or Members of Parliament. It was take action on that evidence, and when
a question of far more importance than the Government did this the Board of
that. He (Mr. Richardson) rose to ask Land and Works, as it existed at present,
the attention of the Premier' to a very would exactly take the place it had taken
practical solution of the difficulty arising in the past before the Railways Commisout of the speech which the Premier had ~ sioners Act was passed, and the Minister
himself made. rrhe Premier, judging would have control over the work and be
from his remarks, saw the difficulty of the responsible to Parliament. He believed
constitutional position, and was desirous, that the carrying out of this suggestion
without infringing or destroying the con- would meet the difficulty, while keeping
stitutional position, of giving the Minister within constitutional lines.
Mr. MUNRO said the Government had
control over the railways and the Railway
department. The honorable gentleman received a large~ amount of information
alluded to the manner in which works had during the discussion, and if the commitbeen under-estimated in the past, and his tee would pass the clause, the Government
idea of this board was in order to remove would take the matter into further conthat difficulty. Now, he (Mr. Richardson) sideration with the view of seeing whether
thought the honorable gentleman could something could be done to make it more
accomplish his object in a much better acceptable to honorable members. (Mr.
way than this proposed board would Deakin-"Will you recommit the clause~")
accomplish it, and yet keep strictly Yes, if they could get a solution of the
The difficulty better than that proposed. He
within the constitutional lines.
Railways Standing Committee had been did not think any honorable member was at
collecting evidence, and, after that evidence present in a position to propose an amendhad been taken into consideration, it ap- ment which would cure the difficulty.
Mr DEAKIN stated that if the Premier
peared to be intended to submit still
further evidence to the Board of Land and would undertake to recommit the clause so
Works, in order that it might do some- that, in case the decision of the Governthing beyond what the Railways Standing ment did not satisfy honorable members,
Committee had done. It seemed that the amendments could be moved, he thought
object of the Premier in having this board they might pass the clause for the present.
of construction was that in future the There was no desire on the part of the Opevidence might be complete, and that position except to assist the Government.
railways might no longer be constructed
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that no doubt
with the probability or possibility that the he had already been set right on the
actual cost would exceed the original subject, but he would still point out that
estimate. Now, he (Mr. Richardson) would . the latter sentence of the clause contained
suggest that the Railways Standing Com- the words "unless such member be also a
mittee ought to obtain all the evidence. commissioner or an officer in the railway
(Mr. Anderson - " So they do.") The service. " Would not that enable the
honorable member was quite mistaken. appointment to the board of the three
There could be no accurate estimate made RailwaysCommissioners, or say of twoRailof the cost of a line until the survey ways Commissioners, together with the
was made, and plans and specifications Engineer-in-Chief 7 In that case the
were drawn up. The Railways Standing number of lay members of the board
Committee had not that evidence, and it would be so far reduced.
seemed to be intended that the Board of
Mr. TURNER stated that there would
Land and Works should have under its be no great objection to make some alteracontrol a staff of officers who were to tion in that regard.
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Mr. DEAKIN inquired if the Premier
would give some reply to the question he
(Mr. Deakin) had just put 1
Mr. BENT said he declined to have his
name discussed ()r bandied about simply
because the honorable member for
Essendon could not propose any amendment of the clause which the Government
could regard as satisfactory. He was also
certain that neither would the Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee
allow anything of the kind. In a few
days his (Mr. Bent's) term of office would
expire, and no man of spirit would adopt
the suggestions that had been handed over
to the Minister of Railways. So that the
Minister could go on with the clause as
though both the Chairman and ViceChairman of the Railways Standing Committee were not referred to in it. The
honorable gentleman could, if he liked,
withdraw the names altogether. If the
Minister of Railways wished to refer to the
honorable member for Essendon, well and
good, but he (Mr. Bent) would not allow
his name to be brought in.
Mr. DEAKIN stated that nobody had
asked the honorable member for Brighton
to allow anything-not even the discussion
that had taken place. When the House
came to consider the honorable member's
competency to fill the post of chairman of
the committee, there would, no doubt, be
another discussion.
Mr. BENT remarked that the honorable
.member for Essendon could discuss his
(Mr. Bent's) competency or incompetency
any moment he liked. (Mr. Deakin"Don't dictate to the Premier.") He was
not dictating to the Premier. He was
simply expressing his willingness that the
Premier should, if he liked, withdraw his
(Mr. Bent's) name from the clause. He
was satisfied that the suggestions of the
honorable member for Esseridon were not
in the interests of either the Government
or the Bill. As for his competency, that
was for the House to settle, for he was
elected to be a member' of the Railways
Standing Committee by his fellow-members, and not by the honorable member for
Essendon. If the honorable member could
show how he (Mr. Bent) had failed in his
position, let him do so at once 1
Mr. MUNRO stated that of course in
discussing the present question, individuals
as such were not being dealt with at all.
As honorable members knew, even if the
Bill were passed in its present shape, it
would not affect the present Railways
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Standing Committee in any way. It would
only refer to the committee appointed by
any subsequent Parliament. No matter
personally affecting the honorable member
for Brighton had arisen at all. His (Mr.
Munro's) desire in the affair was that, if the
Government could see its way after full
consideration to .take such a course, the
clause should be modified so as to give
more satisfaction, and be kept as efficient
as it ought to be. Up to the present time,
however, he had not heard a single suggestion as to how the clause could be made
more effective than it was now. As to
recommitting the clause, he could not
promise to do anything of the kind. He
did not object to the discussion that had
already taken place, because it had been
profitable, but the Government could not
afford to lose another evening.
Mr. PATTERSON said that the meaning of the amendment· now before the
committee was very clear. It meant that
there should be Ministerial instead of
mixed responsibility.
Mr. MUNRO thought the best plan
would be to go to a division as soon as
possible.
.
Mr. DEAKIN stated that he felt bound
to draw attention to the position taken up
by the honorable member for Brighton
with reference to the clause. As the
Premier had pointed. out, the proposition
in the clause applied to the next Parliament, and in no way to the present Par.:
liament. Therefore the present Chairman
or Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing
Committee could not be referred to. ,In
that regard not a single personal remark
had been made. Under these circumstances the honorable member for Brighton,
having no more interest in the matter
than any other honorable member, rose in
his place and told the Premier that if he
ventured to alter the clause the Chairman
and Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee would withdraw their names
and the encouragement they had so far
given to the Government with respect to it.
Mr. BENT remarked that he had not
given' any encouragement to the Government in the matter. He had no communication with them on the subject. (Mr.
Munro--" Neither directly or indirectly.")
In fact, when the Bill was framed he knew
nothing about what was being done. He
was at the time too ill. All he said was
that he did not want to be in it, and that
he would assist the Government as far as
he could.
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Mr. DEAKIN said that he made an in- the. declaration of the Government, a
terjection about the Premier being dictated division would have to take place, but he
to because he felt most warmly the indig- must tell the Premier that, up to the time
nity honorable members were being sub- of the interruption, he and the honorable
jected to by the honorable member for members with him were most anxious to
Brighton. Of course, if he (Mr. Deakin) meet the views of the Government. '
Mr. G. D. CARrrER observed that the
was wrong, he was wrong, and he would
be open to correction. ,Vhat he would remarks of the honorable member for
point out was t.hat just as both sides of Brighton did not convey to his mind what
the House were coming to an amicable they conveyed to the mind of the honorunderstanding, up rose the honorable able member for Essendon. He thought
member for Brighton to warn the Govern- that no threat was used, and that the honment, pointedly referring to himself as orable member for Brighton simply wanted
Chairman of the Railways Standing Com- to pave the way to an amicable settlement.
mittee and also to the gentleman who was He (Mr. G. D. Carter) would like to put
Vice-Chairman. If the honorable member his own position straight. His chief object
did not rise in that sense his words had was to see construction removed from the
no meaning at all. They could only be management branch, and so long as that
meant to warn the Government that if a was secured he did not care much about
certain change were made it would not be the way in which it was done. He did not
acceptable to the honorable member. believe in all this talk about Ministerial
(Mr. Bent--" Not at all; I said nothing responsibility. He had been in the country
of the kind.") He (Mr. Deakin) would ever since it had responsible governappeal to honorable members generally to ment, and he did not see where the benefit
say whether he was not correct. What he . of Ministerial responsibility came in.
told thehonol'able memberforBrightonwas, What was it worth to the people of the
in fact, that if he adopted such a tone he country ~ r:rhe late Ministry took us up in
(Mr. Deakin) would take a certain course. a balloon till it burst, and we had a bad
Mr. SHIELS thought that there was fall; the present Ministry have taken us
some misapprehension. The honorable down below the depths of the sea and halfmember for Brighton came to him a little drowned us in despair. The late Miniswhile ago, and said he had no personal try's responsibility simply sent them to
interest in the matter, and that the Go- the opposition side of the House, and the
vernment were free to do whatever they present one will doubtless meet a similar
thought best. To this, he (Mr. Shiels) fate, but how did their loss of office comreplied that he thoroughly agreed with pensate the country for either the past
the chairman and vice-chairman being on boom or the present depression ~ There
the board. The honorable member said, was nothing more ridiculous than
in the most amicable way, that the Govern- this talk about Ministerial responsibiment were perfectly free to accept any lity. A belief in it had got the colony
into aU sorts of difficulties.
amendment they pleased.
He was
Mr. DEAKIN said that, if that was the delighted to see that by degrees boards
view, he would be very pleased to accept were being given some . control over
it. Still, there was the important point different branches of the public service,
which he (Mr. Deakin) indicated at the for by that means honorable members
time when he interjected with force that would be allowed to know more about
the Premier should not be dictated to. what was going on than had hitherto been
(Mr. Bcnt-" You had no right to say so.") permitted. Why, hitherto, the GovernW ell, he would accept the honorable mem- ment of the country had been' more like
ber's explanation. As for the. view he the Council of rren in Venice than any(Mr. Deakin) had taken, namely, that the thing else. rrheir language to Parliament
honorable member was most explicit in and to the country was "Gape, sinner,
telling the Government what to do-- and swallow." If anyone protested
(Mr. Bent-" I never said anything of the he was told that he was not a party
kind.") He would be content to abide by man, and therefore not to be considered.
the recording angels in the gallery, and As long as the Govenlment had a majority
hy the Hansa?,d report. He still con- they could commit any iniquity they liked;
sidered that the honorable member had most where then was their responsibility ~ (An
improperly brought his personality before HonorableMember-"Will the Bill remedy
the committee. He supposed that, after that 1 ") It would place matters in this
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position, that if a wrong was done, the
House would know all about it. Daylight
would be let in. It was said that the plan
was unconstitutional because it had never
been adopted before, but according to that
doctrine there would never have been any
vote by ballot, or free education, or many
other things. The sooner an end was put
to that sort of responsibility the better.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that, as
he understood Ministerial responsibility, it
was the responsibility of the Government
to a majority of this House, as representing
the majority of the country.
Mr. GILLIES asked if he was to understand that if the amendment of the honorable member for Castlemaine was not
carried the clause would be recommitted ~
(Mr. Shiels-" N 0, ~ot unless a better
arrangement can be suggested.") He was
sorry to hear that.
The committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
from the clause stand part of the clauseAyes ...
48
Noes ...
27

M~~~~y a~~~nst t~~ ame~~~}

21

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
,.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.

Andrews,
Armytage,
Baker,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Bent,
Best,
Bowman,
Brock,
Burrowes,
G. D. Carter,
W. T. Carter,
Clark,
Dixon,
Duffy,
Foster,
Graham,
Groom,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
Hunt,
Kirton,
Lanrens,
Maloney,
Mason,

Mr. McLean,
" Mountain,
" Munro,
" Murray,
" Nimmo,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim,
" Peacock,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
" L. L. Smith,
" T. Smith,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Trenwith,
" Tucker,
" Turner,
" vVheeler,
" Williams,
" Woods,
" A. Young,
C. Young.

Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" Hall.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Cameron,
Craven,
Deakin,
Derham,
Ferguson,
Gardiner,
Gillies,
Gordon,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Harper,
J. Harris,
Highett,
Leonard,
Levien,
Madden,
McColl,
Methven,
Officer,
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Mr. C. Smith,
" Staughton,
" Tatchell,
"

Uren,

"

Webb,

Mr. Wrixon,
" Zox.

Tellers.
Mr. Patterson,

"

Stuart.

Mr. SHIELS moved the omission from
sub-section 3 of the concluding words,
"unless such member be also a commissioner or an officer in the railway service."
(Mr. Staughton-" What is the reason for
that amendment~") It was in order to
allow lay members to join the boardmembers of the Railways Standing Committee, for instance.
.
Mr. PATTERSON said he feared that
the omission of the words in question
would enable the members of the Board
of Land and Works to be paid for their
services on the board.
(Mr. Shiels"No.") He had no objection to the
amendment if it would not bind the
Govenlment to pay the membe;s of the
board. What he desired was that they
should have no misunderstanding on the
point hereafter as they had had In regard
to the Railways Standing Committee.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he would give
his assurance that it was not intended
that the members of the board should be
paid, and if the words of the clause, as
amended, were not absolutely clear, he
would take care that they were made clear
on that point. (Mr. Anderson-" Will it
not be possible, if this amendment is
adopted, for a Commissioner of Railways
to be a member of the board~") Yes, that
was one object of the amendment. (Mr.
Anderson-" If that is the object, I think
the amendment is a mistake.") The effect
of the amendment would be to leave
power to the Governor in Council to
appoint members of the board as advised,
but those members would not have any
Ministerial function at all, or any votes--:they would simply be consulting members
of the board.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 5, providing for the transfer
of each new line to the Railways Commissioners, "whenever the board" certified
the completion of the line,
Mr. GILLIES asked in what way the
certificate was to be given, so that there
would be an adequate assurance that the
line was completed, so far as construction
was concerned, before it was handed over
to the commissioners ~ There would
naturally be a tendency on the part of
the board to construct the new lines as
cheaply as possible, and lines might
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be handed over to the commissioners in
an unfinished state. The result would be
that the commissioners would have to
Incur a heavy expenditure to make the new
lines fit for working, and it was not right
that such an expenditure on constnlCtion
should have to come out of revenue.
Undcr the present law, the Board of Land
and Works had to give a certificate that a
new line was properly constructed and fit
for running, and that the Act for its construction had been properly complied with
before it could be taken over by the
commissioners.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that that point
came under his notice after the Bill was
drafted, and he had prepared an amendment. He begged to propose the insertion,
after the word " board," of the words
" Engineer-in-Chief," so as to provide
that the Engineer-in-Chief, in conjunction
with the board, should certify to' the
construction of each line. That would
give the best guarantee that new lines
would not be handed over to the commissioners in such a condition as to be
unfit for working, or in a condition
requiring further expenditure on construction account.
.
Mr. GILLIES observed that it was as
important for the Government as it 'was
for the commissioners that no line of railway should be transferred to the Railways
Commissioners until it was quite certain
that the Act authorizing its construction
had been complied with, and that the line
was complete, because to put on their
shoulders further expenditure to complete
the lines would be very unfair to the commissioners and to the Government, and
must result in a waste of public money.
The Engineer-in-Chief would be an officer
of the Board of Land and Works, and
would probably be tied to some extent by
his own recommendations as to estimates
and everything else, and if anything was
wrong in what he had done, the Engineer-'
in-Chief was not likely to call attention to
the mistake. If a proper guarantee was
to be given, it would be necessary to
associate some other person with the
Engineer-in-Chief, so far as giving a certificate of completion was concerned.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause was consequentially amended.
On clause 6, providing that railways now
in course of construction were to be comleted by the Board of Land and Works,
Mr. GILLIES remarked that if the construction of a line had only just been
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authorized, he saw no objection to transferring the control of its construction to
the Board of Land and Works, but he
thought it would be inadvisable to transfer
lines that were almost completed. 'Vhile
he would not say that the power to
transfer in such cases should not be taken,
he would suggest that it should be made
optional.
Mr. SHIELS said he would make a note
of the suggestion, and see whether it
could not be given effect to in another
part of the Bill. (Mr. G. D. Carter" You are taking the powers of the commissioners with regard to railway construction, but are you taking the liabilities
also~") They were taking the liabilities
.
as well as the powers.
The clause was consequentially amended ..
On clause 18, transferring the Engineerin-Chief's branch to the Board 0.£ Land
and Works,
.
Mr. GILLIES stated that several delicate points would require consideration in
dealing with this clause. As the hour was.
late, he would suggest that progress should
be reported.
Mr. SHIELS said he hoped to get as
far as clause 21, the second part of the
Bill, and if honorable members would
agree to this and the two following clauses,
he would be };tappy to consider anyamendments that might be suggested in them
on the report, or, if it were necessary,
he would agree to recommit clauses 18,
19, and 20. They were merely formal
clauses, and would not affect the rights
and privileges of the transferred officers.
and employes, because they would stand
in exactly the same relations, and have
exactly the same opportunities of advancement, as when they were under the commissioners, while they would have no new
duties or liabilities imposed upon them.
Mr. DEAKIN observed that the Engineer-in-Chief, an officer of the Railway
department, was to be transferred to a
board of which the Minister of Railways.
was not president, that office being held by
the Minister of Lands, and it was desirable
that the Engineer-in-Chief and his OffiCC1~S.
should have one political head as well as
one permanent head.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the Minister of
Railways would be practically the head of
the board so far as railway construction
was concenled. In a subsequent clause
it was provided that the Minister of Railways was the member of the board who·
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had to come into relations with the
various officers. .
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that it was not
.stated in this clause that the Minister of
Railways was the Minister with whom the
Engineer-in-Chief and officers of his branch
would be put in communication.
Mr. GILLIES said there was no provision for appeals in the event of an
·officer being fined, punished, or reduced.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the necessary
provision was made in a later section.
Mr. RICHARDSON inquired how the
officers were to be controlled after transfer
to the board ~ Was it intended that they
were to be controlled by the regulations
,of the Railways Commissioners or by regulations framed by the board ~ (Mr. Shiels
- " The board will have power to make
regulations for controlling its officers, in
the same manner as the Railways Commissioners have.") Then the conditions
under which those officers were employed
might be so varied by the board as to
.affect their rights and p~ivileges in the
future. (Mr. Shiels-" All existing rights
. and privileges are protected ~") I t seemed
to him that the transferred officers would
have no certainty as to what their future
would be~
The clause was agreed to, as were also
.clauses 19 and 20.
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, pro;gress was reported.
'
The House adjourned at six minutes to
,.eleven o'clock.

LEGISLA.TIVE COUNCIL.
I

Wednesday, .November 18, 1891.
Informal Communication-Order of Business-Constitu·
tion Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill-Secretary
of State for the Colonies: Lord Carrington's speech at
Bristol.

The 'PRESIDENT took the chair at
,eighteen minutes to five o'clock p.m., and
:.read the prayer.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by the Hon.
W. A. ZEAL, from the shire of Glenlyoll,
.against the passing of the Constitution
Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill in
its present form, and praying for its
:amendment, so as to provide for the dual
·vote.

Order of Business.

INFORMAL COMMUNICATION.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON stated that he
had received a letter from the shire of
Whittlesea, asking him to vote against
the one-man-one-vote principle as contained in the Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill. He stated
that he knew that the communication was
unquestionably an informal one, but he
mentioned the matter in order to let it be
known what the views of the shire in
question on the subject were.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
The Hon. J. SERVICE asked the
Minister of Defence to be kind enough to
move the postponement of all business on
the notice-paper preceding the order of
the day for the consideration of the report
on the Constitution Act Amendment Act
Amendment Bill. He thought that it
was very desirable that the Bill should be
disposed of as soon as possible. He felt
unable to move the postponement himself,
as the order of the day in question relatod
to public business, and was therefore in
the hands of the Government. (Mr.
Zeal-"This is a private members' night.")
He was aware of that. The fact was that
he .had asked every honorable member.
who had private members' business on the
notice-paper to postpone it, and they had
agreed to his request. Of course, he
would not venture to make such a proposal as the present without consulting
them.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that as a
matter 'of fact he was connected with
certain private members' business which
appeared on the notice-paper for that
night, and his consent to the postponement had not been asked. Not that he
was at all unwilling to give it, but he considered that the postponement of private
members' business should scarcely be proposed by a member of the Government.
'rhe Hon. J.'SERVICE said that he had
asked the Minister of Defence to move in
the matter, because the order of the day
he wished to bring on related to Government business; but of course it was for the
House to determine whether the proposal
should be assented to.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that when
Mr. Service first made his request to him
privately he pointed out to him that the
private members who had business on the'
notice-paper ought first to be consulted,
and the honorable member then informed
him that they had been consulted, and
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expressed their approval .of the proposed
arrangement. Under the circumstances,
he had no objection to comply with ·the
wish expressed by Mr. Service. He begged
to move the postponement of all the business before the 1st order of the day relating to Govenlment business.
The motion was agreed to.
CONSTrrUTION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
r:rhe amendments made in this Bill in
committee were taken into consideration.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
report be now adopted.
The Hon. G. DAVIS said he 'would like,
before the motion was finally accepted
by the House, to say .one or two words, in
order that his own position towards this
Bill and towards his fellow - members
might not be misunderstood. He had
consented to the Bill passing without
further alteration or discussion so far
as he himself was concerned, but at
the same time he wished to express his
regret at the action taken on the question
by the Chamber itself. This House was
a revising House, and he thought that it
had taken up a position towards the
measure which might be called aggressive.
He was extremely sorry that the House
had so far departed from its usual
practice.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he had
an amendment in the Bill to propose
which it was quite possible might be ruled
out of order, still he thought it right
to submit it, in order that it might so far
come under the notice of honorable members.
The amendment was a short one; it was in
effect that the Rill should not come into
operation until 1st June, 1892. He believed that there were a number of honorable members who were strongly of opinion
that there was no great urgency for the
passing of such a measure as this at all,
and no doubt one reason which might very
well induce them to stay their hands so
far was the fact that the present Parliament was almost at an end. There might
be a geneml election within a month from
this time, and at the farthest it eould not
be postponed for more than four months.
Now, he took it for granted that it would
not be possible for that general election to
be under the terms and eonditions of the
present measure. There would not be
time, he thought, for the preparation of the
rolls. Therefore, he took it that the election would be held under the rolls provided
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in the electoral law as it stood on the
statute-book. At the same time, there was
considerable doubt in the minds of many
as to the effect the great alterations contemplated in the present measure would
have. His own view was that the general
election should be held under the old rolls,
and that before the new measure came
into operation the new Parliament should
have an opportunity of passing a revising
Bill. No doubt the amendments made in
this Bill in this Chamber, and which were
carried almost unanimously, would have a
very considerable effect upon the constituencies of the country, and he thought
that these constituencies should be afforded
an opportunity of considering well what
the outcome of the dual vote would be.
In the period which would elapse before
the 1st J uue next there would be time in
which the people of the country could consider the question in all its bearings.
Were it to come into operation at once no
such opportunity would be afforded ~ Of
what use would it be the electors expressing their opinion on the supject th~n ~
It was in accordance with the province of
the Legislative Council to give time for
the proper consideration of measures. The
elections were coming on soon. This was
a Bill relating exclusively to elections for
the Assembly, and he thought it would
certainly be well to delay the operation of
the measure ill the way he had suggested.
Let the elections take place on the old
rolls, and during the elections the people
would have an opportunity of considering
the principles which had been adopted by
the Council. He was glad to learn from
Mr. Service that he was willing to accept
the amendment. He would therefore ask
that the Bill be recommitted for the pur..
pose of carrying out the suggestion.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD inquired whether
it was desired to recommit the Bill on any
other point ~
1'he Hon. D. MELVILLE six'Lted that if
the Bill was to be recommitted he wished
to have an opportunity of moving the
clauses relating to woman suffrage which
were brought forward by the Government
in the Bill originally, and struck out in
the other House. He would have been
content to have waived proposing those
clauses, although he had given notice of
them, if the Bill was not to be recommitted
for any other purpose; but if they were
going into committee again he did not see
why he should not have an opportunity of
submitting those proposals.
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The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT said he would
be glad to see' the House adopt the suggestion of Mr. Cuthbert. He thought the
discussions which had ta,ken place, in the
Council especially, with regard to the dual
vote and plural voting, must have enlightened a great many persons on the
subject. The more he looked into the
matter the more he was convinced that
once they left the level plain of one
man one vote they would get into
If they gave dual votes
difficulties.
to freeholders then there would be the
question of leaseholders, and there would
be an immense amonnt of trouble before a
really satisfactory issue could be arrived
at. For this reason he would like to see
the elections ~vhich were coming on held
under the old rolls. He had made inquiries, and he found that except just
round Melbourne there had been very
little trouble in connexion with plural voting. The trouble existed more about the
metropolis than anywhere else, and seeing
that there had been no great amount of
evil arising from the present system in t~e
country districts, where he believed there
was not much demand for any alteration
in the system, he thought itowould be a
good thing to allow the matter to go to
the constituencies and give them an
opportunity of discussing the whole question, and deciding whether they wanted
any alteration at all, and, if so, what alteration. He believed this Bill was passed
very hurriedly elsewhere, and a great many
of the constituencies had not had time to
consider it properly. It was, therefore,
a good idea in his opinion to postpone the
operation of the Bill until J nne, so that
the elections could take place under the
present system, and the electors could
have an opportunity of deciding on this
very difficult question.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that the
suggestion of Mr Cuthbert had awakened
an idea which was going through his own
mind some considerable time ago....:-.-the
idea of the propriety of delaying the coming into operation of this measure. The
reason that they who believed in the property vote were so persistent in making the
amendments they had made in this Bill
was that they might be able to submit to
the country some definite policy in contradistinction to the policy which ,vas
embodied in the Bill originally. They
did not want to go to the country in
a merely negative position and allow the
Bill as originally introduced to be handled
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and dealt with by the constituencies~
Now the country would have both proposals before them, and his own impression further was that the introd~lCtion
of this new clause might give the Bill
a better chance of passing in another
place, because the constituencies would
have an opportunity of giving their voice
on the subject before the change came into
operation. He thought, in fact, that with
the addition. proposed by Mr. Cuthbert,
there could be no longer any objection in
another place to passing the Bill, because
it would never come into force unless it
was indorsed by the people in the meantime. He would therefore willingly accept
the amendment as far as he was concerned.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL regretted that
he could not see his way to support the
amendment suggested by Mr. Cuthbert.
It was quite within the scope of the
Council to carry the amendments which
were proposed by Mr. Service; but Mr.
·Cuthbert was now seeking to fix upon the
Assembly the means by which they were
to carryon their elections, and that was
altogether apart from the matter which
they had had under discussion. . If such a
proposal was sent down from the Council'
to the Assembly, he thought it would be
resented, and very properly resented, in
another place .. In his opinion it would be
a piece of dictation, which he thought
would come in a very offensive way from
the Council.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR said he
could not see how Mr. Cuthbert's proposal
would be dictating in any way to honorable members in another place. On the
contrary, he thought it would be a very
wise provision to make, because he did not
think that the proposals ,,,hich had been
brought forward had been very carefully
thought out, and he believed that the
electors throughout the colony should
have an opportunity of further considering
this very important question. For this
reason alone, he thought Mr. Cuthbert's
proposal ought to be adopted. He believed that the discussion which had taken
place would do a great deal of good by
making the people think of the necessity
which existed for some change being made
to encourage the industrious and persevering classes in the colony. The proposal
of Mr. Cuthbert would not interfere with
the existing state of affairs, but would
enable the elections to be carried out
under the old rolls, so that the whole
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question could be discussed by the electors
of the colony, and the decision of the
electors learned on the subject. Honorable members, moreover, would then be
in a much better position to judge of the
effect of the proposals which had been
made than they were now. In his opinion,
the effect would in many cases be very
different from what honorable members
.anticipated, and he certainly thought that
.an opportunity should be given to the
,electors of deciding on the subject at the
next election. The result would probably
be that some scheme would be recommeuded which would be acceptcl,ble to
the great majority of the people of the
.colony.
'fhe Hon. F. S. DOBSON expressed the
,opinion that. the proposal of Mr. Cuthbert
was one which deserved the approbation
·of the House, because it seemed like holding out the olive branch to the Assembly
in this matter. It had been argued that
the Council had no right to touch a Bill
dealing with elections for the other House.
- That argument, of course, could not be
,entertained by the Council at all, because
members of the Council had clearly as
much constitutional right to discuss the
representation of the Assembly as the
Assembly had to deal with an alteration
in the constitution of the Council. Mr.
Zeal had spoken about dictating to or
forcing this upon the other House, but it
seemed to him (Dr. Dobson) that Mr.
Cuthbert's proposal might simply be
looked upon as a suggestion which the
Assembly might or might not fall in with.
If they disagreed with the suggestion, he
presumed it would not be a matter upon
which the Council would seek to insist.
Another 'matter to which he wished to
refer was the use of the term "plural
voting" in the Bill. He objected to
this, because it was entirely a misnomer,
and was introducing a term in regard to
the present electoral law which was absolutely misleading and incorrect. It was
not plurality of voting, but multiple
voting which existed under the present
Act. There was plurality of voting in
the municipalities, where one man was
entitled for one property to as many as
three votes. That was plurality of voting.
But when an elector who had property in
different parts of the colony was. able to
give one vote for each of those properties
in the different districts that was not plural
voting at all. The term" plural voting"
had been used as a sneering sort of term
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-as a term of abuse to our existing system-but it was perfectly logical and
defensible to say that a man who had property in Melbourne and also in another
constituency had an equal interest in seeing that he was properly represented in
both places. Inasmuch, however, as only
a few constituencies in and around Melbourne were really affected by this vote,
it was desirable to give it up as a compromise.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE rose to a
point of order. They were now going into
a general discussion on the Bill.
'fhe HOll. F. S. DOBSON said that he
merely mentioned the matter because he
had not an opportunity of doing so in committee. If the Bill was recommitted he
would like to see the word" plural" struck
out of the cross-heading in clause 4, and
"multiple" substituted. This would express correctly what was meant.
The Hon. J. A. vVALLACE stated that
he could not agree with the proposal of
Mr. Cuthbert, and he was sorry to observe
that Mr. Service had acceded to it. He
thought it would be dictation for the
Council to insert such a provision in the
·Bill. If the amendment providing for the
postponement of the measure had come
from another place he could understand it.
If the other House had asked that the
operation of the Bill should be postponed
for twelve months the rcquest would have
come from the proper quarter, but the
Council had no right to insert such a provision in a measure dealing with elections
for another place. They had a right to
amend the Bill in the usual way, but for
them to say that it should not come
into force 'till June next was entirely
wrong. It was for the other House to ask
for any postponement.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
the other House could not now put a new
clause into the Bill if they wanted to do
so. They could only propose amendments
on the amendments of the Counci1.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE observed
that in any case he objected to the amendment, and he was surprised at its being
brought forward. He was sorry that Mr.
Service, after having done so much good
in connexion with the Bill, was now agreeing to postpone the benefit that was to be
derived from it.
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD said that, as it
appeared to be the wish of the House, he
would withdraw his motion for the adoption of the report, and, in lieu thereof,
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move that the order of the day be discharged and the Bill be recommitted for
the further consideration of clause 2 and
clause B.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE moved that
the new clauses relating to female suffrage
in the Bill as originally proposed by the
Government be added to the clauses on
which the Bill was to be recommitted.
rrhe Hon. 'r. BRUN'rON said he protested again::;t the solemn farce which was
being enacted. rrhey sat there late last'
night, (l,nd by a majority of 33 to 6, after
mature com;ideration, they arrived at a
certain conclusion, and why should that
decision not bc carried out 1 Mr. Fraser,
the pl'eYious night, stated that it would be
an anomaly to give two votes for members
of the Assembly while. there was only one
yote for members of the Council; but, he
(Mr. Brunton) believed that the effect of
Mr. Service's amendment would be the
introduction of a conservative" element
that had never existed before, and he
hailed it with the greatest pleasure, because it would give more protection to
property in regard to which the Council
was perfectly powerless. He regretted
thu,t .Mr. Service had not seen his way.
to put his foot down against Mr.
Cuth bert's proposal. He (Mr. Brunton)
did not approve . of the Bill at all.
It was a thing of shreds and patches, and
he would like tq see a new Bill altogether.
They ought, however, either to reject the
Bill altogether or else to adhere to what
they decided on the previous night.
Tho Hon. J. A. WALLACE expressed
the hope that Mr. Melville would not insist on asking for the recommittal of the
Bill on the clauses relating to female
sufti·age. It wouId look as if they were
making fools of themselves if, after sitting
until half-past eleven the previous night
to arrive at a practical conclusion, they
were now going to commence the Bill
de novo.
rrhe Hon. A. ·WYNNE stated that
he was in favour of female suffrage-he
could not see why women should not
have a vote--butas this matter was
thrashed out in the Assembly, and the
clauses relating to woman suffrage struck
out, he did not think it would be right for
the Council to re-insert them at present,
especially as there was no agitation in .the
country on the subject.
~rhe PRESIDENT.-I do not know
whether in my position I should make a
suggestion on this subject, but if the
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honorable member (Mr. Melville) would
take my advice, I think he should not
press for the recommittal of the Bill on
the question oi woman suffrage. That
question has been dealt with in another
Chamber, and the' clauses in the Bill relating to it were withdrawn by the Government. Under the circumstances, I do not
think it would be advisable for this House
to deal with the question.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE asked the
President if he was out of order in asking
for the recommittal of the Bill on those
clauses 1
The PRESIDENT.-I think the honorable member is not out of order, but it is
a matter of prudence.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he would
take all the risk as regarded the prudence.
Notwithstanding the kind lecture of the
President, he thought it was equally important if the country was going to give
two votes to the men that it should at least
give one vote to the women. He would
be quite content to accept the decision of
the committee on the subject without any
lengthened discussion. If, however, he
was not allowed to have those clauses
dealt with in committee, he would vote
against the recommittal of the Bill on Mr.
Cuthbert's proposition, of which no notice
had been given, while he (Mr. Melville) had
given notice of his intention of proposing
the clauses relating to woman suffrage.
The Hon.J. A. WALLACE said that
the House should be informed of the
nature of the amendments which were to
be proposed, as honorable members did not
at present know whether they would be
justified in supporting the motion for the
recommittal of the Bill.
..
The Hon. H. CUTHBERrr stated that
he intended to move an amendment to
clause 2, providing that the Bill should not
come into operation until th~ 1st June,
1892., He understood that the other
amendments had reference to the extensioll
of the provisions of the Bill to persons
other than farmers.
The PRESIDENT.-I will put Sir
F. T. Sargood's motion ~rst, and if it is
agreed to, I will then put Mr. Melville's
proposal as an addition to it.
The House divided on Sir F. T. Sargood's
motiollAyes ...
25
Noes ...
8
Majority for the motion . ~.
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AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
Sir W. J. Clarke,
Mr. Connor,
" Coppin,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" J. M. Davies,
" Dobson,
" Dowling,
" FitzGerald"
" Gore,
" Grimwade,
" D. Ham,

Mr. Morey,
" Osmand,
" Pitt,
" Roberts,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Service,
" Siuunie,
" Sternberg,
" Thornley,
" D. S. Wallace,
" Williamson.
Telle'f'.
Mr. Butters.'
NOF~8.

Mr. Brunton,
" Buchanan,
" Cooke,
G. Davis,
" Melville,

Mr. J. A. vVallace,
" vVynne.
'J'elle?'.
Mr. Zeal.

The House then divided on Mr. Mel, ville's proposal9
Ayes
24
Noes
Majority against Mr. 1 15
Melville's proposal
f
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Buchanan,
Connor,
Gore,
D. Ham,
Melville,

Mr. Pratt,
" J. A. Wallace,
" Wynne.
'Pelle?'.
Mr. Zeal.
NOES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Brunton,
Sir W. J. Clarke,
Mr. Cooke,
" Coppin,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" J. M. Davies,
" G. Davis,
Dr. Dobson,
Mr. Dowling,
" FitzGerald,
" Gl'imwade,

Mr. Morey,
" Osmand,
" Roberts,
Sir· F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Service,
" Simmie,
" Sternberg,
" Thornley,
" D. S. vVallace,
Williamson.
Telle?·.
Mr. Butters.

The Hon. H. CUTHBERT called attention to clause 2 (Construction), and moved
the addition to the clause of the fo11owing:"And shall come into operation on the 1st
day of June, 1892, with the exception of the
last section, which shall come into operatioll on
the passing of this Act. "

He had already stated his reasons for proposing this amendment, and he did not
intend to detain the committee by repeatingthem. (Mr. J. A. Wallace-"We want
to hear them over again.") Then he
would state his reasons for the aPlendment again very briefly. The members
of the Assembly were divided on this
question. There was a strong minority in
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the Assembly who were not in favour of
the principle of one man one vote. The
general elections were likely to take place
possibly within a month, and certainly
within the next four months. The general
elections had hitherto been carried on in
the colony under the existing law in a
manner which had given general satisfaction, and this new system should not
be suddenly introduced without the constituencies having an opportunity of expressing their views regarding it. A
strong feeling had grown up throughout
the length and breadth of the colony
that the rights of the people who were
settled upon the land, and the owners of
small properties, should be recognised,
and that they should be placed in a
position different to that of those who
were merely birds of passage, and who
had given no indication of their desire
to advance the interest of the colony. He
therefore thought that it was highly. desirable that the Bill should not come into
operation for a period of six months. If
the Bill as amended was passed by the
Assembly and became law,· the constituencies would be able at the next general
election to give their verdict upon it.
. (Mr. Zeal-" This is a change since
1888.") . On a former occasion the honorable member divided the House on the
"one-man-one-vote" question, andthc
result was that. he was only supported by
some five or six honorable members. Now
the honorable member was enthusiastic ill
the cause of his opponents. (Mr. ZeaJ"Why were you not here yesterday evening ~") r:rhe honorable gentleman was not
his (Mr. Cuthbert's) master, and he had no
right to insult any honorable member.
The CHAIRMAN.-I mnst ask Mr. Zeal
not to interrnpt the honorable member
who is addressing the committee.
'r:rhe HOll. W. A. ZEAL stated that Mr.
Cuthbert had provoked the interruption.
The Hon. H. CUTHBEHT remarked
that Mr. Zeal's interruptions were altogether uncalled for. The honorable member had referred to the action which he
(Mr. Cuthbert) took in 1888 with regard to
this question. As a member of the then
Government, he (Mr. Cuthbert) had to
introduce a Bill which certainly did not
commend itself favorably to him. He
did introduce that Bill and he voted for
it, but there was a large majority of hOllQl'able members against it. 'Whatever his
views were then, they had certainly undergone a. very great change since, ill
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-consequence of the disastrous results that
had followed from certain combinations
that had taken place. Circumstances which
had arisen in Queensland and in this
colony would justify any honorable member who had changed his views on this
question in expressing those views boldly.
He had offered these remarks as a persOlial
explanation, and he would not have said
one word about himself had it not been
for the unwarranted :interruption with
which he was met. It was desirable that
the Bill, with the exception of the last
clanse, which had reference to the reimbursement of members in another place,
should not come into operation until J nne,
1892. ·With the last clause of the Bill
the committee should not in any way
interfere.
The Hon. J. A. vVALLACE stated that
he did not approve of this amendment.
The general elections would take place not
later than March next, and .the electors
had a right to give a verdict upon this
measure. If the amendment were passed
they would aot have an opportunity
of doing so. (Mr. Cuthbert-" 'Vhy 1")
They would not have the power. (Mr.
Service-" If the Bill is passed and the
people don't approve of it, they will return
.a House to repeal it; that is the object.")
Mr. Service evidently saw something in the
amendment that he (Mr. J. A. Wallace)
did not see.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE remarked that
if Mr. Cuthbert's amendment became law,
and an election took place in March or
April next year, as it must do, the Assembly
would be elected on the old suffrage, and
it might possibly continue for nearly three
years, although brought into existence by
a suffrage which would be dead next June,
when this measure came into operation
instituting a different suffrage. He understood that when an Electoral Bill had been
passed or the suffrage widened the Parliament that passed that measure was
looked upon as moribund, and that it went
to the country on the new electorates or the
new suffrage, as the case might be. Surely
a House elected on the old suffrage would
not have the respect of the people, seeing
that it was not elected by the pro. perly constituted electorate. That was
why he objected to the recommittal of the
Bill. He felt that they ought not to
amend the Bill so as to allow a Parliament elected on a suffrage that would be
already wiped out by the Act to continue
for nearly three years in existence after
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the suffrage by which it was elected had
ceased to be.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he would
not have risen to address the committee
on this matter if he had not felt that he
was labouring under a grievance. When
Mr. Service asked precedence for this
measure over private business, it was on
the understanding that the Bill was to be
read a third time; but an amendment had
been sprung on the Council which practically reopened the whole question, and
he felt naturally very much aggrieved,
because he honestly and fairly supported
Mr. Service's proposal, and thought they
would have done with the measure very
shortly. Mr. Cuthbert had stated that
he (Mr. Zeal) voted against a similar
measure to this on a previous occasion.
He admitted that he did, but why did he
do so 1 Because the honorable gentleman,
having introduced a Bill containing a precisely identical clause practically carrying
out the one man one vote and doing away
with plural voting, would notgo to a division,
and his (Mr. Zeal's) only way to force the
honorable gentleman to a division was to
vote with the "Noes." As the honorable
gentleman had been so very emphatic and
candid in his statement of the case, he
(Mr. Zeal) would read what he said on the
occasio,n referred to.
The CHAIRMAN.-Does the honorable
member mean to do this by way of personal
explanation 1
rrhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
he was making a personal explanation, and
he would not go into the matter any
further than was necessary. When Mr.
Cuthbert was leading the Council for a
former Government he brought in a Bill
of which he (Mr. Cuthbert) did not
approve, but he did not resign rather than
give effect to the measure, as the present
Ministers in the Council did until they
were asked by another place to withdraw
their resignations. Speaking on that Bill,
he (Mr. Zeal) was reported in H(tns(trd as
follows:"The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he would not
have the smallest hesitation in voting for the
striking out of the clause. In fact, the only
reason for its appearance in the Bill was the
desire of the Government to rehabilitate their
character in the eyes of a certain section of the
community. Having themselves taken up the
time of Parliament and the country with a lot
of humbugging legislation, they now wanted
to make it appear that it was the Council who
were stopping the way. It was certainly most
deplorable to see the p~werful coa.lition Government acting in such a fashion."
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Honorable members were led to believe
that he was supporting the clause. (Mr.
Cuthbert-" You voted for it.") He voted
for it because the honorable gentleman
did not wish to vote for it, and he (Mr.
Zeal) called for a division. But, to resume
the quotation from his speech on that
occasion" The fact was that the clause had not been
asked for by the country, and that Ministers
in proposing it were simply proposing to
sacrifice the whole of the ratepayers of the
colony to a mere ha.ndful of manhood suffrage
electors. At the same time, he wished it to be
understood that no one in the chamber was
more opposed than he was to everything in the
shape of "fagot" votes. Was there a single
honorable member of the Council who wanted
to see the loafers of the country, who had
neither homes nor families, nor any responsibility whatever, placed on a level with the
honest ratepa.yers whose property was pledged
as security for the national debt?"

If honorable members would look at the
Hansa,rd report of the Council's proceedings on that occasion, they would be able
to judge between Mr. Cuthbert's statement and his own. 'rhat was all he would
say about the matter-he would leave it
there; but he would ask Mr. Service if he
wished to imperil the passage of this Bill
by giving his sanction to the passing of
this amendment ~ Honorable members
did the best they could last eYening, and
attained tolerable unanimity in passing
Mr: Service's proposal, and was Mr. Service prepared to sacrifice the great gain he
obtained last eyening by' supporting this
amendment, which must naturally be resisted and resented in the Assembly as an
interference with the elections of members
of that branch of the Legislature ~ What
would members of the Council say if members of the Assembly sought to interfere
in a similar way with the Legislative
Council elections 1 If this measure was
required at all, it was required at the next
general election; if it was not, what was
the usc of their wasting time oyor it, and
attempting to force on another CR-amber
what might be thoroughly distasteful to
the members of that Chamber and opposed
to their rights. The amendment was an
unfair and unjust proposal.
. The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS said he
agreed with Mr. Zeal that the members of
the Council ought not to dictate to another
place with regard to the election of its
members, but they had a right to revise
all legislation and, to a certain extent, to
see that the other branch of the Legislature was properly elected. Mr. Cuthbert's
Session 1891.-[169]
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amendment was perfectly in order. There
must be an eleution in March, and the
country would then take an opportunity
of speaking out on this question, so that
there could be no object in passing this
Bill through in a great hurry. As th6
question was a purely test question, he
thought they might fairly delay the coming
into operation of the Bill without any disrespect to another place. It was only
proper, in fact, that they should do so.
Parliament had no right to alter the Constitution of the colony without first consulting the people, and on that ground he
would support Mr. Cuthbert's amendmcnt,
so as to postpone the coming into operation
of thig measure until after the next general
elections.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
he really failed to perceive the slightest
force in Mr. Zeal's argument that Mr.
Cuthbert's amendment would be regarded
as an offence in another place. Surely the
adoption of an amendment providing that
this Bill should come into force on a given
date could not be construed into an offence
by the most touchy individual or body
of individuals on earth. While he
could not sympathize with that view
of the honorable member, he did sympathize with him and other private
members who seemed likely to lose the
one night in the week available for private
members' business, owing to this measure
having been allowed to take precedence
at his (Mr. Service'S) request, and he exceedingly regretted tho course events had
taken, because in asking honorable members to waive their right to take private
business he waived the question of which
he had given notice with regard to what
had been said of the colony at home-a
question of the greatest importance to the
interests of this colony. He, therefore,
hoped that Mr. Melville would not press
his question, and that all other questions
would be submitted shortly and pithily.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked that
if Mr. Seryice would give him another
opportunity he had no objection to accede
to the honorable gentleman's request; but
he considered himself bound to bring the
question forward.
The Hon. T. DO'WLING stated that he
voted for the recommittal of the Bill because he thought he was bound ~o assist
the Minister of Def~nce to secure the
adoption of a certain course, but he now
saw that should this Bill pass the Assembly
the people of the country would regret
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very much that they were not to vote under
it in the next general elections. Should
the Bill not pass tho Assembly, he could
have no objection to the course now
proposed to be taken, which wou1d give
the country an opportunity of speaking
out on the question again. (Mr. Service.
- " The Assembly can either pass the Bill
with the clause or without it.") True,
but were they not burdening the Bill by
adding- that proposal ~
'rhe Hon. J. A. VV ALLACE moved that
the Chairman report progress, and ask
leave to sit again on Tuesday next. He
was sorry that time had been wasted over
this matter. Private members ought t.o
have an opportunity of going on with the
business which was expected to be taken
that evening.
'rhe motion for reporting progress was
negatived.
'rhe Hon. S. FRASER said he could not
help thinking that Mr. Cuthbert's amendment was an extraordinary proposal if the
Bill was a good Bill, because in that case
it ought to come into operation as soon as
possiblej but if it ,was not a good Bill, it
was a farce to provide that it should come
into operation after the next general election. He trusted the committee wou1d
reject the amendment.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON observed that
after the almost unanimous vote of last
night he failed to see why this amendment
was proposed now, and he feared there
was something- behind it which he could
not understand. It was desirable that the
opinion of the country should be taken on
this Bill as soon as possible. Mr. Cuthbert
was quite justified in his change of opin~on
since 1888, because the circumstances had
greatly changed in the meantime.
'rhe Hon. D. HAM expressed the opinion
that all Mr. Cuthbert desired was to give
the Assembly an opportunity of saying
whether they would accept or reject a proposal which would allow the opinion of the
country to be expressed on this measure'
before it came into operation, and the Assembly could not have that opportunity
unless the Council sent down this amendment.
'rhe Hon. J. S. BUTTERS remarked
that if the next general elections took place
on the old rolls, and this measure came
into operation next June, extraordinary
elections subsequent to June would be held
under the new suffrage, so that some members of the Assembly would be elected on
one system, and bome on the other. That
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would not be satisfactory. The elections
ought to be on the new suffrage. He failed
to see why the members of the Council
should go back on what they did last night,
and he was satisfied that the Bill in its
present form would very favorably affect
the country districts, while it would
enormously reduce the number of votes
in the city of Melbourne. 'rhe people
would be satisfied with the dual vote, and
the new Parliament could amend this
measure in any way that the country
desired. He objected to hanging it up in
the way Mr. Cuthbert proposed.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
he had no idea that his amendment would
have provoked so much discussion, or that
it would have been considered that he was
inviting honorable members to go back on
what they did the previous night. A
little delay would be judicious, but as
many honorable members seemed to think
that his amendment would perhaps cause
diss~tisfaction, not only in the Assembly,
but in the country, he thought the better
way would be for him to say that he was
willing to withdraw his proposal.
The Hon. G. DAVIS said he desired to
compliment Mr. Cuthbert on his last statement, and also Mr. Service, who proposed
his amendments last night under the
belief that it would be possible to carry
them out during the forthcoming election.
A doubt was now expressed as to the very
principle and policy of the Bill, and the
proposal had been made that the operation
of the measure should stand over for a
period of three years.
The Hon. G. S. COPPIN observed that
he could not compliment Mr. Cuthbert on
the withdrawal of the amendment, because
his strong conviction was that no alteration of the Constitution of the country,
more particularly one of such vast i~npor
tance as an alteration of the franchise,
should be carried out without the direct
approval of the country. That was his'
firm opinion apart from any question of
one man one vote, the dual vote, or plural
voting. If the Council had thrown out
this Bill instead of amending it, they
would have placed themselves in a very
awkward, a very unpopular, and a very •
wrong position. He thought the Council
had acted very wisely in so amending the
Bill that it might go to the country that
a majority of the Assembly was in .favour
of one man one vote, while the Council was in favour of the dual vote. That
was a plain and simple question to put
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before the country, and the issue had been
simplified by the action of the Council.
But if the Bill was returned to the other
House without Mr. Cuthbert's amendment,
the issue would certainly not be placed
so clearly before the country as it would
be if Mr. Cuthbert's amendment was
adopted. If the country returned a
majority of members against the measure
it could be repealed befo1'e it came into
operation, but that could not be done
without the amendment of Mr. Cuthbert,
which he thought was an admirable amendment, and one which ought to have been
adopted.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said he
was very sorry the amendment had been
withdrawn. He said that with the more
confidence because he had just received
from constituents in Fitzroy a resolution
passed by the Fitzroy City Council expressing the opinion that the measure
would interfere with the rights and privileges of the ratepayers and propertyowners of the colony. In his opinion, the
measure ought not to come into operation
until it had been approved by the country
at a general election. Mr. Cuthbert's
amendment would enable the question to
be put fairly to the constituencies· before
the measure came into operation. (Mr.
Zeal-" How can that be ~") In this way,
if the constituencies pronounced against
the measure the law could be altered before
ever it came into operation at all.
The Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
Mr. Cuthbert had probably been induced
to withdraw his amendment through the
silence of his supporters, which was to be
regretted, because the amendment would
have enabled the Assembly to proceed
constitutionally, if they desired, in regard
to this proposed alteration of .the suffrage.
Jf Mr. Cuthbert's amendment was passed
by both Houses of Parliament, it would
give the people an opportunity of expressing their opinion upon the measure
before it came into operation, and in his
opinion the country ought to have an opportunityof saying whether such a measure
should ever come into operation or not.
The Hon. G. S. COPPIN said that his
idea of the amendment proposed by Mr.
Cuthbert was that it was the very thing
the Bill wanted. Carrying it would prevent politicians meeting together and saying-" We are going to have a general
election j will it not be better for us to go
in for sucq-and-such an alteration of the
franchise in order to get the labour vote~"
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That was a very strong argument why
there should be delay, and all the amendment asked was that there should be delay
until June. In that case the amendment
of the Constitution Act would not come
into operation until the people had had an
opportunity Of speaking out on the subject. Of all questions this was one on
which the country ought to have an opportunity of expressing itself before anything final was done.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE pointed out
that if the amendment made by the
Council in this Bill were adopted by the
other House the alteration of the Constitution would be at once effected. On the
other hand, if the other House rejected
the Council's amendments, the question
would at once go to the country for public
expression of opinion upOl'l. it.
The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
opinion that, whichever plan the House
adopted with respect to Mr. Cuthbert's
withdrawal of his amendment, the matter
was not one of any great conseque:tlCe.
All he (Mr. Service) wanted was that whatever was done by the Council should be
done as unanimously as possible. If the
withdrawal was to be persevered in, let a
division be taken at once.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he disagreed with Mr. Coppin so far as to think
that it was not fair to bring in an amendment of this magnitude at the eleventh
hour. If the Bill was passed with the
amendment now proposed, what would be
the effect ~ It would be said that the
whole measure was stamped with insincerity-that, while it met at first with the
approval of this Chamber, when honorable
members had passed it they were afraid of
it. If honorable members did not believe in
the Bill as passed by the Assembly; why
did they not throw it out altogether ~
That was a proceeding he (Mr. Zeal)
would have supported to the utmost, but
Mr. Service thought differently, and he
(Mr. Zeal) loyally supported him. He
would urge honorable members to be true
to their convictions all through.
The Hon. T. DOWLING thought the
committee had got into a very awkward
position. Some time ago an amendment
was proposed by Mr. Cuthbert, .but he
withdrew it.
The CHAIRMAN.-It is not withdrawn; it is still under consideration. The
question before the committee is whether'
Mr. Cuthbert shall be- allowed to withdraw it.
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NOES.
The Hon. '].1. DOWLING said that, in
Mr. Abbott,
Mr. Roberts,
that case, he hoped that the amendment
" SiDlmie,
" Coppin,
would be withdrawn. As a matter of fact,
Coutts,
" Sternberg.
honorable members were now reviewing
" Cuthbert,
the action they took yesterday. If Mr.
" Grimwade
Teller.
" D. Ham,
Mr. Thornley.
Cutbbert's amendment were carried honor3;ble members' constituents would be very
The clause was agreed to.
much dissatisfied, and would naturally ask
The Hon. D. HAM called attention to
how affairs came to be brought to such a clause B, which was as follows :pass-how could such a change take place
"For the purpose of qualifying a person to
in a few short hours 1 For himself, he vote in the election of members of the Legislative
Assemhly, he shall be deemed to be
(Mr. Dowling) didnot care what was done
with the Bill either here or elsewhere; but seised at law or in equity of any land held by
him under a lease from the Crown with an
if Mr. Cuthbert's amendment was allowed inchoate right of purchase."
to be carried the wholo measure would be
stampod with an impress which would do He moved the insertion, after the word
"Assembly" (line 3), of the following
no credit to the Chamber.
words : The Hon. S. W. COOKE said he would .
" A lessee from the Crown with an inchoate
ask what would be the outcome if this right
of purchase, and the holder of a miner_'s
amendment was carried 1 If the Bill as it right or business licence who has exercised his
now stood was carried by the other Cham- right to purchase the land occupied by virtue
ber, and afterwards submitted (as had been of slwh miner's right or business licence under
the provisions of Subdivision 4, Division I,
suggested) to the people of the colony- Part
r. of the Act No. ll20.'.'
. and supposing, in addition, that the decision
of the people was against it-what would He said he considered that carrying an
happen then 1 The Act would have to be amendment of this sort w.ould only do
repealed. vVell, a Bill for the purpose justice to an important portion of the
would have to be first carried in the As- community. It would only confer a right
sembly, and then sent up here. Would and privilege which they were clearly
this House pass or reject such a measure 1 entitled to.
The Hon. J. A.WALLACE stated that
Certainly, he, for one, was not going to
return to plural voting if he could help it. he did not wish to oppose the amendment,
Probably, until the Council had some- but if it was passed he would want an
thing before it that would satisfactorily amendment carried to include all leasetake the place of tho present measure, it holders. He would rather see Mr. Service's
would pause before it repealed it, and proposals carried as they stood, because if
perhaps refuse to repeal it ·at all. Now they went into other amendments he
it would be quite possible for all this to believed they should amend the Bill in
take place, but the result would be very every direction that would improve it.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that, as
curious.
the previous amendment wllich
regarded
The committee divided on the question
that Mr. Cuthbert have leave to withdraw was proposed, he thought it mattered little
whether it was carried or not; but he did
his ainendmentnot look upon the present proposal in the
Ayes
20
same light. In the first place a proposal
Noes
10
of this sort intended to confer the franchise
upon another class of people ought to have
been printed and circulated, so that every
Majority for the wit.h..-} 10
member might have been able to see the
drawal
full effect of it. So far as he had been
AYES.
able to learn, the amendment would include a very small number of people indeed.
Mr. Pratt
Mr. Bnmton,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
" Buchanan,
(Mr. D. Ham-" Over 800 in Ballarat
Mr. Service,
" Butters,
West alone.") Who had exercised their
Sir W. J. Clarke,
" D. S. Wallace,
right of purchase 1 (Mr. D. Ham-"Yes.")
Mr. J. M. Davies,
" J. A. vVallace,
He confessed he was not prepared to discuss
" ,V illiamson,
" Dowling,
" vVinter-Irving,
" FitzGerald,
the matter because he did not know the
" Fraser,
" Zeal.
exact state of the case, and that was a
" C. J. Ham,
sufficient
reason for his voting against the
Teller.
" Melville,
clause.
Mr. Cooke.
" Osmand,
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The Hon. D. HAM observed that there
were hundreds of the class referred to in
this proposal who were occupying houses
that had cost them £200 or £300 in
Ballarat, Sandhurst, and other mining
centres. He believed that where a miner
had taken up a residence area, which he
was making into a freehold, he ought to
be included in the class to whom the dual
vote was to be given.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said they had
given a second vote to those farmers who
possessed an inchoate right to the froehold,
because virtually they were freeholders or
were certain to become so. The committee knew exactly the terms and conditions under which those men could become freeholders. They had only to keep
up a certain number of payments yearly,
and they would be ill possession of the
property; but he had yet to learn the"
process by which these occupiers under
miners' rights were to become freeholders.
By what process of payments, and extending over how many years, could they obtain the freehold, and had they commenced to make those payments~ If they
had not commenced to make those payments they were in exactly the same position as licensees under the Land Act, to
whom the committee had refused to give
the dual vote. Perhaps the Minister of
Justice would state what was the condition of the law on this question.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked
that the clause as drawn was intended
only to give those holders of miners' rights
or business licences who had an inchoate
right to purchase the right to vote.
Under the Mines Act; when a man took
up land under a miner's right or business
licence, he had the right, subject to certain consents, to exercise the right of purchase. Then the 38th section of the same
Act provided that any holder of a miner's
right or business licence should be entitled,
on exorcising the right of purchase, to pay
the amount of the purchase money in ten
annual instalments of equal amount. Now,
Mr. D. Ham's proposal was only that
those holders of miners' rights or business
licences who had exercised the right to
purchase should be considered the owner
of the property in law or in equity. It
was quite possible that, apart from Mr.
Ham's proposal altogether, these persons
were entitled to be regarded as owners in
equity, but if the law was to be cleared
up with reference to leaseholders who
were paying by instalments, it should also
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be cleared up with reference to the holders
of miners' rights, because the freehold
would come to the lattor class after the
payment of the ton annual instalments just
as surely as the freehold would corne to
leaseholders after the payment of twenty
annual instalments.
The Hon. A. WYNNE expressed the
opinion that the amendment was in the
right direction. In all mining districts
the holder of a miner's right was entitled
to take up an allotment not exceeding one
acre as a residence area. He built a house
upon it, and after he had resided two and
a half years he was entitled to a preemptive right. He 00uld purchase the
land by making application to the Crown
for the right to purchase; and the property
was then valued, a valuation being put on
for improvements. (Mr. Thornley-" He"
must get the consent of the mine-owner
before that.") If it was on a mining claim
or lease the consent of the mine-owner or
lessee must be obtained, but this was nearly
always given to a depth of 100 feet from
the surface. On the value of the property
being assessed by the Government officer
the holder of the area could either pay
cash and become a freeholder at once, or
else he could pay for the property by ten
annual instalments. Mr. Ham's amendment would apply only to the class who
paid by instalments, and it was doubtful
whether those persons were not, apart
from "the amendment, entitled to be considered as seised in equity of the property.
In any case the amendment could do no
harm, and would make the right of this
class doubly sure. The number of people
affected would be very small, because the
majority who would exercise the right of
purchase paid cash and became freeholders
at once.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS moved the
following addition to the clause : "Or any person who may have purchased
property payable by instalments whether by
way of contract or mortgage, and whose name
is on the ratepayers' roll as owner."

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that surely
the class referred to in the amendment
were owners in equity.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERrrS said he
doubted whether, outside the Transfer of
Land Statute, under the general law a person who mortgaged his property was considered a freeholder. If the Minister of J ustice said such a man was a freeholder then
there was no necessity for the amendment.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there was
no necessity to discuss the questionwhether
such persons were freeholdersornot,because
the word freeholder did not occur in the
Act. The only question was whether they
were, "seised at law or in equity." Any
person" seised at law or in equity" would
retain the vote which he had under the
present Constitution Act by taking out ~n
elector's right.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS observed
that the proposal of Mr. Service was that
there sl).ould be one vote for a freehold.
(Mr. J. M. Davies-" It says nothing about
freehold. It says one vote for non-residential
qualification, and that means "seised at
law or in equity.") He maintained that
, this Bill as it now stood practically repealed
the Constitution Act, so far as the voting
power for the Legislative Assembly was
concerned. The Bill did not specifically
l'epeal the provisions in the Constitution
Act no doubt, but it did so by implication.
It altered the system under which, up to
the present time, any man in this colony
could vote in as many different electorates
as his name appeared on the ratepayers'roll.
That was swept away by clause 4 of this
Bill, and all that he asked the committee
to do was to place certain other persons
in the same category as selectors. The
selector was only a leaseholder of the
Crown; if it was necessary to provide for
him, was it not also necessary to provide
for men who purchased property on the
time-payment system or through a building society 1 Miners had been dealt with,
and he saw no reason why the persons he
named should be overlooked. Honorable
members should regard this matter from a
broad point of view, and should endeavour
to do justice all round. If a man purchased a property through a building
society he had to pay monthly instalments
extending over twenty years, and he was as
much a freeholder as the man who' selected
a block of land from the Government.
Then there was the man who borrowed
money from a building society on a certificate of title which he himself held.
According to the rules of the building
society he would have to transfer his title
absolutely to them, and under this Bill he
would not be treated as a freeholder.
(Mr. Dowling-" He is a freeholder.")
According to the present Act he was a
freeholder, but this Bill would repeal that
provision. (" No.") The honorable members who said" No" might hereafter find
that they were wrong. By implication, at
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'any rate, that part of the Constitution
Act would be repealed. All that he
desired was to make things doubly sure,
and he trusted that honorable members
would agree to his amendment.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that he
would have been perfectly willing to support Mr. Roberts' amendment if there had
been any necessity for it, but he contended
that the owner of land in equity would
still have a right to take out an elector's
right for a non-residential qualification.
This Bill would not touch the qualifications of electors, and an elector might,
take out electors' rights in twenty different
electoral districts. All that this Bill said
was that, whatever a person's qualifications
to vote might. be, he should not exercise
the right to vote in more than two districts. The persons who had been mentioned by Mr. Roberts were the owners of
land in equity, and would be entitled to a
vote for a non-residential qualification.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS asked whether, outside the Transfer of Land Act, any
person who had mortgaged his property
would be called by lawyers a freeholder ~
rrhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that that
was not the question'; the question was
whether, such a person was the owner of
land in equity.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said that
Mr. Roberts' amendment was not necessary,
because it had been shown that provision
was already made for cases in which property was mortgaged..
rrhe amendment was negatived.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported with further
amendments.
DAYS OF SITrrING.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said, that he desired to mention to honorable members
that, in view of the fact that the Local
Government Bill would probably be sent
to the Legislative Council next Tuesday,
he intended to ask honorable members to
make arrangements to enable the House to
sit on Thursday of next week. He would
not ask the House to sit on Thursday
unless thElre was ~mple work to do, but it
was understood that he should give honorable members at least a week's notice.
LORD CARRINGTON AND rrHE
COLONIAL-OFFICE.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that, in
accordance with the notice he had given,
,he desired to call the attention of the
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House to certajn telegraphic reports, which
appeared in the newspapers of 16th inst.,
of a speech purporting to have been made
in Bristol by Lord Carrington; and to ask
Sir Frederick Sargood, representing the
present Government, and Mr. Cuthbert,
who represented the late Government (the
joint terms of office of the two Governments
covering the whole period'of Lord Knutsford's administration of the Colonial-office),
whether, in the 0pinion of theIr respective
Governments, or either of them, the sentiments attributed in the said telegraphic
reports to. the people of Australia in regard
to Lord Knutsford's administration now
existed, or ever had existed, so far as Victoria
is concerned ~ Before reading the report
to which he had referred he would state
emphatically that he had no desire-and
he was sure the House would not permit
it if any individual member had such a
desire-to interfere in any manner with
British politics except where British
politics interfered with the colonies. So
far as party politics in England, Scotland, and Ireland were concerned he had
nothing whatever to say, but if the interests of the colonies were in any way at
stake (as he would be able to show they
were in this instance) then they had a
right to interpose. He thought that he
would be able to convince honorable members that it would be to the interest of
the colonies to take notice of the reports
which had appeared in the newspapers
with regard to Lord Carrington's recent
speech. The whole correspondence of the
world was now conducted by telegram,
and people would not wait five or six
weeks for news. Every day news was
received from all parts of the world, and
the public believed it .to a large extentat any rate when it was confirmed, as this
report was confirmed, by the surrounding
circumstances. He would not necessarily
assume that the reports referred to were
correct, although there was every reason
to believe that they were absolutely correct. If they were correct, then the
statement made by Lord Carrington was
an erroneous and improper one. He would
read the report which appeared in the
Argus of the 16th inst., and which was
substantially similar to the report which
appeared in the Age. It was as follows:"Lord Carrington, late Governor of New
South Wales, delivered a speech at Bristol last
night, in which he dealt at some length with
the relations between England and the colonies.
He made a vehement -attack upon the policy
of Lord Knutsford. He declared that the
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Secretary of State for the Colonies was a living
incarnation of the old Downing-street regime,
which, while formerly repulsing Australia's
desire to retain Imperial troops and pay for
them, now taxes the colonies in order to maintain a squadron in Australian waters. It was
(he said) difficult to reconcile this case with the
fundamental constitutional principle that there
should be no taxation without representation.
Lord Knutsford, in recognising the precedence
of Admiral Fairfax over the visiting Governors,
had given a shock to colonial loyalty. Such precedence was a dead letter, and it was impossible
to enforce it. If (said Lord Carrington) the
present great British Confederation is to remain
intact until it becomes invincible, our worn-out
Imperial policy must be thrown to the winds,
as continual flouts, jeers, and meddlings will
alienate the colonies for ever. Lord Carrington
avowed that he was a strong home ruler; he
emphatically declared that a tory and autocratic colonial policy must eventually destroy
the empire; and said that, when tha,t disintegration had been brought about, the Secretary
of State would vainly implore the great colonies
to assist the mother country. Liberals must
expect that a Government scorned abroad will
live by tricks at home."

'What was the position in which the colony
was placed by these remarks 1 rrhey need
not inquire whether this was a mere
election speech or whether it was delivered
in the interests of the liberal par.ty or. of
the tory party, but when the colonies were
made p:;trties with Lord Carrington to the
views which he entertained of Lord Knutsford's administration of the Colonial-office
then it behoved them to say at once that
Lord Carrington's statements were incorrect. The colonies held no such views
concerning the administration of the
Colonial-office by Lord Knutsfordj and if
they were to stand by and allow it to be
assumed or stated at home that an administration which had gone beyond all other
administrations in the Colonial-officewhich had endeavoured to meet the colonies on every point in the most cordial
and considerate way-had been ~mjnst to
the colonies, then they deserved in future
to be treated as Lord. Carrington said
they were being treated now. It would
be dishonest, unworthy, and mean of the
colonies to take no notice of these state.ments... As for any attack on Lord Knutsford personally, his lordship could defend
himself, but in regard to the policy of
that gentleman to the colonies of which
Victoria formed a part they were bound to
say that Lord Carrington was entirely misinformed. He (Mr. Service) was speaking
to a large extent from personal kno\yledge.
Where his personal knowledge failed he had
asked those who had been in office during
the whole period of Lord Knutsford's
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administration, and had been ~fficially communicating with him, to give their views
on the subject, and they confirmed the
impression which he himself had formed.
With regard to the correctness of the
telegraphic reports, he found that, in addition to the reports themselves, quotations
were given from many of the ,London
journals with reference to the speech, and
these quotations all went to show that the
telegraphic reports were substantially correct. The Standard and the St. James'
Gazette were quoted in the Argus, and the
Age mentioned also the Daily News, the
Times, the Daily Chronicle, the Morning
Post, the Advertiser, and the Pall Mall
Gazette. (Mr. Zeal-" These papers do not
say that Lord, Carrington made the statements attributed to him.") One of the
papers quoted the words" flouts, jeers, and
meddlings," and those were the epithets
which Lord Carrington applied to Lord
Knutsford's administration of the Colonialoffice as it affected the colonies. 'rhere
could, therefore, be no doubt at all about
the accuracy of the reports. If the reports
should hereafter turn out to be incorrect
any remarks which were now made would
of course fall to the ground, but they couId
'not wait for the receipt of news by mail
and then seek to revive a matter which
would have become dead in the old country.
The Australian colonies lost a portion of
New Guinea and the islands adjacent
thereto a few years ago, but it was not
Lord Knutsford who lost the colonies those
islands. It was another gentleman who was
then in office, and whom Lord Carrington
was trying, as well as he could, to get back
into office again. (Mr. Zeal-"Is this a
political attack 1 ") He really expected
Mr. Zeal to be thoroughly with him in his
indignation at such a charge being levelled
against an English statesman who had done
so well for the colonies. (Mr. Zeal-"You
are making us parties to an English
quarrel.") The subject, he was informed,
had been taken up in the Assembly, and
treated with a unanimity and cordiality
that he had expected to see in the Council.
He regretted that one single dissentient
voice should have been raised on this question, because the interests of the colony
were so closely affected by it. When a
man of Lord Carrington's position told the
world that an Imperial Minister had
been flouting and jeering at the colonies,
and treating ,them in what he called
the old tory and autocratic style, and
they had not been so treated, it was
Eon. J. Service.
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their duty and their right to say that
the charge against that statesman was
not tru~. The remarks of Lord Carrington
would have applied absolutely to the very
man whom his lordship wanted to get
into power again, because it was actually
the interference of that gentleman during
the negotiations between the colonies and
the Colonial-office, when his own colonial
Minister was trying to arrange certain conditions so as' to give the colonies what they
desired in connexion with those islands,
that caused or permitted those islands on
the northern part of New Guinea to be
swept away fro'm the colonies. The people
of Australia resented that interference, and
he (Mr. Service) had seldom seen a more
exasperated state of feeling visible anywhere, and certainly not in this colony,
than when the tidings came out here that
the German flag was hoisted over a portion
of New Guinea. The whole colony was
stirred to it.s depths. Lord Carrington
spoke about there being "taxation without
representation" in reference to the new
fleet that had been sent out to defend the
shores of Australia. Well, there never
was a grosser misrepresentation than that,
because the colonies were never' better
represented in connexion with any matter
than they were represented in connexion
with what Lord Carrington had declared
to be "taxation without representation,"
because the an;angement was made withthe Government of Lord Salisbury at the
Colonial Conference in London. Lord
Knutsford, then Sir Henry Holland, was
in the chair, and the delegates, not only of
the Australian colonies, but also of the
Canadian and Cape colonies and Newfoundland, were present. The whole of the
Australian delegates, without one single
dissentient. voice, agreed on behalf of their
respective colonies, after discussing the
matter thoroughly, to ~ccept the arrangement which had since been ratified by
every colony in the group. Certainly,
Queensland hung back for a time under
peculiar c,ircumstances, but she had come in
now. Ministers from the various colonies
were sent home to represent the feeling of
their colonies at that Conference, and certainly there could not have been any higher
representation of the colonies. The agreement arrived at was afterwards ratified by
the various colonial Parliaments, which
showed that the representation at the
Colonial Conference was full and complete. The question of precedence was
a curious thing.
He did not think
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the colonies had' been stirred to their
depths because of the precedence of
the Admiral in any colony over the
Governors of the other colonies. They
held that the Queen had a right to frame
rules for her own guidance in respect to
precedence, which was a matter of indifference to the colonies, and it would have
been in better taste on the part of Lord
Carrington if he had said nothing about
the question of precedence. There was a
great contrast between the action of Lord
Salisbury and Lord Knutsford and the
action of the Gladstone AdministratioI). in
regard to the New Hebrides. At the
Colonial Conference the question of the
New Hebrides came up, and Lord Salisbury delivered a speech which showed
that he had thought the subject well out,
and that he had come to an opinion adverse to the claims of Australia, and
rather favorable to the claims of France.
He made that speech in the conference frankly and honestly like the
honest English gentleman he was in every
way, and his speech caused a rejoinder
from Sir Graham Berry, which was one'
of the best and smartest speeches ever
made by the Agent-General of this colony.
Having told the representatives of the
colonies what was in his own mind, Lord
Salisbury listened to what was urged by
the representatives of the colonies, and,
instead of taking his own way as his predecessor had done, in opposition to the
wishes of the colonies,' Lord Salisbury
deferred his opinion to the wishes of the
colonies, and made the arrangement which
now existed. In not a single instance, so
far as he (Mr. Service) was aware, had
there been a trace or vestige of any action
on the part of Lord Salisbury or Lord
Knutsford indicating a desire to flout
or jeer at the colonies. On the contrary,
in small things and in great, everything
had been done to satisfy the colonies so
far as that was compatible with the
Imperial welfare. The colonies were very
much interested in regard to Egypt, which
was the principal highway between the
mother country and Australia. He had
been in Egypt about five times during the
past 30 years, had passed through it, and
spent some days in Egypt occasionally;
and he had never seen Englishmen treated
disrespectfully, even by the donkey boys,
there, except during the regime which
immediately preceded that of Lord Salisbury and I.Jord Knutsford. The feeling
of Englishmen who had to pass through
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Egypt at that time was that they were
ashamed of their nationality, and they were
treated with contempt even by the very
donkey boys he had alluded to. In those
days Englishmen who passed through
Egypt had to hang their heads in shame.
The only two departments of the Imperial
Government that the colonies had anything to do with were the Colonial-office
and the Foreign-office, and in all those departments did the colonies were deeply interested, because the action of those
departments affected the welfare of the
people of Australasia. And if an Imperial
Government was in office who met the
wishes and endeavoured to consult the
interests of the colonies, surely it was
right for the colonists to say so, and not
to sit as dumb dogs and see men who had
been their friends in every respect talked
of as if the colonies felt them to be their
enemies. That ,vould be most unjust.
(Mr. Zeal-" It is most unjust to attack
an absent man.") An absent man had
attacked the colonies. ~rhat was the
answer to the honorable member's interjection. He (Mr. Service) was standing on
the defence, and not making an attack.
(Mr. Fraser-" If Lord Carrington did
not say these things it all falls to the
ground.") Of course. (Mr. Zeal-" And
what fools we shall look then.") He must
express his utter astonishment at the
position taken up by Mr. Zeal, because he
could call to mind occasions when the
honorable member had justly assumed and
led the House to assume certain facts.
Lord Carrington was said to have wound
up his speech by speaking of the regime
of Lord Knutsford as being "the incarnation of the old tory and autocratic policy;'"
but all he (Mr. Service) could say was.
that he hoped for the sake of the colonies
that this incarnation would exist in the
Colonial-office for many years to come.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD suggested that Mr.
Cuthbert should reply first, and then he
(Sir F. T. Sargood) could follow ou, so that
the matter might be dealt with in chronological order.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE asked if this
was a. set thing~
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
he could assure Mr. Melville that it was.
not a set thing. Until yesterday he had.
not the slightest idea that such a question
would be put by Mr. Service or by auy
one else; he had never heard a word' of it
before he saw the telegraphic communication that appeared in the newspapers of
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Monday last, conveying the report of a grand Australian squadron, which, if ever
speech said to have been delivered by Lord called on to do its duty, would be a potent
Carrington-a gentleman who was a factor in protecting our shores and our
universal favorite, not only in New South commerce. (Mr. Melville-" How much
Wales, but also in this colony; and he was do we pay for it ~") Whatever money it
very pleased and proud to have the honour cost the colony that money was well spent,
of his lordship's acquaintance. What sur- and this colony only paid its just and fair
prised him most was that a gentleman of proportion according to the population.
Lord Carrington's thorough knowledge and (Mr. Zeal-" That is no answer.") He was
understanding of the feelings and wishes not going to enter into figures with regard
of the people of these colonies should have to this important question, on which, he
.spoken in the \vay he was reported to have was glad to say, all the Australian colonies
spoken, and he believed it was a matter of were united and had resolved to carry
the greatest surprise to every colonist out. the unanimous wish of the delegates
who read the account of Lord Carrington's they sent to represent them at the
speech that had been flashed across the Colonial Conference. By the reception
waters to Australia. It was most unfair they had accorded to the officers and
and unjust to condemn any man unheard, men of the Australian squadron the Ausbut if the account of Lord Carrington's tralian people had given a strong assurance
speech was well founded and correct he . of that broad, comprehensive, and prodid not think Mr. Service had said one tective policy which had been presented
word too strongly in condemnation of that to them under the fostering care of Lord
speech, and the honorable' gentleman was Knutsford and his colleagues. It was all
,entitled to the thanks of the Council for very well for an orator to deliver himself
bringing this very important subject under of his opinions with regard to the colonies,
their immediate notice in such an able and providing he addressed himself to facts;
eloquent manner. During. the five years but sometimes an orator became so impasin which the late coalition Government sioned that he was led to say far more
held office this and the other colonies were than he intended, and if Lord Canington
brought into closer communication with was correctly reported he was scarcely
the Colonial-office than they were under justified in using such language as this:any previous Government, and he could
"Lord Knutsford, in recognising the preceassert without fear of being successfully dence of Admiral Fairfax over visiting Govercontradicted that their relations with Lord nors, had given a shock to colonial loyalty."
Knutsford were of the most friendly and The question of the precedence of Gocordial nature, and all his communications vernors temporarily absent from their
on questions of public policy in connexion seats of Government on visits to the neighwith the colonies were characterized by bouring colonies was a question of such
courtesy and attention to the reasonable little moment to the people of Australia
req uirements of the colonies and a desire that they scarcely ever gave a thought to
on Lord Knutsford's part to promote in it, except that· they thought the question
every way that he possibly could the best was one which should be remitted to the
interests not only of this but of all the proper Imperial authorities; and with the
Australian colonies. And Australians were decision that was arrived at by those
not unmindfnl of the tact and ability authorities the Atlstralian colonies had no
that Lord Knutsford displayed as presi- reason to be dissatisfied. That decision
dent of the Colonial Conference which might have been a shock to Lord Carringwas held in London in 1888. Nor ton himself, but certainly no shock was
were they unmindful of the kindness and felt by the Australian people. Lord
hospitality with which his lordship treated Carrington was also reported to have
the Australian delegates. There was not said : "Such precedence was a dead letter, and it
one man in Australia who regarded this
.country as a down-trodden community, in- was impossible to enforce it. If the present
British Confederation is to remain intact
volved in taxation without representation; great
until it becomes invincible, our worn-out Im:and they all looked with very great satis- perial policy must be thrown to the winds,
faction on the glorious partnership which as continual flouts, jeers, and meddlings will
had been established between the Australian alienate the colonies for ever.'~
.colonies and the mother country. By that If those words had been applied to the
partnership the colonies were associated statesmen who ruled over the Colonialwith the old land in the possession of a office in the time of Lord Melbourne and
H on. H. Outhbert.
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other statesmen who were in office some
30 years ago there might have been some
reason for using such strong language,
but so far as Lord Knutsford and his colleagues were concerned there was no truth
whatever in the statement that they had
been guilty of indulging in flouts, jeers,
and meddlings with regard to' colonial
affairs, because they had .not exasperat~d
or hurt the feelings of the Australian
colonies in the slightest degree. The relations of this colony with the ColoJ?ialoffice during the five years that the
Ministry with which he was connected
held office were characterized by the most
cordial feelings and best wishes towards
the people of this colony, and it was
clearly the intention of Lord Knutsford to
do all in his power to strengthen the
golden tie that bound· Australia to the
mother country.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that, but
for the fact that Mr. Service had mentioned his name in the question, he would
hardly have felt called on to say anything
in this matter, because Mr. Service and
Mr. Cuthbert had covered the whole
ground; but as the honorable gentleman
had appealed to him for the experience of
the Ministries with which he had been
connected he was bound to say that he
read the telegraphic report of Lord Carrington's speech with amazement, and the
more he thought of it the more he was
amazed that Lord Carrington should have
lent himself t.o the utterance of such incorrect statements. His experience since
he took office in the present Government,
and while he was in office under Mr. Ser-'
vice, enabled him to say, as a matter of
fact, that the statements in question were
absolutely incorrect. ,While he had held
office in the present Government he had
had occasion to take up a good deal of
the correspondence between the previous
Ministry and the Colonial-office, and he
could most thoroughly indorse Mr. Cuthbert's statement that all the communications of the Colonial-office had been everything that the Victorians could wish for.
On no single occasion could he recollect any
reasonable request from this colony being
met by Lord Knutsford in other than the
most friendly spirit. He knew as a fact that
Lord Knutsford had personally taken very
considerable interest, and had devoted a
very considerable amount of time in endeavouring to carry out the wishes of the
Victorian Government. Since taking office
in the present Government he had had
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occasion to forward various commtmications to Lord K~utsford, more particularly
on matters in connexion with the Defence
department; and he could not speak .in too
high telIDS of the very admirable manner
in which the requests of the Victorian Government had been received and, in most
instances, carried out. Reference had been
made to the action of Lord Knutsford at
the Colonial Conference in London, and
to the carrying out of the new scheme in
connexion with the Auxiliary squadron.
As an evidence of "the shameful way" in
which Victoria had been treated, a simple
fact might be instanced in regard to that
matter. The Colonial Conference made
arrang~ments with the Imperial Govern-.
ment for a certain cls,ss of vessels that had
to cost not more than £650,000, but the
Government of which Lord Knutsford was
a member far exceeded the terms of their
contract, and, instead of sending out an
Auxiliary squadron costing £650,000, the
fleet that had come out here cost nearly
£900,000, and yet not one penny extra of
charge had beenmadeuponanyofthe colonial
Governments on account of that increased
cost. The contributions of the colonies
were based on the payment of 5 per cent.
per annum on £650,000, and the colonies
were still paying 5 per cent. on that
amount, and not on the actual cost of the
squadron, £900,000. These were simply
matters of hard fact. It would not have
been at all unreasonable had the Home
Government said that they found it would
be advisable to provide more powerful and
more modern vessels at the cost of an
additional £250,000, and that, therefore,
they had in fairness to ask the colonies to
pay 5 per cent. on the increased amount.
But not one word had come from the
Colonial-office making such a suggestion.
Then, again, all officers from the Defence
department who had gone home during
the past five or six years had, to his own
knowledge, received from Lord Knutsford the utmost assistance in carrying out
the wishes of the Victorian Government,
in order that they might obtain to the
fullest extent the benefits of the information and education that could be obtained
only at home. Nothing could exceed
the personal courtesy of Lord Knutsford to the officers who had gone home
from this colony. His lordship might
very properly have committed them to
the care of the junior officers of his
department, but, instead of doing that,
his lords4ip had personally taken no
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little trouble to see that the wishes' of the
Victorian Government were carried out
fully, faithfully, and well, and far more so
than, he ventured to think, the ~olony had
any right to expect. So far from Lord
Knutsford's treatment of the colonies being
such as they had reason to complain of, he
thought the colonies had every reason to
be highly satisfied, and, speaking from
personal knowledge, he could say that the
contrast between the treatment the colonies
had received from Lord Knutsford and the
treatment they had received from his predeccssors, was certainly not to the advantage of his predecessors. (Mr. Service"Hear, hear.") Mr. Service had referred
to the matter of New Guinea and the
New Hebrides, and he could now say, what
he had not said in. public ~efore, that the
treatment meted out to the colony by Lord
Knutsford's predecessor, in connexion with
certain transactions with regard to gunboats that were coming out here, was of
such a character that he absolutely did
not dare to publish the despatches. (Mr.
Service-" Quite true.") Had he published
those despatches, he ventured to say that,
strong as the feeling in Victoria was at
that time, it would have be~nfar stronger.
A leading member of the House of Commons and a very warm supporter of Mr.
Gladstone's Government happened to be
in the colony at that time, and called on
him (Sir F. T. Sargood) to ask to be
allowed to see the despatches and correspondence. He (Sir F. T. Sargood)
sent them to the honorable member's
hotel, and when the honorable member
brought them back, a couple of days afterwards, he said,'" Colonel Sargood, I have
read through those despatches, and I am
almost ashamed of being an Englishman."
He might go so far as to say that he
thought the speech of Lord Carrington
was at the least most unfortunate and also
most unwarrantable. As for his own
opinion, lie desired to personally testify to
the admirable way in which the colonies
had been treated by Lord Knutsford.
The PRESIDENT.-Having so far permitted a very ample and full discussion of
the present subject under cover of a
question drawing attention to it, my intention is to allow other honorable members to join in the debate.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD thought
that the importance of the subject fully
justified the action the President had
thought proper to take. The House was
evidently in hearty sympathy with the
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remarks made, not only by Mr. Service
but also by :Mr. Cuthbert and Sir Fred-.
erick Sargood. It was matter of notoriety
and regret that the Australian colonies
had recently suffered greatly by the indiscreet, incautious, and in many cases untrue statements made by visitors from
England and others who had come
to these shores. He read with great
satisfaction the speech made by the
Governor of Victoria the other night
drawing attentiori to this circulllstance,
and he thought the importance of that
utterance and the cheers with which it
was received justified it being cabled home
as a sort of repudiation of many of the
former statements made. Mr. Service
drew a marked line between the domestic
and the colonial policy of the English
Government, and he very properly abstained from commenting on the former.
That concenled Great Britain, and' Great
Britain only. The colonies had only to
deal with what concerned themselves, and
it appeared to be of the utmost importance
that not a day should be lost in giving an
answer to the injurious reference made,
so far at least as this colony was concerned. Everybody highly esteemed Lord
Carrington when he was here, for no one
in his position had spoken more like a true
Briton than he did, or more extolled the
connexion between the colonies and the
mother country, and the efforts made by
the colonial authorities in London to preserve that connexion. (Mr. Zeal-" And
now you are going to condemn the man
unheard.") Of course, his (Mr. FitzGerald's) remarks were based on the
assumption that the telegraphed report of
Lord Carrington's speech was correct.
No one could be more ready than he
would be or than, he believed, Mr.
Service also, should the telegraph be
proved to be incorrect, to withdraw
every imputation made; but it had been
very properly said, " If we wait until the
accuracy of the telegram is ascertained,
the whole matter will have passed out of
recollection, and any comments upon it
will be useless." He (Mr. FitzGerald)
would repeat that these incautious state·
ments had done the colony a great deal
of harm, and the feeling with which the
Victorian loans were now regarded in
England was ample proof of the fact. It
was indeed a most astounding state of
things for money in England to be in
abundance at 1 ~ per cent., while the Victorian 3i per cent. loans were coldly looked
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upon, and, as he understood, the 4! per
cent. loan recently offered by the Melbourne Harbor Trust at 95 was not half
,subscribed for. As for the statements he
referred to, of course the higher the position of those who made them the greater
the responsibility, because of the special
importance naturally attached to them.
The public knowledge of the character
Lord Carrington bore here, and the. high
respect evinced towards him when he left
these shores, all helped to increase that
importance, and it was obviously demanded
that the foremost men of the Victorian
Parliament should step forward in the way
-of repudiation. Allusion had been made to
Lord Knutsford's predecessor. Was it not
within the know ledge of all honorable
members that the action taken by Lord
Derby with regard to New Guinea gave
,something really like a "shock to colonial
loyalty" ~ (Mr. Service-" It was Mr.
Gladstone who did that.") It seemed to
him (Mr. FitzGerald) that the Minister at
the head of the Colonial-office was immediately responsible for it. It was notorious
that at that time the direct policy of the
then Imperial authorities was that the
·diadem of colonial government should be
absolutely resigned by the Queen because
the colonies were in effect a mere drag
upon her. It was impossible to avoid referring to this when the late Governor
of one of the most important colonies of
the Australian group told his English
hearers that certain political action on
the part of Her Majesty's Government at
home-action which it had a perfect right
to take-was a "shock to colonial loyalty."
What could the British people think of the
depth and breadth of colonial loyalty if a
small circumstance like that could deeply
.affect it 1 Certainly it was a perfect
surprise to him (Mr. FitzGerald) to find
such a man as Lord Carrington indulging
in such questionable statements, because
it went to make a pigmy of colonial loyalty
in the eyes of the people in England.
However, there was no need to dwell too
much on the subject. He could only repeat
that he was sincerely satisfied with the
statements of Mr. Service, Mr. Cuthbert,
and Sir Frederick Sargood. Thos~ statements were only illustrative of the strong
desire which had been felt in the colonies
·eversince Lord Knutsford assumed charge
over them that the bonds between them
.and the Imperial Government should be
more closely drawn than ever. Allusion
had been made to the expense of the
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Australian flotilla, and, alth<?ug~ the subject was a strange one to introduce on such
an'occasion, the introduction could hardly
be regretted. Too long had these colonies
been dependent on the British nation' for
the protection of their shores, and it was
time that Australia awoke fro111 the sleep
in which she had indulged, and had a
flotilla at more or less her own expense for
the proper protection of her commerce.
'1'he awakening had come, and his (Mr.
FitzGerald's) belief was that Lord Knutsford had rendered most valuable service in
this direction. In conclusion, he would
deplore the extreme length to which
party politicians were ready to go-that
they were ready to go even outside the
range of home politics-for the purpose
of decrying the policy of their opponents.
Let the colonies, however, not be afraid to
raise a voice in denial, and also to assert
in the strongest way the cordial feeling
that really existed between them and the
mother country.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
the wholesomC:,l rule was that every man
should be deemed to be innocent until he
had been proved to be guilty, but here
were the present and ex-leader of the
House, together with the former head of a
Government, attacking an absent man.
And on the strength of what 1 On the
strength of a mere cable telegram. On
no greater authority did the professed
lovers of fair play seek to set aside the
unblemished and untainted record of Lord
Carrington during his career in these
colonies. They were condemning a man
unheard solely for purposes of party faction. (Mr. Service-" That is a vile imputation.") ""Vas it possible to look at
the thing in any other way ~ He (Mr.
Mr. Zeal) would also condemn the bringing into the present copflict, from un worthy
political party motives, of the honoured
name of Mr. Gladstone. He did not desire
to decry Lord Knutsford in any shape or
form, but at the same time he believed ill
doing fair justice to that eminent nobleman, Lord Carrington. He greatly deplored
that bogus action of the present sort
should have been taken in order to give a
certain complexion to' a certain telegram,
which telegram might not be true or properly founded on fact. Look at how other
newspaper cablegrams had been proved
to be untrue. Why, only the other week
people were told of a British naval force
occupying an island in the Mediterranean for the purpose of overawing the
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The PRESIDENT.-I do not see how
the debate can be adjourned, for there is
no motion before the House. If I may
express an opinion, I would say that I
would regard it as undesirable in the interests of all concerned that the debate
should 'stand over unfinished.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE thought that,
in that case, it would have been only right
had the debate not been begun, at all.
Certainly, there was no sufficient reason
for this plunging into the "ins and
outs" of the British Government. Why
had honorable members been treated to
the exhibition they had just witnessed ~
How could the conduct of such statesmen
as Mr. Gladstone properly come under the
review of a branch of the Victorian Legislature ~ (Mr. Cuthbert-"It shows the
power of this Chamber.") The first thing
that struck him (Mr. Melville) was the remarkable amount of toadyis~ that had
been exhibited. Look at the toadyism
displayed towards Lord Carrington him" Lord and Lady Carrington have impressed self when he announced in the hearing of
themselves on the a'ffections of all classes, on all Australia that his duty ever after
men of the highest culture, and on the most would be to uphold the interests of this
unlettered. They leave these shores rich in the
friendship of good men, they carry with them great continent. He also implied that he
the attachment of a wide circle of friends of would return to England with a higher
different habits of thought and of action, and idea of Australia than he had when he
they leave behind them a great example for their came here. And now, simply because of
contemporaries and successors."
what was probably no more than a cableAgain, what ,was the statement published gram cooked by his enemies, he was to be
in the Arg~tson the 1st October last ~ It libelled an¢\. brought to shame. Might it
wasnot be that what came here was a disfigured
Without personal qualities unusually atversion of Lord Carrington's statement, in
tractive, there would have been no demonstrawhich, perhaps, he only carried out the
tion in Melbourne on his retirement. . . .
Lord Carrington came to the colonies before the promise he made to these colonies before
Queensland controversy and before the Sydney he left them-to make the British people
resolution, and he eminently represents the understand what a powerful and at the
qualities and conditions which the Imperial same time sensitive nation occupied these
Government is now credited with when seeking shores ~ Formerly, all the toadyism in
to select a representative of Her Majesty for
serviCe here. . . . Apparently, from Lord these colonies was towards Lord CarringCarrington's success, the Imperial Government ton; now, for political reasons, the' same
has conceived the idea that the younger members sort of thing was made to go the other
of the order can do good work in the colonies." way. For his (Mr. Melville'S) part, he saw
In the face of all these facts, and of what nothing brought out in the present debate
honorable members themselves knew of except that in these later years Mr. Service
Lord Carrington, he (Mr. Zeal) would ask was developing some remarkable qualities.
them to give him fair play. If Lord Car- He was the Sir Absolute of the late Gorington had, in any way, done anything vernment, and now he appeared to aim
wrong, his punishment would come in due at something like the same thing with
time, and in a propel' and right fashion, but respect to the Salisbury Government. If
honorable members ought not to allow him that was simply the ambition of the honorto be hounded down for political party pur- able member, if he was now developing into
poses. In any case, he (Mr. Zeal)would enter a party man for the Salisbury Government,
his protest against that eminent nobleman what was to be, our fate when their day
being judged on insufficient grounds.
came ~ If we were to assail the coming
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE suggested men, what might we expect 1 He hoped,
that the debate should be adjourned.
for the sake of Australia, the House would
Dardanelles, but a few days afterwards the
whole thing was utterly contradicted.
Other cases of a similar kind would be in
the recollection of honorable members. At
all events, if he (Mr. Zeal) stood alone he
would not be backward in defending an
absent man. He did not wish to present
himself as a defender of the Gladstone or
of the Salisbury Government, but he desired to contend that in aU such matters
the Australian colonies should be careful
to take 'up only a neutral position. Taking
up the cudgels in the present fashion was
bound to place Victoria, in ;1n unworthy
position. For example, what had already
beel} done ~ The other day one of the
leading newspapers of this city described
Lord Carrington as a "political advenAnd other equally shameful
turer."
epithets had been applied. On the other
hand, what did Lord Kintore, the Governor of South Australia, say a few months
ago in the Queen's Hall, with reference to
the same gentleman:-
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not listen too quickly to this sudden
outburst of enthusiasm for the Salisbury
Government. He did not know that there
was anything very special to elicit our
gratitude. The Salisbury Government had
made us pay our full share of the cost of
the Australian squadron. Why should we
have paid anything~ Why was that
squadron here? England had interests all
over the world, and it was necessary that
the British possessions should be defended
at every point. vVe had no quarrel with
people that England might quarrel with,
and it devolved upon 'England, at any
rate, to show that she was willing to defend
her possessions. He (Mr. M,elville) sympathized to a large extent with what had
been said by Mr. Zeal. He was very
unwilling to condemn Lord Carrington for
what he had done. In fact, he would not
condemn him, because he knew that Lord
Carrington pledged himself that when he
arrived in England he would be the friend
of the colonies, and he (Mr. Melville) believed his lordship was that now. He had
gone back to England with an enthusiasm
and a desire to serve these colonies, and it
was not likely that he would turn round
in such a short time and say anything that
would depreciate us in the eyes of the
world or injure us. He (Mr. Melville)
trusted that if there was to be a cooked
telegram sent to England. (Mr. Service
- " That is impudence.") He d.ared say
that if the honorable member could say to
Mr. Zeal wrhatisavileimputation,"hecould
accuse him (Mr. Melville) of impudence.
(Mr. Service-"And you can say to me
'cooked telegram.''') He was not alluding
to the honorable member. Could anyone
deny that telegrams were received from
England which deceived 1 All he desired
was that if telegrams were sent to England conveying that this Parliament reflected on Lord Carrington, or conveying
to the Salisbury Government any special
view from that House, let it at least be
known that there were members of the
House who refused to join in such action
until they knew the w~ole truth. Why
should certain honorable members have
taken this business up 1 Did they owe
any special obligation, any personal obligation, to the Salisbury Government 1 Did
those gentlemen wish to pose as the
special protectors of the Salisbury Government 1 If they wanted to do so, they must
do it by a private telegram. They had
do right whatever to couple all members
of the House, and to couple the country
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as it were, with the expression of suchl
views. These colonies had lost by neglect
from the days of Mr. George Hjginbotham.
That gentleman had to complain of want
of attention to the colonies, but now the
moment a statesman tried to induce some
notice to the colonies at a public meeting
at Bristol, we had all the toadies of Parliament rising to condemn him.
The Hon. S. FRASER expressed the'
opinion that if the telegrams which had
appeared in the press were not correct
Lord Carrington would thank the House
for putting him in a positiori to correct
the mistakes which had been made in
those telegrams. If the telegrams were
false, the statements made on the strength
of them would not, to tho extent of one
jot or tittle, affect Lord Carrington's preyious high character; but if they, unfortunately, were shown to be true, then they
must admit that their previous high
opinion of Lord Carrington was mistaken.
He (Mr. Fraser) thought it was most
inadvisable that they in that House should
take any part in English politics. He
himself held the strongest opinions personally on English politics, but he was not
going to give expression to them there. In
fact, he '\vould not be justified in doing so,
because the politicians who were in office
in England to-day might be out of office
to-morrow, and it was to the interest of
the colonies to be on good terms with
all politicians in England. rrhank God,
owing to the splendid arrangements made
some time ago by which we obtained the
Australian squadron, we were no longer at
the mercy of any foreign foe. However,
in respect to these telegrams, we had a
perfect right to say that if Lord Carrington uttered the sentiments attributed to
him they were perfectly unfounded and
untrue so far as we were concerned, and
that we were perfectly satisfied with the,
treatment which we had received from
England for a number of years past. If
it was true that Lord Carrington accused
Lord Knutsford of treating these colonies
shamefully and flouting them, 'we would be
cowards if we did not, say that .that was
not the case, and that, on the contrary, we
had been well treated.
The Hon. S.•W. COOKE observed that
Mr. Fraser had anticipated what he intended to say. If tl?-e telegrams which
appeared in the newspapers with regard to
Lord Carrington's speech were incorrect,
his lordship himself would be the first to
welcome a repudiation on the part of the
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Parliament of Victoria of such statements.
He (Mr. Cooke) desired to ~xpress his regret
that anyone member of the House should
take a position apparently different from
the sentiments of the majority of the
House on this subject. He thought they
were greatly indebted to Mr. Service for
bringing this matter forward, and giving
the House an opportunity of expressing
their sentiments. If the telegrams were
true, and if th~y did not show by some
action of theirs that thev were well content
with the conduct of the present Ministry
at home, as represented chiefly through
the Colonial Secretary, Lord Knutsford,
they would, he thought, be deserving of
great blame, because in the past they had
always had to find fault with the want of
sympathy shown by Home Governments
with regard to everything Australian.
Reference had been made to New Guinea,
and no doubt what was done in that
matter was due in a great measure ·to the
Imperial authorities, but not altogether,
because he would remind honorable members that on that occasion New South
"Vales did not join with Victoria, and,
therefore, Australia did not speak as a
whole to the Gladstone Government. He
(Mr. Cooke) happened to be at home at
the tiITle, and he remembered that on
his stating to the late Mr. Forster that it
seemed a strange thing that Englandshould
only proclaim a protectorate over the
southern shores of New Guinea, the answer
ofthat gentleman was, " You are not ag.reed
among yourselves." When they found a
Colonial Secretary so entirely in sympathy
with the views of Australia as Lord
Knutsford was, they ought by all means
to say that they had no fault to find,
and they ought to take the earliest
opportunity to deny the feelings that were
attributed to them by such an eminent
statesman as Lord Carrington. He (Mr.
Cooke) devoutly hoped that the newspaper reports were untrue, and if they were
untrue, Lord Carrington would be the first
to thank honorable members for the action
they were taking in the matter.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS observed
that if they were going to debate statements that appeared from time to time in
newspaper telegrams and· to condemn a
man unheard, they might as well take
notice of every paragraph that appeared
in the newspapers with reference to themselves. He submitted that they were not
ju:stified in coming to any conclusion at
present as to whether these remarks were
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made by Lord Carrington or not, and he
thought it would be very unbecoming to
eondemn Lord Carrington on the onlyevidence that was yet available. The newspaper reports were not always correct,
and honorable members knew that they
themselves had been incorrectly reported in
the press many times. Lord Carrington administered the Government of New South
Wales with credit to himself and with
honour to the Queen, and were they now
going to condemn him on a bald statement
in a newspaper telegram 1 He thought it
would be a mistake for the House to interfere· in the matter at all.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT said he
thought Mr. Melville was "playing it very
low" when he suggested that even if the
telegrams were true the colonies should
be glad to be noticed. He (Mr. Abbott)
was certainly not grateful for notice of such
a description.
He regretted that the
colonies had not been more noticed in the
past, but if they were only to be noticed
in order to be flouted and jeered at, he
would prefer that they should remain
unnoticed. The telegrams had the appearance of being true reports; but if they were
not true, Lord Carrington would esteem
. honorable members so much the' higher,
because the very breath of suspicion on his
character had caused them to take action.
Sir W. J. CLARKE remarked that if
the telegrams were true he thoroughly
agreed with Mr. Service that they should
be taken notice of. He regretted, however, that before the matter was brought
forward in the House the Agent-General
in London was not telegraphed to and
asked to inquire from Lord Carrington
whether he made the statements attributed
to him. He (Sir W. J. Clarke) also hoped
that before any telegram was sent to
England they would satisfy themselves by
the means he had indicated that Lord
Carrington had used the language he was
\ supposed to have used.
· The Hon. G. DAVIS stated that he
scarcely concurred with the view which
appeared to be generally entertained in
· regard to the propriety of discussing
· this subject at all. He did not say that it
, was improper for the House to discuss it;
but he believed it was impolitic to do so.
They were now interposing for the first
time between the rivalry of polit~cal parties
in the old country, and he thought that
· was hardly a. politic course to take.' He
might be quite with Mr. Service in the
feeling that the colonial policy of the late
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Government in England was not such as to
merit their approval, and that the colonial
policy of the present Government met with
the cordial assent and sympathy of the
colonies; and if Mr. Service had appeared
on the platform and expressed the views
he had enunciated tl).ere that night simply
as a public man, and without asking that
House to assist him, he would have deserved the thanks of every colonist. But
it was a different thing to ask that Chamber, in which there would be different
views entertained about British politics, to
give its assent to the views which Mr.
Service might hold on the subject. No
doubt Mr. Service's views were also tinged
to some extent by the feelings which he
experienced at a time when there was a
great amount of irritability in the mind of
the honorable member and in the mind
of nearly every colonist in. regard to
the colonial policy of Great Britain.
However, he (Mr. Davis) thought it was
inadvisable for them in that Chamber to
enter into any comparison between the
.colonial administrations of different Govelnments in Great Britain. As a question
of policy even, he thought it was impolitic
for the Council to express t'\,n opinion on
such a complex question as the colonial
administration of Great Britain. It.might
be assumed that whatever observations
were made by Lord Carrington were made
as a party man, and it certainly would not
be wise in any case until the telegrams
:were confirmed for the House to reflect in
any form on the character of a public man
such as Lord Carrington. Under these
-eircumstances, he would ask the House not
to express any opinion on the subject.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said the House
~vas not asked to express any opinion.
The subject then dropped.
The House adj01.u~led at half-past ten
,o'clock, until Tuesday, N oyember 24.

LEGISLATIVE

ASSEMBLY.

Wednesday, November 18, 1891.
'Constitution Act Amendment Act: Hire of Vehicles a,t
Elections-Lord Ca,rrington a,nd the Colonia,l-officeElectors' Rights-Land Law Administration: Gippsland EMt-Chicago Exhibition-Prospecting VotePublic Service: Mr. W. W. Jeremy - Licensing
(Public-houses) Act-Victorian Railways: Capital Invested - Bendigo Art Ga,lIery Site Bill - Sessional
Arrangements-Railways Act Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
iour o'clock p.m.
Ses8ion 1891.-[170]
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PETITIONS.
Petitions were presented by Mr. CAMERON, from Anthony Gilyard, of Healesville,
and by Mr. FOS'l.'ER, from John Gay, of
Omeo, with regard to certain lands.
CONSTITurrION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT.
Mr. WRIXON asked the AttorneyGeneral if, under the Constitution Act
Amendment Act, it was bribery for a candidate for the Legi::;lative Assembly to hire
or pay for vehicles at an election 1 He
stated that before the passing of the Constitution Act Amendment Act the law
relating to the Legislative Council made
it bribery to employ vehicles at an election, but there was no such law with
regard to the Assembly. Under the Constitution Act Amendment Act language
was used which made the law apply to
the Assembly as well as to the Council.
Generally it was unfair to ask the Attorney-General for his opinion on a mere question of law, but inasmnch as he was the
general adviser of the House on legal
matters, and as it was very important that
candidates at elections should know authoritatively what wal? the law upon this
subject, he thought it right to ask this
question, so as to obtain a declaration
which would be a warning to the candidate and a notice to the public.
Mr. SHIELS said he recognised that this
was an exceptional case. rrhe honorable
member for Portland and the honorable
member for Port Fairy would agree with
him that, except in special cases, it was
not right to ask the Attorney-General to
advise all and sundry in the House, but
the honorable member for Portland was
doing a public service in calling attention
to an alteration in the law. After looking
carefully into the section of the Constitution Act Amendment Act, he was of
opinion that it was now bribery for a
candidate to hire or pay for vehicles at
an election. rrhe words of the section were
as follows : "Any candidate or any agent of his who
shall hire or afterWltrds pay for any conveyance
hired for the purpose of bringing or carrying of
any elector other than himself in order that
such elector may vote at any election, or for the
purpose of taking away any elector other than
himself after he shall have so voted, shall be
deemed guilty of bribery within the )neaning of
this part of the Act."

These words were general in their terms,
and therefore applied to candidates for the
Legislative Assembly and the Legislative
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Council alike. (Mr. Williams--" When
was that alteration made ~") The alteration was made inadvertently in tho consolidation of the statutes, and it was right
that it should now be known that it was
the law that a candidate for the Assembly
who evaded this section was guilty of bribery. (Mr. Staughton-" "Vas that provision passed by the Assembly 7") Yes, in the
consolidation of the statutes. (Mr. Staughton-"Smothered through, you mean.")
1'hat statement was extremely unfair, and
he was sorry that it had been made. A
very high compliment had been paid to
His Honour the Chief Justice for the work
which he performed in connexion with the
consolidation of the statutes, and this
alteration of the law was purely an inadvertence.

- the Colonial-office.

should have the earliest opportunity of
glvmg a distinct contradiction, if they
could do so, to any statements attributing
these sentiments to the people of Australia
in regard to Lord Knutsford's administration of the Colonial-office.
Mr. MUNRO stated that it was not
within his knowledge that any such sentiments as were alleged existed in the minds
of the people of Victoria, and he knew of
nothing to justify the Jemarks which it
was reported Lord Carrington had made.
Personally, he regretted very much that
Lord Carrington had made those remarks, because undoubtedly his lordship
was a friend of tho colonies. There was
no question that in former days the colonies had a great deal of trouble with the
Colonial-office, and whether matters had
been better or worse under Lord KnutsLORD CARRINGTON AND rrHE
ford's regime was a matter of which he
COLONIAL-OFFICE.
(Mr. Munro) had not been in a position
Mr. G. D. CARTER called attention to to judge. One thing that had been stated
certain telegraphic reports in the news- was that the colonies had been taxed
papers of Monday, the 16th inst., of a speech without representation with regard to the
purporting to have been made at Bristol by Australian Auxiliary Squadron. If that
Lord Carrington, and asked the Premier was so, then he thought that members of,
and the late Premier, whose joint terms of the late Government should be impeached,
office covered the whole period of Lord- because it was they who agreed to the'
Knutsford's connexiOli with the Colonial- _payment of t.he contribution to the mainoffice, whether, in their opinion, the senti- tenance of the Australian Auxiliary
ments attributed therein to the people of Squadron, and induced the present GoAustralia in regard to Lord Knutsford's vernment to agree to it. Personally, headministration of the Colonial-office existed, diclnot see where the non-representation
or ever did exist, in Victoria ~ He stated came in, because the colonies volunteered
that he had asked the question in the form to pay that money. He had no doubt
in which he had originally prepared it, that Lord Carrington's statements were'
and not in the form in which it appeared made in the interests of a political party,
on the notice-paper, the Clerk having and with no intention whatever of injuring'
informed him that he could not accept a the colonies, to whom Lord Carrington
notice containing a question -addressed to was a true friend.
,
two different gentlemen. He was sure
Mr. GILLIES observed that there was·
that the House would agree with him as some difficulty in arriving at a judgmentto the kindly interest which Lord Carring- as to what had really been said by Lord
ton always evinced in the colonies, both Carrington, because his lordship's speech
when he was here and since his return to was not supposed to be fully reported. In
tho mother country. Honorable members the reports in the Argus and Age theredid not know at present whether the tele- were considerable differences, but they
graphic reports which had appeared in the both conveyed this idea that Lord Car':'
newspapers of Lord Carrington's speech at rington, formerly Governor of New South
Bristol were correct or not, but they felt Wales, took an opportunity, at a meeting
certain that whatever his lordship might which he was addressing at Bristol, to referhave said he had no intention to do any to the policy of the present Secretary of
injustice to, or perpetrate any injury State for the C0lonies so far as Australia
against, Australia. At the same time was concerned. -As the honorable membersome of the best friends of the colonies for Melbourne and the Premier had stated,
occasionally said things which were indis- there could be no doubt that Lord Carcreet, and which did the colonies serious rington had shown a desire to do everyinjury. Therefore he thought. it desirable thing that he could for the colonies, and
that the Premier and the ex-Premer to speak a good and faithful word on their-
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behalf. Few gentlemen had occupied the
position of Governor of New South Wales
who had been as popular as Lord Carrington was, and deservedly so. He did not
for a moment suppose that a gentleman
such as Lord Carrington could have said
all that he was report.ed to have said.
As the Premier had suggested, his Lordship was no doubt speaking from a political
stand-point, and he (Mr. Gillies)hadnothing
to say with reference to Lord Carrington's
political opinions. He could only speak of
his lordship as he was known to the
colonies, and of the statem.ents which he
was reported to have made. During the
time that he (Mr. Gillies) was in office
the Imperial Government, or at any rate
the present Secretary of State for the
Colonies, had not given the slightest
justification for any complaint whatever.
Lord Knutsford had no occasion to interfere
in the government of Victoria or in any
legislation passed by the Victorian Parliament, except to recommend Her Majesty
to assent to various Bills. In one notable
instance influential petitions were sent
home against a Hill dealing with the
divorce law, and there was also strong
objection taken to that measure in England on the part of high authorities. Notwithstanding that, inasmuch as the colony
had legislated clearly within its rights,
Lord Knutsford advised Her Majesty to
give her assent to the Bill.
Mr. MURRAY asked whether the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs was in
order in discussing so important a matter
on a question 'I
The SPEAKER-The honorable member for Melbourne was in order in putting
a. certain question to the Premier and also
to the leader of the Opposition, and the
leader of the Opposition has not exceeded
the latitude which is allowed on important
occasions to representative men in the
House.
Mr. MURRAY said that honorable
members were all representative men.
The SPEAKER-The honorable member should know that according to the
practice of this House, as well as that of
the Imperial Parliament, latit.ude is always
allowed to the leader of the Government
and to the leader of the Opposition. Considering the circumstances of the case and
the gravity of the subject, the leader of the
Opposition has not, I think, said anything
which wouldjustify interference on my part.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked whether
other honorable members would have an
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opportunity of expressing their opinion on
the telegraphic report of Lord Carrington's
speech1 The subject was an important
one, and honorable members did not wish
to take the Premier or the ex-Premier as
exponents of their views.
The SPEAKER-Other honorablemembers will only be at liberty to speak on
the subject by leave of the House.
Mr. GILLIES said that he would be
very sorry to trench on any ground that
would give rise to discussion. Up to the
present time he had only mentioned facts
which could not be controverted. The
Attorney-General knew that in the notable
case to which he had referred Her Majesty
was advised to give her assent to a measure
which had been passed by the Parliament. of
Victoria, although strong opposition was
offered to it. That was done because the
Parliament of Victoria was clearly within its
rights in passing the Divorce Act, as it
did not interfere with the law as it affected persons outside of Victoria. With
reference to the Australian Auxiliary
Squadron, that matter was dealt with at the
Imperial Conference which was held in
London some years ago, and it was afterIf
wards referred to the colonies.
anything wrong had been done the Parliaments of the colonies were responsible,
because, with the exception of Queensland,
they all agreed to pay the stipulated contributions. He was justified in adding
that, so far as this question was concerned,
the Imperial Government had behaved
splendidly. The estimated expenditure
on the part of the Imperial Government
was set down at £800,000, and the
colonies were to bear the cost of maintenance. T4e £800,000 had been exceeded by nearly £300,000, and notwithstanding the fact that Queensland was
not prepared at first to join with the other
colonies in bearing the cost of maintenance,
the Imperial Government still went on
with the scheme. In fact, the Imperial
Government had shown the most admirable spirit in carrying out an important
work. He knew of no one case in which
the colonies, or at any rate the colony of
Victoria, had any reason whatever to complain of the conduct of the Imperial Government as represented by the Secretary of
State for the Colonies, Lord Knutsford. He
was justified in saying that much in the
interests of truth.
(Mr. Williams"They humiliated Queensland in 90nnexion with the New Guinea business.")
That was the Gladstone Government.
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(Mr. Williams-" Was Lord Derby in the
Gladstone Government ~") Yes.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he was
not at all indisposed to accept the explanation given by the Premier and the
ex-Premier, but he desired to point out that
this question had been asked on what was
merely a telegraphic summary of a speech.
He had found during the last few years
that telegraphic summaries of speeches
were of all things in the world the least
to be relied upon. In this instance the
telegraphic summary Inight or might not
be correct, but he would ask the House to
withhold their judgment on the subject
until the full report of the speech was received. The question raised was one of
high political import both to Australia and
the Imperial Government, and honorable
members should not hastily form a judgment on a telegraphic summary of a
speech.
Dr. MALONEY remarked that many
persons might hold the view that the
Colonial-office was an incubus, and ought
to be wiped out. Was the expression of
opinion from the Premier and the leader
of the Opposition to be taken as an expression of opinion from this House ~
Mr. G. D. CARTER rose to a point of
order. He stated that he had a::;ked for
an expression of opinion from the Premier
and ex-Premier. rrhey had given their
answer to his question, and he was satisfied. When he wanted the opinion of the
honorable member for Melbourne West he
would put a fresh question on the noticepaper.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Melbourne, by leave of the House,
altered his question by including in it not
only the Premier, but also the leader of
the Opposition. In consequence of that,
some misunderstanding has probably arisen.
A reply having been given to a question
Qf this kind, no honorable member is
allowed to speak except by leave of the
House.
Mr. MURRAY stated that he was to a
.certain extent under a misapprehension,
because the question, as it appeared on the
notice-paper, was addressed only to the
Premier. He did not think it advisable to
enter into a discussion of the question on
the faith of a telegram which might prove
to be inaccurate. Past experience had
shown that it would not be worth while
to start either a regular or irregular discussion in the House on the basis of a
cable message. .

Chicago Exhibition.

ELECTORS'IUGHTS.
Mr. STAUGHTON asked the Chief
Secretary if he was aware that in issuing
electors' rights some electoral registrars
gave only the name of the street in which
the elector resided, and not the number of
the house, and if he would direct that in
future both the street and the number of
the house be given 1
Mr. McLEAN stated that he had
already given instructions that in issuing
electors' rights the name of the street in
which the elector resided and the number
of the house should, as far as was practicable, be given.
LAND LAW ADMINISTRATION.
Mr. FOSTER asked the Minister of
Lands if he was aware that intending
settlers were leaving Gippsland East, owing
to the fact that they were unable to obtain
land consequent upon it being reserved
from selection; and if he would inform
this House when the land would be made
available ~
Mr. McLEAN said that he supposed the
honorable member referred to certain land
in Gippsland which had been temporarily
withdrawn from selection at the request
of the Railways Standing Committee.
The reservations would be dealt with in
the Land Act Amendment Bill.' (Mr.
Foster - " Suppose that Bill is not
passed ~") Then he would have to consider the matter.
Mr. BENT stated that the Railways
Standing Committee would take this question into consideration onthe following day.
CHICAGO EXHIBITION.
Mr. ZOX asked the Premier if he had
received definite replies from the Governments of the other colonies with regard to
the Chicago Exhibition; and, if not, would
he provide for the representation of this
colony~ He stated that several gentlemen
engaged in commercial pursuits had waited
upon him and asked him what, the intentions of the Premier were in regard to this
matter. If the Premier proposed to let
the colony be represented at the Chicago
Exhibition he should give a definite statement on the subject as soon as possible, so
that persons who desired to exhibit would
be able to understand the position in which
they would be placed.
Mr MUNRO said that he had not put
himself into communication with the other
colonies on the subject. He had, however, received communications from the
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Governments of Tasmania and South Australia. The Premier of South Australia had
written to the Governments' of the other
colonies on the subject, and he (Mr. Munro)
had telegraphed to him asking to be informed of the nature of the replies. Beyond that he had not taken any action.
He would like to see the public take some
interest in this matter, so that the whole
burden of the representation of the colony
would not be thrown on the shoulders of
the Government. From communications
whichhehad received from home, it appeared
that the continent of Europe had taken
very little interest indeed in the Chicago
Exhibition. He was still of opinion that
this was a matter for private enterprise,
and unless the public were prepared to
assist he did not think that the Government should take any action at all.
PROSPECTING VOTE.
Mr. FOS'rER asked the Minister of
Mines if he would make the prospecting
vote available for searching for other
metals and minerals besides gold ~
Mr. OUrrTRIM said that it was impossible to make the present prospecting vote
available for searching for metals and
minerals other than gold, as the whole of
that vote had already been allotted. The
matter could be considered in connexion
with any future prospecting vote.
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is strictly professional within the meaning of the
Act. The Public Service Board takes a different
view, but I cannot help that. In Part II.,
Division 1, section 18, of the Public Service Act
1890, the professional division is thus defined:"The 'professional division' shall include
all persons holding those offices, whether now
existing or hereafter to be created, which require for their exercise some skill usually
acquired only in some profession or other pursuit different from that required in the clerical
or non-clerical divisions, &c.
"Mr. Jeremy has charge of furniture and fittings for Government buildings throughout the
colony. In this capacity he has frequently to
design special furniture, to frame contracts, and
supervise the construction of house and office
fittings of all kinds (necessitating technical
knowledge of drawing and certain architectural
prin~iples) as well as of cabinet work, carpentry,
and Joinery, and other trades. Since his classification in the clerical division Mr. Jereniy has
carried out in a perfectly satisfactory manner
works to the value approximately of £100,000,
and the proper execution of these works involves,
I contend, the exercise of 'some skill usually
acquired only in some profession or other pursuit,' and beyond that required in the clerical
or non-clerical divisions.

"W.

DAVIDSON,

" Inspector-General. "

The Public Service Board could not see
their way clear to place Mr. Jeremy in the
professional division.

LICENSING (PUBLIC-HOUSES) ACT.
Mr. HUNT asked the Chief Secretary if
certain licensed houses in the Broadford
district, arranged to be closed under the
PUBLIC SERVICE.
local option poll, had been so closed j and
,
Mr. W. T. CARTER asked the Minister if not, why not ~
Mr. McLEAN stated that compensation
of Public Works whether the duties performed by Mr. W. W. Jeremy were not' accounts had been passed in connexion
such as to entitle him to classification in with the Broadford poll. The police had
the professional division, as the Inspector- wired to ask if the hotels had been closed,
General of Public Works had reported in but no reply had yet been received. He
his opinion was the case j and, if so, would would, therefore, ask the honorable memthe department take action to see that ber to repeat his question 011 the following
Mr. Jeremy was placed in the professional Tuesday.
division ~
. VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.
Mr. WHEELER said it was quite true
Mr.
ARMYTAGE moved that there be
that both the Secretary of the Public
Works department and the Inspector- laid before this House a return showingGeneral were of opinion that Mr. Jeremy . "l. Amount of debentm:e capital invested
was entitled to be placed in the profes- ill each of the four railway systems of the
sional division. Mr. Jeremy applied to colony?
"2. Amount of other capital so invested?
be put in the professional division, and
"3. Amount of interest to be paid 011 the
the following report was furnished on the debenture capital so invested?
"4. The amount of loss or profit upon each
subject by the Inspector-General:" Public VV orks Department,
" 18th November, 1891.
'.', Mr. W. VV. JEREMY.
"In this case I can only express the opinion,
which I have already frequently done both
verbally and in writing, that Mr. Jeremy's work

system for the years ending 30th June, 1889,
1890, and 1891, respectively? "

Mr. FOSTER seconded the motion.
Mr. MUNRO said he wished the honorable member had consulted him before
putting his motion on the notice-paper, to
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ascertain whether it was possible to give
the return in the way he wanted it. It
could only be got approximately.
The SPEAKER.-I would suggest that
the honorable member- for Grant should
amend his motion so as to make it read,
"That there be laid before this House a
return showing' approximately,' &c."
Mr. ARMYTAGE said he would, by
leave, alter his motion as the Speaker had
suggested. He might mention that he
spoke to the Minister of Railways on the
subject before he gave notice of the
motion.
The motion, amended accordingly, was
agreed to.
BENDIGO ART GALLERY SITE BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council, and, on the motion of Mr.
BURROWES was read a first time.
J

SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Mr. MUNRO moved"That the sessional order appointing the
hour of meeting on ~T ednesday and Thursday.
be rescinded, and that half-past two o'clock be
the hour of meeting on such days."

He remarked that this was the motion
usually submitted by the head of the
Government at this period of each session,
so as to allow business to be taken an
hour and a half earlier on Wednesday and
Thursday. It was exactly the same
motion as was passed last session and the
session before that.
Mr. WHEELER seconded the motion.
'Mr. GILLIES asked the Premier if he
could give the House some information as
to when it was proposed to prorogue Parliament 1 (Mr. Munro-" It is impossible
for me to say just now; we are anxious to
get the business of the session through as
soon as possible.") It was not usual to
submit this motion until within a fortnight of the prorogation, and if the honorable member apprehended that Parliament
would be prorogued in a fortnight or so,
there could be no objection to his present
proposal. (Mr. Munro-" Mention the
matter again next week.") Very well.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN inquired if this
motion was to come into operation the
following day 1 (Mr. Munro-" Yes.") It
would be better to defer its coming into
operation until next week. (Mr. W. T.
Carter-"Why1") If the Government
was anxious for the House to meet at three
o'clock on Thursday, honorable members
ought to have a few days' notice of the
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fact. He would suggest that the motion
be amended by the addition of the words
"on and after Wednesday, the 25th inst."
Mr. MUN;RO stated that his anxiety was
to try to get the business of the session
over as quickly as possible, and he thought
that the early meetings should commence
the following day, so that they might have
a long night for the despatch of public
business, but of course he was in the hands
of the House, and as it was evidently the
feeling of honorable members - generally
that the early meetings should commence
next week, he would accept the suggestion
of the honorable member for Port Fairy
and, by leave of the House, amend his
motion accordingly.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that it was
usual, at this stage, to put to the Government a question as to the business they
intended to proceed with during the
remainder of the session. There were 31
Bills on the notice-paper, besides others
that had been promised, and if ,honorable
members were informed what measures
the Government proposed to try to push
through, they would be able to confine
their attention to those measures, and the
business of the country would be thereby
expedited. It was only fair to honorable members to inform them what
measures were likely to come on. Perhaps the Premier would consider. the
matter and consult his colleagues before
Tuesday next, and then inform honorable members which Bills the Government considered most important, and
which they intended to try to pass. By
that means the Government would enable
honorable members to save time which
might otherwise be wasted in examining
measures that were to be dropped.
Mr. ZOX expressed the hope that the
Premier would accede to the request of the
honorable member for Essendoll, and be
prepared to make a statement to the House
on rruesday next as to the measures which
were to be pressed forward. No legislation at all would be better than haRty and illconsidered legislation sneh as the House
and the country had had reason to regret
in the past. Legislation was to be
measured by the standard of quality and
not by quantity.
Mr. W. T. CARTER said he sincerely
trusted that in future sessions the time
of meeting would be half-past two o'clock.
The present hour of meeting was simply
fixed to meet the convenience of a very
few gentlemen, and there was no reason
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why the House should not meet at halfpast two o'clock, as did the Legislative
Assemblies in the other colonies. If that
course were adopted, legislation would be
attended to by the workers of the House,
and it would be carried through in a business-like fashion.
Mr. LEVIEN stated that the hour of
meeting was fixed +'0 suit the majority of
honorable members, and it should be remembered that many of them were members of 'commissions and committees appointed by Parliament, such as the Gold,
Coal, and Charities Commissions, .and the
Railways Standing Committee. The Premier's motion was premature unless there
was to be a very early closing of the session, because it was not usual to make this
proposal until the last fortnight of the
session. It would be inadvisable to push
through measures at hours when many
honorable members could not attend. He
was glad it was not to be brought into
operation this week, but he thought the
Premier ought to indicate the measures
he intended to press forward and those he
intended to drop. It was hopeless to expect to pass all the Bills on the noticepaper, and the best interests of the country
would be consulted by the House devoting
its attention to the few that had to be
passed. In view of the motion which was
to follow this honorable members were
entitled to ask the Premier to tell the
House what measures were to be gone on
with. The House ought to insist on
knowing what measures the Government
intended to proceed with.
Mr. LAURENS observed that this
stereotyped question was put to the Government of the day every session, and he
hoped the Government would take their
own time to answer it. No previous Government had given an answer to that
question until the time when the session
was drawing to its close, and this Government was not to be expected to do any
more than past Governments in that respect. Everyone would admit that it was
the duty of Parliament to deal with all the
measures on the notice-paper, if possible.
Dr. MALONEY expressed the opinion
that the House should meet at noon each
day, if necessary. The Government o~lght
not to cOllsiderthe convenience of members,
but the good of the country, and the Premier was to be complim~nted on asking the
House to meet earlier, because better work
was done in the day time than in the night
time.
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Mr. TUTHILL remarked ·that the Government had taken its own time in doing
public business ever since it took office.
Why should honorable members be asked
to meet an hour and a half earlier because
the Government had thought fit to do its
business in a slow and peculiar fashion1
The House was asked to swallow the Railways Act Amendment Bill three months
ago, and whon a demand was made for
the appointment of a select committee' or
a commission to inquire into the quarrel
between the Minister and the commissioners, the Government said it would take
uptoo~lUch time, and that it would delay the
passing' of the Bill, but three months had
elapsed, and the Bill was not passed yet.
The delay in the despatch of public business had arisen through the action of
members on the Ministerial side of the
House. . Every Government mea,sure had
been opposed from the Ministerial side,
and had had to be supported by the
Opposition. The Government were to
blame for any delay that had taken place
in dealing with the business of the session.
Mr. G. D. CAUTER stated that he did
not think it was fair to tax the Government with not having gone on with the
business of the House. At the same time
Ministers must admit that they had received most generous assistance from the
Opposition; in fact, ·from all sides of the
House. He had never seen a session in
which so little party feeling had been
exhibited. If there had been only the
ordinary amount of party feeling in the
House, they would have ha,d a dissolution
by this time. It would not facilitate the
business of the House if honorable members were taken away from engagements
they had already made, and the Premier
was wisely advised in acceptiI'g the suggestion that the eady meetings of the Honse
should not come into operation until next
week.
The motion, amended accordingly, was
agreed to.
.
Mr. MUNRO moved"That so much of the sessional order as
provides that no fresh business be called on
after half-past ten o'clock on Thursday be
rescinded, and that no fresh busin~ss, except
the postponement of business on the noticepaper, be called on after half-past eleven o'clock
on Thursday."

He said he was making this proposal about
a week earlier than it was made last
session, but he would call the attention of
honorable . members to the fact that
between two and three months of the
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session were taken up with the consideration
of the federation question. The Government was under a great obligation to
honorable members on all sides of the
House for the manuer iu which they had
assisted in the despatch of public business,
but he could not conceive why the Government should be charged with any delay,
because they had done all in their power
on aU occasions to push the business on,
and they had received the most cordial
support from the gentlemen sitting on' the
front opposition benches. He did not
know that anybody was to blame in the
matter, or that any measure had received
other than fair treatment. Hewas not complaining, but he knew they were all anxious
to bring the session to a close as soon as
possible, and that being so, they ought to
devote a little more time to the business
which remained to be done. There were
several small Bills on the notice-paper to
which there would be no opposition, and
those might be brought on after halfpast ten o'clock on Thursday.
He
could not at present say what measures
the Government would go on with.
(Mr. Deakin - " You cau tell us on '1'uesday next.") He did Hot think so, because
he did not know what progress they were
likely to make. All he could say was
that the Government were anxious that
the session should close before Christmas.
Due notice would be given of any new
business which was to be brought on at
any particular sitting. The Government
had invariably given due notice to honorable members as to the business to be
taken next day or even next week, and
they had stuck (,0 the business they announced their intention of taking as
closely as it was possible for them to do.
Although they had been pressed on
many occasions, and from various quarters,
to alter their programme, honorable members could not complain that the Government had not adhered to their programme.
They always put in front the business
they intended to bring on immediately,
and although a measure might be at the
bottom of the notice-paper to-day, it
might appear at the top of the noticepaper to-morrow. The Government had
given, and would continue to give, the
fullest possible information as to the business they intended to go on with. If this
motion was passed, the Government would
not bring on any new business the following night, so that it would only come into
operation on Thursday week.
Mr. Munro.
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Mr. WHEELER seconded the motion.
Mr. GILLIES said that a large number
of country members left Melbourne by the
last trains on' Thursday nights, and it
would be to their convenience if the late
sittings were to be held on Tuesday instead of Thursday. (Mr. W. '1'. Carter"The cou~try members should not go
away if there is business to be done.")
But what was the good of kicking "against
the pricks" 1 They had a good House
every Tuesday but not on Thursday, and,
therefore, it would be well to make the
change he had suggested. He would also
remind the Premier that the House had
always required to be informed in due
time of any new business the Government
intended to take after half-past ten
o'clock.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that due notice
of the business to be taken after half-past
ten o'clock would certainly be given.
Mr. DIXON observed that after sitting
in the House all day honorable members
became somewhat wearied by half-past
ten or eleven o'clock at 'night, and some
of them who were not so young as they
used to be. liked to go home at that hourj
but they were sometimes surprised to find
next morning that after they had left, a
Bill, for which they had been watching
the whole session, had been rushed
through without their knowing anything
about it.
(Mr. Munro-" That cannot
happen if notice of the business is given.")
'VeIl, he was somewhat tricked last session.
(Mr. Munro-'.'Not by me.") Not by the
honorable member, but by a similar promise in reference to the pay of the Railways Commissioners. A promise was
given that no fresh business would be
taken without due notice the night before, and a number of honorable members
who left the House after that promise was
made were surprised to find that the question had been rushed through in their
absence, so that there was a danger of
important business being rushed through
a small House under the arrangement
now proposed.
Mr. ANDERSON expressed the opinion
that Tuesday night would be a better
night for business than ',fhursday night.
(Mr. W oods-" Why not take them
both.") He (Mr. Anderson) was quite agreeable, although he was not the youngest
member in the House.
Mr. MUNRO stated that he would
prefer to adhere. to the proposal he had
submitted. If it was found that the
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arrangement was not convenient, it could Parliament did not usually sit, therefore
. honorable members could afford to work
be altered.
Mr. rrUrrHILL said that, in order to have hard on Thursday night-even until two or
the question determined in the way that three o'clock in the morning if necessarywould best meet the convenience of the because they would have no parliamentary
majority, he begged to propose, as an duties to attend to on the following day.
amendment, the substitution of "'l'ues- The country members could remain over
day" for "Thursday" in the motion sub- Thursday, and catch the early morning train
on Friday. But if. Tuesday was the day
mitted by the Premier.
Mr. MUNRO stated that he was entirely selected, what was likely to be the consein the hands of the House. If he found quence ~ The sitting would probably run
that it was the wish of honorable members into two or three o'clock on vVednesday
all round that Tuesday as well as 'l'hursday monling, to the great injury of the business
should be included in the motion he would to be done on the following night. For
agree to that being done, but, as he had these reasons he thought Tuesday was
said already, the Government woVld in the not so convenient for the purpose as
meantime confine themselves to Thursday. Thursday.
Mr..FERGUSON remarked that the
Mr. G. D. CAR'l'ER seconded the amendment. He said that making this altera- Attorney-General spoke of country memtion would not, however, do away with the bers leaving by the early morning train
fact that on Thursday night a large on Friday, but how would that suit honornumber of honorable members·were usually able members like himself (Mr. Ferguson),
absent. It was well known as a matter of who had to start for their homes at five
fact that on Thursday many of the country 0' clock in the morning and to travel ten
members left for their homes by the even- hours before they reached them ~ rrhereing train, and that consequently there was fore he would say that if there was to be
always on that. night a thin House. a late night Tuesday should be selected.
Mr. HUN'l' thought that 'l'uesday would
Why, therefore, should fresh business
be specially taken at a later hour on be the best day for the purpose in view,
that particular night ~ For his part, and he hoped the Government would give
being now somewhat in the "sere and way on the point. At the same time he
yellow leaf," he was not prepared to sacri- would suggest that, ill order to get the
fice everything on the altar of his country. business of the session done, honorable
Why should honorable members who were members should endeavour to take up as
champions of short hours want to kill such little time as possible. He did not want
old members of the House as the honorable to read a lecture, but he had a vivid recolmember for Villiers by sitting up to all lection of the great waste of public time
sorts of hours ~ If new business was that took place at the beginning of the
brought on after half-past eleven o'clock at session. In his opinion it was quite unnight what would it mean? It would necessary for the Premier to move in the
mean going home with the milk in the matter at all.
Mr. GORDON said that if the Governmorning, which was not good for the
ment found it necessary to lengthen the
tempers of honorable members.
Mr. MA SON remarked that this was a hours of sitting on one night of the week
motion which was always brought on their best method would be to accept the
towards the close of the session. One amendment of the honorable member for
would almost imagine that the honorable Borung. There could be no doubt that
member for Melbourne thought that the on Thursday night there was always a
session was just beginning, whereas the poor attendance of members, while on
House would not probably be called upon Tuesday the attendance was always large.
Mr. TRENWITH expressed the opinion
to sit for more than three Thursdays more.
For himself, he (Mr. Mason) was rather in that the argument of the last speaker, if
favour of the House meeting early and it had any effect at all, was in favour of
ending early. He was no advocate of late the House not sitting on 'l'hursday night.
hours in legislation.
atall. As to the country members who left
Mr. SHIELS stated that Thursday was town by the seven o'clock train on Thursselected by the Government for the late day evening they simply showed that
sitting because it was thought to be they took no interest in the parliamentary
the most convenient night for country 'business to come on after that hour.
members. Friday was a day on which Therefore it could not matter much to
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them whether the House sat up all night
on Thursday or not.
Mr. MUNRO thought the best plan
would be to let the matter be decided
upon by taking a division of the House.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN considered that
·selecting Tuesday night would be a fair
,compromise. He remembered that when
he was sitting in opposition to the late
Government, and a rule like the one now
proposed was in force, a lot of important
questions were always brought up after
half-past eleven o'clock on Thursday night
-with what result 1 That there was a
thin House, acrimonious debate, and a lot
'of stone-walling.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he saw no need
for the Honse dividing on the point. Let
the honorable member for Borung with,draw his amendment, and let the Government substitute Tuesday for Thursday.
The House divided on the question that
the word "Thursday" proposed to be
-omitted stand part of the motion-
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38
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AYES.

Mr. Anderson,
" Armytage,
" Beazley,
" Bent,
" Brock,
" Burrowes,
" W. T. Carter,
" Clark,
" Dixon,
" Duffy,
" Foster,
" Graham,
" Hancock,
" Laurens,
Dr. Maloney,
Mr. Mason,
" McLean,
" McLellan,
" Methven,

Mr. Munro,
" Murray,
" Nimmo,
" Officer,
'" Ollttrim,
" Peacock,
" Shiels,
" T. Smith,
" Taverner,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Trenwith,
" Tucker,
" Turner,
" Wheeler,
" Williams,
" Woods.
Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" L. L. Smith.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Baker,
G. D. Carter,
Craven,
Derham,
Dunn,
Ferguson,
" Forrest,
Gardiner,
" Gillies,
Gordon,
." Groom,
" A. Harris,
" J. Harris,

Mr. Highett,
" Hunt,
" Kirton,
" Levien,
" Madden,
" McColl,
" McIntyre,
" Mountain,
" Murphy,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Patterson,
Dr. Pearson,
Mr. Richardson,
" C. Smith,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Staughton,
Tuthill,.
Uren,
Webb,
Wrixon,
A. Young,

Mr. C. YOUllg,
" Zox.
Tellers.
Mr. Deakin,
" Keys.

The motion, amended by the s'ubstitution
of "Tuesday" for" Thursday," was agreed
to.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion took place onclause 21, which
was as follows:" 1. Notwithstanding anything contained in
section 44 of the Railways Act 1890, when the
chairman differs from the decision of the other
two commissioners no action shall be taken on
the determination of the chairman, except in
accordance with the following provisions of this
section.
"2. Within seven days after the Minister
receives from the chairman a true copy of any
minute made by him pursuant to the provisions
of section 44 of the Railways Act 1890 (which
copy, together with all documents relating
thereto, or copies thereof, shall be so forwarded
by the chairman to the Minister within three
days after deciding any matter in opposition to
the other two commissioners), the Minister
shall send a copy of such minute to each of the
other two commissioners.
"3. Thereupon, at the request of the Minister
and within a time specified by hi~, each of the
other 'two commissioners shall furnish the
Minister with a written statement of his reasons
at length for his decision upon the matter of
difference.
"4. The Minister shall submit a copy of the
chairman's minutes and also of the statements
of the other two commissioners to the Governor
in Council, together with all documents relating
thereto, and such recommendation thereon as
the Minister may think fit.
"5. Thereupon the Governor in Council may
by order decide the matter of difference, and
every such order, on being published in the
Government Gazette, shall h:iwe the like force and
effect as if made by the commissioners,' and
thereupon the commissioners shall carry out
such order, and take all steps necessary for the
proper execution thereof.
"6. vVhen and so often as the Governor in
Council decides any mattflr pursuant to this
section a copy of such decision and of the minute
of the chairman and the statements of the other
two commissioners and a copy of all documents
relating thereto, and of the recommendation of
the Minister thereon, shall be laid before both
Houses of Parliament within seven days after
such decision if Parliament be sitting, or if not
then within seven days after the commencement
of the next session thereof. "

Mr. DEAKIN said he would like, Vt:ith
reference to this clause, to call the attention of the Minister to the fact that the
proposals contained in it seemed to go a
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long way round. Could not the honorable
gentleman see his way to simplify the
clause 1 For instance, could not the publication in the Government Gazette be dispensed with 1
Mr. SHIELS said he recognised at once
the force of the suggestion of the honorable member for Essendon. The honorable member made a similar suggestion
the previous evening, and there had been
since then time to give the matter some
little consideration. If it would meet the
views of the House to clear away from this
clause that which appeared to honorable
members to be surplusage, he would be
only glad to go as far in that direction as
he could. The corresponding section of
the South Australian Act was as follows:" If the chairman differs from the decision of
the other two commissioners with respect to
any matter before the commissioners for their
decision and determination the chairman shall
enter upon the minutes of the proceedings of
the commissioners his reasons at length for so
differing; and the other two commissioners
shall also enter on the said minutes their respective reasons for differing from the chairman;
and the chairman shall forward to the Minister
a true copy of such minutes, certified under his
hand'; and the Minister, after reading the said
minutes, and obtaining such further information (if any) as he may deem necessary, shall
decide and determine such matter."

That was the law in South Australia.
What the Govenlment wanted to do was
to surround the determination of the
Minister in such matters with all the
responsibility properly attaching to it, and
to provide that there should be a full
knowledge of the reasons given on both
sIdes. Hence the publication in the
Government Gazette and the provision
that a copy of all documents should be
laid before Parliament. But if honorable
members wanted a shorter road taken
the Government would have no great
objection to the adoption of the South
Australian plan.
Mr. DEAKIN stated that he was only
speaking for himself when he expressed
the opinion that it would be better to
adopt a shorter method. The committee
were perfectly willing to give the Minister
the powers in this direction which he
desired, but would it not be better to give
those powers in the most general and
short way possible, always providing that
Parliament was duly informed of what was
done in each cas~? Surely the object
should be to ,make the disagreements between the commissioners as few as possible.
Surely also, when such disagreements did
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occur, the less the publicity given to them
the better.
. Mr. HARPER remarked that he was
quite in accord with the views expressed
by the honorable member for Essendon. .
Mr. GILLIES stated that in this clause
a rather large question was involved, and
it was worth while honorable members
giving some little attention to the question now before them. rrhat proposal was
a very important and serious one. 'When
the Act of 1883 was before Parliament
the wbole question was discussed at some
length in connexion with the special qualifications that were to be possessed by the
intended Chairman of Commissioners. It
was found that these special qualifications
would be of such a character as would
justify Parliament in seeing that in cases
where there was a dispute bet.ween the
chairman and the two other commissioners the decision was to rest with the
chairman, on whom the responsibility of
working the Act and administering the
department would be laid. He did not
know that honorable members ha,d changed
their opinion on this point. Were they
ready to assert now that the proper and
successful working and administration of
the Railway department was to depend,
not on the chairman, but on the Ministry1
Of course, considering the differences be. tween the qualifications of the chairman
and those of the two commissioners originally appointed with liim, neither of whom
were supposed when they were appointed
to have any railway experience-one was
chosen for his financial knowledge and the
other for his knowledge of business-it
was not difficult to arrive at the conclu. sion that the decision in case of dispute
should rest ,vith the chairman, who had
been chosen for his post because of his
know ledge of railway management. Was
that opinion to be so far departed from
that in a case of difference between the
chairman and his fellow-commissioners the
decision of the former was to be capable
of being set aside by the Minister? Now,
if this was to be done, he could quite
understand what followed in the succeeding clause (clause 24), in which the Minister
set out that he was the man-it was well
known that the Governor in Council really
meant the Minister-who would conduct the
. whole of the railway busine~s of the colony.
The scheme was that the Minister was to
be the man who should manage the railways, and not the Hailways Commissioners.
Now, he (Mr. Gillies) thought that, if the
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committee were going to support that proposal, thoy would make a great mistake.
Let the ~finister be given any reasonable
responsibility. On a question of policy
the Minister might be called upon to direct
the commissioners to do a certain thingfor instance. to increase the rates in order
that the raifways mig~t pay, or, on another
oocasion when the railways were paying
handsomely, to reduce the rates in order
that facilities might be given to the country
districts. rrhat ",vas a matter of policy,
and at present the commissioners could
neither increase nor reduce the ra~es without the consent of the Governor in Council.
If it was thought advisable to confine the
interference of the Minister to matters of
public policy, he (Mr. Gillies) had no
objection to that ~it all. On principle it
was perfectly right that the Minister
should be able to intervene on a matter of
policy. In the first instance it was not
thought desirable to insert such a provision
in the present Act, because the commissioners were appointed for a term of seven
years, and Parliament was desirous of
seeing how the Act would work in the way
in which it was drawn. They had been
told that the railways must be made to
pay, and ho should have thought that
tho Government would have been in a
position, before they went on with this
Bill in committee, to say that they had
given directions to the Railways Commissioners to take steps for th8 purpose of
making the railways pay and had told the
commissioners what steps to take. (Mr.
Shiels- " You are discussing a question
which will arise on clause 24.") He premised his observations by saying that this
clause laid down the principle which ran
through the succeeding clauses, and he
was afraid that if they passed this clause
they would be affirming the principle that
the Minister ought to be the man who
should manage the railways, and not the
commissioners. N ow he wanted to know
if the committee were of opinion that the
Minister was the man who was to run the
railways, or whether he was only to be
responsible for the policy.
He quite
agreed that the Minister should be responsible for the policy of the department,
but clause 24 laid down the principle that
the Minister could interfere with every
decision of the commissioners, not merely
on a question of policy, but in regard to the
general working of the department. (Sir
B. O'Loghlen-" When the commissioners
differ.") When the two commissioners
Mr. Gillie,.
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were against the chairman under the
present law the chairman ruled, but
when such a difference took place uuder
the new proposal it was the Minister who
would. rule. (Mr. Shiels-" Oh, no; the
two other commissioners, backed up by the
Minister.") After all, what did that amount
to ~ It meant that the Minister determined
the differences between the chairman and
his colleagues.
(Mr. Shiels-" ~ehat is
three against one.") Surely, it was not
contended that the Minister must necessarily know anything about railway administration, so that they wel;e asking
a perfect stranger to the work, without
getting any evidence whateover on the sub·
ject, to determine what evidently must be
a most difficult and doubtful point, or
else the commissioners would not have
disagreed upon it. Here there was an expert who had special kno·wledge, and if his
colleagues disagreed with him on certain
proposals in reference to general management the Minister was to come in and
decide, although he might know nothing
whatever about the business. He (Mr.
Gillies) was not referring. to a matter of
policy, but a matter of the business working of the railways. Many of these differences between the commissioners might be
so small as not to be worth wasting the
time of the Minister over. (Mr. Duffy"Then the commissioners won't disagree.")
He was inclined to think that that might
possibly be the result, but when they did
disagree he could conceive of no man less.
fit to interfere in the details of the management than the Minister. The Minister did
not know the business, and it was not ex-·
pected that he should. On any important
matter of policy the Minister had a right.
to interfere, and to advise his Government;
but in matters of business it would be, not.
only against the policy of the present Act,
but also adverse to the judicious working of
the railways if the Minister was to interfere.
Mr. WOODS stated that at the time.
the Railways Commissioners Act was being
passed he predicted that it would fail, and
must necessarily fail, from the constitution of the board of commissioners. He
pointed out then that Parliament was.
placing the· chairman and also his. col-·
leagues in a false position, because, while
they were appointing with the chairman
two commissioners who were supposed to
have some knowledge at fl,ll events, the
Act provided that in all cases of difference
the chairman was to override his tW()
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colleagues. The other two commissioners
therefore were mere figure-heads. They
might act as advisers, but, practically, the
chairman was everybody. He quite agreed
with the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs that the functions of the Minister
ought to be limited to questions of policy,
and that he should not have anything to
do with the details of the working of the
department. r:rhe moment that an ignorant
man-ignorant as far as railway matters
were concerned-interfered in the business
working of the department there was
sure to be trouble and confusion. rrhe
suggestion which he (Mr. Woods) made at
the time the Ra,ilways Commissioners Act
was being passed-and a suggestion which
he would make to the Minister of Railways
now-was that the railways should be
managed in the same way as great. shipping concerns like the Peninsular and
Oriental Company. Leave the chairman
as manager of the railways, but appoint a
board of directors-who would meet once a
week or once a fortnight at the outsidewho would be in constant touch with the
chairman. Every question would be
discussed by that board, and the chairman
or manager would, after discussion, take
his directions from the board, which would
thus relieve him of a great deal of personal
responsibility. The manager might be
chairman of the board (as was the case in
some concerns), or he might not be a
member of the board, although in constant
contact with it. This was amatter of detail,
but the essential thing was that there should
be a board of directors consisting of five or
seven men who should be well paid for their
services. They would never interfere with
the railways, but would simply have to deal
with the manager of the railways. The
manager would carry out their behests,
while at the same time using his own expert knowledge. . In this way the railways
would be properly managed.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN expressed the hope
that the Government would stand by this
clause and the other clauses immediately
following it, because they were really the
gist of the Bill. This clause dealt with
what was one of the blots in the present
Act. T4ere were three commissioners and
yet one was to rule. What then was the
use of the others 1 Under the present provision when the commissioners differed the
chairman had to report, and within seven
days after the Minister received from the
chairman a copy of the minute relating to
the point of difference, together with all
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documents referring to the question, the
Minister was to send a copy to the other
two commissioners. Thereupon, at the
request of the Minister-if the matter was unimportant the Minister could
leave it alone - the other two commissioners were to send in their reasons at length for differing from the
chairman, and then the Minister with
all the information before him was made
practiually the judge. In this way the
two now useless eommissioners wOlte made
useful, and the responsibility of the
Miuister was clearly brought into pla,y.,
The prineiple est:tblished by this clause
was a most useful one. He regarded the
clause as one of the most importttnt in the
Bill, and he hoped the Government would
stick to it, and to the others succeeding
it, and not accept amendments unless they
were really improvements.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said it appeared to
him that this clause was likely to bring
on disputes between the chairman and
the commissioners. rrhe provision it
seemed was only to come into operation
where a difference occurred between the
two parties. ,iVhen the difference took
place on a matter of small importance, the
Minister, as pointed out by the honorable
member for Port Fairy, might on receiving
the report of the chairman not take any
notice of the matter; but, if the Minister
did that, he might place himself in a very
peculiar position. It was to be understood that this matter was to come before
the public, because the order of the
Governor in Council deciding the matter
of difference was to be published in the
Government Gazette. (Mr Shiels-" We
will strike out that.") He believed it
would be better to do so. Apart from
that, however, he hardly. thought the
Minister was the man who should ajudicate on a matter of this kind.
Mr. WRIXON remarked that the C0111mittee had now reached a somewhat inlportant part of the Bill, and it behoved
those honorable members who believed in
the Railways Commissioners Act of 1883
to say whether they still retained that
belief, or were prepared to revert to the
system of Ministerial management. This
was the first clause which raised thatquestion, and as he still held the views which
he entertained in 1883, it was impossible
that he could acquiesce in this clause. In
order to understand this clause, it was
necessary to refer to the distinction between
work of practical business detail and work of
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a political character. The Act of 1883 was
based upon the principle of giving the
Rail ways Commissioners the whole control
over all matters of practical business detail,
and reserving to the Governor in Council
all matters of policy. In order to show'
the feeling which existed at the time, he
would quote a few remarks which he made
npon the measure when it was before the
Assembly. rrhey were as follows :-"The. point to be maintained in connexion
with the Bill was that while the commissioners
ought to be endowed with the absolute control
of every business detail in connexion with railways, they should not be allowed to even touch
any matter of public policy. If they were once
weighte<l with responsibility of the latter kind,
there would be no supporting them in the exercise of their authority. They would be in continual risk of becoming extremely unpopular."

In so far as tho Government proposed to
give matters of policy to the Ministry, the
committeo would be with them. A majorit.y of honorable members had already
agreed to the transfer of construction from
the Railways Commissioners to the Government, although honorable members did not
all agree as to the way in which that was
to be done. If it was intended to go
farther, as it was in this clause, and to
transfer the management of mere business
details from the Rail ways Commissioners
to the .Minister, then that would be a complete reversal of the present Act and a
complete return to the old system of
political management. 'rhis clause was
aimed at undoing what was practically
done under the Act of 1883. What was
then done was to secure a chairman of
vast experience, as was believed, to give
him a large salary, and to practically
make him the engineer of railway affairs
in matters of business detail. Two commissioners were appointed to act with the
chairman, but it was provided that he
should be able to determine against their
opinion if a difference arose between them.
That was an intelligible policy, founded on
the experience of all great business concerns. There could not be two or three
heads in any institution, whether it was a
business company or a railway company;
there must be one head, and he must be
allowed to practically engineer the matter.
That was the policy which was inaugurated
under the Act of 1883. It was provided in
this clause that where the chairman differed
from the othertwo commissioners upon any
question of importance, that question should
be referred to the Minister, who was to be
the absolute arbiter between them. That
Mr. W1·ixon.
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was a complete change of policy, and it
supposed in the Minister a practical knowledge of railway affairs which the Minister
never had and could not have. The
Minister might be a medical man, a
lawyer, or an engineer, but he had no
acquaintance with the details of railway
management, and yet under this clause,
whenever a difference of opinion arose
between the Railways Commissioners, the
Minister might step in and' determine it.
If the committee desired to make this
change of policy, it would be better to go
back at once to Ministerial control and
responsibility than to adopt the roundabout machinery provided in this Bill.
The clause would leave one commissioner
in the position of chairman with a high
salary, and would still associate two other
commissioners with him; but it would
render the whole of the commissioners
subject, in all matters upon which a difference arose, to the Minister of the day.
' The proper and logical plan to adopt, if
honorable members desired to make a
change, would be to do away with the
commissioners altogether, instead of maintaining a cumbersome and expensive
, system. The committee had not been
informed as to what had suggested this
clause to the Government. It had not
been, shown that there had been any
differences of opinion between the Railways Commissioners, and so far they
appeared to have all acted in unison. No
instance had been mentioned in which
the chairman had, overruled the other two
commissioners, and no reason had been
given for the introduction of this clause.
If the clause had any practical effect, it
would be to provoke differences between'
the commissioners. If the committee and
the Government had no confidence in the
Railways Commissioners, that would be a
very good reason for 'getting rid of them,
but it would be a great mistake to agree
to the proposal now made.
Mr. McLEAN remarked that the honorable member for Portland had put this.
matter very fairly indeed from his point of
view, but there was a great difference
between giving the Minister of Railways.
power to arbitrate between the commissioners if any serious divergence of
opinion arose, and making him the general
manager of the details of the railways.
There was no doubt that the principle
contained in this clause was a very
important one, and that the question was
surrounded by considerable difficulty.
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When the Act of 1883 was passed,
it was thought that it would be an invidious thing to pay the chairman a high
salary because of the expert know ledge he
possessed, and at the same time to allow
him to be overruled by his two colleagues.
It was, therefore, provided that tbe chairman should have the power of deciding
any question on which there was a difference of opinion as against his colleagues, and that reduced the two other
commissioners to the position of mere
dummies. In regard to matters on which
a difference of opinion might arise, the
chairman might as well sit alone. The
board of commissioners was composed of a
gcntleman who was believed to be a firstclass traffic manager, and with him were
associated two gentlemen, one of whom was
supposcd to be a first-class accountant, and
the other an engineer. 'Whilst the traffic
manager might reasonably be expected to
have special knowledge in his own branch
of the business, it would not be unfair to
suppose that the opinion of each of his
colleagues might be quite as valuable in
their particular branches as that of the
chairman. If a question of finance or
engineering arose, and the two subordinate
commissioners took one view, and the
chairman another, the two subordinate
commissioners were just as likely to be
right as the chairman. The elause before
the committee would not enable the two
subordinate commISSIOners to overrule
the views of the chairman, but it would
enable them to appeal to the Minister if
there was any serious difference of opinion
between them. The views of the two
commissioners and the chairman ,vould be
placed before the Minister, and in the
light of the evidence which could be obtained, the Minister would decide, to the
best of his judgment, between them. (Mr.
Zox-" What does he know about such
matters~") The question might be one in
which the Minister had very full know. ledge. The principal objection offered to
the clause was that raised by the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs, tbat
the chairman who was supposed to be an
expert might be overruled not by tbe
two other commissioners, but by the Minister, who might have very little knowledge
of the subj ect. Bu t if the Minister over
ruled the views of the chairman, he could
only do so by deciding in favour of the
joint opinion of the other two commissioners. Therefore, it would not be the
Minister overruling the chairman but the
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two commissioners· and the Minister together.
Mr. HARPER said there was an inquiry
which might properly be made at this.
stage, and that was, what evil consequences had arisen in the past from the
existing state of the law ~ As a matter of
fact, had any serious differences of opinion
arisen between the chairman and the two
subordinate commissioners ~ (Mr. Laurens
-"They kept no minutes.") (An Honorable Member-" Nobody knows that.")
It was a curious thing to ask Parliament to legislate on a matter about
which nobody knew anything. A great
deal had been made of the fact that no
minutes were kept by the coriunissioners.
The reason of that might be that no·
occasion had arisen for minutes. (Mr.
Staughton-" Minutes are kept.") He
did not know whether th~t was so or not,
but he had no doubt that the commissioners, like other boards, did keep arecord of their proceedings. rrhere had,
however, been no minutes of a special
character recording any irreconcilable differences of opinion. He would, therefore,
assume that there had been no irreconcilable
differences of opinion. Did t.he Government
mean to say that sucb differences of
opinion had arisen, and that the two subordinate commissioners had not acted on
the law which gave them a means of
recording their opinions, and of bringing
them before the Government 1 The
Government were on the horns of a
dilemma. There had either been no
irreconcilable differences of opinion, or
the two subordinate commissioners had
neglected to take advantage of the privilege given to them by law. Until it was
shown that there had been irreconcila.ble
differences of opinion, it would be foolish
to adopt a proposal like this, which on its
merits would require very careful consideration. He agreed entirely witb the
views of tbe honorable member for Portland as to the effect of this proposal if it
were carried, and honorable members ,
could not of course deal with it without
taking into account what followed. It
was a part and parcel of the one policy.
The Government were asking honorable
members to go in a diametrically opposite
direction to that taken by Parliament in
1883. He believed that it was the desire
of the country at this moment that the
system inaugurated in 1883 should be
continued. (" No.") He would like some
honorable member who said" No" to give
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proof to the contrary. The Chairman of largest concems in the world were practhe Railways Commissioners was brought tically autocrats. In the last resort they
to the colony, not simply as an expert in took the responsibility of acting on their
traffic management, but also as a good own judgment ; they had to act on the
general manager of railways. (An Hon- spur of the moment at times, and if they
orable Member-" It was thought so.") did wrong, they were blamed accordingly
That interjection showed that this legisla- by those to whom they were responsible.
tion was aimed at the men, and not at the If Parliament wanted the railways of the
system. The Chairman of the Railways colony well managed, they must adopt
Commissioners was supposed to be a good the same principle as was adopted in the
general manager of railways, but he (Mr. management of all successful concerns.
Harper) would not now discuss the question He protested in the strongest pos~ible
of whether he had that qualification or not. manner against the adoption of this new
Thoy were supposed to be getting an able principle. 'Vhile quite agreeing that
expert in general railway management, Ministerial responsibility was required in
and they associated with him a first-class connexionwith the railways, he felt that the
office man to look after the organization of present Government had failed to take the
the department and the account keeping, proper Ministerial responsibility which
and a good financial man to deal with the they were entitled to take under the prefinances, the object being to have a sent Act. If they would take the powers
thoroughly competent general manager that the Act gave them, they would find
aided by two subordinates, each of whom their imaginary difficulties would at once
could take up a separate part of the disappear. Why did not the Government
administration of the railways. If this say to the commissioners, "Make the railBill was passed, they were going to reverse ways pay." 1 (An Honorable Memberall that by putting the responsible general " Why didn't the last Government do so 1")
manager in this position-that if his subor- He was not pitting one Government against
dinates disagreed with him, the Minister of the other, but pointing out that under the
Railways was brought in, and the Minister, existing law, if the Government thought
joined with the two subordinates, might the policy of the commissioners was not
take a course of action which the general the right policy, they could get it altered
manager believed to be absolutely and if they would take the responsibility of
hopelessly wrong, while the general giving instructions to the commissioners.
manager would be called upon to carry out There was not a single member of the
a policy which he felt in his heart was House who would defend the commisincorrect.
That would relieve him of sioners if they wilfully disregarded the
all responsibility, and would scotch his instructions of the Government, and Parauthority in every direction, breaking liament .would justify the Government in
down the whole system of management, dealing with the commissioners with due
and introducing a system which was severity for such an offence. But all the
neither commercial nor political, because Minister of Railways told the commisthe Minister even would not take the re- sioners to do was to cut down the mileage.
sponsibility of what he and the two other (Mr. Shiels-" No.") That was suggested
commissioners decided, and the tendency to the commissioners.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the commiswould be to make little of any mistakes
that might be caused by the Minister and sioners did not take any step in compliance
the two commissioners overriding the with the desire of the Goyernment that
Chairman of the Commissioners. If Mr. they should reduce the deficit on the
For three
Speight was not the man for the position, working of the railways.
. he ought to be removed, because a first- months the Government held their hands
class man was required, and would any until the commissioners forced them into
first-class man consent to occupy the posi- the improper position of having to make
tion which the Government proposed to suggestions.
Mr. HARPER asked if the Government
place the Chairman of the Commissioners
in 1 (Mr. Murmy-" That sounds like a had eyer sent a minute to the commisthreat.") It was not a threat; it was sioners informing them that it was the wish
common sense, as any man must know of the Goyernmelit that they should reduce
who had had to do with the administra- the deficit on the Railway departrnent's
tion of important concerns. The men expenses for the year 1 Had such a request
who were organizers and directors of the ever been made to the commissioners 1
M1 .. Harper.
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(Mr. Munro-" Yes, at a Cabinet meet- . proposal about keeping nlinutes of the
ing.") At a Cabinet meeting! (Mr. meetings of the commissioners 1 Had an
Shiels-" And the record is in the cor- irreconcilable difference of opinion arisen
respondence.") 'He did not know what which had led to any disastrous results
occurred in the Cabinet, but he had very during the conmlissioners' term of office 1
carefully read the correspondence, and all rrhree men could not be expected to work
he saw there was that certain vague sug-. together for seven years, and never differ
gestions were made to the commissioners in opinion; they would be more than
by the Minister of Railways, but he found human.to do so, and one would really susno tangible evidence of any formal request pect that some of them were dummies if
which a Government in the position this there was no difference of opinion; but
. Government professed to be in with regard that was a vastly different matter from
to this matter ought to have made to the irreconcilable differences of opinion on imcommissioners~a formal and specific re- portant points of policy, and involving
quest for a plan or suggestions for a line disastrous results. This clause ought not
of policy whereby the deficit accruing to be persisted in. He would rather face
from the operations of the Railway depart- the question of returning to a purely
ment might be stopped.' Had such a political system of management, because
formal request ever been made ~ (Mr. they would then know where to fix the
Shiels-" Yes, and it appears in the cor- responsibility; but in this muddled-up
respondence.") He hoped the honorable scheme there was responsibility nowhere,
gentleman, or one of his colleagues and they would have the Minister Paulwould point it out. No reason had been prying into all the petty details in a
shown why the innovation in this clause manner most disgusting to any Commisshould be introduced, because it had sioner of Ra,ilways who was worth his salt.
not been proved that there was an irrecon- 'Vhat man of spirit would consent to have
cilable difference of opinion between the every little transaction and difference of
Chairman of the Railways Commission~rs opinion published in the Government
and his colleagues. Consequently he asked Gazette? The propo&:'1,1 was perfectly prethe Government to show that they had posterous, and if it were not unparliamade a specific request, and indicated that mentary, he would say it was simply
they were prepared to take the responsi- childish.
bilityof directing the Railways CommisMr. LA URENS remarked that the
sioners to alter the policy which had honorable member for Bourke East stated
hitherto been pursued in this colony, be- last night that he did not see the slightest
cause, rightly or wrongly, this House, for necessity for separating the construction
six or seven years past, specifically and by branch from the management of the railimplication, had held that the railways ways. (Mr. Harper--"I said the necessity
were intended to open up the country had not been proved.") Well, it was very
primarily, and that as long as the railways difficl;llt to prove anything. The honorcame within a reasonable distance of paying able member Was open to conviction, but
Parliament would be satisfied. If the would like to see the man who could conHouse had changed its policy, the Govenl- vince him. He now stated that no proof .
.ment ought to give the commissioners a had been given of the necessity for passing
good scheme to carry out. rrhe whole the clause under' consideration, because
tendency of this and the following clauses there was 110 evidence, he said, of the fact
was to smash up the system of non-poli- that there· had been any irreconcilable
tical management, and bring the railways difference of opinion among the commisback to the system of political manage- sioners dm'ing the seven years they had
ment, or rather a mixture of management administered the railways. The proof was
by commissioners with political manage- wanting because, in the absence of official
ment, which would be worse than the old minutes of the kind provided for in the
purely political systein, because there principal Act, there was no evidence of
wOl~ld be no responsibility anywhere.
what had occurred at the meetings of the
If this Bill passed, responsibility would commissioners. (MI'. Staughton-" The
be removed from the Minister,. the commissioners were never asked to keep
commissioners, and everybody concerned, minutes.") The' principal Act provided
and honorable members would ·never that the minutes were to be kept in a form
know who to .blame if anything went to be supplied by the Government of the
wrong. Where was the necessity for the day, and he understood that that form
. Se3sion 1891.-[171]
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was never supplied, and yet that was
the form of supervision for which the
honorable member was contending. With
his great ingenuity the honorable member
was capaple of explaining away everything
except the stern deficit on the operations
of the Railway department last year.
(Mr. Harper-" That is not in the clause,
or I might have explained it.") That
baffled the honorable gentleman's ingenuity,
but would he continue to be satisfied that
no change was needed if the deficit of the
'Railway department went on incre~sing
until it was £500,000 a yead
The CHAIRMAN.-We are not now
dealing with that question, we are dealing
with elause 21.
Mr. LAURENS said he was quite prepared to deal with t~e clause, which only
provided that all disagreements between
the commissioners-disagreements of a
serious nature, and not of the trifling kind
alluded to by the honorable member for
Bourke East-should be, made known to
the Minister, and through him to Parliament. Owing to the entire absence of
minutes of the proceedings of the Raihvays
Commissioners, Parliament had never
known whether there had been any disagreement or not, and hence he would like
to echo the question of the honorable
member for Bourke East, whether there
had been any serious disagreement
among the commissioners 1 No doubt
the, Minister knew, but whatever had
been told to him in confidence he
could not disclose to Parliament. It
had been argued that it was quite right
to give the chairman of the commissioners
power to overrule his fellow-commissioners,
but, if that argument was pushed to its
logical conclusion, it meant that'the other
two commissioners were not wanted. But
:were the other commissioners in reality
nobodies 1 Did they not manage' the
railways for six months while the chairman was out of the colony, and was it not
a fact that when the chairman \vas away
the Railway department showed a surplus
of £34,000, while the year when the
chairman came back the department
showed a deficit of £221,0001 Although
he did not want to strqtch that argument
too far, the fact indicated that the two
commissioners whose opinions were not' to
be taken into account according to the
opponents of this Bill were not wanting in
the ability requisite for the management
of the railways. He hoped the Government would abide by their proposal,
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?y which they sought to obtain some
degree of control over the railways, so
that Parliament might know how things
were going, otherwise how could they
check them ~ The honorable member for
Bourke Ea,st said in effect, "Why don't
the Government tell the commissioners to
raise the rates 1"
(Mr. Staughton"They dare not do it.") And if the
honorable member was the successor of a
Ministry that had unduly sanctioned the
reduction of rates he would not be the
man to order the rates to be raised.
Mr. MUNRO said he begged to move
that progress be reported, in order to get
the permission of the House to proceed
with the considera.tion of this Bill in committee during the time set apart for private members' business that evening. All
honorable members who had business on
the notice-paper had consented to that
arrangement.
The motion was agreed to, and progress
was reported.
On the motion of Mr. MUNRO, the sessional order referring to the time that
Government business should have precedence on vVednesdays was suspended for
that evening, so as to allow the Railways
Act Amendment Bill to be further considered'in committee until eleven o'clock.
The House then went into committee for
the further consideratIon of the Bill.
Mr. LAURENS expressed the opinion
that certain honorable members desired
the Government to order the railway rates
to be increased, in order that the Government might be entrapped. (Mr. StaughtOll.-"Theywon'ttake the re,sponsibility.")
The Government had no power to make
such a direction to the commissioners
under the present Act, and, therefore, hmv
idle it was for honorable members to say
that the Government ought to compel the
commissioners to raise the rates. When
the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
was Minister of Railways, and an attempt
was made to charge him with the responsibility of alleged mismanagement in the
Railway department, the honorable gentleman, in' the most plausible way, stated
that Parliament had limited the whole
charge and control of the administration
of the railways to the commissioners, and,
therefore, he was not going to take the
slightest degree of blame. The honorable
member would find that reported in EIansardo So far the statement of the Minister
of Railways with respect to his not having
power to get a piece of putty put on a
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carriage window was borne out. If he
had no power to do that, certainly he had
no power to raise' the railway charges.
The honorable member for Bourke East
appeared to forget that the correspondence
which took place in February last disclosed the fact that the commissioners
had been urged by the Minister to make
the railways pay. In relieving the commissioners from the task of supervising
railway construction they would also be
relieved from the groundwork of many of
the charges made against them-charges
which were possibly without full foundation, but which had been again and again
repeated. In short they would be relieved
from many trying duties. At all events,
justice of some sort would be done to at
least two of the commissioners.
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that all it
was wanted to accomplish by this clause
could be obtained in a much simpler
manner. Nothing more was needed than
to place each of the three commissioners
(Mr. McLeanon an equal footing.
"How could that be done ~") If each
of the commissioners were given coordinate powers in case of disputes, two
to one would always carry the point.
There 'would then be no necessity for
Ministerial influence at all. In addition,
there was another objecti,on 'to the clause
which struck his (Mr. Anderson's) mind
very much. The commissioners might
disagree with respect to a matter of
actual emergency, and then prompt action
would be necessary.' N ow, if the Minister
was called upon to compose such a difference, a long int~rval-at least a fortnight -would have to elapse before a
determination could be arrived at, and in
the meantime the ship might go to wreck.
But the plan he (Mr. Anderson) proposed
would allow a decision to be arrived ::It at
once.
Mr. ARMYTAGE expressed the hope
that the Opposition would not be allowed
to alter the clause. There had been
enough of their alterations and their rule.
Had they not been in office for many
years without taking any step in the
direction of any railway reform. whateved
The honorable members who opposed the
claus'e were simply those who had so long
supported the existing system. What
they wanted was that there should be no
responsibility to this Chamber.
Mr. DERHAM expressed the opinion
that it was very discourteous to the House
that so few Ministerial supporters should
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be in, the chamber. As for the honorable
member for Grant, it was evident that he
did not reciprocate the courtesy that had
been shown on the other side. It appeared
almost as though the arrangement was
that members in opposition should do all
the talking, while the Ministerial supporters were to come into the chamber on
every division, and outvote them without
having listened to the arguments. As for
the clause now before the committee, he
(Mr. Derham) did not see that any good
result would attach to the operation of
the provisions it contained. N~l.turally
the object of railway management was to
obtain the best results for the public, and
under such circumstances the interference
of a person who did not know how matters
should be managed would unquestionably
lead to disaster.' (An Honorable Member
_ I e The clause would only come in when
the commisf:!ioners differ.") But how could
an outsider know more about the matt~r
in dispute than the three commissioners
themselves, who were intrusted with the
duties of railway management, who were
in daily contact with the officers of the
department, and who were far more fitted
to deal with its affairs than anyone else
could be ~
Mr. DUFFY remarked that the honorable member for Port Melbourne had
alluded to the absence from the House of
the Minif?ter of Railways. (Mr. Derham
- " I did not allude to the Minister of
Railways.") At all events he alluded
to Ministerial supporters. ' As for the
absence from the chamber of the Minister
of Railways and of so many Ministerial
S~lpporters, it was due, not to any feeling of
disrespect to the Opposition, but to the
fact that' a conference with the Minister
was going on in another part of the building. With respect to the other members
of the Government, they were listening
attentively to the arguments put forward
on every side of the question. That question was not a party one, it was one to be
decided in the interests of the public, and
the Governrp.ent would be glad to consider
any suggestion from any part of the House.
Mr. MADDEN said he could not allow
this clause to pass without entering his
protest against the principle involved in
it. Here was the first appearance of the
cloven hoof. Here was the first hint of
the re-introduction of political patronage
management. Although there would be
an opportunity later on of dealing with
the subject, he could not let the present,
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moment pass without protesting against
the re-introduction of a system which had
been so great a curse to the colony in the
past. 'rhe clause was, a most dangerous
one. The Act of 1883 was placed on the
statute-book to do away with political
patronage in the Hailway department, and
the effect of carrying this and the succeeding clauses would, be to restore the
principle of politi9al management, which
the colony had snch reason to regret had
ever been adopted.
Mr. ZOX said he quite agreed with the
honorable member for Horsham. He was
satif;!fied thl1t passing this clause would
mean the 'abrogation of the Act of 1883,
and going 'back to a system of political
influence and political patronage. Of
course if honorable members were satisfied
to take up a position of that kind they
must do so, and naturally they would
have to abide by it. 'What he wanted to
impress upon honorable members was,
that the whole purport of the Bill was
expressed in this clause. There were other
clauses to be considered, but what struck
him was, that if the Minister of Railways
for the time being was to be mad~ judge
between the commissioners, whynot go back
to political patronage in every,other department as well ~ Either the commissioners
were men of ability and able to conduct
the State railways, or they were not. If
they were not, they ought to be, got rid
of. But, as a, matter of fact, they were
to be re-appointed. Would' the Chairman of the Commissioners ever have
left England If he thought he was to be
surrounded by the difficulties with wh~ch it
was now attempted to surround him ~ He
(Mr. Zox) quite, agreed with the observation of the honorable member for Bourke
East, that no man who had any regard for
himself would occupy snch a position.
How could he do so in justice to himself?
Why, under the clause the commissioners,
the chairman included, would become absolute nonentities. If they were not fit
for their position, why not put better men
in their place? How would such a man
as the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, with 10,000 or 12,000 people under
him, stand when each Qf them would be
able to say to the other, "Let us go to
the Minister, he has all the power." No
doubt errors had been committed so far
as the construction branch was concerned,
and honorable men~bers were all giving in
their adhesion to the separation of that
branch from the management branch.

But if the Govenlment desired to get the
co-operation of honorable memb~rs of all
sides there was no doubt that they could
only do it by bringing forward such propositions as were likely to moet with general
approval. Again, would any member of the
Government venture to say from his own
knowledge that no minutes were taken of
the commissioners' proceedings? He did
not venture to do so. Unquestionably, the
adoption of this clause would destroy the
fundamental principle of the existing Act,
and take the country back to the system
of political patroilage, than which nothing
could be more suicidal. vVhy, if there
were charges against the commissioners,
was not ~ committee of the House appointed to inquire into them, so that an
impartial verdict on the subject might be
arrived at ~ But it did' not s~it the
Government then to do so, and it did not
suit them now. However, he (Mr. Zox)
was not going to occupy the time of the
House much longer, because he knew what
a majority the Government had behind
them. Nevertheless, he was entitled to
his opinion, and he would express it. The
commissioners were called upon to make
the railways pay. Well, he had no hesitation in saying that the responsibility of
making the railways pay rested with the
honorable gentlemen on the Treasury
bench. Let them pass a resolution, saying to the commissioners, "Raise your
railway charges and railway rates," and
the thing would be done. He (Mr. Zox)
, wondered at the clause being introduced;
It would have been far better for the
Minister and the commissioners to have
interchanged their ide'as, in which case
the clause would never have seen the
light. At the same time, he would warn
the Government that the carrying of this
clause would never accomplish the object
the Minister of Railways had in view.
It would lead to insubordination, and he
believed the end would be the railways
going into very strange hands.
Mr. TRENWITH observed that some
honorable members appeared to forget the
stage the Bill ,had reached, for the committee was now being wearied by a number of second-reading speeches. They also
appeared to forget the object of the clause.
The honorable member for Bourke East
pointed out in a long speech that no charge
against the commissioners had be'en proved.
But all that was beside the question.
The House had affirmed the necessity for
Ministerial control over the railways, and
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what honorable members had to consider
was whether carrying this clause would
produce that result. As for differences between the commissioners, supposing that
no such difference had ever yet arisen,
what was to prevent orie arising tomorrow ~ Surely then it was the duty of
Parliament to provide for a case of deadlock. The whole object w~s to give Parliament its proper control, and the clause
would provide that in the case of differences between the commissioners, honorable members generally, would, at least,
know the reason of the difference. The
Minister would then have to say
which side he took, so that he'
might be held responsible accordin.gly. In that way Parliament would
be able to assert the authority it
should have over the largest property
possessed by the country, which authority
. it had now lost. The question had been
asked would any first-class man take the
position of Chairman of the Railways Commissioners under the new conditions 1 But
it would be equally pertinent to ask would
any two good men take the position of the
other two commissioners when they wOl,lld
be at the mercy of the chairman ~ . It
seemed to him (Mr. Trenwith) that, so far
from the Bill being derogatory to the
position . of Parliament, it was exactly
what Parliament wanted. 'rhe honorable
member for Bourke Eastasked whether there
ha4 been any public demand for the change1
Well, if the honorable member did not know
of such a demand he had clearly no knowledge whatever of what was going on.
Re (Mr. 'rrenwith), at all events, was
satisfied that such a demand had been
made in a very emphatic manner.
Hence the necessity for this Bill. What
would be the use of introducing a Bill
which did not provide in its various clauses
the machinery for giving effect to the will
of .Parliament ~ It had been urged in
opposition to this clause that it necessarily led to another clause, clause 24.
He would ask, however, had they not had
evidence that there ,vaS a necessity for
power on the· part of the Minister to interfere ~ 'rhe late Premier was frequently
asked in the House to make some alterations with regard to railway management,
and his answer was that Parliament had
created an Act which rendered the Minister powerless.
(Mr. Anderson-" You
cannot show such a statement by the late
Premier.") The statement had been made
in the House in the hearing of honorable
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members. When they had complained of
what they thought to be improper manage. ment, they had been met with the reply
that Parliament had passed a Bill which
took the power out of the hands of the
Minister and placed it in the hands of
the commissioners. (Mr. vVrixon-"'1'hat
is not so.") He could assure the honor-.
able member that he had heard the statement more than once or twice made from
the Treasury bench when the late Government was in office. (Mr. Wrixon-"From
the late Premied") Yes. (Mr. '\Vrixon
- " I should like to see the reference.")
On the spur of the moment he could not find
the reference, but he was speaking within his
own know ledge and the knowledge of honorable members round him. Then, when the
late Government left office the present
Minister of Railways told the House that
when he attempted to make any alterations in conn ex ion with railway management he found he was utterly powerless,
that he could not lift a finger to effect
anything, that the matter was absolutely
in the hands of the commissioners. U uder
this Bill, in the event of the management
under the commissioners being satisfactory, the Minister would remain quiescent; but in the event of its being
unsatisfactory, the. machinery was very
properly provided by which the House
could exercise its infhlence upon.the public
.property over which Parliament ought to
have 'Control.
(Mr. Anderson-" '1'he
House can do that without the ·machinery.") That was an assertion which
was not borne out by experience. The
honorable member for Melbourne East
(Mr. Zox) had stated that this was a
return to political patronage; but he (Mr.
Trenwith) failed to see any return to
political patronage in the Bill at all.
The patronage which had been complained
of in the past was the means,by which the
publi<? service was stuffed, or said to be
stuffed, by the friends of Ministers and
Members of Parliament without regard to
the public interest, There was nothing
in this Bill which would permit that
, system to be reverted to; the only thing
possible under the Bill was for the Assembly'
to have control over the railways, which
it had lost by an' Act that was passed
in the hope of securing reform. The
Act of 1883 was pas~ed as an experiment,
and he had no doubt that Parliament was
confident at the time that it was going to
have a real reform. He believed that in
many respects there had been a real
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loeform; but the Act had been proved to whatever.· This was a state of things
be capable of doing more than it was which should not be allowed to continue.
intended to do. It was intended to abolish There ,,;'as no subject on which the electors
political patronage, and to bring about a of the colony were more unanimous than
more satisfactory management of the rail- on the question that the Ministry of the
ways; but it had resulted in handing day, as the committee of the Assembly,
over the rail ways to one man to manage should have a voice in the control of
absolutely according to his own sweet will. the railways.
As for the bogy of
Parliament would not be true to its tfl~st political patronage, he challenged any
i~ it allowed this immense public'property,
one to show how under this Bill
for which it was responsible, to remain out the Government could interfere in any
of the influence and control of Parliament, shape or way to perform an act of political
and he hoped this clause would be carried, patronage. Whatever they did had to be
as well as the succeeding clause giving the done openly and above-board, and must
Minister power to intervene without being be brought under the cognizance of the
appealed to where there appeared to be a . House. The country was determined that
the Ministry of the day and the House
necessity for his intervention.
Mr. C. YOUNG observed that the hon- should have some control over railway
orable member for Bourke East had management. He was not blaming the
expressed some astonishment that no commissioners or anyone else. rrhe evils
particulars had been given of any dis- that had come about were incident to the
agreements which had occurred between Act, and were bound to show themselves.
the commissioners. It was most unreason- It was not an extraordinary thing that
able to suppose, however, that there the Railways Commissioners Act, after
could be any disagreement, because the being in operation for seven or eight years,
Railways Commissioners Act provided that should require some amendment. The
in the event of the two commissioners Public Service Act, which was passed at
disagreeing with the .chairman the de- the same time, had been amended two or
cision of the chairman was to be forthwith three times. It was quite certail1. that the
carried out. There could be no provision country was not going to allow such a
more effective in preventing any disagree- valuable property as the railways to remain
ment, because he presumed that unless any longer altogether outside the control
the two other commissioners were born of the House.
idiots they would not take the trouble to
Mr. FERGUSON said he saw no necessity
disagree with the chairman when the Act for this clause. The Railways Commisprovided that notwithstanding their dis- sioners had been working together for the
agreement the chairman. could do as he last seven years, and no disagreements
pleased. This was one of the absurdities among them had been heard of. He
of that heaven-born piece of legislation- thought it was a wise thing to have two
the Railways Commissioners Act. Another commissioners in addition to the chairman,
gross absurdity in it was the entire doing because a man was all the better for having
away with any control on the part of the advisers, instead of having the whole reGovernment of the day. At the time sponsibility cast upon himself alone. There
that Act was passed there appeared to be was an old saying that "in a multitude of
a craze for putting everything beyond the counsellors there is wisdom," and it would
control of the Government, and, as in a be very unwise to do away with the two other
good many other things, they overshot the commissioners. It was stated that the
mark. There was nothing more reasonable country was against the present system,
than that the Government, the executive but he had no hesitation in contradicting
committee of the Assembly which had to that statement. He travelled a great deal
fiud the money for the railways, should have through the country, and he believed the
some voice and control over them. It was people approved of the system which had
a most humiliating position for the Min- been in operation during the last seven
ister of Railways to have to say, as the y~ars, and regarded it as preferable to the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs plan which was in existence previously.
had to say when he was in office, and the The country would not allow any return to
present Minister of Railways on several the system of political patronage in conoccasions since, when they were appealed nexion with the railways. The fewer men,
to to do something in connexion with rail- with the exception of the commissioners,
way matters, that they had no power who had anything to do with the railways
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·the better the system would work. The
less complication there was in a piece of
machinery the less likely it would be to
get out of order. When any question
arose which demanded prompt action it
. might cause injurious delay to have to
appeal to the Minister. !Ie 'hoped the
House would allow the present system to
remain, and would throw out this clause,
for which he saw no necessity whatever.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the words "·on
being published in the Government Gazette" .
be struck out.
The amendme~t was agreed to.
Mr. GORDON stated that· it was his
desire to assist the Government in placing
on the statute-book as much of this Bill as
he thought was actually necessary; but he
thought the Minister of Railways had failed
to show any necessity for this clause. He
(Mr. Gordon) had certainly never heard of
the differences that were stated to have
existed between the commissioners. The
honorable member for Melbourne North
had said that no minutes had ever been
kept of the proceedings of the commissioners, and if that was the case how was
it known that differences did exist~ Surely'
the commisioners, as gentlemen, would not
be guilty of telling tales about each other.
vVhen the Bill was introduced the Minister
of Railways, during the course of his
speech, was asked by his (Mr. Gordon's)
colleague whether the present state of
affairs was the fault of the Act or the fault
of the men, and his answer was that he believed the fault was rather with the men
than with the Act. N ow, if it was not the
system but the men that the Minister
complained of, what was the necessity for
these clauses ~ (Mr. Munro-" To keep
the men right.") Unless the Minister
more fully explained than he had yet done
. the actual necessity for this' clause, he
(Mr Gordon) would be compelled to vote
against it.
The committee divided on the clauseAyes
44
Noes
18
Majority for the clause

... 26

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Andrews,
Armytage,
Beazley,
Bent,
Brock,
Burrowes,
G. D. Carter,
W. T. Carter,
Clark,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Duffy,
Dunn,
Foster,
Graham,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
Huut,
Kirton,
Laurens,
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Dr. Maloney;
Mr. Mason,
" McColl,
McLean,
" Methven,
" Mountain,
" M:unro,
" Murray,
" Nimmo,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
" T. Smith,
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Mr. Taverner,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Trenwith,
" Tucker,
" Turner,
" vVebb,
" Wheeler,
" 'W illiams,
" A. Young,
C. Young.

Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" ;Peacock.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

"

"
"

Anderson,
Craven,
Derham,
Ferguson,
Gardiner,
Gillies,
Gordon,
J. Harris,
Keys,
Levien,

Mr. Madden,
" Officer,
Dr. Pearson,
Mr. Staughton,
;, Wrixon,
" Zox.

Tellers.
}4r. Harper,
" Uren.

On clause 23, which was as' follows:" 1. 'The Secretary for Railways or some person acting for him shall be present at all meetings of the commissioners, and shall keep the
minutes of all their proceedings pursuant to
the provisions of section 57 of the Railways Act

1890.
.
. "2. vVithin three days after each meeting of

the commissioners the secretary or such person
shall lay before the Minister a true copy of the
minutes of such meeting,"

Mr. WRIXON remarked that according
to this clause the Secretary for Rail ways or
some person acting for him must be present
at all meetings of the commissioners. It
was a very strong provision that the commissioners should not be ailowed to hold'
any meeting to discuss any little matters
of business unless the Secretary for Railways or his representative was present.
He (Mr. Wrixon) thought the Minister
should consider whether it was right to
tie the commissioners so tightly that it
would be absolutely contrary to law for
them to have a meeting unless the Secretary for Railways was present. Then
there was a further provision that after
each meeting of the commissioners the
secretary or the person acting for him
should lay before the Minister a copy of
the minutes of such meeting. There was
no provision whatever that the commissioners were to see that the 'minutes were
correct. The commissioners, in fact, were
given the go-by altogether, and the report
was to be sent direct to the Minister.
This was an open slight to the commissioners, because it was virtually saying
that they were not to be trusted. He
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thought it was the commissioners who
should send the report, or if the report
was to be sent by the clerk, there should
be some means provided for the commissioners seeing that the report was correct.
The clerk might miss the points of several
decisions, and the simplest plan to adopt
would beto provide that the Railways Commissioners should send in the minutes.
Mr. SHIELS stated that this matter
was very carefully considered in Cabinet,
and it was thought that the clause would
be better in the form in which it appeared
in the. Bill. He had made a note of two
suggestions-one that tho minutes should
be sent in by the Railways Commissioners,
and the other that they should be certified to by the Railways Commissioners.
He would consider these suggestions, and
if it was considered to be advisable he
would propose an amendment to the clause
at a later stage.
. Mr. NIMMO remarked that before the
minutes were transmitted to the Minister
they should be confirmed, and there would
be no difficulty in doing that at the end of
each meeting.
Mr. SHIELS said that he would make a
note oIthe honorable member's suggestion.
Mr. S'l'AUGHTON observed that it had
been stated over and over again that the
Railways Commissioners kept no minutes.·
He was credibly informed that minutes
had been kept of all the proceedings and
meetings of the commissioners. If the
Minister had taken the trouble to make
inquiries 011 the subject, he would have
. found that that was so. Under the present
Act it was provided that if any dispute
should arise between the commissioners,
the Minister could ask for the minutes.
Had the Minister ever done s01 Never.
The honorable, gentleman had not risen to
defend any single clause in the Bill; he
had left that duty to those of his colleagues who were not as conversant with
the Bill as he was himself, and he 'had
been himself sittil1g still, and responding
to every inquiry with the lame statement
that every clause of. the Bill had been considered in Cabinet. Probably the reason
why the honorable gentleman did not
get up and speak was that if he did
80 he would be carried away by his
feelings, and would not make an unbiased statement. The honorable gentleman knew that he was unable to support
.the speech which he made in introducing
the Bill. This clause would reduce the
Railways Commissioners to the position in
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which the heads of the Railway department were placed prior to the passing of
the Act of 1883. It was unfair that the
Minister should allow the impression to go
forth that the commissioners had refused
to keep minutes. Minutes had been kept,
and they were available for reference when'
required.
.'
"
Mr. HARPER said it seemed to be
assumed that the Railways Commissioners
did not transact any business except at
formal meetings. A very large proportion
of their duties had, however, to be performed by each commissioner taking his
own department, and carrying on his own
work. Was it intended to stop that practice, and to compel the commissioners to
do all their business at formal meetings~
Mr. SHIELS stated that there was no
such intention. That was all provided
for by an Order in Council last February.
The reason he had not got up before was
that he desired to save time. The Government recognised t.hat in a vast concern like the Railway department there
could not be formal meetings of the commissioners to deal with every detail of
,their work; and before the Order in
Council was made, he (Mr. Shiels) sent
his suggestions to the commissioners and,
obtained suggestions from them. (Mr.
Staughton-" Minutes have always been
kept.") No; the Governor' in Council did
not prescribe the form of minutes until
last February. He did not want to blame
anybody, and he desired to avoid personalities; but. the fact was that during
a period of seven years the Governor in
Council was never asked to prescribe a
form of minutes.
Mr. HARPER remarked that if th·e
Minister desired to save time, he could
best do so by explaining the clauses in the
Bill when they came before the committee.
He was pleased to learn that the Minister
recognised the fact that the Railways Commissioners must do a large part of their
business without formal meetings. '1'0
place a provision in an Act of Parliament
that minutes should be sent in by a clerkwas a distinct insult to the commissioners.
The commissioners should be asked to
send in the minutes themselves. The
minutes would then be taken by a clerk
in the ordinary way, and· they would be
confirmed.
Mr.· GILLIES said that he ,could not
understand why this clause was inserted
in the Bill, unless it was done in a moment
, of temper. He did not like to use an
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argum'ent of a purely personal character,
but he could not c;onceive of any reason
for the introduction of this clause, uilless it
was that the Minister felt some high kind
of indignation at the conduct of the commissioners in not meeting what he called
his views. 1.'his was not merely a matter
of taste, but a matter of public importance.
The closest possible relations should exist
between the heads of departments and
their 'officers. He had never thought that
it would have been necessary to place a
provision in an Act of Parliament to
authorize an officer to walk into the room
in which there were three commissioners
assembled, and to say to thenl, "Gentlemen, I am by law authorized to walk
into this room to hear what you have, to
say, and to report every word of it to the
Minister. " No such provision could be
fomid on the statute-book of any country.
It was important that the officers of the ,
Railway department, as the sen~ants of the
Railways Commissioners, should be under
their orders. A greater insult could not
be offered to the Railways Commissioners
than to insert a clause of this kind in
an Act of Parliament. 'Was it to be
supposed that when the Railways Commissioners met as a board to consider
important questions, no record was kept
of their proceedings. (Mr. Duffy-"That
has not been done hitherto.") Yes, it
had. The commissioners had been in the
habit of meeting as a body to transact important business, and a record had been
kept when necessary, but there were a,
hundred and one matters of detail which
they settled individually or after consultation. Were they to call in the secretary
when they discussed any little matter of
detail ~ What was the object of such a
proposal ~ Was it to be supposed that the
commissioners would do something improper, which they would desire to conceal ~
The clause distinctly provided that the
secretary should be present at all meetings
of the commissioners ~ (Mr. Shiels-" No.")
If it was not so, then the clause was im.properly worded, and it should be made
perfectly clear so that there could be no
mistake. (Mr. Shiels-" There is no
mistake.") There was a terrible mistake in the clause. The idea contained in ,the clause was that the
commissioners should hold no meeting
unless the secretary was present, and that
he should record not only what was done,
but everything that was said at that
meeting. If that was not so, the 'clause
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was improperly drawn. If the Minister
simply desired that minutes should be kept
of all matters of great public importance,
that would be another thing. The Minister might be the most innocent young man
in creation, and yet 'by a previous clause
he was to be allowed to determine ~'Llly
question on which a difference of opinion
arose. 'Vhat did the Minister expect to
gain by the clause now before the committee ~ (Mr. Burrowes-" A record of
the business done.") Did the honorable
member for Sandhurst (Mr. Burrowes)
think that he was talking to childron ~
There was no other interpretation to be'
placed upon this clause than that the
commissioners were prepared to shirk their
duty, and that they desired to conceal
what they were doing. No man, except
under passion or excitement, would ever
have thought of inserting a provision of
this kind in the Bill, and under ordinary
circumstances 'the committee would have
scouted it.
.
Mr. DUFFY said that he had novel'
before known the honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs get so much off the
track as he had done that night. 1'he
honorable member had not adduced any
arguments against the clause. The honorable member talked as if it were intended
that there should be some spy to watch
the commissioners at their private meetings, and to report everything that they said
and did. rrhat was not the intention at
all. vVhat'was intended was that a record should be kept of the formal meetings of the commissioners only. The
Government held what were called Cabinet
Councils and Executive Councils. At the
Cabinet Councils no person was present
to take a record of what was done;
but at the Executive Councils a gentleman was compelled by law to be
present to take minutes of the proceedings.
Was it not exactly analogous to what would
occur under this Bill ~ If the Bill passed
into law, the commissioners would be able
to discuss matters among themselves which
they thought fit to talk over privately, but
the chief commissioner would. be able to
summon his two coll.eagues to formal meetings, at which business of importance
had to be transacted, and at those meetings the secretary must be present in order
to keep the minutes, so that the proceedings
of the commissioners might be placed on
record for t.he information of the Minister,
and that through him the House, and
through the House the country, might be
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thoroughly informed as to what had been
done. (Mr. Gillies-"Will you alter it so as
to make it exactly the same as the Executive Council ~") Other thirigs being equal,
there would not be the slightest objection
to that being done.' (Mr. Gillies-" And
is this your comparison 7") That was his
comparison, his illustration, and that was
the fact of the case. Although the leader
of the Opposition tried to' mislead the
committee about this matter, he was quite
sure that in his own heart---(Mr. Gillies
- " It is not heart, it is brain.") Then in
the honorable gentleman's own brain, if he
were to think out the matter, he would not
follow the conclusion he desired the committee to adopt. The clause would not
hamper tp.e commissioners in their work,
it would do them no harm, and it would
furnish· information of advantage to
the' Minister of Railways and to the
country.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he desired to
remove a false impression from the minds
of honorable members. The clause complained of stated that-"The Secretary for Railways or some person
acting for him shall be present at all meetings
of the commissioners, and shall keep the
minutes of all their proceedings, pursuant to
the provisions of section' 57 of the Railways
Act 1890."

And section 57 of the Railways Act provided that "The commissioners shall keep
minutes of all their proceedings in such a
manner and form as the Governor in
Council may direct." The Government
had discussed this matter with the commissioners as a mere business arrangement,
and had arrived at an agreement as to the
class of business which should be done at
formal meetings of the whole body, and it
was only minutes of those proceedings
that would have to be kept.' There
were a thousand and one things' which
the commissioners would be able to
do without holding the formal meetings
at which minutes had to be taken.
An Order in Council had been prepared differentiating between the two
classes of subjects, in accordance with
the agreement arrived at between the
Government and the commissioners. (Mr.
Gillies-" But the provision with regard to
ke'eping minutes will apply to any chance
meeting of the commissioners.") He could
assure the honorable member that it would
not apply to any meetings except those
which were called to' discuss the grave
'matters which the commissioners had
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agreed should be considered at formal
meetings, of which minutes would have to
be kept, In accordance with the assurance he had already given to the honorable
member for Portland, he would consider
the suggestions that had been made, and
take care, if it was necessary, to bring
down amendments on the report which
would make it perfectly clear that only
minutes of the meetings on subjects that
had been mapped out by agreement with the
commissioners were to be kept, and those
subjects would be set forth in the Order
in Council.
Mr, LEVIEN expressed the opinion that
if that was the intention of the Government, the clause would require· alteration.
in certain parts, The commission.ers did
not act as. individuals, but in concert, and
at all meetings, according to the clause, an
officer must be present to take minutes of
the proceedings. The objection to the
proposal was that an officer would have to
be continually with the commissioners.
It would be better to .impose on the commissioners the obligation of furnishing
minutes of their proc.eedings to the officer
in question, and leave him to make a
record of them.
Mr. SHIELS stated that, in order to
meet the objections that had been raised,
and to make the clause perfectly clear
and beyond dispute, he would propose on
the report that it should be amended so as
to read as follows : " The secretary or some person acting for him
shall keep the minutes of all the proceedings of
the commissioners, pursuant to section 57 of the
Railways Commissioners Act 1890, and for that
purpose be present at all formal meetings of the
commissioners. "

Mr. BENrr said that the explanation
given by the two Ministers proved conclusively to his mind that clause 23 was
not necessary, and ought to be struck out.
Clauses 21 and 22 provided for everything
the Government wanted. The illustration
of the Postmaster-General with regard to
the Executive Council was a most unhappy
one, because if it applied an officer would
have to be present at all meetings of the
Railways Commissioners. While endeavouring to place railway matters on a fair
and proper basis, theY'ought to put the
commissioners in a position to carry out
their duties in a dignified way.
Mr. OFFICER expressed the opinion
that there was no necessity to alter the
clause, because the words "all meetings"
would only apply to official meetings.
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Mr. SHIELS remarked that he would
endeavour to submit such amendments
of the clause as would make it correctly
convey what he gathered to be the opinion
(If honorable members generally. The
matter was discussed with the commissioners by the business men of the Cabinet,
and it was thought that in placing the
duty on the Secretary of the Railway
department they were consulting the dignityof the commissioners.
Mr. DEAKIN observed that no one
questioned the intention of the Government in this matter, but as the clause was
framed it certainly would appear that the
secretary was to be present at the meetings of the commissioners to represent an
antagonistic interest, and to report the
proceedings for the information of that
antagonistic interest.
It was really a
question of the wording of the clause.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the AttorneyGeneral had promised to try to frame the
clause in such a way as to meet the views
of honorable members on all sides of the
House.
Discussion took pla~e on clause 24,
which was as follows : " The Minister may at any time in writing request the commissioners to report on anyproposition for all or any of the following purposes,
namely:-(I) Fortheaudit,inspection, andkeep.ing of accounts. (2) Forprescribing the method of
entering into, letting, subdividing, and generally
carrying out contracts. (3) For enforcing any
contract or penalty incurred in connexion with
any contract. (4) For limiting the cost of any
new workshop or of altering or adding to any
workshop. (5) For determining whether any proposed new siding shall or shall not beconstrllcted.
(6) For diminishing the train mileage on any
system or line. (7) For increasing' the rates
of fares for the conveyance of passengers.
(8) For crea.ting differential rates of fares for the
con veyance of passengers, and differential charges
for the conveyance of animals, goods, and
parcels in the case of new lines of railway. (9)
For diminishing the suburban radius. (10) For
limiting the issue of free passes. (ll) For
limiting the number of stations on any line, or
the cost of constructing, rebuilding, adding to,
or altering any station by the commisRioners.
(12) For limiting the number of officers and
employes and their rate of remuneration, or
for discontinuing any office, or for enforcing the
provisions of the law relating to the retirement of officers and employes. (13) For enforcing civility and attention to the public from
officers and employes. (14) For establishing
and regulating committees, sub-committees,
and conferences of officers. (15) For making,
altering, or repealing any regulations or bylaws which may be necessary for carrying out
. any of the objects set out in this section."

Mr. GILLIES said he was told that the
discussion on this clause would take at
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least two or three days, and, after all the
Minister of Railways had said in and out of
Parliament with reference to these matters,
he could very well believe it. The Minister contended that this clause was an
essential part of the Bill, and that its retention was necessary to the carrying on
of the administration of the railways. In
his (Mr. Gillies') opinion, the adoption of
this clause would involve a complete
change in the policy of the country with
regard to the Railway department. (Mr.
Munro-" It certainly establishes Ministerial responsibility.") The Assembly was
prepared to accept the .dictum that there
ought to be real Ministerial responsibility
upon all matters affecting the policy which
the Railway department might have to
administer. The Government ought to
undertake the duty of f;!aying whether
they believed that a change of policy in
the Railway department was justifiable
and ought to be enforced, and that
they,vere prepared to stake their reputations and their positions as a Government in support of that public policy.
All honorable members recognised that
the present system required to be changed,
and that instead of the commissioners
having to move the Government with regard to the initiation of any change in
matters of public policy, the Government
ought to be able to move the commissioners-to propose such changes, and require the commissioners to carry them out.
Under the existing law the Government
could not move a step on any matter' of
public policy in connexion with the administration of the Railway department unless
the Railways Co.mmissioners moved first,
and he believed that it would be a useful
change, and a change in the interests of
the country, if, seeing that the Government represented through Parliament the
people of the c6untry, the position was
reversed. Instead of the Railway Commisioners having to ask the Government
to approve of a policy, the Government
ought to declare what the policy was to be,
and ask the Railways Commissioners to
carry it out. That could be done without
providing that the whole management of
the railways should be essentially in the
hands of the Government instead of in the
hands of the commissioners, and with all
due respect to the great consideration that
had been given by the Government to this
very important and very difficult question,
he felt that that was what this clause provided. Under this clause the Government
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would be able to interfere in every ques- , believed that it was the right thing to do
tion of administration in connexion :"vith whether Parliament approved of it or not.
the railways, and he was confident that Honorable members generally were willing
that would not work t.o the advantage of to accept such a change as that, but they
the country.
Under the present law were asked to go still further, and authorize
the commissioners could not make any the Minister to interfere not merely in
change in the rates without the sanction questions of public policy, but in matters.
of the Governor in Council, and the rates of administration. '1.'he clause provided
for certain farm produce were reduced that the Minister of Railways might rewhile he was in office in that way. The quire the commissioners to report on a
commissioners proposed the reduction of hundred things' which were matters of
those rates, and, believing that it was a administration and not of policy, and
wise thing to do, he '(Mr. Gillies) recom- no Minister of Railways was competent
mended his colleagues to advise the to administer the affairs of the RailGovernor in Council to approve of those way department. In saying that, he
reductions. N ow, experience had shown was making no reflection on the present
that instead of leaving the initiatory Minister of Raihvays. He (Mr. qillies)
movement in such a matter to the Rail- administered the Railway department for
ways Commissioners-it being a H)-atter of many years before the commissioners took
principle and policy-the Government, as office, and he was not competent to ad-,
representing Parliament and the country, minister the affairs of the department and
ought to be charged with the initiation of determine multitudinous questions of adany change of policy in the Railway de- ministration.
No MInister of Railways
partment, but they should not interfere could say that he had sufficient knowin matters of administration. The Go- ledge, information, and experience to be
vernment should rule under the authority fully competent to undertake the whole
of Parliament, and they should be entitled management of the Railway department.
to require the commissioners, the same as He said this with the utmost possible
any other officers in the public service, to deliberation, and with the greatest regive them their opinion on questions of spect for every man who had been at the
public policy in respect of which the com- head of the Railway department. Howmissioners had special information-such ever capable as' an administrator any of.
questions, for instance, as to whether rates them might be, not one of them would say
ought to be raised or reduced generally, that he had such a knowledge of the great
whether there ought to be differential variety of matters which arose in the
rates on certain lines,' and other great Railwaydepartment as would enable him to
questions of public policy. Many most properly administer such a gigantic concern.
difficult questions of public policy arose No Minister of the Crown could be reasonin connexion with the Railway depart- ably expected to undertake not only this
ment, and it was not possible. to deter- particular duty, but also the duties othermine them by hop, step, and jUlnp, by an wise naturally appertaining to him, such as
article in a newspaper, or a letter from a the preparation of Bills and so on. Nor
constituent, but only by the most careful could it be possible for him, even if he
scrutiny and consideration, on the 'best in- was in office for t\yelve or eighteen months
formation that could be obtained, apart at a stretch, and devoted his whole time
from any class or personal interests, and on to the subject, to master even the ordinary
grounds of public policy. Those questions general principles of railway management,
ought to be determined by Ministers of the let alone an intimate acquaintance with its
Crown representing a, majority in Parlia- details: People talked of the Minister
ment, and, through Parliament, represent- overlooking this and overlooking that, but
ing the cOlintry. The Government of the he (Mr. Gillies) only wished that the present
day ought to determine the policy of the Minister of Railways would state exactly
Railway department, and if Parliament 'what his experience was. If he did so, he
did not approve of their policy Parliament would have to acknowledge that while
should turn them out of office. No Go- desiring to put things on the best possible
vernment would ever undertake to make footing with the time at his disposal, the
a serious and important change in the knowledge he had been able· to acquire
policy of the Railway department unless was wholly insufficient to qualify him to
they were certain that they had a majority deal with all the thousand and one
of Parliament at their back, or unless they questions continually arising. He (Mr.
Mr., Gillies.
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Gillies) would ask the House to drop
altogether the idea of party in connexion
with this matter. Let honorable members try to place the Minister of Railways iIi a position in which he could, in
consultation ,vith his colleagues, determine
the policy of the country with respect to
railways. Surely, to determine that all
the mat,ters connected with the general
working of the Railway department were
to be directly controlled by the Government would be to commit about the
biggest blunder ever made. He said this
from very considerable experience. He
had nothing to gain from serving the
interests of the commissioners, or from
advocating any particular line of railway
policy. 'When in, office he had from the
first acknowledged that the commissioners
should be really managers, and he only
-desired to remain in the department in
order to give them every possible chance
of working the Act without interference.
In the presence of his colleagues he would
say that he would have left the Railway
-department years before his departure
from office but for his desire in this
direotion. He had quite enough to do in '
connexion with other branches of public
work and the other public departments
under his control. Following this line of
argument, might he ask the Minister
whether he thought it indispensably necessary that he should take the powers now in
question ~ He would point out that th~se
powers were powers which would make the
position of the commi~sioners very different
from what it was under the existing lawso wholly different that the Minister would
take the place of the commissioners, while
the commissioners would take the place of
general managers. If he (Mr. Gillies) thought
that that was the policy of the Government, he did not know that he would want
to give the subject more than half-anhour's consideration. He was, however,
under the impression that the honorable
gentleman had no desire to' say to the
committee that the policy of the Railways
Act of 1883 was a gigantic blunder-that
that Act committed to the charge of the
Railway Commissioners .powers with respect to railway management which ought
never to have' been granted to them. He
imagined that the idea of the Government
was that those powers should be under
the supervision of the Minister. Well, it
would be easy to comply so far with the
wishes of the bulk of honorable members,
. .and to give the' Government sufficient
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control for the purpose, and if the Bill was
confined to that, good would be done.
But if it was proposed-perhaps the Minister of Railways would say it was not
proposed intentionally - to pla.ce the
whole management in the hands of the
Government (because that would be the
outcome of any arrangement under which
the commissioners, could be asked to
report 011 any proposal, and if they reported adversely the Minister could
set their report aside, together with the
reasons they gave for it) wrong would be
done. (Mr. Shiels-" Ministers take the
responsibility.") He was glad of the interjection, for it made his argument unan-'
swerable. The Minister told the committee
that it was intended that the Government
should have complete control over the railways and the railway policy. (Mr. Shiels"No.") Had the honorable gentleman made
a mistake ~ As he heard the interjection of
the Minister, it conveyed to him, and it
also conveyed to the honorable members
around him, that the policy was to be
that the Government were to be responsible for the management of the whole
affair. ' (Mr. Shiels-" That was not implied.") He would venture to tell the
honorable gentleman that it waS implied.
But he did not wish to press the argument
too far. He would be only too delighted
if the Government would say that, they
had no idea of interfering with the general
management directly or ~ndirectly, and
that that management would be left to
the commissioners, and primarily to the
chairman as an expert. For honorable
members had only to refer to what the
Minister of Railways said in' his famous
letter on the subject of Mr. Speight's reappointment.
Mr. SHIELS said he could tell the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
the words. They we!e" The Government are earnestly desirous to
retain for the Victorian railways your most
valuable experience."

Mr. GILLIES remarked that the words
following were"And I beg to express the hope that you will
accept the re-engagement I now beg to offer
you."

'What more could be expected ~ He ventured to think that the' Minister could not
complain of what he had said. (Mr. Shiels
- " I do not complain of your tone; it has
peen admirable all through.") Look at
this clause-the clause in which the Government proposed to reverse the policy
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adopted in 1883, and to substitute for the
policy of the Act of 1883 not RailwaysCoinmisEioners to manage the railways, but a
political Minister to do so. Of course, every
one knew the marvellous way in which the
Minister would work out this subject
before a popular assemblage. He would
ask his hearers to look at the vast expense
of the Railway depar~ment, and how that
expense was not met by the income, and
at all the vast works which were being
carried on. And that would be taken as
argument. But what Parliament had to
deal Ivith was not so much the three commissioners as the proposal dealing with the
futuro of the Railway department. It was
the same as it was with the honorable
gcntlell1l:in in introducing his Bill-his
talk was all about the eommissioners
and not about the Bill at all. That
was important as showing the real principle that underlaid all he said on the
subject. Whereas, what the honorable
gentleman had to deal with was whether
the existing law was not sufficient to
enable him to carry out what he wanted
to carry out. What did he say in his
speech 1 That the law, if administered in
.the spirit in which it Ival? passed, would
be quite sufficient-that the success of an
Act such as the existing Railways Act
largely depended on the capacity of those
who administered it.
. Mr. SHIELS said he Iv-ould like to
quote the passage following the one just
referred to, arid which was spoken delibera/tely, and not in reply to anyone.
It was"It is not to be denied that the Act of 1883
has many serious defects, but I say these imperfections and defects have been magnified
and emphasized by the way in which the Railways Commissioners have worked it."

Again"An Act almost ideally perfect may be
brought into contempt. and disrepute by the
. want of judgment of those who work it. On
the other hand, laws full of flaws and defects
may by good management and administration
be worked almost without a hitch."

Mr. GILLIES said that if he were asked
for an answer to the Minister, he would
point to the faces of the honorable gentleman's colleagues-at how amazed they
were at his explanation. He (Mr. Gillies)
made a certain specific statement remembering, as many other honorable' members did, the way in which the honorable gentleman worked up his speechhow he tried to proye that a complete
change was indisp(:lnsably necessary, and
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that the commissioners were men he could
not very well get along with. Was he
not getting wiser and wiser oyery day'?
Why could not the honora:ble gentleman
work the Act as it stood 1 There was.
power there to do all that was necessary.
He would venture to tell the honorable
gentleman, in all sincerity, that had he
gone to the commissioners withou~ a foregone conclusion-had he gone to them
with a determination to work with them,
or to know the reason why, he would
have succeeded better. (Mi'.. ShielsU We
did so for three months, and
then failed; my colleagues will bear me
out in that.") (" Hear, hear..")' Who
said "Hear, hear~" He would like to
know if the same honorable member was.
prepared to say "Hear, hear" to all the
proposals of the Minister 1 As for what
the honorable gentleman had said, surely
he was the only Minister who could say of
his own colleagues that they knew all that
he had done. Could any member of the
Government except the Minister of Railways himself declare of his own knowledge what transpired between the Minister
and the commissioners in his efforts to
induce them to act according to his adviceT
How could any of them speak of matters
which could not be within.their knowledge,
seeing that they were not present. (Mr.
Munro-" His colleagues were present.")
On some occasions. (Mr. Munro-" On
very important occasions.")
At this stage, progress was reported.
The House adjourned at eleven o'clock.
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. Thursday, November 19, 1891.
Ministers of the Crown-Ra.ilways Act Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
MINISTERS. OF THE CROWN:
On the order of the day for the House
to resolve itself into Committee of Supply,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved"That this House, being 'the House of Commons of Victoria, will ever maintain as the undoubted privilege and right of the Commons of
Victoria and of this House the fundamental
principle of responsible government as now established, by virtue of which the Ministry as
a whole and each individual Minister is responsible, second to Her Majesty only, to this .
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House alone. That this House will insist, after
the will of this House has been expressed and
defined on a question of great public policy, in
a Bill brought into this House by the Ministry,
amended by this House, and read a third time
in this House, with the concurrence and on the
votes of the Ministry, and so accepted in this
House as the expression of their Ministerial
policy, then that any member of such Ministry,
whether he has a seat in this House or not, who
publicly opposes such Bill is not loyal to the expressed will of this Ho"use, has forfeited the
political confidence of this House, and ought to
cease to be a Minister of the Crown."
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member of the House would gainsay the
proposition contained in the first part of
his motion. He need not quote authorities, which were, down to the late Dr
Hearn, as the House and the Governmen:t
were perfectly aware, conclusive OIl this
point. The Ministry were responsible
to that House alone. When the Premier
announced the resignation of certain
of his colleagues he should have explained the whole cir.cumstances to honorable members, and when he announced
He stated that he desired to bring before that those resignations had been withthe House what he would submit were drawn he should have given a further
the proper principles of constitutional go- explanation in regard to the circumstances
ver.nment, and the principles which should attending the withdrawal, so that the
be followed in carrying out the responsible House might have been in a position to
system of government with which this judge as to how far the Ministry were .
country was now blessed. Under the pre- one, and how far they were not. The
sent rules of the House it was almost im- House at the present time, so far as any
possible to bring any subject before hon- authoritative statement was concerned,
orable members. There were only three were unaware of the differences be
ways in which that could be done. One was tween the two wings of the Ministryby asking a question, when there could be the Ministers in that Chamber and the
no discussion; the second was by moving Ministersiitanother place. Honorablememthe adjournment of the House; and the bers knew from paragraphs which had
third was by motion on the House going appeared in the newspapers what were the
into Committee of Supply. He had adopted viewsof one of the Ministers in another place,
the latter course.
Honorable members and those views were in contradistinction to
had now an opportunity of bringing for- the viewsofthe Ministry. If it was in conward any matter which was a subject sequence of holding those views and expressof grievance, and he could not con- ing them publicly that Ministers in another
ceive of anything that was more impor- place resigned, he (Sir B. O'Loghlcn) subtant than the present unconstitutional mitted that that Housewas entitled to a full
position of the Government. The Premier explanation, and that honorable members
informed the House very briefly a few generally, and not simply a caucus of honevenings ago that certain members of the orable members, should have been conGovernment had tendered their resigna- sulted as to whether the resignations
tions, and the following evening, just as should or should not have been accepted ..
briefly, the hono~able gentleman intimated In the second part of the resolution
that he had persuaded those Ministers to he had put a hypothetical case, emwithdraw their resignations. The Premier bodying a principle which the House
had, however; never vouchsafed a word of should adopt, that of the corporate and
. explanation to the House. The attention individual responsibility of Ministers .
of the Government was called tp the ques- Every honorable member would be able to
tion on one occasion when the House was distinguish between a que.stion of great
about to adjourn. 1'he Premier was then public policy and a minor question, and
so obtuse to the position that 'he declared would understand that when a, Ministry
there was nothing in it, but on the follow- had made a question a plank in their proing Tuesday he made the announcement gramme on the. hustings, and a -rallying
to "\vhich he (Sir B. O'Loghlen) had re-· point in this House, that it then became a
ferred, which showed that there was some- question of policy. Supposing that a Bill
thing in it. When a difference of opinion introducing such a question were brought
between Ministers was made public by the into the House, and an amendment was
Premier, and a settlement of those differ- proposed perhaps by a private memberences . was afterwards announced by the each member of the Ministry would be
Premier, the House had a right to know the entitled to vote for or against any such
whole facts of the case; but up to the pre- amendment, and th~t was constantly
sent time no official information had been done; but if the amendment were agreed
given to them. He did not think that any to, and the Bill was read a third time
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with the concurrence and on the votes of
the Ministry, then the Ministry accepted
the Bill as an expression of their Ministerial policy. That was the proposition which
was set out in the motion, and the motion
then went on to say that any member of
the Ministry who publicly opposed such
a Bill was not loyal to the expressed will
of the House, had forfeited the political
confidence of the House, and ought to
cease to be a Minister of the Crown. He
thought that that principle would commend it.self to every political thinker in the
Houf:lc. Any Minister who, after a Bill
had been read a third time on the votes
of the Ministry, opposed that Bill, whether
in the newspapers, or on a public platform,
or elsewhere, ought to resign his seat and
cease to be a Minister of the Crown.
Otherwise, he (Sir B. O'Loghlen) could
not see how responsible government was
to be carried on; and he could not·
conceive how they were to solve the
problem of having a Governme~t responsible to that House alone if a wing of
the Government might oppose publicly
the policy which the Government had
accepted. There were many loop-holes
by which a Government might escape if
an amendment of which it did not
approve were made in a Bill. They
could withdraw the Bill, either when the
amendment was agreed to~ or on the
report, or on the third reading, and they
could state to the House their reasons for
doing so. Whatwas the position of thepresent Government in relation to those Ministerswho had publicly opposed an important
provision in the Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill 1 If a Miuister
got himself interviewed, and a long paragraph appeared in the newspapers, ill
which he was represented as stating that
this had always been an open question,
and the Premier denied that statement,
what was the position of that Minister ~
If the Premier ,had accepted the resignations of Ministers in another place, he
would have been in an unassailable constitutional position, and he could have
gone to the Qountry on that question
alone. (Mr. Anderson-" He is a Scotchman, and has more sense.") Then how was
the Premier going to face the country~ It
was statod outside that the honorable gentleman had turned about face, and had given
up his principles and his views to the other
wing of the Ministry. There were whispers of a compromise, but he trusted that
that was not so, and he did not believe it.
Sir B. O'Loghlen.

. Ministers of the Crown.

When the resignations of the Ministers
were withdrawn there were only two constructions which the public could place on
that circumstance-either that the Government had yielded to the Ministers who
differed from them, or that the Ministers·
who differed from them had been victorious,
and that the Government had yielded.·
Honorable members were all in the dark
on this subject; no explanation had been
given to them as to what the points of
difference were, but they knew that one
Minister at least had stated through the
newspapers that the one-man-one-vote
principle had always been an open question. 'fhat was an unconstitutional position for tho Government to be in, and
the sooner they got back to a constitutional position the better.
How
could any Minister, or any honorable mem
bel' who had been a supporter of the
Ministry, go to the cOlmtry upon the oneman-one-vote principle 1 The electors
might say to him, "Oh, we will support
you if you will agree with the other section of the Ministry." This was not a
question of the existence or otherwise of
the Ministry j the question at issue was
whether that House was to rule the
country. 'rhe fact that that House had
control over the finances, and that the
responsible section of the Ministry had
seats in that Chamber, must always makeit
the governing power. If the House departed from that position, it would have
to take a second place in the Constitution.
Some other power would come into play,
and that House would cease to be the
House of Commons and the House of the
people. Honorable members had also t.o
consider that by the silence of the
House on this question a precedent had
been established. The House had never
openly yielded to that precedent, but
a newspaper which set. itself up as
the ultra-conservative journal of the
colony, in a most revolutionary article, put
forward the theory that as it was not provided in any written Constitution that the
Ministry should be one, and should .be
responsible to that House alone, that they
should proceed to sha:pe a new Constitution
on conservative lines. It was also suggested
that the Premier should not have a seat in
that House, and he supposed that that
House would, if such a principle was followed, 'have to be content with one
. or two Ministers. That was the next
step that would be taken if a precedent
were allowed to be established by the
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acquiescence of the House in the action honorable member for Port Fairy. He
of the Ministry. (Mr. Trenwith-" ·Who was also very much surprised at the statetakes any notice of that newspaped") He ment of the honorable member for Port
was sorry to say that that newspaper, Fairy, that they were all in the dark in
although it was not very powerful for regard to this matter-that they did not
good, had great power for mischief, and understand the affair. Why, everything
that power for mischief lay in the fact that . has been settled in the most constitutional
its readers included a large portion of the manner. Ministers differed, they called
monied and educated classes. It was said their supporters together, and fifteen of
to have a circulation of about 15,000 a day; those supporters said-" Surrender to the
he did not know what the circulation was, Legislative Council, and restore peace and
but there must be several readers of each harmony," which the Government did.
copy. It was a very well-condncted jour- (Mr. Munro-"W·ere you there 1") The
nal, well print.ed, and very intellectually policy of the members of the Cabinet in
written, except as regards its political the Council had boen declared by their
articles, which had a considerable power for voting for the amendment of Mr. G.
evil, on account of the class who read Davis, and that was now the policy of the
them and who took their political views Government. The Government, feeling
from them. This newspaper, which was that the one-mall-one-vote rubbish -·he
one of the mainstays of the conservative meant the ~erades Hall programme-had
party in the colony, saw immediately the no longer any footing in this country,
false step which had been taken by the wisely accepted the position, and said,
Premier in not accepting the resignation " We will now give in to the amendment
of the Ministers in another place, and in of the Legislative Council," and the memfollowing the advice given to him at the bers of the Ministry were all working
caucus that was held. It claimed that a happily together again. That was the
precedent had been created, and that a plain position of the matter, and the Asnew conservative Constitution should be semblyhad not had the courage tochaJlenge
formed which would take away from the it. The Government called its supporters
House of the people their great rights and together, the number of whom was given
their great liberties, and would bestow in the press at 26. (Mr. Trenwiththem on some other portion of the Constitu- " Let us get on with the public busincss.")
tion. What he protested against was the The country would never get on on the
acquiescence of .the House in the present lines of the honorable member for Richstate of affairs. It was that acquiescence mond (Mr. Trenwith). They were perwhich he thought would do harm. He fectly prepared to meet the lines of that
also protested against no full explanation honorable member and his little Parliabeing given to the House by the Premier. ment at the top of Swanston-street, either
Honorable members were entitled to know in the House or anywhere else. It was
what were the points of difference between the most gratifying outcome of the whole
the two sections of the Ministry. (Mr. business that the Bill which was to be
Munro-"There is no difference; the whole made th·e rallying point throughout the
thing is a mistake.") Then he would ask country had been surrendered, that the
the Premier had there been no difference ~ Government had come to their senses,
(Mr. Munro-" Let the dead past bury its and that they had fallen into strictly condead.") Would the Premier favour the stitntionallines. The Government, who
House with a statement as to which side were at one time divided, were divided no
had yielded, for when a dispute of this longer. They were "one Government,"
kind occurred one party had to make a as had been interjected by the Premier,
concession to the other ~ The present and he (Mr. Patterson) had to congratuposition of the Ministry was unconstitu- late them upon the conclusion they had
tional, and he had felt it to be his duty arrived at.
to ask the House to place this motion on
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that if no
record.
honorable member was going to speak on
Mr. RICHARDSON seconded the pro- the amendment he would ask leave to
withdraw it.
position.
After a pause,
Mr. DEAKIN said that, before the
Mr. PATTERSON said he was rather amendment was withdrawn, he desired to
surprised that the Government had not say that while he quite agreed with the
made some answer to the remarks of the interpretation which the honorable member
Session 1891.-[172]
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for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) had put people who had dealt with it in another
upon the action of the Government-- place; but they could not do that on the
while he had every reason to believe at present occasion, because the Speaker
present that the Government had adopted would rule them out of order. He wanted
the policy of their colleagues in the Legis- . the honorable member, for Port Fairy to
lative Council, instead of the policy which understand that if he found his motion
they recommended to tho Assembly-he . allowed to drop with this very brief debate
entirely disagreed with the honorable it was not because honorable members had
member for Castlemaine in commending no interest in the question, it was not
them for that. (Mr. Patterson-" 'rhere because honorable members disagreed with
you are wrong.") ·Where the honorable his position, it was not because they did
member congratulated the Government he not intend to have the whole of this ques(Mr. Deakin) deplored their action, where tion thrashed out and settled; but because
the honorable member commended he in another week they would have an
commiserated, where the honorable mem- opportunity of grappling "\vith the quesber applauded he condemned, and when tion face to face, and an opportunity of
the proper time came-- (Mr. Tren- then indorsing the honorable member's
with-" ·What is the use of fooling ~") very proper and constitutional position.
With great regret he felt compelled to call 'rhey could do that much more freely then
the attention of the Speaker to the re- than they could now, and for that reason
mark of the honorable member for Rich- he (Mr. Deakin) rose to assure the honorable member of the sympathy of a very
• mond.
.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem- large portion of the House, although his
ber for Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) is not proposition at present was allowed to pass
in order, and should withdraw the remark. over until a more convenient time.
Mr. BOWMAN stated that he wished
Mr. TRENWITH stated that if the
His name was
remark was not in order he would with- to make an explanation.
draw it, but he would point out that the published in one of the leading journalsmover of the amendment had signified his the Argus-as that of one of the fifteen
intention of withdrawing it, and therefore supporters of the Government who voted
to go on with the discussion would be a for asking Ministers in the Upper House
to withdraw their resignations.
That
waste of time.
Mr. DEAKIN stated that the honor- was not the fact. On the contrary, he
able member for Port Fairy could only was one of the eleven on the other side.
withdraw his proposition with the con- (Mr. Mllnro-" The report was all
sent of the whole House, and every wrong.") He quite agreed \vith the honorhonorable member was aware that he able member for Essendon, that it would
(Mr. Deakin) was perfectly within his be more convenient to discuss this ques-.
rights in addressing himself to the ques- tion when the Constitution Act Amendtion.
The point he wished to make ment Bill came again before the House.
The proposition was withdrawn.
was that the honorable member for Port
The House then went into Committee of
Fairy had in his (Mr. Deakin's) opinion
done his duty in bringing this matter Supply pro forma.
before the House. The honorable member was entitled to bring it before the RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into·committee for the
Honse, and no doubt he would have commanded the undivided support of the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion (adjourned from the preyious
House, except for what he (Mr. Deakin)
took it was the feeling of honorable mem- evening) was resumed on clause 24· (see
bers generally, as well as his own feeling, p. 2527), providing that the Minister might.
namely, that in another week they would request a report from the commissioners
have an opportunity of dealing with this on any proposition as to certain matters.
Mr. GILLIES observed that he had
question practically. At present their
hands were tied, they could discuss a nearly finished his remarks on this clause
general theoretical proposition such· as the when progress was reported the previous
honorable member had submitted, but night. ').1he clause would appear, taken
they could not allude to those points by itself, simply to' mean that the Minister
which gave it force and vigour. They had power to ask the commissioners to
wanted to allude to the particular Bill report on any proposal. N ow, this standthat was in question, and to particular ing by' itself would mean little or nothing,
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because the Minister had power at present
to ask the commissioners to report oJ? any
proposal. (Mr. Munro-" They are not
called upon to do it.") He ventured to
say the House would say that they were
called upon. The law did not say that
(3very head of a department was called
upon to report on something in his department which the Minister desired to know
about; but, nevertheless, that was just as
much a part of the duty of the head of a
department as his ordinary work. (Mr.
Munro-" It is not so recognised.") He
could assert to the contrary, speaking
with the knowledge of years. There was
no occasion on which the Minister called
for a report from tbe commissioners but
they supplied it, and this was proved by
the correspondence that was on the table
of the House. That correspondence showed
that the commissioners held it to be their
duty when the Minister addressed a communication to them to ans"wer it, and
there was no doubt whatever that, without
this clause at all, if any proposal was submitted by the Minister to the commissioners in regard to which the Minister
desired to know their views, the communication wou,ld be answered by the
commissioners and their views set forth.
(Mr. Trenwith-" Then, what harm can
the clause do ~") If the clause stood
by itself alone, without the one which
followed it, and which gave it vital energy,
there would be nothing in it. ",Vhat gave
energy and force and vitality to this clause
was the clause which followed, and which
provided that when the commissioners reported upon some important question or
proposal submitted by the Minister, if the
commissioners were not favorable to carrying out that proposal, they were to state
their reasons, and if the Minister thought
those reasons were not satisfactory, then
he could insist that his proposal should be
carried out, and an Order in Council would
be passed accordingly. (Mr. Trenwitb"Ministerial control-that is what we are
asking for.") This was a new policy
which did not exist in- the law at present.
(Mr. Trenwith-"Why should we want
this Bill if it existed in the law at present1") Surely the honorable member
must know that while an existing law
might be altered in the public interest, it
did not necessarily follow that they were
going to reverse the whole of the policy of
that law. 'rhe Government, in introducing this Bill, told the House that it was not
their intention to alter the policy of the
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Railways Commissioners Act 1883. Now,
he (Mr. Gillies) maintained that this
was a most complete reversal of the
fundamental part of that policy, which took
away from the Minister the power which
he formerly possessed of managing the railways. There was a great difference be~
tween making an alteration in the law for
tbe purpose of improving it and reversing
the whole policy of the law, and this and
the following clause completely reversed
the policy of the Act of 1883. Unless the
Minister could show that he was not proposing virtually to be the railway manage.r
-to instruct as to the management of the
railways as a whole-unless he could show
that by this Bill he had no authority to do
that, then the charge he (Mr. Gillies) made
against this clause and the following one
was that the Minister was taking into his
own hands the complete management of the
whole of the railways in every branch and
department. He could not conceive that
it was hoped to deceive members of the
House, though perhaps some portion of the
public might be deceived, by talking of this
clause as merely a clause asking the commissioners to report. The clause would
not be in the Bill if it were not to be followed by the succeeding clause. It was
put in the' Bill for the purpose of exercising a power, and that power was
the real management of the railways.
He maintained that it did this in
every respect. (Mr. Shiels -- "No.")
",Yhat were the matters in regard to which
the commissioners might be asked to report 1 The first was "for the audit,
inspection, and keeping of accounts." r:ehe
Government had been told already in the
correspondence with the commissioners
that if the Government wanted any alteration in the system of audithig, the commissioners were perfectly agreeable. r:ehe
next was "for prescribing the method of
entering into, letting, subdividing, and
generally carrying out contracts." What
trouble was there about that 1 (Mr.
Shiels-" Do you object to that powed")
Certainly not; and this could be done
now without any' trouble. (Mr. Shiels-"I have not the slightest power in regard to the accounts, and you know it.")
Had not the honorable gentleman been
told in the correspondence that if the
Government would intimate in what direction they wished the auditing of accounts
to be carried out differently from what
it was at present the commissioners would
be most happy to comply ~ (Mr. Shiels-
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"I have not the slightest power to get it
done, and you know it.") What was the
use of the honorable member making that
statement ~ Did he not know that all he
had got to do was to ask that it should be
done and it would be done ~ (Mr. Shiels
- " No, he does not; his experience is
painfully the other way.") The painfulness was brought about by the honorable
gentleman's own conduct, and the penalty
had fallen upon the proper shoulders, as a
penalty ought alwa,ys to do-that was on
the honorable gentleman'S own shoulders.
l{e (Mr. Gillies) ventured to think that if
any other Minister that ever served in
office in this country had followed out the
course which the Minister of Railways had
taken, there would have been no sharper
critic in the House than the honorable
gentleman himself. He would have been
as keen as a knife, as sharp as a razor, to
find out the holes and blemishes of a gentleman who performed his functions as a
Minister of the Crown in dealing with the
commissioners in the way the honorable
gentleman had done. Howeyer, in this
case he (Mr. Gillies) was only dra'wing
attention to what was known by everyone.
No information was ever refused to a
Minister. He ventured to say that the
present Minister of Railways had not
asked for any information that had been
refused. He knew it had been said that
the information had been delayed, and
that was quite possible; but there might
be very good reasons for delay in furnishing information which, perhaps, required
the care and attention of a number
of officers and a long time to prepare.
He challenged the Minister of Railways,
however, to mention one solitary case in
which he had asked the commissioners to
report 011 any matters under their jurisdiction, and ir. which they had declined to
furnish a report.
Another matter on
which the commissioners were to report
was on any proposition" for limiting the
cost of any Ilew workshop, or of altering
()r adding to any workshop." Now
the present law provided that no
money could be expended without the
authority of Parliament, and those
various Railway Acts which were passed
year by year authorizing the expenditure'
of money on new works showed that the
authority of Parliament was necessary.
There was an Act passed, for instance, not
long ago for upwards' of £400,000 for
railway works, not for maintenance, and
the commissioners could not have expended
Mr. Gillies.
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one farthing of that money, however
urgent the works might be, without the
authority first of the Minister, and then of.
Parliament. So that it was quite superfluous to insert this paragraph, which
might appear to be .giving the Minister a
new power, because ~lot one solitary penny
could be expended on any new works
without the authority of Parliament. The
next question on which the commissioners
were to report was on any proposition" for
determining whether any proposed new
siding shall or shall not be· constructed."
N ow, here was one of those things that in
some cases belonged as much to maintenance as it did to construction-one of those
thingsw hich none but the commissioners and
those who worked under them could know
the necessity for, and this was one of the
things the Minister was going to take
upon himself. (Mr. Munro-" No; he is
going to ask them to give him information
about them.") N ow again they had the
cloyen foot. Had he not already pointed
out that this clause was not simply for
the object ofasking for information ~ This
clause had another clause behind it, which
gaye .the Minister power to do what the
commissioners said was not necessary, or
refuse to do' what the commissioners said
was necessary to be done as a matter of
business. (Mr. W oods-" What about the
expenditure on the Maryborough station ~
Did we know anything about that ~ ") He'
(Mr. Gillies) submitted estimates to the
House authorizing that and other expenditure, and if the honorable member at that
time ha<;1. asked him for any information
on the subject he could haye obtained it.
Mr. WOODS said that it was only by
making diligent inquiry into the matter
that the Railways Standing Committee
became a"rare of the fact that £25,000 or
£30,000 wa.s expended on the Maryborough station. 'Vhen they did get hold of
the documents they found that in a paper
presented to Parliament there was giyen
with a whole host of other things an item
for th.e maintenance of the line from
Donald to Castlemaine. (Mr. Gillies"Not maintenance.") They coul<;1. produce
the documents.
Mr. GILLIES stated that he was perfectly aware of how the matter stood.
This was not a question of maintenance
at all. He read the eyidence which was
given before the Railways Standing Committee, and he was very much amused to '
observe that, instead of going to the
fountain-head for their information, the
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committee examined an officer who did the dark, and the HOl,lse was not in the
not necessarily know anything about dark when any question was thought fit
the matter at all. That officer was to be asked. And questions were often
Mr. Lunt, of the permanent-way or main- asked by membera interested in the distenance office.
That was not the tricts where the expenditure was expected
way to obtain information. The com- to take place. There was no trouble in
mittee could have obtained all the informa- getting ~he information if honorable memtion they required if they had sent for one bers liked to ask for it, but to schedule
of the commissioner-s. This was always the whole of it would take about twenty
the mistake that was being made. The pages, and that had never been done up to
committee rushed behind the backs of the the present time. And, should he toll tho
commissioners, and tried to get the infor- Minister, it was not done last year, so that
mation out of an officer, (Mr. McIntyre it did not rest with the Government to
-wrhat is not correct; they did get the open their mouths about it. (Mr. Munroinformation you speak of.") The evidence , , You were the Treasurer last year.")
that he had read showed that the com- And so was the honorable gentleman,
mittee examined Mr. Lunt on this question, who introduced the Bill appropriating upand Mr. Lunt could not tell them whether wards of £400,000 for railway works, and
the estimate had ever been submitted to gave no schedule. A great number of the
him (Mr. Gillies). (Mr. McIntyre-" If items referred to in this clause were unyou read the whole of the evidence, you necessary. rrhe Minister could obtain
would find that you are incorrect.") He from the commissioners a report on every
sincerely trusted that he never would be one of the items in the clause or on any
called upon to read the whole of the other question connected with railway
evidence. That would be a most unfortu- . administration if he thought fit to ask for
nate thing for him. If the commissioners it, and he could get the commissioners'
had beon sent for, and called upon to give views on these subjects; but the value of
evidence, they would have told the com- this clause to the Government was only to
mittee exactly what information was given be gauged by looking at the next clause,
to the House, and what information was which provided the powers that might be
not given. 1'he information given was exercised by the Gover~or in Council.
exactly that which was always given. The The next clause took the whole power and
commissioners informed the Minister of authority for the real management of the
certain works· that were required on the railways out of the hands of the commisvarious lines that were open. 'l'hese were sioners, and that was a complete change of
brought before the Minister, and the form the policy of the Act of 1883. If the Governthey took in the schedule to the Bill which ment mean~ to say that Parliament should
was submitted to the House was the old go back to the old policy that existed prior
form-."Expenditure ona certainline," say, .to that Act, then they should let the comas in this case, from Castlemaine to Donald, mittee understand that. (Mr. Munro"so muoh." If any honorable member had "That clause does not send us back to
thought it worth while to ask him (Mr. the old policy.") Certainly it did. (Mr.
Gillies) for details, he had a document Munro-" No.") The head of the Gosetting forth all the items of the expen- vernment might say "No," but did he
diture.
(Mr. Woods-"Did the House imagine that honorable members could
know of that contract ~ ") Information not read what was placed before them as
was not asked on the subject. It would indicating the intention of the Governtake weeks to get through a Bill if every ment ~ The proposals of the Government
little detail in a lump sum was explained clearly involved a reversal of the policy of
unless the information was asked for. (Mr. 1883 so far as that policy placed the
Woods-"Even an amount of £25,000 1") management of the railways in the hands
Itwasestimated thatthealterationtothesta- of the commissioners. That was unquestion and new buildings would cost £25,000. tionable, and could not be denied. The GoThat was the estimate. N ow, if· any vernment ought to justify their proposals;
question had been asked from one end of they ought to tell the committee their
t'le line to the other end of the line, reasons for making such proposals, and let
making up the total sum set .out in the honorable members judge whether those
schedule, he could have given that es- reasons were or were not sufficient to j llstify
timate-~very pound of expenditure as
this violent and complete change. It was
prop~sed-so that the Minister was not in
not to be expected that the committee
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would be satisfied with the statement that
the Government did not intend to reverse
the policy deliberately adopted by Parliamentin 1883, seeing that they still persisted
in proposals which must inevitably have
that effect, and honorable members would
require some other reasons than had yet been
given. One of the Government proposals
for reducing the deficit in the Railway department was to diminish the train mileage, but it required a vast amount of
information to enable the most competent
railway manager to determine whether
the train mileage on any line could be
reduced with advantage or not, because
there was not a solitary line of rail way in
the colony on which it was possible for a
person who had not special information
. with regard to the district and the traffic
to foresee the result of reducing the number of trains on that line. Only those
who had paid close attention to the traffic,
and were thoroughly acquainted with the
resources of the district, could tell whether
the .taking off of one train might not for
years destroy the chance of that line paying. (Mr. Woods-" They have not had
three passengers a week on the YackanHe was not going to
. dandah line.")
discuss that matter, but the principle he
had laid down could not be satisfactorily
attacked. The proper persons to determine such questions as the reduction of
the train mileage were the commissioners
and not the Minister of Railways; and
whenever the Minister thought proper to
overrule the commissioners he would
undertake the most serious responsibility,'
because the task was one for which he was
not fitted nny more than he would be fitted
to undertake the general management of
the railways. .L\nd yet the proposals contained in this clause involved the general
management of the railways by the Minister instead of by the commissioners, as
provided in the Act. of 1883; and the committee ought to require the Government
to justify their proposal to change the
policy adopted by Parliament in passing
that Act.
Mr. McLEAN said he quite agreed
with the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs that this clause derived more importance from the clauses that succeeded
it than from anything it contained. There
was no doubt at all about that. He also
quite agreed with him that this Bill did
considerably modify and alter some of
the important provisions of the Act of
1883. (Mr. Staughton-" It wipes them
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right out.") He did not agree that it
reversed the policy of that Act to anything like the extent which the honorable member would seem to indicate.
Last night the honorable gentleman told
the committee that he believed that this
clause could have only been drafted under
the influence of anger or excitement, and
the same statement had been made so
fr~ely in the House that he felt he ought
to refer to it. Those honorable members
who held that opinion, and believed that
this Bill was framed and introduced to
Parliament for the purpose of punishing
the Railways Commissioners for alleged
disloyalty to the Government, must have
singularly short memories. An alteration
of the law in the direction indicated by
this Bill had been asked for repeatedly in
Parliament during the last few years.
When the present Government took office
they made the alteration of the Railways
Management Act the principal plank in
their political platform. That was announced to the c.ountry by the Premier
when he addressed his constituents at
Geelong, 'it was announced by the Minister of Railways when he addressed his
constituents, it was announced by himself, and he believed by every member
of the Government who addressed his
constituents on that occasion. Therefore, honorable members would see that
it was cont~mplated and deliberately intended by the Government before any
interviews regarding railway management
took place between the Minister and the
commissioners, before any correspondence
was initiated between them, at 'a time
when no friction regarding railway
management or fl,nything connected with
the railways could possibly have arisen
between them, and at a time when he could
assure honorable members the greatest
personal friendship existed between the
Minister and the commissioners. Indeed,
he might tell the committee that the
present Minister of Railways was specially
chosen for that position, not so much on
account of any special fitness he might
have for the. position of Minister of Railways, as for the special qualifications
which the Government believed him to
possess, and still believed he possessed, to
investigate all the defects of the existing
law and to draft a Bill that would most
effectively amend that law in the direction
that the Government and, he believed, the
country considered to be most necessary.
He would remind the honorable member
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for Eastern Suburbs that when he stated
that the Minister of Railways could do all
that was practically necessary under the
existing law he appeared to have forgotten
the views he himself held when he was
Minister of Railways. He would read to
the. committee one or two statements
that the honorable gentleman made to
the House during that time.
His
principal reason for proposing' to read
those statements of the late Minister of
Railways was not altogether in consequence
of the statements now made by the honorable gentleman himself, but partly because
of the statements made by a number of
honorable members to the effect that if the
Railways Commissioners did not obey the
Minister he should suspend them, that if
they were in any way disloyal to him or to
the wishes of the Government, it was his
duty to suspend them. (Mr. Patterson"Everybody says that.") He would let
the committee hear what the ex-Minister
of Railways said on the point. (Mr.
Staughton-" Why didn't you suspend the
commissioners instead of re-appointing
them ~ ") If the honorable member would
restrain his impetuosity, they would get
on very much better. (Mr. 'Woods-" He's
not built that way.") If honorable members would turn to Hansard, volume 65,
page 2241, they would find that the exMinister of Railways was reported to have
said"There was a special Act of Parliament
passed, the Victorian Railways Commissioners
A.ct, the object and intention of which was
clearly that the railways should be managed,
and new lines of railway constructed under the
authority of the Railways Commissioners, and
not under the authority of the Minister of Railways. The Minister of Railways is not mentioned
in that A.ct except in a few places, and that
is where the Act provides that he shall exercise
a certain supervision on questions of policy.
The Railways Commissioners cannot reduce or
raise fares without the consent of the Governor
in Council; the Railways Commissioners have
to furnish certain returns that may be asked
for at any time, a,nd the Minister, with. the
authority of the Governor in Council, can appoint a board under certain circumstances, and
has power to revise the regulations and by-laws.
Outside of these things the power is carefully
taken out of the hands of the Minister and
placed in the hands of the commissioners, who
are thereby made responsible for the working
of the railways. That is their responsibility.
It is perfectly true that if the Government or
the Minister of Railways was dissatisfied with
the Railways Commissioners, and had cause of
dissatisfaction with regard to their general
management and working of the railways, he
could suspend those Railways Commissioners, or
remove them; but he could not do anything else.
"Mr. MUNRo.-That would be very effective.
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"Mr. GILLIES.-It would no doubt he very
effective; but I venture to say that if the honorable gentleman ever tries it when he is in
office, he will find it very dangerous. "

(Mr. Harper-" That is the whole thing; it
is very dangerous.") He would ask honorable members to go back with him a little,
and see what it was that led to the decision
on the part of the country, on the part of
Parliament, and on the part of the present
Government, to effect the alteration in the
law that was indicated in the present Bill.
Before the passing of the Railways Commissioners Act Members of Parliament
were believed to possess or to exercise a
large amount of political patronage in the
way of providing employment in the Railway department. He believed that in
reality honorable members did not possess
that patronage to the tenth part of what
was believed in the country, but the very
fact that it was believed that Members
of Parliament could find employment for
their constituents ca,used honorable members to be besieged and pestered with
applications for employment, and in their
desire to get rid of that patronage, or of
all semblance of patronage, they went a
great deal too far, and, in his opinion, they
created eviJs very much more gravo and
more serious 'than any they attempted to
cure. What was it they did ~ rrhey
appointed a board of three commissioners to manage the Victorian Railways. They gave to the Chairman of
those Commissioners the power to veto
the views of his colleagues, thus tnaking him wholly and solely responsible
for the expenditure of over £5,000,000 a
year." rrhe whole of that power was virtua.lly placed in the hands of 011e man,
who was not responsible to Parliament,
who was only represented by a Minister
whose functions were reduced by that Act
to the position that he was merely the
visible mouth-piece of the Railways Commissioners. 'fhe Minister of Railways had
no responsibility whatever with regard to
the administration of the Railway department. If the administration of the
railways were challenged in any way in
this House, he could only defend himself
under the miserably humiliating plea that
he had no power, that Parliament had
vested the whole of the power in the
Railways Commissioners, and when honorable members ventured to challenge the
administration of ~he commissioners they
were immediately tbld that it was unfair
to challenge absent men. (Mr. Gillies-
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"On no occasion j that is incorrect.")
What was incorrect 1 (Mr. Trenwith"It has been done this session.") Had
it not been done this session 1 (Mr.
Deakin-" But you were speaking of the
time when the honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs was Minister of Railways.") What he stated was that if the
commissioners were attacked the invariable reply of their defenders was that it
was unfair to challenge absent men.
He
was not finding fault with the commissioners; he was most friendly with
them, and the commissioners knew that
he aJways had been most friendly with
them. He was finding fault with the Act,
and with the powers it conferred on the
commissioners. The commissioners were
not in existence at the time the Act was
passed, and therefore they never asked for
those powers. But what was the effect of
conferring those powers on the commissioners 1 That they could legally incur
liabilities to any extent they liked. (Mr.
Harper-" l?arliament had to vote the
money.") It was perfectly true that
Parliament had to vote the money, but did
tho honorable member not know that
money was frequently voted after it had
been spent, and after it had been paid
over to the Railways Commissioners by the
Treasurer out of the trust funds without
the authority of Parliament. (Mr. Harper
- " Whose fault was that 1") The principal
fault was in the Act of Parliament, the
effect of which was to give the commissioners not only the uncontrolled expenditure of £5,000,000 a year of public money,
but also the undoubted right to incur
liabilities to any extent they chose. (Mr.
Gillies-" That is very much incorrect.")
Did the honorable member mean to say
that that had not been done during the last
two years to the extent of over £1,100,0001
Did the honorable member mean to say
that that was not the deficit as shown by
the Treasury books1 He knew that it was a
fact. It was only fair to the commissioners
to say that according to their accounts a
portion of that money should have been
debited to previous years, but that did not
alter the fact that they could incur liabilities to an indefinite extent. And what was
the effect of that 7 The effect was that
they could personally impose taxation on
. the people of the country, and Parliament
would have no option whatever than to
wring that money from the taxpayers of
the country. And the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs knew it. N ow, he
Mr. McLean.
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would admit at once that the object of this
clause and the succeeding clauses was to
restore to the Minister, not that patronage
that was found so objectionable in the past,
but the proper control, which Parliament
ought never to have parted with, of the
expenditure of money, and of regulating
the taxation and the burdens of the people.
That was what the clause proposed to do,
-and what the Government were prepared
to justify. (Mr. Deakin-" It proposes a
great deal more than that.") He did not
know what the honorable member alluded
to, but a great deal had been said during
this session about the importance of
separating questions of po~iey from the
details of management. That sounded
very well, anti they would all agree with
it on general grounds; but it was very
difficult to differentiate between questions
of policy and details, it was very difficult
to say where policy ended and where
details began. The whole expenditure of
that £5,000,000 of money per year was
made up of questions of detail. The
question of policy over which so much was
claimed under the existing Act amounted
to very little more than the power on the
part of the Minister to agree or disagree
with any p'roposal that might be submitted
to him for an increase or red uction of
freights and fares. Now there were, surely,
many other matters of quito as great importance as tho increase or decrease of
freights and fares. '1'herefore, the Government intended to go so f,1,r as to
give to Parliament through a responsible
Minister the power of controlling taxation
,tnd the power of controlling the expenditure of the people's money; and he did
not care whether that was called a question of policy or a question of detail. (Mr.
Anderson--" Nobody objects to that.")
But the honorable gentleman was defending an Aot of Parliament which rendered
that impossible. He had not the slightest
hesitation in saying that those who voted
for the existing law were voting for giving
the practical power to impose taxes on the
people and the power to spend money to
an unlimited extent to a board outside of
this House, who had no responsible representative in this House, and whose actions
could not be challenged by this House, at
any rate until it was too late; while those
who voted for the proposal of the Govenlment would be voting for restoring to
Parliament what it should never have
parted with-that was, the legitimate
control of the finances of the country.
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Mr. DEAKIN stated that if what the not exceed so much j" or "You shall make
honorable member had said was what this your income reach such a figure j" or both
clause meant and the Government would together. Tht"t would be a perfectly
put just that and nothing else in the proper power to give the Minister of
clanse, they would have the unanimous Railways, and that was the power for
vote of honorable members on the opposi- which the Minister of Lands had been
tion side of the House. All members of contending-to prevent the people of the
the House would accept the position country being taxed to a certain amount
as laid down by the Minister of Lands. without the express sanction of Parliament.
He (Mr. Deakin) would not enter into the He was thoroughly with the honorable
question whether it was a just statement gentleman in that view, and he took it that
that the Railways Commissioners had that could be put in this clause by
untrammelled powers of expenditure, see- making it provide that the Government of
ing that this House had the power to the day should tell the Commissioners of
vote the money year by year. (Mr. Railways how much they might spend
McLean-" After it is spent.") That and how much they must earn. (MJ;;
expenditure only related to maintenance Munro-" "Vould not that be nonsense~")
and not to works, because the sche- 'Vhat he (Mr. Deakin) thought the Honse
dules of railway works could not be wanted was to get rid of the present deficit
approved of until they were brought down and enable the Government to compel the
to this I-louse. At any rate, that was the commissioners to earn sufficient income to
practice of the late Government. (Mr. meet expenditure, with a margin laid beMcLean- "'rhere has been £ 1,100,000 fore this House. That idea he thoroughly
of unauthorized expenditure in the Rail- indorsed. But when it was proposed to
way department during the last two go further and enable the Minister to call
years.") He could assure the honorable for a report at any time and under any
member that he was adding expenditure conditions he pleased on the variety of
of maintenance on to expenditure on subjects set out in the clause, the outcome
works. The statement of the Minister of would be that he became absolute master
Lands on that head required the quali- in every respect.
The responsi_bility
fication that this House had to vote the would be placed upon him not only of
money. (Mr. McLean-" v\Then it is too making the Railways Commissioners ei1.rn
late; when it has been spent.") The a sufficient income, but of dealing with an
answer to that interjection was that if it immense variety of small m~tters, even
was too late one year it was not too down to the construction of a siding. In
late for the next year, and yet Parliament short, the obligation of managing everywent on year ·by year without making any thing would be placed upon him. Not
effort to stop it. Having qualified the only would he have the obligation of
honorable member's two statements on selecting the particular form of retrenchthat head, he was perfectly prepared to men t to be adopted, bu t he would also
support the Minister of Lands in the have the obligation of deciding a number
argument which he put with such force, of railway questions, which he could not
and repeated several times in order to im- possibly be fitted to deal with effectually.
press it on the minds of the committee, that N ow, he (Mr. Deakin) did not think
what he desired and what the Goverment that it was for the Minister to say
intended by this particular clause ·was to where retrenchment should be madeprevent the Railways Commissioners from by striking out, sa,y, a siding here,. or
increasing the taxation of the country. doing away with something there-beIn fact, as the Minister of Railways cause to do that would necessarily bring
knew, he (Mr. Deakin) expressed identically upon him the whole responsibility of
that opinion in the course of a conversa- the management of the railways. Moretion he had with the honorable gentleman over, it would force on the House the
that evening, and he informed the honor- necessary discussion of small items, and
able gentleman that the only objection he honorable members would again have railhad to this particular clause was that it way details forming an undue proportion
seemed to him to be entering into un- . of the business of the Chamber. All that
necessary detail, and that he thought it it was desired to gain could be gained
would be quite sufficient to give the without going as far as that. All that
Minister power to say ,to the commis- was wanted might be done-economy
sioners, " Your expenditure this year shall might be studied, the practical increase of
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taxation without the consent of Parliament might be prevented, and all manner
,of reforms might be brought about by
-establishing the authority of the Executive Council in a general way without
i legislating about details that could only
1ead to needless trouble and difficulty.
Let honorable members even, if necessary,
revise the conditions under which the
.commissioners held office rather than
plunge into these details. If it was preferred, let the commissioners be told within
what financial limits they must work, and
be given a margin in other directions, and
then, if they were found lacking in the
necessary judgment with regard to their
expenditure, they could be got rid of; but
let no such unnecessary burden of administration in small particulars as the
clause pointed to be laid on the Minister.
How could the commissioners be held responsible when after being called on to
report on any number of recommendations
-about sidings, reduction of train mileage,
and the rest--the Minister overruled them ~
Mr. SHIELS said he cordially recognised the desire of the honorable member
for Essendon, but he would ask the honorable member to suppose the Government
to ha ve been possessed of the general
po:wer he spoke of, and that he (Mr.
Shiels) sent down an instruction to the
·commissioners to make the ra~lways pay.
What would the commissioners have
-done, had he given such an instnlCtion ~ They would have raised the rates
and fares-the very thing this House objected to, and which the Premier had to
promise he would not do. What the Government wanted, and what the commissioners did not do, was to diminish working expenses by reducing train mileage
,and cutting down in other directions. He
(Mr. Shiels) informed the commissioners
that the Premier had given a promise-he
thought it was to the honorable member
for Rodney (Mr. Webb )-that there would
be no increase of fares and rates during
the recess.,
Mr. DEAKIN said he was obliged to
the Minister of Railways for his statement.
The honorable gentleman entertained the
,opinion that if of late the commis: sioners had been called upon to make the
-expenses and income agree, they .would,
have increased rates and fares against the
promise made by the Pr~mier ,to the contrary. But he (Mr. Deakin) would point out
that that promise was not binding for all
.time. It was only a temporary promise,
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so that this difficulty ,was got rid of. If
the only way of improving the railway
finances lay in the increase of rates and
fares why, when the promise in question
ceased to be binding, should not such an "
increase be made, unless the Government
or a majority of the House decided to the
contrary ~ Take the hypothetical case
that the commissioners wished to increase
rates and fares, and that this House did
not. Why should they not be permitted
to propose to make an increase, until the
proposition was negatived on the ground
of policy ~ (Mr. Trenwith-" 1'he clause
provides for that.") Then what became
of the position under the clause ~ If the
commissioners wanted to raise rates and
fares, and the Government said" No," a
duty still lay on the commissioners to
bring expenditure within income, and they
would be compelled to resort to other
means. What he (Mr. Deakin) contended
for was that on the commissioners should
be laid the responsibility of making the
tailways pay-that that responsibility
should rest on them in the first instance,
the Government having power to negative any particular proposal on the ground
of policy. If the Minister was simply
empowered to insist on the railways being
made to pay, and also to disapprove
of anything proposed for the purpose, by
that exhaustive means the commissioners
would be compelled to make the railways
pay without going against the policy of the
Government or of the House. Of course
the Government would take their responsibility, but the great advantage would be
preserved that the commissioners would be
sole railway managers, and responsible for
the railway management. (Mr. Munro" They are not responsible at all.") He
was speaking on the supposition that a
clause would be passed making them responsible. The Opposition were cordially
in favour of such a clause. B;is point was,
that under the present clause, the Minister
was put first-making him responsible
when the responsibility ought to rest on
the commissioners, and only come to him
in the event of their absolute failure.
-' Mr. RICHARDSON thought that before
going further there ought to be a fair
understanding of things. The speech of
the Chief Secretary really went back to
the position occupied by Parliament before the existing Act was passed, and
the clause was intended to do the
same thing. It must be to some extent gratifying to the honorable members
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who opposed the Railways Management that there was something more in the
Bill when it was before the House to clause than appeared in the clause itself,
find such statesmen as the Chief Secre- and he would like more information on
tary and others bitterly opposing the pro- the point. Then as to the correspon-'
posals they then supported, but he (Mr. pondence with the commissioners. If the
Richardson) was in the position of having Minister of Railways would look at page 8"
set himself against those proposals. The he would see in a communication from
danger now was that Parliament having himself to the commissioners-which apgone to an extreme point on the former peared to be the result of an investigation
occasion, it appeared likely to go~ to of affairs by the Cabinet-the following;another extreme on the present occasion.
" The Government is of opinion that in order
(Mr. Williams - "Is there no middle toinsure:-l. The reduction of the large annual
way~") That remained to be seen.
He deficts to which the commissioners in their last
report call special attention as certain to occur
quite appreciated the position taken up for
some years to come; 2. The more satisby the honorable member for Eastern factory supervision and management of the
Suburbs and the honorable member for traffic branch and Railway department geneEssendon. Their aim was to prevent rally; and 3. The economical construction of
.
danger being rushed into, and he (Mr. new lines. "
Richardson) also wanted to escape from Then the Minister proceeded to put before
that danger. Also, he thought it ought the commissioners the question of a reto be seen whether there was not a middle duction of train mileage. The honorable
way to save going to extremes. Their gentleman had made some explanation as
position was that while matters of con- to why that item of retrenchment was put
struction should be taken from the com- forward-that the Treasurer had given a
missioners the power of management promise that there should not be an inshould be left with them. At any rate, crease of rates and fares during a certain
that was what he understood their argu- period, that was to say, during the recessment to be. But he would have liked and that it consequently became necesthe honorable member for Eastern Su burbs sary to make some statement as to what'
to have addressed himself to this point might be done. Another matter put for-by what particular means could the ward waspower of construction be taken from
" The granting of all leave of absence, furthe commissioners while making them lough, compensation, retiring allowance,
responsible for railway management. He gratuity, to officers and employes of the Railway
(Mr. Richardson) would consider it a department to be under the same rules and
regulations, as shall from time to time apply to
wise policy on the part of any Ministry all
the other public departments. "
to leave the management of railway details
to the commissioners. If he understood That was one of the means by which
the Premier and the Minister of Railways deficits might be reduced. Was not that
rightly, it was intended that that should put forward as a policy which should be
be done. Rut if that was intended, de- . carried out~ It would then become a
cidedly the clause as it stood went too question-as pointed out by the honormuch into detail. Look at the number of able member for Essendon-that if the
questions upon which the Minister might deficit was not reduced the responsibility
under the clause ask the· commissioners would rest with the commissioners. He
to report. The Chief Secretary said that (Mr. Richardson) quite agreed that the
it was not intended to interfere with clause would make the commissioners
l ailwayappointments-the matter out of
railway managers and traffic managers
which arose the great reason why the Act simply.
(An Honorable Memberof 1883 was passed. But let him (Mr. "Without responsibility.") He would not
Richardson) call attention to subdivision say that; he. certainly thought they ought
12, which was as f0!10ws ; to be responsible. That was something
which
should be faced by honorable mem"For limiting the number of officers and
bers generally. What he would like to
employes and their rate of remuneration, or for
discontinuing any office, or for enforcing the
see would be Ministerial control over the
pro\Tisions of the law relating to the retirement
railways, and, at the same time, railway
of officers and employes. "
management in the hands of the com;..
If that was not intended to interfere in that missioners, with responsibility on their
direction, why was such a specific power part. (Mr. Mllnro-" Are they responto be taken ~ He rather apprehended sible now~") If it was, possible to
o
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make them responsible, that ought
to be dono. As he had already said,
there was a good deal more in the
clause than appeared at first sight. A'
number of illustrations had been given
which were used as an argument why the
clause should be in its present shape, and
why tho Minister should have power to
submit all the prop9sitiolls which were set
out in the clause. He did not regard any
statement of the kind as having much·bearing on tho question. The question was,
whether a method could be adopted to
limit Ministerial responsibility, and yet to
carry out the intention of Parliament as
expressed in the clauses already agreed
to 1 He had been puzzling his mind to
find out somo way of doing that, but he
had not been successful. He thought that
it could bo done, but at the same time he
recognised the difficulty of making any
distinction between policy and admjnistration, and in determining where one
began and the other en'ded. Honorable
members would all admit that. the policy of
the Hailway department must be the policy
of the Government, and he assumed that
this and other clauses were intended to give
the Minister control over all matters of
policy. 'rhen he considered what they
had done in the past, and he took for
example tho station at Maryborough. An
honorable member who was a member of
tho Railways Standing Committee had
pointed out that the cost of that station
was only discovered by them in some peculiar way, but he (Mr. Richardson) remembered the late Premier stating distinctly
in the House that the sum of £25,000
was provided for a station at Maryborough.
He took that to be a matter of administration, and not of policy j and he repeated
that the difficulty was to determine where
. policy ended and administration began.
If some means were suggested by which a
line could be drawn, and by which they
could limit the humiliation that would be
placed on the commissioners-for it must
be a humiliation to them, after they had for
so long a time been irresponsible, as it·
were, in the management of the railways,
to be brought under the control of the
Minister in the manner proposed-he
would be glad to support any proposal which would secure that result.
The committee should not take any step
to humiliate the Railways Commissioners
beyond what was absolutely necessary to
give proper Ministerial control. That was
what the honorable member for Eastern
Mr. Richardson.
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Suburbs desired, and if the honorable
member had stated how it could be done,
he (Mr. Richardson) would have been
pleased to support him j but it appoared to
him that there was no middle course which
could be adopted. If .they agreed to the
principle that the Minister must be responsible to the House, and that the
department must be under his control,
they must place under the control of
the Minister the whole of the operations of the Railway department. He
admitted at once that thero was too
much detail in this clause. Was the
Minister to be prevented from obtaining
information from the Railways Commissioners on subjects other than those mentioned in the clause? If so, the clause
would limit the power of controll of
the Minister. (Mr. Shiels-" "Vill the
honorable member refer to clause 56 j
I see his point, and will endeavour to cure
it1") By going into too much detail the
Minister might tie his hands, and he
would suggest to the Minister that he
should take some general power. The
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
had sought, by an interject.ion to the
Chief Secretary, to convey the impression
that the Maryborough railway station
was a matter that was under Ministerial
control.
If so; then administration
itself was under Ministerial control, and
. how was it that the commissioners absolutely refused to give certain information
to one Minister of Railways which they
gave to another1 As he stated in his
speech on the second reading of the Bill,
if he had been in the position of the
Minister. of Railways he would have
known the reason why the information
that he required was not furnished to him,
or he would have taken the course that
was suggested by the honorable member
for • Eastern Suburbs, that of suspending the Railways Commissioners. (An
Honorable Member-" That would have
been dangerous.") He would either have
endangered his own position or that
of the commissioners. If the Minister
was treated in the ''lay in which honorable
memberswere led to believe he was treat.ed,
that was the only legitimate course for
him to adopt. The control given in the
Bill was not a Ministerial control, but an
Executive control. (Mr. Shiels-" That
is intended.") The Minister was to get
the information from the commissioners,
but he was not to decide upon any matters himself. The information was to be
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:referred within a certain period to the
Executive Council, and the. decision of the
Executive Cpuncil was to be conveyed to
the commissioners. What necessity was
there for that ~ Surely the Minister, when
he took an important step, was in communication with his colleagues, and by the
provision to which he (Mr. Richardson)
had referred the honorable gentleman was
really lessening Ministerial control.' No
doubt the Bill ';'vould in that respect shield
the Minister of Railways, but it would
also prevent Parliament from taking
direct action in connexion with any question that might arise. He did not know
of any other case in which it was
-provided that such a course should be
followed. He would -like now to call
attention to the principle involved in the
clause as a whole. 'rhe clause was intended
to carry out the policy that was laid down
in the correspondence addressed by the
Minister of Railways to the Hailways Commissioners. The main feature of that policy
was that the railways should be made to
pay. 'rhat would become as large aquestion
as the question of railway management.
The Government had done right in
-promising that they would not increase
freights during "the recess, but this Bill
was a cominencement of interference.
Railways could not be made to pay unless
there was traffic. He would suggest to
-the Minister that there was only one course
which he could take, and he would not
have made this suggestion if a return for
which he had moved had been presented
to Parliament. He did not know whose
fault itwas that that returnhadbeensolong
delayed; it was of great importance in
discussing this question, as hoilorable
members could not arrive at a conclusion
unless they had evidence before them.
The Minister knew that there were any
number of lines that could not be made to
pay for a considerable time to come.
There was a line from Ararat and Avoca
which could never be made to pay, and
also a line from Ballarat to Buninyong of
which the same statement might be made.
All the commissioners in the world could
not make those lines pay. The Minister
would, for the credit of the country, have
to classify the lines. There would have to
be one class including all the lines that
would payor that could be made to
pay at once; and he would have to
take into consideration the traffic carried over those lines; then there would
have to be another class composed of
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lines which would not pay for some time
to come; and a third class comprising lines which never would pay. Then
the honorable gentleman would have to
determine where the money was to come
from to pay the interest upon the capital
expended in constructing and working the
lines that did not pay. 'rhat was a question which would have to be faced boldly,
and he (Mr. Richardson) thought that the
money would have to come out of the consolidated revenue. The agricultural interests of the colony certainly could not be
destroyed by increasing freights on farming produce.
Mr. SHIELS said that no such power
was given under this clause.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that it was true
that the sub-section in the clause relating
to this question had reference to the rates
of fareG for the conveyance of passengers,
but rates could be increased under the
present law without a question being
addressed to the commissioners at all. If
the Minister of Railways was to have the
absolute power which would be 6'iven to
him by this Bill, he would be able at any
time, through the Governor in Council, to
increase rates. (Mr. Shiels-" No.") Did
the honorable gentleman mean to say that
the Minister could not ask the Railways
Commissioners to report on any other
questions than those set out in the clause ~
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that he
had already pointed out to the Minister
that by introducing so much detail into
this clause he might limit Ministerial
responsibility in a manner that was not
desirable.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the honorable
member for Creswick must not accept the
statement made by the leader of the
Opposition. The Government had no
intention of taking any power in this Bill
to increase the freights 011 goods on old
lines.
Mr. RICHARDSON observed that there
was a diffLCulty in discussing the question,
because it was dealt with in two clauses,
clauses 24 and 25, and the latter was not
at present before the committee. He had
pointed out what appeared to be the
difficulties in the way, and he would only
say further that it was of importance that
the work of the Railways Commissioners
should not be interfered with beyond what
was necessary in order to give properMinisterial control.
Mr. 'VRIXON said that on the clause
now before the committee the whole of the
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Bill really turned. He was sorry that
there had not been a fuller attendance of
honorable members during the discussions
on this Bill, because this was one of the
most important matters that had come
before Parliament for some considerable
time. It was not merely a question of
whether they liked or disliked the Railways Commissioners; it was not a personal
question in any sense; and he acquitted
the Government of being influenced by
any personal feeling in introducing this
Bill. rrhose honorable members who objected to the Bill did not consider the
commissioners at all, but the principle on
which the railways were to be managed.
Nothing could be more clear than that if the
committee adopted the proposal contained
in this clause, followed up as it was
by other clauses of a similar nature,
they would entirely reverse the policy
adopted in 1883.
Between the. Railways Standing Committee on the one hand,
and the position which the Minister of
Railways would occupy under this Bill on
the other hand, there would be a complete
return to political management.
The
Chief Secretary was generally fair, but he
was not quite fair in saying that those
honorable. members who supported the
. objections to the Bill were in favour of
having the country taxed by a lot of
irresponsible persons.
Honorable members had repeatedly stated that they
desired that some liile should be drawn
between matters of detail and matters of
policy. (Mr. Munro-" Where does the
line come in 1") It was not impossible to
draw the line, but in any case that was the
view which he put forward in 1883, and
the view which he still held. Honorable
members had never been in favour of
leaving large matters of policy to the
Railways Commissioners, but, at the same
time, they had always been of opinion that
business details should not be under political control. It was a slight damper
to the enthusiasm which many honorable members felt in 1883, when they
supposed they had completed a great
reform, and had put an eud to the old
system of political control, to find now
that the whole thing was going to be
rev~rsed in tho most
unsatisfactory
way, because it was to be reversed
without the fact being acknowledged.
'rho Chief Secretary made another statement which he thought the honorable
gentleman had not fully considered. He
talked about the commissioners spending
Mr. Wrixon.

A'lJUndment Bill.

money from time to time without the least
authority from Parliament. Now what
were the facts 1 Would anyone justify
the commissioners spending money at their
caprice or their own will without reference
to Parliament ~ (Mr. Munro-" They spent
£400,000 in one year without a scrap of
authority.") It was no use the Premier
referring to the dispute between the Treasury and the Railway department. (Mr.
Munro-" I am not referring to that at
all.") No member of the House had ever
pretended that the commissioners should
have such a right. Everyone knew what
really took place. Certain provision was
made, and then a boom traffic took place,
and this traffic rendered increased expenditure necessary which had not been foreseen ..
That increased expenditure had to be met;
the men could not be left without their
wages. He would ask honorable members
not to be led away by these plausible
arguments, which did not go to the root
of the matter. The arguments of the
Chief Secretary, though plausible, were
unsound. When a boom traffic took place
which no one anticipated the working
expenses increased, and the expenditure
that was at first anticipated had to be
augmented. (Mr. McLean-" The commissione)'s admitted that they had underestimated the expenditure.") The whole
thing was under the control of Parliament.
(Mr. Munro-" No.") What he disliked
was the unfainless that was shown. When
they got into difficulties they turned round
and laid on the commissioners the blame
which they themselves ought to bear.
Whatever was done was done in the light
of day by Ministers responsible to ParlialiamEmt, and if Parliament disliked that
particular mode of carrying on the railway
traffic, it could have objected; but it
never occurred to it to do so. It was
not fair to impute to those honorable
members who raised some objection to
this clause that they wanted the Railways Commissioners to have the right of
spending money as they liked, or manag··
ing the affairs of the railway as they
pleased. Noone wished or desired that.
But what they wished the Government to
do was to remain true to the principles of
the great reform of 1883, and to draw a
line handing over directly to the Minister
all matters of policy, but leaving questions
of business detail to the commissioners.
'He was quite in favour of handing all
matters of policy over directly to the
Minister-he wanted no circumlocution,
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no boards or screens on matters of policy of any value which would not come entirely
-but he thought it would be a lament- under the full scope a.nd blaze of political
able mistake to hand over to the Minister, influence. There would not be the proas he would show that this Bill clearly did, tection which wa.s afforded now by the
all matters of detail in regard to railway Public Service Act or the Railways Commanagement. This clause enabled the missioners Act. Every appointment would
Minister to make a proposition to the be subject to the approval of the Governorcommissioners on any of the subjects in Council, which meant the Minister j
mentioned. Some of those subjects he unless he was satisfied no appointment
(Mr. Wrixon) thought the Minister was could be made, so that the whole of this.
perfectly entitled not only to make a pro- patronage wa.s handed over to the Minister.
position upon, but to determine altogether (An Honorable Member-" Quite right.')
for himself, and, if he did determine them Of course, honorable members who believed
himself, it was useless circumlocution to in handing over these matters to mere
make a proposition to the Railways political influence would be satisfied with
Commisioners or a.ny other subordinates. this Bill j but, for his pa.rt, he deplored it,
In regard to these matters of policy, he and he believed the result would be infinite
would like to see them handed over to the injury to the proper working of political
Minister a.ltogether j but in rega.rd to government as well as to the proper'
several ma.tters of detail-how a.ccounts working of railway government. There
were to be kept, the a.lteration of a work- were other clauses in the Bill going
shop, where new sidings were to be con- on the same .lines. Clause 55, for instructed, whether there should be a.ny stance, provided that the sanction of
rebuilding of a. sta.tion, whether civility the Minister should be required in the
should be enforced among the railway smallest matters. (Mr. Shiels-" I hope
employes, and other matters of this kind the honorable member will confine him-he (Mr. vVrixon) submitted that these self to the clause under discussion.")
were matters essentially of railway manage- He merely wanted to illustrate the effect
ment, and should be left under the con- of the immense change which they were
trol of the commissioners. By this clause, making by this Bill by pointing out that
however, and the clause following, power clause 55 prohibited the commissioners
was given to make a. proposition to the from making even a siding or widening a
commissioners on any of these subjects, bridge without the consent of the Minister.
and if they did not accept the proposition Then there was a most unusual provision
the Minister was entitled to enforce it. in clause 56, which provided specially that
Therefore the real power was ta.ken out of the Minister was to have an office in the
the hands of the commissioners in these railway buildings, and was to have a personal
matters, a.nd, of course, with the real right to go directly to every employe in.
power the responsibilitywa.s also gone. the railwa.y service over the heads of the
Noone could complain to the commis- commissioners. (An Honorable Membersioners hereafter, for example, in regard to "Why not~") If they meant to make the
the incivility of porters, because the com- Minister the railwa.y manager that, no
missioners would be entitled to answer that doubt, was a proper thing, but he (Mr.
the supreme control of that matter was Wrixon) contended that the political
ca.st upon the Minister, and if he was not 'Minister should not be a railway manager,
satisfied it was for him to make a proposal as he was being made by this Bill. He
and carry it out. If they looked into other denied that it was impossible to draw the
cla.uses of the Bill theywould also see that line between matters of mere business
this power of the Minister was brought in detail and matters of public policy. It
in many other directions. For example, no might be difficult to draw the line, but it
appointment could be made in the Railway could be done. What was done in regard
department of the value of over £500 it to any great railway company ~ The
year unless it was one which the Governor board of directors gave a man £10,000 a
in Council approved of. Here, again, was a year, and handed him over the whole
most serious step by which the whole control of the business management.
ma.tter wa.s brought under political in- 'V'ould that board of directors draw up a
fluence. For his part, he pitied the man code of rules providing that, before the
'who would fill the position of Minister manager dealt with incivility of porters,
when this proposal was ca.rried out, because or put in a siding, or altered a building,
there would not be a single appointment he must refer specially to them ~ Why the
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manager would not be worth having if he
eould not manage such things for himself.
Directly tho Minister was put in this
unfortunate position, no doubt the commissioners would be eclipsed; but they
'Would also be made irresponsible, because
whatever oceurred hereafter the complaint
must be made to the Minister and not to
the commissioners. All the evils which
he thought were crushed by the Act of
1883 were to be revived, and there would
not be an appointment over £500 a year
about which thore would not be political
influence exercised. There ~\'as one vther
point on which he wished to say a word. The
great reason which was put forward for this
and other clauses of the Bill was that the
railways did not pay-th~t they were 80
expensively managed that they did not pay,
and that they must 1;>e made to pay: Now,
he had always thought it was most unfair
in that House to take up this position.
What was the fact 1 They knew that they
had been for years making railways which
they were quite aware were not going to
pay at first, at all events. The policy of
the country was to go on constructing railways, not because they were payable concerns, but because they would be useful
ina public point of view-and what was the
necessary result 1 Of course, that they did
not pay. N ow, he had always found the
House desirous of being not only just but
generous, and he did not like to see it put
forward, not so much in the House as outside, that the railways did not pay because
of the management of those miserable commissioners. If they were so anxious that
the deficit should cease, and that the railways should pay, that could be done tomorrow. Honorable members could raise
the rates if they were willing. (Mr. Woods
- " That would not make them pay.") He
was told that it would, and that a very
slight increase in rates and fares would
make the railways pay. Another thing
they could do if they were so anxious to
prevent an increasing deficit was to delay
railway construction for a year or two. But
were they ready to do these things 1 Was
it not the fact that the other day they
passed a vote adding £30,000 a year to the
wages of the rail way employes 1 He did
not wish to enter into the merits of that
proceeding, but what he objected towasthat
when the bill had to be paid which was the
necessary effect of such a policy the
miserable subterfuge should be resorted to
of putting the blame on the commissioners.
Mr. Wrixon.
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Mr. MUNRO said tHat during the speech
of the honorable member for Portland he
(Mr. Munro) interjected that the Railways
Commissioners had spent a large sum
without the authority of Parliament. In
proof of that statement he would read the
following from the report of the Audit
Commissioners :~
"The total amount provided by the Appropriation Act 18R9-90 for 'Salaries, working
expenses, &c. " of the Railway department
(including £405,000 for the service of 1888-9
and arrears} was £2,203,000. This, however, fell
short of the requirements by £413,928 13s. 3d.,
and, although £300,000 was placed upon the
Supplementary Estimates, it became necessary
to pay the balance, as already mentioned, out
of the votes for the current year. "

That money was all expended by the
commissioners without a scrap of parliamentary authority; and they purposely,
according to the statement of the late
Treasurer, under-estimated their expenditure, saying that this would be a means
of economy. Parliament gave them no
authority for this expenditure, and Parliament had no opportunity of giving them
authority.
Mr. GILLIES observed that the statement of the Premier was misleading.
(Mr. Munro-"It is absol:utely true.") It
only told a portion of the truth, not all.
The balance of the tnlth· was that the
expe~ses of the Railway department for
that year exceeded what was estimated,
and the money was bound to be met and
the wages of the men paid. He (Mr.
Gillies) took the responsibility, as the
Minister, of advancing from the Treasury
the amount of money which was necessary
to pay the wages of the men, and more
than once he had challenged Parliament
to say that he was wrong.
Mr. MUNRO said that the honorable
member also admitted in the House-the
statement would be found in Ilansardthat the Railways Commissioners pur-.
posely under-estimated the amount of the
expenditure.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that the Premier
was not making a complete statement.
What he (Mr. Gillies) stated was thisthat the c0mmissioners were anxious to
keep the expenditure as low as possible,
and with that object they even named
a less sum than possibly they would be
called upon to expend, with the view of
inculcating economy. He made that statement, and he :would assert that that was
not at all an unusual thing in business
matters, to say nothing of railways. It
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One honorable member said that
was not improper when the truth was not it.
concealed from Parliament. (Mr. Shiels- if they passed the clause they would be
"1'0 submit a false estimate~ It is cor- altering the administration and the policy
Now, he
rupt.") That statement was not true .. of the Railway department.
(Mr. Shiels--" It is.") He would ask the would like to ask whether the administrahonorable gentleman to withdraw the tion and the policy of the RailwH,y departstatement, or else he would be compelled ment had been satisfactory ~ 'What had
to say that the honorable gentleman was they been talking about for a long time
past but the unsatisfactory state of the
corrupt.
The CHAIRMAN.-I hope the Attorney- Railway department, and it was part of
General will withdraw the statement.
the policy of the Government that they
Mr. SHIELS observed that he never should effect some reform. Another honsaid or intended to say that the honorable orable member said the clause would alter
member for Eastern Suburbs was corrupt. the whole policy, taking the mauagement
What he said was that it was corrupt to out of the hands of the Railways Commispalm off on Parliament a statement which sioners. ~rhat was anl)ther reason why he
,va::; untrue, and untrue withi.n the know- (Mr. Hall) would support the clause. He
ledge of those who made it and put it , thought it was about time that they did
before Pa,rliament.
take some of the management out of the
Mr. GILLIES remarked that if the hands of the commissioners, and he said
Minister of Railways intended to with- that if the clause would alter any of
draw his statement he must withdraw the policy and administration of the
it at once, or else he (Mr. Gillies) would department that \vas just what· had
be called upon to use such language as the been wanted for a considerable time
honorable gentleman used, and they would past. Another objection urged to the
not get on with the business.
clause was that it would put on the MinisThe CHAIRMAN.-The Minister of ter the responsibility which. should be
Hailways has withdrawn the statement.
placed on the commissioners. In his
Mr. GILLIES said he had not.
opinion, it was quite right that re'rhe CHAIRMAN.-The Minister of sponsibility should be placed on the
Railways stated that he did not mean to Minister who was responsible to Parliasay that the lionorable member for Eastern ment. ,1.'he argument used against the
Suburbs was corrupt..
clause that it gave power and responMr. GILLIES said he was sorry the sibility to the Minister was one of the
Attorney-General of the Crown should so principal reasons why he would support it.
far forget himself as to use a word which 1.'hey had been told that a great deal of
was necessarily offensive. (Mr. Shiels- PQwer and responsibility would 'rest on the
" Not to you; I never intended it to apply Minister of Railways if this clause were
to you.") 1.'hen he was at a loss to under- passed, and honorable members had said
stand what the honorable gentleman meant that they would not envy the Minister his
by making the statement.
position. Well, if the Minister chose to
Mr. SHIELS said be would not take take the position, why should Parliament
from the honorable member his course of object ~ Of course no one knew who might
conduct on this or any other matter. He take the position in the next Ministry, but
had offered the honorable member his a majority of honorable members 'felt that
assurance that he did not apply the term the Railway department should be under
to him.·
the control of a Minister responsible to the
Mr. HALL remarked that it was very Assembly. The next clause should haNe
evident that this was a most important been taken in conjunction with this clause,
clause. All the special pleading of those because it showed what was intended to
gentlemen who desired to see the clause be done in regard to the proposal in this
wiped out made him and others somewhat clause. It was not merely that the Minissuspicious of their motives. It seemed to ter would have power to disagree with the
him ,that the clause was giving to the decisions of the commissioners, because
Minister power which had been asked for the clause provided that, jn the event of
for a considerable time past, both in the the Minister differing from the commisHouse and in the country. Some of the sioners ml a,ny of the matters mentioned,
arguments of those who objected to the his decision was to be put before Parliaclause furnished the strongest reasons ment so that Parliament might see whether
why its supporters should stand by he had ca.rried out his duty properly.
Session 1891.-[173]
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Unlike t~e present Commissioners of Rail. ways, the Minister of Railways would .not
be able t.o do as he pleased, and be responsible to nobody; he would be responsible to Parliament. Thehonorable member
for Portland expressed the opinion that the
operation of this Bill would bring back
tho old system of political patronage, and
that·they would all have the trouble they
had before. But tbat was not so. There
were many reasons for giving the Minister
of Railways some power of control over
the Railway department. Not long ago
two appointments were made by the commissioners contrary to the desire and express wish of the Government and Parliament; and the Minister of Rail ways stated
in the House that he had no power to
interfere, and had a vote of the House
been taken a majority of honorable members would have declared that those appointments should not have been made~
But honorable members had to sit there
like dummies, and allow the commissioners
to play ducks and drakes with the people's
money by appointing whom they pleased.
. This clause gave the Minist.er of Railways
power to prevent a repetition of such
scandals as that. Then, again, the rail
ways were losing the State £1,000 a day
at the very least, and were they to allow
an administration of that kind to continue1
It was time honorable members stirred.
themselves, and insisted that the policy
now proposed by the Government should
be inaugurated immediately. There were
severa,} ways of saving money in the
Railway department, and if the commissioners could not find them Parliament might find them, and if honorable members could not find them
they ought to let their constituents
see if they could find them. Money
might be saved by reducing the train
mileage on lines that did not pay and by
the amendment of the contract system ..
'Vould any ordinary business' man have
let the cont.racts for the refreshmentrooms on the terms they had just been
let by the commissioners 1 The refreshment-rooms had been let on a seven years'
contract, with this condition that any
lessee could' throw up his contract at a
month's notice. What would happen 1
Some of the lessees would stick to the
refreshment-rooms for the best part of the
season-Christmas and the summer holidays-and then throw them up at a
IilOnth's notice. VVas that a reasonable
arrangement 1 Surely the Minister of
7

Mr. Hall.
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Railwavs would never lend himself to such
a one-;ided bargain as that if he had
proper control of the department. What
improvement had the commissioners ·made
in the lighting of the railway carriages duriug the seven years they had been in office 1
He was told they were going to enter into
a contract to pay £30 per lamp for some
improvement they had got after seven
years'trials, but several honorable members
had seen an excellent lam.p '\vhich had been
offered to the department at a cost of £3
per lamp to convert the old lamps. ,\Vhat
private business man would pay £30 for a
thing he could get for £31 All these things
went to show the need of some control
over the Railways Co~missioners with
regard to contracts. (Mr. Anderson"vVill this clause give it1") Yes, because
the Goyernment would t~en be able to get
information as to what was being done by
the commissioners. What did honorable
members think of the grand palace that
had been built in Spencer-street for the
use of the clerks and officers of the department 1 Was Parliament ever consulted
upon that. The general public who had
got to pay for the .palace had to put up
with an old station that was more fit for a
stable. vVould any man in private business allow a palace to be built for his
horses or his asses, and content himself
with living in a stable1 Did any honorable
member know the cost of furnishing that
palace 1 And what had the public to put
up with in the waiting-rooms 1 An old
bench to sit on in a miserable dirty place,
which was a disgrace to the city of Melbourne. When their constituents asked
them what the palace in Spencer-street
was for, and were told that it was for the
usc of the clerks and officets of the department, theywould want to know what accommodation had been provided for the public
who had to pay for the palace; and they
would ask honorable members if they hadno
control over the expenditure of the department. And what a humiliating position honorable members would be in when
they had to confess to their constituents
that they knew nothing about the expenditure until it had been incurred, and that
they had no control over the R.ailway
department. He was astonished at honorable members who were opposed to the
reform proposed by the Government desiring to continue the present state of things.
Take the fuel used by the R.ailway department. He was told that the department
could get such fuel, using firewood with
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their coal, as would save at least 30 per
cent.; and the departme'nt spent nearly
£250,000 a year on fuel. Engine-drivers
had told him that they had burnt firewood with their coal on several branch
lines with most satisfactory results. The
firewood could be got at various stations
~long the lines at very much less cost than
the ,coal now obtained from another colony.
The Railway department were spending
nearly £250,000 a year in another colony,
-\vhile our own people were standing idle and
the coal industry in this colony going to the
dogs. A reform in that respect would be
acceptable to the country generally. The
change now proposed by the Government
was pressingly ;necessary, and he was astonished that honorable members should
oppose it and desire to continue the old
state of things, and allow reckless extravagance to continue on the part of persons
who were irresponsible to Parliament or
the country. 'rhose honorable members
who supported this clause would have the
satisfaction of knowing that they were'
trying to carry out the wish of the
country, and to put the railways on a
proper basis.
Mr. ARMYTAGE expressed the opinion
that when the estimates of the Railway department were being considered the most
important point was not touched on. Although those estimates were afterwards
acknowledged to be false the finances of
the year were founded on them, and when
the Treasurer had subsequently to withdraw large sums of money which had been
placed with the banks at fixed deposit he
announced to the House that had he known
that the expenses of the Railwaydepartment
would have been as great as they were he
would' not have placed so large a sum of
money on fix~d deposit. On account Of
the unexpected withdrawal from the banks
of such a large sum of Government money,
the colony ran great risk of a financial
panic. The honorable member for Essendon
seemed to think that all that was necessary
might be provided by bringing in a clause
which would give the Minister the power
to say whether the railways should be
made to payor not, but if such a clause
were passed the Minister would be just as
great a dummy as he was now. He might
say to the commissioners, that they must
make the railways pay, but what if, at the
end of the year, the commissioners told
him they could not do it 1 Under such a
clause as that suggested by the honorable
member for Essendon the Minister could
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not force the commissioners to make the
railways pay. This clause would make
the Minister of ~ailways a real Minister,
and not, as the late Minister of Railways
properly described the position, a Minister
with nothing to do. Was it not obviously
an anomaly that the political head of the
department which was spending more than
half of the revenue had nothing whatever
to do in that department ~ This clause
provided that the Minister should take
certain responsibility upon himself, so that
Parliament might obtain some control over
the Railway department. The clause was
a very admirable one, and he hoped that
it would be passed.
Mr. PATTERSON said he agreed with
the honorable member for Portland that
after they had dealt with the question now
under discussion it would not be necessary
to say much more with regard to the Bill.
He would ask the Minister of Railwaysthe honorable gentleman being a lawyerwhether it was wise to particularize in i1
clause of this kind ~ 'During a long experience in Parliament, he had heard the
ablest lawyers in the colony speak of the
danger of particularizing the authority
they proposed to take. It would be much
better to set out in general terms the
respective functions of the Minister and
the commissioners. If it could be provided in a clause or two that the power
of the Minister should be limited in a
certain way as to policy, and that the
commissioners should have their authority
defined as to management, that would be
a very great improvement on the scheme
contained in this ,Bill. How would this
clause work out 1 If the Minister made a
proposal about the construction of a siding
it had to be done in a certain way. What
did that mean 1 It meant that a deputation of Members of Parliament and people
from the country would first wait on the
Railways Commissioners about that siding,
and if they could not get it from the
commissioners they would then go to the
Minister, who would have to ask the commissioners why they should not have
that siding. (Mr. Shiels-" No, no; it is
precisely the other way.") Well, take
it any way they liked, it meant that
political interference was to be restored,
and that the Act of 1883 was to be
reversed.
Now, the colony had in its
railways a splendid property; he did not
think there was a better property in
the world, and he could not agree with
the honorable member for Shepparton in
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his remarks as to the alleged want of
rrhe
accommodation on the railways.
people of this colony had more accommodation on the railways for the money
they paid than he p.ad found on any other
railways in his travels, except in the
neighbourhood of a few large cities. He
could tell the Attorney-General that the
word corruption had no meaning in our
p01iticallife, in the railway management,
or in anything else connected with the
colony. Misleading statements might have
been made, but he utterly denied that
there had been corruption in the Victorian
railways or in anything else in connexion
with State affairs in Victoria. (Mr. Shiels
- " And so do I deny it.") All honorable
members were proud of the fact that,
although they might differ· as to the
method of management .in the Railway
department, there was no such thing as
corruption in connexion with the railways
of the colony. They had been told that
certain things had gone wrong in the
Railway department, owing to what
Parliament had done, but there was
Parliament put connothing in that.
fidence in the managers of the railways
just the same as any board' of directors
put confidence in their managers, and
Parliament looked to the commissioners to
conduct the business of tho Railway department properly. If the commissioners
had not cond ucted the business of the
department properly, why should Parliament be called upon to alter the law
because the commissioners had not succeeded to their satisfaction. He still
maintained that the fault was in. the men
and not in the measure, and that the right
way to rectify the matter was to deal with
the men and not to amend the measure.
If men were not disposed to work right,
there was no kind of legislation that would
keep them right. Therefore, the Government had gone the wrong way about this
matter. It was too late, perhaps, to object
now. The Government desired to push
the Bill through; they had the affairs of
the country in their hands; they had to
meet the deficiency, and they were entitled
to support, because they had to find the
money. He did not know that there was
so much importance to be attached to
making the raihvays pay, but they could,
at any rate, endeavour to reduce the loss
on the Railway department. If there were
certain lines that did not and would not pay,
instead of running three trains a day, why
not run one ~ (Mr. Woods-" One a month
Mr. Patterson.
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wouldbeenoughonsomelines.") (An HonorableMember-"Shut them up altogether.")
It did not require an expert knowledge, in
his opinion, to determine what the resultsof reducing the train mileage would be.
In justice to the Minister of Railways, he
must state that he thought the honorable
gentleman did indicate to the commissioners what he intended they should' do,
and it was an impudent statement for the
commissioners to make that they had
never been tOld, asked, or expected to
make the railways pay better. The cor-'
responden"Ce sho'wed the commissioners
what the Government expected, and the
Ministry should not have been called upon
to make any suggestions at all. The commissioners were appointed for the purpose
of proposing to the Govenlment what the
management of the Railway department
should be, and, in his opinion, the commissioners showed themselves unfit for the
position altogether when they expected
suggestions or recommendations from the
Government. ':(.1he Government should
have received proposals and suggestions
from the commissioners as to how . to
work the raihvays in the best interests of
the country, and those 'proposals should
have been indorsed by the Government or
otherwise. Therefore, he differed altogether from honorable members who
complained that the commissioners did
not get suggestions from the Government. They ought all to remember that
the railways were the greatest property of
the State, and that they. had a splendid
He hoped
country to work them in.
that the Government would look cheerfully to the future, and not cut down too
meanly or make the people believe that
the colony was going to ruin, but that
they would try 'to put the railways on
such a basis as to make them pay as
nearly as possible, and invigorate the
people of. the colony with some life. If
the Minister obtained the authority he now
asked for, it was 'to be hoped that he would
exercise it wisely and not in a foolish way,
remembering that the commissioners had
a better knowledge of railway management than he, and it was also to be hoped
that the result of this change in the policy
of l;ailway management would be to increase the value of our great national property-the i'ailways-but that it would
not add anything in the way of friction,
and would not cause or permit a return to
that system I?f political patronage which
they all so much condemned.
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Mr. McCOLL expressed the opinion that to try to make the measure more perfect.
this clause either went too far or not far Very few honorable members, if any,
enough. '1'0 single out all the petty details desired to return to political patronage.
it contained was to degrade and humiliate (Mr. Tunler-" That is exactly what you
the commissioners in the office they held, are proposing we should do.") He did not
and no one in Parliament desired to do think that that would be the result of
that. They all knew there had been adopting his amendment, because if Pargrave faults in the management of the liament gave the Minister these broad
railways, and he was astonished that general powers it would make him much
during the last few months the commis- more cautious as to how he exercised them,
sioners had shown such supineness in deal- and in all probability he would only
ing with railway matters. If the com-' exercise them in accord with the commismissioners had vigorously taken in hand sioners.
Mr. G. D. CARTER remarked that, no
the reform of the railways administration
from the time this measure was broached, doubt, the common object of honorable
without being asked by the Minister or members was to improve the present posianyone else, they might have made such tion of the railway affairs of the country.
an improvement in the condition of the N one of them were satisfied with the past,
Railway department as would have got and they wanted tha,t something better
them the good-will of Parliament and the should be done in the future. But very
country.
The chief commissioner was excellent reasons had been put forward by
admitted on all hands to be an able man, a number of honorable members as to why
and he questioned whether they could get it would be better to substitute for the
a better man in his place; in fact, within present clause one of, a general character,
proper lines, he questioned whether the which would not embrace such a vast
colony could get a man equal to him. Mr. number of details. He was not prepared
Speight had one important element in his to adopt the amendment proposed by the
favour, namely, that he possessed the honorable member for Gunbower, but he
absolute confidence of the staff under would ask the Minister of Railways if he
him, and that was a very large factor to- would not be willing, if the clause were
wards tho successful administration of the passed now, to accept one of a more
railways. Honorable members had been general nature ~ Such a clause might
drifting into second-reading speeches on possibly be drawn up by next Tuesday.
this clause, and he felt that it was time vVould he within that interval confer with
they came to some practical conclusion. the leader of the Opposition and other
The clause was too long, and while it was honorable members much interested in
comprehensive in some respects, it was not the question as to amending the clause
comprehensive in others. With that object so as to give the Minister such powers
he begged to move the omission of all the as he ought to have and at the' same
words ~1.fter "any" (line 3), with a view time not introduce all these petty items~
to the insertion of the words" matters con- Why the Minister should be asked
nected with the railways under their con- to interfere between the commissioners
troL" The clause would then simply provide and their officers and men in the way
that the Minister might at anytime, in.writ- contemplated he (Mr. Carter), could
ing, reg uest the commissioners to report not understand, because the first conon any matters connected with the rail- sequence would unquestionably be to
ways ur).der their control. The Minister break down the commissioners' authority.
ought to have the right to do that. If They would be humiliated, and the old
Ministers were sincerely desirous of getting political influences would come in. When
the control of the railways, which should a railway employe was found fault with,
,never have left the 'Government, he what would he do ~ He would simply
thought they might accept that amend- go to his member, and ask him to
ment. He did not agree with the honor- be good enough to interfere. He (Mr.
able member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patter- Carter) objected to many of the subdivison) that Parliament should not alter the sions of the clause, and other honorable
Railways Act, because they all knew it was members objected to other subdivisions.
a tentative measure--a great experiment. The consequence would be that the dis,It had had a good trial for seven years, , cussion of them would take up altogether
and as they had found that certain details too much time, for, of course, they would
, required altering, he thought they ought have to be taken seriatim. Would it not
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be better for the Minister to agree to a
general clause, giving him sufficient power,
and at the same time not putting the
commissioners so completely under him
that, with respect to every little petty
detail of their work, they must have his
approval 1 If they were fit men for their
work, that sort of thing must necessarily
be very lowering to them. Of course, if
that was agreed to, the clause could be
passed at once, then the drafting of a new
clause could be considered, an.d subsequently the clause could be recommitted.
Mr. SHIELS said he recognised the
courtesy of the honorable member's suggestion. He might inform him that when
the' clause was first drawn it was one
conferring a general power. The Government thought that that would be the best
way of dealing with the subject. But
after discussion in the. Cabinet, together
with previous discussions between the
pal,'liamentary draftsman and himself, it
was felt, taking all things into consideration, that there would be less danger in
stating specifically in the clause the
subjects with respect to which it was
considered essential that the Executive of
the country should have some controlling
power. There was not a single subsection of the clause that would mean the
expenditure of money, nor was there a
single sub-section which could be held to
give political patronage. The whole clause
related to petty expenditure and petty
powers. There was nothing which could
subject the Minister to importunity or lead
to any. extravagance. Still, recognising
the courtesy of the honorable member for
Melbourne, if the committee would pass
the clause now, he (Mr. Shiels) would undertake to re-consider, with the parliamentary
draftsman and his colleagues, whether it
would be proper to adopt in its place such
a general clause as the one they first had
in view. Under such circumstances he
would be very happy to give the subject
further consideration, but he could not
undertake to go further. (Mr. Gillies-"What about clause 251") That clause
could n'ot be dispensed with. (Mr. Gillies
-"Then there was to be no modification
of it 1 ") Clause 24 would in any case be
worth nothing without clause ,25.
Mr. G. D. CARTER observed that the
clause as it stood would cut both ways.
Mr. HARPER remarked that honorable
members had heard a great deal during
the discussion about the intentions of the
Government. N ow, he apprehended that
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whatever, the intentions of the Minister
might be, if this cl~use came into force in
time the construction that would be placed
upon it would be as wide as its wording
would allow. It was quite quite idle under
the circumstances for the Minister to say
that it was not the intention of the Government to do this thing or the other. While
tho Minister might say that it was his intention to adopt the policy indicated by
the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs,
the honorable member for Essendon, and
the honorable member .for Portland; that
was to say, that the Minister of Railways
should be responsible for the policy of the
department while the commissioners would
be responsible for its management-the
Government might say that that was their
intention, and that they did not propose
to go further than that; but they would
soon find the honorable members behind
them putting on the clause the construction which best suited them, and which its
wording would bear. That was ,seen plainly
by the honorable member for Gunbower,
who was, nevertheless, believed to be some, w;hat closely connected with the Ministry.
For instance, there would be the honorable
member for Shepparton urging the Minister to prevent an alleged senseless arrangement with respect to railway refreshmentrooms. Did honorable members not know
from past experience that what led to the
Act of 1883 was just this very thingthat when people wanted a station here or
a siding there or a particular appointment to be made they went to their member on the subject, that that member approached the Minister, and that the Minister
(being under compulsion toa certain extent)
was either forced to offend a supporter
or do that which in his own heart he
thought he ought not to do. That was
called the evil of political patronage. In
the argument which had been put forward
on this point it had been assumed that the
only part of political patronage which the
House desired to give up was that involved
in what was called getting men billets;
but the fact was that under the former
railway system there had been an accretion in this direction, embracing almost
every possible form of political patronage.
How, then, could the Minister stand up
and assert that in pressing this clause on
the committee there was no intention to
do anything whatever that would lead to
political patronage 1 To his (Mr. Harper's)
mind the whole case was one of the
Minister trying to carry a law which he,
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no doubt, intended should only have a
certain effect, and' which he would no
doubt carry out honorably al~d truly,
but at the same time overlooking the fact
that such a proceeding would open the
door to all manner of abuses and to a
state of things far worse than that which
led to the adoption of the law of 1883.
It had been stated by one of the newspapers published that morning that he held
a brief for Mr. Speight. 'VeIl, if he held
such a brief, he certainly got no retainer.
He held no brief for any man. (Mr.
Munro - "Try to be as 'brief' as you
can.") Such a remark from the Premier
was highly unbecoming. He (Mr. Harper)
occupied very little of the time of the
House, and interruptions of that sort were
not likely to enable him to condense his remarks. So the honorable gentleman would
get nothing by his action. So far from
holding a brief for anyone, he wished to
point out that nothing was further from,
his intention than to appear in that House
as pleading the individual cause of any
man. Still he always felt inclined, to take
the part of any man who was not in
his opinion fairly treated, and he did not
consider that the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners and his fellow-commissioners had been fairly treated. He considered that, under the circumstances, the
man who ought to hold a brief for the
Railways Commissioners was the Minister
of Railways. He was the one who ought
to have been prepared to either defend
them on the floor of the House or else
relieve them from their office. It was not
for a private member to hold a brief for
the Railways Commissioners, but it appeared as though the Minister of Raihvays
held a brief against them. (Mr. Duffy" He holds a brief for the public.") He
(Mr. Harper) claimed that he held a brief
for the public as much as the Minister of '
Railways did. The Minister, however, got
a big retainer with his brief, while he
(Mr. Harper) did not get anything of the
kind. It was held that, under the existing law, there was no express connexion
between the Minister and the commissioners; and it was also stated that it
was on this account the Minister was so
desirous to get a new law passed. But
was there really any need of the sort1
Certainly he (Mr. Harper) assumed that
under the Act of 1883 there was a distinct
understanding that the Minister at the
head of the department would be respon!)ible for its policy, while the commissioners
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through him would be responsibl~ within
their own sphere. There was no need
therefore to define matters with any great
particularity. He (Mr. Harper) quite
agreed with the honorable member for
Castle maine (Mr. Patterson) that passing
this clause would simply mean the Minister
of Railways tying his own hands. For
instance, there were many things on which
he required information, which information he ought to get; but these thillgs
were not included in the clause. But
why need they or any other details of the
kind appear in the clause1 The Minister
was the head of his depart,ment and
responsible for its policy, therefore he had
a right to got information on any subject,
and that right had continually boen exer
cised. Honorable members had been told
by the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs that when he was in, office he
was constantly asking for reports on all
manner of subjects. (Mr. Hancock"Did he get those reports when he asked
for them ~") He believed they were obtained. Certainly whatever authority· the
honorable mem~er for Collingwood might
be as to the administration of the strike
committee, he was scarcely to be credited
with much knowledge of railway finances
or railway management.
The position
was this-that the committee were now
asked to simply revert to the old political
patronage system in an aggravated form.
rro say that that would not be the effect
seemed t.o be a mere idle assertion. A'
great deal had been said about the clause
being necessary in order to prevent the
extravagance which it was alleged there
had been in the past. He must confess
that the Minister of Lands spoke that
night in a way that he never knew him to
speak before. Usually he was logical, but
to-night he was thoroughly illogical. He
mixed up things that were absolutely separate. For instance he told the committee
that millions of money were spent in the
course of the year by the Railways Commissioners, and he went on to say 'that
they could commit the Railway department
to untold liabilities, and in that way in- ,
crease the burden of the taxpayers. In
fact he asserted that the commissioners
were practically able to supersede the
Minister and the House. (Mr. McLean"It, is admitted that they have done so to
the extent of £400,000.") But did not
the honorable gentleman know that every
vote for construction purposes had to pass
this House before the money could be paid 1
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(Mr Munro- cc No, see the last account; without money that he had to withdraw a
you know differently.") He did not know large sum which lay in the banks at fixed
differently. He knew that if there was deposit. That was because he had not
anything in the contention of the Minister been exactly aware of the expenditure
of Lands at all his remarks constituted a which the Railway department had to
direct condemnation, not of the existing meet. (Mr. Army tage-" It was because
law, but of the present and previoul::) Go- the Railway department had sent in false
vernments, and also of the House itself. estimates.") (Mr. Gillies-" How could
Inasmuch as everyone of the votes autho- that be when the money wanted was loan
rizing the expenditure of this money had money for railway construction ~") As
~o be passed by Parliament, he(Mr. Harper)
a matter of fact, the statement of the
could not .for his life understand the rele- honorable member for Grant proved
vancy of the a,rgument. ~rhe honorable nothing except that, apparently, the
member for Shepparton had drawn atten- Minister had not been informed that
tion to the· grand palace built for the certain contract moneys would fall due
commissioners, while the public were only on an early date. But ·that was more
accommodated with a wooden shanty. But a question of administration by the
had not the honorable member, as a mem- Minister than by the commissioners, and
ber of this House, voted for that expendi- whether the Minister was to blame or
ture 1 (Mr. Hall-" You do not know the the commissioners was not for him (Mr.
cost of the building, nor do 1.") That was Harper) to say; Certainly the honorable
a confession the honorable member should member for Eastern Suburbs last night
. not have to make. (Mr. Gillies-" 'rhe vote ·very fairly took upon his own shoulders
appeared specifically upon the Estimates.") his share of the responsibility. It was
~rhen, of cou'l'se, the vote was specifically
quite possible that the late Minister of
passed-by the honorable member for Railways had not, with his multiplicity of
Shepparton among other honorable mem- offices, looked after railway matters quite
bers. vVhen the Minister of Lands was sharply enough. But that was not the
found mixing up things that were totally argument. The argument put before the
separate in this way what could one think 1 House was that Parliament had no control
'rhe fact showed either that the Ministry over the railway finances, and he (Mr.
were ignorant of \vhat they should do in Harper) asserted that it had. He would say
connexion with the legislation now pro- further that if honorable members always
posed or keeping back their real motive, interested themselves in railway matters
because the honorable gentleman's argu- to the extent they were doing at the prement would not hold water for a moment. sent time their control over rail,way
The only portion of railway expenditure. finances would be a great deal greater.
that could be incurred by the Railways He remembered that when he was formerly
Commissioners without previous parlia- in Parliament the feeling on both sides
mentary sanction was the portion that was that railway construction ought to be
came under the head of working expenses. pushed on, and the Government of the
But that was something which could not day were pressed in all directions to make
come directly under parliamentary con- railways as fast as they could possibly be
trol, because the amount depended upon made. That was done by the great bulk
the work done in the year, which work , of honorable members, and he, for his part,
could not be exactly forecast. Until the was quite ready to take his share'of the
work of the year was known the working blame. Under the circumstances it scarcely
expenses of the year could not be known. suited honorable members to be too critical.
On the other hand, the more work done That was the truth, and, it ought to
the greater the income of the department. be told. Honorable members said that
(Mr. Munro-"But how, when the income the Minister had not the power to do
is below the expenditure and the expen- what was necessary; but the Minister had
diture is estimated above the income1") the power, and he did not choose to exerThat opened a rather wide question, which cise it. He (Mr. Harper) alleged wi~hout
he was not inclined to enter upon. The fear of contradiction, and it was proved
honorable member for Grant cOll).plained by the way in which this clause was drawn,
of the honorable member for Eastern that the. Government were not prepared
Suburbs having, when Minister of Rail- to face the inevitable. One of the propo- ,
ways, stated on the floor of the House sitions in this clause had reference to
that he had fOl\nd himself so suddenly increasing the rates of fares for the
Mr. Harper.
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conveyance of passengers, but there was
no provision to increase the freights for the
conveyance of goods. It had been admitted by the Minister of Railways in a
moment of candour that if the Government asked the Railways Commissioners
to make both ends meet they would raise
the rates, and the Government were under
an obligation not to do that. r:rhe honor-.
able member for Eastern Suburbs had
told the committee that the late Government agreed to reduce rates; and, as the
Railways Commissioners put it, if the
rates were to be reduced when there was a
good year they should be raised when
there was a bad year. The Government,
however, were not prepared to take that
responsibility; at the same time they.
asked the Railways Commissioners to reduce their expenditure. The honorable
member for Shepparton said that he saw
many trains nmning with no passengers
in them, and that, in some instances, six
trains were run where three ought to do.
What would the honorable member say if
the Governor in (;ouncil knocked off. half
the trains in his district 1 (Mr. Hall"They are all filled.") (Mr. Gillies"Your lines do not pay.") He had not
been to the Shepparton district, but
if he went thore he had no doubt he
would find that all the trains were not
filled. This was really the crux of the
question. When he (Mr. Harper) spoke on .
the second reading of the Bill he pointed
out what had never been contradictedthat the Railways Commissioners, whatever
their deficiencies might be, were carrying
three tons of goods and three passengers at
the same cost at which two tons of goods
and two passengers were carried prior to
their taking office. Business men judged
of services rendered by the results obtained. His feeling of the unfairness of
the whole thing had been stirred by the
remarks made by the Minister of Lands.
The Minister of Lands was. responsible to
a greater degree than any other honorable
member for the ·construction of the Eastern
system of railways~
Mr. rrRENWITH asked whether the
honorable member for Bourke East was in
order in dealing with the whole question
of railway management1
The CHAIRMAN. - The fifteen subsections in this clause cover the whole
ql.lestion of the management of railways,
and an amendment has been moved by the
honorable member for Gunbower which is
still more comprehensive. It is, therefore,
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almost impossible for the honorable member to get out of order.
'
Mr. HARPER remarked that it was
true that there was a deficiency in the
accounts of the Railway department.
There had been a similar deficiency priorto the appointment of the Railways Commissioners, and nothing was then said about
it. The Minister of Lands was right in
doing what he could to get railways for
Gippsland, but knowing, as the honorable
gentleman did, .that the Eastern system
had cost nearly £6,000,000, and that .the·
colony was losing upon it £8,000 a year,
he should not take up the position he did.
The losses on the new lines accounted forthe whole of the ·deficiency. (Mr. McLean
- " During the recent strike the Gippsland lines were the only lines on which the
commissioners found that they could not
discontinue a single train.") '\Vhat about
the branches ~ He did not, however, wish
to attack the honorable gentleman, but he
thought that the honorable gentleman haq.
not been fair. (Mr. McLean-" I did not
blame the Railways Commissioners.") The·
Government should not go in full cry
after the commissioners, and tell them to
make the lines pay and at the same
work a
largely-increased
time to
mileage.
He was astonished at the
statements made by the Minister of'
Lands because he was a fair man, and the
honorable gentleman knew that the loss on
new lines was sufficient to account for the
whole of the deficiency on the railways.
(Mr. Munro-" £500,000 1") According
to the RailwaysCommissioners'report it was'
not so much. (Mr. Munro-" r:rhat is all
humbug.") A certain official document
had been submitted· to Parliament, and
the Premier said it was all humbug. (Mr.
Munro-" It is not true.") Had the honorable gentleman sent a statement to the
commissioners to that effect ~ (Mr. Munro
- " Yes; the statement was printed, and
signed by the accountant to the Treasury,
and presented to the House.") It was a
pure matter of accounts. The Premier
had a banking account, and he supposed
that the honorable gentleman drew money
by cheques. The honorable gentleman got
his bank-book occasionally, and did he not
find that there was a balance on the one
side or the other. He might find that he
had £500 to his credit, and might StLy,
"I did not think that I had so much.'~
Next mOTIling the honorable gentleman
would go to the bank and try to draw'
£500 ; he would then find that his account
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·had been overdrawn already, and that
there had been a number of cheques
out. The fact was that both statements
were correct. (Mr. Munro-" That is
not so in this case.") The Railway department was constantly debited with an
amount for interest on loans, and it was
not credited ,vlth the interest which the
Treasury obtained on the money. (Mr.
Munro _·"It is not debited with the
interest on £3,000,000.") The Premier
went off from one point on to another. He
(Mr. Harper) believed that both statements could be shown to be perfectly
correct. (Mr. Munro--" Not by interest.")
No, but there were other items; for
instance, there was £240,000 which
belonged to the preceding year. The
figures in the Railways Oommissioners'
report were prepared by Mr. Kent, the
accountant; and when the Premier said
those figures were misleading he should explain :q.imself. The Premier, by saying that
the public documents which went forth to
the world were-what did the honorable
gentlemansay~ (Mr. Munro-"Humbug.")
By making such statements the honorable
gentleman was putting another spoke in
the wheel of the prosperity of the colony.
Had the Premier read the statement which was made in the Railways
Oommissioners' report as a defence to
the charges which were made against
them ~
(Mr. Munro - "I have read
every word of it. ") Was that humbug 1
(Mr. Munro-" A good deal of it.") He
could only say that a statement of that
t;lort was unworthy of the Premier of the
colony. The Premier might disagree with
some of the deductions; but he (Mr.
Harper) had read the report carefully, and
he said it was a respectfully-worded statement of the position from the point of
view of the commissioners. To his mind
it was convincing. (Mr. Munro-" It is
not a report at all.") It was a report of
what they had done, of what their difficulties were, and it was entitled to the
respectful consideration of every member
of the House; but he feared few of them
had read it, an,d when the Premier
told his supporters that it was all humbug,
of course they could not be expected to
read it. He (Mr. Harper) was utterly
opposed to this clause, because it did not
do what the Ministry professed that it was
their sole wish it should do, namely, confine Ministers and their action to the settle- .
ment of policy. He most unhesitatingly
asserted that the olause had exactly the
Mr. Harper.
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opposite effect. Not only would the
Minister be the judge of policy, but he
would have on his qands the whole
management· of the department, and he
would be assailed on all sides by political
influences of every kind, proper and
improper. The result would be the total
breakdown of our railway system, and if
this Bill was passed our last condition
would be worse than our first.
Mr. HANCOCK stated that he had
listened with a great amount of attention
-he must say more attention than admiration-to the remarks of the honorable
member for Bourke East. He had never
before heard an honorable member who
spoke for some forty-five minutes throw
such an amount of obscurity on the subject
under discussion. 'rhe honorable member
said he held no brief for the commissioners j
but that he held a brief for his constituents. Well, he (Mr. Hancock) supposed that they all held briefs for their
constituencies. (Mr. Harper-" I said for
the public.")· He did not suppose the
honorable member would have the temerity
to regard himself as the sole representative
of the public in the House. What he (Mr.
Hancock) p:,trticularly wished to call attention to was the fact that when he was
standing for election it was distinctly
pointed out to him by a majority of his
constituents that there was a necessity for
reform in the management of the railways .
. An immense amount of dissatisfaction
existed not only in his constituency but,
he 'believed, throughout the colony, in
consequence of their being no real control
by Parliament over the actions of the
commissioners. He (Mr. Hancock) was
told on one or two occasions by the ~inis
ter of Railways, when he saw him to complain of various matters, that he had no
control, and the Minister had made the
same statement on the floor of the House.
At the same time, there was no desire he
thought to return to the old bogy of
political patronage. He could not for the
life of him see how there was any possibility of a return to political patronage
under the provisions of this clause. By
the clause the comPlissioners were only
called upon to report to the Minister upon '
such subjects as the Minister thought
necessary. The honorable ll?-ember for
Oastlemaine (Mr. Patterson) had urged
that if this provision became law the sub.,
jects mentioned in the clause would be the
only subjects on which the commissioners
could report; but he (Mr. Hancock)
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<contended that if there was a friendly feeling between the Minister of Railways and
the commissioners, they would be willing
not only to furnish reports on those subjects, but also on any other subject on
which the Minister desired them to report.
There was some force in the contention
that there was a certain amount of danger
in going into details; but it was necessary
to go into details, otherwise in the future
the commissioners, in the event of any
friction existing, might refuse to report on
some subject, and challenge the Minister
to show his authority for calling upon
them to report on that subject. Several
members had referred to the question of
coming between the commissioners and
their employes. N ow, he thought that if
there was anyone thing in regard to which
it ·was necessary for the Government and
Parliament to have a certain amount
of power, it was with regard to the
reputation for civility of the employe~
in the railway service.
In the past
the complaints had not come from our
own people; but they had come from
globe-trotters, from people who were too
wealthy and, like most wealthy people, too
mean to pay their fares on the railways,
and who had had free passes. These people
went over the lines criticising them, and
saying, "How very uncivil these Australian railway employes are." They compared very unfavorably, he admitted,
with the railway employes in poorer countries, where 40 men could be found ready
to rush forward to pick up a carpet-bag
on the chance of getting a few coppers to eke
out their miserable pay. However, in case
of any real compla,int against our railway
staff, he would like to see it brought before
a responsible Minister, and then if there
was any of this incivility that it should be
punished as it would be in a private firm.
If they attempted to alter the clause in
the direction suggested by the amendment,
he contended that they would' be going
back entirely to the system of political
patronage, because as regarded engagement of men he believed every member of
the Chamber would be pestered by people
:applying for some kind of appointment;
.and when members turned round and said
they had not the power, the answer would
be-" The Act gives you power," and it
wouIa be said that they were not
unable, but unwilling. He believed that
the whole of the management of the
railways should be in the hands of
a responsible Minister of the Crown,
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and he considered that if this clause was
passed in its entirety it would be impossible
ever to gravitate back to the old unsatis·
factory system. He would warmly support
the adoption of the clause, and would
oppose the amendment.
Mr. LAURENS said that it had been
argued that these clauses were going back
to political patronage. N ow, in reply to
that, he would point out that prior to the
change of system in 1884 the Minister of
Railways for the time being could legally
engage 1,000 men on the railways whether
they were wanted or not, whereas if these
clauses were passed, the Minister would
not have authority to engage even a charwoman. r:rhat was the difference.
Dr. MALONEY observed that the honor·
able member for Bourke East made an
attack upon the Minister of Lands which
was very unfair. The honorable member
also spoke of the railway offices. He (Dr.
Maloney) had endeavoured to find the cost
of those offices, but he had been unable to
do so. There was no doubt that at the
south-east corner of the offices there was a
settlement, as had been proved to him (Dr.
Maloney) by expert evidence, yet the answer
given by the commissioners to a question
he pl1 t in the House on the subj ect was
that it was merely a crack in the stucco.
He unhesitatingly declared that that statement was false. He was rather surprised
at the remarks of the honorable member
for Portland with regard to the increased
pn,y given to the employes in the Railway
department, who had t~leir wages raised
by 6d. per day. The honorable member
alluded to the cost of that increase as
amounting to £30,000 per annum, whereas
the fact was that at the outside it was not
much over £10,000, and surely, when it
was remembered how the late Government,
of which the honorable member for Portland was a member, increased a big salary
by means of very questionable devices, an
increase of 6d. per day ought not to be
grudged to the poorest class of workers in
the railway service. The leader of the Opposition in his speech had really been
pleading in his own defenc€.l, and had made·
a brilliant fight for a poor and wasteful
cause. When the leader of the Opposition accused the present Minister of
Railways of personal motives, he might
have thought for a moment ,of the man
whose salary he increased by £2,000
'when there was a bogus sham surplus
shown to the House. l'he honorable member would never have dared to propose
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that increase if he ha~ come with a
straight balance-sheet before the Assembly.
He (Dr. Maloney) believed the provisions
in this Bill with regard to subletting
would be most beneficial in the public
interests, and wonld prevent a repetition
.of the scandals there had. been in the
past in connexion with railway contracts.
The foundations of the railway enginesheds were absolutely sinking below the
level of the swamp at one corner of
~he building, and on examination he observed that the foundations were not
nearly so solid as a casual outside inspection would lead one to believe. 'rhe stone
foundation was carried up much higher
outside the building than it was inside the
building. He did not know who advised
the erection on a swamp of engine-sheds
in which a, number of men had to be
employed, but if the Board of Public
Health were called upon to report as to
the danger to the health of the men
employed there, he ,vas certain they would
condemn the building. (Mr. Harper"Would you condemn it ~") He would
certaillly condemn it on the ground of
danger to the health of the men employed
in the engine-sheds. The delay in opening
the Great Southern line and the Lancefield
line clearly showed the necessity for a
certain reform in regard to contracts.
The contract stopped by Messrs. Wright and
Edwards' failure should be gone on with.
If a contractor did not complete the work
within the specified time the Minister of
Railways should have the power to transfer
the contract to another firm, and thereby
give work to men who were now out of employment. As to free passes, he thought
a list of all who received them should be
kept open for inspection, because if that
. were done· it would put an end to the
scandals that had occurred in connexion
with the issue of .free passes. The reductions of pay in the Railway department
had not been fair and square from top to
The big salaries had escaped,
bottom.
while the men who were getting £2 a
week, or 6s. to· 8s. a day, h~d had their
. wages reduced. Under the provisions of
this Bill the Minister could be brought to
book if he did not reduce the big salaries
as well as the small salaries when a
general reduction was decided upon. There
could be no object.ion to the provision
with regard to civility and attention to
the travelling public on the part of the
officers and employes of the Railway department, but he must say that in all his
Dr. Maloney.
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travels he had never met a better body
of men than the railway'men in Victoria,
and if some of them were a little independent he confessed he admired their
spirit' of independence, because in a
democratic country one man should be
regarded as equal to another, although he
ought not to be rude to another, and it
was far better for the railw3,y employes to
show a little independence than be guilty
of the mean sneaking contemptible conduct of many employes on the English
railways in regard to "tips." He ha,d
never met with any rudeness from the
railway officials of Victoria, and he did not
think that any civil person would ever do
so. He admired the clause because it was
almost as easy to understand as the rules
and regulations in the public gardens,.
,,,hereas most Acts of Parliament were unintelligible to men who had not had a
legal training. For the reasons he had
given he trusted that the Minister would
stand by the clause.
.
Mr. ANDERSON stated that he must
lodge his protest against this clause. (Mr.
Munro-" Do it by vote.") He would
certainly vote against it in its present
form. All that the Government professed
to desire could be secured by a very much
shorter and simpler clause. There was a
good deal of truth in the assertion that
it was not the present Act that had
been found fault with, but the commissioners who were admiuistering the
Act, and yet the Government proposed
to remedy the matter by altering the
Act. There was no necessity for mentioning so many details in this clause,
and it would be very much better for
all parties concerned if the clause were
worded in more general terms. Many
things not mentioned in the clause were of
quite as much importance as those that
were mentioned. He could not believe it
possible that the Railways Commissioners
would refuse to furnish any report desired
by the Minister on any subject in connexion with the Railway department. The
fact that they did not furnish the Minister
of Railways with certain information which
he required before the close of last session
was in consequence, he had been informed,
of their inability to procure the information at such short notice. This clause as
it,stood meant a return to political patronage, so far as the higher classes of officers
were concerned, but not as regards the
lower classes of railway employes. The
commissioners had had a great deal charged
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against them of which he was sure they
were not guilty, and they had been asked
to do things that they could not be expected to do. They had been asked to
make the railways pay under conditions
which made it a, simple impossibility, and
at the same time they had been asked to
introduce many necessary improvements,
the cost of which would make the railways
pay ,vorse than at present:
Mr. McCOLL said that as the Minister
of Railways had expressed his intention to
re-consider the whole clause very carefully,
with a view, to make it acceptable to
honorable members all round the House,
and as the honorable gentleman had
promised to consider his (Mr. McColl's)
amendment at the same time, he would
therefore, by leave,· withdraw the amendment.
'rhe amendment was withdrawn accordingiy .
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that he wished
to put before tlie committee one point
which he forgot to put before. He took
it that one of the most serious difficulties
in connexion with this clause was that
under it the responsibility for the
direction and control of the policy
of the Railway department would be
so divided between the commissioners and
the Minister that it would be impossible
for Parliament to determine on whom the
responsibility rested for the state of the
railways. For example, say, the commissioners made certain proposals to the
Government, and on grounds of policy the
Government were unable to accept them.
Then, either the commissioners would
make other proposals which would be
approved by the Government and adopted,
or the Minister would give the commissioners certain directions which would be
carried out. If at the end of the year
the anticipations formed by the Minister
or the commissioners, or both, were not
realized, the question would arise with
whom was the error of judgment-whether
in not adopting what the commissioners first
proposed, or in adopting what the Minister ordered, as the case might be. - Then
there would be a game of battled ore and
shuttlecock between the Minister and the
'commiSSlOners. He mentioned that by
way of illustration. In the proposals he
had suggested for the consideration of the
Ministers in charge of the Bill there was
this broad line of demarcation, that in the
first instance the commissioners should be
called upon to manage the railways, and
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told what proportion the income must
bear to the expenditure-that they must
make ends meet or come within a certain
distance of meeting-and then the commissioners should be left with the sole
responsibility of finding the means of
accomplishing that end and of carrying
out that policy. If, in defiance or in spite
of that, the commissioners declared themselves unable to carry out the instructions
of the Government, the Miilister shonld
take the whole, responsibility - propose
what reductions should be made in the
ra.ilway service or what increases in the
freights and fares, or both, and have his
policy carried out. A strong argument
in favour of that proposal was that it not
only had the advantage of giving the
commissioners what they certainly ought
to have, the first opportunity of managing
the railways in such a way as to comply
with the financial requirements of the Government, but it had thif:! further additional merit that it would not confuse the
responsibility. Either the commissioners
or the Minister would take the responsibility, and Parliament would know whom
to call to account if any error occurred.
He was aware that Ministers did not
regard this suggestion altogether with
disfavour. The difficulty was in putting
the matter in such a, form as would prevent any undue use of power. That was
no doubt an important difficulty, but pe
believed that with the aid of the highlyaccomplished parliamentary draftsman it
could be got over. Last of all, the power
of the Government to dismiss recalcitrant
commissioners was always in reserve.
, Mr. BAKER said he was perfectly satisfied that the position taken, up by the
honorable member for Essendon was'the
proper one. He had felt this all the way
through. As for the clause as it stood, its
effect. would simply be to give the commissioners a slap in the face, with an intimation that they were to "move on"that was to say, retire. (An Honorable
Member-" Why?") How could they do
anything else ~ For his part, he '"ould say
that, considering the way in which the
Chairman of the Commissioners had been
engaged under the Act which he was
now working, and that he had been en- '
~aged a second time under the same Act,
It would be a proper thing to provide in
the Bill some provision giving him compensation in the event of his being forced
to retire. His own opinion was that as
far as the Chairman of the Railways
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Commissioners and the Minister were concerned both were honestly desirous to do
what was right. But the Minister had gone
the wrong way to work. Much had been
said against the commissioners by honorable members who had had nothing to do
with them, and very little experience of
them. \Vhat, for instance, did the honorable member for Melbourne West know
about them 1 Did he know in former
times how the. railways were blocked for
weeks just when tl~e farmers wanted to
get their produce to market, and that
since the commissioners had had the
management in their hands that difficulty
had almost wholly disappeared. He (Mr.
Bakor) would not be a man if he did not
stand up for what he believed to be right
and proper. His own experience was that
when the commissioners were first appointed he knew so little with regard to
them that for a long time he carefully
refrained from going to them. At last he
discovered that he had, in justice to his
constituents, to go to them, and then he
found them perfectly straightforward in
all matters and endeavouring to their utmost to do what was right and proper.
Conseqnently, he felt bound to support
thelll. No doubt there were faults
on both sides, but, above all things,
he did not want to see political patronage reverted to.
He did not want
Members of Parliament pressing the Railway department for the appointment of
men as portern, or in any other capacity,
small or large. In this light he regarded
sub-section 12 of the clause as most
dangerous. He was glad to hear the
Minister say that a simple general clause
would be drafted in place of the present
clause, but he considered that the proper
thing would be to have the new clause
drafted before the matter was further dealt
with. '1'he new clause might turn out to
be the opposite of what was expected.
Re had a great desire to see the Chairman
of the Railways Commissioners retained in
his position, therefore, he did not desire to
see him so treated as to be compelled to
. retire. He (Mr. Baker) knew that if he was
Chairman of the Railways Commissioners,
and received such a slap in the face as that
in volved in the clause before the committee, he would never stand it. He did
not wish to detain the committee much
further. What he desired was to see the
Minister having proper powers, but he did
not want to see every petty detail of the
Railway department placed completely
Mr. Baker.
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in his hands. If that were don e, the:
outcome .would be something ten times
worse than what had been experienced
before.
Mr. CRAVEN considered that the clause
as it stood went far and away too
much into detail. For instance, ~he was
thoroughly opposed to clause 8, under
which differential rates of fares for the
conveyance of passengers and goods might
be established in the case of new Jines.
Re was thoroughly against anything of the
sort, because it would be totally unfair to
tax one' portion of the country and not
another-to put a· heavy burden on the
inhabitants of some parts of the country
the like of which would not be borne by
the inhabitants of other parts. Every
district should so far be on an equal
footing. As, however, he understood that
the Minister of Railways was inclined to
meet the views of the honorable member
for Essendoll he would, on that understanding, vote for the' clause without
further demur.
Dr. MALONEY said that he might not
have perfectly understood the honorable
member for Lowan's' allusion to himself,
but he could assure him that he (Dr.
Maloney) never pretended to be a perfect
judge of railway matters. He would defy
any man to say he had spoken personally
against the commissioners.
Mr. STAUGHTON thought that the
Minister of Railways ought to be capable
of proposing forthwith some means by
which a settlement with respect to the
clause could be arrived at. What he
(Mr. Staughton) wanted was a definite
statement as to what the Minister intended to do.
Mr. SHIELS said that he would re-state
what he stated before. The honorable
member for Essendon and the honorable
member for Castle maine (Mr. Patterson)
had both offered suggestions as to the
framing of a clause which would be
more general and, according to their
view, less invidious in its character.
The Government wanted to achieve much
the same object as the honorable members
on the opposition side of the House who
had spoken 011 the clause. His intention
originally was to frame the clause in
general terms, but the parliamentary
draftsman and himself, after going int.o
the question, thought that it would be
better to set out the various points in
detail. He had already promised to reconsider the question. He would get a
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general clause drafted on the lines suggested, and if the Oabinet appr<?ved of it
he would take steps to have it inserted in
the Bill. (An Honorable Member-" Will
the Bill be recommitted 1") He would not
promise to recommit the Bill.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that the
danger of a general clause was that it
might conflict with the existing Act, and
if a dispute arose between the Minister
and the Railways Oommissioners . it might
be held that the point at issue was one to
which the existing Act applied.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that the statement made by the MiIlister of Railways
was· satisfa,ctory. He would remind the
honorable inember for Port Fairy that
where· there was a conflict between
two Acts of Parliament the latest Act·
always prevailed. The point, however, was
one which the Minister should take into
consideration, with a view of so wording the
clause that no conflict would take place.
On clause 25, requiring the Railways
Oommissioners to furnish reports to the
Minister of Railways on the propositions
submitted to them,
Mr. DEAKIN said he assumed that the
promise given by the Minister would apply
to this clause also.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he would try
to combine the two clauses in one general
clause.
Discussion took place on clause 27,
which was as follows : "In estimating the purchase money or compensation to be paid to any person for or in
respect of any land purchased or taken for the
construction of railways, rega,rd shall be had
by the magistrates, arbitrators, surveyors, valuators, or jury (as the case may be) to the
enhancement in value of any adjoining lands
belonging to such person, and also to the advantages which will accrue to such persoll by
reason of the construction and use of such railway, and a deduction shall be made accordingly
from the amount which but for this provision
would have been paid or payable as purchasemoney or compensation."

Mr. McOOLL remarked that this clause
appeared to be a very crude attempt to
introduce the betterment principle. It
simply dealt. with the man through whose
land a line actually passed, whilst it took
no notice of those who had land alongside
the line, and who might obtain the greatest
benefit from its construction. It appeared
to him that legislation was wanted to
enable a majority of the land-owners along
a proposed line to form a sort of railway
trust, so that they might pave some means
of getting the minority to agre~ with
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them in giving assistance in the construction of the line.
The clause was an
extr~mely partial one, and the Minister
should withdraw it and endeavour to deal
with the whole question.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the clause was
taken from the Railway Bill of the late
Government. The only effect of it would
be to carry out what was believed and
held by the courts of the colony to be the
existing law.
By the decision of the
Privy Oouncil in the case of Silas lIarding v. The Board of Land and Worles the
decision of the local courts had been
reversed.·
.
Mr. HARPER asked whether it was not
desirable to ta.ke into consideration the
case in which nearly the whole of a man's
land was taken away for a station 1 A
person so situated would gain very little
by the construction of the line, whilst his
neighbours, whose land ,vas not touched,
might be very largely benefited.
Mr. McCOLL said that if the clause did
not touch the point which he had raised,
he would like to know what the object of
it was1
Mr. SHIELS stated that it was the intention of the Lands Compensation Statute
that, in determining the compensation to
be paid, severance and enhancement of
value should be taken into account. The
courts of the colony decided that that was
the law, but the Privy Council, in the case
to which he had referred, came to the conclusion th~t severance only was to be
considered.
Mr. KEYS observed that he could not
see the justice of this clause. He had in
his mind a line which had been surveyed,
and which had been submitted to the
Railways Standing Co~mittee for report.
That line would pass through two out
of five corner blocks of land, and the
owners of the three blocks which would
not be touched by the line would receive
the largest amount of benefit from it,'
whilst they would not have to pay a single
sixpence. . He was thoroughly in accord
with the principle that all the laud-owners
who were benefited by the construction of
a line should contribute something towards
its cost. He would suggest to the Minister
that he should withdraw this clanse, and
introduce a general clause dealing with
the betterment principle in a comprehensive manner.
Mr. DEAKIN said that the argument
of the honorable member for Dandenong
did not show that there was any injustice
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in this clause, but only that there was a
necessity to add other clauses to it. He
thought tha.t honorable members would
all agree upon that point. The Railways
Standing Committee in their first report
called attention to the great cost.of acquir"'
ing land for railway purposes, and suggested that it was necessary to deal
with this question. He could indorse the
statement of the Minister of Railways
that this clause only re-enacted what was
long believed to be the law, and it would
be a fajr contention that, if this clause
were struck out, a further injustice would
be created. If the Minister of Railways
would, when passing the Bill through its
final stages, bring in a clause dealing with
the betterment question in a comprehensive
manner, he would merit the gratitude of
the country, and receive lasting .honour.
Mr. FERGUSON remarked that a man
who owned property on the site of a proposed station might be ruined by having
his land taken from him, whereas other
men who had property within a chain
from the' station would' be greatly benefited, and would not have to contribute
anything to the construction of the line.
The clause was not based on principles of
either equity or justice.
Mr. ANDERSON expressed the opinion
that the clause ought to be withdrawn. If
the Government had done what the Railways Standing Committee recommended,
they would have gone on the right track;
but here th~y were on the wrong track.
Look at what happened in the case of Silas
Harding. The result of the arbitration
was that' the arbitrators brought him in
debt to the Government after the Government had taken his land. (Capt. Taylor
- " So they ought.") 'Why should a man
on the opposite side of the road derive all
the benefit from a railway without paying
anything ~ Every. person who had property
near a railway stcttion was as much benefited by the railway as the man from whom
the land was taken, anq, why should he be
the only one to suffer ~ The benefit he
derived from the railw~y might be assessed
at more than the compensation to which
he was declared to b9 entitled, so that he
would lose his land, while persons with
neighbouring properties would contribute
nothing. He (Mr. Anderson) certainly
thought that the Government should draft
a clause in the direction recommended by
the Railways Committee so that all those
'who benefited by the railways should
contribute.
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Capt.. TAYLOR said he hoped the Minister of Railways would not withdraw the
clause, b'ecause it was an advance in the
right direction. The courts in this colony
decided very properly in the case of Silas
Harding, a man who possessed an enormous amount of property through which
a railway went, which property was
enhanced in value perhaps 200 per cent.
by the introduction of the railway,
that. the arbitrators were right in taking this into consideration, and reducing the amount of compensation to be
paid to him. Silas Harding appealed to
the Privy Council, which decided that,
technically, Hardiilg was right, and therefore that man could have his property
benefited to the extent of thousands of
pounds at the expense of other portions of
the commlmity; and when a small piece
of his land was taken for the purposes of
the railway, he was to be allowed to put
his hand into the pocket of the Government, and filch so much money for" compensation." This was the sort of thing
which the present cla.use was designed to
stop, and he hoped the committee would
affirm the principle that was laid down by
the courts of this colony, although upset
by the privy Council. The' honorable
member for Dandenong had told them of
some instance in his district where there
was a piece of land where five roads met,
but because the four people who owned
allotments there were benefited and did
not contribute that was no reason why
the owner of the fifth allotment, who was
also benefited, should not have deducted
from the amount of compensation paid to
him the amount· of the increased value
which the railway gave to his land.
Because the clause did not carry out the
betterment principle in its entirety, that
was no reason for striking it out altogether.
Let them pass the clause, and then go on
and complete the principle, .so as to make
everyone benefiting contribute to the
expense of constructing a railway.'
Dr. MALONEY said he must compliment the Government upon the clanse. It
,vas going in the right direction, namely,
that that which benefited most by railway·
construction - the land-should contribute to its cost.. He thought no railway
in the future should be constructed unless
the land was given to the State.
Mr. KEYS stated that he was fully with
the honorable member for Hawthorn on
the betterment principle, because he considered that any land within a certain
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radius of a railway line should contribute
its fair quota to the cost of construction.
But the clause did not carry out the
betterment principle fairly, and he maintained that it was manifestly unjust. In
the case which he (Mr. Keys) had mentioned, if the line that had been surveyed was constructed, the result would
be that one man who owned 30 acres
of land would under this' clause have
to suffer loss, while another man with
1,600 acres on the other side of the road
would receive all the benefit derived from
the construction of the line without contributing a penny to the expense. He
trusted the Government would withdraw
this clause, and bring in a comprehensive
measure dealing fairly with the question.
He would go as far as to compel municipalities to pay' compensation, and give
them power to levy a rate on those who
were benefited; but to say that individuals
should be required to sell their land to the
State at a reduced value for the benefit of
the general public was manifestly unfair.
Mr. STAUGHTON expressed the opinion that the contention of the honorable
member for Dandenong was perfectly fair
and just. (Mr. Munro-"So we all say.")
Then the clause was grossly unjust. . It
would be quite right to provide that all
the land benefited by the construction of
a railway should be required to contribute
in proportion to the advantages and faoilities which the railway conferred on that
land, but this clause proposed that only the
men whose land was taken for the construction of a railway were to'be made to
contribute to the cost of the line. If the
betterment principle· was to be adopted,
the owners of all land benefited by the
constructjon of a railway ought to contribute. What would' the feelings of the
Minister of Railways be if a new line was
taken through a piec~ of land belonging to him and he had to contribute to
the cost of that railway on the betterment
principle, while other men in the same
district, whose land was even more benefited by t"l?-e railway, were not required
to pay anything at all ~ The clause ought
to be made just and equitable. As the
Minister of Railways posed as a fair and
equitable man, it was inconceivable that
the honorable gentleman could regard this
proposal as honest and just, and he ought
to withdraw it altogether.
He (Mr.
Staughton) quite approved of the principle
of requiring contributions towards new
railways from those whose property was
Session 1891.-[174]
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benefited by the construction of the lines,
because those whose land was brought
nearer to the market by means of railway
communication could well afford to contribute; but the principle should be made
applicable all round on an equitable basis.
It seemed to him (Mr .8taughton), from
the action of the Minister over the whole
of this Bill, that the honorable gentleman
had lost the sense of justice, and he certainly must have done if he could not see
the injustice of this clause. He would
appeal from the Minister to the sense of
justice of the committee, and urge honorable members to reject the clause.
Mr. METHVEN said he did not suppo~e the Government intended to inflict
hardship upon anybody, but it seemed to
him that this clause would inflict very
great hardship on a large number of
people. The construction of a railway
within fi.ve or ten chains of a main road
might actually damage the estates through
which it passed, and yet the owners of
those estates would have to contribute.
towards the cost of the lines under this
clause, while the owners of the land on
the other side of the main road-who
received, perhaps, more benefit from the
construction of the line-would not be
called upon to pay anything whatever in
the shape of compensation. That would be
a monstrous injustice. Surely the Government could not have considered this clause
in a fair and equitable way, and he hoped
the Minister of Railways would withdraw
it, and bring in a more just proposal with a
view to carry out the betterment principle.
Mr. WRIXON remarked that it was not
fair to impute to the present Government.
the responsibility of framing this clause,
because it was in the Bill that was introduced by the late Government, and he
thought they might fairly pass the clause
as it stood. He admitted that it did not
deal with the whole but only with a part
of the question. (Mr. Harper-" That is
the inju~tice.") He did not know that
there was any injustice in the clause, because there was a difference between the
case of a man through whose land a railway
lino was constructed, and to whom the
Government were paying money, and the
case of a land-owner to whom no money
was to be paid by the State. In fixing the
amount of compensation to be paid to the
man whose land was to be taken, it was
fair to make deductions in respect of the'
advantages which the rest of the land
would obtain from the construction of the
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line. This clause was merely declaring the
law; it was nothing new. It would be well
for the committee to pass the clause, and
the Government could introduce in the
next Railway Construction Bill a series of
clauses dealing thoroughly with the whole
que~tion.

Amendment Bill.

matter on the broad principle of justice.
If it was a local interest, Parliament
could :fairly tax the land locally benefited,
but if it was a general interest it must be
dealt with as connected with the general
public. (Mr. Shiels-" And according to
law.") He cared not what the law was,
this clause was unjust in its nature, and
it would be unjust in its operations, and
therefore he would do whatever he could
do to prevent the passing of the clause.
There had been a great deal of profession
of a desire to promote the interests of the
farming population of this country, but
honorable members' must see that this
clause would only affect the farniing population, and that it would affect them most
injuriously and unjustly.
Mr. MUNRO stated that, inasmuch as
the clause was not specially necessary in
connexion with the Bill and there appeared
to be a great deal of opposition to it in its
present form, he would withdraw it. It
was only intended to declare the law as it
would be laid down in another measure.
Mr. DEAKIN pointed out that the
clause' was one of a series, and that the
others might as well be also withdrawn.
Mr. TRENWITH said he protested
against the clause being withdrawn, seeing
that it embodied a valuable principle.
Mr. MUNRO asked. the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) not to
press his protest, seeing that time was
precious.
'
Mr. DEAKIN observed that a similar
clause was promised in the next Railway
Construction Bill.
Mr. TRENWITH said, with that understanding, he would offer 110 further' opposition.
The clal~se was negatived, as was also
clause 28.
On clause 29, which was as follows:-

Mr. W. T. CARTER observed that this
clause was evidently intended to be an
, instalment of the betterment principle, but
whether it was a new proposal or not, he
felt perfectly sure that it was framed on a
thoroughly unjust basis, and that those
who supposed that they were securing, by
means of this clause, an assertion of the
betterment principle, land nationalization,
or anything of that kind, were altogether
mistaken. Why should one set of landowners through whose land a new railway
was' constructed have to pay for the advantages which the construction of that
line conferred on their land, whil!3 all the
other land-owners in the district through
which the line passed were to have the
whole of the benefits from the construction of the line presented to them
free of charge ~ He was sorry the
Minister of Railways had not modelled
this clause in such a manner as to meet
the equities of the case. He could not see
how the betterment principle could ever
be adjusted without taxing the value
added to all lands by railway construction and public works, and also the immense increment on the value of city
lands consequent upon railway construction in country districts. The man whose
land was taken for State purposes should
not be made to suffer in order that others
might be benefited; and as this clause
asserted that very unjust principle, he
felt bound to vote against it.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he was astonished to hear the honorable member
for Portland say that this was a just clause,
" No contract hereafter made by the board
and might very properly be allowed to or the commissioners the consideration of which'
pass, because he (Mr. Richardson) had exceeds £5,000 or the performance of which may
never known a proposal in any Bill or extend over a period exceeding one year shall
any force or effect unless sanctioned by the
in any motion submitted to this House have
Governor in Council,"
that had such a groundwork of inMr. HARPER said he could not underjustice, and how the Minister came to
submit such a proposal he could not under- stand the reason for this clause. (Mr.
stand. The betterment principle was to Munro-" There is a great reason.") Acappropriate the unearned increment in the . cording to his view it was a piece of pure
value of land, and the first question hon- nonsense. It was legislating so as to
orable members should ask themselves simply interrupt the ordinary course of
with regard to this clause was, "Is it a business. There were many contracts of
local or a general interest that is to be from £2,000 to £200,000 the execution of
benefited by the construction of a new which would h:W«;l to extend ovor twelve
railway~"
They m.ust deal with the m.ontp.s~
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Mr. GILLIES ,stated that he was not
going to offer any strong opposition to the
clause, because if any trouble arose in connexion with it the responsibility would
rest with the Government; but assuredly
it would give rise t'O many great inconveniences. For instance, there were railway contracts necessarily extending over
a 'series of years. Was the consent 'Of
the Governor in Council to be obtained
each yead (Mr. Munro-" Why not ~")
His opinion was that the Governor in
Council ought to have ,nothing to say in
such matters. The Premier must see
that plainly without details being gone
into. Again, there were special contracts for the construction of railways
extending over a much longer period than
twelve months. Was all the trouble of
'Obtaining the consent of the Governor in
Council from year to year t'O be gone into
in their case ~
Mr. MUNRO asked what about some of
the honorable member's own big railway
contracts ~ As to one of them, had the
Government been r:nade properly responsible in the matter it would never have
been carried out.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that the Premier
was in error, as he had frequently been
before. He (Mr. Gillies) explained over a
week ago how, in connexion with the particular contract the Premier referred to,
he came down to the House at the time
and asked whether he should stay his
hand with respect to it, but the House
declined to order him to do so.
Mr. MUNRO asked whether the honorable member stated at the time that a line
which was originally to cost £48,000 was
going to cost over £200, 000 ~
Mr. GILLIES said that honorable members were placed in possession of the whole
of the facts. (Mr. Munro-" N'O, they
were not.") The honorable gentleman
was making a statement without foundation. (Mr. Munro-" So are you.") 'The
honorable gentleman should withdraw t.hat
remark. If he treated honorable members in this way the session was not likely
to close so quietly as he might expect. A
fortnight ag'O he (Mr. Gillies) informed
honorable members that, with respect t'O
the contract referred 'to, he gave the
House at the time every information as to
the increa.se 'Of expenditure in connexion
with it. He asked if the House was prepared to request him if the original price
was exceeded to stay his hands,. but the
House never asked him to stay his hands.
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The Premier had. thought pr'Oper to say
that that was not a true statement. (Mr.
Munro-" Tell the whole truth.") The
honorable gentleman was getting into very
warm water. It was not the first time
he had done that sort of thing. In his
(Mr. Gillies') judgment it 'vas not proper
for the honorable gentleman to address
honorable members in such a ),vay. He
had not been met in any such way by the
Opposition.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the whole
truth had not been told. Had the House
been informed on the occasion the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs alluded
to that the estimated cost of nearly £50, 000
for the line was to be exceeded so as t'O
bring it up to about £200,000, the extra expenditure would never p.ave been agreed to.
Mr. HARPER remarked that he was in
the House when the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs made the statement
referred to. The honorable member, as
the then Minister of Railways, put the case
very fl,llly. He pointed out plainly the
increased cost that would have to be
incurred, and invited the House to tell
him to stay his hand.
The clause was agreed to, as was also
clause 30.
Mr. HARPER said he wished to refer
to clause 30.
'1'he CHAIRMAN.-Clause 30 has, been
passed. The honorable member can refer
t'O it on the report.
Mr. HARPER said he only wished to ask
a question. The 2nd sub-section of clause
30 was as follows :" Where the amount which may be expended
for the construction of a number of lines of railway is by any Act restricted to an average expenditure over the whole of such lines, the'
board shall not without the authority of Parliament expend on anyone line an amount greater
than the average expenditure so restricted."

N ow what was the meaning 'Of the words
"an amount greater than the average
expenditure so testricted ~" Where was
the necessity for such a provision 1 How
could the thing be worked 'Out ~
Mr. SHIELS said that he saw the
honorable member's point, and he would
give attention to it.
On clause 31, relating to the power of
the board with reference to the appointment and promotion of officers,
Mr. GILLIES remarked that a series of
changes were proposed in this part of the
Bill which were bound to give rise to a
large amount of discussion. For instance,
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there were important clauses dealing with
the appointment and promotion of officers
which made an alteration in the existing
law, and in regard to which there was a,
difference of opinion. He had understood
that when that part of the Bill was reached
the Premier would agree to progress being
reported.
Mr. MUNRO stated that it was understood that the Government were anxious
to get the Bill through committee that
night. (Mr. Gillies-" You have done
wonderfully well.") He did not say they
had not, but nothing was so well done
that it could not be a little better. A
large number of honorable members had
agreed to remain that night for the purpose of getting the Bill passed through
committee. It there' was any clause that
was not properly discussed, it could be rediscussed on the report. The Government were exceedingly anxious that the
Local Government Act Amendment Bill
should' be sent to the Legislative Council
on Tuesday next, but they would not be
able to do that if this Bill was not passed
through committee that night.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that all he had
to say was that he would decline to remain
one moment longer, seeing the course that
the Government were taking in face of the
fact that throughout the session every
assistance had been rendered to them by
the Opposition, especially with reference
to this particular Bill. They had endeavoured to make the' discussion on this
Bill as full and· complete as possible without any waste of time. If the Government
thought proper to take the conrse indicated by the Premier he would decline to
accept any further responsibility in connexion with the matter.
[Mr. Gillies and members of' the, Opposition then left the chamber.]
Mr. KIRTON expressed the hope that
the Premier would give way to the reasonable request made by 'the leader of the
Opposition. The, utmost consideration
had been shown to the Government, and
excellent' progress had been made that
night. Honorable. members were now
wearied, and he, therefore, begged to move
that progress be reported.
'rhe motion that progress be reported
'Was negatived.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that he would
appeal to the Government not to go on.
In doing so the Premier 'was taking a
'Very serious responsibility upon himself.
The clause,was agreed to.
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On clause 37, relath;lg to appeals by
officers and employes,
Mr. SHIELS stated that an amendment had been placed in his hands by
the honorable member for Williamstown
which he would consider, and would, if he
thought it advisable, introduce at a later
stage.
Mr. CLARK said that it should be
provided in the clause that notice be
given to persons appealing of the time and
place at which appeals were to be heard.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he would
make a note of the honorable member's
sugg~stion.

Clause 38 was struck out.
On clause 39, which was as follows:" Notwithstanding anything contained in
any Act, all payments lieretofore made by the
commissioners as a gratuity or compensation to
any officer or employe Oil' his retirement from
the service, or to the widow or children or
other relation of any such officer or employe
after his death, shall be deemed to have been
made pursuant to law,"

Mr. SHIELS stated that the object of
the last' clause, which related to compensation and retiring, allowances, had
been misconceived. On the report it was
his intention to amend the clause now
before the committee by striking out the
words "Notwithstanding' anyt.hing contained in any Act," and the words "shall
be deemed to have been," and substituting
for the latter words "are hereby declared
to be." This was a mere bookkeeping
clause, and the object of it was to get rid
of certain surcharges to which the Audit,
Commissioners objected.
,
Mr. CLARK asked whether it was, to
be understood that the present practice in
regard to compensation and retiring allowances was to be continued ~
Mr. SHIELS said the intention 'was
that the present practice should go on
without any change whatever.
, Mr. RICHARDSON observed that the
fact that this clause was inserted to render
legal what had been regarded as illegal in
the past would make all future payments
that were made in the same way illegal.
(Mr. Munro-" How ~") This made no
provision that future payments, should be
any different from the past, and had the
past payments not been illegal ~ (Capt.
Taylor-" No.") Then, what was the use
. of this clause to make tbem legal ~
(Capt. Taylor-" It simply confirms the
payments, that is all.") This clause was
not intended to alter the position' in
future, and the Audit. Commissioners said
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that these payments had been illegal in
the past.
Mr. SHIELS observed that personally
he was prepared to let the whole of the
·clause go. It was not necessary, except
simply to get rid of what was an encumbrance in the way of the Audit Commis-.
sioners carrying on their work.
Mr. 'r. SMrrH observed that he was
sorry to hear the Government declare that
so many of these' clauses were not necessary to the Bill. The opinion had been
given by two legal members of the House
that by making a slight amendment this
clause would do the exact thing that was
desired, and he would suggest that the
clause should be passed now, the Minister
promising to make the amendment on the
report.
.
Mr. SHIELS stated that on the report
he intended to propose the alteration of
the word "validation" in' the marginal
note to "confirmation," and to amend the
clause so that it would read that the
payments. that had been made" are hereby
declared to be made pursuant to law."
Mr. TRENWI TH expressed the opinion
that the clause. would accomplish the
object in view. 'rhe Audit Commissioners
had not stated that the practice which had
been followed in the past had been an infraction of the law, but that it had been done'
without warrant' of the law. This clause
gave the warrant to what had been done
in the past, and, as proposed to be amended
by the Attorney-General, would declare
that that had been· done in accordance
with law. That declaration would be
assumed to be continued with reference
to similar proceedings in the future; at
all events, the logical conclusion which a
layman must arrive at was that when it
was asserted by Act of Parliament that
certain proceedings in die past had been
in accordance with law similar acts in the
future must necessarily also be in accordance with law. He thought it would be
well to carry the clause, amending it on
the report as suggested by the AttorneyGeneral, instead of introducing some new
clause which might possibly involve some
other departments of the .pttblic service
and entail unintended expense upon the
State.
Mr. DUNN said he thoughtit·would be
better to eliminate the clause altogether,
and leave things as they were.
Capt. TAYLOR said that to eliminate
the clause would not be to the advantage
of the .railwayem,ployes, whose position
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.the committee desired to see absolutely
set at rest. The amendment which had
been indicated by the Attorney-General
would meet the objection of the honorable
member forCreswick while accomplishing
what was desired.
On clause 40, providing that leave of
absence to officers or employes must not
exceed that allowed in the public service,
Mr. 'tV. T. CARTER stated that if this
clause were passed it would prevent the
commissioners from sending promising
artisans to England to study the latest
developments in engine-fitting and practical engineering. Railway employes
did not claim more holidays than
any other section of the public service,
. but the allotment of holidays and the
designation of holiday times should be
left under the control of the department,
because railway employes were not permitted to take their holidays at the usual
holiday times.
Mr. RICHARDSON suggested that it
would be better not to mix up the Railway
department with the public service, as
proposed in this clause. There was a very
important difference between members of
the public service and men employed on
the railways. The public service was
under an Act of its own, and the employment was very different from that· in the
Railway department. 'rhe railway officers
and employes were subject to certain rules
specially framed to meet their case, and
they could not be made subject to the
same rules as theptlblic service. The times
at which the public servants haa. holidays
were' the very times when .the. Railway
department was most busy and the railway officers and employes were required to
be at their posts.. Consequently, the Railway department had to adopt a practice
altogether different from that of the
Public Service Board; and it would be an
advantage to continue that practice, and
keep the two departments quite apart from
each other and subject to their respective
rules and regulations.
Mr. SHIELS stated that there was
. some force in the objections to this clause,
and if, on further investigation, the proposal was considered likely to be disadvantageous to the officers and employes of
the Railway department he would take
care to have it amended.
On clause 41, providing that officers and
employes in the railway service might be
called upon to retire before attaining the
age, of 65 years,
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Mr. T. SMITH asked the Government were too old to do their work efficiently
to allow this and the folJ,pwing clause to continuing to occupy certain positions,
be negatived, in order that he might pro- and thl,lS keeping other men who were
pose the substitution of a clause (which qualified to do the work out of those
had been printed and circulated) pro- positions j and, therefore, he thought
viding for something like a mutual . that no officer or employe in the railarrangement between the commissioners way service ought to be retained
and the officers and employes of the Rail- after t:eaching the age of 65 years.
way department with regard to retirement. (An Honorable Member-" How about
He thought that all officers and employes Members of Parliament 1") The electors
in the Railway department should retire would be able to deal with that question.
on reaching 60 years of age, unless the If they considered that a particular cancommissioners required them to continue didate was too old they would not ret\lrn
in the service until they were 65 years of him. But the case he desired to meet was
age and they were wi1ling to remain. 'fhe that. of the public officers receiving high
officers and employes ought to have the salaries who were most successful in apright to retire at 60 if they did not wish pealing to the Governor in Council to be
to remain until they were 65. What was. retained in their situations, the effect being
good for one party to the contract to keep first-class rising men out of the
should be good for the other, and positions they ought to occupy.
Mr. TRENWI1'H supported the amendthe clause he desired to propose would
establish amore just and equitable arrange- ment. The public service in every direction was being burdened by officers rement than that contained in clause 41.
1'he committee divided on the clause- maining in the service long after they had
reached an age which physically unfitted
Ayes
27
them for active duty. The question was
~oes
9
that those officers usually got their subordinates to do the actual work attaching to
Majority for the clause...
18
their positions. He understood that the
.object of the honorable member for ColAYES.
lingwood (Mr. Beazley) was to make it
Mr. Andrews,
Mr. Methven,
" Beazley,
imperative that officers of this sort should
" Munro,
" Brock,
" Outtrim,
be called upon to retire in every case,
" Richardson,
" Burrowes,
seeing that they were simply blocking the
" Shiels,
" Duffy,
way to the promotion of the really efficient
Capt. Taylor,
" Dunn,
Mr. Trenwith,
officers of a lower grade.
" Foster,
" Graham,
" Turner,
Mr. McCOLL said he had always con:, Uren,
" HaR,
tended against this monstrous proposal to
" Hancock,
" Wheeler,
drive the men of grey hairs out of their
,., Williams;
" Kirton,
" rPellers.
positions. The principle was a scandalous
" Leonard,
Dr. Maloney,
" McColl,
one, and the young men of the colony
Mr. Peacock.
" McLean,
ought to be ashamed to advocate it. It
seemed as though this clause had been put
NOES.
into the Bill for "a special purpose-to drive
Mr. T. Smith,
Mr. Bowman,
particular men out of the service -but the
" W. T. Carter,
" Taverner.
Tellers.
" Gardiner,
plan adopted could hardly be called an honMr. Hunt,
" Murphy,
orable one. 1'here were many men in the
" A. Young.
" Nimmo,
public service, both in the higher and the
On clause 42, providing that "every lower grades, who were perfectly competent
officer and employe" must retire on attain- to do their work in an effective manner,
ing 65 years of age, "unless, notwithstand- and whose retention in office, although·
ing his age he is directed to continue to they had reached the-age of 65, would be
perform his duty in the railway service as a benefit to the country. He hoped the
hereinafter provided· and is able and clause' would not be passed. .
willing so to do,"
Capt. TAYLOR considered that the clause
Mr. BEAZLEY moved the omission of should contain a provision giving to those
all the words from "unless" to the end of in authority power to say to a perfectly
the clause. There had been considerable efficient officer, " You may remain in the
difficulty in the police force and in the service for two or three years longer
public service in consequence of men who although you are 65 years of age."
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Mr. BEAZLEY remarked that the honorable member for Gunbower alluded to
special cases, but at all events he (Mr.
Beazley) had none in view. He considered
that a man who entered the service at 25
or even when. he did so at 45, had had,
when he reached the age of 65, a very fair'
innings. He did not believe that carrying
the clause would do injustice to anyone.
Mr. W. T. CARTER said he thought
the concluding provision of the clause
would act in an unfair way, because the
officers to whom it referred were those who
had had all along special privileges and
special consideration.
They would be
able to use influence, and it would be said
on their behalf that it would be impossible
to conduct the service properly without
their aid, although it was well known that
younger men were perfectly capable of
filling their places. These men would be
deprived of their natural promotion.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. NIMMO asked the Minister of
'Railways to consider the advisability of
amending the clause so as to give the
Railways Commissioners the option of
retaining men who were in receipt of salaries not exceeding £300 after they had
reached tp.e retiring age-that was, if they
were still competent to discharge their
duties. There was a very general impression that only men who were in receipt of
high salaries would be retained under this
clause, and that would be an injustice.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he would make
a note of the honorable member's suggestion.
On clause 53, relating to the tenure of
office of the commissioners and to the
removal or suspension of the commissioners,
Dr. MALONEY said that it would be
advisable to strlke out the provision in the
clause that any commissioner who had
been suspended might be restored to his
position on an address being presented to
the Governor by the Legislative Council
and the Legislative Assembly. This provision would simply cause trouble in Parliament, and there was no necessity for it.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he would make
a note of the honorable member's point.
Mr. KIRTON proposed the following
new clause:~
" All regulations made under the Victorian
Railways Commissioners Act 1883 or the Railways Act 1890 regarding the height of candidates for employment in the railway service
f;lhall be ~p.d th~ same a.re hereby repealed."
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He remarked that the present regulations
prevented persons under a certain height
from obtaining employment in the Rail:way department. There was no reason
why the men of small stature-the Tom
Thumbs of the community-should not
be placed on the sanie footing in regard
to the public service as the giants. The
men of short stature were by the present
regulations at a great disadvantage. He
knew men in his own electorate who,
because they were a quarter of an inch
under the standard height, were rejected
by the examiners; and yet these men
'vere· called upon to pay taxes, and had
just the same interest in the State as had
others.
Dr. MALONEY stated that he trusted
that the committee would agree to the
clause. Fair play should be given to the
men of small stature; and it should be
remembered that at present more of the
work of the world was done with the
brain than with the body.
. Mr. SHIELS remarked that one must
always feel commiseration for those who
suffered from physical disavantage, but
there was more than that at stake in this
question. The State had a right to' get
the services of the best men available, and
in a department like that of the railways
it was most essential that they should
secure smart, active, and powerful men,
because the preservation of life and limb
depended upon the efficient working of
the railway systeJ:?l. If the statutory
height were reduced by half-an-inch there
would still be the same cause of complaint,
inasmuch as certain persons would be
excluded. Taking into consideration the
agility and strength that were required in
the railway service, it was not desirable
that the standard height should be reduced. (Mr. T. Smith-"Little men have
more agility than big men.") He did not
think that the statement was proved by
experience. 'rhe present limit of 5ft. 5in.
He trusted
was quite .low enough.
that the honorable member for Ballarat
West (Mr. Kirton) would not press the
amendment.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that, under this
Bill, a new system of selecting the railway
employes was to be introduced. Hitherto
they had been selected by ballot, and that
made it almost necessary that arbitrary
rules should be adopted. N ow the
candidates were to be selected according
to their qualifications, and the selectors should be allowed to exercise their
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discretion in regard to height and age.
Honorable members all knew cases of men
who had been rejected because they were
an eighth of an inch under the standard
height.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the honorable
member for Gunbower had made a very
good point. It was, however, proposed by
Actof Parliament to repeal a regulation, and
that was an unusual course to adopt. If
there was a strong feeling in the committee
on the subject the regulation could be
altered. He would give the honorable
member for Ballarat West (Mr. Kirton)
an assurance that if the clause was passed
he would bring the subject under the
notice of t~e Railways Commissioners,
and see whether there was any necessity
for maintaining the present standard
height.
Mr. KIRTON asked whether the Minister of Railways would undertake to make
inquiries into the subject as soon as possible ~
Mr. SHIELS said that he would do so.
Mr., KIRTON propos~d the following
clause : " At the end of the 1st sub-section of section 92 of the Railways Act 1890 the words
C provided that light employment requiring no
special qualifications shall be reserved for men
between the ages of 45 and 60 years' shall be
added."

He neither desired to turn the Railway
department into a benevolent asylum for
old men, as had been alleged, nor to do any
injustice to officers now in the department.
But what he held was that the elderly men
in this community should not be debarred
from entering the public service. He
thought they were treating the old men
who had done so much to build up the
colony with marked injustice. The pioneers, the men who came from the old
country, and who had borne the heat and
burden of the day, were surely entitled to
some consideration. These men-men of
the best type, men with sple!ldid physical
powers, with energy, and great force of
character-were found doing their duty in
every department of life, and yet, forsooth,
they were debarred from entering the public service. This was manifestly unfair,
and as long as he had the privilege of occupying a seat in the Assembly, he would
do his best to bring about the abolition of
tl:lOse arbitrary regulations which were made
in the interests of young men and against
old men. If honorable members desired
to do what was fair to the elderly men in this
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community, they ought to avail themselves
of the opportunity offered by this clause
of doing those men some justice. At all
events he wanted the old men in the community, who were called upon to pay
taxes, and wh~ would be very glad indeed
of the opportunity of getting certain
classes of light employment in the Railway department, to understand and realize
that they had some friends in the House.
Mr. FOSTER remarked that he was
surprised at the honorable member' for
Ballarat' West (Mr. Kirton) talking such
sentimental rubbish. He had almost expected to hear from the honorable member
that the State was, also to look after all
the old women. The adoption of the honorable member's proposal would simply
mean the stuffing of the Railway department with a lot of incapable old men. He
did not think it was the duty of the State
to look after all the old men in the community.
Mr. W. T.CARTER stated that the effect
of this clause, if it was carried-of course
it would not be carried-would be to add
one more act to the several acts of the
honorable member for Ballarat West (Mr.
Kirton) in injuring the interests of railway
employes, because the lignt employment
which the honorable member coveted for
the old taxpayers and pioneers was very
properly reserved at present for men who
had been injured in the service of the
State, and for men who had fallen into
ill-health while in the discharge of their
duties to the State. The effect of declaring that this light employment should be
reserved for outsiders would be to shut
out the deserving class to whom he had
alluded. He (Mr_ Carter) would c~rtainly
vote against't~e proposal. (Mr. Kirton" Do you come from Newport 1") He did
not know 'Where the honorable membercame
from, but he knew where the honorable
member was going to. Perhaps it was
just as, well that the honorable member
had taken the present opportunity of
bringing forward his proposal.
'Dr. MALONEY stated that there were
not sufficient positions of the kind referred
to in the clause for, men who had been
employed in the Railway department and
been injured.
Mr. DUNN said he understood that the
intention of the honorable member for
Ballarat VV'est (Mr. Kirton) was simply
that this class of employment should be
given to elderly men outside the department when there were more vacancies than
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(lould be filled by men who had been in
the employment of the department. It
was on that distinct understanding that
he (Mr. Dunn) was induced to second a
,similar proposal in the form of a motion
the other evening.
Capt. TAYLOR expressed the hope that
the honorable member would withdraw the
.clause. It provided that light employment
in the Railway department should be
reserved for men between the ages of 45
arid 60 years, so that if an employe in the
Railway department who was only 30
years of age met with an accident. he would
be excluded by this clause from receiving
light employment.
Mr. METHVEN said it had been urged
that it was not advisable to make the
Railway department a benevolent asylum
for old men. He (Mr. Methven) quit.e
.agreed with that, but it seemed to him
that our civil service was becoming nothing
more nor less than a benevolent asylum,
for young men. The only ambition of the
young men of the colony at present seemed
to be to become civil servants and have
their bread and butter provided by the
Government. A great deal of the old
energy and push which distinguished
those who had built up this colony seemed
to be disappearing in the rising generation.
Young men seemed perfectly satisfied to
take a Government situation, no matter
whatitwas, solongastheywereprovided for
for life, and then, as soon as they obtained
the situation, the first thing they did was
to become dissatisfied and t.o complain
that their annual increments were not
sufficient, and their promotion not so rapid
as it ought to be.
Mr. McCOLL said he thought the honorable member for 'Williamstown had put
the honorable member for Ballarat West
(Mr. Kirton) in an unfair position. It
was not the intention of the honorable
member for Ballarat West to deprive the
deserving servants of the Railway department of opportunities of receiving light
employment if they were injured while in
the discharge of their ordinary duties, but
simply that the surplus positions of this
kind should be filled by elderly men outside the service. The honorable member
for Williamstowm had attempted to
damage the honorable member for Ballarat
West in his district. He (Mr. McColl)
did not think it was fair for any honorable
member while seeking to "koo-too" to men
in his own constituency to try to damage
a fellow-member.
Ses8ion 1891.-[175]
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Mr. BEAZLEY intimated that if the
clause were amended so as to allow men
already in the service to have the first
claim to positions of the kind referred
to he would vote for it.
Mr. KIRTON stated that if the clause
were read a second time he would propose
its amendment by substituting the word
"may" for "shall." By this alteration
it would he recognised that those in the
department would have the first claim.
Mr. W: T. CARTER observed that the
re~arks of the honorable member for
Gunbower, if true, would certainly expose
him (Mr. Carter) to the deserved opprobrium of every honorable man; but he
would never dream, either in this House
or ariywhere else, of seeking to secure
popularity for himself by unjustly attacking another man. He did not" koo-too"
to his constituents, but simply worked for
them and sought to represent them. For
the sake of putting matters right with
honorable members whose respect he
valued, he desired to say that he was
simply speaking in jest, but it was quite
likely that, whilst the honorable member
for Ballarat 'Vest (Mr. Kirton) was interjecting, remarks came from him (Mr.
Carter) that were unworthy of him and
unjust to the honorable member for
Ballarat 'Vest. Having made that explanation, he (Mr. Carter) very willingly withdrew those remarks, with the assurance
that they were never intended to injure
the honorable member for Ballarat vVest
and advertise himself, and he would be
willing to make any proper apology to
the honorable member.
Mr. KIRTON stated that he was perfectly satisfied with the honorable member's explanation.
The clause was negatived.
The Bill, having been gone through,
was reported' with amendments.
Mr. MUNRO moved that the House do
now aUJourn. He said he had to thank
honorable members for their kindness in
sitting 'so late and getting this very important Bill through. The work that had been
done had been well done. He might inform
honorable members that the first business
on Tuesday next would be the consideration of the report on the Local Government
Act Amendment Bill.
.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-three
minutes to two o'clock (Friday), until
Tuesday, November 24.
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LEGISLA.TIVE COUNCIL.
:j1'uesday, .November 24-, 1891.
Death of the Hon. G. Young: Adjournment of the House.

Tho PRESIDE~T took the chair at twentyeight minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
DEATH OF rrHE HON. G. YOUNG.
The PRESIDENT.-I deeply regret to
inform honorable members of the death
of the Honorable George Young, one of
the members for the N orth-W estern Province. Honorable members are well aware
of the honorable position he occupied in
this House, and that he had gained the
respect and confidence of honorable members. He was cut down at a comparatively
young age, and just at a time when his
public life was full of great promise. I
have known him personally for a great
number of years. I remember that when
I represented the 'Vimmera district in
another place he was one of my con. stituents, and I often heard him speak on
I
political platforms in that district.
personally very much regret his loss, and
the loss that this House will sustain
through. his death, and I have also to
express my deepest sympathy for the sorrowing family he has left behind. I suppose Sir Frederick Sargood will take the
usual course.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-Mr. President,
I regret with you that we have again to
deplore the loss of one of our members,
and I am reminded that this is the fourth
occasion during the present session that
this unpleasant duty has fallen to my lot.
Although the Honorable George Young
had been, comparatively speaking, but a
few years in this House, he from the first
took a position that perhaps not many
young members are able to take in this
Chamber. He was always attentive to
his duties, always courteous, and always
made himself master of any subj ect that he
spoke uPOll, and he very soon earned, not
merely the respect of members, but also
their confidence in anything he said. I
feel that in losing him just when he was
promising to become a still more useful
member of this House we have lost a
valuable colleague, anrl the country at
large has also lost a valuable representative. Not only had he earned the unbounded
respect and confidence of members of this
House, but in his private and commercial
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lifo few men perhap~ could claim a highel~
position than that of the honorable member. His commercial lifo has been from
the first all that was straightforward and
honorable, and his private lifo such as no·
man would have lleed to be ashamed of.
It is somewhat singular that his death
occurs almost immediately upon the completion of the work in which, as honorable
members know, he took a very deep
interest--I refer to the Bill for the
amalgamation of the legal profession,
which received the Royal assent only
yesterday. We all know how, as a.
layman, in speaking of that measure he
handled it in a most masterly manner,
and that his conduct of that Bill all
through earned from friend and opponent.
of the measure nothing but commendation.
It is deeply to be regretted that he has.
not had an opportunity of seeing the.
fruition of his labours in connexion with
that Bill. It is impossible for me to
speak too highly of him. Personally, I
feel I have lost an old friend, and
that this House has lost one in
whom it had the utmost confidence~
vVe all deplore his 10Fis, and we all
tender to his sorrowing wife and
family our sincerest sympathy. They
have the satisfaction of kno'wing that holeaves behind him a name of which they
have every reason to be proud.
In
accordance with the practice of this
House, and I am sure in accordance with
the deepest feeling of sympathy of every
member of ,the Council, I beg to move
that, as a mark of respeet to the memory
of deceased, the House do now adjourn.
The Hon. J. BELL.-Sir, as a colleague
of the Honorable George Youug in t.he
representation of the North-Western Province, I may be permitted to express my
deepest regret at the loss which the province and the country have sustained by
his death. He was returned to this House
some nine years ago with Mr. Coutts and
myself, in the first elections under the
Reform Act. During the whole of his.
parliamentary career he took the greatest
interest in the business brought before
the Council, and, whenever he spoke, it
was fully evident that he had made himself master of the subiect. He showed
his great ability and fh~ency as a speaker
in submitting to this House the Bill for
the amalgamation of the legal profession,
and it was plain to us all, while that Bill
was' passing through committee, that he
must have devoted ·himself with a
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great amount of perseverance to the decree of Providence, he should die on
work of mastering that difficult and Friday, and that on :Monday the Hoyal
technical measure.
He earned the re- assent should be given to the Bill which
spect and confidence of his constitu- he carried through this House with such
ents, and to his fellow - representatives industry and ability. His work in conof the N orth-vV estern Province ho has nexion with the Raihvays Standing Comalways boen a kind, obliging, and loyal mittee was of a most zealous and useful
colleague. In this House and out of it kind, and his knowledge of the districts
he has been held in the highest respect, through which the members of tho comand I am sure we all deeply sympathize mittee travelled must have been of great
with his berea,Yed wife and little ones in advantage to the other membors of the
their sad affliction. I concur with Sir committee.' I trust that the testimony
Frederick Sargood" that it is fitting, as a now borne in this House to the memory
tribute to the respect of our departed of our departed colleague will be some
friend, that the House should adjourn.
solace to his sorrowing widow and family.
1'he motion was agreed to.
The Hon. D. COUTTS.-Sir, I entirely
concur in tho feelings of regret and
The House adjourned at a quarter to '
sympathy which have been so well ex- five o'clock.
pressed by Sir Frederick Sargood and Mr.
Bell. I can only add that his colleagues
in the representation of the N orth-\Vestern
Province had every confidence in their LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
late colleague, that there was no jealousy
Tuesday, November 24, 1891.
amongst them, and that we have all
experienced the kindness and courtesy of
Track from Bright to Mount Wills-Obstructions in the
our late fellow-member.
Yarra·-Licensing (Public-houses) Act-Public InstrucThe Hon. J. 1\1. PRATT.-Mr. Presition: Teaching of Swimming-London and Westdent, as the junior member for the N orthminster Bank-Railway Department: Platform at Newport Workshops -- Edward Bell -Hail ways Standing
vVestern Province, and the last to join in
Committee - Conduct of Busin6ss: Railways Act
making the acquaintance of our departed
Amendment Bill-Assent to Bills-Local Government
friend, I desire to bea! my testimony to
Act Amendment Bill.
the work and worth of the late honorable
member. I can indorse all that Mr.
The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past.
Bell and Mr. Coutts have said in reference to the loyalty, zeal, and good friend- four o'clock p.m.
ship that have existed among. us all.
MOUNT ·WILLS.
I am sure that no one who watched
Mr. FERGUSON asked the Minister of'
the career of our late colleague in this
House, and observed the ability and zeal Mines if he would at once take steps to
with which he devoted himself to the have the track from Bright to Mount
consideration of the subjects which came Wills made available for miners and
before us, and the desire he evinced to others requiring to travel between those·
acquaint himself with every detail of the places ~
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that he had given
measures in which he took an especial interest, could have failed to see that he instructions that tenders should be at once
was bound to take a most prominent posi- called for cutting a track from Glen vVills
tion in this House. Certainly the political to Bright.
Mr. FOSTER said he had given notice
world was before him, and there is no one
in this House but would have been glad to of asking the Minister of Mines when hesee him occupy the high position in the would call for tenders to construct the
political world for which he was so well track from Glen vVills to Bright, but" of
fitted by his talents and industry. Provi- course the answer just made rondered it
dence has ordained otherwise, however, and unnecessary for him to ask the question.
our friend has gone, but he leaves behind
FLOODS IN THE YARRA.
a name that will be respected, and a name
Mr. BEAZLEY asked the Minister of
to which we shall always turn as the name
of one . ." ho conducted himself in a manner Public W'orks whether he intended to take
that assured him the good friendship of any action to remove the obstructions in
every member of this House. I t does the Yarra caused by the late floods ~ He
seem a remarkable thing that, in the
said he saw it stated in the newspapers
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that morning that tho Government were
unable to take any action in the matter,
because the control of the Yarm had been
handed over to the Metropolitan Board of
Works, but perhaps the Minister could
state whether the Metropolitan Board of
Works could be compelled to carry out the
clearing of the river.
Mr. \VHEELER s<lid he did not think
he could answer the latter question of the
honorable member. He might state that
tho Government did not see their way
clear to interfere with the river Yarra at
alL 'When the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of 'W orks Act came into
operation, it took the control of the river
altogether out of the hands of the Government, and vested it in the Metropolitan
Board of Works, and it was for that board
to deal with the matter.
LICENSING (PUBLIC-HOUSES) ~CT.
Mr. MURPHY asked the Chief Secretary if he would promise not to authorize
any more polls to be taken under the
local option provisions of the Licensing
Act 1890 until the Government were in a
position to pay the compensation determined upon -after any such poll had been
taken 1
Mr. McLEAN observed that he regretted he could not make the promise
which the honorable member asked for.
rrhe local option polls were held under the
authority of an Act of Parliament, and he
would not be justified in suspending the
operation of that Act. He might mention,
further, that there was ample moneyavailable from the licensing fund for meeting all
claims for compensation. which were likely
to be made for some time.
Mr. GORDON stated that he desired to
ask the Attorney-General a question, without notice, with regard to the Maryborough
local option poll. It was announced in
the newspapers that the business of the
arbitration court, to determine the compensation payable in respect of those hotels
which had been abolished in consequence
of . the local option poll, had come to a
stand-still, owing to some of the arbitr&.tors
resigning their position, and there being no
power in the Licensing Act to s,ppoint
other arbitrators to succeed them.' He
wished to know whether the Government
intended to bring in a Bill to amend the
Act, so as to meet cases of this kind.
Mr. SHIELS observed tha-t he had given
the matter consideration, and was prepared with the necessary amendment of

the Act to prevent such a failure as had
occurred in this case happening again. He
would give notice that day of a motion
for leave to intrQduce a Bill for the purpose.
PUBLIC INSrrRUCTION.
Mr. BAILES asked the Premier if, with
a view of lessening the number of fatal
accidents by drowning in the colony, he
would take the necessary steps to have
the children attending State schools taught
swimming?
Mr. MUNRO said that, of course, it was
very important that children should be
taught to swim, but he did not think there
was anything in the Education Act, or
anythillg in the circumstances, to authorize the Goverument to undertake that
work. He thought it was the duty of the
parents to have their children taught
swimming. Even if it were desired that
swimming should be taught in the State
schools, he thought it would be very difficult to carry out the instruction in some
of the schools, seeing that there the
children could hardly obtain sufficient
water to drink.
LONDON AND \VESTMINSTER
BANK.
Mr. ZOX st~ted that he desired, without
notice, to call the attention of the Treasurer to a statement which appeared in a
leading article in the Age of that day, to
the effect that the London and Westminster Bank had refused to honour a
small payment on behalf of the colony
because it was not covered. If that statement were correct, the fact it indicated
must reflect a serious injury on the credit
of the colony. He was quite sure that
if the Treasurer knew that a sum was falling due, and that an amount of money was
not deposited to meet it, he would endeavour to make financial arrangements protecting the honour of the colony. Under
the circumstances he did not desire to
dilate on the matter, as he was sure the
Treasurer recognised his great responsibility in connexion with questions of this
kind.
Mr. MUNRO stated he was glad that
the honorable member had asked the
question. He (Mr. Munro) was never more
surprised than when, on taking up the
A,qe that morning, he saw the statement
which the honorable member had alluded
to. As far as the Government were concerned, ample provision had always been
Q
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made to meet all the engagements of the
colony in London, and, as regarded the
London and vVestminster Bank, the Government had never had occasion to complain of it in any way. On the contrary,
that bank had assisted the Government in
every respect whenever its assistance was
required, and he did not understand where
the information published in the .Age had
come from. N either the U nder-Treasurer
nor himself knew;,:mything about it, and,
as a director of the associated banks, he
had never heard of such an occurrence.
RAIL"WAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. CLARK asked the Minister of Railways the following questions:"1. When the long-promised platform at the
Newport workshops, for the convenience of
workmen employed there, will be erected; and
if he is aware that, rather than do without this
very necessary convenience, the workmen would
willingly pay for the work by instalments from
their wages?
_
"2. 'Will the Minister urge the immediate
carrying out of the work?"

Mr. SHIELS said the Railways Commissioners informed him that they had for
some time past postponed all expenditure
on additional accommodation, and that
there was nothing in this case to justify its
being treated exceptionally.
Mr. CLARK said he would point out that
there were hundreds of workmen employed
at the workshops, and the inconvenience
caused by the want of a platform sometimes caused them to be late. Unless
they arrived before the bell ceased ringing,
a quarter of an hour was stopped from
their wages.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he would represent the urgency of the matter to the
Railways Commissioners.
EDvVARD BELL.
Mr. HANCOCK asked the AttorneyGeneral whether he would be willing to
place on the Additional Estimates a certain
amount of money-say~ some £200-as a
sort of compensation to Edward Bell, who
had been in prison for something like four
months, as the- result of a conspiracy, and
who was now lying in the Eye and Ear
Hospital awaiting an operation, very probably involving complete blindness, brC?ught
about by solitary confinement ~ He (Mr.
Hancock) merely suggested the sum of
£200, because it seemed to him the very
smallest amount of compensation which
could be given to the man for the four
months' imprisonment he had suffered.
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Mi'. SHIELS stated that this matter had
been considered by the Government. They'
recognised the hardship which the man
Bell had suffered, and he (Mr. Shiels) was
perfectly prepared to recommend to his colleagues that some pecuniary compensati0i1
should be made to him. He had not, however, contemplated recommending such a
sum as £200, as he thought that an amount
of certainly not more than £100 would be
sufficient compensation for the wrong Bell
had suffered. He would point out that
the wrong had not been done by the Government, but by the men who conspired
to falsely accuse Bell of the offence of
which he was convicted. (Mr. McIntyre"But inquiries should be made how that
came about.") Certainly; but the Government thought it only right that a public investigation should take place first, and that
had ended satisfactorilvin the conviction of
the conspirators. vVhile the Government
recognised that Bell had suffered a wrong"
he (Mr. Shiels) hoped that the honorable
member would not press for too large a.
sum by way of compensation. He thought
that if the Government gave the man £50,.
or, certainly not more than £100, it ought.
to be sufficient. (Mr. Baker-" What
about his eyes ~") He would give the
matter further consideration, but the Go-vernment intended to make Bell some
compensation.
PETITION.
A petition was presented- by Mr. L. L.
SMI'rH, from the Central Australian vVine
Association of Victoria, asking that the
Licensing Act should be amended, so as to.
empower licensing inagistrates to grant
new colonial wine licences at any time, orat least once a month.
0

RAILWAYS STANDING COMMITTEE.
Mr. BENT brought up a report from
the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways, with reference to the proposed
railway from Newmarket to Keilor-road.
The report was ordered to be printed.
CONDUCT OF BUSINESS.
RAILWAYS ACT A~IENDMEN'l' BILL.

Mr. GILLIES said that, before the business was called Oil, he desired to direct
attention to a short statement which
appeared in that day's .Ar.qus, headed
"Railway Management Bill-the Premier'sreply to Mr. Gillies." Of course he did
not say that the Premier stated what he:
was represented in the article to have said"
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but he wished to direct attention to the
. article, because it purported to report a
statemcnt made by the Premier. (Mr.
Munro-" Should you not call attention
to what you said yourself the day before~")
No. (Mr. Munl'o-" I think so.") This was
quite sufficient for him. The Argus said"Mr. Munro states that it was fully under·
stood last Tuesday that the Railway Bill was to
be disposed of during the week."

N ow that was a statement which he ventured to say-and he thought he could
speak within the know ledge of the Housewas not correct. For a thing to be fully
understood, it must have been stated
publicly by some person in authority, and
this was not stated by the Premier in his
place in Parliament. In fact, no Minister,
head of the Government or not, could,
make any such statement. That a Minister was always anxious to press his
measures through went without saying,
but to say that it was understood that
the Railways Act Amendment Bill was.to
.be disposed of last week was a statement
which no one was authorized to make.
rrhat was not understood by honorable
m.embers generally, and he would go
further and say that it was not underThere were two
.stood by Ministers.
Ministers, at least, who did not so under.stand, and how the Premier could make
such a statement, if he acknowledged the
~orrectness of the report in the Argus, he
{Mr. Gillies) could not understand. The
Premier was, further, stated to have said" And it was with that object that no private
.business was taken on "¥V ednesday. '

N ow he (Mr. Gillies) ventured to say that,
when honorable members agreed to postpone their private business on last Wednesday evening, it was certainly not under:stood that that was to be taken as an indication that the House was to get through
the Railways Act Amendment Bill that
week. There was no such understanding,
.and when the Premier moved the suspension of the standing orders, for the
purpose of allowing the consideration of
the Railways Act Amendment Bill to be
continued, . he himself made no such
statement. (Mr. Munro-" I said it to
the private members, whom I asked to
postpone their business.") Then all he
(Mr. Gillies) could say was that that was a
.strange way of doing business. He ventured to say that if it had been under.stood that the meaning of the postponement of private membe:rs' business on
~fr.

Gillies.

"\Vednesday night was that the Railways
Act Amendment Bill was to be rushed
through the next night, scarcely any
members of the House would have agreed
to the postponement. It was, of course,
understood that measures should bepressed
through, especially at this period of the
session, subject to proper discussion, but
there certainly was no understanding that
an important public measure like the
Railways Act Amendment Bill should not
receive proper consideration. The Arg~ts
also said"Early on Thursday evening Mr. Munro
says he went all round the House, and asked
members to wait, as he wanted to get the Bill
through that· night. "

Mr. MUNRO observed that that portion of the report was incorrect. He did
not say that.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that he did not
know whether the honorable gentleman
said that he went round any part of the
House. (Mr. Munro-" I did not.") He
(Mr. Gillies) did not desire to say any more
at present. He was not going to say
anything at all at the present time as to
the course which was pursued by the
Premier last Thursday. It would not be
proper for him to do so at this stage, but·
he intended to take an opportunity of referring to that matter at the proper time .
Mr. MUNRO stated that he tegretted
exceedingly what occurred last Thursday,
and if he had had notice, so as to afford
him more time for consideration, he believed it would not have occurred. On
last Tuesday, when the House met, there
appeared to be a large amount of excitement on the opposition side of the House
because the Local Government Act Amendment Bill had been postponed and placed
low down on the business paper. He
then explained that the Bill being low
down on the paper was purely accidental,
that he did not authorize it to be placed
in such a position, and that this was
simply done by the Clerk in arranging the
business. He stated, however, that the
Government did not intend to bring on
the Bill before the following Tuesday, so
as to allow the country time to take
notice of the amendments which had been
made in the measure. There was another
and more important reason, although he
did not state it at the time, which
influenced the Government in postponing ,
the Bill. This was the fact that
there was a great difficulty in arranging
the various amendments which had been
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inserted so as to make them harmonize
with the Bill. (Mr. Mclntyre-" I think
JOu mentioned that.") No, he did not.
He intended to do so, but he forgot. He
then stated that it was the intention of
the Government to go on with the Railways Act Amendment Bill, and to devote
the whole of the week to that Bill, with
the hope of getting it through committee, in
-order that they might take the Local Government Act Amendment Bill on the
following Tuesday. He made that st.:'ttement on Tuesday, and he did all he could
to got the House to sit as late as possible
,on Tuesday night, to make progress with
the Bill. On \Yednesday he asked honorable members who had private business
on the paper to allow the Government
business to be proceeded with 011 \Vednesday evening, as he was exceedingly anxious
that the Railways Act Amendment Bill
should be passed through committee that
week. (Mr. Gillies-" And we helped
you.") He admitted the assistance he
got from gentlemen opposite in all respects,
.and he said again that he regretted
what occurred. If the leader of the Opposition had said two or three words to him
privately, it never would have occurred.
On the vVednesday, when the leader of the
Opposition was speaking on the Bill, he
'stated that if the 24th clause was adopted
by the committee, there was nothing else
in the Bill for which he cared very much.
{Mr. Gillies-" Not exactly.") Something
met his (Mr. Munro's) ear, to the effect
that the honorable member did not care
much about the rest of the Bill if the
24th clause was passed. (Mr. Gillies"I said that, compared with the 24th
clause, the others were nowhere.") That
amounted to the same thing. 'When they
-commenced business on Thursday, the
matter was disposed of, and he heard
nothing further: until half-past eleven
o'clock, when the honorable member, without having said a word to him privately,
asked that progress should be reported.
Honorable members all round the House
-several from the opposition corner-had begged him (Mr. Munro) to sit late, so
,as to get the Bill through committee.
Probably this was where the Argus reporter
had misunderstood him in reporting him
to have said that he went round the House.
"\Yhat he did say was, that members from
,every part of the House came to him and
asked him to go on with the Bill. The
leader of the Opposition asked that they
should report progress at half-past eleven

o'clock, and then he (Mr. Munro) got up
and stated reasons why they should not
report progress. At that moment the
honorable member for Ballarat \Vest
(NIr. Kirton) got up and moved that
progress be reported, and the committee, by an almost universal shout cried
"N0." (Mr. Cameron-" The Opposition
had gone then.") He was simply pointing out that it was the action of the House
more than his own action by which the
Bill was proceeded with, because members
all round asked him to go on with the
Bill. The leader of the Opposition knew
that in not a single instance previously in
which the honorable member had asked
him to postpone business, report progress,
or adjourn the House, he (Mr. Munro)
had refused to do so, and if the honorable
member had asked him privately, he
would have done the same thing on the
occasion in question. Even if the honorable member, after he (Mr. Munro) had
stated his reasons for going on, had got up
and shown reasons for reporting progress,
he (Mr. Munro) was sure the committee
"'ould have agreed to do so; but instead
of doing that, the honorable member cut
the matter short, unfortunately, and ran
away. (Mr. Anderson-" He gave a note
of warning· before going away.") It was
a very short note. If the leader of the
Opposition had shown him the courtesy
which he had previously shown him, of
saying a word privately to him on the
subject, the thing would not have occurred.
He wonld repeat again that he regretted
its hould have occurred. He did not intend
such a thing to occur. He was forced into
the position by the desire of the House to
get on with the business, and by his own
desire to comply with the request which
the honorable member himself made some
time before, to push on with the business
as much as possible.
Mr. STAUGHrrON said that as the
Premier expressed such great regret at his
action the previous Thursday night, he
would like to know whether the honorablo
gentleman would now consent to recommit
the Railways Act Amendment Bill ~ (Cries
of "No.") Then what did the honorable
gentleman'S regret amount to~ ThePremier
had stated that there were members from
that (the opposition) corner who asked
him to go on with the Bill on Thursday
night, and he (Mr. Staughton) would like
to know who those members were.
Mr. 'WOODS observed that, in corroboration of what had been said by the Premier,
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he might state that on the previous Vvednesday two honorable members-the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) and thePostmaster-General-cameto
him (Mr. Woods) and asked him to postpone a motion he had on the paper, in order
to allow certain other private members'
business to be brought on, but he declined
to do so, because he thought his own
motion was of greater importance. The
Premier subsequently came to him and
said he was anxious to get the Railways
Act Amendment Bill through that week,
and asked him to postpone his motion for
that purpose. The Premier stated that if
all private members agreed to postpone
their business, he believed they could get
the Bill through during the week, and
under those circumstances he (Mr. Woods)
gave way.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he would suggest as the only way of meeting this matter that the clauses of the Railways Act
Amelldment Bill that were run through on
Thursday night should be recommitted.
He (Sir B. O'Loghlen) was in favour of the
Bill-he was not in the chamber at the
time the occurrence referred to took place,
but, if he had been, he would certainly,
after thelongand fair discussion which took
place, have voted for reporting progress.
When he sat in opposition to the late Government, he and other members of the
Opposition, some two or three years ago,
felt very much annoyed when, on a
Thursday night, business was pushed
through in the same fashion. Parliament
met for free and full discussion, and he
would certainly strongly support full and
free discussion, which was the only thing
that j llstified their existence. He would
suggest that if any members of the House
felt themselves aggrieved, they should
move that the clauses be recommitted.
Mr. McINTYRE rose.
'rhe SPEAKER.-Does the honorable
member wish to give notice 1
Mr. McINTYRE stated that other membei's had been allowed to speak, and he
desired to say a few words.
The SPEAKER.-Of course the honorable member understands the rule in cases
of this kind. The leader of the Opposition
asked aquestioninreferencetothe business,
and made some statemerits in connexion
therewith.
The Premier, in reply, also
addressed the House. Any further debate
was unusual, but, by the indulgence of the
House, an honorable member was allowed
to speak: on each side, as the matter was of

some importance. I would not, however,.
be doing my duty if I allowed a general
debate to take place. If the honorable
member wishes to proceed he must put.
'
himself in order.
Mr. McINTYRE said he did not wish
to move the adjournment of the House,
but he would like to know why the
Speaker appeared to draw the line at·
him. After all, he merely desired to say
one thing, namely, that he left the chamber on 1'hursday evening just after it had
been promised on behalf of the Government that clauses 24 and 25 of the Railways Act Amendment Bill should be put
into a shorter form, and he really had no
idea then that the Government· intended
going through the Bill that evening. He
was very much surprised to find next
morning that the Bill had been gone
through.
.
The subject then dropped.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
Mr. MUNRO presented a message from
the Governor, intimating that His Excellency, at the Government Offices, on
November 23, gave his assent to the
Legal Profession Practice Bill and the.
Loan Bill.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendments made in this Bill ·in.
committee were taken into consideration.
Mr. TURNER moved the adoption of.'
the amendments. He said he had, in.
accordance with the promise he made
when the Bill was last. under consideration, prepared a number of further amendments, the adoption of which he would.
move at the proper time.
The amendments were adopted.
Mr. TUH,NER drew attention to clause
3, which ,vas as follows :--:"For section 7 of, the principal Act the
following section shall be substituted, namely:
-7. vVhenever any day or the last of several
days provided or appointed by or under this
Act for any purpose in any year happens on a
Sunday or a day which is a bank holiday
throughout Victoria then such provision and
appointment shall take effect as for the next
following day which is not a Sunday or such.
bank holiday, and when the first of several
days so provided or appointed happens on a;
Sunday the previous Saturday shall be considered the first of such days."

Mr. TURNEH, moved that the clause
be amended by the omission of the words"And when the first of several days so provided or appointed happens on a Sunday the
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previous Saturday shall be considered the first
of such days."

He stated that the amendment was merely
a technical alteration.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. CAMERON drew attention to clause
12, which was as follO"\vs:"For section 49 of the principal Act the following section shall be substituted, namely :'49. The persons following shall be qualified to
hold the office of councillor in any municipality:
-(a) When a municipal roll is in force in the
municipality every person whose name is inscribed on such roll in respect of property, whether consisting of one or more tenements, of the
rateable value of £10; (b) When no municipal
roll is in force in the municipality every person
liable to be rated in respect of property in the
municipal 'district, whether consisting of one or
more tenements, of the rateable value of £10 ;
and no person shall cease to be qualified by
reason of ceasing to hold any particular property
if he hold other rateable property in the municipal district of the rateable value of £10 and
his name is on the municipal roll (if any) in force
in the municipality.' "

He moved the omission of "£10" (line 9),
with the view to substituting "£20."
Mr. BEST suggested that the better
plan would be to move the omission of
sub-section a and also of the words down
to "municipality" in sub-section b, '
Mr. rrRENWITH expressed the hope
that the amendment would not be pressed,
because the £10 qualification for municipal councillors wonld be quite high
enough. Fixing it. at this level would
widen the area of selection, which would
frequently be a considerable advantage. ,
Mr. 'WHEELER said he also hoped that
the amendment would not be pressed,
because its subject-matter was very fully
discussed on a former occasion, when two
divisions were taken on the point. In
some of the smaller municipalities of the
interior the bulk of the rateable properties were riot very large, and if the
qualification for councillors was not a low
one a number of persons otherwise ,extremely eligible might be disqualified. It
should be remembered that there was no
qualification required from a candidate for
a seat in the Legislat.ive Assembly. In
many instances the proposed alteration
would be found very advantageous.
Mr. BEN1' asked if it was the intention
of the Government to insist upon no person being qualified to stand as a councillor
unless his name was on the roll 1 ( " Yes.")
Then a man who had been fQr two years
a ratepayer, bnt whose name had accidentally been omitted from the roll,
would be disqualified. For his part, he
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would like to see the law in this
matter left as it stood at present. He
would even prefer, to go back to the
old law, under which female ratepayers:
were qualified. He once intended to
nominate his own sister, because he
thought she would be a better councillor
than his brother. If it was made a condition that every intending candidate's
name should appear on the roll this might
happen-a valuation might be taken to-,
day, and a man coming into the district
afterwards might not be eligible for' two
years. Would not that. be objectionable~
Under the existing law any person liable
to be rated could stand, and he (Mr. Bent)
had never heard any objection to that
being the arrangement or to the qualification for councillors being £20. As to the
broken-down gold-fields municipalities,
they might be left out of consideration
altogether.
Mr. Cameron's amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. BENT moved the insertion, after
the word "roll" (line 7), of th~ words
"or liable to be rated."
Mr. TRENWITH said he would support
the amendment, inasmuch as it would
practically lower the qualification and
increase the area of selection.
Mr. McINTYRE urged that the amendment should be to strike out the whole
of sub-section a and all of the words of
sub-section b down to the word "municipality." All that was mere surplusage.
The matter of the £10 qualification could
be dealt with afterwards.
Mr. KEYS said that he also would like
to see the whole of sub-section a omitted.
He would prefer that the existing law
should be adhered to. It was a law which
was well understood, and during the last
seventeen years it had been found to work
sa tisfactoril y.
Mr. l' URNER remarked that there were
substantial reasons for retaining the clause
as it stood. As the law stood at present
every person liable to be rated was eligible as
councillor, whereas what was proposed was.
that the ,appearance of his name on the
municipal roll should be the qualification.
The Government had been applied to by
many municipalities to make this alteration of the law, because under the existing
Act, in respect to a large number of properties, two persons were liable to be rated
for each. N ot only was the occupier so
liable, but the owner was also liable. If a
property was not occupied by a tenant, the
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liability of the latter soon became evident.
The owner might not actually pay rates,
but as one who was liable, to be rated he
would become eligible as councillor: This
'was an anomaly which it was sought to
avoid.
Mr. BAILES said that the present Act
required that a person should be on the
ratepayers' roll before he should have the
right to vote in municipal elections, and
surely it was only fair to provide that
candidates for municipal councils should
possess the same qualification. If it was
to be made compulsory that voters should
pay their rates, should it not also be made
compulsory that candidates fer municipal
councils should pay their rates 1
Mr. BEST stated that the object of the
present law was that there should be some
guarantee that the persons elected to
municipal councils should have some
substantial interest in the district in
which they were elected. By the merest
accident, even when a man had paid his
rates, his name might be omitted from the
ratepayers' rolL An instance of that kind
()ccurred in Melbourne the other day. He
had not heard of any serious objection to
the law as it stood, and the Minister of
Customs had not given any sufficient
reason why a change should be made. If
a tenant paid the rates, well and good; but
if, on the other hand, the owner was liable
to be rated, he should be qualified to
become a memoer of a municipal council.
He thought that the best plan to adopt
would be that which he originally suggested, to strike out sub-section a and the
first line of sub-section b.
Mr. BEN'r intimated that he would
withdraw his amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn accordingly.
" Mr. BEST moved the omission of subsection a.
The amendment was agreed to, and
sub-section Ct was struck out.
Mr. BEST proposed the omission from
.sub-section b of the words "when no
. municipal roll is in force in the municipality."
Mr. T. SMrrH seconded the amendment, which was agreed to.
Mr. BAILES moved the omission from
.sub-section b of the words "whether consisting of one or more .tenements of the
rateable value of £10." He stated that
the object of this amendment was to do
away with the qualification for municipal
councillors.

Amendment Bill.

Mr. TRENWITH seconded the amendment.
Mr. CAMERON moved that the amendment be amended by the substitution of
"£20" for "£10." He said he desired
that the present qualification should be
retained.
The House divided on the question that
"£10" proposed to be omitted stand part
of the questionAyes
45
27
Noes
Maj ori ty against Mr. Came- } '18
ron's amendment
...
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
,.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Andrews,
Beazley,
Best,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
'Y. T. Carter,
Clark,
Deakin,
D w,
Doffy,
Dunn,
Foster,
Gordon,
Graham,
Hall,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
Hunt~
Kirton,
Laurens,
Leonard,
Maloney,
McColl,

Mr. McLean,
" McLellan,
" Munro,
" Murphy,
" Nimmo,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
" .L. L. Smith,
" T. Smith,
" Tatchell,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Trenwith,
" Tucker,
". Turner,
". vVheeler,
" 'Voods,
" A. Young,
Zox.
Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" Peacock.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Armytage,
Baker,
Bent,
Cameron,
G. D. Carter,
Derham,
Dixon,
Duncan,
,~ Ferguson,
" Forrest,
" Gillies,
" Groom,
" J. Harris,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Highett,
Levien,
Madden,
l\fclntyre,
Methven,
Officer,
C. Smith,
Staughton,
Uren,
'Vrixon,
C. Young.
Tellers.
Mr. Harper,
" Keys.

Mr. STAUGHTON said that the effect
of the amendment of the honorahle member for Sandhurst (Mr. Bailes) would be to
do away with the qualification for municipal councillors altogether.
Honorable
members should understand that.
Mr. 'rRENvVrrH remarked' that the
qualification for Members of Parliament
was citizenship. With regard to municipal
councillors, all that Parliament need care
about was that the will of the ratepayers be
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:Mr. BEKT said he intended to move the
given effect to. The ratepayers should have
the\videst possible area of selection given to substitution of the word" prevent" for the
them. No, injury could be done by an un- . word "entitled" in the amendment just
suitable person offering himself for election, submitted. He desired to allow the Prebecause he would not be elected, and ir;t. mier to give effect to the grand speech he
any case :the responsibility would rest made a short time ago on behalf of woman
upon the ratepayers themselves. It was a suffrage.
mistake to pass legislation which denied to
Mr. MUNRO observed that this was not
the ratepayers the right of exercising their at all necessary.
Mr. BEN rr said he would not press his
own choice.
Mr. HARPER said that, unfortunately amendment.
Mr.. DEAKIN remarked that it was to
for the argument used by the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Trenwith), the be regretted that the honorable member
municipal bodies and those who elected for Brighton had withdrawn his amendthem throughout the colony were almost ment. The proposal which the Governunanimous in saying that there ought to ment were now submitting was the most
be a qualification for municipal council- inconsistent which had ever emanated
from them. They had recently asked the
lors.
:Mr. Bailes' amendment was negatived.
Assembly to confer the parliamentary
Mr. TURNER moved the omission of suffrage upon women, and now that an
the concluding words of the clause "and oppqrtunity occurred of beginning woman
his name is on the municipal roll (if any) suffrage with municipal work they were
in force in the municipality." He stated proposing to limit it. The Bill as passed
that this was a consequential amendment. through committee authorized women to
The amendment was agreed to.
vote in Geelong, and also empowered them
Mr. GROOM said he hoped that the to hold representative municipal offices.
(Mr. Munro-" They had not the power
clause, as amended, would be struck out.
Mr. LEVIEN observed that the House before.") They had the power to vote at
had struck out sub-section a, and had municipal elections in Melbourne and
thereby, as he understood it, decided that Geelong, and to hold representative posithe law should remain as it was at present. tions, and now the Government proposed
( "No.") He desired to point out that to take that power away from them. Only
those honorable members who \vere anxious the previous evening the Premier, addressthat the law should not be altered should ing a crowded audience of ladies, was immensely applauded when he promised them
vote against the clause.
an extension of their powers and privileges.
').1he clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Mr:' TURNER directed attention to (Mr. Munro-" I only promised the right
to vote.") Surely if they had the right
clause B, which was as follows :to vote they should also have the right of
"In section 12 of an Act passed in
holding representative positions.
The
the sixth year of Her present Majesty, and
Premier was not true to his own prinnumbered 7, so far as the same is applicable
ciples. The honorable gentleman had reto the town of Geclong, but not further or otherwise, the word" male" wherever it occurs shall
ferred to American experiences of the
be and is hereby repealed; and in all Acts now
question; he (Mr. Deakin), however,
or hereafter to be in force so far as may be
necessary to enable women to be placed upon' mn,intained that those experiences were
entirely in support of his side of the matthe burgess list or roll in the town of Geelong,
and to vote at municipal elections therein, all
ter. He believed that it would not be
words importing the masculine gender shall be
possible
to refuse much longer to women
deemed and taken to include females."
,a very much more importitnt place in
He moved the insertion of the following public affairs than they at present occuwords at the end of the clause, "But pied, but the advance must be made
nothing herein shall entitle any woman to gradually. It was not desirable that they
be elected to the office of mayor, alderman, should be clothed all at once with the full
councillor, auditor, or assessor in the town political power, and it would be an exof Geelong." By the provisions of the Act cellent beginning if they were first allowed
unde~, which the voting took place in
to try their hands as voters and holders
Geelong the clause in its present form of offices in municipal affairs.' In a city of
would enable women to be elected to the Kansas not long ago the local body comoffices he had just named, and he proposed posed of males was swept away When that
to prohibit that.
body was afterwards composed solely of
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women it was found that they transacted
the business in a more prompt and satisfactory manner than the men. The'
mayor or mayoress of this ci,ty in Kansas
was still discharging the duties of her
position with great credit to herself and
advantage to the community. Why
,should the House be asked to veto the
proposal to try the new plan on a small
scale in Geelong? rrhere was no place in
which the experiment could. be more satisfactorily tried, because the Premier must
admit there was no place where the ladies
were more intellectual or charming. If
there was a place in the colony in which
the ladies had already proved their fitness
to exercise the highest functions in connexion with the suffrage it 'was Geelong,
and why should they be deprived of the
opportunity of becoming members of
councils and mayoresses 1 The municipal
councils were the recognised training
ground for the higher legislative functions,
and he hoped that the Premier would
give the ladies of Geelong an opportunity
of showing how they could manage the
municipal affairs of that town in which, as
was well known; there was great room
for improvement.
Mr. MUNRO observed that when he, a
short time' ago, proposed to the House to
give the electoral franchise to women
the honorable member for Essendon did
not afford him much assistance. (Mr.
Deakin-" I did not speak upon it.") The
honorable member did not speak upon
it, but he intended to speak against it.
All that he (Mr. Munro) was asking
at the present time was that the
town of Geelong should be placed on
the same basis in this matter as all
the other municipalities of the colony
excepting Melbourne. The clause as it
stood did not accomplish that. Under the
existing Act and the clause as .it stood,
all the electors of Geelong were entitled to
hold the various municipal offices which
had been referred to. He wanted women
to reach gradually the positions they would
ultimately attain. Under the Electoral
Act, it would be found that the women of
the colony were entitled to become memb,ers of the Legislative Assembly if they
thought fit.
Dr. MALONEY said he was charmed
with the eloquence of the honorable
member for Essendon, and he should
object to the withdrawal of the honorable
member for Brighton;s amendment. He
could indorse every word the honorable
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mem bel' for Essendon had uttered in regard
to women, whose claims were bound to be.
recognised. As most of them knew, it.
was only the black vote in New Zealand
-the Maori vote-which prevented a law
being passed to enable women to sit in tho
second Chamber in that colony. Ho
hoped that the matter would be pressed
to a division, so that he might have the
pleasure of voting on the same side as the
honorable member for Essendon.
Mr. C. YOUNG remarked that it was
rather hard to object to the exercise of
municipal privileges by women in Geelong"
because one of the most remarkable
instances of the ability of women in.
municipal matters had occurred in the
district adjoining Geelong.
The chairman, or chairwoman, of the old road
board in the adjoining district of Indente<l
Head was Miss Newcome, of Drysdale;
and there never was a more able head of a.
road board than that lady proved herself
to be. He saw no reason why similar
opportunities should not be allowed to the
ladies of Geelong.
Mr. Turner's amendment was agreed
to.
, Mr. TURNER called attention to clause
C, which was as follows : "The occupiers of property in any municipal
district, including the city of Melbourne and
the town of Geelong (not being vacant land)~
:which is exempted from being rated because it.
is vested in the municipa,lity, shall have the,
same right to be enrolled ill the municipal roll
and of voting which they would have if they
were liable to be rated in respect of such property, and such property shall be included in
every valuation, and the names of the occupiers:
thereof shall be placed by the clerk of the
municipality upon the voters' list."

The honorable gentleman said that when.
the clause was first submitted to the House
it did not include the city of Melbourne
and town of Geelong. rrhose words were
inserted in committee, and as it was.
necessary to make, an amendment he:
moved the omission of the last four and a.
half lines of the clause, with the view of
substituting the words" Or rated in respect of such property, and':
such property shall be included in every valuation, and the names of the occupiers' thereof
shall be placed by the clerk of the municipality
upon the voters' list or by the collector for the
wa:rd upon the citizens' or burgess list (as the,
case may be)."

Mr. BENT askecl if under this 'clause
property in the municipalities of the colony
would be treated as in the city of Melbourne and town of 'Geelong? (Mr. Turne.r
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- " No.") In that case he saw no necessity for the a.mendment. There were a
large number of empty hou~es in Melbourne
and the suburbs-especially in the subtirbs.
If a house wc~s to be free from rates during the time it was empty in Gee~ong and
Melbourne, why not apply the same rule
to a,11 cities, towns, and boroughs ~ He
thought a word or two might be inserted
to meet the case.' (Mr. Turner-" It
could not be clone without a new clause
altogether.") Had the Government any
objection to put other places in the same
position as Melbourne and Geelong ~ (Mr.
Turner-"Tho Government would require
to consider that.:') He contended that
all places should be treated alike in this
matter.
Mr. ANDERSON said he could not understand why some alterations could not
be made to secme a uniform system for
the whole colony as regarded this matter ~
Dr. MALONEY remarkecl that a human
being was the same in Geelong and Melbourne as in other places, and that there
ought not to be one law for a resident in
one locality and another law for a resident
in another locality.
rrhe amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KEYS moved that clause 23 be
struck out, on the ground that it provided
that nominations should be made at the
office of the council. In many shires
people resided 30 or 40 miles away from
the shire offices, and they ought to be
allowed to lodge nomination papers with a
returning officer in their own locality.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. TURNER called attention to clause
29, which was as follows : -
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such manner as the council shall direct deliver
to them true and perfect accounts in writing
under his hand of all moneys received. by him
and of all moneys paid by him to the treasurer
on account of the mnnicipality. and a.lso a list.
of the names of all persons who have neglected
or refused to pay any rate or money owing by
them, with a statement of the moneys due from
them respectively and in respect of what several
periods, rates, and accounts the same are due
respectively; and every such collector shall deliver, between the 20th and the 24th days of
June in each year, such a list embracing the said
particulars brought down to the 10th day of the
said month of June inclusive; and every collector or treasurer failing to perform any act
which he is required to perform by this section
shall for every offence be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £10."

He moved the omission of the words
"within three days" (lines 5 and 6), and the
insertion in their place of the words " in
case of a borough within three days and
in case of a shire within seYcn days."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. FOSTER moved the omission of
all the words after the word" it" (line 15).
His experience was that collectors frequently gave change for cheques, and he
. was sure it would be impossible for the
collector to hand over the actual cheques
received by him.
Mr. TURNER said he could not agree
to the amendment, which would take
away the greater part of the virtue of the
clause. If this clause became law, collectors would be required to pay to the treasurers of their respective municipalities all
cheques and all cash as received, except
such as they might require to give change,
instead of paying it into their own accounts,
and then some time afterwards giving their
own cheques for the amounts collected;
and it was a very wise alteration to make
"For section 147 of the principal Act the
in the law.
following section shall be substituted, namely:
The amendment was negatived.
- ' 147. Every collector appointed or employed
by the council by virtue of this Act to collect
Mr. TURNER moved the substitution of
any rates or other moneys shall within three
" 28th" for" 24th."
.days after he has received any moneys on
The amendment was agreed to.
account of the municipality pay over the same
to the treasurer to the account of the municiMr. A. HARRIS called attention to
pality, and shall obtain from the treasurer a
clause 31, providing that certificates of
receipt which the treasurer is hereby required
clerks of works might be issued to persons
to give for such moneys, which shall be a diswho had served in that capacity "for
charge to the collector; and every such payment
shall include all moneys received by the collector
seven years" previous to the commenceon account of the municipality up to the day of
ment of the Act, and moved the substitumaking it; and when payments are made to such
tion of "six" for" seven" years.
collector in cheques he shall hand over to the
The amendment was agreed to.
treasurer the actual cheques received by him,
and when payments are made to such collector
Mr. TURNER drew attention to clause
in coin or bank notes he shall hand over
37, which was as follows:to the treasurer in coin or bank notes
the amount received by him after deducting the sums paid away by him in giving
change but without any other deduction.
Every such collector shall in such time and

"The Governor in Council may' appoint three
fit and proper persons to be a board, hereinafter
designated the Municipal Auditors' Board, and
may remove every person so appointed, and such
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board shall inquire into the qualifications of
such persons as desire to exercise the office of
municipal auditor or inspector of municipal
a,ccounts under the provisions of the Local
Government Acts, and may grant certificates of
competency to exercise such offices respectively,
and such certificates of competency to exercise
the office of municipal auditor shall be of any
one of three different cbs'5es, and such board in
granting such certificates, whether to exercise
the office of auditor or inspector, shall inquire
into the general conduct and character as well
as the abilities of candidates,· and shall have
power, after notice to the holder of any such
certificate and giving him an opportunity to be
heard, to cancel such certificate. Provided
that any member of the Incorporated Institute
of Accountants who shall satisfy the board that
he has a fair knowledge of municipal government
law shall, without any further test of competency, be entitled to a certificate of qualification."

Ho begged to propose the omission from
the head-line of the words "and inspectors of accounts." This amendment was
rendered necessary by a previous amendment.
~Ir. CLARK expressed the opinion
that accountants who had served the Government satisfactorily in the capacity of
municipal auditors for five, six, or seven
years, as might be agreed upon, ought to
be eligible for appointment without having
to undergo an examination, in the same
way as clerks of works, as provided in
clause 31. It would be absurd to require
men who had proved their fitness for the
work to undergo an examination like a lot
of boys fresh from school.
Mr. HUNT remarked that this cl~use
proposed to establish a board to decide
who were qualified to act a~ auditors of
municipal accounts, but he thought the
object of the clause might be accomplished
in a better way without the creation of
another board. There was genera,} dissatisfaction throughout the country with
the present system of auditing municipal
accounts. Only that day he had received
a letter complaining that the cost of
auditing the accounts of one shire in his
district, whose full revenue was £5,600 a
year, was more than £100, while the Government accounts, which amounted to
£30,000 per annum, were audited in a
single day. That was not an isolated
case, and such a state of things ought
certainly not to exist. The utmost care
should be exercised with a view to limit
the expense of auditing municipal accounts.
Mr. WHEELER stated that he was
glad the honorable member for Anglesey
had brought this matter under the notice
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of the House.
The clauses providing for
the appointment of'auditors and inspectors.
which were in the Bill as introduced had
to be y,,"ithdrawn on account of the opposi-·
tion shown in committee, but he regretted
that a majority of honorable members did
not see their way to support those clauses,
becau~e he considered them the most·
val uable part of the Bill. They would
have reduced the cost of auditing municipal accounts throughout tho colony by
one-half. Complaints had como to him
from almost all parts of tho colony as to the
enormous cost of auditing the municipal
accounts. The Municipal Auditors' Board
would not be a paid board, but would consist of three experts a.lready in the Government service.
Mr. KEYS expressed the hope that the
Minister of Customs would see his way
to amend the section in the principal Act
dealing with the election of local auditors,.
so as to make the period of their appointment three years instead of one. He believed that that would enable the municipal councils to get the best class of
auditors obtainable.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause was consequentially amended.
Mr. ZOX proposed the insertion after
the word" accountants" (line 22) of the
words "or of the Chartered Institute of
Accountants of England and Wales, or of
the Incorporated Society of Accountants
and Auditors." He said there were a few
a.ccountants in the colony who were members of the incorporated and chartered
societies of England and Wales, having
passed the most severe and rigid examinations, and proved themselves qualified by
auditing the accounts of municipal bodies
in Victoria with thorough satisfaction to
all concerned. It ought to be quite sufficient to require those men to produce
their certificates and satisfy the Municipal
Auditors' Board that they had a fair
know ledge of municipal government law.
He was sure the Minister in charge of
the Bill had no desire to shut those men
out. (Mr. Dixon-" You are proposing to
make them a privileged class by Act
of Parliament~") He only desired the
authorities in this colony to recognise the
degrees and certificates of established institutions in the old country in the same
way as the old country recognised the
degrees and certificates of the established
If the
institutions of this colony.
authorities in England were to act towards
professional men from this colony in the
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way the h0110rable member desired that
this colony should act towards professional
men from England, there "would be a great
outcry on tho part of the Victorians. The
Minister of Customs had informed him
that the Government would not in any
''lay oppose the amendment.
:Mr. TUH.NER observed that he did
not see any objection to the amendment,
but he would like to ask the honorable
member what was the "Incorporated
Society of Accountants and Auditors" ~
(~Jr. Zox-" It is an English society; I
have its book, and can show the honorable
gen tleman.") Vcry well.
Mr. BEAZLEY said he did not think it
would be wise to make this amendment,
nor did it appear to be necessary. The
clause already provided that any member
of the Incorporated Institute of Accountants who was able to satisfy the Municipal
Auditors' Board that he had a fair knowledge of municipal government law should
be entitled to a certificate of qualification
without any furthe'·r test of his competency.
'fhe members of the society to which the
amendment referred were surely competent
to pass the examination without any difficulty.
Mr. GORDON remarked that he also
took exception to the amendment. If the
gentlemen in question had passed examinations in England and vVales: they would
find it very easy to pass the examinations
here. Their case was precisely similar to
that of school teachers coming out from
the old country. School teachers who
had gone through a course of training and
had passed examinations at home were
nevertheless required to pass an examination here before they could become State
school teachers.
Mr. GILLIES expressed the hope that
honorable members would not lose sight
of one important consideration in connexion with this matter. 'fhe Victorian
authorities had for several years been
making an effort to induce all the various
institutions at home to accept the degrees
which the Melbourne University and other
institutions of this colony conferred on
those \v ho passed the prescribed examinations and obtained degrees and certificates. Over and over again, as honorable
members knew, there had been difficulties
in the way of getting certain kinds of
degrees conferred by the University of
this colony recognised at home, and only
the other day Professor Allen, of the Melbourne University, pointed out to the
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authorities at home that they ought to
recognise all Victorian degrees that were
obtained by passing examinations which
complied with the conditions laid down in
the examinations in England. A session
or two ago the Parliament of this colony
passed an Act to recognise certain degrees
and certificates that the English institutions recognised, and the authorities at
hOUle intimated that they would be perHaYing
fectly willing to reciprocate.
brought about that satisfactory arrangement, was the Parliament of this colony
going to adopt a new principle in regard
to these matters ~ It was true that the
degrees of the Melbourne University
were only to be obtained by passing
examinations and tests as severe as
the examinations of the principal universities at home, and even more severe
than some of the examinations of the
British universities, but at the same
time they ought to adhere to the reciprocal arrangement agreed upon, and if
they did not adopt this amendment they
would not be reciprocating in so far as the
institutions it referred to were concerned.
It would do great injury to the young
people who passed examinations in this.
colony if their degrees and certificates
were not recognised at home under similar
circumstances just as British degrees were
recognised here. Medical men and barristers were able to come out from England
and practise here, and why should not
the same principlo apply to professional
accountants 1 He sincerely hoped that the
amendment would be agreed to.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he trusted that
the advice of the leader of the Opposition
would be taken. At the same time, he
would like to point out that this colony
was doing one thing which would prevent
that reciprocation to which the honorablQ;
gentleman alluded, and, indeed, they wereentering upon a competition in these
things amongst themselves. Men who
had to pass one of t~e examinations provided for in this Bill had first to undergo·
a kind of apprenticeship, which the men
coming from another country could not,
undergo. They had to produce to the
Municipal Surveyors' Board a certificate'
showing that they had been so many years
in connexion with some shire engineer,
or with engineers engaged by municipal
councils in this country, so that they were
placed in an unfair position. (Mr. Gillies"This clause deals with accountants not
engineers.") He was well aware of that,
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but he was speaking of the barriers that
they were raising within their own borders,
and of conditions that were imposed on
men in this colony which were not imposed on men coming out from England.
However, he felt that the degrees and
certificates of English institutions ought
to be accepted here in so far as the degrees and certificates of Victorian institutions were accepted in the old country,
and he hoped that the House would not
l'aise any bar to the reciprocation now
.asked for.
The amendment was agreed to without
a division.
Mr. TURNER proposed the following
addition to the clause:" Provided also that an auditor elected by the
ratepayers shall not be required to be the holder
.of a certificate of the Municipal Auditors'
Board."

He observed that the Bill as drawn originally provided for the abolition of local
.auditors altogether, ~ind the examination
was intended only in the case of Government auditors. As it had been decided to
retain the local auditors, this addition to
the clause ,vas necessary.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. TURNER proposed the addition to
.clause 39 (relating to the appointment,
removal, and remuneration of municipal
auditors) of words repealing section 163 of
the principal Act "as from the day pre-ceding the fourth Thursday in the month
of August which will be next after the
.commencement of this Act."
'rhe amendment was agreed to.
Mr. TURNER called attention to new
-clause E, giving power to municipal coundIs to make by-laws for licensing hawkers
.of fish, fruit, vegetables, &c. He observed
that this clause applied to all municipalities except Melbourne and Geelong, and he
-desired to extend its provisions to those
municipalities.
Mr. ANDERSON observed that apparently under the clause if a man who had
taken out a licence in Melbourne went
into Collingwood he would require a second
licence, and if he then went into Fitzroy
he would want a third licence, and so on.
Surely that was not intended ~
Mr. BENT remarked that, under section
196 of the original Act, the municipalities
had not the power which it was proposed
to give them by this clause. If the
clause was passed a man who bought his
fish at the Melbourne market and paid
dues would have to pay again if he went
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into Collingwood to sell the fish, and a
third time if he crossed the street into
Fitzroy. These men, surely, got their
living hard enough without having to pay
over again at each place. (Mr. l\1ethyen
-"To whom would they pay the licence:..
fee 1") Let the different municipalities,
if necessary, make a pool and divide the
money j but, at all events, these men ought
not to pay twice. He thought the clause
ougl}t to be struck out altogether.
Mr. GOB-DON expressed the hope that
the clause would be struck out. It was
inserted in the interests of a few shopkeepers in the suburbs, and was opposed
to the interests of the mass of the people,
for whom Parliament should legislate.
Nothing conduced more to the health of
the people than that they should be able
to get their fruit, vegetables, milk, &c.,
at the lowest rates, whereas this provision was calculated to raise the prices.
The clause was struck out.
Mr. TUHNER drew attention to clause
F,· giving powelt to municipal councils,
with the approval of the Governor in
Council, to make by-laws "in addition to
any by-laws contained in the 13th sche-·
dule of the principal Act," regulating the
erection and construction of buildings,
and authorizing the council to pull down
buildings constructed contrary to any
such by-law. He begged to mOve the
omission of the words "in addition to
any by-laws contained in the 13th schedule
of the principal Act."
Mr. BENrr observed that the 13th
schedule of the existing law was quite
strong enough. This was a most extraordinary power to give local bodies.
Whose proposal was it originally~ (Mr.
Turner-" The clause was proposed by
the honorable member for Fitzroy, Mr.
Best.") It was not a proper clause to insert in the Bill, and he certainly thought
it should be struck out. He begged to
mOve that the clause be omitted.
Mr. LAURENS said he thought that,
under the 13th schedule of the principal
Act, the municipal. councils were not
authorized to interfere with things that
were now in existence, whereas this clause
would give them power to do away with
an existing nuisance.
The motion for the omission of the
clause was negatived.
On Mr. Turner's amendment,
Mr. BENT stated that he was surprised
at honorable members having voted against
the striking out of the clause, as it would
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permit. a local body to pull down a man's
house. He could understand there being
provision for the demolition of a house if
there was also provision for some tribunal
to take evidence in order to ascertain
whether the house was fit to live in or not;
but he certainly objected to a man's house
being pulled down merely on the mandate
of the municipal authorities. He had been
connected with a local body for thirty
years, and he was quite prepared to admit
that even such immaculate bodies as
municipal councils took likes and dislikes,
and that one man would be permitted to
have his verandah overhanging the footpath while another would not. Surely
there should be some proper tribunal to
decide before power was given to pull
down a man's house. No doubt there
were places in Melbourne and other
towns which were unfit for habitation,
and which should be pulled down; but
this should only be done after evidence
had been taken by some disinterested
tribunal. The operation of this clause
would press hard on the poor man, and
not on the rich man.
.
Mr. STAUGHTON said he quite agreed
with the honorable member for Brighton
that there should be a tribunal before a
man had his property destroyed; but it
must be within the knowledge of the honorable member that before any houses
were pulled do,Yn, on the ground of their
being dangerous or unhealthy, they were
visited by the mayor and councilJors.·
Houses had never been pulled down in the
off-hand way suggested by the honorable
member for Brighton, and he did not think
that any case had transpired in which injustice had been done. (Mr. Bent-"Oh,
yes, there has.") He did not believe that
local councils would order a house to be
pulled down which was not unfit to live in.
Moreover, he was informed that this clause
did not apply to buildings which had been
erected already, but only to buildings in
the future; and therefore those who had
built bad and unhealthy houses, which
should have been pulled down long before
this, would not be affected by the clause.
For his own part, he would be glad if it
had been made retrospective.
The SPEAKER.-I desire to point out
that I cannot now receive the amendment
of the Minister of Customs, inasmuch as
the House has decided that the clause shall
be retained.
Mr. GILLIES observed that there was a
feeling that, while the power contained in
Session 1891.-[176]
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this clause in some form was very necessary, yet, at the same time, it ought to be
covered by a provision that persons likely
to be affected under any by-law should
receive sufficient notice. He did not believe
the Government would support the clause
only that to some extent the privileges of
persons who might be affected under it
were saved by the fact that no by-law
would be effective unless it had previously
received the consent of the Governor in
Council. It was felt that the Governor in
Council would be very careful not to approve of any by-laws that were unreasonable
or unjust. Nevertheless, he thought something more was necessary, and that provision should be made that before such bylaws could apply to any part of a district
notice should be given to the persons proposed to be affected, so that they might
object before the Governor in Council to
the sanctioning of the by-laws.
Mr. TURNER called attention to clause
46, which provided as follows:" Any municipality, with the consent of the
Governor in Council, may let on lease for any
term, and subject to any exceptions, reservations, covenants, and conditions, any lands
within the municipal district, reserved or
granted to the municipality for municipal purposes,"

and moved the insertion after the word
"reserved" (line 5) of the words "purchased by." He state~ that this amend:ment had been suggested to the Government, and he saw no objection to it.
Mr. FOSTER asked what was the meaning of the words "for municipal purposes" 1 Certain municipal councils had
very large areas vested in them-lands
purposely reserved under sections 102 and
110 of the Land Act of 1869. rrheso
areas were reserved for different public
purposes, and he would like to know if
they would come within the meaning of
this clause 1 If they did not, some distinction should be made. On the other
hand, if councils were to be able to let such.
lands, terms and conditions on the subject
should be laid down. He knew of some
councils with reserves of 400 or 500 acres
more or less under their control. He had
merely risen to draw attention to the
subject.
Mr. BENT inquired whether the clause
would take away powers from the
Board of Land and Works 1 In many
instances the control of certain pubhC'
lands were vested in the Board of Land
and Works jointly with the local municipal
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councilor councils. (Mr. Turner-" To
such cases the clause would not apply; it
refers only to property held for municipal
purposes.") 'Would there be any objection to vary tho terms of tho clause, so as
to hand over all such lands to the municipalities concerned? He w<is speaking of
land held for cricket-grounds and the like.
}""or instance, there was a reserve of 70
acres at Elsternwick under the control of
the Board of Land and Works and the
'Brighton couneil. Certain persons had
interfered with respect to this reserve,
and the outcome was to prevent the Brighton council from obtaining some £1,200 a
year.
N ow, he wanted the Brighton
council to get that money'. Could the
honorable gentleman in charge of the Bill
, accept his (Mr. Bent's) suggestion ~
Mr. rrUH,NER said the suggestion could
not possibly be accepted.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. TURNER called attention to clause
H, authorizing the town council of Geelong
to construct gas-works and conveniences
connected therewith for making and supplying gas, and moved the addition to the
, clause of the following proviso : "Provided. always nothing in this section
shall prejudice or arffect any right, power, or
privilege now enjoyed by the Geelong Gas Company under tl),e provisions of any Act of Parliament."

He remarked that the clause as it stood
was inserted for the purpose of giving the
town council of the town of Geelong the
'same power with regard to gas-works as
was possessed by other municipalities.
· Some objection had, however, since been
raised, on the ground that carrying the
· clause into law might do harm to the
· existing local gas company, and the addition
of the proviso was proposed in order that
the company might be left in exactly its
'present position.
,
Mr. MUNRO said he wished to state
that the town council of Geelong objected
to this proviso, but on thinking the matter
over he thought the proposal was a very
'fair one. He did not think that Parliament would be justified in doing anything
to deprive the company of any privilege
lor power it now possessed. Therefore,
while it was still proposed to give power
to the Geelong council to erect or purchase
gas-works, the powers and privileges now
enjoyed by the company were to be in no
way interfered with.
Mr. ANDERSON expressed the opinion
that the clause should be struck out
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altogether. He did not think it right to
destroy, 'by means of a clause. in a Local
Government Bill, the charter of an existing company. (Mr. Munro~"We are
not going to destroy the charter.") The
Government were not going to do it now,
but in the clause as it stood originally they
proposed to do it.
Mr. LEVIEN stated that he had been
informed that the Government did not
intend to move this amendment, and he
thereupon stated that. if they did not do so
he would move it himself. The addition
of this proviso to the clause was the least
that could be done. Indeed, had not the
amendment been brought forward, the
clause would 'probably have been struck
out altogether. The Premier stated that
the town council objected to the provisq,
but he (Mr. Levien) thought that that
displayed a very unfair feeling on the part
of the council. He was surprised that any
objection should have been raised in that
quarter.
'
The amendment was agreed to.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN drew attention to
clause 47, providing for the correction of
an error in section 256 of the principal
Act, which empowered councils to make
and levy "general rates." Clause I,
which followed, related to the same subject.
He moved that clause 47 be
amended by the addition of the following
words : " And any land or premises used exclusively
for the purpose of any primary school in which
education is given free to the scholars shall be
excepted from being rated as rateable property
within the meaning'of the principal Act."
,

His reason for proposing this amendment
was that under the existing Act buildings
for " charitable purposes" were exempted
from rates, and the qllestion was frequently
raised whether primary schools supported
by private subscriptions, and, in which
education was given free, came under this
particular definition. N ow, he wanted the
same rule to apply to all municipalities,
for he did not think that primary schools
of this particular character should be
subject to municipal rating. In some
municipalities they were rated, in others
they were not, although in both cases no
money was made out of them.
Mr. STUAR1' seconded the amendment.
He thought that it was one ,,,hich honorable mem.bers generally would thoroughly
appreciate, for it was founded upon justice.
All schools where education was free
ought to be exempted from rating.
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Mr. ANDERSON asked whether the
,amendment would coyer schools each of
which contained only some half-dozen
pupils, and connected with which there
was large properties which 'were fairly
rateable?
Mr. r:rREN\VITH stated that he applauded the amendment, and would support it. It seemed to him that premises
'in which education was given free should
, not be rateable. If, however, the amendment would go further than that, it would
·do more than it ought to do. He would
suggest the addition to the proposal of
the words, "proyided that such institution
is used for educational purposes only."
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN pointed out that
the amendment contained the words
" used exclusively, &c."
~Ir. LEVIEN observed that school
buildings 'were frcquently used for other
purposes than education. For instance,
they were sometimes used for bazaar,
Jecture, and tea-meeting purposes. r:rhe
amendment the honorable member for
Hichmond (Mr. Trenwith) had in view
would not, therefore, quite meet the case.
:.\IIr. \V. T. CARTEl={, thought that the
objection raised by the honorable member
for Barwon would not hold. A building
used for educational purposes might be
occasionally used for lecture purposes and
so on, but it would not be used exclusively
for those purposes. For instance, the lectures were occasionally given in churches,
and, churches were not subjcct to rating.
He hoped that the amendment of the
honorable member for Port Fairy would
be carried, because it wOLlld give relief
where relief was desirable.
Mr. LAURENS considered that the
clause ought to be passed. State schools
wcre not liable to be rated, and ot.her
schools having 110 further object than the
giving of primary education ought to be
treated in the same way.
:Mr. PATTEHSON said that he did not
-quite understand the meaning of the
amendment of the honorable member
for Port Fairy. He had been struck
with the remark which had fallen from
the Premier that day, in another place,
in favour of a vital alteration of the
educational system of the colony by
the introduction of Bible teaching in
State schools. "Vhy, that would amount
to a revolution. The colony had adopted
an educational system which was strictly
secular in its character, 'and to introduce Bible teaching into thern would
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be to entirely change the object in
view. As for the proposal of the honOI'able member for l)ort Fairy, it appeared to mean that the thin end of
t.he wedge was to be admitted. (Mr.
\V. r:r. Carter-" Do not raise that cry.; it
is too thin.") Parliament could not be
too guarded with respect to everything
connected with the educational system of
the country. If there was anything that
had done more for the country than anything else, it was its State education system, and he, for one, looked 'with suspicion
on any proposal-especially one coming
from such a quarter-that would give
some recognition of those who did not
come into the State system, and who were
appealing for consideration outside that
system. He would ask the House to see
that the statement made by the Premier
that day, and also the proposition of the
honorable member for Port Fairy, pointed
to something which was diametrically
opposed to the State educational method
of the colony. He trusted that honorable
members ,,,ould hesitate, pause, and reflect
before they took a single step in this
direction, because they could not at present seo what the effect would be. HonOI'able members ought to have time before
they adopt.eel any pell-mell helter-skelter
proposition of the kind.
Mr. GILLIES said he was not going to
object to the proposal of the honorable
,member for Port Fairy, the general principle of which was probably right enough;
but he desired to express his concurrence
with the view taken by tho honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson).
\Vhatever honorable members did in the'
direction now in view, they ought to do it
with their eyes open, and to be sure that
the step taken was a right ono. Possibly
it might be deemed justifiable to pass
such an amendment as this ill connexion
with the third reading of the Bill, but
honorable members ought to be allowed
till then to consider the question.
Mr. TURNEH remarked that it was
very difficult for anyone to fully grasp
the scope of an amendment of the present
sort, proposed as it had been without
notice. He considered that such an amendment should have been printed and circulated beforehand, so that the Government,
at all events, might have an opportunity
of seeing exactly what was intended. No
doubt the honorable member for Port
Fairy was actuated by the best motivef:',
but if his proposal was carried at once it
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might be found afterwards that it involved
something which honorable members had
no desire to carry out. Perhaps the best
plan would be to allow the amendment to
be added to the clause with a certain
alteration, alid then an opportunity might
be taken of considering the whole matter
later on. The amendment he (Mr. Turner)
would suggest was the insertion in the
amendment after the word " scholars"
(line 3), of the words" not residing therein." Education might be given free to
scholars who resided iu' a large building
where they were also boarded and lodged.
Mr. DEAKIN observed that the amendment the Minister of Customs had in view
went somewhat beyond the scope of the
,umendment of the honorable member for
Port Fairy. For example, it would indicate
that the education of the scholars who
were residents in such schools might be
paid for indirectly. Surely that 'vas something which the honorable gentleman did
not intend.
Mr. TURNER remarked that what the
honorable member for Essendon pointed
to was an argument why the whole subject should be held over until the third
reading of the Bill was under consideration.
Mr. RICHARDSON said the proposal
of the honorable member for Port Fairy
was one that required to be considered
very carefully. It should be considered
in the light of what was wanted, and also
of what carrying the amendment would
bring about. The question appeared to
arise whether the proposal was not intended to cover something that was not
stated-whether attached to the primary
schools in question there might not be
buildings which would, if the amendment
were carried, go free of rating. To put
the case plainly, there might be in C011llexion with such a school a' convent,
and that convent might under the amendment escape rating. He wa"s sure, however, that that was not the plan of the
honorable member for Port Fairy. So far
itS primary schools were concerned, he
(Mr. Richardson) did not think any sound
objection 00uld be made to their being
free of rating. Some of these primary
schools were at present, not rated, but
others were rated, and the honorable member desired that the rule ,should be uniform.
That was the question which
onght to be taken on its merits, and it
would be well if it were considered by
itself.
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Mr. WHEELER stated that some of the
primary schools referred to had attached
to them buildings in which the teachers
resided, and in his opinion the latter
should not be exempted from local taxation; but, of course, a difficulty would
arise with respect to buildings partly
occupied by schools and partly by resident
teachers. He would suggest that the
amendment should be withdrawn for the
present, and then printed and circulated,
so that honorable members might be able
to consider it fairly in connexion with the
third reading of the Bill. He saw no
objection whatever to the primary schools.
in question which were not attached toresidences being free from rating, but it
would be looked upon as a great hardship
by the local bodies if they were not
allowed to derive revenue from buildings.
used for residence purposes.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he would
accept the suggestion, and withdraw the
amendment for the present.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. MADDEN drew attention to clause
50, providing that rates and other moneys
due in respect of property to any municipality should, with interest at the rate of
8 per cent. per annum, be a charge upon
such property, and that within "three
years" it could he recovered from the
owner. He begged to move the omission
of the word" three," with a view to the
substitution of ~'one." He said that
under the existing law rates might be
allowed to accumulate for one year, and
the shire councils throughout the colony
were in favour of the continuance of t.he
present system. It was considered that
the increase of time would have the effect
of enabling incompetent or lazy shire
secretaries to allow the rates to accumulate, knowing perfectly well that they
would bel able to collect them later on
from the owners, when they should have
collected them from the occupiers at the
time when they became due. frhe clause
appeared to introduce a very dangerous
innovation.
Mr. OFFICER seconded the amendment.
Mr. KEYS said that he could not understand the object of this amendment.
He must take exception to the remark of
the honorable member for Horsham about
lazy and incompetent shire secretaries. The
shire secretaries did not as a rule collect
rates.
In some of the' municipalities,
especially those arouud Melbourne, very
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great difficulty was experienced in collecting the rates within the time fixed, and
there were rates on their books which had
been due for a number of years. He
would prefer that the time should be
extended from three to five years.
rrhe amendment was negatived.
Mr. TURNER drew attention to clause
52, giving the municipalities power to
make and levy improvement rates, and
moved tho addition to the clause of the
following : -
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event of 12s. 6d. in'the £1 amounting to
nlQre than £4,000, would there be a PTO
Tata reduction on the £4,000 ?
Mr. TUHNER said it was perfectly
clear, under the clause, that the first-class
shires would be entitled to receive 12s. 6d.
in the i:1 up to a maximum of £4,000.
1'here was one shire which would not at
present, receive £4,000, and that was
Coburg; but, as its rates increased, it
would eventually get that amount.
Mr. BAKER observed that the clause
was an admirable one, but it was very
" Notice of the intention of making every imdesirable that there should be a readjustprovement rate, and of the time at which the
ment as soon 'as possible, so that the
same is intended to be made, describing
generally the area upon which the same is incities which were now receiving such a
tended to be levied, and naming the place
large amount from the municipal endowwhere a statement of the proposed rate is dement might be wiped out altogether.
posited for inspection, shall be given by the
vVhy should the rich cities of the colony
council by advertisement in some newspaper
generally circulating, in the neighbourhood in
continue to receive this large endowthe week immediately, prev,ions to such rate
ment from the Government? (An Honorbeing made."
able Member - "They are the principal
The amend men t was agreed to.
givers,") They were also the principal
Mr. BEN1' called attention to clause 66, receivers.
relating to the distribution of the muniMr. METHVEN said that, so far as the
oCipal endowment, and providing, inteT aUa, shire of Coburg was concerned, the schethat every first-class shire should, for dule would clash with this clause. Under
every £1 of general rates, receive the sum the schedule Coburg would not receive
(Mr. 1'urner-" 1'he
of 12s. 6d. He stated that he had been 5s. in the £ l.
.asked by one of the suffering municipalities schedule is no part of the Bill.") If
whether they would really receive the full ' Coburg w;ould receive 12s. 6d. in the £1
12s. 6d., and for how many years. Could he would be IJerfect.y ::;::ttisilea.
the Minister of Public Works give him any
Mr. LA URENS remarked that the
answer to that question ~
honorable member for Lowan had exMr. WHEELER said that the first-class pressed a desire that the rich cities of the
shires 'would receive the full 12s. 6d. up colony should be wiped out so far as the
to the maximum of £4,000, and he be- municipal endowmentwas concerned. 1'he
lieved that they would receive that amount poor' city of Footscray was taxed to
for a number of years to come.
the extent of 2s. in tho £1, and in many
Mr. KEYS said that he thought the of the shires which the honorable member
'statement of the Minister of Public'Vorks for Lowan represented the rate did not
was hardly correct. The shire of Malvern amount to more than Is. in the £l. The
received last year on an endowment of city of Fitzroy would receive out of the
If their rates subsidy about Sd. in the £1, whereas
21s. about £11,000.
amounted to £10,000 annually, and the some of the shires were to receive £2 for
maximum endowment to be paid to that £l. The town of North Melbourne again
shire was £4,000, how could they get 12s. would only get Is. in the £1, and the city
6d. in the £1 ~ (Mr. Wheeler-" They of Melbourne 2d. in the £l. He did not,
will get get 12s. 6d. up to the maximum however, wish to make any complaint on
of £4,000.") The question the honorable behalf of the cities. No honorable memmember for Brighton put was whether the ber representing any city had complained
first-class shires would receive 12s. 6d. in the about the distribution of the subsidy so
£l,andhe(Mr. Keys) thought the Minister far as it affected the shires. (Mr. Bent
had unintentionally led the House to - " I complain.") Then the honorable
believe that they would all receive that member was the exception to the rule.
amount.
Mr. BENT called attention to clause 67,
Mr. GILLIES remarked that none of relating to the classification of shires, He
the first-class shires were to receive more said that the effect of the Bill upon one of
than 12s. 6d. in the £1, provided that the the ridings in Caulfield would be to render
.amount did not exceed £4,000. In the it necessary that a rate of 3s. in the £1
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should be imposed. He referred to the
eastern riding, in which the country was
sandy, the population sparse, and the traffic
very heavy. There were two ridings in
the eastern portion of the shire of Moombbin which were similarly situated. The
honorable member for Lowan talked of
rich cities.
If there was any part of
Victoria which bled the State it was the
district which the honorable member
represented. The two ridings in the
eastern portion of the shire of Moorabbin to which he referred consisted of
very sandy country, and the population
was composed almost ent.irely of market
gardeners, who had to cart their produce
over very heavy roads. He was informed
that, as the result of the passing of this
Bill, a rate of at least 2s. 6d. in the £1
would be required in order to keep the
roadf'/ of the shire in order. Reference had
been made to Footscray. Across the
street, so to speak, from Footscray was
Chirnside's estate. In Footscray there
was a rate of 2s. in the £1, and that
municipality was to receive from the subsidy Is. in the £1, whereas the shire
in which Chirnside's estate was situated
was t.o get 24s. in the £1. Both Chirnside's estate and Sir William Clarke's
estate received more from the subsidy
than they paid in land tax, whereas
the district which he (Mr. Bent) represented was to got from tho subsidy only
12s. 6d. in the £1 on a high valuation.
Many of the so-called rich cities were
simply aggregations of poor people, and he
thought that it should be known that the
Chirnsides and Sir vVilliam Clarke received
more under the scheme .of the present
liberal Government in the shape of subsidy
than they paid in land tax. He knew full
well that nothing he could say on this
subject would have any effect on honorable
members, but "'hen the fact which he had
stated became known the hard-working
men of the colony would rise in judgment
against the Ministry.
Mr. ANDERSON called attention to
clause 69, which was as follows:"Any portion severed from one shire and
annexed to another, and ever·y part of it, shall be
of the same class it was before the severance."

He remarked that there were several shires
in which there was a very large area of
forest country, and there was a strong
desire that the poorer portions should be
erected into separate shires. If that were
done, the classification should be altered.
(Mr. Turner-" This clause does not affect
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that question.") Then under what clause·
did that question arise 1 (Mr. Turner-"Clause 67.") If that were so he had lost
his opportunity, and he would have to
move in the matter at a later stage. There
should be a provision in the Bill that if
the poorer portion of a shire was erected'
into a separate shire it should be placed in
another class.. In connexiOll with the land
tax the land was classified, and although
the poorer portion of it was sold, it still
retained the old high classificat.ion, and
there was no power to re-classify it. Exactly the same thing would occur under
this Bill. (Mr. Turner-" We considered
that question.") Perhaps the Ministry
did not consider it from every point of
view.
Mr. TURNER directed attention to
clause 85, empowering cquncils to purchase
land. He said that during the discussion
of the clause in committee several honorable members had suggested that the power'
should also be given the councils to lease
land. In accordance with that view, he
moved the addition to the clause of the'
following words : "and may, in the name and on behalf of the
municipality for any such purpose aforesaid
take on lease for any term and subject to any
such covenants and conditions as they may
think reasonable any land, and may pay the
rent with or without any fine as may be agreed
upon out of the municipal fund or any other
moneys applicable."

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KEYS called attention to clause 86,.
which was as follows : " No person shall be entitled to recover·
damages against any municipality in respect of
any loss or injury sustained, either to himself
or any other person or any property, by reason
of any accident upon, or while using any portion of, a highway, street, or road in the muni-·
cipal district, or under the control of the
council, which portion has not been interfered
with by the council merely because some other
portion of such highway, street, or road whether distant laterally or longitudinally has been
taken over or improved by the council. Provided that nothing in this section shall relieve
any municipality from any liability where such
accident is caused by the negligence of the
council in the execution of works then in progress or which have been completed by such
council in any highway, street, or road within
such municipal disbrict; and section 406 of the
principal Act shall be and the same is hereby
repealed."

He objected that the clause contained no
provision exempting a municipality from
liability on account of road accidents in
the case of a person falling over a heap of
metal outside of t.he formation.
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:Mr. TUR~ER remarked that the words
" whether distant laterally or longitudinally" had been inserted in the clause in
order that municipal bodies might be
liable only for the portions of the. road
they had made.
Mr. KEYS observed that in a case of a
road two chair.s wide, in which the council
had formed 30 or 40 feet of the centre
and had provided maintenance metal to
maintain it within the formation that
metal being placcd outside of the formation on which the public were supposed
to travel, he would like to have it clearly
defined that the local body was not liable
for damages arising from accident in conllexion with a heap of metal outside of
the formation on which the public '',lere
supposed to travel. He hoped that the
Minister in charge of the Bill would give
his attention to this matter.
:Mr. frURNER said he would take a
note of the point.
~lr. FOSrrER remarked that a council
had recently been found liable on account
of an accident which took place on an
unformed portion of one of its roads.
That was a matter whieh ouo'ht to be
remedied, and he hoped that th~ Minister
of Customs would bring down an amendment to meet the objection raised by the
honorable member for Dandenong.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he objected to
the principle of this clause. He moved
that the whole of it, with the exception of
the proviso, be struck out. He thought
that in dealing with this Bill the House
had gone to extremes in giving powers to
municipalities and taking away the rights
of individuals. It was easy for a municipality to protect itself, but it was not so
easy for an individual to protect himself.
There were cases in which quarries were
made on the sides of roads, yet under this
clause a municipality would not be liable
for an accident arising from such an excavation. The House could not improve
npon the common law principle that the
local body was responsible for injuries done
on its roads. If the State gave the control of the roads to the local bodies those
bodies ought to be held liable for any
damages accruing from their negligence.
The amendment was negatived.
:Mr. FERGUSON directed attention to
clause 87, which was as follows:. "\Vhenany roan, bridge, or other public work
any municipal district or unner the control
the council is in danger from floods upon any
1'1ver, creek, or water-way, the council may
III
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remove any obstructions from such river creek
or water-way, or, with the consent' of th~
Governor in Council, make any change in the
water-course thereof which will have the effect
of protecting such road, bridge, or public work;
and for that purpose may enter upon the lands
of any person, and such council shall pay to the
o:vners and occupiers of such lands compensat~on for the damage sus~ained by them respectively, to be recoverable, m case the same cannot
be settled by mutual agreement, before two or
mor~ justices ~itting in some court of petty
se~slOns h?ldenlll or near the municipal district,
With or Without costs of suit as to such justices
may seem meet."

The honorable member complained that
the clause contained no provision to protect land-owners from sludge and sediment being deposited upon their lands by
water-ways, nor yet to compensate such
land-owners for damages so inflicted, or
by th~ destruction of protective works
below bridges. He had known cases in
which men had been almost ruined in this
manner.
Mr. ANDERSON called attention to
cl~use 88, empowering municipal councils,
Without compensation to any person, to raise
or lower the level of the ground in any
street, so as to make it conform to the
level, as fixed by the council, by successive
steps, and pointed out that serious damaO'e
might be done to valuable landwithoutpa;'ment of compensa,tion to the owner. Ai;y
p.erson who~e land was damaged by a muniClpal counClI ought to have the riO'ht to
::>
claim compensation.
Mr. T~HNERdrowattention to clause L,
empowermg councils to make and repair
streets set out on private land, and compel
the owners of adjoining lands to pay the
cost of so doing (see page 2293), and stated
that he desired to propose a very important
amendment by moving the addition of the
following proviso:, , Nothing in this section shall be deemed or
taken to impose aI~y liability or duty on thO'
Crown, or any publIc department or oflicer."

Clause L repealed section 234 of the Health
Act, the proceedings set forth in the clause
being in lieu of the proceedings that could
be taken by a municipal council under
section 234 of the Health Act. r:ehe ses-·
sion before last, when the Health Act was
being amended, the proviso he now proposed was added to section 234 and
clause L, in repealing that section, of ~ourse
repealed the proviso, which was not the
intention of the Government. If the
clause passed without the proviso, the Government or Railway department would be
called upon to pay its proportion of the
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cost of making any private streets adjoining Crown land, just the same .as any
private land-owner. (Mr. Methven-"And
quite right too.") It was customary for the
Railway department to have a street at
the side of a line for the convenience of
persons who desired to get to. the railway
station, and the Government felt that it
,vas not fair that the department should
be called upon, not only to buy land for
that street, for the accommodation of the
public, but also to pay one-half the cost
of making and maintaining the street.
(Mr. Methven-"Is it fair to make private
.land-owners pay the whole cost of making and maintaining those streets 1")
His own personal foeling, as a municipal
councillor, was against the amendment, but
still it was his duty to place the amendment before the House as fairly .as he
could from the Government point of view.
One reason why the Government claimed
to be exempted was that at the present
time the Government provided a very
large sum by way of subsidy to the muni.cipalities.
Govei'nment buildings were
. €xempt from rates, and, following out the
'same principJe, it was only fair and right
that the Government should not be called
upon to pay a portion of the cost of making any private street or right-of-way
partly abutting on Crown land.
The
proviso would relieve the Government of
that responsibility, and would necessarily
throw on the private owners of land abutting upon such a street the whole cost of
making and maintaining that streAt instead
-of one-half. It was a matter of importance,
on which the opinion of the House .ought
to be taken. (Mr. Patterson-" What is
the object of the clause 1") The clause
provided for the formation of private
streets, and made the owners of the land
.abutting on those streets responsible for
the whole cost, and unless this proviso was
passed, the Railway department, the Education department, or any other department of tho public service owning land on
one side of such a street, would be called
upon to pay one-half the cost·of making
that stroet. There were many cases in
which Government departments owned
pieces of land, but it was more important
to consider the question in regard to the
Rail"way department, and it was for the
House to decide whether the Railway and
·other departments should be exempted.
Mr. PATTERSON expressed the opinion
that the Government ought to be exempted
from contributing towards the cost of
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making private streets alongside railway
reserves, because the land 'was purchased
for railway purposes, and not with the intention of being cut up for the sale of frontages t9 the streets. He owned land opposite
a railway reserve, and he had to pay the
whole cost of forming the street right up
to the fence of that reserve, but he thought
it was only right to throw the cost of making the street on the owners of the land on
the side of the street where location and
settlement was.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he was glad to
hear the Minister of Customs state that
privately, or rather as a municipal councillor, he was against this amendment.
(Mr. Turner-" M:y opinion, as a municipal councillor, would be against it.")
The tet·m "private street" in the clause
ought to be defined, otherwise it might be
applied in very different cases from that
which the honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) had cited by way of
illustration. The Railways Commissioners
had taken land all over the country for
the purpose of forming. roads which were
absolutely unnecessary, in the opinion of
the adjoining land-owners, and was Parliament to relieve the commissioners from the
responsibility of making and maintaining
roads in cases where the commissioners had
taken land against t.he wishes and protestations of the private owners 1 (Mr. Munro
- " That is the existing law.") The
honorable gentleman was wrong about the
existing law. If this proviso became law,
the Railways Commissioners would get rid
of the responsibility, and the private landowners would have to be solely responsible
for the making and maintenance of private
roads. (Mr. Munro-" 'l'hat is the law at
the present moment.") It might be the
law, but it was not the practice, at any
rate not in the country districts, because
the shire councils refused to take over
those roads from the Railways Commissioners. It would be very unjust to require
the owners of adjoining lands to make
roads at their sole cost, and relieve the
Railway department from contributing its
share of the expense. He had in mind one
case, where the commissioners proposed to
take away fifteen chains of a road from
two owners, who sent a petit.ion to the
Railway department, asking that the land
should not be taken, and stating that the
road was not necessary, but the commissioners took the land and made the roaq,
and yet, according to this amendment, it
was to be handed over to the private
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owners to be kept in repair. (Mr. Munro
- " Oh, no; that would be taking away
.an existing right; whereas this proviso is
to preserve an existing right.") In the
case he had alluded to, it was a road along"side a railway, where a road was not
required, and yet the private owners would
have to bear the cost of maintaining that
road if this proviso became law. The
Government ought to be responsible for
the making and maintenance of such roads.
Mr. KEYS remarked that the Government could hardly be in earnest in proposing this amendment. It was a monstrous proposal to say that not only the
Railway department, but every other
Government department, should be exempt
from contributing towards the cost of
making private streets running alongside
Government land. vVhy should the per:sons who owned the land on one side of
.a street be required to pay the whole cost
of making that street 1 He had in mind
.a particular street in his electorate, adjoining which the Education department had
purchased a block of land, and built a
State school on a private street. That
street was not yet made, and under this
proviso, the unfortunate owners of the
land on one side of the street would have
to pay the whole cost of forming and
maintaining the street, while the Education department and the Government,
owning land on the other side of the
street, would escape scot-free. It was
incredible that the Government "would
.endeavour to impose a condition of that
kind upon the country, and he hoped that
the Minister of Customs would withdraw
the amendment.
Mr. MUNHO said the state of affairs
,vas this-that a section of the Health
Act was being repealed which contained
this proviso. (Mr. Keys-"" How was it
repealed 1") Because it was necessary to
repeal other portions of the section; but
this proviso ought not to have been repealed. They were simply re-enacting a
proviso which was the law now.
Mr. BEST said he hoped the House
would certainly not assent to the Government proposal in this matter.
'rhis
question had already been before the
House in committee, and the same pro:posal was rejected by the committee. The·
Premier had stated that this was sin;tply
re-enacting the present law, but he (Mr.
Best) would remini the House that, previous
to 1889, the law was that the Government,
lilw any private ratepayer, was liable to
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contribute to the construction of private
roads, and this particnlar alteratioll; to
the amazement of municipalities, was carried in the Health Act without the knowledge of the municipal councils. He would
not say it \vas carried by a side-wind, but
the provision was carefully secluded in a
schedule, and was not noticed by the
House when it was being passed. (Mr.
Munro-" Do you mean to say that the
late Government would do that ~ ") He
did not mean that the late Government
did it with any unfair intention, but the
municipalitics were not aware at the time
of what \vas done, and did not realize it
until the provision had actually been
passed, and had come into operation, when
its harshness and injustice were keenly
felt. He must confess that it escaped his
own notice at the time. The Minister of
Customs had very adroitly pointed out
that the Railway department would,
under the present repeal of the law, be
the principal sufferer. I t was all very
well to mention the Hailway department, but the amendment proposed by the
Minister of Customs was of a comprehensive character, and applied to all
departments. Let the Government, for
instance, subdivide anyportion of its estate,
and sell one part on one side of a street,
while retaining, perhaps through being
unable to sell, the land on the other side.
The land that was not sold would not be
Hable to contribute, whereas the private
owners on the other side would, under this
provision, have to bear the whole cost of
constructing the street. (Mr. Munro" You are quite wrong; that would not
apply to a proclaimed road.") There were
roads, or rather lanes," perhaps 33 feet
wide,and those lanes would come within the
terms of this provision. He did not say
that the provision would apply to streets
66 feet wide. Many harsh cases had
arisen in connexion with municipalities,
where private owners had been called
upon to pay the sole cost of construction,
whereas, possibly, the Hailway department
was the principal gainer by the construction of the street or lane. If a
Government department owned property
on one side, it should be called upon to
contribute towards the construction of the
street in the same way as private owners.
It was not fair or proper to suggest that
the municipalities had had given to them
certain subsidies which should relieve the
Government from its liability. r:rhis provision would apply principally to cities,
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and the subsidies received by cities were
of a minimum character.
Mr. FERGUSON observed that in the
country districts, and in his own district
in particular, railways had been constructed along three-chain roads for considerable distances. This was done at the
request of the inhabitants, in order to
prevent their lands being cut up. 'He
thought it would be very unfair if, in such
circumstances, the Railway department
was called upon to pay half the cost of
constructing the road.
Mr. METHVEN expressed· the hope that
the House would not adopt the Government proposal. In his own district a great
deal of injustice had been already inflicted
on a large number of people, who, in connexion with the construction of railways,
had been called upon to pay the whole
cost of the roads made, even although
they had no frontage abutting on the
road. This had been done in the town
of N orthcote. No doubt the provision
existed in the Health Act, but it was well
known that when it ,vas passed in the
Health Act honorable members did not
notice it going through.
Mr. LAURENS stated that under the
Local Government Act, if municipalities
paved a foot-way, for which they had a
right to recover half the cost, the money
had been obtained as against the Crown.
In the town of North Melbourne, where '
there was a long frontage of foot-way
opposite a State school, the municipal
council had charged the Education department, and had been paid the amount.
'£his amendment would run counter to
that principle, and he did not think it was
fair or right that, where the cost of construction would have to be charged to
private owners on the one side of the
street, the Government, if they owned
property on the other side, should not also
bear their share of the cost.
The amendment was negatived.
:NIl'. TURNER called attention to clause
102 providing that, in connexion with
enforcing judgments against propertyowners, under a writ of .fie'ri facias, the
property could be sold by the sheriff, but
no sale shall be made under any such
writ until twelve months after the date of
the judgment or order. He observed that,
when this clause was before the committee, he promised to extend the time
from twelve months to "two years," and
also provided that notice to sell should be
posted on the property.
He had drafted
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amendments for this purpose, and, as an'
additional security, it was also proposed,
that the notice to sell should be posted at
the nearest post-office.
He begged to
move the amendments.
The amendments were agreed to.
Mr. METHVEN called attention to the
schedule, and moved as an amendment that
the name of the shire of Coburg be struck
out of the list of first-class shires in order
that it might be placed in the list of secondclass shires. He said that even the Governmenthadadmitted thataninjusticehad been'
done to Coburg in respect of its classification. How could Boroondara, Caulfield,
Malvern, and Moorabbin be placed on a
level with Coburg ~ '£here could be no
justice in such an arrangement. Coburg
was to be reduced by about £4,000, while
the neighbouring shire of Preston, the
position of which was almost identical, was
placed in the second class. Everyone
knew how Coburg was handicapped by
having in its midst a large prison stockade
which did not pay rates. It should also
be borne in mind that instead of the
avemge amount heretofore received by all
the shires in the first class being, as had
been stated, something like £8,000 per
annum, Coburg had never received more
than £4,500 in one year. Yet it had to
bear all the traffic from the more northern
districts. With regard to the carrying of
the material required for the construction
of the vVhittlesea line, the Whittlesea shire
and other neighbouring shires successfully appealed for assistance, but the
Coburg shire, through which almost all
that traffic had to pass, received nothing.
The carriage through Coburg of the heavy
road-making material required for the
corporation of Melbourne employed twenty
drays per day. He hoped that the House
would see justice done to Coburg, as had
been promised, even if a special grant
had to be made. (Mr. vVheeler-" I made
no such promise.") Then the honorable
gentleman ought to have made such a
promise.
Mr. CLARK seconded the amendment.
Mr. PATTERSON remarked that the
case of the shire of Coburg required consideration, because its financial position,
exclusive of endowment, was almost ex-actly that of Preston. Moreover, it had
to bear all the Preston traffic to the
metropolis without getting any advanta.ge from it. An honorable member
only needed to take a trip to the
Coburg district in order to ascertain the
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facts of the case. There was no metropolitan district except Footscray which
had to deal with the difficulties which
Coburg had to face-both were so diffi·
cult and expensive for municipal purposes.
If there was any reason or justification
for putting Preston in the second class
there was more than sufficient reason for
placing Coburg in a similar position,
and he would be really glad if the Government could see their way to render
Coburg some additional assistance. He did
not suppose that the alteration proposed
by the honorable member for East Bourke
:Boroughs (Mr. Methven) would in any
way materially interfere with the plans of
the Minister of Public \\-Torks.
Mr. T. SMITH stated that he had felt
all along that to interfere in any way
with the schedule would be a pity, because
altering the cbssification of a single shire
would open a door which other shires
would want to go through. Of course,
however pleasing the arrangement in the
schedule might be to the majority, some
municipal bodies were sure to be dissatisfied. He, for one, was quite prepared to
admit that Coburg \\'as a poorer shire than
Caulfield or Malvern, but it would suffer
no greater hardship than would be imposed on other local bodies. rfhe honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson)spoke of Coburg as a shire which was
most expensively situated with respect to
the matter of road making, but it should
be remembered that it had its road-making
material close at hand, while all tho shires
south of the Yarra had to obtain it from
the Coburg district. Then, look at the
road which South ~relbourne and Port
Melbourne had to maintain, not for their
own benefit so much as for that of other
districts. rrhe main point was that directly
the schedule was interfered with there
would be no knowing where the alteratiolls
would stop.
Mr. KEYSsaidhecould not fall in with the
views of the honorable member for Emerald
Hill, because if the House was to be guided
by that honorable member's arguments it
would have to swallow the schedule as it
stood. No doubt with 196 local bodies to
deal with, it \vas a difficult thing to arrive
H,t perfectly just conclusions with respect
to each, therefore every honorable member who could point to a distinct case of
injustice in the proposed distribution of
the endowment ought to do so, in order
that the injustice might be remedied.
Taking the schedule quietly as it stood
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would be most acceptable to the Government, but honorable members had duties.
to perform and should not shrink from
them. "Vhy Coburg was put in the first
class and Preston in the second ho (Mr.
Keys) could not understand at all. The
honorable member for Emerald Hill should
recollect that South MelbouTIle was a city
with nearly every foot of ground occupied
and built upon, and an annually largely
increasing revenue. N ow, tho very reverse was the case with Coburg. Besides,
South Melbourne was only to 'be reduced by some £100, while Coburg would
lose not by hundreds but by thousands.
Coburg would lose from £2,000 to £3,000'
per annum, and it had to take not only its
own traffic, but also the traffic into Melbourne anci the traffic from the Pentridge
Stockade. If it was understood that the
House must accept the schedule, then it
was no use to say anything more about
it. ,Vas the principle to be laid down
that tho Government were infallible, and
that it was impossible for them to make a
mistake?
Mr. TRENvVITH said that it was not
correct to state that those honorable members who were in favour of the Bill would
not consent to a,ny alteration of the schedule, no matter how great an injustice
was done. (~Ir. Keys-" I did not say
that.") The contention was that on ,the
whole the Bill was an excellent one, and
that if any alteratIon were made in the
schedule it would disturb the whole
scheme of distribution. No doubt the
shire of Coburg had difficulties to contond
with which some other shires had not, but
no new arguments had been urged that
night in favour of the proposal made. The
same arguments were used in committee~
and therefore there was not sufficient justification for re-opening the question.
Mr. KEYS said that the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. rfrenwith)
was under a wrong impression. r:rhe committee did not discuss the schedule at all,
but agreed to pass it, and consider it on
the report.
Mr. TH.EN\VITH stated that he had a
distinct recollection of speaking on this
question when the Bill was in committee.
The reasons urged for the alterations proIt
posed were altogether insufficient.
was true that the shire of Coburg had
to bear a considerable amount of traffic
which did not belong to it., but the
same statement might be made regarding many other districts.
Coburg had
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exceptional advantages, both owing to the
contour of the country and to the unlimited
supply. of road material which it possessed.
To say that certain shires would lose some
thousands of pounds per annum under
this Bill was not the correct way of putting the casco The truth was that a
number of shires had hitherto received
some thousands of pounds per annum
more than they ought to have received,
and Coburg was one of them. If Coburg
had been unfairly treated, it had been in
receiving too much. (Mr. Methven"Nobody would say that who knew anything about it.") He (Mr. Trenwith)
claimed to have some knowledge of everything that came before the House. Some
of the shires were trying very hard to get
their work done by the rest of the ratepayers of the colony, instead of increasing
their rates. If any attempt were made to
3Jmend the classification, the result would
be to dcstroy it, and it would be better to
pass it as it stood, even though it might
~reate some little inequalities, than to
tinker with it in the manner proposed.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that he had
J)reviously submitted an amendment with
a view of mitigating the effect of the serious
reductions of endowment that were proposed in the case of the shires in the first
dass. He was then unsuccessful, but he
was nevertheless quite prepared to do
what he could' to give fair justice
to individual shires. The alteration
now proposed would not interfere
in any serious degree with the schedule; on the contrary, the interference
would be trifling. Honorable members
could not get all t.hat they desired, but
that was no justification why they should
not make an effort to do justice to a district" the endowment of which was to be
seriously reduced.
Mr. 'iVHEELER remarked that if one
item in the schedule were altered it
would involve numerous other alterations,
and it would therefore be unwise to agree
to the amendment. 'rhe argument had
been used that Coburg had a large through
traffic on its roads, but that was a stock
argument with the municipalities when
they made application to the Public
vYorks department for special grants. The
claims of Coburg had been very carefully
considered by the Government.
The
honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr.
Patterson) had stated that there was a
similarity between Preston and Coburg,
but the honorable member forgot that
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Preston was two-and-a-half times larger in
area than Coburg. Coburg had aI~ ttrea
of seven square miles, whilst Preston had
an area of seventeen square miles. It
would, therefore, be scarcely fair to put
the two municipalities on the one footing.
'1'here must necessarily be one municipalityat the bottom of a class, and another
municipality at the top of the next class,
and the Government found that that was
a very nice distinction to have to draw.
Coburg was not placed in the first class without a great deal of consideration. When a
municipality got lIs. or 12s. for every person within the district, it surely ought
not to' complain. The shire of Coburg,
with an area of only seven square miles,
was to receive an endowment of £2,500.
There were country shires, with an area of
2,500 square miles, and with not one
quarter of their roads made, that would
not receive so much. Some municipalities
had to suffer in justice to others, and it
was high time that a change was made
with reference to the rich municipalities,
so that greater assistance might 1e given
to other municipalities that were less
favorably situated.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said he thought he
had a right to object that very great
injustice was being done to his district.
The shire of Berwick had never received
any subsidy whatever from the Government, though it had an area of 300 square
miles, 200 of which were mountainous.
The natural difficulties of making roads in
such a district were enhanced by the fact
that no metal ,vas obtainable within many
miles of the place. It was impossible to
make roads in such a place without Government aid. 1'here were many shires
in the district whose claims he would not
advocate under the exceptional circumstances of the present time, but he could
not pass over the obvious injustice which
was being done to the Beaconsfield and
Pakenham ridings. He asked the Minister
of Public Works to give some monetary assistance to those ridings. (Mr. 'iVheeler"I have given you £330 more than you got
before.") These ridings were in an exceptional position, and ought to be accorded a
certain amount of special consideration.
Mr. KEYS observed that he fully indorsed what the honorable member for
Mornington had said. The riding of Gembrook certainly deserved consideration at
the hands of the House, and he hoped that
it w~uld be placed in a better class.
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Mr. CAMERON said that Gembrook
ought certainly to be placed in the third
class.
Mr. TURNER moved after "Colac,"
under the heading '~second-cJass shires,"
the insertion of the words "except forest
portion," and aft':)r " 'Vinchelsea" the
same words.
'fhe amendments were agreed to.
Mr. KEYS desired to bring under the
notice of the Minister of Public \Vorks
the great injustice which was being done
to the shire of Ferntree Gully. He moved
that this shire be omitted from the second
and placed in the third class. He had
been asked to endeavour to get this shire
placed in the fourth class j however, he
thought that the case would be fairly met
by placing it in the third class. This
shire had been in existence twelve months,
and three-fifths of its area was as mountainous as any portion of Gippsland.
There were members sitting on both sides
of the House w40 knew the district, and
he challenged contradiction of any statement he had made. Three-fourths of the
shire was as mountainous and as inaccessible as the shires of vVarraglll, Buln Buln,
Walhalla, or Bairnsdale, and the roads
were as difficult to make. Some of those
shires were placed in the fourth, some in the
fifth, and some in the sixth class j while
Ferntree Gully shire, which had only been
in existence one year, and had received
but one endowment from the State, was
placed in the second class, although it was
entitled to receive as much consideration
as any of the shires in the fourth or fifth
class. All he asked was that it should
be put in the third class, and in fairness'and justice that alteration ought to
be made. It could be done without interfering with the principle of the endowment in this Bill, because there was ~o
foundation for the statement that if the
slightest alteration was made in any part
of the schedule it would upset the whole
arrangement in connexion with the municipal endowment. If the Speaker was in
a position to address the House, he would
be able to bear out the statements and
arguments which he (Mr.. Keys) had offered.
N one of the shires would receive the
amounts which the Minister of Public
Works had stated they would receive (except those in the first class, whose subsidy
was limited to £4,000), because the revenue
of the various shires was increasing, and,
consequently, the proportionate amount
available from the municipal endowment
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per £1 of rates would be decreased. To
say that a single alteration in the schedule
would upset the whole arrangement was
simply trying to draw a red herring across
the trail. The claim of Ferntree Gullv
shire was honestly and fairly worthy;f
the consideration of the Government and
of the House, and he therefore begged to
move that" Fel'utree Gully" be omitted
from the second class, with a view of its
being inserted in the third class.
Mr. 'WHEELER expressed the opinion
that the shire of Ferntree Gully had not
the least ground of complaint. Out of 65
shires placed in order of merit Ferntree
Gully stood 25th on the list. Its annual
value was £230 per square mile. 'rher<3
were no fewer than 40 shires in a worse
position and with a lower annual value persquare mile than Ferntree Gully. r:Chat.
shire got £1,356 last year, and it was calculated on the basis of the rates of this yeal"
that it would receive as much as £1,468.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. HALL said he could quite understand the House refusing to adopt the
amendment of the honorable member for'
Dandenong, but he was sure honorable
members would agree with him that a·
mistake had been made in placing theshire of Shepparton in the second class. (Mr.
Munro-" 'rhere has been no mistake."}
What, nowhere in the schedule ~ (Mr~
Munro-" No, it is absolutely correct.")
The shire of Shepparton was' in a very
peculiar position. Scores of other shires.
for 200 miles around Shepparton had been
placed in higher classes, and Shepparton
stood by itself in the second class. VVas not.
that a mistake 1 Shepparton had not received a penny in special grants, there was
no road metal in the shire, and if the Government really meant to say that it was
not placed in the second class by mistake he
would like an e~planation as to why of aU
the other shires in that part of the colony
Shepparton had been placed in the second
class 1 (Mr. Munro-" It is such a lovely
place, we could not interfere with it.")
The people of the district would admit that it was a· lovely place, but it·
nevertheless required to expend money Olll
making roads. The Shepparton township·
might be properly put.in the second class,
but the other ridings in the shire ought' to
have received a higher classification.
On the motion of Mr. 'fURNER, the
schedule was further amended by the
insertion, after the word "Avon," of the
words "except North riding."
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Mr. A. HARRIS expressed the opmlOn
that some of the ridings in the Rosedale shire
should have been tl:ansferred from the third
.to a higher class or classes, owing to the
immense amount of territory embraced by
those ridings; but, recognising the hopelessness of the task, he did not think it
desirable to detain the House by proposing
an amendment. A similar remark would
apply to the Walhalla shire.
Mr. CAMERON moved the omission
of "U pper Yarra" shire from the fourth
class, with a view to its transfer to the
fifth. Its area was nearly 150 square
miles; it had a rateable value of £11,345,
a revenue of only £32 odd per square
mile, and a total revenue of £3,599.
rrhe present endowment was £3,032, and
the subsidy under the Bill would be only
£961-a reduction of £2,071. rrhe shire
was formed under compulsion, and received
'£2,500 a year for three year3, because the
Government recognised that it could not
possibly. make or maintain its roads without some State assistance. The shire 'was
one of those which received subsidy at the
rate of £3 for' £1 of rates; and its total
l'evenue, if the municipal subsidy was reduced as proposed in this Bill, would be
only £1,528. It had to maintain 136 miles
of roads, 90 bridges, and 120 culverts in
a mountainous country, and it had a rainfall
of not less than 50 inches per annum, which
would indicate the necessity for a great
expenditure on the maintenance of roads.
Besides this there ,yere in the district no
less than 124,000 acres of State forest, from
which the shire could not obtain a penny
of rates. They had only 100,000 acres of
territory to maintain the roads and bridges
of which he had spoken. The shire COntained 350 square miles, but more than
one-half of the district ,vas unrateable. He
held in his hand a plan, from ,,,,hich it
would be seen that this shire was surrounded by shires which were put in a
higher class--three of them in the fifth class
and one in the sixth class. He did not say
that those shires were not entitled to their
classification, but how a shire in the very
centre of this country could be put into a
lower class he could not understand. The
only plea the Minister could put forward
was that the shire would receive about
£400 more subsidy under the Government
proposal than it received at the prC:'sent
time, but the House should not lose sight
of the fact that the district had received
£2,500 each year for the last three years,
and the term for which it was to receive that
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amount just happened to expire now. If the
Government ,,"ould not do justice to
this district he hoped that the members
of the House would a,ssist him to obtain
justice.
Mr. DEAKIN said, he thought the
Government should gi"\Te' this matter some
consideration. 'What the honorable member for Evelyn had said was perfectly
true. The residents of this locality were
practically compelled to form a shire. Up
to 1885 there was a great blank in the
municipal map of Victoria, including the
whole of the Upper Yarra, where the
Government was compelled to spend large
sums of money from the revenue to keep
the roads in order, as there was no municipal government. It was pointed out
that the exceptional circumstances of the
place-the hilly character of the country,
the heavy rainfall, the large area occupied
by Crown lands, and the very sparse
character of the population-rendered it
impossiblo to work local government in
that district in the same way as elsewhere
in the colony.
The Government determined, however, that every part of Victoria
must be under municipal government; but,
l"ecognising the exceptional difficulties of
the case, they at the same time gave these
new shires some special assistance, and
they had hitherto been receiving that
assistance. He was not going to complain
of the allotmerit made under the Government Bill generally-he supposed that no
allotment CQuld be dravm which would be
perfectlyexa,ct in every particular-but he
did think that the Minister in charge of
the Bill (unintentionally, no doubt) had not
givcnfair consideration to the circumstances of this shire,' which demailded
recognition just as much as those of other
shires which had been put in the fifth
class.
r:rhe· increase of £400 in the
subsidy would do very little over this vast
territory; it ,,,,ould scarcely make two or
three of the bridges, which the honorable
member for Evelyn had said numbered 90.
He thought the Minister would do well to
re-consider the allotment, and afford some
greater assistance to this shire, because the
inhabitants, as compared with other parts
of the colony, certainly deserved it.
Mr. GILLIES stated that he had personal knowledge of this country, haY-ing
been over it at least a dozen times, and
he· knew no part of the colony the inhabitants of which deserved more consideration. Certainly he thought the shi~e was
entitled to be in the fifth class.
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The Honse divided on the question that
the words proposed to be omitted stand
part of the scheduleAyes
40
Noes
11
Majority against the amend-} 29
ment ...
...
. ..
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Andrews,
Baker,
Beazley,
Best,
Bowman,
Brock,
,V. T. Carter,
Craven,
Duffy,
Duncan,
Dunn,
Forrest,
Foster,
Gardiner,
Gordon,
Graham,
Hall,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
Hunt,
Leonard,

Mr. McColl,
" McLean,
" ]\'lunro,
" Murphy,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim,
" Peacock,
" Richardson,
" L. L. Smith,
" T. Smith,
" Tatchell,
Capt. Taylor,
~1r. Trenwith,
" Turner,
" Uren,
" 'Vheeler,
" A. Young.

Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
Dr. Maloney.
NOES.

:Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Ca.meron,
Deakin,
Derham,
Gillies,
Harper,

Mr. Methven,
" Staughton,
" Zox.
Tellers.
Mr. J. Harris,
" Keys.

Mr. GILLIES called attention to clause
.52, relating to the making and levying of
an improvement rate, and moved amendments to the effect that such a rate might
be made by the council concerned "if it
thinks fit," and that the petition for such
a rate would have to be signed by the
owners of property npon which more than
"one-third" (instead of "oue-half") of the
rate was proposed to be levied.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KEYS said he desired to amend
section 477 of the principal Act. That
section was as follows:" The council may contract for any period not
€xceeding three years at one time with the
owners of any waterworks or any other person
for such supply of water as the council think
necessary for the purposes of this Act, or, with
the consent of the Governor in Council, may
purchase any waterworks~"

He moved the adoption of a clause amending the section by extending the term of
" three" years to "ten" years. This bore
some reference to the Bill he had brought
in for the amendment of the Metropolitan
Board of "Vorks Act. It could not be
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expected that a municipal council applying
to the boa,rd for water supply would go to
the expense of reticulating its district on
the strength of an agreement which -would
last for only three years.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. TURNER proposed a clause to fol100v clause B, making the changes necessttry to harmonize other 'portions of the
measure that the amendment already made,
altering the municipal election day from
the second to the fourth rrhursday in
August.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. TURNER proposed the following
clause to follow clause 86:" If the council of any municipality prove to
the satisfaction of the Minister that it is desirable that any road should be deviated, and that
such deviation can be conveniently made through
Crown land or land held by licensees or pastoral
lessees under the Land Act 1890, the Minister
may cause such road to be devia,ted accordingly
at the cost of the municipality, and upon the
puhlication in the Government Gazette of an
order of the Governor in· Council declaring the
new road a public highway, any portion of the
old road mentioned in that behalf in such order
shall cease to be a public highway, but shall remain subject to the right of way and passage
to and from any premises which cannot be
as conveniently approached from the new road,
and subject as aforesaid such old road or so
much thereof as adjoins the allotments or areas
of the licensees or lessees (if any) through whose
allotments or areas the new road has been
carried, shall be added to their allotments or
areas in proportion to the amonnt of land taken
from each, and shall be accepted by them
as full compe.nsation for any loss or damage
suffered through the deviation of the road,
and the Minister shall make the distribution
accordingly."

Mr. CAMERON said he did not think
that the arrangement proposed in the
clause would be accepted as satisfactory,
because the effect would be to require the
council to bear the expense of re-surveying
the roads which had been badly laid out
by Government surveyors. 'Vhat the councils complained of was that the contract
surveyors had laid out the roads to suit
themselves and not the traffic, and they
contended that the roads should be resurveyed at the expense of the Government.
As for power to correct errors in the laying
out of roads, the municipalities had that
already, and rather than accept this
new clause as a' final settlement of the
difficulty they would prefer to let the law
remain as it stood.
Mr. FOSTER remarked that the matter
brought forward by the honorable member
for Evelyn was onc of serious moment. The
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real objection was that the Lands department had allowed lands to be selected
before the roads through them had been
laid out, consequently unless compensation
was paid the local councils had to go to
theoxpense of deviating the existing impossible roads as best they could, instead
of taking them along the proper route.
He held in his hand a circular from
a shire council, which showed that
it had had to pay £4,000 'for deviating
roads, which expense could have been
completely avoided had the Lands department taken proper precautions. This
was an opportune time at which to call
the attention of the Minister of Public
VYorks to the desirability of moving the
Lands department to have roads projected,
beforo selections took place. Otherwise
land had to be taken where it could be
got, and compensation had to be paid by
the municipalities. This was found t<;> be
the cause of very great hardship in the
country shires, where lands had been
thrown open to selection indiscriminately
without regard to roads. He agreed with
the honorable member for Evelyn that
something should be done in the direction
suggested, especially with regard to unalienated lands.
Mr. STAUGHTON said that this clause
would afford some relief to shire councils,
because it would free them from the
liability of compensation. 'The compensation was the most serious consideration
in connexion with any new road that had
to be made through selectors' land, and
although the elause would not give the
shire councils all that they wanted, it
would go a long way towards meeting
their views.
Mr. GILLIES said that he would advise
the honorable member for Evelyn to withdraw his objectioIl to the clause, because,
although it would not give the shire councils everything that they desired, it would
be of advantage to them. The Government could, not be expected to take ah
unknown responsibility in connexion with
the deviations of roa.ds.
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that it
would be better for honorable members to
take what they could get, but at the
same time the clause did not touch the
question in its most important aspects.
In many cases the portions of the old
road would not be added to the selection
from which land was taken for the new
road. If the land taken could in every
case be added to another part of the same
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holding: that would entirely alter the case
but the road might go through two or
three holdings. (Mr. rrUTIler-" It would.
then come \uider the Land Act.") He admitted that in a few instances the clause
would be an advantage, but what was required was that the Government should
undertake the surveys.
Mr. McLEAN remarked that if a municipal council pointed out to the Lands
department that a deviation of an existing
road was necessary, the Lands department
invariably made the survey of the Ilew
road, if the municipality marked off the
site and took the responsibility. (Mr~
Anderson-" How long has that been the
case 1") That was always done on Crown
land. (Mr. Anderson-" That is a different matter altogether.") The clause
would certainly be of advantage to the
shire councils.
Mr. KEYS said that the Government
had not gone far enough in this matter;
the Government should undertake the
surveys of new roads, and should bear the
expense of deviations on Crown lands and on
lands held by licensees. As the old road was
to be given in exchange for the ~and taken
for the new road, no compensation would
have to be paid under this clause, and
the only question at issue was the cost
and responsibility of the survey, which the
Government might fairly undertake.
Mr. WHEELER stated that if the Government 'were to undertake the surveys,
a uniform' principle would have to be
adopted throughout, and the Government
would therefore have to make the surveys
on private lands as well as on Crown
lands. It would be a great mistake for
the Government to accept a responsibility
of that kind.
Mr. CAMERON said that after the expression of opinion which had fallon from
honorable members he desired to withdraw
his objection to the clause.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. TURNER proposed the following
clause to follow clause 107 :-'"
" Notwithstanding any sale or conveyance of
any property in any municipal district, the
former owner thereof shall remain answerable
to the municipality for all moneys and other
liabilities which may accrue due by or be
imposed upon the owner of such property as
such before such former owner has given notice
in writing of such sale describing the property
and the name and address of the purchaser to
the municipal clerk, and upon receiving any
such notice the municipal clerk shall forthwith
enter the particulars thereof in a book to be
kept for that purpose, together with the date on
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which he received it. But nothing in this
section shall exonerate from liability any person
becoming the owner of any property."

He stated that when the Bill was in committee the honorable member for Barwon
raised the question of whether persons
who disposed of property should not be
compelled to' give notice of the name of
the purchaser to the municipal council.
He (Mr. Turner) promised to consider t4is
question, and h,e had prepared this clause,
which he thought would meet the views
of the House.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. BEST proposed the following
clause :"When the power of appointing trustees of
any public trust or members of any board or
committee for public purposes is vested in the
Governor in Councilor in the council of any
municipality and it is lawful to appoint a councillor of any municipality a trustee of such trust
or a member of such board or committee, any
person being such councillor may be appointed
to hold office so long only as he may continue
such councillor, and in such case upon ceasing
to be such councillor he shall cease to be such
trustee or a member of any such board or committee; and
"When at the commencement of this Act
any person is a trustee of a public cemetery or
of a public race-course or of any lands, grounds,
or buildings held upon trust for the public as a
pleasure ground, school, library, museum, gymnasium, garden, or place of public resort or
recreation, or a member of a board or committee having th~ management of any of the
places or institutions aforesaid, having been
appointed such trustee or a member of such
board or committee by the Governor in Council
or the council of any municipality, and having
been at the time of his appointment a councillor of any municipality, if such person at the
commencement of this Act is no longer a councillor of such municipality he shall cease to be
a trustee or a member of such board or committee at the expiration of six months after
"the commencement of this Act unless in the
meantime, by 'order published in the Government Gazette, the Governor in Council direct
that he shall continue such trustee notwith-'
standing; but if any such person is at the
commencement of this Act still a councillor of
such municipality he shall cease to be such
trustee or a member of such board or committee
so soon as he ceases to be such councillor unless
in the meantime the Governer in Council, by
order published in the Government Gazette,
direct that he shall continue such trustee notwithstanding.
"When any person ceasing to be a trustee
under the provisions of this section is as such
trustee seised, possessed, or entitled to any
property, real or personal, including choses in
action, jointly with any other person or persons
who do not all cease to be trustees at the same
time, such property shall, on such person so
ceasing to be a trustee, vest exclusively in the
remaining trustee or trustees, as if he were
Session 1891.-[177]
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dead, and in any other case such person so
ceasing to be a trustee shall, when being thereunto required, execute any conveyance or transfer that may be necessary to yest any such property vested in him as such trustee in the
succeeding trustees, but this shall not render
any conveyance or transfer necessary in any
case in which such property would otherwise
vest in the succeeding trustees without any
conveyance or transfer."

He stated that the object of this clause ,
was that councillors who had been appointed trustees by virtue of their office
as councillors should, when they ceased to
be councillors, also cease to be trustees.
The matter was one which had been agitated for for some time in municipal
circles. (Mr. Anderson-" Could it not
have been stated in fewer words 1") The
clause as prepared by himself was much
shorter, but the Government asked him to
withdraw it with a view to its enlargement. The clause as it now stood was the
work of the parliamentary draftsman.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. BEST moved the following new
clause:"For section 481 of the principal Act, the
following section shall be substituted, namely:
- ' The council of any municipality may provide
for the removal of night-soil from places within
the municipal district or any part or parts thereof, and the treatment and disposal of such
night-soil, including the ploughing in or burying of such night-soil on land, or its application
to land for the purpose of manuring it, and
may from time to time make contracts fol"
that purpose, and any person so contracting
with the coul1 yil may in carrying out his COThtract do anything that the council might do~
Provided that nothing in this section shalr
authorize the committal of any nuisance or
anything in contravf'ntion of any Act for the
time being in force relating to the public health
or of any by-law for the time being in force in.
any municipal district."

The honorable member explained thatcouncils under the Local Government Act
and the Heal th Act possessed certain,
powers in regard to the treatment of
night-soil, and the object of this clause
was to enable them to delegate their
authority in such matters to contractors.
Mr. KEYS said this was a very dangerous
clause. He would not object to it if its
powers were limited to the municipality
which produced the night-soil, but it was
manifestly unjust to give the metropolitan
municipalities power to send their sewage'
into the neighbouring shires, whether the
latter agreed to it or not. He would
suggest the insertion of an amendment
providing that the co~sent of the local
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Mr. KEYS said that he hoped that the
bodies must be obtained before they could
b~ obliged to receive night-soil from anMinister of Customs wou.ld consent to the
other district. The shire of Moorabbin insertion of an amendment of the kind he
had determined· to prohibit the introduc- had suggested.
Mr. rrURNER remarked that he would
tion of night-soil into its territory after
the 30th of June. That shire had given willingly help the honorable member to
every consideration to the city of Mel- draft an amendment with the view to its
bourne. Last June it extended the time being inserted on the third reading of the
for allowing the city to erect desiccators Bill.
Mr. KEYS asked if he would be perto twelve months, but the corporation
was defying them, and obviously intended, mitted to move an amendment on the
at any cost, to send sewage into the shire third reading, the following night, without
of Moorabbin. He objected strongly to the notice ~
The SPEAKER.-Yes, if it is not a new
suburban shires being made depots for the
city refuse. (Mr. Best-" frhe clause does clause.
not bear that construction.") The honorMr. KEYS remarked that in that case
able member for Fitzroy, who was a mem- he 'would press his suggestion no further .
.ber of the Fitzroy council, was bound to
The clause 'was agreed to.
admit that an attempt had been made by
Mr. RICHARDSON proposed the folthat council to put its night-soil into the lowing clause : adjoining districts. (Mr. Best-" That is
"In section 74 of the principal Act the
utterly untrue.") That had been his im- words
'On or before the seventh day of
pression, but he was, of course, bound to July in every year, the Governor in Council
accept the denial of the honorable mem- may, by Ordcr published in the GoveT1~rnent
ber. He could not see what objection Gazette, appoint any three or more justices,
neither of whom is a councillor of the municicould be made to the suburban munici- pality,
to form a revision court for each municipalities being allowed to protect them- pality, and may appoint one of them to be
:selves in this matter.. Every municipality chairman of such court and such justices,' shall
be substituted for the words' The chairman and
had a right to make its own laws.
of the municipality,' and the words
Mr. TURNER observed that he thought councillors
, appointed as aforesaid, or in his absence, of a
that the honorable member for Dandenong chairman appointed by the other members of
was under a misapprehension. If the view the court, and of not fewer than two other
held by the honorable member were cor- justices a,ppointed as aforesaid,' shall be substifor the words' of the municipality, or in
rect, he (Mr. Turner) would not consent to tuted
his absence, of a chairman appointed by the
the clause. But, as he took it, the muni- other members of the court, and of not fewer
cipalities were now possessed of power than three other councillors,' and the words
under the Local Government Act to do , members of the court' shall be substituted for
all that this clause provided for, with the word 'councillor' in the last place where it
occurs."
exception that they were not empowered
to delegate their authority in this matter. The object of the clause (the honorable
The clause simply provided that when a con- member remarked) was to provide that the
tract had been entered into the contractors courts for revising the municipal rolls
might be endowed with the powers of, the should be held before justices who were
municipality. In order to guard against nOG municipal councillors instead of before
any hardship, he had insisted on the in- the municipal councillors who had to go
sertion of the proviso that nothing should out of office and seek re-election a few days
be done under the clause in contra- after the rolls were revised. When the
vention of any Public Health Act or by- question was discussed in committee, he
law. The 251st section of the Public submitted a proviso to the effeet that the
Health Act enabled any council to select revision of the municipal rolls should take
a place for the reception or the deposit of . place before a County Court judge or a
night-soil within orwithout its district, with police magistrate, in each municipality,
the consent of the Governor in Council, and but the period of time during which the
the 255th section of that Act prohibited any revision must take place, as provided by
person from depositing night-soil on land the principal Act, was so short that it was
without the consent of the council con- urged that a sufficient number of County
cerned. The municipalities were therefore Court judges and police magistrates would
ful1y protected, and there was no occasion not be available to hold the revision
courts. 1'he honorable member for Villiers
for fear.
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:suggested that, failing to get County Court
judges or police magistrates, the revision
courts should be held before justices not
connected with the municipal council in
whose district the courts were held, and
the Minister of Customs had been kind
-enough to draft the clause now before the
House, with a view to carry out that idea..
The adoption of this proposal would be
only follo'wing out the provision made for
the holding of revision courts to revise the
.electoral rolls for the Legislative Assembly.
(Mr. Turner-" A police magistrate holds
those courts.") W ell, if this system of
revision was not quite so good as revision
before a police magistrate, it would certainly
be better than holding the revision court
before councillors who were going out of
office, and who would have to be re-elected
in the course of a few days on the roll
they were revising. (Mr. Foster-" Only
a proportion of the councillors sitting in
the revision court would have to seek reelection.") That might be, but he had
himself seen three councillors who were
going out of office sitting in the revision
court. (Mr. Methven-" Why should they
not sit in the revision courU") vVell,
even if there was nothing wrong done, it
,vas unseemly for councillors who were
seeking re-election to sit in the revision
court.
Mr. McCOLL seconded the motion, but
said he feared that there might be difficulty
in certain places in securing the atten¢!.ance of three justices of the peace who
were not members of the municipal council.
(Mr. Turner-" That is the trouble.") In
certain townships in his district it would
be quite impossible to get three justices,
who were not councillors, to hold the revision court; in fact, it was very often difficult to get a bench at courts of petty
sessions, so that it was possible, under
this clause, that some municipal rolls might
escape revision.
Mr. TURNER stated that when the
honorable member for Creswick raised this
question in committee, he (Mr. Turner)
pointed out that it would be utterly impossible for County Court judges or police
magistrates to revise the municipal rolls
within the very short period allowed by
law. It was thereupon suggested that the
revision courts should be formed of justices, and, in accordance with a promise
then made, he (Mr. Turner) had had this
clause drafted to meet the wishes of the
honorable member for Creswick, but he
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was afraid it would prove unworkable, for
the reason stated by the honorable member for Gnnbower, with the result that in
many municipalities there would be' no
revision of the municipal rolls at all.
While there were, no doubt, objections
to the municipal rolls being revised by
councillors, some of whom might be
seeking re-election, it. was also possible that justices sitting as a revision
court might intend to become candidates
for election to the municipal council, so
that in either case there was a difficulty;
and, although the present arrangement
was not satisfactory, it was possible that
any amendment now made ,,,ould prove
less satisfactory still.
Mr. GILLIES said he must confess that
the arrangements for the revision of the
municipal rolls were completely ullsatisfactory; they did not please anybody.
Objections were raised on all hands to the
revision courts; and, while he would not
say that the president and members of
a shire council who formed the revision
court were either unfit, incompetent, or
partial, it was by no means e:1sy for t.hem
to deal with applications by persons with
whom they were shaking hands every day.
On the other hand, it was quite possible
that there might be a difficulty in getting
justices to hold the revision courts under
this clause, with the result, perhaps, that
in many districts there would be no revision of the rolls at all. 'What the honorable member for Creswick desired was to
have the revision courts comprised of
bodies of good men who were in no wa.y
connected with the persons interested in
the impending elections, so that the courts
would take care that names were not
improperly omitted from, or improperly
inserted in, the municipal rolls. Under
the present circumstances he did not
think the substitution of justices for
municipal coullyillors would be an improvement, and certainly he would have
no greater confidence in justices than in
the president and members of a shire
council. At the same time, he qid not
like the idea of councillors being placed in
the wholly fals~ position of sitting to revise
the roll of electors just prior to seeking reelection. Possibly, when Parliament was
. dealing with the general question of reforming the revision courts held under the
electoral law, they might be able to more
satisfactorily settle the principle that ought
to determine the constitution of the courts
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for revising the municipal rolls, and thus
carry out the object the honorable member
for Creswick had in view.
Mr. KEYS expressed the opinion that
it was impossible to reform the constitution
of the municipal revision courts by this
clause, which would be wholly unworkable. It would require several clauses
and machinery in connexion wth them to
make an effective alteration of the law in
respect to the revision of the municipal
rolls. He certainly objected to the wording of this clause, which cast a slur upon
tho shire councillors, who were generally
supposed to be the best men in the district, and many of whom were justices of
tho peace. In half-a-dozen districts he
could name it would be impossible to find
three justices who were not members of
the shire council, and the result of adopting this clause would be that in such
places there would be no revision court at
all. (Mr. Richardson-" The 'three justices' was not my proposal.") It was the
proposal in the honorable member's clause.
Mr. BAILES observed that almost any
departure from the present system of
municipal revision courts formed by the
members of the municipal councils would
be very acceptable indeed to the councillors themselves, but he did not think they
would get over the difficulty by providing
for the appointment of justices of the
peace, as in almost every instance justices in country districts were invariably
councillors as well. It would also be
necessary, as a matter of fairness, if this
clause was to be adopted, to provide that
justices who sat in the revision courts
should not be eligible to stand as candidates in the municipal elections. The late
Mr. Mackay, of Sandhurst, used to advocate the adoption of t~e English system of
appointing revising barristers to hold the
revision courts, and that might be the
best way of getting over the difficulty.
He could not see that they would improve
the position of affairs by providing for the
appointment of justices.
The clause was negatived.
Mr. BEAZLEY gave notice, by leave of
the House, that on the third reading of
the Bill he would propose a clause empowering the Collingwood City Council to
levy rates on certain quarry lands in Collingwood owneQ. by the Melbourne City
Council.
'rhe House adjourned at half-past twelve
o'clock a.m. ('Vednesday).
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, November 25, 1891.
Assent to BillS-Tramways Act Amendment Bill-Imported Dogs-Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways Remuneration Bill-Companies Act Amendment Bill (No.2) - Employers and Employ6s Act
Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m., and read the prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions against the " one-man-onevote" principle in the Constitution Act
Amendment Act Amendment Bill were
presented by the Hon. S. WILLIAMSON, from
the shire council of Stawell; by the Hon.
S. W. COOKE, from the shire council of
Minhamite; and by the Hon. C. SARGEANT,
from the shire council and ratepayers of
Woorayl.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD presented a message from the Governor, intimating that
His Excellency, at the Government Offices,
on November 23, gave his assent to the
Legal Profession Practice Bill and the Loan
Bill.
TRAMWAYS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
The Hon. W .. A. ZEAL moved the second
reading of this Bill. He stated that the
Bill was promoted by the united councils
of Prahran and St. Kilda, together with
the Melbourne Corporation. It was proposed under it to take power to construct
tramways in certain streets in the municipalitiesof Prahran and St. Kilda. If the Bill
was passed, the working of the tramways
and the way in which the lines would approach the present metropolitan lines
would be dealt, with by Order in Council.
The Bill was a very simple one, and gave
a power-which was a just and desirable
one-to the municipalities interested. It
consisted of but one clause and the preamble, and he trusted that honorable
members would give it general support,
so that it might be passed through all its
stages that night.
The Hon. J. BELL stated that the proposed lines would give facilities which
were desirable to Prahran and St. Kilda,
and as there were no objections whatever
to the Bill, either by the Metropolitan
'l'ramway Company or by any of the
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municipal councils concerned, he thoug-ht
that the House should have no hesitation
in passing it.
The Hon. D. HAM remarked that it
was desirable that provision should be
made in the Bill to require the tramway
company to publish from time to time
reports of their takings and of the condition of their finances. rrhere was no provision of that kind in the present Acts,
and it was very important that the public
should be placed in possession of such information. Tram shares had recently risen
to a very high price, and if the public had
been placed in possession of the facts he
did not think that the ruin that had
followed the speculations of many who had
blindly gone in for tramway shares would
have taken place. He did not intend to
oppose the Bill, but he hoped that some
addition would be made to it in the
direction he had indicated.
rrhe PRESIDENrr.-I would point out
to the honorable member that it is impossible, according to the rules of the House,
to amend a private Act by introducing an
amendment in a private Bill.
The motion for the second reading of the
Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 1,
'rhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that he·
desired to point out to Mr. D. Ham that the
tramways proposed under this Bill would
be constructed with the ratepayers' money,
and the public outside would have no in. terest in them whatever. They would come
under the Local Government Act, and the
accounts would be audited from time to
time. The honorable m0mber need have
no fear that any misappropriation of
money would be allowed to take place.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and was
passed through its remaining stages.
IMPORTED DOGS.
The debate on Mr. Connor's motion,
affirming that the present system of
private quarantine in respect to imported
dogs" is not satisfactory and ought not to
be permitted" (adjourned from October
28) was resumed.
The Hon. W. PITT said that Mr.
Connor deserved credit for having brought
this motion forward.
If hydrophobia
obtained a foothold in the colony there
would be great difficulty in stamping it out,
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especially in thickly-wooded country like
Gippsland. A few years ago a valuable
present was made to him (Mr. Pitt) in the
shape of a greyhound. A few days after
the greyhound arrived it showed symptoms
of hydrophobia, and he had to destroy
it at once. If the disease were introduced
into this colony by any neglect in regard to
the system of quarantine, and was spread
tothe other colonies, the Government would
never forgive themselves. The disease was.
one that took from six to eighteen weeks to
develop itself, and it was therefore necessary that stringent regulations should be
imposed. John Hunter stated that, prior
to 1783, hydrophobia was unknown in
Jamaica, but it was then introduced by
an infected dog which was imported from
America. Dogs were now imported to Victoria by persons who wanted them principally for show or for the purpose of obtaining their progeny. It was mainly for the
benefit of these people that the present
slipshod system of private quarantine was
established. If the quarantine station
was placed on one of the islands near
the coast, as had been suggested, difficulty would be .experienced in getting
to and from it, and there would not
be one-half the number of dogs imported in the future that there had
been in the past. The present system
of private quarantine was simply nonsense.
I t offered no safeguard to the
public, as it did not provide any sufficient
protection against the introduction of the
disease to the colony. For argument's
sake, let it be supposed that he required
the services of one of the valuable stud
dogs that were imported, and were located
at any of the private quarantine establishments. The matter would be one of
pounds, shillings, and pence, and, that
point settled, he would have no difficulty
in securing the services of the dog. The
disease, although not developed, might be
latent in the dog, and the whole of its
progeny might in consequence be infected.
The Hon. J. BELL said that he must
congratulate Mr. Pitt on his maiden speech,
which was most interesting. It was evident
that the honorable member thoroughly
understood the subject. He (Mr. Bell)
had read the correspondence which had
passed between this and the other colonies
with referen6e to the question of imported
dogs, and he believed that Mr. Connor had
for once done the right thing in calling
attention to the subject. He had no doubt
that the Government had by this timemade
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up their minds as to the course to be pursued. It was evident that the House did
not approve of th.e present system of quarantine, and he would like to know whether
the Minister of Defence could give any
information as to the intentions of the
Government 1
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that, since
this question was last under discussion, it
had been considered by the Cabinet. On
reading the printed correspondence, he
observed that it included the following
. memorandum from the Premier, dated 8th
;J uly, 1891 :" Referred to the Chairman of the Board of
Public Health.
"Mr. Munro is inclined to think that, in view
of the seriousness of the risk, and also of the
fact that Victoria is appealed to by the other
colonies, it would be well to carry out the resolution of the Melbourne Stock Conference, and
insist upon a quarantine in Government grounds
only. As, however, the matter is one affecting
the public health, the papers are referred to the
chairman of the board before being further dealt

with."
The matter was accordingly referred to the
Chairman of the Board of Public Health,
who reported as follows : -

" The board has considered the question, and,
at its last committee meeting, passed the following resolution :."Resolved: That in view of the fact that it
was agreed at a Conference representing the
Australasian colonies that dogs be quarantined
at the Government quarantine ground only, that
the other colonies have carried out this agree-'
ment, and that it is desirable in the interests of
public health that a uniform practjce should be
adopted throughout the colonies, the committee
are of opinion that dogs liable to quarantine
should be quarantined at the Government quar,
antine ground only.
~' This resolution, there is no doubt, will be
adopted at the next board meeting."

1.'hese tv,'o memoranda were written under
the impression that the whole of the
colonies with the exception of Victoria
had concurred in carrying out the resolution of the Stock Conference, but it had
since transpired that South Australia had
practically adopted the same course as
Victoria in quarantining imported dogs on
private grounds. The Government had
therefore come to the conclusion that it
would be, comparatively speaking, useless
to adopt the principle of quarantining on
Government grounds until all the colonies
fell in with it.' He had no' doubt that
South Australia would shortly agree to
that course, and the Government would
then be prepared to adopt it. (Mr. Bell
- " Will you ask the Government of South
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Australia to do so ~ ") The Government
would communicate with the Government
of South Australia, and as soon as there
was agreement on the subject they would
be prepared to adopt the recommendation
of the Stock Conference.
The Hon. T. DOWLING said he was
fully aware of the dreadful nature of the
disease called hydrophobia, and he was
satisfied that it. was the duty of the House
to endeavour to stamp it out. Honorable
members could not justly. ignore such a
report as that which had been sent in by
Mr. Martin and several other gentlemen
on this subject. . Mr. Martin had pointed
out that the temptation to smuggle dogH
into the colony was very great, and that
the dangers to be apprepended wer!3 increased by having the quarantine ground'
on private premises, the whole matter in
his opinion reso~ving itself into one of
supervision. He (Mr. Dowling) could not
see why a suitable quarantine ground could
not be provided under proper Government
supervision.
The question of scab in
sheep had been satisfactorily dealt with,
and quarantine grounds for dogs could
very well be established at Ballarat, Sandhurst, and other places. The public were
so little protected at present that it was a
common thing for dogs to be set free from
ships as soon as the vessels arrived in
port.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT observed that
every precaution was taken to guard against
the spread of diseases in cattle and sheep,
which were not very likely to affect human
beings, while the animals which were liable'
to have the terrible disease of hydrophobia, which was most dangerous to
human beings; were allowed .to be quarantined under private supervision. He
thought that, in view of the dreadful
nature of hydrophobia, it was not a ques-,
tion of merely quarantining dogs but of
absolutely prohibiting their importation
altogether. During the past few years
every breed.of dogs which it was desirable
to have in the colony had been imported;
we had magnificent greyhounds, the best
crosses of kangaroo dogs and collie dogs,
and no harm would be done by prohibiting
the importation of any more. If that,
however, was considered to be an extreme
view, he would support Mr. Connor's
proposal. Certainly there ought to be an
efficiently supervised quarantine ground,
because it must be remembel'ed that all
things imported into this colony, either
good or evil, f1.ourishei greatly.
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The Hon. ·W. 1. WINTER-IRVING
remarked that he did not see why dogs
should be exempted from quarantine. He
knew of a case in which a dog imported into
this colony and placed in quarantine was
liberated after a few days, another dog
being put in his place, and not a word was
said about it. Such a state of things
ought certainly not be allowed to continue.
It was important that dogs should be
treated with much greater strictness than
cattle or sheep, whose diseases were not
nearly so dangerous to the community.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMW'ADE observed
that dogs had been imported into Australia
for the last 100 years and more, but no
case of hydrophobia had yet occurred.
(Mr. Connor-"I have been told that there
has been one case.") Hydrophobia did not
occur in India or other hot countries, and
he' did not believe that it would be met
with here. If the present regulations
were carried out, c that would be quite
sufficient to meet the case. It WQuld be a
great mistake to throw any difficulties in
the way of the importation of good dogs.
'rhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT said the
House was very much indebted to Mr.
Connor for bringing forward such an
important matter, and he was glad that
the Premier had regarded it as a very
serious question. The answer of the
Minister of Defence, however, was not as
satisfactory as t.he House could desire.
The Premier expressed the opinion that in
view of the seriousness of the position it
would be well to carry out the resolution
of the Stock Conference and insist on dogs
being quarantined on Melbourne ground
only. He wished that the Minister of
Defence could see his way to give an
assurance that this would be done, and
that the agreement entered into with the
other colonies would be carried out, for he
was sure that nothing less would satisfy
the House. (Sir F. rr. Sargood-" '\Thy
did not your Government carry out the
resolution of the Stock Conference 1") If
the late Government did wrong, that was
no reason why the present Government
should no't do right. Victoria ought to
set an example at once, and say that any
arrangement entered into with the other
colonies should be strictly carried into
effect. He was sure that the admirable
speech of Mr. Pitt convinced every honorable member that it was of the utmost
importance, in the interests of the health
and safety of the people, that the strict
law ill regard to the quarantining of dogs
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He'
should be effectively carried out.
thought that the Minister of Defence
should take the responsibility of saying
that the arrangement agreed to by the.
Stock Conference would be adhered to.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he had not·
the slightest objection to meet the views
of the House in the matter, if it could be
done without South Australia joining in
the agreement.
Perhaps if we took
action it might induce that colony to
join in the arrangement a little quicker.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR said he was
sure that if the Minister of Defence gave
an assurance of his sympathy with the
views of the House ill this matter, the
Government would see the necessity of
at once putting an end to the existing
system of private quarantine. (Mr. Cuthbert-" Postpone the motion.") He was
quite willing to take the word of the Minister that the Government would promptly
deal with the matter. It was absolut.ely
necessary that prompt action should be
taken.
'
The 'Hon. J. BUCHANAN asked the
leave of the House to say a few more
Only the
words upon this' question.
previous day the House adjourned because'
of the death of one of its members, who
had been carried off by a contagious.
disease which was well known to be of the
preventable sort. "While lamenting the
death of that honorable member, he could
not help a feeling that the House was
itself to blame to some extent for his
If something had been done
decease.
at the Heads to check the epidemic
disease he referred to when it first
appeared, hundreds of lives might have
Our sanibeen saved in this colony.
tary laws were very defective in that
respect. I t had been proved beyond a
doubt that consumption was contagious,
yet consumptives were being imported into
the colony every day. He was recently
informed of a case in which a vessel arrivecl
that had sixteen passengers from England.
Eleven werecollsumptives; two of themdied
on the voyage, and the other nine died in
the colony within a year from the date of
their arrival. This class of immigrants
greatly swelled the death-rate of Melbourne and its suburbs. (Mr. Butters" The Melbourne Hospital is full of consumptives.") These were matters which
ought to receive the immediate attention
of the authorities.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that it
was probable that Mr. Connor had not
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heard his statement. He had stated that,
in view of the evident wish of the House,
be would submit the matter again to the
:Cabinet, so that Victoria might take immediate steps without South Australia; but
he could not bind his colleagues beyond
-that without further consultation with
-them.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON said he regarded the question that had been raised
.as a very important one. He begged to
.express his strong hope that the moti,on
'Would be passed unanimously.
The motion was then agreed to.
PARLIAMENTARY STANDING
COMMITTEE ON RAILWAYS
REMUNERATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of Sir
P. T. SARGOOD, was read a first time.
COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL (No.2).
The House went into committee for the
~onsideration of this Bill.
Discussion took place on clause 3, which
was as follows :-. "In addition to mining companies, aIJ.d notwithstanding anything contained in clauses 190
.and 191 of the Companies Act 1890, any company
hereafter formed one-half of the shares in which
2hall have been subscribed for, and any company registered under the Companies Statute
1864 or the Companies Act 1890, may with the
.consent of a majority in number and value of
the shareholders in such company present in
,special or extraordinary meeting personally or
by proxy and with the consent in writing of the
.creditors (if any) of the company be incorporated
.as a no-liability company under Division 4 of
.Part II. of the Companies Act 1890."

The Hon. A. WYNNE explained that
mining companies which were not in debt
.(lould be wound up voluntarily, and under
the Trading Companies Act any company
.(lould be wound up voluntarily. It would
be a great advantage for mining companies to be wound up voluntarily, because
reference to the Court of Mines was very
expensive. He knew of one mining company which had money to expend, and it
. could not be wound up because some of
its shares had been forfeited, and the
,amount realized at the sale had not been
refunded to the registered shareholders
concerned. The company could not be
wound up because it had money of that
kind in hand. Under the Bill such companies would be put in the same position
.as trading companies.
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The Hon. J. BELL observed that if the
honorable member in charge of the Bill
intended to proceed with clause 3 and also
with the portion of the measure relating to
banks it would be lost. It would be quite
sufficient to bring the Bill up to the level
of the English law in regard to limited
liability. It did not so much matter in
the case of mining companies, which were
always surrounded by uncertainties; but
if persons dealing with general trading
companies had to run the risk of their
companies being converted by a majority
in number and value of the shareholders
into no-liability companies at any moment,
credit would be completely destroyed. He
would ask the honorable member to with.
draw clause 3.
The Hon. A. 'VYNNE pointed out that
the clause speoially provided that no company could be registered as a no-liability
company except by the consent in writing
of the creditors of the company, as well as
a majority in number and value of the
shareholders. If this had been the law
some years ago a great deal of suffering
would have been avoided, because many
companies would not then have been able
to obtain credit. The credit system was
a very bad one for any country, especially
a new country. '1'here· were numbers of
companies in liquidation in Melbourne at
the present time, and a great many people
were being made contributories in ways
whieh they never anticipated when they
first took shares in these companies. It
would have been a great advantage if
land companies had been prevented from
mortgaging their uncalled capital when
they could not get credit otherwise. So
many unsuspecting people would not then
have been ruined. This proposal could do
no harm, for the reason that no company
was bound to register as a no-liability
company. When a company did register
in the no-liability form it could not, of
course, get the credit it would get in the
limited form.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS remarked
that this clause represented about the most
remarkable portion of the Bill. 'He quite
agreed with Mr. Wynne that it was desirable, with respect to these public companies,
that it should be known where there was
bottom, but really, as for calling a meeting
of the shareholders in order to adopt the
no-liability principle, it would be just as
well for them to go into liquidation at
once. What would be the meaning of the
arrangement 1 The clause did not say
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that a majority of the creditors must consent to the proceeding, therefore the
fact remained that only one creditor would
be able to prevent anything being done.
He (Mr. Roberts) regarded this as a fatal
objection. If at such a meeting a single
.creditor objected to the no-liability prin.ciple there would be nothing left to be
done but to go into liquidation under the
Insolvency Act. (An Honorable Member
- " That is only in cases where the company could not pay 20s. in the £1.") A
.company might, like any ordinary man,
have 20s. in the £1, and yet not be able
to realize it at a particular time, consequentlya meeting of creditors would have
to be called, and what this clause meant
was that one creditor might say, "I won't
consent to this company being a no-liability
company." Then, either he must be
bought out, which would not be fair to the
other creditors, or liquidation must be resorted to. He (Mr. Roberts) did not believe
in the clause at all. No doubt there was
some merit in the idea of the thing, but
it could not be worked out.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
clause certainly went in an extremely novel
direction, and, for himself, he might say he
had hardly beEn able to grasp the possible
effect of carrying it into law. He would
therefore suggest to Mr. Wynne that he
should withdraw this portion of the Bill
for the present, and take up the question
.early next session, when there would be
full time to thrash it out. He might say
that he listened with attention to Mr.
Roberts, because he thought there was
'Weight in that honorable member's remarks, but at the same time his own
.experience was entirely different from that
of the honorable member. He did not
think that one creditor withholding his
consent would necessarily occasion much
difficulty.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL expressed the
opinion that to carry the clam.:le would be
a very dangerous experiment. Supposing
it were law now, and a not very prominent
company obtained the consent of the shareholders to register "it as a no-liability company, what would follow ~ How many
people would notice the alteration or make
any inquiry with respect to it? How many
people were there in the colony who did
not even understand, when dealing with a
particular company, whether it was a
limited one or not? Adopting the clause
might lead to a most deplorable state of
things, because it would enable persons to
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carryon in a way which would cause great
loss to the public. He thought Mr. \Vynlle
would do well to adopt the suggestion
thrown out by the Minister of Defence.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that
during the debate on the second reading
of the Bill he mentioned the great objections he had to this clause, and since then
he had seen no reason to change his view.
Mr. Wynne stated that had this clause
been in operation during the last few
years, a great deal of suffering might have
been saved ~ But how would it have
been saved ~ If money had to be paid,
some one must pay it. There would be
loss somewhere. He (Mr. J. M. Davies)
saw great danger in the direction pointed
out by Mr. Zeal, because he was satisfied
that very many people had no idea what
no liability meant. It did not strike them
that if losses were incurred the shareholders would not be called upon to pay.
If the clause was not withdra.wn, he trusted
it would be negatived.
The Hon. A. vVYNNE thought he had
a complete answer to the obiections urged
by -Mr. Zeal and the Minister of Justice.
If a company received dep0l'lits, each one
of the depositors would be a creditor of
the company, and, therefore, no company
could change its constitution without the
consent of each depositor. As for the
public not knowing the meaning of "no
liability," he doubted whether there was a
man, woman, or child in the colony that
did not understand it; so that the introduction of the words into the title of a
company would be quite a sufficient warning to the world. vVith regard to people
losing by giving credit to a no-liability
company, he saw no danger likely to
accrue in that quarter, because a noliability company would not be able to
get credit. On the other hand, everyone
must admit that, with respect to mining companies, the adoption of the noliability principle had been followed by
most useful results, and he did not see
why results similarly useful should not be
obtained by other companies. He scarcely
though that trading companies would come
under the clause at all.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT stated that up
to now the security obtained by depositors
lay in the fact of there being a large paidup capital and a large uncalled capital.
It seemed to him that adopting the innovation now proposed would simply have
the effect of creating a number of small
companies. which would go upon the
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no-liability principle without the public
being sufficiently cognizant of the fact.
Consequently, he regarded the clause as
fraught with danger. The adoption of
the no-liability principle in connexion with
mining companies was a totally different
affair. Mining was a venture, and every
one who took up shares in a mining. company knew that he risked his money; but
a man 'went into a trading company as an
investment, and with the full expectation
of getting a fair return for his capital.
Take the Mutual Store Company as an
example. ~rhe company did an enormous
business, not only in the colony, but also
in England-in fact, it had all tbe
ramifications of a large concern. vVell,
supposing it added the words "no
liability" to its title, how many people
who dealt with the company would pay
any attention to the fact ~ People understood the meaning of the word" limited"
in connexion with a company-they knew
that the liability of the company was
limited to the amount of its capital-but
that was not the case with the expression
"no liability." He quite agreed with the
Minister of Defence that it would be best
to withdraw the clause, and let the wh61e
subject stand over for ample discussion in
the future.
The Hon. J. A. VV ALLACEsaid there could
be no doubt. that the no-liability principle
in connexion w-ith mining companies was
right enough.. The people who invested
in mines knew pretty well what was meant
by the term" no liability." But with the
general public the case was quite different.
As a rule tbeydid not know what was meant
by a company being a "no-liability" company. If they saw good names on the directorate they were so far perfectly content.
Therefore he thought that honorable members should not give the slighestencouragement to any institution receiving deposits
unless there was something in the background to insure the payment of liabilities.
In other directions the simple effect of the
clause would be to encourage reckless
trading.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT thought that if
any company wanted to place itself under
the clause its best course would be to first
call up the whole of its capital.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS said he quite
agreed with the desire expressed by so
many honorable members that the general
pu blic should be prevented from going
into companies without due consideration.
He thought, however, that the experience
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of the last few' years would operate as a
powerful deterrent in this direction. It was.
wonderful to see the way in which the
people came to town from the country
districts, and went wandering about, ready
to deposit their money with institutions,
hardly knowing to whom they belonged,
or who was at the back of them, so long
as they offered 1 per cent. more tban other
companies. At the same time, it could
not be denied that the application of the
no-liability system to mining companies
had been of the utmost advantage. It had
enabled the carrying on of operations
which would not otherwise have been
entered upon. Under these circumstances
he would be glad if there could be any
expansion of the principle, but what he
feared was deposits being placed by the
public in the hands of unprincipled men.
For the present, however, he was inclined
to favour the suggestion of the Minister of
Defence.
.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked
that he would like to know whether Mr.
Wynne's idea was that, if a no-liability
company could not pay its liabilities, it
would be quite satisfactory if the outside
public were called upon to lose accordingly. Of course, if there were losses,
somebody must suffer. He hoped honor..;
able members would not go in for tbe
adoption of this clause, or of any other of the
kind. I t seemed to him extraordinary to
find honorable members discussing such a
matter at all. It might be well, indeed,
if the Minister of Defence and the Minister
of Justice would teach Mr. Wrynne a little
more about commercial morality than he
really seemed to know. Every man who
went into an undertaking ought to do so
with the full weight of the responsibility
on his shoulders. In no other way could
the world prosper.
The Hon. A. WYNNE stated that he
could assure Mr. Melville that he did not
understand the nature of the proposed
system. What was meant was merely a
cash system-that a company should
start with so much of its capital paid up,
and then if it did not want to go beyond
a certain point it could refrain from doing
so. With respect to no-liability mining
companies, it was well known that their
credit was almost always on the most
limited scale; and so it would be under
the proposed arrangement. He would go
so far as to agree that no no-liability company should be allowed to receive deposits.
(Mr. Melville-"Or get any credit at all.")
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He was quite sure that the adoption ,of begged to movo the insertion of the word~
the clause would be attended with great "and 181," after "44," so as to exempt
advantage to the public generally, but as also such companies as those to which he
the majority of honorable members ap- had referred.
The Hon. A. WYNNE expressed the
peared to be opposed to it he was willing
opinion that mechanics' institutes would
, to withdraw it.
The clause, together with clauses 4, 5, not be required to furnish the returns
alluded to in the clause, but he had' no
and 6, were withdrawn.
Discussion took place on clause 7, re- objection to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
quiring the manager or other authorized
The Hon. D. HAM said he thought the
officer of every company other than the
companies mentioned in section 44 of the clause was rather inquisitorial, and exCompanies Act or, a company formed for posed the business of companies too much.
mining purposes only to make out an There were many companies to whose
account once in every year, and verify the business it would be injurious if they had
same before a justice of the peace in the to show their hand and expose their affairs'
form contained in the 3rd schedule, the by furnishing all the returns required by
maximum penalty in default of compliance the clause, because the information ,could
with this provision to be £5 for every day be seen by a rival company on payment of
a small fee. He thought some protection
the default continued.
The Hon. J. A. "WALLACE moved that should be afforded to th'3se companies.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
the clause be read.
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD said there ought this clause required returns to be furto be some further understandillg on this nished in the form set forth in the 3rd
point. He was informed that the practice schedule to the Bill, and he desired to call
lately followed in this respect was not the the attention of honorable members to
practice of the House of Commons nor the that schedule, so that they might see the
practice of the Legislative Assembly. ,He position in which companies would be
believed that in the House of Commons placed by it. '1'he statement of liabilities
any honorable member could call for a was to show" debts owing to depositors
on money deposited at interest, money
clause to be read.
owing on open accounts, debts due to
1~he Hon. VV. A. ZEAL said that he was
quite ready to bow to the Chairman's ex- bankers and how secured, debts due on
perience and ability, but he thought that judgment, debts due on mortgage (specifythe rule hitherto laid down was unneces- ing whether to a company or private
sarily strict, and that it was not desirable person, distinguishing same and amounts
that that strictness should be continued.
thereof}." This latter was a most objec'rhe CHAIRMAN.-I am inclined to tionable feature.
Under it every ma,n
think that the position taken up by the who borrowed £10 from a company on
Minister of Defence is the right one. I mortgage must have his private affairs set
believe 'that his view is borne out by the forth before an inquisitorial public. (Mr.
recent practice of the House of Commons. Wynne-" rfhat refer3 to the liabilities of
I will look carefully into the w hole matter, , the company, not to the company.") He
and for the present if any honorable thought it applied both ways.
member wishes a clause to be read it can
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that the
honorable member would see that under
be read.
The clause was read by the CLERK- the head of assets of the company the
schedule said only" money lent on mortAssIS'rAN'l'.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOT'r said there gage (distinguishing amounts lent on first
were certain companies registered under and subsequent mortgages)."
the Companies Act which were non-trading
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said he
companies, and he thought they should thought the honorable member in charge
not be compelled to furnish these returns. of the Bill ought to have shown some
For instance, there was the Mechanics' In- necessity for a sweeping provision of
stitute at Bendigo, which was registered as this kind.
It seemed to him that
a company, but which of course was not a the clause and the schedille connected
trading company in the ordinary sense. with it provided for a revelation which
rrhe clause proposed to exempt "Com- would be highly dangerous to companies
panies or societies mentioned in section 44 generally. Surely the directors whom
of the Companies Act 1890," and he the shareholders appointed would take
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care of the company's interests, and if
they chose to lend money on second mortgage that second mortgage might be an
admirable security; but it was a monstrous
thing that they should have to proclaim
to the world that it was a second mortgage. Where was the necessity for such
a provision? Among the assets of a
company were to be set forth "real estate
(stating cost price and present value)."
Could there be got two men in Melbourne
who would agree as to the present value
of real estate? Under this provision there
would be a fluctuating balance-sheet, as
the value of real estate rose or fell; and
every company would have its credit
shaken if such particulars had to be
furnished. He had never come across a
Bill which, so far as the sched ule was
concerned, struck more at the whole
system of credit. Let shareholders feel
the -responsibility of putting proper men
in the position of directors,. and if the
shareholders were not satisfied with the
statement furnished by the directors let
them at their meeting demand a fuller one.
There was not a company in Melbourne
that would not be shaken to its foundation if they were to go by the present
value of real estate at a moment
. of depression, which he hoped would be
very evanescent. Then the schedule provided among the particulars to be given
"debts due to companies (distinguishing
good, bad, and doubtful)." Would any
company put into its assets a debt which
was bad, and who was.to say what. was a
doubtful debt ~ He believed the passing
of a Bill of this kind would be annihilation
to many companies, and it was altogether
unwarranted by the present state of trade.
The Hon. J. M. DA VIES said he
thought the honorable member in charge
of the Bill should show some reason for
having inserted this clause at all. In
whose interest was it framed ~ There was
a section already in the Companies Act
providing that limited banking companies,
insurance cOITlpanies, and provident or
benefit societies should furnish certain
special returns, although not returns so
searching as' those provided for in the
3rd schedule to this BilL It would be
impossible for a large institution to furnish some of the returns proposed. For
instance, among the particulars required
was" money lent on other security (specifying nature of security)." How could a
large banking institution specify the
nature of every- security on which it had
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made an· advance ~ At the present time,
bankers were required by law to furnish
certain returns; but was there any
reason why such returns should be
required from other trading companies,
many of which did not deal with the
public except in the ordinary business of
trading ? Was there any reason because
a number of shareholders associated
together to carryon an ironmongery or
book-selling business that they should be
compelled more than a private firm to
furnish the particulars required by the
3rd schedule to this Bill? It had not
been shown that the public in anyone
instance had suffered a loss by the companies which would be touched by this
clause not publishing the particulars referred to, and unless that could be shown
there should be no attempt made to do
companies such an injury as would be done
them by the passing of. the clause.
The Hon. W. H. HOBERTS observed
that the schedule required that the "cost
price and present value" of real estate
should be set forth, but in many cases it
would be impossible to comply with this
requirement. Then, suppose a company
purchased land at £200 an acre, and they
returned its present value at only £60 an
acre, and then wanted to sell it at £100 an
acre, a person could look up the register
and say, "Why you yourselves only value
it at £.60 an acre." In two or three
year.s the land, if held, might be worth all
the money that was paid for it. Again,
the requirement in the schedule that
good and bad debts should be distinguished
could not be carried out properly owing
to the varying circumstances of persons.
A shareholder might have paid' up his
calls to-day, and in a few days, owing to
the demands for calls by other companies
in which he was interested, he might be
practically insolvent. The provision as to
distinguishing first and subsequent mortgages was all calculated to lead to an
improper exposure of private affairs.
He
thought the schedule ought to be struck
out.
'
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD expressed
the hope that Mr. .Wynne would not
press the clause, because the temper of
the committee was evidently decidedly
opposed to it.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT observed that,
among the items in the schedule, a company had to disclose "debts due to bankers,
and how secured." What company could
expect credit when they had to publish
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how they stood with their bankers ~
Another item was" debts due on judgment." It was rather unkind to ask a
company to publish itself how much it
owed on a judgment. He believed the
effect of the Bill would be to kill any
company which had to publish such
returns.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that they were now nearly at the end of
the session, and, as there appeared to be so
many objections to the Bill that there
really seemed to be no chance of passing
it, he would suggest to the honorable
member the propriety of withdrawing the
measure and bringing it up at the beginning of next sesion, when honorable
members would have time to consider
it properly.
The Hon. J. BELL suggested that Mr.
Wynne should adhere only to the Imperial
legislation which was contained in the Bill,
and let the other clauses go until next
session. In this way there would be some
chance of passing the portion of the Bill
which was now English legislationj but he
was afraid that if the honorable member
persisted in pressing the Bill as it stood, it
would be lost altogether.
The Hon. F. BROWN said it appeared
to him that if a measure of such consequence as this appeared to be was required
it ought to be taken up by the Govern-'
ment, and that no private member ought
to try and pass such important legislation.
He thought that Mr. Wynne should
acquiesce in what appeared to be the
feeling of the committee, and withdraw
the measure, and next session, if the
Government saw the necessity of dealing
with this question, or if the trading community required it to be dealt with, the
Government could introduce a Bill on the
subject.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did not
think they should ask Mr. Wynne to withdraw the Bill altogether, but to confine it
to the English legislation which it contained. He was sure that that portion
would be accepted by the Council. It was
to the novel clauses that objection was
raised.
The Hon. A. WYNNE said it had been
asked in whose interest this clause was
introduced. His answer was that it was
introduced in the interests of the people
who deposited their hard-earned savings
with companies, and. in the interests, of
the shareholders of those companies.
Honorable members had expressed strong
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disapproval of the proposal to allow companies to trade under the no-liability system,
but they did not object to allowing companies that were heavily in debt to go on
trading and obtaining money from the public without disclosing their indebtedness
either to their own shareholders or to the
public. Every sha:r:eholder and depositor
was entitled to know the real position of
the company in which he was interested.
Why should the directors be the only
persons who knew how a company really
stood-its secret profits or its undisclosed
debts~' This clause and the schedule in
connexion with it required directors of a
company to disclose the exact position of
the company by showing what its actual
liabilities and assets were. Directors '\vho
knew that a company had large funds
in reserve, or heavy undisclosed liabilities, had an opportunity of buying
shares at a low figure or getting'
rid of their shares at prices far above
their value, as the case might be, while
the creditors, depositors, and shareholders
of the company were left completely
in. the dark, and had to bear all the consequences of that disadvantage. If, in
the opinion of honorable members, the
schedule went too far, it could be restricted.
A solvent company would have nothing t()
fear from this clause, and the sooner the
real condition of insolvent companies was.
made known the better for the public.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that, as far
as transferring shares was concerned, every
company was required to send a list of its
.shareholders to the Registrar-General once
a year, and the company had also to keep
a register of share~olders, which was open
to the inspection of anyone during office
hours. Every company had also to keep
a register of all mortgages it gave, and
that register was open to shareholders and
creditors, who were thus protected.
The Hon. A. WYNNE remarked that
a company might deposit the whole of its
securities with a bank without executing
a mortgage, and without disclosing to the
shareholders what it had done, and the
only persons who would know of it were
the directors of the company and the bank
officials.
The committee divided on the question
that clause 7, as amended; stand part of
the BillAyes
7
Noes
16
Majority against the clause

9
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Discussion took p'lace on clause 10,
which was as follows : -

AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Dowling,
D. Ham,
" Morey,

Mr. Simmie,
" Sternberg.
'l'elle1'.

\ Mr. 'Wynne.
NOES.

Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brown,
Cooke,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" J. M. Davies,
" Grimwade,
" Melville,
" Osmand,
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Mr. Pitt,
" Pratt,
" Roberts,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. J. A. Wallace,
" 'Vinter-Irving.

Teller.
Mr. Bell.

Discussion took place on clause 8, which
was as follows:,

" The directors of every company shall cause
to be kept proper books of account in which
shall be kept true accounts of the affairs and
transactions of the company, and shall cause the
accounts of the company to be balanced once in
each year, and audited by two. competent auditors as soon as conveniently may be, and t·he
directors, manager, secretary, and officers of the
company shall produce to the auditors all
vouchers, books, papers, and writings in their
custody or power relating thereto, and such
auditors shall certify in writing if the accounts
be correct, but if they think there is just cause
to disapprove of any part of the said accounts
they may disallow any part of the said accounts
so disapproved of, and shall notify their dis·
approval in writing on the accounts and balancesheet. "

The Hon. J. BELL asked if this clause
meant that the directors were to appo~nt
the auditors~ (Mr. J.M. Davies-"Yes.")
It would not be wise to give directors the
power to appoint the auditors; that should
be left to the shareholders.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
the effect of the clause 'would be to give
the directors of every company the power
to appoint auditors, because it provided
that they should cause the accounts to be
"audited by two competent auditors." At
the present time it was the almost universal rule in every company for the
shareholders to appoint the auditors, and
that was a very wise arrangement, because
the auditors ought to be independent of
the directors, and to look into the accounts
for the protection of the shareholders, so
as to show the true state of the company's affairs, but if the' shareholders were
allowed to appoint the auditors, it would be
impossible to throw on the directors, as this
clause seemed to do, the responsibility of
seeing that the auditors so appointed were
competent.
The clause was negatived, as was also
clause 9.

"No company having the word 'bank' or
, banking' as part of its llame or designation
shall purchase freehold or leasehold estate, except for the purpose of using the same for its
oflices or business premises, and any such company purchasing freehold or leasehold estate,
except for the purposes aforesaid, shall forfeit
for every such offence the sum of £1,000, such
penalty to be recovered by n.ction in the Supreme
Court by any' person who shall S~le for the
sanle."

The Hon. J. BELL said he would again
appeal to the honorable member in charge
of the Bill to recognise the temper of the
committee, and agree to restrict the
measure to English legislation 1 Clause 10
was a retrospective provision, and it was
impossible to state what its effect would
be on certain companies in this colony.
The mere statement of that fact was in
itself sufficient to show t.he absurdity of
the proposal. There were banking institutions in Collins-street that had not only
banking premises, but any number of
offices let off in the same building. This
clause would prevent a bank buying a
site for bank premises, and letting oft'
portions of the premises for other purposes. If such a provision became law
there would be no more palatial bank
premises erected in Melbourne.
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE stated that in
the early history of this colony no bank
could start business here without tl,1e
authority of a special Act of Parliament,
strictly limiting the kind of business it
could do. Even English banks incorporated bi charter had to obtain a prIvate
Act before they could commence business
in this colony. l'he Act obtained by the
Bank of Victoria, pas&ed on the 1st March,
1854, provided that"It shall not be lawful for the said corpora- .
tion to advance or lend any money upon the
security of lands, or houses, or ships, or on
pledges of merchandise, nor to Qwn ships; and
the said corporation shall not hold shares in its
own stock, nor advance or lend to any shareholder or proprietor of shares in the said corporation any sum or sums of money on the
security of his share or shares, nor invest, lay
out, employ, advance, or embark any part of
the capital or funds of the said corporation in
the purchase of lands, houses, or other real
or leasehold property whatsoever (save and
except as herein specially provided), nor of any
share or shares in the capital stock for the time
being of the said company, nor in any trading
or mercantile speculation or business whatsoever
not usually considered as falling within the
ordinary and legitimate purposes and operations
of banking establishments."
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That was ca.rried out by the Bank of Victoria. (Sir F. ~r. Sargood-" Supposed to
be.") If the company did not comply
with the provisions of its Act it was liable
to heavy penalties. He was quite aware
that when banking companies were allowed
to register under the ~rrading Companies
Act they, to· use Mr. Service's phrase,
"got over the wall," and escaped all the
penalties prescribed by the Legislature.
Companies using the names of banks had
purchased land and done everything that
the early legisb,tion of the colony was intended to prevent banks from doing. Land
companies which were started under their
proper des~gnation finding that they could
not beguile the public into placing deposits
with them changed their names to the
high-sounding titles of banks, and thereby
induced the public to deposit money with
them; and, owing to the failure of some
of those so-called banks, ml'lny persons had
lost the whole of their hard-earned savings.
It was not consistent with public policy
that land companies should be allowed to
fleece the public in that way. This clause
provided that no bank should trade in freehold or leasehold estate, and that if any company wanted to become a trading company,
dealing and jobbing in land for profit, it
was to be carried on under its proper designation as a land company. ~rhe general
public ought to be protected, and Parliament had no right to allow speculators to
obtain the mtmey of the public by deceptive means, for the purpose of engaging
in land speculations of their own. In the
early days the. Legislature of the colony
protected the public much more than he
was proposing the public should be protected under this Bill.
He certainly
thought this was a proper clause. Any
company trading iIi land should be prohibited from uRing the name of "bank"
and thus deceiving the public. A bank
had no right to deal in a speculative manner with freehold and other properties 1
A bank should be limited to doing bond
fide banking business. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" 'What is banking business 1")
Banking business was advancing money
on securities of all descriptions, and
although it was right to allow banks to
advance money on the security of land,
banks had no right to. act as land-jobbers.
If they dealt in land, why should they not
go on to the Stock Exchange and deal in
shares1
The Hon. J. M.. PRATT remarked that
a bank might have to purchase the equity
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of land mortgaged to it in order to protect
itself.
The Hon. A. WYNNE stated that he
had prepared the follmving proviso to the
clause, which he intended to move:"Provided always that it shall be lawful
for such company, notwithstanding anything
hereinbefore contained, to take and hold until
the same can be advantageously disposed of for
tl~e purpose of reimbursement only, and not for
pront, any re111 estate which may be bken by
such company in satisfaction, liquidl1tion, or
discharge of any debt due to it, or in security
for any debt or liability bona fide incurred, or
come under previously, and not in anticipation
or expectation of such security, but not for any
other purposes. "

(Mr. Roberts-"That is part of the present
law.") He had taken the proviso from
section 12 of the old Act of the Bank of
Victoria. It would enable a company,
when securities fell into their hands, to
hold them until they could realize sufficient
upon them to recoup th~ amount of their
advance and interest. Banks had, however, no right to be speculators and at the
same time to use the name of "bank." If
they were trading companies let the public
know it, so that if they invested their
money in such institutions they would be
conscious of the risk they were incurring.
'Vhen people placed deposits in banks
they thought that they were secure, and
that the banks were doing a bona fide
banking business, and were not trading in
land or in wool or in shares. It was to
the interests of the public that this clause
should be agreed to. 'rhe statement had
been made that the public were not fully
seised of the provisions of this Bill. The
Bill had been very freely discussed, and two
of the leading newspapers in Melbourne had
pu blished articles in support of the business
of banks being restricted as proposed.
The Hon. C. J. HAM remarked that the
clause went a great deal further than Mr.
W'ynne w01,lld lead honorable members to
believe. It would interfere with the banks
in the conduct of their business, because
if they erected buildings for the purpose
of their business they would not be able
to let any portion of them. It would interfere with the City of Melbourne Bank,
the Merc~nti1e Bank, the Land Mortgage
Bank, the Australian Deposit Bank, and
the Federal Bank-all of which did a legitimate banking business. A bank could
judiciously layout money in erecting a
building in a good position in the city, and
in subletting a portion of it; and if this
clause was to be agreed to it should be
amended so as to permit that to be done.
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It would be generally recognised that it
was desirable t.hat land institutions should
be prevented from assuming the name of
banks. Some such institutions had adopted
the name of banks for the purpose of obtaining deposits, and that had had an injuriouseffect upon theco]ony; but Parliament
should not interfere, as was now proposed,
with institutions that were doing a bo,,!(j,
fide banking business. The Commercial
Bank was now erecting a building which
was to cost £140,000, and it was intended
to let a portion of . that building. Under
this clause, however, that could not be
done.
'1'he Hon. J. BELL said that, as Mr.
'Wynne intended to propose an amendment to the clause, it would be advisable
to postpone the clause, so that honorable
members might have an opportunity of
seeing the amendment in print.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS stated that
he agreed with the remarks that had been
made by Mr. C. J. Ham. Some restriction
should be imposed upon the use of the
term" bank," but it would be necessary
to give a clear definition of what was to
be regarded as a bank under the clause.
Under the Act which the honorable member had cited, when a bank advanced
money they first of all gave an overdraft;
then, when they had done that, they said
that the overdraft must be secured. They
had the right under the Act to take a
mortgage, and under the charters of the
different banks in England the same right
was given. Mr. Wynne desired that no
banking company should traffic in land in
any way, and if such a provision was
made a man would not be able to ask for
an overdraft of £1,000, and to offer
security of the value of perhaps £10,000.
(Mr. Wynne-" The clause says purchase,
not mortgage. ") Was not a mortgage
virtually a purchase? A bank might erect
a building in Collins-street, and might
only require one-half of it. Why should
they not be allowed to let the remainder 1
Section 19 of the Building Societies Act
'contained the following provision : " Any society under this Act, although not
empowered by its rules to buy freehold or leaseholcl estate, may purchase, build, hire, or take
upon lease any building for conducting its business, and may adapt and furnish the same, and
may purchase or hold upon lease any land for
the purpose of erecting thereon a building to
be used either wholly or partially for conducting the business of the society."

W'hen the Bill now the Building Societies
Act was before the Council it was very
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strongly urged that it was necessary to
insert the provision which he had quoted,
because previously the building societies
had not the power which was there given
to them. The memorandum of association
showed the power which a company possessed, and any person who took shares
in it could by paying a fee of one shilling
or sixpence to the Registrar-General obtain
a copy of the memorandum of association.
He agreed that the public were sometimes
gulled, and honorable members had a confirmation of that fact in a report which
appeared in the newspapers of that morning. He would go as far as he could in
order to protect the public, but this
clause would hamper banking business to
a serious extent. A bank could at present
take a bill and deposit of deeds; and,
although they had no right under the Act
to take a deposit of deeds as a lien for
an ad vance, when a bill became due the
deeds became a bankers' lien. If that
power ,~ere taken away the banking business would collapse at once. (An Honorable Member-"It would kill the land companies.") If the honorable member would
limit the clause to land companies, and
would give a definition of what a financial
company should mean, then he might hit
his mark.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that there
might be no objection to the clause if it
were amended. It ought to be made to
apply to companies registered after the
coming into operation of this measure.
Then it should provide for the case of
financial institutions which erected large
buildings, used portions of those buildings
for banking business, and let the remainder
to tenants in the same way as was provided in section 19 of the Building Societies Act. Mr. Roberts did not read the
whole of that section. '1'he section went
on to s~y"and may sell, mortgage, exchange, or let any
such land or building or any land or building
vested in any such society acquired, erected,
or used either wholly or partially for any of the
purposes aforesaid, or any part thereof respectively."

That section was passed in order to provide for the case of building societies
which had not taken power to deal in
land. Building societies could under the
Act take that power, and this section was
to meet the case of societies which had
done so. If the same power were not
given to banking institutions there would
be an end to the large buildings which
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were erected by the banks, and which were
ornaments to the city. It was necessary
that buildings erected on valuable land
should be of a substantial character. Tho
amendment which Mr. Wynne intended to
propose, so feU from extending the clause,
would, if it had any effect at all, limit the
clause. The clause as drawn merely pro- .
vided that no company having the word
"bank" or "bankers" as part of its name
or designation should purchase freehold or
leasehold estate, and the proviso ,vould
mean that no bank could lend money on
the security of land. A bank would only
be able to lend money "previously and
not in anticipation or expectation of such
security." 'rhe firm with which he served
his articles ~vere solicitors for a bank, and
they used to draw out mortgages for the
bank. In every mortgage there was a
declaration to the following effect:-" It is
hereby expressly declared that the debt
was incurred previously to, and not in
anticipation of, this 'security.'" It was,
however, often understood that the security
should be given at the time. In one instance, when a dispute arose between a bank
~md the mortgagor, the case came before
the late Judge Molesworth in the Supreme
Court in Equity.' The question raised was
whether the security was bad because the
security was really promised at the time of
the advance. Judge Molesworth held that
that did not affect in any way the validity
of the security, but that it might affect the
charter of the bank if anybody chose to
move in that direction. Power should be
given to any bank to purchase the equity
of any land that was pledged to it as
security, or, if it was a second mortgage,
to purchase the first mortgage so as to
complete the security. (Sir B. Benjamin
-'~ That is often done.")
Yes. What
,vas the position of a mortgagee under the
Transfer of Land Statute 1 Under that
statute the mortgagee, when the mort~
gagor had made default, put the land up
for sale by auction. Perhaps there was
no bid for the land, or if there was a bid
it was for an amount less than the mortgage. The mortgagee might not be prepared to take that amount and lose the
balance. At the same time he might not
care to hold the land on the chance of
merely coming out clear hiniself, and
handing over the balance to the mortgagor. Therefore, under the Transfer of
Land Statute, the mortgagee could claim
a foreclosure, and under that foreclosure a
certain time was given to the mortgagor
Session 1891.-[178]
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to get a buyer at any amount equal to the
mortgage or more than the mortgage. If
a buyer came forward the land was sold, and
the mortgagee was paid the amount. If no
buyer came forward within the limit of time,
then the Commissioner of 'ritles issued
a clear certificate of title to the mortgagee.
The mortgagee ought to be entitled to
whatever profit could be obtained. rrhe
clause ought only to apply to companies
registered after the coming into operation
of the Act, and then exceptions should be
made that the land might be used partly
for the purposes of the bank and partly
for the tenant. To say that every company
which had fairly acquired the name of
bank under the existing law must change
its name or business would be an injustice,
and the present critical time was not a good
time in which to put companies with large
deposits in that position. To change the
name of a bank to that of 'a company
would cause many depositors, especially
those in England, to draw all sorts of
conclusions adverse to the colony.
The Hon. J. A. llvALLACE observed
that Mr. vVynne's intentions were no doubt
good, but the clause was so hedged around
with difficulties that it did not seem desirable to pass it. A bank might get another
person to buy the land, and then advance
the money, when the shareholders, and not
the directors, would be the sufferers. It
seemed to him that when land banks broke
the law, the directors should be proceeded
against, and not the company or innocent
shareholders, who lost their money in
consequence of the directors having acted
in contravention of their articles of association.
The :gon. J. M. PRATT suggested that
progress should be reported to allow
further time for consideration of the clause.
Mr. Wallace seemed to think that the
directors should be made liable for the
debts of the company, but, if that were
,the law, it :would be very difficult to
obtain directors. The clause left it open
for any informant to sue for the recovery
of the penalty of £1,000; that would
open the door to the harassing of companies by men of straw, and members of
the legal profession taking up speculative
actions. The clause required to be carefully re-considered, and dealt with in a
more practical and comprehensive manner.
The Hon. A. WYNNE remarked that
the clause did not deal with existing companies; no bank at present in existence
was prevented under it from dealing with
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properties it now held though it would be
prevented from acquiring land and selling;
,it after the passing of the Act. He was
sure that the bona fide banks would welcome the clause. People in England as
well as in the colonies had been induced to
advance large sums of money to various
institutions which flourished under big
names, and it was the dut.y of the Legislature to protect the public here as well as
in England by preventing such institutions
from obtaining money virtually by fraud.
Thecla,use oughtto be passed in the interests
of every person in Australia, while the
people of England should be made to feel
that if 'we borro'wed 20s. from them we
were prepared to return every penny of it.
The Hon. S. VV. COOKE remarked that
the clause required to bemateriaUy amended
before it could have any chanoe of being
accepted. The committee would certainly
not accept it in its present form. Progress
ought now to be reported, or the clause
ought to be postponed to give time for
consideration and amendment.
The clause was postponed.
On clause 11, providing that no company shall lend orc advance money on
security of its own shares,
'
The Hon. J. BELL said the clause was
valueless, because it could be always
evaded. In all companies shares were
looked upon as security for moneys advanced.
The Hon. J. A. VV ALLACE mainta,ined
that no company had a right to advance
money on its shares, because it gave an
erroneous impression as to the capital possessed by the company. When a company
borrowed money on its, own shares, it
showed that it was actually in want of
funds. 'When one bank advanced money
on the security of another bank's shares
it was of course a very different thing.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
the clause put the shareholder in the un. fortunate position of not being able to
borrow anywhere, because companies
usually had under their articles of association a first and paramount lien upon the
shares. However, no prudent institution
ever lent money upon its shares except to
a very limited extent, and to a very small
number of shareholdffi's. The clause put
shareholders in a position which was hardly
fair to them, especially when they were
taking up a new issue of shares which
would have to be' paid for in cash.
The Hon. J. A. VvALLACE said it was
a very common thing for banks to make
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advances upon their own shares. (Mr..
J. M. Davies-" Only to a very limited
extent.") A shareholder in one bank could
always get liis bank to make advances on'
the security of shares held by him in
another bank.
'
The Hon. VV. H. ROBERTS suggested
. that the clause should be postponed for'
further consideration. Shareholders under
the clause would be in a bad position, because they could not rely upon obtaining
advances upon their shares from other'
banks. It must be remembered that certain banks were associated, and they would
not make advances under this clause. If'
the matter were not postponed he would
divide the committee upon it.
The Hon. C. J. HAM also asked the·
honorable member in charge of the Bill to
postpone the clause. If the clause 'were
passed, the lien of the bank over the
shares would have to be removed in order
to mttke the shares a marketable security.
The adoption of tho c~ause would greatly
hamper business matters. He rem embei-ed a case in which a man of reputed
wealth deposited shares in one of the
associated banks as security for an ad·
vance; the shares were not transferred,
and, when the request for transfer was.
made, the bank whose name they bore
claimed a lien upon them, and the security
was rendered valueless.
The Hon. A. WYNNE remarked that
recent disclosures showed the necessity
for such a clause as the one he now proposed. Particulars had recently appeared
in the ne"\,,"spapers of a company which
had its shares paid up to the amount of Is.
or 2s., and the directors advanced to a
man of straw £40,000 or £50,000, in
order that in the eyes of the public the
shares might appear to be paid up to that
extent. '1'he public, therefore, who invested with the company thought they had
good security, when the fact was little
capital was paid up, and the company had
an overdraft. With reference to companies
holding a lien on shares, the Companies
Act Amendment Bill introduced by Mr.
Service incorporated this very clause. If
the committee agreed to the clause under
consideration, it could then pass the clause
proposed by Mr. Service, providing that
the original company should not have any
claim on its shares when those shares
were deposited as security with another
company.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he approved
of the clause. He had long been of
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opinion that the system of ballkers having
liens on their shares was a very false one.
People deposited money on the faith of
the capital of the bank and the stability
of the shareholders; and it was undesirable that their money should be used for
advances on the shares. He would :qot
object to the clause if an amendment were
introduced to do away with the bankers'
lien.
r:rhe clause was negatived.
On the motion of the Hon. A. 'WYNNE,
progress was reported.
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went hltO committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion took place on clause 14,
which was as follows:" In this part of this Act' municipal authority' sha,11 mean and include the Metropolitan
Board of Works and the council of the city of
:Melbourne, town of Geelong, or of any city
town, borough, or shire. Any municipal
authority, or company, or contractor who has
obtained authority hy or in pursuance of any
general or particular Act of l'arliament to
supply the streets of any city, town, borough,
or shire, or of any part thereof, with gas or
electric light or other species of light, or which
is required. by or in pursuance of any general or
particular Act of Parliament to supply water on
demand to the inhabitants of any city, tOWIl,
borough, or shire, or any part thereof, shall for
the purposes of this part of this Act be deemed
to be a municipal authority or company or
contractor upon whom is imposed by Act of
Parliament the duty of supplying such city,
town, borough, or shire, or part thereof, with
gas or water, or electric light, or other species
of light."

The Hon. J. BELL asked whether all
existing interests concerned would be duly
protected under the Bill 1
rrhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
the first part of the Bill referred to disputes between employer and employe, and
the committee had now come to consider
the second part, which was headed" Conspiracy and protection of property." The
clause at present under consideration dealt
with breaches of contract on the part of
persons engaged in the supply of gas,
electric light, or water, and it provided
that persons guil~y of such conduct should
be duly punishable.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE suggested that
the clause should be amended so as to
still further secure the interests of the
public. At the same time, he quite admitted the force of many of the reasons
which existed why the Bill should not be
amended by the Council, because such
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amendments might possibly involve the
loss of th,e Bill in another place.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD asked hmv the
clause would affect matters of water'
supply which were not the subject of any
contract ~
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT observed
that under the terms of the clause certain
municipal bodies would be placed in the
position of contractors. He would remark
that he greatly desired that the Bill,
which had already been passed by the
Legislatjve Assembly, and which had been
before the Council· for a long period,
should, if possible, be tn,ken as it stood.
If it was afterwards found to be not
quite perfect, it could be amended next
session.
The Hon. T. DO"\VLING said he could
not see the slightest objection to the clause ..
It seemed to him to be comprehensive
enough for everything. The committee
would do well to accept it without any
amendment.
The Hon. J. M. PRA rr thought that
the list of municipal and other authorities
in the clause should include "any duly
constituted water trust."
The Hon. A. WYNNE moved the insertion, after the word "vVorks" (line 3),
of the following words, "commissioners of
waterworks trusts, waterworks, Ballarat
Water Commission, and Irrigation Water
Supply Trusts."
The Hon. J. STERNBERG expressed
the opinion that the Bill should be passed
as it stood for what it was worth.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he was
greatly afraid that adopting the amendment would give rise to differences of'
opinion elsewhere, which would imperil tho
passing of the Bill. He would ask honorable members to take the Bill as a good
. one. It might not go as far as some'
honorable members might wish, but in
that case it might be amended hereafter.
If no other course were followed, it might·
be found too late that it was impossible
to place the Bill on the statute-book this
session.
.
The Hon. C. J. HAM pointed out that it·
would be perfectly easy if the Council passed
amendments which were not acceptable in:
another place for honorable members elsewhere to disagree with them, and possibly
in that case the amendments would not be
insisted upon; so that really there arose
no question of losing the Bill, with respect
to which honomble members ought to do
their duty. Supposing a state of affairs
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under which, through men. improperly legislation, which had been adopted on the
leaving their work, the sewers of the city strength of a report of a Royal commiswere allowed to remain open for a period, sion which sat in 1874, with the view of
why that would be a worse disaster than . considering the best means of placing the
labouring class in a more just position
leaving the city unlighted.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that a than they had hitherto occupied. Under
breach of contract with respect to railway the clause conspiracy, as conspiracy, would
works might lead to the whole railways be punishable as formerly; but it was
'Standing still, yet railway works were not now proposed that it should not be conspiracy for two or more persons to commit
mentioned in the clause.
rrhe amendment was negatived without an act which if committed by one person
a division.
would not be punishable as a crime.
Discussion took place on clause 16, N'otice should also be taken of the proviwhich was as follo"\ys:sion in the clause that nothing contained
therein should exempt from punishment
"An agreement or combination hy two or
more persons to do or procure to be done any
any person guilty of a conspiracy for
act in contemplation or furtherance of a trade
which punishment was awarded by any
dispute between employers and employes shall
existing Act of Parliament. He thought
not be indictahle as a conspiracy if such act
it was obvious that the clause contemcommitted by one person would not be punishplated the due punishment of any acts
able as a crime. Nothing in this section
ahall exempt from punishment any persons
which would jeopardize public interests.
guilty of a conspiracy for which a punishAll the previous existing criminal law
menti is awarded by any Act of Parliament.
would be strictly preserved.
Nothing in this section shall affect the law
The Hon. S. VV. COOKE observed that
relating to riot, unlawful assembly, breach of
.the peace, or sedition, or any offence against
if Mr. Wallace would turn to clause 20 he
the State or Sovereign. A crime for. the purwould find that persons using compulsion
poses of this section means an offence punishto take people away from their employment
able on indictment or presentment, or an offence
would be liable to punishment. rrhe only
which is punishable on summary conviction, and
for the commission of which the offender is liable
effect of the present clause was that two or
under the statute making the offence punishable
more
persons would be allowed to do what
to be imprisoned either absolutely or at the diswas now lawful for one person to do
cretion of the court as an alternative for some
namely, to try by moral suasion to induce
other punishment. 'V here a person is convicted
of any such agreement or combination as aforeworkmen to give up their employment.
said, to do or procure to be done an act which is
On clause 17, rendering liable to punishpunishable only on summary conviction and is
ment a breach of contract by a person
sentenced to imprisonment, the imprisonment
" employed by a municipal authority or by
shall not exceed three months, or such longer
time (if any) as may have been prescribed by the
any company or contractor upon whom
statute for the punishment of the said act when
is imposed by Act of Parliament the duty,
committed by one person. "
.
or who have otherwise assumed the duty,
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE observed that of supplying any city, town, borough, or
the Bill apparently did away wholly with shire, or any part thereof, with gas, electric
the Act of George IV relating to con- light, 01' any other species of light or
spiracy, and it struck him that that was water,"
rather a dangerous course to pursue with- .
The Hon. C. J. HAM moved the inserout some equivalent being provided. tion after. the words ".duty of" of the
Supposing, for instance, that at a time of words" removing, dealing with, or treating
strike some. persons went to men engaged the sewerage of any city, town, borough,
on certain works, and endeavoured to . or shire, or of." He observed that the
induce them to leave their empl<?yment. object of this amendment was to make the
Under the law as it stood they would be clause apply to men employed on the
punishable for conspiracy, but under the sewage farm under the Metropolitan Board
clause there would be no punishment for ofWorks, so' that such men would not be
entitled to leave without proper notice.
them at all.
The Hon. H. CUrrHBERT begged to If these employes were to strike without
remind Mr. Wallace that it was not long notice, leaving all the sewers choked, the
'~ince the late Dr. Hearn expressed the
c.ity would be in a state of terror and
utmost anxiety that this clause should alarm.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said he
.appear on the statute-book. He would
-remind the honorable member that the thought that what Mr. C. J. Ham desired
!Bill as a whole was a transcript of English was covered by clause 18, which imposed
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a penalty on any employe breaking a conThe Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
tract of service, having reasonable cause he would have no objection to recommit
to believe that the probable consequences the Bill if he was allowed to proceed with.
would be to endanger human life, cause it the following day.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he had
serious bodily injury, or expose valuable
property to destruction or damage. He also been requested to bring forward au
thought any court would hold that clause similar in its provisions to clause:
this included sewerage. He agreed with 17 of the Bill, but applying to employes.
Mr. Cuthbert that the fewer amendments in the Railway department. The claus~
made in the Bill the better, lest its pas- proposed that where a person employed
sage into law should be endangered. .
by the Victorian Railways Commissioners,
The Hon. vV. H. ROBERTS remarked wilfully and maliciously broke a. contract,!
that clause 18 dealt with what was a having reason to believe that the probable:
criminal offence, and it would have to consequences would be to deprive th~
be proved up to the, hilt that the pro- public, either wholly or to a great extent,.
visions of that clause had been violated of railway communication, he should be,
wilfully before a conviction could be ob- liable to the penalty provided by clause 17 ..
tained. He thought Mr. C. J. Ham's
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said that
amendment was a very wise one.
this matter had been already debated in.
Tho Hon.J. M. DAVIES said he thought another place, and it was pointed out that,
it was doubtful whether the matter dealt such a provision was unnecessary, because.
with in the amendment was coveled by the fear of dismissal from a weU-paid emclause 18, and therefore it would be safer ployment, in which they possessed great.
to agree to Mr. C. J. Ham's proposal.
privileges, would be sufficient to prevent,
Sir B? BENJAMIN ::laid he failed to the railway employes from doing anything;
see why any objection should be raised to of the kind. He hoped the Minister of
tho amendment. In a matter of this sort Justice would not bring forward the'\
clause.
they could not be too explicit.
'rhe Hon. N. FITZGERALD remarked
Progress was then reported.
that there was no objection whatever to
The House adjourned at ten o'clock.
the amendment, except that at this period
of the session an amendment of the Bill
might prevent its becoming law.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he would LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY..
ask Mr. C. J. Ham not to press the amendWednesday, Novem,ber 25, 1891.
ment. He believed the matter would be
covered by clause 18, which was a very Artificial Rain-Railway Department: Wright and Edwards' Contract: Beechworth to Yackandandah Railway·
comprehensive clause.
-Licensing Arbitrations Bill-Parliamentary StandingThe Hon. C. J. HAM stated that he
Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill- Local!.
had felt it his duty in the interests of the
Government Act Amendment Bill- Railways Act;
community to submit the amendment, and
Amendment BilI.
he had no intention of withdrawing it.
'rhere was not the slightest fear of it causThe SPEAKER took the chair at three:
ing tho loss of the Bill. If it was not o'clock p.m.
accepted in another place-as he believed
ARTIFICIAL RAIN.
it would be-the Council need not I insist ,
on it.
Mr. ZOX asked the Minister of Agricul~,
ture if his attention' had been called to the
The amendment "ms agreed to.
'rhe whole of the clauses of the Bill reported experiments for the artificial prohaving been dealt with,
duction of rain, and if his department conThe Hon. J. M. DAVIES intimated that sidered it advisable to carry out similar
he had been asked to propose a new clause experiments in this colony ~ His own
bringing miners under the Employers and opinion was that if such experiments were
Employes Act, so that they might occupy made through the colony good' results
the same position with reference to their would accrue.
employers as other workmen did to theirs.
Mr. GRAHAM stated that it was notHe was not in a position to propose the considered advisable to carry out similar
clause at present, but he hoped the honor- experiments in this colony at present,.
able member in charge of the Bill would more especially as scientific men were:
agree to recommit it for the 'purpose.
sceptical as to the value of the experimenb!.
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and whether if even they were successful
the heavy expense of explo~ives, balloons,
&c., would be warranted.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. CLARK asked the Minister of Railways if further steps had been taken to
carryon the uncompleted contract for
trucks and carriages of Wright and
Edwards Limited, so as to provide work
for the large number of unemployed
mechanics, artisans, and others who had
been thrown out of work; if not, what
arrangements would be made to carry out
the contract, and when would the necessary steps be taken in the matter? He.
stated that at present over 600 men were
thrown out of employmeut.
Mr. SHIELS said that negotiations were
still proceeding on the subject, and an
appointment' with the Railways Commissioners had been asked for, so that the
matter might be conferred upon. An early
appointment would be made, with the view
of arriving, if possible, at some arrangement.
BEECHWORTH rro YACKANDANDAH
.
RAILWAY.
Mr. HALL moved"That there be laid before this Honse a return showing the number of passengers carried
on the line from Beechworth to Yackandandah,
and the receipts from passenger traffic, also re-ceipts from goods traffic on the same line, from
the date of its opening to 30th October last."

Mr. FOSTER seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
LICENSING ARBITRATIONS BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved for leave to bring
in a Bill relating to arbitrations under the
Licensing Act.
Mr. 0 UTTRIM seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
.a first time.
PARLIAMENTARY STANDING
COMMITTEE ON RAIL,VAYS
REMUNERATION BILL.
The amendment made in this Bill in
<committee was considered and adopted.
On the motion of Mr. MUNRO, the Bill
was then read a third time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMEN11 BILL.
On the motion of Mr. TURNER, this
Bill was read a third time.
.

Amendment Bill.

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved the addition
to clause 47 of the following ,yords :" And any land or premises used exclusively
for the purposes of any primary school in which
education is given free to the scholars shall be
excepted from being rated as rateable property
within the meaning of the principal Act."

He said that this was the amendment
which he brought forward the preceding
evening, and which he withdrew in order
that it might be printed and circulated
and taken into consideration at the present
stage. He was perfectly willing to accept
the amendment indicated the previous
evening by the Minister of Customs.
Mr. vV. T. CARTER seconded the amendment.
Mr. TURNER said he had looked into
the matter since last night, and he did not
think now that any strong objection could
be urged to the insertion' of the words in
question, but to his mind the amendment
should take the form of a clause to amend
section 246 of the principal Act. That
section described what land should be
rateable property within the meaning of
the Act and also the land which would be
.
exempted from rating.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that he
thought the amendment would come in
perfectly well in clause 47, but nevertheless he was quite willing to accept the
suggestion' of the Minister of Customs.
He begged to withdraw his amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved a clause
amending section 246 of the. principal
Act by the insertion, after the word
" cemeteries" in that section, of the
following : "And any land or premises used exclusively
for the purposes of any primary school in which
education is given free to the 8chol<1rs."

Mr. GILLIES remarked that he had
some doubts with respect to the schools
the amendment would refer to .
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he would give
an illustration of the kind of schools that
would be exempted. In the Alma-road
there was a Sabbath school building which
was only used for Sunday teaching; that,
under the new clause, would be free from
taxation. There was also a free school in.
the Dandcnong-road which was used for
no purpose except that of free education;
that would not be taxed. In short, what
he had in his mind was any school where
the school was practically carried on by
subscriptions, as either a matter of charity
or a matter of public spirit. Of course,
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:such a school would have to be separate althollgh there were a number of boarders
from other buildings-something like the in it who paid ~ (Mr. McIntyre-" There
,Scotch College, which was separate alto- is no such case as that.") What he wanted
.gether from the adjacent church. There to point out was that the honorable memwere many other similar schools ill the ber should elaborate the phraseology of the
.country.
clause and make it more distinct. A definiMr. McINTYRE inquired whether the tion of the term "primary school" should
clause would apply to only primary schools e~ther be given, or the words "in which
where free education was given 1 (Sir B. the education is given free to all" inserted.
O'Loghlen-" Yes, to none other.") Then
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that in some
'he had no objection whatever to the municipalities the justices had decided that
,clause.
free schools were charitable institutions,
Mr. PATTERSON said he had not whereas in other municipalities they had
heard any member of the Government taken a different view. In all matters of
define its position with respect to this this kind, the justices were' the proper
,subject. He w'ould have thought that persons to decide as to what the law was.
they would rcsist any attempt to increase If there was any doubt as to whether any
the number of exemptions from rating, school came under this clause, it would be
especially as it was not at all clear to what rated by the municipal valuator, and then
extent the exemption would be carried. the question could be dealt with by the
Litigation would probably arise as to how justices.
far the use of a building for thi~ particular
Mr. GORDON remarked that there
purpose would entitle it to exemption. appeared to be a good deal of confusion
Altogether, he did not think that sufficient with regard to free schools. The honorreasons had been shown why such a clause able member for Port Fairy stated in the
should be agreed to. He was not aware first instance that the schools to which it
that its adoption was asked for by any was to apply were private schools. 1.' he
religious denomination in the country House was now informed that Snnday
except one. The whole thing was con- schools would be included, as they were
trary to the true principles of local govern- usually connected with the church, and
ment.
they were not rated at the prcsent time.
Mr. DEAKIN said he had heard it re- Outside of the State schools there were
marked that the amendment of the honor- very few buildings in which free education
able member for Port Fairy referred to was given. The best plan to adopt would
primary schools, but what was meant by be to schedule all the schools to which the
the term "primary school "1 r:I~here was clause was to apply. (Mr. Turner~" That
no definition on the subject in the Educa- would limit the clause to the present
tion Act or in the Local Government Act schools.") Then, where was the thing to
either. 'What guarantee, then, had the end 1 If a schedule wa~ prepared, it
honorable member that the clause, as at ' would at all events show the kind of
present worded, would give effect to the school to which the clause was to apply.
idea he had in his mind ~ I t could be
Mr. METHVEN observed that if the
,doubted whether a State school was a pri~ clause was to apply only to Sunday schools,
mary school. "Why, then, should the there was not the slightest necessity for it.
honorable member use a term which had He knew of instances where Sunday
no distinct or definite meaning ~ Adopt- schools were held in buildings separate
ing the clause would still leave it an open froPJ. the churches to which they belonged,
question as to what a primary school and appeals had frequently been made to
really was. Then it was stated that educa- the municipal councils that these buildings
,tion was to be given free to the scholars, should not be rated. In every case the
but he took it that that would mean some- appeals were allowed.
thing more than was set out in the clause.
The clause was agreed to.
He was not sure, for instance, whethec
Mr. KEYS called attention to the new
free education might not be given in a clause inserted in the Bill on the previous
primary school to scholars who would evening, substituting for section 481 of
receive in an adjoining building board and the principal Act a section setting forth
lodging for which payment would be made. that the council of any municipality might.
1'hat was where the dangenvould come in. provide for the removal of night-soil, and
Vvould the honorable member for Port the treatment and disposal of such nightFairy say that the school was a free school, soil, and from time to time make contracts
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for that purpose, and that any person so
contracting with the council might in
carrying out his contract do anything that
the council might do. He begged to
move the addition to the clause of the
following :"Provided that no night-soil shall be carted
into or deposited in any municipality without
the consent of such municipality."

He stated t.hat on the previous evening he
admitted that he did not thoroughly
understand the clause.
He had since
read the clause again, and he had been
quite unable to see the object of it. He
,vas very anxious that it should be made
"clear and distinct, so that there should be
no misunderstanding on the part of the
municipal councils as to the effect
of it. Melbourne and the surburban
municipalities were anxious to. obtain
night-soil depots outside their own districts, but the outside districts did not
want to have a nuisance of that kind
forced upon them. 'l\vo years ag?, the
House passed an Act to compel municipalities to provide desiccators for the purpose of the disposal of night-soil. This
clause appeared to have been introduced
to enable the Melbourne and suburban
municipalities, instead of cO~lplying with
the law, to dispose of the night-soil in any
way they thought proper around Melbourne. The amendment he had moved
was a fair and reasonable one, and he
trusted that the House would accept it.
Mr. TURNER said that he certainly
could not agree to any such amendment
as that proposed by the honorable member for Dandenong, because the whole
matter was amply provided for by the
present HealthAct. The amendment would
place in the hands of each municipal
council the power of prohibiting any other
municipal council from taking night-soil
into its district. Honorable members
all knew that. Melbourne and the inner
suburbs could not dispose of the nightsoil within their own districts, and they
were bound to take it into outside districts.
The Health Act provided that where a
municipal council desired to form a depot
outside its own boundaries, it must get
the consent of the Governor in Council.
It would be useless to provide that they
should obtain the consent of the municipality, because no municipality would give
its consent, and the result would be that
Melbourne and the inner suburbs would
be placed in a very awkward position
indeed. 'rhey would be liable under the
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Health Act to be· ordered by the Board or
Health to remove the night-soil, and they
would have no place to which to remove
it. Another section in the Health Act
went a step further by prohibiting the
depositing or spreading of night-soil
in any garden without the consent of
the ·municipal council, and then in the.
13th schedule of the Local Government
Act there was po;wer to make by-laws
appointing the place within, their boundaries.
to which night-soil could be taken, and
the hours at which it could be carted
through the district. If the amendment
were agreed to, it would mean simply
ruination to the inner municipalities.
When the Board of Health considered that
the proper time had arrived for the erection of the desiccators, no doubt, it would
exercise its power, but up to the present
time the board had held the opinion that
there was no pressing necessity for the erection of desiccators. Rat.her than accept
the amendment, he would ask the House
to strike out the clause altogether.
Mr. LAURENS stated that the instinct.
which had suggested the amendment might
be quite right, but if the amendment was.
carried the position of Melbourne and of
the suburban municipalities would be very
serious indeed., 'l~he City Council was now
engaged in constructing, at the instance
of the Board of Health, very expensive
desiccators, and they could only pbtain
access to them through North Melbourne.
North Melbourne had no place within its
own area in which it could deal with any
degree of decency, propriety, and regard to
health with night-soil, and some of the other
su burban municipalities were similarly
situated. Night-soil must be treated somewhere, and it would be very unwise for the·
Legislature to put difficulties in the way
of its proper treatment.
Mr. STAUGHrrON remarked that this:
was a most important question, and
affected the whole of the people of the
colony. It was unjust that the people.
residing outside of the city of Melbourne.
should have to submit to the dreadful
indignity of having night-soil deposited in
their districts. He admitted that the
disposal of night-soil vms a very difficult
question to deal with, but under the
present law the municipalities had succeeded in adjusting their difficulties in a
satisfactory manner. • He would, therefore,
ask the Minister o~ Customs to strike out,
the clause: and to ~llow the 'municipalities;
to continue to fight their own battles. Up
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to the present time, they had been able to arranging with Mr. Hesse to deposit.
get ·rid of the nuisance without any very night-soil there; but the lawyers held
great heart-burnings. If it was true that that, although the council were able to do
the clause would not alter the present law, certa.in things, the contractor could not do
then there was no particular reason for them, and it was simply to give the necesretaining it.
sary authority to the contractor that the
Dr. PEARSON said that he hoped the clause was proposed. (Dr. Pearson-" It
Minister of Customs would do something does a great deal more than that.") He
besides striking out the' clause.
He did not think it did. At first he thought
trusted that at some future time the the clause would enable Melbourne, St~
honorable gentleman would introduce some Kilda, and Prahran to send night-soil to
carefully-considered legislation by which Moorabbin. (Mr. Turner-" I assure you
the matter could be adequately provided it will do nothing of the kind.") He befor. He would like to give two instances lieved that now himself.
of the way in which the present system or
Mr. KEYS observed that if the honorwant of system worked. The Minister of able member for Brighton read the first
Customs had stated that if the amend- and last parts of the clause he would see
ment were agreed to, Melbourne and that it did more th~m the honorable memthe inner suburbs would be hermeti- ber had supposed.
Mr. TURNER said the answer to the
cally sealed up, as every other municipality
would refuse to take their night-soil. statement of the honorable member forN ow, unfortunately, this was not the Dandenong was, that what was done had
case, and he could give strong installCes to be done in accordance with the Health.
to the contrary. A few years ago a con- Act.
Mr. METHVEN expressed the opinion
tractor of one of the northern suburbs
actually prevailed upon the municipality that the interpretation given by the honor-·
of Footscray to receive night-soil coming able member for Brighton to the clause
from Hotham, and this night-soil was was the correct one, and that it was.
buried in a paddock where cows grazed. simply intended to give power to the
It was with the greatest difficulty that contractors of councils to do what the
that was put a. stop to, and the case councils already possessed the power to do.
showed that the immediate danger to A considerable amount of suspicion atMelbourne and suburbs was not so very tached to the clause, on account of the
vague. Again, the municipality of Fitz- action of the Fitzroy council some short
roy, not long ago, proposed to lease land . time ago in attempting to erect a dein the populous suburb of Brunswick, in structor-not to treat night-soil, however,
order to deposit night-soil there. It stood as stated by his honorable colleague, but
to reason that contractors, when they street refuse-in the neighbouring muniwanted to remove night-soil, would not cipality 'of Brunswick, although it was.
take it to distant parts of the country, clearly proved to the Board of Public Health
where it could he deposited without in- that the Fitzroy council had sites available
jury, but would only take it away the for the purpose within their own district~
shortest distance possible. 'What was At the same time he thought that, as the
wanted was that the Government should Minister of Customs had pointed out, the
select suitable places some distance from Health Act gave municipalities power totown for this purpose. He did not say protect themselves against any injustice.
that could be done on the spur of the
Mr. CLARK intimated that he woule!
moment j but he hoped that, in the mean- support the amendment. He thought it
time, the House would pause before pass- would be very unfair to allow contractors
ing a clause which would perpetuate and to make arrangements to deposit the nightintensify all the existing evils.
soil belonging to one district in another
Mr. BENT said that, as he understood municipality. A case occurred in Footthe clause, it would not do any of the scray where the mayor, having become conthings which the honorable member for tractor for the removal of night-soil from
East Bourke Boroughs (Dr. Pearson) ob- North Melbourne, applied to the local boardl
jected to. It was proposed by the honor- of health, of which he was chairman, for
able member for Fitzroy (Mr. Hest) for a permission to deposit the night-soil in a.
different purpose altogether. It really certain place in Footscray, and, of course,
emanated from the Caulfield council. That the required permission was obtained. It
council rented a piece of land, and were was not until legal action was taken by
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the then Chief Secretary that the thing
was stopped.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. KEYS moved that the clause be
struck out. He could not follow the Minister of Customs in his argument as to
the object of the clause. If, as the honorable gentleman said, it was simply to allow
municipalities to enter into contracts, and
to authorize their contractor to remove
night-soil, that in itself would be a very
simple thing, but he had yet to learn that
a contractor with a municipality was
deprived by law from carrying out what
his contract authorized him to do. He
(Mr. Keys) therefore, thought there must
be something underlying this clause which
did not appear on the surface. He had
asked the Minister of Customs to allow
the insertion of a few words, which would
have clearly set forth the professed meaning of the clause, but that had been
rejected. He did not think Melbourne
and the suburban municipalities should be
allowed to make other neighbouring municipalities dep6ts for their filth and rubbish,
and he would appeal to country members
to assist him in preventing this injustice
from being done. Parliament, two years
ago, provided that those municipalities
should erect destructors, but they had
delayed doing so, and now they were
trying, by a side-wind, to obtain power to
compel outside municipalities to receive
their nigllt-soil.
Mr. BENT stated that he sympathized
with the honorable member for Dandenong,
and he would certainly support the honorable member if he thought the clause
would have the effect he feared. The
Minister of Customs, however, had assured
him that it was simply to enable contractors to do what municipal councils
had now power to do. For instance, suppose a municipality wanted to enter into
a contract with a person to place night-soil
in a particular paddock, the contractor
could not, under the present law, do that.
Under the clause, however, the council
-could dclegate its power to the contractor.
Mr. KEYS said that a municipality had
power to enter into a contract, and he
would ask the honorable member for
Brighton whether, on that contract being
-entered into, the contractor had not all
the power possessed by the muuicipality ~
Mr. BENT stated that he was informed
that the contractor had not. The Caulfield
council rented a piece of land, three acres
in cxtent, from the Mayor of St. Kilda,
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and they were about to enter into a contract with Mr. Hesse, but, as soon as
they went to the lawyers to make the
agreement, it was held that the council
could not delegate to the contractor the
powers which it possessed' itself, and therefore the matter could not be proceeded with.
When the honorable memberfor Fitzroy (Mr.
Best) submitted the clause, he (Mr. Bent)
had his suspicions in regard to it, because he
knew it was proposed to send the Fitzroy
night-soil into Brunswick, but as an assurance had been given that the difficulties
apprehended were foundationless, what
was the use of putting any other construction on the matter ~ ·When the
Health Bill was going through the House
he complained of the sewage from ·the
Alfred Hospital being carried into his district, but honorable members had not the
pluck to stop it. He did not see any
reason for striking out the clause under
the circumstances.
Dr. PEARSON observed that it did not
matter in the least now what thc original
object of introducing the clause was,
though no doubt there were cases which
required its operation. The simple question was, did the clause empower any
municipality to purchase or lease land
and deposit night-soil upon it in defiance
of the wishes of some other municipality ~
(Mr. Bent-" It does not.") If the words
used did not mean that he did not know
what they meant. The subject was surrounded by great difficulties, and authority ought to be given for the taking of
suitable action in the matter.
l'he House divided on the clauseAyes ...
44
14
Noes ...
Majority for the clause

30

AYES.

Mr.
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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"
"
"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Armytage,
Beazley,
Bent,
Burrowes,
Cra,ven,
Dixon,
Duffy,
Duncan,
Dunn,
Ferguson,
Forrest,
Foster,
Gillies,
Gordon,
Graham,
Hall,
A. Harris,

Mr. Hunt,
" Kirton,
" Laurens,
Dr. Maloney,
Mr. McColl,
" McIntyre,
" McLean,
" McLellan,
" Mountain,
" Munro,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim,
" Patterson,
" Peacock,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Turner,
" Uren,
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Mr. Bailes,
" Baker.

NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Cameron,
W. T. Carter,
Deakin,
Dow,
Groom,
Righett,
Methven,
Parfitt,

Dr.
Mr.
"
"

Pearson,
Staughton,
Tatchell,
"\Vebb.

Tellers.
Mr. Keys,
" Taverner.

Mr. DEAKIN moved the addition to the
Bill of the following clause :" Subject to the provisions in the principal
Act contained, the council of any municipality
may, with the consent of the Governor in
Council, make by-laws providing that in making
the valuation of rateable property in the municipal district upon which improvements of any
class and to any value have been made in
accordance with any conditions contained in
such by-law, such property shall be computed
as of an annual value of £5 per centum upon
the capital value of the fee-simple thereof,
without taking into account the amount by
which such capital value is increased by snch
improvements, and not otherwise. Provided
always every such by-law shall specify the
class and value of the improvements to be
carried out on any property to entitle anyone
to claim the benefit of the by-law, and any such
value may be either an absolute sum or proportioned to the area of the property, or to its
capital or annual value, or otherwise, and
such by-law may provide either that improvements to the full amount shall be carried
out before it is applicable, or that it shall
become and continue applicable upon improvements to any portion of the full amount being
effected in any period of time, and continuing
to be effected in successive periods till the whole
is completed. No such by-law shall be so
framed as to allow of any property being valued
for a longer period than five years under its provisions, or under its provisions and the provisions of any similar by-law, whether in force
or not. The improvements not to be taken
into account in computing the value of any property under the provisions of any such by-law
shall be improvements made after the coming
into operation of the by-law only."

The honorable member said that on a
former occasion he moved the insertion of
a general clause, \vith the view of giving
municipal councils permissive power to
impose a rate upon unimproved lands, but
finding that the House was not disposed
to take so la.rge a step without having
more time for consideration, he withdrew
it, and he now submitted the clause in a
very much amended form. Under this
clause municipal counQils would be enabled
to'rate land as unimproved for a period of
five years, notwithstanding the fact that
during that time it was being improved.
The class of improvements he had most
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in his mind were those necessary for the
utilization of irrigation schemes. At
present there was some indisposition on
the part of farmers to enter upon a large
expenditure in this directioll, when they had
to cultivate orchards and vineyards for three
or five years before they could obtain anything like a yield. Sometimes they had to
expend £10 or £20 an acre on land for five
years without receiving any return, and it
was an unnecessary hardship that during
that time they should have imposed upon
them taxes which increased in amount in
proportion as they expended their money.,
Under the clause he now submitted, shire
councils would be enabled to say, that
until the expenditure had become reproductive, they would continue to rate the
farmer as though he had not improved his
land at all, instead of increasing the.
amount year by year in proportion to the
improvements he put on it. The clause
was only permissive, ~nd the councils
could only remit the rate for a period of
five years on a general principle, which
had to receive the approval of the Governor
in CounciL The Minister of Customs had
promised that if he (Mr. Deakin) limited
the operation of the clause to shires, so
that it would only affect farming districts,
he would accept the proposal, and he
(Mr. Deakin) would agree to that. The
Honse had always shown a desire, not only
to encourage irrigation, but the highest
class of irrigation. His object was to
encourage large expenditure upon small
areas of land, for the purpose of raising
high-priced products, and he was sure that
the Houso would support him.
Mr. TURNER said that if the clause
were to extend to all municipalities he saw
very strong objections to it, because it
would enable a person who built, say, a
warehouse to be exempted from rates on
that warehouse for five years, whereas his
neighbour carrying on the same business
in a similar building would have to pay
not only the municipal rates on his improvements, but increased water rates and
various other extra charges. He agreed
with the honorable member for Essendon,
however, that it would be' proper to
go the length of applying the clause to
irrigation shires, so that men who were
preparing their land for irrigation should
not be charged rates in respect of the
value of the improvements they had
effected until the lapse of five years,
when thoso improvements would yield a .
return.
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Mr. GILLIES expressed the opmlOn capital value of the respective shires wa.s.
that the clause should be limited to irriga- situate.
He trusted the House would.
'
unanimously reject the clause.
tion districts.
Mr. FOSTER remarked that he obMr. RICHARDSON stated that the·
jected to the clause altogether, because it honorable member for Dandenong was so>
attacked the very principle of valuations interested in the welfare of shires and.
for municipal purposes. The clause as- municipalities that he looked at every
sumed that the shires in question would question through that medium, and thug
be irrigation districts, but it did not did an injustice to the proposal of the
follow that its operation would be limited honorable member for Essendon. While
to irrigation districts; in fact, under this it was well to bear in mind that the proclause a man might erect a brewery posed exemption would reduce the revenue
which would be exempt from municipal of shire councils, and that their revenue
rates for five years. (Mr. Deakin-" Not must be protected, honorable members:
unless the shire council made the exemp- should also take into consideration the.
tion.") He did not ,agree with giving the far mOl;e important point that the ne\v
shire councils power to make exemptions. industries which would be established by
(Mr. Deakin-" It is subject to the ap- means of irrigation should be protectect
proval of the Governor in Council.") If a until they could yield a revenue. Thoseman chose to improve the value of his industries ought to be exempt from high
land in any way, he ought to be required rating until they had an opportunity of
to pay the rates in proportion to the in- making some return. The exemption.
creased value of his property. It was a would only be made where shire councils:
very dangerous thing to attack the prin- considered that the circumstances of their
ciple of municipal valuations, and there- own districts demanded it, and honorable
members might rest assured that th~
fore he would oppose the clause.
Mr. KEYS observed that the Minister ratepayers generally would not permit the
of Customs was very generous in consent- exemption in any shire where it was not
ing to this clause on condition that it necessary. A shire that needed all its.
should apply to shires only. In the same revenue would not adopt the proposal,.
spirit he (Mr. Keys) might propose that and the scheme was further protected from
it should apply to "cities, towns, and misuse by the provision which required the'
boroughs," instead of to "shires." The approval of the Governor in Council, who.
principle hitherto followed was that land would hear all sides of the case, and look
should be rated in accordance with its at the matter from every point of view_
capital value, and' if they departed from The Minister would see that the revenue
that principle and stopped the rating of of the municipalities was protected, and
improvements, as proposed in this clause, therefore the clause ought to be allowed t()
they would upset the whole scheme of muni- pass in the interests of those people who>
cipal government. He was as anxious as could not obtain a return from their irrithe honorable member for Essendon to gation improvements for a period of five
encourage irrigation throughout Victoria, years.
Mr. DEAKIN said that, \vith the per-·
and was the chairman of an irrigation trust,
but he did not agree with assisting irriga- mission of the House, he would suggest.
tion in the mallner proposed in this clause. that, in addition to the amendment subThe principle of municipal rating was that stituting "shire" for "municipality,''''
those who used the roads most ought to the Millister of Cust.oms should proposepay most towards the cost of their main· the insertion after the word "improvetenance, and if a man cultivated a farm of ments". of the words "for irrigation pur20, 50, or 100 acres, he was likely to use poses." (Mr. Turner-" Very well.") Perthe roads fifty times more than a man who , sonally, he did not see why drainage should
owned a similar area of land which was not not be encouraged as well as irrigation~
cultivated at all. Therefore, it was mani- but he would not press that upon the!
festly unfair that the land-owner who House at the present juneture. If the,
cultivated his land should pay only the experiment now proposed worked '\vel:»'
same rates as the land-owner who did not with regard to irrigation, it might after-·
cultivate his land. The clause as it stood wards be applied in other directions.
Mr. rr AVEHNER remarked that he was:
would also apply to places like Warragul,
Beechworth, Wangaratta, and other impor- very pleased that the Minister of Custant towns, in which three-fourths of the toms had accepted the amendment of the
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honorable member for Essendon, which.the
House might safely adopt, trusting to the
ratepayers to protect their own interests
in the various shires where advantage was
taken of the provision. It was an experiment in tho right direction, and it would
.greatly benefit the irrigation districts.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that the argument with respect to the immediate profit
derivable from the establishment of, say,
a brewery would work in another way.
"rake the case of a large holder, round
about whose proporty there were a number
of small holders going to great expense to
improve their land; of course the large
holder would naturally share in the
benefit.
Under such circumstances it
would hardly be fair to require small
holders to pay a higher rating than he
did. In that sense to carry the proposal
would be a relief to industry.
The clause having been read a second
time,
Mr. 'rURNER moved the substitution
for the word" municipality" (line 2) of
the word" shire."
Mr. BENT said he wanted to show how
partially the plan now proposed would
work. 'Vhat was behind it 1 Did it
mean a reduction in the valuation 1 If it
was wanted to bring up the question of
valuation he would at once confess that
the present system was not a good one,
but was the present opportunity a fit -one
for the discussion of the question 1 He
had been in hopes that an opportunity
would have been afforded for dealing with·
the whole subject. Certainly, had the Bill
been a decent one, it would have taken up
thewhole matter of valuations. But, instead
of that, here was a shot at the syst,em at
the last moment. It might be said that
in certain irrigation districts some difficulties had arisen, but it should be
borne in mind how much public money
had been spent on irrigation. But, apart
from that, he would point out that the
proposed alteration of the existing valuation system would do more harm than
good. There were 50 anomalies in the
systeql to be remedied, and it would be
unfair to deal with one and leave the rest
alone. Then there were some districts in
which large sums had been expended on
drainage, and it ,,,ould take several years
for the land to become sweet and fit for
cultivation. That showed how partial the
operation of the proposed plan would be.
lf this legislation was wanted for the
benefit of a particular locality, let that be
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stated openly, but it was not fair to spring
a proposition of this sort upon the House
in such a way.
'fhe SPEAKER.-The question before
the House is simply the substitution of
the word "shire" for "municipality."
Mr. METHVEN said he hardly thought
that the honorable member who introduced this clause had the least expectation that any municipality would concur
in such a partial arrangement. Suppose
the case of a shire in one-fourth of which
irrigation was carried on-would thepeople
in the other portions of the shire whose
property would derive an increased value
from the irrigation operations go without
paying any share of tho increased rating ~
Mr. LAURENS thought ,that the
proposition to exempt a certain proportion of the ratepayers of a, municipality from paying additional rates
for certain improvements was hardly
a fair one. As for the general question,
he quite agreed with the honorable member for Brighton that, however wrong the
existing system of valuation was, the
present time was not opportune for discussing the subject. Also, he would ask
whether adopting this proposition would
relieve the people who were working under
the various water trusts-whether they
would be exempted from paying their
water rates 1 He thought that to do
anything that would lessen the engagements people had entered into with respect
to irrigation areas would have a very
serious effect indeed. In view of all that
had been P9inted out with respect to the
probable operation of the clause, honorable
members ought to pause before they
adopted anything of the kind.
Mr. DOW observed that some honorable
members seemed to run away with the
idea that carrying the present proposition
would place the shires in a worse position
with regard to making rates. But it
should be borne in mind that the effect of
irrigation would be to improve the value
of land to the extent of from £5 to £10
per acre, which would .be a great good to
the shire concerned. Of course, however,
the rateable value was not to be the exceptional value created by irrigation. No
doubt, as the honorable member for Brighton had pointed out, land might be improved in other ways-by drainage, for
instance-but that state of things would
not be interfered with by the carrying of
the present proposal. At the utmost the
position of any shire concerned would not
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The amendment ,vas amended accordbe rendered worse, and in all probability
thero would be an improvement. . .
ingly.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he would furiiiI'. DIXON said ho objected to this
question being raised at the present junc- ther suggest that the words "for orchardsture. If tho subject of valuation was to and vineyards" be included in the amendbe dealt with, the thing ought to be done ment.
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked tha,t he
in a different way. For instance, the
principle should be more widely applied. . was entirely against the clause. ·Why
He might mention that he owned land should this special arrangement be made
within ten miles of Melbourne which with regard to particular improvements ~
could be improved enormously by the ex- People improved their land in many difpenditure of a certain amount of capital ferent ways, and thereby increased its
on certain improvements, but it would value enormously; why should there not
take many years before these improve- be a comprehensive limitation in that
ments would bring in any return. vVell, respect? It was most curious to observe
if he carried out these improvements, how certain honorable members contended
ought he not to reap the benefit? No for one particular class of industry being
doubt it would be advantageous to dis- more favorably treated than other classes.
cuss the whole question of local taxation, It should not be forgotten that those who
but that could not be done at the pre- carried out the particuh~r class of improvesent stage. He was as much int.erested ments now referred to on their land were
as anyone in encouraging people to those who made most use of the roads,
enter upon new methods of cultivation and for the construction of which all the other
production, but he could not see his way ratepayers in the municipality had to pay
to vote for the clause at all, for it would equally. What did people go into these
work UIlfairly with respect to those who special industries for-to improve the
rateable power of the municipality? . Not
did not come under its operation.
Mr. TA'rCHELL expressed the opinion at all; it was to improve their own prothat anything which induced people to perty.· And on that ground alone they
settle on the land and improve it was ought to be rated accordingly.
Mr. FOSrrER said he was astonished at·
necessarily- productive of public advantage,
and should be advocated by every member the Government supporting this clause,
because it was bad and vicious in prinof the Chamber.
ciple. He did not f?ee why those whose
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN thought that the
property had been made additionally
clause should be limited to shires. So far, the
views of the honorable member for Donald valuable by the expenditure of State
. money should be exempted from local
were perfectly correct. Giving power to a
taxation. If an irrigationist wanted to
shire to .limit the local taxation in partisell land which he had improved, would
cular directions would frequently lead to
he not get an additional price for it 7
great advantage. The same rule might,
Why, then, should he not bear local taxahowever, not work well with respect to
such municipalities as those in the neigh- tion accordingly? There was no equity in
the present arrangement at all.
bOUl'hood of Melbourne.
Mr. HIGHETT remarked that this was
'rhe amendment was agreed to.
a most important proposition. It had in
Mr. RICHARDSON moved the insertion, view what the vignerons and fruit-growers
after the word" improvements" (line 6), 'of the colony had been agitating for for
of the words" for irrigation purposes."
years. They had spent a large amount
Mr. BAKER thought the words "and of capital, and it would be a number of
drainage" should be inserted before the years before tho investmont would become
word" purposes." In his electorate there remunerative; yet at present the moment
had been a large acreage of land under they began to' spend money they were
water for over two years, and when it was taxed accordingly. Certainly; he saw no
drained it would be unjust to tax the reason why the amendment should be
owners for the work for at least two or restricted to "irrigation and drainage"
three years to come, by which time they purposes. He hoped the honorable member
would have recouped themselves for the in charge of the Bill would try to introlosses they had sustained.
'
duce the words" orchards and vineyards."
Mr. FERGUSON observed that the
Mr. RICHARDSON said he would accept
essence of local government was to tax
the suggestion.
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tho people, the money so raised being
spent on t.he construction of roads and
other public works. ·Why, then, should
those who had gone in for irrigation
and vine-growing with the view to
their own advantage be exempted to a
certain extent from local rating ~ If they
did not choose to enter upon such enterprises they had no need to do. so, but
they knew well that irrigation and drainage would improve the fertilit.y of their
soil, and hence they went in for such
works. Let it be borne in mind th~t the
production of an extra bag of wheat would
go a long way to enable a man to pay local
taxation on the additional value placed
upon his property. "What he desired to see
was an arrangement which wohld be fair
and just to the colony all round. He
might add that he did not believe in the
present system of municipal valuation, but
the present was not the time to revise it.
Mr. ·WEBB stated that, as one who was
much interested in irrigation trusts, he
would ask the 'honorable member for
Essendon towithdraw his clause altogether,
because the concession involved in it was
not worth talking about, inasmuch as
extra valuation for the five years would
amount to very little. Directly irrigation
works became profitable the people concerned would be willing enough to pay
local taxation on the additional valuations placed on their land. '1'here were
other concessions much larger than these
which would have to be asked for
with respect to irrigation trusts, and
that was one great reason why he
asked for the withdr:1wal of the clause.
·When the ·Water Supply Bill came before
the House he would endeavour to show
that concessions, and material concessions,
would have to be made to irrigation trusts
or else that the people would have to
remove from the lands in those districts.
He would vote for the clause because he
would vote for any concession to irrigation
trusts, but he thought the concession was
not a material one and not·worth forcing on·
the House if it was disinclined to accept it.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that the
theory of the honorablo member for.
Rodney (Mr. "Webb) was a very good one.
But as a matter of fact, supposing a man
owned 20 or 30 acres of land, the moment
that it was planted as a vineyard or
orchard the valuator would increase the
valuation without waiting to see whether
the owner got a profit or not.
The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. ANDERSON remarked that, as the
shire councils would have to frame a bylaw before the clause could come into
operation, he did not think there would
be much danger in adopting it, even
although it was altogether a, new departure with reference to municipal government. There ,vas no doubt that as
soon as improvements were placed on
land the valuation was increased by the
valuator. He did not think it would be
unreasonable to apply tho principle of the
clause in connexion with irrigation and
drainage, as it was absolutely necessary to
have the money for drainage works, and
improvements on land were generally considered to increase the traffic on the roads
and render them more difficult to keep in
order. At the same time he would hardly
like to see the principle of the clause
adopted generally.
The House divided on the question that
the clause, as amended, stand part of the
BillAyes ...
55
14
Noes ...
Majority for the clause

41

AYES.

Mr.
",
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Baker,
Beazley,
Brock,
Burrowes,
Cameron,
Deakin,
Derham,
Dow,
Duffy,
Dunn,
Forrest,
Gillies,
Gordon,
Graham,
Hall,
Harper,
A. Harris,
Highett,
Hunt,
Keys,
Kirton,
McColl,
McIntyre,
McLean,
McLellan,
Methven,

Mr. Munro,
" Murphy,
" Nimmo,
" Officer,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim,
" Parfitt,
" Patterson,
" Peacock,
Dr. Pearson,
Mr. Richardson,
" Shiels,
" C. Smith,
" T. Smith,
" Tatchell,
" Taverner,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Turner,
" Uren,
" \Vebb,
" . \Vheeler,
" \V illiams,
" \V rixon,
" A. Young,
Zox.
Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
Dr. Maloney.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bent,
"V. T. Carter,
Clark,
Craven,
Dixon,
Duncan,
Ferguson,
Groom,

Mr.
"
"
"

J. Harris,
Laurens,
Mountain,
Staughton.

Tellers.
Mr. Armytage, .,
" Foster.
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The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
Mr. 'WHEELER said that he desired, on
behalf of his colleagues and himself, to
thank honorable members for the very
generous support and assistance which
they had given the Government during
the passing of this Bill. He was sure the
Government would be wanting in their
-duty if they did not apknowledge the
..extremely generous support they had
.received from all sides of the House. He
might also say that the discussions which
had taken place on this Bill from its
inception to the present time had been of
.a character to commend them to the people
of the country.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMEN'r
BILL.
On the order of the day for the consideration of the amendments made in this Bill
in committee,
Mr. GILLIES said he would ask the
Minister of Railways if he would be good
-enough to allow the Bill to be recommitted
with the view of considering those clauses
which they (the Opposition) had not an
Dpportunity of discussing lp,st Thursday
night. He did not ask for this except on
public grounds. 1'he public grounds were
these: That there were a number of 'the
.clauses which could not, in his opinion, be
properly considered unless in committee.
There were several clauses in connexion
with which questions would have to be
asked, and it would be impossible to consider them properly on the report, because
honorable members could' only speak once
to any amendment or any clause. He
might state that there was not the slightest
intention to discuss the clauses generally,
but there were a number of the clauses
unquestionably which required explanation,
311d, as far as he could see from the report
in Hansard, scarcely any discussion had
taken place on some clauses which he
considered most important. He believed
that if the clauses were recommitted no
longer time would be taken to consider
them than would be taken to consider the
report. In fact, if those clauses had to be
dealt with on the report, honorable members might think it necessary to speak at
greater length in regard to them than
would be necessary in committee, where,
on pointing out one or two matters and
asking questions, they might obtain satisfactory explanations. He believed there
would be no trouble whatever if the clauses
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were recommitted so long as the matter
was quietly and clearly dealt with, as it
was his intention that it should be; and he
would be very glad if the Government
could see their way to recommit the clauses.
(Cries of " No" from the Ministerial
benches.") He was addressing his question to the Government, and he was not
asking whether there might not be some
honorable members who objected. It
might be natural for some honorable members to object, and honorable members were
entitled to entertain their own opinions; but
he would respectfully submit to the House
that these clauses c01,lld be infinitely
better dealt with i\l committee than on
the report, and he made his request, not
with the' intention' of occupying one
minute more of time over the clauses, but
with the view in reality of facilitating the
dealing with the Bill.
Mr. SHIELS stated that nothing would
have given him greater pleasure than
to have been able to comply with the
hpnorable member's request.
He recognised that the Opposition had for~
warded the business during the session,
and he recognised also that on this Bill,
although there was a strong opinion held
by some of the leading members of the
Opposition against railway reform at all,
they had not exceeded the just limits of
discussion. However, when the leader of
the Opposition asked the Government to
take the course he now indicated, he was
really asking them practically to say that
the course of procedure they (the Government) adopted last Thursday night \vas
wrong-that they who remained there and
attended to the business did wrong in doing
so. He (Mr. Shiels) on Thursday night
expressed in the presence of the House,
although it was done privately to the
. leader of the Opposition, his regret that
any circumstances had occurred which
necessitated the Opposition as a body
leaving the chamber. It was true that
all the members of the Opposition did not
'leave, and that -some of them remained
right to the end of the proceedings that
night. However, he only rose to say that
.he thought the views of honorable members opposite would be met by considering
the clauses on the report, every latitude
being allowed. He thought it could hardly
be expected that th8 Government would
recommit the clauses which. ,were passed
on Thursday night,and thus write
themselves down as having done wrong.
(Mr. Gillies-" That is not the object.")
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Practically that would be the result. The
feeling of the House was evinced in the
most unmistakable manner when 39
members remained to go on with the
business.
Mr. DEAKIN said he thought he would
be in order in moving that the order of
the day be discharged, with the view of
recommitting all the clauses of the Bill
from clause 31. He proposed this motion
with a two-fold object. First, because he
thought it was the right thing to do; and,
secondly, because he thought that in the
interests, not only of the transaction of
business, but for the preservation of good
feeling in the House, it would be a graceful thing for the Government to accede to.
(Cries of "N0 " from the Ministerial
benches.) He trusted the Government
would assert its position as a Government,
and have its own opinion; and that those
who supported the Government would pay
Ministers the compliment of trusting to
their judgment and discretion, and not
endeavour by any. interjections to raise
a bitterness which they all desired to
avoid. For his own part, if the Government would propose the motion, he would
prefer to withdraw the proposition, and
let the. motion for the recommittal come
from the Government themselves. He
believed' it would be met on that (the
opposition) side by a cordial feeling of
obligation-as a holding out of the olive
branch, calculated to remove from their
recollection the I;egrettable incident which
occurred last Thursday night. He was
not in any way asking the Government
to confess that they did wrong on Thursday evening. (Mr. Munro-"Will you confess that you did wrong ~ ") Nothing
could have been in better tone than
the remarks of the Premier on the subject the previous day. He must say
that, although he (Mr. Deakin) had been
one who had assisted the Government as
far as he could in connexion with this Bill
all through, he felt aggrieved at their action
last Thursday-not because the adjournment was refused, because there was a
good deal in what the Premier said last
night as to his reasons for declining to
report progress-but because of the attitude taken up prior to that by the Government with regard to some members on
that (the opposition) side of the House. He
could speak more freely of this because he
was not one of the members concerned,
but the attitude shown by the Government to some members was not such as
Session 1891.-[179J
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they were accustomed to see. Ministers
spoke under the influence of great feeling,
with great warmth, and in a personal
manner, and this led up to that difference
of opinion which occurred between members of the Opposition and members on
the Government benches. He trusted the
Government would agree to the suggestion
of the leader of the Opposition, because, as
a matter of fact, the House would lose
nothing inasmuch as discussion in committee would prevent discussion on the
report, and the leader of the Opposition
had assured the Premier that he would
undertake that no more time would be
occupied in dealing with the question in
committee than if it were dealt with on
the report. He thought a request preferred in such a manner was entitled to be
granted as a mere matter of good feeling
between one side of the House and the other.
He desired carefully to abstain from saying
a word which would give occasion to reawaken any feelings which it would be
better to allow to rest, and he trusted
honorable members in discussing this
motion would do the same thing. (Mr.
r:rurner-"You are justifying your actions
the other night.")' The application was
not made with that object. rrhe leader of
the Opposition expressly disavowed any
such thi.ng. The Opposition neither sought
to justify themselves for their action, nor
to incriminate the Government; but simply
asked that these clauses should be recommitted as an act of politeness and good
feeling. (Mr. Shiels-"You ask us to
retrace our steps to the exact point at
which the leader of the Opposition left the
chamber.") Certainly; but that was not
done with the object of casting any
reflection on the Government. (Cries of
"011 I" from the Ministerial side of the
House.) He trusted that members on the
Minis,terial side of the House would
refrain from interjecting with the object
of creating ill-feeling. They would not
succeed in creating any ill-feeling, because.
any attempts with that object would be
met with the contempt they deserved.
He was addressing the Government because this was a matter which was within
the province of the Government. The
Opposition did not make this request with
any desire to score a pitiful little point of
personal success. (Mr. Shiels - "It is
asking us really to go on the penitent
form.") He did not think it was. (Mr.
Turner-" You do not admit that you
were wrong in your actions.;') Certainly
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not; and he did not ask the Government
to admit that they were wrong. (Mr.
Turner-'f You are asking us to do something which will practically admit it.")
He said the Opposition were perfectly
justified in what they did the other evening, and he trusted he had said nothing
to imply in the faintest degree that the
Opposition were wrong. He had no intention of doing that any more than of
asserting by implication that the Government were wrong in what they did. He
wished to avoid that point altogether. If
Ministers, however, were determined not
to accept this overture, of course he could
not help it. He could recall instance
after instance in which similar action was
taken by the late Government without the
least fear that it was being compromised
by meeting the wishes of honorable
members.
(An Honorable Member" Not in this Parliament.")
Yes, in
. this Parliament, and at the request of
members o.f the then Opposition. He
would be sorry to suppose that this Parliament, with the change of Government, had seen a change in the tone
of the House and in the management
of business or in the relation between the
two sides of the House. Even when the
late Government were leaving office they
preserved the kindestfeeling possible under
the circumstanees towards their opponents,
and ever since then they had assisted the
:present Government. Ministers had professed over and over again that they had
nothing to complain of in the attitude of
the Opposition.
Mr. HARPER seconded the motion.
Mr. MUNRO said he regretted that the
honorable member for Essendon should
have proposed a motion of this sort,
because, whether he intended it or not, it
(.clearly cast a reflection on the Government and their supporters. It could do
nothing else. Now, if the honorable member or the leader of the Opposition had
asked that any particular clause or clauses,
which they specified, should be recommitted, no doubt the Government would
be called upon to agree to that; but to
~sk that the whole of the clauses that
were passed after the Opposition left the
House last Thursday night should be
recommitted was a different thing alto.gether.
Mr. DEAKIN said he thought the
.suggestion that the Premier had just
made was a fair one, and he was prepared
to accept it. He would ask the leader of
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the Opposition also to accept it, and to
specify the clauses which he wished recommitted.
Mr. 'V. T. CARTER said the Government had the support of their followers in
the line of action they took on rrIlUrsday
night, and therefore the supporters of the
Government were entitled to have a say as
to whether the whole· of the work done
after the members of the Opposition left
the chamber on that occasion should be
undone and thrown to the winds. (Mr.
Munro-" It is not going to be undone.")
He was glad that the Government would
not allow it to be undone. The Opposition
were now asking the Government to rectify
a very serious mistake which the leaders
of the Opposition and their supporters
made on rrhursday night when they withdrew in a body from the chamber. Some
of them had felt the pressure of public
opinion, which had expressed disapproval
of their course of action on Thursday
night, and the leaders of the Opposition
now came forward and coolly asked the Government and their supporters to say that
they and not the Opposition were in the
wrong. That was what the motion really
meant. While the members of the Opposition--Ollot all the Opposition members, he
was happy to say, but the leading members
of the Opposition-went on strike, as one of
the morning papers very justly put it, the
supporters of the Government remained at
their posts, and did the business of the
country on Thursday night, and that sacrifice on their part deserved consideration in
dealing with the motion now before the
Chair. The Opposition claimed that there
was no unfair latitude in the discussion,
and the Minister of Railways in his exceeding great courtesy was pleased to say
that there was not any unfair latitude on
the part of the leaders of the Opposition.
The supporters of the Government recognised the fact that the leader of the
Opposition was unfortunately prevented
from discussing certain matters when the
general principles of the Bill were under
debate, and by common consent it was
agreed that he should be allowed the fullest
and freest latitude in committee. But
other Opposition members took a latitude
that they had no right to take, and made
second-reading speeches incommittee, constituency speeches, speeches all round
the question, until there was a fear, on the
Ministerial side of the House, that the
Bill was being discussed to death, and it
was therefore decided to go on with the
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measure to a finish. The honorable member for Essendon must surely give every
honorable member credit for desiring
peace as much as himself-they had seen
the honorable member with his war-paint
on--and he ought also to give other
men credit for desiring to be fair and
even chivalrous to their opponents; but
he was now asking the Government to
·do something' he would never drea,m
of doing if he were in office, at the re,quest, however cajolingly expressed, of the
Opposition, if the members of that Opposition had themselves retired in an unjustifiable way, and left the Government and
their supporters to do the business of the
country.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that, by leave of
the, House he would withdraw the motion.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Esselldon seeks to withdraw his
motion, by leave of the House. Does any
honorable member object 1
Dr. MALONEY stated that he objected
to the motion being withdrawn.
Mr. McIN'rYRE said that it was to be
regretted that the honorable member for
VV illiamstown had made some of the remarks which had fallen from him in the
course of this discussion. The Premier
met the leader of the Opposition in a
very kindly and very proper spirit by
stating that if the honorable gentleman
would mention the clauses he desired to
have recommitted, the Government would
at once accede to his request. (Mr. Munro
- " And he has done so.") In a case of
this kind he certainly thought there should
be give-and-take on both sides, and every
honorable member who desirod this measure to pass successfully through another
place ought to be glad that this arrangement had been come to between the
Premier and the leader of the Opposition.
Dr. MALONEY observed that, first of
all, he must apologize to the honorable
member for Essendon for making interjections while that honorable gentleman was
addressing the House, but some of the
remarks that fell from the honorable
member's lips were so unfair and unjust
as to evoke the interjections. He (Dr.
Maloney) had endeavoured to avoid interjecting in the past, and would try to
amend in regard to that bad habit in the
future. He had put this very question
before two large meetings in Melbourne
vVest, and he would not like to mention
the words th,at were used against those
honorable members who left their work on
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Thursday night-they were so unparliamentary and impolite; but he could tell
the leader of the Opposition that his conduct in leaving the House on that occ98io:
was considered by that meeting-a larg, ,
meeting of over 1,000 persons-as Vel)
contemptible, and the men present at that
meeting felt that the honorable gentleman
did not earn his £300 a year. ' It was not
right for'men who were receiving salaries
to do certain work for the country in Parliament to leave the House while there
was work to be done. The Opposition
were now asking, cap in hand, to have
certain clauses of the Bill recommitted,
but if the Government permitted one
single clause to be recommitted they
would be acknowledging that they had
done ,vrong last Thursday, and he would
be ashamed of them if they did so. He
asked the honorable member for Portland
to come to the second meeting in Melbourne vVest, which was held the previous
night, because he wanted the honorable
gentlemen to hear what the men of his
constituency thought of the Opposition
and of the cowardly way in which they
left their work on r:ehursday night.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order in applying the ,yord
" cowardly" to the action of any member
or members of this House.
Dr. MALONEY said he would withdraw
the word cowardly, because he felt sure that
no Member of Parliament ever yet was
cowardly, and the word slipped out of his
mouth in the heat of debate. No honorable member would dare to go on the
hustings and say that he would not stay
in the House later than half-past elevell
o'clock at night. (Mr. Deakin-" That
is not the point.") If any 'llOnOl'able
member had the pluck to do that, he
would certainly be rejected.
Mr. BENT stated that he was pleased
the Government had consented to recommit the Bill on certain clauses, but he
really did not see why the recommittal
should be limited to a few clauses. He
would prefer the Bill to be recommitted
as a whole. He deeply sympathized with
the honorable member for Essendon, who
used t.o treat him (Mr. Bent) when in
opposition in the same way as the Government wanted to treat the honorablo
member on Thursday last. He well
remembered the honorable gentleman
keeping them all night when the Mildura
scheme was under consideration. (Mr.
Deakin-" You kept me; I wanted to go
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home at half-past eleven.") Although he
(Mr. Bent) supported the principle of this
Bill, he was not going to make a scapegoat
of Mr. Speight. (Mr. Burrowes-" I don't
t~ink anybody wants to do that.") Some
honorable members thought that· Mr.
Speight had been used for that purpose.
However, he was pleased to find that the
Government and the Opposition pad come
to an amicable arrangement which would
meet with the approval of the House
generally. No matter how strong or how
weak an Opposition might . b~, it was
always a mistake for the Government of
the day to prevent proper discussion on
any question, and certain questions arising
in connexion with this Bill had not been
properly discussed.
Capt. TAYLOR remarked that he wished
to point out to honorable members in
opposition that the course now proposed
to be pursued· would make a precedent
which might be dangerous to them when
they happened to be on the Ministerial side
of the House, because the Opposition
would be able to file out of the chamber
when they disagreed with the progress of
any measure, with a view to coming in
three days afterwards and demanding-as
the leaders of the Opposition had just
done-the recommittal of the whole Bill.
The precedent might react on .the members of the Opposition themselves in years
to come. Personally, he had no objection
to the Premier's act of courtesy, but it must
be regarded as an act of courtesy, which the
leaders of the Opposition did not deserve.
Mr. SHIELS observed that the leaders
of the Opposition had now limited their
request to the recommittal of the Bill on
clauses 32, 33, 14, and 52.' (Mr. T.
Smith--" They are the vital principles of
the Bill.") There was no doubt of that,
and if the Bill was not got through that
night it could not be got through till
next week... He, therefore, trusted that
the Opposition would be true to their protestations that they would take up no
more time than was necessary on the
recommittal of the Bill. (Mr.. Gillies"N 0 more time than would be taken on the
report, I can assure you.") Honorable
members on the Ministerial side of the
House desired the recommittal of clause
37. (Mr. Wrixon-"vVill you recommit
clause 53 ~ ") The Government could not
agree to that. (Sir B. O'Loghlen-" I
desire the recommittal of clause 39.")
Clause 39 would be satisfactorily amended
on the third reading, or struck out.
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Mr. HUNT asked if the motion for the
discharge of the order of the day had
been withdrawn 7
The SPEAKER. - The Premier has
virtually adopted the motion.
Mr. HUNrr expressed the· opinion that
the Government were being trapped into
a position they would regret having tak~n.
Personally, he desired to see the Opposition
treated with every consideration, but they
ought not to .be allowed to dictate the
order of business. (Mr. Munro-" They
are not doing so.") But at the request of
the Opposition the Government were·
taking a course that would land them in
difficulties. Full justice was done to the
clauses now proposed to be recommitted
when the Bill was in committee on Thursday last.
The motion was agreed to without a
division, and the order of the day was
discharged.
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, the Bill
was recommitted for the consideration of
clauses 32, 33, 37,44, and 52 ..
Mr. GILLIES called attention to clause
32, which, he said, provided, inter alia,
that" Notwithstanding anything contained in the
Railways Acts, neither the board nor the commissioners shall, without the sanction of the
Governor in Council
. appoint or
promote any person to any office the annual
salary or wages of which is more than £500."

The present law provided that when a.
vacancy occurred in the Railway department the person entitled to that position
by seniority and merit could appeal to the
commissioners if another officer was appointed over his head, but this clause
would deprive an officer of his right of
promotion, even though he might be perfectly fit for the position. Section 83 of
the Railways Act provided that" When any vacancy occurs in any branch of
the Railway service, not open for competitive
examination as hereinafter provided, it shall
be filled, if possible, by the promotion of some
officer next in rank, position, or grade, to the
vacant office, and no such officer shall be passed
over unless the head of his branch, in writing,
advise the commissioners to do so. No officer
shall be so passed over without being afforded an
opportunity of showing cause against it to the
commissioners, whose decision shall be final."

Supposing a vacancy occurred in one of
the higher classes of officers in the Railway
department, and the officer next in turn
was passed over, the head of the branch
recommending another ·officer for the position. Under the present law, the officer
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passed over could appeal to the commissioners, and the commissioners had power
to determine the matter; but this provision
suddenly stepped in and said that no officer
should be appointed or promoted to a position by the commissioners without the approval of the Governor in Council, which,
in reality, meant the Minister, and if this
clause was passed in its present form the
Minister and not the commissioners would
be empowered to say which officer had
the right to the promotion. That was a
complete interference with the existing
Tights of office:rs of the Railway department who had held those rigp.ts without
question up to the present time, and
yet that important change was proposed
without a single suggestion as to why such
a provision was inserted in the Bill. He
knew it was supposed to be in reference to
a particular officer, but however applicable
it might be to a particular officer, that was
no reason why it should be applied to all
other officers in the Railway department.
And he would point out that the salary of
the officer in question was very much above
the £500 a year mentioned in this clause.
What was the Government's reason for
proposing to put the Minister of Railways
in a position to determine the promotion of
officers in the Railway department? In
the next clause it was proposed to empower
the Governor in Council, whicl~, of course,
meant the Minister, to request the commissioners, in writing, to submit some other
name if the Governor in Council did not
approve of the person proposed to be appointed, and that was equivalent to making
appointments by the Minister. rrhis House
had a right to know why it was proposed
that the Minister should have pO'wer to
appoint and promote officers in the railway
service. While under the present Public
Service Act it was the duty of the Public
Service Board to submit the names of persons proposed to be appointed, a Minister
had not power to make an appointment,
and it was rather an awkward positioll
for the Government to take up, that in
this important matter of appointments in
the railway service the Minister of Railways was to be able to absolutely make
appointments of his own will and pleasure.
How was it that the Government came to
.submit such a proposal? If the necessity
for a new appointment arose, and then;l
was no person in the service fit to be
appointed, the commissioners, under the
present law, had to apply to the Governor'
in Council for permission to make a new
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appointment, and the Governor in Council
could say" No;" but thiiS clause referred
to a vacancy in the Railway department,
to which some person in the service was
entitled to be promoted, and the commissioners had power to make that promotion under the present Act. If this
clause passed, the Minister would be able
to step in and say that the commissioners
should not have power to make that promotion, but that the Government should
have power to promote any officer they
thought proper. He did not see any justification for the Government assuming that
position, and he confessed, when he saw
the Bill in the first instance, he was surprised to find that the Government proposed to make that change in the "law, in
the face of the fact that they had assured
the House that they did not intend to
alter the policy of the original Act. This
proposal was not only a reversal of the
policy of the original Act, but it was
opposed to the interests of officei's in the
Railway department, who, under the present
law, had the right to promotion as it fell
in. He did not think that the commissioners had ever improperly exercised the
·powerofpromotingofficers. (Mr.W.T.Carter
-""Whatabout the case of Allison Smith?")
He did not know that that was a case in
point. Some persons were of opinion that
a better appointment might have been made,
but there would always be differences of
opinion with regard to any appointment of
the kind, and the commissionors were the
proper persons to determine who ought to
be promoted or appointed. The present
law gave that power to the commissioners,
and was the House going to transfer that
power from the commissioners to the
Minister? (Mr. Shiels-"This is simply
a vetoing section.") The next section and
this ought to be read together.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that honorable
members would observe that clause 32
simply reserved to the Governor in Council
the power, which the Governmentclaimed
they ought to have, of vetoing the appointment of an improper person. He did not
want the discussion to assume a personal
view, and would therefore rather not bring
in the names of persons, but appointments had been made in the Railway
department which would never have been
made if the Governor in Council had had
this power, because they were' unsatisfactory, not only to the Government, but to
the whole country. 'With regard to the
other contention of the leader of the
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Opposition, he might point out that the
Government, in this clause, were exactly
following the honorable member's own
innovation in the Public Service Act.
'rhey had been most careful to follow
precedent wherever they could. Parliament had already withdrawn the officers
of Parliament from the control of the
Public Service Commissioners, and vested
the authority in the President of the
Legislative Council, the Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly, the joint Library
Committee of both Houses of Parliament,
and the Building Committee. Section 350
of the Constitution Act Amendment Act,
which was brought in by the present
leader of the Opposition, when in office,
provided that" Every appointment to any office of Parliament after the passing of this Act shall be made
by the Governor in Council, upon the nomination, in the case of officers of the Council, of the
President; in the case of officers of the Assembly,
of the Speaker; in the case of officers employed
in the library or in the preparation and publication of the Victo?-ian Parliamentary Debates, of
the Library Committee; and, in the case of
officers employed in the gardens, of the Building
Committee. "

Then the section went on to state-and
he would ask honorable members to listen
attentively to this-that-" If any' nomination so made be not approved by the Governor in Council, it shall be
the duty of the President, Speaker, Library
Committee, or Building Committee (as the case
may be) to nominate some other person when so
requested by the Governor in Council. If some
other person be not nominated within the time
specified by the Governor in Council, then he
may appoint without any nomination."

In clause 33 in this Bill the Government
had exactly followed the very principles
laid down by the leader of the Opposition in withdrawing the parliamentary
employes from the purview of the Public
Service Board. Clause 32 simply reposed
in the Governor in Council the power to
veto, in the interests of the State, any improper appointment, and in clause 33 a
necessary addendum was made to that
power, in the terms of section 350 of the
Constitution Act Amendment Act. It
provided that if the commissioners or the
board did not nominate for any important
position a person whose competence was
well assured, the Governor in Council
mightcall upon themtonominatesomebody
else, and that if they did not nominate somebody else, then the Governor in Council
might make the appointment, as was done
in the case of officers of Parliament.
Mr. Shiels.
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Mr. GILLIES said that the Minister of
Railways had not given a satisfactory explanation at all. With regard to the officers
of Parliament the case was a peculiar one.
It was recommended a considerable time
before the late· Government took the
matter into consideration, that the .officers
of Parliament should be taken from under
the Public Service Act, and placed under the·
control of the President of the Legislative
Council and the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, with their different committees.
In this instance, honorable members were
dealing with a large department which was
outside of Parliament altogether. (Mr.
Shiels-" In which improper appointments
have been made.") It was a matter of
·opinion whether improper appointments.
had been made or not, and he challenged
the honorable gentleman to mention a case
in which an appointment had been made
against the feeling in Parliament. The
appointment of Mr. Allison Smith was
challenged in that Chamber, and that appointment was upheld. Anything might
be challenged, but Parliament had never·
expressed an adverse opinion to the appointment of Mr. Allison Smith.
He
would not, however, discuss the merits.
of anyone appointment. There was a
general principle at stake. It had hitherto been left to the Railways Commissioners to say who should be pro-·
moted to particular offices, and the rule
which had been acted upon was very clear
indeed.
Officers who had entered the
railway service since the passing of the
Railways Commissioners Act had done so
with the knowledge that all promotions.
would be made in a certain way by the·
ultimate authority of the Railways Commissioners, and not, as was now proposed,.
by the ultimate authority of the Minister.
This clause meant an entirely nelV departure, and he did not think that anything'
the Minister of Rail ways had said justified
such a proposal.
Mr. McINTYRE stated that the honor-·
able member for Eastern Suburbs had.
fully answered the Minister of Railways ..
He (Mr. McIntyre) desired to call the
attention of the committee to sub-section 3·
of this clause, which appeared to him to>
be of considerable importance. That sub-·
section provided that no payment should
be made for overtime unless it was approved of by the Minister, and it would
tie the hands of the Railways Commissioners in a manner that was undesirable.
How would it be possible for the Railways
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Commissioners to get any work done if
they could not pay an extra 6d. or Is. for
overtime without the consent of the Minister ~ W"hatever else the Government did,
they should strike out this sub-section.
If such a provision were enforced, it would
be impossible almost to administe:c a department like that of the railways. The
sub-section was a ridiculous ono, and he
could not understand how it escaped
the cognizance of honorable members when
the Bill was last before the committee. In
many instances it was absolutely necessary
in a department like that of the railways
that men should work overtime. (Mr.
Gillies-" It is necessary every day.")"
Yes; and he would ask the Minister of
Railways in all fairness not to impose
such a restriction upon the Railways
Commissioners.
1\11'. MUNRO said that the honorable
member for Maldon appeared to think that
the employes in tho Railway department
drowovertime every night. In every department of the public service accounts
for overtime were made out, and brought
under the notice of Ministers. (Mr. Stuart
- " After the work has been done~") Yes.
(Mr. Stuart-" Ministers might refuse to
pay the money.") Thore were times when
overtime ought to be refused, and must
be refused; and when, if the Minister did
not exercise some control in the matter,
the State might be run into serious expenditure. "What was the object of bringing
in this Bill at all ~ vVas it not to get some
trace of Ministerial responsihility in the
management of the railways? At the presont time there was a gentleman at the
head of the Railway department who was
as autocratic as the Emperor of Russia.
There was no one to control him in any
shape or form. The honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs had stated that no
appointment had been made of which
Parliament disapproved. There had, however, been appointments made of which
the Government disapproved, and which
tho Government plainly told the commissioners should not be made. rrhose appointments were made, and not the least
notice was taken of the objection of the
Government, either directly or indirectly.
(Mr. Harper-" Was the objection of the
Government conveyed to the Railways
Commissioners ~ ") It was conveyed to
the three Railways Commissioners sitting
before the Cabinet that there were two
gentlemen who ought to be removed from
the seryice as quickly as possible," so that
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younger men might be put in their places.
What did the Railways Commissioners do1
When one of the two died, they promoted
"the other to his place, and they did not""
take the least notice of the objection taken
by the Government. He would ask the
committee, and the people of the colony,
who were suffering from the enormous
waste of money .which had taken place,
whether the time had not arrived when
there should be responsibility somewhere
in connexion with the railway management? At present the commissioners were
not responsible to anyone. There was an
ungoverned autocracy sitting in the Hailway department, doing as they thought
proper. If honorable members were disposed to continue that stato of affairs,
they could do so; the Government were
determined that it should not be allowed
to continue any longer if they could help it.
The Government did not take any power
under this and the following clause to make
appointments; all that the clause provided
was that the Government, who were responsible to Parliamentand to the country,_
should have a power of veto in important
appointments. If the committee would
not give the Government that power, then
give them 110 power at all; let them be
simply ciphers, and let the Railways Commissioners be at liberty to do what they
thought proper.
(Mr. Gillies- " The
clause involves more than that.") Clause"
33 provided that if tho Railways Commissioners made an improper appointmont
the Government might call attention to it.
(Mr. Gillies-" If the nomination is not
approved, the Gov01'nor in Council can
make the appointment.") If the Hailways"
Commissioners refused to make another
nomination, the Governor in Council could
make the appointment. Where was the
responsibility to come in if the Railways.
Commissioners were to be allowed to do
as they thought proper?
Parliament
voted large sums of money to be expended by the Railway departmont, and
there was not one scintilla of control overthe Railways Commissioners. Parliament
was told that they had to vote the money
which the Hailways Commissioners expended, and of course Parliament could not,
take the responsibility of saying that thecountry should not have railways, but
were they to allow the Rail ways Commissioners to be all-powerful? 1.'he time had
arrived when Parliament should do OIle of
two things; they should either say to the
Railways Commissioners that they were-
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above Parliament, the Government, and member for Eastern Suburbs that these
the country, or they should restore parlia- clauses would enable the Governor in
mentary control.
Council to continue to refuse nominations
Mr. HARPER stated that the Premier's ' until their own man was appointed. He
statement about the appointment of Mr. did not know of any worse or more
Darbyshire being absolutely vetoed by the insidious form of political patronage
Government, or the commissioners being than that, and it would virtually mean
told that Mr. Darbyshire should not be the repeal of the policy which Parliaappointed had not been made before, and it ment and the country adopted in 1883.
did not appear in the correspondence If they were going to do that, let them
which had passed between the Railways do it openly and avowedly; it certainly
Commissioners and the MinisterofRailways. should not be done simply because of a
He understood that the only way in which difficulty that had arisen in connexion
the appointment of Mr. Darbyshire was with any individual case. It was lit danreferred to at all was in connexion with the gerous thing to legislate for exceptions
general principle which the Government by a sweeping provision of this kind. The
desired to lay down, that all officers over change proposed was a most portentous
a certain age should be removed. Parlia- one, and would cause much trouble to the
ment should not be asked to make an Minister and intense dissatisfaction and
important change in the status of many heartburnings throughout the service. vVith
()fficers of the Railway department, simply reference to sub-section 3, that certainly
in order to meet a certain specified case. did descend to particulars to an extent that
He was surprised at the answer that had was unnecessary and unwise. Surely some
been given by the Minister of Railways to other means could be adopted of checkthe arguments of the honorable member ing overtime. The Minister of Railways
for Eastern Suburbs.
The honorable had not had much experience of office,
gentleman had got hold of a precedent, and he had not the slightest conception
.and lawyers were fond of precedents, but of what he was now imposing upon himthe principle did not apply at all. 'rhe self.
.small body of officers of Parliament, who
Mr. 'W. T. CARTER remarked that the
were peculiarly situated, were, at the honorable member for Eastern Suburhs
instance of Parliament, removed from the had said that persons had entered the rail()peration of the Public Service Act and way service relying on a certain mode of proplaced under the control of the President motion; if they had dOlle so, they must have
()f the Council and the Speaker of the been woefully disappointed, particularly in
Legislative Assembly with certain com- regard to the position of locomotive supermittees. It was a generalization of a intendent. A gentleman who came from
deduction of a most astounding character another colony, and who, had no special
to say that, because that had been done qualifications, was appointed, whilst practiin the case of the officers of Parliament, cal men who had lived and laboured in the
all the officers of a vast department like colony all their lives, and who had given
that of the railways should be treat~d in proof of their capabi1ities, were passed
a similar manner. He submitted that over. Everyone who had had an opporthe Minist.er had given no answer at all to tunity of looking fairly and fully into the
the arguments of the honorable member matter must say that the appointment of
for Eastern Suburbs. vVhat was good Mr. Allison Smith, as locomotive superinand sound policy in the one case might tendent, wa,s a scandal and a shame. (Mr.
be very bad policy in the other case. If Hatper-" He would have been appointed
it was simply proposed to give the Govern- under this clause.") No doubt. Mr. Allison
ment a power of veto over the higher Smith would have been appointed by the
.appointments, he could understand it, but Government then in office, with the false
this and the following clauses would strike character and the false reputation with
at the root of all the more important ap- which he was bolstered up, but the manner
pointments in the Railway department, in which the appointment was made, and
and would alter the whole conditions of the claims of other men in the service were
the service. That might not be intended, ignored, was a sufficient justification for the
but these clauses would certainly have proposal now made. He would like to
that effect, and the law would not always know to whom the Railways Commisbe administered by the present Govern- sioners were now responsible ,in making
ment. He agreed with the honorable appointments. If they were responsible
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3t all, it was to the public, and only to a
section' of the public. It would take a
good deal to make some people believe'
that club influence and social influence
had nothing to do with the matter. Honorable members had a right to object
to social influence being exercised in
regard to such appointments, instead of
political inflUEnce. Political personages
were always responsible for their acts to
public opinion, but those who had no politi(lal position were notrel'lponsibletoanybody.
With rega~.'d to the question of overtime,
an altogether false' issue had been raised.
'rhe fact was that there was altogether
too much overtime in the Railway department, and too great an objection on the
part of the Railways Commissioners to provide a sufficient staff for certain kinds of
work. (Mr. Anderson-"The Government
say the contrary.") It was a simple fact
that trains were run undermanned with
guards, and the appointment of a sufficient staff of guards would not cost one
penny more than the overtime now
worked. Serious risks were run by having
sleepy guards in charge of trains. These
men felt that they had a grievance, and
demanded that they should be treated as
men, and not as machines which could be
run perpetually. If honorable members
would look at· the' returns of overtime
worked by drivers, firemen, and guards,
they would be appalled at the mimber of
consecutive hours during which these men
were sometimes employed. It was a
scandal and a shame that such a thing
should be done, and the Minister should
have some power of control, so that he
might see that the overtime was kept
within proper limits. There was a justification for overtime under certain circum.stances, but there was no justification
for the systematic overtime which was
worked in the Railway department. The
provisions of the Bill went in ~he right
direction. They would guard against
political patronage, and would at the same
time give the Minister such responsibility
as it was desirable he should possess.
Mr. WRIXON said that this was a very
important clause, as it would restore politieal government to the Railway department.
The objection he had to the course now
being pursued was that, without avowing
and admitting it, the committee were upsetting the system adopted in 1883, by which
this large business concern was detached
from political influence. 'When Parliament removed the officers of Parliament
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from the Pu bHc Service Act, they did
so with their eyes open, and for reasons
which they considered to be sufficient. It
could not, however, be reasonably said that
because Parliament did that they should
remove the whole of the public servants
from under the Public Service Act, and
go back entirely to the old system of political influence and control. That was
a large issue, and it ought to be put
prominently before the country. He was
perfectly in sympathy with the Minister
of Railways and the Premier as to the
right of the Government to apply a veto,
but under the Public Service Act the Go, vernor in Council had a veto in regard to
all appointments that were made. He
had himself on two occasions advised
the Governor in Council not to accept
nominations made by the Public Service
Board. '1'here could be no 0 bj ection to a
similar power being given to the Governor
in Council in connexion with the Railway
department, and that could be readily done
by adopting a section in the Public Service
Act. If, however, the Government meant
to restore political rule and political patronage in the Railway department, let
them avow it openly, and then whenever
an appointment of any importance had to
be made it would be discussed in Parliament. (Mr. VV. T. Cartor-" Quite right,
too.") He (Mr. Wrixon) said that it was
quite wrong, and that was the issue which
the committee had to determine. The
Government were now proposing to reverse the decision given by Parliament
and the country in 1883, that business
appointments should not be dragged within
the scope of political influence. He thought
the Government would get what it wanted
without a sweeping change which would
bring back the old system of political
patronag~.

Mr. McINTYRE moved the omission of
sub-section 3, which was as follows:" No allowance or other addition to the salary
or wages of any officer or employe shall be paid
by the board or the commissioners; but if the
board or the commissioners recommend that
any officer or employe be granted a payment
for overtime work actually and necessarily performed, such payment may be made if approved
by the Minister."

The committee divided on the subsectionAyes
39
Noes
26
Majority
against
amendment •••

t~:~

}
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AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
."
"

Andrews,
Armytage,
Bennett,
Beazley,
Brock,
Burrowes,
W. T. Carter,
Clark,
Deakin,
Dixon,
Duffy,
Dunn,
Gardiner,
Graham,
Hall,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
Hunt,
Kirton,
Laurens,

.Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Baker,
Bent,
Cameron,
Craven,
Derham,
Vow,
Duncan,
Ferguson,
Forrest,
Gillies,
Gordon,
J. Harris,
McColl,

Mr.
"
"
"

McLean,
Munro,
Nimmo,
Outtrim,

" Parfitt,
" Peacock,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
" Stuart,
" Taverner,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Trenwith,
" Turner,
" vVebb,
" Wheeler,
" Williams,
" A. Young.
Tellers.

Mr. Bailes,
" Foster,
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
Dr ..
Mr.
"
"
"
"

McIntyre,
Mountain,
Murphy,
Officer,
Pearson,
C. Smith,
Staughton,
Tatchell,
Uren,
VlT rixon.
Telle?·s.

Mr. Groom,
" Keys.

Mr. DERHAM said he considered that
the clause re-introduced the system of
political patronage upon altogether too
extensive a s.cale. No doubt the Government should have a voice in the appointment or promotion of officers in the higher
classes who exercised large and responsible
powers' in the administration of the
department, but the clause was altogether
too wide in its operation to bring about
satisfactory results. How could the
Minister be in a position to decide whether
an officer was entitled to overtime or not?
The Minister could not possibly inquire
into each individual case,as he was expected
to do under the clause. Again, if the
clause were passed, who was to be responsible for the management of the
railways? The dual system of control
proposed would be certain to break down.
Responsibilities would be thrown upon the
Minister which he could not discharge, and
he would in all probability be brought
into collision with the commissioners, who
were far better able to judge of the merits
of the officers than the Minister could
possibly be.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that only 68
'pOl'sons were affected by this clause.
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They were distributed among the various.
.branches as follow :-Secretary, 9 jEngineerin-Chief, 18 j Engineer of Existing Lines,
10 j Accountant, 7 j Locomotive, 8 j Telegraphic Engineer, 1; Traffic, 15.
Mr. GORDON said it came to him as a
revelation that the commissioners had positively refused to comply with the expressed
desire of the Ministers in regard to the
appointment of an Engineer.in-Chief, and
he thought it was absolutely necessary
that the Government should take a power
which it did not possess at present. For
that reason, he would vote for the clause.
Mr. STAUGHTON observed that the
effect of the clause would be that men who
had worked overtime might be refused
their justly earned money by the Minister.
He never heard of a more monstrous proposition. The Government tried to repudiate the rights of the employes under the
38th clause j but, instead of fighting the
battle of that clause, they yielded because
they knew the House was against them.
N ow, however, as only 68 employes were
affected by the clause under consideration,
the Government were prepared to do an
injustice. There was no large undertaking in which overtime could be dispensed
with. It would be' a most contemptible
thing to pass such a clause as this; if the
men worked overtime, they should be paid
for .it. A former attempt had been made to
limit work in the Railway department to
eight hours a day, but that had been
found to be impracticable.
, Mr. FERGUSON urged that the clause
ought not to be passed.
Mr. LAURENS remarked that the honorable member for Bourke West had said,
that the Government wanted employes to
work overtime for nothing, and also that
they were returning to the old system of
political patronage. Did the honorable
member ever know a public servant under
the political patronage system to do work
without being paid for it? It would not
do to tell him (Mr. Laurens) that. the
Government were placing the servants of
the State under political patronage, and
that they would do work without payment. That cock would not fight.
Mr. ANDERSON said he thought this
clause would throw too much work upon
the Minister of Railways if he did his duty,
and if he did not do his duty the clause
would be useless. It was quite right that
there should be no great increase in the
salaries of the employes without the consent
of the Minister, but he presumed that it
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was not intended by this clause to do away
with the regular increments to which the
salaried officers were now entitled. If the
Government did intend this interference
with the regular increments, it would be a
great injustice unless compensa.tion were
given to the officers interfered with. It
was absolutely necessary in working the
railways to employ overtime men, and that
system 'was often found to be a cheaper
method of working than with permanent
hands. He had no objection to the
provision that the salaries of the higher
officers should not be increased without the
authority of the Governor in Council;
salaries that were fixed by Parliament
ought only to be increased by Parliament.
It would naturally follow that a large increase of the railway staff would mean a
corresponding increase in the cost of working the railways, and the present was not
a time for the Legislature to be adding to
the burdens of the people.
Mr. CLARK asked if this new arrangement would affect the overtime regulations
that had been in existence at the N ewport workshops for the la~t twenty years ~
Mr. SHIELS replied in the negative.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr: GILLIES drew attention to clause
33, which was as follows:"( 1) If the board or the commissioners propose
the appointment or promotion of any person to
any office the annual salary or wages of which is
more than £500, and the Governor in Council
determines that an appointment or promotion is
necessary, but does not approve of the person so
proposed, the Minister shall, in writing, request
the board or the commissiollers (as the case may
be) to propose some other person within a time
specified by him. (2) If some other person is
not so proposed by·the board or the commissioners within the time specified by the Minister,
then the Governor in Council may, notwithstanding the provisions of section 81 of the Railways Act 1890, appoint or promote any qualified
person without any proposition by the board or
the commissioners, and the person so appointed
shall be deemed to have been appointed or promoted by the board or commissioners (as the
case may be)."

He thought that it should not be taken for
granted that when a nomination had been
negatived by the Governor in Council the
commissioners would refuse to make any
other nomination for the vacancy. Consequently he was of opinion that the provisions of the 2nd sub-section of this clause
went too far.
The Government ought to
be satisfied with a provision similar to
that in existence on the same subject in
connexion with the Public Service Board.
It had not hitherto been complained against
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the Public Service Board that when a
nomination. of the board was negatived
by the Governor in Council, they refused
to make another nomination. rfhe duty
of making the appointments was one that
ought always to rest on the shoulders of the
commissioners. He was perfectly satisfied
that the Railways Commissioners would
not refuse, anymore than the Public Service
Board would refuse, to make a nomination or propose a promotion when they
had already acknowledged by their own
act that such an appointment or such a
promotion was called for. Of one thing
he was quite certain, namely, that while
the late Government were in office, had the
Railways Commissioners or the Public
Service Board ever refused to act in such
matters the Governor in Council would
have at once insisted on acting in their
stead. There could be no objection to the
Governor in Council having the power of
rejection, but they ought not to assume
with respect to the Railway department a
larger authority with respect to appointments and pr::>motions than was possessed
with respect to the rest of the public
service by the Public Service Board.
Mr. SHIELS observed that under clause
53 the Governor in Council would have
power to compel the commissioners to fill
vacancies. Under the existing law the
Government had no power to suspend the
commissioners for any such act as that, for
instance, of appointing Mr. Darbyshire; but
under clause 53 they would be authorized
to suspend any commissioner for "inability, inefficiency, mismanagement, misbehaviour, or refusal, or neglect, or failure
to carry out any of the }Jrovisions ·of the
Railway Acts~" Under these circumstances he was quite willing to agree with
the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
that the 2nd sub-section of the 'present
clause should be struck out. In that
case, however, some amendment of the
1st sub-section would be required. He
would, therefore, move the addition to it
of the following words-" And the board
or commissioners shall thereupon propose
some other person."
Mr. RICHARDSON asked what necessity there was for the Board of Land and
"Vorks to make any appointment at all ~
It would be far better if the plan suggested
by the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs was carried out in its integrity.
Appointments should be left with the
commissioners as one of the details of
management. As for the Board of Land
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.and vVorks, it would be completely under
the control of the Minister. The best
<course would be to have this portion of
the Bill in complete harmony with the
corresponding portion of the law relating
to the Public Service Board. The Railways Commissioners would be sure to know
-the qualifications of officers better than
anyone else. Why should the Minister
be enabled to go outside the Railway'
department in order to make an appointment~

The amendment was agreed to.
Sub-section 2 was then struck out.
Mr. W. T. CARTER called attention to
clause 37, whiQh related to the hearing of
appeals. He said he had given notice of a
:series of sub-sections which he wished to
be adopted in connexion with the clause.
Mr. SHIELS said he would ask the
honorable member to accept an amendment of the clause which would involve
the insertion therein as sub-section 2 of a
portion of the 4th sub-section proposed by
the honorable member. As printed, that
portion of the honorable member's proposal
stood as follows : "No officer or employe who shall have lodged
<or forwarded as aforesaid any appeal to the board
or the commissioners shall be dismissed under
.any circumstances if any part of the evidence
given or received on the hearing of such appeal
13hall not have been given or proved on oath,
and reduced to writing, and such appellant
shall have at snch hearing required all evidence
to be taken or proved on oath. Any member
'Of the board or any of the commissioners by
-or before whom any appeal shall be heard
shall have authority and is hereby authorized
to administer an oath to every witness at such
hearing. The board or the commissioners (as
the case may be) shall, upon the request in
in writing of the appellant, require all such
persons to attend, and all such papers, books,
;and documents to be produced, at the hearing
of such appeal as the appellant shall so require.
provided the board or the commissioners
'Shall not consider such request vexatious or
frivolous."

He had no objection to the second sentence of this sub-section, which would
practically place these appeals in much
;the same position as appeals before the
Public Service Board: But to adopt the
whole of it would, he was afraid, be very
invidious.
He thought it would be wise
to place it in the hands of the commissioners whenever they thought fit to take
evidence on oath.
Mr. W. '1\ CARTER asked that the
sub-section the Minister of Railways would
propose should specify the cases in which
the oath might be administered, because
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it was not desired that evidence should be
given on oath excepting in cases where the
actual status of the appellant was at stake
-where the man's living would be taken
from him if the verdict went against him.
Mr. MUNRO said he begged to move
that progress be reported in order to get
the permission of the House to enable
Government business to be proceeded with
during the remainder of the evening. He
stated that an arrangement had been made
whereby the whole of next Thursday week,
from three o'clock p.m., would be devoted
to private members' business. Of course
the Government would expect to have the
whole of next Wednesday evening.
The motion was agreed to, and progress
was reported.
Mr. MUNRO moved the suspension for
that evening of the sessional order referring
to the time that Government business
should have precedence on 'Vednesdays, so
as to allow Government business to be proceeded with during the remainder of the'
evening.
Mr. MADDEN asked when the Government intended to go on with the Water
Act Amendment Bill ~
Mr. GRAHAM stated that the order of
the day relating to that Bill stood very
far down on the notice-paper.
Mr. McCOLL stated that many honorable members were very anxious to see the
contents of the Bill, and he hoped that an
early opportunity would be afforded of
doing so.
Mr. GILLIES inquired whether the
private members' business to be taken 011
'1'hursday week would be taken in exactly
the same order in which it now appeared
011 the notice-paped
Mr. MUNRO replied in the affirmative.
Mr. Munro's motion was agreed to.
The House then went into committee
for the further consideration of the Bill.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the following
stand as sub-section 2 of clause 37:"Any member or members of the board, or
any commissioner, by or before whom any appeal
shall be heard, shall have authority and is
hereby authorized to administer an oath to every
witness at such hearing, and shall, on the application of the appellant, administer such oath to
all witnesses on any appeal the decision of which
may result in the dismissal of the appellant."

Mr. CLARK said he would remind the
Minister of Railways of his promise to
insert an amendment in sub-section 1 of
this clause, relating to appeals, so that
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notice would be given to persons appealing
of the time and place when appeals were
to be heard.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he had-omitted
to make a note of the matter, but he would
promise that words providing for due
notice would be inserted in another place.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. GILLIES drew attention to clause
44, which was as follows :"(1) The commissioners shall make regulations for establishing and regulating a committee
consisting of the chief officer of each of the
branches of the railway service under the commissioners.
, "(2) The commissioners shall also make regulations for establishing and regulating sub-committees for each of the branches of the railway
service under the commissio:p.ers. Such subcommittees shall consist of any officers of the
railway service specified in the regulations.
"(3) The committee shall be presided over by
the Chairman of the Commissioners.
"(4) Each sub-committee shall be presided
over by one of the other commissioners."

He observed that it struck him and a good
many other honorable members, as well as
many of the public, that this clause was
quite unnecessary. It looked as if the
Minister of Railways thought it was necessary to inform the commissioners as to every
detail of their duty, whether they were to
consult with officers in different branches
or bring the officers together and obtain
information from them on any specific
subject. He thought the clause was a
great mistake. If the commissioners were
not to be trusted with the management of
the general business, and as· to the proper
way in which information from subordinates should be obtained, they were not to
be trusted at all. The clause would place
subordinates in a position to think that
they were superior to the commissioners,
and that nothing could be done without
consulting them. If in connexion with
any public railway in England'it were left
to an Act of Parliament to determine
whether the manager of·the railway would
call together a certain number of officers
from time to time to consult with them,
it would be impossible to carryon the
business at all. In this colony the commissioners would not be in a position to
go on with the general management of the
traffic without calling officers together to
advise with them in every particular. It
seemed to him as if this clause and the
subsequent ones depending on it were inserted to hamper the commissioners and
to place the subordinate officers in a position altogether different from that which
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they naturally occupied. He trusted the
Minister of Railways would strike the
clause out altogether. It was true that
the Railways Commissioners in New South
\¥ales had voluntarily adopted certain
proposals of this kind, but he might
mention that the Railways Commissioners
of this colony had also from time to time
had meetings of the various officers in the
different branches for the purpose of consulting with them on matters of business
detail. No doubt, future commissioners
would be in a position to do the same
thing, but to say that they should be
forced to do that by an Act of Parliament
was a great mistake.
Mr. SHIELS said he admitted there
was some weight in the objection of the
honorable member, but what were the
facts ~ Periodical conferences were held
in the Railway department for some
years, but for the last eighteen months or
two years those conferences had become a
dead letter. He did not want to go into the
reasons whyit seemed good to the Chairman
of the Commissioners to practically abolish
the conferences with which he started,.
but as to the system proposed in the clause,
he might state that it was not only, as.
was shown by the reports appended to the
correspondence which had been circulated,
in vogue in New South Wales, where it
worked most admirably, inculcating a.
spirit of watchfulness, energy, and enthusiasm in the officers, but it was also in
operation on some of the very best lines
in England. (Mr. Gillies-" Not under
the special authority of an Act of Parliament.") No. But here they were met
face to face with the fact that the Victorian
railway system for nearly two years had
been worked as an autocracy of one man.
There had been none of those consultations with heads of branches with which
,the system under the commISSIOners
started. 'rhat had been practically abolished, and the Government wero brought
face to face with what they considered to
be an unsatisfactory state of things. (Mr.
Harper-" Did you ask the commissioners
to alter it ~") It was no good his asking
the commissioners to do what he had no
right to insist upon being done. The
requests which the Government had a right
to make were not treated with that consideration which afforded any inducement
to prefer further requests. (Mr. Gillies" And this is a punishment for all future
commissioners ~") It was not a punishment, but an attempt to bring into the
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department that ripe consideration which
should be given to every question. What
was the position with which they were
confronted ~ He knew as a fact that requisitions were sent in for employment by
.one branch, while at the same time another
branch, which had a surplus of hands, was
not consulted, and did not know that a
branch working side. by side with it had
made these applications. Officers might
have been exchanged, the surplus in one
department might have been drafted off
to another department; but this could
not be done for want of a proper communication between the branches. (Mr. Gillies
-"1'his is one-sided information, obtained
from subordinates behind the backs of the
commissioners.") Did the honorable member sa,y that the conferences of heads of
branches, which used regularly to meet for
about four years, had not been practically
abolished by the action of the commissioners? (Mr. Gillies-" No; cons.ultations have taken place with heads of
branches over and over again.") They
had not been such consultations as were
requisite in a big concern of this kind.
(Mr. Gillies - "That is a matter of
opinion.") What he said was that the
Hail way department had been run without
that continual communication between the
different branches which was necessary,
and he had mentioned the fact that one
branch had requisitions for hands while
thero was a surplus of hands in another
branch. That would have been avoided if
these questions of railway concern were
fully debated. The boards proposed by
the clause were only consultative boards;
they had no right of action, they simply
met to discuss, and the system worked
admirably in New South vVales. (Mr.
Derham-" It is not the same at all in
New South Wales.") 1'he system in New
South Wales was exactly the same as the
system they were attempting to bring
into existence here. Moreover, it was in
operation on three of the principal lines in
the mother countrv. The Government
'felt it was right to oIbring about that continued communication between the various
branches of this vast concern, so that every
project either of reform or administration
might, when necessary, be fairly considered.
How could a large private concern be
managed without such communication?
Take a softgoods firm for example. Could
it be managed prudently and efficiently if
there was not continual communication
between the various branches? (Mr.
lJfr. Shiel.s.
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Harper-" Did the commissioners abolish
this communication 1") 1'here were many
ways of abolishing a thing. If heads of
branches saw that everything they said
and did was disregarded, of course the
heart was taken out of them, and this, as
he understood, was practically what was
done in this case. ·When he ,"ent to New
South Wales he made it his business to
inquire into this and other matters, and
he saw the Minister and others in the
Railway department,. and they supplied
him with report.s, from which honorable
members would see how the system
worked there.
Mr. DERHAM said the Minister of
Railways had laid stress on the statement
that the proposal in this clause was the
same as the system in New South vVales.
N ow, the correspondence showed that that
statement was not correct. In New South
Wales the commissioners did not preside
at the meetings of any of these committees.
The meeting of the permanent-way officers
(as would be seen at page 75 of the
correspondence) was presided over by the
Engineer-in-Chief for existing lines; the
locomotive officers' meeting by the chief
mechanical engineer. In New South 'Vales
the system was entirely different. rrhe
chairman was a permanent-way officer of
the department, and not one of the commissioners at all. The objection which he
(Mr. Derham) saw to the proposal in the
Bill was that it forced upon the Rdilways
Commissioners certain subordinates to be
consulted by them whether the commissioners wanted it or not. N ow he did not
hesitate to say that if these com~issioners
. were not fit men to judge whether they
wanted advice or not, they were not fit for
their position at all, and if the Minister of
Rail way's would reallyframea chargeofthat
kind against the commissioners, and prove
it on the :floor of Parliament and before the
country, he would find very full consideration given to it indeed. But this was an
attempt to interfere in the management of
a great industrial concern like the railways
by bringing into operation mere theoretical
paper proposals, and if carried out would
have a most disastrous effect.
Mr. RICHARDSON expressed the
opinion that what honorable members had
to consider was not whether the system
proposed was in existence in England or
New South Wales, but whether it was
needed to meet the circumstances of the
case here. He confessed that when he
first read the clauses he ,,'as some\rhat
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prejudiced against them, and there were
'still objections which arose in his mind in
regard to them. He had, however, made
.some inquiries at the Railway department,
and some of the district traffic managers
told him that very recently they had been
holdIng these conferences; but they compbined that their recommendations were
completely ignored. In this fact lay the
danger which he thought might arise out
of these clauses as they were at present
framed. 'rhe Minister of Railways provided that there should be these su bcommittees every month, but he made
110 provision for conducting the .business.
Was it to be a majority of the committee
that was to decide, or did the Minister
propose to make regulations as to how the
business was to be conducted ~ If the
matter was left as it was in the Bill it
would be impossible to carry out the
Minister's intention. He (Mr. Richardson)
took it for granted that when this Bill
became law it would be impossible for
the present commissioners to remain in
their position. If they did, he did not
understand humallnature. He knew that
if he were one of the commissioners he
would clear out the moment the Bill was
passed. (Capt. Taylor-" What about
the salary ~ ") No doubt the salary ,vas a
consideration, but there was something far
and away above any salary, and he thought
the commissioners would have to re-consider their position altogether. Therefore
he was not considering this matter in connexion with the present commissioners,
but he was directing the attention 'of the
Ministers to the subject because he wanted
it to be made clear what was to be the
result of these conferences. Something
more was required than was at present in
the Bill, if what was intended were to be
carried out effectively, and, therefore, he
thought somE' Mo;ulationsshould be framed,
or some prov~~ m made, which would prevent a hitch occurring hereafter, and
would render this part of the Bill complete.
Mr. SHIELS observed that the honorable member for Port Melbourne had
stated that in New South Wales these
meetings were not presided over by the
commissioners, as was proposed in this
Bill. Now in the report by Mr. Eddy,
the Chief Commissioner, to the Minister
of Railways in New South vVales, he
stated" Each of the committees is presided over by
a commissioner, the principal officers of the
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various departments being in attendance. At
some of the meetings two, at others the three
commissioners attend, according to the degree
of importance attaching to each. Following
the committees is a meeting of the board of
commissioners, when the mi.nutes of the various
committees are submitted and approved (or
modified, if nece~sary) by the full board; at
this board meeting, also, important matters,
such as acceptance of tenders, purchase of land,
and subjects of the first magnitude to the administration are recorded and dealt with. At
intervals, the commissioners themselves make
personal inspection of the lines, every portion
being visited at least once a year, and more
frequent visits being paid where important
works are in progress or large expenditure is
being asked for. Generally, it may be said, the
spirit of the commissioners' system is that personal supervision is exercised throughout. They
deal personally, as far as possible, with the
heads of departments, on all matters of moment,
rather than through the medium of reports, and
the same practice generally prevails throughout
the seryice, and the commissioners' endeavour
to keep a close touch on all matters, details
being, of course, left to the officers, so that a
zealous watchfulness is constantly exercised i.n
all directions."

Mr. DERHAM said that the report he
had quoted from was of later date than
that quoted by the Minister of Railways.
Mr. STAUGHTON said that if this
clause was passed, he could not for the life
of him see what they would want with
three highly·paid men at the head of
affairs in the Railway department, because
the heads of all these branches could meet
together and report to the Minister, and
the Minister c,:mld order the work to
be dOlle according to their report. The
Railways Commissioners would have no
authority- to override the report of these
men even though the chairman believed
their recommendations were injudicious.
(Mr. Shiels-" He need not carry them
out.") And what would be the result of
that. ~ There would be a traitor in the
camp, who would come and report t.he
matter to the Minister in order to cUl'ry
favour with him, and this man would be
patted on the back, and the Minister would
look out for the next appointment for his
protege. (An Honorable Member-" Wha t
Minister would do that ~") 'When a Minister was capable of belittling men in
authority in the way proposed in this
clause he would be capable of anything.
They knew the present Minister went behind the commissioners and asked for a
report from subordina tes.
Mr. SHIELS said there was not a
syllable of truth in that statement.
The CHAIRMAN.-After the contradiction of the Minister of Railways, I hope
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the honorable member will withdraw the
statement.
Mr. STAUGHTON said he would withdraw the statement, but he would put
the matter in this way. The Minister
went to the commissioners and asked the
commissioners that subordinates should
come and report to him. Was not that
truth? (Mr. Shiels-"No.") (Mr. Peacock-" 'Vhere did you get that from ~")
If his memory served him, he got it from
the correspondence.
Mr. BENT observed that he differed
both from the Opposition and the Minister
in this matter, because he believed this
was a matter which the Minister should
take in hand himself. This clause contemplated officers being brought down
from various parts of the country instead
of attending to their duties in their different districts. Why could not, instead
of time being wasted in that way, the
plan be adopted of reports being obtt\ined
from these officers, and then the Minister,
having called the commissioners into
his counsels, could act on those reports,
and he, being responsible to Parliament,
could inform Parliament what was done.
Recent investigation showed that one
branch had been doing quite the opposite
of what another branch had been doing,
and thus' money had been wasted. Why
should they allow the present wasteful
condition of things to continue? If he
had his way he would cut out clauses 44
to 51, and make the Minister responsible
to Parliament for the management of the
Railway department. It should be the
duty of the Minister to make himself
thoroughly acquainted with the affairs of
the Railway department; he should be
master in the department, although there
was no necessity for him to be always
at the department. There was no reason
why the Railway department should not
work like clockwork. It was the fault of
the late Government, and of certain honorable members who brought pressure to
bear on the late Government, that railway
freights ,vere reduced, because the commissioners could not have reduced those
freights without the approval of the
Governor in Council; and the men who
were party to those reductions ought to
have come forward and admitted their
responsibility, and ought not to make a
scapegoat of the Railways Commissioners.
The leader of the Opposition ought to have
defended the commissioners better than he
had done, because it was he who brought.
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this trouble upon them. If the Minister
was responsible to Parliament for the
Railway department, honorable members
would be able to get answers to the questions they rn.ight put when anything went
wrong. He did not blap:le the commissioners for the fa"\.llts of the system that
had obtained for the past seven years, but
he blamed the men who brought about
that system.
These clauses, however,.
a.ppeared to find fault with the commissioners. The line to Wensleydale-'rheCHAIRMAN.-I hope the honorable member will confine himself to the
question. Clause 44 has nothing whatever to do with railway construction or
with some of the other matters the honorable member has been referring to.
Mr. BENT said that, with all respect to
the Chairman, he believed he was confining himself to the clause. The question
of freights and railway construction might
surely be a~luded to in discussing this
clause. He blamed the Opposition for
limiting the discussion. (Mr. Anderson" We asked for the recommittal of the
Bill.") The leader of the Opposition
asked for the recommittal of the Bill on
certain specified clauses. (Mr. 'Vrixon"I asked for clause 53 to be included,
but my request w~s refused.") That was
the effect of the Opposition having five or
six leaders. The railways of the colony
were its chief asset-its greatest security
for loans; and, as common-sense business
men, they ought to put the Railway
department on a proper business footing.
The CHAIRMAN.-That is not the
quest.ion before the Chair. The question
is whether the regulations proposed in
clause 44 are to be made, whether these'
sub-committees are to be formed, and
whether they are to be presided over by
the commissioners or not.
Mr. BENT expressed the opinion that
he was in order, and said I that he must·
decline to allow even the Chairman to
say that he was' not within the rules of
debate.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable member must confine himself to the clause.
Mr. BENT stated that he was speaking
on important matters that might properly
be discussed under Clause 44, and he
would not be prevented from speaking the
truth on those important questions. While
he represented the place he did, and was
speaking on a subject with which he was
thoroughly acquainted, he would not be
put down.
p
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The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
member is not. in order. He must confine
himself strictly to the provisions of this
clause.
Mr. BENT said he begged to thank the
Chairman again, and was very much
.obliged for all the honorable gentleman
had said. He would try to stick to the
clause, but if he got outside the line the
Chairman oould call him back again. He
had been a member of the House for 21
years, and knew the rules, and he would
not wilfully transgress them. He defied
any member to say that he had gone outside the lines of. the clause now under
discussion. That clause made provision
for regulating every branch of the service.
Take the traffic branch, for example.
rrhey were informed that, in consequence
of the reduction in traffic, there was a
reduction in the income of the Railway
department. They were told that that
was where the leak was at present, and
one of the duties of the committee appointed under this chl,use would be to stop
that leak. Last year the rail way station
yard at ·Windsor was full of bricks, stone,
firewood, chaff, and hay, and a very handsome income was derived by the Railway
department from the traffic there-'rhe CHAIRMAN.-That has nothing
whatever to do with this clause.
Mr. BENrr remarked that if he was to
be subjected to these continual interruptions from the Chair he might as well sit
down. He was only referring by way of
illustration to the traffic to and from
Windsor.
The CHAIRMAN.-I am sorry to have
to interrupt the honorable member so
frequently, but he has kept going outside
the provisions of this clause altogether.
Of course, if the committee desire that
the honorable member should have greater
latitude, I have no objection.
Mr. BEN'r stated that he had to go
before his constituents very shortly, and
he desired to explain why he was about
to vote against this clause. An intelligent
constituency like his would not be satisfied without a proper explanation of the
votes given by its representative in Parliament. Leading members of the Opposition had argued that if this and the following clauses were passed, the Railways
Commissioners would be placed in an undignified position. (Mr.Staughton-"They
will be almost nonentities.") While he disagreed with the policy that had obtained
in regard to the Railway department
Session 1891.-[180]
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for years past, he did not blame the
commissioners, who had done their best,
but the system. Nobody of men could
keep up the income of the Railway department in times of depression, and no body
of men could make new railways pay in
districts were there was no good country
behind them. 'rhe. Government·ought to
regard the Railway department from a
business point of view, and forget that
there had been any ill-feeling about it,
and they ought to all join hands in an endeavour to put the railways on such a
footing that they would be regarded in
England as ample security for future loans
in addition to the loans already obtained.
The operation of this and the subsequent
clauses would not aid in bringing about
that result. Many honorable members
had not spoken out as they.ought to have
done in defence of the commissioners. He
did not hold a brief from Mr. Speight, nor
did he ever believe in the policy which
brought Mr. Speight to the colony, but
he would not be a party to running the
man down, to making a scapegoat of him.
On the contrary, if he found a number of members were against Mr. Speight,
he would rather side in his favour. However, he did not think Mr. Speight would
require his help; but having recently
travelled almost the whole of the colony,
he felt sure that this was not a fair and
right proposal, and consequently he would
join with those who desired to rub out
this and the following clauses. (Mr.
Burrowes--" Is there anything in them
derogatory to the commissioners1") vVhen
the honorable member was one of his
colleagues in the Government he would
have no more thought of appointing commissioners under such regulations than he
would have thought of flying. The honorable member would have agreed with
him in throwing the responsibility for
the good management of the Railway
department on the Minister and in
encouraging and not discouraging the
commissioners. (Mr. Burrowes-" These
provisions will strengthen the hands
of the commissioners.") Would a regulation that railway officers should
spend half their time in travelling from all
parts· of the colony to attend monthly
meetings in Melbourne strengthen the
hands of the commissioners 1 (Mr. Madden
- " The Government want to give them a
trip to town every month.") 'rhere was not
a "Cup" meeting every month to bring
them to ~own, so the Government were
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providing for these departmental meetings.
rrhcse proposals seemed to him to be ridiculous, and ho trusted that thoy would not
be adopted. They would not be of the
slightest usc in carrying out the object
which the Government had in view. If
proper authority was given to the Minister
andhe was made responsible to Parliament,
there would be no difficulty with the
commissio.ners, and if the Minister did his
duty he had no fear that the railways
would be mainta,ined as the grandest property of the State.
~ir. STAUGHTON said the Minister of
Hailways denied the statement that he had
attempted to go behind the commissioners
to gttin informc"ttion. He (Mr. Staughton)
made that statement from informc"ttion he
gathered from the correspondence between
the :M:inister and the commissioners, and
he would read extracts from that correspondence to show that the Minister did
attempt to go behind the backs of tho
commissioners and get informat.ion direct
from officers of the department, to which
the commissioners objected on the ground
that it would be subversive of discipline.
In a memorandum for the commissioners,
dated 25th February, 1891, the Minister
wrote as follows :" I may remind the commissioners that they
have objected on the ground of discipline to
my asking for, and being supplied with, information direct from the various branches and
officers; and, although not admitting that the
commissioners' views are correct, and knowing
from experience the delay and waste of time involved in the circuitous method preferred by
the commissioners for supplying Ministerial information, I have up to the present refrained
from putting myself into direct communication
with the heads of branches. "

(Mr. Shiels-" Read on.")
went on to state-

The Minister

"'Vhen on the 18th inst. I was discussing,
in the absence of the chairman, various railway
subjects with Commissioners Ford and Greene,
I desired that 111'. Lavater and Mr. Kent
should be summoned to the room to give me information about the deficit. The commissioners,
however, expressed the view that I ought to
wait until the chairman had returned to town,
as what I understood to be the statement I had
requested was then in the chairman's possession; but it .now seems that this has not yet
been compiled. "

That appeared on page 4 of the printed
correspondence. The reply of the commissioners on page 5 contained a paragraph-Mr. FOSTER rose to order. He said
he desired the ruling of the Chairman as
to whether, in speaking on clause 44, the
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honorable member for Bourke vVest was in.
order in reading extracts from the corrcspondencc between tho Minister and tho·
commisioners ?
The CHAIRMAN.--I was going to ask
the honorable member how he could C011nect that correspondence with this clauso,
but I think that if the honorable member
feels that he hassl.lffered an injury of
some sort I ought to allow him a littlelatitude, alld I have no doubt the committee will agree with me in so doing.
Mr. STAUGHTON stated that in thecourse of their reply to the Minister theRailways Commissioners stated that" The :Minister is quite correct in stating that
the commissioners have objected to the Minister communicating over the heads of the commissioners with the various branches and
officers. The Minister when first taking office
indicated his desire to do this, but, as he will
remember, the commissioners pointed out to
him that such a course would be subversive of
all discipliue."

The way he (Mr. Staughton) justified
this reference to the correspondence was
this: If clause 44 and the subsequent
clauses were adopted, the Minister of Railways would be able to go behind the backs
of the commissioners and get information
from Mr. Lavater or some other officer
adverse to the commissioners, which would
not tend to the satisfactory working of the
railways. On every important question
the commissioners now discussed matters
with the heads of the departments, and
minutes of those discussions were kept.
The Governmcnt were making. a wild
attempt to make the railways pay, but
instead of introducing clauses of this kind
why did the Government not adopt the
. right course and take upon themselves the
responsibility of raising railway freights?
The Government did not dare to do it,
because they knew they would be turned
out of office if they did? That was the
reason they did not face the difficulty.
At the same time, Parliament had to consider whether it would be wise in the
interests of the country to pass provisions of this sort, offering an indignity to
the commissioners and belittling them in
every possible way-provisions which were
proposed merely because an erratic Minister of Railways was not allowed by the
commissioners to go down to the Railway
department and dictate to the commissioners, almost like the Czar of Russia,
how the railways ought to be managed,
when really the honorable gentleman
knew nothing about the management of
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railways. It was a question whether the
commissioners \yould submit to be belittled
and degraded by such a elause, seeing
that they were appointed under an Act of
Parliament, and that one of them was
brought out from the old country. If the
commissioners submitted to such degradation, they were not men of the stamina he
took them to be. The adoption of this
clause would degrade the commissioners not
only in their own eyes, but in the eyes of all
railway employes, and, therefore, such an
unj nst and unreasonable provision could
not possibly operate to the advantage of
the Railway department.
Mr. HARPER said that he could not
allow this clause to pass without offering
his protest against it. The Minister had
admitted that he had not, in the exercise
of his authority, indicated to the Railways
Commissioners that it was his wish that
they should resume the practice of holding
committee meetings.
The honorable
gentleman stated that formerly the Railways Commissioners were in the habit of
doing that, but that they had discontinued
the practice within the last eighteen
months. As far as he (Mr. Harper) could
judge, the Miuister had not inquired why
the committee meetings had been discontinued, nor had he expressed any wish
that they should be resumed. N ow a Bill
was introdnced to compel the commissioners to do that which they, as managers,
were bound to do in the ordinary
In his
routine of their business.
(Mr. Harper's) opinion this prOVISIOn
was an insult and a purely gratuitous
humiliation to these gentlemen. There
was no sense in it. He joined with the
honorable member for Bourke ",Vest in
saying that this clause and a large portion of the Bill were utterly despicable.
A direct attack was being made upon one
man. Honorable members had been told
that the management of the railways had
become an autocracy. ",Vhose fault was
that 1 'Where had the Minister been, and
what had he been doing for his salary 1
",Vhat had the honorable gentleman done
to maintain his authority as Ministed
The honorable gentleman now came down
with a whole paraphernalia of laws, when,
as a matter of fact, if he had performed his
duty, everything might have been done
that he desired to be done. If the Railways Commissioners had to be legisla,ted
for and legislated against in this way, the
Government had failed to do their duty in
not removing them. It was not necessary
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to pass Acts of Parliament to deal with
individual cases. The responsibility of
the Railways Commissioners to the Government was sufficiently clear to enable
the Government to deal with them, and he
was confident that if the Government had
made out a case which would justify one
tithe of the proposals in this Bill, the
House would have been with the Government in removing the Railways Commissioners. He could not conceive how it
would be possible for the Chairman of theRail ways Commissioners, at any rate, to
retain his position if this Bill was passed.
The Bill would utterly demoralize the
Railway department and destroy discipline. It had been stated that the heads of
branches in the Hailway department were
consulted by the Hailways Commissioners,
but that they had been offended. vVhy ~'
Becausetheymade recommendations which
the Railways Commissioners had not seen
fit to act upon. He would ask any gentleman who had any acquaintance with a
business of magnitude whether he did not
often get advice, from his subordinates
which he could not adopt; he might
agree with his subordinates up to a
certain point, but he had some knowledge which they did not possess, and
which influenced him in coming to a decision. Under this clause the' heads of
branches were to be called together
whether there was business for them ornot, and they were to meet the Railways.
Commissioners, it might be on equal terms.
Then, if their advice was not followed,
there would be a row in the department,
and a row in Parliament. r:rhe clause·
would be destructive of discipline, and instead of promoting economical and good
management ,it would have the opposite
effect.
:Mr. HALL remarked that the honorable
. member for Bourke East had delivered a
second-reading speech, and the honorable
member had evidently not read the clause,
or did not understand it. It could not be
fairly contended that there was anything
objectionable in the clause or that it would
take any power away from the Railways
Commissioners. He ventured to assert
that the Railways Commissioners themselves would not say that the clause would
have any such effect.
Mr. ANDERSON said he thought it
would be well for the Minister of Railways
to withdraw not only this clause, but the
subsequent clause, as they were not at all
necessary. It was true that the Railways
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Commissioners of New South Wales consulted their subordinates, and that was an
excellent practice, but the committee had
been informed by the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs that the same practice had been adopted in the Railway department of this COIOllY, and, if he (Mr.
Anderson) was not mistaken, it was still
in existence. Therefore, it was surely
not necessary to make it imperative by
Act of Parliament that these meetings
should be held on certain lines. He would
like to know from the Minister whether
the committees were to have any voting
power, or whether the meetings were to be
simply of the nature of consultations ~
(Mr. Shiels-"Consultations only.") Then
they might have no effect.. (Mr. Shiels
- " They will make recommendations.")
And the Railways Commissioners might
either accept or reject those recommendations. There was no necessity to provide for all this in an Act of Parliament.
The system worked well in New South
Wales without an Act of Parliament, and
there could be no reas,on for making it
compulsory here. VVould the directors of
the DeniliquiIl~ Railway like a provision to
be inserted in the Act under which the
company was constituted making it compulsory upon them to consult their
subordinate officers 1 It might be to
their advantage to do that, but it was an
altogether different thing to lay it down
in an Act of Parliament that they must
do it, and do it at certain stated times.
He believed that if the clause were passed,
it would be found to be unworkable, and
would have to be repealed. No doubt
the Minister had placed it in the Bill
under the impression that the same result
could not be brought about by other
means. He (Mr. Anderson) held a different opinion. From what he knew of
the gentleman at the head of the Railway
department, he was satisfied that if he was
properly approached he would be prepared
to do anything that was reasonable. No
man occupying the position which Mr.
Speight occupied, and possessing the expert knowledge that he possessed, should
be driven or tied down by regulations in
the manner now proposed.
Mr. MADDEN stated that this clause
would hereafter be known as the insubordination clause, because it would be
possible under it for 'the Railways Commissioners to be systematically 0 verruled by
their subordinates. A ring could be formed
amongst the subordinates to oppose the
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Rail ways Commissioners at the committee
meetings to be held, and they could afterwards go to the Minister and ask him to
give effect to their recommendations. The
clause would be a most dangerous innovation.
Mr. DEAKIN remarke<J. that this clause
was the most unfortunate part of the Bill.
It was a distinct attempt to deal with
administrative work by legislation. The
Minister had taken strong pow«;lrs of
general control in matters of policy, and
he now proposed to erect within the department itself a series of small tribunals,
to be clothed with more or less official
authority and administrative power. In
the Bill the Government approached
the Railways Commissioners first by the
excision process, and then by the controlling process. It was surely enough to
give the Minister full authority on all
matters of policy. To tie the hands of
the Railways Commissioners in the manner now proposed would be unwise. This
clause must create friction, and if the
Minister would withdraw it hI;) would
greatly improve the Bill. In a later
clause the Minister had power to dismiss the commissioners for negligence,
inability, or misbehaviour, and commissioners who could not maintain proper
organization amongst the officers of the
department should be dismissed. It was
absurd to retain the Railways Commissioners and at the same time to tie their
hands in every direction. Good Railways
Commissioners would not be able to work
under this clause, and bad Railways Commissioners should be got rid of as soon as
possible
Mr. FERGUSON remarked that this
clause was unnecessary. The system proposed was adopted in New South Wales, but
not by Act of Parliament. It was introduced
voluntarily by the Railways Commissioners. rrhe committees there met and
considered various matters affecting the
service. Their report was afterwards submitted to the Railways Commissioners,
who were left to take whatever action they
thought proper upon it. He saw no objection to the same thing being done in
this colony, but the duty should not be
imposed upon the Railways Commissioners
by Act of Parliament. This clause would
be antagonistic to the best interests of the
Railway department. It would place the
Railways Commissioners in almost a subordinate position, and before many months
had passed honorable members would
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his existing engagements in order to accept
office for four years, at the risk of being
treated in the way in which the present
commissioners had been treated.
Mr. G. D. CARTER observed that no
private company managing such a concern
as the Victorian railways would dream of
engaging a general manager for four years.
only. A first-class man could not be
obtained on such terms. If he were obtained he would, as soon as two years had
passed, begin to inquire about his chances.
Majority for the clause
2
of re-engagement, and if he thought he
AYES.
was not likely to be re-engaged he would
Mr. Munro,
Mr. Andrews,
occupy himself in looking out for another
" Beazley,
" Nimmo,
engagement. If the Government wanted
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
" Bennett,
to get a good man for the place they must.
.Mr.
Outtrim,
" Brock,
let him feel that his position was assured.
Peacock,
" Burrowes,
Of course if a commissioner did not do his.
" W. T. Carter,
" Shiels,
,; T. Smith,
" Dixon,
duty he could be dismissed, and he did not.
Capt.
Taylor,
" Duffy,
see any particular virtue in a tenure of
Mr. Trenwith,
" Dunn,
four years. He moved an amendment, to,
" Graham,
" Turner,
the effect that the tenure should be seven_
" Wheeler,
" Hall,
, Hancock,
" "Villiams,
years instead of four.
, Hunt,
" A. Young.
Mr. DERtlAM remarked that if a new
" Kirton,
Chief
Commissioner were appointed underTellers.
" Laurens,
Dr. Maloney,
the clause to sllcceed one who had been in
Mr. Armytage,
Mr. McLean,
" Foster.
office three years he could only be appointed.
for the term of the unexpired year. It,
NOES.
was cleat that it would not be possible t.o
Mr. I,eona.rd,
Mr. Anderson,
get a first-class man when a tenure of only
" Levien,
" Bent,
one year was offered.
.
" Cameron,
" Madden,
" G. D. Carter,
" Mountain,
Mr. NIMMO observed that Mr. Speight.
" Murphy,
" Clark,
was originally engaged for a period of seven
" Craven,
" Officer,
years, and his (Mr. Nimmo's) impression
" Deakin,
" C. Smith,
was that he was entitled to expect that if he·
" Staughton,
" Derham,
" Tatchell,
" Dow,
gave satisfaction he would be re-engaged at.
" Duncan,
" Uren,
the end of the period on the same terms.
" Ferguson,
" \Vrixon,
He (Mr. Nimmo) was quite sure that the·
Zox.
" Forrest,
Minister of Railways would not knowingly'
" Gillies,
Tellers.
" Gordon,
do anything unjust to any man, and he·
Mr. J. Harris,
" Harper,
would like him now to say if he (Mr.
" A. Harris,
" Keys.
Nimmo) was not right in his viev;, of the.
On clause 52, fixing the tenure of the· original agre~ment. Mr. Speight was en-present commissioners,
gaged after full inquiry had been made·
Mr. GILLIES pointed out that the by Mr. Murray Smith; he did not ask to·
principal Act provided a seven years' be allowed to come here-the Government.
tenure for the Chairman of Commissioners sent for him.
with a probability of re-appointment, while
Mr. SHIELS said that, as far as he had
the clause proposed to reduce the tenure been able to discover from documents or
to four years. It was not to be supposed conversation, there was no agreement
for a moment that the colony could obtain binding the Governm.ent, legally or in
a suitable person to fill so responsible a honour, to renew Mr. Speight's term of
position if only a four years' tenure were office for seven vears.
offered. The matter ought to be conMr. GILLIES remarked that everyone·
sidered with a view to the position of was agreed upon that.
future commissioners entirely apart from
Mr. TRENvVl'rH said the question t()·
the present commissioners. It could not be considered was which system was 1ikely
be expected that a man fit to undertake to best serve the interests of the country ..
such a responsible position would sever It seemed to him that the best service was;

find that they had made a great mistake
in agreeing to such a provision. The
Railways Commissioners had been told
that they must make the railways pay,
but some lines had been constructed by
the authority of Parliament which could
not be made to pay.
The committee divided on the clauseAyes
32
. Noes
30

l)
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always obtained when the employer had
the best control, and power was given at
sufficiently frequent periods to dispense
with the employe's services. It had been
urged that if the Cllief Commissioner did
not give satisfaction there was power to
remove him. (Mr. Harper-"But you have
got to get it first.") No doubt the use of
a vote of both Houses of Parliament was
a very cumbrous method of getting rid of
·an objectionable servant, and there
was a danger that the Government
would rather carryon with an unsatisfactory man than take that trouble.
If a Chief Commissioner were appointed for four years, he would have
ample time to prove his fitness for the
position, and if he convinced Parliament
that he was a useful servant it was an
absolute certainty that he would be reappointed. There Was no ground for
believing that Parliament would be deliberately unj ust to a useful public servant.
Mr. NIMMO mentioned that since last
addressing the House he Had been informed by the Minister of Railways that
Mr. Speight was told, upon coming out
here, that if he were re-engaged Parliament
might altor the terms of his agreement.
Mr.. HARPER remarked that \ the committee were dealing now, not so much
with the present commissioners as with
their successors, and he maintained that
it would be impossible to obtain the services of a first-class chairman of the commissioners upon a four years' tenure. It
was very necessary in the public interest
that the State should not be debarred
from obtaining the services of the best
possible man. To limit the term to four
years would be to make it a certainty
that the best men would not be obtained.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he desired to
know how the Minister of Railways justified the re-appointment of the commissioners at all. The honorable gentleman
had told the House, and the statements
were repeated in his correspondence, that
the commissioners had refused to give
him any information, that they were
refractory and set the Government at
defiance, while they had also knowingly
falsified the accounts with regard to
the working expenses. Surely, under
such circumstances, the services of the
commissioners ought to have been dispensed with altogether. On page 32 of
the printed correspondence of the Minister of Railways with the commissioners,
the following sentence occurred :-" The
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under-estimate of annual working expenses
for the last four years amounting, as you
state, to the enormous total of £855,000,
seems, according to your reference, to have
been made-so far at least as 1889-90
. was concemed-Imowinglyand of set purpose." How could the Minister ask the
House to indorse the re-appointment of
the commissioners with such a statement
appearing on the published correspondence 1 The honorable gentleman ought
to give some reason for following this extraordinary course. Unless some satisfactory explanation of these statements
were made, he (Mr. Richardson) would feel
obliged to vote against the re-appointment.
of the commissioners.
Mr.' SHIELS observed that he thought
he had made this matter clear some time
ago. vVhen the'present Government took
office they had little time at their disposal,
and no trouble having arisen between
them and the commissioners they hoped
to be able to carry out the railway reforms
they were looking forward to. His desire
was to do that in as smooth a way as possible. He found that Mr. Spe!ght had
received an implied promise in writing
from the late Minister of Railways of
re-appointment, and of an increase of
salary to £5,000 a year. He (Mr. Shiels)
fully explained the intentions of the
Government to the House, and stated that
the Government did not see its way at
that juncture to carry out the promise of
renewal of office to Mr. Speight for seven
years, or the increase in his salary; but he
said that, taking all the circumstances into
account, the view of the Govemment was
that the commissioners should be re-appointed in such a way that Parliament,
in dealing with the amending Bill this
session, should feel itself absolutely unhampered in the matter of the tenure of
office or salary. He had adhered to that
strictly to the let.ter. The promise was
made at the time when the Government
had every expectation of being able to
work amicably ,vith Mr. Speight. If the
Government had known what trouble was
going to arise thoy might have taken a
very different course. 1'he whole matter
was placed fully before the House, and
the House, by its acquiescence, had indorsed
the view of the Government.
Mr. J. HARRIS said that no first-class
man would submit to the indignities which
the Bill imposed upon the Chief Commissioner or to so short a tenure as four years.
"When in England he made' inquiries, and
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:found that the best railway managers
were receiving £3,000 and £4,000 a year,
and some of them, he thought., even more.
. Mr. LAURENS remarked that it was
not a certainty that other countries would
always be looked to to supply the Chief
Hailways Commissioner. It was a matter
of history that when Mr. Speight was
absent from the colony in England, the
Government did not send home for a temporary successor, and that during the
period of his absence the financial results
of the railways were better than they had
ever been under his management. If he
d.ied to-morrow it was possible that a successor might be found in the colony. It
did not follow that because the colony had
to send home for experts at a particul.ar
stage of its existence it would always have
to follow that plan. When Mr. Speight
left England hewas under a solemn engagement to serve this colony for seven years,
but he did not do it, because he accepted
leave of absence, and by a vote of the
Honse he received a sum of £1,000 in
addition to the amount of salary named
in his agreement; then, when he had to
drop to the salary provided by law he
neither went away nor threatened to go
away.
Mr. GORDON remarked that the deci:sion arrived at on this question might very
'seriously affect the management of the
railways. It had been reiterated that
there was a possibility of Mr. Speight
declining to remain in office under the
restrictions imposed by this Bill. (An
lIonorable Member-" There is not much
fear of that.") The committee ought to
<consider the question in the best interests
of the count.ry. It was the duty of honorable members to look at it in that light,
regardless of whether they sat on the
Ministerial or the opposition side of the
House, and it certainly did appear to him
that the term was really too short. In the
-event of Mr. Speight going away, Parliament would expect the Government to
secure the services of some man now
engaged in railway management in another
part of the world, and was it likely that a
gentleman holding a good position in the
management of railways in another part
of the world would leave that position to
'come to this colony on a four years' engagement? He did not think so. Under the
circumstances, he would recommend the
:Minister of Railways to accept the
amendment of the honorable member for
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Melbourne, and substitute "seven" for
"four" years as the term of office.
Mr. ARMY'rAGE said he desired to read
an extract from a speech delivered by the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs in
Parliament, on the 14th November, 1889,
with a view to show that he (Mr. Armytage)
was correct the other night, when the leader
of the Opposition stated that he was mixing
up the loan account with the trust account.
'rhe CHAIRMAN.-That is not the
question; the only question before the Chair
is whether" four" shall be omitted from
the clause with a view to the insertion of
" seven."
Mr. ARMYTAGE remarked that he
wished to show tha t the commissioners ought
not to be re-appointed at all.
The CHAIRMAN.-That is not the
question.
Mr. ARMYTAGE observed that the
question was whether the commissioners
should be re-appointed or not, and if reappointeel whether their term should be
four or seven years. However, he wished
to read an extract from the speech (vI! the
honorable member for Eastr.rn Suburbs, in
order to put himself right with honorable
men~bers.
The honorable member for
E{\'stern Suburbs, speaking in reply to comments that had been made by the honorable
member for Geelong (Mr. Munro) said"The estimate Df the Railway department
fDr the calendar yea.r was hased upon an expenditure Df £2,000,000. The a.ctual expenditure Df the department during the ten mDnths
Df the year which had elapsed amounted to.
abDut £270,000 per mDnth, which was .at the
rate Df £3,240,000 for the year."

And further on in the same spoech, tho
honorable gentleman stated that"The tDtal sum tha.t had up to. the present
time been advanced to the Railway department by the Treasury over and above the
amDunt paid Dut Df the last lDan was a,bDut
£760,000. (Mr. Munro. - 'Is the loan fund
exhausted? ') No.. The portion of the IDan
fund that went to. the Railway department had
been exhausted, because their expenditure had
very much exceeded the estimate they made at
the beginning Df the calendar year.
The
Treasury had ad vanced to. the department
£760,000, a.nd it was expected that by the end
Df the year the amDunt wDuld have reached
upwards Df £800,000. The amDunt Df the IDan
flDated was £3,000,000, leaving a bahmce Df
£1,600,000 still to. be placed Dn thema.rket, and
in the meantime the advances he had mentiDned
had been made to. the Railway departmeut, to.
enable them to. meet their' engagements. "

. The CHAIRMAN.-vVeare not dealing
with the question of a loan, but with the
appointment of Railways Commissioners
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and as to their term of office. The honorable member is therefore not in order.
Mr. ARMYTAGE said the Chairman
had allowed other honorable members to
speak in the way he had done.
The CHAIRMAN.-I am very sorry for
it.
Mr. ARMYTAGE stated that his object
was to show that, if the commissioners
were to be re-appointed at all, the reappointment should certainly not be for
more than four years.
Mr. GORDON rose to order. He said
the Chairman had ruled over and over
again, in the case of honorable members
on the opposition side of the House, that
they must not introduce irrelevant matter;
and he did not see why the honorable
member for Grant, who sat behind the
Government, should have greater latitude than honorable members sitting in
opposition.
The CHAIRMAN.-I have ruled the
honorable member out of order, and I
expect the committee to support my ruling.
Mr. ARMYTAGE asked if he might
not speak on the point of oreler?
The CHAIRMAN.-No; I have decided
it.
Mr. ARMYTAGE remarked that it was
an extraordinary proceeding on the part of
the Chairman to rule an honorable member
out of order before allowing that honorable
member to speak on the point of order.
The CHAIRMAN.-It is not an extraordinary thing at all. I have told the
honorable mem bel' from the commencement that he was out of order in dealing
with financia1 questions on this clause.
Sir B. O'LOUHLEN observed that this
clause was essentially a compromise. Compromises were always unsatisfactory, but
in this case, under the peculiar circumstances, a compromise must take place.
Mr. Speight might decline to remain in
office if this Bill passed; and the real
question to be decided was whether he
should receive three or six years' salary by
way of compensation when he left the
department. (Mr. Deakin-" This clause
does not apply to Mr. Speight alone, but
to all future Railways Commissioners.")
The other commissioners would remain,
so that there was only one commissioner
practically in question. Under the clause
as it stood Mr. Speight would be equitably entitled to three years' salary,
£9,000; but if the clause were amended
by the substitution of "seven" for
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" four" years, Mr. Speight would then
be entitled to s,ix years' salary, £18,000.
That was his opinion. A moderate
term of office and an adequate salary
should be provided for any future Chair:..
man of Commissioners, and a superior man
would not be over-paid if the Government chose to give him £5,000 or £6,000
a year. He did not see that there was
any need, however,. to import a man to
fill the position, because there were men
in the colony quite competent to discharge
the duLies of Chairman of the Railways
Commis8ioners.
The amendment was negatived without
a division.
Mr. G. D. CARTER said he desired to
move the addition to the clause of the
following amendment : "The commissioners shall conduct and
manage the railways in snch a manner that the
receipts therefrom shall be, as near as may be,
sufficient to repay the cost of working the
same and the interest upon all money borrowed for the construction of the railways."

The amendment would give honorable
members an opportunity of proving what,
he had no reason to doubt-the truth of
the sentiments which they had expressed.
during the debate and discussions on this
Bill. Almost every member had expressed
his disapprobation of the fact that the
railways had not been made to pay. It.
had been stated over and over again by
himself as well as other honorable members that one of the reasons why the;
board of commissioners was created.
and the management of the rail ways.
handed over to the commissioners was.
that by the abolition of political patronage
the railways should be made a profitable
commercial unde.rtaking. Everyone must
deplore the fact that that result had not been
attained, because one of the great causes
of the present depression in the colony
-arid there' was more than one causewas the fact that the railways had not
paid, the result being that the credit of the
colony in the old country had been seriously
affected. The commissioners, or their
friends in this House, had asked "vVhy
did not the Act under which the commis
sioners were appointed state that it was
the duty of the commissioners to make
the railways pay 7" It had been asserted
over and over again that the commissioners
had had no such instructions, and the Government were permitting this Bill to go·
through the House without one single
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word to signify that it was the duty of
the commissioners to make the railways
pay.
Surely that was not .a right
course for the Government to pursue.
If the members of the Government and
other honorable members were really
in eanlest in expressing a wish that
the railways of the colony should be made
to pay, why did not they say so like men,
"and put it in black and white in this Bill 1
A division on the simple amendment he
had now proposed would show the country
who were the members who really wished
the railways to pay, and who were the
members who did not wish the railways to pay, because it was no use
honorable members talking one way and
voting another. Although the Government, as well as many honorable members,
had expressed their desire that the railways should be made to pay, Ministers
had not made such a proposal in this Bill.
He was well aware that in these degenerate
days the Government had to cons-ider not
what was right but what was politic, and
the present Government like previous Governments had to propose what would
catch most votes and not what was best
for the country. Every Government did
the same thing, and this Government
was no worse than its predecessors. If
his amendment was adopted, it would
be for the commissioners to find out how
to make the railways pay.
Mr. LAURENS expressed the opinion
that the amendment, if adopted, would
not attain the object the honorable member appeared to have in view. The amendment stated that the commissioners, not
the Government of the day, should endeavour to make the railways pay. (Mr.
G. D. Carter-" Yes, that is the· duty of
the commissioners.") ~rhe honorable member stated that the commissioneFs had not
been told that they were to make the railways pay, but the honorable member would
find from the correspondence between the
Minister and the commissioners that the
commission"ers had been told that they were
expected to make the railways pay, and the
commissioners had shown all through, by
the estimates they had submitted to Parliament, that they had expected to make the
railways pay.
"
The CHAIRMAN.-I wish to call the
attention of the committ.ee to this fact-that we have already passed clauses iftnumerable throwing on the Ministry the
responsibility for the proper management
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of the railways. Therefore, this amendment is inconsistent with the clause, and I
rule it out of order.
Mr. GILLIES asked the Chairman what
clauses threw upon the Government the
responsibility for the proper management
of the railways1 He would be glad to have
them pointed out.
Mr. G. D. CARTER remarked that, in
the course of the discussions in committee
on this Bill, it had been stated over and
over again that the commissioners were told
when engaged that they would find their
instructions in the Act of Parliament
under which they were appointed. The
commissioners had been defended from
the charge that they had not made tho
railways pay on the ground that the Act
did not contain any instructions to them
to make the railways pay, and that ther(}fore it was not incumbent on them to do
so. N ow, even if the Government took
upon themselves the responsibility for the
proper management and control of the
railways under this Bill, that would not
prevent Parliament saying that ono of the
duties of the commissioners should be to
make the railways pay. His amendment
would not relieve the Government of any
responsibility. (An Honorable Member"Bring the question up again next session.") He admitted at once that the
amendment was not palatable to many
honorable members, because a great number of them would probably be afraid to
vote upon it; but a great many other
honorable members felt very strongly on
this question, and desired to record their
opinion that the commissioners ought to
be required to make the railways pay.
Honorable members had been humbugging
over this matter long enough, and, what
between strikes, land booms, and mismanagement of the railways the country
was going to the dogs.
The CHAIRMAN.-As the Ministry
have taken upon themselves the responsibility of the management of the whole
of our railway system, I do not see how
it would be consistent to make the commissioners responsible, and for that reason
I ruled the amendment of the honorable
member for Melbourne out of order.
Mr. G. D. CAR'fER said he begged to
give notice that he would move his
amendment on the third reading of the
Bill, and he requested that it should be
printed accordingly.
The clause was agreed to.
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The Bill was then reported with further
amendments, and the report was adopted.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he had prepared amendments in clause 23, so as to
make it clear that the secretary should
only attend and take minutes of formal
meetings of the commissioners held pursuant to the provisions of section 57 of the
Railways Act (which prescribed the kind
of business that could be transacted at
formal meetings only), and also an amendment providing for the confirmation of such
minutes by tho commissioners before they
were submitted to the Minister. He
bogged to move the adoption of those
amendments, which had been printed and
circulated.
The amendments were agreed to.
Mr. SHIELS said that, in accordance
with a promise made in committee last
week, he had re-considered clauses 24 and
25, with a view to frame a general provision ill substitution of those clauses,
which were objected to on the ground
that they went too much into dotail; and
he begged to move that in lieu of clauses
24 and 25 the following clause be inserted
in the Bill : " The Minister may at any time in writing
request the commissioners to propose in writing
a scheme for effecting an increase of income or
a decrease of expenditure or for carrying out
any matter of policy specified by the Minister.
If the Minister does not approve of any scheme
proposecl by the commissioners, he may himself
transmit to them any proposition forefl'ecting
and carrying out such increase, decrease, or
matter of policy; and thereupon the commissioners shall take all necessary steps to give
€fl'ect to such proposition. If any doubt or
difference of opinion occurs respecting the provisions of this section, the same may be finally
determined by the Governor in Council."

He would now leave the matter to the
judgment of the Houst'.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that, although
the new clause did not deal with the subject in the way in which he would have
dealt with it, it was unquestionably an
immense improvement on the original
dause.
Mr. GILLIES said he must confess that
the House was deeply indebted to the
Minister of Railways for the alterations
l1e had made. The concession was a large
and handsome one.
rrhe clause was agreed to.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the honorable
member for Bourke East had brought
under his attention the 2nd sub-section of
dause 3, and on considering the matter
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he had come to the conclusion that there
was no necessity for that sub-section. He
begged to move its omission.
The sub-section was struck out.
Mr. SHIELS said that the honorable
momber for Melbourne and the honorable
member for Essendon had asked him for
.a little more assurance that, under clause
31, the board having to deal with certain
officers should be under the same restrictions as those· elsewhere laid down. He
would moet the case by moving that the
sub-section be amended to stand as follows : "The board shall, as provided in the Railways Acts, from time to time, appoint such engineers, surveyors, clerks, and other officers
and employes as they may think necessary for
the purposes of the said Acts, and such persons
shall hold office during pleasure only."

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DEAKIN proposed the following
clause to follow clause 36 : "(1) Notwithstanding anything contained
in the Railways Acts, the board or the commissioners may without probation, but subject
to the examinations and restrictions for the
time being provided in the regulations for
employment made under the Railways Acts,
appoint to permanent offices in the railway
service, any person who at the commencement
of this Act has been continuously employed as
a casual labourer in the railway service for a
period of at least two years. (2) No such
person shall be so appointed unless and until
the head of the branch in which he is employed
certifies that he is a thoroughly efficient, honest,
and intelligent workman, and recommends him
for permanent employment in the railway service. (3) So far as regards any such persons
the board or the commissioners may in their
dis~retion dispense with any examination or
restriction as to any qualifications on being
satisfied that such restriction or qualification is
unnecessary for the proper performance of the
duties of the position to which such person is
to be appointed. (4) Every person appointed
pursuant to this section shall receive the rate
of pay received by him at the time of the commencement of this Act. (5) No such person
shall be so appointed until he have effected an
insurance of his life; and the provisions of the
Railways Act 1890 relating to insurance shall
apply to every person appointed under this
section to the sallle extent and in like manner
as if he was appointed after being a probationer
pursuant to such Act. (6) This section shall
have no force or effect after the expiration of
two years from the commencelllent of this Act.

The clause was agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, clause 39
.
was struck out.
'rhe third reading of the Bill was made
an order of the day for Tuesday next.
The House adjourned at ten minutes
past eleven o'clock.
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The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT
AC1' AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendments made in t.his· Bill in
committee were taken into consideration.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the adoption of the report.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he
desired to bring under the notice of the
House before the report was adopted the
very. difficult phraseology of the amendments made in the Bill. Noone clearly
understood the measure. He had not yet
met a single man who comprehended what
was really meant by the Bill in its present
shape. It was all- very well for the House'
to adop~ highly technical amendments of
this character, and to say that they would
be perfectly understood in time, but really
the Council ought to make laws which the
simplest man would be able to understand.
Now no one could understand what was
~eant.
Had Mr. Service been guided by
hIS own common sense, and drafted his
amendments in his usual style, the country
would have given him more credit than it.
had done. ',,"hy the measure should go
before the public in its present shape he
(Mr_ Melville) did not understand. He
had never seen any Bill amended in so
incomprehensible a way. He would suggest that, inasmuch as the House was not
in a very great hurry,it might look at
matters more carefully. It had been suggested in the press that if honorable membe.rs ,vere in earnest on the subject, they
mIght make their meaning a little clearer.
For instance, here was clause A : "1: Notwithstanding anyt~ling in any Act
contamed, any person otherWIse qualified may
of this Act apply for and
obtamm any dIstnct an elector's right-(a) In
respect of a residential qualification notwithstanding that for the same or s~me other
division of such district his name is already
upon a roll of ratepaying electors, or that he
has already obtained an elector's· right in
respect of a non-residential qualification."
und~r t.he provi~iol~s
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Look at the rigmarolc. How would people
read it ~ 'Yhat would any Member of
Parliament say if he were asked to explain
it ~ 1'hen look at what followed : " In respect of a non-residelitial qualification
notwithstanding that for the same or some other
division of such district his name is already
upon a roll of ratepaying electors or that he
has already obtained an elector's right in respect
of a residential qualification."

(1'he Hon. H. Cuthbert-" Surely that is
plain enough.") But then there were the
other conditions:"2. (a) Any person may vote in one district
on the same day both in respect of a residential
qualification and in respect of a non-residential
qualification. (b) A person who has voted on
an~ day in respect of either a residential qualicatIOn or a non-residential qualification shall
not vote as a rate paying elector in the same
district on such day."

The whole thing should really be set out
simply enough. '''"hat was intended was
to give two votes to somebody, but in
order to do that was it necessary to put
the thing in this shape ~ He appealed to
Mr. Service to say whether he was satisfied
with the clause himself. vVas it consistent
w.ith his usual plain way of expressing
hImself ~ Why~ he ~lad all his life gone in
for making things plain. The honorable
member could deal with the subject in his
ordinary style if he liked. 1'hen came a
whole lot of questions which were to be
put to electors. Here was the first of
them:"Haye you already voted in two electoral
districts to-day, or have you already voted twice
in one electoral district to-day? [01', in the cas('
of an adjourned poll, the day from which the poll
was adj01trnedshould also be named].

(Sir B. Bcnjamin-"Surely that is sufficiently plain.") Plain enough to the
honorable member perhaps, but the
elector might want it explained to him
what the electoral districts· were. He
(Mr. Melville) was merely pointing outand he did it in all fairness-that these
provisions were not properly considered
ones.
The PRESIDENT. - The question
before the House is the adoption of the
report, but the honorablc member is finding fault ,vith the construction of the
Bill without suggesting any mode of
dealing with the matter of his complaint.
The Hon. ·D. MELVILLE moved that
the order of the day for the consideration
of the report be discharged, with the view
of recommitting clause A. He said he
did not stand alone. People outside were
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complaining that they did not understand
what these provisions meant. He did not
say he did not understand them himself.
After reading them over five or six times he
dare say he knew something of their meaning, but he was not at all sure that he
would understand it a week hence. And
then followed the other questions : " (If the person claims as the holder of an
elector's rightf01' a residential qualification) Do
you usually reside in this electoral district, or
have you resided for a period of at least three
months during the preceding twelve· months in
this electoral district? (If the person claims as
the holder' qf an elector's right) Have you already voted in this district at the present
election as a ratepaying elector? "

Now putting these questions would mean
a very great waste of time. He did not
want to press the matter. The press had
brought the subject prominently under
the notice of the House, and he thought
that what was complained of might easily
be rectified. He would ask the House to
make the Bill intelligible.
The motion for the discharge of the
order of the day was put and negatived.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he
thought that the matter brought forward
by Mr. Melville should be taken into some
consideration.
1'he Hon. F. S. DOBSON remarked that,
after Mr. Melville's motion had been
negatived on the voices, there could be
no opportunity of discussing the point.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT stated that Mr.
J. A. Wallace rose to address the House
before the question was put.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he
simply wanted to make a few observations on ·what Mr. Melville had put forward.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD tho'.lght that Mr.
J. A. vVallace would be in order in addressing himself to the motion now
before the House, namely, that the report
be adopted.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he
perfectly agreed with the principle of the
amendment, but he thought the remarks
of Mr. Melville deserving of some consideration.
The PRESIDENT.-Let me state how
the matter stands. Mr. Melville moved
that the order of the day be discharged
with the view of recommitting the Bill
on clause A. I put that to the House,
and it was negatived. I was then about
to put the next question when Mr. J. A.
Wallace rose to speak. I always wish to
allow an honorable member who has risen
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to speak a chance of speaking, and when
I put the other question I think the honorable member may address himself to it_
The question is that the report be no,,,
adopted.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE observed'.
that, in speaking. to this question, he had.
not the same opportunity. of dealing with.
the subject that he had when Mr. Melville's motion was before the Chair. He
would like to say something in support of
the few remarks that fell from Mr. Melville. There was a good deal in what that.
honorable member said.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he would
take care in future that the standing
orders were strictly complied with, at
least so far as every honorable memberaddressing himself to the question before
the Chair was concerned. Latitude on
these points tended to disorder and delay.
He must protest against this continual
departure from the standing orders for the:
sake of any honorable member.
The PRESIDENT.-So far as I can I
endeavour to discharge" my duty in a.
proper manner; but if the House dis-·
approves of my act.ion, of course I am not.
infallible. Almost every memper of the
House wishes the rules to be stretched.
occasionally, and in this case I thought I
was justified in making a concession, but.
I shall take good care for the future that.
honorable members are kept strictly within
the rules.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD expressed the opinion
that there had been no concession whatever in t.his case. Mr. J. A. Wallace was
strictly within his rights ill speaking to
his (Sir F. T. Sal'good's) motion that the
report be adopted.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
Mr. J. A. Wallace announced that he was:
going to address himself to the previous
question, and it was to that that he (Mr.
Service) objected.
,
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he
thought the ruling of the President was
perfectly correct.
The amendment fordischarging the order of the day having
been negatived, the motion for the adoption
of the report came under discussion, and
it was within the province of every member to speak on that motion.
The Hon. J. A. "WALLACE stated that
he had no desire whatever to act contrary
to the rules of the House, because he
thought the Chair should be supported in
every way. He had thought that he might
have an opportunity, before the report
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was adopted, of making a few remarks.
He had no objection to the principle of
the amendments-he was in favour of them
all through j but he thought it was desirable that the amendments should be made
clear, so that they would be understood
by the public at large. Mr. Service, as a
rule, put things very plainly, but the
cleverest men were subject to mistakes,
and the honorable member might not have
framed the amendments himself. (Mr.
Service-" I stated that I had not, that
they were framed by the best draftsman
in Melbourne.") Still some of the cleverest
people made blunders, and big blunders too,
and he thought it would have been a very
simple thing to amend tho Bill in such a·
way as would be understood by everyone.
lf they had taken the franchise for the
Upper House, and used that in formulating the amendments, there would have
been a qualification which would have been
easily understood.
He was sorry he did
not raise the point when the Bill was in
committee, but it did not happen to occur
to him at the time. However, if honor.able
members were satisfied with the Bill he
had no desire to block it.
The motion for the adoption of the report was agreed to.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD moved that the
Bill be now read a third time.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE moved, as an
amendment, that the Bill be reada third time
"this day six months." He observed that
this measure had come up tothem as amatter
affecting the voters for another place. It
had been urged by several honorable
members, and by no one more strongly
than Mr. Service, that by the abolition of
plural voting the city of Melbourne would
be placed in a very peculiar position-that
it would simply be handed over to the
caretakers as regarded its voting power.
It was urged that plural voting was something which 'vas peculiar to Melbourne
itself, and which could scarcely be dispensed with as regarded that city. He
admitted that Mr. Service had a very
considerable show of argument on his side
on the last occasion that this Bill was
brought before the House, in urging that
plural voting might be retained for the
purposes of Melbourne itself. However,
the electors for the Assembly, finding that
all round the city of Melbourne new
electorates had been created, which rendered plural voting much more common
than it used to be, and which rendered it
somewhat easier for people to record plural
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votes, had caused the matter to be again
brought forward. He must say that, as
far as he had seen the practical working
of plural voting, it did not appear to him
to take the injurious shape or to have the
importance that the public had attached
to it. The great difficulty in connexion
with the propertied classes had hitherto
been to get them to take an interest in
elections at all. The greatest difficulty had
been to get men to go and vote. However,
the surrounding localities, when trying to
return local men, suffered under the in'itation of seeing city men coming to vote in
their electorates, and the con'sequence was
that tho Government, he thought wisely,
brought in a measure to do away with this
irritation. 'rhe Bill had no other object
than to do away with that irritation which
had been complained of for so many years.
He thought the Council would have been
fairly within its rights if it had simply
rejected the Bill-if it had refused to
agree to the abolition of plural voting.
But what happened 1 Unfortunately a
new' view suddenly sprang up in the
discussion of the Bill. 'rhe view was
taken that it was necessary, if they were
to abolish plural voting, to give every
man throughout the length 'and breadth of
Victoria who owned property a second vote.
N ow he maintained that no new legislation of that class ought to be imposed on
the people of Victoria unless they themselves had discussed, requested, and
demanded it. He thought this was where
the Council had made a mistake-that it
had inserted new legislation in this Bill of
a very peculiar character, and in a
direction which the Government could not
have contemplated when they introduced
the measure. 'What did that legislation
mean1 Not only were the clauses containing it, as had already been pointed out,
not very intelligible, but no man could
understand at present for certain how
the Bill would operate. They did not
know at the present moment what
power they were imposing on the
elector. They were doubling the voting
power apparently of every man who
had property of the annual value of £5.
So that while the lessee of a thirty-tworoomed public house, for which he paid a
rent of £2,000 a year, would only have one
vote, his barman, if he owned an allotment
worth £5 per annum, would have two votes.
Was this in accordance with the view of
paying the respect to the ratepayer which
had hitherto been held in this country1
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rrhe ratepayers had been the basis of all
legislation; but they were now reversing
that, and giving a man a double vote
simply because he owned a certain amount,
and that a very low amount, of property.
~rhere were a few considerations in connexion with this matter which did not
appeal' to be well understood. For instance, for tho Legislative Council, every
man who owned property worth £10 could
vote, and also every man paying rent who
was assessed at £25 a year. 1'ho great
working classes had not these votes. 1'he
Council stood already apart from the
voting of tho Assembly on its own basis.
N ow they were proposing another modifica.tion-they,vere, as it were, croating a. bybw from the discussion which had taken
place in the House. The wisdom of that
Chamber had felt it necessary no longer
to trust to the vox populi. They had
made a by-law which ,vas to fortify the
country, and to be used as an emergency
They had
against the vox popuri.
heard the saying vox populi, vox Dei j
but now, according to Mr. Service, instead of vox populi it was to be vox
prreclre. They no longer believed in the
voice of the people, property must be the
voice henceforth. It was the worship of
the golden calf over again.
Honorable
members spoke about the'" thrift vote,"
out no man could say truthfully that the
possession of a £5. allotment had anything to do with thrift. Moreover, they
must bear in mind that the greatest
philosophers and the greatest men had
passed the larger portion of their lives
and had accomplished their greatest work
when they had not a £5 allotment-when
they had nothing. Honorable members
had only to read the life of Carlyle, and
the lives of German philosophers, to
learn how poverty was often associated
with the highest qualities. But we were
banishing all that in these modern times.
However, the main consideration in connexion with this Bill was that it was a
surprise to the people in its present form.
rrhey in that House had no right to come
down with legislation of this class and
impose it at this particular time. If a
question of this sort was to be put it
should be pnt distinctly to the country,
not by the Legislative Council, but by the
Legislative Assembly. It should not be
put as an amendment, thrown into this
Bill as a hazard. 'iVhen the Bill returned
to another place, what would it mean ~
'Would it be the Bill they sent up
Hon. D. Jlelville.
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abolishing plural voting~ vVhy, if theY'had
regard to the number of possible plural
votes that could be recorded under the
law as it 'stood now, he had no hesitation
in saying that this Bill was multiplying the number. Of course, what was
sought by the Bill as it now stood was
protection against the people, who had been
concisely descdbed by the words" flotsam
and jet~am." vVhell a ship was in danger
certain parts of the cargo was thrown
overboard~ :md he supposed this was what
was called the jetsam.
"Flotsam and
jetsam" were, he took it, regarded as the
dangerous elements; that was the meaning
of the amendments which had been adopted
.by the House. N ow, he would ask had
the character of the great working classes.
in this country ever justified the passing
of this by-law, so to call it, in order to
protect the country ~ vVas it true that
our ship was in danger-that we had to
protect ourselves from our "flotsam and
jetsam? " vVas there a single incident in
the whole history of Victoria that could be
pointed to as affording the sl}lallest reason
for this by-law? Not one. He challenged
any honorable member to say, in regard to
the history of universal suffrage in this
country, if its aspirations and its instincts.
did not reflect the greatest credit on the
people. The history of Victoria had no
black spots which could be pointed to. The
whole history of the colony from 1853 had
been a history of order and of the loftiest
aspirations amongst the great body of the
people. For illstance, the last great political
event which occupied the minds of the
great body of the people was the establishment of protection, and what lay at
the foundation of that 1 Simply the object that the rising generation should learn
trades and become industrious and worthy
citizens. 1.'he great educational movement
which was so deep in the hearts of the
great body of the people was the result of
universal suffrage, and yet the country
was now told by these amendments that
it was necessary to protect the people
from its own acts - that some of the
gentlemen who were promoting these
amendments saw something in the future
which made the safety of our country
doubtful. He regretted exceedingly that
in a country having such a high character
as Victoria for its order and its noble
aspirations it should be sent forth to the
world in this Bill that it was necessary to
fortify itself against its "flotsam and
jetsam." (Mr. Cuthbert-" Let the Bill
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go.") He wanted this protest to go with
it to another place, and he said unhesitatingly that this was the greatest affront
that the Victorian people could have put
upon them-to doubt their loyalty to
themselves. He said the history of Victoria did not warrant this by-law, for it
was a mere police by-law, to protect
them from themselves. \Vhat would be
said of us in other parts of the world but
th . tt the men who were promoting this
by-law had inferentially given the country a bad name ~ Nothing could cause
distrust in tho financial market in
England more complotely than the
bct that that House had in its
wisdom thought it necessary to make
this by-law to protect Victoria from
its" flotsam and jetsam." rrhis proposal
was a surprise to the country which
the people, if they -did their .duty,
would resent. (Mr. Bell-" 'Ve will see
that by-and-by.") Only one voice had
spoken yet. No doubt, the honorable
member relied on the selfishness of human
naturo, a11d believed that the gift of two
votos had taken all the farming classes
who possessed farms. It appeared to be
forgotten that if the man with 200 or 300
acres got two votes, tho man with a cottage, whom honorable members wero
afraid of, would also get two votes.
Honorable members were afraid of the
great cities, and they forgot that this Bill
would give a vote for the handkerchief
allotment--the syndicate allotment, on
which a man had paid £1 with the right
of ultimately paying the rest. The two
sides of the story had never been told yet.
He did not know that this thing, which
was intended to be a drag on the wheels
of democracy, .would not after all overwhelm the country in the very direction
that honorable members feared. If it was
true that every cottager, every man who
had paid £1 on an allotment, became a
voter with the second vote, what would be
the result ~ (Mr. Cooke-" \-Vhy do you
object then~") He objected on the principle that they were violating the common
rights of manhoqd. He did not know
what the effect of this vote might be, but
he was going on the principle of vox populi,
vox Dei. He maintained that they had
no right whatever to haye propertyassociatod with the individual rights of men.
rrhc gentlemen who had carried these
amendments' did not see clearly themThe
seh'es how they would work.
farmers in the country districts were
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already fortified considerably, as against
tho cities, by the fact that the same
number of voters was not roquired in
country comititllencios. If it was intonded,
as had been said over and over aga,in~
tha,t t.his dual vote was to bo ono of the
punishments given for the trade union
troubles he did not knmv that the remedy
would have the effect desired by those who
wero advocating it. If tho intention
,,-as to positively bridle unionism, which
they said had run rampant, he took loave
to doubt the ,visdom of tho step that was
being taken for that purpose. He did not
say that trades unionism had always been.
wise in the expression of its wishes; but,
after all, that voice was merely the common voice throughout the world. If they
thought that it was to be repressed by
this dual vote did they think that the
grievances of those men would not come
to the surface still 1 Thoy would always.
como to the surfa.ce until they were righted.
This by-law did not deal with the merits
of the question at all. The grievances of '
the working classes, the unequal distribution of wealth, would not last a momont
whon the matter came to be discussed on
its merits, and this by-law would not stop
or delay that. The Bill in its present form
was intended as a drag on the wheels of
It was supposed that all
democracy.
these men with £5 propel'ties would come
to the aid of those who held certain viows.
with respect to what wero called strike
mattors, and that the trades unionists.
would have no footing in the country, and
would be unable to return their candidates. Suppose even they accomplished
their purpose of silencing the great working classes in this manner, did they think
the matter would end there ~ They saw
those young men in the militia who were
carrying their rifles and being drilled.
What were they being drilled for ~ Vias.
that to protect property~ Why should
the men who had property get two votes,
and the men who had to shoulder thoir
rifles to protect the property have only one'
vote ~ If there was nothing more in it
than that, he would throw the rifles away.
And yet, on second thought, perhaps the
right thing for those men to do was t(}
shoulder their rifles if their manhood was·
assailed, if it was going to be said that
there should bo two classes in the colony,.
a first and a second class, and if the patriotic men who carried the rifles were to be
used as machines to protect private property. Why should the one-man-one-vote
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men be used to prevent the Russians or
·some other foreign power swooping down
()n the colony and making a levy on the
-property of the double-vote men ~ '1'he
Bill had not been properly discussed; 110
reason had been shown for the necessity
-of passing such a measure. Not a speech
had been made by the supporters of this
Bill justifying the imposition of such a
law upon the manhood of the colony.
Mr. Bell entertained the idea that because he ordered the soldiers out. to
l'epress riots, when he was Minister of
Defence, he ought to champion the doublevote proposal, but it was not the soldiers
who maintained order in Melbourne;
it was the people who in their hearts
believed in order. I t was not the Minister's act at all. He (Mr. Melville) did not
believe in all the palaver they had heard
• about the soldiers having everything to do
\vith the restraint of the people, because
the people never intended to create the
smallest disturbance. It was most unfair
to the colony, on the eve of a great general
election, to east such suspicions and reflections on the people, merely because a
few propertied men had conceived the idea
that manhood suffrage was dangerous. In
the short history of this colony the people
11ad done nothing to be ashamed of, and
there was not a magazine one could take up
but was highly eulogistic of the condition
of the people in this country. It would be
a sad day for Victoria when the Parliament of the colony passed a measure like
this, declaring that there should be two
classes in the country. Jt would be a
great mistake. All men should be E)qual
in the political arena, as they were equal
in the eye of the law; as they were equal,
or ought to be equal, when they entered
the State schools or the Christian churches.
The great Founder of Christianity said,
"Sell all, that thou hast, and give
to the poor," so that He did not
attach very much importance to wealth.
(Mr. Winter-Irving-" Have you sold all
you had and given to the poo.r ~ ") When
the honorable member, with his gigantic
fortune, set him the example, he (Mr.
Melville) might follow it. At any rate,
that was the precept of the Founder of
Christianity, and they had no right to
overlook it in this discussion. The whole
history of the world did not indicate that
special wisdom rested in the men who held
a few allotments of land. 'What about all
the other descriptions of property ~ A
man might have thousands of sheep and
Hon. D. Melville.
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cattle, and yet no double vote. A man
might have all kinds of personal property,
and yet no double vote. A man might
lease a warehouse in Melbourne, carryon
a large business, find employment for a
considerable number of people, pay a rent
of £1,000 a year, and have only one vote,
while a paltry fellow who managed to get
hold of an allotment of land was to have
two votes. I t was the most idiotic thing
ever proposed to be introduced into the
electoral law of this colony. No such law
could be found in any part of the civilized
world. And yet this House had not
really considered the measure. Honorable
members had been in such a hurry
to put a drag on the wheels of democracy,
to be revenged on what the Trades Hall
and the trades unions had done, that they
were blind to what they themselves were
doing. (Mr. Roberts--" 'Why not throw
out the Bill1") That would be a commonsense course to take, and he would be glad
to see the Bill rejected. That would be
the best thing they could do, and the
House would only be discharging its duty
to the country by throwing out the Bill.
"\V'hat position was the Council in ~ They
were about to send this measure to another
place, and declare to the other branch of
the. Legislature that the Council was the
superior House, and the House that ought
to say who were to have votes for the
election of members of the Assembly.
That would certainly be resented by the
other branch of the Legislature. This
was not the Bill the Assembly sent up to
the Council; it possessed a totallydiffe~ent
character; it would do something that the
country was not prepared for, something
that the country had not demanded.
Whatever merit there mig~t be in such a
proposal for the future, he would warn
the House that they were setting an
example which might have a crushing
effect on other democracies. Victoria
had the reputation of being one of
the most advanced of all the democracies in the world-a fair, a reasonable,
a watchful, and a conservative democracy
-and it was most unjust to the reputation
which the Legislative Council had hitherto
enjoyed in the country that a few men in
that House should support this new-fangled
theory of a double vote without having
fully considered its consequences. The
Council had hitherto stood well with the
great masses of the people as a thoroughly
enlightened and reasonably conservative
House, but now they were about to blast
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the reputation they had properly earned,
by sending this Bill back to the Assembly
in a shape in which the Assembly could
not accept it, and it might be many years
before the Council would again stand in
the same happy relationship to the great
masses of the people, and exercise the
same moral influence on public opinion
throughout the country as it did at the
present time. rrhe whole reputation of
the Council might be swept away by their
action in regard to this Bill.
The amendment lapsed for want of a
seconder.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read a third time.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD called attention to
clause 4, and moved the omission of the
head-line, "Abolition of plural voting,"
which (he remarked) would be a misnomer
after the way in which the Bill had been
amended by the Council.
The amendment was agreed to.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
the Bill was then passed, and ordered to
be returned to the Legislative Assembly
with a message requesting their concurrence in the Council's amendments.
MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
The consideration of the postponed
clauses was resumed.
On clause 37, providing that only registered practitioners should be entitled to
sue for fees, and also in sub-section 3
that"Nothing in this Act shall be construed to
prevent any unregistered person giving medical
or surgical advice, provided he does not profess
or pretend to be a registered or qualified medical
practitioner, "

Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the omission
of sub-section 3.
The amendment was agreed to.
. On clause 47, which was as follows:" Nothing in this Act shall be construed to
infringe on the rights and privileges hitherto
enjoyed by chemists and druggists or dentists,"

Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that Mr.
Roberts, who had given notice of an
amendment on this clause, had expressed
his approval of an amendment suggested
by the Pharmaceutical Society of Victoria
to accomplish the same purpose, by the
insertion, after the word "druggists," of
the words "in their open shops." He
begged to move the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Session 1891.-[181]
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On the schedules to the Bill,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved an amend~
ment in the 1st schedule providing that
in addition to repealing Part 1. of the
Medical Act the schedule should also
repeal the 2nd and 3rd schedules of that
Act.
The am81idment was agreed to.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD proposed as an
amendment in the 3rd schedule the inclusion in the" list of recognised universities, colleges, and bodies, and medical
qualifications" of "the Royal College of
Physicians, Ireland."
The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill, having been gone through,
was reported with amendments.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
the Bill was recommitted on clause 39.
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD called attention to
clause 39, providing that any unregistered
person "or accoucheur" using medical
titles should be punishable by fine, and
moved the omission of the words "or
accoucheur," which it was feared (he said)
might create some difficulty.
The amendment was agreed to.
The· Bill was then reported wi th a
further amendment.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES LANDS
MINING BILL.
The Hon. S. FRASER moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said its obj~ct was
to enable all lands vested in trustees of
agricultural colleges under the Agricultural
Colleges Act to be leased for mining
purposes. Application had been made by
the Hon. Mr. Copeland, of New South.
Wales, for a lease of certain lands at
Dookie, which were supposed to contain
rich deposits of iron ore. I t was desirable that the development of those
deposits should be encouraged, but it had
been found that there was no power under
the present law to grant such a lease. As
far as was at present known, Dookie,
was the only place where the measure was'.
likely to be brought into operation. As.
the object of the Bill, namely, to encourage·
the manufacture of iron in the colony, was.
a most desirable one, he did not anticipate
any opposition to the measure, which he·
expected would receive the unanimous.
assent of the Council.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE stated that
he could see no objection to the passing of
this Bill, which was exactly on the lines;
of the Mining on Private Property Act_
He knew the land at Dookie, but it was
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questionable whether it could be mined at warden was to be empowered by the Bill
a profit. However, that was a matter for to determine what compensation should
the consideration of the gentleman who was be paid in respect of surface damages to
seeking a lease of the ground for mining any cultivated land, &c. In many places
purposes, and he ought to have the oppor- mining could be carried on without doing
tUl)ity of investing his money in the de- the slightest harm to agriculture on the
velopment of the mineral deposits there.
surface, and it was 'well to encourage enterThe Hon. J. BELL observed that this prising men who were prepared to risk
Bill covered more ground than the one their money in developing mineral deposi ts,
originally promised. 'rhe first measure because that would do no harm to anyone,
referred ouly to the particular land at and be of great benefit to the colony.
Dookie to which reference had been made,
'rhe Hon. J. H. ABBOrr'r stated that
while this embraced all the lands vested in he did not see how the Bill could be adthe Agricultural Colleges trustees, and put versely criticised from any point of view,
miners in a position to enter. on those and he could neither understand nor symlands on the same conditions.as they could pathize with Mr. Connor's objection. The
enter Crown lands. They were to pay agricultural colleges lands were to be
compensation in respect of injury done to placed on the same footing as private
improvemCl~ts on the surface, and due
bnds with regard to mining, and surely
provision was made for the protection of that was sufficient. . In his opinion, no
vested interests.
land should be reserved from mining
,The Hon. J. H. CONNOR expressed the where mining could be profitably carried
opinion that the operation of this measure on with duo regard to vested interests.
would considerably reduce the revenue
rrhe Hon. W. 1. 'VINTEB,-IB,VING obftom the agricultural colleges lands. served that he cordially agreed with the
(Mr. Fraser-" No.") That was certainly proposals contained in this Bill, because he
his opinion. The trustees of those lands did not see why agricultural colleges lands
were supp08ed to lease them for agricul- should not be in the same position as all the
tural and pastoral purposes, but they other lands of the colony. ,As to the dewould be unable to get any rents at all if velopment of the mineral deposits at
the lands were. liable to be entered on by Dookie, he thought that encouragement
miners, and the improvements they had should first be given to the finding of coal,
effected destroyed.
(Mr. Bell-" The so that they might use the coal to smelt
miners would have to pay compensation.") . the iron ore, which could not be smelted
It would be better to limit the scope of this by burning firewood. If coal was found
Bill to agricultural colleges land known to in the district, he believed that the iron·contain minerals. (Mr. Fraser-"The Bill ore deposits could be mined very profitcan only operate where there is a hope of ably, but without coal on the spot he
successful mining.") He hoped the Govern- did not think that the investment would
ment would consider the view of the ques- pay.
The motion for the second reading of
tion he had submitted.
'rhe Hon. J. S. BUTTERS remarked the Bill was agreed to.
that miners would only apply for land
The Bill was theu read a second time,
that was known to contain minerals, 'and and was afterwards passed through its
purely agricultural laud would not be in- remaining stages.
terfered with. There was no reason why
TRUSTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL'.
miners should not go on land where there
'rhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
were indications of mineral deposits, because mining could be carried on without , second reading of this Bill. He said that
injury to orchards, gardens, or vineyards the object of the Bill was to amend that
-on the surface. That was done at Ruther- portion of the Statute of Trusts which was
glen, Castlemaine, and other places with- known as the Successory r:rrusts Act. In
.Qut any damage to the surface. There cases where laud was held for educational,
was no need to fear that this measure religious, public, or charitable purposes
would operate disadvantageously to the the land might be brought under the provisions of that Act, and it vested the land
agricultural interest.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said the in trustees for the time being. The object
real object of the Bill was to develop the. was that in a case of death or change of
iron deposits at Dookie, and he thought it trustees the property would vest from
was very wise to endeavour to do so. The time to time in the new trustees. That
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....vas :1 great boon, as it saved cost and
trouble. Some denominations found that
the Act had not worked so well as was
expected, and they had obtained a special
Act which enabled them to administer
their property more conveniently. 'rhe
Church of England, the Presbyterian
Church, and the vVesleyan Church had
-each obtained a special Act, but there
were other denominations, including the
Congregational and Baptist Churches, and
also various charities, which worked under
the Statute of Trusts. It had been found
that amendments were necessary, and this
Bill was introduced in order to provide
for those amendments. The chief amendment was contained in the provision that
where a religious denomination, or public,
charitable, or educational institution, or
body ha,ving a trust registered under
the Successory 'rrusts Act, changed its
name, the change of name might be
registered, and then the property would
be held by the body under the changed
name. Then, where any religious denomination which had adopted a "model
deed of trust," altered, under proper
authority, the terms of the" model deed
of trust," or registered a new deed, it was
provided that henceforth the properties
should be held under the new deed. The
Bill also provided for the appointment and
l'egistration of trustees before bringing
l)roperty under the Act, and it contained
some other minor provisions which it was
not necessary that he should refer to. The
Bill had been carefully scrutinized by the
Commissioner of Titles, who would have
the working of it, and it had also receiv~d
the approval of representatives of the
various denominations.
The Hon. D. HAM said that one of the
treasurers of the supernumerary fund in
connexion with the vVesleyan Church had
pointed out to him that there was
no provision in any Act of Parliament
to enable an incoming trustee to take
the position of an outgoing trustee. (Mr.
J. ~1. Davies----;-" The 'Vesleyan denomination have their own Act, and this Bill
will not affect them.") The point to
which he referred was not provided for,
.and if it could be done he hoped that
the necessary amendment would be made
in this Bill.
The motion for the second reading of
the Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 2,
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The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that he
must protest against Bills being rushed
through in this way. Honorable members should have an opportunity of considering them.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
the Bill had been in the hands of the
various denominations for months, and
full consideration had been given to every
suggestion they had made. I t l~ad also
received the approval of t~le Commissioner
of Titles, and as it would simply place
other denominations in the same position
as the denominations which had special
Acts, there should be no objection to it.
'rhe clause was agreed to.
'rhe Bill having been gone through, was
reported without amendment.
EnlPLOYERS AND EMPLOYES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On the schedule,
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
progress ,vas reported on the previous
evening, in order that the Minister of
Justice might have an opportunity of
introducing a new clause dealing with
miners. He had seen the clause which
the honorable gentleman had drafted, and
he wished to call his attention to the fact
that there was special legislation dealing
with the miners, and that their interests
were at present very well looked after
by Parliament. An accident in a mine
was p'rirn(~ facie evidence of neglect on the
part of the owners, and under these circumstances he would ask the Minister of
Justice not to proceed with the clause.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that
he stated to the committee on the
previous evening that he had been
asked to propose a new clause bringing
miners under this Bill. He had made
inquiries into the matter, and he was
informed that itwas advisable that such an
amendment should be made in the law.
He had not, however, been able to give the
matter sufficient consideration to justify
him in proposing the insertion of a new
clause in this Bill .
The schedule was agreed to.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that he must express regret that the
Minister of Justice had not submitted a
clause similar in its provisions to clause 17
in the Bill, but applying to employes in
the Rail way department. The honorable
gentleman called attention to this matter
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on the previous evening, and it was certainly very desirable· that such a clause
should be inserted in the Bill. If the
railway employes went on strike, the whole
of the commerce of the colony would be
stopped.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that on
the previous evening he drew up a clause
having reference to the railway employes,
but Mr. Cuthbert spoke against it, and the
committee did not appear to be favorable
to it. He then thought the matter was
ended, and hehad not got the clause printed.
'rhe Hon. J. BELL observed that the
Minister of Justice did a wise thing in not
proceeding with the new clause referred to,
as it would have created a great deal of
discussion in another place, and have
prevented the Bill from being passed this
session.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said that he
favoured the view expressed by Mr. J. A.
·Wallace. The employes of the Railway
department numbered about 17,000, and
if a Bill was required to deal with the
employes in the gas-works and in other
departments of industry, it was surely
required in this instance also. A strike of
the railway employes would be attended by
disaster to the colony.
The HOll. F. S. GRIMWADE remarked
that he understood the reason the Minister
of Justice did not proceed with the clause
referred to on the previous evening was
that it was pointed out that the railway
employes were in quite a different position
to employes in other branches of industry, .
and that if they went out on strike they
would lose a good position and good wages,
and also the prospective advantage of
a pension. It was also considered that
if such a clause were added to the Bill
it would not be agreed to in another
place. The Bill was a most valuable one,
and honorable members should not do anything which would prevent it from becoming law. The railway employes were
well paid, and they were about the last
persons in the colony who would be likely
to go on strike.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that lllen left the employ of the Metropolitan Gas Company, although they were
there receiving wages at the rate of lOs.
to 12s. a day, and there was not much in
the argument that because the railway
employes were well paid they would not
be likely to go on strike. It would be impossible to carryon the commerCle of the
. olony without raihvays, and there were
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just as strong reasons for extending the
Bill to railway employes as to the employes of the Gas Company.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
this Bill was founded on English legislation, and it was not considered necessary in
England to extend the provisions of the
measure as was now proposed. An
attempt' was made in another place to
introduce a clause relating to the railway
employes, but it was not accepted; and if
such an amendment were now made it
would endanger the Bill. The railway
employes had very good positions, they
received high wages, they had three
weeks' holiday every year, free railway
passes were also given to them, and, in the
event of illness they did not lose their
positions. It was, therefore, not at all
likely that they would run the risk of
sacrificing their positions by going out on
strike.
The Hon. T. DOvVLING said that the
line must be drawn somewhere, and if the
Bill were extended, as proposed, to railway employes it might as well be extended
to shearers.
The Bill was reported with amendments.
On the motion of the Hon. J. A. W ALLACE, the Bill was recommitted for the
consideration of a new clause.
The Hon. J. A. VVALLACE moved the
following clause:"Where any person in the employ of the
Railways Commissioners, either alone or in combination, wilfully and maliciously breaks a contract with them, knowing or having reasonable
cause to believe that the probable consequence
of so doing will be to deprive the public, wholly
or in part, of railway communication, he shall
be liable upon conviction to pay a penalty not
exceeding £20, or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding three months, with or without
hard labour."

The honorable member said his object was
to place railway employes in the same
position as other people dealt with under
the Bill.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked
that it would have been better if notice
had been given of this clause. He thought
the object the honorable member had in
view would have been better accomplished
by including railway officials in the clause
which defined municipal officers. The new
clause seemed to have been somewhat
hastily prepared. If he (Mr. Cuthbert)
were introducing this Bill in that House
for ·the first time, he would have felt disposed to make provision against the case
of a strike in the Railway department, but
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it must be remembered that a compromise
had been arrived at by both employers
and employes, and he thought it undesirable that this new clause should be inserted
now. (Mr. J. A. Wallace-" I never heard
of such a conference or compromise.") These
matters had been dealt· with by those
who took an active 'part in labour
questions in the colony, and the Bill in
it.s present form having received their
approv·al it was objectionable to include
in it a new class of people. The employes
in the Railway department, as had been
argued before, had very good reasons for
performing their duties faithfully, and no
ono could say that they had ever proved
false to their trust. He objected to the
clause, but he would accept the opinion of
a majority of the committee.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he failed
to see the justice of making any exemptions in a Bill of this kind. He did not
think that this kind of legislation was
necessary, but although the ra,ilway employes had behaved themselves in the
past, it was well known that during the
great strike the whole community was in
the dark for some time as to whether the
railway engineers would not join the
strikers. If it was necessary to logislate
in this aspect of the question for the gas
officials, it was much more important that
provision should be made to guard against
a stoppage of the railways. At the same
time ho could not see the advantage of
legislation of this kind, because if a general
'Strike occurred the Bill would be of 110
value whatever.
'rhe fact of railway
employes being omitted from the Bill
mised a doubt as to whether the promoter
was not afraid to touch the Railway department. (Mr. Cuthbert-" The railway
employes did not go out on strike, hut the
gas company employes did.") No one
could doubt that if the railway engineers
were called out by the other trades they
would go out. In t.hat case, however, the
Government ought to bo able to enforce
its authority without resort to a Bill like
this. rrhe best way to deal with the railway employes was to pay them woll, but
they ought to be given to understand
what the consequences would be if they
broke their contracts.
The Hon. D. COUr:rTS stated that when
this Bill was last under consideration he
expressed himself in favour of an amendment of this sort, but he subsequently
gave way in consequence of the strong
appeal made to honorable members to carry
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the Bill as it stood. But following that,
Mr. C. J. Ham was successful in getting
an amendment carried, and that being the
case, why should not another amendment
also be adopted 1 'Vas it not an open boast
of the railway employes that they had
power over the whole colony, for if thoy
were to strike the colony would be brought
to a complete stand-still? What was then
to become of the £40,000,000 sunk in Victorian railways? Why it was practically
handed over to these men. They wero
in a better position than shareholders
in a concern, because it was not they but
the country at large that would have to
make up any deficienc~1. Taking the question all through, he thought there should
be some control over this branch of the
public service. Not that he imagined that
t.he measure would be of any great service
if a strike took pla.ce. He was afraid that
it would be no more useful than the Councils of Conciliation Bill was likely to be.
He was satisfied that if during the late
strike the railway employes had been
called out a great many of them would
have complied with the call. If it was
necessary to legislate in the way 110W proposed with respect to the men employed
on sewage or gas works it was at least
equally necessary to do so with regard to
railway employes.
The Hon. ').1. DO'VLING remarked that
some honorable members seemed to think
that this measure was going to stop strikes,
but he would point out that it had nothing
to do with strikes. It would not stop
them in the least. He would like honorable members to look at the fact that this
Bill dealt not only with the employes, but
with the employers also. Both would bo
brought under the Act. He hoped the
amendment would not be carried, because
the Bill as it stood covered the whole
ground.
The Hon. S. VV. COOKE said it was
argued by Mr. Coutts that because Mr. C.
J. Ham had been successful in carrying
an amendment honorable members should
carry a further amendment. He would
point out that Mr. C. J. Ham's amendment referred to a subject not brought
before the Assembly in connexion with
the Bill, whereas the present amendment
dealt with a subject that was brought before
the Assem bly. Now, when honorable members elsewhere had expressed a decided
opinion, the Council should be very slow
indeed to ask them to change that opinion.
It had been argued that railway employe
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stood in a very different position from
ordinary employes, and it was true that
that was the case, for if they severed
themselves from the Government service
they had more to lose than an ordinary
employe would have if he left his employment. Look, for instance, at what they
would have to go through in the shape
of examinations, and so on, before they
could re-enter the serviCe.
He (Mr.
Cooke) hoped, therefore, that the amendment would be negatived. If the Bill
was made to apply to one branch of the
public service there would be no stopping
until the whole of that service, Post-office
and all, was taken in.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS stated that
he would be able to understand a good
many of the arguments that had been
used against the clallse were the Bill only
to be regarded as an instalment of legislation, which would have to be improved
upon by-and-by. But, as matters stood, he
failed to see why Government employes
should be excluded from the measure.
'Was not the means of locomotion of as
much importance to the geneml community as light and water were to the
metropolis ~ It would be well to make the
Bill as comprehensive as possible.
The Hon. D. HAM said he did not think
that honorable members should reflect on
the railway employes of the country, who
behaved very handsomely during the late
strike. There was no doubt that there
was a large accumulated fund which they
would lose altogether if they parted from
their employers on any such terms as
those referred to. Again, why should the
railway employes be singled out in order
to be treated differently from any other
branch of the public service ~ For his
part, he thought that if the Bill was
extended to railway employes, it ought
to be also extended to every public servant
in the country, and he did not believe that
rmch a proposition would be rejected in
another place.
The Hon. S. "\V. COOKE begged to remind the committee that the legislation
comprised in this Bill was merely a transcript of English legislation-legislation
adopted on the recommendations of two
Royal commissions. Unquestionably, aU
the public employes of the country,
including the post-office and dock-yard
people, would have been included in the
English Act if it had been thought wise
to do anything of the kind. If Government employes of any sort were brought
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within the scope of the present measure·
it would be impossible to stop at the Railway department.
The Hon. T. DOWLING observed that
it would be unfair to amend Part II. of
the Bill without. amending Part 1. to correspond.
.
'rhe clause was negatived without a
division.
The Bill was then reported to the House
without further amendment.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD, was read a first
time.
MUNICIPAL OVERDRAFTS
(INDEMNITY) BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of'
Sir F. T. SARGOOD, was read a first time~
COUNCILS OF CONCILIATION
BILL.
The House went into committee for the·
consideration of this Bill.
On clause 1,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that,
when this Bill was last before the committee, he suggested that it should be·
postponed, pending an interview which
Mr. Melville, who was in charge of the·
measure, was to have ,,,ith representatives..
of the Chamber of Commerce and the·
'l'rades Hall Council, with a view of
ascertaining whether those two bodies had.
arrived, or were likely to arrive, at some
distinct agreement on this important
question. As he understood, the honorable
member had had the intervi~w, and it
seemed that an agreement had been arrived
at up to a certain point, and the parties
were hopeful that a complete agreement
would be come to. If he (Sir F. T.
Sargood) was rightly informed, the agreement which had been arrived at so far
if it were embodied in a Bill would require a
measure of a much stronger character than
that now before the committee, which
even Mr. Melville himself acknowledged
was not likely to be of much use. In
view of the probability of an agreement
being come to by the parties so deeply interested, he would venture to suggest that
Mr. Melville might allow progress to be
reported, with the view of bringing on the
Bill again next week.
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The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that, in
accordance with the desire of the committee, he had an interview with representatives of the Chamber of Commerce,
and also with the President and Secretary
of the Trades Hall Council. He understood that a kind of understanding had
been come to on this matter, but that the
parties had not yet agreed to anything
practical. They had a draft of an agreement, which he held in his hand, but they
had not yet come to a full understanding
with respect to adopting tbat draft. The
Trades Hall people pointed out to him
that there had already been a board of
conciliation, and for a time they were
actually working under that board; but
tbey had since abandoned it. rrhey gave
him a copy of the rules, which appeared
to be nearly on the lines of tbis Bill, but
they had found the board impracticable, and
110 longer worked under it. 'rhe Chamber
of Oommerce were anxious to have some
kind of agreement, and had drawn up something of tbe same natm'e as the Bill, with
the exception tha,t they desired the registration of all unions. No doubt, if unions
could be registered, and if they were made
illegal unless they were registered, there
might be a power tbrough the registration
of enforcing the awards of these councils
of conciliation. As far as he could gather,
this was the rock on which the two parties
had split. He was bound to say that
there 'vas a sort of feeling among the
Trades Hall party that nothing had been
devised as yet which would answer. They
appeared to think that this Bill would
not be of much value, and as they candidly expr~ssed that opinion, he was bound
to inform the committee of it. On the
other hand, the Chamber of Commerce appeared to be equally unable to devise
anything satisfactory. At the same time
he would ask the committee to consider
whether it would not be well to pass this
Bill, which consisted of merely machinery
clauses, without any power of enforcing
awards. It seemed to him that the Bill
of which Mr. Cuthbert had charge-the
Employers and Employes Bill-was the
best measure of the kind yet submitted.
In itself it offered a sort of conciliation
with a power of enforcement. Now, if
those two Bills were bracketed together
and passed, he thought they would to some
extent accomplish what,vas the desideratum .
all over the world. There was nothing in the
present Bill that they could have any great
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regard for, but still it provided machinery
which could be availed of by parties who
were in dispute, and, besides, if the Council passed it they would remove the charge
which was made against that House of
always throwing out the measure although
it was passed by the Assembly. The passing of the Bill could do no harm, while
it would aff'orda means of settling disputes,
and it was the fact that disputes had
been settled on this basis in the past. Hedid not see any use in postponing the
measure with the idea that the two parties
would have come to an arrangement, because he saw no hope of that, and therefore he thought the best course would be
for the committee to deal with the Bill
and either pass or reject it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
progress be reported. He said he would
have been willing to have supported the
Bill, even though it contained no enforcement clauses, if it had been acceptable to
both sides; but the honorable member in
charge of the measure had frankly stated
that neither side thought that this Bill
was the right Bill. This being so, nothing
could be hoped from it, and he ( Mr. Davies)
did not think hOilorable members would
do credit to themselves by passing a Bill
which contained no enforcement clauses~
and at the same time was acceptable to
neither party. He thought, therefore, it
would be better to proceed no further with
the measure this session, and he was sure
they all hoped that before next session
the efforts that were now being made
would have a result productive of good.
Not only would they do no good by passing the Bill now but they might possibly
do harm.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
he admitted there was a good deal of force
in the view put by the Minister of Justice j
but it was also to be remembered that the
Chamber of Com~erce and the Trades
Hall Council were not the whole people of
Victoria, and this Bill was meant to apply
to all the towns and villages where disputes arose. '1'he opinion of the Trades
Hall Council was no" doubt entitled to
weight in tbis matter j but not to undue
weight, because, after all, tbey were only a
section of the community. He (Mr. Melville) would be quite prepared to withdraw
the Bill if the Minister of Justice would
say that next session, if the Government
remained in office, they would bring in a
Bill themselves to deal with this question,
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a'S had been done in South Australia, and
was being done in New South Wales. If
the Minister was not prepared to give that
assurance he was hardly entitled to ask
for the withdrawal of this Bill.
The Hon. J. M. PRA'rT said that this
Bill had come up from another Chamber,
and he thought that as a matter of cour-:
tesy they should consider it;
The Hon. C. J. HAM observed that if
the honorable member in charge of the
13ill saw his way to withdraw it, honorable
members could have no objection; but if
he pressed the Bill he (Mr. Ham) would
be inclined to vote for it. If it was a Bill
.containing penal clauses they might hesitate under the circumstances to pass it,
but all parties concurred that the Bill
.could do no harm, and it might do good.
The Council would place itself in a false
position if it simply rejected the Bill. The
measure did not refer to Melbourne and
the Trades Hall only, but to the whole
.colony.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE expressed
the opinion that the honorable member in
,charge of the Bill had adopted the right
,course in offering to withdraw the Bill, if
the Government would promise to bring in
a measure themselves next session. He
.(Mr. Wallace) thought this was a question
which should be dealt with by the Government, and he thought the Government
,should give the promise asked for.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he did not
think that his honorable colleague, in moving that progress should be reported, meant
thereby that the Bill would be necessarily
lost. The two parties who had been referred to were evidently anxious to come
to a common-sense arrangement, and the
idea simply was that progress should be reported, in order to allow the parties to
,come to some understanding within the
next week or so. .On behalf of the Go'vernment he might say that, should .they
-remain in office, they would consider it one
()f their first duties next session to endeavour to pass a Bill which would meet
the difficulties.
It would, however, be
utterly impossible for any Government to
pass a measure if the two great parties
.deeply interested disagreed as to the
-salient points.
The Hon. D. OOUTrrS. stated that he
had no objection to the Bill being postponed for a week, but he did not agree to
its being withdrawn altogether. Even if
the Trades Hall and the Ohamber of
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Commerce did not come to an agreement,
no harm could be done by passing this
measure. If the Council threw out the
Bill, it would be argued, as it had been
argued before, that they did not wish to
hold out the olive branch or desire conciliation.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he would
agree to report progress, with the object
of resuming the consideration of the Bill
next week.
Progress was then reported.
MELBOURNE AND WILLIAMSTOWN
'TRAMW'AY BILL.
The Hon. 'iV. H. ROBERTS moved the
second reading of this Bill. He explained
that the object of the measure was to
authorize the Austral-Anglo Tramway
Company to construct a tramway from
Melbourne to vVilliamstown, with a tunnel
nnder the Yarra. The Bill had passed
another place, where a select committee
had taken evidence in regard to it, and
the evidence showed that all the local
councils interested had agreed to the Bill .
.The tramway would cost about £212,000,
and .the company would have a right to
run over the line for a period of 30 years.
During the first 30 years the local
bodies would have a right to buy
the tramway at a valuation to be
fixed by arbitration. If they declined
to purchase, then, after the expiration of .
another 30 years, the local bodies would
have the right to take over the whole
property without paying anything for it.
'rhis tramway would run practically from
Prince's-bridge, and would pass through a
large quantity of Government l~nd which
was unpopulated at present, and he
believed that the effect of the tramway
would be to increase the value of that
property by at least a million of money,
and probably a great deal more. There
was no objection from any quarter at all
to ~he Bill, and it contained the usual provisions for the protection of the local
bodies. The Bill, in fact, was similar in
substance to the Melbourne Tramway and
Omnibus Company's Act, with some alterations suitable to the circumstances of the
case. It would not interfere with that
Act at all, because there was a provision
that this company would have to make
arrangements with any tramway company
in existence for running rights over their
roads. The company had gone to considerable expense in making surveys, &c.,
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.and they had deposited £10,000 with the
;Government as a proof of their bona fides.
If at the expiration of two years the company did not exercise the powers given by
the Bill they would lose their rights. He
need not point out that the measure, be,sides having the effect of enormously
increasing the value' of Government
])roperty, would be the means of ,causing
.a large amount of money to be spent
,amongst the working classes in constructing the line, while it would bring "Vil1iamstown within 4-1t miles of Melbourne.
If the tramway was a failure it would
nevertheless be one of the most important
works for military purposes that could
be cOllstructed, because it would enable
troops to be taken to Williamstown by a
route of
miles instead of the present
railway route, of 9 miles. That 'was
pointed out by the A,ge newspaper three
years ago. All the experts who had been
examined before the select committee on
t.his Bill had declared -it to be a feasible
scheme.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS remarked
that the advantage of the tramways in Melbourne was so patent to honorable members that very little argument was necessary to induce them to assent to the second
reading of a Bill of this kind. No petition
11ad been presented to the House in opposition to the construction of the proposed
tramway from the Tramway Company, the
municipal councils interested, or the inhabitants of the districts through which
the lines would pass. No tramway would
be of greater service to a certain portion of
the metropolis, as well as to the people of
Williamstown, and while it would not
adversely affect the railway traffic in the
slightest degree, because it would probably
ereate traffic for the railways, it would
greatly benefit the districts it was intended
to serve.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
the Minister of Defence ought certainly to
(}onsider whether the construction of this
tramway would not divert traffic from the
Williamstown Railway line, which had cost
the country a lot of money. He did not
wish to offer any obstacle to the passing of
the Bill, but the House was entitled to
know whether the running of a tram,vay which would bring Williamstown
within 4~ miles of Melbourne,' in . competition with the railway, which traversed
a distance of 9 miles, would not seriously affect the income of the Railway
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department. The Coburg Railway was constructed, before the preF3eht tramway was
authorized, at great cost, and he believed
it would have paid handsomely but for the
competition of the tramway to Moreland,
which was constructed alongside ·the railw~y line.
The tramway now got all the
passenger traffic, and the Railway department were foolishly running empty railway
carriages on that line. Before this Bill
was passed, Mr. Speight ought to be called
to the bar of the House and asked his opinion as to the probable effect of the tramway
proposed in this Bill on the traffic of the
railway line to Footscrayand 'Villiamstown. Mr. Speight ought to have been
called before the select committee, but
he was not. The promoters of this Bill
did not wau t his evidence. If people
were enabled to travel to 'Villiamstown
by tramway over a distance of
miles,
what· became of the prospects of the
'Villiamstown Railway being carried on
at a profit ~
Another place was at
present discussing the question as to why
the railways of the colony did not pay,
but could it be possible that they were
serious in view of the fact that they must
have shut one eye when passing this Bill ~
His own opinion was that the competition
of this tramway would cut off almost the
whole passenger traffic of the V\Tilliamstown
Railway line. It was not to be wondered
that the tramway to Moreland was able
to compete F3uccessfully with the railway
to that district, because the tramway fare
was 3d. each way, while the railway fare
was 7 ~d. second class, and 9d. first class,
return. (Mr. Pratt-" A railway monthly
ticket. is cheaper than travelling by tram..
way.") rrhe House would not do its
duty to the State if it authorized the eonstruction of private lines to shorten the
distance between places connected by State
railways. How could they do that, and
then complain that the railways did not
pay ~ (An Honorable Member-" 'Vhy
did not you stop the const.ruction of the
suburban tramways ~") He did try to stop
their construction. The Council would
shortly be launched ,into an important
discussion on the management of the State
railways, and the Government ought to
stop the further progress of this measure
until Parliament had settled the question
as to how they were going to deal with the
State railways, including the suburban
railways. If the railways were not to be
fairly treated, and if they were to be
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managed so as not to injure the tramway
traffic, it was no use building State railways at all. He would manage the Moreland Railway on business principles if it
were his own property, because he felt that
as the railway was constructed before the
tramway Parliament ought to maintain
the rights of the Railway department. That was not done ill the
case of the Coburg, St. Kilda, and
other lines, and it was not being done
in this case. There was nothing to be
surprised at in the fact that the people
of South Melbourne, Port Melbourne, and
'Williamstown had no objection to this
Bill. Sir F. T. Sargood's commercial experience was as good as that of any man
in the colony, and would he say that it
was safe or proper to bring in a competing
agency-to authorize a private company
to construct a tramway through the streets
to shorten the distance to Williamstown
and compete with the Williamstow_'l Railway ~ It seemed to him that it would
come to this-that there would have to be
a common railway rate for 10 miles round
the city of Melbourne. If they were to
make the railways pay in competition with
the tramways, they would not have to run
empty carriages and pay liveried servants
with brass buttons on their coats to stand
at every station gazing upon the empty
trains. What was the policy of the Government in regard to this Bill? vVere
the railways to be pushed aside by these
trams? Either the trams or the railways
must suffer from the competition. (Mr.
Roberts - " The tramways have made
Brunswick.") But what was the good of
the tramways to the country, if their competition resulted in the Railway department losing nearly a quarter of a million
sterling every year? The promoters of
this Bill were not returned to the Council to' champion tramway Bills through
the House; their first duty was to protect
the property of the State, and, if there
.was to be further competition with the
railways, let the State at once give up
making railways, because that competition
would simply eat up their profits. (Mr.
Roberts-" Parliament is Mr. Speight's
boss now.") The Legislatl~re ought to be
boss of the Railways Commissioners, and
take proper charge of the railways, and,
certainly, the country expected the Government to take care that the property
of the State was not made to suffer by the
competition of private tramway companies.
Hon. D ...Melville.
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The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE observed
that, with all due respect to Mr. Melville, .
he begged to submit that there was no
analogy between the tramway to Moreland,
which ran side by side with the railway,
and this proposed tramway to Williamstown. The Williamstown line was constructed with a view to conveying merchandise to Williamstown and making it
the port of Victoria, but that was no reason
why private enterprise should be stopped
for all time-it was no reason why
the people of Melbourne and Williamstown should not be able to travel between
those two places by a route of 4~
miles instead of by a route of 9 miles.
If the State railways could only be' made
to pay by stopping every kind of private
enterprise, and the honorable member
meant to say that that course should be
adopted, the only logical conclusion of his
argument would be that the State should
also stop all existing tramways, omnibuses, and cabs, which at once showed the
absurdity of the opposition to this Bill.
While the Williams.town Tramway would
bring a very large and increasing popula-:
tion 4} miles nearer to Melbourne, it
wOlild not interfere in any "ray with the
goods traffic on the Williamstown line.
(Mr. Melville-"What about the passenger
traffic? ") It would be a great advantageto the people of Williamstown, Spottiswoode, and that very. extensively populated
district to be able to reach Melbourne by
a much shorter route than the present
railway, and, under these circumstances,
he hoped the House would pass the
Bill.
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD said that, as Mr.
Melville had mentioned his 11ame and
asked his opinion, he would remind the
honorable member that he once, and once
only, went to Brunswick by railway. He
need hardly say that he didn't come
back that way, but by the tram-car, and
he could not conceive anybody except
a lunatic travelling between Brunswick and Melbourne by the present
railway. He wondered how on earth Mr.
Melville came to advocate the construction
of such a line, because the money spent on
that railway was utterly wasted. It was
delightful to find that the honorable member now saw the error of his way, and was
anxious fo save the money of the State in
regard to the working of the Williamstown
Railway. As a commercial man, his opinion
was that it would be wise to authorize the
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constnlCtion of the proposed tramway to , any alarm in regard to. this Bill, and if
Williamstmvn, and if that tramway would the House was satisfied that the appliserve a considerable population it would cation was bond fide and the tramway was
be utterly impossible to successfully oppose calculated to benefit the public, they ought
this measure for any length of time. J t to encourage its promoters to construct
'
was against the very first principles of the line.
commerce to compel not merely goods but
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE expressed
passengers to travel over 9 miles, when by the opinion that the Qouncil were indebted
,means of a piece of legislation they could to Mr. Melville for his opposition to this
be enabled to make the journey in 4~ Bill. The honorable member had put the
miles. This Bill, as Mr. Hoberts said, ,vas in matter in a very clear light, and shown
almost every clause an exact copy of Act No. the necessity for not authorizing the con1195, which was passed two sessions ago. struction of private tramways which would
In committee he would be able to show compete· with the State railways. Perwherein the Bill differed from that Act. sonally, he opposed the authorization of
The only differences were necessitated by the St. Kilda Tramway on the ground
the difference in the routes. Personally, that it would reduce the traffic on the St.
he thought that the Government would Kilda line. 'Vhy should the colony spend
be acting unwisely and unjustly to the a lot of money in the construction of railinhabitants of 'Williamstown and the dis- ways to Fitzroy and Collingwood, seeing
trict if they opposed this Bill.
that both those places were connected
The Hon. J. M. PHATT remarked that with the city by means of tramways ~ It
he was very much surprised at the senti- would be a complete waste of public money
ments uttered by Mr. Melville, who seemed to do so. The freight for the carriag'e of
to think that private enterprise must be goods from Melbourne to Williamstown,
stifled, and that only the interests of the a distance of 9 miles, was no more
State railways should be considered. Be- than the freight for the carriage of goods
cause the railways were not paying, the from Melbourne to Port Melbounle, a dishonorable member declared that Parlia- tance of 3 miles, and as this proposed
ment had no right to encourage private tramway would undoubtedly diminish the
companies to construct tramways. The revenue of the 'Villiamstown Hail way line,
railway line from Melbourne to ·Williams- he thought it would be a waste of public
town was about one of the first railways money to authorize its construction. At
constructed in this colony, and that line the same time, Mr Melville must admit
was built because 'Villiamstown was a that the House was against them in tq.eir
suitable port, and a Government township opposition to this Bill, and, as they were
to boot. It was not only the port for Mel- powerless to prevent it passing, he thought
bourne, but for a very large portion of the it would be idle to waste further time in
colony, and consequently he failed to see speaking against it.
any objection to the construction of the
The motion was agreed to.
proposed tramway, which would run for
The Bill was then read a second time,
the greater part of its distance through a and committed pro jormct.
territory at present almost valueless. It
would be of great service to the public,
OHDEH OF BUSINESS.
settle people in the district through which
Sir
F.
T. SARGOOD moved that the
it passed, and give to 'Williamstown people
the same means of communication with House do now adjourn. He stated that
the metropolis as the other suburbs of it was his intention to take the Local
Melbourne. The Melbourne tramways pro- Government Act Amendment Rill on Tuesvided a safe and speedy means of reaching day next, and continue at it until it was
the various suburbs, and they had proved finished. It was a large Bill, and he.
a great public advantage. It was astonish- thought it would be well that the attening that when the line to Brunswick was tion of honora,ble members should not be
proposed Mr. Melville did not try to get ' diverted from it to any other measure until
more direct communication with the city. it had been dealt with.
The motion for the adjournment of the
The north suburban lines did not pay
because they had failed to provide direct House was agreed to.
communication between the suburbs ·and
The House adjourned at half-past nine
the metropolis. There was 'no need for o'clock, until Tuesday, December 1.
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Thursday, November 26, 1891.
London and Westminster Bank-Crimes Act Amendment
Bill-.Railways Standing Committee: First General
Report-Licensing Arbitrations Bill-Municipal Over·
drafts (Indemnity) Bill - Opium Bill- Supply: Botanic and Domain Gardens: Edward Wragg: Mining
Department: Mining Leases at Mal'yborough : Ltlhril,\"
Gold-saving Process: 'rrack Cutting: Forestry: Mining
Timber: COM Mining: Conservator of ForestsWater Supply Department: Kerang and Swan Hill
Water Supplies: The Coliban Scheme: Expedition Pass
Reservoir: Waterworks in Country Districts-Agricultural Department: Butter Industry: Scent Farm at
Dunolly : Australian Wine: Government Entomologist:
Insect Pests-Railway Department :' Mr. Allison Smith.

The SPEAKER took the chair at three
o'clock p.m.
LONDON AND WESTMINSTER

BANK.
Mr. MUNRO stated that on Tuesday
night the honorable member for Melbourne East (Mr. Zox) called his attention
to a statement which appeared in the Age,
to the effect that the London and Westminster Bank had refused to honour a
.small payment in London on behalf of
the colony because it was not covered.
He (Mr. Munro) caused the following
telegram to be sent to London:"Melbourne, 25th November, 189l.
To the Agent-General, London.
" Newspaper article states London and 1Vestminster Bank recently declined to make small
:payment which happened to be not covered,
and that you had to apply to the Colonial banks.
Any foundation for report ?If so, particulars
must be sent by telegraph. I have denied that
it has occurred.
"JAMES MUNRO."
(Signed)
H

The reply was as follows :-"London, 25th November, 189l.
To the Premier, Melbourne.
" No truth in rumour. Cannot understand
llOW it has occurred.
(Signed)
"GRAHAM BERRY."
H

PUBLIC SERVICE.
Mr. MUNRO, in compliance with an
()rder of the House (dated October 21),
presented a return of officers classified
under Act 160 without passing the examination required by that Act.
8RIMES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. WRIXON asked the Attorney-General how soon he thought he could bring
on the Crimes Act Amendment Bill, which

had come down from the Council ~ It was
very important that. the Bill should be
dealt with before the close of this session.
There was a crying scandal connected with
one part of our criminal law which they
were all anxious to amend, and he hoped
there would be no doubt about the Bill
getting through this session.
Mr. SHIELS said he could assure the
honorable member for Portland that the
Government was thoroughly impressed
with the value of the Crimes Act Amendment Bill, and they would do their best to
have it broughton as soon as possible.
There were certain Bills that must go to
the Council, and when the Government
got those Bills forward, his colleagues
and he would ·give every assistance to have
the Crimes Act Amendment Bill passed
before the session closed.
RAILWAYS STANDING COMMITTEE.
Mr. SHIELS moved"That the first general report of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways be
now taken into consideration."

He said that after perusing this, what he
might call, as stating the opinion of his
colleagues and himself, most v~luable
report, the Government felt that before any
action was taken dealing with the construction of any new lines of railway, this
report should be brought before the House
for its consideration. The Government
felt that, because the adoption of the recommendations in this report really meant
taking a wholly new departure in regard
to railway construction in the future. The
report raised questions of the deepest
moment. The committee had, he thought,
admirably justified their existence. They
had brought into prominent notice important facts upon which the future construct.ion of railway lines in this 'colony
would depend for success or for failure;
they had made important recommendations
on which the House ought certainly to
pronounce before anything was done in
the way of sanctioning the construction
of a single additional line of railway. Very
important issues were raised in this report.
In considering a portion of the report the
other day the Cabinet had before them
the railway map. On that map there
were placed, he was told, nearly 6,000 miles
of railway lines which had been pressed·
upon the last Government, a pressure which
to some extent became almost intolerable
in its exigency, and Ministers all felt that·
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that railway map was an object lesson not
only unique but most efficient to te.:'1.ch the
people of this cotmtry and to teach this
House a lesson of caution in regard to
railway construction in future. On perusing the report which was laid on the
table of the House, he found that when the
committee had given about six months'
careful investigation to the subject of proposed railway construction, Mr.. Speight
and Mr. Darbyshire were summoned before
the committee on the 5th May, and the
committee made this important statement
to those two gentlemen that"The committee did not feel justified in
recommending the construction, at t.he estimate
of the department, of any line they had visited.
It was further explained that the people in the
country were prepared to accept railwa~s with
trains running at a low rate of speed, WIth less
accommodation than had hitherto been the rule
in regard to stations and goods sheds a:n~ a
limited service generally, and were also wIllmg
to pay higher or differential rates. Notwithstanding this, Mr. Speight stateq that the
department could not recommend any departure
from the present system, and tha~ he was of
opinion that so lon.g ?,S the expendIture on n~w
lines was from a Imlhon and a half to two mIllions a year it was not material what lines were
made. '1'he views of the committee on these
questions are not in accordance with those of
the department, and they are of opinion that
while the relation of each line to the existing
system should be duly considered, they must
be guided in their recommendg,tioI?-s by the
individua.l merits and revenue-producmg character of each line reported upon."

vVell, he thought that the House, l?oking
this question fairly and squarely III the
face, would have arrived at the same conclusion-that in the authorization of any
new lines t.he recommendations must be
ba~ed primarily upon the individual merits
of each line and on the revenue:-producing
character of each line. Some of the important recommendations that had been
made by the Railways Standing Committee this House had already sanctioned.
For instance, one recommendation was" That the' construction' and' management'
of the Victorian railways should. be entirely
distinct and separate, and that the construction
of new railways should be removed from the
control of the commissioners, who should be
responsible only for the map,agement of the
traffic and the proper maintenance of existing
lines."

With the exception of the honorable
member for Bourke East, this House
unanimously concurred in that most important departure in regard to railway
construction. Before they made that recommendation the committee took very
important evidence, and he found that, in
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answer to certain questions, tho lata Mr.
vVatson, the Ellgineer-in~Chief, made the
following replies : "How is authority obtained for the construction of those works supervised by the engineer of maintenance-to construct additional
works that he thinks necessary?-From the'
commissioners.
"Does he consult you at all ?-My opinion is.
not asked.
" Then you are in ignorance of what has been
done after the line has been passed from the
contractor's hands to the department ?-Quite ..
" You cannot form any idea of what is going'
on in the department after the works have left
your hands ?-N 0, except such works as are
thought to be necessary to be charg.ed to construction. "

The committee upon that evidence and
other evidence bearing on the same subject came to the conclusion that.--(Mr~
Gillies-" 'Why not read the next question 1") Very well"I presume the bulk' of these works are.
caused by the development of the requirements.
of the locality after the contract is finished ?Yes.
" But he is the sole judge of what is required?
-No doubt he consults the traffic manager and
the commissioners, but I cannot say from my
own knowledge that he does."

The committee, after taking evidence of
that character, came to the conclusion
that" The mode of transacting the important busi-·
ness of the Railway department referred to in
Mr. vVatson's evidence discloses the existence
of a want of system and due responsibility that
is very unsatisfactory, and that under it Parliament has not sufficient control over the expenditure on railways that have been constructed
by its authority."

That being their conclusion, the complement of that conclusion was the recommendation that the work of construction
should be taken out of the control of the
commissioners, and in that opinion, with
the one exception he had named, this
House had unanimously concurred. Another most important, and by far the most
important, question raised by this report
was in regard to the compensation which
had hitherto been paid for land. N ow, he
thought that there was not a second
opinion in this House that, looked at
broadly, the State had paid exorbitant
prices for the la~d that had been taken
for railway construction. In the report
of the Railways Standing Committee he
found this statement upon that very important subject : "The department estimates the cost of the
land required for the line from Donald to Birchip at £10,858, or an average of £360 per mile,
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l)ut the evidence submitted to a sectional committee showed that it can be obtained for less
than £100 per mile."
.

In other words, the estimate of the department for taking the land necessary for
railway purposes was 360 per cent. more
than the sectional committee ascertained
on the spot that the land could be ,obtained,
under other conditions. The report further stated that" The committee also consider that too much
land has been purchased in many cases, and
that, especially in level country where there
are no cuttings or high embankments, the present width of Ii chains may be reduced with
advantage, provided that the owners or occupiers of the land adjoining the line are com·
pelled, under certain penalties, to fell all trees
on their property which, if cut or blown down,
might fall on the railway track."

, The SPEAKER.-TheAttorney-General
will not bo in ordor in going into the
general question on this motion that the
report of the RaihvaysStanding Committee
be now taken into consideration.
Mr. SHIELS said he thought, with great
deference to the Speaker,' that he was
within bis rights in urging reasons why
the report should be nqw taken into consideration. However, if the Speaker was
against h~m on that point, he would not
say anything further in support of the
present motion. (:Mr. Gillies-" If this
motion is carried, what do you propose to do 1") He presumed that the
ordinary course would be followed, namely,
that those who were responsible for the
report, the chairman or another member of
tho Railways Standing Committee, would
follow with a substantive motion asking the
House to adopt the report. (Mr. Patterson-"That is for the Government to do.")
It was not for the Government to do. He
could point to an exactly similar case in
which the course he now suggested was
followed- the report of the Mal1ee Lands
Committee. After the Minister of Lands
had moved and carried a motion precisely
similar 'to the one before the House,
namely, that the report be now taken into
consideration, the honorable member for
Portland, as chairman of that committee,
with a view to get the opinion of the
House either for or against the recommendations of the committee, submitted a
motion that the report be now adopted.
The Government were now discharging
their obligation in taking the report of
the Railways Standing Committee through
this formal stage, and after the motion he
had submitted had been adopted they
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would leave the matter to the consideration of the House.
Mr. "McCOLL asked if the AttorneyGeneral was not anticipating the remarks
of the Chairman of the Railways Standing
Committee in making his statement in
support of the present motion?
'1'he SPEAKER.-I think tho AttorneyGeneral is. really anticipating the discussion on the motion for the adoption of the
report.
This is merely a preliminary
motion that the report be now considered,
and I think that the honorable gentleman,
in submitting this motion; ought to confine himself to urging reasons why the
report should be now considered. It
should not be assumed that we are considering the report; but the AttorneyGeneral is really going into the general
question, which can only be debated after
we have passed this motion and a motion
for the adoption or approval of the report
or otherwise is submitted.
Mr. SHIELS said he hardly Imew how
he could give reasons why the report of the
Hailways Standing Committee should occupy the attention of ,the House that
evening unless he was allowed to point
out the big issues raised in the report,.
and why those issues should be pronounced
upon. (Mr. Patterson-" There is no opposition to the motion now before the
Chair.") He had not the slightest knowledge of how the House would view that
preliminary motion. (Several Honorable
Members-" Aye.") He had only proposed
to follow the course that had hitherto been
adopted in cases of this kind; but as the
House appeared to be unwilling to have
any explanation of the report, on the
motion now before the Chair, he would
simply content himself by moving the
formal motion.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that it was unnecessary on this formal motion to take
up time which might afterwards .be required for cOIisidering the more elaborate
proposals of the committee. Honorable
members ,,~ould like to know, however,
the course of proced ure which the
Minister of Railways intended to take.
The honorable gentleman appeared to have
divided his motion into two parts. (Mr.
Shiels-" No I have not.") The second
was· no doubt a corollary of the first, as
it dealt with proposals for the construction of particular lines.· (Mr. Shiels
_ I e That
has nothing whatever to do
with this motion, and I am not going on
with it to-night.") He thought the
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11Onorable gentleman had intended to deal
with so much of the report as would refer
'to the particular lines mentioned in the
second motion.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the leader of
the Opposition had misconceived his intelltion. I t was a mere coincidence that the
second motion appeared on the noticepaper immediately under the motion now
before the Chair, and the first was not
<cssential to the second. IEs idea was
that the House should pronounce one way
Dr other on the grave issues raised in the
l"eport of the Rail ways Standing Committee before any proposals for railway
construction were submitted at all.
Mr. DEAKIN rema,rked that he would
like to know why the House should be
asked to' pronounce on the report of
the Railways Standing Committee before
any proposals for the construction of
new lines were submitted to the House~
Mr. SHIELS said that in previous cases
the House had pronounced in general
terms for or against recommendations
made .. ~ehe Government wished the House
to come to a COilclusion on this report
:'l,bsolutely unhampered by any party
cries.
rrhe Railways Standing Committee represented both sides of the
House, and they had made recommendations which involved a new departure in
policy. The Government wanted to have
the ground cleared, and to know whether
the House was in favour of the recommendations of the committee, or whether
they dissented from them.
That he
hoped would be the issue of to-night's
discussion. For the sake of simplifying
matters he had intended to refer to the important issues raised in the report, so that
the discussion might not travel over too
large an area, but he had been ruled out of
order, and the House appeared to be willing
to allow this preliminary motion to pass.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that most
honorable members would like to have the
report put before them by the Minister of
Railways. Honorable members had read
the report, but it would be an advantage
if they could have their memories refreshed
with regard to it.
The SPEAKER.-This is·a preliminary
motion, and unless it is expected that
there will be such serious opposition to it
that no further opportunity will be given
to deal with the report, then the report
should not be debated at this stage.
Mr. PATTERSON stated that there
could not be two opinions on the question
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of the advisability of taking the report
into consideration, but he took it that it
was the duty of the Government to lead
the House by submitting propositions
based upon the report. Otherwise the
discussion would be a mere waste of words.
It \yas absurd to say that the Government
simply desired to take the opinion of the
House. That was a mode of procedure that
was not known in parliamentary institutions at all. The responsibility of proposing that such and such lines should be
constructed devolved upon the Governmen t. Otherwise, the Chairman of the
Railways Standing Committee became
the Minister of that particular business.
(Mr. Shiels-" This report has nothing to
do with lines at all.") If not, then why
was it to be discussed ~
Mr. ANDERSON said that there seemed
to be a great deal of confusion in regard
to this matter. The H,ailways Standing
Committee was instructed immediately
upon the opening of Parliament to table a,
general report. The report did not deal
with lines, but with recommendations, and
it was for the House to either accept or
reject the recommendations. Then any
lines of railway that were afterwards proposed could be submitted subject to the
conditions laid down.
Mr. T. SMITH asked whether, if this
motion were carried, honorable members
would have an opportunity of discussing
any portion of this report, or of the
proceedings of the Railways Standing
Committee ~
The SPEAKER.-If this motion is
carried, I presume that a motion will be
submitted that the House agree with the
Railways Standing Committee in the report, or some other motion upon whi9h
discllssion can then take place.
Mr. LAURENS remarked that the honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) had said that the course now
taken by the Government had never been
taken before. The position was, however,
an entirely new one. The House were
asked to deal with railway construction'
in a manner that had hitherto been unknown in the colony, and no one should
be more ready to admit that than the
honorable member for Castlemaine. He
understood that the honorable member
desired that the Government should take
the responsibility of stating what lines it
would recommend. It so happened that
this report was not addressed to the
Government, but to Parliament, and
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Parliament was now requested to deal with
it. That being so, why should honorable
members appeal to the Government to
take the responsibility of recommending
the adoption of this report, as if they had
more information in their possession than
had the members 'of the Railways Standing Committee? That argument was
untenable, and was altogether unworthy
of the honorable member for Castlemaine,
who was so able in other respects.
Mr. G. D. CARTEB. observed that the
honorable member for Melbourne North
could not have read the report.
The
report did not refer to lines at all, but
simply dealt with general principlEils, some
of which he might agree with, and some
of which he might disagree with. This
was not a party question at all, and it was
for the House to decide how many of the
recommendations of the Railways Standing
Committee they would adopt. The report
had nothing to do with construction, and
therefore the Government could not be
asked to recommend the construction of
any lines. The report ,yould not as a
whole be affirmed or disagreed with by
the House, and h'::morable members should
not be asked to swallow it either by the
Government or the Opposition.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said that the report
was addressed to His Excellency the Governor, and not to the Minister of B.ailways, or to Parliament. He really thought
that the Government should take the matter
into their consideration. The Premier
winked "the other eye," and he (Mr. L. L.
Smith) supposed that it was all right.
Mr. 'fB.EN\VITH remarked that the
question now before the House was
whether the report should be taken into
consideration, and it was therefore a waste
of time to attempt to discuss it in detail.
It would have to be defLlt with on a subsequent motion. This discussion had
arisen out of a bad precedent which was
established by the Minister of Railways on
a previous occasion in making a second. reading speech on a preliminary motion.
'fhat was a dangerous practice, and might
lead to a great waste of time.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BENT moved that the first general
report of the Railways Standing Committee
be adopted. He said he must· admit
that he rose with a considerable amount of
doubt as to whether he ought to propose
this motion or not, because he had been
under the impression that the report,
having been forwarded to the Governor,
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the Railways Standing Committee had
nothing more to do with it. The lawyers,
however, told him that it was his duty to
move the adoption of this' report; and, in
order tbat the House might get on with
business, he took the responsibility. He
felt quite sure that the House would bear
with him in the position he occupied. No
doubt every honorable member had read
the report which luid been in their hands
since last June. That made his task a
very easy one indeed, and, knowing that he
was speaking to business men, he would
content himself with submitting the
motion. He felt sure that the report had
been studied, or would be studied, by every
honorable member. If a necessity arose
for explanation upon the report, it could
be given. He would call the attention of
the House to the fact that every member
of the Railways Standing Committee had
signed the report. The Government had
already brought down certain propositions
-one of which was to divorce railway construction from management, and that had
been carried by the House. The other
propositions contained in the report were
of a business-like character, and he thought
that the names appended to the report
would be accepted as a guarantee that
they were of a business-like character.
Mr. WOODS seconded the motion.
Mr. PATTERSON asked where the Government came in ?
Mr. SHIELS said that the Government,
were in the same position as the honorable
member in regard to the matter. There
seemed to be some doubt as to the procedure-Mr. GILLIES asked whether all the
propositions contained in the report could
be adopted on a general motion of this
kind? He had never heard of such a,
thing being done in Parliament before.
Mr. SHIELS said that if the honorable
member for Eastern Suburbs only agreed.
in part with the recommendations of the
Standing Committee it would be competent:
for him to move an amendment. He
would point out exactly what was done by
the honorable' member for Portland on a
former occasion. (Mr. Patterson-" That
was a small 'affair.") rrhis was a matter
of procedure. In the case to which he
referred, a committee was appointed by
the House and that committee presented a
report. The Minister of Lands moved
that the report be taken into consideration, and debate then ensued, although he (Mr. Shiels) had been ruled
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out of order by the Speak~r in attempting
to debate a similar motion on this report.
After the motion for the consideration of
the report of the Mallee Committee had
been agreed to, the honorable member for
Portland, as chairman of the committee,
proposed a second motion that the report
be now adopted. Then, the record said,
"debate ensued; the question was put,
and resolved in the affirmative." 'rhat
was the procedure. (Mr. Gillies-" The
two cases are totally different.") The
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
had not given any reasons to show that
the two cases were different. (Mr. Baker
- " One involved a large expenditure of
money, and the other does not.") That
made no difference in regard to the procedure.
Mr. WIUXON remarked that there
could not be any doubt as to the course of
procedure. A committee had been appointed to report to the House; it had
drawn up a certain report, and that
report the House need not adopt or
A prelimicould adopt in part only.
nary motion that the report be taken
into consideration had been agreed to,
and, therefore, the report had now to
be considered. Then what had to be done
next 1 He submitted that it rested with
the Government to say whether they proposed that this report should be adopted
or not. The Minister of Railways, in
alluding to the Mallee Committee, was
quite right in many respects, but he had
overlooked one important fact. When the
report of the committee was brought down
the Minister of Lands addressed the
House, and declined to move the adoption
of the report. The House then understood the position. (Mr. Patterson-"That
was the position of the Government.")
Yes, and in consequence he (Mr. Wrixon)
undertook to move the adoption of the
report, but he only did so because the
Minister of Lands had declined to undertake that duty.
The SPEAKER.-,That report was addressed to the House ~ This is a report to
the Governor.
Mr. vVRIXON stated that the distinction pointed out by the Speaker was an
important one. This report was for the
information of the House; and, when the
House was asked to adopt it, it was important for honorable members to know
by whom they were asked to adopt, it.
Some one must take the responsibility.
The report contained a great many
Se.ssion 1891.-[182]
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recommendations, suggestions, and observations-some of which might be good,
some bad, and some indifferent. 'rhe proposition that the report should be adopted'
was so wide that if it was made at all
it should be made by the Government.
(Mr. L. L. Smith - " You can propose amendments.") Yes, but honorable
members wanted to know by whom
they were being led in regard to this
matter. If they were being led only
by the Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee, that would put the
question in a different light. If the Government approved of this report, they
ought to move its adoption. It seemed to
him (Mr. ,,\Vrixon) that the wiser course
would be not to move the adoption of the
whole report-which contained some recommendations with which they might not
agree, and some from which they might
dissent-but to submit certain propositions
arising out of the report. r:rhe Government should do that. (Mr. Shiels-"vVhy
cast the responsibility of proceeding against
parliamentary usage on the Government
when the report is not their production 1")
This, of course, was not a party matter at
all, but it was important that the House
should be led by some one responsible to
the country; and it would be very much
better for the Government to simply ask
the House to agree to certain propositions
founded on the report. The report was
addressed to the Governor. (Mr. Shiels"vVhat difference does that make 1") It
simply meant that it was for general
information. To move that the House
should swallow the report as a whole
was a dangerous course to adopt. (Mr.
Shiels - "Is it contrary to parliamentary practice 1") He thought that
it was contrary to constitutional usage.
The House wanted to know whether the
Government approved of everything in the
report or not. The House always expected
to be led by the Government, and the
proper course would be for the Government to submit certain proposals founded
on the .report.
Mr. MUNRO pointed out that the constitution of the Railways Standing Committee was different from that of any other
committee. This committee consisted of
members selected from both sides of the
two Chambers. Supposing the Government disapproved of the report altogether,
how could they submit a motion against it,
or what course must they take if they disapproved of . part of it'1 (Mr. ,,\Vrixon-
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" Then move the adoption of such recommendations as you approve of.") It had
been stated by an honorable member who
had rstudied the Act which was introduced
by the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs himself, that the Government
must deal with the report. (Mr. Gillies"Some reports must be addressed to the
Assembly but this one is addressed to the
Governor.") vVas it the opinion of the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
that the Government could deal with any
of the lines submitted without the report
having been first approved by them?
:Mr. GILLIES said he was certainly of
that opinion.
Mr. PAT':eERSON remarked that the
Government had already taken that course
in regard to certain coal lines, in respect
to which the Minister of Railways had
given notice.
Mr. MUNRO said the report did not
contain a single word about the lines refen'ed to by the honorable member for
Castlemaine. As the matter they were now
discussing was entirely a new departure
the practice ought to be laid down definitely, so that no difficulty in regard to
the point could arise again. This "ms the
first report presented by a specially constructed committee, and honorable members ought not to treat it as a party
question. If the best way to deal with
the report was for the Government to explain how far they approved of it and hoyv
far they disapproved of it, it should be
understood that that ,vas to be the practice;
and if these reports were to be submitted
by the chairman of the committee to the
House as a mere preliminary, that should
also be definitely agreed upon. It did ap·
pear to the Government that when this
specially appointed committee submitted
its report on railways it would lay down
certain principles, and that it would be the
duty of the House to decide these preliminaries before taking any further action.
The Government did not say that they
supported or opposed the report; what
they said was that questions were submitted by the committee which ought to
be dealt with by the House before the
Railway Bill was introduced. Perhaps it
would be well to adjourn ~he debate until
after the refreshment hour to give honorable
members on both sides of the House an opportunity of having a quiet conversation as
to the most desirable method of procedure.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that it
was quite clear which was the proper course
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for the House to take under the circum-·
stances. There was nothing new in the·
presentation of a report for the information
of the House. This report, however,
recommended a new railway policy altogether, and it was for the Government to·
say whether they would adopt that policy
or any part of it. It was not necessary to·
discuss the matter now, because if the
Government did not desire to oarry out the
report all they had to do was .to allow it
to lie on the table. Honorable members
should be allowed to discuss the report.
paragraph by paragraph, and when a.
matter of policy was reached which the
Government did not approve they could
simply ignore it, while they could adopt a.
point which they did approve of. He agreed
with the view of the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs that the Govern-·
ment could propose any railway' policy
they chose. It was certainly not the duty
of the House to formulate a railway policy
·for the Government. He approved of the
Premier's suggestion to adjourn the debate
until after the refreshment hour.
Mr. PAT'rERSON pointed out that the
Minister of Railways had a notice of motion
on the paper recommending the construction of certain coal lines. In that motion
the honorable gentleman adopted the principles laid down by the Railways Standing
Committee. The HOllse need not touch
the report at all, as it was addressed to the
Governor and not to the House.
The SPEAKER.-The question before
the Chair is whether it is wise to submit
the'motion ""hich has been moved or not.
Mr. SHIELS said his contention was
that the report could be submitted.
The SPEAKER.-I am quite with the
honorable gentleman.
Mr. TRENvVITH observed that to
adopt the report would be to give it the
effect of an Act of Parliament, and for
that reason the House ought not to adopt
it. The Act constituting the Railways
Standing Committee was founded on an
Act of New South Wales, which might be
some guide as to the method of procedure.
In New South Wales reports under that
Act were submitted to the Assembly
merely as matters of information. All the
responsibility lay with the Government,
and they could if they chose oppose the
report. In the absence of any higher
precedent, common sense seemed to dictate that the House ought not to proceed
to either the adoption or the rejection of
this report. (Mr. Deakin-" The question
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is whether you can. adopt or reject.") In pO'wer to adopt the report. The House
the absence of a precedent the House could also order the Government to bring
in a Bill to carry out its recommendations.
must establish one.
111'. McCOLL said he had not antici- He had heard nothing contrary to that
.
pated that the honorable member for view of the matter.
The SPEAKER.-1'he contention has
Brighton would move the adoption of this
report. He thought that the honorable been raised that the motion of the honormember was going to make something like able member for Brighton cannot be rea Minister of Hail ways' second-reading ceived in the way in which it has been subspeech upon it. The clauses of the report mitted. At various times the House has
ought to be taken seriatim, and the dealt with matters somewhat similar to this.
House could not do better than follow On the 19th June, 1884, on the considerathe practice adopted with regard to the tion of the Australasian federal resolutions,
. Mr. Service submitted a resolution to the
Federation Bill.
Mr. BURRO\VES remarked that the effect that Lhe House, having had under
House WetS not called upon either to adopt its'consideration certain resolutions adopted
at the Australasian Convention held in.
or reject the report.
The SPEAKER.-The question is-is it Sydney in November and December, 1883,.
out of the power of the House to do it?
"records its entire approval of the said
Mr. BURRO\VES observed that the resolutions." I should prefer to have the
report might be received and laid on the matter submitted to me in the form that
table, and it would then be the duty 6f "this House, having had under its considthe Government to bring forward a Rail- eration the report of the Hailways Standway Bill in accordance with its recom- ing Committee, records its general approval
mendation or not. The House could then of the same." That would be more in accordadopt as much of the report as might ance with the constitutional practice; but
seem to he expedient. The report should the matter is more a question of expediency,.
be read seriatim, and then laid on the table and I cannot rule the motion out of order.
to sel:ve as a guide for the Government.
Mr. BE~T said his motion would now
:M:r. GILLIES said he did not argue be that the House "approves generally of'
that it was not in the power of the House the first general report of the Pm'liamento adopt the report. He had merely men- tary Standing Committee on Hail-ways."
tioned that there was a difference of
Mr. TUCKER remarked that the House'
opinion as to whether it would be wise to had already dealt with a portion of the comfollow that course. He had no doubt that mittee's report, namely, that portion which
the House possessed the power.
recommended the separation of railway
Mr. BO\VMAN remarked that if the construction from railway management.
Government desired to adopt the report He did not think that the Government
in full, they could so deal with it; but ought to be held responsible for so far using
if they accepted the report, they must the report, because it was well known from
of course accept the policy which it con- the personnel of the committee that it was·
tained. He considered that the report a non-party committee--olle taken from
would form a very useful document when both Houses, and from both sides of this
the Government brought down their Rail- House. This repOl;t was the only report
way Bi1l. It would be better for the Go- that had been presented to the Governor-'
vernment to accept the report than to in Council. It was presented under section
order it to lie on the table of the House. 18 of the Aet under which the Railways
(~fr. Shiels-" The House has already
Standing Committee was appointed. That
ordered that it be taken into considera- section was as follows :tion.") r.ehen those who introduced the
~'The committee shall, before the commencereport must take the responsibility of it, ment of each session of Parliament, make a
and advocate it clause by clause. To en- general report to the Governor in Council of"
deavour to adopt the report in globo would their proceedings under this Act, and such
report shall be laid before both Houses of Parbe to put the House in a very awkward liament
within fourteen days after the making
position indeed. He approved of the find- thereof if Parliament be then in session, and if'
ings of the report, and he did not think it not, then within fourteen days after the comwould do any harm or good whether the mencement of the next session."
Govenlment adopted it or not.
He understood that the report was laid
Mr. L. L. SMITH observed that it was on the table simply for the information of
obvious to everyone that the House had honorable members. Every other report
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from the committee was a report to the
Assembly. rrhere ",vas at the present time
on the notice-paper a motion to be moved
by the Minister of Railways, carrying out
the views of the Railways Standing Committee with regard to certain coal mines.
The committee had to report on every line
submitted to it, no matter whether that
report was favorable or unfavorable to
the construction of the line, and each line
must have been before that the subject of
a resolution carried by the House. Further, every resolution of the Assembly
declaring that it was or was not expedient
to carry out any particular railway had to
be gazetted. 'When, however, the House
had declared it to be expedient to construct a particular line, the Minister of
Railways was bound to bring down a Bill
for the purpose. At the same time, he
could, if he chose, insert in the Bill certain
provisions ta~\:en from the report of the
committee, and let the House decide the
point. He (Mr. Tucker) considered that
that was a very proper position of affairs.
Mr. MURRAY observed that the section quoted by the honorable member for
Fitzroy (Mr. Tucker) required the report
of the committee to be addressed to the
Governor in Council, whereas the report
before the House was addresssed to His
Excellency in person.
Mr. vVOODS said it seemed to him that
honorable members had now been nearly
an hour settling the proper way in which
to bring this report under the consideration
of Parliament. His own opinion was that
it was very unfair to attempt to make the
Minister of Railways responsible for the
recommendations in that report, and it
would be just as unfair to make the House
responsible. As honorable members had
been informed already, the report was
practically a record of the proceedings of
the committee; it embodied their views
and contained their suggestions. Some of
these suggestions were certainly very novel
in their character, and rather far-reaching
in their range, but it was for the House to
adopt them or reject them when they were
embodied in a Bill. If it had been first of
aU stated that the report was laid on the
table of the House for general information,
well and good, and it would be equally well
and good if it had been stated that whenever the Minister brought down a Bill embodying suggestions made by the committee, then the House would hold the
Minister responsible. There could be no
possible objection to a course of that kind.

.
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Of course, he (Mr.vVoods) did not suppose
fora moment that the honorable memberfor
Brighton, when he proposed his motion with
respect to the report, ever imagined that
the Honse would adopt it without full consideration and debate. (Mr. Shiels-"Such
a debate would take the whole night.")
Probably it would take several nights.
Perhaps it would be better to adopt the
suggestion that the report should remain
on the table of the House for the information of honorable members, and afterwards, should the Minister bring down a
Bill adopting some of the suggestions in
the report,· the responsibility would then
rest on him.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that it seemed
to him, as well as to his colleagues, that
complaint was made by the Chairman of
the Railways Standing Committee that the
Government had neglected to give that
body opportunity of getting their report
considered by Parliament. They P!esented
their report when Parliament met at the
commencement of the session, and it was
complained that no opportunity of having
that report brought before the House and
fully considered had been given. He (Mr.
Shiels) then said that the apology of the
Government must be the state of the
business of the House, but before the
Government undertook to bring down any
proposal for making a line of railway, he
would take the necessary formal steps to
bring the report under the consideration
of honorable members. Now it appeared
that the committee had a varying mind.
But the Government had, at any rate, discharged their obligation in the matter.
The complaint was that no opportunity
had been afforded, but now an opportunity
had been afforded. The Government promised that they would give such an
opportunity before they made any specific
railway proposal, and now they had carried
out that promise, but he regretted that
after so doing those who asked that it
should be done did not take quite the
course he expected.
Mr. McINTYH.E said he was somewhat
at a loss' to understand the position taken
up by the Minister of Railways. The
committee had nothing to do with this
matter at all. It was a duty incumbent
on the Railways Standing Committee to
submit their report, and that they had
done. If the Government took up some
of the recommendations in the report, of
course the committee could not complain.
But why did the Government deal with
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some of the recommendations of the committee without letting the report be considered first ~ For his part, he regretted
that the present matter had been gone
into at alL It was for honorable members
to say whether the report was on the lines
that they would follow.
Certainly the
report was prepared in accordance with
the law under which the committee was
appointed, for that law necessitated the
report being brought up within a certain
time. As for the foundation of the report,
it was simply the evidence that had been
taken, which was now open to the consideration of honorable members. He (Mr.
McIntyre) would maintain that it was the
duty of the Goyernment to say whether
they agreed with the policy set out
in the report-if it was really a policy.
Still there could be no doubt that the Government had, to a certain extent, anticipated a number of the recommendations
in the report - they had done so, for
instance, in regard to separating construction from management. He regretted
that the Minister of Railways should have
stood up and reflectcd on the Railways
Standing Committee. (" No.") If the
honorable gentleman had not done so, he
(Mr. McIntyre) did not understand the
English language.
Mr. TRENvVITH asked if the honorable member for Maldon was in order in
making a charge against the Minister of
Railways with respect to something that
:"vas not before the House ~ vVhat was
before the House was the motion of the
honorable member for Brighton, and if
there was anything wrong in conn ex ion
,yith that surely the Government were not
responsible fOl' it.
rrhe SPEAKER.-I do not think that is
a point of order.
Mr. McINTYH.E said that so far as the
Railways Standing Committee were cop.cOl'ned they had carried out the law. It
was impossible for the Government or for
the House to deal with the recommendations of the committee unless their report had been dealt with. 1'here were
certain lines of policy laid down in the
report, and it was necessary for the
House to express an opinion for or against
them.
(Mr. Shiels - "The chairman
of the committee has moved that the report be approved generally.") That was
all very well; the committee had an excellent chairman, but it was the duty of the
Government to moye in the matter. 1'he
committee having submitted their report,
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it was the business of the Government to
go further. Unless some opinion was expressed by the House, how could the work
of the committee be followed up 1 (Mr.
Gillies-" 1'he law provides the mode in
which the report of the committee should
be brought before the House.") vVhat.
;was the object that necessitated the committee reporting in that way 1 (Mr.
Gillies-" In order to give useful information.") But the recommendations of the
committee should be adopted or rejected.
He contended that the Government would
not be able to bring down anyone of the
lines recommended by the committee,
unless they adopted the policy laid down
by the committee. 1'here was the policy,
for instance, of calling upon the local
bodies and others interested in a line to
find the land required for it. In one case
the committee recommended that a local
body desirous of a line should secure in,terest on the money required for the purchase of the land. He submitted that the
Government would not be justified in
proposing the adoption of any of the conditions attached by the committee to theconstruction of different lines, without
an expression of opinion on the part
of the House as to whether the lille of
policy concerned was acceptable or not.
He thought tho Government would be
j llstified in holding their hand until they
felt the pulse of the House with regard to.
the recommendations of the commi tteeh
But what he said was that the Minister of
Railwaysshould not have complained about
the conduct of the committee in this matter
at all. p1r. Munro-"He did not complain.") Then he did not understand the
English language. He he~l,rd the Minister
of Railways stand up and complain that.
the Chairman of the Standing Committee
made certa,in remarks.
:Mr. SHIELS said that the honorable
member misunderstood him. 1'he chairman of the committee complained to him
(Mr. Shiels) that no opportunity had been
afforded of having the report discllssed by
the House, and, therefore, the Government
had brought the report before the House.
Mr. McINTYRE expressed the opinion
that the House would not be able to deal
on proper lines with the recommendations which the committee had submitted
without considering the present report in
some shape or form, because that report
propounded a new policy altogether in
regard to the construction of railways.
He would ask the House, in justice to the
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committee, to deal with the result, which
had not beon obtained without very hard
labour on tho part of the committee. The
House would not be able to deal with the
individual recommendations of the committee. in regard to the construction of
railways unless it first considered the
policy which the committee had submitted.
(Mr. Shiels-" 'Ve are giving that opportunity now, and YOll are complaining.")
As a member of the committee he ought
not to be called upon to take part in the
matter at all. He thought it would be
far better if the Government took the
whole responsibility on their shoulders,
and it was the duty of the Government to
,do so. He understood the opinion of the
members to be that by adopting this
report the House would not be tied in
future, but that each Bill would have
to stand on its own merits. He was
quite prepared to accept that so long
as he felt that the House was in accord with the general principles of the
report, because if that was the case he
maintained that in connexion with every
Railway Bill brought forward in future the
railway would have to be constructed on
certain conditions attached to the Bill. If
that principle was adopted he did not care
whether the House adopted the report
formally or not, because the Government
would be bound, whenever they brought
in a Railway Bill, to attach conditions to
it in accordance with the recommendations
-of the committee.
Mr. MUNRO said it was quite clear
that the House was not in a position to
deal properly with this report at present.
It was unfortunate that the honorable
member for Maldon was not in the House
a little .earlier, as otherwise he would have
known the reason for the remarks of the
Minister of Railways. What the Minister
of Railways stated was simply that he had
been pressed by members of the Standing
Committee to give the House an opportunity of dealing with the report, and
that after he had given that opportunity
members of the committee objected to
that course being taken. Consequently,
the Minister of Hailways felt that the
voice of the Chairman of the Standing
Committee and of one or two members
did not represent the voice of the committee as a whole, and, therefore, he
was not exactly fairly dealt with. (Mr.
McIntyre--" The report is the voice of the
whole committee.") He was not dealing
with that question. The Minister of
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Railways was pressed to give the House an
opportunity of dealing with the report,
and then members of tho Standing Committee objected in the House to that course
being taken, so that the Minister of Railways was placed in somewhat a wrong
position. He was under the impression
that he was carrying out the wish of the
committee, whereas he was only carrying
out the request of the chairman and one
or two other members. Under the circumstances, he (Mr. Munro) thought it
would be better to adjourn the debate,
and take more time to consider the matter.
He begged to move that the debate be
adjourned.
Mr. 'VHEELER seconded the motion
for the, adjournment of the debate.
Mr. BEN1' stated that there was no
difference of opinion in the committee at
all. They wished the report to be brought
under the consideration of the House, and
the only difference was as to the mode 'of
doing that. The committeemetthatday, and
they were under the impression that the
motion to be submitted by the Minister of
Railways that the report be taken into
consideration would be put to the House.
It was then agreed by the commitee that if
there was any discussion on the motion,
and any information required, each member of the committee would be prepared
to take his part in supplying that information and supporting the report. The
committee were under the impression that
they had nothing to do with the adoption
of the report-·that whep. it was placed on
the table, they had performed their duty;
but he was informed to-day by the Law
officers of the Crown that it was his (Mr.
Bent'S) duty to take the action which
he had. taken, and therefore he did so.
'When it came to a discussion of the
report it would be found that every member of the committee, no matter what part
of the House he might sit in, would assist
in carrying the report in its entirety.
The committee were entirely una.nimous
on the subject. He thought honorable
members opposite were rather to blame
for having raised these technicalities.
Mr. BAKER said he thought the Minister of Railways was rather hardly dealt
with, because he (Mr. Baker) had heard
from time to time questions asked as to
why the Government did not bring the
report before the House to be dealt with.
For his part, he was very well pleased with
the report. He uhderstood, however, that it
was simply to be taken as a guidance when
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dealing with raihvay construction, and he
was glad they had arrived at tha,t conclu,sion. W'hen the Minister of Railways
commenced to open out on this question
he introduced one of the most debatable
matters which it was possible to bring forward, because he made it appear as if the
Railways Commissioners had been spending £300 for land, where, according to the
report of the committee, it could be got
for £100. Now, the truth of the matter
was that the Railways Standing Committee had been round investigating this
matter, and had put the question straight
to the people-" If you get a railway will
you give the land 1" and the people said,
" Yes." This was how the land could be
got mlloh cheaper no\v.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he would ask
the Premier to withdraw the motion for
the adjournment of the debate. Now
that the little disagreement that had
occurred had been removed he thought
the House could very well discuss the
report. It was the opinion of a great
many members that, while they did not
:agree with every particular, they were
prepared to adopt the report generally. If
the discussion went on now, it could be
disposed of in an hour or two.
Capt. TAYLOR expressed the hope that
the matter would not be adjourned. In
the first place, he would point out that it
seemed to him that the Act did not contemplate that any motion should be
tabled in connexion with this report at all,
but that any discussion which took place
should be on the recommendations regarding individual lines. This report had to
be presented to both Houses of Parliament, alld therefore surely it could not be
understood that section 18 contemplated
that the general report of the committee
should have a motion moved in regard to
it. He understood that that report was
simply submitted for the information of
the House, and was to lie on the table.
This being the case, why should they
delay general railway construction because
of this report 1 There was a motion on the
notice-paper regarding the construction of
railways, and he did not see why that
should be delayed by postponing this discussion. If a motion was proposed in
regard to the general report of the committee, the extraordinary position might
be arrived at that while one motion was
adopted in the Assembly an exactly opposite motion might pe carried in another
place, find then in what position would the
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report be ~ He desired to point out to the
Government that adjourning this debate
would mean tying up the matter for some
time longer. If it was once realized that
there was no necessity to pass any
resolution on t4is general report, then the
report on each particular line as it came
up eould be dealt with on its merits.
If the Attorney-General thought there
was no necessity to propose any motion in
regard to the report, which was certainly his
own opinion, let the report lie on the table.
Mr. DEAKIN asked when the Attor-,
ney-General meant to propose his motion
with regard to the construction of railways
to certain coal mines?
Mr. SHIELS stated that when he gave
notice of that motion he distinctly informed honorable members who were
anxious about t.he matter that he would
propose it on Tuesday next, believing that
the debate on the motion now before the
Chair would occupy the whole of the
present evening, and he had, therefore, not
brought a single document with regard to
it. (Mr. Gillies-" Then you will submit
the motion on Tuesday next ~") Certainly.
Mr. BEAZLEY expressed the opinion
that the committee's report should be
received, and the matter dropped. If the
Minister of Railways did not embody in
his Railway Construction Bill the recommendations the committee had made, it
would be the duty of the members of that
commitee to show the House that it was
desirable to adopt their recommendations.
'rhe adjournment of this debate might
form a very dangerous precedent.
Mr. HALL stated that if the Premier
would withdraw his motion for the adjournment of the debate, he would propose, as
an amendment on the formal motion of the
Minister of Railways, the omission of all
the words after" That," with a view to the
insertion ofo

"The Government, in bringing in n. Bill for
the construction of railways, will be justified in
following the recommendations of the Railways
Standing Committee, as laid down in their first
general report."

(Several Honorable Members-" No j thfit
won't do.") It would give the Government an opportunity of ascertaining the
feeling of the House in reference to the
committee's recommendations, and while
it would not bind the Government to
follow those recommendations, it would
justify them in adopting the recommendations of the committee as inr as they
thought it would be wise to do so.
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Mr. FERGUSON remarked that it would
be quite enough to receive the report
of the Railways Standing Committee. If
they adopted the recommendations of the
committee, honorable members would put
themselves in a false position.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to.
Mr. GILLIES asked the Premier if he
intended the debate to be resumed next
Tuesday 1
Mr. MUNRO said the House would
.never hear of it again this session.
Mr. SHIELS ~tated that the Government had carried out their promise. He
had been pressed by the chairman and
another member of the committee to bring
the matter on, and if the members of the
Hailways Standing Committee did not take
the opportunity of debating their own
report, it was not the fault of the Government.
Mr. BENT said he would not allow the
Minister of Railways to say that he had
pressed him to bring this matter on,
because he had done nothing of the kind.
The Minister had stated that this was
pressed upon him. (Mr. Shiels-" Certainly it was.") He (Mr. Bent) denied it.
The committee were under the impression
that the Minister would propose the
adoption of the report, and that the members of the committee would support the
motion. They felt that they had done
their duty when they presented their
report, and that they had no further
responsibility in the matter. As the
Minister stated, however, that it was his
(Mr. Bent's) duty to move the adoption
of the report, he had done so, but he
would not allow the honorable gentleman
to say that he (Mr. Bent) was continually
calling upou him about it, because he did
nothing of the kind. (Mr. Shiels-" Did
you or did you not press me and the Premier
about this 1") He asked the honorable
gentleman about it on one or two occasions, but he did not press him.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that, in order to
put himself right with the House in regard to the contradiction of the honorable
member for Brighton, which affected his
personal honour, he was bound to state
that complaints were made to him several
times by the chairman and another member of the Railways Standing Committee,
that the Government, from the first hour
of the session, had afforded them no opportunityof having their report considered.
(Mr. Beut-" I never complained at aU.")
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The previous day, he told the honorable:
member for Brighton that he would move
the formal motion standing in his name,
and leave the carriage of the matter to
the honorable member. (Mr. Bent-"You
did.") (Mr. McIntyre--" This is Government responsibility with a vengeance.")
The Government undertook no responsibility in the matter except to carry out
their promise.
The subject then dropped.
LICENSING ARBITRATIONS BILL~
Mr. SHIELS moved the second reading"
of this Bill. He said it was intended to
cure an omission in the a.rbitration clause
of the Licensing Act, which was drafted
very hastily at the table of the HOllse
about three o'clock in the morning, and
did not provide for the contingency of the
arbitrator on one side withdrawing and
by that means bringing the arbitratioIlJ
proceedings to a stand-still. With a view
to remedy that defect, and enable an arbitration in such a case to be carried on to
a conclusion, he had framed this Bill on
the lines of sections 17, 21, and 22 of the
Lands Compensation Statute. If an arbitrator died, or became incapable, or was
unwilling to act, the party to the arbitration who appointed him would be able to
appoint another gentleman; and if, after
seven days' notice, that party failed to
appoint another arbitrator, then the single
arbitrator appointed by the other side who
was willing to act, might proceed with the
arbitration alone, exactly as the law provided with regard to arbitrations under
the Lands Compensation Statute.
Mr. McINTYRE rose to order. He asked
the Speaker how it was that, w;ithout any
motion, such as it was usual for the head
of the Government to propose, for the
postponement of the intervening orders of
the day, they had suddenly jumped from
No. 1 to No. 311 (Mr. M.unro-" The
question was put from the Chair; you were
asleep.") He certainly must have been
asleep if such a motion was proposed, because he confessed he did not hear it, and
he did not understand ho\',,' they could
jump from No.1 to No. 31 without such.
a motion being agreed to.
The SPEAKER.-I put the questiolllJ
formally from the Chair. I t is one o:li'
those motions which are simply put without being moved, but it was formaUy put
from the Chair, and it was open to any
honorable membe"r to move an amendment.
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Mr. ZOX observed that he did not doubt you would have let it go at that.") Would
the statement of the Speaker that the the teetotallers keep q uiet ~ I t was a most
motion was put to the House, although he wonderful thing that at the very time this
did not hear it put, but was not a promise Bill was unexpectedly brought on there
made by the Premier last night that the was not one honorable member who was a,.
Government would bring on their business total abstainer absent from the House.
in the order in which it appeared on the (Mr. T. Smith-:-" We are always here.") Did
notice-paped (Mr. Mun~o-" No.") He not that look like a scheme ~ Did it not
clearly show that there had been some
certainly was under that impression.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the Licensing little dodgery about this-an understandArbitrations Bill was put at the bottom of ing somewhere ~
Mr. SHIELS asked the honorable memthe notice-paper by the Clerk without consulting him. (Mr. Zox-" Then you blame ber to allow him to explain. When he
the Clerk for it ~") No; it was purely an saw that the law could not be properly
accident; the Clerk carried out his own carried out, on account of the defect he
idea in put.ting it at the bottom of the had already explained to the House, he
list, but it was not a mistake on the part prepared this Bill as a mere matter of
ordinary legal procedure in the Attorneyof the Clerk at all.
Mr. ZOX remarked that owing to some General's department, and if it had not
misunderstanding or inadvertance this happened that copies of the Bill were not
important measure had been put at the received in time the previous day, owing
bottom of the notice-paper, and as a . to the Government Printer having overnumber of honorable members, notably looked the fact that the House was to meet
the honorable member for Melbourne, were at an earlier hour than usual, he would
absent from the chamber, not expecting have moved the second reading of the Bill.
this Bill to come on, he begged to move on Wednesday.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said that while he
the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. L. L. SMrrH seconded the motion, accepted the statement of the Attorneyand said he had received communications General, he was afraid that if the debate
from several parts of the colony with re- was not adjourned the public at large
gard to this Bill, which ought not to be would look upon this as one of the biggest.
allowed to pass until honorable members legislative swindles-he said it in a Pickhad had an opportunity of ascertaining wickian sense-ever perpetrated in that
the views of the public upon it. Although chamber. It would be taking advantage
he had no doubt that the Premier was of honorable members who were absent,
correct in stating that the Bill was placed not expecting this measure to come on,
last on the notice-paper by inadvertence, and who represented a very large section.
would it not seem to the country that of the community, if the debate was not.
the postponement of the thirty orders adjourned. The teetotallers had evidently
of the day preceding this measure, packed the House on the present occasion.
The SPEAKER.-That is not in order..
in order that it might be taken at this
Mr. L. L. SMITH said he would withparticular juncture, was the outcome of
a preconcerted arrangement-stealing a :iraw the remark, and content himself by
march, as it were-and that it was done saying that he had never seen such a large
with an object ~ (Mr. Munro-" No.") number of teetotallers and such a small
The Premier could not tell what the public number of non-teetotaller~ in the House at
would think of such a peculiar course of one and the same time.
Mr. McIN':rYRE expressed the belief
procedure. The honorable gentleman held
strong views on the temperance question. that the House was prepared to assist the
and was it not a strange thing that nearly Government in carrying out the la'l\'. A
every honorable member in the chamber large number of honorable members who
just then. was a teetotaller ~ There were were not teetotallers would support this
only three or four members present who Bill; but as many honorable members who
were not teetotallers. The Bill introduced were interested in the matter happened to
by the honorable member for Sand hurst be absent, it would be unfair to continue.
(Mr. Bailes) to facilitate the transfer of the debate on a measure that stood No. 31
licences had been talked out in consequence on the orders of the day. He did not.
of the action of the total abstainers-it had believe that there had b,een any attempt
been blocked. (Mr. Baker-" vVe would to gain an advantage by a trick; but
have accepted that Bill as introduced, if whether it was a mistake on the part of
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the Clerk or on the part of tho Premier was in opposition he often complained
that this measure was placed at t.he bottom about measures that were placed at the
of the notice-paper, it was very undesir- bottom of the list being dealt with. vVhy
able to jump from No.1 to No. 31, more was this Bill placed, No. 31 on the noticeespecially as many honorable members paper if it was to be dealt with that
were under the impression that the Go- evening ~ (Mr. Shiels-" r:Chat was an
vernment had put the business on the accident.") No intimation had been given
notice-paper in the order in which it was that the Bill wO,uld be gone on with that
intended to be taken. The Government evening, and there were other Bills 011 the
would lose nothing by agreeing to the notice-paper which might very well be
motion for the adjournment of the taken. (Mr. Munro-" vVe have a right
debate.
to conduct our own business.") Of course,
Mr. BAILES said he hoped the Minister the Government had a right to conduct
in charge of the Bill would agree to the their own business, but they seemed to do
adjournment of the debate. The Bill was whatever the Opposition asked them to
introduced only yesterday and circulated do. On the previous evening they anthat morning, so that very few members nounced that they would not recommit
had had an opportunity of reading it. He the Hailways Act Amendment Bill, but on
was confident that all honorable members, the intervention of the Opposition they
actuated by a sense of fair play, would did so. It seemed to him that the Governassist the Government in passing the ment did their business in the way in
measure into law; but many honorable which the Opposition told them to do it.
members, now absent from the House, (An Honorable Member-" You are a
would be taken at a disadvantage if this Government supporter.") Yes, but he
.debate was not adjourned. Personally, liked to see fair play. He would support
he was quite sure there had been no pre- the Government in getting this Bill passed
with all reasonable despatch, but he ob~oncerted arrangement of the temperance
party with regard to taking the Bill out jected to it being rushed through the
of turn. The honorable member for Morn- House in an improper manner.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that
ington was under a great misapprehension
if he really supposed that the Bill which he several honorable members we're absent
(Mr. Bailes) introduced was talked out by whom he had heard speak very strongly as
the temperance party, because the hanging to the proposal contained in this Bill, and
upof thatmeasure had been brough~ about, who would not have been absent if they
in his opinion, by ,the ill-advised action had thought that the Bill would be gone
of that section of the community which on with that evening. r:Che Government
ought to be favorable to the passing of the had adjourned the business that was set
Bill. No partywould be benefited by the Bill down for that evening, and now they
being rushed through to-night. A large plunged into a matter which it was not
number of honorable members were absent, anticipated they would reach. There was
and, no doubt, some of them would like to a very thin House, and he thought that
have an opportunity of expressing an the Government should consent to the
opinion on the Bill. Personally he was in adjournment of the debate. This Bill
favour of the Bill, because the object of it was placed at the bottom of the list.
was to cure a defect in the law. The (Mr. Shiels-" That was an inadvertence.")
temperance party should not allow them- The acknowledgment that it was an inadselves to lie under the imputation that vertence was a very good reason why the
they were endeavouring by a strategy to debate should be adjourned, because the
:secure an alteration in the law which inadvertence was not on the part of honorwould be in their favour, and he did not able members who were absent. If the
for a moment believe that there was any Bill were dealt with that night there were
truth in that suggestion. It had been the persons outside who were opposed to retroinvariable custom of the House to go into spective legislation who might say-" Oh,
Committee of Supply on Thursday nights. it was a move on the part of the Premier."
(Mr. Munro-" The House has not gone Why should the Premier lay himself open
into ,Committee of Supply more than four to a charge of that kind when there was
times this session.") Extraordinary things other business which could be taken ~
Mr. NIMMO said that he was surprised at
had been done this session. There were
several, Bills on the notice-paper which , the position 'which had been taken up by
~ould be dealt with.
W"hen the Premier some honorable members who professed to
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be friends of the licensed victuallers. He Bill passed. He would not at present dissupported this Bill because he was a friend cuss the question of whether Maryborough
of the licensed victuallers, and he desired was entitled to ten or eleven hotels. vVhen
to give them fair play. There was a defect the poll v;;as taken the only roll that was
in the existing Act, which provided that available was used. rrhere was a defect
compensation should be paid to persons in the law, and it was desirable that it
who were deprived of the means of earn- should be amended as soon as possible. The
ing their bread; and it was necessary that Bill was fairly and properly before the
that defect should be cured in order that House.
justice might be done. It was absurd to
Mr. ANDERSON said that he could not
say that there ·was any mysterious private understand why there should be any feeling
influence being used in connexion with this in regard to this matter. If the Bill dealt
Bill in order to injure the licensed victual- with any principles he could understand
lers. ·When an Act which had been passed it, but it would simply amend the existing
by the Legislature broke down, and private law so as to provide machinery that was
individuals sustained injury, it was the necessary. The Bill had been placed at
duty of the Legislature to amend that Act the bottom of the notice-paper by accident,
at once and to make it workable.
and if it had been printed it would have
Mr. BEAZLEY observed that he desired been dealt with on the previous evening.
to sec this Bill passed, but he thought that He must offer a word of commendation to
ill the interests of fair pla,y the debate the honorable member for Sandhurst for
should be adjourned. No dbubt the Bill the very manly statement which he had
had been placed at the bottom of the list made with reference to the temperance
by mistake, but it would be very unfair to party. The temperance party had nothing
honorable members who were absent to to do with this Bill. It was introduced by
proceed with it that night. There were a the Attorney-General, and it was his duty,
number of honorable members who felt when a defect was discovered in the
very keenly on this question, and honorable machinery of an Act of Parliament, to
members who were absent, not knowing remedy the defect.
that a mistake had been made, did not
Mr.. G. D. CARTER remarked that it
anticipate that this Bill would be dealt was to be regretted that the Government
with that night.
had taken this Bill so much out of its place,
Mr. BOvVMAN stated that, in proceed- because a number of honorable members
ing with a Bill which was placed at the were absent who had not the slightest idea
bottom of the list, the Government were that it would be dealt with that evening.
going outside the rules of the House; and, He presumed that the object of the noticein view of the expression of opinion given paper was to give honorable members some
by honorable members, he thought that the information as to the business that would
debateshouldbeadjourned. A poll had been . be taken. He was indebted to the honortaken in the Maryborough district. Mary- able member for Melbourne East (Mr.
borough was entitled to eleven hotels, but Zox) for having moved the adjournment
the poll was taken for ten hotels, as the of the debate, becat'tse· he (Mr. Carter)
old rolls were used. He would challenge desired to have an oj)portunity of expressthe Minister of Mines to contradict that ing an opinion on this subject. rrhere
statement if it was incorrect. The people were other defects in the existing Act
of :Mary borough were entitled to fair play, besides that which it was now proposed
and another poll should be taken on the to remedy. Clause 97 of the existing Act
basis of the new rolls.
provided that when a man was granted a
Mr. OUTTRL\1 said that he had tc licence he must pay a fee within a, certain
thank the honorable member for Talbot number of days, and if he did not pay
for the interest he took in the electorate of the fee the licence was not issued; but.
Maryborough, although it was not required. the owner of the property had seven
He (Mr. Outtrim) would attend to their days allowed to him in which he could
interests in connexion with this matter. pay the fee. By an omission it was
He desired that the law should be carried not provided that notice should be given
out, and he had been much disgusted with to the owner of the property, although
what had taken place recently. He trusted that was done in every other insti:l,nce
that honorable members would not agree in which the owner was affected.
to the adjournment of this debate, but In consequence of a few words having
would assist the Government in getting the been inadvertently omitted from an Act of
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·Parliament, a ntimber of innocent people
had been deprived of their property. There
were cases in which the licensees had
actually given the money to agents, and
the latter having neglected to pay it into
the Treasury on a certain date, the
Government had thought proper to absolutely ruin the sufferers. He asked the
Attorney-General either to propose a
remedy now, or to consent to an adjournment, with a view to an amendment being
prepared.
Mr. STERRY remarked that there was
no necessity for pressing the Bill that
evening, and he hoped that the Government would postpone it until Tuesday.
Many honorable members interested in
the measure were absent from the House
because the Bill, being at the bottom of
the notice-paper, they had not expected
that it would come on that evening.
Mr. OFFICER said that he thought
that under the circumstances it would
only be judicious on the part of the
Government to postpone the consideration
of the Bill until Tuesday.
Mr. ,V. T. CARTER observed that the
members who were advocating an adjournment were in danger of being stigmatized
as opponents of the Bill. That was a very
harsh judgment to pass on those who
wished to see the intentions of the Act
carried out, and who were desirous of
securing not only justice but fair play.
The Government had expected other business to have occupied the time of the
House up till now, but he earnestly requested them not to allow it to be said
that they had been guilty of a trick in
this matter, and that they were desirous
of taking a catch vote.
Mr. GORDON, in reply to a remark
made by the honorable member for Mor-'
nington, desired to say that there was no
arrangement whatever between the temperance party and the Ministers in regard
to this measure. He was also surprised
at the remarks of the honorable member
for Melbourne. The publicans the honorable member referred to had lost their
licences through their own fault. The
licensees had 28 days in which to pay
their fees, and after that period had expired, the owners had seven additional
days in which they could make the payments.
Mr. MUNRO said he would consent to
an adjournment until Tuesday, on the understanding that the Bill would be made
the first business that evening.

Municipal Ove1rdrctjts.

Mr. L. L. SMITH desired to explain
that he did not impute to the temperance .party connivance with the Government j he merely said it looked like it, as
there was not one member of the teetotaI(
party absent, while very few of the opposite:
party were present.
Mr. BAKER remarked that the honorable member for Mornington had stated
that the temperance party had made a,
compact with the Government.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said he had been
quite misunderstood.
The motion' for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to.
MUNICIPAL OVERDRAFTS
(INDEMNITY) BILL.
Mr. 'WHEELER moved the second reading of this Bill. He said its object waS!
to indemnify the councillors of various.
municipalities for borrowing moneys by
overdrafts on bankers for the purposes.
of their municipalities contrary to the:
provision of the Local Government Act.
1890. During the present year a great.
many of the municipalities had con-·
siderably reduced their overdrafts, and.
the number of overdrafts this year was:
not so great as last year. I t was his.
intention to notify all the councils with
overdrafts that this was likely to be the:
last occasion on which a Bill of the kind.
would be passed.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time~
and committed.
On clause 2, indemnifying municipalities for overdrafts,
Mr. BAKER said he would like to know'
when an end 'was going to be put to this.
practice of indemnifying municipalities foroverdrafts. He had not thought that the:
present Government would have lent themselves to its continuance. Some effort.
ought to be made to prevent liabilities of
this kind from being needlessly contracted~
The clause was agreed .to.
The remaining cla:uses of the Bill havingbeen gone through, the Bill was reported:
to the House without amendment.
The report was adopted, and the Bill
was then read a third time.
BOTANICAL AND DOMAIN
GARDENS.
The resolutions passed in Committee of
Supply on 12th November were taken
into consideration.
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Mr. DOW drew attention to the vote of
£10,121 for Botanical and Domain Gardens, and asked if the Government would
print ~ sufficient number of Mr. Guilfoyle's
J1eport on his visits to European botanic
,gardens.
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that the report contained very valuable information.
Mr. MUNRO said he had no money
available.
EDWARD "WRAGG.
Mr. TATCHELL said he desired to
direct the attention of the Minister of
Mines to the case of Edward Wragg, a
resident of Timor, who, about the 12th
December, 1890, applied at the warden's
office, "Maryborough, for a form of application for a mining lease under the Mining
on Private Property Act 1890, in order to
secure a lease of private property for
mining purposes in that district. Having
filled up the same, and lodged a copy with
the warden's clerk, Wragg waited on the
district surveyor, who appointed a certain
day to meet him on the ground, but failed
to keep his appointment, although vVragg
travelled 30 miles to meet the surveyor.
He (Mr. Tatchell) merely mentioned this
to show how badly this man was treated
from the first in this case. However, in
July last, Wragg's application came on
for hearing, in due course, before the
warden, there being another applicant,
in the person of Mr. A. Lowenstein, of
Maryborough, for the Grand Duke Company, which was informal, inasmuch as it
specified section 7 of the Act, when he really
wanted the land under section 6. " Then
it appeared that Wragg's form of application, as issued from the warden's office,
contained an error, which he failed to erase
or correct, viz., the figures 1884, and which
the warden characterized in his report as a
serious error, the application being made
under the regulations provided by the
Mining on Private Property Act 1884,
which had been repealed. This was considered a sufficient ground for refusing
Wragg's application. That applicant was
then put out of court, and had to submit
to the loss of time in travelling 30 miles
to meet the surveyor, who utterly failed
to keep his own appointment; also to the
loss of time in attending the court, together with the loss of the various
amounts paid away in connexion with
the application.
It seemed to him
(Mr. rratchell) that if anyone was
to blame in this matter ~t was certainly
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not the applicant. The answer of the
Minister of Mines, when he (Mr. Tatchell)
put the question to him on the 11th
of August last, conveyed the impression that the department was in fault, for
the Minister said that the printed forms
given to "W"ragg were the only kind then
in stock, and were under the Mining on
Private Property Act 1884. Since then
he (Mr. Tatchell) had been informed propel'
forms had been given out to people who
applied for them. Again, on the 25th
August, when he requested the Minister
to stay the issue of this mining lease
until the papers were laid before the
House, he declined. He (Mr. Tatchell)
would ask honorable members, and especially those representing mining constituencies, to consider whether in their
opinion a great injustice had not been
done in this case. "Vvas it not the warden's
own clerk who was to blame for the issue
of the informal paper; and if so, was it" not
the duty of the court to have allowed
vVragg an opportunity of amending the
document ~ Would not any ordinary
J.P. in the country have adopted that
simple course, and have given the man
the chance of having his case dealt
with on its merits.
Instead of doing
so, however, the warden,· in his summing
up, characterized this blunder of his own
office as a "serious" error, while in the
case of the other applicant who was in
error, applying for a piece of land which
he did not want, he characterized the
informality as a mere clerical error, and
decided in his favor. He (Mr. Tatchell)
submitted that as far as vVragg was concerned, this was a case of hardship and
injustice, and he asked the House to support him in asking that a·sum of money
be placed on the Supplementary Estimates
sufficiently large to refund to vVragg the
fees he had paid out of pocket in this case,
and to compensate him for his loss of time
while in attendance on the court and the
surveyor.
MINING DEPARTMENT.
Mr. BAILES said he would take the
present opportunity of again bringing
under the notice of the Minister of Mines
the matter of the Luhrig proc~ss of dealing with quartz tailings. Could not the
prospecting vote be utilized as a means of
providing money for the necessary experiments ~ It had been alleged that the
matter was one for private enterprise, but
look at the immense quantity of tailings
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scattered all over tho Bendigo districtsome on Crown lands, although a good
doal was in tho hands of private owners.
,\Yas it not too much to expect that· any
priyate individual would go to the expense
of placing it beyond all doubt whether the
Li.ihrig method was a profitable one; at
the same time, in the case of a successful
result, a tremendous benefit would be conferred upon the whole of the colony. It
should be borne in mind· that, at present,
some £90,000 worth of these tailings was
annually going to was~e. Surely under
these circumstances the Governmeut would
be justified in taking some action to prevent that waste.
Mr. CHAVEN called attention to the
item-" Cutting tracks and opening up
areas unexplored, £3,000;" and stated
that, although he was sorry the amount
was not larger, he was bound to express
his thanks to the Minister of Mines for
the work done, and also for the excellent
manner in which it had boen done. No
doubt it would have been better had the
tracks boen a little wider, so as to allow
for the carriage of mining machinery, but
that could not be helped now. On behalf of his constituents, he vms deeply
thankful for the track cut to Mount
'Vills, but there were two other possible
tracks which he would like to bring under
notice, namely, one from the Mitta nEtta
to the head-waters of the Kiewa River, and
another up the valley of the 'Wheeler
Creek.
Mr. FOSTER stated that he also
thought the money devoted to this work
of cutting tracks had been spent to great
advantage. He would like the amount to
be larger, but he did not see how it could
be increased now. rrhe honorable member for Benam bra referred to a track from
the Mitta }YIitta to the head-waters of the
Kie\va. Surely there could be no better
way of spending public money than
enabling people to get into the district
which would be so opened up. He believed, indeed, that were one-half of the
money set aside for prospecting devoted
to cutting tracks in districts of this
character it would lead immensely to
the investment of private capital in
the erection of mining machinery and
to the development of the mineral resources of that part of the colony, in a way
which would be of vast advantage to the
colony generally. He also quite believed
in something being done to prove the advantages of the Liihrig process. When a
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report had been received from Mr. CosmoNewbery on that method, it would behove
the Mining department to take some steps.
whereby the great existing waste of gold
might be prevented. At present, with
the existing gold- saving appliances in
existence here, it was weU known that
something like one-third of the gold in
quartz was really lost. It was to be hoped
that the Minister of Mines would give '
some indication of what he intended to do
in this direction. r:Chere was the lamentable fact of so much gold being wasted
day after day and month after month.
It would scarcely be wise to rest on Mr.
Cosmo N ewbery's report without having
some practical test as well.
Mr. MADDEN stated that he would
take the present opportunity of recording
his protest against the transfer of the
Forest branch to the Mining department.
It was to mining operations that the destruction of the timber of the forests was
mainly due-in fact, forest destruction
and mining went hand in hand-how then
could true forest conservation be looked
for in that direction 1 The forests should
be placed under the administration of the
Minister of Agriculture.
Mr. L. L. SMITH remarked that the
honorable member for Gippsland East had
urged the Minister of Mines to do all he
could to promote the saving of gold.
",VeIl, there could hardly be any necessity
for saying one word as to the propriety of
encouraging the gold-mining industry.
Also, everyone who knew anything on the
subject knew that the Minister of Mines
had done everything in his power in
this direction. The action taken by him
in sending Mr. Cosmo Newbery to Europe
was an evidence of his feeling on the subject; but there was other mining besides
gold mining-there was coal mining to be
encouraged. Ever since he (Mr. L. L.
Smith) had had a seat in Parliament he
had continually from year to year stood
up in order to get some slight concession
in favour of the coal-mining industry.
No doubt the late Government did good
work in appointing the Coal Commission,
for the effect had unquestionably been to
give a very considerable impetus to coal
mining, but the present Minister of Mines
had also been of great service, and he and
the intelligent men under him had done
extremely good work. He (Mr. L. L.
Smith) spoke as a veteran on the subject
when he bore testimony to the strong
efforts made by the honorable gentleman
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to develop tbe coa.l industry, and the
earnest way in ·which he met every representation made to him on the subject.
Mr. rrAVERNER stated that he heartily
joined in the protest of the honorable
member for Horsham against the transfer
of the Forest branch to the Mining department, for he considered that the policy
which: dictated that step was a most unwise one. Hitherto the interests of the
Mining department had bin in the direction of forest destruction rather than in
that of forest conservation. It could not
be questioned that the management of the
forests should rest in the hands of the
Minister of Agriculture. Of course, the
Minister of :Mines had all along tried to do
what was right in the matter, but the
Mining department was not a right department for the purpose.
1\11'. STERRY said he felt bound to disagree with the remarks of the honorable
member for Horsham and the honorable
. member for Donald, for he did not think
there was any department of the public
service more interested in the encouragement and growth of forests than the Mining department. The mining industry
relied, to a great extent, on a good supply
of timber. In fact, mining could ,not be
carried on unless there, was a good
supply of timber for mining purposes.
Therefore, it was to the interests of
the Mining department that every encouragement should be given to t.he growth
of timber and to the preservation of the
forests from destruction. In this light the
Mining department ·was, of all the public
departments, the one to deal with the
forests. No doubt, in connexion with
mIning a great destruction of forests took
place, and he did not see how that could
be stopped, for it was a simple necessity;
'but thero need be no fear that the Mining
department would allow that destruction
to take place to any unwarrantable extent.
Something had been said about saving
the gold now lost in connexion with the
existing processes of dealing with quartz
tailings, but he would not go so far as to
say, with the honorable member for Gippsland East, that one-third of the gold in the
quartz was lost. (Mr. Foster-" I spoke
for my own district.") Speaking for other
districts, he (Mr. Sterry) was sure that
there was nothing of the kind. This country was not so far behind other countries
as that. He believed that in this country
as much gold was saved as was saved in
other countries. Even in California a
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large percentage of gold was at pr2sent
lost. No doubt, if the percentage
could be saved an enormous profit
would, be gained. He (Mr. Sterry)
regretted that when this question was
brought forward the Minister of Mines
did not say at once that he would undorta,ke to order one of the Li.ihrig machines.
In fact, the money in the prospecting
vote could not be spent in a better way.
Other gold-saving machines had been
spoken of and highly recommended, but,
with respect to them and the Luhrig machine, unless some practical test was made
people would be as much in the dark on
the subject as they were now. Unquestionably the Minister of Mines was most
anxious in the interests of his department,
but there was hardly anything he could
do in order to evince his earnestness in
the matter which would redound more to
his credit than the adoption of the suggestions that had been thrown out with respect to the Luhrig process.
Mr. DOV\T remarked that he coincided
with all that had been said about what
had been done to develop tho mining
resources of the colony. At· the sa1110
time, he trusted that tho Minister of
l\iines would not pay any attention to the
appeals made to him to import ono of thO'
Luhrig machines at the Government expense. Such a proceeding would be extremely unjust to the other gentlemen
who were prepared to do the samo
thing at their own cost. (Mr. Sterry"They will be glad of the opportunity
of knO\ying more about the machine.")
Then let them make the discovery in the
ordinary way. 'Who owned tho valuable
tailings in the district 9f the honorable
member for Sanclhurst South 1 "Was it
the Crown ~ (" No.") 'Vas it not certain
that if a more remunerative process of
gold saving could be adopted at the expense of the Government these tailings
would have to be dearly paid for 1 'Vhat
had been done at St. Arnaud 1 PrivatO'
mine-owners and owners of tailings there
had already sent a message to Mr. Luhrig
informing him that if he would take a
certain interest in a certain enterprise, of
this sort-in order to guarantee the bona
fides of the thing-any number of his
machines would be taken here. Why, then,
was there this eleemosynary application
on the subject 1 Again, how could the
expense of importing a Luhrig machine
properly come out of the prospecting vote
when the thing had nothing to do with
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prospecting ~ No doubt if the Government could be got to do what they were
asked to do the outcome would be a very
good thing' for a number of private
mine-owners.
Unquestionably, if the
Luhrig machine was what it was said to
be, there would soon be any quantity of
private 'money for Liihrigs. But why
should the Government interfere with the
enterprise of those who had imported
other gold-saving machines at their own
expense and risk ~
Mr. DUNN stated that he had listened
with a great deal of attention to the advice
tendered to the Minister of Mines about
the Liihrig process, but he thought that
honorable members should pause before
they consented to the expenditure of a
magnificent sum of public money in the
introduction of a Liihrig machine, however
good it might be. 'Why, he had been told
that a complete Luhrig plant would cost
some £30,000. Besides, people at present
were not agreed about the machine. Some
said it was a concentrator, and others that
it was something else. It was stated that
there were some 5,000,000 tons of tailings
in the colony, which would, under the
Luhrig process, yield some £1,500,000
profit. Well, if that was the case, surely
there was sufficient private enterprise in
Victoria to advance the sum necessary.
He (Mr. Dunn) was not speaking without
some considerable knowledge of similar
projects. Why at home there was a
machine called the Cosmopolitan machine
that was spoken of in the highest terms.
He was not sure that it would come up to
the Luhrig machine, but from what he had
gathered he would support the introduction of a Cosmop~litan machine as soon as
he would that of a Luhrig machine. ,It
would be a thoroughly wrong thing for
the Government to interpose in any way
with respect to honest private enterprise.
It had been said during the debate that in
Victoria a large quantity of gold was
annually lost, and he dare say that that
was the case, but lie was not prepared
to assent to the doctrine that Victoria
was' behind any other part of the
world in the operation of saving gold.
He believed that the action of the Minister
of Mines in connexion with the sending of
Mr. Newbery to Europe was approved of
by all the miners of the colony. In fact,
the present Minister of Mines ever since
he had been in office had shown a disposition to do the most he could to assist the
mining industry. It was frequently said
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that they should get the Mining department to, at all events, introduce new
machinery and every new invention that
would assist mining; but he was inclined
to think that the miners relied too much
on the Government, and he was afraid the
result would not be commensurate with
the expenditure that had been incurred.
It could not be said that people in Victoria
who speculated in mining were not ready
to invest their money if they saw a reasonable chalice of getting a return for it; and
if there were such vast returns to be obtained from the Luhrig process he had no
doubt that when full information concerning the matter was forthcoming "the process would be largely availed of. He
hoped that the Minister would lay before
the country the fullest information relative
to this process when it was obtained; and
if the Minister thought it really desirable
to introduce a machine for the purpose of
carrying out the process, he (Mr. Dunn)
had no doubt they could trust him to take
all the necessary action. They were obtaining a reasonable proportion of gold at the
present time in this colony-in fact, more
than any other country in the world. It
was frequently said that they were behind
California in this matter, but the treatment in this 90untryand the treatment
in California was totally different. There
therewasa largeq uantity of minerals inconnexion with ores; but here ores were, as a
rule, very easily treated; and he ventured
to say that the statements made as to the
large amount of gold remaining in the tailings at Ballarat would not be borne out. He
would ask the Minister before he attempted
to introduce such machinery to consult
those who understood the principles which
were already adopted in this country,
and thus, perhaps, avoid failure. With
regard to the Forest department, he
believed the mining population of Victoria
thoroughly indorsed the .action of the
Government in separating the Forest department from the Lands department, and
placing it under the Mining department.
He trusted this was only the beginning
of a plan which would be brought into'
operation by which the local bodies would be
compelled to do their sha~e towards planting and preserving the forests. The price
of timber for mining purposes had risen
nearly one-third of late years, and it was
necessary that everything should be done
to preserve a timber supply for the mining
industry. He hoped, therefore, that the
Minister would fr~me regulations by which
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the local bodies would have some control of refractory o~'es, he might mention that
under the department, so that the forests a gentleman who was acknowledged to be
might be preserved and at the same time one of the best experts in Europe-Dr.
no undue restriction should be placed on Schnabel-had been imported by the
Broken Hill mines at a large expense, and
mining.
Mr. HALL said he thought it would be he would suggest that while that gentleadmitted that the present Ministerof Mines man was in Australia advantage might be
was doing his best for the mining industry, taken of his presence by the Mining deand there was also a general approval of partment to obtain a report from him on
the action the Minister had taken in con- the trea,tment of the refractory ores of
nexion with the development of the coal this colony. At a very small expense the
industry by sending Mr~ N e,,'bery to Government might be able to obtain a
Europe. He had been in hopes that the report which would be of great value.
Minister would ha vo been enabled to
Capt. TAYLOR expressed the opinion
afford some information from Mr. New- that the Minister of Mines was to be combery in connexion with machines for plimented upon the manner in which he
making briquettes from brown coal. had administered his department, and
Some of the brown coal companies were especially in reference to the geological
anxiously waiting for Mr. N ewbery's branch. Prior to the present Minister
I'eport. He (Mr. Hall) only wished coming into office the geological survey
that some of the other' departments of the colony had fallen into arrear, but
would give the same assistance to the the honorable gentleman had seen the
brown coal industry which the Minister of advantage to the colony generally of proMines had been doing. Recently tenders secuting that survey, and the result was
for the supply of brown coal to Govern- that for many months past this work
ment departments were called for, and had been carried on energetically. The
the tender of a company was accepted. surveyors in the geological branch were
'ro the surprise of the company, how- going from spot to spot making a comever, the quantity that was ordered plete survey, so as to be able to follow
after the tender was accepted was a from place to place and show over the
quarter of a ton, at 14s. pel' ton delivered. wide area of the colony the large deposits
As the company did not immediately not only of gold but of other minerals.
comply with this large order, a letter was In a short space of time there would prosent to them requesting them to deliver bably be a perfect geological map of the
the quarter ton of coal as early as possible. colony, based on scientific and practical
Mr. HIGHETT said that, as far as the principles combined, which would be of
forests immediately connected with the the utmost importance to the couutry,
mines were concerned, there were, no doubt, and he thought the colony generally was
strong arguments in favour of their being greatly indebted to the present Minister
taken over by the Mining department; of Mines for what he had done in conbut there was also the difficulty that the nexion with this matter.
Minister of Mines somewhat required a
Mr. J. HARRIS observed that the Gobuffer between him and those who were vernment had never given any reason
asking for timber; and, now that the publicly for the change made by transferforests were brought immediately under ring the forests from the Agricultural
the Mining department, there was ahvays department to the Mining 'department.
the danger of the mining people bringing There might be good reasons for the
too much pressure to bear, so as to obtain change, but they were not apparent on
permission to cut saplings of too small a , the surface. What he was afraid of was
size and thus denude the forests. From that the forests would suffer by the alteraa country member's point of view, he saw tion. Forestry should be nurtured and
no great objection to the Mining depart- treated as a science, but· he feared that
ment taking over the forests immediately now the forests would be made subsidiary
connected with mines; but ,there was a to the Mining department, and he thought
great objection indeed to that department a mistake had been made in the matter.
taking over those forests which were not At any rate, he hoped the Minister, when
in any way connected with the mines, but he spoke, would give his reasons for 'the
were wholly connected with the supplying change. He would also suggest that the
of country people with timber and fire- Government should take some steps to
wood. With reference to the treatment train more young foresters. In Germany,
Session 1891.-[183]
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Fr[tnce, and England now, forestry was
being treated as a science, and while in
this colony there were some young fellows
who were learning forestry, it was more
the practical than the theoretical part of
the work that they were· being taught.
Thcy should also be taught something about
the diseases of timber and their remedy.
Thousands of acres of forests had been lost
through insects. Something further might
also be done in the way of planting exotic
timber. In North Gippsland planting of
some of the soft woods might be tried, and
the expenditure of a few thousands in this
direction might prove vexy useful.
Mr. WILLIAMS' said he thought the
reasons for the amalgamation of the
forests with the Mining department was
not far to seek. Any one ~vho vms
acquainted with the mining industry in
this colony would know that the forests
were absolutely necessary to the proper
prosecution of mining, and the difficulty
of obtaining snch timber as ,vas useful for
general mining purposes had been almost
insuperable while the Forest department
had been separated from the Mining department. The correspondence between
the two departments which had been
necessary had caused a great deal of delay
and confusion, so that it had been found
absolutely necessary to bring the two departments together, and have them presided over by the same political head.
nlO honorable member for South Yarra had
said that our forests should be treated from
a scientific point of view; but there was
scarcely a man in this colony who had more
botanical and geperal scientific knowledge
than Mr. Howitt, the present Secretary for
Mines, and every credit was due to him
for the manner in which he had brought
his knowledge to bear for the benefit of
the mining industry. He desired to call
the attention of the Minister of Mines to
the unfair position in which Mr. Howitt
was placed, inasmuch as his salary appeared on the Estimates as £100 a year
less than that of his predecessor. It was
well known that Mr. Howitt was entitled
to great credit in connexion with the
fllrther prosecution of the geological survey, which waS being carried out by him
on a more effective system than any previously adopted. He (Mr. Williams)
thought it was a great mistake when
the colony obtained the services of a
really valuable man to treat him as if he
were an inferior man, and he hoped the
Minister would see his way to increase
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Mr. Howitt's salary. Another matter to·
which he wished to direct the attention of'
the Minister was the necessity of introducing a short Bill to provide that lands.
that had been demised by lease, licence,
&c., might be milled under for other
minerals besides gold. rrhero was a
Mining on Private Property Act as 1'0garded gold mining, but legislation was·
also required, so that bnds might be
opened to mining for iron, tin, copper,
silver, or other minerals. He hoped the
Minister would introduce a short Bill for
the purpose this session, as he would confer a great benefit on the mining industry
by doing so.
The present Minister of
Mines had thrown great energy into his
work, and he hoped the honorable gentle~
111an would continue in the same course.
Mr. TUTHJLL stated that the transfer'
of the Forest department from the
Lands to the Mining department was.
alleged to have been made in the public:
interests, but why should Mr. Perrin lose
status by the change ~ (Mr. Outtrim"He does not.") All he knew was that
when the Forest department was under
the Minister of La,nds letters on forestry
matters were signed by Mr. Perrin, whereas.
now they were signed by the Secretary of
the Mining department. Personally, he
was opposed to the affiliation of the·
Forest department with the Mining department, but his constituents approved
of the change. Whether it was a good or
a bad change he could not say, but he had
not yet heard a solid reason given for it
by the M.inister. Honorable members who
had been incessantly nagging at the
Rail way department complained that
there was not sufficient induccment given
to\vards the development of the coal
industry of the colony; but he would
like to point out that, notwithstanding
the disloyalty,vith which they had becn
charged, the commissioners had succeeded
in getting the best coal c.ontract ever
secured by the Raihvay department-a
contract which' would effect a saving to
the country in three years of £90,000.
It did not come well from supporters of
the Government to attack the men who
had made that splendid contract-who had
shown that they were loyal servants of
the public, and anxious to proniote the
iuterests of the colony. As to the requests
that had been made to the Minister that
he should encourage the introduction of
the Lti.hrig process, which had been so
highly commended by Mr. Cosmo N ewbery,
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he would ad vise the Minister to bear effect that miners ought to have tp.e same
in mind the old Latin proverb festina opportunity of going on private land to
lente-·" hasten slowly." The Minister mine for coal, iron, silver, and other
ought not to bo in too great a hurry to minerals as they now had to mine for
adopt the process until he was satisfied gold.
Mr. ANDERSON observed that, with
beyond all doubt that it was the best he
could get. He had been told that the regard to the transfer of the Forest
process had been carried on in Melbourne department to the Mining department, he
for the last two or three years, and hoped honorable members would weigh
experienced men who were entitled to well the words of the honorable member
be regarded as experts stated that when for Eaglehawk, who told the committee
the returns sent out by Mr. Cosmo that before that transfer there was diffiN ewbory were analyzed they were not culty in getting timber for mining purso wonderful as inexperienced people poses but that since the change was made
wero inclined to think them. As Mr. timber had been easily secured. That
N ewbery was thoroughly investigating clearly showed that there was not now the
the process, it would be well to wait same supervision over the cutting of
until he returned from Europe. If it small timber as there was bofore the
turned out all that was expected, it would Forest department was transferred to the
be agood thing for this colony and for the Mining department. If there was anything
rest of Australia. The encomiums that the forests of the colony required to be
had been showered upon the Minister that protected from it was the Mining departevening reminded him of the proceedings of "ment. The chango that had been made was
a mutual admiration society, but he must not necess~try, because there was no comjoin in tho general praise of the honorable munityof interest between the Forest and
gontleman, who was about the best Minis- the Mining departments. Mining was conter of Mines the colony had had. He had fined to a very small area of the colony
shown that he had the interests of mining compared to the forest area, and the
at heart, and the public were very well Forest department could be better mansatisfied with his action generally during aged in connexion with tho department of
Agriculture than in connexion with the
his term of office.
Dr. "MALONEY said he regrettod that Mining department.
(Mr. "Williamsthe honorable member for Bogong had "The department of Agriculture is not
assumed the tone he did, and had imputed as much interested in forestry as the
motives to other honorable members. Mining department.") The forests of the
It ill became a man who had been ab- colony would be better protected and
sent from the House for the last few conserved under tho department of Agridays to throw slurs on other honorable culture than under the Mining departmembers. (Mr. Tuthill-" It is better to ment, whose sole desire was to furnish a
be absent from the House than to be a cheap and easily obtained supply of props
nuisance in it.") The honorable member for the mines. Forestry was not in the
had given him a splendid lesson as to how right place when under the Lands departto become a nuisance to the House. If Mr. ment. The forests surrounding mining
Cosmo N ewbery recommended the Minis- districts might very properly be placed
ter to adopt the Liihrig system, he hoped under the Mining department, but the
the honorable gentleman would do so. work of forest conservation, which meant
Re went to Gippsland twenty years ago also forest cultivation, could be better
to tako an interest in the coal industry; done under the supervision of the deand he could commend the Minister of partment of Agriculture, because, exMines, because no other Minister had cept in the case of forests adjoining
offered half the encouragement that he had the mining districts, forestry had nothing
given to the development of the Victorian in common with mining. Mr. Perrin was
coal measures. Forestrv was carried on"to well up in forestry and, possibly, as good
the highest degree of perfection in America, as any man they could get, and should bEt
France coming next; and he would sug- at the head of the forestry branch. No
gest that useful data might be obtained doubt the present Secretary for Mines,
from those countries by writing to the Mr. Howitt, was well up in forestry also,
heads of the forestry departments there. and there was no more able officer in the
He thoroughly indorsed the remarks of the public service, and none more devoted to
honorable member for Eaglehawk to the his work, and he was certainly entitled
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to as good a salary as any officer in any
corresponding position in the public service. Still the Government should consider the advisability of transferring the
Forest department to the department of
Agriculture, so as to secure the proper
cultivation, fostering, and protection of
the forests of the cololrY.
Mr. BAKEIt expressed the opinion that
more harmonious relations ought to subsist between the departments of Lands,
Mines, and Agriculture. As to Mr. Perrin,
he was so enthusiastic in his work that
he would transform the whole colony into
one vast forest if they would l~t him.
Large quantities of timber were destroyed
by fires, which might bo prevented by
~llowing people to graze the forests for a
small sum or even free of charge. The
forests in the vicinity of Ballarat,
Sand hurst, and Castlemaine were once
denuded of all timber, but to-day there
were most magnificent forests there.
~rhere was a necessity for judicious thinning out, because there were about six
'trees wore there ought to be only one. If
that were done, those districts would soon
have as fine forests as they possessed when
the diggings were first opened there. '1'11e
permanent head of the Mining department,
Mr. Howitt, had rendered great and valuable services to the country, and merited
The Minister
generous consideration.
could not possibly have done all that he
had done to promote the interests of the
mining industry without that officer's able
assistance. There were a number of large
tracts of forest country in his electorate,
which was something like 60 miles by 80
miles square, and Mr. Perrin, who had got
hold of those reserves, would not allow anybody else to have anything to do with them,
although the people would be willing to
pay from 4d. to 6d. per acre per annum
for the right of grazing their cattle in them,
and if the grass was eaten off that would
prevent fires from spreading and destroying the timber.
Mr. A. HARRIS said he desired to express his appreciation of the able, zealous,
and efficient manner in which the Minister
of Mines had administered the Mining department, and also to recognise the valuable
aid which the Minister had received from
the present secretary and the geological
and other officers of the Mining department. Exception would have to be taken
to some of the proposals of the Minister of
Mines, but they were faults of the head
and not of the heart. The final report of
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the Coal Commission would shortly be
presented to Parliament, and the country
would be pleased to learn that, owing to
the action of that commission in connexion
with the development of the Victorian
coal measures, ably assisted as they had
been by the Mining department, the colony
at the present day was practically independent of foreign supplies. The sum of
£3,400, which appeared on the Estimates
for cutting tracks and opening up unexplored country, was altogether insufficient
for the purpose, and ought to be inpreased.
The tracks already cut had been invaluable
in assisting the work of mining exploration,
and in aiding the selectors to get to their
selections, and the SUIll placed on the Estimates would be spent before the year was
half gone. A larger sum had been promised, and as the financial position of the
colony was improving, and more prosperous
times were in store, he hoped the Government would put on the Additional Estimates a further sum for track cutting,
because public money could not be used
for a better purpose.
Mr. '1'. SMITH expressed the opinion
that the money voted for prospecting for
coal, &c., by means of the diamond drill
was money well spent in discovering the
mineral deposits that existed in various
parts of the colony. He was not one of
those who were said to have been constantly nagging the Railway department,
but he would like to ask, if the Government·
really desired to help to" develop the coal
resources of the colony, was it not possible
for them to induce the. largest consumer of
coal in the country-the Hailway department--to use a little more Victorian coal
to the exclusion of the imported coal? The
Railways Commissioners, it was true, had
accepted a tender for the supply of coal at
a price that would result in a saving of
about £30,000 a year for a period of three
years, but he failed to see that any considerable amount of credit was due to the
commissioners on that account. The price
of coal was very low, having come down
considerably of late, there was great
depression in Newcastle, the last twelve
months having been the dulleet period
they had known there for twenty years;
and, advertising in the way they did, with
open competition, it was not surprising
that the commissioners had secured a low
tender for the supply of coal. But how
was it that the railways did not burn
a great deal more Victorian coal? The
Railways Commissioners had not shown
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that sympathy with this industry which It wo.uld be as reaso.nable to. say that the
might have been expected from gentlemen Mining department and Lands department
who were supposed to have some respect sho.uld be in o.ne department as that the
for the fiscal policy that had so long been fo.rests sho.uld be under the Mining deadopted by the co.lo.ny. He trusted that partment, as they might be co.nsidered to. be
the day. wo.uld so.o.n co.me when there antago.nistic o.ne to. the o.ther, the Mining
wo.uld be somebo.dy co.nnected with the department being o.f co.urse anxio.us that
Railway department-if no.t the Railways auriferous lands sho.uld not be alienated.
Commissio.ners, the Bo.ard o.f Land and A good deal had been said about Mr.
Works or the Minister-who. wo.uld deem Howitt being a very efficient o.fficer, and it
it to. be their duty to. give enco.urage- was no.t necessary that he sho.uld make
ment to. this yo.ung and impo.rtant in- any further reference to. that subject. He
desired, ho.wever, to. call attention to. the
dustry.
Mr. LEVIEN stated that o.n a previo.us positio.n o.f the perrnanent heads generally.
o.ccasio.n he called attentio.n to. the questio.n There sho.uld be some unifo.rmity in their
o.f the geo.lo.gical survey, and the Minister sala.ries. The Secretary o.f Agriculture repro.mised that he would give so.me info.r- ceived o.nly £800 a year, and it was surely
matio.n to. the Ho.use as to. whether the no.t right that the Agricultural departstaff had been increased, aild whether the ment sho.uld be placed seco.nd to. any o.ther
survey was no.w being carried o.ut o.n a department. The po.sitio.n o.f the Secretary
fixed plan, particularly in reference to. the fo.r Agriculture sho.uld be recognised, and
carbonifero.us area o.f the co.lo.ny. This his salary sho.uld at least be made equal
was an impo.rtant matter, and o.ne which to. that o.f the heads o.f o.ther departments.
sho.uld not escape attentio.n. The Co.al The Secretary o.f Defence received £900~
Commissio.n reco.mmended that bo.ring fo.r the Secretary o.f Public W o.rks £900, the
co.al sho.uld be mo.re vigo.ro.usly pro.secuted Secretary o.f Mines, £900, and the Secreand be mademo.re general than it had tary o.f Agriculture £800. 'l'hese were
been hitherto.. He would like to. kno.w the o.nly fo.ur heads o.f departments.
also. whether any diamo.nd drills were to. who.se salaries were under £1,000. (Mr..
be sent to. the western district, which was Munro.---=-" 'Will a reductio.n do. in the way
a po.rtio.n o.f the co.lo.ny that had been of unifo.rmity ~") He wo.uld prefer that
almo.st igno.red in this particular. 'rhe there sho.uld be unifo.rmity even if a re~
geolo.gical survey sho.nld, as was sho.wn in ductio.n were made, and he might no.t
the evidence taken by the Co.al Co.mmis- o.ppose such a pro.po.sal if the ho.no.rable
sio.n, precede the boring. So.me ho.no.r- gentleman bro.ught it fo.rward.
Mr. GROOM stated that he desired to
able members had spo.ken abo.ut forest
co.nservatio.n.
A considerable sum o.f call attentio.n to. the delay which had taken
mo.ney was expended o.n fo.rest conserva- place in the Mining department in issuing'
tio.n, and if the mo.ney was well expended licences and leases to. selecto.rs in Gippsit Ileed no.t be increased. There need Ilot land So.uth and West. There were hunbe any apprehension as to. the permanency dreds o.f selectors in tho.se two. districts
o.f the forests o.f the co.lo.ny if a little care who. had had land granted to. them by the·
was taken, and he tho.ught that care was land boards, and who. were unable to. get
taken. He did no.t quite see the advan- their leases 0.1' licences' o.n acco.unt o.f
tage o.f remo.ving the Fo.rest branch fro.m mining o.bjections. A promise was given
the Lands department to. the Mining by the Minister last year that immediate·
department. It was first under the actio.n wo.uld be taken, so. as to. enable·
Agricultural department, it was then leases and licences to. be issued, but this.
transferred to. 'the Lands department, had no.t been do.ne. Selectors had go.ne o.n
and it was no.w to. be transferred to. to. the land and cleared it, and they now
the Mining department. There was some fo.und that they co.uld no.t o.btain a title
fo.rce in the o.bjectio.n that the Minister o.f o.f any kind. It was well kno.wn that
Mines wo.uld be mo.re amenable to. pressure there was a co.nflict between the Lands.
than the Minister o.f Lands. With refer- and Mining' departments in reference to
ence to. the cutting o.f timber in the mining this questio.n. It was stated that a co.n-·
areas, it was true that by the change the ference wo.uld be held between the two
delay which had taken place in getting the departments, but up to. the present time
work do.ne might be reduced. He tho.ught no. satisfactio.n had been o.btained. In the
that it wo.uld be better to. place the Forest . meantime these people were suffering, and
branch under the Agricultural department. he trusted that the M~nister wo.uld d()
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something before the' session closed to
enable leases and licences to be issued.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that he
desired to indorse the remarks of the
honorablo member for Gippsland vVest.
He had received communications from a
number of persons who had taken up land
in the way described by the honorable
member, but in another district, and they
were suffering considerable hardship owing
to the delay that had taken place in the
issue of leases and licences. He trusted
that the Minister would take steps as soon
as possible to rectify the matter.
Mr. GORDON sa,id that he desired, as
the representative of a gold mining district, to express his obligation to the
Minister of Mines for the interest he had
taken in mining matters during the time
he had beenin office. The honorable gentleman had the entire confidence of the mining community, and he had shown evidence
of a determination to do the work of his
department efficiently. Honorable members were all very well pleased with the
work "'hich the Minister had done, and he
(Mr. Gordon) hoped that some legislation
would be introduced such as had been
promised. The burden of the song of
most honorable members had been against
the change which had taken place
recently with reference to the forestry
branch. He could not agree with that
opmlOn. Honora ble members who had
not been connected with mining districts
could not understand this question from a
mining point of view at all.' He dared
say he would surprise honorable members
generally when he stated that the miners
in the mining districts were at. the present
time actually persecuted. In the old days
the miners were driven into open rebellion
with reference to the licences, and that
same condition existed at the present
time to a certain extent on the timber
question. He would like to see the whole
of the timber country removed from the'
control of the Lands department to that
of the Mining department. In his own
district miners were not allowed to go on
to Crown land to cut a little firewood for
themselves; if they did so, they were
immediately prosecuted. One reason of
that probably was that tlie constables,
who were generally also Crown lands
bailiffs, received a portion of the fine--5s.
-for each conviction. They therefore
watched these men very carefully, and
they did not allow an opportunity to
pass of bringing them before the courts.
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His colleague I and himself, as well as
other honorable mewbers, had brought
this matter under the notice of the
Mining department on former occasions;
but, although an inquiry had been made,
no action had been taken. I t would be a
great advantage to the mining community
if the whole of the timber in the mining
districts were transferred from the Lands
department to the Mining department,
and he hoped that that would be brought
about as soon as possible. If not, then
he trusted that the Minister of Mines
would so alter the regulations that miners
would receive better treatment in the
future than had been given to them in the
past.
Mr. OUTTRIM said that he had to
thank honorable members for the very
kind and eulogistic manner in which they
had referred to the work he had done in
connexion with the Mining department.
When his honoured chief formed the Cabinet he gave the various Ministers special instructions to administer their departments
in an energetic manner. The honorable
gentleman told him (Mr. Outtrim) that so
far as the Mining department was concerned he was to leave no stone unturned
in his efforts to advance the best interests
of mining, and to the utmost of his ability
he had endeavoured to do that. He would
tell honorable members what had been
done during the last twelve months, and
they could then form their own opinion as
to whether the Mining department had
prospered under the administration of the
Munro Goverllment. During the year the
following places had been visited by himself and the Secretary for Mines, namely,
Ballarat, Beechworth, Bendigo, Castlemaine, Clunes, Creswick, Maryborough,
Mitta Mitta, Omeo and Mount 'Vills,
Rushworth, Stawell, Yackandandah, and
Walhalla. During the year the diamond
drills had been employed in boring for
gold in a number of places, and the object had been to use them in such a way
that national results would follow. At
Stavi'ell, in the North Moonlight Mine,
two promising quartz reefs of 8 feet
and 45ft. lOin. had been discovered at
about 1,500 feet depth. This discovery
was of the highest importance, as it
proved the continuance to that depth at
least of reef formation, and it supported
the view that it would also extend northwards beyond the present mines. " As far
as could be ascertained, the reef formation
was of the same character as that in the
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:Sandhurst district. It was only in such
cases where there were believed to be flat
.reefs of considerable thickness that boring
for quartz could be recommended. 1'he
rresult of the work done by the diamond
,drills was as follows :-In the Ballarat
,district deep ground and heavy wash had
been found at Al£redton. Deep ground was
.being neared at Coghill's Creek and Bal'larat Common. Deep ground had also
.been found at Egerton and Dean, and at
Lal Lal the course of the lead had been
indicated. In the Castlemaine district
,deep ground with wash had been proved
at Boggy Creek,· at Lauriston, and in a
,southern extension of a lead from Kyneton.
In the Maryborough district deep ground
with heavy wash had been proved at Bung
Bong. 1'he principle had been laid down
that the diamond drills should be employed preferably in places where capital
was ready to develop any discoveries
made. This was the case at Al£redton,
Egerton, Dean, Lal Lal, Bung Bong, and
there were still a large number of applications for diamond drills which could not
be dealt with at present. The results of
the boring done in the Chiltern district
had been highly satisfactory. Capital had
energetically followed the work of the
department, and there was every probability of a large and payable system of
deep leads being discovered there. During
the year he had visited and inspected the
following coal-mining centres-·J umbunna,
Korumburra, Morwell, South 'Varragul,
and the Yarragon. The coal mines at
Korumburra, Coal Creek, Strezlecki, and
.J umbunna were examined, and the thickness of the coal seams there found was
verified by actual inspection. During the
year nine seams at Korumburra had been.
pierced by the diamond drill in the No. 1
bore, being of an aggregate thickness of
lSft. 9in., and in No.2 bore seven seams
of an aggregate thickness of 16ft. Sin. At
J umbunna sufficient was seen to justify
further assistance being given and a
second drill being sent to the South
Gippsland coal-field. The drill was stationed at J umbunna, where it had further proved the extension of the seam
of a thickness of 4ft. 10in. He need not
say that when the diamond drills were
used in this way, and good results were
obtained, a decided impetus was given to
coal mining. The Government Geologist
estimated'the total amount of black coal
proved at Korumburra and Jumbunna
by boring at 12,000,000 tons. He also
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estimated the total amount of coal pr'oved
to exist. in South Gippsland in seams over
IS inches thick to be more than 40,000,000
tons. The examination made of the brown
coal mines at Morwell and Yarragon had
proved that there was a practically inexhaustible supply of brown coal available
for immediate use so SOOlL as the best
method of converting it into briquettes
had been determined. 1'he work done
during' the past year had conclusively
proved the existence of very large amounts
of coal in certain areas, but there was
still untested a great extent of country in
Gippsland. Reference had been made to
the western district. He had promised to
send a drill to that district to bore for coal,
and he would do so as soon as there was
one available. During the year he had
also visited and inspected the Mount Wills
tin-fields. It had been proved that there
was a very large extent of tin-bearing
country which extended beyond Mount
'Vills northwards for some 20 miles. The
tin lodes were very numerous, and in
cases large, and, according to the opinion
expressed by the Government Geologist,
they might be expected to prove remunerative. At present the development
of the field was slow ly proceeding, by
erecting machinery·for crushing and treating the tin-bearing material. He need
not point out that great difficulties were
experienced in tin mining, owing to the
distance of the field from the metropolis
and to the wild nature of the country.
At present it took four days to reach the
metropolis, but a track was being cut
which would enable the journey to be
performed in one day. ·When he accepted
office, he brought under the notice of the
Cabinet the desirability of sending Mr.
Cosmo. N ewbery to Europe, for the purpose of examining and reporting on the
latest methods of treating refractory ores
and tailings. The discovery of a successful method of treatment would mean not
only the recovery of gold which was
locked up in the tailings heaps to the
value of many millions, but also the working at a profit of a class of auriferous
lodes which so far had not been made to
pay. Mr. N ewbery's mission to England
was therefore a most important event in
the history of mining in Victoria. The
results of the tests which had been made of
the tailings taken to Europe by Mr.
Newbery had been very satisfactory, and
would lead one to believe that the colony
had hitherto lost a considerable amount
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of gold in the treatment of quartz. He
trusted that the results of Mr. N 8\vbery's
visit would be to place information at the
disposal of the people of Victoria which
would enable them to make the best use
of modern inventions in the treatment of
refractory ores and tailings. Mr. N ewbery
was also instructed to make inqlliries into
the best means of converting brown coal
into briquettes, and it was hoped that his
report would, in this respect, place Victoria on a level with the experience of
Europe. If brown coal could be con-.
verted into briquettes, so that it could be
used as fuel by the Railway department,
the discovery would be an invaluable one,
because he believed that the colony possessed supplies of brown coal sufficient to
last for all time. He was not there to advertise the brown coal, but he could assure honorable members that it was
a really fine fuel for domestic purposes.
I t had been used in the
Mining department during the past
winter, and it had given splendid fires at
very small cost. 'Vhatever information
Mr. Newbery obtained would be placed at
the disposal of the people of Victoria; and
as far as he (Mr. Outtrim) could see
at present,Mr.· N ewbery's visit to Europe
would be attended by excellent results.
The only communicati0n received from
Mr. N ewbery in regard to the Luhrig process was a telegram of the 23rd September,
and the draft report by Dr. Buss forwarded
by Mr. Newberyon the 24th September.
It was considered advisable, in the interests
of mining, to make known Dr. Buss'
report, although Mr. Newbery could only
guarantee the results of the tests made
under his direction. The" revenue account" was drawn out by Dr. Buss from
the data supplied by these tests and also
the particulars found in the annual report
of the Mining. department. It was expected that Mr. New bery's full report
would afford all particulars as to the details of the process. Until it was received
it would .be impossible to say what action
the Government would take with reference
to the matter. At present the details,
although meagre, were very satisfactory.
The honorable member for Dunolly had
asked a question with reference to certain
applic~tions which were made for land in
the Maryborough district, and had made
the request that a sum of money paid
by a Mr. Wragg should be refunded.
An application was first made for a
lease of the land referred t.o by a Mr.
Mr. Outtrim.
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Lowenstein. Mr. 'Wragg found that there
was some defect in the application made
by Mr. Lowenstein, and he applied for the
same land. The matter was referred to
the warden for report, and the warden
recommended the Minister of Mines to
refuse both the applications of Mr. Lowenstein and Mr. "Wragg,' in whose application there was also a defect. A second
application was put in by Mr. Lowenstein, and the warden then recommended
that the lease should be granted to
him. In each instance he followed the
recommendation of the warden. The fees
paid were handed to the surveyor for the
work he did, and he (Mr. Outtrim) did
not think there 'was any sufficient justification for asking that the money should be.
refunded to Mr. VV ragg. Reference had
been made to the question of track cutting.
The amount on the Estimates for that
purpose was small, and he regretted to say
that it could pot at present be increased.
He would be very glad if possible to
increase the amount next year. Attention.
had been called by several honorable members to the question of forest conservation,
and the honorable member for Horsham
spoke of the miners as if they were doing
everything in their power to waste timber.
A statement of that kind came with very
bad grace from any honorable member
representing a farming district, because no
class had destroyed timber to such an
extent as the people who were settled on
the land. Ho did not blame them, because
if the timber were allowed to remain it
destroyed their grass; but it was by them,
and not by the miners, that the timber
supply of the colony was reduced. It was'
the duty of the Mining department to do
everything they could to conserve thetimber in the interests, not· of anyone
class, but of all classes of the community.
In the mining districts the timber was growing up very rapidly, and it required thinning out. Timber was the absolute life of
the miners, and it must be conserved in
mining districts. As long as he presided
over the Mining department, he would do
everything he could to secure that result.
The Government had appointed a board
to go round the colony and mark out the
areas to be reserved for all times for
forest purposes.. (An Honorable Member
- " What about the thinning process ~")
Thinning licences were taken out, and
the regulations in regard to them were
adopted before he came into office ..
He sincerely trusted that such measures
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would be adopted for the conservation of
timber as would work well. He gave the
honorable member for Kara Kara every
credit for doing the best he could when
administering the Lands department, but
that department was the very worst to
have charge of the forests, because its
great anxiety was to put people on the
land, and this could not be done without
cutting down the timber. After carefully
reading the reports of the Gold and Coal
Commissions, and watching their proceedings, he felt bound to say that they had
done good work, and that much benefit
:"vas likely to result from their labours.
He desired to thank honorable members
for the kind way in which they had referred
to Mr. Howitt, the Secretary of the Mining
department, than whom the department
never had a better officer. Before another
year was over he hoped to see him placed
in the same position as the other heads of
departments. The officers of the departments generally were also doing good
service for the country, and the department never ran more smoothly than at
the present time. 'When he (Mr. Outtrim)
took office he placed a sum of money on
the Estimates to help the geological survey, and the result was that during the
past year Mr. Stirling had been able to
go over about 70 miles of country. That
officer had now completed the geological and
topographical survey in detail of about 70
square miles, embracing the localities of
the important coal seams of Korurnhurra,
Strezlecki, and J umbunna; a sheet representing an area of 54 square miles of the
above was in course of preparation for
publication. The rate of progress had
been so far at the rate of about 100 square
miles per annum. No detailed work had
been done in the western carbonaceous
areas during late years. 'With regard to
leases, he had prepared a Bill dealing
with several defects in the present system,
and he would like to be able to introduce
it this year.
Mr. ARMYTAGE said he had often wondered what was the danger of allowing the
forests to be under the control of the·
Mining department. The honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Gordon) had let
the cat out of the bag. It seemed that it
was 'not a question of providing props for
mines, but of giving every miner a little
bit of firewood. Under such a system the
country might say good-bye to its forests;
He was surprised that the honorable member he referred to should have spoken of
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police constables in the terms he employed.
The resolutions were agreed to.
OPIUM BILL.
Mr. MUNRO moved that the order of
day for the second reading of this Bill be
discharged from the paper. .He stated
that a number of verbal alterations werc.
necessary.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MUNRO moved for leave to introduce a Bill to restrict and regulate the
importation, sale, and use of opium.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.

VVATER SUPPLY.
The ij:ouse went into Committee of
Supply.
On the vote of £117,000 to complete
the vote (£213,700) for the Water Supply department,
Mr. TAVERNER called attention to the
unsatisfactory position of the urban watersupply at Kerang and Swan Hill, which.
had been taken over by the Board of Land
and W'orks, which had foreclosed on the
trusts, though the people of the towns
concerned were anxious to meet their
liabilities. He understood that there was
some technical difficulty in the way of the
local bodies being allowed to resume, but
he hoped that the Minister of the department would be able to find some way of
meeting the position.
Mr. DUNN suggested that the Coliban
and Geelong water schemes should be
placed lUlder' the control of the local
municipalities.
Mr. GORDON called attention to the
unsatisfactory condition of the Expedition
Pass reservoir. A number of complaintS'
had been made from Castle maine .and
Chew ton that the water was too dirty tobe fit for consumption. The silt was alsO'
increasing to such an extent that the reservoir was likely to be filled up altogetherin a very short time. 'Vith regard to the
remark of the honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr. Dunn), a former Ministry
had proposed that all the water schemes:
should be taken over by the municipalities, but the offer was made in such a way
that it was impossible for the local bodies.
to accede to it.
Mr. GRAHAM said he expected to receive
a report upon the Expedition Pass reservoirin a few days. He recognised the difficulty
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in which the people of Kerang and Swan
Hill were placed, and he would give the
matter his consideration.
Mr. BAKER asked if anything had been
done with regard to the fresh application
for money to complete the Nhill urban
water supply 1
Mr. GHAHAM replied that the engineer's
report on the subject had only just come
in, but he would give it his early attention.
The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £9,000 to complete the
vote (£17,000) for Waterworks in Country
Districts,
Mr. TAVERNER said he desired to
thank the Minister for the very judicious
steps he had taken in connexion with surveys and boring for water in the northern
districts.
Mr. BAKER remarked that the action
()f the Minister had given great satisfaction
in the mallee country, and he also thanked
the Minister for what had been done.
. The vote was agreed to.
The votes of £2,125 to complete the
vote (£3,525) for Management and Maintenance of National Works, and £300 to
complete the vote (£500) for Gold-fields
Reservoirs, were also agreed to.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
On the vote of £2,175 to complete the
vote (£4,065) for Agriculture and Industries,
Mr. ANDERSON said that, although
sitting in opposition, he desired to offer a
word of praise to the gentleman who filled
so ably the position of Minister of Agriculture. There was one matter in regard
to which the honorable gentleman deserved
to be specially commended, namely, the
energetic way in which he had carried out
the .arrangement made by the previous
Minister for the exportation of butter.
Even when the bonuses had been discontinued, he (Mr. Anderson) hoped that
supervision would continue to be exercised
oyer the exportation of butter, in order
that the reputation of the Victorian article
might be maintained. He was glad that
it had not escaped notice that some person
had been attempting to palm off as Australian butter in London an inferior article
which was not saleable in the colony, and
he hoped that the necessary supervision
would not be relaxed. When a case of
that kind occurred, the name of the
offender ought to be published.
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Mr. HIGHETT observed that he agreed
with the honorable member for Villiers.
He would also recommend that steps be
taken to preycnt the sale of butterine and
margarine in such a way that the purchasers did not know what they were
buying. In October last a paragraph appeared in the Melbourne newspapers, conveying the impression that the DUllOlly
Scent Farm was about to be removed
from that place, on the ground that the
control of the Board of Viticulture had
proved unsatisfactory. That was a misleading statement, because the board in
question' had done 'very good work, and
had given so much satisfaction that the
department had decided to make it a permanent Government institution.
Mr. LAURENS remarked that incalculable injury would be done to the colony,
and especially to the dairying industry,
if people were allowed to send inferior
butter to London under false brands. The
bulk of the butter which had been sent
home must have been sound, or it would
.not have commanded the prices which had
been received for it. When unprincipled
people endeavoured to injure this trade by
using false brands, their names ought certainly to be made known.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said he hoped that
some steps would be taken to supervise
the exportation of Australian wine, so that
a uniform quality might be secured and
a good name obtained for it. The exported wine ought to be called Australian
instead of colonial wine. "Then in London
he found that a firm there was selling
at a high price as Australian wine a
mixture of cheap Cape and Spanish wine.
"Vhat he wanted to point out was how the
name of Australian wine had been pirated.
He would like to impress on the Minister
of Agriculture that if he would appoint
some sort of supervisor who would put a
brand on all Australian wine sent homea brand which would give some guarantee
that the wine was truly Australian-an
immense advantage would be gained.
Such an arrangement would not interfere
.with private enterprise in any shape or
way. This was something he had advocated
for many years. He would not say that
such a brand would be of much use on the
continent, but in England it would go a
long way.
The CHAIRMAN.-There is nothing
about wine in the vote before the committee, so the subject ought not to be
referred to.
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Mr. OFFICER stated that, inasmuch
·as a little latitude had been allowed to
honorable members in respect of the butter
question, he would like to tell a little story
bearing on the subject. Many years ago,
when sheep-owners had to boil down
their sheep for tallow because the car~asses were unsaleable, he had occasion
to boil down 200 rams. Rams were
supposed to produce an inferior kind
of tallow. vVell, he exported that tallow
to England, and in due time he got account
sales of so many casks of butter. The
tallow had been taken for butter. (An
Honorable Member-" Did you send the
money back 1") He did not. He would
like to say, however, that such a thing
ought not to be possible at the present
time. He wished to also refer to the item
of £287 for the Government Entomologist.
'Vhat was that officer doing for his
money~ It should be noticed that· the
fruit-growing industry in this colony was
much threatened by the presence of insect
pests. For example, there was the codlin
moth. What of a practical character was
being done by the Government Entomologist for the destruction of the codlin moth ~
He believed that privately a good deal
was done in some parts of the colony, but
there was no general system of dealing
with the nuisance. Many fruit gardens
in his own neighbourhood were rendered
almost useless by the presence of the
codlin moth. Another pest was the cherry
slug, which first killed the vegetation it
fed on, and then died itself. Again, the
olive industry at Mildura-was threatened by
destruction by the presence of the Queensland beetle. These were matters information upon which ought to placed before
the public, and he would like to know
what was being done in this direction by
the Government Entomologist 1 If strong
steps were not soon taken, the very considerable apple export trade which was
now growing up would be altogether
ruined.
Mr. HALL said he cordially approved of
the action taken by the Minister of Agriculture in refusing to allow inferior butter
to be shipped from the colony, and he was
satisfied that the honorable gentleman
would find himself strongly supported in
the matter by the House generally. He
would also be strongly backed up if he
took steps to severely punish those who
had tried to interfere with the now important butter industry. Such frauds
ought to be rendered impossible, for the

rise of the butter industry was something
that had given great relief in many
quarters. In fact, a number of farmers
were now going back to their old industries because they found them profitable.
It was to be hoped that the Minister would
persevere in the action he had taken. He
(Mr. Hall) was daily receiving letters on
the subject, and he thought the Minister
would be perfectly justified in letting the
world know who the individuals were who
had done so much harm to the butter industry.
Dr. MALONEY stated that he heartily
concurred in the remarks that had been
made on the butter question, and he
hoped that the Minister of Agriculture
would continue in the good course he had
ent.ered upon. He would like to impress
on the Minister the necessity of taking
even more stringent precautions, for once,
when he (Dr. Maloney) was at the East
End of London, he saw samples of what
was called butter, but which had been
manufactured from fat, which he could
not distinguish from real but.ter. It was
the same with the gentleman who accompanied him, and who was a chemist.
There was every reason why Victoria
should maintain a high standard with
respect to its butter, and also why steps
should be taken to prevent monopolists
getting hold of the article and selling it as
English butter. That was what was being
done to a large extent with respect to Australian mutton. The reason why Danish
and French butter took such a high
position in the market was not only the
intrinsic merit of the article itself, but the
fact that the authorities of these countries
attended to its export, in order to see that
a high standard was maintained. He could
corroborate the remarks made by the honorable member for Mornington about the stuff
which was frequently sold at home as Australian wine. vVhen he was in London he
once bought a bottle of so-called Australian
wine, and after it had stood three weeks
there were 3 inches of sediment at the
bottom.
That was the result of the
chemical mixture that had been made.
Mr. TAVERNER remarked that he
wished to corroborate the representations
made by the honorable ··member for Dundas with respect to the increase of the
insect pest. There was hardly a matter of
more importance to the colony than this.
Recently, when the Minister of Agriculture and the Minister of Lands were on a
visit to Mildura, advantage was taken of
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the opportunity to lay before them, in the
most forcible way possible, the need of
attention being paid to the subject; and
they promised that they would endeavour
if possible to get a short Insect Pests Bill
passed through Parliament this session.
Such a Bill-which need only contain a few
clauses-would prob~bly go through the
Chamber in half-an-hour.
Mr. FOSTER said he would very much
like to know what the duties of the Government Entomologist were-what he did
for the £287 set down as his salary. He
would also like to know "\yhat the Viticultural Board was doing. It had been in
existence for five years, and cost a considerable amount of money. So far as he
(Mr. Foster) could ascertain, all that the
Government Entomologist had done was to
simply furnish a number of reports to the
Viticultural Board.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said he must defend
Mr. French, the Government Entomologist,
from the supposition that he was not doing
sufficient work for his salary. He was
a most hard -working and painstaking
officer, and he had been of the greatest
service in pointing out the means which
should be taken for the eradication of
different kinds of insect pests. He had
also published a most excellent work on
- the subject. If people would 110t read his
book he (Mr. French) could not help it.
As for his salary, of course he had a salary
-he could not live on air. In California
there was an agricultural bureau which had
in its employment a man like the Government Entomvlogistof Victoria, and he was
of -great service to the country. At the
Melbourne Exhibition building there were
a number of models of different sorts of
insect pests, together with specimens of
the plants they respectively fed on and
the particular kinds of injury they respectively did. These models were prepared
by Mr. French, and they were very interesting. As to the codlin moth a remedy
had been found for it, and its use had
been strongly advocated by this very
gentleman. rrhe remedy was a lamp
which attracted the moth, and the result
:was its utter destruction.
Mr. DOW said he ~ight congratulate
the Ministry and the country generally on
the benefit that had been derived from
certain action taken on the part of the
Government, they following, so far, the
precedent set by their predecessors. He
must also congratulate the Minister of
Agriculture and the Government as a
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whole on their remarkable conversion t()
the bonus system established by the late
Government. It would be remembered
how the present Treasurer, in his Budget-,
speech, expressed himself as greatly displeased with the bonus system, and disap-pointed that he could not cut down this:
particular branch of public expenditure._
He said he was utterly disgusted with the
special appropriations which had been:.
secured by the action of his predecessor.
He was against bonuses altogether, but;
particularly against the butter bonus. _ It;
was only necessary for honorable member&
to look back a little in order to enable
them to remember what a strong fight the:late Government had to make in order to'
get these bonuses through. W-hen honor-able members had that in their minds.
they would realize the reason there was:.
for congratulating the members of the:
existing Government on their present atti-tude. -What was the outcome of that
strong fight ~ The creation within theshort period of two and a half years.
of a new trade, which had previouslyno existence at all.
But it had now"
grown to such dimensions that, judg-ing from the present year, it was putting into the pockets of the farmers-he,
was speaking of butter alone-somethinglike £250,000 a year. At the same time·
the Minister of Agriculture, who was him-self a practical man, was to be highlycommended for having taken the strong
measures he had done to prevent this;
young and promising industry from beingstrangled by unprincipled men. Of course,.
for Victorian butter to get a bad name at
home would be a shocking disaster to the
colony. The necessity for keeping up'
these butter bonuses did not exist now to>
the same extent as formerly, but there was.
one thing the honorable gentleman could
perpetuate, and that was the line of action
which was taken by the late Government-.
at the initiation of this particular industry,.
but which at that time got little recog=nition from those who now occupied the.
Treasury bench. There was no well-known::
means of exporting the surplus butter or
the country, and to meet this the late Government took the step of engaging a.
large amount of space in - one of thehome-going steamers, and publishing thefact to the farmers, so that they were
at once informed how to get theirbutter to Europe at the least pos'sible cost.
The whole of the export-.
business was under the control of experts;.
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and every care was taken that the butter
sent home should be of a high standard
quality. Continuing this sort of thing in
order to accommodate the farmers, and to
keep up the prestige of Victorian butter,
was what the present Minister of Agriculture should aim at. "\V"hy, the value of the
butter annually imported into London
amounted to £, 10, 000, 000, and there was
110 reason why the Victorian farmersthere were at present some 120 up-country
butter factories in Victoria-should not
get a large share of the money. He would
also mention that the encouragement given
by the late Government to the wine industry had resulted in very nearly doubling
the acreage in this colony devoted to vinegrowing. 'In 1889 the vin~yards of
Victoria covered only 12,886 acres,
whereas they now covered 21,000 acres.
Again, the acreage of the Victorian
orchards had extended from the same
period from 16,000 acres to 26,000 acres.
He would like the Minist.er of Agriculture
to have a little more of the capacity of
blowing his own trumpet that was shown
by the Minister of Mines. The Minister
of Mines had recited a statement of the
work done in his department during the
year, and he would lead honorable members to believe that the earth had been
created since the Munro Government came
into office-that forest conservation, boring
by diamond drills, and the impetus given
to prospecting were all due to the Munro
Government.
The CHAIRMAN.-This general disClIssion should not take place. The rule
laid down for our guidance is stated in
Jfay's Parliamentary Prcwtice as follows:"In Committee of Supply it is usual for the
Minister in charge of the army or navy estimates
to make a general statement concerning the
services for the year, upon the first vote; and
he is follo,wed by other members in a, general
discussion of the Estima.tes; but after the first
, vote has been agreed to, the debate must be
confined to the particular vote before the committee. ' A general discussion upon the first
vote is not applicable to the civil service
estimates; and when Mr. 'Vilson, in 1857,
endeavoured to introduce the practice, it found
no favour with the committee. In 1877, however, such a statement was made by Mr. VV.
H. Smith, with general approval, the Speaker
being in the chair; and the same course was
adopted by the Vice-President of the Committee
of Council, upon the education votes."

Mr. DOvV stated that what he desired
to say was, that if the Minister of Agriculture would prepare a statement of the
work done by the Agricultural department
it would astonish the people of the colony,
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and it would be of advantage to the honorable member for Gippsland East, who
did not appear to possess all the information he should have on this subject. It
was a grave indiscretion for an honorable
member to speak as the honorable member
for Gippsland East had done about an
officer who was doing really valuable work
for the country. No dqubt the honorable
member had no desire to injure that
officer, but simply spoke from a want of
knowledge.
Mr. GRAHAM sa.id he did not think that
there could be any doubt as to his desire
to encourage the exportation of butter.
Great difficulty was experienced at N ewport in arranging the shipments. It was
difficult to test every consignment of
butter. There was no reason why the
name of the person who attempted to
export inferior butter should be withheld. It was Mr. Warden. It was
reported to him (Mr. Graham) that there
w~is an inferior consignment of buttor at
the storage sheds. He went down with
an expert to the storage sheds, and opened
five cases of the butter. It was branded
"Prime Victorian butter," but, on personal
inspection, he found it to be inferior to
He ordered Mr.
pastrycook's butter.
"\V" arden to remove the butter from the
premises j but he refused to do so, 'and
strong measures had to be taken to have
this done. Since then, extra precaution':!
had been taken to see that no butter was
sent away from Newport which was not
of first-class quality. It was expected
that the export business in butter would
double in a year or two, as jnquiries were
being received for Victorian butter, not
only from London but also from Glasgow.
The Victorian butter had obtained such a
good name that before long the importers
in England would prefer it to the Danish
butter. The Victorian butter was grass
fed, whilst the Danish butter imported
during certain months was stall fed. He
believed that, in a very short time, the
Victorian butter would realize higher
prices than the Danish butter. With
regard to the remarks of the honorable
member for Mandurang about the Agricultural department taking over the Dunolly
scent farm from the Viticultural Board, he
would be very sorry to be responsible for
any newspaper paragraphs. It was true
that the Agricultural department had now
control over the scent farm. The Viticultural Board only received the sum of
£1,000, and that was not sufficient to
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enable them to carryon the farm and to
conduct experiments.
Mr. Mellon had
been appointe4 expert, in this branch, and
he would be paid out of the vote for
technical education. With regard to the
remarks made by the honorable member
for Dundas and the honorable member
for Gippsland East, he would ask those honorable members to call on the Entomologist,
and they would then find that he was doing
valuable work. There ,vas no officer in
the public service who was doing more
good to the colony than Mr. French, and
the salary which he was receiving was a
comparatively small one. He was sorry
that any disparaging remarks should have
been made about so deserving an officer.
He regretted that an Insect Pests Bill
could not be introduced this session, but, if
he were in office, it would be one of the
first Bills that he would introduce next
session.
The vote was agreed to, as was also the
vote of £175 to complete the vote (£300)
for Experimental Cultivation.
DISEASES IN VINES.
On the vote of £415 'to complete the
vote (£750) for Vine Diseases Eradication,
Mr. L. L. SMITH asked the Minister of
Agriculture whether he had received any
further information with regard to the
eradication of phylloxera?
Mr. GRAHAM stated that he had not
received any further information.
Mr. L. L. SMI1'H said that he was glad
to be able to inform the honorable gentleman and the colony generally that there
was no longer any phylloxera in Victoria.
The vote was agreed to, as were also the
following :-Scab Preventi<?n ,and Diseases
in Stock, £4,602 (total vote, £7,866);
Grants, £35,808 (total vote, £37,000);
" Miscellaneous" (Agricultural department) £200 (total vote, £300); Public
Health department, £12,425 (total vote,
£21,300).
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.

ME.

ALLISON SMITH.

Un the vote of £1,326,000 to complete
the vote (£2,291,601) for Railway department,
Mr. T. SMITH called attention to
the item "Locomotive Superintendent,
£1,200."
He said he understood that
this item referred to Mr. Allison Smith,
and that that gentleman's salary for
the previous year was £1,000, so that
there was an increase of £200. Could'the
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Treasurer explain why, when the services:
of so many men receiving small salaries.
were being dispensed with, it was considered necessary to increase the salary of
a highly-paid officer ~
Mr. MUNRO said that the Minister of"
Railways was not consulted about these
matters at all.
(Mr. T. Smith--" vVe
want inform9,tion.") How could the Government give the committee information
under such circumstances? He sent four
letters to the Railway department before
he got the detailed Estimates as now submitted. Previously Parliament did not
know what the salaries paid in the Railway department were at all; consequently
he could not say from his own knowledge
whether the salary of the officer referred
to had been increased or not, and he did
not think that the Minister of Railways.
could give the committee any information
on the subject. All that honorable members could do was to wait until next year,
and to compare the salaries then paid with
the salaries set down in the present Estimates. Hitherto the money had been
voted in a lump sum, and it had been
impossible to ascertain from the Estimates.
what salary any officer,was receiving.
Mr. T .. SMITH said he believed that
Mr. Allison Smith's salary had been increased by £200. If the Government
were powerless in the matter? honorable
members must take the business into their
o\yn hands. He therefore begged to move
that the vote be reducqd by £200.
Mr. FOSTER seconded the amendment.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said that Mr. Allison
Smith might not be a great favorite
with some honorable members, but the
great injustice now proposed should not be
done to him. The Government had accepted these Estimates, and were honorable
members to proceed to alter theJ).l without
having sufficient information before them 1
Certain honorable members had an antipathy to Mr. Allison Smith. (" No.") An
antipathy had been loudly expressed in
that chamber whenever the name of Mr.
Allison Smith had been mentioned. This
officer had placed himself in antagonism
to certain workmen or certain' workmen
had placed themselves in antagonism to
him. He had not risen to defend Mr.
Allison Smith, nor to say anything in disparagement of him, but it would be a disgrace to pass the amendment simply after
one honorable member had moved it, and
another honorable member had-seconded it,
without remark? It would be undignified
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and cowardly to take such a, course, and it
would be contrary to all British instincts
of fair play.
.
Mr. 'r. SMITH said- that, as mover of
the amendment, he desired to offer a few
remarks. Mr. Allison Smith was by far
the highest-paid officer in the locomotive
branch; he had not been in the colony
long; and yet a largo increase was now to
be made in his salary. He (Mr. T. Smith)
did not say anything about the matter
in the first instance, because he desired to
obtain some information or an expression
of opinion from the Minister in cha,rge of
these Estimates, but he objected to such
favour being shown to Mr. Allison Smith.
He did not consider Mr. Allison Smith the
splendid man that some one or two individuals in the country thonght him to be; on
the contrary, ho considered that thatgentleman was dear to the country at £1,000 a
year. A number of honorable members objected to the appointment of Mr. Allison
Smith as locomotive superintendent. They
objected to his receiving a salary of
£1,000 a year, and they would certainly
now object to an increase of £200 a year
being given to him. It was not at present
the policy of the Railway department to
increase salaries. The services of a large
number of men receiving small salaries
had been dispensed ,vith, and if the salaries
.of officers receiving from £500 to £1,000
a year were allowed to remain unaltered
for ayear or two, that was as much as they
could expect. After the statements that
had been made by the Premier about the
condition of the finances, it was not right
that any salary should now be increased.
Mr. ZOX remarked that it was a most
unfair and ungenerous thing for any honorable member to traduce the professional
reputation of an officer of the Railway
department, unless he was prepared to
formulate some definite charges, and to
substantiate them. (Mr. W. 'r. Carter"I have facts and figures.") 'rhe honorable member for "Williamstown had not
the professional abiiity which would
enable him to substantiate any charges
. against Mr. Allison Smith. (Mr. T. Smith
- " He was foisted on the country.") Mr.
Allison Smith occupied a certain position
in the Railway department. He desired
to ask the Treasurer if he was in a position to state whether the salary of :Mr.
Allison Smith had been incrCflsecl or not~
He would ask the Premier, as he was in
charge of the Railway Estimates, if he was
in a position to show whether this salary
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had been increased or not? (Mr. Munro
- " I do not know that it has been increased.") If he (Mr. Zox) were the head
of a department, and saw that £200 had
been added to a man's salary, he would
consider it to bo his duty to ask the reason
why the increase was made.
:Mr. VV. T. CAHTER observed that he
was not particularly anxious' to have Mr.
Allison Smith's salary reduced. He bobelieved it would pay this country to give
that officer a pension of £5,000 a year for
the rest of his natural life, on condition
that he did nothing. If such a proposition were made he would gladly support it,
and he would even consent to vote that
officer £10,000 on condition that he did
nothing for twelve months. Surely honorable members were not to behave like
dumb dogs when the ,Yaste of the revenues
of the country and a serious leakage in
the Railway department were in question.
He (Mr. Carter) and other honorable members had received an insult by the answers
which Mr. Allison Smith gave to a series
of questions which he put last year, when
he called attention to the fact that the
locomotive engineer was imposing upon
the country an expenditure of £130,000
for the purpose of fitting the 'Vestinghouse brake to every goods truck in the
colony. In his reply Mr. Allison Smith
admitted the truth of this, and that the
cost would be about £200,000.
This
process had been going on for years,
with the result that these trucks were
travelling to and fro, while the vVesting}:louse brakes with which they had been
fitted were not used. It was alleged
that the reason why this brake was
not used was that all the trucks were
not fitted with it. 'rhe reason given for
applying this brake to the trucks was that
mixed trains might be pulled up in a.
reasonable distance with the smallest
amount of discomfort to the passengers.
In cases where the cattle trucks were fitted
with the 'Vestinghouse brake there were
many more accidents to stock than when
they were fitted with the ordinary brake.
The sudden jerking action of the former
brake was found to be very injurious to
cattle. Even if all the goods trucks were
fitted with this expensive apparatus, they
would be run throughout the colony without the brake being generally used, because the drivers and guards found that
they could do without them. He .felt very
strongly upon the fact t.hat an apparatus
upon which a royalty had to be paid should
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be so used to meet the views of such a
brilliant engineer as Mr. Smith. In a
series of questions he put last year, he
asked if it was true that these trucks were
being run with half-worn wheels, that
they were heavier than the old ones, and
that their dimensions were practically no
larger. Mr. Smith's answer was simply a
direct falsehood. And if such answers
were to be allowed, he could not understand how Members of Parliament could
exercise any supervision over the expenditure of the colony. His question was
in this form : -
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there was a difference in the weight of
1 ton 18 cwt. in favour of the old trucks.
Personal feeling might be attributed to him
in this matter, but he was prepared to put
that quite out of the question and rely
purely upon facts. He would have been
glad to meet Mr. Allison Smith face to
face, but he was not allowed to do so.
However, he challenged the successful
contradiction of his statements, which
showed the necessity for improved management in the Railway department.
Mr. BAKER said he doubted whether
the measurements of the trucks given by
the honorable member for Williamstown
"Is it true that the new sheep trucks are
fitted up with wheels having tires only one and
were correct. He once saw a goods train
a half inches in thickr:.ess, that the slightest
at
Ballarat run away and inflict serious
wear reduces them below the standard, and
damage; had that train been fitted with'
that after very slight wear they require to have
the vVestinghonse brake the accident
the wheels fresh tired, while, notwithstanding
this, they are heavier by more than one ton per
could not possibly have happened. That
truck than the old sty Ie of trucks" ere? "
brake was the best that could be
used for cattle trucks. He had never exMr. Smith's answer was as follows:changed more than a dozen words with
" It is true that some of the new sheep trucks
Mr. Allison Smith, and he was not
are supplied with wheels with half-worn tires,
which up to date haye been running under
going to blame or praise him, but he
passenger carriages. This is a practice adopted
would point out that a man who had
all over the world, as the best wheels are always
lost his father as a child, who had
kept for passenger stock.
The new sheep
served seven years' apprenticeship as
trucks are heavier than the old style of truck,
hut their carrying capacity is proportionately
an engineer, and who had made his
larger."
way in the world without asking the
He (Mr. Carter) had taken the trouble to assistance of anyone, could not be
get the measurement and weight of these the slipshod man he was represented to be.
new sheep trucks, and these measurements (Mr. W. 'r. Carter-" There is no doubt he
had been verified at country stations. is very clever.") Probably Mr. Smith was'
Surely the evidence of the standard mea- not the best manager of men, and perhaps
suring tape and the two-foot rule \vith that was exactly where he had failed. Howwhich this was done might be accepted. ever, his object was to express his sympathy
He would now give the dimensions of· two with the Premier, because the whole of the
typical trucks. (Mr. Madden-" It de- Estimates of the department had been prepends upon who measured them.") He pared under a law which was still in force.
would allow anyone to measure them. When this restriction had been removed;
These trucks had been measured over and he was sure that the Minister would see
over again, and he had no doubt of the his way to make some reductions. It was
accuracy of the results given. The' inevitable that reductions should be made
dimensions of the' new sheep truck in the Government service in the future,
No. 184 L., were as follow:- Length, though he did not think any Minister
20 feet; height to floor, 6ft. 9in.; width would again adopt the Black vVednesday
from outside pillar, 7ft. lOin.; weight, plan. Mr. Smith could not be charged
7 tons 15 cwt. 2 qrs. The dimensions with having wasted ~200,OOO by applying
of the old class of sheep truck, the Westinghouse brake to goods trains,
No. 121 L., were:-Length, 20 feet; because that was necessary. It was indis- .
height to floor, 6ft. 9in.; width from pensably necessary ~hat the trains should
outside pillar, 7ft: llin.; weight, 5 tons be fitted with this brake. 'fhere was no
17 cwt. 2 qrs. The .old class of truck comparison between this brake and the
was 1 inch larger and 1 ton 18 cwt. ordinary one. Now that honorable memlighter, notwithstanding the very light bers had let off their steam, in view of
tires on the new trucks; yet the the approaching election, they should
answer was given that the new trucks allow the matter to drop.
He did not
were proportionately larger in carrying blame the honorable member for Williamscapacity, which was not the case, while town for the part 4e had taken in this
Mr. W. T. Oa?"ter.
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matter, because he represented a large
body of railway employes, and he was
sure that the honorable member was
actuated by proper motives; but he
failed to see why other members should
-excite themselves over this question.
He felt satisfj.ed that many savings could
:be effected in connexion with the Railway
department, and he hoped that in time
those savings would be carried out under
·the new powers taken by the Minister in
the Railways Act Amendment Bill. At present, however, the railways were under
an Act of Parliament which gave the Railways Commissioners the rule, and he
doubted whether under that Act even the
House could interfere with Mr. Allison
Smith's salary. If Mr. Al1ison Smith had
taken the position of the late Mr. Mirls,
who received £1,300 a year, and did his
work equally well, he (Mr. Baker) did not
.see why the salary 'which appeared on the
Estimates should be objected to. Mr.
Allison Smith was an illfinitely superior
man, mechanically speaking, to his predecessor, although he might not perhaps
be so good a manager of men. He could
:not see what was the use of honorable
members discussing this matter under the
present circumstances at all. 'When the
new Rail ways Act Amendment Bill became
'law they would be able to handle such
.subjects as this, but at present the dis.cussion was useless, and tho action no\v
being taken seemed to him to be simply a
'piece of petty spite.
. Mr. MADDEN observed that the actiQn
'which was being taken by a few members
in this matter seemed to be an attempt
on the part of prejudiced gentlemen to
win an ignoble victory in a thin House
over a gentleman against whom in the past
thoy had shown very great enmity. Mr.
Allison Smith was recognised at the time of
his appointment as a fit man for the position. He had served a probation of five
.ycars at a salary of £1,000 a yoar, and he
was now apppointed to the head of the
branch at a salary of £1,200, although his
predecessor received £1,300 and although
the depa,rtment had nearly doubled in
size since it was under the eha.rge of Mr.
Mirls. Surely this was not an unreasonable
thing to do under all the circumstances.
As to t.he statements which had been made
with regard to the Westinghonse brake
ibeing applied to goods trains, he would
point out that if this had been done it must
have been first authorized by the commis,sioners, and Mr. Allison Smith had merely
Se.,sion 1891.-[184]
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carried out their instructions. With respect to the size of the new trucks, a practical gentleman in the House would be able
to show that the statement of the honora,ble
member for Williamstown was not correct.
Mr. NIMMO regretted very much
that the honorable member for Emerald
Hill had seen fit to propose this motion.
He (Mr. Nimmo) was exceedingly sorry
.that such a feeling should have been developed as had been witnessed that night
against a professional man who had been
engaged by this colony to perform certain
duties. 'When Mr. Allison Smith was first
appoillted his appointment was challenged
on the :floor of the House by the honorable member for Ballarat 'West (Lt.-Col.
Smith) on the following grounds:First, that he was a cousin of Mr. Murray
Smith, who was then Agent-G81ieral in
London; secondly, that he was a relation
of Mr. Speight; and thirdly, that he had
not the necessary qualificatiol1s as an
engineer.
N ow, it would be in the
recollection of the older members of the
House-the honorable members who were
taking action in this matter at present
'were not then in the Assembly-that the
then Minister of Railways (Mr. Gillie1:l) at
once said to the honorable member for
Ballarat 'Vest-" If you prove one of those
sta.tements to be correct, I will resign; but
if you are not prepared to provo those
allegations as correct, then you should
resign." Tho result was tha.t the honora.ble member for Ballarat "Vest withdrew
his charges. At that time the credentials
of Mr. Allison Smith were laid on the
table of the House; and they showed not
only the high character which he bore in
England, but also that the New Zealand
Government greatly regretted to lose his
services.
The honorable member for
Williamstown had brought before the
committee certain measurements of trucks,
but before those measurements could be
accepted it should be shown tha,t the
person who made them was capable of measuring, and, further, they ought to ha.ve
boen made in the pro1:lence of Mr. Allison
Smith or of his representatives. It was
ab1:lurd to ask the committee to accept as
evidence of Mr. Allison Smith's want of
ability the ex parte statement of some unknown person. It was to be assumed that
Mi. Speightknew something about the abilities of the men under him, and it was also'
to be assumed that Mr. Allison Smith was
under the supervision of the Engineer-inChief. Therefore Mr. Allison Smith could
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not, of his own motion, have done any of
Mr. FERGUSON said he was sorry this.
the things he was charged with without discussion had been raised. In his opinion,
the sallction of the Engineer-in-Chief and the salary of Mr. Allison Smith was not in.
the Hailways Cum.missioners. He was a proportion to the work he did. The late Mr.
se:r:vant of the department under authority, Mirls had £1,300 a year, when the number'
and everything went to show that he had of engines and trucks in the department
had the approval of those above him all was not half so large as it was now, and
through, and those gentlemen were more yet the salary on the Estimates for Mr.
competent to form a judgment than the Allison Smith was only £1,200.
He
honorable members who were now attack- thought it was a great pity that honoring Mr. Allison Smith. Mr. Mirls, Mr. able members should adopt the course of
Allison Smith's predecessor, received running down a man's character in the
£1,300 a year; and Mr. Allison Smith was Assembly, and that the character of a man
given to understand that if he discharged who had proved himself fit for his position,
his duties properly his salary would be and able to maintain discipline under him.
raised, so that now faith was only being Mr. Mirls was a very good man, but he
kept. A man in Mr. Allison Smith's posi- let the employes under him do, to a great.
tion, if he was worth his salt, could save extent, as they thought proper. When.
the amount of his salary any month in Mr. Allison Smith was appointed to the'
the year j and Mr. Allison Smith brought position, and began to maintain discipline,
with him to this colony the very highest there was an immediate set made against.
testimonials as an engineer, both from the him, and this had never been relaxed
old country and New Zealand. A short since then. It was extremely unfair to
time ago a gentleman from England, who badger a man in the way that was being'
was thoroughly up in engineering, stated to done every session in the House, with.
him (Mr. Nimmo), after visiting the Wil- regard to Mr. Allison Smith. As regarded
liamstown workshops, that the engineering the trucks referred to by the honorable
arrangements there were really superior member for Williamstown, he (Mr. Ferto anything he had seen in England. Was guson) could say from personal knowledge
it right for honorable members by insinua- that the new sheep trucks were larger'
tion, not only to. take this man's bread than the old ones, and he was prepared to
from him, but also his good name 1 He stake £100 against a similar sum by the·
(Mr. Nimmo) protested that this was not honorable member for Williamstown on
fair treatment to give any man. If Mr. the correctness of this statement. Further'
Allison Smith was not qualified to discharge than that, he was prepared to go the
his functions, it was the imperative duty following day and have the trucks
of the commissioners to have asked the .measured, on the understanding that if
Government to dismiss him j but they had he was wrong in his statement he
done nothing of the kind, and in fact they would resign his seat, the honorable
had shown their appreciation of the member for Williamstown agreeing to do·
manner in which Mr. Allison Smith had the same thing if his statement was proved
done his work. The honorable member to be incorrect. As a matter of fact, the
for Emerald Hill had said that Mr. Allison new trucks would carry 25 or 30 sheep
Smith would be dear at £1,000 a year; more than the old ones, and those who·
but what did that honorable member know sent sheep or cattle by train were glad to·
about Mr. Allison Smith's capabilities 1 see the new trucks arrive at their station,
Literally nothing. If the honorable mem- because of their greater capacity. The'
ber had moved that a board of inquiry honorable members who madethese charges
be appointed, although he (Mr. Nimmo) did against Mr. Allison Smith knew nothing
not say he would have supported such a of what they were talking about, and it·
motion, he had the most perfect confidence, was extremely reprehensible for ~hem to·
. having examined Mr. Allison Smith's come down to the House and utter lies.
The CHAIRMAN.-That statement is
testimonials, that he would come through
any inquiry as to his efficiency unscathed. unparliamentary.
No evidence' whatever had been offered of
Mr. FERGUSON said he was prepared
Mr. Allison Smith's inability, and yet they to withdraw the remark if it was unpar-·
were asked to take £200 a year from liamentary j but when he heard a statehis salary. He would be sorry indeed to ment made which he knew to be untrue,
see the committee do anything of the and which was intended to damage a
kind.
public officer, he thought he would not be:
Mr•.Nimmo.
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doing justice if he did not state his know- shown by the answer to a question which
he (Dr. Maloney) put to the late Minister'
ledge that the statement was not true.
Mr. WILLIAMS observed that the way of Railways. He asked the late Minister'
in which this officer was badgered in the what was the total amount. Mr. Allison
House year after year was disgraceful and Smith was receiving, and the honorable'
discreditable to honorable members. If gentleman replied that his salary was·
half what was said about Mr. Allison £1,000 per annum. As to the investi-·
Smith was true the proper motion to have gation into Mr. Allison Smith's credentials,.
submitted was one for striking out his honorable members knew very well how'
salary altogether, and it was very evident testimonials were obtained and he had
that the, charges made were not true or yet to learn that Mr. Allison Smith's:
else that proposition would have been testimonials showed that he had served
made. Instead of quarrelling about this seven years to engineering or that he had
officer's salary having been raised from got a first-class engineer's certificate,
£1,000 to £1,200, which was £100 less although he did not say that Mr. Allison
than Mr. Mirls received, he (Mr. Williams) Smith had not. (Mr. Zox-" 'What is·
though they should increase Mr. Allison the .use of throwing dirty water on a man
Smith's salary still further if he was to behind his back ~") It was a distinct false-·
receive the criticism every year that he hood to say that he was throwing dirty
was receiving on this occasion. It was water on the man.
TheCHAIRMAN.-The honorablememmost unfair that year after year charges
should be made against this gentleman ber is not in order, and he must withdraw
without any real attempt to substantiate ·the word" falsehood."
Dr. MALONEY said he would .at once'
them. (Mr. W. T. Carter-" What 1")
If the charges were really trl;l.e the proper withdraw the expression, but he must ask
remedy would be for the honorable mem- the Chairman to protect him from the
ber to move for a committee, and lay a honorable member for Melbourne East·
specific charge. (Mr. W. T. Carter- (Mr. Zox).
TheCHAIRMAN.-The honorable mem"That has been done.") If the honorable
member had made charges and had not ber must address the committee in a busifollowed them by a motion for a committee ness-like manner, or I shall ask the Premier
of inquiry, the honorable member was not and the leader of the Opposition to take a·
doing justice to himself. The honorable course which he will not like. Ever since
member should certainly have taken that he got up the honorable member has been
course, and as he had not done so, he (Mr. addressing honorable members all round
Williams) ventured to say the reason the House, and not addressing the Chair
was, because the honorable member was at all. I hope he will address the Chair.
afraid that the inquiry would not have the As long as he .does that, I shall protect
result he desired.
He (Mr. Williams) him from interjections as far as lies in my
really hoped that this was the last year power.
they would hear these complaints about
Dr. MALONEY said he thanked the'
Mr. Allison Smith unless there was some Chairman, and hoped he would not have'
real attempt made to substantiate them.
another shower of dirty words thrown
Dr. MALONEY said he had never feared upon him because of his action in supportfacing a sporting bet, especially if he ing the amendment now before the Chair.
thought he could win, and if the honorable If the honorable member for Albert Park
member for the Ovens would wager £5 had not moved a reduction in the salary
that the figures of the honorable member of Mr. Allison Smith, he (Dr. Maloney)for Williamstown were wrong, he would would have done so. (Mr. Nimmo-"The
take him up.
member for Albert Park did not move it.")
The CHAIRMAN.-All these references He begged the honorable member's pardon;.
to wagers are grossly out of order, and he meant the honorable member for
should not be made in this Assembly.
Emerald Hill.
Men receiving small
Dr. MALONEY stated that he was sorry salaries had been dismissed within the
he was out of order, and still more sorry that last few days, and he was informed that
he should have followed an extremely bad 200 casual employes in the Railway
example. It had been questioned whether department were to be dismissed before'
Mr. Allison Smith's salary had been raised the close of the first week in December.
or not. That Mr. Allison Smith received N ow, if they were going to reduce the'
£200 more than he formerly did was expenditure on salaries and wages in the
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Railway department, they ought to commence from the top of the tree and go
right down. Salaries of £500 a year and
·over could better stand reduction than
the wages of men who were not getting
more than £100 a year. Mr. Allison
Smith had been in the service only six
years, and he was getting £1,200 a year;
while the Secretary of the Hailway department, who had been 38 years in the service,
and who had never neglected his work, was
drawing only £1,000 a year; and Mr. Jacks,
who had been 33 years in the service, and
had done his work well, got only £675 a
year. The Treasurer had no more say
with regard to salaries in the Railway
department than the mosquito on the wall,
because the commissioners did as they
liked in the matter; and, therefore, he did
not blame the Treasurer, but it was the
duty of the House to see that justice was
done. In all his travels in New Zealand
he never met a railway official who spoke
well of Mr. Allison Smith, and he asked
.every official he met what he thought
~bl)nt the man.
That was quite different
from what he heard of Mr. Speight when
-in England. When Mr. Allison Smith
left New Zealand the men made him a
present of a walking stick. Whether it
~Tas intended as a hint he could not say,
but it seemed very much like it. Hecertainly
·trusted the amendment would be pressed
to a diyjsion, as a protest against the large
salaries escaping reductions while the small
.salaries were reduced.
_ Mr. MUNRO remarked that if half
that had been said against Mr. Allison
.Smith \vere true the salaries of the commissioners ought to be reduced, because
the commissioners were responsible for the
-officers of their department. He had been
informed that Mr. Allison Smith was doing
work which at one time two officers were
paid to do-Mr. Mirls and himself; and
.if he was doillg it badly he was doing it
'under the superintendence of the com.missioners, who were responsible to
Parliament. It was not true that Mr~
Allison Sruith was receiving a higher
salary than the heads of the other
branches in the Railway department, be·cause the Traffic Manager received £1,400
.a year (£1,300 a year salary, and quarters
valued at £100 a year); the Engineer-in-Chief, £ 1, 500; and the Ellgineerof Existing
Lines, £1,400; whilst Mr. Allison Smith,
who was the head of the locomotive branch,
received £1,200 a year. Mr. Smith re'Oeived the highest salary in the locomotive

Railway lJepartment.

branch because he was at the head of that
branch. N ow he wanted to call the attention of the committee to the fact that
if the amendment were carried it wuuld
only reduce the total sum voted to the
Rail way department by £200-it would
not reduce Mr. Allison Smith's salary by'
that amount, because the £200 would
have to come off the whole lot. (Dr.
Maloney-" It will be an expression of our
opinion.") It appeared to him that they
had already expressed their opinions in a
very forcible manner, and he only wished
they had been expressed in a much shorter
space of time. N ow they were in this
position: 'l'hey were trying to pass a Bill
which would enable the Government to
get information with regard to these
matters which they could not get under
the present law, and he would suggest
that honorable members should allow
things to remain as they were for the present, because next session they would be
able to put them on a better footing; and
if it should be found that there were men
in the Railway department who were
unsuited for the offices they held, the Government wonld be able to deal with them.
This matter of £200 a year was not worth
talking about; and as they had expressed
their opinions as strongly as possible, he
hoped that they would all settle down in
a friendly way, and that the honorable
member for Emerald Hill would withdraw
his amendment.
Mr. KEYS stated that he felt bound to
enter his protest against honorable members making electioneering speeches in
Parliament. (An Honorable Member"Did you never do it~") He had always
had the courage of his opinions in the
House and outside, and no Member of
Parliament was a better friend of the
railway employes than he; but he felt it
was a shame that the name of Mr. Allison
Smith should be brought before Parliament session after session and maligned,
although "no evidence had yet been sub: mitted to prove a single charge that had
: been made against him. He did not
: know the gentleman, and he had only
spoken to him once since he came to this
~ country, but no honorable member was
I justified in attacking an officer of his
. position without bringing a specific charge
against him and submitting evidence in
support of that charge. That would be a
far manlier course than attempting to
blight his character in the· way that had
been attempted session after session. He
I
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tnlsted the honorable member for Emerald
Hill would withdraw his amendment.
Mr. T. SMITH said he was pleased to
hear from the Premier that a more acceptable opportunity of dealing with this subject would be afforded later on. Similar
action to what he (Mr. T. Smith) had
taken that evening was taken last session
by the honorable member for Footscray,
when it was sought to cut down this
gentleman's salary by £500. It hardly .
came with much grace from the honorable
member for Dandenong to say that other
honorable members were making election
speeches, for the honorable member him:self was scarcely ever doing anything else.
Re (Mr. T. Smith) did not represent a
railway constituency, so his action on the
present occasion was perfectly disinterested.
In fact, he detested saying one word
against any gentleman in a public position.
Under t.he circumstances, as there would
be another opportunity of dealing wit.h the
matter, he begged to withdraw his amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The vote was agreed to, together with
the followingvotes:-£670 to complete the
vote (£7,241) for "Miscellaneous" (Railway department); £860 to complete the
vote (£9,360) for Melbourne and Hobson's
Bay Railway; and £16,185 to complete the
vote (£~7, 750) for Schools of Mines and
Technical Schools.
The resolutions were then reported to
the House.
The House adjourned at eleven minutes
to midnight, until Tuesday, December l.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, Decembe1' 1, 1891.
Medical Practitioners Bill-Trusts Act Amendment Bill-Employers and Employes Act Amendment BillLocal Go\-ernment Act Amendment Bill-Railways
Standing Committee.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at
twenty-two minutes to five o'clock p.m.,
and read the prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions with reference to the Local
Government Act Amendment Bill were presented by the Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL, from the
-chairman and directors of the Geelong Gas
Session 1891.-[185J

Company; and by the Hon. J. H. CONNOR,
from the Mayor and Corporation of Geelong.
MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS BILL.
This Bill was recommitted for the further consideration of clause 45.
Sir F. '.r. SARGOOD called attention to
clause 45, relating to the application of
fees and penalties, and moved the substitution in italics of the following
clause:I I All
moneys accruing from the recovery
of any penalties by the medical council or
registrar and all moneys received by the
medical council or the registrar as fees or for
copies of the medical register shall be paid to
and retained by the medical council, and all
expenses incurred by the medical C01IDCil under
or in carrying out the provisions of this Act
shall be defrayed by the medical council out of
such moneys. "

The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill then passed through its remaining stages.
TRUSTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. SERVICE asked for the
postponement of the order of the day for
the third reading of this Bill until Thursday. A reverend gentleman who was at
one time head of a small body of Presbyterians called on him to complain of the
provisions of this Bill, which he thought
would injuriously affect the body with
which he was connected, and said that
they had had 110 notice of the measure.
He (Mr. Service) advised him to call on
the Minister of Justice and state his
case, and he did call at the office of the
Minister on two occasions, but, unfortunately, the Minister was out. The
reverend gentleman came to the House
that day, but, having in mind the statement the Minister of Defence made last
Thursday that the Local Government Act
Amendment Bill was to be taken first and
gone straight on with, he (Mr. Service)
concluded that no other measure would be
taken that night, and told the gentleman
that he might go a\vay feeling certain
that the Bill would not come on before
Thursday. 1'he reverend gentleman wanted
to communicate with the present head and
leading members of the body to which he
belonged, and under these circumstances
he hoped the Minister would agree to the
postponement of the third reading of the
Bill until Thursday.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that,
as an act of courtesy to Mr. Service, he
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had no objection to the postponement of had given no cause for special legislation:
the order of the day for the third reading of this kind in regard to. them. If ever it
of the Bill until Thursday. This was not became necessary to enlarge the scope of
a private Bill, however j and the reverend the Bill that could be done hereafter.
The HOll. W. A. ZEAL stated that the
gentleman to whom Mr. Service had alluded
was no more entitled to have notice of the Ohief Justice had ruled that an English
Bill than any other member of the public. barrister could not be admitted to practise
He (Mr. Davies) had received a private in this colony on account of the Legal
letter from the gentleman in question, Profession Amalgamation Act passed this
stating that the church to which he be- session, which showed the folly of passing
longed had property in a trust registered . new legislation without proper consideraunder the Act to the value of £15,000, and tion.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked
complaining that the views of the members
of his church 011 this Bill had neither been that he was not aware of that before. It
asked nor obtained. If Parliament had to showed that, even after all the care which
ask the views of every member of the had been bestowed upon the revision of
public before a Bill was introduced there the Bill, it was not yet perfect. Of course,.
would be an end to all legislation. The the measure under consideration had
reverend gentleman had not pointed out nothing whatever to do with the Legal
one object.ion which he had to this Bill, Profession Amalgamation Bill. He wished
but merely said that he wanted time to to point out to the House that the measure·
under consideration had been altogether
consider it.
The amendments made in this Bill in founded upon English laws, that honorable members generally did not desire tocommittee were taken into consideration.
rrhe Hon. H. CUTHBERrr moved the go beyond that, and that the representaadoption of the report.
.
tives of labour and capital were alike
The order of the day for the third read- . united in the desire that the Bill should
ing of the Bill was postponed until Thurs- become law during the present se.ssion.
The Hon. J. A. VV ALLACE said he was.
day.
very pleased that the' new clause which
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYES ACT he wished to have inserted had now tho
AMENDMENT BILL.
opportunity of being considered in a full
The Hon. H. CUTHBERrr moved that House. He would accept Mr. Zeal's sugthe report of the committee on this Bill bo gestion that tramway as well as railway
adopted.
employes should be included, so as to
'1'he Hon. VY. A. ZEAL expressed the afford protection to the public in the event
opinion that the tramway and railway of a strike occurring. Men would not be
employes ought, in all fairness, to be likely to go on strike when by so doing
specifically included in this Bill, which they rendered themselves liable to impri-.
should be made as comprehensive as sonment. He was sony that the amendpossible.. A conspiracy of either of the ment he proposed was not introduced by
two classes of employes he had named the honorable member in charge of the
would bo much more serious and do much Bill.
more damage than a conspiracy among any
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH observed
of the smaller classes mentioned in the that, in the event of a strike occurring in
Bill. In his opinion this question was ono the height of the wool season, the affairs
of much importance, and should receive of the whole country would be in d;:ll1ger
from honorablo members all round thtl of being brought to a stand-still, and it
Chamber the attention and consideration was therefore very desirable that the
it undoubtedly deserved.
possibility of a strike among the railway
rrhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that employes should be guarded against. It
the question of bringiilg the railway was well known that among workmen
employes under tho operation of this there ·wa,s always a large proportion who,
measure was fully discussed last week in though they disapproved of strikes, did
committee, but it was decided that as not like to go against the views of their
they desired the Bill to become law this comrades. Under the proposed new clause
session it would be advisable to abstain such men would have an oxcuse for acting
from making any further amendments. It upon their own judgments.
was pointed out th~t the railway employes
The Hon. J. BELL pointed out that
had done their work w~ll in the past, and this was a private member's Bill, and that
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any serious alteration in the last fortnight
of the session would jeopardize it, because
the Government would not give to it in
another place the facilities which they
accorded to their own business. It must
not be forgotten also that the relations of
the Railways Commissioners with their
employes were governed by an Act of
Parliament. If a railway employe was
once discharged he must commence de novo,
and go through the ballot again. It would
be very unwise to make the proposed alteration at this late stage of the session.
The Hon. T. DOvYLING remarked that
it was not necessary to bring the railway
employes under a special clause, because
the whole Bill referred to railway as
wen as other employes. Tho Railways
Commissioners and the tramway directors could prosecute any of their men at
the present moment for conspiring. There
was nothing in the Bill intended to prevent strikes, and strikes would occur in
spite of any legislation that could be
provided. He called the Bill an improved
Masters and Servants Act. Under it the
employe would be benefited, and the
employer would not be able to exercise
quite so much arbitrary power as before.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMvV ADE observed
that when the matter was discussed the
other evening a distinction was made
between railway employes and other workmen, because the former could not leave
their employment without suffering disabilities. For instance, they could not
get back again withollt undergoing a
medical examination. (Mr. '\Yallace"That is quite a mistake.") Hailway
employes would be prevented by such
considerations from going out on strike.
If tramway employes were to be specially
legislated for, why not include also
shearers, glassblowers, and other classes of
people 1 It was only necessary to deal
specially with those classes of workmen
whose occupations affected human life.
'rhe management of sewerage and gas
works migh t be considered to affect
human life. Of course, it would be a very
disastrous thing to stop all. the wool from
coming down from the country, but that
would not affect human life. It was
highly important that the Bill should be
passed without further delay, and if the
proposed amendment were inserted it
would not be passed at all this session.
The Hon. VY. McCULLOCH moved that
the Bill be again recommitted for the
purpose of amending clause 17.
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The Hon. C. J. HAM remarked that the
amendment in question had been discussed
in another place and rejected, and that it
would only be a waste of time to submit
it again.
The motion was negatived.
The report was then adopted, and the
Bill was read a third time and passed.
LOCAL GOVERNMEN1' ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
Sir F. '1.'. SARGOOD moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said that honorable members were in the habit of speaking of the wonderful development of the
city of Melbourne, although many of them
thought that the aggregation of property
round the city was not an altogether
satisfactory thing, but they seldom heard
mention of the wonderful progress made
in the country districts, which arose in a
large measure from the admirable manner
in which local self-government had been
carried on there for the last twenty-five
That development was a very
years.
clear indication, not only that our legislation in the past had been of a very satisfactory nature, but that a very large
number of public men had been prepared
to devote, without fee or reward, a large
portion of their time to the duties
pertaining to municipal councils in their
own immediate districts. During all these
years an immense amount of money arising from rates and loans had necessarily
been spent, and last, and by no means
least, the Government subsidy, for on the
whole the State had not been backward in supporting the principle of selfhelp as far as the municipalities were
concerned. He thought he might safely
say that the municipal councils throughout
the country could fairly claim to have
expended those large sums of money to
good advantage, as shown by the admirable roads and public buildings they had
constructed. He did not think that the
councils need be at all ashamed of the
manner in which they had discharged
their self-imposed duties. 1'he various
measures dealing with local government
were consolidated in 1874. 1'he consolidating measure ivas in the charge of Mr.
Gillies, than whom no one knew more
about the question, and that measure had
on the whole been found to work satisfactorily; but as the colony progressed of
course new circumstances arose, which
rendered fresh legislation necessary from
time to time. These requirements had
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been met from time to time, he must
confess, in a somewhat half-hearted and
partial manner; but still the various
amendments were all in the right direction. I t had been found in the last two
years, howevt;lr, that amendments of a much
'more general character were required.
Consequently most valuable reports had
been submitted by the local bodies, embracing their large practical experience
as to the working of the existing laws, and
suggesting amendments which, in their
opinion, would enable the principle of local
self-government to be carried out. Those
amendments had been made from time to
time by the Government of the day, while
there had been a disposition to shirk the
difficulty of making a satisfact.ory distribution of the Government subsidy-such
a distribution as would, as far as possible,
satisfy the reasonable requirements of all.
D nder these circumstances he did not at
all wonder that Governments in the past
had preferred rather to deal with pressing
amendments than with the question as a
whole. '1'he time had now arrived, however, in which the matter must be faced.
The late Government prepared a measure
dealing to a large extent with the requirements of the time, and his colleague (the
Minister of Public 'Vorks) had had the
advantage in drafting the present measure
of the use of the Bill prepared by a predecessor. He thought it might fairly be
claimed that the Bill brought in by the
Minister of Public 'Works had met with
a large amount of success, and, on the
whole, with a favorable reception, While
giving his colleague, the credit which he
deserved in this matter-for he spared
neither time nor trouble in endeavouring
to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the
difficulty-there was also much credit due
to Mr. Morkham (an officer of the department), who had given himself and his
colleague great assistance in enabling
them to master the details of the subject.
The Bill, as honorable members were aware,
had passed the other Chamber after being
very exhaustively considered., It had been
amended in some directions, and he was
sure that it would receive fair consideration
in this House for the simple reason that a
very large number of the members of the
Council were well acquainted with the
working of self-government. So little time
was now left for business before the close
of the session that he hoped that the
greater part of the measure, if not the
whole of it, would be passed through
Sir f!. T. 8argood.
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committee during the present week. The
Bill itself was of a somewhat disjointed
character. He intended, however, to refer
only to a few of its leading principles.
At present the municipalities had the
power of borrowing to the extent of ten
times the amount of their income up to a
Is. 6d. rate. Under the Bill that Is. 6d.
was raised to 2s.-in other words, the
power of borrowing would be extended
practically one-third. Whether that would
be a blessing or not remained to be seen.
(Mr. Service-" Hear, hear.") He was
not too fond of borrowing, but honorable
members representing municipalities would
feel that their hands would be a little freer,
while if they exercised as much care as
heretofore the country would not be the
loser. The endowment clauses were, of
course, an all-important part of the Bill.
He thought he might safely claim for
his colleague that he had arrived at a
fair and equitable solution of this very
difficult problem. It was not to be
supposed that the Minister of Public
\V orks had ple~sed everybody, but he had
given satisfaction to a vast majority of
those interested in the Bill. Clauses 61,
64, and 65 contained a new principle,
under which, on the petition of parties
interested in properties in a certain area of
a municipality, the council might special1y
improve, and instead of calling upon the
owners to pay at once the full cost of
those iinprovements the council was empowered to borrow on special rates. (Mr.
Service - "More borrowing.")
Under
clause 70 of the principal Act a municipality might proceed to make a private street, and at once call upon the
owner to pay the total cost. (Mr. W.
H.' Roberts - "They may take your
money and not make the street.") That
had not been his experience. I twas
proposed under this clause that municipalities should have power to rai'lse the
money for the making of these streets by
special rates,- and that instead of the
amount being paid in globo the payment
should be extended O\;er a length of time.
This would be a boon to people who were
not in a position to pay a large sum at
once. Clauses 40 to 43 dealt with the
subject of audit. If there was one matter
in connexion with ollr local self-government which was faulty and weak, and,
which required amendment, it was t~at
of audit. He did not think that he
was wrong in saying that, taking our
various mtmicipal councils as a whole, the
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auditing in the past had been an utter . which provided that the office of municipal
sham. It was, therefore, worse than treasurer and municipal secretary should
useless, because it was dangerous. (An not be held by the same individual, and
Honorable Member-" And too expen- that was a step in the right direction. As
sive.") The system might be cheap and to clause 35, relating to the gentlemen
yet very unsatisfactory.
What was who had occupied the positions of clerks
wanted was a system which would fully of works for many years, he would remark
protect the ratepayer. Clauses 40 to 43 that in many cases those officers had
provided for the appointment of a board given every satisfaction.
Under these
to which the auditors must submit them- circumstances he was afraid that the
selves in order to obtain a certificate clause as it now stood would work a
showing that they were properly qualified. great deal of personal hardship. vVhen
This was a reasonable proposal, and he t4e Bill was in committee he would
felt sure that it would receive the hearty endeavour to provide that these clerks of
support of the House. The present sys- works, who had given proofs of their comtem of employing local auditors was, of petency by the satisfactory way in which
course, abolished, and certificated auditors they performed their duties, should be
would take their place. As, however, the allowed an· opportunity of permanently
Bill was one which could be best dealt qualifying themselves-in fact, that they
with in committee, he would now conclude should be allowed to go on performing
by asking honomb~e members for that their duties until the period of six years
assistance which he was glad to say he (the period of qualification) was over.
In matters of this sort he could not but
had always received from them.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he think that the councils themselves were
agreed with Sir Frederick Sargood that the best judges of whether the work done
this was a Bill which could be better con- by these officers was properly performed
sidered in committee than upon a second- or not. (" No.") At all events, if both
reading speech, because they were all the council and the ratepayers of a locality
agreed upon the gen~ral principles of the were of opinion that the work was done,
measure, and he.thought it very desirable properly by a particular individual, he did
that effect should be given to the ex- not see why the country should be deperience of those gentlemen who had prived of the services of that individual.
devoted many years of their lives to the However, he (Mr. Cuthbert) would not.
acquisition of a knowledge of our munici- attempt to occupy the attention of honor-·
pallaws. There were a few proposed able members by going into details. As
changes in the Bill which he considered to the proposed increase in the borrowing
to be to' some extent undesirable. For powers to be allowed to the councils, he
instance, under the old law any candidate did not think that any great injury would
for a seat in a municipal council was be done in that direction. If a council
obliged to be the owner of property rated was prepared to increase its rates from
at the annual value of £20 per year, and Is. 6d. in the £1 to 2s. in the £1, he was
none of the municipal conferences had re- not inclined to think that any harm would
commended a reduction in the qualification. accrue from it being allowed a larger borHow it came about that this very im- rowing power accordingly. Generally he
portant reduction from a qualification of approved of the Bill.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said of course
~20 to one of £ 10 was adopted he was at
a loss to discover. It certainly was not all honorable members would go in for the
desired by the municipalities that there Bill as a whole-that was to say, for the
should be such a reduction, and when the greater part of the Bill. But there were
Bill was in committee he would endeavour various points on which honorable memto induce honorable members to go back bers might be expected to have different
to the old system, which had worked opinions. He thought that the fewer the
admirably in the past. Under clause 18 words that were said in the course of the
it was intended that no person should second-reading debate the better. Still he
obtain a vote for a tenement rated at less would indicate one or two matters with
than £10 per annum, and not then unless respect to which there should be some
there was a house on the land and a amendment. One of these was the adperson residing there. He thought that ditional borrowing powers to which alluthat would be an improvement. Another sion had been made. He found that not
amendment proposed in the Bill was one . only was it intended under the Bill to
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give municipalities an increased general
power, but they were also to have power to
make improvements in certain localities,
on which improvements they 'v ere to be
at liberty to strike an improvement rate;
and, in place of taking the money required
for these improvements out of the general
fund, the council was to be permitted to
. borrow it. Not only this, but there was
to be power to levy a second improvement
rate for special purposes, limited to properties of very small area. Surely the
money for these particular improvements-which could only involve comparatively small amounts-might well be
taken out of the municipal fund for the
time being. So that there was to be
an increased general power of borrowing, a new power of borrowing in connexion with an improvement rate, and
a still further power of borrowing on
a special improvement rate. vVould
this be a wise proceeding 1 Those who
knew the present position of the country
knew also that it had in a variety of
aspects already over-borrowed to a large
extent, and he thought that honorable
members ought to look with a great deal
of concern on the introduction of a principle
which would train up the rising generation to a system of living on borrowed
money. He hoped that the honorable
gentleman in charge of the Bill would be
able, when these borrowing clauses were
nnder discussion, to offer some explanations
as to the probable amounts that would be
required. 1'he honorable gentleman might
be only able to give a rough estimate, bnt
honorable members ought to have something before them to enable them to consider whether the power of borrowing
f;lught to be conceded so far. For his part
. he thought that something ought to be
done to prevent any undue expansion of
the old system, which was right enough so
long as it was kept within limits, but which
would be dangerous indeed if it was unduly
extended. vVhy, the system proposed would
be far worse than the system of recoups
that had brought the financial affairs 'of
the colony into so much trouble. The
matter of auditing had been alluded to.
He regretted that the system of auditing introduced by the framers of the Bill had not
been fully approved in another place, but
the whole matter was one that would require
consideration, and he mentioneditsimply In
order that honorable members might think
over the matter. There ,vas another part of
the Bill in which a great many honorable
Hon. J. Service.
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members were interested. Under the present
law there was a provision that in valuing
property the valuation ought to be made on
the rental, and that where there was not
a 'rental the valuation should be on the
capital value at a rate not less than 5 per
cent. N ow there were a large nnmber
of people with respect to whom this rule
would act very severely. The class he
alluded to might be called land speculators,
land boomers, or anything that was nasty
and bad; but it was well known that a few
years ago a very large number of persons
were led into land speculations, and it was
also well known that in many cases the
properties purchased by them were not
now worth one-half or one-quarter what
they were bought for.
Some were
absolutely unsaleable, and others were
being held in hopes that a revival
would take place which would enable
their owners to get' back some small
portion of their original outlay. Now
would it not be a very harsh thing if
the municipal councils were to be able
to take the prices paid for properties
or anything equivalent to them as representing their capital values, and that those
capital values should be taxed at 5 per
cent ~ ·He had been in communication
with a few people outside with respect to
this subject; and he felt so strongly with
regard to it that when the clause came
under consideration he would ask honorable members to agree to some amendment. It was difficult to draw a precise
line in connexion with this subject, because there very many properties which
might very fairly be charged with 5 per
cent. on their capital value. Properties
which the owners of land bought under
normal conditions, and with the avowed.
purpose of allowing them to remain unimproved until their value had been in.:
creased by public buildings round about
them, need not be considered much at all.
But it was his (Mr. Service'S) opinion that
in cases of the former sort the valuation
might well be at 3 per cent. on the capital
value. That was the principle adopted in
the Bill introduced by Mr. Bell when he
was a member of the late Government.
Really there could be no doubt that
enabling municipal councils to distinguish
sofar between different kinds of rateable
property would be of ad.vantage.
The Hon. T. DOWLING stated that he
had listened to the remarks of the Minister of Defence with great pleasure. Unquestionably he agreed with him that
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this colony ought to be very proud of
its municipal position, for in no other
colony of the group were the local
municipal institutio11s so numerous and
so powerful as they were in Victoria. He
would like honorable members to understand something of the M\.micipal Association of Victoria, which had naturally had
something to do with the preparation
of this measure. There were not many
honorable members of the Chamber connected with this association, therefore the
remarks he would make on the subject
might be of some value. That association was founded for the express purpose
of assisting the Government in amending
the local government law from time to
time. There was no political feeling in
the matter at all. The mode of procedure
was that when any difficulty arose with
respect to any municipal body in C011nexion with any municipal question it was
in the first place considered by that body,
then it was remitted to the particular
group of municipalities with which that
body was connected, and afterwards, if
necessary, the subject went to the central
committee of the association, and thence
to the Minister. So that nothing could
come from the association to the Minister
without it being thoroughly thrashed out.
N ow the only mistake the Government
had made was that they had not consulted this Municipal Association more
than they had done, and it followed that
whatever errors there were in the Bill
-there were not many-they had arisen
from the fact that the Minister did not
know the opinions of the association on
the subject. For instance, some time
ago the Municipal Association agreed to a
division of the municipal subsidy in this
way-£400, 000 was to be divided pro rata,
and £50,000 was to be set apart for
struggling shires. But the Minister could
not to be got to understand the merits of
this arrangement at all, and that was a
great pity, for the plan was very simple
and its adoption would assuredly lead to
the best results. There was no difference of
opinion on the subject whatever, for the
association were unanimous on the point.
Therefore, it would be an easy matter for
him (Mr. Dowling), as the delegate of the
association, to present their views to the
Hquse. For himself he was very much
pleased with the Bill, which embodied in a
very practical form what the association
had -been fighting for for the last ten
years. There were· very few amendments
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required in the first part of the Bill, but
in the latter part-which related in many
respects to the municipalities in the neighbourhood of Melbourne-there were provisions which would have to be carefully
discussed. (Mr. Zeal-" "What about the
borrowing powers ~ ") He had all along
held that increased borrowing powers
should be granted. He, for one, had no
fear of the ratepayers of the colony, and
he was quite sure that enlarging their
powers in this and other directions would
be of great advantage to the general community. However, he would not detain
honorable members longer. The Bill
would have his hearty and loyal support.
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL said he quite
coincided with the view that this was a
very important Bill, and he thought the
House was indebted to Mr. Cuthbert and
Mr. Service for the remarks they had
made on the subject. He didllot, however, agree with Mr. Dowling, for he considered that a decided limit should be
placed on the borrowing powers of councils.
Let honorable members glance for a
moment at the way in which the municipal indebtedness of the colony had increased of late years, and what it would
become were the borrowing powers of the
councils increased as was now proposed.
The Bill, however, had good points, and
one was the alteration to be made in the
distribution of the municipal subsidy.
Hitherto many municipal bodies had
been altogether too highly favoured, but
now he was glad to say matters would
be put on a better basis. Mr. Cuthbert alluded to the qualifications of
clerks of works, but surely it was
time there was some attempt at finality
in the matter. He (Mr. Zeal), however, objected to alterations being made
without proper reasons being given. At
any rate he could say that there were in
the colony at the present time a number
of clerks of works who were absolutely
qualified to do the work they were now
doing. In some instances they were men ,
of very high attainments. 'Vhy, then,
should there be this continual alterationthis continual putting of men in peril of
losing their positions ~ He thought there
was some finality in the last Act, but now it
seemed that there was to be a new set of
changes. He would ask honorable members whether they knew of a single shire
in which a competent gold-digger could
not carry out almost all its public works 1
Why, then, did the Bill contain those
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extraordinary provisions on the subject,
especially considering that the public
works to be carried out by a municipal
council scarcely ever went beyond the
construction of roads or the laying down
of drainage ~ Another clause to which he
would direct some attention was one which
he thought had been very inconsiderately
drawn. It would seem as though there
had been a master hand in connexion
with this clause. He alluded to the provisiOli for giving to the antique city
of Geelong a privilege which was denied
to every other municipality in the
country.
Considering the character
of the injustice it was proposed to'
perpetrate in this direction, he (Mr. Zeal)
would even ask the honorable member
who had so often advocated the interests
of Geelong in season and out of season to
vote against clause 106. At all events, if
no one else moved in the matter, he (Mr.
Zeal) would at the proper time propose
that that clause be struck out. He would
also suggest other amendments, but for
the present he would content himself by
promising to give the Bill as a whole his
hearty support.
The Hon. J. BELL expressed the
opinion that the Minister who prepared
this Bill deserved great credit for the comprehensive way in which he did his work.
It was evident that the Bill was drawn by
no prentice hand. At the same time,
looking at its provisions he saw many old
faces, and no doubt the Government had
received some assistance in this quarter.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" I acknowledge
that.") However he (Mr. Bell) did not
intend to address the House at any great
length, because, as Mr. Service had said,
the measure was one that could be better
dealt with in committee. Some councils
had objections to the clause referring to
the grant in aid, but he, for one, must
admit that in the past a large number of
councils had received an undue proportion
of the subsidy. One important matter
was the provisions in the Bill with respect
to the creation of new shires. There
could be no doubt that there was a great
necessity for some change in this direction. It had been held by the present
Minister of Pu blic Works and previous
Ministers administering the Local Government Act that the existing law was not
quite clear as to how llew shires should be
created, and it would be well if the whole
matter were placed on a proper foundation. All honorable members knew how
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frequently railway extension had altered
the location of population, and this
was a difficulty which had to be met.
He did not believe in the clause in the
Bill, which reduced the qualification' for
shire councillors from £20 to £10. There
had been no agitation for such an altera·
tion in the law, and it appeared to him
that Parliament might as wel,l do away
with the qualification altogether as make
this reduction. Some very excellent and
useful men might be found in the
boroughs who had not a higher qualification than £ 10, but there were others
whose dwellings were valued at £20 who
were equally competent to fill the position
of councillor, and who had the additional
merit of having a larger stake in the
borough. The provision regarding nonresidents whose property was valued at
less than £10 was an excellent one, and
would meet the case of those who subdivided allotments with a view to increasing votes. The proposal to recognise
clerks of works was also a very good one.
These officers had for several years occupied the positions of surveyors and clerks
of works very creditably. From the long
experience they had obtained, they were
well able to fulfil the duties intrusted to
them, and the councils desired to retain
their services. The clause in the Bill did
not go far enough, and he trusted that it
would be altered so as to take in persons
who had not served for the full term of six
years, by allowing them to qualify after
having served the full term in the positions which they now occupied. He was
not sure whether the clause referring to
auditors would be satisfactory to the ratepayers or not. The ratepayers had to
contribute about three-fourths of the
municipal revenue, and it was quite
natural to expect that they would have
a 'right of nomination in the ap·
pointment of auditors. The appointment
of Gertificated auditors would not lessen
the cost of auditing ,municipal accounts.
Noone man could do the work of two
in the same time, especially in checking
public accounts like the collector's receipt-book with the collector's statement,
and the vouchers with the cheques, and so
on. He admitted that the present sys·
tem was bad, and that improvements.
could be effected, but the auditors need
not he appointed by the State unless they
proved that they were competent. The
ratepayers should continue to have one
auditor as at present. He agreed with
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the proposal to appoint two inspectors. . had done. The principal objections to the·
These men would travel about the country, Bill had been pointed out by Mr. Cuthbert
and would drop into the shire council and Mr. Service, and these objections,
offices at certain intervals, and that would could be very easily met in committee.
cause the shire officers to be· careful in He rose for the purpose of referring to the
keeping their books well posted up. He remarks that had been made by Mr. Zeal
. looked with very much doubt on the pro- and Mr. Bell with reference to the Geelong
posed extension of time for the collection Gas Company. Mr. Zeal seemed to be·
of rates from owners from twelve months very well posted up in the question, from
to three years. If it were agreed to, the the gas company's point of view, but he
owners might be called upon at the end had altogether neglected to look at it
of three years to pay three years' rates of from the public point of view. The
which they had had no notice whatever. gas company had had a monopoly for'
Twelve months was long enough. If an about 30 years. (Mr. Zeal-Ie You can
occupier could not pay the rates due for . purchase the gas-works if you will pay for
twelve months, there was no hope of the them.") The price which the gas comowner getting the occupier to pay three pany asked for their works was out of all
years' rates at one time. Mr. Zeal had reason. (Mr. Zeal-"Go to arbitration.")
facetiously referred to clause 106, and he He knew what arbitration meal)t. If they
quite agreed with the statement the honor- went to arbitration, the Geelongcorporation
able member had made. The clause was would be fleeced. The price now charged
quite foreign to the Bill, and by a side- for gas in Geelong, was 7s. 6d. per thousand
wind an attempt was being made to de- feet, and it was not right that the pqople
preciate the property of the gas company of Geelong should still have to suffer'
of Geelong. He was a member of the the burden of this high charge. They
Council when a similar attempt was made had a right to expect to be treated by
on a former occasion, and Mr. Belcher and Parliament in the same way as otherothers defended the gas company. The municipalities, and to be allowed to erect
gas company were under the necessity of their own gas-works, but they did not want,
handing over their works to the corpora- to interfere in any way with the rights and
tion of Geelong, if they desired to take them, privileges of the gas company. rrhe gas
on a valuation. He believed that the cor- company had no exclusive rights, and the·
poration of Geelong gave notice that they Geelong corporation should be allowed, if
would submit to a valuation, but they re- they thought proper, to erect new gasceded from their position, and nothing fur- works, and to supply gas. The gas comtherwasdone. He understood that although pany had a reserve capital of almost one-·
the time had expired for the exercise of half the paid up capital, and a dividend of
this privilege, the gas company were still about IS! per cent. was now being paid~
prepared to submit the works for valua- Let honorable members compare the rato
tion, if the town of Geelong desired to charged for gas in Geelong with that
have the property in their own hands. If charged for gas in vVilliamstown. vVilthe clause to which he refen'ed was passed, liamstownhad a population of 15,937, and
it would do a great iujustice to private the charge per thousand feet was 5s. 10d.
individuals, and would interfere with vested The population of Geelong and suburbs was
rights. rrhe Bill had been long looked 22,623, and the charge for gas per thousand
for by the municipal councils, and he was feet was 7s. 6d. Williamstown was as easy
sure that it would prove of great value in of access as Geelong, and the cost of coal
promoting the better and smoother ad- at both places was about the same. Why
ministration of local government.
then should the people of Geelong have to·
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR remarked submit to this monopoly, and to pay this.
that the Government deserved very great high charge~ (Mr. Pratt-" Because you
credit for the way in which they had go to bed so early.") The people of Geedealt with this subject. The Bill had long were not going to sleep on this exgiven general satisfaction throughout the orbitant charge, and before they would
colony. The question of local government submit to it, they would light the city with
was. a very dillicul t one, and the Minister electricity. The gas company would perof Public 'tVorks and the officers who were haps then see the necessity of doing justice'
connected with him in the preparation of to them. All the rights and privileges of
this Bill were entitled to high commen- the gas company were preserved to them
dation for the excellent work which they by the Bill. (Mr. Zeal-" Why did you.
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drive them out of town 1") The Geelong
corporation petitioned Parliament to allow
the works to be erected within the town
boundary, and the late Mr. Strachan, who
was then a member of that' House, insisted
that they should be erected outside the
town, the reason he gave being that they
might become a nuisance. All that the
Geelong corporation desired was that they
.should be placed in the same position as
other municipal councils, and be allowed
to erect their own gas-works if they
thought proper. He was sure that they
would not do anything that was unjust to
the gas company, but they contended that·
they should not continue to be compelled
to pay the present exorbitant charge for
gas. Honorable members had received a
circular from the Geelbng Gas Company,
but in committee he thought that he
would be able to show that the statements made in that circular were not
-correct. It had been stated that he (Mr.
Connor) had had a great deal to do with
the insertion in the Bill of clause 106.
The clause was prepared at the instance of
the Geelong corporation, but he had nothing whatever to do with it. (An Honorable Member-" You are mayor of Geelong.") He had the honour of being mayor
of Gcelong, but he had nothing to do with
the preparation of the clause. He highly
approved of the Bill, as a whole, and he
thought that it would prove to be a very
useful measure.
The Hon. H. GORE remarked that
the Government were to be congratulated on the way in which this Bill
was prepared, and it was evident, as
had been stated, that there had been a
master hand at the head of affairs. Mr.
Wheeler, the present Minister of Public
Works, had been connected with municipal matters for 25 years, and he had, as
his right-hand man, a very capable officer
in Mr. Morkham.· The Bill had been
drafted in such a way that it would commend itself generally to honorable members. There were several provisions in the
Bill which would require attention in committee. One was the question of surveyors and clerks of works, and another was
the question of the borrowing of money.
With regard to the qualifications of councillors, he thought that the old system was
preferable. No demand whatever had been
made for the alteration that was proposed.
The municipal conferences did not ask for
it, and he was at a loss to understand why
it had been proposed in this Bill. With
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reference to the surveyors, originally when
everything was in embryo, and when the
streams of the colony had to be bridged
and expensive works undertaken, men with
special qualifications were required. Circumstances had altered, the streams of
the colony had been bridged, and the ex- .
pensive works had been constructed, and
it was now a simple matter of roads and
culverts. Men with five or six years'
experience in a municipality were more
competent to supervise such work than a
qualified engineer fresh from the U niversity, because he would do the work more
economically, and if he did not suit the
council which employed him, they would
get rid 'Of him. If it was provided that
the men employed must have certain qualifications, the smaller municipalities would
have to pay large salaries, which they
could not afford. If a man fresh from the
University was put to do a bit of road
making, he would not'be as competent as
one of the foremen, he, (Mr. Gore) sometimes had under him. He approved of the
Bill as a whole, and would give it his
hearty support.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
he had some sympathy with the remarks
made by Mr. Connor with reference to the
Geelong Gas Company. He was not aware
previously that Geelong had a gas supply.
Why should not Geelong have the right to
deal with the question of the gas supply
in the same way as Ballarat and other
townships 1 The matter was one which
should be looked at seriously, and the
Council should certainly not place Geelong
in a worse position than other- towns.
(Mr. Zeal:-" They want to be in a better
position.") If he understood it, Mr.
Connor was asking that Geelong should
have the same rights that other towns
in the colony possessed, and he would
try to aid the honorable member so
far. If the honorable member was not
successful, then the Geelong corporation
would have the alternative of lighting the
town with electricity. Mr. Service had
touched the only real novelty in the Billthat was the power to be given to the
mimicipalitiesof borrowing money. Owners
of property had had to pay large sums of
money for making right-of-waysalld streets,
and an additional liability was now to be
cast upon them. The municipalities were
practically to be allowed to borrow in
respect of individual streets, and honorable members would have to consider
whether it was advisable to make confusion
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in the accounts worse confounded by adopting this proposal. ",\Vhy should not all
these matters be placed in the one account
in the towns and boroughs ~ ",\Vhy should
persons be allowed to layout street.s and
then to sell the frontage 1 In some cases
the streets were made, formed, and planted,
before the land was sold, and why should
not a law be made requiring that to be
done in every case 1 That would prevent
injustice and confusion. For a long time
past the city of Melbourne had had its
cattle-yards and abattoirs in other municipalities, and this had bren, and still
was, a ground of complaint. There was
not, however, a word in the Bill in reference
to this question, although the late Government proposed to deal with it. In regard
to this matter the city of Melbourne had
been most unfair to the neighbouring municipality of Kensington and Flemington.
For fifteen years past the municipality of
Kensington and Flemington had been
agitating for the removal of the city'
abattoirs and cattle sale-yards from their
midst but without success, though it had
been shown that the health of the community had been greatly injured by the
nuisance. The yarding of the cattle with-out food was not only cruel, it re-acted on
the community, becanse the meat thus pro-duced was ·unwholesome. The City Corporation was mainly responsible for this
state of' things. He had no desire to
·obstruct the Bill, but if time permitted
he would like to have the opportunity of
moving an amendment to do away with
this gross injustice. There 'was another
matter deserving of attention which the
Government seemed to have grappled with
to some extent.
He alluded to those
speCUlative actions which were constantly
being brought against municipalities.
Scarcely a week passed without some
municipality being mulcted in hundreds
,of pounds because of an accident on a footwalk or roadway. The injured person in
such cases should be made to show clearly
the exact place where he received the
injury. A man recently recovered damages
from a municipality on the ground that he
had sprained his ankle on a foot-walk
opposite the town hall. No hole could
be found there, but it was afterwards dis·covered that at a distance of half-a-mile
from the town hall a depression had been
caused by a shutter being taken down
and frequently dropped on the spot.
The best thing that could be done for the
municipalities would be to relieve them
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from the lawyers. One way to protect
municipalities from actions of the kind
which he had referred to would be to provide that all its street works should be
passed by an inspector, whose duty it
should be to give' a certificate that the
work was perfect. Hundreds of thousands
of pounds of the ratepayers' money had
been expended on claimants for the want
of some such provision. 'There were at
the present moment hundreds of streets
and roads which were made as perfect as
it was possible for a municipality to make
them, and yet if a man happened to slip
upon them the council would have to pay
him damages. He did not see either why
the town of Geelollg should be prevented
from having a gas company. Who was
to be injured if cheap gas were made
there from cheap coal1 The Melbourne
Gas Company was a gigantic monopoly,
and the older it grew the more difficult it
became to remove. He believed that the
Bill on the whole would prove very
valuable. He was glad that the Government in dealing with the subsidy had had
the courage to cut down the amounts from
the towns and let the money go to the
shires. In his opinion, that was the best
point in the Bill. The great squatting
properties in the interior ought to be
taxed to maintain their own roads, and he
regretted that the measure did not provide for that. He should have pleasure
in supporting the Bill.
'rhe Hon.J.M.PRNfT observed that the
honorable memberwhohad justresumed his
seat was never happy unless he was having
a tilt with his lance against some one. .He
thought that the honorable member's
speech might be boiled down to a question
of gas. (Sir B. Benjamin-"You are a
city councillor.") Certainly he was, and
that was why he wished to reply to some
of the illogical arguments which had been
used. 'With reference to the abattoirs
and cattle-yardf$, it was represented that
the City Corporation had done everything
which it should not have done, but the
municipality of Flemington and Essendon
had barred the way when they were asked
to assist in improving the facilities for
placing the cattle in the yards. 'Vhen an
endeavour was made to provide a railway
siding with larger trucks for the cattle,
the local bodies interested blocked the
way, and the proposal was lost in another place. (Mr. Melville-"'fhe cattle
were often found dead in the trucks.")
"'\Vhenever cattle or sheep were carried
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long distances they were liable to those
accidents. Every O11-e desired that these
poor animals should be treated differently,
and it might be possible in the future
to provide slaughter-yards in different
localities, but at the present time it did
not seem to' him to be a very sensible thing
on Mr. Melville's part to be always singing this song about the removal of the
abattoirs, in ord~r to place himself right
with his constitutents. The City Corporation was endeavouring by every means
in its power to get rid of what the
local bodies interested called a nuisance.
As to Mr. Melville's reference to the buryintr of the stuff, that was a question of
years ago. There had been no burying
for a long time, and so far every effort
had been made by the City Corporation to
bring arrangements in this quarter up to
the Berlin level. As to the reference
made to the Geelong corporation, he would
ask Mr. Connor, as a reasonable man, to
say whether, when the Geelong Gas Company was started, he (Mr. Connor) was
not one to offer every inducement possible
in order to bring it into existence. Yet,
now he proposed to cut it off altogether.
Were the question one of the cost of gas,
perhaps something might be said in favour
of the provision in the Bill, but, as it stood,
it must be looked at simply in the light
of an endeavour to crush a corporation
which had in the past done good service.
He (Mr. Pratt) desired to concur with the
remarks of Mr. Service with respect to
valuations, and to the justice that would
be done by putting them on a proper basis.
If it were possible for this House to lay
down additional safeguards in this direction,
such a line ought to be followed. Mr. Zeal
spoke warmly on the question of the shire
engineers, and he (Mr. Pratt) observed
that it was proposed in the Bill to put
such of those officers as were not qualified
up to a certain point into the position of
clerks of works. But sU1;'ely that would
not be the proper way to go to work.
Why, it would simply mean telling the
men concerned to move on and give way
to others. Another clause referred to
auditing, and he noticed that it was proposed that the Governor in Council should
appoint one auditor. N ow he would like
to know whether a local auditor would be
appointed to act with the Government
auditor. Certainly it would be a great
safeguard to the ratepayers if one auditor'
was a local man, because he would be able
to bring local knowledge to bear in
Hon. J ..llf. Pratt.
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many useful ways. He (Mr. Pmtt) noticed
that in clauses 59 and 60, which dealt
with rates and made overdue rates a
charge on property; there was a provision
which was to his mind an unwise one,
because it would throw more responsibility
on the owner than he was entitled to bearp
No doubt the owner should bear his
proper responsibility, but at the same
time every care should be taken to get the
rates from the occupier. Again, under
the Bill, if the rates remained unpaid after
a certain length of time, it would be
possible to enforce payment in many
ways. N ow, he did not think that
it would be in the interests of the
the community for Parliament to leave the
question at the point at which it was left
in the Bill. The powers that were to be
exercised in the matter ought to be more
distinctly defined. For example, with the
owner away from tbe colony, rates might
accumulate, and then there would be no
knowing how payment would be enforced.
His (Mr. Pratt's) own idea was that, if the
rates were not paid in five years, the
council concenled should have power
to lease the property, but not to sell it.
(Mr. Cuthbert - "Councils have that.
power now.") Well, then, there ought to·
be no change from that position. There.
was another point which might be mentioned. The House would soon have before
it a Bill dealing with municipal overdrafts.
Now, he thought that an amendment
should be introduced into the present Bill,
giving the councils power to borrow to the
extent of one year's revenue, for, if that
freedom were given, there would no longerbe any need for these Municipal Indemnity
Bills, which would be a great advantage.
He did not consider that he need trouble
the House with any further remarks on the·
subject.
Sir B. BENJAMIN said h~could not
give a silent vote on this question. He·
was utterly surprised to find Mr. Melville·
endeavouring to mislead the House with
respect to the old and sore question of thecity abattoirs. Surely every other honorable member would 'admit that the City
Corporation had done, and was still doing,
its very utmost to amend the state of its·
abattoirs. It had spent a very large
amount of money in this direction, and the
expenditure was still going on. Mr. Melville. also referred to the treatment which
cattle and sheep received at the corporation yards, but he could assure the honorable member that the City Council had
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issued definite instructions to its inspectors
to see that the animals should be all carefully cared for and looked after, and that
·every precaution should be taken to
.supply them properly with food and
water. As to the honorable member's
-remarks about the abattoirs being out.side the city, he could inform him that
that was not the case, because when
the cattle-yards and abattoirs was first
·established, a special Act of Parliament
was passed, bringing them within the area
-of the city of Melbourne. The City Corporation were' doing their very best to
-please the inhabitants of Kensington a~d
Flemington in this regard, and it was to
be hoped that the honorable member
would not go into the matter any
further. 'Vith regard to the measure
itself, he (Sir B. Benjamin) considered it
to be a great improvement on the present
Act, although there were certain clauses
which should be modified and amended
in committee. With respect to the clause
relating to the town council of Geelong,
he thought that the Legislature would not
be justified in interfering in the way
suggested by Mr. Connor. When the
Geelong Gas Company was brought into
-existence, a large number of shareholders
invested their money in it 'with the expectation of receiving a fair return, but if the
plan indicated by Mr. Connor was carried
. out, they would be placed in a very different position altogether, and very great
injustice would be done to them. It
might' be correct to give the Geelong
council power to buy the local gas-works,
but to enable the council to set up opposition gas-works would be. something to
which he (Sir B. Benjamin) would offer
every possible opposition.
The Hon. rr. BRUNTON remarked that,
with respect to the Geelong gas-works
question, there were SElveral grounds on
which the House would be justified in
interfering. For instance, th~y might
interfere to stop a monopoly. The Geelong
gas company had been paying 20 per
cent. dividends for a number of years, and
it was scarcely to be wondered at that
the local ratepayers objected to pay 7s. 6d.
per 1,000 feet of gas ,vhen another
company could give them the article
2s. 6d. per 1,000 feet cheaper. At the
same time he could not help thinking that
clause 106 should have no place iIi the
Bill at all. There was very great force
in the remarks made by Mr. Service as to
special improvement rates. Really this
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borrowing was ·becoming a perfect craze,
and it behoved every honorable member
to try to induce people to be. more self- .
reliant. It had almost become the rule
for candidates for municipal honours to
try to get elected by promising to borrow
a certain amount of money to be spent in
a. particular direction. But if this went
on, how would it end 1 In nothing but
indebtedness all round. He, therefore,
hoped that the matter would be dealt with
in the manner suggested by Mr. Service.
Another thing was the excessive boom
values of property on which rates were
now being collected. He knew of many
cases in which this sort of thing had led to
great hardship. Perhaps he was not prepared to go so far as reducing the 5 per
cent. to 3 per cent., but he was certainly
against the rates being collected on values
which were now out of all proportion.
W~th regard to actions against municipalities, on account of accident, he had often
thought how much better it would be to
have some supreme tribunal to assess
damages. Often when the injured person
was a poor man, a jury would sympathize
with him, and the result of that sympathy
would be to make the council which
was sued against pay a most unjust
amount. He (Mr.' Brunton) would not
go into Mr. Melville's argument about the
cattle-yards, but certainly he believed that,
while the statutory rights of the City Corporation were undoubted, matters would
have been very much improved had that
body displayed a more conciliatory spirit.
'Why should not another piece of land be
selected for the cattle-yards, and a railway
siding brought up to it ~ Surely an arrangement of that sort would meet the whole
case. But at present it was impossible to .
speak to a city councillor on the subject
without the matter appearing to him as a
red rag would to a bull. For his (Mr.
Brunton's) part, he had never seen anything more disgusting in his life than
what he had seen at the city cattle-yards.
The place was a perfect shamble, and for
the last twenty years all the refuse had
been buried only a few inches below the
surface, and the consequence was that a
good deal of this offensive matter was
uncovered by the late floods. The ground
was a seething mass of corruption. N otwithstanding all the City Council had
done, they were still very far from meeting the requirements of the public. He
was sure it was not the desire of the local
bodies concerned to dispossess the City
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Council in any way, but it was to be
hoped that the latter would mend their
ways.
The Hon. D. COUTTS said he would
support tho second reading of the Bill.
Of course when a motion was before the
House for the second reading of a Bill
. was the proper time to discuss its principles
rather than its details, but it seemed to
him that the discussion that evening had
been more about the corporation cattle-yards
and the Geelong gas-works than anything
else. As for the principles of local
government, of course this being an
amending Bill they did not come directly
into question. Besides, nobody would deny
how well the municipal institutions of the
colony had done their work. People had
only to travel over the portions of the
adjoining colonies where there was no
local government to see how public money
could be squandered; but in Victoria it
was always spent under the eyes of the
ratepayers. To his mind the main
principle of the Bill was to amend the
distribution of the endowment. and he
certainly regarded the schedule' as a very
good attempt to settle a great and wellknown grievance. Reference had been
made to the clause in the Bill relating to
auditors, and he would remark that, so far
as he could see, there was nothing to
show whether there would be a locally
appointed auditor in addition to the Government auditor. This point, he thought,
ought to be cleared up. At any rate, he
did not think that the plan set out in the
Bill would cheapen auditing; and if, in
addition to the Government auditor, there
was a local auditor-a man with a certificate-a distinct advantage would be
gained. A good deal was said ir.. and
about the city concerning the valuations
of land for rating purposes, and surely it
was most unfair that for that purpose land
should be taken at its boom value rather
than at its actual value. If the actual
value was adopted as the basis there would
be no harnl in making the rate of taxation
5 per cent., which would be no less than
sheep-bearing land had to pay. (An Honorable Member-" But the boom values
have been taken as the basis.") ,VeIl,
that was something that should not be
done. He would not say, however, that
reducing the percentage from 5 per cent.
to 3 per cent. would meet the difficulty.
Mr. Cuthbert had alluded to the clause
regulating the position of shire engineers,
and pointed out that provision was made
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with respect to the length of time a
gentleman of this sort must have served
a municipal council before he could be
regarded as qualified to act as a shire
engineer. Well, he (Mr. Coutts) would
say that the rule should be that the man
who had done his work properly and given
satisfaction should be regarded as the
best man. He had in his mind a young
man who was the son of a shire engineer,
and who, after serving under him for many
years, was upon his death appointed in
his place.
That young man had only
been in his new capacity for three years,
and under the clause he would be simply
thrown out altogether. Would not that be
excessively unfair 1 The clause ought to be
amended to meet such a case. However,
taking the Bill altogether, it was a good
measure, and he (Mr. Coutts) heartily
congratulated the Govenlment on the way
in which they had dealt with the difficult
question of endowment.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that he
would ask honorable members before
going into committee to transact a piece
of business which might as well be dealt
with at once.
RAILvVAYS STANDING COMMITTEE.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved"That the Honorable Joseph Henry Abbott
be appointed a member of the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Railways in the place of
the late Honorable George Young."

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT said he desired
to return his sincere thanks for the very
honorable position to which he had been
elected. He trusted that his conduct in
that position would give satisfaction not
only to his fellow-members, but to the
country generally.
LOCAL GOVERNM ENT ACT
"AMENDMEN'r BILL.
The House then went into commIttee
for the consideration of this Bill.
On clause 3, providing that the following should be substituted for section 7 of
the principal Act : ""Whenever any day (or the last of se~eraI
days) provided or appointed by or under this
Act for any purpose in any year happens on a
Sunday, or a day which is a bank holiday
throughout Victoria, then such provision and
appointment shall take effect as for the next following day which is not a Sunday or such bank
holiday,"
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Sir F. T. SARGOOD proposed the insertion, after "bank" (line 4), of the words
" or public."
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 12, relating to the proclamation of townships,
The Hon. J. SERVICE asked the Minister of Justice what was the legal definition of the word " township " ~
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did not
think that the word had any legal definition.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked
that in the early days Ballarat was a township. " Township" was a term that was
well known in the Survey departTJ.?ent., and
was applied to land as originally" laid out
for settlement. It was something smaller
than a town.
Clauses 13 and 22 were postponed.
On clause 29, providing that in section
118 of the principal Act the word" seven"
should be substituted for" five,"
The Hon. J. BELL statcd that the object of this clause was to extend the hour
for closing the poll in boroughs from five
o'clock to seven o'clock p.m., and he did not
think that it would be wise to make such an
alteration. In the boroughs in the country
the Toting was e.asily done within the time
at present allowed, and the only effect of
the clause would be to keep the officers
employed two hours longer. He begged
to move that the clause be struck out.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL said that he
had much pleasure in supporting the
omission of the clause. It would be
monstrous to keep the polls at municipal
elections in boroughs open until seven
o'clock in the evening; five o'clock was
quite late enough; and any person ,vho
desired to record his vote could do so
before that time.
.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
clause was inserted on the recommendation of the municipal associations, and it
might fairly be supposed that they knew
the requirements and the ,yishes of the
electors.
'rhe Hon. J. A. 'VALLACE said he was
surprised that persons who supported the
eight hours system should seek to extend
the timo for closing the poll in boroughs
as now proposed. From eight o'clock in
the morning to five o'clock in the evening
was long enough, and those who could not
record their votes within that time should
not do so at all.
The Hon. 'r. DO"VLING stated that, in
his opinion, there was no necessity for any
extension of the hours of polling.
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The clause was struck out.
Clauses 34 to 43 inclusive were postponed.
.
On clause 46, providing that municipal
councils, with the approval of the Governor
in Council, might make by-laws" for regulating and restraining the erection and
construction of buildings and erections,
and requiring the pulling down and removal of buildings and erections, and
authorizing the council to pull down and
remove buildings and erections erected or
constructed contrary to any such by-law;
or not pulled down or removed as required
by or under any such by-law,"
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL said that the
streets of the city of Melbourne were continually being obstructed by the erection
of hoardings on the site of new buildings t
and by work being carried on there which
should be done in the contractors' yards.
That was a condition of things which
would not be tolerated if there were not
a number of gentlem~n on the City Council who were interested in the building
trade, and were inclined to give every
possibl6 facility to builders.
If th(}
Ministor in charge of the Bill would insert some amendment to remedy this evil
he would eanl the gratitude of the public.
Sir B. BENJAMIN observed that if the·
city was to be improved and beautified by
the erection of large buildings, certain facilities must be given to builders and contractors. If restrictions were placed upon
builders and contractors, the cost of building would be increased, and that would b(}
a hardship to property-owners. The city
surveyor had improved on the system
which had been in vogue during the past
few years, but it was in the interests of
the public that builders and contractors
should not be unduly harnpered in carrying on their operations.
The Hon. H. CUTH~ERT stated that
the committee should be careful not to
give too large pmvers to municipal councils. He was not aware that the municipal
councils had asked for the powers which
it was proposed to give to them in this
clause, and he was afraid that great injustice might be done under it to priYate
individuals. He would 'suggest that the
clause be postponed.
1'he Hon. "V. A. ZEAL said that,
under the principal Act, the Melbourne
corporation had power to compel owners
of property to pull down dangerous
buildings, and to make the walls of ne,Y
buildings of a certain thickness, and that
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was necessary for the protection of the
public. This clause would only extend
the powers the Melbourne corporation had
at present to other municipalities. The
tendency in recent times was to extend
the powers of local bodies in regard to
these matters. He was surprised to see,
from a newspaper which ,vas sent to him
the other day, how severe were the by-laws
that were adopted elsewhere. The power
. contained in the clause might be applied
to scaffolding, and he thought that it was
.a power which might fairly be given to the
municipalities.
The clause was postponed, as was also
·clause 50.
On clause 52, exempting from rates "any
land or premises used exclusively for the
purposes of any primary school in which
,education is given free to the scholars,"
The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
opinion that some definition should be
given of "primary schoo1." In former
times a primary school was a school kept
by a cobbler or an old woman, who gave
lessons to a few scholars in her kitchen.
(Mr. Zeal-Ie Strike out the clause.")
'That would, probably, be the better course.
The clause was negatived.
Clauses 54 and 55, and 59 to 70 inclusive,' were postponed.
.
On clause 71, providing that rates
levied between Is. 6d. and 2s. in the £1
were to be taken into account in estimating
the amount that might be borrowed,
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he thought
it was an entire mistake to increase the
borrowing powers of the municipal coun.oils. (Mr. J. M. Davies-" It is only in
proportion to the rates; the loans will
have to be paid off in the same number of
years as now.") How long would a muni.cipality have to be rated at 2s. in the £1
in order to be entitled to borrow to the
larger extent, and how long would they
have to continue to pay a 2s. rate after
they had so borrowed 1 This was a very
serious matter, and he appealed to honor.able members to consider it carefully. The
·country was getting into a system of
living on borrowed capital, and the present
crisis in the history of the colony was a
peculiarlyullsuitable time to increase the
borrowing powers of the municipalities.
As the result of that policy in New
Zealand, one or two local harbor trusts
had become defaulters, and that had
brought a great deal of odium in England,
not only on that particular colony, but
also on the other colonies.
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Sir F. T; SARGOOD stated that this
was certainly one of the most important
questions dealt with in the Bill, and
perhaps the best course would be to postpone the clause.
1'he clause was postponed.
On clause 72, empowering municipalities
to borrow money for the construction,
purchase, or erection of refuse destructors;
The Hon. J. M. PRATT suggested that
municipalities should also be empowered
to borrow money for the provision of
electric lighting.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he had
prepared an amendment with a view to
empower any municipality to enter into a
contract, for any period not exceeding
seven years at one time,. with ~he owner
of any gas-works or electric light works.
The Hon. J. SERVICE asked if he was
right in assuming that this clause did not
give an additional borrowing power, but
only increased the number of purposes to
which money borrowed on the security of
rates could be applied ~
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
Mr. Service's view was quite correct.
The Hon. VV'. A. ZEAL moved the insertion of the following sub-section:"The construction and purchase of electric
light works."
.

1'he amendment was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 73,
which was as follows :" In section 321 of the principal Act, after the
word 'municipality' the words 'together with
a sum of £20' shall be inserted, and the following words shall be inserted at the end of the
section :-' If the ratepayers forbid the council
from proceeding further with any loan, or if onethird of the Humber of votes required for that
purpose be polled, the sum of £20 directed to
be deposited with the writing demanding the
poll shall be returned by the chairman or clerk
of the municipality to any person named in such
writing as the person to receive the same, and
in any other case the said snm, or so much
thereof as may be necessary to defray the cost
of taking the poll, shall be paid by such chairman or clerk into the municipal fund, and the
residue (if any) returned by such chairman or
clerk to the person so named to receive the
same.'"

The Hon. D. MEL VILLE expressed the
opinion that, if the committee desired to
stop excessive borrowing by municipalities, they should amend this clause so as
to provide that a poll of the ratepayers
must be taken on any proposal to float a
new loan, the vote of the majority to decide the question. The possibility of losing
the deposit of £20 that was required to be
made under this clause before a poll
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-could be demanded would deter persons
who were opposed to over-borrowing from
a~king for a poll, and be a further barrier
in the way of preventing excessive bor.
rowing.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that there
was not the· slightest intention of preventing the majority of the ratepayers carrying
out their own wishes in the matter of loans,
but ·there was an intention to stop certain
busybodies, who could manage to get twenty
signatures to a petition, from· putting a
municipality to the cost of a poll. If the
honorable member could suggest any plan
by which' the ratepayers' would have an
opportunity of giving due consideration
to all proposals for borrowing money on
the secllrity of the rates, he \vould be with
him.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL suggested that
the object in view might be accomplished
by amending the clause, so as to provide
for "one-eighth" or "one-tenth" being
substituted for "one-third" of the number
of 'vote's required to be polled in order to
save the deposit money from forfeiture.
The clause was postponed, as were also
clauses 95; 96, 97, 99, 100, 103, 106, 108,
114, 116, 118, 121, 122, 123, 127, and
128.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at ten minutes
p:;tst ten o'clock.
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Law Department: Trials of Pauper Prisoners-Metropolitan Bo:ml or Works: Use of Bricks for SewersPublic Instruction: Census Returns-Chinese Immigration-Exhibition-buildipg-Railway Department:
Use of Gasoline: Incrementa of EmployeS-Personal
Explanation: Mr. Officer-Licensing Arbitrations
Bill-Agricultural Colleges Lands Mining Bill-Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment BillRailways to Coal Districts-Railways Act Amendment
Bill.
The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
lour o'clo~k p.m.
LAW DEPARTMENT.
Dr. MALONEY asked the AttorneyGeneral the following questions : "1. If it be a fact that £7 7s. is the total
amount allowed for the defence of pauper
criminals on trial for their life, does the honbrable the Minister think that sum sufficient to
honestly work up a fair defence?
"2. Can such a prisoner choose his defender?"
Session 1891.-[186]
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He said that the reason he put this question was that if a prisoner had choice in
the matter of the lawyer who was to defend
him, h~ might choose one who would take
up the case as a matter of honour.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the amount
allowed for the defence of a pauper
criminal on trial for his life was £7 7s.
(with clerk'sfee added) for comisel's fee,
and £7 7s. was allowed for the attorney.
In addition, the expenses of the witnesses
were paid. The liberality of Victoria in
this respect was unparalleled. In England
the practice was for the presiding judge to
ask a member of the bar present at the trial
to take the 'defence ,in hand. tn New
South 'Vales the same practice obtained.
In South Australia aid was sometimes
given, but only on the order of a judge in
chambers, after hearing the Crown Solicitor.
The reply to the honorable member's second
question was that such a prisoner could
choose his own defender. It should be
remembered that in Victoria there were
regulations under which the Attorl1eyGeneral had power in any special case to
approve, before the trial, of an increased fee.
(An Honorable Member-" What would be
the clerk's fee ~") It would be according
to the regt'llar scale-to the fee on the brief.
METROPOLITAN BOARD OF
W"ORKS.
Capt. ,TAYLOR asked the Minister
of Public Works whether, in view 'of the
present depression of the brick-making
industry, he would urge upon the Metropolitan Board of Works the advisability
of constructing their sewerage works with
bricks instead of ,cement~
Mr. ,VHEELER stated that this was a
matter in which the Government could
not interfere, it being beyond their control. Otherwise he would look at the
question from the stand-point of what
would be best for the community as a
whole. The affair was in the hands of
the Metropolitan Board of Works, and the
Government must decline to urge the
board as rcquested~
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Mr. L. L. S:MITH asked the Premier if the
compilation of the schedules, in reference
to education, collected by the sub-enumerators at the collection of the recent general
census returns, had been put in hand, with
a view of ascertaining the condition of
education of the colony on the 5th of
Aprilla5t~
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Mr. McLEAN replied that he. understood that the information would be available llext month.
THE CHINESE.
Mr. THEN'VITH asked the Minister of
Customs the following questions:"1. Have any naturalization papers been
issued to Chinese since the last Chinese Restriction Act became law; and, if so, how many?
"2. How many Chinese have arrived here
since the passing of the Act, and what is the
total tonnage of the vessels in which they
came ?"

Mr. TUHNEH stated that the following
were the answers of the department:" 1. None issued.
"2. Number of Chinese, 515; total register
tonnage, 284,711."

It might be mentioned that 1,680 Chinese
left Victoria during ·the same period. A
large proportio~l ·of the above-mentioned
515 were naturalized persons, to whom
the Act did not apply.
EXHIBITION -BUILDING.
Capt. TAYLOH asked the Premier
whether he was aware that the trustees of
the Exhibition-building demanded a sum
of £20 for the use of the building for one
evening for the annual distribution of
the prizes by the Victorian Rifle Association (a matter entirely national); and, if
so, whether such act on the part of the
trustees met with the approval of the
Government?
Mr. MUNRO replied that the Exhibition Commissioners were the proper persons to approach on the subject, because
the matter was entirely in their hands.
The Government had nothing to do with
it.
HAIL'VAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. McCOLL asked the Minister of
Railways if he had seen the reports in the
press of an explosion of gasoline in railway
trucks, in Sydney, by which a great deal
of damao'e was done and loss entailed by
fire, anl if, before any railway carriages
were lighted by gasoline, he would see
that the safety of the public and rollingstock was assured ~
Mr. SHIELS stated that every consideration would be given to the matter
before it was dealt with.
,
Mr. 'V. T. CARTER asked the Minister
of H.ailways the following ques.tions : "1. ,,\Then the increments of rail way employes
are to be announced ?
,. 2. Is it true that the increments accruing to
the non-clerical members.of the staff are being
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kept back so as to bring out the increments of
the clerical members with them ?"

Mr. SHIELS stated that the answers to.
the questions were.
"1. The increments due, in accordance with
regulations, will be dealt with shortly.
"2. No."

PETITION•.

A petition was presented by Lt.-CoL
S~nrl'H, from members of the Miners"
Association of Victoria, against the Sharebrokers Bill.

SHAREBHOKERS BILL.
Lt.-Col. SMITH asked the Minister of
Mines if he would give due not.ice before
he moved the second reading of this Bill ~' .
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that he would
take care to do so, but as far as he could
see there was no -chance of the second
reading being moved that week.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. OFFICER stated that, when speaking in Committee of Supply on the vote
for the department of Agriculture, he
made certain referenues to the Government Entomologist which had been taken
as reflecting on that gentleman. N ow hehad no intention whatever of casting any
reflection on that officer, whose services
he highly appreciated, for they were very
satisfactory. He brought np the subject
simply because he wanted to know what
the Government were going to do in thematter of bringing on a Insect Pests Bill.
LICENSING ARBITRAreIONS BILL.
The debate on Mr. Shiels' motioil (ad.journed from Thursday, November 26) for
the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that there
was one strong. objection to this Bill,
namely, tha.t in its present form it would
apply not only to cases in the future but
also to cases which had arisen in the past.
N ow he objected altogether to the Bill
having any retrospective operation. rfhe
Bill might be perfectly fair with regard to
future arbitrations, but it ought not to
apply to arbitrations which had already
arisen. It was 11 general rule that retrospective legislation was objectionable, and'
there was nothing in the measure before the
House to justify any departure from that
rule. In fact such a departure would be
must dangerous, and he hope'd the Premier
,,{ould give every consideration to this view
if only because he was himself regarded as
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one of the most earnest advocates of the
temperance party. That being the case
the honorable gentleman ought almost to
go out of his way to show his impartiality
in the matter.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that he did not
introduce the Bill. It was the AttorneyGeneral who did so. (Sir B. O'Loghlen"But the Premier is the Minister responsible to this Chamber.") He might inform
the honorable member for Port Fairy that
this, debate was adjourned last week' on
the strength of a very earnest appeal to
the Government on the subject and after
a full understanding that if the adjournment was allowed the Bill would be passed
in ten minutes. So far, he intended to
take honorable members at their word.
Mr. WIUXON said there could be no
doubt that the principle laid down by the
honorable member for Port Fairy with
regard to retrospective legislation was the
correct one, namely, that where people's
rights were concerned there should not be
any legislation of that character. But he
did not think that any snch rights existed
in the present case. Hardly any rights
could be said to exist on the foundation of
the device which had been resqrted to, and
which had been successful in causing to a
certain extent the failure of the compensation clause of the Licensipg Act. Therefore t,he cry that the Bill embodied retrospective legislation was, so far, a wrong
one. 'Whatever might be the views of
the honorable member as to the policy
of the question, honorable members all
round ought to discourage any attempt
to defeat the objects of the Act by taking
advantage of a mere loop-hole-a slight
difficulty in the construction of the Act.
vVhen the licensing question was before
the House some time ago, a powerful
party set itself against compensation
altogether, and he (Mr. vVrixon) observed
that in England tho same view was
strongly supported. He had, however,
always beon against such a policy, because
·he thought that where the rights of an
individual wero interfered ,,,ith there
should be compensation. At the same
timo, he would warn honorable members
against taking a course which might delay
the re-consideration of the whole subject
of compensation. It should be remembered
that there were rights on the othor side as
\VeIl, and that they ought not to be interfered with.
Mr. \V. T. CARTER said be was at a
loss to know by what means the Premier
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had gauged the intentions of the House
the other night with regard to this Bill.
(Mr. Munro-" By the general shout all
round.") At all events, he (Mr. VV-. ,:r.
Carter) did not on that occasion shout for
the Premier. On the contrary, he was
one of those who asked for a postponement, in order that reasonable time might
be allowed in which to approach the ques·
tion. Certainly he made no compact that
the debate should only last ten minutes.
It should be observed that the present
question was a live one, and one on which
a number of honorable members had very
strong convictions, so it 'was not one to be
dealt with in haste. Besides, there were
vested interests to be considered. In fact,
there was a strong public feeling with
regard to the subject. The Bill had been
brought in to cure a certain difficulty in
the existing Act, but was that difficulty
the only one which had been discovered ~
On the contrary, the Act was full of
difficulties, and it was high time that they
were remedied. In short, the Act simply
stood on the statute-book as a warning
against the Legislature passing a law which
was opposed to the habits and customs of
the great majority of the people. As was
well known, the measure was only carried
by the action of a compact and wellorganized minority. rrhis attempt to deal
with only one phase of the real question
at issue, namely, the defects in the Licensing Act, would only end ill a piece of patchwork legislation, which would be injurious.
In his opinion, the Government should
not have brought in the Bill without
being prepared to grapple with all the
other difficulties of the existing law, and
he trusted that before the present proposal was placed on the statute-book the
country would have an opportunity of expressing an opinion on the subject. Among
the other faults of the existing law was
that at present the principle of local option
(which he was perfectly prepared to admit
was a good principle) worked differently
with regard to great parties which held
different opinions on this question, and
they ought to be placed on an equal footing.
It was curious to notice how when the other
party adopted a certain line of tacticsthat was to say, refused, in order to bring
about a certain result, to go.to the poll at
all-the teetotal party made the air ring
with their denunciations. Nevertheless,
when it was to their interest to follow the
same line of action, they did not hesitate
to do so. Then there. was the anomaly of
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declaring that the bar door of an hotel
should not be open on a Sunday, although
it was distinctly .laid down in another
part of the Act that lodgers and
travellers might be supplied. At. the
right time he (Mr. Carter) would. make.a
proposal on this subject. "Vas he in order
in suggesting that there were· amendments
and additions which should be made to the

Bill 1
TheSPEAKER.-The bonorable mem-'
.ber is in order in stating that it. will be
necessary to make amendments to the
Bill in committee, but he is not in order
in debating any such amendments.
Mr. W. T. CARTER. said he desired to
call attention. to one glaring defect in.the
Licensing Act, and that was the practice
of 'taking a poll in reference to houses,
condemning those houses, and not pro,viding the owners with compensation, but
allowing the word "closed" to be, so to
speak, written on the houses, and the
houses to remain. There was a great deal
of force in the suggestion contained in the
statement of an honorable member, that
the polls should not be taken in reference
to such houses until the Government were
,prepared to compensate the owners-that
was, that the law should not be moved
until it was possible to carry it into effect.
Mr. L. L .. SMITH remarked that in introducing this Bill the ,Govenlment, had
,shown a great deal· of indiscretion. He was'
astonished' that so astute a gentleman as
the Attorney-General should not have
seen that, .and· he was fully convinced,
from information' that he had received,
that neither the Minister of, Mines nor the
Premier had anything to do with the preparation of this measure. He .said that
openly, because he felt that. injustice
might be done to these two honorable
gentlemen. When an attempt had been
made to introduce any measure dealing
with the licensing law it had always been
burked, because the 'Clever members of the
Government saw that if such a Bill were
brought in there would immediately be a
rush of amendments. This Bill had reference to arbitrations under the Licensing
Act, and other subjects could not
therefore be discussed. If that could
not be done on the second reading,
honorable members would have an op. portunity in committee of dealing with
the Licensing Act generally, and ·there
would then be a rush of llew clauses
and amendments. A .clause should be inserted in the Bill with regard to the issue
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of colonial. wine licences, or, as ,he preferred to call them, "Australian" wine
licences. Wine was next to wool the
largest product of the col?ny, and yet
licences could only be obtained once a
year. He presented a petition to the
House a few days ago, asking that colonial
wine licences, should be granted under
more favorable conditions. He would
not attempt to discuss the question now,
but in committee he would propose an
· amendment with reference to this matter.
.He would also point out, that it was a
great hardship to an owner that if a. servant or an agent did not pay the amount
of the licensing fee he might be ruined,
simply on account of no notice being given
to him. N ever within his recollection
had a Bill been introduced in the House,
except under very urgent circumstances,
which was retrospective in its character.
·In this case a poll had been taken under
the existing ·Act, and it was now proposed
to rectify the error in the law. He did
not object to the Bill, and. he· wOllld support it if it was made to apply only, to
future polls. I~ the past .the House had
jealously guarded .against retrospective
legislation; the principle had.. always been
laid down that retrospective legislation
· should not be permitted except under very
urgent circUI~.stances, and it c9uld not be
said that in this case the circumstances were at all urgent. If a pre· cedent were established, it might be
· attended by dangerous results, and they
should not do that .in· order to. give
effect to the fads of about nine honorable
members .. Licences had ·been taken out
under the present Act, and .the House
could not in justice introduce retrospective
legislation which might deprive the holders
of the licences of .their rights. From this
point of view the question was a serious
one. If honorable members did not show
respect for the law, how could they expect
· others to do so ~
Mr. BAILES said that, when this Bill
was before the House on Thursday evening
last, he was one of those honorable members who asked for an adjournment. He
then stated that, in his opinion, the
measure was a very fair one, and that
there should be little difficulty in getting
it .passed. He was, however, astonished to
notice that this, instead of being a Bill
relating to the Licensing Act, was a Bill
relating to "arbitrations under the Licensing Act." By the adoption of that title
honorable members were precluded from
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proposing any amendments or additions to
the Bill dealing with other portions of the
Licensing Act, however necessary they
might be. He agreed with the AttorneyGeneral, that it was absolutely necessary
that'some steps' should be taken to overcome the difficulty which had occurred in
connexion with the poll taken at Maryborough; but it was not right that the
honorable gentleman should attempt to do
that in such a way as to block other
amendments' to the existing law. The
honorable member for ·Williamstown had
suggested a number of alterations, some of
which he (Mr. Bailes) agreed with, notably
the one with reference to the clashing of the
modes of determining or arriving at a conclusion as to whether there should be an increase or a decrease.of the number of publichouses in any district. The blame for that
lay very larg-ely upon his own shoulders, because when the House were trying to bring
aboutthe compromise which took away from
the temperance party the ground for the
complaint that they lUJ,d been unable to
obtain a fair and honest expression as to
whether the number of public-houses
should be decreased or not, owing to the
terror of boycotting, an omission was
made in not adopting the same process
in regard to polls for both the decrease
and increase of public-houses. That was
an oversight' at the time. frhe consequence had been that whenever an
increase of public-houses was demanded,
the temperance party had attempted to
defeat the polls. He came into contact
with many members of the temperance
party, and, from what he knew of their
opinions, he thought they would be willing to afford all those persons who desired
to obtain an increase of public-houses an
opportunity of getting a fair and honest
expression of opinion. If that was not so,
then their views must have been altered
considerably. He desired to call the attention of the Attorney-General to section
42 uf the Licensing Act. He did not do
this in the interests of either the temper-,
ance party or the publican party, but in
the interests of the largest section of the
community. A local option poll had been
recently taken in his district, and the
majority of the people there had no
sympathy either with one side or the
other. Section 42 provided that when
a poll was take:n there should not be
another poll for three years, and nothing
was said as to whether the number of
houses was to remain the same as at
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present or not. Would the AttorneyGeneral introduce a clause in this Bill
making that point clear and distinct, because persons like himself who had no
particular interest in either side did not
wish to be harassed by this continual warfare between the temperance and publican
parties 1
Capt. TAYLOR stated that he did not
understand the honorable member for
Portland when he attempted to draw a
distinction between this Bill and what
would ordinarily be termed retrospective
legislation. Clause 2 of the Bill dealt
with the polls which had already been
taken under the Licensing Act. A certain
finding had been given by the electors,
and the carrying out of that finding had,
broken down, owing to the want .of
machinery. frhis Bill would enable the
arbitration to be held without another
poll being taken, and that was retrospective legislation. This might be looked
upon as a small matter, but the House
had occasion last session to speak of the
effect of retrospective legislation in regard
to the Public Service Act Amendment
Act, and honorable members might have
occasion this session to again draw attention to the great injustice that was
frequently done by retrospective legislation, when the Public Service Act
Amendment Bill came before theni. If
the House agreed to retrospective legislation in this case, that might be used as
an argument when other subjects had to
be dealt with. He was entirely opposed
to retrospective legislation, and he COllsidered that the House had no right to
go back and remedy evils which had
arisen under laws made by their predecessors. Their predecessors might not
have looked upon this as a defect.
They might have foreseen what had
occurred, and have pnrposely framed the
law in the form in which it now stood. He
would submit that the title of this Bill was
absolutely wrong; The first clause of the
Bill said that this Act" shall be construed
as one with the Licensing Act' 1890 j"
therefore this Bill should be termed a Bill
to amend the Licensing Act 1890, and the
whole of the Licensing Act should be
before the House for the purpose of debate.
There were glaring defects in the Act, and
it was an injustice to the House that the
discussion of these defects should be prevented by a simple alteration in the title.
There was one section in the Licensing Act
in which a very grave omission had been.
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made. He referred to section 35, from
whichtheproviso that at any poll preceding
one of these arbitrations at least one-third
of the total number of votes on the roll
should be recorded had been left out.
Whilst this Bill was before the House, that
proviso should be "inserted. He trusted
that the Government would not place any
difficulties in the way of the discussion of the
whole question of the licensing law, and that
they would do nothing to prevent honorable
members from proposing such amendments
as were necessary to remove the glaring
defects which at present existed.
Mr. MASON stated that this Bill, if
passed, would unquestionably amend the
Licensing Act, and, therefore, honorable
members were, in' his 'opinion, entitled to
discuss the whole of the Licensing Act
from start to finish. He .would like to
know if that was not the fact 1
The SPEAKER.-'V"hen this Bill gets
into committee honorable members will be
at liberty to speak generally on the Licensing Actin favour of any amendments
they may think proper to propose, and if
the committee add those amendments to
the Bill, they will come up again upon the
"hird reading of the Bill. At the present
time we have no right to anticipate amendments which involve a discussion on the
whole of the licensing law, and which may
or may not be debated in committee.
Mr. MASON said he was afraid that
when the Bill got into committee the
Chairman would tell honorable members
t~at they were hound by the title and
preainble of the Bill.
'rhe SPEAKER.-The committee can
alter the title of the Bill, and the House
may, if it think fit, give definite instructions to the committee.
Mr. MASON remarked that he would
like to see the local option polls stopped
until the Treasurer was in a position to
pay the compensation.
(Mr. Baker" There is plenty of money for that.'.') He
was told there was not; but if there was
plenty of money for that purpose, it was a
pity it could not be diverted to railway
construction. 'rhis Bill appeared to him
to be retrospective legislation, and as there
were other important amendments in the
licensing law quite as urgently needed, he
begged to enter his protest against the
introduction of this measure, and to say
that in committee he would endeavour to
enlarge the Bill in the way in which he
believed a majority of honorable members
desired it to be enlarged.
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Mr. BOvVMAN observed that he also
desired to protest against this retrospective
legislation, because there was no vital principle at stake rendering retrospective legislation necessary. He did not want either
the local option party or the publican
interest to get any undue advantage. It
had been stated that the Premier and the
Minister of Mine's were to be exonerated
from all responsibility in connexion with
this Bill, but he noticed that the name of
the Minister of Mines appeared on the
face of the measure as that of one of the
two Ministers who brought in the Bill, and
he had always understood that every Government measure was eonsidered in the
Cabinet. Of course, this might be considered
a small matter, and perhaps the Cabinet did
not deal with it. (Sir B. O';Loghlen-"'V"hich
Cabinet--the Upper or the.Lower House 1")
Perhaps the Upper House Cabinet dealt
with this Bill; and the Lovv'er House Cabinet knew nothiIlg at all about it. He hoped
the Attorney-General would withdraw the
Bill, so that the matter might be legislated
upon by the new Parliament after the appeal
to the country, and the remainder of this
session be devoted to far more necessary
legislation.
Mr. BURRO'V"ES said he failed to see
how this Bill could be regarded as retrospective legislation. It was intended to
correct an error in the existing Act, and it
was necessary to pass the measure in order
that compensation might be obtained by·
licensees whose houses were closed as the
result of local option polls.
Mr. G. D. CARTER remarked that there
were one or two other and equally ridiculous errors. in the drafting of the
Licensing Act that stood in need of
amendment quite as much as the error
which was to be remedied by this Bill;
but the Government evidently desired to
avoid the chance of any other amendment, seeing the title they had chosen to
give to this Bill. Instead of describing it
as a Bill to amend the Licensing Act, they
had called it a Bill relating to arbitrations
under the Licensing Act, The Speaker
had been good enough to say that in committee honorable members would be able
to propose other amendments; but it was
possible the Chairman of Committees might
ref,llse to receive them, on the ground that
they were foreign to the subject-matter of
this Bill. He would like to know whether it
was competent for the House at this stage
to alter the title of the Bill, and also
whether the present title of this Bill was
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in order ~ The Bill was really a Bill to
.amend the Licensing Act, and yet the
first clause actually provided that-
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could be called retrospective legislation.
He would like to have the Speaker'S ruling
as to whether, in discussing amendments
in committee, honorable members could
"This Act may be cited as the Licensing
Arbit.rations Act 1891, and shall be construed as
discuss the whole of the Licensing Act,
'one with the Licensing Act 1890."
because there were a hundred and one
He contended that the Govenlment could points that might be raised in connexion'
not introduce a Bill to amend a line or a with other phases of the Licensing Act,
word in an Act of Parliament without but which ought not to be raised, in his
.
throwing the whole Act open to the pos- opinion, in connexion with this Bill.
1~he SPEAKER.-I have already given
isibility of amendment. It appeared to
him that the title had been put in in my ruling as to what can be done in the
its present form, because the Govern- House. I can give no ruling at the present
ment were afraid that if the correct title stage as to what can be done in committee.
Mr. KIRTON said he failed to see how
were given any other equally glaring
defect in the Licensing Act might be this measure, which was proposed to cure
remedied.
If the Bill were amended a defect in the existing law, could be other
so as to do justice to the licensees who than retrospective. ,]~he majority had a
had lost their licences this year through right to rule, and as a majority of the
their licence-fees not being paid by the electors in Maryborough had decided in
statutory date, he would be quite content. favour of a reduction of the number of
He admitted that the evil sought to be public-houses there, the arbitrators apremedied by this Bill ought to be remedied, pointed by one of the parties ought not to
and, to put himself right with honorable be able to virtually upset the poll. If the
members and with people outside Parlia- Government had not taken upon themment, he might state that a message was selves the responsibility of introducing
sent from Maryborough to ask his opinion, this Bill, they would have admitted that,
and he advised them not to dream of raising two men had the power to overrule the
any technical difficulty. The Brewers' majority. He would have thought that a
Association also decided that it would be measure to enable the majority to rule
wrong to do so. They had no sympathy would not have evoked such a diversity of
with tricks-they left them to the other opinion as this Bill had done.
Mr. ARMYTAGE expressed the opinion
side. Their motto was in vino veritas,
while the other side's motto was "Unstable that the measure ought not to have been
.as water, thou sh~lt not excel." rfhis Bill iIltroduced so late in .the session. Already
had been introduced with a delusive title, an hour and a half had been wasted over
.and he would ask the Speaker whether it it that evening, and three hours were
was in order ~ He would like to know also wasted the other night. The measure
whether, when the Bill was in committee, might be very good in itself, but the time
honorable members would be entitled to that had been spent over it might have
propose amendments on the Licensing Act, been devoted to more important legiswhich this Bill was intended to amend 1 lation.
If honorable members were permitted to
Mr. BEAZLEY observed that, in his
·do that in regard to other glaring incon- opinion, it was necessary for this Bill to be
sistencies, which all must admit to be brought in, and the Government could not
inconsistencies, he would vote for the Bill. be blamed for introducing it so late in the
The SPEAKER.-As to the first ques- session, seeing that the necessity for such
tion, I think the title of this Bill is in a measure had but recently been made
order, although I do not like the way of apparent. As the machinery of the existstating it. In answer to the second ques- iug law had broken down, it was the duty
tion, whether the title of the Bill can be of the Government to ask Parliament to
.altered in committee, it is competent to remedy the defect, and they had taken
do so; but the course most likely to lead to the earliest opportunity of doing so.
what the honorable member desires would
Mr. McIN'fYRE stated that' since the
be, after the second reading of the Bill, to measure was last before the House, certain
move that certain instructions be given to honorable members had pointed out other
the committee with regard to the Bill.
very serious def~cts in the Licensing Act,
Mr. FOSTER observed that he could and he would lIke to ask the Attorneyhardly see how this Bill, which was brought General if he would allow the measure to
in to cure a defect in the Licensing Act, be amended, so as to do justice to the 38
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licensees who had been deprived of, their
licences-in many cases through no fault
of their own-on account' of not having
paid their licence-fees within the specified,
time ~ He wanted to do justice to both
parties, and more persons were interested
in the amendment to which he had referred
than were interested in the amendment
contained in this Bill, of which it could
very fairly be made to form part and parcel.
Mr. ZOX remarked that the amendment
proposed by the Government was to remedy
certain defects in the principal Act, and
he would give it his support because he
thought the existing Act ought to have
contained· this provision. It was grossly
unjust that a man or woman holding a
publican's licence should be ruined owing
to an accidental circumstance.
He knew
himself of a case in which the fees'were
intrusted to an agent, who neglected to
pay them in time. It might be fair to fine
a man £10, £20, or even £50, but it
was monstrous that a business which he
had carried on for twenty years should be
taken away from him because of a neglect
which was not his own. In instances in
which the licence-fee had not been paid
the cases should be adjudged on their
merits, and if it was found .that the nonpayment of the fee was due to unintentional neglect the licence ought not to
be revoked. The persons who were now
brought under the operation of the law
ought to be allowed' an opportunity of
paying, and of showing, whether they
deserved punishment or not.
Mr. WHEELER observed that the honorable member for Melbourne East did not
appear to see that there was a very great
distinction to be drawn between the object
of this Bill and the matter of the forfeited
licences. The Government had been compelled to introduce this Bill to cure a
defect in the existing Act which prevented
the law from being carried out after a
local option poll had been taken. It was
not the fault of the Act that certain publicans had lost their licences but the fault
of the publicans themselves, who had
neglected to pay the licence-fees in the
req uired time.
Mr. BENT said he intended to keep the
promise he made· the other night, and
" stone-wall" the Bill. It was greatly to
be regretted that the Govenlment should
have introduced such a measure while
there was so much work of real value to
the country waiting to be done. There
were thousands of people who required
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legislation of a different character to
enable them to carryon their businesses
and to bring capital and labour together,
and whO did not wish to see time wasted in
this effort to set class: against class. To
deprive people, of their licences simply
because the fees had by accident not been
paid on a certaIn date was merely an act
of confiscation. The late Government
allowed the fees to be paid after date in
such cases, but the f;:tnatics at present in
office would not accept the money. He,
moved that the Bill be read a second time
tl;tat day six months. It woUld be found
on examination that the Bill now before
the House conflicted with sections 17, 21,
and 22 of ,the Lands' Compensation
Act 1890, which dealt with arbitrations.
The poll at Maryborough was taken
on the dead, roll.
The result was soclose a thing that the represeritatives of
the temperance party were ashamed of
the action taken, and no arbitrators were
then appointed. After two such officers
had been appointed they resigned, and
the Government proposed to amend the
law. Thereupon proceedings were commenced de novo undei· the· new roll. 'What
was the use of proposing an amendment of
the kind now submitted 1 The arbitrations
might have been carried out without any
alteration of the e~isting law. He did not
approve of the principle that whenever the
slightest failure occurred in regard to the
operation of this law it should be amended
to suit the views of the Government which
happened to be in power. He had understood the honorable member for Melbo.urne
to say that he was prepared to support the
Bill on condition that the Government'
made certain amendments in one direction.
He (Mr. Bent), hm~ever~ considered it tobe important that these matters should
not be dealt with without fair notice and
before the voice .0£ the country had been
taken as to whether the existing system of
arbitration should be altered. The people'
of t~is country had become so alive to t,he'
inequalities that had occurred in regard to
arbitration. that a' different system would
be insisted on in the next Parliament.
Ullde~ section 17 of the principal Act it
was clearly intended that the resignation'
of an arbitrator should not prevent an
arbitration f~om going on. It was also
provid~d in section 22 of the same Act
that when one arbitrator refused to act
the other might proceed alone. He ma,intained that it was the duty of the AttorneyGeneral to see that the existing law was.
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carried out. This was a larger question
than some people thought, because it
affected the whole law of arbitration.
For his own part he did not belong either
to the teetotal or the publican party,
but as a member of the general public
he wanted to see . fair play. If property were made insecure life would be
insecure, and eventually the disintegration of society would be brought about.
Some honorable membeTs were under the
impression that he (Mr. B.ent) said he
would simply "stone-wall" the Bill, but he
had said nothing of the kind. Really he
had only said that at the proper time'
he would" stone-wall" the Bill. But the
proper time had not come. For the present he merely intended to move that the
Bill be read a second time that day six
months. 'rhe Bill altei'ed the policy of
the country as regarded compensation,
and adopted a line different from that
which the Legislature wai practically
pledged to support. What he wanted
"ras that the matter should be dealt with
in a spirit of fair play. The reason why
the consideration of the Bill should be
postponed for six months was apparent
enough. For one thing, the interests of
owners as well as tenants would be interfered with. In short, if this tinkering
continued, there would be no knowing
where it would stop. If the object of the
Government was to remedy the defects in
the existing law why did not the Premier
bring in a measure amending' the existing
law, not as to one principle only but as
to all cases where grievances had arisen ~
For one thing, it was not too much to.
ask, in the case of the licensees who
had accidentally oinitted to renew their
licences, that their interests should be
protected. He also strongly objected to
the precedence given to this Bill over the
proposition for the construction of railways to the coal districts. It seemed as
if that was done with the intention of
coercing honorable members to deal with
t.he present Bill. (Mr. G. D. Carter"And while we are dealing with this
question the country is being ruiried.")
That was the case. The industries of the
country were in a languishing condition;
there was depression everywhere, and an
immense proportion of the labouring community were out of work, yet what were
the Govenlment doing 1 l'hey were doing
practically nothing to allay the uneasy
feeling that existed on every side. The
present Bill ought never to have been
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brought in in the present shape or in the·
present way. However, he did not so·
much care, because the time was fast
arriving when the House would be either'
prorogued or dissolved. He had now f:ulfilled his promise that he would speak for
three-quarters of an hour on the Bill, and
he begged to move that the Bill be read
a second time that day six months. As.
for the arbitrations, they might have been
carried out without any alteration of the·
existing law. No measure like the present ought to have been brought in without fair notice or before the voice of the
country had been taken as to whether the
existing system of arbitration should be·
amended or abolished.
Mr. STAUGHTON said it was to him a
most regrettable thing that the Government
had brought down this Bill while so much
other business cried out to be dealt with.
Besides he must have known, had hegauged the opinions of honorable members.
at all, that the Bill would take at least ten
hours rather than ten minutes. To his.
mind the country-was very evenly balanced
on this question, and this was a great
reason why nothing should be done in the
matter without the country being consulted.
l'he Government had simply
brOlight in a bill to rectify a grievance of
the temperance party without attempting
to remedy the grievances that existed on
the other side. Instead of taking a course,
of this character, they ought to have
applied themselves to the introduction of
measures which would tend to remove the·
country from the terrible depression under'
which it was at present suffering. Had
the whole of the members of the Government been perfectly sincere with respect
to the present measure it would have been
introduced by the Premier rather than by
the Attorney-General.
Mr. OFFICER said that there waS no·
doubt that great deal of time had been
wasted over the Bill. In fact, it ought to·
have been passed without all this discllssion, seeing that its only object was to
con-ect a defect in the present law, in
order to prevent it from becoming abortive.
Mr. BENNETT remarked that the Bill
was no doubt one to do away with a defect.
in the Licensing Act, but were there no·
other defects that called out loudly to be
cured ~ The Government were not acting'
in the spirit of fair play, and he, for one,
begged to offer his protest against thecourse they were nO\v following. Why'
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did they not attempt to meet the case of
the 38 licensees who "had accidentally
neglected to pay their licence-fees, and
who had consequently to shut up their
houses 1 He would again say that the
action of the Government was not fair,
.and, as one of their supporters, he wanted
them to be fair. If they were not going
to be fair, they could not always expect
some at least of their supporters to sit
behind them. As one who was to a certain
ex.tent interested in the trade concerned,
he felt very keenly on the present subject,
.and especially with regard to the licensees
who, because their cases were not to be
taken in hand, would be ruined. The
Government had a right to think of them
as well as of pleasing the temperance party.
He would support the amendment.
Sir B. O'LOG HLEN said he must to a
.certain extent compliment the Government
on the ingenuity they had displayed in
proposing the Bill in such a form that
no amendment could be made in it. The
way in which it was drawn was almost
unprecedented. First, there was the way
in which the title was drafted; and then
there was the 1st clause, which made the
Bill a portion of an Act which it did not
propose to amend. Besides there was the
point on which he had already laid so much
.stress, namely, that the provisions of the
Bill would cover the past as well as the
future. He, for one, could not remember
.a quite similar case to the present. The
Premier seemed, in fact, to be like N erofiddling while Home was burnirig. He
was bringing in legislation of this unfair
character, while he was doing nothing to
allay the present suffering-the almost
panic-which prevailed throughout the
community. 'Vhy did not the honorable
gentleman do something to lift the country
out of its present state of depression 1 He
noticed, for instance, that the country was
not to have any more railway construction
for the present. (Mr. Munro-" Do you
believe that?") That was the policy
announced in the three daily newspapers,
.and,the Government had given no denial.
Dr. PEAHSON said he had only risen
to congratulate the honorable member for
~ort Fairy on successfully vindicating the
Government against the charge made
against them. The Government were
accused of wasting the time of the House,
and framing the Bill with such ingenuity
that no amendment upon it could be proposed. But had they not done what was
wanted when they had confined the Bill
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to an amendment which would carry out
the unmistakable intentions of Parliament 1 It seemed to him (Dr. Pearson)
that the Government had done this in the
best possible manner.
Mr. Bent's amendment was negatived.
The Bill was then read a second time .
On the question that the Bill be committed,
Mr. G. D. CAHTER moved"That it be an instruction to the committee·
that it may make other amendments in the
Licensing Act of 1890."

The Government were aware that there
were other defects in the Licensing' Act,
and in a time of crisis it was their duty
to do everything they could to restore confidence by carrying on public works and
facilitating the progress of business. Therefore, when, at the demand of a small section
of the people who were as tyrannical in their
methods as the r:rrades Hall-he meant the
teetotal pa.rty-the Government proposed
legislation of this kind independent members of the House should ask whether the
Government were doing what was right.
A general election would shortly take place,
and the sooner it came the better, because
honorable members had now seen upon
what they had to rely if they left matters
in the hands of the Government. The
Government had laid aside all the great
issues that were before the country for the
purpose of bringing forward a little twopenny-halfpenny contemptible question as
to whether twelve public-houses at Maryborough should be closed or not. The
Govenlment at the same time refused to
allow an amendment to be introduced to
do justice to 38 persons who had been
injured by an omission in the existing
Licensing Act. (Mr. Anderson -" Through
their own neglect.") It was not through
their own neglect, but owing to the omission
of the proviso that when a tenant failed
to pay his licence-fee notice should be
given to the owner. (Mr. Anderson-" It
is not in the Act.") No, nor was it provided in the Act than when an arbitrator
died or refused to act another arbitrator
could be appointed. The two cases were
analogous. He knew a case in which an
owner did not know that his tenant had
failed to pay the licence-fee until two
months afterwards, and his property was _
absolutely ruined simply because the
tenant, possibly out of spite to him for
refusing to lower the rent, had neglected
to make the necessary payment. If the
Government were not obeying the dictates
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of the teetotal members on both sides of
the House they ,vould have inserted in this
Bill an amendment of the Licensing Act
which would do j nstice to the owners of
He was informed that an
property.
honorable gentleman whose name appeared
on the Bill was interested in one of the
houses which was not to be closed.
Mr. OUTTRIM said that when a lying
statement was made in the House it should
be contradicted. He was not interested
in any shape or form in any hotel in the
colony-good, bad, or indifferent.
Mr. G. D. CARTEl{ stated that he did
not say that it was so, but that that information had been given to him. He would
withdraw the word interested, and say indirectly interested. (Mr. Outtrim-" Not
indirectly either.") Did none of the
honorable gentleman's relations own an
hotel in Maryborough which was not to be
closed 1 Not even the honorable gentleman's mother-in-law 1
Mr. MUNRO asked whether the honorable member for Melbourne was in order
in dealing with the family of any member
of the House 1
Mr. G. D. CARTER said that he would
not allude to the Minister of Mines. rrhere
were 22 public-houses in Maryborough,
and it was proposed to close twelve of
them, which would leave ten. He would
say, for argument's sake, that he was the
owner of one of the ten. 'Vould it not
be important to him that the twelve
houses should be shut up, seeing that it
would improve his position 1 (Mr. Allder80n-" Are you the owner of one of
them 1") He was not, but he was supposing that he or his mother-in-law was. 'Vas
it not clear to the meanest comprehension
that if twelve out of 22 hotels were shut
up the value of the other ten would be
doubled 1 There were wheels within
wheels-there were hidden springs, which
accounted to him for the great anxiety
shown by the Government to get this Bill
passed. It might be desirable to amend a
mistake that had been made in the Licensing Act of 1890, but if an amendment
was to be made that favoured the teetotal,
or intemperate, party why should not an
amendment be made which was necessary
to give justice to the temperate party and
the public 1 The motion he had now
submitted would not have been required
had it not been for the ingenuity which had
been shown in framing the title to the Bill.
If it had been described as a Bill to amend
the Licensing Act 1890 there would have
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'been no occasion for him to say anything.
He could indorse the statement that had
been made by the honorable member for
Port Fairy. He could not recollect an
instance in which a Bill had ever before
been submitted to the Parliament of Victoria in such a form. This Bill was
entitled a Bill relating to arbitrations, but
it proposed to amend the principal Act.
By the title the Government had skilfully
shut out all amendments. That might
be very clever, but he would appeal to the
good sense of the House not to allow it to
be carried out. The Government had two
broken reeds to lean upon-the rrrades
Hall and the teetotal party; and when
they went to the country they would find
that they hadillade an egregious mistake.
If he was any judge of public opinion,
both the Trades Hall and the teetotal
party would receiv~ their quietus at the
next general election.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN seconded the
motion.
Dr. PEARSON asked whether the
motion was in order 1 He said that the
Bill had reference to arbitrations under
the Licensing Act, and the honorable
member for Melbourne proposed to amend
it in such a way as to make it a Bill to
amend the Licensing Act generally. The
whole scope of the Bill might therefore be
changed, and a large number of honorable
members might thus be taken by surprise.
In the English Parliament in cases of this
kind a new Bill had to be introduced, with
a proper title.
Sir, B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that
clause 1 of the Bill provided that it was to
be construed as one with the Licensing Act
1890, and it was therefore a Bill to amend
the Licensing Act 1890.
Mr. MASON said he would submit that
the motion of the honorable member for
Melbourne was q nite in order, and that
the honorable member would have been
in order if he had proposed that the Bill
introduced by the honorable member for
Sandhurst (Mr. Bailes) should be referred
to the 'same committee. In the House of
Commons two or three Bills were often
referred to the same committee.
The SPEAKER.- I think that the
motion now submitted is within the parliamenta.ry rules. The Act relates to the
Licensing Act 1890, and the first clause
provides that it shall be read and construed
as part of that Act.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said the question
that suggested itself to him was whether
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the second Cabine~·or the members of the
Ministry who were not in that House-had
been consulted with regard to this Bill,
because it was stated that even the Premier
and the Minister of Mines had had nothing
to do with its preparation. He was curious
to know what treatment Ministers in the
other Chamber would give to the Bill.
There were some very grave blunders in
the principal Act, and they ought to be
remedied.
Mr. LEVIEN· remarked that if the Bill
Was to be passed without a waste of valuable public time it would be wise to agree
to the motion of the honorable member for
Melbourne. The whole of the legislation on
this subject had been more or less a matter
of compromise, and if those honorable
members who advocated temperance desired that one defect should now be remedied it was only fair that they should give a
little to the other side, so that even-handed
justice might be done to both parties~
The House divided on the motionAyes ...
25
Noes ...
44
Majority against the motion 19
AYEs.

Mr. Bailes,
" Bennett,
" Bent,
Best,
" Bowman,
" G. D. Carter,
" Derhanl,
" Gillies,
" Huut,
" Levien,
" Maloney,
" Mason,
" McIntyre,

Mr. Methven,
" Murray,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. C. Smith,
" L. L. Smith,
" Staughton,
" Sterry,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Tucker,
" Zox.
Telle?'s.
l\fr. Armytage,
" W. T. Carter.

NOEs.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Baker,
Beazley,
Burrowes,
Craven,
Deakin,
Duffy,
Duncan,
Dunn,
Ferguson,
Forrest,
Gordon,
Graham,
Graves,
Hancock,
Harper,
A. Harris,
J. Harris,
K.eys,
K.irton,
Laurens,
Madden,

Mr. McLean,
" McLellan,
" Munro,
,. Nimmo,
" Officer,
" Outtrim,
" Patterson,
" Peacock,
Dr. Pearson,
Mr. Richardson,
" Shiels,
" T. Smith,
" Tatchell,
" Turiier,
" 'Vebb,
" vVheeler,
" 'Vrixon,
" A. Young,
" C. Young.
Tellers.
Mr. Hall,
" McColl.
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The House then went into committeefor the consideration of the' Bill.
Oil clause 1, giving the' short title of'
the measnre,
Mr. BENT asked the Chairman if he·
,vould allow proposals to be submitted for
the amendment of section 44 of the
Licensing Act 1
The CHAIRMAN.-I do not know what
I might have done if it had not been for
the instructions that came from the House.
If I had been left to myself, of course I
could have consulted May's Parliamentary
Practice and other authorities; but now
my hands are tied, and I can only confine
honorable members to amendments necessary to carry out the intentions of this
Bill.
Mr. BENT said he understood that the
Chairman could not know anything of
what happened in the House until it was
officially communicated to him, and up to'
the present he (Mr. Bent) had heard no
communication to the Chairman on the
subject.
.'
The CHAIRMAN.-We know very well
what the House has done, and I accept
the decision of the House on the motion
of the honorable member for Melbourne
as an instruction to me not to allow any
interference with any of the principles of
the Licensing Act other than are affected
by the clauses of this Bill.
Mr. STAUGHTON expressed the opinion that the Chairman was labouring
under a misapprehension. l'here were no
instructions from the House to the committee orto the Chairman. The.House refused to instruct the committee, and left,
the committee to do as it liked. If the
amendment of the honorable member for'
Melbounle had been carried; it would have
made it peremptory on the committee tore'ceive amendments on the Licensing Act;
but the House refused to give the committee any instructions, and therefore he
submitted that the committee had full
power to make what amendments· it
pleased.
Mr. G. D. CARTER stated that the
Speaker ruled that the committee could
make any amendments it thought proper;
but he (Mr. Carter) thought that it should
be made peremptory on the committee to,
receive amendments, and therefore he submitted his motion. The House refused to
thus order the committee, but in so refusing the House left the committee to do as.
it liked.
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,The CHAIRMAN.-Iaccept the decision in the law was not submitted to and
of the House as an il)struction not to approved by Parliament.
rrheCHAIRMAN.-'rhehonorable.mem.allow any amendments except such as
are necessary to c!1rry out the intention ber must confine himself to the question
of this Bill. If the House had intended before the Chair. He is not addressing
that other amendments in the Licensing himself to that at all.
Mr. BENT expressed the opinion that
Act should be made in committee, the
. House would have adopted the proposal of he had a right to illustrate how Bills were
passed.
the honorable member for Melbourne.
The CHAIHMAN.-The honorable memMr. GILLIES remarked that he did not
'like to Interfere, bltt he would be very ber has the right to address himself to the
sorry to see the Chairman give a ruling amendment of the honorable member for
.
which, on consideration, he might think fit Maldon, and nothing else.
Mr. BENT asked if he cOl.}.ld not give 50
to alter. A direction from the House to
the committee was always given by resolu- reasons, if he so pleased, why this clause
.tion, and if .the HOlise hiid given any should be al tered 1
. The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable memdirection to the committee the Clerk
ber may give 10,000 reasons why the amendwould, no doubt, be able to read it.
. Mr. ZOX.expressed the opinion that the ment of the honorable member for Maldon
Ch!1irman's ruling would constitute a dan- should or should not be made.
Mr. BENT remarked that his voice was
gerous precedent.
The CHAIRMAN.-My ruling is that not. strong enough, or he would give 10,000
after the proposal of t1;le honorable mem- . reasons. He did not think the amendment
ber for Melbourne was rejected, I was not of the honorable' member for Maldon
warranted in accepting any amendments 'touched the case at all. What he (Mr.
of the Licensing Act other than those con- Bent) wanted to do was to get fair play for
tained in this .Bill which has come from the public. Some honorable members,
the House. If the committee desires to including two or. three members of the
ovelTule me in that matter, it is at liberty Government, voted in the recent division
very differently from what they voted
to do so.
Mr. McINTYRE moved the omission years ago. (Mr. Staughton-" They are
from the clause of the w.ords "the Licen- under the heel of the authori~ies.") Perf3ing Arbitration Act 1891, and shall be .haps so. ,N 0 one would ha,re said more
.construed as one with," with a view to against a clause of this kind than the
the insertion of the words "an Act to honorable member for Dundas if it
affected another ·kind of property instead
amend."
Mr. BENT asked if the Attorney- of licensed houses. The present GovernGeneral intended to offer an explanatIon Jl).ent had taken licence-fees after the date
of the Bill, or did he think he would push on ,,;hich they were due, and if they
could do that privately, why could they
it through by brute force ~
The CHAIRMAN.-That expression is not put it on the face of this Bill ~ (Mr.
Munro-" The Treasurer had to give them
out of order.
Mr. BENT said he would substitute the money back again.") The late Go"force of numbers," or any other· force, vernment also took fees after the due
for" brute force." A Bill of this kind . dates, at the same time inflicting a fine,
should not be allowed to pass without and many of the licensees were under the
explanation. (Mr. Shiels-" I explained impression that that was the law. All he
the Bill on the second reading; what is it asked the Government to do was to give.
you want explaining 1") He wanted this fair play to all parties.
clanse explained, because he did not
Mr. McINTYRE said he felt that the
know. what it meant, and he was not the Chairman's ruling to a certain extent
only one who wanted an explanation of limited the privileges of the committee.
the clause. There was great objection to The amendment proposed on this clause
hasty legislation. The other day the As- was submitted in order that the committee
sembly passed a vote of thanks to the might afterwards be able to do justice to
Chief Justice for consolidating the statutes, persons who had lost their licences through
and now honorable members found that if not paying their fees within the specified
they engaged a cab at the next general time.
The CHAIRMAN.-I have no .desire to
election that would be a case of bribery
and corruption, although that alteration interfere with the rights of honorable
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members, but I take it to be the pleasure w hen the same person is both owner and ocof the House that the deliberations of this ~upier, be exercised by such person; and where,
consequence of an arbitrator having before
c?mmittee are t? be confined to the prin- III
the passin~ of this Act refused or neglected to
CIples of the BIll as read a second t.ime. act as arbItrator, the amount of compensation
That has always been the rule. The pro- payabl~ to any owner or occupier has not been
per course to take, if honorable members determmed, such amount shall be determined
by arbitration in the same manner as if there
are not satisfied with a Bill, is to reject it had
been no previous proceedings in reference
on the second reading, or if the Bill is so to such compensation,"
amended as to make it altogether different
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved tho inserin principle from that which the House
tion, after the word "arbitrations" (line 3),
has read a second time, to throw it aside
and introduce a new Bill containincr ali of the words "hereafter arising on any
the clauses which honorable membel~ de- poll taken after the passino' of this Act."
sire to see inserted in the Bill. That is His object was to prevent the, clause from
the J.?rinciple laid down by the Speaker of h.aving a retrospective effect. '1'he printhe House of Commons, but I do not wish CIple of retrospe(,'iive legislation was a
to interfere now with what the House has bad one. The matte'r had been fought
out at Maryborough, and it should be
done.
left as it was. Each party had done
Mr. MASON expressed the opinion that
its best against the other, and ought
as no communieation had reached the
to be allowed to renew the conflict.
Chairman officially as to the decision of
'1~he very essence of the local option printhe House with respect to the instruction
CIple was tha~ the wish of the people
proposed by the honorable member for
Melbourne, t.he Chairman could not take should be carrIed out. If the operation
cognisance of it, because he was not offi- of the clause were not limited to future
cially seised of the rejection of that ,pro- arbitration it would provoke a crreat deal
of ~ll-will. He was not opposed to local
posal.
optIOn properly exercised, but to retroSir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the , spective legislation.
amendment ought to be accepted, because
Mr. L. L. SMI'l'H said the committee
there was no meaning in "licensin o' arbiwas now face to face with an act of honesty
tration," the phrase used in the ~lause.
or dishonesty. If any honorable member
The arbitration was not about licensing, voted against the proposal to make, this
but about the abolition of licences, and clause non-retrospective he would be guilty
the payment of compensation for that of a legislative act of robbery.
abolition.
'
The CHAIRMAN.-That is not proper
Mr. A~{MYTAGE asl~ed the Attorneylanguage to address to the committee.
General If there was any precedent for
, Mr., L. L. SMITH remarked that he
brin~ing in a Bill applying to certain
would
call it an act of spoliation. If the
portIOns of a measure already on the
teetotallers gained something by this, they
statute-b~o~, and thereby taking a portion
of the ongmal Act and creatin o ' another would find that the public would cry
shame upon them. There was such a
Act separate from it ~
0
thing as going a little too far in the matMr. SHIELS stated that the Speaker
ter of invading the rights and privileO'es
had ruled that the title of this Bill was in of people.
rrhis Bill was one of the
order. ~1any amend~ng Acts passed by worst things, he had ever seen in the
the ParlIament. of tIllS colony, and many
House.
Acts passed by the Imperial Parliament
Mr. LAURENS observed that there was
were as limited as, and' even more limited nothing new in retrospective legislation.
than, the provisions of this Bill.
Last week the House passed a Bill which
'rhe amendment was negatived.
was thoroughly retrospective, being in'1'he clause ,vas then agreed to.
tended to indemnify councils which had
On clause 2, which was as follows:obtained overdrafts contrary to law, and a
year or two ago the House passed a retro"Sections 17, 21, and 22 of" the Lands Comspective measure to save Dr. Le Fevre from
pensation Act 1890 shall, so far as the same can
be applied, apply to all arbitrations under section
penalt~es he had incurred ill consequence
44 of the Lic,ensing Act 1890, provided that
of havmg been elected to the Legislative
where an arbItrator has to proceed alone he
Council without being possessed of the
shall have all the powers of a single arbitrator
proper qualification. The Bill now subunder the said section 44 : and any power conferred 011 an owner and occupier jointly shall,
mitted did not alter the Act in the slightest
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degree j it only made it possible for one of
its provisions to be carried out.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN pointed out that
the retrospective legislation referred to by
the honorable member who had just re-.
sumed his seat was all in relief of disabilities. '1'his was not a Bill for that pm'pose,
but it imposed on certain individuals the
penalty of the loss of their incomes and
of their property.
Mr. DERHAM said he would like to vote
for this clause, but he was also anxious to
have justice done to those' who had lost
their licences through the negligence of
their agents in not paying in the fees in
proper time. He would ask the Premier
to consider the desirability of freeing the
hands of honorable members, and of allowing the House to do a just act.
Mr. P AT'1'ERSON hoped that if the Goyernment did not allow relief under' this
Bill to those who had lost their licences, an
opportunity should be given to Mr. Bailes
to accomplish that with his measure.
That would, of course, be a retrospective
measure, and if the amendment of the honorable member for Port Fairy 'were no,,;
adopted, the House would be prevented
from dealing with the subject in a proper
spirit in the future. '}'he difficulty which
had arisen was one that should have been
prevented by administration. He was entirely in sympathy with those members
who did not want to apply sharp practice
to a man whose licence-fces had not been
paid owing to an oversight.
Capt. TAYLOR observed that the honorable member for Castle maine (Mr. Patterson) seemed to confuse the doing of an
act of tardy justice to certain people with
committing what was practically spolia..
tion by means of an Act of Parliament.
It was one thing to give a concession
which did no harm, and it was another
thing to say that, by passing an Act of
Parliament, spoliation which was not provided for in another Act of Parliament
should be legalized, which was what the
clause under consideration sought to do.
The difficulty would be removed if the
Attorney-General would accept the amendment that the Bill should not be made
retrospective.
Mr. BO,\VnIAN submitted that a great
·injustice ,,,ould be done to the hotelkeepers in Maryborough if the Bill were
made retrospective. The poll in the town
was taken on an old roll, under which the
allowance of hotels was ten, whereas the
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real allowance according to the population
was cleven. '1'he Government would be
much to blame if they did not give way in
this matter.
Mr. "V. T. CARTER remarked that if
the amendment of the honorable member
for Port Fairy were adopted, the new poll
would not only be taken upon a more perfect roll, but under the influence of a more
enlightened state of public opinion. The
struggle had hitherto only been between
sections of people. ,\Vhen the bulk of the
people came to express themselves it would
be found that they would not permit one
section to dictate to them in matters of
habit and practice. An enlightened public
opinion would bring about a totally different state of things, and the section
which had sought to impose their views
would find that the community, as a whole,
would insist upon its right of living like
any other British community. For that
reason, and that reason only, he gave his
support to the amendment.
Sir B. O'Loghlen's amendment was
negatived.
The clause was then agreed to.
Mr. VV. T. CA){TEH. said he desired to
move the following clause : " After the word 'locked,' in section 143 of
the Licensing Act 1890, the words 'save and
except for the purpose of complying with the
exceptions referred to in sections 134 and 135'
shall be inserted."

The CHAIRMAN. - Such a cla.uso
cannot be moved; it would be inconsistent
with the character of the Bill.
Mr. STERRY· remarked that he also
had a clause to propose, but he presumed
that he would not be p~rmitted to do so.
lts object was to make the terms of the
47th sect.ion of the Act apply with equal
fairness to both the teetotallers and the
other side. Perhaps the Attorney-Geller::.),l
would kindly look into the point.
Mr. SHIELS said that when he had
leisure he would do so.
Capt. TAYLOR mentioned that he
wished to propose a ck'tuse which would
add to section 35 of the Act a proviso
that unless one-third of the yotes in the
district concerned were recorded, the result
of a local option poll would be inoperative.
The CHAIRMAN.-Such a clause would
be outside the scope of the Bill.
'1'he preamble .having been agreed to,
The Bill was then read a third time.
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES L~NDS
MINING BILL.
This. Bill was received from the Legislative Council, and, on the motion of :Mr.
,0 UTTRIM, w~s re.ad a fi;rst time.

l{orumburra Coal JtIines.

,StrE)zle?ki, and Jumbun~a coal mines respec·
. tively should be constrllcted, provided"1. That all land required for railway purposes on any of the proposed lines be given to
the constructing authority free of cost, and
without any compensation for severance or
otherwise.
'
,.
" ." 2. That previous to the construction of any
such line the constructing authority shall be
satisfied that the output of coal will be sufficient
to pay wo!king expenses and interest on the
cost of construction, and that a guarantee to
that effect satisfactory to the constru'cting
authority be obtained from each of the companies.
"3. That the line to the J umbunna coal mine
.be constructed to a point about 3·37 miles from
where it branches off froin'the proposed'lin·e to
the Strezlecki mine.'"
.' .

·CONSTITUrrION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.' ,
This Bill was r~turned £rom the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they had. agreed to the same with
,amendments.
.
Mr. MUNRO moved that the amendments be taken into consideration on
·Tuesday next.
'
. Sir B.. O'LOGHLEN moved, as an
,amendment, that the amendments be lIe said that, in proposing this resolution,
·taken i~to conside;ration on next Tuesday he wished, to mention that a new procedure
with regard to questions of thi~ sort had
.six months.
'
The SPE.A)~ER.-The proper time to been laid down in connexion with the action
propose an. amendIp.ent of the. kind. the or tl{e Railw~ys Standing Coml~nittee. It
honorable member has in view
be was now,a matter of law that, after these
'Yhen the amen'dments co~e up for con- lines had been referred to the committee for
their report, and theco~mittee had reported
sideration on Tuesday.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN thought that he on them favorably, a resoh;t,tion on the
-could hardly be out of order in moving subject should pe submit~ed to the House,
.such a slight addition to the motion before ,and. if the House adopted the resolution
the House. Surely it was completely !t would be necessary to give effect to it
within the' power of the House to decide afterwards by bringing in a Bill in the
ordinary way. He did not 'think he need
such a point.
Mr. L. L. ,SMITH expressed the opinion take up long in referring to the subject in,that the amendment of the honorable mem- dicated in the resolutions. There was a
ber for Port Fairy was one which might feeling of unanimity throughout the committee as to the benefit that would be defairly be received.
by the people of the colony from the
,rived
The SPEAKER.-The 261st standing
construction of railways of this character.
,order is, as follows : It was known that the manufacturing
." Amendments ?y the Council to public
stability of the' country practically deBIlls may be appomted to be considered on a
p~nded on the discoverj and development
future day unless the House shall order them to
be considered forthwith."
of coal-fields within the colony. Indeed,
As a, matter of courtesy to the other he had, no hesitation in expressing the
Chamber, a day within a reasonable time opinion that it would be far better to dis,should be fixed for the consideration of cover a payable coal-field than even a new
these amendments. The House will then gold or silver mine. . The indications of
be able to deal with them as it may please. the districts in question as regarded coal
'To fix a day at six months hence would bearing were remarkably favorable. In
mean that the amendments were not to the e,ridence ta~en before the Railways
be considered at all; and if the honorable S,tanding Committee, Mr. Murray, the
'member carried his amendment he .would, Gov~rnment Geologist, estimated that
without having given not~ce, and without there were at least' 12,000,000 tons· of
having obtained the leave of 'the House, first-class' coal ready to be worked; and
the assistant geological surveyor (Mr.
virtually throw out the Bill.
Stirling), who had had a later oppor- .
The motion was agreed to.
tunity of testing the coal-bearing characRAILWAYS TO THE KORUMBURRA ter of the district, estimated that there
COAL MINES.'
were 13,722,220 tons of coal avaihible.
Mr. SHIELS movedHe stated, in addition-

will

"That, in the opinion of this Ho~se, it is expedient that lines of railway from Korumburra
on the Great Southern line, to Coal Creek;

"I consider that has been proved, but there
remains a' large extent of' country between
J umbunna and Korumburra or Coal Creek and
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Silkstone which has every indication of being
coal bearing. vVe have no means of proving it
a.s yet."

Mr. C. R. Long, the local manager' of
the J umbunna and Silkstone companies,
,stated"'Veare, with a railway, prepared to put on
from 200 to 300 men at once, and we anticipate
that we could send away, with three months'
work, 500 tons of coal a day."

The character of the coal had been reported
upon, and on this point the Government
Geologist gave the following evidence to
the Railways Standing Committee:"Further than that, for domestic purposes,
and I believe even for ~team purposes, that
coal would be as valuable as Newcastle, but not
so valuable for gas-making purposes.
"For all other purposes except gas-making
it would stand about equal to the 17s. 6d. coal?
- Yes, I consider it would."

Mr. Murray was also asked how far the
State would be justified, from a coal point
of view, in making a railway, and he said"I consider that the construction of a railway to <:onvey away that coal would be justified
iby the prospects."

Not only did Mr. Murray take that view,
but the Railways Commissioners took an
,equally favorable view. In a memorandum
to the Minister, dated 11th August, 1891,
they stated"This coal property has every appearance of
permanency, but if it afterwards proved unprofitable to work, the value of the materials which
could be utilized elsewhere wonld reduce the
loss by about £12,000. 'Ve attach a letter
from the Secretary of Mines, stating that there
is workable coal within the area served by the
proposed railways equal to 12,000,000 tons.
Weare of opinion that suc~ a traffic would
justify the expenditure in question."

In another memorandum, dated 22nd August, they expressed themselves thus : "'Ve think, in view of the report of the
Mining department as to the known quantity
of workable coal in the Korumhurra district,
that the necessary steps should be taken to
provide the railway accommodation required,
,and that a Bill should be introduced for the
purpose.~'

And in a further memorandum, dated 7th
September, the commissioners said"The Mining department report that the
.coal-fields in question would probably yield
12,000,000 tons of workable coal; this being so,
the estimated revenue to the railways would
depend upon the energy displayed by the coal
companies in developing their respective properties.
"If each company, say five altogether, had
an output of 100 tons of coal per day-a less
quantity would not be worth opening a colliery
for-the total output of the district would
.amount to 150,000 tons per annum. A rate of
Session 1891.-[187]
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5s. 6d. per ton, assuming the coal came to Melbourne, would yield over £40,000 per annum,
and, after deducting working expenses, would
give net results sufficient to warrant the proposed outlay.
" As the coal companies have to incur considerable expenditure before they would be in a
position to win the coal and yield our estimated
output, it is desirable that expenditure on these
railways, if authorized, should only proceed as
the owners develop their properties.
"This estimate of traffic is dependent upon
the gradual opening of the coal mines, and it
would necessarily be some time before it is
realized, consequently the traffic for some time
to come would probably be much below the
estimate, and in the meanwhile involve a loss of
interest on cost of construction as well as in
working."

He thought therefore that, in view of these
various reports, the payable character of
the seams must be admitted, and that the
House would be amply justified in passing
these resolutions. The cost of construction of the lines would not amount to a
great sum. 'rhe statement on the subject
was as follows:" Korumburra to Coal Creek, length 0'63
miles:Estimated cost
£3,395
Less land ...
535
£2,860
Probable annual cost of maintenance £150
Korumburra to'Strezlecki, length 3'72
miles:Estimated cost
£19,314
425
Less land
£18,889
Probable annual cost of maintenance £600
Korumburra to Jumbunna, length 3'37
miles:Estimated cost
£14,505
Less land ...
Nil
£14,505
Probable annual cost of maintenance £600
Immediate expenditure at Korumburra station for sidings
and truck weigh-bridge" ...
£810
"Further expenditure will be required as
traffic develops.
"In addition to the foregoing, there will be
required an outlay for the supply of water at
Korumburra station, rendered necessary by
these "branch lines, the cost of which cannot
be accurately determined until surveys now
in progress are completed, hut it may be estimated to be not less than £2,000."

This showed that the total cost, exclusive
of allY charge for land-for the cost of
the land, or for the cost of sevcrariceand exclusive of water supply, would be
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It would be seen from the COll- to stop the construction at such a point..
ditions set out in the resolutions that a (Mr. Shiels-" I gave" an estimate of
sufficient guarantee would have to be cost.") Had a permanent survey been
given before anything was done that the made 1 (Mr. Shiels-" No.") He would
output of coal would be sufficient to pay defy Mr. Darbyshire or anybody else to
working expenses and interest on the cost make an estimate which could be relied on
of construction. (Mr. Patterson-"vVhat without a permanent survey. Honorable
period would the guarantee cover ~ ") No members were now proposing to plunge
doubt the guarantee would exist for a into the abyss in which they lost themreasonable time. The Bill that would selves before. The estimate submitted was
have to be introduced would embody only a guess, and it could not be expected
strictly the conditions in the resolutions, that the results would be satisfactory.
and the Govenlment intended to see that The honorable member for Eastern Suthe guarantee given was not one in name, burbs had on a former occasion acknowbut ill reality. It would be such a gua- ledged that the cause of the confusion into"
rantee as any bank or guarantee company which the railway accounts had fallen was
would be justified in demanding. It had that the estimates of the cost of lines had
been represented to the Government, and been based upon flying surveys. By the
also to the Railways Standing Committee, appointment of the Railways Standing"
that the <;loal companies concerned were Committee it was proposed to rectify
going to let the Government have the land matters, but that had not been done.
absolutely free of all charge, and it was
Mr. PATTERSON said he observed that
on that condition that the House was asked the resolutions of the Railways Standing
Committee, of which the motion now subto pass this resolution.
Mr. PEACOCK seconded the motion.
mitted to the House was a transcript, was
Mr. GILLIES expressed the hope that only carried by six votes to two. Two of
great care. would be taken that the se- the gentlemen who 'were in the minority
curity mentioned in the resolutions would were members of the Assembly, and he
be security sufficient for even a private would like to have heard from them what
company. At the same time, he would their reascms were for objecting to the plan
point out the peculiar character of the proposed. "Whilst it was most desirable
coal companies concerned. Some of them that the coal-fields of the colony should be
were only limited liability companies, deyeloped, the construction of these lines
while others were actually no-liability would be an experiment. He did not
companies. N ow the security given by a know what guarantees the Government
no-liability company would be no security proposed to take, but he questioned
at all. (Mr. Shids-" Hear, hear.") He whether anything short of a cash guarantee
was glad to find t1,'.t acknowledged. He would be very valuable. The guarantee
believed that the c0J.lstruction of the lines shOll ld also cover a length of time. Now
in question ·would be a great advantage that the State had not much moneyavailnot only tc the public but also to the coal able for the construction of railways it
might be necessary to consider whether in
companls'i3 concerned.
MI'. RICHARDSON remarked that the projects of this description some induceimportance of the construction of these ment should not be given to the parties
lines could not. be over-estimated. He interested to make the lines for themselves.
thought, lwwever, that the House He was inclined to think that if the
should have a report from the Rail- State could not make "railways, and other
,vays Standing Committee as to the esti- people were prepared to do so, facilities
mated cost of the lines. So far, there- should be given to them. If a really payfore, honorable members were in the dark. able coal-field was proyed to exist he
"What had led to all the evil in connexion believed that the funds required for the
with railway construction 1 Simply the construction of these lines could be raised
fact that the estimates of cost had always in Melbourne in one_ day. Honorable
been exceeded, and the only way in which memb~rs ",yere anxious to render every
this difficulty could be overcome was by assistance possible in the development of
having permanent surveys made. If the the coal-fields of the colony, and he would
construction of a line was sanctioned on not oppose the motion, although he" oban estimate based on a flying survey the jected to it on principle. He trusted that
line might be ~nly half constructed for the care would be exercised that money was.
amount voted, and it would be impossible " not yoted by the State simply for the
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purpose of enabling certain persons to
float a coal-mining company.
Mr. HALL stated that he was pleased
that some action was now being taken for
the purpose of developing the coal-fields
of the colony. He regretted, however, that
the local coa.] companies would not have
an opportunity of supplying the Victorian
Rail way depa.rtment with coal for the next
three years, as the Railways Commissioners
had accepted a tender for a supply of coal
from New South Wales extending over
that time.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that there was
no difference of opinion in the Railways
Standing Committee on these resolutions
except on a technica.l point. 'rhis was
really a special case. Whilst the lines
proposed would be of great national
benefit, they would also be of benefit to
private individuals; and he trusted that
the conditions imposed would not be taken
as a precedent in dealing with other lines,
which might be of an entirely different
character.
Mr. LEVIEN said that, on first reading
the resolutions of the Railways Standing
Committee, he was disposed to think that
the Government should satisfy themselves
that the condition laid down in the second
resolution was present before they asked
Parliamerit to authorize the construction
of the lines. On consideration, however,
he thought that it was, perhaps, well that
it should be there under the peculiar cir~
cumsta.nces. If those who were interested
in these mines knew that the lines had
been authorized by Pa.rliament, they would
then be justified in setting to work to open
up the mines, but he hoped that the constructing authority would see that the
mines were being thoroughly developed before they built the lines. From the evidence
which had been taken there was no doubt
that this vms an excellent opportunity to
test the coal resources of a part of the
colony, and he was very pleased that facilities were to be afforded for the construction of these lines. He supposed that in
the Bill some provision would be made
with regard to the supply of rolling-stock,
and that a full measure of interest would
be guaranteed.
r:rhe motion was agreed to.
RAILvV AYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved that this Bill be
read a third time.
Mr. HARPER said that it was due to
himself, and to other honorable members,
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that they should record their protest
against the Bill before it left that Chamber.
It "wuld, perhaps, be out of place to go over
the arguments which had been adduced ill
opposition to the principles of the Bill,
and he had no desire to delay the proceedil'gS in any way. He did, however, think
that the Bill, even as amended, was in its
main principles one that the House should
have hesitated to pass. He had been accused very wrongly of being the one
member of the House who was opposed
to construction being taken out of the
hands of the Railways Commissioners. He
was not opposed to that, but he did not
consider that sufficient reasons had been
shown for the change. In his opinion the
new system would be troublesome and
cumbersome, and no great advantage
would accrue to the public from it. In
other respects, he viewed the Bill as one
that waf? directed against individuals. As
a matter of fact, they were passing a law
to deal with certain men who, if that
law was necessary or justifiable, should
certainly not have been retained in their
present position. If the Bill became law,
it would unmistakably have the effect of
destroying tho system of non-political
management which the country and Parliament entered upon in the year 1883.
He further considered that the House had
no warrant for making that departure.
The Government had over and over agai~l
stated that that was not their intention,
but whatever their intention was, the
effect would undoubtedly be to do away
with the system of non-political management. All the details in tho Bill dealing
with the Railways Commissioners were
simply humiliating. They were to be
directed to have somebody in attendance
at their meetings to keep minutes in a
certain way, to submit them to the Minister, and the Minister might call for
reports on all matters connected with railway management, and might take the
management in his own hands at any
stage. All this simply showed that the
responsibility which Parliament desired to
place upon non-political heads was to be
restored to political heads responsible
to Parliament, and, through Parliament,
directly responsible to that pressure of
which those honorable members who were
iil the House when the old system prevailed had every reason to be ashamed.
Parliament should not legislate on the
assumption that the Railways Commissioners had mismanaged the railways.
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There had been a great deal said about
mismanagement, and it had been stated
that the grossest extravagance had been
going on in all parts of the railway
system. When honorable members were
asked to give proofs of those asser·
tions, they simply said that trains might
be' seen running empty, ,and that in
some cases more trains were run than were
required. Honorable members who had
only such allegations to put forward utterly
failed to make out their case. It was impossible to judge whether a railway system
was being managed economically or not by
simply going on to a platform and seeing
that trains occasionally ran empty. Only
an expert could say whether an alteration
in that respect would cause a' loss or a
saving to the department. Some honorable members had failed altogether to
understand the significance of the mode
of management adopted in connex~on with
this vast concern. During the debate on
the second reading of the Bill he gave
returns which he carefullyand.laborious]y
compiled, showing that, whilst the number
of miles of lines open had enormously increased, the expense had also increased,
but not in greater proportion than the
mileage. He also showed that the miles
run, and the number and tonnage respectively of passengers and goods carried, had
increased out of all proportion to the
additional cost. He further showed, taking
the last four years and comparing them
with a similar period under the old system
of management-and his figures had never
been cavilled at or challenged-that the
Railways Commissioners were carrying
three tons of goods and three passengers
at the same cost at which two tons of goods
and two passengers were carried formerly.
Therefore, a saving of 33 per cent., or onethird, was being made in the working of
the lines. That was the kind of test
which business men applied to great undertakings. They did not fasten on one particular thing, and say, "Oh, that is wrong,
and that indicates general mismanagement
and general extravagance in administration;" they asked what was the result,
and the result in this case was that work
was being'done by the Railway department at one-third less cost than formerly.
He did not mean to assert that savings
could not be effected, or that there
were not things that should be changed,
but he did say that the facts and figures
which he had submitted required an
answer from those 'who sought to pass
JJfr. Harpe?".
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this Bill, 9.nd that when they were put to
the country they would most assuredly
justify a considerable amonnt of indignation against those who had made general
charges against men who were not there
to defend themselves, and who had had
no opportunity of defending themselves.
He said this much on behalf of these men
because, when Parliament appointed them
servants of the State, it was understood
that the Minister of Railways would be
their 1.p.outh-piece in that House. The
present Minister of Rail ways had not seen
fit to be their defender, but to a large
extent had led the charge against them.
There had been no one in the House
authorized to speak for the Railways
Commissioners, and they had not been
called before a select committee or examined at the bar of the House. It was
not creditable to Parliament to pass a
Bill of so personal a character-a Bill
which was levelled against certain men,
and which, in order to reach them,
broke down the whole fabric of the
system of railway management.
It
might be said that he (Mr. Harper)
was advocating the claims of Mr. Speight.
'rhat had been said. He advocated no
man's claims-Mr. Speight was nothing to
him: He spoke as he did now on behalf
and in defence of men who he' believed
were not receiving fair treatment at the
hands of Parliament. '1'he House would
no doubt pass this Bill, but he wished to
,vash his hands of all responsibility in
connexion with it. He believed that if
the Bill was passed, honorable members
would, before many years had elapsed,
regret the day when they gave their
assent to it. A great wrong was being
done, not only to individuals, but to the
best 'interests of railway management in
this colony.
Mr. LA URENS remarked that the
honorable member for Bourke East had
stated that the Railways Commissioners
had not had an opportunity of replying
to the so-called charges that had been
made against them. He (Mr. Laurens)
held ill his hand the last annual report of
the Railways 'Commissioners, which contained no less than 50 paragraphs intended as a defence. 'When a party was
accused, could he not make the best defence in writing, when he was calm and
collected, and could bring all his thoughts
together 1 The following paragraph in
the Railways Commissioners' report, presented to Parliament on the 30th of
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September last, showed most conclusively
that they intended to defend themselves:"vVe have latterly had to experience con~
siderable adverse criticism, ~nd we feel diffident in stating our case when submitting a
report which is a simple record of our administration for the year. \V e feel, however, that
we are justified in briefly reviewing the position,
and we do so to remove misapprehension."

The honorable member for Bourke East
wanted to put the commissioners in the
position of men who wero gagged. '1'he
honorable member was justified in'saying
that Members of Parliament were not
proper judgcs as to whether a train more
or less should run in a certain direction.
But there were certain things of which
honorable members could well judge, be~
causo thoy road of them in the commissioners' annual report. That report informed them there was a deficit shown on
the working of the lines last year of
£332,000, though the honorable member
for Bourke East had said that the railways
wero now worked at a smaller cost than
formor]y. The commissioners' report
showod that the working expenses in
1880 and 1881 were 54 per cent., and
that last year they amounted to 70 per
cent. He was aware that the commissioners attributed the increased cost to
the opening of new lines, but he WQuld
defy tho honorablo member for Bourke
East to show that it was the new lines
which had caused the excessive cost. He
(Mr. Laurens) maintained that the extra
cost caused by the new lines did not exceed 5 per cent. on the gross revenue.
An allowance of 5 per cent. for the
extra cost of working the new lines
was a liberal one, and, subtracting
that from the 70 per cent., there was still
65 per cent. left, so that the cost last year
was 11 per cent. in excess of the cost of
the years 1880 and 1881. rrhat 11 per
cent. of excess amounted to £356,000; so
much for the accuracy of the statements
of the honorable member for Bourke East.
He challenged the honorable member to
impeach his statements in any respect. If
the honorable member would enter into
a similar undertaking, he would agree to
resign his seat on being proved to be in~
correct in any of his statements. The
commissioners stated in their report that
they only reduced charges when the year's
working showed a surplus, but they reduced
charges at the close of 1888, when there
was a deficit of £53,000.
Mr. LEVIEN said he wished to enter
his protest against this Bill. I t was a
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measure which would not be for the bene~
fit of the country, as it proposed to make a
complete change in policy, which would
materially affect our credit. A proposal
to put our rail ways under political management, together with the proposal of the
Ministry to hand over the government of
this country to what was called the manhood of it, was not likely to have a beneficial effect upon our credit abroad, or to
advance our interests in any way. Under
this Bill, the commissioners would be mere
dummies in the hands of the politicians,
and it could not be expected that such a
system would work advantageously. He
regretted exceedingly that the second read~
ing of the Bill had been agreed to, but he
did not believe that it would be accepted
in another place. It was true that a differ~
ence of opinion existed in the House as to
the desirability of taking the construction
of lines out of the hands of the commis~
sioners. rrhat might have been accepted,
but the vital principle of making the Minis~
ter sole manager was one which could not so
easily beagreed to. Thisproposal should not
be inserted without further consideration.
The motion W!:tS agreed to, and the Bill
was then read a third time.
Mr. G. D. CARTER proposed the following clause : "The commissioners shall endeavour so to
conduct and manage the railways that the receipts therefrom shall be sufficient, as nearly as
may be, to repa.y the cost of working the same
and the interest on all the money borrowed for
the construction of the railways."

He said that honorable members knew
very well that one of the causes of the
present depression in the colony was the
fact that the credit of Victoria in the
mother country had been weakened mainly
owing to the fact that the railways of
the colony did not pay. rrhe capitalists of
the old country virtually said to the Vic~
torian Government, "If you construct
rail way lines that won't pay working ex~
penses and the interest you owe us, we
do not consider your loans a good invest~
ment." That being so, ought not Pa,rlia~
ment to take the earliest opportunity of
declaring that the railways must, if pos~
sible, be made to pay ~ And was there
any reason why the railways should not
be made to pay ~ W'hy should persons who
had not been blessed by the construction
of rail ways to their particular districtspeople who had no direct benefit from
the railways, because they did not use
them-why should they be taxed to make
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up the deficiency caused by the persons
who did use the railways not paying
sufficient for the use of the railways to
make them pay1 "Was that arrangement
fair and just1 He certainly thought not.
Those who used the railways should be
made to contribute sufficient to make the
railways pay working expenses and interest
on the borrowed capital expended in their
construction. Attacks on the Railways
Commissioners had been based on the
charge that the commissioners failed
to make the railways pay. Their defenders had replied that when Mr. Speight
was engaged in England he was told that
he would find his instructions in the Railways Act, and yot there was not one word
ill that Act to the effect that the commissioners were expected to make the railways
pay. Parliament ought to remove that
ground of objection at all events. It
would make an enormous difference to the
colony if the Government could not borrow
more money in London. If they could
only make the railways self-supporting the
confidence of English capitalists in the
stability of the colony would be restored,
and the Government would be able to obtain further loans; and that result could
be brought about by ordinary business
management in the working of the
Railway department. If confidence was
not speedily restored the colony would
have to continue grovelling along, hampered in every direction, and the present depression would last for some time
to come. This Bill proposed that the
commISSIOners should place a certain
amount of the revenue of the Railway
department to a reserve fund, but how was
that to be done if the railways did not
first of all earn enough to cover working
expenses and pay interest on the money
expended in their construction 1 (Mr.
Patterson-" The Minister is to be responsible for the management of the railways,
and he should make them pay.") It was
true that under this Bill the Minister
would take the control and management
of the railways to a very great extent,
and, therefore, the honorable member
thought that this clause ought to provide
that the Mjnister should make the railways pay; but he would point out that
Parliament could not bind future Ministers
of Railways. If this clause passed, and
any Minister, now or hereafter, interfered
in any way with the commissioners so as
to prevent them carrying out what Parliament had ordered them to do that
Mr. G. D. Carter.
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Minister would have to accept the responsibilityof his action. In his opinion it
was the commissioners' duty to endeavour
to make the railways pay, and it would
be contrary to the whole tenor of his
argument to insert "Minister" in lieu of
" commissioners" in this clause. It would
not necessitate a great increase in the
freights and fares to make the railways
pay. The interest on borrowed money
spent in the construction of new lines ought
to be charged to capital account until
the lines were completed and opened for
traffic, instead of being charged against
revenue as part of the 'working expenses
as it was at present, which made the
position of the railways look worse than
it really was. Then, again, there were
a large number of ways in which 'working
expenses might be very much reduced; and
it would be perfectly fair to adopt in all
localities where new railways were going
to be constructed the principle carried out
by the Vvater Supply department in regard
to the reticulation of new districts. That
particular department would not reticulate a new district unless guaranteed a
return of 6 per cent. on the outlay, and
Parliament might very properly enact that
a new railway should not be constructed
until the shire councils through whose
districts the line would pass were willing
to make up the deficiency between the
revenue from that line and, say, 4 per
cent. on the cost of construction in addition to working expenses. That principle
would be perfectly just and equitable. A
new railway did not benefit the man whose
land was put in halves any more than,
if indeed as much as, the owners of the
land on either side of the new line, the
benefit being increased or diminished in
proportion to the nearness of each owner's
land to a railway station; and if the
local bodies levied a rate to make up
the deficiency they would put the saddle
on the right horse. Just now the colony
was in such eventful times that Parliament
should take the earliest opportunity of
endeavouring to restore private and public
credit. Victoria was never more prosperous than at the present time. The only
thing the country had lost was confidence,
and if confidence could be restored at
home and abroad the colony would be as
prosperous as ever. It seemed to him to
be a terrible thing that the country s30uld
be dragged down from the height it had
gained by the shameful charges of men
who had madD money in this country, and
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yet were constantly decrying the country
which had done so much for them and for
which they had done so little. There was
a want of courage on the part of those
who were the cnstodians of the country's
finaI}Cial honour. At the present time the
Government never seemed to him to miss
an opportunity of throwing cold water on
the financial position of the colony. If
any loca,} body in the country asked for
£50 the Treasurer told them there was
no money in the Treasury. He did not
so much mind the Government making
the people in the country believe that the
colony was hard up, but he did object
to their telling the people abroad that the
colony was hard up. (Mr. Munro-" "When
and how havethe Government done that?")
By making statements in pnblic that were
telegraphed home by men whonevermissed
an opportunity of running down the couutry. He would like to" see the Treasurer
take a bold lead, instead of allowing anybody to run down the country without
,saying one word in its defence. It rested
with the honor~ble gentleman to restore
confidence at home and abroad. One of
the first steps with a view to accomplish
that object was to take care that the railways of the colony--in which nearly all our
borrowed money and our credit wero embarked-should be made to pay, so that the
British money lenders might see that they
were lending their money for good andreproductivo purposes. If Parliament thought
fit to subsidize the railways let the accounts
of the Railway department bekept separate,
and asumof so many hundreds of thousands
of pounds be voted to the Railway department every year in the same way as the
subsidy was voted to the municipal bodies,
instead of showing such a large deficiency
in the public account year by year. Let
the commissioners know that they
might depeud upon so much per
annum in the shape of Government subsidy and no more, and then they would
know what they were expected to do.
But at this late hour he would content
himself with simply moving the proposal
he had made. "What he wanted was that
the commissioners should be made to see
that it was their duty to make the railways pay. He only wanted to see whether
honorable members were or were not in
earnest in their desire that the railways
should be made to pay.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that there
seemed to be some difference of opmlOn
.as to whether the Minister or the
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commissioners should be mentioned in the
clause, and he would suggest that that
should be got over by making the clause
"
read something like this : "The railways shall be so conducted and
managed that the receipts therefrom shall be
sufficient, as nearly as may be, to repay the cost
of working the same and the interest on all the
money borrowed for the construction of railways."

Mr. G. D. CARTER said he ,yas per"
fectly willing to adopt the suggestion of
the Minister of Railwa,ys. It would amount
to the same thing.
Mr. GILLIES stated that he ,vould
object to such an alteration of the proposal. vVhat he desired to see was the
word "Minister" substituted for "commissioners," and he thought of moving
an amendment to that effect. His idea
was that the Minister should accept the
responsibility.
Mr. G. D. CARTER stated that iu that
case he would go to a division on the
clause as it stood.
Mr. KIRTON seconded the proposal of
the honorable" member for Melbourne.
He thought it must commend itself to all
honorable members, because its obvious
obje~t was that the railways should be
made to pay. The country had an excellent property in its railways, but they had
not been well managed, and on that
account the Minister of Railways should
be able in the future to exercise much
larger powers. Another important thing
\vas that the highly-paid officers of the
Railway department should be reduced
both in number and in salary.
Mr. MADDEN remarked that there
was one point which: was being lost sight
of with amazing" blindness, namely, that,
"excluding the railways which had beon
constructed within the last few years, the
State railways did pay. Even if this
clause was passed the leakage would still
necessarily continue. 'Vould it not be
absurd to ask tho commissioners to make
the railways pay although Parliament
might be continually grafting on the railway system of the country lines that could
not possibly be made to pay for many
years to come ~
Mr. GILLIES stated that he beuld not
say he was at all in favour of the proposition of the honorable member for
Melbourne. He had always held that
many railways could not be expected to pay
for many years to come, and he was satisfied that no doctrine contrary to that
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would meet with the approval of the
people of the country. What had the
Government done in connexion with this
Bill? They had asked for power to call
upon the Railways Commissioners to do
certain things,' but among the requests
they were to be able to make to them
there was none to the effect that the railways should be made to pay. Nor did
they ask to be able to call on the commissioners to do the only thing that would
make the railways pay, namely, to raise
the fares and freights. They had not
attempted to do anything of the kind.
Consequently passing a general resolution
in the form of the clause now before the
House would be of no use whatever. The
honorable member for Melbourne knew as
well as he (Mr. Gillies) and the Government
did that, if the Minister wanted the rail. ways to pay, he would have told the commissioners to increase the freights and rates,
but he had not done so. Unless that
policy were changed how could the railways be made to pay 1 '''hat happened
now 1 The Government appeared to be
quite willing to pass an abstract and
declaratory resolution-to what effect 1
To establish the general principle that the
rail ways should be made to pay. vVould·
such declaration be of any value 1 '''ho
was to be responsible if the railways did
not pay 1 Under the clause the Minister·
would throw the responsibility on the
commissioners, and the commissioners
would throw it on the Minister. The
Government were not working to make the
railways pay. If the Government took
the whole responsibility of managing the
railways, of course upon them would rest
the responsibility of making them pay.
Look at the policy set olit in clause 24 of
the Bill. Under that the commissioners
might be called upon to do something of
which they disapproved. Then what would
the Government do 1 They would settle
the matter for themselves. In that case
who but the Minister would be responsible for not making the railways pay 1
rrhe position of the Railways Commissioners
was completely changed, and under this
Bill they could be removed at any time by
a simple resolution of the Assembly. There
was not a public servant in the colony,
even in the lowest position, who was not protected under the law from any movement
of that kind. How could they expect to get
persons to accept the important positions
of Railways Commissioners on such terms~
Then there was a further provision that, at
Mr. Gillies.
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any time when Parliament was not sitting,.
the Governor in Council could suspend arty
of the Railways Commissioners forinability,
inefficiency, mismanagement, or misbehaviour, or refusal, or neglect, or failure
to carry out any of the provisions of the·
Railways Act. When honorable members'
talked about throwing responsibility on
the Railways Commissioners, they should
try to see that the right and not the wrong
thing was done.
Mr. PATTERSON said it was unfortunate that it was necessary to entertain
a proposition of this kind at all. Were it
not for the blindness of the Railways Commissioners to the fact that it was their
duty to endeavour to make the railways
pay, there would have been no occasion for
the introduction of this clause. Honorable
members had been told that the Railways
Commissioners had not had any directions
to make the railways pay, and in order
that there might be no doubt upon the·
point, it was necessary to put an abstract
resolution into an Act of Parliament. Hedenied that there was only one way of
making the railways pay. To say that
railways could only be made to pay by
raising the rates was nonsense. One way
in which the railways could be made to·
pay was by economy of management, and
he was not sure that it would not be a
better way to make them pay to reduce
rates rather than to increase them. Honorable members all saw trains running thatwere not filled, and they must have observed that, in many places, more trains
were run than were required. No effort
was being made to improve matters, and
that rendered it necessary to put a provision of this kind into the Bill. It was
an absolute disgrace. to the Railways Commissioners that such a thing should have·
to be done. . He would prefer tho clause
amended as suggested by the Minister of
Railways.
Mr. BAKER stated that he was afraid
that the House were drifting into the
unknown. . It was all very well for the
honorable member for Castle maine (Mr.
Patterson) to say that the railways could
be made to pay by a reduction of rates,
but if this clause were agreed to, any
Minister would be perfectly justified in increasing the rates.
Country members'.
could not vote for this clause, and he·
thought that the Minister should not
entertain such a proposition. . If the Government wanted to make the railways
pay, let them raise the suburban rates by
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10 per cent., and that would meet the
difficulty. It was not right to talk of raising freights on agricultural produce. (Mr.
Shiels-" Nobody talks about doing that.")
That was what this clause meant. (Mr.
Shiels-" Could not fares be raised ~") If
the clause meant that passenger fares were
to be raised, why should it not be specified 1
But if the people in the country districts,
who had to travel long distances, were required to pay higher fares, that would be
unfa.ir to ~hem. The country members
would not vote for this resolution, and give
power to the Minister to raise freights, and
thereby crush out the farming industry.
Unless the farmers had railways they
could not remain on the land at all. He
did not propose to consent to such a power
being given to the Minister, who could be
squeezed at any time by the metropolitan
representatives. rrhe Bill was bad enough
before, but this clause would make it ten
times worse. The whole responsibility of
the railway management would be tra.nsferred from the Hailways Commissioners
to the Ministry. (Mr. Hall-" And a good
job too.") He was glad that there was
one honorable member who had the candour to make that admission. (An Honorable Member-" 'Whose fault is it 1")
"\Vell, he had been in the House when
lines had been sanctioned which he knew
would not pay for some years to come.
He did not want the country representatives to feel that they were passing a law
which would help the farmers, because he
was sure it would have the reverse effect,
and he trusted that further powers would
not be given to the Minister to increase
the freights.
Mr. DEAKIN said it appeared to him
that the honorable member for Melbourne
had been somewhat unfortunate in putting his proposition in the form of a mere
declaratory clause, because, unless coupled
with another clause, subjecting the commissioners to penalties in the event of their
not making the railways pay, it would
accomplish nothing. It was also very much
like locking the stable-door after the steed
had been stolen to throw responsibility
upon the commissioners after taking away
their power. He took it, however, that the
honorable member really meant to forbid
the commissioners from managing the railways with a view to developing the country,
or any other consideration save that of making them pay. If the clause merely meant
to affirm that it was the business of the
commissioners to manage the rail ways upon
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strictly commercial principles, and to leave
to the Minister the deciding of all questions of policy, then he would cordially support it. If it was desired to push rail ways
into the country, which it was known would
not pay at least for a time, or to lower
freights below a paying rate, it would be
the duty of the Minister and the House to
decide such quest.ions, and to accept tho
full responsibility. His objection to the.
amendment of the honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs was that its effect would
be to, inferentially, prohibit the Minister
from ever taking anything into account
except pounds, shillings, and pence. But
he thoroughly agreed with the view of
the honorable member for Melbourne,
that the commissioners had been engaged
as managers to work. the railways on
commercial principles solely. It must
be left to the Ministry of the day to
say whether they would choose to work
the railways at a loss under special
circumstances. rrhe honorable member for
Lowan had consistently advocated the
lowering of freights below what would bo
commercially paying, but he would like
the honorable member to go further, and
say that the Minister was the person to
be approached on the subject, and not the
commissioners, upon whom arguments had
often been brought to bear which they
had no right to listen to. He (Mr. Deakin)
would like to see a distinct lino of demarcation drawn between' the commissioners,
in their business character, and the Government, as political managers, answerable
to the country. However, in this Bill the
Minister had taken upon his own shoulders
the burden of making the railways pay, and
his argument from start to finish was that
this was the only object in view. The
new clause simply meant that the House
said to the commissioners, "Now we have
taken all real power away from you, we
are going to hold you responsible." He
would prefer to see the clause amended so
as to provide that, subject to the control
of the Minister, the commissioners should
make the railways pay. All that could
fairly be required of the commissioners was
to do t.heir best, the Minister having powerto compel them to adopt new proposals. If"
the clause meant tha,t the commissioners.
were to be directed to confine their att.ention to purely business considerations,
he would support it, but, as their hands.
wore to be tied, he thought it inconsistent to attach such a proposition to this.
Bill.
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Mr. RICHARDSON said that if the
House adopted the proposal now made it
must reject the Bill, which had already
been agreed to. He was astonished that
the Government should have adopted this
clause, especially after the struggle they
had made to obtain control over th(,') commISSIOners. It would be impossible to
give effect to such a general proposal.
(Mr. Shiels-" My own view was that the
responsibility should be cast :upon the
Minister.") A clause like this, reversing
the whole policy of the Bill, could not be
dealt with in one night. If this instruction were to be given to the commissioners,
the Minister's responsibility would be entirely taken away. r:rhe general opinion
was that the railways ought to be made to
pay.
Mr. SHIELS observed that it was, no
doubt, the general opinion that the railways should be made to pay, but his own
view was that it was impossible to carry
out a broad statement like that.
:Mr. RICHAH.DSON remarked that, that
night, the Minister of Railways submitted
a motion for the construction of two
or three short lines of railway, but he
did not know how much money would be
expended in their construction or that the
lines in question would pay. (Mr. Patter80n-" They are guaranteed.") Had they
. not had guarantees of new railways before 1
(Mr. Shiels-" No.") He could tell the
honorable gentleman of one rail way that
was guaranteed to pay, and that had paid
--the Daylesford line. (Mr. Shiels-"Who
guaranteed it 1") He did, in Parliament.
But guarantees that other lines would pay
had not been realized. How could the
Minister of Railways expect the commissioners to make the proposed coal lines pay
seeing that the data, as to the cost of their
{Jonstruction and the probable traffic and
revenue were mere guesswork 1 How could
either the Minister or the commissioners
know before a line was constructed how
much it was going to cost, and how
much traffic there would be on it 1 The
Government ought to come down to
the House with a policy, and not
ask the House to find them a policy.
Fr01;n the very commencement the Government appeared to have had in their minds
the idea that the railways must be made
to pay, but they had' not had the courage
of their convictions-they had not come
down to the House ''lith the statement
that they were determined that the railways must be made to pay; and when this
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motion was proposed the .Minister of Railways jumped at it rather than come down
with a policy which he knew it would be
impossible for him to carry out. The
Minister invited the House to make a
policy for the Government, but how did
the House know that the policy contained
in this clause could be carried out ~ He
would vote against the clause, because it
was impossible to carry it out, and because
it was for the Government and not the
House to frame the policy of t,he Rail way
department.. What was to become of Ministerial responsibility if the Government was
to be allowed to come down and ask the
House to prescribe a policy on every important question? (Mr. Shiels-Ie Has
Parliament never to prescr~be a policy?")
Parliament prescribed a policy when it
adopted a Government, and when that
Government announced its policy on which
the Ministry must stand or fall. (Mr.
Shiels-"'Parliament has frequently prescribed the lines of the Government policy,
and that is the true function of Parliament.") The honorable gentleman had got a
very peculiar idea of constitutional government, and it was no wonder that the House
had been launched on such a seaof troubles,
and no wonder that the Government did
not know where it was going to and where
it would land.
(Mr. Graves-" Has a
new railway to pay at first or eventually'l")
The Government were reversing the constitutional order of things, and instead of
the policy of the Railway department
coming from the Ministerial benches it
was going to come from the honorable
member for Melbourne who sat in opposition. (Mr. Shiels-" It is going to come
to us from Parliament.") It could not
come to the Government from Parliament.
(Mr. Shiels-" It ought to do.") If that
was the honorable gentleman's idea there
was no wonder that confusion and disagreement had arisen in the Cabinet, and
it would not surprise him if the country
were to find that there were fiye Cabinets
instead of two if that was the case. How
was the Minister going to make the railways pay 1 'Vas he going to say that
there must be a revenue from each line of
railway over and above what, was necessary to pay its working expenses and interest on the cost of its construction, or
was he going to say that the surplus from
the suburban lines was to be used to make
up the deficiency on the working of the
country lines 1 Were fares and freights
to be raised 1 If so, would not the traffic
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be reduced ~ rrhe number of passengers
.would certainly decrease if fares were raised,
, and the quantity of goods consigned by
rail would likewise diminish if higher
freights were imposed.
It was very
doubtful whether the Minister would im-'
prove the position of affairs in that way.
Such questions could only be dealt with
by railway experts, and if the Minister
was going to try to manage the railways
without consulting the experts, and, indeed, contrary to the experts' views of
management, he 'would assuredly make a
mistake. Was the Government going to
say that no railway should be constructed
in future unless it would pay working
expenses and interest on the borrowed
money expended in its construction ~ If
the Government was going to adopt that
course they would have no need to borrow
money for railway construction for many
years to come. It was impossible for such
a policy to be carried out, and yet the
Minister of Railways had expressed his
willingness to adopt this clause, embodying
that impracticable and impossible policy.
r:rhe Bill transferred certain responsibility
from the commissioners to the Minister,
but this clause would re-transfer the responsibility from the :Minister to the com-'
missioners.
Mr. ZOX said the clause was an extraordinary proposal, and the Minister's suggested amendment was also an extraordinary proposa1. "What advantage could
possibly accrue from adopting this clause
in either the one form or the other 1 He
failed to see the utility of the proposal.
The Hailways Commissioners were well
aware that one of their primary duties
was to endeavour to make the railways
pay, but as this Bill would take away the
entire responsibility from the commissioners, and place it on the shoulders of
the Minister, would it not be more consistent to make this clause declare that it
should be the duty of the Minister, not
the commissioners, to make the railways
pay? The commissioners could not raise
freights or fares, or do anything in the \yay
of altering the policy of the Railway department, without the sanction of the Governor
in Council, and the responsibility must'devolve on the Minister of Railways and his
colleagues in the Government. Some
honorable members were of opinion that
there was a greater chance of increasing
the :revenue of the Railway department by
-decreasing rates, and thus encouraging a
larger traffic, rather than by increasing
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rates, and thereby causing traffic to
be restricted, but while that principle
might work out very well in a country
where the railways were in the hands of
private companies, because a reduction of
rates on one railway might attract a certain
amount of traffic from another railway, it
would not operate in that \'lay in this
colony where all the railways were owned
by the State. There would still ~e the
same quantity of goods and merchandise
to carryon the rail ways, and no more,
and, therefore, how in the name of goodness could a reduction of freights increase
the revenue of the Railway department 1
Surely that was antagonistic to common
sense. He did not think there was any
honorable member who could possibly
agree with the honorable member for
Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) in believing
that a decrease of rates would lead to any
increase vf revonue. Surely the honorable
member had not giYen tho matter sufficient consideration. One honorable member stated that the suburban rates ought
to be raised, but did he not know that
until lately the suburban lines ,rero paying 10 per cent., and that at present they
were paying 8 per cent.1 'Vhore did that
profit go 1 It went to pay the loss on the
up-country lines. U ndor these circumstances, to raise tho suburban charges
would be most unfair. rrhen look. at the
Gippsland lines. 11 hey paid at present
only 1 or 1 ~ per cent., but no doubt in
the end they would pay very well indeed.
But how could they possibly be made to
pay at present 1 ·Was it not absurd to
say that the commissioners should make
the lines pay, no matter what the Ministor
of Hailways did? As for the clause, he
(Mr. Zox) would vote against it, because
he did not agree with its princ'iple.
To place such a thing in an Act of
Parliament would be simply laughable.
If the commissioners did not foel the
responsibility devolving upon them of
making the railways pay, why were they
not got rid of for once and all l' 'Vith
respect to differential rates, look at what,
if they were adopted, \.,.ould be tho pressnre brought to bear upon the Government
from different parts of tho country. How
could thoy possibly resist such pressure 1
Again, how could the commissioners be
called on to pay profit on the £5,000,000
that had been advanced to assist the
railways, seeing that the money was
practically dead 1 A very different principle was acted upon in the neighbouring
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colonies. Under all the circumstances, great economy might be made in reducing
he hoped that the clause would be with- the number of trains in certain districts.
drawn. One thing above all was abso- There was an item on the Estimates somelutely certain, namely, that if the railways time ago for an additional £10,000 for
were to be made to pay immediately, the gold-laced uniforms. The money might
resources of the country would never be very well be saved, for they had got on
very well in the past wjthout it. The·
developed.
Mr. 'rRENvVITH thought that the clause would be absolutely futile, and he
honorable member for Melbourne must would again urge the honorable member'
see from the discussion that had taken for Melbourne to withdraw it.
place that his proposal was not regarded
Mr. GRAYES remarked that he had
as embodying any improvement, and, in taken great interest in this Bill personally.
view of the differences of opinion that This clause would simply state that the
existed on the subject, surely it would be Railways Commissioners should do that
well to withdraw it. 'What would be the which it was intended they should do when
effect if tho clause were carried and in- they were appointed, that was, to make
serted in the Bill ~ 'Why, it declared that the railways pay, and the Railways Comresponsibility should rest where the Bill de- missioners said as m:llch themselves. In
clared all through that it ought not to rest. the extraordinary correspondence which
Besides, it would not be a distinct man- took place between the Railways Commis'date to the commissioners at all, because of sioners and the Minister of Railways, the
the use of the words" as nearly as may be." commissioners were informed that the GoIn that part of the elause there was an vernment and the country expected that
immense amount of elasticity. The Rail- the railways should be made to pay, and
. ways Commissioners might now say that the Minister took it upon himself to exthey were making the rail ways pay "as plain how they should be made to pay. Thenearly as may be," and if these words commissioners were of opinion that the
were left in the clause nothing could be railways would pay, but not immediately,.
done to secure any more successful manage- . and he would just read to honorable memment of the railways than they had at bers one or two paragraphs from the corprescnt. He must take exception to the respondence bearing upon this point. On
remark of the honorable member for Mel- page 20, the Railways Commissioners
bourne East (Mr. Zox) that the honorable saidmember for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson)
" 'Ve are not aware that the only object in
had in this instance been in error, but handing over the railways to a board of comthat usually he took a common-sense view missioners was that the railways should be made
of things. He (Mr; '1'renwith) differed to pay. It was no doubt one of the objects,
but we believe that there were many other conwith the honorable member on both these siderations. "
points. rrhe honorable member for Castlemaine had not been fairly dealt with, and On page 9 the Railways Commissioners.
he felt bound to take his part, and to say further stated"It must follow, as a matter of course, that·
that the principles he had given expression to were reasonable and legitimate. if a railway system is rapidly extended, the
traffic cannot grow proportionately; that the
'1'here might be cases in which by a expenses
of working undeveloped lines are out
reduction of rates an increased revenue of all proportion to the revenue arising from
could be obtained, and there might also them; and that the percentage rate of working
be cases in which by excessive rates expenses consequently increases.
"This condition of things is; however, only
the farmers would be crushed off the
temporary, as year by year the traffic improves,
land. There were a hundred ways in which the fixed charges for working the new railways.
economy might be practised without any will not increase, and the consequence is a reinterference with efficiency. The other turn to a lower rate of working charges, and,
evening he travelled to Brighton. He therefore, a larger net result to meet interest.
"On the other hand, the country, by the
started from Melbourne some hours before
railways being brought nearer to the producing
dark, and yet the carriages were fully localities, effects an immediate saving in haulage
lighted up, the kerosene laml?s competing of traffic for long distances on public roads, and
with the sun outs idA. If that was done a consequent reduced cost for maintenance of
to any great extent, several thousand such public roads, both considerable items,
representing a much larger sum than the railpounds might be saved in kerosene alone. way deficit.
Then tra,ins might be frequently seen
,. It is simply a matter of opinion whether'
without anybody in them, and a Tery accommodation afforded to railway travellers.
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13hould be absolutely limited to present immediate requirements, or be reasonably ahead
·of them, to encourage the development of traffic.
'Ve lean to the side of the latter course, and we
care firmly of opinion that, from a na.tional and
public aspect, even at the expense of a temporary loss, a liberal policy is the best.
"It has been demonstrated on railways in all
parts of the world, that a liberal treatment of
the public in matters of accommodation has a
quicker and more permanent response than
would result from a more limited policy; and,
if the Victorian railways were private property
under our direction, we should in this respect
'pursue our past and present policy.
" 'Ve therefore reiterate, what has been previously written and advanced in discussion, that
any deficit in the amount available to meet
interest is a consequence entirely of the rapid
development of the Victorian railway system
required by the country and sanctioned by Parliament; and that whilst this is so, we may add,
there need be no cause for alarm as to the
soundness of the investment, a.lthough the
.annual deficiency may for the moment be inconvenient. "

That,was the policy of the Railways Commissioners, and if an abstract. direction
were put into this Bill it would only cause
confusion. In fact, if the clause was
passed, all the work that had been done
during the last three weeks ,yould be useless, because it would knock the Bill into
"a cocked hat."
Mr. DERHAM said that it was not
desirable to place in any Act of Parliament
.an abstract resolution of this kind. The
proper course for Parliament to adopt
would be to declare once a vear what it
wished the Railways Commis~ioners to do
in that particular year. At one time the
farmers might be getting high prices for
their produce and could afford to pay high
rates, and at another time they might be
suffering great misfortune and might not
be able to pay high rates. Parliament
might in the latter case be disposed to
-come to their rescue.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that it would be
very unwise for the House to take a
division on this clause. If the division
were in favour of the clause, it would be
·difficult to carry it out, and no good result
would be accomplished by it, whereas, if
the clause were negatived it would appear
to the public outside as if the House were
-careless as to whether the rail ways were
made to payor not. He would, therefore,
j'Oin with the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) in asking the honorable member for Melbourne to withdraw
the clause. There were a great many
points which might be considered in eonnexion with this matter. It had been
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asked why the public travelling on the suburban railways should have to pay higher
rates when those lines were now paying from 7 to 8 per cent. There were
country lines that were now paying
as high a percentage as that, and the
people using the . country lines might
claim the same consideration that was
given to the people using the suburban
lines. Then would arise the question of
differential rates. If charges were to be
made according to the character of the
country through which the lines passed,
lines would not be constructed in Gippsland at all. The clause should therefore
be withdrawn.
The discussion would
serve a good purpose, but such a question
should not be dealt with at that late hour
of the evening, as so many important considerations were raised in connexion with
it. Cereals could now be landed in this
colony from New Zealand for 13s. a ton,
which was about the same rate as was
charged on the Victorian Railways for a
distance of 150 miles. ~'hercfore, if the
rates were raised, the farmers of the country would be placed at a disadvantage
in competing with the importers of New
Zealand grain.
The clause was negatived.
The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
The House adjourned at twenty-eight
minutes past midnight.

LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL.

TITednesday, Decembe?' 2, 1891.
Companies Act Amendment Bill (No.2)-Railways Act
Amendment Bill-Licensing Arbitrations Bill-Councils of Conciliation Bill-Melbourne and Williamstown
Tramway Bill-Local Government Act Amendment
Bill.

The PRESIDE~T took the chair at sixteen minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL (No.2).
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 12, providing that a transfer
of shares might be registered on the
application of the t.ransferor,
rrhe Hon. A. 'VYNN E stated that he.
had intended withdrawing this Bill until
next session, but a large number of commqrcial men had suggested to him that
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he should endeavour to get the parts of
the Bill which were taken from the English Act passed, and he proposed to do
that, and to abandon the remaining
clauses. At the same time, he felt, that
the clauses which he proposed to strike
out would have been of great value, and
especially the clause which gave security to
depositors. He felt sure that the rush which
had recently taken place in connexion with
certain building societies would not haye
occurred if the provisions he had inserted
in this Bill had been la,v, as the depositors
would then haye felt that they were perfectly safe. The clause before the committee was taken from the English Act.
Persons frequently transferred shares, and
twelve months afterwards found that the
transferee had lleyer accepted the transfer.
This clause would enable a transfer of
shares to be registered on the application
of the transferor.
On clause 13, providing that a certificate
of, the incorporation of any company or
alteration in its name or constitution given
by the Registrar·General or Assistant Registrar~General, or any copy of or extract
from any of the documents registered at
the office of the Registrar-General, if certified to be a true copy, should be received
as evidence in all legal proceedings,
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE said that in the
present Companies Act no provision was
made that a certificate of incorporation of
a company should be evidence in court,
and if a company had yaried or chauged
its name, or altered its constitution, everything had '~o be proved in court. ,This
clause was to meet that difficulty.
Clause 14 was struck out.
On clause 15, providing that a company
whose objects comprised the transaction
of business outside the colony, might, if
authorized to do so by its regulations,
keep a foreign register,
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE said that the
object of this clause was to allow any
company registered in Victoria to have a
register in any other colony or country in
which it had shareholders, and the subse-,
quent clauses provided that the register
should be kept in accordance with the law
of this colony.
These and the following
clauses relating to the same subject were
taken from the English Act, with the
substitution for "colonial register" of
." foreign register."
On clause 20, which was as follows :" The company may discontinue to keep any
foreign register,and thereupon all entries in that
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register shall be transferred to some other
foreign register kept by the company in the
same colony, or to the register of memo
bers kept at the registered office of the com-

pany,"

The Hon. A. 'WYNNE moved tho insertion, after the word "same" (line 5), of
the words" country or."
'rhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that a
company might not have any other foreign
register, and, therefore, it would be
impossible to give effect to this clause.
'fhe Hon. A. 'WYNN E stated that if
there were two foreign registers, the
entries could be transferred from one to
the other, and if there was no other foreign
register, then the entries would have to
be tran'sferred to the register of members
kept at the registered office of the com~
pany.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 21, empowering a company
to alter its form of constitution,
The Hon. A. WYNNE said he had inserted an amendment on the English Act,
enabling a company to reduce its capital.
Under the English Act a company could
reduce its capital on doing certain acts.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 29 was postponed.
On ciause 30, providing that where the
amount of the capital of a company paid
up exceeded £50,000, a petition to wind up
the company should be presented to the
Supreme Court,
The Hon. A. WYNNE stated that in
the conesponding clause of the English
Act the capital of the company to be
wound up was fixed at £10,000. As in
this colo~y there wero very few companies
with so small a capital as that, he had
altered the amount to £50,000.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
thought that £50,000 was too large a
sum, while £10,000 was too small a sum.
He moved that the amount be £25,000.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 44, providing that no liquidator of a company which was being
wound up by order of the court should
pay any sums received by him as liquidator
into his private banking account,
The Hon. "V. A. ZEAL suggested that
it would be· better to make provision for
payment of the money into some other
bank .
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
omission of the words "by order of the
court."
'fhe amendment was agreed to.
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On clause 49, which was as follows:" \Vhenever the cash balance standing to the
credit of any company in liquidation is in excess
of the amount which, in the opinion of the
court, is required for the time being to answer
demands in respect of company's estate, the
court may direct the liquidator to invest the
said SUlllS or any part thereof in Government
securities, or place the same on deposit at
interest with any bank,"
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On clause 10, prohibiting any company
having the word "bank" or "banking"
as part of its name or designation from
purchasing freehold or leasehold estate
except for offices or business premises,
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE said he would
agree to this clause being .negatived.
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL expressed tho
hope that the Minister of J ustioe was
satisfied that the Council was doing right
in allowing the Bill to go through in this
fashion. (Mr. FitzGerald-" It is taking
a great responsibility.") Yes, they were
running a great deal of risk.
The clause was negatived.
On clause 29, which was as follows : -

The Hon. A. 'VYNNE said he had himself added to this clause the concluding
words, "or place the same on deposit at
interest with any bank."
The Hon. rr. DO'YLING remarked that
" any bank" was too loose a term to use.
He thought the bank ought to be specified.
rrhe Hon. A. 'VYNNE observed that
" The courts having jurisdiction to wind up
the money could only be placed on deposit companies shall be the Supreme Court, the
by consent of the court, and that, as the Court of Insolyency, and Court of Mines,"
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD asked if
name of the bank would have to be given
to the court, that would be a sufficient . there was any special reason for giving
protection for the creditors and share- the Court of Insolvency and Court of
Mines jurisdiction to wind up companies ~
holders.
The Hon. T. DO'WLING moved the
The Hon. A. 'VYNNE said that the
omission of the words "or place the same proces~ of winding up companies would be
less than one-fourth as expensive in the
on deposit at interest with any bank."
Court of Insolvency or tho Court of
The' amendment "'as agreed to.
On Part IV., empowering the Registrar- Mines as in the Supreme Court, where
General to strike the name of any defunct the fees and charges were on a higher
company off the register,
scale.
The Hon. N. FI1'ZGERALD remarked
The Hon. A. 'VYNNE stated that clauses
62 to 67, Part IV., were taken from the that he desired to know in what respect
English Act.
this clause differed from the present law 1
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL asked why it He did not want the committeo to take a
was provided th~t the liabilities (if any) leap in the dark, or to enable anyone
of every director, managing officer, and creditor to force a company into tho Insolmember of a defunct company should con- yency Court. Honorable members ought
tinue or might be enforced as if the com- to be satisfied as to the extent and prudence of the departure from the present
pany had not been dissolved 1
1'he Hon. A. 'WYNNE said that if law that was proposed in this clause. As
directors of a company had done anything it stood, the clause appeared to him to bo
wrong they would still be liable, and share- a provision of grave import.
holders would have a remedy against them,
1'he Hon. J. M. DAVIES st:1ted that at
after the company had cea~ed operations .. the present time mining companies were
The Hon. 'V. H. ROBERTS expressed wound up in the Court of Mines, and all
the opinion that there ,vould be no more other companies in tho Supreme Court.
directors after this Bill passed.
This Bill proposed to enable companies
On Part V., clauses 61:) to 70 inclusive, with a paid-up capital not exceeding
providing penalties for non-performance of £25,000 to be wound up by the Court of
certain provisions of the measure and. for Insolvency. All compallies with a larger
certain offences,
paid-up capital, not mining companies,
The Hon. A. 'YYNNE stated that, as would still continue to be wound up in the
Part 1. had been withdrawn, Part V. was Supreme Court. The object of this provino longer necessary, and he, therefore, sion was that small companies should not
begged to move its omission from the be saddled with tre heavy expenses conseBill.
quent on winding up in the Supreme
The motion was agreed to, and Part V. Court, but whether it would accomplish
was struck out.
that obj~ct he could not say. (Mr. Zeal
The postponed clauses were then taken _ I e vVhy not leave tho jurisdiction to tho
into consideration.
County Court 1") That would be the·
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'better course, because the judges were
the same.- PersonaJly, he would prefer
"County Court" to "Insolvency Court"
in this clause.
'rhe Hon. W. H. ROBERTS expressed
the opinion that it would be necessary to
provide machinery for carrying out the
-clause. If it would lessen the expense _of
winding up companies he would support it.
'rhe Hon. A. WYNNE said it was a
-question as to the best and cheapest way
of winding up companies. In England
-companies were woupd up in the Bankruptcy Court, precisely on the lines contained in this Bill, but the same court
in this colony was called the Insolvency
Court. All the Insolvency Court ji.ldges
'Were judges of the Court of Mines and
County Courts, and they had experience
-and knowledge of questions of this kind.
It was advisable for this colony to adopt
the English legislation for cheaply and_
quickly winding up companies.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOT'r proposed the
following clause :"Any association or institution now or hereafter under the operation of section 181 of the
Companies Act 1890 may, if authorized by its
memorandum or articles of association, or if not
so authorized may, with the sanction of a general
meeting called for the purpose, establish and
maintain billiard-tables, chess, draughts, and
other la.wful games for its members."

He stated that certain mechanics' institutes incorporated under section 181 of
the Companies Act were. prevented from
engaging in the games mentioned in the
.clause, although kindred institutes were
-able to indulge in them, and he knew of
.several institutions that would take advantage of this clause if it became law.
Sir F. 'r. SAHGOOD observed that the
clause was some"\vhat foreign to the object
,of this Bill, which was really a copy of
the English legislation with regard to companies. 'rhat was the only objection he
had to the clause.
The Hon. J. BELL expressed the opinion
that the clause was a good one, and might
very properly be adopted.
The clause was agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. A. 'WYNNE,
schedules 2 and 3 were struck out.
Oil the 4th schedule, providing, inter
alia, that"A creditor or a contributory may appoint
the official receiver to act in ma.nner prescribed
as his general or special proxy,"

'rhe Hon. A. -WYNNE moved the substitution of "assignee" for" receIver."
The amendment was agreed to.

Arnendment Bill (No.2).

The Hon. S. "VV. COOKE remarked that
in more than one instance references to
the English Act, and in several cases
marginal notes, had been omitted from the
Bill.
'1'he Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
the English Act was only referred to where
the clause was ari exact copy of the
English section. Where it was not an
exact copy, the word "See" would be
inserted before the section. The Bill was then reported with amendments.
On the motion of the Hon. J. BELL, the
Bill was recommitted for the further consideration of clause 12, which was as follows:" A company shall on the application of the
transferor of any share or interest in the company enter in its register of members the name
of the transferee of such share or interest in
the same manner and subject to the same conditions as if the application for such entry were
made by the transferee."

The Hon. J. BELL moved the insertion,
after the word "shall" (line 1), of the
following words:"where there is no power contained in its
articles of association for the board of directors
to refuse to transfer any of its shares."

He stated that, as the clause stood, it
would be possible for a great deal of
dummyis~ to take place, for a transferor
would only have to get a dummy to take
the shares and the registrar would be
bound to accept the transfer.
rrhe Hon. "VV. A. ZEAL thought that
- "may" would be preferable to "shall."
The Hon. J. M. PHATT suggested the
introduction into the amendment of the
words "subject to the articles of association."
The Hon. 'V. H. HOBEHTS thought
the clause should remain as it stood,
because directors would practically have
the power of refusing to transfer. Besides,
the amendment was undesirable in other
ways. A man might ·want to transfer to
his wife, and it would be unpleasant to
directors to have to give reasons for refusing such a transfer. If the articles of
association did not empower a particular
set of directors to act in the matter they
might be altered to meet the case.
The Hon. J. M. PHATT remarked that
a large land company had recently to
call a special meeting of its members in
order to make a stand against dummyism.
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE considered that
there was no sufficient reason for adopting
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the ammldment. If an intending transferee applied to have shares transferred
to him the directors could refuse to
transfer for any reason that might occur
to them, provided they had authority
under their articles of association. The
whole subject had been well thought out
in England, and the clause was worded
exactly. the same as the corresponding
clause in the English Act. At the same
time, he was willing to substitute the
word" may" for the word" shall."
The Hon. D. HAM observed that, unless
something was done to prevent it, shares
in any company might be obtained by 'the
representative of a rival company, which
would possibly make matters very dis.agreeable.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES thought .that
the amendment might be carried in a
form that would enable the directors of a
company to act as desired if they chose.
He suggested that the amendment should
include the words" if they think fit."
The Hon J. BELL said he would a0cept
the suggestion.
The amendment, amended accordingly,
was agreed to, and the clause was adopted.
The B.iU \\'as then reported with further
.amendments.
HAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was 'received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first time.
LICENSING ARBITRATIONS BILL.
The Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. C. J. HAM, was read a first time.
COUNCILS OF CONCILIATION BILL.
The House went into committee for
the further considerat.ion of this Bill.
. Debate (adjourned from 'fhursday,
November 26) was resumed on clause 1,
setting forth the short title of the Bill.
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD stated that he
understood that since this Bill was last
under consideration some agreement had
been come to between the two parties
interested. (Mr. FitzGerald-" W"hat two
parties 1") Of course the public might be
regarded as a third party, but he alluded
to the committee of the Chamber of Commerce as representing the employers, and
the committee of. the rfrades Hall as representing the employes, which had been
appointed to deal with this question. If
what he stated was the case, of course it
Session 1891. -[I88J
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was very desirable that the result of the
agreement should be made known before
anything further was done \\lith the Bill.
He might mention that last night Mr.
Grimwade, a member of the Chamber of
Commerce committee, handed him the
paper he held in his hand.
rfhe Hon. N. FrrZGEHALD said he
would like to know on behalf of which
party, Sir Frederick Sargood's statement
was made~
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked that
this Bill came from the Legislative
Assembly, and he, for one, was no party
to anything else. As far as he knew, the
suggestions of the Chamber of Commerce
and Trades Hall were identical with what
was in the Bill. (Mr. Service-"'No, no;
the two are as diverse as night from day;
Mr. Melville has not seen the agreement.")
He had spoken from a statement made to
him by the president of the rrrades Hall.
He understood from that source that there
were only two points of difference between
the committees--one relating to the registration crf all trades unions, and the
other to the question of arbitration. If
necessary, amendments could be made in
the Bill on the report to meet the case.
For himself, he was in the hands of honorable members, and all he could say was,
that if the Bill was not all that was
desired, let it be amended. On the other
hand, if it contained something that would
be of good, let it be passed.
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD suggested that,
before anything else was done, the document he referred to' should be printed
and circulated. He understood that it
emanated from the joint committees of
the Chamber of Commerce and the Trades
Hall.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
he did not think the'document mentioned
by Sir Frederick Sargood should be used .
'l~he Hon. VV. A. ZEAL thought the
best plan would be to postpone the further
consideration of the Bill until the following
Vvednesday, when the result of the negotiations that had been going on could be made
known. Mter all, passing the Bill as it
stood would do no harm, and it might do
good. Of course, it was ,possible that the
suggestions that had been made by the
two committees might lead to something .
more practical being done.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that if the
Bill was passed through committee 11 ow,
he would consent t.o its recommittal on the
following 'Vednesday. If anyone had an
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'amendment to propose in connexion with
the Bill, why was It not brought forward1
The Hon. 'tV: McOULLOOH thought
that the suggestion of Mr. Zeal should be
adopted. If the agreement entered into
between the two committees could be
brought before the House, a very important
result might possibly be achieved.
The Hon. J. SEHVICE said that if it
was the case that the document Sir. Frederick Sargood alluded to had been authoritatively handed to him, he (Mr. Service)
would have no objection to its being used.
When he expressed the opinion that it
ought not to be used, he understood that
the document was one which had only
been shown privately. He, however, knew
something of the negotiations that had
been going on, and he thought he was
correct in .saying that the result of the
deliberations of the two committees
had not yet be811 approved by the
Chamber of Commerce, and had not been
seen by the Employers' Union at all.
Only that day, he believed, a request
was made. by the council of the Chamber
of Commerce to the Employers' Union
asking them to set apart a time for the
consideration of the agreement arrived at.
Well, under the circumstances, it would
be at least a week before any conclusion
could be come to by the Employers' Union,
and he did not think it worth while attempting, at all events at the present stage,
to insert any of the points of the agreement
in the Bill. Moreover, it seemed to him that
the principles on which the arrangement
had been arrived at were absolutely opposite to the main principle of the Bill. '1'he
main principle of the Bill was no compulsion, but the principle of the arrangement entered into (if he could speak
without a violation of confidence) embraced
compulsion in a most decided form. So
that the two thiugs were absolutely incompatible. 'What he objected to in the Bill
was that it gave no power to do anything
that could not be dOlle without it. (Mr.
Zeal-" Thon there can be no harm in
passing it.") But honorable members
were not there to do things that would
merely do no harm. He thought there
ought to be some understanding on the
matter between employe~'s and employed.
'1'herefore, to deal with the Bill while the
negotiations that had been mentioned were
actually going on would surely be to do
something utterly useless.
The Hon. J. BELL said he believed that
if the honorable member who introduced
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the Bill in another place had kno'wn at the·
time of the negotiations going on, he would
not have persisted in carrying the measure.
He (Mr. Bell) thought Mr. Melville would
be doing a proper thing if he allowed
pi'ogress to be reported.
rrhe Hon. J. A. WALLACE said a
member of the Chamber of COlnmerce had
stated to him that the joint Chamber of
Commerce and Trades Hall committees had
come to an understanding, but he was told
at the same time that nothing had hitherto
been laid before the Employers' Union.
Under thelSe circumstances, surely the best
plan would be to postpone the whole thing.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked that
he had already consented to two postponements. Besides, he could clearly see that
no arrangement emanating from the joint
committee would probably be adopted by
the Legislative Council without, at all
events, very considerable delay. He did
not believe that the plan :under which the
decision ofa court of conciliation would be
be made a rule of court would be readily
adopted by honorable members. On the·
other hand, the Bill, as it stood, provided
machinery which had been fqr some time
in operation in England, and had actually
been the means of settling an immense·
number of disputes. At present he was
determined to take a vote of the House on
the question.
The Hon. S. VV. COOKE said that he
would suggest to the honorable member in
charge of the Bill, that he should postpone
it for another week, possibly with a view
to its not being further dealt with this
session. It was most undesirable that
Parliament should place on the statutebook a Bill that would be utterly useless.
1'his measure was a transcript of an English Act, and he was surprised to hear Mr.
Melville say that it had been successful in
England. (Mr. Melville-"Many disputes.
have been settled at Newcastle.") Yes,
under voluntary boards of conciliation,
but not uncleI' the Act to which he referred,
and which had been in force in England
for upwards of twenty years. That Act had
been almost a total failure. Honorable
members should not pass a Bill of this
kind in the face of the possibility of an
understanding being arrived at between
the Employers' Union and the Trades
Hall. It was also probable that legislation on the subject would be adopted in
New South Wales and South Australia,
and from this and th.e appointment of the
lab<:mr commission in England some better
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·scheme might be evolved than was proposed postpone it, on the ground that the Chamin this Bill. They should not pass a Bill ber of Commerce and the 1'rades Hall
simply in order to register the good wish were holding a copference at which an
of Parliament, and it was advisable that no understanding might be arrived at as to the
further time should be wasted in the form which any legislation of this kind
should take. Mr. Mel ville, had, however,
discussion of this matter.
'fhe Hon. vV. A. ZEAL remarked that nq knmvledge of this conference, and why
there was a great deal in what Mr. Cooke therefore should he be asked to throw up
had said, but he would ask the honorable the Bill ~ (Mr. Service-" He was inmember how any practical result could be formed of it.") The honorable member
obtained unless an attempt were made to should go on with' the Bill, because
deal with the question ~ Mr. Service had it provided machinery which would enled honorable members to infer that in no able t·wo conflicting parties to come tocountry in the world was there a measure gether in order to settle any dispute. The
in force similar to this, but now it was men through whose agency strikes were
stated by Mr. Cooke that a similar Act brought about would often be glad if there
had been in force in England for the past were some means available by which they
twenty years. (Mr. Cooke-"It has been of could get out of the difficulty.
The Hon. D. HAM stated that he hoped
no usc.") The committee had no knowledge
on that subject. In all probability the that Mr. Melville would not abandon the
greater part of the Bill would be in- Bill. The Bill might be inoperative, but
operative, but it might, nevertheless, form any shelter in a storm was better than
the framework of a subsequent measure none. During the late strike Mr. Service
which would be of the greatest value. If showed by the letters he wrote that he was
honorable members were disposed to drop in favour of conciliation. This Bill had
the Bill, then the most honest way to been passed by the other Chamber, and
do that was to move that the Chairman he trusted that the Council would pass it
leave the chair. The Bill would have a also, as otherwise it might be said that
great moml effect, because if the parties they were opposed to the labour party. It
to a dispute were willing to place them- had been rightly stated by Mr.. Zeal that
selves under its jurisdiction, it would pro- the Bill might be the prelude to somevide the necessary machinery. (Mr. Dow- thing better. When a strike took place,
ling-" They' can do the same thing now.") both parties were heated and feeling ran
Yes, but the machinery was provided by high, and if there was machinery available
the Bill, and that would be an advan- for the settlement of the dispute it would
tage. If there was any real possibility often be gladly taken ad vantage of.
of a settlement being arrived at between
The Hon. 'V. McCULLOCH moved that
the Employers' .union and the labour progress be reported. The Bill would be
party in time to enable the Bill to be of no yalue whatever, and it was really not
dealt with this session, then he might be worth the paper it was printed on. If it
disposed to ad vise Mr. Melville to post- was postponed for the present, and the
pone it for a week. Otherwise, he thought Chamber of Commerce and the Trades Hatll
came to some agreement, then it might be
it should be dealt with at once.
1'he Hon. 'Y. H. ROBERTS observed possible to introduce amendments in the
that although the Bill. could not be en- Bill which would make it useful.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
forced, it would enable the parties to a dispute to come to an understanding, and to. there was not the slightest chance of any
submit the dispute to conciliation under' agreement being arrived at between the
the machinery provided in the Bill. He. Employers' Union and the Trades Hall in
was in favour of the Bill, because it might time to enable the Bill to be amended this
lead to something better hereafter; but session.
he admitted that not one section of it
The Hon. 'V. H. ROBERTS stated that
could be enforced unless both parties to in the Companies Act it was provided that
unless the shareholders of any company
a dispute were agreed.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT said that the agreed by a majority, the company could
committee were asking Mr. Melville to not be liquidated, and this Bill was a variaadopt an extraordinary course. The Bill tion of the same principle. It was, therehad been passed by the Assembly, and it fore, not right to say that it would be
had been intrusted to the charge of Mr. entirely useless. (Mr. Cooke-" All this
Melville. Mr. Melville was now asked to can be done without the Bill.") He
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admitted that, but the Bill provided the finishing touches were given to an agreen~cessary machinery and would be a means
ment between the Trades Hall on the one
of facilitating the settlement of disputes.
hand and the intermediary committee
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR remarked appointed by the Chamber ~f Commerce
that the Bill was very ineffective, but on the other, but that agreement would
honorable members ought to show that have to be submitted to the Employers'
they were desirous of promoting the settle- Union, and the Employers' Union would
ment of trade disputes by conciliation, and not meet until Tuesday next. Therefore
of providing some legislation that would there was not the slightest chance of any
be satisfactory to all parties concerned. conclusion being come to ,between the
There was no doubt'that legislation would Employers' Union and the Trades Hall in
eventually be devised to prevent disastrous time to enable amendments to be made in
strikes, and to compel the persons who this Bill this session. He might say that
entered into strikes to fight out their dis- the principle contained in the agreement
putes among themselves, so that the injury was directly antagonistic to the principle
done should not be extended to other contained in this Bill. The one was comclasses of the community. This Bill would pulsory; and the other was-well, nothing.
'rhe Hon. 'V. McCULLOCH stated that
be a step in that direction.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that the he would withdraw his proposition that
Bill was a transcript of an English Act. progress be reported.
(Mr. Service-" That has not been proved.")
The motion that progress be reported
He was assuming that it was, and the Bill was. withdrawn accordingly.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said that
might be passed through committee on the
understanding that if any arrangement was it was surely not worth while to place a
arrived at between the Employers' Union measure on the statute-book of which all
and the r:rrades Hall, before Wednesday that could be said was that it would be
next, which was of a practicable nature, harmless. Honorable members were sent
the Bill should be recommitted for amend- there for the purpose of doing practical
good, and if this Bill were postponed for a
ment.'
The Hon. T. DOWLING stated that he week it might be found to' be possible to
protested against theBill,and thathe would frame clauses which would make it of real
not be a party to any such legislation.
value. He was anxious that legislation
The Hon. S. W. COOKE remarked that should be passed which "Tould provide
the principle of the Bill was taken from means for the settlement of trade disputes
an English Act, but that Act was an ad- , by conciliationj but this Bill would not be
mitted failure. If it had not been a failure, compulsory, and it was not worth the
there would have been some reason for paper upon which it was printed. If there
proposing its adoption here, but, as it had was any prospect of an agreement being
been a failure, it would be utterly absurd arrived at between the Trades Hall and
for the Parliament of Victoria to legislate the Employers' Union it would be a great
on the same lines.
pity to block the way to further legislation
. The Hon. J. A. WALLACE stated that by passing a Bill of this kind.
the Bill would have one advantage. If
. The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that hOllone party was willing to submit a ques- arable members appeared to be favorable
tion in dispute to a board of conciliation to the Bill, and. he would not offer any
and the other party refused to do so opposition to it. He would only say that
public feeling would be against that other he would not take any responsibility in
party. So far the Bill would be useful, connexion with it.
but he could not see that any further
The clause was agreed to.
advantage would be derived from it.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said that reported withoutamendlllent.
from a paper which he held in his hand,
and which had been presented to him by MELBOURNE AND 'VILLIAMSTO'YN
rrRAMW AY BILL.
representatives of the Chamber of ComThe House went into committee for the
merce, it appeared that an understanding
. had been arrived at between the Chamber further consideration of this Bill.
of Commerce and the Trades Hall on
On clause 3,
.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD suggested that the
various points.
Tile Hon. J. SERVICE asked to be clauses in the Bill which were taken from
aU0wecl to explain. Only last night the the original Tramways Act, and which he
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had himself compared with the Act, should
be dealt with in globo.
On clause 19, containing _provisions relating to gas and water companies, and
including, inter alia, the following subsection : " TJle company shall not in any way interfere
with, affect, obstruct, or impair the free navigation of the river Yarra Yarra by the construction or maintenance of the subway beneath
the said river, and the same shall be constructed
at such a depth below the bed of the said river
as to the Harbor Trust Commissioners may
seem sufficient, and the same shall not be commenced until the Harbor Trust Commissioners
shall have certified in writing that the plans and
levels proposed by the company are sufficient for
the due preservation of the bed of the said river,
such certificate to be given by the Harbor Trust
Commissioners within one month after the plans
and levels of the said subway have been laid
before them; and should the Harbor Trust
Commissioners fail or refuse to give such certificate, or fail or refuse to specify within the
said month what reasonable alterations or
amendments they deem desirable in the said
plans or levels, the company shall be and is
hereby authorized to construct the said subway
upon the plans and levels deposited by them in
the office of the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly without any further or other consent of
the said Harbor Trust Commissioners,"

The Hon. VV. H. ROBERTS stated that
this sub-section had been framed to meet
the peculiar circumstances of the case.
It differed largely from the corresponding
provisions of the Tramway Act, because
the Austral-Anglo Company would have to
put a tunnel under the Yana. Nothing
would be done, however, to interfere with
the navigation of the river. Should the
navigation be obstructed by the company's
tunnel in any way they would be liable
for damage.
Sir F. 1'. SARGOOD drew attention to
the concluding provision of the sub-section,
and asked whether it would not give too
much power to the company ~
The Hon. Vi. H. ROBEH.TS mentioned
that, as a matter of fact, the Harbor Trust
Commissioners had had the company's
plans submitted to them, and had approved of them. rrhey were satisfied that
there would be no improper interference.
Discussion took place on clause 27,
which was as follows:"Upon the expiration of the full term of 60
years hereby granted to the said company
the tramways, subway, and works, with all
lands, buildings, plant, and rolling stock authorized by this Act to be constructed or acquired, shall revert to and become the property
of the several municipalities within which the
same are situate, and the said municipalities
shall thereupon become seised of the said tramways and works as tenants in common, the share
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of each such municipality therein in the proportion of the mileage of the tramway within the
limits of each such municipality to the whole
mileage of the said tramway."

The lIon. J. SERVICE called attention
to "60" (line 1), and remarked that the
period would be an enormous one. He
thought that "40" should be substituted,
otherwise why not make the period 100
years at once 1
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS stated that
there was good reason for making the
period 60 years. In the first place the
municipalities would have the right to
purchase at any time on an ordinary
valuation. If they did not purchase at
the end of 30 years the company would
have the right of going in for 30 years
longer, but during that period the
property might be bought by the municipalities without paying anything for the
good-will. If it was wise to give the Melbourne Tramway Company, whose trams
ran through the crowded streets of the
metropolis, a term of 40 years, surely 60
years was not too long for a company
whose line would run for miles through
Goveminent land, on which not a single
house was at present erected. Of course
with the tramway running through that
land its value would be improved, and the
entire commtmity would reap the profit.
He might mention that the whole matter
had been thoroughly thrashed out by the
select committee.
The- Hon. J. A. WALLACE thought
that if the Government had agreed to the
Bill, it might as well be passed in globo
without further delay.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
what he was afraid of was that if the
term of 60 years was allowed, a very bad
precedent would be set. It would be
hardly right to do away with the privileges and powers of the public in the
matter, and also to grant a most extensive
monopoly for such a very long period.
"\Vhy was not this company to be treated
as the Melbourne Tramway Company were
treated 1 If there was any giving- way
now, the time would soon come when the
other tramway companies would claim a
similar privilege. Bes~des, passing this
clause would tie the hands of future Parliaments.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
no parallel could be drawn between the
case of this company and that of the Melbourne Tramway Company. For instance,
the latter had to borrow its capital through
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the Tramway Trust, on very cheap and
easy terms, while the present company
would have to put its own money into the
concern. Besides, what comparison was
there between such a tramway line, as, say,
the line to Brunswick, and a line such as
that now proposed, which would run for
miles through waste Government land, and
afterwards have -to be carried under the
Yarra ~ If the company were prepared to
take the risk on the present terms, the
best plan would be to let them do so.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD thought that it
should be borne in mind that although
the Government land through which this
tramway company would run was now
lying waste, it would soon become densely
populated. Upon the ,whole, 60 years was
mther too long a term. Still, the company ought to have a longer, term than
that of the original tramway company.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH expressed
the opinion that it would be at least ten
years before the route of the proposed
tramway would be built upon.,
The Hon. "V. H. ROBERTS stated that,
of course, if the company were not to be
allowed a sufficient time to recoup themselves, they would not go into the speculation. He might mention that some time
ago, Mr. 'rhwaites, the well-known engineer, sent in a long report to the Government, showing that such a tunnel under t.he
Yarra was absolutely necessary for military
purposes. Seeing that that tunnel would
cost from £70,000 to £100,000, 60 years
would be not too long a period for the
company to turn themselves round in. As
a matter of fact, the company would have
to spend some £212,000 before they could
get a farthing in return.
The Hon. ,J. SERVICE asked if there'
was any provision in the Bill for allowing
an adjustment of fares and rates at certain periods ~
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS stated that
reasonable provision on the subject had
been duly made.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE moved an
amendment, reducing the term of 60 years
to 40 years.
The Hon. S. W: COOKE stated that,
in view of the fact that the company
might at any time be bought out at six
months' notice, 60 years did not seem too
long a period for the purpose in view.
':[1he amendment was negatived.
On clause 40, which was las follows:"The company may use, or, upon such terms
as they shall think fit, allow to be used, any of
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their carriages, cars, or other conveyances for
the purpose of publishing notifications or advertisements upon the inside thereof, any statute
or by-law to the contrary notwithstanding,"

Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the addi·
tion to the clause of the following : " Provided always that no placard or advertisement shall be placed outside of such carriage,
car, or other conveyance."

The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 54, providing that"The ~ompany shall not for a period of
seven years from the passing of this Act be
liable to pay any municipal rate in respect of
any of its property within any municipality,"

Sir F. T. SARGOOD asked why this
company was to be exempt from municipal rates for a period of seycn years,
seeing that the period in the Act 1195 was
five years 1
The Hon. "V. H. ROBERTS stated that
owing to the unremuneratiye character of
the traffic along the line of route of this
tramway the respective cOlmcils had agreed
to exempt the company from municipal
rates for seven years;
The Bill, having been gone through,
was reported with aTI?-endments.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of the postponed clauses in
this Bill-the Hon. J. Bell in the chair.
Discussion took place on clause 13,
which was as follows:"For section 49 of the principal Act the following section shall be substituted, namely : The persons following shall be qualified to hold
the office of councillor in any municipalityEvery person liable to be rated in respect of
property in the municipal district, whether
consisting of one or more tenements, of the rateable value of £10; and no person shall cease
to be qualified by reason of ceasing to hold any
particular property if he hold other rateable
property in the municipal district of the rate:'
able value of £10."

The Hon. J. H. CONNOR expressed
the opinion that there wa:s no justification
for reducing the qualification of councillors
from a rateable value of £20 to a rateable
value of £10, as proposed in this clause . .The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said 'he
approved of the concluding sentence of
the clause, which was a valuable amend·
ment on the existing law; but he quite
agreed with Mr. Connor that there was no
reason for reducing the qualification of
muniqipal councillors. (Sir F. T. Sargood
- " That was suggested by one of the
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meetings of the municipality.") As far as
the Ballarat district was concerned he was
not aware that any councillors or ratepayers desired the qualification to be
reduced, and it was for the committee to
exercise its own judgment as to whether
it would be in the interests of the ratepayers to reduce the qualification. If it
was to be brought down to £10 .it must
be asked why not go a step further and
provide that any person on the ratepayers'
roll should be eligible for the position of
councillor ~ It was undesirable that men
who paid very little' rates should become
councillors, and he therefore begged to
move the substitution of " £20 " for
" £10."
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD remarked that £10
did seem a very small amount to be the
qualification of a councillor, and in districts
like Ballarat it would appear to be absurd,
but he was assured by some of his own colleagues that there were country districts in
which the choice of the ratepayers would
be limited to a very few candidates if Mr.
Cuthbert's amendment was agreed to. In
some places it would reduce the selection
to 30 persons. Was it wise to thus limit
the choice of representatives in those
places?
The Hon. D. COUTTS expressed the
opinion that if any place in the colony had
gone so far to the bad that it could not
find sufficient persons who paid £1 a year
in rates to become its representatives in
th,e municipal council it must be a very
decayed township indeed, and ought to be
merged in the shire. He had not met a
councillor or ratepayer who had expressed
to him a desire for this change, which
would enable men who used the shire roads
as paddocks to become councillors. If a
man ~id not pay £1 a year in rates
he would be better at home looking after
his farm than serving on the municipal
council.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE moved the insertion after the words "rateable property"
of the words "consisting of one or more
tenements."
The amendment was agreed to, and the
-clause was consequentially amended.
Discussion took place on clause 22, which
was as follows:" In the city of Melbourne an.d town of Geelong when any premises are jointly occupied by
more persons than one as owners or tenants not
more than three such persons shall in any event
be entitled to he enrolled as citizens or burgesses or to vote in respect of the premises
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so jointly occupied. Provided that nothing
herein shall disentitle any person who occupies
separately any part of a house or building
which part is of the annual value of £10 clear
of all charges thereon from being enrolled as
such citizen or burgess or from voting in respect
of such premises in any case in which he would
heretofore have been entitled to be so enrolled
and to vote, and no person shall be deemed not
to occupy separately any part of a house or
building because he occupies jointly with other
persons some other part of such house or
building."

The Hon. J. H. CONNOR stated that
this clause would take away the right
to vote which joint occupiers had under
the present law. No firm was to have
more than three votes, and if there were
five members in'a large firm why should
not each of them have a right to vote ~
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that this
clause would put the municipalities of
Melbourne and Geelong on exactly the
same footing as all the other municipalities
in the colony, in none of which could more
than three joint occupiers vote in respect
of any premises.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked
that he did not see the necessity for interfering with the system that had prevailed
in the past and had worked so advantageously, and with which the ratepayers
were satisfied. Why should Melbourne and
Geelong be deprived of privileges conceded
to them under a special Act of Parliament
by means of a clause in this Bill, seeing
that it was altogether foreign to the sub..
ject ~ This clause would disqualify certain
persons from voting; and, in the case of
a property worth £1,000 a year and occupied by five persons, why should not each
of them be entitled to vote in respect of
that property ~
The Hon. C. J. HAM observed that
while this clause took away some of the
privileges which certain persons in Mel.
bourne and Geelong now enjoyed, and to
which it was held they were not entitled,
clause 21 conferred privileges on other
persons who were felt to be entitled to
them, and the two together would put
matters 011 a far more satisfactory basis.
No corporation in MelbouTIle or Geelong
had a vote; and' large banks, insurance
offices, building societies, and institutions
of that kind had no voice in the management of municipal affairs, although they
contributed very largely to the rates.
Under clause 21 three persons could be
put on the ratepayers' roll in respect of
each corporation. One of the evils of the
. present system was that as many as 170
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persons had been put on the roll for one
building. (Mr. Cuthbert-" You don't
mean the Trades Hall 1") No. (Mr.
Melville-" -What building, then ~") The
Melboume Club. (Mr. Melville-" What
would honorable members have said if the
Trades Hall had done that 1") It was
not fair that members of the Melbounle
Club, who had little or no interest in the
city, should be able to vote on questions
of municipal interest. That was certainly
an abuse which ought to be remedied. If
the number was not limited to three, there
should at least be some limit.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE stated
that there were some firms in Melbourne,
with six or seven partners, who occupied
buildings rated from £1,500 to £2,000 a
year, and, while it was very unreasonable
that the Melbourne Club should have 170
votes, it would be a great hardship to
deprive any of the partners of a firm of
the right to vote. He would suggest that
the number of persons entitled to vote in
respect of any rated premises should be
limi ted to ten.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE asked if Mr.
Cuthbert meant to say that a man who
lived in Melbourne or Geelong ought
therefore to' have privileges which were
not enjoyed by residents in Ballarat and
Sandhurst ~ He was quite with the Government in seeking to put a stop to that
anomaly. If there were 170 voters on the
municipal roll in respect of the MelboUTIle
Club he supposed there would be 170
votes on the parliamentary roll in respect
of the same institution. Nothing could
be more absurd than such stuffing of the
rolls. _( Mr. Service-" It is one man one
vote.") It was a system that must have
come down from the dark ages in Victoria. (An Honorable Member-" The
Trades Hall people do the same thing;
they have 60 votes for the Trades Hall.")
The Melbourne Club set them the example,
and in justice to themselves they must
follow it. It was time to put a stop to
all this roll-stuffing, whether it was by the
Melbourne Club, the Trades, Hall, or any
other body; and certainly all the cities
and towns ought to be put on the same
footing in regard to this matter.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said that
-several large buildings in Melbourne were
let off in offices. If a building was let in
offices to 100 different persons each of
those persons would have a vote, but
if the proprietors of that building occupied it only three of them would be
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allowed to vote. It was unfair that pro-perties that were an ornament to _the
city and contributed so largely to the
municipal funds, which were expended for
the benefit of the whole community, should
have no voice or vote in regard to that
expenditure.
In country districts companies managed to get votes by puttingdirectors and managers on the rolls. He
agreed with Mr. Grimwade that votes
might be given to ten partners.
The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed theopinion that when honorable members saw
the full effect of this clause on the political situation they would not hesitate to
strike it out of the Bill. Only a week agothe Council unanimously refused to recognise the principle of one man one vote in
regard to the Legislati ve Assembly elections,
and whi1st they were prepared to accept a
reasonable system in lieu of the present
system, which possessed certain anomalies,
they were unanimously agreed not tochange the present system of voting except for a better system. If this clausepassed, some hundreds of persons Wh9 now
had the right to vote would henceforth be
deprived of that right. (Sir F. T. Sargood-'-' And some hundreds that are not
now entitled to vote will be put on the
ratepayers'roll.") He did not object to
putting those persons on the roll, but tothe others being struck off. While -he
objected to plural voting, wp.ich he regarded as an impropriety- and an undesirable thing, he was not prepared to give
up the position the Council now held,
because they could use it as a lever to
secure a proper representation of property,
which was at present improperly, or, at
least, somewhat unequally, unevenly, and
unsatisfactorily represented.
He trusted
that .honorable members would regard
this movement as being in an opposite
direction to that in which they unanimously went last week, and he would ask
them not to alter the franchise, with
respect to the other branch of the Legislature until they dealt with the subject as'
a whole.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
this clause ought to be considered in connexion with clause 21 and other clauses of
the Bill, the whole effect of which would
be to give to the city of Melbourne a much
greater number of electors than there
were under the present system. It wouldl
be unfair, while accepting the clause
that empowered every corporation to get
three votes, to refuse, at the same time, to.
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restrict the power of voting in connexion
with the Melbourne and Austra1ian Clubs
and kindred institutions. The power of
voting conferred by this Bill would be
immensely larger than the restriction
placed on the voting. A considerable
number of corporations holding property
in Melbourne at the present time were
not represented by a single vote, whereas
in future they could each be represented
by three votes, and all the tenants of the
Melbourne corporation would be placed
on the voters' ro11, thereby increasing
the number of ratepaying electors for the
Legislative Assembly and the Legislative
Council. (Mr. Cooke-" Have you statistics to prove that ~ ") No; but no one
who knew the properties held by companies in Melbourne could fail to see
that that would be the. effect. The
banks, insurance offices, building societies, land companies, and tenants of
the Melbourne corporation would all be
represented in the municipal council if this
Bill became law. (Mr. Service-" It will
take 50 companies to cancel the votes
from the Melbourne Club alone.") No,
because some companies owned various
properties, and he knew one which, under
this clause, would get perhaps 30 or 40
voters on the ratepayers' roll. In view of
the fact that they were to get something
substantial in exchange for what they were
asked to concede, he thought honorable
members might agree to the clause.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said Mr. Service
had already -acknowledged that a continuance of the pres'ent system of voting
was undesirable, and, in answer to the
honorable gentlemap's demand for a quid
pro quo for what would be given up under
this Bill, he would point out that the
Bill would give a better system, because
it would confer the suffrage on -all the
tenants of the Melbourne corporation in
the markets, east, west, and north, who
alone would outnumber the club voters.
(Mr. Pratt-"The Western Market tenants
are on the roll.") He did not know as to
that, but he was sure that in the aggregate
the change was desirable.
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL said that, as the
joint occupiers of premises were rated,
they were entitled to votes, and he saw no
reason for the restriction now proposed.
He agreed with the Minister of Justice
that members of clubs should not have
votes under this particular qualification.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
interjection of Mr. Pratt with regard to
the tenants of the Western Market was
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doubtful as to its accuracy. These per-sons were tenants of the municipal council,
and they cmild not be ratepayers.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said he believed that ail the tenants in the ,Vestern
Market were on the ratepayers' roll, and
they could not be there unless they were
ratepayers.
On the following day he
would be able to produce information
which would, he thought, satisfy the
Minister of Defence that his statement
was correct.
The committee divided on the question
that the clause stand part of the BillAy~
11
No~
20
Majority against the clause

9

AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Buchanan,
" Coutts,
" J. M. Davies,
" Dowling,
" C. J. Ham,

Mr.
"
"
"

Melville,
Morey,
Osmand,
Roberts.

Telle1·.

Sir F. T.

Sargood~

NOES.

Mr. Austin,
" Bell,
" Connor,
" Cooke,
" Cuthbert,
" Gore,
" D. Ham,
Sir J. MacBain,
Mr. McCulloch,
" Pitt,
" Pratt,

Mr.
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

Sargeant,
Service,
Simmie,
D .. S. vVallace,.
J. A, vVallace,
-W illiamson,
'''ynne,
Zeal.

Telle1·.
Mr. Grimwade.

Discussion took -place on clause 34,.
which was as follows : " In section 143 of the pril1ci pal Act the words
following 'orof adipbmagranted by the Institute
of Civil Engineers of England or by any corporation or body of persons which is accustomed or
empowered to grant a similar diploma' shall be
and are hereby repealed, and the words 'or of
a certificate of clerk of works grant.ed under
the law for the time being in force relating to
local government' substituted; but any holder
of any such diploma who :1t the commencement of this Act holds the office of surveyoror engineer of any municipality (including the'
city of Melbourne or the town of Geelong) shall
continue eligible to hold the like office in thfr
same or any other municipality."

The Hon. J. M. PRATT proposed the
insertion, after "shall" (line 5), of the
words, "except so far as the same shall
apply to the city of Melbollrue." He stated
that if this clause were passed as it stood,
and a gentleman of the qualifications of.
Mr. Mansergh came to the colony, he·
could not be employed by the Melbourne
corporation unless he passed the prescribed examination before the Municipal
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Surveyors' Board. The clause would,
therefore, practically deprive highly competent engineers who came to the colony
from Europe of the certificates which they
possessed. (Mr. Connor-" Add the town
of Geelong.") He had no particular objection, but he was only concerned at present
.about Melbourne.
The Hon. 'lV. A. ZEAL remarked that
he failed to see why this clause had been
introduced at all. Every time a Local
'Government Act Amendment Bill was
brought before Parliament some tinkering
was done with regard to the engineers of
shires, and some pettifogging fellow in the
Government departments wanted to make
alterations which were not required. vVhy
should it be declared in an Act of Parliament that 111en who had obtained a
European reputation, and who were members of one of the most distinguished
bodies in the world, were not eligible to
lmdertake the supervision of the construction of the trumpery roads and
bridges required in this colony.
rrhe
same question was fought out three
years ago, and he then obtained sufficient support to enable him to defeat
the proposal made. When the Medical
Practitioners Act came into force in
England, and various colleges were established at which medical men could obtain
,diplomas, the rights of persons who
had been acting as apothecaries and
surgeons were preserved. 'Vhy should
a man who had obtained the diploma of
the Institute of Civil Engineers, and who
had been employed in the construction of
large and important works in various
parts of the world, be disqualified for a
trumpery position under the Local Government Act of Victoria 1 The name of Mr.
Mansergh had been mentioned. If a
gentleman of his qualifi'cations were to
seek employment in Victoria he would,
although he might be 40 or 50 years
of age, have to submit to the degradation
of undergoing a school-boy examination
and obtaining a certificate under the
Municipal Surveyors' Board. vVhat had
the Government· or the public officers of
Victoria done that they should cast this
humiliation upon such men 1 Take the
Goulburn weir, for instance. A more idiotic
work than that had never been carried out.
The Government had spent thousands of
pounds in purchasing the property and
they allowed it to be inundated with water.
Any qualified engineer would have said,
"Cut down the redgulll first," but the
superlative body which had charge of this
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work, and ,,,hich had altogether superior
ideas, did what men of intelligence would
scout. Yet Parliament was now asked to
agree to a clause in this Bill which would
cast a degradation upon a body ,,-hich had
produced such men as Robert Stephenson,
Sir John Hawkshaw, Sir John Coode, and
Mr. Mansergh. If circumstances compelled
any such person to seek employment under
the Local Government Act of Victoria, he
would have to submit to the degradation
of passing a school-boy examination and
obtaining his certificate. A lot of rubbish
was talked about the qualifications of
municipal engineers. 'Vith the exception
of bridges over two or three streams, there
was not a work worthy of being called an
engineering work to be carried out in the
colony. The principal work that the municipal engineers had to do was to construct a pile or stone bridge, as the case
might be. He would be the last man to
say that a university education should not
be regarded as of paramount importance,
but Parliament should preserve the rights
of those who had borne the heat and
burden of the day, and had won their
spurs. He would ask honorable members
to strike out this clause. Section 143 of
the Local Government Act was comprehonsive enough. It was as follows : "No person shall hereafter be appointed a
surveyor or engineer by the council of any
lllunicipality, including the city of Melbourne
and the town of Geelong, unless he is the holder
of a certificate of competency as a surveyor of
land and works, granted under .the 'provisions
of some repealed Act relating to boroughs, shires,
or road districts, or of a certificate of the
Municipal Surveyors' Board, under the provisions
of the Local Goyernment Act 1874, or of this
Act, or of a diploma granted by the Institute of
Civil Engineers of Engla.nd, or by any corporation or body of persons which is accustomed or
empowered to grant a. similar diploma."

Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that the
remarks made by Mr. Zeal were worthy 9f
great consideration, but honorable mem:..
bers should bear in mind that section 143
of the principal Act required the appointment of surveyors and engineers who held
certificates, the object being that the per~
sons appointed should have a practical as
well as a scientific knowledge, more particularly of country works. Mr. Zeal knew
perfectly well that in the charter of the
Institute of Civil Engineers of England
there were many subjects that were quite
foreign to the making of roads and bridges.
(Mr. Zeal-" I do not know what they are.")
'rherewaselcctricity, for instance. (Mr. Zeal
- " That is not a qualification.") It was a
qualification, and there were several others
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just as foreign to the making of roads and
bridges. Engineers with the right of
attaching C.E. to their names had come to
the colony, and had attempted to pass the
examination required and had failed. (Mr.
Zeal-" Of course they failed j so would
you.") He was sure that he would. It
did not necessarily follow that because
a man had the diploma of civil engineering he was qualified to make roads
and bridges. Appointments of civil engineers had been made in the country
the result of which had been disastrous.
vYhat was required was that when roads
and bridges had to bo constructed practical men should be employed. Difficulties
had arisen under section 143 of the
principal Act, and it was with a view to.
the money of the country being properly
expended that it was now proposed to
make the amendment contained in the
clause before the committee. ·When section 143 was before Parliament the proviso
.applied only to Melbourne, but it was
altered in another place so as to make
it apply to the whole colony. He agreed
that it was right that an excepti':m should
be made in the case of Melbourne, but he
did not think that the exception should
apply to the whole colony.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that neither
Mr. Zeal 110r the Minister of Defence had
referred to the fact that the proviso in
:section 143 of the principal Act was reenacted in clause 39 of this Bill, which
contained the .following : "Provided that any corporate member of the
Institute of Civil Engineers of London who
produces evidence that he has for a period of
not less than three years been engaged in carrying out works such as are usually supervised by
municipal surveyors shall, without any further
tests of competency, be entitled to a 'certificate
of qualification.'"

·There must be a board of some kind in
the colony, if it were only to determine
whether a man was a member of the
Institute of Civil Engineers or not, and
Mr. Zeal's objection was amply met by
this proviso. As the Minister of Defence
had pointed out, the diploma of civil engineer indicated practice and qualifications not analogous to those required in
the shire engineers of this colony, and
therefore the modification made was a
very suitable one. It was a step in the
right direction to endeavour to elevate the
character of the professional men of the
colony, but if the proviso which he had
Tead had not been inserted in clause 39 he
would have supported the views expressed
by Mr. Zeal.

2. J
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The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL remarked that
the Minister of Defence had stated that
one of the qualifications of a member of
the Institute of Civil Engineers was a
know ledge of electricity. That was only
one subject. A man could not become a
member of the Institute of Civil Engineers unless he had a knowledge of railway and bridge making, and all kinds of
work appertaining to civil engineering.
(Sir F. r:r. Sargood-" Not necessarily
practical.") Yes, it was essential that a
man should have practical knowledge
before he could get .a certificate.
The Hon. r:r. DO,VLING remarked that
although there was a great deal of truth
in what Mr. Zeal had put forward, he
stood condemned out of his own mouth.
What he said about the difficulty of certain men going back to their school-boy
days implied that they were not so fit as
he appeared to make them out to be.
The Hon. H. CUrrHBERT pointed out
that the words which the clause would
substitute for certain words in section 143
of the principal Act seemed to point to
langaage used by some other Act. Now,
he would like to know what that Act was,
for he could not find such words in any
Act..
He quito agreed with Mr. Zeal
that there was no necessity for clause 34
at all.
The Hon. D. COUTTS stated that he
quite agreed that engineers who held satisfactory diplomas should not be subjected
to a second examination.
Sir F. T. SARUOOD thought that some
of the objections raised might be removed
by a reference to the proviso to clause 39,
which was as follows:"Provided that any corporate member of the
Institute of Civil Engineers of London who
produces evidence that he has for a period of
not less than three years been engaged in carrying out works such as are usually supervised by
municipal surveyors, shall, without any further
test of competency, be entitled to a ' certificate
of qualification.' " .

He thought this would be sufficient.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE considered
that inasmuch as the higher qualification
of membership of the "Institute of Civil
Engineers of London" necessarily included
all lower qualifications, the clause was
really uncalled for, and he hoped that it
would not be pressed.
The Hon. T. DOvYLING expressed the
opinion th'l.t in view of the way the whole
subject had been considered by the Municipal Association, whose aim had been to
meet t.he case of the men who had been
Hlegally employed as shire engineers, the
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Government could not have done more
than they had done.
The Hon. J. A. VVALLACE said he had
80me experience in these matters, and he
believed that under the clause the municipalities would lose the services of a lot
of excellent engineers-better could not
be got-without any good reason.
Sir F. T. SAH,GOOD pointed out that
making the officers referred to by Mr.
Melville certificated clerks of works would
meet exactly the state of things the honorable member alluded to.
Mr. Pratt's amendment was agreed to.
The committee divided on the question
that the clause stand part of the BillAyes
17

8

~oes

Majority for the clause

9

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

Abbott,
Connor,
Cooke,
Coutts,
Cuthbert,
J. M. Davies,
Dowling,
Grimwade,
C. J. Ham,

Mr. Morey,
" Osmand,
" Pitt,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Service,
" Simmie,
" Williamson.
l 1elle1·.
Mr. 'Yynne.
NOES.

Mr. Gore,
D. Ham,
" McCulloch,
" Melville,
" Roberts,

Mr. J. A. ·Wallace,
" Zeal.

Tellel'.
Mr. Pratt.

Progress was then reported.
ADJOURNMENT.
On the question that the House do
now adjourn,
The Hon. VY. A. ZEAL remarked that a
number of honorable memhers would necessarily be absent from town the following
day.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he must request the House to sit the following day,
because so much important business remained to be done.
'rhe Hon. J. SERVICE asked if he
understood rightly that a number of honorable members would be absent the following
day attending to their duties as members
of the Railways Standing Committee1 (Mr.
Zeal-Ie Yes.") He was astonished. He
did not think it was ever contemplated
that the members of that committee should
absent themselves from the House to
attend to the business of the committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at eleven o'clock.
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Railway Department: Inventions: Country Railway
Stations: Coal Contracts-Metropolitan .Gas Com·
pany-Mineral Leases-Minist·ers of the CrownCustoms Department: Light-ship Regulations-Case
of John Thomas Ryan-Factories and Shops ActElectoral Rolls Purification Bill-Supply: Water Act
Amendment Bill: Vaccination: Railway Finances:
The late Richard Barry: The late Thomas Stebbins:
Mr. Allison Smith-Opium Bill-Employers and
Employes Act Amendment Bill-Committee of Public
Accounts Bill.
The SPEAKER took the chair at three
o'clock p.m.
RAIL"\VAY DEPARTMENT.
Dr. MALO~EY asked the Minister of
Railways if he would appoint a committee,
say of three expert engineers and two
Members of Parliament, one to be chair:man, to. inquire into the various patent
inventions in regard to railway matters,
to select the best, and report on the same,
and, if necessary, to recommend experiments to be carried out to test the same
for the benefit of the Victoran railways 1
He had received the following letter ou
the subject:"Sir,-vVe have the honour to acknowledge
your request, and reply that we the undersigned approve your notice of motion in Parliameht, that is that a select committee be
appointed to inquire into the merits of various
existing patents taken out in Victoria for railway use, namely:-Patents for spark-catching,
patents for carriage-door closing, patents for
lighting railway carriages, and other patents,
and recommend the best to be tested for the
benefit of the Victorian railways, such committee to consist of certain honorable Members of Parliament and a certain number of
engineering experts, who are willing to attend
such committee at such time and place as Par,
liament in its wisdom may decide upon. For
such atteudance we offer our services without
payment, if required.
"'Ye have, &c.,

"ROBERT

FULTON,

"22 King-street, Melbourne.
"J. C. JOHNSON,
"Tyne Foundry, South Melbourne.
"H. H. MONK,
" Clyde Forge, South Melbourne.
"vY. KERNOT,
"University, Melbourne.
"J. GIDEON JAMES,

"Hawke-street, vVest Melbourne.
" JOHN DANKS,

"Bourke-street, Melbourne.
"GEO. Sl\HBERT,

"G.P.O., Melbourne."

Compliance with this request would prevent the Railway department from being
pestered with numerous applications with
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regard to inventions, some of which were
very good and some of which were not.
Mr. SHIELS said he recognised that
there was a strong feeling amongst professional men that justice had not been
done to various inventions by the Hailway
·department. (Mr. W. 'r. Carter-" Nor by
any Government department.") He was
dealing now with the Railway department.
There was a strong opinion amongst out'side scientific men that very often inventions in regard to railway matters were
not considered and tested as they ought to
be by the Railway department. He was
not prepared, however, to say whether he
could accept the proposal for the appointment of a committee to inquire into the
merits of such inventions, but he would
give the matter further consideration, and
would be glad to take some steps to secure
the object which the honorable member
had in view, if he could see his way to do
so.
Mr. TATCHELL asked the Minister of
Railways if he would take steps to protect
the double roofs of the railway stations
throughout the colony with wire netting,
and so prevent them becoming a .breeding-ground for sparrows 1 In one case
that had come under his knowledge, a man
had suffered a severe illness through the
pollution of the drinking water by the
sparrows.
.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he had received
a memorandum from the Railway department stating that it was presumed this
.question referred to portable houses erected
at various railway stations, but until the
officers of the department had obtained
certain necessary data they would not be
in a position to state what it would cost to
carry out the suggestion of the honorable
member.
Mr. VV'. T. CARTER asked the Minister
of Railways whether the Government had
any control over the contracts which had
just been entered into by the Railway
department 1 As the coal resources of the
colony were about to be developed, it Wc1S
a pity that they should be locked up for
another three years on account of the
Rail ways Commissioners accepting fresh
-contracts for that period with coal-owners
in New South 'Yales.
Mr. SHIELS observed that, as far as
his recollection of theAct went, he thought
the Govenlment had no control over the
coal contracts of the Railway department.
He had seen a statement in the newspapers
to the effect that the new contracts would
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effect a saving of £ 100,000 in three years,
as compared with the last coal contract.
METROPOLITAN GAS COMPANY.
Dr. MALONEY asked the Premier if
the Government would take into their
early consideration the necessity of bringing in some measure which would secure
to the people the control and profits accruing from the operations of such monopolies as the Metropolitan Gas Company~
It was stated in the Age last week that
this company, although paying 20 per
cent. dividends, was going to reduce the
wages of the men employed at the gasworks, which seemed to him to be very
hard on them at the present time.
Mr. MUNRO observed that he could not
understand how the honorable member
could describe the Metropolitan Gas Company as a monopoly, because it could not
prevent anybody else who desired to do so
from engaging in the same business. (Mr.
Mason-" He means the amalgamation of
the former companies.") Wel1 he (Mr.
Munro) had the conducting through this
House of the Bill to amalgamate the former
companies, and he did his best in the interests of the public, and the amalgamation
had operated so much to the public advantage that whereas the gas was then 7s. 6d.
per 1,000 cubic feet it was now only
4s. 10d. (Mr. Mason-"Andofvery inferior
quality, too.") 'l'hat might be the honororable member's opinion. The Metropolitan
Gas Company's Act provided that in proportion to the increase of dividends there
must be a reduction in the price of gas,
and the municipal corporations of Melbourne and the suburbs could buy the gasworks at a certain price. rrhe company
was surrounded with so many restrictions
that it could not be regarded as a
monopoly, but even if it were a monopoly
the Government had nothing whatever to
do with it.
MINERAL LEASES.
Mr. CRAVEN asked the Minister of
Mines if he intended to hring in a Bill to
allow mineral leases being granted out of
3211d section blocks ~
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that he hoped to
be in a position early next week to introduce a Bill dealing with the subject of the
honorable member's question.
MINISTERS OF THE CHO'VN.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked the Premier
whether he had any announcement to
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make to the House as to any of his colleagues in face of the facts disclosed in
last Saturday's issueof Hansa1'd (pp. 2663
to 2669), as to their views and proceedings 1
The other day the Premier announced that
certain of his colleagues had resigned, and
the following day he made the announcement that his colleagues had withdrawn
their resignations. 'l'hey marched up the
hill and thon marched down again. Subsequently there was a statement ill the
newspapers that the Premier had announced
at a caucus of certain of his supporters that
his colleagues were not to go to the country
with him.
Mr. MUNHO said that all the announcement he had to make was this-that, since
his colleagues wore good enough to withdraw
theirresignation, every act and vote of theirs
had met with the entire and cordial approval
of the whole Cabinet. (Mr. Patterson" Hear, heal'; that is proper.") It was the
fact..
Mr. McINTYHE remarked that the dual
Ministry seemed to·work well.
CUSTOMS DEPAHTMENT.
Mr. BEAZLEY asked the Commissioner
of Trade and Customs the following questions :"1. If it is true that the regulations relative
to men in the Gellibrand light-ship coming on
shore for provisions,' in force since 1879, have
been cancelled?
'
"2. If it is true that the new instructions
have the effect of frequently preventing' the men
from getting food when wea.ther is unfavorable?
"3. 'What were the reasons for varying the
regulations? "

FactoTies and Shops, Act.

Mr. TURNER stated that he had received the following replies from the Chief
Commissioner of Police on the subject:"1. J. T. Ryan was arrested at 2 p.m. on
the 24th uit. by the North Fitzroy police upon
the description given in the crime report. His
wife was informed that he could be bailed
whenever sureties were provided. V\Then
arrested prisoner said he never was at
Nati11luk, and that, at the period stated in the
warrant, he was in the habit of calling at the
Trades Hall. His wife then und'ertook to produce any dates she could find in the books
there, but it was not until the following morning (25th uIt.), when Ryan was brought before the Fitzroy court, that these dates were
produced. There were intervals of several days
between the dates in question. Ryan ,vas then
bailed out. His description answered to the
particulars given in the crime report in every
respect. No time was lost in communicating
particulars to the N atimuk police.
"2. The police at North Fitzroy state that
they did not oppose production of evidence
designed to establish an alibi."

Mr. TRENWITH stated that he understood the objection was not so much to
the arrest in the first instance but to the
fact that after an alibi had been practically
established, on the evidence of Mr. Hancock and the books of the society, the
man ,,'as remanded.
Mr. McLEAN said that the case had
been referred to the Crown law department.

F ACTO HIES AND SHOPS ACT.
Mr.' TRENWITH (in the absence of
Mr. HANCOCK) asked the Chief Secretary
whether it was the 'intention of the Goyernment to immediately introduce a Bill
to amend the Shops and Factories Act
Mr. TURNEl{ stated that for a short 1890 in the direction of the removal of
time tho Engineer of Ports and Harbors the power from the municipal councils to
found it necessary to restrict the men 011 grant exemptions as' to tho hours of
account of their want of care with the closing?
boats, but on their conduct in that respect
Mr. McLEAN stated that the Shops
improving the privileges ,yere renewed.
Bill was on the notice-paper for the second
. reading, but it would depend on the proJOHN THOMAS HYAN.
gress made with other business whether
Mr. THENvVITH (in the absence of the Government 'would be able to earry it
Mr. HANCOCK) asked the Chief Secretary this session or not.
the following questions :ELECTORAL ROLLS PURIFICATION
"1. 'Vhether his attention has been directed
BILL.
to the case of John Thomas Ryan, compositor,
of North Fitzroy, who was arrested at his resiMr. SHIELS moved for leave to bring
dence, and detained for a l1ight in the lock-up,
in a Bill to provide for the purification of
upon a groundless charge of larceny as a bailee
the electoral rolls for the Legislative
at Natimuk?
Assembly and for other purposes.
"2. Whether the sitting justices did not exMr. TUHN ER seconded the motion,
ceed their duty in refusing to allow the production of evidence which would ha\Te clearly
which was agreed to.
proved an alibi, and so have obtained the imThe Bill was then brought in, and read
media,te release of the unfortunate man, who is
a firs1 time.
in the last stage of consumption?"
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SUPPLY.
The resolutions passed in Committee of
Supply on November 26 were taken into
consideration.
WATER ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. McCOLL drew attention to the
vote for the vVater Supply Department,
and said there was urgent necessity for
passing the vVater Act Amendment Bill.
The Minister of 'Vater Supply was appointed so that he might investigate the
whole question: as affecting the country
districts, and the honorable gentleman
had visited various parts of the colony
with a view to ascertain their requirements; but the people were very disheartened, because they were uncertain
as to what their future would be, and
that uncertainty was doing harm.
Mr. GUAHAM stated that the Bill was
on the notice-paper for the second reading,
but it depended upon the progress of
public business as to when it would come
on. There ,vere ono or two additional
clauses to be added to the measure, and
he had been consulting with the parliamentary draftsman that day about them.
He would certainly try to push the Bill
on as speedily as possible, and he hoped
that it would be passed this session.
VACCINATION.
Mr. vv. ri'. CARTEU called attention to
'the vote for the department of the
Minister of Health, and expressed the hope
that the time would speedily come when
that abominable and disgusting interference with the liberty of private persons
known as compulsory vaccination would
In New South
be done away with.
vVales vaccination was voluntary. I twas
within his mn1 lU1O"wledge that the law of
this colony with regard to compulsory
vaccination was used by some of the
health officers and the police for the
purpose of persecuting certain individuals. Some people could move from
place to place without being followed by
the health officers and the police and required to have their children vaccinated,
but in certain cases, where there was a
conscientious objection on the part of the
parents, the people 'were thus followed and
persecuted, the engineering power of the
police force being set upon them for that
purpose.
rrhe colony was pretty well
overridden with experts, and he, for one,
objected to this black petticoat rule, and
warned the experts that they might go
too far and find their occupation gone.
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There were able men in the old country
who had testified that vaccination was
utterly useless for the purpose for
which it was intended, and he protested
against the singling out of certain individuals for this persistent persecution.
He would ask those who were not experts,
and who were not indoctrinated with these
ideas, to keep their minds open to the
reception of the views of men who were
able to express their opinions on the opposite side of the subject, and he hoped
that the children of Victoria would not be
much longer SUbjected to this objectionable system of vaccination.
Mr. STAUGHTON said it would be a
good thing if the officers of the Health
department could be restrained, to some
extent, in their epistolary relations with the
shire councils they had dealings with.
r:Che amount of correspondence they carried
on with those bodies in connexion with
insignificant things was' quite ridiculous.
Some of the shire councils had at length
been compelled to adopt the practice of
accepting these documents as read. Tho
health officers were too inquisitorial, and
ought to be restrailled. He supposed they
felt that they must do something to justify
their position. He did not agree with the
views of the honorable member for 'Villiamstown in regard to the subject of
vaccination. It was a question of se1£preservation, and it was admitted by the
best authorities that the practice of vaccination had the effect of so ameliorating
small-pox that it became innocuous. (:Mr.
'V. T. Carter-" One-third of the children of Victoria are not vaccinated.")
Statistics showed that only 3 or 4 per
cent. of people who showed vaccination
marks died of s1-nall.pox, while 40 per cent.
of those who had not been vaccinated died
when attacked by the disease. (Mr. 'V.
rr. Carter-" Men of equal note maintain
that vaccination is useless.") The balance
of opinion was certainly on the side of the
ad vocates of vaccination. If the necessary
precautions were not taken, small-pox
might become rampant in this colony. He
did not approve of persecuting men; but
the man referred to by the honorable
member for \Villiamstown had been carrying on a crusade against vaccination, and
he (Mr. Staughton) believed that the good
sense of the House would insist upon the
practice of vaccination being maintained.
1\11'. 'l'HEN'VITH observed that the
honorable member for Bourke vVest (Mr.
Staughton) was certainly not very logical.
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The honorable member urged that the
health officers corresponded with the
;shire councils inordinately, with the
·object of justifying their position, while
the complaint generally made was that
the officers of the State did nothing to
justify their position. The shire coun·cils could very easily rid themselves
·of the inordinate correspondence by complying with the first request of the
health officers. It was the duty of the
Health department to see that the sanitary
laws were carried out, and the shire coun·eils often did their best to evade them.
'),1he officers of the Health department
should be complimented for their vigilance
instead of being blamed. The point raised
by the honorable member for Williamstown,
as to the effect of vaccination, was a debatable one, but it was not debatable that
the law required all the children of the
eolony to be .vaccinated, and whether the
law was right or not it must be .obeyed.
If it were true, as the honorable member
for 'Williamstown averred, that one-third
of the children of the, colony were not
vaccinated, it was the result of deception
on the part of the parents. If they were
open opponents of the law, it was the duty
of the health officers to see that it was not
evaded. The argument that vaccination
was a disgusting practice was an argument
for the abolition of the law, but not for its
cvasion. Jf all the officers of the State
were vigilant there would be less reason
for complaint.
Dr. MALONEY remarked that he knew
of no country in the world in which so
much care was taken as in Victoria to
supply the best calf lymph; it was
supplied in remarkably good form, and
free of cost. If any honorable member
would carry his memory back, he would
find that his recollection was that he had
seen many more people affected by small-pox
in the past than at the present time. It
was well known that the French Canadians
did not vaccinate, and that small-pox was
prevalent amongst them. A friend of his,
who had lived in the French provinces o.f
Canada, told him that the number of
people there marked with small-po.x was
tremendous. The statistics of the French
and German armies were also on the side
of vaccination. In Londo.n he had been
horrified at the system adopted there of
taking the vaccine matter from children.
A profit was made out of the tubes in
London, but that could not be done here
because there was no charge. The matter
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of the dispute between the vaccillationists
and the anti-vaccinationists was so large
that a medica.l man might spend his life
over it. For his own part, had he no.t been
vaccinated, he would be vaccinated tomorrow. (Mr. W. T. Carter-" Is it not
necessary to be vaccinated every seven
years 1") 1'hat was a matter which could
well be left to experts. He desired to
draw the attention of the Board of Health
to the new engine-sheds at West Melbourne swamp. The buildings were surro.unded by stinking mud, which must be
full of disease germs, and he trusted that
men would not be compelled' to work in
the midst of such unhealthy surroundings.
When in London, he always heard Dr.
Gresswell highly spoken of, and he congratulated the Government upon having
secured him as one of their o.fficers. Dr.
Gresswell's life had been spent in sanitary work in London, and he had proved
his ability by rising to the top of the
tree.
Mr. HALL said he would like to kno.w
if it were true that, when a child was
presented for vaccination, the parent could
determine whether calf lymph or human
lymph should be used 1 rrhere was one
Go.vernment vaccinator who was in the
habit of ridiculing and abusing the mo.thers
w hen they asked for calf lymph. If there
was anything likely to make vaccinatio.n
unpopular, it was' conduct like that. If
the law allowed parents an optio.n in the
matter, they ought to be permitted to exercise it.
RAIL'VAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. LAURENS called attention to the
vote for the Railway department, and
said he desired to point out, with the
view of removing a misapprehension
which existed to a very large extent outof-do.ors, that the Railway department
had not charged itself with the additional sum of 6d. a day fo.r labourers'
pay, about which hono.rable members had
heard so much, and that no portion of that
money was included in the deficit of
£332,000 at the end of the year. It had
been stated in some quarters that it was
the payment of 6d. a day extra to the
working men that had brought about the
deficit. The report of the Railways Commissioners attributed the deficit, in the
first place, to the late strike. According
to this report, the strike had increased the
deficit by £71,880. That statement was
signed by the commissio.ners and also by
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:the accountant of the branch. A return
placed on the table in the early part of the
,session showed that the strike, in the first
place, caused a reduction in the nUl1lber of
trains run-a fact which seemed to have
taught the commissioners something which
they did not know before, because,
'apparently, they had not previously known
that they could do with less mileage.
The return showed that the reduction in
the number of trains caused a net saving
of £10,000 during the year; it also showed
that, during the fourteen weeks of the
strike, the average railway revenue was
greater by close upon £6,000 than during
the corresponding period in the previous
year. Again, this return showed that in
the fourteen weeks during which the strike
continued, the revenue of the Railway
department increased to the extent of
£78,000; yet that fact was not mentioned
in the commissioners' annual report, which
:was avowedly drawn up in defence of the
,charges made against them. So clear was
it that this annual report was intended to
be a defence, that a special organ of the
press was pleading eyen now that Mr.
Speight should be allowed to submit his
-defence at the bar of the other Chamber.
rrhis was one of three defences which had
been submitted by Mr. Speight. (Mr.
Staughton - "You haye belittled him
as much as you can; why not let him
alone ~") He believed that the honorable
member for Bourke West had been in
much closer contact with the Railways
-Commissioners than he (Mr. Laurens) had.
(Mr. Staughton-" I don't go sneaking
:behind their backs for information.") If
rumour was true, the honorable member
had been supplying the Railway department with a good deal of material. (Mr.
Staughton-"You are wrong.") He was
not wrong, but he had been misinformed
if it was not a fact that a large quantity
of firewood from certain paddocks had
found its way to the Railway department.
Mr. STAUGH1~ON said that the honor.able member for Melbourne North had insinuated that a quantity of firewood had
by some collusion between himself (Mr.
Staughton) and the Railways Commissioners found its way to the Railway department. By that the honorable member?
meant that he (Mr. Staughton) had sold
firewood to the Railway department for
his own advantage.
He emphatically
denied the statement, which was, like other
statements the honorable member had
made, absolutely untrue.
Session 1891.-:189]
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Mr. LAURENS stated that he had never
made a statement on the floor of the
House on his own authority which he
had not believed to be true. This statement he made on the authority of others,
and he accepted the honorable member's
assurance that it was untrue. He was
very glad to find that he had been
misinformed. 'When he was interrupted,
he was pointing out that the Railway
department had derived considerable advantage from the late strike. People were
naturally very much surprised that the
strike should have brought grist to the
Victorian Railways' mill; but everybody
knew that one of the first effects of the
strike ,vas to keep the intercolonial
steamers at the wharves, and a large
quantity of goods which'would otherwise
have been brought to Melbourne by sea,
had to be conveyed on the railways. If
that was so, it followed that a large
amount o£ additional revenue must have
been obtained by the Railway department, and that was shown to be the case
by the returns which had been printed.
If any further proof was needed, it was
found in the fact that the colony had just
gone through a period corresponding to
the period of the strike, and although 200
additional miles of railways had been
opened, there had been a considerable re(Mr. Andersonduction in revenue.
"The tramways are in the same position.")
The Railways Commissioners pointed to
the position of the tramways as another
explanation of the deficit. Honorable
members had all read that day that the
revenue of the Tramway Company had
fallen off very much. He would point out
that the revenue from the South Suburban
lines, which were the lines that were
most affected by the competition with the
tram ways, had been greater this year than
it was before any tram ways were built.
What, then, became of the statement of the
commissioners ~ Before the Hailways Commissioners came to this colony, the South
Suburban lines did not produce revenue
enough to pay working expenses. (Mr.
Anderson-" Since the Hailways Commissioners came here they have done so.")
Yes, and it was during that period that
they had been subject to the competition
of the tramways. It would just be as
sensible for the Tramway Company to say
that their revenue had fallen off because
of the' rail ways. 'rhe falling-off in both
cases was due to the fact that business was
not as active in the colony this year as it
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had been during the last few years, and
that people could not afford to travel as
much as they did formerly. It was to be
noticed that both the Railway department
and the rrramway Company compared
the year in which this falling-off had taken
place with the Exhibition and the boom
year, when their receipts were unusually
high. The next explanation given by the
Railways Commissioners had reference to
the new lines, and that point he dealt with
on the previous evening. He then showed
that after making the utmost allowance
fOl the increased working expenses on the
new lines-which he estimated might be
put down at £165,000-there was still a
difference between the working expenses
of last year as ~ompared with 1881 of
£365,000. There was a paragraph in the
report, which read as follows:" The year 1884-5, our first clear year of administration, showed an increase in the gross
revenue of £283,621, and an increase in the net
revenue of £280,118, only £39,579 short of the
interest to be met."

N ow, he undertook to say that that statement was entirely incorrect. He would
be willing to vote £10,000 a year each
to the Railways Commissioners if the increase of net revenue in the year 1884-5
exceeded the net revenue of the previous
year by more than £102,000, and he would
be prepared to go on to the house-tops and
to say that the commissioners were the
best railway managers in the world. The
statement was a misleading one, and it
should not have founel its way into a report which was laid on the table of Parliament. '1'here was another paragraph in
the report, to which he desired to call
attention. It was as follows :"Assuming that the revenue should maintain its ayerage increase for the next three
years, and if the capital account were not exceeded during that time, the net result would
show a credit balance after payment of all in'.' terest charges."

What did honorable members want more 1
rrhey were assured that in three years
there would be a surplus, but did even the
honorable member for Bourke 'Vest believe
that 1 The misleading crJaracter of the
statement was shown by the fact that the
llet revonue, out of which interest had to
be paid, showed a falling-off.
'Vhat was
the use of talking about a revenue increasing in the same ratio when it was
decreasing, and what was the use of talking
about not increasing the capital when
another £1,000,000 was required to meet
existing engagements? Howwas it possible
,,-1fT. Law'ens.
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by means of a falling revenue to wipe
out a deficit of between £300,000 and
£400,0001 And that was the Railways
Commissioners' estimate of the deficit;
according to the Treasurer it was between
£200,000 and £300,000 more.
(Mr.
Wrixon-" The Railways Commissioners'
statement is made on the assumption that
there will be no more Ilew railways.") rrhe
honorable member was quite right, but
his interjection did not go far enough.
The honorable member must know that
loan money was required to carry out works
in connexion with the railways that were
chargeable to capital other than works of
construction. Last year about £1,000,000
was spent on works other than construction strictly so called, and the same thing
had occurred every year. Only yesterday
he read that the Flinders-street viaduct
would not be opened for some time, because
the; Rail ways Commissioners had not money
with which to complete it. (Mr. McIntyre
- " Trains are running across it now.")
Were paragraphs of this kind penned for
" the information of honorable members or
were they not ~ For his part, he considered that they should not appear in
such a place unless they contained the
exact truth. There was another matter
which had not been mentioned, and which
ought to be mentioned. In delivering his.
Budget speech the Treasurer told honorable members that the commissioners
expected a deficit on the present year of
£158,000-that the gross revenue for"the
year would be about £3,500,000, and that
the deficit would be about £158,000.
But what was the fact? According to the
weekly retUTIIS published in the newspapers, the rail way revenue for the present year ,vas already some £60,000 behind what was expected. (Mr. McIntyre
- " Is that the commissioners' fault ~")
No, it was not their fault; but still thomatter was a serious one to consider.
How was it to be met ~ According to all
appearances the revenue was not going to
reach the amount expected by some
£250,000. Matters standing thus, had the
Treasurer any idea what the deficit at the
end of the year would be 1 It had been mentioned that possibly the condition of the
railway revenue would lead to additional
taxation of the people, but in connexion
with this there was the fact that the
other ordinary sources of revenue were
lessening, and it would appear, therefore,
that additional taxation would not meet
the case. How would the Government
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deal with this matter 1 He was not asking
for an answer now, but he did not think
the Goyernment would be doing their duty
if some answer was not given before the
session closed. If he (Mr. Laurens) could
offer a suggestion it would be that the
Government should issue Treasury-bills
at a rate possibly as high as 5 per cent.
Re took it that the Government had
already done a great deal of good, both to
themselves and the country, by putting
forward the true st.ate of the finances of
the colony; and' he was convinced that
they would do even more good to the
public and themselves if they were ~o take
honorable members still more into their
confidence. He did not want to be an
alarmist, but he wanted the truth to be
known.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that
there were two or three matters which
he desired to refer to. There had been
a great deal of discussion on the question
of making the railways pay, and he
wished to impress on the House his
strong conviction that for a considerable
time to come the railways could not
possibly be made to pay. How could they
be expected to pay if the Government
went on-as they must do-with the construction of fresh lines 1 As long as this
system was continued-and it must be
continued in order to make the country
habitable and keep the people on the landthere could be no chance of making the
railways pay interest on the capital. This
had been pointed out by the Railways
. Commissioners themselves. In short, with
matters conducted as they ought to be,
the country must for the present be content to spend £250,000 or £500,000 per
annum in order to meet the railway deficiency. Of course, no' doubt, the railways would eventually pay, and become
one of the most valuable assets of the
country. For his part he. considered that
the country wanted at least double the
present railway mileage, and that it must
have it within the next ten or fifteen
years. 'rhe lines could be constructed at
first on a very simple scale for a very
moderate amount, and then by-and-by, as
settlement advanced, they could be improved. As for the Railways Standing
Committee he would be glad to see it made
a permanent committee, in order that
they might carryon their work on permanent lines-in fact, map out a thoroughly
permanent system. Another matter he
wished to refer to was the trams. Some
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honorable members seemed to think that
the trams had not taken away a large
portion of the traffic of t.he railways.
But if he (Sir B. 'O'Logh1en) remembered
arigh t the commissioners had estimated
the loss in this direction during the last
one or two years at £22,000, and he could
not help believing that if they instituted
a thorough comparison' they would find
the loss to be much greater. As a matter
of fact, the railway traffic had fallen off
wherever trams were running. For in·
stance, anyone could see full trams daily
running past the St. Kilda railway station.
His computation was that the Railway
department were losing at least £1,000 a
week from this cause. The great point in
favour of the railways 'was the fact that
they gave return tickets and monthly
tickets; and, with this in view, he would
ask the Minister of Hailways and the Railways Commissioners to consider whether
the railway fares on the suburban lines
might not well be diminished in order that
the railways could compete with the trams.
Great expense had beell gone to in connexion with the construction of the railway bridge over the Yarra, but still
ten-miuute trains to St. Kilda had not
been put on. N ow, nobody would wait
ten minutes for a train if he saw a
tram running past in the same direction.
Another point he wished to call attention
to was with respect to the construction of
new lines. A statement had been made
in the newspapers that the Government had abandoned all notion of COll·
structing new railway lines for the
present. 'When he referred to that the
other evening the Premier replied in a
manner which intimated that the newspaper statements had no authority. Well
all he could say was that if new railways
were to be constructed they ought to be
commenced at once. Advices had been
received from London to the effect that the
colony was not ·to look in that quarter for
money, but for his part he valued such
advices at the worth, or want of worth, he
had ahomys found them to havo. '1'he fact
was that the London brokers always aimed
at making at least 1 or 2 per cent. out of
every Victorian loan. Still the colony
wanted money at onco, and he (Sir B.
O'Loghlen) would suggest to the Premier
that he should bring in a short Bill-it
would probably pass without delayenabling him to borrow the £6,000,000
already authorized on Treasury-bills issued
in Melbourne, payable in two or three
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years and bearing 5 per cent. interest. He
was satisfied that as soon as a policy of
that kind was announced telegrams would
be sent from London to agents here' instructing them to buy up those bills as
fast as they could. All that the colony
would lose by the transaction would be
some 1 or 2 per cent. for one or two years.
The object he had in making this suggestion was to remove the wave of depression
-almost a wave of panic-that was now
sweeping over the community. The panic
was an absurd one. It simply amounted
to people having an entire want of confidence in each other. But if the Government were to lead the way as he suggested
an end would soon be put to this state of
things altogether, and the colony would get
rid of its financial influenza and be enabled
to supply itself with new railways as well.
Mr. W. T.' CARTER said he desired to
bring two very painful cases under the
notice of the Government, from whom he
hoped they would receive the consideration they deserved. A shunter named
Richard Barry was knocked off a footboard
by a pl:ojecting semaphore whilst attending to his duties on a train, and killed.
There was great excitement at the time on
account of the floods in the river Yarra,
which was then rising rapidly. The commissioners had recognised the dangerous
position of the semaphore by having it
removed. The man left a family of
children, two of whom were being employed in the Newport workshops, where
they received every consideration; but it
was felt to be a case in which more than
the usual amount of compensation should
be allowed. The other case was that of
rL'homas Stebbins. For some time after
his wife died Stebbins was absent from
work, and when he was looked up by the
neighbours he was found to be suffering
from melancholia and lunacy. Some kind
people took him in hand, and relief was
obtained from the benevolent fund of the
Railways Mutual Association, but owing
to the fact that the man never reported
himself as unfit for work-which of course
he could not do, being insane-the commissioners felt that they were unable to give
him any consideration in respect of his
eleven years' service in the Railway department. The condition of the man was certified
to by a doctor. He hoped the Government
would give generous consideration to both
these cases. Since he asked a question
that afternoon about the coal contracts of
the Railway department he had been
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informed that those contracts were practically terminable at the will of the
commissioners, because, whilo the parties
were bound to supply the coal as required
by the commissioners, the commissioners
were not bound to take any particular
amount of coal from the contractors. (Mr.
Anderson-" The commissioners take all
the Moe coal they can get now.") So he
was informed, and he had been assured
that the commissioners were prepared to
take all good Victorian coal for use on the
railway lines. Of course if a hard-and-fast
contract for three years had been entered
into fQe Victorian railways would have been
obtaining their supplies of coal from New
South 'Vales at the very time when the
mines of this colony were most in need of
the custom of the department to aid in
their development. As far as possible
arrangements should be made to obtain
the coal used by the Railway department
from Victorian mines, so as to afford
employment for the labouring classes of
the colony.
Mr. KIRTON expressed the opinion
that a board or a select committee should
be appointed to investigate the very grave
charges that had been made against Mr.
Allison Smith, the locomotive superintendent of the Hailway department, impeaching the capacity of that officer, because it
was only fair that Mr. Smith should have
an opportunity of answering those charges.
The matter ought to be settled one way
or the other, and not repeatedly brought
up in Parliament. Something should also
be done before the session closed to stop'
the issue of free passes.
There were
about 11,000 passes issued last year to
persons outside the railway service, and
the majority of those who received them
had not the slightest right to free passes.
On behalf of the taxpayers and labour~ng
classes of the colony he protested against
the continuance.of that pernicious system.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-I underst:"tnd the honorable member has given
notice of motion with regard to the freepass question, and, if so, he must wait
until that motion comes on before discussing it.
Mr. KIRTON said his notice of motion
referred to the report of the Free Pass
Committee, and he was dealing with the
general question.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-The one
thing is involved in the other.
Mr. KIRTON expressed the hope that
the system of issuing free passes would be
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at once abolished, and trusted that honor- show him the door, and if the sneak did
able members would not shirk the question. not go very quiekly he would run him
It was impossible for the railways to pay out. That was the treatment which any
while there were so many highly-salaried honorable member who respected himself
officers in the department. rrhere was too ought to give to a sneaking fellow of that
wide a disparity between the salaries paid kind. The honorable member for Ballarat
to officers and the wages of the men, and West (Lt.-Col. Smith) stated that Allison
that was causing widespread dissatisfaction Smith was a cousin of Mr. Murray Smith
among the working classes. He believed and a relation of Mr. Speight, and that he
that the next Parliament would receive a was not qualified as an engineer, and had
mandate from the electors to reduce the not proper credentials; but the then Minissalaries paid to the higher officials. He had t'er of Rail ways (Mr. Gillies) declared on
not a word to say against the officers in the floor of the House that if the honorable
question, and believed that some of them member would prove one of those statewere men of great capacity and would ments he (Mr. Gillies) would resign his
make their mark in private life, but before seat if the honorable member would agree
this Parliament expired he trusted their . to resign his seat failing to prove them.
salaries would be reduced, and that economy That challenge was not accepted by the
would be exercised in the expenditure on honorable member for Ballarat 'Vest. It
the management of the railways as far as was wrong for honorable members to enpossible. The labour of the colony was courage indefinite charges prompted by
suffering from the prevalent depression, the worst feelings that could degrade
thousands of men were out of work, and human nature-feelings of spite and envy.
others were earning barely sufficient for a (Mr. VV. rr. Carter-" It was not a railway
mere subsistence; and in face of that state employe who made the measurements that
of affairs they had the spectacle of certain I gave to the House.") He was a sneak
men receiving salaries largely in excess of whoever made them, and if the man had
the value of the services they rendered to come to him with his secret measurements
the State.
he would have kicked him out of the
Mr. NIMMO remarked that it would be house. Mr. Allison Smith came to the
idle to appoint a board or committe~ to colony with good credentials.
He had
inquire into the capacity or otherwise of discharged his duties to the satisfaction of
Mr. Allison Smith, the locomotive super- those who were competent to judge-the
intendent in the Railway department, commissioners, who proposed to increase
because there had been no charges formu- his salary because he was doing so well;
lated against him, so that the man had in fact, he was doing two men's work. rrhe
nothing to answer. The House had heard House ought not to entertain anyallegaa cock-and-bull story from the honorable tion against a public officer until a charge
member for "Williamstown, who produced had been formulated and a committee
a paper containing certain measnrements appointed to inquire into it.
of certain trucks made by some sneaking
Mr. "'iN. T. CARTER stated that the
fellow, who went behind the back of his honorable member for Albert Park had
superior officer and made those measure- -no doubt, unconsciously - attributed
ments in the dead of night with a penny statements to him (Mr. Carter) that he
dip in one hand and a foot-rule in the never uttered. He certainly produced
other, and then took the measurements some measurements of trucks, and he was
secretly to a Member of Parliament with responsible for those measurements, but
instructions that he was not to tell the he never said they were made by a railway
name of the measurer for fear of com- employe with either a tallow candle or a
promising him. And yet the sneak had foot-rule. 1'hey were made at his (Mr.
no objections to compromising Mr. Allison Carter's) request, and used by h~m ill the
Smith. If a man had any charges to House for the purpose of fortifying statemake against a public officer he should ments that he had made in public, and he.
make them openly, so that they could be contended that he had a right to have
dealt with. It was degrading to Parlia- those measurements :I:Q.ade. (Mr. Nimmo
ment for an honorable member to receive -"vVho made them ~ ") Practically he
stories about a public officer in secret (Mr. Carter) made them, inasmuch as he
behind that officer's back, and then caused them to be made, and it had
retail the stories to the House.
If been admitted that the measurements
a man came to him like that he would were correct.
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Dr. MALONEY said t.hat, in his opinion, .
the observations of the honorable member
for Albert Park were most unjust and
unfair. Mr. Allison Smith, he was informed, was not a certificated engineer; but
to settle that point he would, on another
day, ask the Minister of Railways a question, of which he would give due notice.
Mr. Allison Smith was drawing a salary of
£1,200 after six years' service, while
Mr. Jacks, who had been 33 years in
the department, got only £675 a year;
and Mr. Lewis, the third officer in that
department (who had the very highest
record a man could have), was receiving
only £559 a year after 29 years' service;
while even the Secretary for Railways, who
had been over 38 years in the service, was
getting only £1,100 a year. Surely those
.figures might very well cause the honorable
member for Albert Park to blush for his
defence of Mr. Allison Smith. The commissioners proposed to increase the salary
of Mr. Allison Smith by £200 a year;
while a poor man named Hunt, who had
been crippled by the loss of a leg in the
service, had been thrown out with a paltry
£100 as compensation. As to the measurements referred to by the honorable member for Albert Park, a paragraph in the
Arg~ts on Monday last showed that they
were correct. Money had been spent in
attaching Westinghouse brakes to goods
and cattle trains, in connexion with which
he was told they were not necessary j and
it might be that certain men were being
favoured for reasons that they should not
be. A board of inquiry ought certainly to
be appointed to investigate these matters.
It was all very well for the honorable
member for .A.lbert Park to rail against
railway men "\\~ho did not dare to formulate
charges and put their names to them, but
it was very well known that if they did so
they would be marked men. In fact, men
had been dismissed merely because they
had made themselves objectionable to Mr.
Allison Smith. A superior officer could
always find a reason for getting rid of a
subordinate if he wanted to get rid of
him. If a committee of inquiry was
appointed, and the result of its investigations and deliberations· was to free Mr.
Allison Sinith from the charges that would
be made against him, he would never let
the man's name pass his lips again as long
as he had the honour to be a member of
the Assembly. To meet the deficit in the
Railway department the Treasurer might
raise money in the colony by issuing
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Treasury-bills for small S1.1mS, at, say,
5 per cent. interest. He did not see that
there was so much necessity for going
to the old country for loans, because no
money was shipped from England to Victoria-no gold or silver-in respect of
those loans; in fact, it was a mere transfer
of one bank balance to another bank.
He wanted to see new railways constructed,
because that would give work to those
who were wanting it-wanting it very
badly indeed-and whose numbers ran, at
the present time, into four figures.
It
would also tend to remove the depression
from which the community was now
suffering. 'With respect to the refreshment-room subject, he would like to know
whether the refreshment-rooms at the
different stations had been let to one firm
or to different persons in different localities 1 (Mr. Shiels-" To different persons
in different localities.") He was gla.d to
hear that. For his part, he had hitherto
been very well satisfied, when travelling
about the colony, with what was supplied to him at these ~ooms. His experience was, so far, very different from his
English experience. 'fhe railway question
was a big one, and he hoped that passing
the ;Railways Act Amendment Bill into law
would be attended by a big success. As
to the reforms it would bring about,
he hoped to see the day when there
would be no salarv in the Government
service above £ 1,000 a year. The high
salaries now being paid, especially in
the Railway department, were greatly
to be deplored. He would also like to see
a system carried out under which, from
time to time, officers of the Railway department would be sent home, so that they
might go through the old country picking
up the latest ideas with respect to railway
management and railway engineering.
That would be a great encouragement to
the enthusiastic young officers of this
great department, and thc result would
be bound to be improvement. A man
might be sent to Great Britain one year,
and the next year another man might be
sent to A merica. Look at the way in
which railway construction had gone on
in America within the last few years, as
against the infinitely smaller mileage constructed in other countries. (An Honorable Member-" In. America they give
land to encourage raIlway construction.")
The reason for that was that in America
. there were no Government railways. He
hoped that inthis country the Gov~rnment
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would never build another mile of railway without getting the land for it
free of all cost. He would assert that
the land got the greatest amount of the
improvement derivable from railway construction, and therefore it, and it alone,
should pay for new. railways.
'1'he resolutions were agreed to.
OPIUM BILL.
Mr. MUNRO moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said that its nature was
to be gathered from its title-it was a Bill
to "restrict and regulate the importation,
sale, and use of opium." He was sure that
the \V hole community was convinced that
an enormous amount of evil was done in
Melbourne by the comparative open sale
of opium, and the existence of the opium
dens which had been so much complained
of. He found, from information that he
had procured, that at the present time
about 17,000Ibs. of opium was illegally
,disposed of in the colony-that was to say,
that it was not sold through the proper
channels. From a letter he' had received
from Mr. Shillinglaw, the registrar of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Victoria, he
gathered that the amount of opium imported into Victoria during the year 1890,
was 17,684 lbs., and, as, nearly as cOl~ld be
ascertained, about 112 lbs. were grown in
the colony. Mr. Shillinglaw's letter also
stated"While the Poisons Act would no doubt, if
rigidly enforced, go a long way to suppress the
traffic in opium, in order more effectually to
deal with the matter, fresh legislation, in the
direction of making it an offence to allow any
person to frequent any premises for the purpose
of smoking, eating, or drinking opium is neces'sary, as well as a provision for the seizure of
opium or any similar drug which is being illegally sold. "

Another passage was as follows : "As you are aware, the Poisons Act, No.
1125, provides that opium and all preparations
of opium or of poppies, is included in the second
part of the schedule to the Act, and can only be
sold or dealt in by legally qualified medical
practitioners, pharmaceutical chemists, or persons holding a certificate from the Pharmacy
Board of Victoria. "

Again" So far back as 1878 prosecutions against the
Chinese were instituted, and on the 29th of
November of that year a number of Chinese
·opium sellers were summoned to the District
Court for selling opium; but the magistrates,
taking a lenient view of the case, inflicted
penalties of lOs. and 5s. costs. . . . The
Pharmacy Board were greatly disheartened at
the way the magistrates viewed the infringement of the law, and the inadequate nature of
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the penalties inflicted were brought under the
notice of the Chief Secretary, butnotwithstanding this, and although, in the year 1883, 27
Chinese were prosecuted by the Pharmacy
Board, in no instance did the fine inflicted exceed 20s."

Honorable members would see from this
how matters stood. He would also m·en..
tion that some time ago, a very influential
deputation, introduced by the honorable
member for Villiers, waited upon him, and
made out a very strong case in favour of a
Bill of this sort. being introduced during the
present session, so as to diminish as much as
possible the evils arising from this source;
and after listening to what the deputation
had to say he promised them that he
would try to give effect to their views.
The consequence was the introduction of
the Bill now before honorable members.
Its provisions were of a very straightforward sort. rrhey were for empowerinO'
the Minister of Customs to grant annual
licenses to import opium, for preventing
the importation of opium except by
licensed importers, and for medical purposes, and for tho forfeiture of opium
imported contrary to the Act. They
would also forbid an importer of opium to
sell the article, except to medical practitioners, chemists, or licensed personsno person would be allowed to buy opium
without a licence, and so on. The punishment for any breach of the law was set out
in clause 18, as follows : "Every person who is convicted of an
offence against this Act, or any Order in
Council or regulation hereunder, shall forfeit all
opium in respect of which any such offence
shall have been committed, or which is ill his
control or possession, and where no punishment is expressly provided for such offence,
shall be liable to a penalty of not ·less than
£20 nor more than £500, or to imprisonment for
any period not less than one month nor more
than twel ve months, or to both such penalty
and imprisonment, at the discretion of the
court."

From a statement made by the deputation
it appeared that the honorable member for
Villiers took a very great interest in the
subject, and no doubt he would be able to
give some information as to what he had
seen in opium dens-places which were
known to be the means of seriously de·
moralizing those who had anything to do
with them. He (Mr. Munro) had no desire
to take up more time in connexion, with
the Bill, because he was satisfied t.hat
there was a universal feeling in favour of
the measure.
Mr. STAUGHTON said there was
scarcely any honorable member who did
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not recognise the injury done by the use
of opium. The control which opium had
over the minds of those who were foolish
enough to use it was well known; so much
so, that there were very few in the COffi'mu!1ity who were not in accord with the
object sought to be gained by means of
this measure. In fact, everyone who had
visited an opium den must have come to the
conclusion that it was the bounden duty
of the Government to put an end to such
a terrible source of evil. Under these
circumstances it was, of course, of no consequence how much the Treasury would
lose under the Bill-how the annual deficiency in the' revenue, to the extent of
some £15,900, would have to be made up.
But what he (Mr. Staughton) wanted to
draw attention to was clause 17; which
contained the following provision:, No poppies shall be grown or opium manufactured in Victoria; and any perso~ who grows
poppies, or bnys, sells, gives away, or receives,
or offers to buy, sell, give away, or receive
any poppies grown or opium manufactured in
Victoria, shall be gt}ilty of an offence against this
Act."

Now, some of his constituents were regularly growing opium, and he could not
understand why the Premier, of all menhe being such an advocate of protection to
native industry-wanted to do away with
this particular industry. (Mr. Munro"I don't believe in encouraging vice.")
Nevertheless it was obvious that if the production of native opium was put a stop to,
the importation of the same amount of opium
from abroad-about 180 Ibs. net per annum
-might be anticipated. vVhy should not
the native producers of opium be treated
in the same way as tobacco producers
were, under section 183 of the Customs
and Excise Act; that W{iS to say, why
should they not be allowed to register
themselves as qualified to carryon their
particular industry 1 Of cour~e opium
would have to be used for medicinal
purposes-why then take away the living
of these men 1 He was quite with the
Premier in wanting to put down the improper use of the drug, but why carry
measures to such an extreme 1 He (Mr.
Staughton hoped that honorable members
generally would look at the case from this
point of view. There was a great difference between producers of beer and the
producers of opium, because the former
encouraged the consumption of the article
. they produced, while the producer of opium
did nothing of the kind. Indeed, it was
difficult to imagine why anybody who had
Mr. Staughton •.
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once had anything to do with opium, oreven smelt it, could be induced to touch it·
again ..
Mr. STUART said he was glad that
this Bill had been brought in, because he
could speak in the strongest terms of the·
evil done by the consumption of opium.
In fact, nearly all the opium dens of the
metropolis were in EastMelbourne. Everyone who had seen an opium den would be
delighted to find such a measure as this
brought in. It was not only Chinamen
who subjected themselves to the demoralizing influences of opium, but a large·
number of Europeans, both male and
female. At the same time he agreed with
the honorable member for Bourke V\Test,.
that if opium was produced in the colony
the industry ought to be allowed to go,
on, although it should be subject to very
severe excise regulations. When the Bill
was in committee, he would endeavour to·
have clause 17 struck out.
Mr. ANDERSON thought the Government were to be congratulated on the
introduction of this Bill during the present
session. Anybody who had visited the
opium dens of the city must be convinced
that they constituted a most serious eviL
He did not wish to take up time in discussiI?g the Bill at the present stage, but
when it was in committee he would be
ready to defend every clause in themeasure. Of course the operation of the
. Bill would involve some loss to the
revenue, but what was the loss of a little·
revenue when weighed against the soul~
The use of opium not only destroyed the
body, but; the soul, of the man or
woman who used it. (Mr. Staughton"But why de~troy the industry of the·
Victorian opium producers 1") He had.
grown opium himself, so he was well
acquainted with the subject. 'fhe fact
was that it would be impossible to place
proper restrictions on the growth of opium
in this country. It would cost more for'
excise officers to look after the thing than
it could possibly be worth.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he was.
decidedly in favour of the Bill, but he
thought that some of its machinery
might be advantageously altered in committeee. Several of the clauses werealtogether too drastic. Clauses 13 and 14,
forbidding people to smoke opium or eat·,
opium except as a medicine, seemed to him,
altogether too peremptory. Of what use
could it be putting in an Act of Parliament this provision, "N0 person shall.
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smoke opium" ~ He also thought that
clause 18, which the Premier had quoted,
would operate unfairly, because a person
offending against the Act would be liable
to no less a penalty than £20 or a maximum penalty of £500. That was too
high altogether.
Mr. J. HARRIS considered that the
Bill upon the whole was a good one, but,
of course, every measure designed to restrict trade ought to be regarded with
some sllspicion. Such a Bill as this had
to be looked at as one would look at a
measure to restrict the drink traffic. But
he (Mr. Harris) would point out to the
honorable member for Bourke West that
he was fighting a shadow, for, according to
llayter, there was only 10 acres of poppies
in Victoria. At all events, that was all
that was grown last year. Poppy-growing was not a success in t~lis country-for
want of labour. Two or three points in
the Bill would have to be discussed in
committee, but he would not refer to them
now. It seemed that, under the Bill, the
Treasury would lose some £ 16, 000 or
£17,000 a year. (Mr. Turner-" All that
will not be lost.") At any rate, a large
proportion of it would be lost. But,
seeing the good that would be done under,
the measure, he thought that that particular item of revenue might be dispensed
with.
Mr. LAURENS expressed the opinion
that honorable members were unanimous
in supporting the Bill. As for the supposed loss of revenue under the measure,
it reminded him of a remark once made
by Mr. Service, with respect to the London
dock labourers. That gentleman said, in
reply to a remark which had been made
about the possible decrease of English
trade, "If the trade of England depends
on men having to work for what does not
supply them with food and raiment, I say
perish the commerce and the trade of
England." He (Mr. Laurens) would say,
"Perish the revenue of Victoria, if it
demands the demoralization and poisoning of the people in our midst." He felt
bound to give credit to the honort'tble
member for Villiers for having taken up
the present question with such zeal.
Mr. ZOX thought the Government were
to be congratulated on bringing in this
Bill. There could not be the slightest
doubt that the consumption of opium in
this colony, as in, all other parts of the
world, did immense harm. Still there
were clauses in the Bill which would have
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to be very seriously considered. Fundamentally, however, the Bill commended
itself to the House generally. He might
also mention that, if he remembered rightly,
it was the Chinamen of Melbourne themselves who were the first to bring the subject of opium selling under the notice of the
Ministerial head of the Customs department.
Two or three Chinamen of very great
ability waited upon him and asked him
to use his influence in getting a Bill of
this kind introduced. He was pleased to
think that through the instrumentality of
the honorable member for Villiers, the
honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr.
Gordon), and others who had taken great
interest in this question it would be possible to have this Bill placed on the statutebook before the present session closed.,
Some of the clauses' in the Bill would require consideration in committee, and he
would only say now that he would give
the Bill all the support he could. Opium
was probably sold in larger quantities in
the district of Melbourne East than in
any other part of Victoria. He had visited
the opium dens of the Chinese, and had
seen the terrible condition to which not
only Chinese, but English women and
young girls, were reduced by the use of
the drug ~ The Government were perfectly justified in doing everything that
t.hey could to restrict the use of the drug
to medicinal purposes.
Mr. GRAVES said that he must congratulate the Premier on having, at a
time of depression, so willingly taken up
this subject on the representations of gentlemen who were interested in the suppression of the terrible vice of opium smoking
and opium eating. Some years ago, in
the discharg~ of his duty as Minister of
Customs, he visited the opium dens in the
city, and he saw there the most terrible
spectacles that he had ever seen in his life.
The persons who congregated in these
dens ,vere not simply Chinese, but men
who ought to know better, and women who,.
he was informed, had occupied positions,
of respectability. He was then told that
the vice was extending very much in
Melbourne.
This Bill was one of a
very drastic character; it said in plain
English that nobody 'should eat or smoke
opium, and that opium should only
be used for medicinal purposes, and
under medical ad vice. There was one
clause in the Bill which, if it was agreed
to, would operate against the success of
the Bill. He referred to clause 18, which
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fixed the minimum penalty at £20 and urged that the growth of the poppy should
the maximum at £500. In all cases in be permitted in Victoria, but did those
which such high penalties had been pro- honorable members propose to raise an
vided for in Acts of Parliament the objection to the Bill simply because haIfresult had been to defeat the object a-dozen persons were interested in this
sought to be attained, as hardship was industry 1 (Mr. Staughton-" No, not to
caused in individual cases, and the magis- the Bill.") He was glad to hear that.
trates would rather dismiss a case than ,Honorable members were all familiar with
inflict punishment which they might con- the evils that arose from the use of opium.
sider to be severe. The maximum penalty It was stated that these evils existed
could be fixed as high as was thought chiefly in Melbourne, but wherever the
desirable, but the minimum penalt.y Chinese went they took these evils with
should certainly be less than £20, and he them. He did not think that any imporwould prefer that it be left to the discre- tance need be attached to the objection
tion of the magistrates.
that difficulties might arise in connexion
Mr. L. L. SMI'rH stated that clause 9 with the intercolonial trade. Some colony
of the Bill provided that an importer of must take the lead in this matter, and it
opium should not sell opium except to a would be an honorable thing for Victoria
legally-qualified medical practitioner, to a to do so.
registered pharmaceutical chemist, or to
Mr. ARMYTAGE said that he would
persons li~ensed by the commissioner to urge the Government to pay attention to
buy opium. He would suggest that the the remarks made by the honorable memwords "dentist" and "veterinary surgeon" ber for Bourke ,\Vest and the honorable
should be inserted, at any rate the latter. member for Mornington. Those honorable
Veterinary surgeons used a large quantity members and others who took tho same
of opium, and if the clause passed as it view did not oppose the Bill. In fact,
stood, it might place them under dis- they were quite prepared to sacrifice the
abilities in the practice of their profession. small interests at stake ill favour of the
Clause 17 of the Bill provided that opium Bill if that w~re necessary, but it was not
should not be grown or manufactured in . necessary. As the honorable member for
Victoria, and he thought that that clause Mornington had pointed out, the growth
also required amendment. This was a of opium could be properly regulated, and
protective colony, and they should not it should not be absolutely prohibited as
pass a law which would have the effect of proposed.
destroying, what might become an im-.
Mr. GILLIES stated that numerous
portant local industry. He would suggest applications were made to the late Governt.hat the growth and manufacture of opium ment to deal with this subject, and they
should be permitted under restrictions simi- were extremely anxious to do so. They
lar to those adopted in the case of the wine- believed, however, that it was necessary to
,growers, who were allowed to have stills have the co-operation of the other colonies,
in certain disti·icts.
Any person who ill order that the legislation adopted should
intended to grow the poppy would then be really effective. He regretted very
have to give notice to the Minister of much that they were unable to obtain the
Customs, when the necessary precautions co-operation of the other c'olonies, and he
could be taken. The climate and soil of feared that this Bill would not be as
. Victoria were suitable to the growth of effective without the ass,istance of the
opium, and as it was useful for medicinal other colonies as it would otherwise have
been. If the colonies had been united
purpose~, and could be used beneficially,
there was no reason why the industry with regard to this question, then. they
could have introduced legislation which
should be absolutely prohibited.
Mr. GORDON remarked that it must would have been a certain success. Opium
be gratifying to the Government to find was prepared in such small bulk that a
that this Bill had proved so acceptable to very large band of custom-house officers
honorable members' on all sides of the would have to be employed to prevent its
House. He was anxious that the Bill importation fro111 one colony to another,
should be passed as quickly as possible, and it was doubtful whether that could
and he did not intend to make any remarks ever be absolutely prevented.
Mr. A. HARRIS obsei'ved that he
with regard to it at that stage. The
honorable member for Bourke West and heartily supported the Bill. He was pre·
the hO~Ol'able member for MOTIlington had . sent with the deputation that waited on
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the Premier, and asked him to introduce
a Bill of this description. He was amazed
at the statements made by some of the
members of the deputation about the evil
effects of the opium traffic, and he thought
~he Premier deserved very great credit
mdeed for the prompt way in which he
had dealt with the question. Several
honorable members had su<Yo'ested alterations in the Bill j but he wo~ld warn them
that if they attempted to cut up the
clauses too much, they might destroy the
Bill altogether. He was sorry that the
Government had not been able to procure
the co-operation of the other colonies in
this matter, but if Victoria set the example,
there was no doubt that the other colonies
would follow by and by.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
and committed.
'
On clause 1, which was as follows:"The Act may be cited as the Opium Act
1891, and shall come into operation on the first
day of January, 1892,"

Mr. J. HAHRIS said that the 1st of
January next was too early a date at
which to bring the Bill into operation, as
a subseq:10nt clause would make shipm~st~rs lIable to a penalty of £500 for
brmgmg more than 50 lbs. of opium to the
~olony.
The Bill should not be brought
lUtO operation until March or June of next
year.
Mr. STUAHT said that he aOToed with
the honorable member for So~th Yarra.
At least three months should be allowed
before the Bill was brought into operation.
}\~r. rrURNE~ stated the effect of postponmg the commg into operation of the
measure would be that an immense amount
of opium would be imported into the
colony.. Although it was provided that
any shIpmaster who brouaht more than
50 lbs. weight of opium ~to the colony
should be liable to a penalty of £500, the
Customs department would not stringently
enforce the provisions of the Act in the
first instance, particularly when it could
be shown that the opium was shipped prior
to the passing of the Bill.
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked that if
·clause 7 of the Bill was a<Yreed to the
Ministe.r of Customs would h~ve no option
but to Impose the penalty provided for in
the clause.
Mr. ZOX stated that exporters of opium
would not have an opportunity of knowing
before the 1st of .Tanuary next that a
measure of this description had been
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passed. 'rhe 1st January was only about
four weeks from the present date and the
time should certainly be extended: Would
the Minister of Customs consider the advisability of altering the clause ~ (Mr.
Turner-" vVe can deal with the matter
on clause 7.") Then he would rest satisfied with that arrangement.
On clause 3, which was as follows : :' The words '<?pi~un and all prep~rations of
opmm or of popples shall be omitted from the
second part of the 2nd schedule to the Poisons
Act 1890, and are hereby added to the first
part of the said schedule,"

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that
.were seve~'al most stril1'gent proviSIOns 111 the POIsons Act in reference to
poisons, which applied to the poisons
mentioned in the first part of the 2nd
schedule of that Act, but not to the poisons
mentioned in the second part of the 2nd
schedule. He would be glad if the Minister of Cu~toms would state why it had
been consIdered necessary to make this
al teration.
Mr. TUHNER said that the Government thought it only right and proper
that where n poison like opium was sold a
proper record should be kept of the sale.
He was .not aware that there were any
very strmgent provisions which applied
to the first part of the 2nd schedule
and not to the second part of the 2nd
schedule of the Poisons Act. In section
6 of the Poisons Act it was provided that
every person who sold any poison specified
in the first part of th~ 2nd schedule
should inquire the name, place of abode,
and occupation of the purchaser, the
purpose for which such poison ,vas required, and should make an entry of such
sale, which should 1:>e signed by the purchaser, and by a WItness when a· witness
was required by the Act. He did not
think that there could be any objection to
the clause.
Mr. L. L. SMITH mentioned that many
people used poppy-heads for inflamed surfaces and for poultices, and that it would
be objectionable to prevent the growth of
that drug. He would refer to the matter
aga,in in connexioll with clause 17.
On clause 7, which was as follows:t~ere

. "(l). No .opium shall be imported or brought
mto VlCtOl'1a from any other Australian colony
(2) No ship from any country or place whatso:
e\Ter shall enter any port or place in Victoria
havi~g on boa:rd l110re than 50 lbs. net weight
of OplUl11 co~slgned to any person in Victoria.
(3) .If anJ: slup enters any port or place in Victon a havmg on board any opium in excess of
501bs. net 'weight consigned to any person in
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Victoria, the owner, master, or charterer of
such ship shall on conviction be liable to a
penalty of £500,"

Mr. ZOX called attention to sub-section
3 of the clause, under which the captain
or charterer of a ship might be fined £500
for having opium in excess of 50 Ibs. weight
on board a vessel, though they were
entirely innocent in the matter.
The
penalty would be a dreadfully severe one
on any p'erson offending in ignorance of
the law. (Mr. Turner-" The same provision is in the Customs Act.") He sugguested that the penalty should be a sum
not exceeding £500, and not less than £10.
Mr. STUAHT thought that the clause
should only apply to opium imported
into the colony" subsequent to the passing of this Act," and that sufficient notice
ought to be :;tllowed.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved the addition
of the follo'wing words to the sub-section,
"provided always that the Commissioner
of Customs may in any case direct that no
prosecution shall take place, or mayabandon any prosecution under this section."
That might prevent cases of great hardship, where the captain, owner, or charterer of the ship ,vas quite innocent in the
matter.
Mr. HARPER remarked that it would
be quite possible for a fraudulent person
to ship opium under another name, the
captain being ignorant that he had any
of the drug on board.
I t ,vas desirable to provide for such a case by empowering the Minister of Customs to order
that no proceedings be taken in cases
where no fraud was intended, or to abandon any prosecution under 1ike circumstances.
Mr. vVRIXON said it would be dangerous to put such a power into the hands
of the Minister. It would be better to
leave the matter to the discretion of the
magistrates. If the captain of a ship
could show that he was quite innocent in the
transaction the magistrates would release
him, and if they fined him wrongly the
fine would afterwards be remitted.
Mr. 1. L. SMITH observed that magistrates often stated on the bench that they
had no option, and must inflict the full
penalty provided by t4e law. He objected
to the matter being left in the hands of the
Minister of Customs for the time being.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that the intention of the Bill was to put an end to the
evil against which it was directed. If
loop-holes were to be made by which the
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law could be evaded, the Bill might as wel};
be dropped at once. I t would be useless,
to have a small penalty when the object
was to prevent opium from coming into the
colony. As a matter of fact, he believed
that the detectives had ceased to prosecutein these cases, because the magistrates
would not convict. It was absurd to have
a penalty of lOs. for the suppression of
an evil which ruined men and women
for life. He had asked his colleague to·
make the penalty sufficiently severe to put.
an end to the evil.
Mr. TUHNEH. said he had followed the
Customs Act and the Chinese Act, the
object being to prevent opium coming into
the colony. He thought the provision in
the Customs Act might meet the case. It.
allowed the magistrates power in the case
of a first offence, if they thought the circumstances justified it, to reduce the fine
to £25. In the case of the captain or
charterer of a vessel proving his entire
.innocence, the Governor in Council would
remit the fine altogether. . Under the
Justices of the Peace Act magistrates had
power to deal with cases (in which, according to the strict letter of the law, they
were obliged to convict) without entering
up the judgment.
Mr. STAUGHrrON pointed out that the
captain could not watch every parcel that
went down the hold of his vessel, and he
might be called upon to pay the fine of
£500 without having committed any fault
whatever.
Mr. MUNRO said it would be better to
withdraw the Bill altogether if it were not
made stringent.
.
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked t~lat he
objected to the magistrates having no
option in the case of a man who was.
innocent of any intention to evade the law.
The penalty of £500 should be made a.
maximum one.
Mr. RICHARDSON observed that he
did not think there was any room to suppose that a captain would not be aware of
what he had on board, and he saw no
reason why the same penalty inflicted in a
case where a captain offended against the
Chinese influx law should not be imposed.
If a captain were once fined £500 it would
make him cautious in the future. He
hoped that the provisiol1- in the Customs
Act quoted by the Minister of Customs
would be incorporated in the clause.
It had been said that the import.ation of
opium was more injurious to the community than the importation of Chinese,
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:and the law ought to be equally severe in
both cases. If the penalty were not suffi.ciently large to stamp out the evil, the Bill
'would be of no value.
Capt. TAYLOR said he agreed with the
honorable member for Creswick that if the
·offence. were committed the penalty mentioned would be quite small enough, but
the committee should not pass a clause
under which an innocent man might be
convicted. If the clause were adopted as it
.stood the magistrates would have no option
but to convict. '1'he right of appeal to the
Governor in Council would not meet the
.equities of the case. He moved the addition
to the sub·section of the following words:
"unless he shall prove to the satisfaction
.of the justices that such excess was shipped
without his knowledge." Cases had oc"curred in which opium had been shipped
in preserved-meat tins without the captain's knowledge. (Mr. Anderson-" The
whole of the cargo is always shipped without the captain's knowledge.") The captain could have a constructive knowledge,
.and that was assumed in his amendment.
The captain must show that he was
actually innocent of the transaction, and
then no fine would be recorded against him
.at all.
Mr. AR'MYTAGE remarked that nothing
could be fairer than the suggestion of the
Minister of Customs, that in cases of a first
offence the fine might be reduced to £25.
The Bill had been introduced in deference
to a strong expression of public feeling, and
whether a man offended wittingly or unwittingly he should suffer a penalty; but
if 'he offended a second time, the full fine
'of £500 ought to be inflicted.
Dr. MALONEY observed that he agreed
with the views of the Minister of Customs. It must not be forgotten that there
were Asiatic sailors employed on many of
the steamers visiting this port, and that
there would always be a certain amount
of smuggling. He wished the law to be
made as stringent as possible so that it
might be effective.
Mr. J. HARRIS suggested that the Act
should not come into operation until suffi. cient time had elapsed to permit of the
captains of steamers from China and India
gaining a knowledge of its provisions.
Mr. rrURKER asked the honon.tble
member for Hawthorn to withdraw his
amendmeht so that he might propose a
modification of the clause in the direction
of making a minimum penalty of £25 for
a first offence, and a fine of £500 for every
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If the
second or subsequent offence.
amendment which the honorable member
for Hawthorn proposed were adopted captains of ships would take no trouble to
guard against opium being put on board,
or, worse still, they would act in collusion with those who wished to evade the
law.
Sir B. O'LOG HLEN suggested the insertion of the word "consigned" after the
word" opium" in the sub-section. It would
be unfair to make the captain responsible
for the contents of every packet that might
be found on board his vessel. Under the
clause the person who conveyed opium in
a package of dress goods might be fined for
smuggling, while the captain would be
ordered to pay a penalty of £500 .
Mr. MU NRO remarked that people
might consign opium as potatoes.
Mr. T. SMITH observed that the clause
seemed to be in danger of being improved
out of existence altogether. (Mr. Munro"That is what is intended.") '1'he clause
had been drafted with infinite care, and
the Government were to be congratulated
upon doing something which ninety-nine
people out of one hundred approved. The
amendment proposed by the MiniiSter of
Customs was fair and reasonable. It must
be remembered that there were Indians as
well as Chinese in this community, and
that it was necessary to have a stringent
law.
Capt. rrAYLOR said he would "'ithdraw his amendment in deference to
the wish of the House, but he did not
accept the proposition of the Minister of
Customs as a fair compromise. If a lllall
were guilty he should not get off with a
fine of £25, and if innocent he ought not
to be fined one penny. He had no desire
to destroy the clause, and it was very
unfair of the Premier to say that such was
the intention of honorable members.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. TURNER moved an amendment
providing that there should be a penalty
of not less than £25, or more than £500,
for the first offence, and that the maximum
penalty should be inflicted for a second
and every subsequent offence.
Mr. ZOX deprecated the remark made
by the Premier, because he (Mr. Zox)
believed that all honorable members were
anxious to see this Bill passed. He thought
the Premier should congratulate himself
and the Government upon having for once
brought in a Bill which every side agreed
with. But it would be unfair to inflict
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the penalty of £25, with loss of reputation,
on a master of a ship who might be perfectly innocent of the fact that he carried
opium in contravention of the law. It
was quite possible for opium to be shipped
as somo other article, and it would be no
ad vantage to the master of a mail steamer,
which did not remain in this port more
than 48 hours, to teU him that he
had the right of appeal to the Governor in Council. Under such circumstances, the captain would rather pay the
fine than submit to the la"w's delays.
This was a most unjust clause from a
commercial point of view, and it ought
to be amended so as to require the prosecution to sheet home to the man who
imported opium contrary to the law a
guilty knowledge of the nature of the
shipment.
Mr. HAHPEH said he must object to
the attitude of the Premier with regard to
this discussion. (Mr. Munro-" 'Ve will
withdraw the Bill, and then you will be
satisfied.") Honorable members who were
accused of trying to block the Bill, and
supposed to be antagonistic to it, were just
as earnest in their anxiety to pass the Bill
as the Premier. He must deprecate that
line of argument. (Mr. Munro-" There
is no argument.") 'fhe h0norable gentleman wa3 quite right on that point-there
was no argument on tho part of the Government, it was simply bounce. Honorable members desired to carry out the
intention of the Government and also to
see that no injustice was done to innocent
persons. 'rhosc who were not COllversant
with the course of business in connexion
with shipping ,vere very apt to fall into
the erroneous idea that the master of a
ship ought to know the nature of every
package of goods he had got on board.
Honorable members could put forward
no greater fallacy than that. 'Vhile providing for the punishment of the guilty,
Parliament should take care to protect tho
innocent; and it would bo quite possible
for a fraudulent person to ship opium in
such a way as to deceivc the captain of the
vessel and all concerned as to the true
nature of the shipment. Some years ago
a number of Chinese in Tasmania smuggled
opium into this colony in small tins, which
were artfully concealed in jars of preserved
ginger. Ono of the packages was broken,
and the fraud was thus discovered. But
three-fourths of the imports to this colony
were not entered ill the name of the consignee, and in eventof a fraud being discovered
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the unknown consignees would not come
forward; so that under this measure a
ship-owner or captain who might be as
innocent of offence as any member of that
House would be heavily fined. In passing
stringent legislation of this kind, Parliament ought not to ignore commercial
practices and usages. If the Minister of
Customs would make it possible for a captain who could prove his innocence to
escape unjust punishment, letting the
onus of proof rest 011 him, there would
not be so much objection to the
clause. He had no desire to advocate anything that would make the measure less
efficient, and, therefore, the Premier ought
not to jump upon honorable members and
say they were trying to stop the Bill, and
threaten to throw it up altogether. It
should be borne in mind that steamers
coming to this port generally cleared out
within 48 hours. The expenses of those
steam-ships amounted to something like
£500 a day, and the captain of such a
vessel would rather pay a fine, even if he
were innocent, than stay in port to fight
the case out, because it would pay him
and his owners better to suffer the injustice rather than to incur still heavier
loss by being delayed in port.
The
Minister had proposed to reduco the
penalty for the first offence, but it would
be unfair to fine a man even the smaller
penalty for an offence of which he was not
guilty.
The amendment was agreed to.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the
Bill did not contain any mode of staying
a prosecution, even though it was clear
that there was no guilty knowledge and
intent on the part of the accused. He,
. therefore, begged to move the following
addition to the clause : "Provided always that the Commissioner of
Customs for the time being may in any case
before the 1st of March next direct that no
prosecution shall take place or abandon any
prosecution under this section."

Mr. TURNER stated that there was
no ,necessity for this proviso, because
section 264 of the. Customs Act provided
that no prosecution could take place without the direction of the commissioner, and
it was perfectly certain that no commissioner would allow a prosecution under
this section within the next two or three
months unless he was perfectly satisfied
that the goods had been brought out
deliberately.
The amendment was withdrawn.
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On clause 9, which was as follows : " An importer of opium shall not sell or dispose of opium except to a legally qualified
medical practitioner or a registered pharmaceutical chemist or to a person licensed by the
commissioner to buy opium, as hereinafter provided,"

Mr. TURNER remarked that, in order
to carry out the suggestion of the honorable member for Mornington, he begged to
move the insertion after the word "chemist"
of the words "or member of the College
of Veterinary Surgeons in Victoria."
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 11, providing, inte?' alia, that
no manufacturing or wholesale chemist and
druggist should, "except as allowed by this
Act, sell opium except as a preparation," and
then only in accordance with such conditions as might be prescribed by any regulations made by the Governor in Council,
Mr. ZOX stated that the opium which
was unfortunately used to s1.1Oh a very great
extont in this colony by the Chinese was
a preparation, and not raw opium, and he
would like to know what ,,-as the meaning
of "preparation" in the clause, and what
regulations would be made by the Governor
in Council to control the grant of annual
licences?
Mr. rrURNER said the honorable member would find an answer to his first
question in clause 4. Of course, he could
not now state what regulations would be
made by the Governor in Council.
On clause 12, providing that every importer who sold opium must make an
entry of every sale before delivery in "a
form set forth in the schedule to the Bill,
requiring the date of sale, the date of the
licence, the name of the purchaser, the
occupation and address of the purchaser,
the quantity of opium sold, the purpose
for which it was required, the purchaser's
signature, and the vendor's signature,
every such entry to be signed by the purchaser, and also that any assistant, apprentice, or employe who sold opium without
making the required entries should be
liable to the same penalties as the person
on whose behalf he made the sale,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN expressed the
opinion that the penalty of not less than
£20 and not exceeding £500, provided in
clause 18, would be too severe a punishment to in:Bict upon an assistant, apprentice, or employe, seeing that the employer
was liable to the same penalties. (Mr.
Turner-" The Poisons Act also makes an
employe liable to fine for neglecting to
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enter a sale of poison or for making a
false entry.") But in the Poisons Act the
assistant was liable to a fine not exceeding
£10, while in this case the fine could not
be less than £20 and might be any amount
up to £500.
Mr. TURNER remarked that if the
honorable member thought the penalties
in this Bill were too severe, he might move
an amendment on clause 18 later on.
Mr. G. D. CARTER asked the Minister
of Customs whether this Bill would apply
to all preparations of opium ~ The most
dangerous compounds of opium to the
community were called chI oro dyne and
painkiller, which were simply opium disguised under other names. It. was within
his knowledge that persons had had to be
taken to lunatic asylums owing to the use
of those compounds, which contained
opium in an apparently innocent form.
(Mr. Turner-" Section 4 covers every
preparation of opium.") And a chemist
would not be at liberty, after this Bill
passed, to sell chlorodyne or painkiller~
(Mr. Turner-"Oh yes, as medicines.")
Then a chemist might sell any poison he
liked, so long as it was called by another
name 1 (Mr. Turner - "Yes, as medicine.") But what was the use of calling
chlorodyne and painkiller medicine, seeing
that their consumption drove persons into
lunatic asylums1 It was not raw opium that
was eaten or smoked, anel if honorable membersreallydesired to prevent the use of opium
they ought to prevent its usc in the forms in
which it was most tempting and attractive.
When people began to take preparations
of opium they generally went on increasilig the dose, because the poison gave them
such delightful impressions. If one only
took chlorodyne in sufficient quantity, "no
matter what his overdmft at the bank, he
would imagine that he had a surplus and
was possessed of millions, and no matter"
how wicked he might be he would imagine
himself an angel. It was far easier for a
man to leave off drinking whisky than to
cease taking opium in the enticing forms
in which it was sold. If the GOYCl'llmont
were in earnest, what objection could they
have to include chlorodyne and painkiller1'
If they did not include those forms of
opium, the Bill would bo a sham.
On clause 13, which was as fo11ows:" No person shall smoke opium,"

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN proposed the addition to the clause of the words : "Except under an order from a legally qualified medical practitioner, and the burden of
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producing and proving that order shall lie upon
the person so smoking opium."
Unless there was some such limitation of
the clause the court would hold that any·one who smoked opium, even under medical
direction, would be liable to be fined under
this clause; and the doctor who ordered
the patient to smoke any preparation of
~pium would also be liable to a penalty of
not less than £20 and not more than
.£500.
Mr. STAUGHTON expressed the hope
that the Government would not ask the
committee to pass a bald clause like this
without some qualification.
The amendment was negatiyed.
DiscussiQn took place on clause 14,
which was as follows : " No person shall eat opium except when
made up or compounded as a medicine by a
registered pharmaceutical chemist or by a
legally qualified m~dical practitioner. Any
person who makes up or compounds or sells or
disposes of opium except as a medicine shall be
guilty of an offence against this Act."
Dr. PEARSON stated that in the t.wo
most famous cases on record opium was
taken in liquid form, and he would th€)refore move the insertion after the word
"eat" of the words" or drink."
Mr. G. D. CARTEB. suggested that the
clause should also be amended by the
inscrtion after the word "opium" of the
words" or any preparation thereof," so as
to include painkiller and chlorodyne.
Women who took those preparations
usually got them for some trifling ailment
to begin with, but gradually became slaves
to the ha,bit of intoxicating themselves
with opium, and some of them found the.ir
way to the lunatic asylums in consequence
of taking the drug.
Mr. TURNEB. said the honorable member for Melbourne seemed to be labouring
under a misapprehension. The amendment he had just suggested was quite
unnecessary, because it was distinctly
provided in clause 4 that"In this act 'opium' includes poppies and
any preparation or extract, whether liquid or
solid, of opium or of poppies;. and 'poppies'
means the plant papfwe1' somnifentm, commonly
known as thc sleeping poppy."
Thcrefore, wherever the word "opium"
appeared in this Bill it meant all that was
set forth in clause 4, which was inserted
so as to prevent needless repetitions in
other clauses.
Mr. G. D. CAB.TEB. expressed the
opinion that the Bill would be inoperative
becauso it ,rould allow the use of opium
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" compounded as a medicine," so that a
doctor or chemist could give a man as
much opium as he liked. (Mr. Turner- " No; clause 15 provides that' If any
person shall unnecessarily prescribe opium
as a medicine he shall be guilty of an
offence against t.his Act.''') That had
nothing to do with the sale and consumption of chlorodyne and painkiller.
The
Government ought to protect the public
from opium in all its forms, and especially
in attractive and enticing forms like painkiller and chlorodyne. It seemed that a
man might take as much opium as he
liked so long as it was in a blue bottle
labelled with either of those names, but he
must not take it in its naked form. The
whole thing was a sham and a humbug.
rrhey were pretending to legislate to do
something that they were not attempting
to do. He was not in favour of grandmotherly legislation, because he would
prefer to leave people to do as they liked;
but why should Parliament pass a measure
pretending to 'prevent the sale of opium
in its less attractive form while allowing
everybody to take it in the forms in which
it was most attractive and most destructive1
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked that in
remote country districts it was often
necessary for a persoll who was not a
medical man or a chemist to administer
hludanum and other preparations of opium
for the relief of suffering, but they would
no longer be able to do so legally if this
clause passed. (Mr. Turner-" No, they
will not.") It could only be prescribed
by a medical man.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated there was a
provision in the Poisons Act which enabled storekeepers to sell poisons. Section
5 of the Act provided that"In places distant at least four miles from
any city, town, or borough, and in which no
registered pharmaceutical chemist has an open
shop, any person who shall produce a certificate
from a legally qualified medical practitioner
and a police magistrate that he is a fit and
proper person to be allowed to sell poisons in
such place shall receive from the Pharmacy
Board of Victoria a certificate as a dealer in
poisons on payment of a fee of 20s. per annum
to such board."
That provision might be taken advantage
of in remote country districts. If a friend
who had not a certificate gave a man any
preparation of opium in the bush or on a
station he would be liable to a fi.ne of not
less than £20 and not exceeding £500.
The amendment waS agreed to.
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Mr. G. D. CARTER stated that he did
mot press for the inclusion of chlorodyne
for the sake of those persons who habitually
used opium, but in the iutetests of the tee.totallers, who flew to such preparations for
relief whenever they had any little trouble.
If they were to protect the persons who
ate and drank opium, why should they
not also protect those who took opium in
the form of chlorodyne or painkilled If
honorable members were going in for
grandmotherly legislation of this kind, let
them make it general in its application.
If the unrestricted use of opium in every
form were prohibited, he would be quite
content.
Mr. TRENvVITH stated that the honorable member for Melbourne was evidently
opposed to the Bill altogether. The honor.able member's remark about chlorodyne
and painkiller was simply his way of
expressing his disapproval of people being
,protected from themselves. Thesemediciues
were sold under proper supervision, by
licensed persons, and with full directions
for use. It was not necessary that in
trying to prevent a known evil, Parliament
.should prevent the beneficial use of opium.
Mr. J. HAH.RIS said that this clause
would prohibit any merchant or grocer
from selling chlorodyne or painkiller. (Mr.
Duffy--"N 0, read clause 19.") He doubted
whether clause 19 sufficiently met the
objection.
On clause 15, which was as follows:-
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who grows poppies, or buys, sells, gives away,
or receives, or offers to buy, sell, give away, or
receive any poppies grown or opium manufactured in Victoria shall be guilty of an offence
against this Act.
"(2) Any officer of Customs may seize all or
any poppies growing, or grown, or opium
manufactured, bought, sold, given away, or
received contrary to the provisions of this
Act, and all poppies or opium so seized shall be
forfeited, and shall be destroyed or otherwise
disposed of as the commissioner may direct,"

Mr. STAUGHTON said that this was
the clause to which he referred in speaking on the second reading of the Bill, and
he would suggest to the Minister of Cus.;.
toms that he should insert in it a provision
similar to that contained in section 183 of
the Customs and Excise Duties Act, substituting the word" opium" for "tobacco."
That section provided that no person
should grow tobacco unless he had registered his name in the office of the commissioner, specifying the number of acres
in cultivation, and that he should from time
to time report the amount of his crop, where
stored, and to whom sold, and should verify
such report by a statutory declaration before a justice of the peace or
any officer appointed to take such declarations by the Govei'uor in Council. If the
growth of opium were allowed subject to
suc1;l restrictions no harm could be done,
and the intention of the Bill would be
carried out. (Mr. McLean-" There are
only about 10 acres of poppies grown in
Victoria.") He -did not think that that
statement was correct; but why should
"If any person shall unnecessarily prescribe
Parliament pass a Bill which would de.opium as a medicine, he shall 'be guilty of an
prive any persons of their means of liveli·offence against this Act,"
Mr. ZOX asked what was meant by the hood?
Mr. TURNER stated that this question
term "unnecessarily prescribe opium" 1
One doctor might prescribe opium in a received very full and careful consideracase in which another doctor would con- tion from the Cabinet, and ill the first in·demn its use, and who was then to decide stance they were disposed to permit the
growth of opium, in order to protect the
between them?
Mr. TURNER stated that the Bill few persons who made a -little money in
would allow persons to use opium as a that way at present. After consultation
medicine when prescribed by a medical with the Pharmacy Board, however, they
man. The Chinese and their friends were saw that if the Bill was to be effective it
so anxious to get opium that they might must totally prohibit the growth of
pay a medical man a sufficient fee to poppies in the colony. The growth of
induce him to prescribe opium when it tobacco and opium were two entirely
was not required. In drafting the Bill different matters. In the case of tobacco,
the Government had endeavoured to meet all that had to be done, was to protect the
revenue; but if Parliament permitted
·every point that might arise.
opium to be grown in the colony, the
On clause 17, which was as follows:Chinamen would find some means of
"(1) At the expiration of three months after' getting it.
.
the commencement of this Act, except as
that
in
the
Dr.
MALONEY
remarked
allowed by this Act or the Poisons Act 1890near future it might be advisable to allow
(a) No poppies shall be grown, or opium
manufactured, in Victoria; and (b) Any person
opium to be grown in the colony, but the
Session 1891.-[190J
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industry should be carried on on a Govern- to .make the minimum and maximum
penalty for a first offence £5 and £20 and
ment farm, and not on private property.
Sir B. 'O'LOGHLEN stated that this for a second offence .£20 and £500.
clause was legislation run wild. It proSir B. O'LOGHLEN said that the clause"
vided that any person who grew poppies, even as amended, would render a person
or bought, sold, or gave away any poppies liable to a minimum fine of £5 for even a.
grown, or opium manufactured in Vic- . most trivial offence. If a doctor pretoria should be guilty of an offence against scribed opium, and the magistrates in
the Bill. Therefore, any person who gave their opinion thought it unnecessary,.
away a bunch of poppies would be liable . they could fine him for a first offence
in the way of penalty to a minimum fine from £5 to £20, and for a second offence
of £20.
from £20 to £500. If it were proposed
Mr. G. D. CARTER said that he had that for a first offence the fine should
the misfortune to own a farm, and only not exceed £20, for a second offence £5(}
last week he found the common English or £100, and for a third offence £500,.
poppy growing there. He did not grow he could understand it. If a boy gave a.
the poppy, it grew itself; and if he plucked bunch of poppies to another boy he would
it and gave it to a friend he\vould be pe liable to the fines provided in· this
liable to a fine of £500 under this Bill. clause or to twelve months'imprisonment.
He saw some lovely poppies in a shop in The effect of making the penalty so high
Collins-street a few days ago, and he was would be to render the I Bill inoperative.
rash enough to buy some seeds, which he It would be a Draconian code, and would
intended to grow. If he did that, he be a disgrace to the statute-book of the
would also be liable.
colony. The offences should be classified,.'
Discussion took place on clause 18, and the fines made proportionate.
Mr. G. D. CARTER remrtrked that if
which was as fo11ows:the GoVeTIlment wanted to do any good by
"(1) Every person who is guilty of a conthis Bill they should make' the penalties
travention of any of the provisions of this Act
reasonable. The magistrates would not be
or of any Order in Council or regulation hereunder shall be guilty of an offence against this
disposed to inflict the heavy fines provided
Act. (2) Every person who is convicted of an ,for in this clause, nor would a jury be
offence against this Act or any Order in Council
likely to give a conviction which would
or regulation hereunder shall forfeit all opium
have the e~ect of .sending a man to gaol
in respect of which any such offence shall have
been committed or which is in his control or
for twelve months f.or any ordinary offence.
. possession; and, where no punishment is exPoppies might grow on a man's land against
pressly provided for such offence, shall be
his will, and for giving away a bunch of
liable to a penalty of not less than £20, nor
poppies any person could, underthis clause,
more than £500, or to imprisonment for any
period not less than one month nor more than. be fined £500.
A man who nearly killed
twelve months, or to both such penalty and
his wife or his mother-in-law might be
imprisonment at the discretion of the court."
fined only £5, and it was ridiculous to inSir B. O'LOGHLEN said that he was sert a clause of this kind in the Bill when
horror-struck that the committee should offences against the person of the most
sit quietly by' and show a disposition to heinous character were punished with most
allow a clause of this kind to be passed. trifling penalties. Every now and again
The penalty for the most trivial offence was honorable membel's read of policemen being
a fine of not less thali £20 nor more than attacked and brutally ill-treated. Some of
£500, and that fine might be inflicted them received such injuries that they had
on a persoll who had simply neglected to to leave the force, and the malefactor got
off with a fine of £5 or imprisonment for
make an entry in a book.
Mr TURNER proposed the insertion, two or three months. The penalties proafter" liable" (line 8), of the words "for vided in the clause so outraged common
a first offence," and after "than" (line 8) sellse that they would never be iinposed.
Dr. MALONEY stated that he agreed
of "£5 nor more," and after "£20"
(line 8) of the words "for a second or with the remarks that had been made by
subsequent offence a penalty of not less the honorable member for MelbouTIle. The
than £20." He proposed these amend- penalties imposed on individuals for inments with a view to meeting the objec- juries to their fellow-men were trifling as
tions to this clause which were raised compared with the penalties imposed when
during the debate on the. second reading injury was done to property. He must
of the Bill. The effect of them would be enter his protest against this clause. It
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would simply mean that if two individuals
were charged with the same offence, and one
was rich and could afford to pay the fine he
would escape, whilst if the other was poor
and could not pay the fine he would be
sent to gaol for twelve months. An article
appeared in the Herald of 13th November
which had a bearing upon this subject. It
was headed" Purblind Justice," and it had
reference to a case in which a man who had
stabbed a woman was sentenced to only
two years' impriBonment. The article contained the following paragraph : "Brutal outrage is nothing.
A ferocious
outrage with a deadly weapon is nothing. Stab
a. woman and half kill a man-disfigure both for
life, and destroy their nerves for ever! You
will get off very lightly for such things as
these, and justice will 'wink the other. eye ;'
but beware how you feloniously appropriate
postage stamps, for in this aspect justice is not
to be trifled with. "

One of the most worthy inspectors of police
in the colony had stated that it was useless
to bring some cases before certain magistrates, because they would not convict.
(An Honorable Member-" That is the
fault of the magistrates.") No; it was the
fault of the law, and the magistrates
should be elected. He hoped that some
day the law would be so altered that there
would not be the alternative of fine or
imprisonment, which simply allowed the
rich man to escape.
Mr. OFFICER said that honorable members should clearly understand what they
were rendering themselves liable to. He
was in much -the same position as the
honorable member for Melbourne. His
garden was full of poppies. No responsibili ty should be attached to a person for
the growth of p011pies in a flower garden
when it could not be avoided.
Mr. FOSTEH. said that it was absurd to
suppose that because poppies accidentally
grew on a man's land he would be held liable
to tho penalties imposed by this Bill. The
object of the Bill was to prevent the improper use of opium, and unless a man
wilfully grew poppies contrary to the provisions of the Bill he would not be held
to be liable under the Bill. They could
not enforce the penalties provided in the
Bill against nature.
Mr. 'rURNER said that.the Bill would
never be construed in such a manner as to
make a man liable for the growth of
poppies in a case such as that mentioned
by the honorable member for Dundas; but
even if that were so, ample provision was
made in section 191 of the Justices Act
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to prevent injustice being done. That
section provided that if upon the hearing
of a charge for an offence punishable on
summary conviction the court of petty
sessions thought that the offence was of so
trivial a nature that it was inexpedient to
inflict any punishment, or any other than
a nominal punishment, the court might
dismiss the information and order the person charged to pay damages and costs, or
discharge him conditionally on his giving
security for good behaviour.
Mr. LAURENS said that the- argument
of the honorable member for Melbourne
was illogical, and it might as well be said
that if thistles grew on a man's land as a
weed he could be held to be liable under
the Thistles Act.
Mr. L. L. SMITH remarked that an
owner could be· compelled to clear thistles
off his land.
The amendments were agreed to.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN proposed an amend,.
mont providing that the term of imprisonment under the clause should be any term
not exceeding twelve months, at the discretion of the magistrates.
Mr. G. D. CARTER expressed the hope
that the Government would accept the
amendment.
Mr. MUNRO said that to save further
discussion he would accept the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved the omission
_of all the words after" month" (line 14).
He said that this amendment would
properly follow upon the former one.
Mr. MUNRO said that that amendment
would certainly not be accepted by the
Government.
Mr. G. D. CARTER stated that he did
not see why the Government should not
accept this further amendment. Supposing
a man who happened to gro\v a few poppies
in his garden was sent to prison and could
not pay the fine imposed, was he to be
imprisoned for eved Carrying the amendment would prevent -the clause from
appearing ridiculous.
The amendment was negatived.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported with amendments, and the report
was adopted.
The Bill was then· read a third time.
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, witJ?, a message intimating
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that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
.
Mr. 'WRIXON moved that the amendments be adopted. There was only one
with respect to ~yhich any question could
arise. rrhat was in clause 17, and it laid
down special conditions with respect to the
men employed upon gas or water works.
Mr. HAN COCK seconded the motion.
He said he regarded the amendments as
improvements upon the Bil1. They showed
"what light was sometimes thrown on the
subject in another place.
rrhe amendments were agreed with.
COl\1MITTEE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said that this was a
subject that had been on many occasions
before the Hous~, and a number of eminent
names were connected with the advocacy of
a measure of this kind. Mr. Langton, a
former Treasurer of the colony, at different
times brought the question very strongly
before the Chamber, and everyone re-'
cognised the financial ability of that
gentleman, and his earnestness in urging
that every security should be taken for
a proper investigation of the finances
of the country. Mr. Langton had the
support of such statesmen as the late
Mr. Fellows, the late Mr. Kerferd,
the Attorney-General of the last preceding
Government, the honorable member for
Melbourne, and also the present Premier.
In fact, the late Attorney-General himself
moved in the matter on several occasions,
while the honorable member for Melbourne
had been for many years very strong in his
advocacy of this particular measure. He
(Mr. Shiels) did not think he need say
much in urging on the House the duty of,
at all events, keeping vigilant watch and
ward over the finances of the country. The
prerogative of this Chamber in regard to
money matters was the most precious
that it could claim, and it was the
one in which honorable members were
most interested. Nevertheless, one had
only to look at what had taken place in
this Chamber year by year to come to the
conclusion that as ·far as this House was
concerned its complete control of finance
was rather mythical. There could be no
practical living vital control with regard
to public accounts unless there were men
in the House who had a thorough kno,vledge of them. There must also be the material of knowledge. They must either have
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the knowledge themselves, or the means
of acquiring it. The functions, therefore,
of the committee, which it was to be
hoped the House would agree to, would be
one of watchfulness. Theywould be a set offinancial experts, to act practically as
the watch-dogs of the Treasury-to bark
when there was danger, and to bit0 when
any delusion was practised on. the House.
H anyone was asked what took place in
the Legislative Assembly when a financal
statement 'was made he would say that
there was no one there but the Treasurer
able to verify or challenge the statements
made by him. Noone was able to dispute the correctness of his conclusions or
his figures. Therefore, it was thought
that the time had come in regard to the
finances when this House should take very
much the same security for their due
ill've!?tigation as was taken in the mother
country and by somfl of the 90ntinental
nations. In urging this view, it must be
admitted that the gentlemen who had had
from time to time the control of the
public purse of this country had been absolutely incorruptible. There was not the
slightest suspicion of corruption of any
kind. Still there had been an amount
of error, exaggeration, and misconception
calculated to lead the country into great
financial dangers, which the appointment
of a committee like this would guard
against.
Tho country had an admirable system of audit, and it was to
the credit of the Australian colonies
that they had protected themselves
in this way for years before the mother
The
country adopted the same thing.
English Audit Act, he believed, dated only
as far back as 1886. But what was the
system of audit in this country 1 It was
really shutting the stable door when the
horse had been stolen. It was practically
a system of dealing only with accomplished
facts. And even if it were better than it
was there was nobody in this House
charged with the duty of bringing before
the House the warnings given and, the
errors discovered by the Audit Commissioners. Heading the last report of the
Audit Commissioners, he found that they
recommended the very institution now
proposed: Page 189 of that report contained the following passages:"Committee of Public Accounts.-During
sey-eral years past occasional reference has been
made to the desirableness of appointing a parliamentary Committee of Public Accounts similar
to that elected annually in the British House
of Commons, and in recent discussions upon the
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public finances attention has been directed to
the advantage which, it is thought, would be
gained by the appointment of such a committee
in this colony. 'Ve should hesitate to refer to
the subject but for the belief that the expression of our opinion will not be considered objectionable, and the opportunity of giving it
being afforded by the laying of this report be-...
fore the Legislative Assembly, with whom the"
question exclusively rests.
" vVhile it has been our endeavour, from time
to time, to explain, as fully and clearly as possible, everything of a special nature relating to
the public accounts, we have long felt that it
would be practically advantageous if there were
some recognised authority for taking official
cognizance of any matter calling for further
elucidation; and having the p~wer to act with
respect to any course of procedure that may
appear to require correction or amendment. In
the' absence of any such authority matter::! of
importance are liable to escape observation,
more especially as hitherto it has been found
impracticable to present our yearly report until
a late period of the session.
"The functions. of the English committee
referred to are for the most part confined to a
close scrutiny of the public expenditure in all
branches of the service and a careful consideration of the Comptroller and Auditor-General's
report, with a view to such legisla.tive action
being ta,ken as the circumstances of the case
may demand. \Ve entertain no doubt that the
appointment of a similar committee by the
Victorian Legislative Assembly would not only
materially strengthen our hands but also
prove an unquestionable and perfectly satisfactory guarantee that the votes of Parliament
and its various appropriations had been in all
instances properly applied.'~

In England during the last 80 or 90 years
there had been various committees dealing
with the public finances, and, as the
financial statements of the English Chancellor of the Exchequer became year by
year more complicated and bulky these
finance committees became almost permanent in their character. Gradually they
emerged from a "Committee on Public
Moneys" into a standing "Committee of
PublicAccounts,"which had ever since 1859
regularly sat and dealt with the reports
and financial accounts laid before them.
It was a report from one of these COllimittees-the matter was very carefully
gone into-that first drew attention to
the necessity for making the Committee
of Public Accounts permanent in its
character. Not until 1859 was the old
Committee' on Public Moneys altered to
the Committee on Public Accounts, and, in
1861, Mr. Gladstone (one ofthe highest financial authorities England ever knew) moved
in the House of Commons for the appointment of this committee in these terms:"'J.'he object of the committee would be to
revise the accounts of the public expenditure
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after they had gone through the regular process
of examination in the hands of the Executive
Government. That was obviously the true
completion of the duty of the House with regard
to the public money. The Committee on Public
Moneys which sat two or three years ago had
made this recommendation, and made it unanimously. He should therefore move that a select
committee be appointed forthe examination, from
year to year, of the audited accounts of the public expenditure; and if that motion was adopted,
he would, on a future day, move that a committee of that nature be appointed at the commencement of every session; and likewise that
the order for the appointment of that. committee
. be made a standing order of the House."

The value of this committee to English
finance was inestimable, and every financial
authority of the ·House of Commons had
borne most magnificent testimony to the
work done by them. He (Mr. Shiels) had
for years past, ever since the honorable
member for Melbourne first brought this
subject under his attention, gone carefully
through the reports of the committee, and
he was always surprised at the minuteness of their investigations and the value
of their suggestions. On this point he
might again quote Mr. Gladstone, who, in
1862, said"I think 'the annual Select Committee on
Public Accounts is an essential part of the duty
of this House in voting the public money."

Again, in another session, he said-" The
revising of the accounts by this committee
was obviously the true completion of the
duty of the House in regard to public
money." So much for the Committee of
Public Accounts now existing in England;
but in France they had a far more complete system of dealing, with public
moneys. Before the present Government
took any steps at all to place these proposals in statute form they sought the
best information obtainable, and, through
the courtesy of the Colonial Secretary and
Lord Salisbury, they were able to get
full information of the manner in which
the French Chambers did their duty
with regard to finance. In France they
had actually quite a number of committees
of the character of the committee now
proposed. In the Senate, which had equal
powers in finance with the other Chamber,
they had the CommisRion des Finances
composed of eighteen members. Then, in
the Chamber of Deputies there were other
committees dealing with the finances.
:first, there was the Commission du
Budget. This committee was composed
of 33 members, and t.he presence of seventeen members at least was necessary to
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form a quorum. These committees were much smaller, the Commission du Budget
exercised a great influence in directing public
elected in different ways, and there were affairs.
As a matter of fact, our Assemblies
differences in their functions. The Com- have always had' Commissions' charged. with
mission du Budget took the whole of the examining very closely the finances of the State;
taxation schemes. They met, and went the origin even of the Revolution of 1789 lay in
into every detail with the greatest of care, the disorder of the finances."
and they performed duties of the highest l The Government were not asking the
importance. In addition, there was another House to adopt the system of the Comcommittee, called the Commission des mission dll Budget.' That body had
Comptes, composed also of 33 members, functions which they did not consider it
who practically performed the same duties necessary at this time of day to ask the
which the Committee of Public Accounts Hou:se to sanction. But they had adopted
performed in the House of Commons. another proposal- a scheme somewhat
They did not take up taxation proposals, lower than the se-heme of tl).e French
but they dealt with accomplished facts- commission, but somewhat higher than
with, the appropriations ,of money that had that of the English system. The Combeen made. The French nation also had mittee of Public Accounts dealt really
the Cour des Comptes,or Court of Audit with accomplished facts in connexion with
-something like the Audit Commissioners the appropriations of the year. 'rhat
of this country. As to the value of the came in after the Audit Commissioners
work done by the Commission du Budget, had performed their work, and it was an
the following testimony was borne by the additional check upon their work. That
late Lord Lytton : work ,,~as, as he had said, of inestimable
value, but it would not meet the need
"The Commission du Budget is a school for
, rising talent in the Chamber. The opportunity
which was felt in this colony. Therefore,
afforded its members to personally inspect the
the Government did not propose to act in
work of the different Ministries gives them
that way. 'What they proposed was that
special insight into the administrative machinery
at the commencement of the first session
of the country. Its report not, only analyzes
the different parts of the Budget; but prepares
of every Parliament the Legislative As,
immediate changes, amendments, and reforms,
sembly should appoint a committee of
and suggests future lines of financial policy."
seven members to be called the Committee
Then he found, from a communication of Public Accounts, such committee to
addressed by M. Pierre, Secretary-General have, at all events, power to inquire
of the Presidency of the Chamber of into and examine all matters conDeputi'es, to Lord Lytton, that these were nected with the public finances, and
'the opinions entertained of this great to repOl·t thereon to the ,Legislative
committee by the people of France and Assembly from time to time. Then it
• those who worked her institutions:was provided that this committee should
have power to see all heads of departments
"The competency of the Commission du
Budget does not only embrace the original
and officers in the public service, including
Budget, it comprehends also all the questions
the Railway d'epartment; and that these
which concern the receipts and expenditure of
officers should whenever required give all
the State. . . . The note sent by the Gosuch information and supply all such
vernment of Her Britannic Majesty asks what
are the services rendered by the Commission
accounts, papers, and documents as might
du Budget. We answer that the mechanism be l~equired by the committee. It was also
of this Commission is indispensable for sublaid down that four members of the committing all the expenditure of the State to a
mittee should form a quorum. rrhe English
serious control. The sittings of the Commis'Sion du Budget never being public, the memsystem expired at the end of every session
bers being few in numbers, the preparatory
of Parliament, and during the interregnum
labours being completed in the sub-committees,
no work could be done. That was one of
details can be gone into which would escape
the reasons why the Government proceeded
notice on a larger theatre. The most minute expenditure-sums of £30 to £40-requires justifiby Bill instead of by standing.order or by
cation in order to be allowed by the Commission.
resolution. It was not wanted that this
The great power of control, which is the
committee' should cease performing its
attribute of the Commission du Budget, has
made of it-at aU times-the most important functions during the recess, because then
part of the machinery of the Assembly. From
the committee would be able to give
its ranks come almost invariably the President more time to their work.
The Bill
of the Chambers, the Ministers, and the Undersaid,Secretaries of State. It h~s a political as well
as a financial mission. Even before 1870, when
the power of the' legislative body was very
Mr. SMel.s.

" Sucb committee shall hold office during the
existence and continual1ce of the Assembly in
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session at the time of such appointment, and no
longer."

Therefore supposing the House sanctioned
:this proposal when it met next session the
.committee, consisting of seven members,
would be appointed, and they would exist
.as that committee during the life of that
Parliament. Their functions would never
cease, their watchfulness would never cease,
and they would have time in which to
learn their duties. If the House had the
English system there would be no committee 'sitting during the recess. It was
.also provided under clause 10 that"1. Upon motion in the usual manner made
by any member of the Legislative Assembly,
any estimate or any matter of public account or
any question of finance may be referred to the
committee. 2. The committee shall, as soon as
conveniently practicable, deal with the matter
so referred to them. 3. The committee shall as
soon as conveniently practicable report to the
Legislative Assembly the result of their inquiries
.
as to any matter so referred to them."

Clause 12 gave the committee the following powers-they would be' able to move
from place to place, they would be empowered to call for any evidence or books
or papers they might think necessary, and
they would be able, if they thought fit, to
take evidence on oath. This showed the
reasons for proceeding by Bill and not by
standing order. The Government proceeded by Bill because they wanted the
institution to remain and to exist during
the interregnum. The Government felt
the importance of honorable members being
able from the knowledge gained to dispute
the correctness of any assertion the Treasurer of the day might· make to the House.
The House had special duties to perform,
and among them was that of putting down
.extravagance. 'What was wanted in the
public interest was a means of arriving at
the truth with respect to financial matters.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that when he
saw the Bill he was, in the first instance,
he must confess, very much surprised. It
was many years since this question of
-establishing a Committee of Public Accounts was raised in the Legislative Assembly, but never was the question raised'
from the point of view taken in this Bill.
Hitherto, the object had been the appointment of a seleot oommittee of the House
for the purpose of considering t1;te whole
question of public accounts acoording to
the practice of the House· of Commons.
.Now, however, honorable members witnessed a totally new departure.
The
.House was asked to fall baok on the
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Frenoh system. But what reasons were
there for falling back on the French system 1 Honorable members had heard
nOI~e.
The English system had been from
time to time disoussed by the ablest men
in England, including Mr. Gladstone, and
it was advocated by them. The discussion
was carried over a series of years, and in
1861--2 it resulted in the appointment of
a select committee of the House of
Commons for the purpose of considering the whole question of the public
aocounts of England.
'\\That was
then proposed 1 Vvas it proposed tha
there should be an Aot of Parliament-an
Act which would ·require the consent of
the House of Lords-for the purpose of
selecting a committee of public accounts
to consist wholly of m~mbers of the House
of Commons ~ He (Mr. Gillies) ventured
to think that had anyone made suoh a
proposition it would have been scouted out
of consideration without a word of discussion. It would have been thought a most
extraordinary thing for the House of Commons, which boasted of its control over the
finanoes of the United Kingdom, to ask
the assistance of the House of Lords to
appoint a Committee of Public Accounts.
A more outrageous proposal was never
heard in any English-speaking community
possessing responsible government. Yet
what was the proposal of the Government ~
That the committee should be permanently
under the authority of an Act of Parlia.ment-that upon the Legislative Assembly,
at the beginning of every Parliament, should
be placed the responsibility of appointing
such a committee. 'What was the practice \
of the House of Commons ~ That it took
the whole question into its hands, and every
session, under a standing order, appointed
a Committee of Public Accounts. The
committee proposed in the Bill was, however, to.be appointed at the beginning of
. a Parliament for the life of that Parliament. That was a very important departure. The House of Commons was in
a position to select those members who
would represent neither party nor the
Government, and notwithstanding the important changes that might from time to
time take place in the House it would be
able to secure the services of the men best
qualified for the position. But what had
honorable members in the Bill1 Instead
of a committee for the purpose of discussing expenditure under the Appropriation Act, and of pointing out wher€ any
improper expenditure had been made,
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there was to be a committee able to deal not feel quite certain of the kind of pro ..
with questions affecting even the Estimates posals it ought to submit, and that it
submitted by the Government.. Now it would like, as soon as it had submitted a
had always been strongly objected to in financial statement, to ask for the ::ipthe House of Commons that there should . pointment of a committee to make inbe any attempt to appoint a committee quiries rather than accept the responsibility
that would in any way remove the respon- itself, and that if the committee made
sibilityproperlyresting on the Govermnent,. suggestions to the House the Government
Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Bright, and all the would express its willingness to adopt
leading members of the House of Com- those suggestions and evade its own remons without exception, had always been sponsibility. But he maintained that that
in favour of enabling the committee of was subversive of responsible government.
that House to consider carefully the ex- The Bill, as it was now framed, contem'penditure of the Government under the plated that the committee should have
annual Appropriation Act, with a view powers during the duration of the Parliato seeing if it could be lessened, or report- ment which the committee of the House of
ing as to whether there had been any ex- Commons never possessed, namely, powers
penditure not authorized under the annual to examine witnesses on oath, to move
Appropriation Act. Mr. Edward Langton, from place to place, and to sit on days on
after his return from England, made a re- which the House did not meet. What did
port to the Government on this subject, that mean ~ He thought they would come
under date 17th October, 188'7, in which to a pretty shrewd conclusion if they said
he said, quoting from Todd's PaTliamentaTY that it meant another paid committee,
though perhaps not immediately. He
()oveTnment : maintained that the House would make a
"The Committee on Public Accounts is of imgreat mistake if it attempted to withdraw
mense utility in bringing the entire revenue and
expenditure of the country under the control from the :G,9vernment an atom of that
of the House of Commons, in pointing out responsibility which ought to belong to
abuses in the management of the public finances,
the Ministry, whose duty it was to proand in suggesting remedies. The committee
pound their policy in public, and stand or'
confines its attention strictly to expenditure
after it is made and the accounts are audited;
fall by it. Of late honorable members had
and has no authority to deal with estimates or
witnessed a miserable state of things.
with financial matters before Parliament."
They had seen the Government introducIt would thus be seen that the Govern- ing an important Bill into the House,
ment was proposing in this Bill to submit declaring that they would stand or fall by
to the committee the very things which it, or that they would appeal to the counwere excluded from the consideration of try upon it, and then in a few minutes the
the committee appointed by the House of whole plan was changed; the Government
Commons. The leading members of the accepted suggestions which had been made
House of Commons had always contended to them, and said they perfectly approved
that no powers should be granted to this of the conduct of their colleagues who
committee which would in the slightest were diametrically opposed to them. (Mr.
degree interfere with the responsibility of G. D. Carter-" What has that got to do
Ministers in submitting Estimates and with a Committee of Public Accounts ~")
financial proposals. lIe had not yet heard It was very much to the point, an<l the
a word of explanation as to the ground, honorable member, as a supporter of the
upon which this change was to be made. Government, did not like it. The Bill
It was easy to see the immense advantage \' started with a proposal which was humilienjoyed by the House of Commons in ating to the House in regard to its control
having a committee to report upon what over the public finances, because it obliged
expenditure took place without the real honorable members to go to the otherauthorization of Parliament, to point out ,branch of the Legislature, and ask their'
where the expenditure was in excess, and authority. That was a humiliating thing'
where reduction could reasonably be made to do, because the Assembly was posas far as the authority of Parliament sessed of the necessary authority. It
related to the expenditure of the previous had all the powers claimed by the
financial year. But this committee did House of Commons in such matters, and
liot deal with questions affecting new pro- it wanted no ~ore. Another most objecposals of expenditure. He could easily un- tionable proposal of the Bill was that the
derstand that the present Government did committee was to sit during the recess.

I
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What was there in all the examinations and it would be necessary in the future-.
which the House of Commons ever asked As it was proposed to give this committee
.the committee to make which could not those extraordinary powers, it was necesbe carried out during the sittings of Par- sary to ilitroduce the matter by Bill
liament 1 If the' committ.ee wanted to instead of by ordinary standing order. If
examine all the financial proposals and the Government had proceeded by standthe Estimates submitted by the Govern- ing order instead of by Bill the honorable
ment, that was a thing which no House of member for Eastern Suburbs would have
Commons ever tolerated. The common been the first to denounce the procedm'e ..
idea was that when a Government sub- The Government were only bettering the.
mitted Estimates and financial proposals, honorable gentleman's example, because
and the House did not approve of them, last session he himself brought down a
the Government must retire; but now Bill proposing to appoint a· committee of
there was to be a new plan-the Govern- the House to deal with the question of
ment was to appoint a committee at the railways-in fact, the Railways Standing
beginning of every session to deal with Committee was appointed by Bill. (Mr.
their financial proposals. (Mr. Shiels- Gillies - " Members of the Legislative
"We have got the power now.") Any Council were included in that commitGovernment which dared to suggest the tee.") If the procedure of the Governsubmission of its financial statement to a ment in this case was unconstitutional,
committee would have to leave office next so was the procedure of the late Goday. He never heard of so monstrous a vernment in regard to the Railways
proposal as that the Government should Standing Committee. The existing Gosubmit its financial proposals, and also its venlment did not intend to surrender
Estimates, to a select committee of the one jot or tittle of the priviloges of the
House.
(Mr. Shiels-" You made a House in regard to fi nancial ma tters.
similar proposal when you were going to There was nothing unconstitutional in the
submit the estimates of your railway ex- powers it was proposed to give to tho
penditure.") That matter had no relation committee, nor anything derogatory to
to the question under consideration at all. the privileges of the House. The comNo Government had ever submitted its mittee which was now proposed would
financial proposals to any select committee have been of great use to the country a
of the House, and the proposal of the Bill was year or two ago. If composed of the
simply a barefaced attempt to enable the Go- competent men it ought to be composed
vernment to shirk its proper responsibility. of it would, no doubt, have discovered
No such committee was required, and the the difference between a surplus and a
proposal was an insult to the Chamber.
deficit-an effort which seemed to be
Mr. DUFFY remarked that it was re- .beyond the capacity of the late Treasurer.
freshing to hear the honorable member for (Mr. Gillies-" You are running down tho
Eastern Suburbs posing as the advocate country, like your chief.") If sllch a comof the interests of the Assembly against mittee as was now proposed had been
the encroachments of another place, but appointed at that time the country would
the particular encroa.chment referred to have been sn.ved a great loss as well as the
had no existence in fact, and the hOlwr- bitter experiences we were now underable member was simply setting up a man going, and the difficulties which tho
of straw in order to knock him down present Government was striving to reagain. As an experienced parliamentarian move. The Government since it had boen
the honorable member must have known . in office had been suffering for sins it had
that it would have been impossible for the not committed, and which would not have
Assembly to appoint a committee with been committed had some such committee
the POWt:lrs given under the Bill. The as that which was now proposed been in
Assembly had the power to appoint an existence. (Mr. Gillies-" At this hom'
ordinary select committee, to deal with you are despised by the cOlmtry.") 'rhat
financial or other subjects, but such a was utterly untrue, and the honorable
committee could not, for example, sit member knew it. 1'he honorable member
during the recess. It was also proposed had rather objected to the form of the
that the chairman of the oommittee Bill as being unconstitutional than to the
might hear evidence upon oath. (Mr. matter of the Bill itself. He (Mr. Duffy)
Gillies-" That is quite .unnecessary.") gave a flat denial to his statement that it
I t had been found necessary in the past, did away with the responsibility of the
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'Government. There was not a line in the!
Mr. G. D. CARTER said he regretted
':Bill which had the smallest tendency to : very much that the leader of the Oppositake away from the Government that' tion should have seen, any occasion to
l'esponsibility for its financial proposals attack him in this matter. (Mr. Gillieswhich every Government under our poli- "You are,the father of the Bill.")' That
tical system must recognise. Governments was no reason why he should be taunted
in the past had stood or fallen by their finan- with sitting on the opposition side of the
cial proposals, and in the future they would House. He had started the subject
have to do the same. The committee when the leader of the Opposition was in
would be controlled by the Government of office, and he had always made it a rule
the day; it could not takeover any matter to support every Government when they
until it had been referred to it by the Go- deserved support. He congratulated the
vernment of the day, and no tittle of Minis- Government upon having brought forward
terial responsibility would be done away a proposal which would give ignorant
with. The honorable member for Eastern members like himself some chance of
Suburbs had asserted with great warmth, understanding what the Budget meant.
though he did not proceed to prove it, that Hitherto honorable members had felt that
this Bill took larger powers than were they could not get the hang of it, and
necessary or were given to the committee that there was something suppressed.
of the House of Commons. The honorable 'fhe leader of, the Opposition had char'member did not note the difference in the acterized the proposal as a foreign one;
,circumstances. The committee of the but it was not a question of whether the
House of Commons had to deal with the Government evolved it out of its own
'Vast financial concerns of the nation, and inner consciousness (as the late Treasurer
here, in addition to that, we had to deal evolved his surplus), or whether it took it .
with a large trading concern like the rail- from somewhere else, so long as through
ways. Ministers had to lay before the its operation the House got to know facts
House many financial details of the man- instead of being deluded with fiction. He
.agement of the railways which honorable did not care twopence by which method of
members often could not understand. The procedure the new plan was introduced so
honorable member forEastern Suburbs had that it was introduced. A great deal of
been able in the past to politically hood- nonsense was talked about the priviwink the House by confusing honorable leges of the House, when it was conmembers with a mass of figures on this sidered that the constituencies of both
subject. Had there been a committee to Houses were so much alike. There had
',sift out the points, he could not have done been in the past Treasurers who had
that. Failing all other arguments against taken an optimistic' view of things, and
the proposed' committee, the honorable Treasurers who had taken a pessimistic
member denounced it as another paid com- view of things; and the ad vantage of a
mittee. There was not, however, a word Commjttee of Accounts would be that it
of justification for that. 'When the honor- would enable the House to judge for
,able member for Eastern Suburbs intro- itself of the true position of the finances.
·duced his paid committee he used language It was not a fact that the committee
very different from that which had been would control the Government, for it
employed by the present Minister of Rail- only had power first to inquire and
ways. The feeling of the Minister of Rail- then to report. It would not have
ways was that there was no intention of power to veto or enforce the e~penditure
paying this comn:i.ittee, because it stood of a farthing. The House could direct
upon a footing totally different from that the committee to report upon any matter,
oOf the Railways Standing Committee. and the committee would be able to point
'The Government had no intention of pay- out whether the Budget statement was
ing the members of the committee. He correct or not. That power, however,
(Mr. Duffy) was SOITY that the honorable would be exercised by the House, and not
'member for Eastern Suburbs had not by the Government. He agreed with the
brought forward more argument and less Postmaster-General that if such a oomwarmth, but it was quite natural that the mittee ,had been in existence in the past
honorable member should feel warm in the finances would have been saved from
regard to a Bill which would have been a their present deplorable condition. It
·check upon him 'had it been passed while had been objected that the committee
. was to be allowed to sit when the House
be was in office.
Mr. DutTy.
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was not in session, but that was the very amount appropriated by the Legislature
time when its services would be most re- for that service. This report of the Audit
quired, for it was then that a Government Commissioners further saidcould do the most mischief. I twas
"For several years past such excess exusually in the months from April to June, penditure has had to be written forward, in
or July that the Government arranged order to bring the year's expenditure within
appropriations; but this, of course, though
its net, with a view to catching votes the
perhaps necessary, is both inconvenient in
with financial proposals. By the time the ,:Eractice and unsound in principle, for, in the
report of the Audit Commissioners was tirst place, it is the consequence of spending ,
received the Budget had become a thing the revenue without full authority from the
destroys the completeness of
of the past, and their report was as useless Legislature-it
the Treasurer's account for the year, and necessias the responsibility of the Govenlment- tates a large number of surcharges under section
a thing which really amounted to nothing, 34 of the Audit Act, which cannot, and, we
because the country could get no satisfac- presume, are not intended to be carried out
tion when the Gov~rnment was put out under section 35 of that Act."
of office 1 The count.ry was indebted to Mr. Langton said, in regard to thisMr. Langton for his report, which had
"It will be seen at once that when I speak
been referred to by the leader of the Oppo- of these as 'grave irregularities,' I am not
using too strong a phrase. First, there is an
sition. It was a very able document, and expenditure
of at least £87,380, wi,thout the
set out the position clearly and forcibly. authority of Parliament, the commissioners do
The following paragraph in it seemed to not say how much more; secondly, there is a
transfer of something like £200,000 expended
him to be well worthy of attention:"The Committee on Public Accounts is of
immense utility in bringing the entire revenue
and expenditure of the country under the control of the House of Commons, in pointing out
abuses in the management of the public finances,
and in suggesting remedies."

Such a committee was very necessary, for
in the past Victorian Treasurers had not
been chosen on account of their knowledge of finance or business training. It
was their custom to submit a mass of
figures to the House, with a lot of talk
about recoups, and after a brief attempt to
unravel them honorable members usually
gave the whole thing up as a conundrum.'
Then, after a time, it was found that the
statements made were fictitious, there
being a deficiency instead of a surplus.
What was the use of saying that the Government was responsible wh~n they could
not be impeached or punished in any other
way than by the loss of office1 Mr. Langton pointed out that the Committee of
Public Accounts performed much the same
duties as the Audit Commissioners in this
-colony j but the Audit Commissioners dealt
with the dead past when things., were
irretrievable, and this committee would
report whilst there was yet time to apply
a remedy. Mr. Langton pointed out that
the Audit Commissioners in their report
for the year ending 30th June, 1887,
showed that items of expenditure transferred from one loan to another amounted
to £215,568. A large portion, namely,
£87,380, of the above amount was expen. diture incurred for the working and maintenance of the railways in excess of the

on account of one year to the next; and, thirdly,
Parliament is led to believe that there is a'
surplus of £464,078 to carry forward to the
next year, when, in fact and in truth, nearly
half that sum has been actually paid away 011
account of the year which is past."

He (Mr. Carter) maintained that when
the House had been told that there
was a surplus, honorable members ought
to be able to accept the statement
as a fact, while they all knew that
under the system of recoups no one but
the Treasurer himself could understand
the Budget statements at all. He believed
that the Victorian system of keeping the
public accounts was radically wrong. If
the Committee of Public Accounts were now
in existence, it was quite possible that the
state of the finances would be found to be
not quite so dark as the present 'rreasurer
made it appear. 1,'he question of paying
themembers of the committee did notafl'ect
the matter one way or the other. He hoped
that the Bill would pass, and that when
the committee was appointed, its members
would be such men as were able to deal
with financial questions in a thoroughly
impartial manner, without showIng any consideration either for the Government or
the Opposition. Such a committee could
be chosen from both sides of the House,
and he only regretted that his own avocations made it impossible for him to serve
as a member of it.
Mr. BEST observed that he agre,ed to a
very large extent with the remarks which
had fallen from the honorable member for
Melbourne, but he differed from him whenhe
treated the,responsibility of the Government
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of the day in so light a fashion. He (Mr. should commit ourselves for all future
Best) desired to keep intact, as far as he time to a committee of this kind before
could, the complete responsibility of the we had had a trial of its working. The
Government, and he was not aware that honorable member for Melbourne had re~
the Bill made any serious attack upon that Jerred to the present condition of our
responsibility. r:rhe honorable member for finances, as being something unknown
Melbourne was retrogressive, for he went elsewhere, but it was incorrect to supback to the beginning of the 18th century pose that we had not the same safeguards
to talk about the punishment of Ministers in regard ,to the public finances as existed
by impeachment. With regard to the Bill, he in the House of Commons. The parliamendid not look with a great amount of anxiety tary committee appointed by the House
upon the point so strongly emphasized of Commons dealt only with matters of
by the leader of the Opposition. He (Mr. the past as our own Audit Commissioners
Best) thought that the committee should did; the English Audit Commissioners
be a permanent institution, and the Bill did not report so fully as ours. The
secured that end. It was of the utmost honorable member for Melbourne spoke of
importance that the fullest scrutiny should the oversight of our finances as being
be exercised in regard to the public entirely different from the home system,
finances, and the securing of that was a whereas the Assembly was in the same
great feature of the Bill. The House position as the House of Commons.
ought heartily to assent to any proposal They did not need a Bill of this kind
that would go towards eliminating from to put them abreast of the mother
,party politics the ,matter of finance, for it country. The honorable member spoke
was very objectionable that the public as if a difference of opinion in regard
finances should be dragged through the to public accounts was impossible in any
mire merely to serve party purposes. other country. Only a short time ago,
Another valuable feature of the Bill was however, Sir 'William Vernon Harcourt,
that it would be the means of training in an important speech on behalf of
many honorable members in a knowledge the Opposition in the British House of
of the finances of the colony. He cor- Commons, made an excited attack on
dially supported the Bill, and he could not the present Chancellor of the Exchequer,
altogether appreciate the objection of the Mr. Goschen, declaring that the surplus
leader of the Opposition, that it would of that honorable gentleman was wholly
have to receive the sanction of the Upper fictitious, that the country was being
House. If he (Mr. Best) felt that the deceived, that instead of there being a
privileges of the Assembly in matters of surplus there, was a deficit, that money
finance were being attacked under this was being recklessly squandered, and
Bill, he would be the first to resent it that Mr. Goschen's financial statement
strongly, but he believed that it would was utterly unsound.
So that under
have no such effect, and that its adoption the English system in Great Britain the
would improve our credit in the old coun- same accusations were made as had been
N one of the
try, where our finances were so seriously made in this House.
misunderstood. It would give greater charges brought against the finances of
authority to our financial statements by the late Government of this colony or
eliminating the possibility of concealment the preceding Government were more
or misrepresentation from them, and it serious than the charges recently brought
would also safeguard the interests of the against the Imperial Government in Engpublic generally.
land. This country was not in a peculiar
Mr. DEAKIN'said he took an entirely position in regard to financial matters,
different view from that of the honorable but, on the contrary, we had very much
member for Fitzroy (Mr. Best). It seemed the same system of dealing with our
to him that under the Bill the House was finances as they had in the mother counproceeding to take a final step upon an try.
(Mr. G. D. Carter-" vVe want to
'experience which was insufficient. As to prevent such abuses.") If the honorable
the appointment of the committee, and member expected that this committee
the general purposes to be served by would prevent abuses being credited to
the Bill, he did not feel any antago- the Treasurer of the day, he was expecting
nism; indeed, he would be glad to see more than he could reasonably hope to
the committee tried as an experiment. obtain. Could honorable members supBut it was highly undesirable that we pose that this committee, which, according
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to the honorable member for Fitzroy
(Mr. Best), was to largely consist of apprentices, would be able to prevent such
differences of opinion with regard to the
public finances as now existed between Sir
'William HarcourtandMr. Goschen, h;~tween
Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Balfour, or between
the present Treasurer and the late Trea;surer of this colony ~ That would be
.asking a great deal too much from this
committee, even if it were elected on
non-party lines. The honorable member
said that the object of this committee would.
be to put the House in possession of facts,
but the question on which disputes had
arisen in the past had not been as to
the facts, but as to the way in which accounts were kept and financial statements
made out. Honorable members were well
aware that balance-sheets could be constructed in more than one way, and that
. it often became a question between experts
of equal authority as to which way was
the best. (Mr. G. D. Carter-" This
committee would show us both ways.")
The committee might do so, or they
might not. They would have repeated in
that committee the same differences of
opinion as existed in the House itself with
regard to the proper way of setting forth
the true state of the country's finances. On
the one hand, the colony had had a Treasurer who was said to be und ul y sanguine
in his views, while nmy the colony had a
rrreasurer who took an unduly despairing 9
view of the financial situation. The
proposal for the appointment of this
.committee was somewhat in the direction
of the French system, but he was not
opposed to it on that account. His objection to this and similar proposals of. the
·Government were based on the fact that
they were stripping responsible govClnment
of everything that made it responsible.
(Mr. Gillies-" And it is all intentional.")
{Mr. Shiels-" You started the ball rolling
yourself.") 'Whatever step they took, they
ought to take it with their eyes open, and
'see where they were going to, and he
contended that they did not see where
these half measures of irresponsibility
would land them. The people of the colony
now possessed responsible government
on the British system, and not on the
.system in existence in France. (Mr. Shiels
- " They have responsible government in
France.") Not as it was known in this
colony or in England. It was an entirely
different system, and partook more of
the American than the English type of
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parliamentary government. The honorable
member who introduced the Bill seemed to
think that this committee would stand
between the Treasurer and the House,
to keep the Miuister and the House in~
formed, and, to a certain extent, to act as
watch-dog, but the Postmaster-General
destroyed the whole of that argument by
stating that this committee would never
be permitted to inquire into anything
except what the Government referred to
it.
(Mr. Shiels-" No, look at clause
10.") That was the argument of the
Postmaster-General.
The Government
would appoint the committee in the
first instance. (Mr. Shiels - " No, the
House will.") The Government would
nominate the members of the committee, and the Governmellt majority
would appoint them, so that, really,
the Government would appoint the committee, and then would not refer anything to the committee except what
Ministers thought fit. He preferred to
incline towards, and perhaps agree with,
the argument of the Attorney-General,
and not the argument of the Postmaster-General. If this House felt inclined to pass a perpetual vote of want
of confidence in all its future r:rreasurers,
of course it might do so. r:rhat was
what the appointment of this committee
would amount to-it expressed a doubt
in the administration of our finances,
and must be accepted as an assertion
that the House could not rely on the
financial statements which its Treasurers
would put before the House, and, therefore, that it was necessary to appoint a
committee to. investigate the real state
of the finances. (Mr. Shiels-" No; we
want to walk by sight and not by faith
in regard to the finances.") He (Mr. /
Deakin) was an advocate of the appointment of a Committee of Public Accounts,
if it was to be appointed in a prope:c
way by the Assembly alone and on proper
lines, because it would give a certain unity
to the financial statements of the colony
that they did not now possess. The contrast between the financial statements
of the present Treasurer and the late
Treasurer were something too startling
for the ordinary mind, and if the House
had a body of expert members to come
between them it would be to the general
It was perfectly evident
advantage.
that both of those gentlemen's statements
could not be correct. (Mr. Richardson
- "No j they are both correct.") No
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doubt, from their respective points of
view, but that indicated the difficulty to
be removed. If the outcome of appointing this committee was to give unity to
the financial statements of the colony,
it would accomplish a good object, and
there was no doubt that our enormous
trading investments called for better
supervision than ordinary departments.
The proposal to appoint a committee to
supervise the financial statements of the
colony and its trading investments, as
well as to criticise methods of expenditure,
had, as an experiment, his cordial support.
I t would enable the House to ascertain
whether such a committee would educate
apprentices in the way the honorable
member for Fitzroy (Mr. Best) hoped, and
whether it was able to educate the House.
At all events, they might make the experiment, and if it did not prove a success,
they could withdraw from it. But he
entirely disapproved of the proposal to
make the appointment of this committee
. permanent without sufficient reason. (Mr.
Shiels-" A new Pa,rliament need not appoint the cOIiimittee, because clause 2 says
'may' appoint.") That would remove the
objection to which he was alluding, and
which was raised in his mind by the speech
of the Postmaster-General, who was rather
cloudier in his argument than usual.
No doubt, that circumstance was the more
noticeable because honorable members
were accustomed to specially incisive
speeches from the honorable gentleman.
(Mr. Duffy-" The fog might perhaps be
On your own side.") The Postmaster"
General evidently thought that he had a
complete answer to the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs when he retorted that
the honorable gentleman had no ground
for protesting against the proposal to
consult the Upper House as to the appointment of this committee because,
he said, the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs did precisely the same thing last
session in regard to the appointment of
the Railways Standing Committee. He
(Mr. Deakin) freely admitted that the
right of the Upper House to interfere
in regard to railway construction was
formerly and properly challenged, but
the claim that the Upper House should
have no voice in the details of railway
construction had been surrendered for a
number of years, and this Chamber had
tacitly, at all events, allowed the Upper
House to take an equal share in dealing'
with Railway Construction Bills j but the
Mr. Deal.in.
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Assembly had never yet taken the step, and
he sincerely hoped it never would, of call,ing in the Upper House to have an equal
~oice with the Assembly on matters
dealing with the finances of the country.
That was what the present Government
was doing, though it was not necessary for
them to take that step in order to ac~
complish the object they had in view.
This House could appoint a standing committee on the financ.es, with full powers,
without asking the permission of the other
Chamber. The committee was to be a
committee of this House, appointed by
his House; but instead of exercising the'
owers of appointing that' committee
hich they already' enjoyed, and thus
etaining their privileges to deal with the.
nances of the colony, without consult~
ng any other body, the Government
proposed that this House should go to the
Upper House, without the least necessity,
and in the most wanton manner, and say,
" Will you agree to our proposal to appoint
a Committee of our own upon Public.
Accounts~" What did the Government
gain by putting this in a Bill instead of
proposing the appointment of the committee in the usual way 1 Only three
rifiing advantages-that the committee
might examine witnesses on oath, sit out
of session, and be appointed for the whole
eriod of each Parliament's existence.
Even if the' advantages to be gained were
'orth the mere appearance of the sacrifice
of the principle that this House alone
was entitled to deal with the finances
of the country, he would still 'be obliged to dissent from that plan. (Mr.
Mtinro-"'rhere is no sacrifice of principle in this Bill.") There certainly was
a sacrifice in asking the permission of another Chamber to do what this House had
a perfect right to do of its own will and
pleasure. 'Why not exercise the powers of
this Chamber to appoint a committee, and
clothe it with all necessary authority to
make all requisite 'inquiries, without inviting a rebuke from the other Chamber 1
What if, -the other Chamber, realizing its
position better than, he thought, the Government had done, were to reject this Bill 7
What a humiliating position this Chamber
would be in. From his point of view, he
wished the other Chamber would reject
the Bill, because he would rather see
the Assembly undergo such a humiliation than establish a precedent for the.
future, so that they might say that
they were entitled to an equal voice

~
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with the Assembly in anything connected with the cou,ntry'3 finances.
It might be deemed advisable in future
to abolish the Committee of Public
Accounts, if such a committee were
appointed under this Bill, and the Assembly would have again to ask the
permission of the Council before they
could abolish it. Having solemnly assented, at the request of the Assembly,
to the creation of this committee, the
Council would say, "Surely the least
you can do is ·to consult us before
And why should
you destroy it."
the time of Parliament, at the close
of the session, be taken up by the
consideration of a Bill to appoint a
committee which could be appointed
without passing a measure at a1l1 If,
the Government got the assent of the
Council to this Bill t.hey would not have
advanced one inch, while, if they did not
get the Council's assent, they would expose the Assembly to a humiliation. It
, was a waste of valuable time to proceed
to the appointment of a Committee of
Public Accounts in this way, and, although
he was not prepared to offer anyopposition to the object which the Government had in view, he must protest
against this procedure, which was virtually inviting a snub from the other
Chamber, and giving them an opportunity of calling the Assembly to account,
in future, for the management of its own
affairs. The Assembly had everything t
lose and nothing to gain by asking th
opinion of the other House in regard to
matter on which the other House had n
right to be consulted at all.
Mr. GRAVES said he approved of the
desirability of appointing a Committee of
Public Accounts, and had on several
occasions spoken in support of that proposal, but he regretted exceedingly, and
he could not find words that would convey
the full extent of his regret, to see the
Premier, whom he held to be responsible
for the policy of the Government, introducing this measure in its present form.
The power to take evidence on oath, and
to sit on days when the House did not sit,
could be given to the committee withou~
interfering, as this Bill proposed to allow
the Council to interfere, with the rights
and privileges of the Commons of Victoria. 'What did this Bill mean1 It
provided that at the commencement of
the first session of every, Parliament,
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the Legislative Assembly, according to>
the practice of Parliament with reference
to the appointment of select committees,
might "by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council,'"
appoint a select committee of seven
members, to be called the Committee
of Public Accounts. Shortly stated,
this Bill proposed that on a matter of
public accounts, the Legislative Assembly
might, "with the advice and ~onsent of
the Legislative Council," appoint a committee of this House. He was astonished
at the Premier submiting such a proposal.
Whether the honorable gentleman was.
a conservative or a liberal, surely it
was, his duty, as the head of the Government, to uphold the rights and
privileges of this House, which ought
to be pre-eminent. I t was not surprising that such a proposal should come
from the Attorney-General j in fact, if
that honorable gentleman had done' anything else, he would have been perfectly
untrue to the principle and policy he
enunciated when he first entered Parliament, and. which he had held until
now. If honorable members would turn
to Hansard, vol. 33, p. 661, they would
find that the present Attorney-General
advocated the principle embodied in this
Bill to which he (Mr. Graves) most strongly
objected. The hon'orable gentleman, speaking as a supporter of the Government
of which the present Postmaster-General
and Mr. Service were members, stated
that" The Government n.nd their snpporters take
a different view on this subject f.rom that held
by honorable members opposite. "Ve consider
that it is wise to give the Upper House some
control over the public purse."

And in the same speech, as reported on
the next page, the honorable gentleman
said" 'Vhilst I have no desire to be offensive, I
must say that neither the present Legislative
Assembly of Victoria nor any Legislative
Assembly that has existed in the past or is
likely to exist in the future has the same
claims that the House of Commons has to be
intrusted with uncontrolled power over the
public purse."

That principle was embodied in this Bill,
and he most strongly objected to the proposal to ask the consent of the Upper
House with regard to the appointment of
a committee which this Chamber had the
sole right to appoint. All necessary powers
could have been given to the committee
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without passing an Act of Parliament and
bringing the appointment of the committee
under .the review of another place; and,
while approving of the principle that a
select Committee of Public Accounts ought
to be appointed, no words would convey
his regret that the Government were proposing in this most improper manner to
ask the Legislative Council to consent. to
the appointment of such a committee,
seeing that the whole power of the purse
) was and ought to remain in the hands of
this House.
Mr. HARPER stated that he cordially·
indorsed the remarks of the honorable
member for Eastern Suburbs and the
honorable member for Essendon. It was
a waste of time to introduce this measure
at the present late period of the session,
seeing that the Assembly could do all that
was necessary to be done without any
reference to the Upper House at all. The
Council might say that they did not
desire to interfere with the functions
of this House in matters of finance, and
then how would this House feel 1 I twas
quite possible the Council might take that
view of the case, because he believed that
they had no desire to interfere with the
privileges of the Assembly with regard to
the appointment of its committees. Every
honorable member was in fav01.1r of the
appointment of a Committee of Public
Accounts, and he trusted that they would
have on that committee a fair representation of members who would take an
interest in financial questions, because
there was very great room for a considerable amount of cultivation and education
in that branch of our national affairs; but
the proposal em bodied in this Bill was
directly calculated to lift Ministerial re, sponsibility off the shoulders of Ministers
altogether. It was a most extraordinary
thing, in face of this proposal, that the
Government had for several weeks past
been trying to obtain Ministerial responsibility over the Railway department. Now
the House was asked to relieve Ministers from the functions which, under
any system of representative government
on the English, model, ought certainly
to devolve upon the Government of the
day. The honorable member for Essendon
w;s perfectly right in his remarks about
the Frenchsystemof representative government, which was not the English system
at all, but a system of itself to a large
extent-a system under which Ministers had
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not the same responsibility in matters of
finance as English Ministers, and were not
expected to do what English Ministers of
the Crown were 'expected to do. If they
were going to graft the French system on
the English system and English precedents,
they would make an experiment which he
did not believe would work satisfactorily.
Of course, if they were going ,in for the
French or the American system of government, that would be another matter; but so
long as they desired the system of government in this colony to be based on the
British system of government, why not
follow out British precedents, and give to
the proposed Committee of Public Accounts the same functions as were given
to the Committee of Public Accounts
appointed by the House, of Commons 1
r:£'hat committee did not deal with matters
of policy, but took care to see that the
votes passed by Parliament were properly
expended in accordance with the intentions
of Parliament, while the responsibility for
putting the yotes on the Estimates rested
with the Minister alone. If the Committee
of Accounts proposed in this Bill were
appointed on the English model it would
inquire into all allegations as to irregularities, and report the result of its inquiries to Parliament, not in huge volumes
which very few members would read, but
in reports laid on the table of the House
during each session, so as to keep the House
acquainted with the true state of affairs.
That was all they were wanted to do.
As for the committee going into the
compilation of the Estimates, and what
the expenditure ought to be, the outcome
would be remarkable. When the Treasurer had laid his Budget on the table,
each of the seven members composing the
committee might take different views, and
the House would have them cavilling in
the chamber as to what had been done.
Where, then, would there be proper responsibility on the part of the Treasurer 1
rrhe right course for the House to follow
was to adopt the English practice. At all
events, let such a committee be appointed
for Ol1e session, and then, if the arrangement proved a satisfactory one, they would
either be re-appointed or not, as the case
might be. It was well known what the
practice in regard to sessional committees
was-that their personnel was frequently
maintained for year after year and for,
Parliament after Parliament. It seemed
to him a perfect ',Yaste of time for the
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Government to go on with the Bill. They to deal with. No doubt there was a large
had had a discussion, they had attracted amou"nt of ignor~nce in this Chamber 011
.attention to the matter, and they had financial subjects, and after all, when afinansecured an expression of opinion j after that cial questio;n arose, and the1'reasurer of the
they might well let the whole thing drop.
day and the leader of the Opposition of
Mr. lUCHARDSON thought that this the day had addressed themselves to it,
proposal to appoint a Committee of Public what could be said more than that the
Accounts should meet with general appro- subject had been looked at" simply in two
val. 'rhe need of the appointment of a different ways 1 He (Mr. Richardson) was
·committee of this kind had been felt for a perfectly prepared to go with the Attorneylong time, and more particularly of late General as to the appointment of a Com'years. Indeed there had never been a mittee of Public Accounts, but he saw fl
period in which the necessity for such a no necessity for appointing such a body
committee had not been felt. l'he onlyques- by Act of Parliament. 'Vhy should the
tion therefore was, how to appoint such a Legislative Council have any voice ill
·committee as would meet the views of the the affair at all 1 He hoped, therefore,
Chamber. All along the Premier had ex- that the Bill would not be pressed
pressed on different occasions a strong further. Another objection to the Bill
opinion in favour of the constitution of a was that its operation would be to relieve
'Committee of Public Accounts, but surely the l'reasurer of the day from responsihe could not wish to place the Legislative bility with respect to his Estimates, as
Council in an improper position. Surely well as to his Budget statement. Honorit only needed a hint to show him how able members must see, if they took the
affairs really stood. He (Mr. Richardson) Budget statement for what it really was,
took it that he had a very fair notion of that it contained the policy of the Governwhat was passing in the Premier's mind. ment, and who could know as much
(Mr. Munro-" All this only means the on the subject of that policy as the
protraction of the debate.") Then. he members of the Government themselves,
entirely disagreed with the Premier, and . or rather the head of the Government ~
he must express the hope that the Bill Of course he did not know what the
would not be sanctioned. For one thing, l'reasurer had in his mind in giving the
he took it for granted that honorable draftsman instructions with regard to
members all round had not had time to the drafting of this Bill, but it appeared
fully consider the constitutional aspect of to him that clause 3 and clause 10 dealt
th.e question. Vvas it possible for the wi th two altogether differen t sets of
Premier or a majority of honorable mem- circumstances.. The 3rd clause would
bers to hold the opinion that the Legislative gi~re the committee a roving commission to
Council had a right to a voice on a ques- g9 where they liked at any time, and to
tion of this sort~ Doubtless, the Attorney- examine any 'officer with regard to the
General held such an opinion, and if his public accounts. (Mr. Munro-" If the
fellow-Ministers agreed with him probably matter is referred to them.") That was
there would be no departing from that not provided, and the. committee were
position. In that case there was nothing to deal with matters which were not
more to be said. But, according to his referred to them. (Mr. Muuro-" No.")
(Mr. Richardson's) view, the object of the l'hat might be what the honorable gentlecommittee had been altogether misstated. man i!1tended, but that was not the way in
Certainly no argument had been advanced which he (Mr. Hichardson) interpreted the
to meet the arguments stated by the hon- Bill. Clause 10 appeared to refer to some
orable member for Eastern Suburbs, nor sp~cial matter which had not been clearly
did he (Mr. Richardson) think that any and fully explained in the Blldgetstatement.
answer could be given to them. As for (Mr. .Munro-" How are they to get posseswhat the Postmaster-General had said, he sion of it unless it is referred to them 1")
never attempted to deal with the matter He really could not follow the reasoning
at all; he only tried to deride the argu- of the honorable gentleman. The Bill
ments offered. .The great point was that provided first for the appointment of the
there was really no need for an Act of committee, and then it stated what the
Parliament in this matter at all. The committee could do, and there was no
object to be obtained was solely in con- limitation to what they could do. He
nexion with the Legislative Assembly, and would submit the question to any legal
itwas one forthe Legislative Assembly alone gentleman, and if he said the constructioll
Session 1891.-[191]
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he put upon the Bill was not a fail: one,
then he would be very much surprised.
He would require very strong evidence indeed to convince him that he was wrong.
This committee w:ould relieve. the Treasurer of the responsibility of his Estimates
and of his Budget statement. There
would be seven gentlemen on the committee acting in harmony with the Government,.and they would necessarily have to
be considered about the financial policy.
(Mr. Munro-" You are entirely wrong.")
That might not be what the honorable
gentleman intended, but it was a construction which the Bill would bear. (Mr.
Munro-" I do not think that it is a fair
construction.") Of course, if the honorable gentleman had made up his mind, it
would be impossible to convince him.
He (Mr. Richardson) did not think that
such a Bill was necessary. He agreed that
a Committee of Public Accounts was necessary, but he thought that it should be a
select committee of the House. Select
committees were appointed every session,
and the House had ample power to appoint a select committee for this purpose.
'fhe only result of passing this Bill ·would
be to secure the consent of the Legisla-'
tive Council· to the appointment of the
committee; but if that were done, it
would not enlarge but decreast;; the
powers of the Assembly. He would ask
the ']~reasurer to be true to his own instincts, and not to give the Legislative
. Council a share in the responsibility of
\ appointing this committee. The Committee of Public Accounts appointed by
the House of Commons had nothing to do
with the Estimates, or with matters that
were referred to it; it had power to inquire into the administration of accounts,.
and the way in which savings could be
effected; and when it found that there
was a leakage anywhere, it reported the
fact to the House of Commons.
In
England, Ministers had not the opportunities of inquiring into the various
ramifications of administration that Ministers in this colony had, and abuses crept
in. 'fhe case mentioned bv the honorable member for Bourke .East showed
the kind of work that the Committee of
Public Accounts in England did, and the
same functions should be given to a
Committee of Public Accounts appointed
in this colony. He supported the appointment of such a committee,' but he
thought that the ']'reasurer should make
the committee a select committee of
lJlr. Ric/;{'wdson.
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the House. He trusted that the Govern-·
ment would not consider that there had
been any objection to the Bill. He
regarded the position taken up by the.
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs as
being the correct constitututional position,
and he did not understand that honorable
member to object to the appointment of'
a Committee of Public Accounts. He
(Mr. Richardson) would have been very
glad if there had been a Committee of
Public Accounts some time ago to inquire
into the finances of the Railway department. He had an impression that if an
inquiry had been made into the administration of the locomotive and traffic'
branches, a leakage would have been discovered that was not now suspected. He
was very anxious that such a committee
should be appointed, but he did not
approve of the Bill as introduced.
Mr. MUNRO said he had listened very
carefully to the remarks which had been
made in criticism of the Bill. 'rhere was·
no one more jealous of the rights of the·
Assembly than he was, and if he kne,,, how
the committee could be clothed ,,~ith the
power he desired it to have by the, Assem bly alone he would adopt that course,
but that had not been shown to be possible.
It was not proposed to give tho other
Chamber any voico in the appointment of'
the committee, but simply to ask that
House to assist the Assembly in obtainingthe machinery that was ,,~anted to carry.
out its views. 'rhe committee would be
required to do a great deal more than tho·
committee of the House of Commons did.
It would report in such a caso as that
which occurred during tho last financial
year, when the Rail ways Commissioners
expended £400,000 more than was voted
by the House, and tho Treasurer was
ob~igocl to make up the amount on the
Supplementary Estimates and the Additional Estimates.
Honorable members,
well knew that when Budgot statements.
were made they had not the power to get
the details they wanted. The committee
would inquire into such matters, but it
would not interfere with the policy of theGovernment at all. The Audit Commis··
sioners were anxious that the committeo
should be appointed;' 'rheir report for
the present year had not been brought in
yet, and it would probably be presented
at so late a period of the session that
honorable members would not have time
to look at it. He had repeatedly asked
for the report, but he had no control in
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the matter. He ventured to say that the the Upper House. He would ask
country would be as well served under the if that was a desirable thing to do?
present system of making financial state- The Committee of Public Accounts apments if the Treasurer brought down his pointed by the House of Commons conBudget and passed it in one resolution in fined its attention strictly to expenditure
five miuutes. He had discussed the sub- after that expenditure was made and the
ject of the Bill with the Commissioners of accounts audited, and it had no auAudit and the Under-Treasurer, and they thority to deal with 'Estimates or with
had arrived at the conclusion that they financial matters then before Parliament.
could not obtain proper machinery to 1'he position of the committee proposed in
enable the committee to 'work effectively this Bill was totally different, because a
without an Act of Parliament. But the general authority wa~ to be given to the
Upper House had no power in the·matter. committee in clause 3, which provided thatIf that Chamber rejected the Bill it would
"Such committee shall at all times have
not deprive the Assembly of any powers power to inquire into and examine all matters
connected with the public finances, and to reit possessed at the present time.
Mr. vVRIXON observed that everyone port thereon to the Legislative Assembly from
time to time. "
was in favour of having a committee appointed, and the only question in dispute N ow was it wise to give to that body, con
was as ,to how it should be appointed- stituted not by this House but by the law,
whether the Assembly should deal with it the power of dividing with the Government
on the plan of the House of Commons, of the day the superintendence of the
keeping it within its own control; or finances of the colony ~ The effect Of)
whether it should be appointed by law, so it would be that there would be no
that the other branch of the Legislature responsibility at all.
The committee
would have something to say in the would be independent vf both Houses of
matter. ' The House of Commons had Parliament, and there was no such comfound that its committee had ample mittee in any English country.
(Mr.
powers for the purposes needed, and there Burrowes-" It was badly wanted in
was no reason why extended powers should Canada.") (Mr. Shiels-" It would have
be given to the Victorian committee. saved Canada from demoralization.") He
There was no occasion to examine people was surprised to hear that statement,
on oath, because questions of credibility , because nothing could be more ridiculous
were not involved in the matters which than to say that any country could be
would be inquired into by the committee; saved from demoralization by the appointnor was it necessary that the committee ment of such a committee. Happy was
should have power to move from place to the country that could be. The appointplace, because all the information it re- ment of this committee would not prevent
quired would be obtainable in Melbourne. It the charges which one Government generally
seemed to him to be a very serious depar- made against ,another. (Mr. Munro-" I
ture to go to the other House and ask that made no charges; I only stated facts.")
Chamber to give the Assembly a form of Such charges were always made in this
law to appoint a committee to deal with colony, in exactly the same way as the
the financial affairs of the colony. Such honorable member for Essendon had shown
a proposal would not be countenanced in they were made in the old country, and
the Imperial Parliament for a moment. the idea that the appointment of this comWhat a humiliating position the Assembly mittee would change political life, and
would be placed in in the event of the prevent such things in future, was simply
'.,other Chamber rejecting the Bill, and what absurd. Parliament was now asked to take
I, position would the Assem~ly be in if the an entirely llew step in English legislation,
~ other House made important amendments while all the time the Assembly had in its \
in the measure? The Upper House might hands the power to appoint this committee,
insert a series of important clauses pro- to the appointment of which there was no
viding entirely different machinery for the objection, the only objection being to this
control of the committee from that at new departure, which would give to the
present contemplated. The Assembly other House control over the financial
would be bound to give careful attention affairs of the colony.
to any such amendments, and that
Mr. McLEAN remarked that he was
would be establishing a precedent for not a little surprised to hear the stress
giving some control of the finances to which honorable ,members in opposition
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had laid upon the alleged surrender of
the privileges of the Assembly by this Bill.
He would ask honorable members to look
back to last session, when the late Government proposed to give to the other House
co-ordinate powers with the Assembly in
all matters of expenditure on public works
exceeding a certain sum, and to not only
refer those matters to a joint committee of
both Houses of Parliament, but to take all
those items out of the Estimates and put
them in aBill, which the Upper House could
amend or alter as it thought fit. That
was an absolute surrender of the privileges
of this House. This Bill would not surrender one tittle of those privileges; it
only sought to make the committee more
e~ective and efficient for the proper
dIscharge of its duties than it would be
if elected from session to session. The
position of this House differed from the
House of Commons, inasmuch as the Railway department had to be dealt with 1
T~e Government proposed to separate the
raIlw.ay accounts from the public account,
and If a permanent committee were appointed it could inquire thoroughly and
efficiently. into the finances of that department durmg the recess, when its members
would have ample time to do the work.
All that the Government proposed to do in
this Bill was to ask the other House to
assist in providing machinery for the
working of the committee. The Council
were not to have a voice in selecting the
members of the committee, who would be
appointed by this House alone. It was
obvious that it would be better to appoint
a permanent committee, if the work was
to be ~fficiently done, because a temporary
commIttee would be dissolved as soon as
it began to understand its functions.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
'
and committed pro forma.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to one o'clock a.m. ('rhursday).
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, December 3, 1891.

Trusts Act Amendment Bill-Opium Bill-Local GovernAct Amendment Bill-Companies Act Amendment
(Voluntary Liquidation) Bill.

.The PRESIDENT :ook the chair at twenty
mmutes to five 0 clock p.m., and read the
prayer.

Amendment Bill.

TRUSTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, this Bill was recommitted ..
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES proposed the
following clause:'.' ~his amendi~g ~ct shall not apply to the
relIgIOus denommatIOn known as the Free
Presbyterian Church of Victoria."

He stated that the Bill was introduced for
the purpose of conferring certa,in benefits
~lp~n the different religious bodies named
111 It.
The denomination known as the
Free Presbyterian 'Church of Victoria did
not desire to come under the Bill and he
therefore, proposed to exempt the~. Thei;
reason was that they did not wish to have
power to vary their trust.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported with a
further amendment.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Bill was read a third time
and passed.
OPIUM BILL.
Bill was received from the LegislatIve Assembly, and, on the-motion of the
Hon. C. J. HAM, was read first time.
~his

a

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
On the order of the day for the House
to resolve itself into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill
The Hon. J. M. ,PRATT said that he
had been asked by several country members who were absent to request that the
further consideration of the Bill should be
postponed until the following Tuesday.
He did so in justice to those honorable
members, although personally he was prepared to go on.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
very fact that there were so many honorable members present showed that it was
their desire that the Bill should be proceeded with.
The House then went into committee for
the further consideration of the Bill.
Discussion took place on clause 35
which was as follows:'
"If at or at any'time within twelve months
before ~he commencement of this Act any
person IS or has been performing the Guties
of the office of engineer or surveyor under any
desi~natio~ whatever, .,,:het?er .or not duly
q:uahfied, 111 any. mUlllClpahty (mcluding the
CIty of Melbourne and the town of Geelong)
and such person within twelve months after th~
passing of this Act proves to the satisfaction
of the Municipal Surveyors' Board that he has
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for six years previous to the commencement of
this Act performed such duties in any municipality (including the city of Melbourne and the
town of Geelong), such board shall issue to such
person a certificate of clerk of works."

The Hon. H. GORE proposed that the
clause be amended, so as to read as
"follows:"If at any time within twelve months before
the commencement of this Act any person is or
has been performing the duties of the office of
engineer or surveyor under any designation
.whatever, whether or not duly qualified, in any
municipality (including the city of Melbourne and
the town of Geelong) or any irrigation and water
supply trust, and such person proves to the
satisfaction of the Municipal Surveyors' Board
tha.t he has for six years either before or after
or partly before and partly after the C0111mencement of this Act performed sneh duties
in any municipality (including the city of Melbourne and the townof Geelong) or any irrigation
and water supply trust, or partly in one and
partly in another of such bodies, such board
shall issue to such person a certificate of clerk
of works."

He stated that, in addition to the amendments of which he had given notice, he
had adopted the amendments which Mr.
Zeal had intended to propose. 'rhese
alterations had been suggested in the interests of certain gentlemen-and they
were very few in number-who had
been in the service of municipalities
for several years.
Under this Bill as
drafted ,they would be excluded from
obtaining certificates as clerks of works,
and the object of his amendments was to
enable them to obtain those cert~ficates.
He had received letters from the shire of
Tullaroop, the borough of Maryborough,
and the town of Ballarat East asking him
to propose amendments to enable the services of these gentlemen to be retained.
The only difference the amendments would
make would be that, instead of requiring
that a person should have been performing
the duties of engineer or surveyor to a
municipality for six years prior to the
passing of the Bill before he could obtain
a certificate, it would be sufficient if he
could show that he had served for six years,
either before or after or partly before and
partly after, the passing of the Bill.
'rhe Hon. N. THOHNLEY said he was
decidedly opposed to the amendments, the
object of, which was to give certificates
to men who had been employed illegally
for some time past. Cases of the kind referred to by Mr. Gore were dealt with in
the Act of 18'74, and it was now proposed
to repeat what was dorre then. If th0
amendments were agreed to a person who
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had been in the employ of a municipality
only six months could, after he had served
an additional five years and six mouths,
obtain a certificate.
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD stated that this
question was thrashed out w:p.en the Act
The
of 1874 was before Parliament.
claim was then put forward that persons
who had been discharging the duties of
engineer and surveyor to a municipality
for a period of eight years should be
recognised, and that claim was conceded .
Since then some municipalities had, in
the face of the Act of 1874, illegally appointed men who had not the necessary
certificates to the positions of engineers
and surveyors, and now it was thought to
legalize these appointments. 'rhe amendments would be against the best interests
of the country, and he COll Id hardly think
that Mr. Gore himself believed in them.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD expressed
the opinion that if the engineers and
surveyors in question had efficiently discharged their duties to the satisfaction of
the local bodies by whom they were employed they had a perfect right to continue in their positions. Surely the local
bodies were competent to decide whether
those men were qualified or not. .(Sir F.
T. Sargood-" Parliament has required
that they shall pass examinations.") And
he could understand that being enforced
ill regard to future appointments but not
in regard to the men already appointed.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" Illegally appointed.")
If they were illegally appointed why did
not the Executive put the law in motion
to remedy that illegality 1 (Sir F. T.
Sargood-" There is no penalty.") Then
the law ought to be amended so as to
make it operative, but it ought not to
apply to engineers and surveyors already
appointed. Many of them were advanced
in life, and, although good practical men
at their work, they would not be able to
pass an examination.
The Hon. D. COUTTS observed that
this Bill proposed to legalize appointments
that were held by men who had been six
years illegally in that position, but if a
man had held his appointment for a day
short of six years he was to be discharged.
Obviously that was an unfair and unjust
proposal. The amendments were quite
consistent with the principle of the Bill;
it was only a question of degree. Mr.
ThoTIlleyargued as a legally qualified professional man, but he could tell the honorable member that in all his 26 years'
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experience of municipal work the shire
council with which he was connected had
had more trouble with the legally qualified
men than with the practical men who had
worked their way up. The position of
the legally. qualified men was exactly on
all fours with the position of the Shearers'
Union, and Mr. Thornley's argument was
nothing more than the argument of the
Shearers' Union. A man who was a member of the union was to have work, but a
man who was not a member of the union
was to starve. If the shire councils of the
colony were required to dismiss the men
at present employed they would be limited
in choice to a certain number of legally
qualified men, who would at once form a
ring or union and raise the price of their
services. Councillors who were practical
men were often sat upon by these professional men, some of whom he would not
intrust with the construction of a henhouse. A water trust of which he was
chairman wanted to convey water from
one place to another three miles distant,
and a certificated man estimated the cost
-at £365, but an uncertificated young
man who "was employed by the trust did
the work for £93. And yet under this
proposal that young man would have to be
discharged and a cert"ificatedmanemployed.
He knew uncertificated men who did the
work of shire councils for a reasonable remuneration, and the best engineers with
all the diplomas in the world could not
beat them at road making. He intended
to support the amendment.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked "that
the logical conclusion of Mr. Coutts' argument would be that the shire councils
should not employ certificated men at all.
(Mr. Coutts-" Oh, no.") The honorable
member was quite correct, however, in
saying that the question was only a matter
of degree, and so long as it was provided
that all officers hereafter appointed must
be certificated he (Mr. Service) would not
be inclined to draw the line very strongly
in regard to the present occupants of those
positions. Parliament might validate their
appointments if they had served six, five, or
even three years, because the thing would
work itself right in the long run. He did
not agree with Mr. FitzGerald that the
municipalities were better judges than
"anybody else as to the men who were best
qualified to serve them. His experience"
led him to believe that the municipalities"
required to "be protected from themselves, the same as Members of Parliament
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protected themselves from themselves by
passing" the Public Service Act, because
municipal councillors were often influenced
by sympathy for applicants against their
own better jlldgment. "The real broad
question at issue was, not as to a year or
two's service, but whether officers appointed in future should be required to
be certificated. If that principle were
adopted he would be satisfied to accept
the amendments.
The Hon. T. DO"\VLING said the municipal" conference passed a resolution in
favour of legalizing the appointments of
municipal engineers and surveyors who had
been three years in their positions. Ten
years had elapsed since the Government
attempted to legalize the positions of the
men who were illegally appointed as engineers and surveyors to various municipali.
ties; and it was time to have finality in
regard to the matter, because the municipal bodies of the country needed the best
talent they could get. If this Bill passed
the municipal councils who made or continued illegal appointments would be liable
to forfeit their share of the subsidy. The
amendments with regard to irrigation and
water supply trusts "were quite foreign to
the Bill.
The Hon. S. 'V. COOKE stated that it
seemed to him to be only a question of
degree. Illegal appointments had been
allowed, and the Govenlment proposed to
legalize a certain number of those appointments." Mr. Gore's amendment went
further, and sought to legalize the appointments of all who were in office at
the present time. He was opposed to both
the amendment and the cla"use.
The
trouble was that a number of young men
who came out from England or were edu·
cated in the colony got the degree of civil
engineer, but had no experience in road
making. The difficulty would be met by
adding to the next clause a proviso to the
effect "that civil engineers should be re·
quired to have spent three years in municipal surveyors' work before they could
get certificates. Parliament ought not to
legislate for special instances, or out of
sympathy for particular individuals, but
in the way that was best calculated to
promote the interests of municipalities
throughout the country; and shire coun·
cils should not be encouraged to break the
law.
T.he Hon. J. A. 'V ALLACE remarked
that he was very sorry that the amend~ent went as far as it did, because it
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,yol.lld close the door against practical
:men for the future. Some of the certifi·cated engineers were very unsatisfactory
persons to have anything to do with.
Recently he had a 22-mile race cut, and he
was told by men in the Government service that the plans and specifications of a
professional engineer for· that work would
have cost as much as it actually cost him
to do the work. In other cases he had
known thoroughly practical men carry out
work for half the cost that certificated
engineers would have done it at, because
they were able to do the work without
plans and specifications. The repairing of
. country bridges and State schools in
country districts cost far more than the
work ought to cost because of the expense
of sending men from Melbourne to draw
up plans and specifications. rfhose who
·employed men were the best judges of
their fitness for the duties they had to
perform, and any sensible person would
prefer to engage a thoroughly practical
man to do work for him if a practical man
could be got.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said lie did not
agree with the argument of Mr. vVallace
that Parliament ought not to close the
·door against uncertificated men, because
they ought to come to finality some time.
(~ir F. T .. Sargood-" The Act of 1874
was supposed to be final.") It was' high
time there was finality in regard to this
matter, and after this measure became
law men appointed as municipal engineers
would have to be legally qualified. He
was informed, however, that not more than
ten persons would be affecte¢t by ~'lr. Gore's
amendment, and that being the case he
would support it.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that it
was necessary to provide a penalty for
non-compliance with the law with regard
to the appointment of municipal engineers,
because a law without ~ penalty was
worthless. He might say with reference
to the allusion to the Act of 1874 that he
would not have supported the presept
Bill if it had not provided for imposing a
penalty for breaches of the law, which the
Act of 1874 did not.
The amendments were agreed to.
On clause 38, providing that "if after
the expiration of six months " any municipality evade section 143 of the Local Government Act, by continuing to employ an
uncertificated "person" as engineer or Sll.rveyor after being required by the Minister
to discharge him,' such municipality shall
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be liable to forfeit its share of the municipal
endowment,
The Hon. H. GORE proposed the addition of the following proviso : " Nothing in this section shall apply to any
person who is now in office and qualifying for
·the position of clerk of wOl:ks."

Unless that amendment was made, certain
municipalities employing men ,vho had
served only three years up to the present
time would be liable to a penalty.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD suggested that
the honorable member's object would be
attained by the omission of. the weirds
"after the expirat.ion of six months."
The Hon. H. CU'fHBEHT expressed the
opinion that the object of the honorable
member would be better accomplished by
the insertion after the word "person" of
the words" save as hereinafter provided."
Mr. Cuthbert's amendment was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 40,
which was as follows:" AUDITORS.

" The Governor in Council may appoint three
fit and proper persons to be a board, hereinafter
designated the Municipal Auditors' Board, and
may remove every person so appointed, and
such board shall inquire into the qualifications
of such persons as desire to exercise the office of
municipal auditor under the provisions of the
Local Government Acts, and may .grant certificates of competency to exercise such office, and
such certificates of competency shall be of any
one of three different classes, and such board
in granting such certificates shall inquire into
the general conduct and character as well as
the abilities of candidates, and shall have power,
after notice to the holder of any such certificate
and giving him an opportunity to be heard, to
cancel such certificate. Provided that any
member of the Incorporated Institute of Accountants or of the Chartered Institute of
England and vVales, or of the Incorporated
Society of Accountants and Auditors, who shall
satisfy the board that he has a fair knowledge
of municipal government law, shall without any
further test of competency be entitled to a certificate of qualification. Provided also that an
auditor elected by the ratepayers shall not be
required to be the holder of a certificate of the
Municipal Auditors' Board."

The Hon. J. SERVICE said that he
desired to make some amendments in this
clause, and, if those amendments were
agreed to, consequential amendments in
all the other clauses relating to auditors
would be necessitated. First, he would
move that the heading of the clause be
amended by the addition of the words
"and Inspectors of Accounts." He might
here state that his object was to bring
back this portion of the Bill to the condition in which it was introduced to the
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The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH said that
other Chamber. There could hardly be
any difference of opinion as to the desira- the appointment of Government auditors
bility of making the passing of a certain in connexion with municipal accounts was
examination essential before a man could in most cases a mere farce. The rule was
be regarded as qualified to perform the merely to select some banger-on for the
important work of auditing municipal office.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said, of course, he
accounts. It must· be a matter of common
experience to everyone acquainted with the was in favour of the original proposals
working'of municipal institutions that many of the Government, with respect to this
of those·who had hitherto been engaged in subject, therefore he was entirely in
municipal auditing were men who would accord with the object Mr. Service had
not otherwise be trusted to tot up a mere in view.
The amelidment was agreed to, as were
petty cash-book; and the result of the
existence of that state of things had, in also a series of consequential amendments.
many instances, proved disastrous. Another
The Hon. J. SERVICE moved the omisobject he (Mr. Service) sought to gain was sion of the concluding proviso of the'·
to put the Government municipal auditor clause.
in a position something like that of a bank
The amendment was agreed to.
inspector, and thus enable him to drop in
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that, as Mr.
unexpectedly upon any municipal official Service had given notice of a number of
in order to inspect his books.. Surely new clauses to be inserted in this portion
there could be no difference of opinion as of the Bill, it might be as well if they were
to the desirability of such a course. He dealt with at once.
also desired that the auditor to be apThe CHAIH,MAN.~I believe that it
pointed should pass some kind of examina- would be advantageous to apply the same
tion.
rule more generally.
The Hon. J. A. 'YALLACE said he had
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he would
no doubt that Mr. Service's remarks were adopt Sir Frederick Sargood's suggestion ..
correct enough. Of course it was neces- He begged to move the following clause to
sary that every auditor should be qualified follow clause 40 : for his work. But what need was there
159, 160, 161, 162, 163, and 164 of
for any special provision on the subject, the" Sections
principal Act shall be repealed as from the
seeing that the Government had the ap- .day preceding the fourth Thursday in the month
pointment of auditors in their own hands1 of August which will be next after the comIf they did not consider a man to be a mencement of this Act. "
first-class auditor they should not appoint
The clause was agreed to.
him.
Clause 42 was consequentially amended.
The Hon. H. GORE remarked· that
The Hon. J. SERVICE moved the
there were some hundred and odd muni- following clause to follow clause 42 :-cipalities in the country, and he was
"The Governor in Council may appoint tW(}
prepared to say that the auditing in persons holding certificates of competency from
connexion with these institutions under the Municipal Auditors' Board to be inspectors
the old. system ·would compare favorably of municipal accounts, and may remove every
with the ordinary bank auditing that person so appointed, and the inspectors shall
be paid such salaries and be entitled to allowwent on in Melbourne. (Mr. Service- ances
(if any) in respect of their expenses in
"My experience is the contrary.") At accordance with such scale as the Governor in
any rate, during the last three years every Council may by any order to be published in the
fraud that had been brought to light had . Government Gazette determine, the salaries and
of both such inspectors not to exceed
been discovered by the municipal auditors, allowances
in anyone year the sum of Sixteen hund1'ed
and the like could not' be said as to pound8, and, when certified by the Minister or
the frauds brought to light in the metro- any person appointed by him in that behalf, to
polis. If, however, the ratepayers had be payable out of any moneys for the time
being appropriated by Parliament for the endowthe power of electing a local auditor that ment
of municipalities in priority to any paywould be a great safeguard, because ment by way of endowment, and to be a first
a local auditor was able to exercise powers charge on such moneys, and if the certificate of
of observation which could not be brought any inspector be cancelled he shall cease to'
into play by any man without a local hold his office of inspector."
The clause was agreed to.
knowledge of the district.
Travelling
On clause 50, enabling municipalities to
auditors might be advantageous, but they
lease reserves,
.
would not be so useful as local auditors.
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Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the substitution for this clause of a clause copied
from the Metropolitan Board of "Vorks
Act, empo'wering municipalities to lease
reserves for 21 years at rack rents, and
to grant building J-Lnd improving leasesthe building leases for a period not exceeding 21 years and the improving leases for
a period not exceeding 30 years, unless the
Govenlor in Council gave his authority,
when the latter term might be extended
to any period not exceeding 40 years.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 54, which was as follows : " Subject to the provisions in the principal
Act contained, the council of any shire may,
with the consent of the Governor in Council,
make by-laws providing that in making the
valuation of rateable property in the municipal
district upon which improvements for irrigation
and drainage purposes of any class and to any
value have been made in accordance with any
conditions contained in such by-law such property shall be computed as of an annual value
of £5 per centum upon the capital value
of the fee-simple thereof without taking into
account the amount by which such capital
value is increased by such improvements and
not otherwise. Provided always-(l) Every
such by-law shall specify the class :md value of
the improvements to be carried out on any property to entitle anyone to ~laim the benefit of
the by-la,,,, and any such value may be either
an absolute sum or proportioned to the area of
the property or to its capital or annual value or
otherwise, and such by-law may provide either
that improvements to the full amount shall be
carried out before it is applicable or that it
shall become and continue applicable upon improvements to any portion of the full amount
being effected in any period of time and continuing to be effected in successive periods till
the whole is completed. (2) No such by-law
shall be so framed as to allow of any property
being valued for a longer period than five years
under its provisions or under its provisions and
the provisions of any similar by-law, whether in
force or not. (3) The improvements not to be
taken into account in computing the value of
any propert.y under the provisions of any such
by-law shall be improvements made after the
coming into operation of the by-law only,"

Sir F. T. SARGOOD said the clause
seemed to be somewhat contradictory, and
he would accept the view of the committee
in regard to it.
The Hon. ~r. DO"VLING remarked that
he thought the whole clause was wrong.
It had never been before the municipal
conference, and it seemed to be striking at
the valuation altogether. He did not see
why irrigated lands should be exempt from
rating.
r:rheHon. J. SERVICE said he quite agreed
with the honorable member who had last
spoken that this clause was not a desirable
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one. It was a small attempt to force on
that system of irrigation which had been
adopted, perhaps not with too much haste,
but which since its introduction had been
to some extent forced against the natural
course of events. This hothouse method
of forcing things would be more likely to
injure than to benefit a valuable system.
He would vote against the clause.
rrhe Hon. S. W. COOKE remarked that
the clause was meant to apply only to
land which had been irrigated, but it also
referred to drainage. There was a danger
that it would be made use of in some parts
of the colony in a different way from that
which was intended.
rrhe Hon. H. GORE observed that if
the clause were adopted a man who was
in a position to irrigate his farm would be'
better placed than the farmer who spent
his money on hone-dust.
'rhe Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
he could not sec the justice of the distinction drawn between the man who improved
his land by irrigation and the man who
bought bone-dust. His own opini9n was
that a land-holder should only be taxed
on the capital value of the land irrespec.
tive of any improvements.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that if irrigation improved the land to the extept of
£10 an acre the owner could afford to pay
rates. ·A distinction seemed to be drawn
between the agriculturist who improved
his land by liquid manure and the ono who
improved his land by solid manure. In
the one case the State provided the principal, and in the other the ratepayer provided the principal.
The clause was negatived.
On clause 59, which was as follows:"All rates and other moneys due at the commencement of this Act under any Act for the
time being in force relating to local government in respect of any property by the owner
of such property to any municipality, and all
rates and other moneys which may hereafter
become due under any Act for the time
being in force relating to local government
in respect of any property to any municipality
by any person whatever, shall with interest
on such rates and moneys at the rate of'
£8 per centum per annum from the time when
the same became payable be and remain a·
charge upon such property; and at any time
within three years from the making of the rate
or the time when any such other moneys became.
due, notwithstanding any previous judgment or
order for the recovery of the same, may, in
manner provided by section 293 of the principal
Act for the recovery of rates from the owner
where the occupier has been rated, be recovered.
from the owner for the time being of such property, and may to the extent permitted and in.
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manner provided by and subject to the provisions of sections 294, 295, and 296 of the
principal Act for the recovery of rates from the
occupier where the owner has been rated be
recovered from the occupier for the time being
of such property; and every person who under
the provisions hereof shall pay any moneys,
whether directly to any municipality or to
recoup any purchaser from such person, shall
subject to any agreement to the contrary be
entitled to recover in any court of competent
jurisdiction from the person (if any) from whom
he purchased the said property as money paid
for his use the said moneys or so much thereof
as was due at the date of the purchase and
interest thereon at the rate aforesaid,"

The Hon. J. M. PRATT said he objected
to municipalities having power to sell land
under the clause; the power to lease would
be sufficient. (Sir F. rr. Sargood-"The
.clause does not authorize the selling of
land.") He understood from the memorandum which had been circulated with the Bill
that payment of rates was made a charge
upon land, and that tJle councils could
enforce payment by sale of the land at any
time within twenty years after the rate was
made. The clause ought certainly to provide that the land could not be disposed of
. at a sheriff's sale.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS remarked
that he was opposed to the clause at first,
but he now agreed with it because it simply
gave the local bodies the right to sue at
any time they chose.
rrho Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he
thought the municipalities were sufficiently protected under the principal Act
as to tho recovery of their rates. (Mr.
Roberts-" They cannot sell the land.")
They could first sue the occupier for rates
and then proceed against the owner. If
they did not recover from the occupier or
owner the rates were made a charge upon
the property. This clause ,vent further
than tp.o principal Act, because it provided
not only for rates but for other moneys
due on account of kerbing, channelling, &c.,
being made a charge upon the property.
It was for the committee to say if the local
bodies should be clothed with these large
powers.
The Hon. ""V. H. ROBERTS remarked
that the principal Act was defective in
that it contained no provision to enable
municipalities to enforce the law in regard
to charges upon property. The property
might be leased, but the owner could come
back, break the locks, and regain possession. There was no decision of the Supreme
Court on the point of leasing under the
present Act.
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The Hon. C. J. HAM observecl that
there were other clauses which would meet
Mr. Pratt's objection. It was a fair thing
to make the rates for improvements a
charge upon the property, because the
value of the property wa;; greatly increased
by the improvements.
The Hon ..J. A. WALLACE remarked
that notice of the amounts due ought to
be served on the owner as well as the
tenant, and then it would be known if the
tenant always paid in time.
The Hon. A. ""VYNNE moved the
omission of the words "with interest on
such rates and moneys at the rate of 8 per
centum per annum from the time when
the same became payable." He stated
that the clause would operate very harshly,
particularly on poor persons in the country
districts who might be unable to pay their
rates at the date at which they were
due, and it would also operate harshly on
persons who let their property, as the
tenants might go away and leave arrears
of rates unpaid, when the owner, without
having any notice of it, would find that he
was liable to pay the arrears, together with
interest at the rate of 8 per cent. The
clause also would offer inducements to rate
collectors and shire councils to be careless
in the collection of the rates. I t was the
duty of the shire councils to use energetic
means to get in the rates, and they had
ample po,ver under the existing law to do
that. Parliament had surrounded the
municipal councils with all sorts of safeguards, and it was now proposed to give
them still more protection. (Mr. Cuthbert
- " The clause is not required.") He
agreed that it would be better to strike
the cl~use out altogether. By section 297
of the principal Act, a municipal council
had power to take possession of and lease
property on which arrears of rates were
due, and he knew that in many instances
that power had been taken advantage of.
Rates could also be recovered by the ·issue
of a police-court summons and by obtaining
judgment. He did not see why a municipal
council should allow an occupier to go scotfree, and then at the end of three years
turn round on the owner and compel him
to pay the arrears with interest at the rate
of 8 per cent.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that this
and the following clauses appeared to
suggest that there was a desire on the· part
of Parliament to make the rate collectors
lazy. If 8 per cent. had to be paid on
the rates, then the rate collectors might
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sit quietly at home, because they would
know that the municipality would not
suffer. Under the present law, if there
was an occupier he was responsible for
the rates, and if he did not pay
the rates, the municipal council could
within twelve months demand payment
from the owner. I t was now proposed
to extend the time to three years, and,
therefore, at the end of three years an
owner might be called upon to pay the
rates with interest at the rate of 8 per
cent. added, although he might have had
no notice that the rates had been allowed
to fall into arrears. If an occupier could
not pay the rates for twelve months, what
chance was there of an owner recouping
himself at the end of three years ~ He
thought that the clause should be struck
out.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMvV ADE said that
he quite agreed with this clause. He had
had some years' experience in a suburban
shire council, and he knew that hundreds
of allotments of land were sold which
were not occupied, and that the greatest
difficulty was expericnced in finding the
owners. Sometimes the owners left the
colony, and they could not be traced, and
it was only right and proper that if an
owner did not pay his rates, interest should
be charged upon the money. (Mr. J. A.
vVal1ace-" You could lease the land.")
How could a shire council lease small
~l1otments of land 1 (Mr. Pratt-" rrhey
are not worth rating.") rrhat might be so
in the city of Melbourne, but in many of
the smaller municipalities the aggrega~e
amount of rates was made up by payments on a large number of small allotments.
(Mr. Pratt-"They are overvalued.") That might be so. These
allotments were not' occupied, and it was
exceedingly difficult to fix upon the owners.
If people bought land by auction, they
should pay the rates, and if they neglected
to pay the rates, then interest should be
charged upon the money. The shire
council of which he spoke had arrears
of rates to the amount of £3,000.
The Hon. ~e. DO'YLING stated that
Mr. Grimwade had expressed all that he
(Mr. Dowling) desired to say with regard
to the clause. When the owner or occupier of property could be found there was
no difficulty in collecting the rates, but in
the country districts it was often very difficult to fix upon the owners of land which
was unoccupied, and this clause was intended to meet cases of that kind.
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The Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
he was inclined to agree with the views
expressed by Mr. Wynne. The clause
might be necessary, but the words
"three years" should be struck out and
"one year" substituted. The Bill appeared to be dra,wn too much in favour
of the municipal councils, and the ratepayers had not been sufficiently considered.
He could understand that difficulties had
occurred in suburban municipalities where
land had been bought at boom prices, and
where the council still maintained the
boom values. (Mr. Grimwade-" They are
forced by the Act to keep to the boom
values.") rrhat was not correct.. A yearly
valuation had to be 'made. The suburban
municipalities had been making a harvest
out of the boom,' and it was in that way
that these difficulties had occurred. He
did not concur in the statement made by
Mr. Bell, that the clause would encourage
laziness on the part of the rate collectors, but
it would encourage laziness on the part of
the municipal councils. The rate collector
might report that so-and-so would not pay
his rates, and the municipal council might
say, "Oh, we will not press hil,ll j we
know the owner of this land, and we can
recover the money from him with interest
at the end of three years." He saw no
reason why the municipal councils should
not be required to show a clean balancesheet at the end of each year.
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH said that
he would support the clause. If interest
were not charged on rates that were allowed
to fall into arrears, the rates would not in
many instances be paid. Even when a
man had the money he would not be disposed to pay the money when the rate collector called. 'Yhy should rate collectors
be required to be continually running about
the country trying to find the owners of
land 1 This was a very fair and just
clause, and he trusted that it would be
agreed to. '
The Hon.'Y. H. ROBERTS stated that he
had had some experience in connexion with
the question dealt with in this clause. He
at present occupied some land which did
not belong to him. He had written to the
owner of the land offering to buy it. He
offered to pay to the council the rates on
the land for his year of occupancy, but they
refused to take the rates unless he paid the
whole amount due. 1'his clause would
compel the owner to pay the rates, and it
would, therefore, meet a case of that
kind. He did not feel inclined to pay
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twenty years' rates for one year's occupation, and he wrote to the owner offering
to buy the land at a certain price.
(Mr. Dowling - "'Vhy has not the
owner been summoned 1") He supposed
that that was owing to the laziness
of the rate collector. The opinion of the
councils was that if they took one year's
Tates they wiped out arrears, and he was
not prepared to say whether that opinion
was correct or not. This clause would
cure that evil, and would also cover the
case of a man who allowed his land to lie
unimproved for years. W·ith regard to the
power of the councils to take possession of
land and let it, the section in the old Act
simply said that the rates should be a
charge on the land and it stopped there.
It did not say how the municipal council
was to enforce that charge, and, thel'efore,
if the owner turned up at any time after
the council had leased the Jand, he could
enter into possession, and the tenant would
then have a right of action against the council. This clause would coyer such cases also.
n they passed this clause it would stop
all bogus actions against municipalities.
frhe Hon. J. SEHVICE said he entirely
concurred in the remarks of Mr. Coutts.
Councils were often exceedingly remiss in
calling to account those on whom they
could lay their hands, and he would rather
provide that no rates more than twelve
months in arrears should be recoverable,
than continue the practice of allowing
hundreds of pounds of arrears to be carried
on from year to year, unless the council
could prove that it had been found impossible to serve notice on the owner. (Mr.
Roberts-" Six years is the limit how.")
He would like to see it reduced to one
year in the cases he had referred to. He
believed in the principle of making every
ratepayer who could pay his rates, and
would not, pay interest at the rate of 8 per
cent. on his overdue rates. The present
system was exceedingly loose up to a
certain point, and then, as a matter of
necessity, it became exceedingly harsh.
The Hon. J. A. 'VALLACE expressed
the opinion that the rate collectors should
be required to serve notices of arrears of
rates on the owners of property. as well as
on the occupiers of property. One of
his tenants left without paying his rent,
and, after the property was re-Iet, the new
tenant was served with a notice to pay
rates in arrears which the former tenant
had neglected to pay, although he (Mr.
Wallace) was not aware of the fact. The
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ne,,, tenant natural1y refused to pay rates
for the period prior to his own tenancy,
and the consequence was that he (Mr~
Wallace) had to pay the two years' rates
in arrears. As to charging interest on
overdue rates, he would point 01.1t that
the municipalities could borrow money on
debentures at 4 or 5 per cent., so that if they
were to have 8 per cent. on rates in arrears,
itwould encourage negligence in the collecting of the rates, because the municipalities·
would get 3 per cent. interest on all rates in
arrears.
The Hon. T. DOWLING stated that
the Municipa;l Association only intended
this clause to apply in cases where there
was no occupier and the owner could not
be found. It was not intended that where
.the owner was known the amount of rates
and interest on overdue rates should
attach to the land, and he would suggest
that the clause be amended by the insertion, after the word '" owner" (line 4) of
the words "if such cannot be found."
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD remarked that
honorable members ought to bear in mind
that every municipal council was supposed
to act in the interests of the general body·
of ratepayers.
N ow, there were ratepayers who paid promptly, and others who
delayed payment to the very last possible
moment, taking the longest credit they
could, and, as the Act now stood, there was
no penalty whatoyer that could be imposed upon them, so that they got the
use of the money for the time without
any cost to themselves. 1.'he estimates of
works in each municipality were based on
the assumption that all the rates would
come in, and unless the rates were paid
within the municipal year, the councils had
to borrow from the banks at 7 to 8 per
cent., which, of course, had to be paid by
the whole body of ratepayers. Consequently, as things stood, ratepayers who
paid their rates were punished, while a,
premium was given to those who avoided
paying their rates as long as they possibly could. Obviously, it would not be
equitable to allow that system to conOne way of mending matters
tinue.
would be to charge interest on overThe present
due rates at 8 per cent.
Act provided that at the end of twelve
months the municipality might take
action to recqyer overdue rates, but, in
clause 60, the time for the recovery of the
rates was proposed to be extended from
twelve months to three years. He did not
say whether that was too long or too short
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:a period, although, perhaps, to some extent, he thought with Mr. Service, that it
would be an unnecessary length of time,
but the question could not be debated on
the clause now under consideration. The
carrying out of Mr. Vvallace's suggestion,
that notices of overdue rates should be
served on owners as well as occupiers,
would throw too much extra work on the
officers of the municipality. A landlord
could always protect himself by adding
the amount of the rates to the rElnt, and
paying the rates himself, and many property -owners did so.
rrhe Hon. VV. H. ROBERTS expressed
the opinion that all rates should be made
,a' first charge on the property, so as to
necessitate the property-owners taking care
that the rates were paid.
The Hon. "V. PITT said he thought
that if 8 per cent. was charged on overdue rates, most ratepayers would take care
to pay their rates when due. Many councillors who were justices of the peace did
not like to sign summonses against persons
in arrears with rates if those persons were
r.atepayers of the wards which they repre'Sented in the council.
The Hon. J. BELL observed that this
clause ought to be limited in its application to the owners of property who
could not be found, as Mr. Dowling sugThat w,auld meet the whole
gested.
difficulty.
The Hon. J. A. "WALLACE moved the
·omission from the clause of the words
'" and other moneys" (line 1).
rrhe committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
.stand part of the clauseAy~
10
Noes
10
AYES.

Mr. Cooke"
" J. M. Davies,
" Dobson,
" Dowling,
" Grimwade,
" C. J. Ham,

Mr.
"
"
"

McCulloch,
Mr. Pitt,
Roberts,
Thornley.
Telle1·.
Sir F. T. Sargood.
NOES.

Sir 13. Benjamin,
Mr. Connor,
" Coutts,
" Cu thbert,
" Pratt,
" Service,

Mr. J. A. 'Wallace,
" vVinter-Irving,
" '\Vynne.

Telle1·.
Mr. Bell.

The CHAIRMAN.-It now becomes my
duty to give a casting vote, and I shall do
it in a way that will allow further discussion on the subject. Therefore, I will
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record my vote with the Ayes, so that the
question can be brought up again on th.e
report.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. H. CU'rHBERT drew attention
to the words" at the commencement of
this Act" (1ines 1, 2). He pointed out that
this was retrospective legislation, which was
not desirable. There were sufficient means
provided in, the principal Act for the
recovery of all the moneys due previous to
this Hill coming into force. He therefore
moved the omission of the words he had
quoted.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. rr. DO"VLING moved the
insertion, after the word " owner" (line 4),
of the words "who cannot be found."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he supposed this was an attempt to make the
clause inoperative. (Mr. Roberts-" Exactly so.") If a majority of members
were in favour of the amendment, it would'
be better to withdraw the clause altogether.
He thought that honorable members should
not attempt to pass legislation which would
simply be the cause of almost insuperable
difficulty every time it came into operation.
The Hon. T. DO'WLING said he would
withdraw the amendment.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he would
object to the withdrawal. No doubt the
amendment was not in a proper shape, but
the idea which it was sought to carry out
was perfectly clear. No honorable member desired to make the clause inoperative,
but surely the amendment in view was not
an unreasonable one. 'Why then should
not the Minister of Justice offer to put it
into an acceptable shape 1 He (Mr. Service) was strongly of opinion that the
phrase which was wanted might be found
in several existing Acts of Parliament.
rrhe Hon. "V. H. ROBERTS suggested
that it would be a good plan to make the
intended charge upon the property take
the shape of a quasi mortgage, so that
after a certain term had passed the local
council should have power to sell the land
on which rates were overdue. 'What he
(Mr. Roberts) had in view might well be
carried out by a special clause.
The Hon. S. "V. COOKE considered that
the amendment which some honorable
members wanted to carry might well be
framed somewhat in the terms adopted in
section 198 of the principal Act.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed
that the sectioll.alluded to by Mr. Cooke
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referred to a person "whose name and . the Minister of Justice in regard to its.
address is unknown to the council," but adoptioil.
that was very different from a person
The committee divided on the question
"who could not be found." The latter that the clause, as amended, stand part of
.
was one of those vague phrases that would the Billbear almost any interpretation. For himAyes
10
self, he believed that no hardship would
Noes
10
be done if the term mentioned in the
The
CHAIRMAN.-In
order
to
allow
clause was limited to ono year instead of
three. That would prevent too great an of further discussion, I give my vote with
the Aves.
accumulation of rates.
Th~ clause was accordingly agreed to.
'rho Hon. J. BELL pointed out that the
explanatory notes accompanying the Bill
AYES.
referred to this clause in the following
Mr. Cooke,
Mr. McCulloch,
terms:" Coutts,
"The changes proposed are these :-The
period of three years is substituted for the
period of twelve months, thus extending the
period during which the municipality may
demand rates due by the occupier from the
owner for the time being personally, and rates
due by the owner from the occupier for the time
being personally. But in addition to this, payment of rates is made a charge upon land. This
will enable the council to enforce payment by
proceeding for sale of the land at any time
within twenty years after the rate is made."

This was not quite in accord with the
statement of the Minister of Justice.'
Surely the Minister of Justice might
undertake to bring down an amendment
which would carry out the object Mr.
Dow ling had in view in proper legal
phraseology.
.
The Hon. J. SERVICE suggested that
perhaps it would be as well to let the
amendment go to a division at once. For
himself, he felt so strongly on the point he
was almost prepared to vote against the
clause altogether.
Mr. Dowling's amendment was negatived without a division.
'rhe Hon. A. ·WYNN E moved the omission of the words "with interest on such
rates and moneys at tho rate of £8 per
centum per annum from the time when
the same became payable" (lines 10-13).
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. D. COUTTS moved the substitution for the words "three years" (line
15), of the words" twelve months."
The amendment was agroed to.
The Hon. 'V. McCULLOCH remarked
the clause might be improved by the insertion of a provision to the effect that
when occupiers or tElnants had not paid
their ra.tes notice should be sent to the
landlord's last address.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD said he thought
that Mr. Service's suggestion was a very
good one, and he would .consult ,yith

Davies,

D~. Dobson,
Mr. Dowling,
" G. J. Ham,

" Pitt,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Thornley.
Teller.
Mr: Grimwade.

NOES.

Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Connor,
" Cuthbert,
" Pratt,
" Roberts,
., Service,

Mr. J. A. W·allace,
" Winter-Irving,
" '''ynne.

Teller.
Mr. Bell.

On clause 61, which was as follows : "If, in the opinion of the council of anymunicipality, it is desirable to construct works for the
improvement of any area forming part of the
municipal district of a more expensive character
than the works of a like character (if any), required for other portions of the municipal
district, the council of the municipality may, if
they think fit, make and levy a rate, to be
called an improvement rate, upon rateable
property in such area exclusi vely to be applied for
that purpose, subject to the conditions hereinafter appearing:-(l) No such rate shall be made
or levied unless a petition, as hereinafter pro·
vided, praying the council to make and levy
the same, be previously presented to the council.
(2) Every such petition must be signed by a
majority of the persons occupying property
proposed to be made subject to the improvement rate and by the owners of the property
upon which more than one-third such rate is
proposed to be levied. (3) Every such petition
must describe the. property upon which the
rate is to be levied, and the amount the rate'
levied upon every' suell property is not to
exceed, and may pray either that such rate
may be made and levied equally upon all
r:l.tflable property within any area, or. that
different amounts in the pound be levied
upon different properties, or upon properties in
different portions of any area, or that specified
amounts be levied upon the several properties
irrespective of their valuation, or that the
rate be levied upon some properties in any
area, or properties in some portions of the area
exclusively of ·other properties, or of properties
in other portions of the area. (4) The rate shall
be made by special order, which, save as hereinafter appearing, shall be in accordance with the
prayer of the petition, and which shall distinctly
define the amount in the pound of the rate, and
the property upon which the rate is to be levied,
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or in case different amounts in the pound, or
specified amounts irrespective of their valuation are to be levied upon different properties,
the amounts to which the different properties
are respectively liable. (5 ) No such ~pecial order
shall be of any force or effect until it has been
confirmed by order of the Governor in Council.
(6) Notice of the intention of making every improvement rate, and of the time at which the
same is intended to be made, describing generally the area upon which the same is intended
to be levied, and naming the place where a
statement of the proposed rate is deposited for
inspection, shall be given by the council, by
advertisement in some newspaper generally cir-.
culating in the neighbourhood, in the week
immediately wevious to such rate being made,"

The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
in this portion of the Bill a series of new
clauses, containing fresh borrowing powers,
seemed to have been introduced. He could
see no use for clause 61 at all, except that
of enabling councils to surreptitiously increase their borrowing powers beyond what
was allowed under the principal Act. It
provided that certain areas within municipalities might be selected to be dealt with
in a particular way. ,The general idea of
a municipality hitherto had been that the
area of country it controlled was managed
under a common purse, for common purposes. 'When improvements were made
in one spot, they were supposed to be for
the ,benefit of the whole community. But
here power was given to di,ride one municipality into two or three little submunicipalities, strike an improvement
rate in each, and issue debentures for a
loan on the strength of such rate. In the
borough of Oakleigh, where a number of
new streets had re.cently been completed,
it was in contemplation to borrow £5,000
beyond the amount which the borough
was at liberty to borrow on the old rates.
He looked with perfect horror upon these
increased borro'wing powers, which would
throw a great burden upon posterity.
The borrowing limit was increased 33 per
cent. on the sec~lTity of tho general rates.
'fhen power was given to borrO\v in half-adozen areas, within one municipality, on
the security of improvement rates. Next
there were to be special improvement
rates for other purposes; and, again, there
was power to borrow for the third time,
and issue debentures. Half-a-dozen series
of debentures might be issued, covering
the various areas.
He hoped that the
clause would be negatived.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD stated that the
borrowing powers were chiefly dealt with
under clause 64. The principle of this
clause had really been in force since 18'74,
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but the improvement rate was limited to
6d., which was not sufficient to meet
the heavy expenditure conteniplated for
special purposes. '1'he novelty introduced
was not the division of the municipalities
into separate portions for the levying of
rates, but the power given to the residents
of one of these special areas to petition the
Governor to be allowed to pay a special
rate to carry out the expensive works they
desired. No objection could be raised to
residents improving their property by a
special rate if they wished it.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR observed that
portions of nearly every country shire desired to have improvements made under
a special rate, while other ridings of tho
same shire felt that these improvements
would be of no value to them. In tho
shire of Colac, for instance, the people
living in the township of Colac wero willing
to pay' a special rate for' improvements,
while the ratepayers in the outside ridings
objected, because they wanted money
spent on their roads. He looked upon the
clause as being a very valuable one, and he
did not think there was any reason to fear
that money would be needlessly borrowed.
'1'he whole question would have to be
determined by the municipal council, and
they would be .careful in seeing that the
money was properly expended.
'1'he Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that he
could confirm the statement of Mr. Connor,
with reference to the levying of rates on
particular areas in a shire, because he had
paid such rates. In the shire of Lilydale
certain work was done for the benefit of a
particular riding, and a speoial rate was
levied on that particula,r riding. Under
section 260 of the principal Act, the'
separate rate ,vas limited to 6d. in the £1,
and the section provided that the rate
should be levied equally 'on all rateable
property situated within tho portion of the
municipal district to be benefited. Therefore, the impression of Mr. Service, that
all the ratepayers put t.heir money into
one common fund, and that all benefits
were paid for out of that fund, was not· in
accordance with the Act. In Sydney, not
long ago, the corporation widened a certain
street, and they levied an improvement
rate upon all the owners who would be
benefited. r1'he rate was assessed so as to
~ake each owner pay in proportion to the
benefit he received, and some owners paid
as much as £1,200, whilst others had only
to pay about £100. '1'he ?bject of this
clause was to, give power to a municipality
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to do special work for the benefit of a
special portion of the municipality, and to
rate the ratepayers of that portion in'proportion to the benfits they received. 'With
reference to the remarks made pointing out
that the petition asking the municipal council to move in such a matter must be signed,
in the first instance, by a majority of the
persons occupying the properties proposed
to be rated, and the majority must represent
owners who, in the aggregate, paid at least
one-third of the amount to be recovered by
the rate. 'rhis was an altogether different
question from the question of whether
the borrowing powers should be given to
the councils. If the provisions relating
to improvement rates were agreed to,
the committee would still have power
to strike out the provisions relating to
borrowing.
The Hon. T. DO'iVLING remarked that
the provision in the principal Act relating
to differential rating for special works had
been inoperative in the past, simply because the rate had been limited to 6d. in
the £1, and no subsidy was paid upon it.
This clause would allow the councils to
levy a higher rate for special works, but
still no subsidy would be given in respect
of it, and it was for this reason that the
power to borrow money was included.
(Mr. Service-" That is the soul of the
whole clause.") Yes, and he would ask
why the councils should not be allowed to
borrow, seeing that l'lllder the principal
Act their borrowing powers were hedged
round in every direction, and as soon as
they raised a loan they had to create a
sinking fund 1 He would be very glad if
the same conditions were applied to all
the public loans of the colony. If it were
the result would be advantageous.
The Hon. S. 'iV. COOKE said it was
dear that under the old Act special
rates could be levied, but the amount was
limited.
The general rate could not
exceed 2s. 6d. in the £1, and he understood
that the total amount of rates levied, including any special rate, could not exceed
2s. 6d. in the £1. 'iVould this clause
enable a municipal council to impose rates
above that amount 1 (Sir F. '1'. Sm'good
- " Yes; the separate rate could be of
any amount.") He thought that it would
be undesira.ble to give the municipal
councils any such.power.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD remarked that the
clause did give owners power to petition
for a special improvement rate, which could
be of any amount. A case came under his
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notice in New Zealand, in which ovmers
were taxed for a country road to the extent
of lOs. per foot frontage.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that the
borrowing powers were the most objectionable feature of this clause, and they
appeared to him to be essential to the
carrying out of the other portions of the
clause. He regarded with the greatest
anxiety this system of training up young
Australia to borrow. He had no objection
to a locality taxing itself for any particular
purpose, but to tax posterity, to pile debenture upon debenture, and to borrow up
and to borrow down, was decidedly objectionable. Any person who desired to pay
his way as he went along would, if this
system were continued, feel ashamed that
he belonged to Australia. That was the
sort of feeling he had. It was a bad thing
for the colony to go into debt now, and to
train the young Australian mind to regard
borrowing as a normal condition was a
deplorable mistake. If honorable members
had made up their minds that they would
give the borrowing powers to the municipal
councils, they might as well pass this clause,
but the other portions of the clause would,
in his opinion, be useless without the borrowing powers.
'1'he Hon. J. A. ·WALLACE stated that
there was nothing objectionable in the
proposal to give people power to raise
money by special rates for special purposes,
but he had always been opposed to borro\ying. Nothing would improve the credit
of the colony at home more than to find
that public opinion was going against
borrowing, and it was time that the Council took a stand in the matter.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT observed that
there were not many municipal districts
that would take advantage of the power to
levy a special rate. A considerable sum
of money would be req'uired to make a
road that would accommodate the traffic in
any country district, and the borrowing
powers appeared to him to be a necessary
sequence to the power to levy the improvement rate. He was not in favour of
borrowing, and to a large extent he agreed
with the remarks that had been made by
other honorable members; but the improvement rate, which was not limited,
was apparently intended to be a guarantee
for the money borrowed.
The Hon. 'iV. McCULLOCH moved the
omission from sub-section 2 of "one-third"
with a view to toe insertion of the words
"half of."
0
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The Hon. D .. COUTTS remarked that their sewerage scheme, and he was afraid
ihe amendment did not go quite far that it would be impossible for the poorer
.enough. He thought that the petition classes particularly to pay an improvement
.should be signed by the O\vners of not rate even if it were levied .
.less than one-half the property, as was
The Hon. D. COUTTS stated that if it
provided under the Irrigation Act. Even had been provided that two-thirds of the
'With that safeguard some schemes had property-owners should sign the petition
.been carried out nnder the Irrigation Act there would not be any objection to the
which had not been very profitable. He clause. Looking at the clause as a whole,
,did not object to the borrowing power.
he regarded it as a good one. Under the
The amendment was agreed to.
present Act the municipalities had power
The Hon. S. VV. COOKE said that it to levy a special rate of 6d. in the £1, but
would be very unwise to give the muni- what improvements could be carried out
cipal councils power to rate any portion with the money obtained from a rate of
of a district to any extent they thought 6d. when no subsidy was paid upon iU
proper. In the principal Act the Fating He saw no reason why the property-owners
power of the municipalities was limited to in any portion of a district Should not be
2s. 6d. in the £ l. If the municipalities allowed to rate themselves for special
were to be allowed to strike improvement work, and why the municipal councils
rates to any amount that would entirely shou1d not be allowed to borrow in respect
override the provisions of the principal of that work. Borrowing powers were
Act. He would, therefote, vote against given under the present Act, but it would
this clause.
be impossible to get. the whole of the
TheHon. VV. I. WINTER-IRVING stated property-owners in a municipal district to
that he agreed to a certain extent with consent to a loan which was for the benefit
what the Minister of Justice had said. He of only one portion of a district.
concurred with Mr. Cooke that no muniSir F. T. SARGOOD stated that he
cipal council should be allowed to impose would postpone the clause if honorable
rates amounting to more than 2s. 6d. in members desired it.. (An Honorable Memthe £1, and he thought that where an ber-"No, recommit the clause.") If honimprovement rate was levied only the orable members would agree to the clause
portions of a property that were benefited now it could be recommitted .
.should be rated. Perhaps not more than
The clause was agreed to.
1,000 acres out of 15,000 acres might be
Progress was then reported.
improved by the work done out of an
COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
improvement rate, and it would be very
(VOLUN'rARY
LIQUIDATION) BILL.
hard on the owner if he had to pay
This Bill was received from the Legisthe rate on the whole of that property,
particularly as he would only have the lative Assembly, and, on the motion of
same vote as the owner of a smaller the Hon. J. M.. DAVIES, was read a first
time.
property.
The Hon. J. M. DA VIES moved the
rrhe Hon. J. A. VV ALLACE stated that
he would not object to the power to levy second reading of the Bill. He said that
an improvement rate if it were provided he would ask honorable members, on the
that the petition should be signed by ground of urgency, to allow the Bill to be
three-fourths of the property-owners, who passed through all its stages that evening.
might then be allowed, if they thought Honorable members were aware of the preproper, to impose a rate of as much as 5s. sent state of matters with reference to ceror lOs. in the £1, but he thought that tain building societies, which had lately been
one-half of the ratepayers was too small a compelled by pressure to close their doors;
number.
. and they knew that a somewhat unreasonThe Hon. 'V. PITT stated that he was able and unnecessary alarm had, in conseopposed to the clause, because it seemed quence, been occasioned amongst depositors.
hard that a municipal council should be This Bill was intended to prevent one
allowed to borrow in respect of one-half of creditor rushing any. of thef?e institutions
a district and to carry out improvements into compulsory liquidation against the
independently of the other half. The wishes and· the interests of the large
rates in Melbourne and suburbs would be majority of the creditors. Compulsory
largely increased when the Metropolitan liquidation meant very heavy legal exBoard of 'Yorks proceeded to carry out penses, profitable to those who conducted
Session 1891.-[192]
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the liquidations, but very 'unprofitable was unable to pay its debts, and the ,fifth
to those who had to pay for t.hem; and ground, where it appeared to the court
this Bill required a certain proportion that it w'as just' and equitable that the
of the creditors to concur in the com- company should be wound up, in those
p~lsorY liquidation before an order of two cases it waf:! provided that if a petition
the court could be made for s:uch compul- for the winding up of a company was
sory liquidation. The preamble of the pres811ted by only one person the court
Bill would show to the public the real might either dismiss it altogether, as it
object of the measure, namely, "to pre- could do at present, or, instead of making
vent injury and loss to creditors by the an order for the compulsory winding up of
compulsory winding up of companies and the company, appoint a time and place for
building societies against the will and a meeting of the creditors of such company.
interests of the creditors." The Bill would At that meeting a majority of the creditors,
,prevent the property of these companies in number and value present personallYr
and societies being sacrificed, and also or by proxy or attorney, were empowered
prevent one creditor having any kind of to decide whether the company should be
preferenc'e over others. It provided that wound up at all, and, if so, whether it
when a company was in voluntary liqui- should be wound up voluntarily or by the
dation that could not be turned into a court. There was a further provision in
compulsory liquidation unless a petition the Bill that if such meeting decided that
was presented to the court signed by one- the company should be wound up volunthird of the creditors of any company tarily it should not affect the right of
having no creditors. outside of Victoria or any. creditor to afterwards petition the
one-fourth of the creditors of any com- court to turn that voluntary into a
pany'having creditors outside the colony. co'mpulsory winding up if such course'
The object of that difference was to give met with the approval of the same
greater facilities to English creditors or majority of creditors as would be required
creditors outside Victoria to obtain a com- in the first instance to turn a voluntary
pulsory liquidation of any company. (Mr. into a compulsory winding up. The object
J. A. Vvallace-" 'Why not make it one- of that was to fully protect the creditors'
third all round 1") rrhe desire was not to of the company, so that they would have
do anything that would cause any kind of no reason to fear that their interests would
uneasiness to the English creditor. They be'injured in any way; and if the meeting
did not want the English creditor to feel of cr!,)ditors in the first instance was a
that there were undue obstacles in the small meeting, representing perhaps not
way of his obtaining a compulsory liquida- one-tenth of the creditors of the companYt
tion, and therefore it was provided that the right was reserved to any creditor, in
one-fourth in number and value of the the event of that meeting having decided
creditors of a company which had creditors to wind up the company voluntarily, to petiin England might petitiOI~ the court to tion' the court to substitute compulsory
turn a voluntary into a compulsory liquida- for voluntary liquidation if the specified
tion. In the existing Act there were five number of creditors desired that that
Surely it was
grounds on which the Court might order course should be taken.
the compulsory liquidation of any com- reasolmble if a large majority of tho
panyon the petition of only one creditor. creditors preferred voluntary winding up,
').1he first three were-if a company passed and it was to the interest of all the credia special resolution requiring it to be tors that the company should be wound up
wound up by the court, if it ceased to voluntarily, that the wish of the majority
have more than fiye members, or if it should rule. It was believed, that the
did not' commence business for twelve passing of this Bill would to some extent
months after its incorporation or sus- ease the minds of those depositors in
pended its business for twelve months. companies and building societies who
In any of those cases one creditor were now afraid that if they could not
might present a petition to the court at once ,withdraw their deposits the
for the compulsory 'winding up of companies might be compulsorily wound
the company. It was not proposed to up, and the interests of those depositors
touch any of those three grounds by this sacrificed. There was a further provision
Bill, because it was felt that they should in the Bill making a building society a
remain in force; but in' regard to the company under the Companies Act, for the
fourth ground, namely, ,vhere a company purpose of enabling it to be voluntarily
.
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wound up. In the rules of some building the other hand, he saw that persons who,
societies there were provisions for the perhaps, under ordinary circumstances,
voluntary winding up of those societies, would be very glad to allow their deposits
but in the rules of other societies there to remain with the different financial instiwere no such provisions, and even if there tutions in Melbourne, were now desirous
were, he was not prepared to say whether of withdrawing their money from those"
such voluntary winding up of a building institutions at the earliest possible opporsociety would be a legal process or not. tunity, and that some of them would rush
This Bill, however, would put a building . at once to extreme measures, so as to bring
society which was being voluntarily wound ahout the compulsory sequestration of
up in" the same position as if it were a those institutions. It was with the object
company duly incorporated under Part 1. of preventing a few' such persons from
of the Companies Act. The last clause in coming forward and securing the comthe Bill provided that no building society pulsory winding up of companies and
should be wound up compulsorily, except building societies, to the detriment of the
under like circumstances as a company general body of the creditors and sharecould be wound up compulsorily. He holders of those institutions, that this Bill
trusted that the House would pass this was introduced, and he thought that the
Bill through all its stages, with one slight present circumstances .,were such as to
amendment which he proposed to make in warrant honorable members in coming to
the conclusion that it would be wise to
committee.
The Hon. VY. H. ROBERTS said he "accede to the request of the Minister of
would like this Bill to. go a step further Justice and pass the. Bill through all
than the Government proposed, but he its stages that evening.
The Hon. A. "WYNNE stated that he
would reserve the remarks he desired to
quite approved of. the object which the
make until the Bill was in committee.
TheHon. H. CUTHBERT remarked that, Government had in view, but, hastily
as this Bill was presented to the House as reading the Bill, it seemed to him that
one of urgency, he thought that honorable clause 4 would be unworkable unless
members might very properly comply with machinery was provided for the calling of
the request of the Minister of Justice, and meetings of creditors. Clause 29 of the
put it through all its stages that evening, Companies Act Amendment Bill, passed
if they came to the conclusion that it was the previous night, and whieh was an
desirable, in the present unfortunate crisis adaptation of a section in the English
in commercial affairs, that steps should be Act, provided that meetings of creditors
taken to impart confidence to those who might be called in accordance \vith rules
had deposited their savings in building al'ld regulations in the 2nd schedule, and a
societies in the city of Melbourne. Under clause ought to be put in this Bill giving
ordinary circumstances there would be a the Governor in Council power to frame
very grave reluctance indeed on the part similar regulations. The regulations in
of the Conncil to comply with such a the 2nd schedule of the Bill to which he
request, because they were not accustomed had referred would be applicable.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
in that House to hasty legislation, but,
under the special circumstances that had the Honse was entitled to congratulate
recently occurred, this meas.ure was pro- the Government. on the promptitude with
bably a step in the right direction. The which Ministers had met the present
preamble of the Bill plainly stated the difficulty. As far as he could perceive as
object of the measure, and its various pro- a layman the Bill had been exceedingly
visions had been fairly explained to the well thought out, and it appeared to him
House, but if honorable members decided that if, under clause 4, "the court appointed
that this Bill" should pass, as a measure of a time and place for::). meeting of creditors
urgency, they must place the entire respon- of any company or building society the
sibilityon the Government of the day. manager of that institution would immeThe Bill had only seen daylight that day; diately take the usual course of notifying
it had been treated in another place as a all the creditors of the time- and place of
measure of extreme urgency, and.had passed that meeting. Anythirig that could be
through that Chamber. On a hasty perusal fairly done to allay the present feeling of
of its provisions he could not see that any anxiety-which might possibly develop into
injustice would be done to any portion something like a scare-ohght certainly
of the community by the Bill, while, on to be done, and he was exceedingly pleased.
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that the Government had .taken the matter Government might do more harm than
up with such promptitude. There was' good, because the introduction of this Bill
nothing in the condition of the finan- would seem to indicate that they were all
cial institutions of Victoria -that would panic-'stricken, whereas the creditors of
justify the slightest degree of panic. the building ,societies and some of the
No doubt some ,of those financial 'insti- other financial institutions which had
tutiolls were weaker than others, and temporarily closed their doors had shown
perhaps some of them had' oome to a that they had every confidence in the
period of their existence when it was not· position and stability of those institutions.
to the interest of the public that they (Mr. Bell-" But under the present law
should continue to exist. That would be one cantankerous man might force a good
the case in all communities,' but as a institution into liquidation.") He quite
general rule the financial position of Vic- agreed with Mr. Service that the colony
toria, both as a colony ·and with' respect was never in a more healthy and prosperto separate institutions of a financial ous condition than it was at the present
character, was such that there was no -time. rfhe banks in MelbouTIle were never
country on the face of the earth that was better prepared for any demand upon their
in a sounder condition. It was perfectly resources; in fact, there was no want of
true that we had got into a few irregulari- money, but simply a want of confidence
ties, and into a position which, ina small , on the part of certain sections of the C0mway, was a little disagreeab1e to ourselves; . munity.
Some of the people had got
but as far as the outside world was con- : quite a scare, for what reason goodness
cerned it was nothing more than a matter only knew, because he believed that the
of petty cash. Of course we ought to set - country was in as healthy and prosper0us
our }:louse in order, and the present ,Go- a condition as it had ,ever been d]..lring the
.
vernment had been doing so as far as they 40 years he had lived in Victoria.
were able, and ,doing it effectually to a
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
certain extent; but it should go forth to one of the most useful clauses in the Bill
the world at large that so far as ourout- was that which prevented a small creditor
side creditors were concerned there was no from standing in the way of a majority of
better security on the face of the earth' the creditors of a building soeiety or conithan this colony was able to give.
pany dealing with their property as they
The Hon. J. A. 'WALLACE expressed thought best. It was a most outragethe opinion that the Government deserved ous thing for a small creditor to take
great credit for so promptly introducing out a writ and force a company into
this Bill. There was no real reason for the compulsory liq nidation.
He was very
feeling of alarm that seemed to possess glad the Government had provided a
some of the Melbourne people at the pre- remedy for that crying evil, so that after
sent time, but when confidence was dis- this Bill became law no creditor would
turbed people got timid and rushed to the 'be able to force any of these institutions
financial institutions to withdraw their into liquidation withouthavingthe support
deposits. He hoped the Government had of a large body of the other creditors. The
carefully cons~dered the provisions of the ,colony was just now on the eve of inmeasure, so that it would be workab1e and gathering one of the mo~t magnificent
accomplish the object which Ministers had harvests that had ever been gathered in
in view. He was very pleased to hear Mr. Victoria. He calculated that the harvest
Service, who was such a high authority in would probably yield an exportable value
the commercial world, express his complete of £2,000,000, and that the price of
confidence in the financial position of the wheat would range fully Is. per bushel
colony at the present time. Personally, more than it realized 'at t}:leopening of
he considered Victoria to be one of the the harvest last year. All that increase
best a.nd most substantial countries in the of wealth came out of the soil of the
world. In fact the people of this colony colony; it was the produce of our own
were too well off, and they did not know country-there was no borrowing or anyit; but if they would borrow less money thing of the kind about it. The ballkipg
and work more upon their oym resources' -institutions in Melbourne were doing their
it would be all the better for the future very best to assist other financial instituof the country.
tions to tide over this crisis, and most of the
The Hon. -W. McCULLOCH said he proceeds of the harvest would soon flow
. was afraid that the present action of the into their coffers, so that there was within
I
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and around the colony elements of great
and permanent prosperity, the recognition
of which must tend to drive away the
feeling of distrust that had created the
present crisis.
The motion for the second reading of
the Bill was agreed to.
'rhe Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 4, which was as follows:"(1) In the case of a company not being
wound up . voluntarily, if a petition is presented to the court for the winding' up by the
court of Buch company upon the grounds mentioned in sub-section 4 or 5 of section 76 of the
Companies Act 1890, the court shall either dismiss such petition or appoint a time and place
for a meeting of the creditors of such company.
(2) At such meeting a majority in number of the
creditors present personally, or by proxy or
attorney, and to whom is owing at least onehalf of 'the amount of the debts of the company
owing to the creditors present personally, or by
proxy or attorney, shall decide whether the
company shall be wound up; and if so, whether
voluntarily or by the court_ (3) Any decision
at such meeting to wind up the company voluntarily shall not affect the right of a creditor or
creditors to present a further petition to the
court for the winding up of such company, but
no order for winding up such company on any
such further petition shall be made except with
the approval of a like majority of the creditors
of the company as is specified in the next preceding sectIOn of this Act,"

The Hon. A. WYNNE suggested that
the clause should be amended so as to
direct that when a meeting of creditors
was summoned seven days' notice should
be given, and that the notice should also
appear in the Government Gazette and at
least two Melbourne daily newspapers.
The Hon. J. BELL expressed the opinion
that it would be a pity to amend the
clause in any material way lest the Bill
should be endangered.
The Hon.A. "WYNNE said he had merely
offered the suggestion for what itwas worth.
He would not press it as an amendment.
Formal amendments having been made
in the remaining clauses,
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE expressed
the hope that the Government had given
every consideration to the measure, because it was beyond doubt one of very
great importance.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
most careful consideration had been given
to the measure in every respect, not only
by the Government but by gentlemen
inside and. outside Parliament who were
thoroughly conversant with the subject.
He thought that every possible precaution
had been taken.
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The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and the report was
adopted.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that the
Bill be read a third time.
The Hon. 'N. McCULLOCH said he did
not like to interpose, but the ~ore he
looked at the way in which the Bill
was being dealt with the more foolish
it seemed to him to rush it in this
way.
'Vhy, the Bill itself was not
in the hands of honorable members,
and he did not see any neces.sit
whatever for it. A certaiu time m--u-s-t--elapse before any action could be taken
by depositors. Besides, what could they
do 1 (Mr. vVynne-" They could get a
winding-up order.") (Dr Dobson-" To
my knowledge writs have been issued
to-day.") r:rhat could easily be stopped.
The House was passing a Bill that had
really not been considered at all. If the
Minister of Justice could show that any
great danger was to be feared ~he thing
would be different, but for his (Mr.
McCulloch's) part he did not think there
was any great danger unless something
new had happened since a tolerably late
period of that day.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he must express his surprise and regret at the
remarks made by Mr. McCulloch. He
did not think it necessary to go into
details, but he might say tha:t. a number
of gentlemen whom Mr. McCulloch would,
he thought-if he were to mention their
names - himself acknowledge were no
mean authorities on financial matters,
were strongly of opinion that this Bill
should be passed at once. The effect
would, he (Sir F. T. Sargood) believed, be
all that its promoters desired-that the
present absurd panic would .to a large extent cease. \Vhat was more important was
that the "wreckers"-he could call them
by no other name-wQuld find their occupation gone.
The Hon. J. A. VVALLACE remarked
that he was always against hasty legislation, but with respect to the present measure the Government had taken the whole
burden of it upon their shoulders. The
House had no responsibility whatever.
He trusted that Mr. McCulloch would
withdraw his opposition to the third reading of the Bill.
The Hon. ,V. McCULLOCH said that
since it seemed to be the wish of the
House to pas~ the Bill at once he would be
satisfied with merely entering his protest,
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and throwing the whole responsibility upon
the Government.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was thell read a third time and
'
passed.

question out of its proper' order. When
was it intended to take up the subject 1
Mr. MUNRO stated that it was propos~d to deal with the matter on Tuesday
next. '

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL (No.2).
The amendments made in this Bill in
committee were considered and adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. WYNNE,
the Bill was then read a third time and
passed.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
(VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION) BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved for leave to introduce a Bill to amend the Companies Act
1890.
Mr. MUNRO seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.

MELBOURNE AND WILLIAMSTOvVN
TRAMvVAY BILL.
The amendments made in this Bill in
committee were considered and adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. W. H.
nOBER'rS, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
The House adjourned at eleven o'clock,
until Tuesday, 8th December.

LEGISLATIVE

ASSEMBLY.

Thursday, December 3, 1891.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment BillJlailways Construction (Korumburra Coal Mines)
Bill-Police : Holid~ys-Metl'opolitan Board of Works
Act Amendment Bill-Miner's Right Titles BillThe late Mr. O. p, Whitelaw-Licensing Act Amendment Bill-~'riendly Societies Act Amendment BillCompanies· Act Amendment (Voluntary Liquidation)
Bill-Medical Prllctitioners Bill-Alexander Moncriefi'
-Messrs. Burston and McNab-Tax on Football
Matches.

The SPEAKER took the chair at three
o'clock p.m.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT A¥ENDMENT BILL.
Mr. GILLIES drew attention to the
fact that' the following order of t.he day
for Tuesday next-:-" Constitution Act
Amendment Act 1890 Amendment BillAmendments of the Legislative Councilto be considered"-stood as 10\v down as
No. 28 on the notice-paper for that day.
Would not this arrangement practically
give honorable members no chance. of
expressing an opinion on the matter 1 .
Mr. MUNRO said he believed that the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
would be perfectly satisfied with what
would be done in the matter he referred to.
Mr. GILLIES said that all he wanted
to secure was that time should not be
spent unnec~ssarily by dealing with the

RAILvVAYS CONSTRUCTION
(KORUMBURRA COAL MINES) BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to authorize the construction of
lines of railway from Korumburra, on the
Great Southern line, to Coal Creek, Strezlecki, and J umbunna coal mines, respectively.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
VICTORIAN RAIL,VAYS.
Mr. SHIELS presented, in compliance
with an order of the House (dated N ovembel' 18), a return relating to the debenture
capital invested in Victorian Railways.
BEECHvVORTH TO YACKANDANDAH
RAILWAY.
Mr. SHIELS presented, pursuant to an
order of the House (dated November 25),
a return relating to the passenger traffic.
on the .line from Beechworth to Yackandandah.
POLICE.
'Debate (adjourned from November 4)
was resumed on Mr. Stuart's motion (see
p. 2260) in favour of allowing three weeks
holiday in each year to aU members of the
Victorian police.
Mr. 'V. T. CARTER said he desired to
support the'motion. There was no necessity t.o detain the House very long by
giving special reasons for this concession.
He eould'not see why the police should not
have exactly the same term of holidays as
the other members of the public service.
Indeed, considering the important nature
of the duties they discharged, he scarcely
understood why they did .not have even
longer holidays than other public servants.
It should be borne in mind that when a
policeman took his holiday, it was bound to
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Mr. KIRTON thought that in the
be at a time when-no public holiday-making
was going on. It was tnle that when he matter of holidays the police should be
got his leave he was allowed to travel at placed on the same footing as other memexcursion railway fares, but that scarcely bers of the public service. Their duties
met the case. The fact remained that were equally arduous and far more hazardwhen other people were eIijoying their ous than those of other public servants,
holidays, and the holiday feeling was and besides they had to work at night and
abroad, the police always were hard at on Sundays. As for the Premier asking
work. (Mr. Munro - "It would cost when this sort of thing was going to stop,
£5,500 a year to carry the motion into that was not to the point. \-Vhen Parlia.. effect.") Even if the question of cost did ment was called upon to do justice it
come in, surely a colony like Victoria ought to do justice. It might be a popular
could afford to incur a little extra expense . thing to refer to the thousands of men
in order to keep its police in efficient desirous of getting into the police force,
.condi tion. As long as the present arrange- but look at the tens of thousands who
ment was continued, there would be a were anxious to reach the higher posisense of grievance on the part of a section tions in the other branches of the public
of the community whom it was highly service. If the request of the honorable
.desirable to keep satisfied with their con- member for Melbourne East (Mr. Stuart)
could not pe complied with, at all events
dition.
Mr.. FOSTER said he could not agree arrangel)1ents should be made to give the
with the remarks of the last speaker. It police at least a fortnight's holiday per anappeared to him that three weeks' holiday num. That might be done without much
was too long a period for police constables expense.
Mr. STUART said he had a few words
to take at a time. Indeed, he t~ought
that the public servants all round got too to say befor0 the motion was put. The
many holidays. Then there was the fact whole question now at issue was one of
that the concession now asked for would fairness-one of placing· the police on an
(Jost £5,500 per annum. It should be equality ill the matter of public holidays
remembered that whenever applications with the other members of the public
from candidates for the police force were service, who were allowed by law three
(JaIled for it was always found that there weeks' holiday every year and twelve
wero hundreds of men perfectly ready to months' holiday after a cerk.in term of serenter the service without asking for any vice. \Vhen privileges of thi:s kind were
concession whatever. As matters at pre- given to public servants who did their work
sent stood the whole public service, includ- in arm-chairs surely some consideration was
ing the police, was becoming the greatest due to the police, who had in the first place
possible menace anc~. danger to the State, to pass a very severe physical examination,
and instead of increasing privileges in this to be educated men, so as to be able to
direction they ought to be curtailed.
act as public prosecutors in many cases,
Mi'. MUNRO remarked that he would and to bear the burden of great responsilike to know where this sort of thing was bilities; yet who only received the wages
going to stop. If the Legislative Assembly of a day labourer. It was to their honest
was tel be called upon t.o regulate the holi- discharge of their duties and exercise of
days of everybody employed in the public their powers that the public owed the proservice honorable members would soon be tection of their lives and property. At
doing something which it was never in- the same time they had few privileges as
tended they should do. (An Honorable . compared with the ordinary civil ~ervants.
Member-" There is an Act of Parliament He was informed on good authority that
referring to holidays.") Yes, and the sub- to give the men of the police force two or
ject might be fairly dealt with by an Act three days more holiday per annum would
of Parliament, but not by resolution every cost little or nothing. (Mr. McLeansession. As the honorable member for "The cost of four days additional would
Gippsland East had pointed out, there be £2,500.") He was assured that if the
was no want of candidates for the police matter were left to the officers of the
force. The other day, when applications police arrangements could be made for
for 30 men for the mounted Dolice were each man of the force having three days'
(JaIled for, there were nearly thousand holiday more a year without any addi.applicants. He hoped that the motion tional cost. (An Honorable Member"Then why is it 'not done now~")· It
would be withdrawn.
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could be done if the Chief Secretary would
issue an order to that effect.
The I;Uotion was negatived with,out a
division.
MELBOURNE AND
METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
On the o~der of the day for the second
reading of this Bill,
Mr. KEYS said he regretted that the
second reading of this Bill had been postponed so long, for now he felt in some
difficulty with respect to going on with it.
As he was desirous not to waste the time
of the House, and in view of the very little
probability there was of the Bill passing
this session, he would withdraw it in order
to re-introduce it early next session.
The order of the day was discharged.
MINER'S RIGHT TITLES BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
, Discussion took place on clause 2, which
was as follows:" Noland occupied by the holder of a miner's
right as a residence area under Part T. of the
Mines Act 1890 shall be-(a) reserved by the
Governor in Council under the provisions of
section 10 of the Land Act 1890 either temporarilyor permanently from sale or from being
leased or from having a licence granted in respect thereof; or (b) excepted by the Governor
in Council under the provisions of section 17 of
the Mines Act 1890 from occupation for mining
purposes or for residence or business under ~y
miner's right or business licence."

Titles Bill.

from which stone or gravel should not be
removed, or which had been reserved fortimber; tramways Or other roads. With
respect to clause A, which was the first of
the new clauses he referred to, he nlight.
say that its effect would be that a man
desirous of taking up an area of land for
residence would be able to have his title
made good before he went to the expense
of survey in any sense or form. Clause B
would provide for a complete record of
applications. Clause C would give the'
public power to object to any application_
Clause D also dealt with the right of the
public ,to object. It provided what course
the objector was to take, and that in the
event of his objection not being sustained
the applicant should be registered as the
holder of a residence area. Clause E set
forth that objection might be made to theapplication by the Secretary for Mines.
or the Secretary for Lands that the land
applied for was not available or that it wa~
required for public purposes, in which casO'
the applicant should not be registered. If
the applicant objected to the ~ction of the
Secretary for Lands or the Secretary for
Mines he could appeal to the Minister.
Clause F provided for the hearing and
determination of all complaints under the
Act by a warden. Under olause G no
applicant would be able to enter into occupation till his registration had been duly
completed. Clause H established uniform
- registrl;ttion by enacting that the provisions
of the Act should be in the place of the
by-laws of. every mining board providing for the registration of residence
areas. (Mr. Foster-" Does that mean
the abolition of the mining boards 1 ")
No; the clause only referred to - bylaws dealing with residence areas. The
, pFovisions of the vari<?us mjning boards as
regarded residence areas were as follow:-

Mr_ OUTTRIM said that three weeks
ago he promised the honorable member
for Cre'swick that he would do all he possibly could when this Bill came up again
to assist him in passing such a measure on
the present subject as would be of general
service to the mining community. Some
few days ago he handed to the honorable
member a few clauses which he had pre- : " Ararat. - Holder of miner's- right may
pared to meet the views of the Govern~ occ~py not exceeding one acre of Crown land
ment, and which he thought would fit in not reserved for roads or other public purposesvery well with this ~ill. As shortly as he or excepted from occupation. Area must be
could he would st_ate the meaning of these registered.
- "Maryborough.-Residence areas to be regisclauses. In the first place he would point tered, and -not to exceed one acre.
out that section 5 of the Mines Act gave
"Castlemainc.-No provision as to registrato the·holder of a miner's right the pri- tion of residence area until holdel' desires to
it.
vilege to occupy an area of Crown lands encumber
, "Sandhurst.-Residence area not to exceed
for. residence on certain conditiollS. These one acre, and to be registered.
conditions were that the land_ so occupied'
"Beechworth.-Holder of miner's right may
must be on a "gold-field," and must not occupy not exceeding- one acre. To register
four days.
be exempted from occupation for minip.g, - within
"Gippsland,-:-Holder of. a-miner's right may
or temporarily or permanently rec·;;. .. ved occupy Ii. quarter of an acre. Must registerfrom sale, or proclaimed as an area from within fourteen days, and may not occupy
which timber or barK should be cut; or ; unless registered.
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"Ball~rat.-Possession hy marking out. Ap- : compensation under the Mining Statute,
plicant to register. Mining registrar gives : but in his district men:had been deprived
fOrm of notice to applicant. Notice to be
maintained on ground for sev:en days. If no of their holdings by Gazette notice withobje.ction lodged mining registrar to effect· out compensation. The object of the
regis.tration. Objector to take proceedings in, 2nd. clause of the Bill was to secure that
Court of Mines or before warden."
compensation should be given the men

Although he allowed nearly 30 days to whose titles had been taken away. His
elapse before the· title could be completed, object in the 2nd clause was, not to
there were some distriots, suoh as Omeo· prohibit the Governor in Council from exand Bendoc, in whioh that time would be empting land from occupation altogether,
too short. Clause I provided for t.he but only to insure that where a person
punishment. of a person who entered into was deprived of his holding compensation
occupation before his registration was should be paid. As soon as the compencomplete or who failed to keep' his notice sation was paid he was informed: the land
of application posted for 30 days, and for . became the property of the Crown, but in
the punishment of any person who defaced order to guard against any mistakes clause
such notic.e or destroyed it. His objection 2' of the Bill contained words which placed
to the Bill introduced by the honorable that point behind any doubt. N either the
member for Creswick was that it proposed Lands department nor the Mining departto take away from the Governor in Council ment had ever had a place of record where
the power to reserve from sale or occupa- miners' titles were kept, though in Ballarat
tion any land held under miner's right as alone there were 800 -residence area titles.
a residence area. That would be a very Under. clause 3 the registrar was obliged
unwise thing to do. Section 36 of the to inform the Lands an9-, Mining ·departMines Act provided ample compensation ments of all titles which had been comin case any right was taken away, and the pleted. The miner would not be put to
provision he had referred to was unneces- : any more trouble than at present. At
sary, as no injustice would· be done. He' the suggestion of the department he
believed that the clauses· 'which he (Mr. had provided in the 4th clause that
Outtrim) had submitted were better calcu- the Governor in Council should make
lated to meet the requirements of the ,regulations Witil a view to putting an
miners, though he fully admitted the end to the difficulties which had' arisen
desire of. the honorable member for Cres- between the Lands and Mining departwick to.honestly serve that class.
ments respecting miner's right titles.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that it That was the proposal which he made, and
was always difficult for a private member he had not attempted to interfere with
to pass a Bill through the House, and the by-laws or the regulations or with any
especially so when a Minister took such a procedure that had been in uso. He had
decided and unusual course as the Minis- left that for the department to do. Honter ·of Mines had done in this case. The OI'able members \vho were acquainted
Minister should have submitted his views with the difficulties experienced in conon the second reading of the Bill, but the nexion with miner's right titles would, he
clauses he had now brought down were thought, appreciate these proposals, and
obviously an afterthought. No man who would see that they were for the protechad. the interest of the mining community tion of the min~)l's. The counter proposals
at heart would ever support those clauses. were not intended: to protect the miners,
They would increase the disadvantages but to protect the department. He had
under which the holders of residence areas no objection to the department being pronow stood, and they would reverse the tected; they should be protected as far
whole policy of the department. Sooner as was necessary, but not at the expense
than have his name coupled with condi- of the men holding miners' rights. Let
tions so oppresive to the miner he would the departments so arrange their affairs
withdraw the Bill altogether. The ob- that they could administer the law with
jection,raised to the 2nd clause was purely justice. The first of the new clauses had
fanciful. A miner.'s right had always been reference to the holder of any minor's
regarded as the best title that a person right who desired to occupy any land held
could. hold; but it was not· a fact, as by him as a residence area. He (Mr.
stated by the Minister, that the holders Richardson) did not in his Bill deal with
always reoeived' oompensation when they the man who occupied land illegally. If
were rerp.oved. They were entitled to the land was excepted then the man
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occupying it had no right· to any protection, and he did not seek to give him
any protection. Under this clause the
holder of the miner's right would have to
lodge with the mining registrar, within
48 hours of the time of marking out the
land, an application in the form provided
in the schedule. The man might have
occupied the land for years, and it would
be simply impossible for him to lodge such
an application within the time specified.
The noxt now clause dealt with certain
schedules relating to subjects that were
dealt with under the present mining bylaws. It was really intended to repeal the
mining by-laws. 'rhe Minister of M~nes
thought the mining boards should be abolished. The mining boards administered
the by-laws under the control of the Mining
department, and he would like to know
whether thoy had been consulted about
this proposed repeal of the by-laws. The
by-laws could be repealed without an Act
of Parliament, and yet, in order to destroy
the mining boards without having the
question fully discussed by Parliament, an
attempt was made to insert this clause in
his (Mr. Richardson's) Bill. (Mr. Foster
- " The question has been before us for
years.") He would not object to the Minister of Mines abolishing the by-laws or
tho mining boards, but he objected to the
Ministor of Mines abolishing his (Mr.
Richardson's) Bill in attempting to abolish
tho mining boards. He desired that a
simple Bill should be passed to assist the
mon who held land under miner's right
titles, and he did not propose to interfere
with the Mil1ing department in any way.
It was not right that the Minister of Mines
should endeavour to abolish the mining
boards under covor of a private member's
Bill.
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that no attempt
was made in the proposed new clauses to
abolish the mining boards.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that perhaps
that had not been the intention of the
Minister of Mines, but it would be the
€ffcct of his proposals, and it was not a
proper thing to do in any private member's
Bill. There was a thin House, and the
prob~bility was that the Government
would have a sufficient majority to enable
them to carry these new clauses. If so
he would withdraw the Bill, but he did
not want the Bill to be defeated without a
fair statement of the case being submitted
to the country.. "When a man already
in the occupation of land applied to
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register the land, he woul~ u~lder. these
cla'Uses have to make applIcatIOn In the
form set out in the 3rd schedule," and
would have to lodge it with the registrar,
and certain proceedings would have to be
taken. Then in clause D it was provided
that seven days after the delivery of
the notice of objection the registrar
should commence proceedings. The Minister had spoken of the necessity of hearing
objections. At the present time a man
who applied to register land had to put a
notice on the land, which had to remain
there fourteen days. This notice had
also to be up in the office of the registrar.
The notice invited objections, and in the
Bill he had not sought to interfere with
that arrangement at all. He had no
desire to prevent persons from objecting,
and it was to the advantage of some of
the applicants that there should be objections. The new clause gave fourteen
days more in which to raise objections,
but the Minister of Mines was not correct
in stating that hitherto no objection at all
could be raised. It was true no objections
had been raised bj the Mining and the
Lands departments, but that was because
the mining registrars had been allowed to
register any land they thought pI'oper,
The fact was that any Crown lands not
excepted were supposed to be open, and
were open, to be held under miners' right
titles, so that there could be no objection
unless the land was excepted. When the
land was excepted the difficulty arose, and
he made provision in the Bill that the
mining registrars shall inform the Mining
department of any application that was
made. Under the new clause submitted
by the Minister of Mines the notice of
objection would have to be posted for a
month, and then followed the most singular
proposal that had ever in his experience
been introduced into a Bill submitted to
the Victorian Parliament. It was proposed
that if a miner did not keep the notice up
for a month upon the land for which he
was applying he should be liable to a
penalty of £5. How could an applicant
keep up the notice if somebody else pulled
it down, or if it was blown down by the
wind, or washed down by the rain. The
clause presupposed that the man was on
the land, but if he did not occupy the
land was he to remain there from six o'clock
in the "morning to six o'clock at night in
order to see that the notice was not taken
down ~ If it ,,'as taken down he would
be liable to a fine of £5. (Mr. 'Villiams
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- " It might 'be Is.") He (Mr. Richardson) was entitled to take the higher
amount, in order to show the fallacy of the
proposal. Then again, although it was
pre-supposed that the man was on the
land, it was provided that if he went on
the land before he had the consent of the
Mining and Lands departments he should
be liable to a fine. The Minister of Mines
had evidently not thought out these
clauses. 1.'he honorable gentleman would
have been justified in submitting them in
the Bill which he proposed to introduce as
.an amendment of the Mines Statute, but
it was not right that he should attempt
to insert them in a Bill brought in by
.a private member. He had thought that
the honorable gentleman was too generous
to try to supersede his (Mr. Richardson's)
Bill altogether, and to engraft on it provisions of this kind. If the committee
'struck out clause 2 he would immedia~ely
withdraw the Bill, because he felt confident
that these new clauses would work mischief
to the men whom he desired to assist.
The CHAIRMAN.-I have allowed the
honorable member for Creswick to make
an explanation, as is usual under. such circumstances, but I trust that honorable
members will now confine themselves to
the question before the Chair, which is that
-cIause 2 be agreed to.
Mr. GROOM remarked that it appeared
to him that clause' 2 would give to any
person who held a miner's right the
power to go to any township, to put
his pegs down, and to pick out the
eyes of the township. In Gippsland,
when the town of 'Warragul was surveyed,
a number of persons pegged out land
where they knew the railway station would
be erected, with the result that the Government were unable to sell the township
blocks without paying compensation. (An
Honorable Member-" vVas compensation
paid ~ ") He 'could only say that persons
who desired to erect stores in the township of vVarragul in some instances paid
to these men £500 and as much as
£1,000 compensation, in order that they
might have a claim on the blocks.
. He thoroughly agreed with the amendments of the Minister of Mines.
Mr. BAILES expressed the opinion that
the honorable member for Gippsland West
had formed a wrong conception of the
clause, the object of which was to preserve
the rights of men who, under the authority of miners' rights, had occupied residence areas on Crown lands, and whose
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areas had been subsequently included in
reserves, in some instances without compensation to the men for their removal,
whilst in other instances compensation had
been paid.
The trouble arose not so
much on town as on country gold-fields,
where miners had settled down to the .cultivation of worked-out areas, and had
abandoned mining for agriculture. Themen
who took up land in the township reserve
mentioned by the honorable member for
Gippsland vVest had no right to go on the
land if it was reserved before they went
on it. 1.'his clause provided that a miner's
residence area should not be included in
any area proposed to be reserved or excepted from occupation, the object being
to secure compensation in every case in
which the land was resumed by the Crown.
It could not affect the reserves to any
serious extent.
Mr. FOSTER stated that if ch"mse 2
became law it would deprive the Governor
in Council of the power to resume any
land held as a residence area for public
purposes, no matter what public interest
might be affected. That had never been
done in any Act of Parliament, and it would
be a grave indiscretion and a great mistake
to pass the clause in its present form.
Mr. '¥ILLIAMS said he was sure the
honorable member in charge of the Bill
never intended to deprive the Crown of
the power to reserve any land or except it
from occupation under miners' rights. He
knew from experience in the Mining department that it was absolutely necessary
for the Governor in Council to have that
power, and that if it had not been in existence the greatest possible frauds would
have been perpetrated in the past, while
the Mining department would have been
hampered in matters most essential for
the well-being of the mining industry. The
committee could not give an intelligent
decision on this clause unless honorable
members knew what amendments were to
be made in order to reserve that right to
the Crown.
Mr. RICHARDSON proposed the addition to the clause of the following : "Until in all cases the provisions of section 22 of the Mines Act 1890 have been
complied with."

That meant until the compensation to
be paid had been decided according to the
Mines Act.
Mr.OUTTRIM observed that the only
object he had in view in connexion with
this matter was to secure the passing of
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such a Bill as would be most useful to the
mining community.
'rhe clause now.
under consideration would make it imperative on the Governor in Council to
abstain from reserving from sale or excepting from occupation any land occupied
by the holder of a miner's right as a residence area.. He did not desire to see any
bon(~ fide holders of residence areas compelled to quit the land they occupied
under miners' rights, for public purposes,
without being compensated before they
were turned out.
The amendment was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 3, which
was as follows:-
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at the instance of the honorable member'
for Sandhurst (Mr. Burrrowes), was to
enable certain persons to acquire a good
title to land in the Sandhurst district
which they occupied, and on which they
had made improvements. He agreed with
the honorable member for Sand hurst that
this clause would bear hardly on men in
outlying districts like that which he (Mr.
Foster) mpresented. It might suit men
in the Creswick district, but it would put
an embargo on the development of the
natural wealth of the country in une)..-plored
districts. H.e sympathized. with the object
of the honorable member in charge of the
Bill, but thought that it would be better
for him to confer with the Minister on
c. Upon the holder of a miner's right applythe subject, because the Minister's amending for the registration of allY land as a residence area, pursuant to the provisions of section
ments would. simply wipe this Bill out of'
28 of the Mines Act 1890, a full description of
existence. The two fatal defects of the·
the land which such holder desires to occupy as
measure were that it w:ould deprive the
a residence area, showing the situation thereof,
Governor in Council of the power to reshall be furnished by such holder to the registrar or other proper officer registering the
serve certain lands for public purposes,
same, and such registrar or officer shall there- and that it would impose unnecessary
upon register such area and forward full partihardship on men who were engaged. in
culars of such description to the Secretary for
developing the natural wealth of the
Lands and to the Secretary for Mines', in order
that a record thereof limy be kept in the Crown. colony, because in some cases it would.
Lands-office and in the office of the department necessitate a man having to travel 50
of Mines respectively."
or 60 miles to delineate on a' plan the
Mr. BUHROWES said he must protest area· of land he' desired to have 'regisagainst this clause, which would put men teredo
Mr. McLEAN said he ,~as quite with
who had taken up small pieces of land as
residence areas to a considerable unneces- the honorable member for Creswick with
sary expense in the preparation of a plan respect to the object he had in view, and
and description of the land. (Mr. Foster he (Mr. McLean) thought that with the
- " It will cost them £4 lOs. each.") addition of the new clauses the Bill would
Such a provision was quite unnecessary in do all that was desired. The present
the outlying districts. Since the Residence clause would not by itself carry out what·
Areas Act was passed he had not met was wanted, and there would be this danger.'
with more than one case in which it .was under it that. persons might acquire land
attempted to dispossess an occupier of a which was not properly available; It proresidence area' under a miner's right with- vided that when a person brought a certain
out payment of compensation. That case description of land to the registrar theoccurred in the Castlemaine district. He registrar would have then and there to
brought it before Parliament, and; in register it, and a copy of it would then
'accordance with a promise then made by be sent to tho Lands department. But the
the Attorney-General of the day, com~ department would· not then· be able to
pensation was paid to the occupier of the make any objection. He hoped that the
land for his removal. If the honorable clause would' be withdrawn.
Mr. RICHARDSON' said he 'saw the
member would confine the operation of
this clause to Creswick he (Mr. Burrowes) difficulty referred to by tho Minister. of.
would offer no objection to it, but such a Lands, but he would point out that the
provision would be an imposition on the object of the clause was that proper informiners of his district and the miners of mation should: be sent to the departments
the colony generally. A rough descript.ion concerned. ':rhe clause was, however, not
of the topographical situation of waste ·necessary to the Bill,.and he would with~
pieces' of land occupied as residence· areas draw it.
'I1he clause' was negatived.
was all that need be required.
Mr. 0 UT.TRIM: said he would now proMr. FOSTER: expressed the opinion that
the Residence Areas Act, which was passed pose' the new clauses he had prepared. In;
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the first place, he begged -to 1}love the
following clause : "The holder of a miner's right desiring to
register any land occupied by him as a residence
.area, in accordance with the provisions of sec, tion 28 of the Mines Act 1890, shall lodge with
the mining registrar within 48 hours of the time
of marking out the land an application in the
form provided in the 1st schedule hereunto, and
he shall therein give a full description of the
land marked out by him."
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passed would accomplish all' that was
wanted, and he begged, on behalf of hsconstituents, to thank the honora,ble mem
ber for Creswick for what he had done.
Mr. WILLIAMS observed that under
the Bill as it stood any man could pick
out a piece of a reserve the same as he
could before. 'Without the clause the Bill
wou1d pe dangerous.
Mr. PEACOCK thought that there was
a great deal of force in the arguments
offered by the honorable member for
Eaglehawk. Supposing the Minister of
Lands was unable to carry his amendments, the case would be just as the
honorable member for _Eaglehawk had
pointed out. He (Mr. Peacock) knew of
many cases of hardship among his 0w11,
constituents with respect to men being
turned off their allotments.
, Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that the
objections offered by the honorable member for Eaglehawk would hardly hold good,
because under the by-law the necessary
precautions could be taken. The departments concerned could protect themselves
by regulations. He was afraid that if
these clauses were added to the 'Bill there
woulcl be no chance of it becoming law
this session.
Mr. ourrTRIM said he would promise
to confer with the Attorney-General with'
respect to the objections to the clause
that had been offered, and, if necessary,
amendments would be made in another
'
place.
Mr. DUNN moved the omission of the
words "occupied by him" (line 2).'
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr., BAILES moved the omission of the
word "full" in the last line of the clause.
rrhe amendment was agreed to.
The clause, as amended, was then
adopted.
Mr. OUTTRIM moved the following
clause : -

Mr. GORDON expressed the hope ,that
the' clause would not be pressed. He was
afraid that its effect would be very hampering. 1'he Minister of Mines could
bring up his proposals ,in this direction
next session.
Mr. DUNN said he wO}lld -oppose the
.clause, because it would be impossible to
-carry it out. Besides, it ,vas not at all
necessary. It would make the whole
thing somewhat of a farce.
Mr. 'WILLIAMS 'stated that he was
satisfied that adopting the clause would
ih no way interfere with the operation of
the Bill. If it was looked at carefully, it
,vould be seen that it was on all-fours with
the existing law. The complaint of the
Lands department was that they knew
'nothing about the applications made, and
the clause was necessary ill order that
there should be full information on the
subject.
Mr. PATTERSON remarked that in
almost every respcct the clause was identical with the one just struck out. He
hoped that it would be 'withdrawn.
Mr. RICHAltDSON said he trusted
that the suggestion of the last speaker
wOldd be accepted by the Minister of
Mines. If there was any difference between this clause and clause 3, it was that
the latter was more direct in its operation.
Moreover, it was exactly in accordance
with the language of the by-law, which
could not be _said for the present clause.
Certainly, giving a "full description of the
land" would necessarily involve some kind
"The mining registrar shall upon the reof survey.
"
ceipt of such application indorse thereupon the
Mr. FOSTER said he wanted to see the hour and the date upon which it is lodged with
and shall enter the application in a book
word "full" with reference to a description - him,
to be kept by him for such purpose. He shall
of the land struck out.
then-Cal GiYe to the applicant a notice in the
Mr. WILLIA~fS pointed out that the form provided in the 2nd schedule hereto,
1st schedule would not require a survey, which notice the applicant shall forthwith post
up, and shall keep posted up for a period of
provided there was 'such a description of thirty
days on a conspicuous part of the land
the land as would be of practical use in marked out by him as a residence area. (b) He
giving the department. concerned some shall post np a similar notice, and keep the same
posted up outside his office for a period of
idea of what the land \\~as.
thirty days from the date on which the said
Mr. KIRTON thought the Minister of application
was lodged with him. (c) He shall
Mines would be wise if he would with- also forward to the tiecretary for Lands and to
draw the jJlause. The clauses already the Secretary for Mines eaoh a similar notice."
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Mr. FOSTER drew attention to the provision in sub-section a, requiring notices
to be kept posted up for a period of
30 days. vVould not fourteen days be
sufficient· 1
Mr. RICHARDSON moved an amendment substituting" 14" for" 30."
'rhe amendment was agrt;led to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Mr. OUTTRIM proposed the following
clause:.
"If within the said period of 30 days an
objection in the form provided by the 3rd
schedule hereto is lodged with the mining registrar, he shall not complete the registration of the
said applicant as the holder of the said residence
area until he shall be directed thereto by a
'warden, or until he shall be satisfied that the
objector has failed to take proceedings, or has
failed to obtain an order preventing the registration of the applicant."

He said that" 30" should be altered to
" 14" throughout all the other clauses.
The clause was agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. OUTTRIM, clauses
enabling objections to be taken to any
application providing for an appeal on the
subject to the Minister, and that all complaints under the Act might be heard and
determined by any warden, were also agreed
to.
Mr. OUTTRIM proposed 'the following
clause : " It shall not be lawful for the holder of a
miner's right who has marked out an area of
Crown lands as a residence area to enter into
occupation of the same in any manner whatsoever until and after the registration of his
applicUition by the mining registrar as hereinbefore provided shall have been duly completed."

Mr. IUCHARDSON submitted that
when it was once known that land was
excepted there ought to be no .difficulty
thrown in the 'my of a miner obtaining a
residence area. He hoped that the clause
would be struck out.
Mr. vVRIXON remarked that to strike
out this clause ,~.ould be to render nugatory what had been dono in the earlier
portions of the Bill.
Mr. OUTTRIM said the clause would
be of service in cases where a small rush
had broken out on Crown lands.
The clause was negatived..
Mr. OUTTRIM proposed a clause to
the effect that the provisions of the Act
should take the place of the different
by-laws of mining boards providing for the
due and proper registration of. residence
areas.
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Mr. GORDON pointed out that this.
.clause would do away with the power of
mining boards altogether.
The clause
should not be inserted until the Minister
had determined to abolish the mining
boards.
Mr. ·WILLIAMS said that the mining
boards never had any power with regard
to residence areas.
Mr. FOSTEH remarked that only a few
portions of the colony had adopted regulations dealing with mining residence areas,
and that the clause would only affect a
few mining boards.
.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. OUTTRIM proposed a clause subjecting miners illegally occupying land to
a fine.
Mr. GORDON asked the Minister to
withdraw this clause.
The clause was negatived.
The Bill was then reported to the House,
and passed through its remaining stages.
THE LATE MR. O. P. WHITELAW.
Debate (adjourned from October 21)
was resumed on Mr. A. Harris' motion
(see p. 2072) in favour of placing £500 on
the Additional Estimates for the family of
the late Mr. O. P. VVhitelaw.
Mr. LAURENS said it· had been made.
clear that this was a case which was
deserying of favorable consideration. It
was not denied that the late Mr. 'Vhitelaw had at all times performed his Government duties with great activity and zeal,
and that he unfortunately lost his life .in
attempting to save the lives of others
when engaged in the execution of his duty.
Mr. HUNT reinarked that some of the
members of the family of the late Mr.
'Whitelaw were prominent residents of his
own district, and he was acquainted with
the difficulties under which the widow.
laboured in having to provide for a
young family of nino children. 'l'his was
. eminently a case which was deserving of
consideration. The ,yidow was willing to
accept some little Goverr).ment employment for some of the older members of the
family, but the hands of Parliament were
tied in that matter. He was satisfied that
Ministers would do what they could in that
direction, though he believed there was no
chance of permanent employment being
given. The motion was. one ,,,hich ought
to commend itself to the good sens'e and
sympathies of every honorable member.
Mr. MUNRO said there was not the
least doubt that everyone sympathized
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with the family in this case, but the real
question to be dealt with was that of the'
danger of establishing a precedent of the
kind contemplated. The deceased gentleman was 110 doubt a very useful member
of society; and he risked his life to save
property; but he did not do it for the
Government, and he was acting as any
private individual would have acted. If
the principle were once established that
every man who did a deed of that sort was
to leave his family to the care of the State,
where would it end ~ The late Mr. Whitelaw was not a salaried officer of the Government, but was paid by results. It would
be doing a public wrong to say that all
such claims were entitled to be settled by
Parliament. 'rhe effect of that would be
to saddle the public with fresh taxation to
meet a largely-increased expenditure. If
the Government cOl~ld see their way to
find any employment for the family, they
would willingly do it; bnt it was his duty to
resist the establishing of. a precedent of this
sort, under which improper claims would
be made upon the Treasury from eyery
direction.
Mr. VV. T. CARTER said that the Treasurer had spoken as if this claim were
made on account of the heroic acts per-.
formed by Mr. vVhitelaw, and by which
he risked' and lost his life. If that were
all the ground on which the claim was
made, he would have to oppose it, but he
understood that this vote was asked for
as a recognition of the public services
rendered by the late Mr. vVhitelaw. Mr.
vVhitela,,, rendered very distinguished
service in the exploration of the mountainous country of Gippsland, and it was
largely owing to his scientific knowledge,
his bush experience, and his indomitable
courage that tracks were opened into Gippsland. (Mr. Munro-" ,Vas he not paid for
what he did ~") No; no man could be paid
for such services by any salary that could
be given to him. 'rhe country wonld :t;'eap
the bellefit of the services done by Mr.
Whitelaw for all time, and it ,,'as in recognition of those services, as well as of
the last acts pOl'formed by Mr. ,Vhitelaw,
that this yote was asked for. If gratuities
were to be given at all, it should be in
cases like this.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said he was sure that
honorable members all sympathized with
the '1'reasurer in the position in which he
was placed.
The Treasurer had felt
himself reluctantly compelled, from a
sense of duty, to refuse to accept this
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motion. If the Treasurer would say
that he would endeavour to give employment in the Government service to any
member of Mr. vVhitelaw's family who
could accept such employment, that might
meet the case. (Mr. Munro-" I shall be
very glad. to do that.") '1'he honorable
member for Gippsland Central might accept
the assurance of the Treasurer and withdraw his motion. He could indorse the
remarks that had been made by the honorable member for vVilliamstown with regard
to the services rendered by the· late Mr.
Whitelaw. In his own district there was
one of Mr. Whitelaw's tracks, and he
knew that Mr. Whitelaw showed great.
courage and encountered extraordinary
difficulties in the exploration of mountainous country. If the motion was not
withdrawn, he (Mr. L. L. Smith) and other
honorable members would be compelled to
support the Treasurer, as the honorable
'gentleman had stated that he could not
consent to a precedent being established
in this case.
Mr. CLARK remarked that the only
person to whom the widow and family of
the late Mr. vVhitelaw could have looked
for support had died very suddenly, and
that was a circumstance which honorable
members might take into consideration.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he trusted
that the honorable member for Gippsland
CentraJ would withdraw the motion. Honorable members generally sympathized
with the motion, because the case of the·
widow and family of the late Mr. Whitelaw was one that must command their'
sympathy. . If it was possible that anything could be done by the Government,
honorable members would join in urging'
the Government to take some action in
the matter; but after the statement the
Treasurer had made, the honorable member for Gippsland Central should certainly
not press his motion, and thereby compel
some honorable members to vote in a way
they did not desire to yote. A few cases,
in many respects similar to the case of the
widow and family of the late Mr. ,Vhitelaw, had been brought under his notice.
In one case compensation was promised to
a man for the loss of his son, by the Railways Commissioners, but thclate '1\'easurer
refused to recognise the claim, and said
that he conld not form a precedent in the
case. In another case, which the Chief
Secretary had had under his consideration,
the claim was an even stronger one, yet.
the honorable gentleman had not been:
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able to see his way to do anything in the
matter.
Mr. FOSTER observed that any hOIlor,able member who knew .any thing .about
the circumstances of the death of "the 'late
Mr. 'iVhitelaw must sympathize with this
motion. He Mula not agree with the
Treasurer when he said that to acknowledge this claim, and t.o carry out the
motion in its entiret.y, would be to establish
.a bad 'precedent. Had the Government
no discretionary power~could not they
-distinguish between the 'merits of different
·cases ~ ':[1he'late Mr. Whitelaw was a man
who rendered very distinguished services in
opening up the mountainous parts of the
colony, and he lost his life in trying to
save the lives of others.. Was it right
that the Government should say that
because certain things were not done, in
regard to the appointment of Mr. Whitelaw, his claim could not be recognised 1
(Mr. Bailes~" The argument is that a
precedent will be established.") That
was the argumCllt that was always :u~ed
in order to avoid a claim of this kind, but
the Government should consider the exceptional circumstances of this case. It was
very good of the Treasurer to say that
employment might be found for some of
the members of the family of Mr. Whitelaw, but what was to become of the
unfortunate widow and the young children
in the meantime. The case was one to
which the. Government should give favorable consideration.
Mr. TATCHELL stated that there were
circumstances surrounding thi,s case which
demanded special consideration from the
Government. '1'he case was a vel'y hard
one inde·ed. He could understand the
attitude of the rrreasurer in looking at the
matter in the light of his duty to the
public, ,but there was sufficient to justify
the honorable gentleman 'in rendering
some assistance to the family of the late
Mr. W·hitelaw. Mr. 'Whitelaw met his
-death in endeavouring to save life during
the recent floods, and a flood did not otcur
very often in the colony.
Mr. A. HARRIS observed that the
Treasurer had stated that if this motion
were agreed to a bad precedent would be
-established. The Chief Secretary used the
term "dangerous precedent," and the
Minister of, Mines took the same view as
the Troasurer. He would read to the
House a list of cases in which the claims
of indi vid uals had been recognised, which
would show to honorable members how
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hollow was the pretext about creating 'a
bad precedent. If there was no precedent
for this case, what more noble duty would
the Legislative Assembly 'be engaged in
than in recognising the services of one who
had done such good 'work :in the colony
and who had lost his life in endeavouring
to save other people ~ The following were
some ,of the instances in which the re, cipientB of sU.ms voted by Parliament, or
those on account of whose services snch
sums were voted, wete not members of the
public service, and he might say that they
dated back to the year- 1866 :--Gratuity to
widow 'of late Angu.s McMillan, £2;000;
services rendered by late Dr. McAdam,
£2,300; gratuity to widow of la"te ·Dr.
Alex. Thomson, £700; gratuity to Mrs. ,C.
'Valsh, widow of late stable~kceper atParliamentHouse, £100; compensation toJ. Brady
for injuries received from kick of a policeman's horse, £150; gratuity to family of
late Richard Heales,Esq" £3,000; compensation to Mr. J. Lord for injuries sustained
by his wife at Queen's Birthday review,
£15 15s.; compensation to family of late
Mr. H. F. Hurst, shot by bushranger
Burke, £400; widow and family of the
, late member for M~ldon, £750; compensation to H. Fmvler for loss of health occasione'd by. wound received while assisting in
capture of gang of bushrangers, £1,000;
gratuity to widow and family of late Peter
Snodgrass, Esq"M.P., £1,200; gratuity
to John Ewart for bravery in assisting
to apprehend gang of bushrangers in
1842, £750; gratuity to widow of F. :L.
Dre,Y, late keeper of parliamentary stables,
£100; gratuity to Eliza Clarke, widow of
·H. Clarke, killed by a fall from building
at Parliament House,' £100; expenses
in connexion with wreck of Loch Ard, viz.,
compensation to Mr. H. H. Gibson for
losses sustained, £300; passage to England of Miss Carmichael, &c., £200. rrhere
were a number of other instances of the
. same kind, bl1t it 'would weary honorable
members if he \V.ere to read them all. The
honorable member for Footscray mentioned on a previous occasion the case of
the late Mr. Peter Lalor, Speaker of the
Assembly, and Mr. Gregory, formerly
caterer of Parliament House. He therefore contended that there was nothing in
the argument about precedent. If there
was no precedent this was a case in which
one might be created. It had also been
urged that Mr. 'Whitelaw did not lose his
life when in the execution of his duty,
but he was sure that honorable members
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would not consider whether Mr. White- member speak, could bring the debate to
law's death occurred immediately before a close by rising to reply ~
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-The honor immediately after he left his work.
The Chief Secretary contended that it orable member is out of order. If any
was a case for private charity. 'rhe hon- honorable member desires to dispute the
orable gentleman was as generons as any Speaker's ruling there isa proper and
honorable member, but private efforts had legal course for him to pursue, and that is
been made in this case and made success- by giving not.ice of motion.
fully.
The sum of money raised was,
The House divided on the motionhowever,' small; and what might be done
. Ayes ...
28
by a few private citizens and what ought
Noes ...
21
to,be done by the State were two different
matters. He was grateful to the Treasurer
Majority for the motion 7
for the statement he made with regard to
AYES.
finding employment for any member of
the late Mr. Whitelaw's family. He knew
Mr. Baker,
Mr. Methven,
" Bennett,
" Mountain,
that owing to his position the honorable
" 'V. T. Carter,
" Murphy,
gentleman was forced, perhaps unwillingly,
" Craven,
" Murray,
to make the stand he did, but he would
" Derham,
" Nimmo,
point out to the honorable gentleman that
" Dunn,
" Officer,
Sir
B. O'Loghlen,
" Foster,
it might be a considerable time before an
Dr. Pearson,
" Gardiner,
opportunity arose to give employment to
Mr. Tatchell,
" Graves,
any member of Mr. 'Whitelaw's family ..
Capt. Taylor,
" Hancock,
He was sure that the Minister of Mines
'Webb.
Mr.
" Hunt,
" Kirton,
would also be gla~ to do anything that
Teller&.
" Laurens,
he could for them; but honorable memDr. Maloney,
Mr. Clark,
bers should not be thwarted in doing
Mr. McColl,
" A. Harris.
what they considered to be their duty by
NOES.
the arguments which had been used.
Mr. Andrews,
Mr. Richardson,
Mr. OUTTRIM rose to speak.
" Armytage,
" L. L. Smith,
Mr. BAILES asked whether the Minister
" Cameron,
" T. Smith,
of Mines was in order ~ He understood
" Turner,
" Duffy,
that, as the honorable member for Gipps" Gillies,
" "Villiams,
" Graham,
" 'Vrixon,
land Central had replied, the debate waH
" C. Young,
" McLean,
closed, and that 110 other honorable
" ]\iunro,
" Zox.
member could then address himself to the
Tellers.
" Outtrim,
subject.
Mr.
Bailes,
" Patterson,
" Peacock,
" Forrest.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-I know no
such rule, but I will proceed to put the
LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
question.
The House went into committee for the
Mr. WILLIAMS said that he was not
aware that such a rule had ever been further consideration of this Bill-Mr.
adopted, and it was one which might be Graves in the chair.
Discussion (adjourned from October 28)
attended with danger, as at any time it
was resumed on clause 3 of this Bill (see
would enable a debate to be stopped.
The DEPU'ry SPEAKER.-It is not p. 2192), and Mr. Mason's amendment
fair to raise a discussion on the subject. thereon (see same page).
Mr. BAILES said that when this mea'rhe point is one which I shall not undersure was last before the committee sometake to decide.
Mr. MUNRO said that if this point of thing like a dead-lock occurred, and proorder was to be discussed it should be in gress was reported in order to enable both
the presence of the Speaker. The Speaker parties to meet and endeavour to come to
had ruled in the direction indicated, and a compromise. Although there had been
it was not fair to the Deputy Speaker to no formal meeting, he had placed himself
in communication with the mover of every
attempt to re-open the question now.
Mr. 'WILLIAMS said that he must pro- llew clause that had been tabled, and sugt.est against any such rule being established. gested that as the two clauses that had
Mr. PATTERSON asked whether it was already been agreed to by the committee
to be asserted that the mover of a motion, were of such great benefit to both sides, it
after having heard another honorable . wou.ld be better, rather than jeopardize the
Session 1891.-[193]
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chance of those clauses becoming law this
year, to negative all the other clauses of
the Bill, and withdraw all the new clauses;
and each honorable member who had
tabled a new clause had 'consented to that
arrangement, which would remove a cause
of great strife, and enable the time of the
House to be devoted to other business.
Mr. L. L. SMrrH stated that he was
not made aware of that arrangement. The
honorable member for Sandhurst South
had written to him saying that he desired
the clause which he had tabled, providing that colonial wine licences might be
granted at any time when the licensing
court was sitting instead of only annually
as at present, to be passed, and in justice
to the wine-growers of the colony, that
clause ought to be passed.
Mr. GORDON remarked that he was
very pleased to hear the honorable member in charge of the Bill state that all the
clauses of which not.ice had been given
would be withdrawn. In accordance with
a suggestion made by the honorable member for Essendon when this Bill was last
in committee, he (Mr. Gordon) called a
meeting of the two parties, but only the
honorable member for Mornington responded on the other side, so that· it was
not his fault or the fault of the temperance party that the conference did not
take place. If all the clauses of which
notice had lJeen given were proceeded
with, it would be a moral impossibility to
pass the Bill this session, and it would be
far better that they should be withdrawn,
and only the two clauses already agreed to
. passed, and that the Government should
deal comprehensively with the whole question next session. The temperance party
were quite agreeable to that course being
taken, but if other clauses were pressed to
a division they would have to submit the
clauses of which they had given notice,
and that would lead to endless strife, confusion, and delay.
Mr. TURNER expressed the" opinion
that a subject of this kind should be dealt
with in a Government measure, because it
was almost impossible to deal with it properly if various clauses were drafted by
private members to meet their own particular views or the views of the parties they
sought to represent. Under the circumstances the arrangement mentioned by the
honorable member in charge of the Bill
would be the best course to take. On
behalf of the Government, he was quite
prepared to abandon the clauses of which
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he had given notice if other honorable
members were willing to, do likewise.
Mr. L. L .. SMITH said he thought the
committee ought to agree to a clause
authorizing the transfer to the vicinity of
a railway station of any licence of a publichouse on a main road in any district
where the traffic had been diverted from
the main road by the construction of a
railway, providing that there was no other
hotel within a mile of the station. Such
a clause ought to be supported by the
temperance party, because it would result
in closing a number of bush-shanties that
were almost as bad as sly grog-shops, and
it would not increase the number of
licensed houses while providing muchneeded accommodation for the travelling
public. There would be very little use in
passing this Bill with only the 1st and
2nd clauses. (Mr. Williams-"It will be
an automatic local option Bill.") He had
never heard the licensed victuallers say
that they would be satisfied with that arrangement.
Mr. Mason's amendment was negatived.
Clauses 3 and 4 were then struck out.
Mr. McLELLAN (in the absence of Mr.
S'l'E'RRY) proposed the following clause : " Notwithstanding the provisions of section
86 of the Licensing Act 1890, applications for
colonial wine licences may be heard and de·
termined at any time by any ~ember of the
licensing court for the district wherein the
premises in respect of which any such licence is
sought are situated, and for such purpose such
member shall be deemed to constitute the
licensing court."

Mr. L; L. SMITH said he would appeal
to the patriotism of honorable members to
pass this clause in the interest of the
great wine-growing industry of the colony.
It was a question of common sense and
patriotism versus teetotalism. The public
were carefully watching the humbug that
had gone on in this chamber; and by-andby some honorable members would find
the people ready to strip off the thin
veneer which was hiding their real purpose. As Victoria was a wine-producing
country the local consumption of wine"
should be encouraged, and it was not right
that a few teetotallers in the Legislative
Assembly should be allowed to stop the progress of the Victorian wine-growing industry. He appeale.d to every patriotic member
of the committee to support the motion.
(An Honorable Member-" We are all
patriotic.") Then he addressed himself to
all honorable members with the exception
of the teetotallers. It was of no use
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disguising the fact that with the teetotallers
there could be no compromise on this or
any other similar point. Their only idea
was to set themselves against the consumption of anything of a stimulating
nature. They felt justified in opposing
every proposition on the subject in every
possible way. Yet there was no man in
the community who believed in the temperance movement more than he did.
He contended, however, that it would
be' an immense advantage to the public
to take away from the consumers of
ardent spirits the desire for such drinks
by substituting another liquor-one the
use of which would be beneficial-to take
their place. Everyone knew-he had
had hundreds of such cases in his consulting room-the craving for more liquor
that possessed those who indulged themselves unduly in whisky, brandy, or rum.
But with wine drinking the case was quite
different. With pure wine there was
satiety instead of craving. What was the
fact ~ That the inhabitants of wine-drinking countries were always a temperate
people. Forty-five years ago, before he
came to this country, he lived for some
time in France-it was before the phylloxera commenced its ravages-and it was
then only very seldom that a drunken man
could beseen. Where pure juiceof thegrape
was ,consumed, there were no drunkards.
A man might be occasionally what was
called "jolly," but he was not drunk in
the sense that a man who had overindulged himself with brandy, rum, or gin
was drunk. Since, however, the phylloxera
had come in, the people of France had had
to drink wine made of sugar, and so on.
The practice of wine drinking had largely
given way to brandy drinking, and ,the
. state of things in that country had become
widely different from what it used to be.
lf this aspect of the case was paid proper
attention to, he was sure, every wise
teetotaller would be on his side. From the
most ancient days wine had always been
consumed and always liked. Hence the words
of the Psalmist, "And wine that maketh
glad the heart of man." What he was asking
Parliament to do was to induce men to
drink witie that would have that effect.
Of course he could hardly expect, knowing
human nature as he did, that. a brewer
would vote with him, unless he had true
patriotism in his breast. The three great
natural products of a fertile country were
corn, wool, and wine, and he was desirous
of promoting the interests of the. colony
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with respect to the production of the latter.
He wanted wine to be one of the great
staples of Victoria. In France the consumption of wine was fifteen gallons per
man, but according to lIayter the consumption of wine in this country was
,only one gallon per man. Yet were Frenchmen held up as a nation of drunkards ~
On the other hand, it was frequently said
that England and Scotland abounded
with drunkenness.
The English consumption of wine was only '43 gallon per
head. Look at Victoria. Notwithstanding
what the detractors of the colony at home
could say the population of this colony
was about the least drunken of any nation
of the world. He had often noticed on a
" Cup" day that Black Maria went home
carrying only one or two people out of
the hundreds of thousands on the course.
Was it not under all the circumstances
the duty of Parliament to take measures
that would increase the opportunities the
people had of obtaining the pure juice of
the grape, and all its constituent elements
of a nutritious character, by allowing reputable people reasonable opportuuities
of obtaining wine licences ~ If people
were encouraged to drink wine they would
not be so much led away to drink injurious
liquor. At the present time vignerons'
licences were granted, but the restrictions
in connexion with them were so great as
to be crippling. In short, the people
of Victoria would be evcr so much
more sober than they were if they
confined themselves more to the natural
products of their own country. It was
asked that the people should be allowed
freer means of obtaining an article in the
production of. which so many of their
fellow-colonists had been led to invest their
money-which production the late Government induced Parliament to encourage by
offering bonuses. He would address his
fellow-members, including the teetotallers,
in the words of the Apostle to Timothy"Drink no longer water, but use a little
wine for thy stomach's sake." In 1880,
when he <Mr. L. L. Smith) took up the
wine qilestion so strongly, vines were being
pulled up all over the country and the
laud put into grass because of the nonencouragement of the industry, but now
there were vineyards throughout the length
and breadth of the colony, and giving those
who carried them on a proper amount of
support would unquestionably promote
temperance in its best sense. He hoped
that before he died he would see wine
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one of the largest exports of the colony..
On the other hand, he would ask why place
restrictions on wine licences which were
not placed on licences for the, sale of beer
or spirits ~ If the privilege of selling Victorian wine could not be granted by the
Legislature without the interposition of
unnecessary hindrances would not the
people of Europe begin to imagine that
there was something wrong with the
article ~ He earnestly hoped, that the
clause would be agreed to.
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that the
reason why the clause was proposed was
that ,a large and industrious class of the
community should receive proper encouragement. rrhe wine-growing business in Victoria had now reached such dimensions,
that it was one of the great industries of
the community. At the same time there
was so much trouble in getting a wine
licence that a great many respectable
persons were discouraged from applying
for one. A wine licence could only be
applie~ for on one day in the year, and
that one of the most inconvenient. There
was no harm in colonial wine, which was
a nice beverage and strengthened people
more than almost anything else they could
drink. A large area of country was fit
for wine-growing purposes and practically
for nothing else. He hoped the Minister
of Customs would agree to accept the
clause.
Mr. GORDON complained that the
arrangement. under which the various
proposals that had been given notice of in
connexion with this Bill were withdrawn
had been broken so far as the present
proposal was concerned. He hoped that
the clause would not be pressed, or else
the Bill would not go through that night,
and there would then be no hope of carrying it into law during the present session.
He appealed to the honorable member for
Mornington, under the circumstances of
the understanding which had been arrived
at, to let the clause be withdrawn and left
to be dealt with in the next Parliament.
(Mr. L. L. Smith-" I am going to divide
the committee on the question.") Then
the Bill would undoubtedly be lost.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said the Bill would
not be lost-he would guarantee that he
would carry it.
Mr. TUUNEU remarked that it was a
fact that when the Bill was called on, the
members who ,vere then in the House
agreed that the two clauses which the
honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr.
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Bailes) was anxious to carry should be
passed, and that all the other amendments
should be abandoned. The understanding
was arrived at because it was well known
that the Bill would be lost if all the
other amendments of which notice had
been given were to be discussed. As the
House was unanimously anxious that the
two clauses which he had referred to
should he passed, he also appealed to the
honorable member for Mornington to let
his amendment be withdrawn. Even if
the honorable member's amendment were
carried, the Bill would be lost, and he
would ask him not to go to a division.
Mr. NIMMO remarked that he sincerely
hoped that the honorable member for
Mornington would let the amendment be
withdrawn. The honorable member, in a
warm dissertation on the good qualities of
wine and the evil peculiarities of total
abstainers, had quoted from the Bible
to show that "vVine maketh glad the
heart of man," and that Paul's Epistle to
Timothy recommended him to "drink no
longer water but use a little wine." But
if the honorable member had studied
the text in Timothy he would have seen
that Paul recommended Timothy, who
was a teetotaller, to take wine, not as a
beverage, but as a medicine, "for his
stomach's sake." The Hebrews produced
upwards of 500 different kinds of wine
and there was only one of them which
"made glad the heart of man." Of the
others, the Scriptures declared "Wine is a
mocker, strong drink is raging, and whosoever is deceived thereby is not wise." rrhe
same book also said, "Look not thou upon
the wine when it is red, when it giveth his
qolour in the cup, when it moveth itself
aright; at the last it biteth like a serpent
and stingeth like an adder." If the hon-'
orable member wanted to introduce wine
of that sort into the colony the teetotallers
would certainly be justified in opposing
him. He (Mr. Nimmo) objected strongly
to the reduction of the licensing bench to
one person. The honorable member for
Mornington was not entitled to call him
a fanatic becau'se he stuck to the pump.
His judgment told him that total abstinence from wine promoted the stability
and strength of the community, and he
was entitled to hold his own views.
Mr. VV. T. CAUTER observed that it
was very objectionable that compacts should
be made in the House with regard to Bills
under consideratibll. He took it that the
honorable mep:l.ber for Morn~ngton was
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really advocating the sale of Australian that had ever been passed by the Parliawine in the interests of temperance. Vic- ment of the colony relating to the liquor
toria was essentially a wine-producing traffic.
The Bill was ordered to be transmitted
country, and no one could suppose for a
moment that it would be, possible to pre- to the Legislative Council.
vent its splendid soil and climate from
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT
being devoted to the use which nature
AMENDMENT BILL.
intended. That being su, facilities should
be given for placing the wine in the hands
The House went into committee for the
of the people. He believed that by so consideration of this Bill.
doing they would promote true temperance.
OIl clause 2, relating to the objects for
He would not have supported the clause , which societies might be formed under the
had it retained the grocer's licence pro- princi pal Act, and providingvision, because he was satisfied that it was
" The following shall be a new sub·section of
very objectionable to allow grocers to sell section 5 of the principal Act, to follow after
any intoxicant. He, had pleasure in the end of sub·section (v.)"(vi.) For purchasing land and erecting
supporting the clause, and he hoped that
buildings for the purpose of providing
the honorable member for Mornington
homes for aged or distressed members,"
would go to a division.
Mr. ZOX proposed the inf:\ertion, after
The committee divided on the question
"buildings," of the words" either on such
that the clause stand part of the Billpurchased land or on any land heretofore
Ayes
17
or hereafter granted by the Crown for
Noes
35
that purpose." He stated that he had
Majority against the clause 18
consulted the honorable member in charge
of the Bill about this amendment, and he
AYES.
was perfectly willing to accept it. This
Mr. Mountain,
Mr. Armytage,
and the other amendments of which he
" Bennett,
" Murphy,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
" W. T. Carter,
had given notice had been carefully
Mr. L. L. Smith,
" Clark,
drafted with the assistance of the Minister
" Tatchell,
" Derham,
of Customs, who had had considerable
Capt. Taylor.
" Hunt,
experience in connexion with friendly
Tellers.
" Mason,
Mr. Murray,
" McLellan,
societies.
" Methven,
" Zox.
The amendment was agreed to.
NOES.
Mr. TURNER proposed an amendment
Mr. Andrews,
Mr. Levien,
to enable societies to provide medical at" McColl,
" Best,
tendance. He said that sub-section 2 of
" Cameron,
" Munro,
se.ction 5 of the principal Act provided
" Craven,
" Nimmo,
that societies could dispense medicine to
" Deakin,
" Officer,
" Outtrim,
" Duffy,
the members, their husbands, wives, chil" Patterson,
" Dunn,
dren, or kindred; but there was no provision
Peacock,
" Forrest,
to enable the societies to provide medical
D~" Pearson,
" Foster,
Mr. Richardson,
attendance. All the friendly societies did
" Gardiner,
" T. Smith,
" Gillies,
that, and it was therefore thought advis" Gordon,
" Turner,
able to make this amendment.
" Graham,
" Webb,
The amendment was agreed to.
" Williams,
" Hall,
" A. Harris,
" 'Vrixon.
Discussion took place on clause 7, which
Tellers.
" J. Harris,
was as follows : Mr. Bailes,
" Kirton,
"

Laurens,

"

Baker.

The Bill was reported with amendments,
and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. BAILES, the Bill
was then read a third time.
Mr. BAILES said that he desired to thank
honorable members for the assistance which
they had given, and the consideration which
they had shown to him, in connexion with
this measure. He believed that it would
be found to be one of the best measures

",\Vhenever from any report of any valuer
or actuary under the provisions of sub-section
. (I) (e) of section 14 of the principal Act it appears to the Government Statist that the assets
of any society or branch are insufficient to meet
its liabilities the Government Statist shall notify
the society or branch accordingly in writing
under his hand, pointing out the apparent cause
and the nature and extent of the deficiency,
and also the nature and extent of the changes
in the contributions or benefits, or the manner
of conducting the business of the society or
branch, that will be necessary to enable the
,society or branch to discharge its liabilities.
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"Upon being so notified it shall be the duty
of the society or branch to make such changes
in its contributions or benefits (dealing with all
its members rateably) or in the manner of conducting its business as may be necessary to put
it· in a position to discharge all· its liabilities.
" In the event of any society or branch failing
so to do in whole or in part for the space of six
months after being so notified, or such longer
time as the Government Statist may from time
to time allow by writing under his hand, and
to satisfy the Government Statist of the fact,
it shall be the duty of the Government Statist
to publish so many times and in such manner.
as he may think fit the name of such society or
branch and the nature and extent of the deficiency, with any comments he may think desirable."

Mr. BEAZLEY asked the honorable
member for Portland to withdraw this
clause. He said that he had had some
conversation with the honorable member,
and had given him his reasons for making
this request. He could speak more particularly about the Foresters' Society, with
which he was connected. The position
of that society was misunderstood. Under
this clause the Government Statist might
require any society or branch to amend its
contributions or benefits in such a way
as he might consider to be necessary
to enable it to meet its liabilities. The
]'oresters' Society had provision in their
own laws to meet circumstances of this
kind by striking special levies. Taking the contributions only the actuary
might say that the society was insolvent,
and this clause would operate very harshly
against the Foresters and other orders
which were in a similar position, and
which had by their own laws made
ample provision to give all the benefits
they professed to give. If the clause were
agreed to the public might become unnecessarily alarmed with regard to these
societies, which would be singled out as not
having sufficient money to meet their liabilities, and would refuse to join them.
I t had been proved by the evidence taken
by the Royal Commission on Friendly
Societies in England that the annual contribution which it was necessary for a
branch of a friendly society to pay could
only be gauged by the experience of the'
branch itself. This clause had been
thoroughly discussed by the Friendly
Societies' Association, and they were very
anxious that it should be struck out.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that the arrangement the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Beazley) wished to make would
be most unjust and unfair to other societies.
.A few years ago an Act was passed which
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provided that at the end of each quinquennial period an investigation should be made
into the affairs of all the friendly societies.
The first quinquennial investigation showed
that the contributions of many of the
societies were not sufficient to enable them
to meet their engagements. A number of
the societies then amended their rules and
increased their contributions, but a few of
the societies refused to do so. At the end
of the second quinquennial period it was
found that the societies which had increased their contributions had made
themselves almost solvent, whilst those
which held out were still in the same position. Either all the societies should be
relieved from the obligation to provide
themselves with sufficient funds to meet
their engagements, or they should all be
compelled to comply with the law. An exception should not be made in favour of
societies which refused to comply with the
law. Young men were induced to join these
societies by being told that the contributions would be less than in other societies,
and they did not find out until afterwards
that special levies were made occasionally.
Surely the best plan was to place all the
societies on an equal footing. 'rhe friendly
societies of Victoria were a credit to the
colony, and were doing an immense amount
of good, but it was not right that one
section of them should be relieved of an
obligation. The sooner the friendly societies were placed in a solvent condition
the better for all those concerned.
Mr. ZOX said he hoped that the clause
would be agreed to. If there ever was a
time in the history of the colony when
.Parliament should be careful to see that
.the friendly societies were placed in a
sound financiaJ position it was now. (Mr.
Murray-" It is a bad ti~e to put the
screw on.") It was not proposed to put
the screw on. He (Mr. Zox) knew as
much about friendly' societies as any honorable member, and he said that it was
highly necessary in order that the friendly
societies might be established on.a sound
financial basis that the recommendations
of the Government Statist should be complied with. Seven-eighths of the friendly
societies were in thorough accord with this
clause, but even if they were not, he con. tended that the clause should be passed.
This was one of the recommendations of
the Royal Commission on Friendly Societies, and it was approve<;l of by the late
Mr. Langridge. (Mr. Beazley-" Mr. Langridge opposed the clause.") The honorable
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member was mistaken. The clause should
be passed in the interests of the friendly
societies, and he trusted that the honorable
member for Portland would adhere to it.
Mr. PEACOCK said he thought that the
objection of the honorable member for
Collingwood (Mr. Beazley) had reference
particularly to the third paragraph of the
clause, which provided that the names of
societies or branches having a deficit might
'be pul?lished. If that paragraph were
struck out, the recommendation of the
Royal Commission on Friendly Societies
would be carried out, and the object the
honorable member for Portland had in
view would be attained. A friendly society
with which he (Mr. Peacock) had been
prominently connected took the necessary
steps to increase its contributions as soon
as i"f; was shown by the, quinquennial"
investigation that it had n'ot sufficient
funds with which to meet its prospective
liabilities.
Mr. BEAZLEY remarked that the societies to which he had referred were increasing their funds and making a profit, and
yet every time the actuary made an
investigation he declared that they were
insolvent. An actuary might be able to
arrive at that result by some method of
his own; but if a society was adding to its
funds every quarter, it could not fairly be
said that it was in an unsound position.
1'he order of Foresters had about 10,000
members in the colony, and the accumulated funds were about £80,000. Theirlaws
were such that it was not necessary that
they should increase their contributions.
No one had taken a more active interest
in the friendly societies than the honorable' member for Melbourne East (Mr.
Zox), but he (Mr. Beazley) was ill a position to say that the friendly societies,
through their representatives, had decided
that this clause was nnnecessary. With
the exception of the society with which
the Premier had some connexion and a
branch of the Odd fellows, all the other
societies, through their delegates, were op-,
posed to this clause. Seeing that the
societies, to which he had referred had
provided special machinery to meet the
circumstances which he had pointed out,
this penalty should not be imposed upon
them. The actuaries were not always
correct, and had altered the valuation of
lives over a certain age. If the figures
which they had given had been accepted,
the contributions would have had to be
increased a.ll round.
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Mr. TURNER said that Parliament had
thought it to be wise that the friendly
societies should submit to a quinquennial investigation. Unfortunately, in the
framing of the present Act no machinery
was provided to compel the societies to
make alterations which were shown to be
necessary. It must be admitted that it
was the duty of the friendly societies to
provide sufficient funds to provide for
future as well as for present engagements.
They should look forward to the time
when, their members having'increased in
age, the claims upon their funds would
be greater than they were now. That
was the time when funds might fail, and
it would be very unfortunate if any of the
societies were not in a position to fulfil
their obligations. Although he approved
of the quinquennial examination' and of
some' means being devised to compel
societies to make necessary alterations,
he did not think that this clause
was the right way of doing it. He
could not see what good would result
from advertising the name of a society.
that was in default. Very few persons
who' read -the advertisement would ,trouble
themselves about it unless they were
members of the society, and if the honorable member for Portland would agree to
the omission of paragraph 3, he would
gain' all that he desired. It was provided
in one of the sub-sections of section 4 of
the principal Act, that it would be an
offence under the Act if any registered
society or branch wilfully neglected or
refused to do any act required for the purposes of the Act by the Registrar, Government Statist, or other authorized person;
It was therefore unnecessary to advertise
any society, and he failed to see that any
good could be done by it.
Mr. ZOX stated that he hoped that the
honorable member for Portland would
retain the third paragraph of the clause.
A society which complied with the law
would not have its name advertised, and
those that would not comply with tho
law were not entitled to sympathy.
If those societies would not do that, and
other societies had to comply with the
rules and regulations and with the recommendations of the Government Actuary
who made the investigations, they ought
to be compelled to do so in justice to'the
other societies of the colony. It behoved
the Government and Parliament to do all
in their power to establish these institutions in a thoroughly sound position, even
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though it might be necessary to be hard the Government Actuary's very sensible
on one or two societies that were at fault. directions, which were made by a man
It might be said that the friendly societies who was compelled to be uninfluenced by
had got on- very well in the past, but Par- any other consideration than that of the
liament had to legislate for the future in welfare of the societies; and those societies
such a way that the benefits promised to had increased the fees for initiation into
the members of these societies would be their respective orders or had imposed a
assured to them. As showing the magni- . special levy on the members. Up to date
tude and importance of such institutions, those societies had been handicapped,
he might mention that at a conference inasmuch as the majority of the other
held in London in July last it was stated societies had not seen fit to do as Mr.
that there were 2,230,715 members of Owen advised them to do some years ago.
friendly societies, with a capital of The consequence was that an unfair com£15,289,000.
The Manchester Unity petition had continued to exist. If the
Order of Oddfellows had 738,193 mem- mode of making known the shortcomings
bers, and a capital of £7,359,000, the of any of the societies proposed in the
receipts for the year being £1,300,000, third paragraph of clause 7 was not to
and the disbursements for the same be adopted then some other provision
The total num- should be inserted, in order that persons
period £1,000,000.
ber of ·members of friendly societies who intended to join certain benefit
in this colony, according to Mr. Hayter's societies might know whether those
report for the year ending December, 1889, societies were solvent or not. He could
was 84,765, with a capital of £837,351. see the force of objecting to the proposal
It was safe to say there were now to advertise the name of any society or
87,000 members of friendly societies in branch and the nature and extent of the
Victoria, and assuming each member to insufficiency of its assets to meet its liarepresent an average of five persons, there bilities, together with such comments as
were no fewer than 435,000 persons, or the Government Statist might think desirnearly one-half of the population of the able, but he could not see why any society
colony, directly interested in friendly should disobey the mandate of the Governsocieties in Victoria. The recommenda- ment Actuary, and neglect to place itself
Every
tions of the delegates of these institu- in a sound financial position.
tions were therefore deserving of full society should be compelled to do that,
consideration, and it was the duty of because they ought all to be placed on
the authorities to take care that every the same footing by force of law.
On clause 20, providing that the printed
one of these societies should put itself on
such a footing as would enable it to meet copies of rules in use in any society or
branch should be prima facie evidence of
its obligations to its members.
Mr. T. SMITH stated that this clause the registration of such society or branch,
Mr. ZOX moved the addition to the
had been asked for on several occasions by
some of the friendly benefit societies of the clause of the foll~wing : colony, and the honorable member in
"The books containing the minutes of the
charge of this Bill and other honorable meeting of any society or branch shall be primd
members who had preceded him in the facie evidence of the business transacted thereat
that the meeting of which such minutes
office of Attorney-General were waited and
are a record was duly and regularly convened,
upon by deput.ations, who requested that held, and constituted."
this provision should be incorporated
The amendment was agreed to.
in the next Friendly Societies Act
The Bill having been gone through,
Amendment Bill. As the result of the
Mr.
ZOX proposed the following
quinquennial examinations of the affairs
of friendly societies in Victoria, cer- clause : " Notwithstanding anything in the principal
tain of those societies had been informed
that they were not solvent-that was to Act contained the trustees of any branch of a
society may if authorized by a resolution of
say, that the amounts of their contribu- such branch, duly passed at a meeting called
tions would not realize sufficient to meet for the purpose, from time to time until such
the benefits they had promised to confer resolution be rescinded at a meeting duly
on their members when those . members called for that purpose, in lieu of themselves
investing the funds of such branch deposit the
attained to a greater age. In consequence same
with the trustees of the society at such
of that intimation two or three of the rate of interest and for such term as may be
friendly societies had seen fit to follow mutually agreed upon, and such trustees of the
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:society may from time to time invest the same
upon any of the securities mentioned in such
Act."

He said that branches in isolated districts
might have a certain amount of money
accumulated which they could not lend to
advantage in their own districts, and this
-clause would empower them to send it down
to the head institutions in Melbourne, so
that it might be invested for them.
Mr. WRIXON expressed the opinion
that this was a very good clause.
':).1he clause was agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. ZOX, the following clauses were agreed to:" 'Vhen any land has heretofore been or shall
hereafter be granted by the Crown to any society
'Or branch for any purpose whatever the persons
in whom such land shall be vested may at any
time, with the consent of the Governor in Council, demise such parts thereof as may be specified
in such consent for any term not exceeding
21 years, to take effect in possession or
within twelve months of the date of the lease,
upon such terms and conditions as may be
specified in such consent. Provided that all
rents and profits derived therefrom shall be
applied by such persons for the purposes for
which such land was granted and none other.
" All letters and packets relating exclusively
to the returns which any society or branch has
to furnish for the information of the Government Statist shall be carried free of postage.
Provided the same shall be sufficiently open
that the contents thereof may be ascertained,
.and shall bear the words 'Friendly Society
Returns only.' "

The Bill was reported with amendments,
the report was adopted.
.
On the motion of Mr. vVRIXON, the
Bill was read a third time.
Mr. BEAZLEY moved tlie omission of
the third paragraph in clause 7.
The amendment was negatived.
The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
~md

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
(VOLUN'rARY LIQUIDATION) BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said he was greatly indebted to the courtesy of the House for
allowing him to bring on this important
measure, without notice. The title of the
Bill was "A Bill to amend the Companies
Act 1890," and the object of the measure
was succinctly declared in its preamble,
which was as follows : "'Vhereas it is expedient. to prevent injury
and loss to creditors by the compulsory winding
up of companies and building societies against
the will and interests of the creditors."

The great object which the Government
had in view, at the present juncture, was
Session 1891.-[194]
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to take every step that could properly be
taken to protect the interests of creditors
in these institutions, and especia,lly of
creditors who were absent from our
shores-and to prevent the loss that
must result from the compulsory liquidation of these institutions, which, under
the present law, as honorable members
knew, could be forced on the whole body
of creditors to the injury of their interests
(although they might be doing their best
to restore the equilibrium which the
society or company had lost), simply
by one litigious, cantankerous, or mischievous person, or it might be a person simply bent on plunder or rapine.
They all knew what usually happenedthat such men were often spurred on by
others behind the scenes, who had simply
plunder in view, who were animated by
greed and by a desire to bring the societies
or companies to ruin. All honorable
members knew that compulsory liquidation meant the devastation and destruction of the. assets to which the creditors
had a right to look, and in reference to
which the general body of shareholden;
had a right to have their interests protected. There were men in our midst,
harpies and plunderers, who were like
wreckers waiting on the sea-shore, praying
for a good ship to go down to destruction,
heedless . of the loss of life and property, in order that they might plunder
allY of the cargo that came ashore. Those
men sought to profit themselves by bringing misfortunes upon others. Under the
present law the most shameful cases had
occurred. He could cite an individual
case, where one man, °for a small sum of
money, which was paid into a company for
a deliberate and mischievous purpose, was
able to obtain a judgment summons and
force the company into liquidation. r:rime
after time that course had been taken by
men, who sought to drive these companies
on to the rocks of destruction in order
that they might despoil the wreckage.
The main object of this Bill was to prevent
a continuance of that abominable practice,
and to correct those imperfections in the
present Companies Act which had been so
grossly abused. Another object of the Bill
was to allow building societies, which unfortunately, it appeared, had no legal right
to be wound up voluntarily, to be wound
up voluntarily under the same conditions
as other companies. The provisions of
the Bill were very short, and he thought
they clearly set out the objects of tho
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measure. It was provided that where the He stated that the petition was as
general body of the creditors, assembled follows : .in public meeting, after duo notice, looking
" The Petition of Alexander Moncrieff, of
around the whole situation, and desirous
Tanjil Hills, ,Tanjil, Gippsland, in the
of protecting their own interests, had
colony of Victoria, grazier :
determined that their interest would be
bost served, by a voluntary winding up of "Humbly sheweth:
"1. That in the year 1870 your petitioner
the company, then no one creditor, unless
selected in the parish of Avenel, in the colony
he had the assent of one-third of the of Victoria, two allotments of land, upon which
creditors in number and value, would was a. Government water reserve with a natural
be allowed, against the will of .a clear spring, the water flowing from the reserve overand large majority, to force that institu- the land of your petitioner.
"2. In the year 1886 the Seymour vVaterworks
tion into compulsory liquidation, and thus Trust,
without any notice, entered upon your
launch it on a sea of disaster. 'rhese were petitioner's land, and. diverted the whole of the
the general principles of the Bill. But water whicl} for a period of sixteen years had
the Government ha<;l also carefully framed flow-ed naturally from the spring over the said
land, and laid pipes through the said land for a
the measure in the interest of creditors considerable
distance to conduct the water t()
living elsewhere, and whom it was their the township of A veilel.
duty to protect even more carefully than
"3. Owing to this action by the Seymour
the creditors in thoir midst. Indeed, so \-Vaterworks Trust your petitioner suffered
strongly were the Government impressed great pecuniary damage, the value of his land
was much depreciated, arid as the trust, conwith that view of the matter, that they trary
to law, failed to provide a supply of water
had actually framed those provisions in in the place of the water diverted, your petisuch a way as to secure the interests of tioner ultimately sold the land at a loss, and
creditors outside the colony, even as left the township of Avenel for his present
against the interest of creditors in Victoria. residence.
"4. As the trust refused to pay any reason'rhe Bill clearly explained its purpose, and able
sum the question as to the amount of
he did not think that any further words compensation was referred to arbitration under
of his were necessary to commend it Act No. 344, section 15, and the umpire,
to the acceptance of the House. 'rhey His Honour Judge Chomley, on 19th May,
1887, made an award in your petitioner's
were confronted by a grave juncture in favour
for the sum of £250 for compensation .
financial affairs at the present time, and it and costs, which, when taxed, amounted to
was their duty to prevent the creation of £190 19s. 4d.; making together the sum of
alarm, to still tho waves of panic, to restore £440 19s. 4d.
"5. That since the date of the award the
confidence to the community, and to see
trust applied to the Governor in Council for an
that the interests of tho depositors, additional
loan to pay the legal expenses increditors, and shareholders of these finan- curred by the trust in the arbitration, and the
cial institutions ,vere preserved and pro- . department of Water Supply then suggested
tected against men who were. simply bent that the trust should apply for a loan sufficient
to pay the amount due to your petitioner under
on plunder.
the award, but the trust, in the face of the
'rho motion was agreed to.'
award of His Honour Judge Chomley, without
':).1he Bill was then read a second time, any valid reason, positively refUEled to do so, .
and passed through committee without although the financial position of the trust was
such that it could meet all its liabilities.
amendment.
"6. That from the 19th day of May, 1887
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, the Bill (the date of the award) to the presl3nt time the
was read a third time.
commissioners of the said trust have to the
Verbal amendments having been made utmost of their power opposed the payment of
your petitioner's claim, and a period of over
in several clauses,
four years has now elapsed since the date of the
The Bill was ordered to be transmitted award made in your petitioner's favour, and
to the Legislative Council.
the trust is now indebted to your petitioner in
ALEXANDER MONCRIEFF.
Mr. A. HARRIS moyed"That a select committee be appointed to
inquire into and. report upon the case of
Alexander Moncrieff, who has petitioned the
Legislative Assembly with regard to the matters
named therein, such committee to consist of
Mr. Clark, Mr. Graves, Mr. Keys, Mr. Mason,
and the mover, with power to call for persons,
p.:'tpers, and records; three to be the quorum."

the sum of £440 19s. 4d., with interest and costs
to date; and your petitioner has tried by every
means in his power, without success, to obtain
a settlement from the trust, ancI has incurred
heavy expenses in doing so, but owing to the
action taken by the commissioners of the trust
your petitioner has failed to obtain any satisfaction whatever.
'
" Your petitioner, therefore, humbly prays
that your honorable House will b~ pleased to
direct that an inquiry may be made into the
matter of your petitioner's complaint, and that
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the power vested in the Governor in Council
by section 151 of the Act No. 1156 may be
• exercised to enforce p!l.yment by the trust of
the av;rard made in your petitionet"s favour, and
that your honorable House may be pleased to
grant such other relief with respect to the
premises as to your honorable House shall seem
meet."

Mr. LEONARD seconded the motion.
Mr. GRAHAM: said that, of course, eyery
person in the colony had a right to petition the Legislature so long as he used
respectful language. But the House would
soon have enough to do if it was going to
inquire into the complaint of every person
who was a, judgment creditor with nothing
to leYJ upon. Mr. Moncrieff had appealed
to the Supreme Court in the matter and
obtained judgment, but it was found that
the land on which he wanted to levy was
already mortgaged to the fJ,11l extent of its
value. It was to be hoped that the motion
would be withdrawn. For one thing,
there was no time to inquire into the
matter. Besides, the Government had
no power to interfere. (Mr. A. Harris"rrhe Government have power, bnt they
won't ~exercise it.") That was not the
case.
Mr. MUNRO asked the honorable member for Gippsland Central whether he could
possibly expect the House to assist Mr.
Moncriefi' in the collection of a debt which
he could not recover, simply because the
return to the writ was nulla bona. (Mr.
A. Harris-" This is a different case from
that.") 'Well, then, Mr: Moncrieff should
go to his solicitors in the usual way. vVhy
should the House be employed to find out
assets for any one ~ (Mr. Gillies--':-''' '1'he
petitioner wants the House to make assets.")
Then the petitioner would not get what
he wanted.
Mr. A. HARRIS said he would mention
a few facts in support of the petition. On
19th May, 1887, an award was made i~l
Mr. Moncrieff's fayour by Judge Chomley
for £250 and costs, which were subsequently taxed at £190 19s. 4d.-total,.
£440 19s. 4d. The trust commissioners
refused to recognise this award, their only
reason for not paying the amount being
that it was inequitable .and excessive.
This was a frivolous and illegal objection,
because the question of compensation was
,settled as provided by Act of Parliament.
When the award was made several applications by letter' were made to the trust
for payment, but they refused them.
Application was then made to the Minister
of 'Water Supply to compel the trust to
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pay) and the 'Vater Supply department
suggested to the trust that when they
applied for an additional loan to pay the
legal expenses incurred in arbitration that
they should apply for a sum sufficient to
settle the petitioner's claim. '1'his the
trust refused to do on the ground that the
a'ward was inequitable.
Nevertheless,
section 86 of Act No. 1156 provided that
the Goyernor in Council might grant
additional loans to a trust up to a certain
sum, alld the financial position of the trust
at the date of the award and at the present
time was such that if the commissiOl'lers
thought fit the trust could' meet all its
liabilities. Section 151 of the same Act
gave the Governor in Council power to
make an order dealing with a case of this
kind so as to prevent the wilful violation
of the provisions of the Act and a manifest
injustice being committed. '1'he Minister
of vVater Supply had full power to call
for a rate. The present rate of the trust
was Is., but it could go up to Is. 6d. '1'he
property in question was mortgaged to the
Government for £2,000, but Mr. Moncrieff'
had not sufficient means wherewith to pay
off the mortgage. However, since there
was little hope that there could possibly
be an inquiry into the matter this session,
he (Mr. Harris) would withdraw the
motion.
The motion was llegatiYed.
MESSRS. BURSTON AN;D M.eN AB.
Discussion (adjourned from July 16)
was resumed on the following motion
proposed by Capt. Taylor:"That, in the opinion of this House, the finding of the board appointed to inguire into the
case of Messrs. Burston and McNab should at
once be given effect to.'"

Mr. J: HARRIS said there wcre no doubt
many honorable members who understood
the present question better than he did,
but it seemed to him that the finding of
the board ought to be given cffect.to.
Mr. MUNRO stated that it was his belief that honorable members were not in a
position to deal with the present question.
For himself, he could say that he for one
was not. He moved that the debate be
adjourned.
Mr. LEONARD said hediclnotagreewith
the Premier, for he believed tha,t almost
every honorable member of the House was
perfectly acquainted with the facts of the
case. The House appointed a committee
to investigate this particular grievance,
the committee reported, the Honse adopted
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their report, but the Education department refu~ed to carry out the recommendation. Surely it would be against the
proper etiquette of Parliament to allow its
decision to be overturned in this way.
Dr. PEARSON said he was prepared to
mention the facts of the case.
Mr. MUNRO said that, under the circumstances, he would withdraw his motion
for the adjournment of the debate.
rehe motion for the adjournment of the
debate was withdrawn.
Dr. PEARSON remarked that under
a new system of making appointments it
was quite natural that mistakes should
oceur. It was in human nature to make
mistakes. Beyond this two of the classifiers adopted a faulty classification in a
certain respect, and when the third
came in he pointed out the mistake.
Then when one system of appointments
had been followed another was suddenly
adopted. Messrs. Burston and McNab were
two teachers who had .schools given to
.them. A question in this respect arose,
and the matter. was referred to him (Dr.
Pearson). 'V"hen the matter was inquired
into, all parties, including the classi'£1.ers, were represented.
At last it was·
:admitted that Messrs. B.urston and McNab
were entitled to certain schools or compensation. 'fhe classifiers were not satisfied
wi th the decision. Afterwards Messrs.
Burston and McNab became dissatisfied
.also. 'fhey said they had lost position.
rrhe outcome was the appointment of a
parliamentary committee, by whom a
certain award was arrived at, substantially
(lonfirming his (Dr. Pearson's) finding. He
·(Dr. Pearson) was not satisfied how the
thing could be done under the Public
Service Act, and the case was referred to
the honorable member for Portland, who
ilecided that when vacancies arose the
persons aggrieved should be appointed
to them. To this the classifiers objected.
The question now was whether the decision of the parliamentary committee or
·that of the classifiers should be carried
(Jut.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that the
Assembly was at a great disadvantage in
this matter in not having the Minister of
Public Instruction in the House. He held
1n his hand a printed paper which 'Purported
to be a history of the case, signed by the
Minister, and which laid down what the .
. Minister conceived to be the law. This
document contained the following sentence :-" The board of inquiry was not
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one appointed by Parliament, and the indorsement of Attorney-General vVrixon was
not on the merits of the case either legal
or equitable." It would be a good thing
to place the Minister of Public Instruction
at the bar of the House, in order that he
might give some information in regard to
this matter. rrhis system. of having important Ministers outside of the House
would bring the Government to grief.
Mr, WIUXON said the matter was an
exceedingly involved one, being based upon
the construction of the schedules of the
Education Act, which were always a
conundrum. But he was distinctly of
opinion that the decision of the hoard
was a right one. He did not know what
constructions ought to be put upon the
paragraph in the document signed by the
Minister of Public Instruction,which had
been quoted by the honorable member for
Port Fairy. He (Mr. W rixon) certainly
decided that legally the decision of the
board was right, and that it ought to be
carried out. A board more competent to
deal with the question could not possibly
have been appointed, either in respect of
legal knowledge or practical acquaintance
with the details of the Education department. He never clearly understood why
the decision of the board was not carried
out. rrhe memorandum prepared by the
Minister of Public Instruction presented a
most careful summary of the question,
but -it did not appear why the decision of
the board had not been carried out. (Mr.
McColl-" I understood it was because
there were fonnd to be a number of other
He
teachers with superior claims.")
thought the Government ought now to say
that they would settle the question one
way or the oth¢r. The only difficulty he
could see in the matter was that the
Minister of Public Instruction seemed to
be very much opposed to the decision of
the board.
Mr.· DUFFY moved that the debate
be adjourned, on the understanding that
the Government would deal with it when
it came up again.
Mr. GRAVES said he thought the House
would act wisely if it adjourned the debate
011 the understanding that the matter
would be dealt with before the session terminated. Aithough the board 'was not
appointed by Parliament,. Parliament sanctioned the appointment, and should support the finding of the board, especially
as it had been indorsed by one of the
Ministers who appointed the board.
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Mr. \V. T. CARTEB. stated that he hoped
that the debate would not be adjourned
unless the Government promised to consider the case favorably and in accordance
with the views of the House, which were
undoubtedly in fayour of the carrying out
of the decision of the board. He believed
that in a full House the decision of the
board would be given effect to.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that one adyantage of an adjournment would be that
the Cabinet in tho Assembly would be able
to consult the Cabinet elsewhere on the
subject.
Mr. LA URENS maintained that the
deci:sion o~ the board ought to be accepted~

Capt. TAYLOB. remarked that on three
separate occasions the Government had
asked for an adjournment of the debate.
Unless the Government gave a definite
promise that the matter should be dealt
with before the end of the session he must
object to the adjournment.
Mr. WILLIAMS observed that this
matter had been hung up for such a length
of time that every member of the House
was prepared to come to a decision upon
it at onee. The House ought to take a
firm stand, and not allow the settlement
of the claims of these teachers to bo delayed
any longer.
Mr. RICHAB.DSON remarked that this
was a question for the Premier to decide;
If the honorable gentleman did not agree
with the view of the Minister of Public
Instruction he ought to submit the matter
to the House. However, if the Premier
would state that he would see that these
teachers had justice done to them honorable members might leave the question in
his hands.
Mr. J. HARHIS observed that the
teachers concerned had suffered this injustice· for four or five years, and that
they ought not to be subjected to any
further delay. If the Government would
promise to give a night next week for the
consideration of this matter he would be
glad to support the adjournment.
Mr. MUNRO said that this was a matter with which the Government originally
had nothing to do, but a difficulty had
arisen which must be dealt with. The objection to the decision of the board seemed
to be that it had refused to take the
claims of other teachers into consideration,
declining to receive evidence on the point;
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and the Minister of Public Instruction
did not wish to do .injustice to those
who had not been allowed to argue their
claims. If the honorable member who
slibmitted the inotion would allow the
matter to be adjourned now, the Government would consider it within the week,
and if honorable members were not satisfied with their decision an .opportunity
would then be given to obtain the decision
of the House'.
The motion was agreed to and the debate was adjourned accordingly.
ORDEHS DISCHAHGED.
The following orders of the day were
discharged from the paper : Markets Act Amendment Bill-Sec~nd reading.
Cemeteries Act Amendment Bill-Second
reading.
.
Dog Act Amendment Bill- Second reading.
Totalizator Bill-Second reading.

TAX ON FOOTBALL MATCHES.
Or). the order of the day for the resump-·
tion of the debate (adjollrned from July
1) on Mr. Gardiner's motion that 10 per
cent. of the gross returns for each year
from football and other matches, on all
grounds under the joint control of the
Board of Land and ·Works and other·
trustees of grounds vested in trus·tees
throughout the colony, should be paid to'
the Treasurer, and added to the charitableyote of the year,
Mr. GAHDINER stated that since hesubmitted his motion regulations had
been framed by the City Corporation and
laid before the Board of Land and \Vorks,
who were the trustees of the recreation
grounds. The Board of Land and vYorks.
did not agree to the regulations, but made
certain amendments in them which had
been accepted by the City Council. All
that he desired to secure by his motion
had been obtained by this alteration of
the regulations. He, therefore, desired to
withdraw the motion.
The motion was withdrawn.
COMPANIES AC'r AMENDMENT
(VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION) BILL.
This Bill was returned from the L~gis
lative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, the
amendments were agreed with.
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ORDER' OF BUSINESS.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked the Premier
what would be the order of business on
Tuesday next ~
Mr. MUNRO said that the first business
to be taken on Tuesday would be the
'Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, and after that the Electoral'
Rolls Purification Bill would be dealt with.
The House adjourned at five minutes to
eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, December 8.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
T~tesday,

December 8, 1891.

Assent to Bills-Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill
-Licensing Act Amendment Bill ~ Miner's Right
Titles Bill-Personal Explanation: The Hon. H. Gore
-Local Government Act Amendment Bill.

The PRESTDEN'l' took the chair at twenty~
one minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD presented a message from the Governor, intimating that,
at the Government Offices, on December
7, His Excellency gave his assent to the
~rramways Act Amendment Bill, the Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, and the Companies Act Amendment
(Voluntary Liquidation) Bill.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. A. WYNNE, was read a first
time.
LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. C. J. HAM, was read a first
time.
MINER'S RIGHT TITLES BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. H. CUTHBERT, was rea¢! a first
time.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
The Hon. H. GORE said that he proposed to move the adjournment of the

The Hon. H. (lore.

House for the purpose of offering a personal
explanation with regard to a matter that
had been referred to in the public press,
and of giving honorable members an
opport.unity of making any statements.
they thought proper with reference to it.
Six members having risen in their
places (as required by the standing order)
to support the motion,
The Hon. H. GORE said that he desired
to call attention to the case of Bowman v.
R. T. lIfoore and himself, and he 'would
first state why he had allowed the matter
to sleep until now. He did not see the
remarks made by the judge in the case
until late on Thursday afternoon. He had
promised to be in attendance in that
Chamber in order to assist ih making up a
House, but he had to leave at an early
hour in order to catch the train for
Stawell to attend certain meetings of the
Railways Standing Committee. He proposed an amendment on the Local Government Act Amendment Bill, and he succeeded in getting it dealt with; but he
had no time to do anything else, because
certain documentary evidence had to be
prepared before he could lay before the
House the facts of this case. He did not
return to Melbourne llntil Saturday evening, and this was the firs~ opportunity he
had had of addressing the House with
reference to the question. He ventured
to say that when honoraqle members
had heard his explanation, and when
they had inquired into the matter-as
ho trusted they would by means of a
select committee-they would recognise
that no blame was to be cast upon him.
Some time ago Mr. J. A. 'Yallace showed
him a letter which he had received from
an old mining manager of his at Omeo,
asking him to yisit Omeo and endeavour
to purchase a property known as Ryan's,
Swift's Creek. Mr. Wallace said that he
did not wish to go into anything fresh,
but that possibly he (Mr. Gore) might be
inclined to do so. He consented to look
into the matter, but it was allowed to sleep
for a short time. Then Mr. R. T. Moore
came to him and asked him if he knew
of a property at Swift's Creek, called
Markey's line of reef. He stated that he
had heard of it from Mr. J. A. Wallace,
who had received a letter from an old
mining manager of his on the subject.
He also stated that he had no time to go
and see the property, as his duties were
so numerous and varied, but that if a
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thoroughly reliable expert ,v.ere employed
to inspect the mine, and he reported fayorably of it, he (Mr. Gore) would b willing
to put a certain amount of money into the
.venture, and he named t~e amount. They
decided to employ, as expert, Mr. A.
T. Brown, the, well-known expert of the
Broken Hill people. Mr. Brown stated
that he could not inspect the mine unless
he had the refusal of one-half of it for his
party-Mr. VV. R. 'Wilson and others,ancl that all his expenses would hn,Ye to be
paid. Mr. Brown went to the field armed
with an offer from Mr. Markey and Mr.
Bowman to sell the property for £8,000.
Mr. Brown spent about a fortnight there,
and prepared a report, from which· the follo,ving was an extract :l
:)

"MARKEY'S CLAIM.-Lease of about 4~ acres,
giving about 400 feet along line of reef. Near
the north end of claim a shaft has been sunk
about 45 feet. The stone in the south end is
poor. On the north side of the shaft the ground
has been stoped for 35 feet in length, and the
1Stone taken out 2 feet wide; in all 72 tons gave
,a return of 3010z. of gold, or 40z. 3dwt. per ton.
I took tl, sample across the face, which yielded
.40z. 10dwt. of gold per ton. A tunnel has
been driven into the hill 148 feet in length and
150 feet below the shaft. The reef here is very
well dcfined, with good clean walls, the width
varying from 2ft. lin. to 2ft. Sin. It has been
driven on for 12 feet. I took samples in each
face, that from the north end giving a yield of
30z. Udwt. and from the south face giving a
yield of 90z. 16dwt. per ton. I also took some
stone out of the bottom, which I estimated at
100z. per ton.' This claim has a very good prospect, and is, I consider, worth the money asked
for it. . . . . Summing up the above notes,'
it will be seen that the reefs are small, varying
. from a few inches up to a little over 2 feet in
width; but they are very well defined, and
~verage throughout over 40z. of gold per ton,
worth about £3 Us. per oz. From the
.general appeara'nces of the reefs I see no reason
why they should not continue to a good depth,
where they will undoubtedly contain a high
percentage of pyrite~, which, according to my
tests, is of very good quality. Unfortunately,
owing to the heavy rains, I was not able to
inspect the bottom of the workings in most of
the claims, and I could not form an opinion
regarding the lengths of the various " shoots'
of gold owing to the limited amount of work
done. vVater would in all probability have to
be conserved for crushing purposes if the
nearest battery site was adopted. The prices
asked for the claims in several cases are much
too high, but I consider Markey's, Orchard and
l.1cKinness, also Hayes and 'Valker's have a
fair prospect for the money asked."
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Thus a charge was made, and yet not one
tittle of evidence' was given in the court
outside of the report of the expert as to
the value of the claim. A few days after
he (Mr. Gore) had seen Mr. J. A. Vvallace
Mr. R. T. Moore had the property offered
to him by Mr. Bowman, who ,,-as intro-'
duced by Mr. Butters. He (Mr. Gore)
then thought that the mine was worth
inspecting, and they paid the expenses of
the inspection. vVhen the expert returned
he (Mr. Gore) h~d to carry out the promise he had made to him, and to submit
one-half of the property to Mr. VV'.· H..
",ViIs on and party. He attended their
office in company with Mr. A. 'r. Brown,
and some conversation then took plaee.
He told Mr. ",Vilson that the property was
under offer for £8,000, and that it was
understood that if everything was right
Mr. Bowman was to receive 5 per cent.
on the £8,000, and that they were to
share the commission with him. He also
told Mr. vVilson that it might be possible to get the property at a less price,
but that under any circumstances Mr.
vVilson and his party were to stand on
exactly the same level as himself and Mr.
R. T. Moore-that was, that if they pa.id
£7,000, Mr. Wilson and his party were to
pay £3,500 for their half share. ' Mr. R.
'r. vVilson recollected this conversation,
and confirmed it on meeting him .(Mr.
Gore) in the street the other day. This
was all that he had to do with the property. He went to Tasma.nia immediately'
afterwards, and did not return until everything had been completed. If any attempt
had been made to deceive the public, then
he failed to understand the English
language. 'rhe property was never offered
to the public in any shape or form, either
by prospectus or advertisement.
Onehalf was offered to Mr. Vi"T. R. vVilson and
party, who refused to take it because Mr.
vVilson was going home. When he (Mr.
Gore) went to 'l'asmania he left £1,000
with Mr. R. T. Moore to be put into the
property, and he got one-eighth of it. He
would read the following extraets from
. the minutes of a meeting of the directors
held on Monday; 5th October, 1891, at
which were present Lt.-Col. Smith,
Messrs. C. Brown, R. M. Turner, and H.
S. Mills:.

That \vas the expert's report with regard.
"'1'he account was presented as follows:to this property, and yet the judge said
To return of cheque to R. T. Moore for purwith reference to the transaction:" They endea\Toured to sell the mine by misstating the price that was paid for it and by
misrepresenting its real \Talue."

chase of property, £7,333 6s. 8d.; expenses
paid by Mr. R. 'l'. Moore for report on property
by Mr. A. T. Brown, £91 19s. 3d. ; law expenses
-lease, £3 3s.. ; money advanced to mining
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manag~r when leaving for mine, £20; cheque
posted to manager to be placed to his credit

for expenses, £100." .

Then there were other items making up
a total of £7,595 8s. 10d., and it was
further recorded :--"The legal manager reported that out of the £8,000 subscribed
thcre would be a balance of £404 lIs. 2d.
to credit when the accounts were paid."
r:rhat was a statement from the minutes of
a meeting at which he was not present,
and the minutes were signed by Lt.Col. Smith.
'rhe following statement
showed the persons from whom money was
received to complete the purchase :-Hon.
H. Gore, 8-64ths, £1,000; H. M. Turner,
8-64ths, £1,000; Lt.-Col. Smith, 4-64ths,
.£500; Chas. Brown, 4-64ths, £500; W;
J. C. Riddell, I-61th, £125; ~on. A.
'Wynne, I-64th, £125; It 'r. Moore, 3864ths, £4,750. Total, £8,000. Amount
paid for land, £7,333 6s. 8d.; amount
paid to credit of account to work
property, £666 l3s. 4d. Total, £8,000.
The figures in the statement would be found
t.o tally exactly with those quoted by the
judge. 'there were simply two things to
be considered in this matter-firstly, did
he (Mr. Gore) attempt in any way to put
forward a statement with the intention of
deceiving the public, and, secondly, did he
endeavour to foist on the public a property
which was not worth the money that was
asked for it. 'rhe whole matter was covered
by those two points, and he ventured to
think that the House would exonerate
him: rom b~ame, oecause he was innocent
of any attempt to do either of those
things. He was especially desirous of
impressing upon. the House that this property, which was said to have been offered
to the public for Olie price while a lower
price was paid for it by the syndicate, was
never offered to the public at all. The
IV hole of the judge's remarks IV hich he
complained of were based on the plaintiff's
statements, and they quite iguored the
defendants' statement that the plaintiff
went into the transaction with his eyes
open. 'rhe statemeut which he .had read
said that Mr. Moore paid £4,700 at the
time of the purchase. 'Mr. Moore sold
portions of his interest at' the same price
he had paid for them. He (Mr. Gore) mentioned that circumstance in order to show
that in defending himself he was not
trying to cast a reflection upon anyone
else. With regard to the value of the
property, he might state that the 'first
10 tons crushed from Mr. Markey's land
JIon. H. G01'e.
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returned' 65koz. of gold. Since then
something like 200 tons had been raised.
This lot would be crushed before Christmas, and he believed that the result would
be highly satisfactory to the shareholders.
Instead of the value of the mine having
been misrepresented, everything went to
show that the mine was worth nUlch more
than was paid for it. I t was a mistake to
suppose that it was a duffing claim. Mr.
Markey had that afternoon offered him the
money back again, less 2~ per cent. commission, which was a sufficient answer to the
assertion that the property was valueless.
He (Mr. Gore) desired that his actions in
regard to mining ever since he had been
connected with it should be fully reviewed,
~ and if anyone could put his finger on the
smallest spot which ought, in the opinion
of competent men, to preclude him from
remaining in that House he would willillgly resign his seat. He threw out this
challenge, and even jf he were found
wanting in a small point, that Chamber
would know him no longer. In conclusion,
he asked the House to appoint a committee to inquire into the whole circumstances.
The Han. J. A. WALLACE seconded
the motion. He desired to sa,}" as his name
had been mentioned by Mr. Gore in connexion with this matter, that he had
nothing whatever to do with the business
transactions which had' been referred to ..
Mr. Gore had simply. asked what sort of
people tl;lose who were offering to sell were,
and he had told the honorable member
that they were reliable, that, the property
was good, and that he need not hesitate to
put his money into it,.
, Sir F. '1'. SAHGOOD observed that he .
was unfortunately not present during the
whole of Mr. Gore's address, but he had
heard quite sufficient to satisfy him that,
at all events as far as the honorable mem- '
ber was concerned, not only was there not
the slightest foundation for the remarks.
of the judge which had been complained
of, but the honorable member had commended himself to the House by frankly
courting the fullest inquiry, and requesting
the House ,to appoint a committee to
examine the .whole' of the evidence, in
order to show whether he had been guilty
of what was laid to his charge or not.
This was the first instance in which a case
of the kind had occurred during the time
in which he (Sir F. '1'. Sargood) had held
a seat in the House. He thought that
the least the House could do under the
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circumstances was to accede to tho request
of the honorable member, and grant him
the committee he desired, in ordel' that
he might have the opportunity he sought
of clearing himself, and he (Sir F. 'r.
Sargood) 'was quite sure that every honorable member would be delighted to find
Mr. Gore succeed in his effort. He would
move on the following day that a committee of five members be appointed by
ballot to consider the report which had
appeared in the newspapers in reference
to the conduct of Members of Parliament
in which the name of the honorable menlber appeared.
rfhe Hon. "V. A. ZEAL stated that Mr.
Gore must feel much indebted to the
Minister of Defence for the frank way in
which he had reviewed this question, and
that the honorable member should be
particularly gratified that his proposal for
the appointment of a committee had been
promptly acceded to. This was a question
which involved the honour and good name
of 'an honorable .member whom he had
known a quarter of a century. Dnring
that period he had never heard his name
mentioned as being mixed up in a dishonorable way in any transaction he had
been engaged in. Under those circumstances he would be very pleased if Mr.
Service cUllld see his way to accept the
chairmanship of the committee. If a
gentleman with Mr. Service's large parli~
mentaryexperience and commercial knowledge would accept the chairmanship, it
would give confidence to the general
public, while it would also be a guarantee
that the procoedings would be carried out
in a way which would be satisfactory to
the Honse, to Mr. Gore's constituents, and
the country at large. He (Mr. Zeal) regardod the chairmanship of this committee
as being one of the most important positions that had fallen t9 any honorable member during his connexion with Parliament.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was put and negatived.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for
the further consideration of the postponed
clauses in this Bill.
Discussion took place on clause 64,
which was as follows : "\Vhen an order making an improvement
rate has been duly made by the council of any
municipality, and confirmed by the Governor in
Council, and in case of an order varying from
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the prayer of the petition when the Governor in
Council has authorized the council of the municipalit.y to put snch order in force the council
of the municipality may proceed to borrow
money for carrying out the works for which
such rate was made."

The Hon. J. SERVICE reminded the
committee that on the previous l'hursday
he had objected very strongly to the large
extension of the borrowing' powers of the
municipalities given by this Bill; he still
felt very strongly on the point.
'fhe
municipalities for many years after their
first establishment contented themselves
without borrowing at all; now, some of
thero, thanks to the borrowing powers
they enjoyed, were head over ears in debt,
almost the whole of their rates except
what was absolutely necessary for salaries
being swallowed up for payment of interest. By this Bill the borrowing powers
were extended absolutely without limit.
Money could be borrowed on special rates;
in special areas debentures might be
issued, and that action might be repeated
ten times over by any municipality. (Mr.
Cuthbe'rt-" But whowilllend the money1")
On referring to certain matters during the
previous week he was informed· that they
were dealt with in subsequent clauses,
and he must say that the information
given to the Honse in reg<.trd to those
clauses by the honorable member in charge
of the Bill was unusually meagre. Under
the new system it was proposed to introduce, the whole time of the secretaries to
the local bodies concerned might be taken
up in dea,lillg with the debenture loans.
It appeared to him that these powers were
simply borrowing run mad. Of course in
some localities where streets had been built
upon by poor people it might be hard to
ask them to pay a lump sum to make
the improYements, but the municipalities
in the early ye~lrs of their existence
confined themselves entirely to spending
the money which they raised by rates.
In the early days of the Emerald Hill
municipalitythe money was not spent on
flagged pavements, but on flag-stones for
the purposes of a road which was much
needed to enable the people to travel to and
from the boroligh, the old road being so
greasy that travelling on it was a most
arduous task. l'he present disposit.ion to
go into debt and use other people's money
ought not to be encouraged. The proverb,
"He who goeth a borrowing goeth a
sorrowing ,. ought to be remembered. Borrowing at any time and for whatever
purpose ought to be strictly limited.
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'The Hon. S.FRASER said he was not
very conversant with the inner working
of municipalities, but he had been told
by people who were that the local bodies
at present were restrained in their borrowing powers to the extent of not being able
to keep their districts healthy, while the
advancement of their districts was also
retarded in other respects. In the case
of the recent floods, the expenditure of
£1,000 would probably have saved all the
damages that occurred on the low-lying land
between r.coorak and South Yarra. (Mr.
Zeal-" £100,000 would not have stopped
it.") An embankment across the mouth of
the gully would have been sufficient. (Mr.
Service-" 'Vould not that be a national
one?") No, that would properly be a work
for the municipalities. Such a thing could
not be done \vith the ordinary rates now
available, but the rates nO\y obtainable
would be ample if .a special rate was
struck to pay for interest on the bor1'0\ved money, and towards the sinking
fund.
I t would be a good plan for
the general Government to adopt the
plan of sinking funds for loans which was
used by the municipalities. No municipality was allowed to borrow without
having a sinking fund to provide for the
extinction of the debt. He maintained
that the clause was a wise one, and that it
would not be liable to abuse.
The Hon. D. COUTrrS remarked that
he would willingly curtail the general
borrowing power. The great objection
raised in shires at the present time was
that the towns wished to borrow money for
the improvement of the towns, while the
country parts of the shires were made to
pay for the improvement of the small
localities~ If local bodies at present vvished
to improve a particular locality, they
could only strike a rate of 6d. The advantage of this clause was that the ratepayers of any particular locality wishing
to carry out improvements might specially
rate themselves, and he thought that
the special borrowing power was a good
thing.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he agreed
with Mr. Service's views,· because of the
extravagant expenditure ill the carrying
on of local government. The great blot
on the municipalities, at all events those
around Melbourne, was the enormous
amount of money that had been spent on
unproductive work such as town halls,
some of which cost upwards of £50,000.
The House should endeavour to guard
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against the tendency of municipal councillors to glorify themselves in this way, instead of spending the money on necessary works. Any practical ·suggestion to
curtail the borrowing powers of municipalities would have his support.
The HoD.. J. H. CONNOR remarked that
money had not been wasted by the local
bodies in the country districts; on the
contrary, no :money had been better expended than that which had been placed
in the hands of the municipalities of this
colony. The claus~ would be found to be
a great advantage in many districts.
The Hon. C. SARGEANrr said he agreed
with Mr. Service's views in regard to excessive borrowing, but at the same time
he .did not think that any harm would
follow upon the retention of the clause.
The works could not possibly be carried
out under t.he ordinary rate imposed in
the shire. rrhis <.:lause would then come
into operation, and the ratepayers of the
particular locality could be specially rated
to raise money to carry out those works.
As to the borrowing powers of municipalities, he .lived in a shire where there
was absolutely no road material whatever,
and but for tho borrowing powers of that
municipality the people would be simply
stuck in the mud. It should not be overlooked that besides paying the interest the
ratepayers had to contribute sufficient to
provide a sinking fund of 3 per cent. per
annum, so that in course of time the debt
would be gradually wiped out.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he was
rather disposed to agree with Mr. Service
that it would be very undesirable to give
municipalities far larger borrowing powers
than they now possessed, but if the law
was made to require the consent of threefourths of the owners of property in any
particular area in which special improvements were proposed to be made, in
addition to the majority of the ratepayers,
he would have no objection to increasing
the borrowing powers of municipalities as
proposed in this Bill. Occupiers were
here to-day and gone to-morrow, therefore
cit was a matter of indifference to them
what improvement rates were levied; and
it was the duty of the council to surround
the levying of these special rates with great
limitations, so that the property-ownerswho would be responsible for the payment
of the rates if their tenants left-should
not be unduly burdened. (Mr. Service"What have the occupiers to do with the
matter at all; they can leave the place if
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they don't approve of the rate ~") Quite powers that was objected to so much
so; and he did not want a majority of the as the unlimited power of borrowing.
occupiers to be able to dictate to the The Minister of .J ustice had suggested to
'majority of the owners, as they might him that provision should he made for
do under this Bill. (Mr. J. M. Davies- the representation of mortgagees in cases
." Occupiers who have leases would remain where property was heavily mortgaged,
and pay the rate.") r1'he property in other and the owners of the fee-simple had little,
parts of the municipality outside the par- if any, interest in the property.
ticular area in which the special rate was
The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
to be levied would not be responsible for opinion that it would, make the people
'the payment of any portion of the money more careful in borrowing money for this
borrowed to carry out special improve- special purpose if the Bill was amended
ments works in that area, and he did not to provide that the loan must be repaid
think English capitalists would lend money within ten years. All the clauses dealing
on the security of the rates in a small area with this matter ought to be recommitted
of a municipality; so that the municipali- for further consideration.
ties would have to depend on local capital~'he Hon. VI. PITT said he thought the
ists, who would be able to inspect any clause should be restricted to shires and
district that required money for special boroughs. Cities were usually divided
works and j lldge for themselves as to the into wards, and in certain wards there
security it offered.
were streets as yet unmade; and, although
Sir F. T. SARGOOD rema.rked that the property in those particular areas had
there appeared to be a unanimous opinion contributed to the general improvement
in favour of the principle that those rates which had been largely spent in the
interested in the property in a particular centre of the city in years past, under thi~
district should have the right of taxing' clause those particular districts might be
themselves for the purpose of improving specially rated for the making of new
that property, but the questions at issue .streets.
The HOll. J. M. PRATT remarked that
were as to the steps to be taken to put this
special tax into operation-as to whether Mr. Pitt had pointed out a practical
the consent of 'one-third, one-~alf, two- difficulty.
This chtuse would give a
thirds, or three-fourths of the property- council. an excuse for not going on with
owners should be required to authorize the improvements out of the ordinary rates as
ca,rrying out of special improvement works before, so that particular parts of the
at the cost of the locality to be benefited municipality ,vould be deprived of their
by those works, and as to whether power fair share of expenditure from the
should be given to borrow money on the ordinary rates. He quite approved of the
security of those special local improvement suggestion that some limitation should be
rates, and, if so, to what amount. The placed on the additional borrowing power
consent of two-thirds of the property- proposed to be given to the municipalities.
oWners would surely be sufficient to
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
warrant the carrying out of any improve- this special improvement rate was not
In the Bill as introduced the intended to apply to ordinary work but
ments.
proportion of property-owners was the only to "works for the improvement of
same as in the Bill brought in by Mr. auyarea forming part of the municipal
Cuthbert.
(Mr. Cuthbert-" Our Bill district of a more expensive character than
was wrong there.") It would be useless to the works of a like character (if any)
empower municipalities to levy special required for other portions of the municipal
improvement rates in particular districts district," so that such a rate would not
unless power was given to borrow on the apply to the making of a road similar to
security of those rates. Under the Bill other roads in the municipal district but
as it stood there was unlimited borrow- only to special work.
(Mr. Serviceing power-the municipalities would be "Give us an illustration.") '''here a
able to borrow as much as they could special bridge was required for the use of
get; and he did not think the measure a particular district. (Mr. Service-"That
would be less effective if some reasonable would not apply unless tho bridge was
limit was placed on the additional borrow- more expensive than bridges of a like
ing power proposed to be given to the character in other parts of the municipal
municipalities in this reRpect. It was not district.") The cutting down of a hill or
the principle of giving additional borrowing the fi1ling up of a swamp were other cases
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in point. (Mr. Service-" Not unless there
were other hills and other swamps in the
same municipality.") It would apply to
the making of a road. where the road had
to be takc,:m through a hill or over a swamp.
The Hon. J. SEHVICE said it would be
unfair to ask a man whose allotment was
at the top of a hill or a man whose allot- .
mont was at the bottom of a hollow to
pa,y an additional rate on that, account,
seeing that bitherto the general rate had
been expended on the making of general
roads. The words quoted by Mr. J. M.
Davies made the whole thing a muddle,
and he would suggest that Sir Frederick
Sargood should get those who invented
the clause to inform him what they intended to accomplish by means of this
clause and its allied clauses.
l'be Hon. F. S. GIUMvVADE observed
that in the eastern riding of the Caulfield
shire, with which he was connected for
many years, there was a peculiar formation of the ground, part of which was
very swampy. It would not be justifiable
for the shire council to spend £3,000 or
£4,000 out of the ordinary general r?-tes
on the drainage of that particular area,
and the ratepa,yers in that locality would
be glad to pay a special improvement rate
to have the necessa,ry drainage works con(Mr. Service - " Are there
structed.
swamps all over that shire 1") No, in the
eastern riding only.
(Mr. Serviee"This clause will not a,pply unless there
are similar, but less expensive, works required in other parts of the shire.") (Sir
F. 1'. Sargood-" No; the clause sa,ys 'if
auy."') He believed that when this clause
was framed the framers had the case of the
east riding of Caulfield shire in their minds.
The Hon. V'l. 1. 'YINTER-IRVING
asked who was to judge as to which property would have to pay the special rate,?
In many instances property-owners might
object to the special rate because their
property would not be benefited by the
improvements, and in such cases they
ought to be exempted.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked
that when Parliament gave borrowing
powers to the municipalities it was careful
to specify the kind of works on which the
money might be expended. Supposing a
particular locality wanted a'race-course,
cOllld the property-owners in that locality
be specially taxed for that purpose 1 (Mr.
Fraser-" vVould the ratepayers and
property-owners of that locality, as
a whole, support such a proposal 1")
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It would be seen that the words" works
of a like character" conveyed no clear
definition of what was in view. Almost
any work might be included, such as the
filling up of a swamp, the adoption of
electric lighting instead of gas, and so on.
Who was to be the judge 7 He, for one,
thought that the whole matter should
stand over until it was known where the
limitation as to the nature of the work,
and also as to the extent of the borrowing,
would come in. It would seem as though
the municipality concerned was itself to
be the judge.
The Hon. S. FRASER said he could conceive of a number of cases in which this
clause would have a most desirable if not
necessary operation. Supposing, for instance, there was in one part of a shire a
big swamp, through which roads or streets
could not be continued under an expenditure of some £20,000, would it not be to
the interest of those concerned to have a
special rate for the purpose of carrying out
that work and to be able to borrow on the
strength of it? It went without saying
that for purposes of this special sort a
council should have power to expend 1110re
than wonld naturally come within the
ordinary expenditure of the year.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
this was a matter which ought to be
thoroughly discussed. Certainly he did
not think the case for the clause was
bettered by the statements of the last
speaker, because, in the particular case refen'ed to by him, practically, the whole
municipality would be concerned. Another very importa,nt consideration was
that which arose with respect to the portion of sub-section 3 which would authorize petitioning ratepayers to-"pray either that such rate be" made and
levied equally upon all rateable property within
any area, or that different amounts in the pound
be levied upon different properties or upon properties in different portions of any area; or that
specified amounts be levied upon the several
properties irrespective of their valuation; or
that the rate be levied upon some properties in
any area or properties in some portions of
the area exclusively of other properties or of
properties in other portions of the area. II

It was very difficult to comprehend the
meaning of this, yet the point was very
important. Some half-dozen ratepayers
might lay their heads together in order
that the cost of the work which they had
in view, and which would be for their
special benefit, should fall less on their
shoulders than it would on those of their
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great hardship might be inflicted on small
owners.
On clause 71, providing that rates levied
between Is. 6d. and 2s. in the £1 could
be taken into account in estimating the
amount that might be borrowed,
Sir F. 'I'. SARGOOD stated that at present a municipality was restricted in borrowing to the limit of a Is. 6d. rate, but
that under the clause its powers would be
extended to the limit of a 2s. rate. Practically this would increase the borrowing
power by one-third.
The Hon. J. SERVICE thought that
the clause should bo postponed for further
consideratioll.
Otherwise, unless substantial
reasons
were
givOli in its favour,
"The money received by the council in
he would vote for it being struck out
respect of any improvement rate shall be
altogether.. ,
applicable for the following purposes : "(1) The execution of the work, for which
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said he would
the rate was made and the purchase of
greatly
regret to sec the clause struck out
land and materials required for that
altogether, because it had been largely
purpose. (2) The repttyment of any
sanctioned by the shire councils of the
money borrowed for the foregoing purposes and interest thereon, and the
colony. He begged to remind honorable
formation of any sinking fund formed
members that it 'had also received the
to secure the repayment of such money
approval
of another place, where shire reand interest. (:3) The maintelUtnce of
presentatives were in very strong force.
the works for which the rate was made.
(4) Expenses connected with the fore'1'he Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
going purposes or any of them or with
Mr. Pratt was not present the other night
levying the rate."
when he (Mr. Service) pointed out that
The Hon. J. SERVICE suggested that a the shire councils of the colony had to be
new sub-section should be added to the protected against themselves. It should
clause, limiting the time for which the also be remembered that honorable memmoney could be borrowed.
bers elsewhere were subject to more presSir F. T. SARGOOD said he would make, sure on the part of municipalities than
were members of the CoullciL Municipal
a note of the suggestion.
On clause 70, giving power to a muni- councils should not be allowed to impose
cipal council, instead of compelling owners undue burdens on posterity.
The Hon. D. COUTTS considered that
of property to execute oi- pay for works,
to execute the works by means of moneys the present limit of a special improvement
borrowed on the security of a rate levied rate went far enough.
The Hon. H. CUTHBER'1' remarked
on the properties,
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he did not that this subject was very carefully dislike to let this clause pass without a cussed in 1874, when the principal Act
distinct understanding that it would, if was under consideration. The rule laid
necessary, be recommitted for further con- down then had worked very well, and he
sideration.
did not see any necessity to depart from
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that he it. No good reason could be offered for
had explained this clause pretty fully extending the borrowing power from the
during the debate on the second reading of limit of a Is. 6d. rate to a 2s. rate.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT pointed out
the Bill. He then stated that what was
proposed was that municipalities should that under the Bill many shires would
have power, on the strength of a special have their respective subsidies largely rerate, to raise money for the making of pri- duced, therefore the more reason why their
vate streets, so that instead of the amount borrowing powers should be increased.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that it
being paid by the owner concerned in globo,
the payment would be extended over a was scarcely two years since the municipal
length of time. This would be a boon to subsidy was increased by over £100,000 a
people who were not in a position to pay a year.
large sum at once. Otherwise a very
The clause was negatived.
neighbours. This very thing was once
done in a municipality not 100 miles away.
A street was to be made, and a rate was
to be, levied on the owners whose property
abutted on that street, yet' not only were
some owners permitted to pay much less
pro raUl than their, neighbours, but one
ratepayer-he (Mr. Service) believed he
was a member of the council-was actually
left out altogether.
Sir F. 'I'. SAHGOOD said that before
the Clause came up again at a future stage,
he \yould endeavour to make it specify
more particularly the kind of work it
referred to.
On clause 66, which was as follows:-
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Discussion took pla0e on clause .73,
which was as follows:" In sectiOI; 321 of the principal Act; after the
word 'municipality,' the w'ords 'together with
a sum of £20' shall be inserted, and the following
words shall be inserted at the end of the
seotion:"If the ratepayers forbid the council from
proceeding further with any loan, or if one-third
of the number of votes required for that purpose be polled, the sum of £20 directed to be
deposited with the writing demanding the
poll shall be returned by the chairman or clerk
of the municipality to any persoll named in such
writing as the person to receive the S3-me, and
in any other case the said sum, or so much
thereof as may be necessary to defray the cost
of taking the poll, sha1l be paid by snch chairman or clerk into the municipal fund, and the
residue (if any) retul'lled by such chairman or
clflrk to the person so named to receive the
same."

The Hon. ,\V. A. ZEAL moved that the
amount to be deposited be reduced from
£20 to £10.
The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
opinion that £20 was not too much. He
would remind Mr. Zeal that this subject
was well thrashed out some years ago.
The Hon. ,\V. A. ZEAL said he moved
the amendment because he believed that
requiring a deposit of £20 would in many
instances prevent ratepayers from giving
effect to their disapproval of certain proceedings about to be taken by the local
council.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked
that in his opinion the clause was wholly
unnecessary. It would be best to leave
the provision on the subject in the
principal Act as it stood at present. If,
for instance, a number of ratepayers
objected to the building of an expansive
new town hall, and wanted to go to a poll
on the subject, why should a £20 deposit
stand in the way ~
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said it was hardly
likely that any council would, on a matter
of any importance, go against the distinct
wish of a majority or even a very large
number of ratepayers. The object of the
clause was to prevent a local body from
being hampered by the action of any small
section, of the ratepayers. If there was
any wide feeling on the point at issue,
surely a deposit of £20 would be a mere
trivial matter. He considered that the
clause might be safely left as it stood.
The HOll. D. MELVILLE said he understood that the number of votes required
in order to stop a loan was one-third.
(Sir F. T. Sal'good-" But the person objecting is to get his deposit returned if he
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polls one-ninth.") From his experience, he
knew that in any municipality about the
city it was almost impo.ssiblo at any time
to get one·third of the ratepayers to record their votes on such a question, and
the agitators for a loan could simply
laugh at their opponents. Mr. Service
appeared to regard it as singular that the
community should have gone on borrowing, but the honorable member did not consider the fact that one-third of the ratepayers in any district were required in
order to stop a loan. If the number had
been a majority simply, there would not
have been so many bad loans floated. He
did not think an instance could be given
in which a loan had been stopped by a
vote of the ratepayers. All the petty
contractors and the people ,vho obtained
benefit from the spending of the money
were favorable to the floating of a loan.
The question of whether the deposit to be
lodged by the person protesting should be
£20 or £10 was a matter of ,comparatively
small importance.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that under
the law as it stood at present any ratepayer who could get twenty other ratepayers to join with him could put the
whole ,of the ratepayers in any municipality to considerable expense and inconvenience, and it was not desirable that
facilities should be given to disaffected
ratepayers to do that.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS remarked
that in all municipalities there were persons who took a delight in giving annoyance to the municipal councils, and if
facilities were given to them considerable
inconvenience might be caused. He was,
therefore, of opinion that the amount of
the deposit should be left,at £20.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that it
would surely be sufficient to require a
person, protesting to deposit £10. The
action of disaffected ratepayers might be
the means of preventing a job or, at any
rate, of causing a question to be ventilated, and a deposit of £10 was sufficient
to prove their bona .fides.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
there were cantankerous individuals in
eve~y municipality who took a delight
in thwarting the constituted authorities.
When the municipality of Emerald Hill
was first formed a few gentlemen, some
of whom were amongst the unsuccessful
candidates for the municipal council,
formed themselves into a vigilance committ~e, and continued to act in that way
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until ridicule destroyed them. Such persons
would not neglect the slightest opportunity
of setting the whole electora1 machinery in to
motion if they had not to pay for it. This
case was to a certain extent analogous to
that of an clection for Parliament. A
candidate for the Council had to deposit
£100, and a candidate for the Assembly
£50. He would have felt more satisfied
in voting for the clause if the Minister of
Defence had intimated that the present
.law bad not worked satisfactorily. (Sir
F. rr. Sargood-" That is so; this change
is made at the request of the municipal
conference.") In thv.t case, he thought
that the committee should agree to it.
The committee divided on the question that" £20 " proposed to be omitted,
stand part of the clause : Ayes
17
Noes
13
Majority against
amendment

the

4

AYES.

Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brown,
" Butters,
" Connor,
Cooke,
Coutts,
" J. M. Davies,
" Fraser,
" Pitt,

Mr. Roberts,
" Sargeallt,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Simmie,
" Thornley,
" vYilliamson,
" vYinter-Irving..
'Teller.
Mr. Grimwade.
NOES.

.1lr.
"
" '
"

"
"

Abbott,
Buchanan,
Cuthbe).'t,
FitzGerald,
Gore,
D. Ham,
.11cCulioch,

Mr. Melville,
" Pratt,
Service,
" Sternberg,
" J. A. '\Yallace.
'l'eller.
Mr. Zea.l.
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The Hon. \V. A. ZEAL said the honorable niember who submitted the clause
ought to state specific reasons why the
proposed alteration should be made.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
some evidence ought to be given as to the
necessity for the proposed change. What
was called a clerical error might have been
inten tional.
The Hon. J. M. PRNrrr stated that the
point in issue was that the city of Melbourne could not at present borrow more than
ten times the amount of its rates. Thero
was a questi'on as to whether the limitation
applied to the general rates or general
revenue. However, he would postpone
the clause and submit further information
on another occasion.
The clause was postponed.
The Hon. J. SERVICE moved the
following c1ause:" Every inspector of municipal accounts shall
have authority at all reasonable times and
without notice to demand from the council of
any municipality and the officers thereof, all
books, accounts, vouchers, papers, and documents belonging to the municipality or in the
cllstody of the council or any of its officers, and
every councillor or officer neglecting or refusing
~o comply with any such demand shall be liable
to a penalty of
and to a further penalty
of
for every day during which such demand is not complied with."

He said this was merely a consequential
amendment rendered necessary by the
change made in the auditing laws.
The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. H. CUr:rHBEHrr proposed the
following clause :-

"In section 13 of the Act No. 1005 the words
'Local Government Act 1&90 or this Aet' shall
be substituted for the words' principal Act.'

"The council of every municipality may
contract for any period not exceeding seven
years at one time with the owner of any gas
works, electric lighting works. or with any
other persoll for the supply of gas, electric light,
or oil, or other means of lighting, or may
purchase any gas works, electric lighting works,
or,such other means of lighting, and may provide such lamp-post poles for erecting or connecting electric wires, or permit same to be
erected by any electric lighting company as
the council thinks necessary for lighting the
streets or public places within the municipal
district or any part or parts thereof, and that
during such period all such lamp-posts, poles for
erecting or connecting electric wires, works,
and fittings thereof, shall be vested in the
council."

rrhe object of the clause was simply to
amend a clerical' error in section 13 of the
principal Act, and give the same borrowing
powers to the city of Melbourne and the
town of Geelong as were enjoyed by the
other municipalities of the colony.

He said that municipalities at the present
time had power to contract for any period
not exceeding seven years at one time with
t.he owner of any gas works, and he
wanted to extend the power to electric'
lighting works in the event of a council

The CHAIRMAN.-It was understood
on the last occasion that new clauses were
to be dealt with when that part of the Bill
was reached in which they came in. It is
against the standing orders, but, as it is
the wish of the committee, I will call upon
}Ir. Pratt to propose the new clause of
which he has given notice.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT proposed the
following clause to follow clause 74:-
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thinking it desirable that its district
should be lighted by electricity.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD remarked that the
new clause was not necessary; because the
section of the principal Act which it was
designed to repeal referred to the supply
of "gas or oil or other means of lighting,"
and that would of course cover electric
lighting. The words" lamps, lamp-posts,
,and other works" would also cover electric
works.
The Hon. J. A. VVALLACE asked if
there was anything concealed behind this
proposal in favour of anyone locality 1
The Hon. H. CU'rHBERT said there
was nothing behind the proposal. It must
be remembered that they were dealing
now with the Local Government Act, and
that unless it was expressly stated that
the city of Melbourne and the town of
Geolong were included they would be
excluded.
The Hon. S. VV. COOKE remarked that
surely Mr. Cuthbert must be only acting
,out of what lawyers called "abundant
caution," because the words" othel' means
()f lighting" could not but include electric
lighting.
Sir J. MACBAIN said he had been
informed by one of his constituents in
~outh Melbourne that the local municipality had received counsel's opinion that
it had no power to enter into contracts of
the kind under discussion. vVhen a community like that of South Melbourne
required an alteration of the existing Act
to facilitate its operations in regard to the
lighting of the streets, he thought it was
the duty of the committee to render
assistance.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL remarked
there was so much opposition to the
Electric Lighting Company's Bill in
another place that it had been withdrawn.
It must be remembered that under the
present system of using the electric wire
a great nuisance was caused by the
multiplication of poles. He would not
consent to an alteration of the law which
would lead to the introduction of posts or
wires to the disadvantage of the public.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that,
he thought that all the powers sought to
be secured by the clause were contained in
the principal Act.
The Hon. J. SERVICE asked if the
municipality of South Melbourne had
, expressed approval of the new clause 1
Sir J. MACBAIN said he believed
that the gentleman who directed his
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attention to the new clause was once
mayor of South Melbourne. No harm
would be done by passing the clause.
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 97,
which was as follm'Ts :"No person shaH be entitled to recover
damages against any municipality in respect of
any loss or injury sustained either to himself
or any other person, or any property, by reason
of any accident upon or while using any portion
of a highway, street, or road in the municipal
district, or under the control of the council,
which portion has not been interfered,vith by
the council, merely because some other portion
of such highway, street, or road, whether
distant laterally or longitudinally, has been
taken over or improved by the council. Provided that nothing in this section shall relieve
any muuicipality from any liability where such
accident is caused by the negligence of the
council in the execution of" works then in progress, or which have been completed by such
council in any higliway, street, or road within
such municipal district, and section 406 of the
principal Act shall be and the same is hereby
repealed. "

The Hon. J. M. PH.ATT moved the
insertion, after the word "municipality"
(line 2), of the words "including the city
of Melbourne and the town of Geelong."
'rhe Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
opinion that a better amendment would be
to exclude all towns and cities from the
operation of this clause, and let it apply
t.o shires only. 'When people were gathered
together in a township, it was surely the
duty of the local council to fill up any
hole or remove any dangerous obstruction
in the public streets, but it w~s a different
thing in many country districts, where the
roads were miles long and much wider than
,vas necessary for the traffic.
1'he Hon. J. H. CONNOR said he hoped
the amendment would be adopted. It was
quite impossible for the municipal officers
to see every little hole filled up, and every
impediment removed, and to protect people
who ought t~ look after themselves. The
corporation of Geelong had to pay £400
compensation in respect of an injury to a
child who fell against some barbed wire
fencing round a reserve. (Mr. Service," And quit'e right too.") If the councils
were to be responsible for' damages in·
respect of accidents which might be prevented by a little care on the part of the
public they would never be free from
actions of that kind.
.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
this clause was not intended to apply to
any road that had been taken over by a
council, but only to such portions of wide
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roads as were not taken over, the council
only clearing and forming the middle of
the road. There was no reason why the
clause should include Melbourne and Geelong, hut it would be very proper for the
limitation of liability proposed in this
clause to apply to councils in outlying
districts.
The Hon. J. SEB.VICE remarked that
the clause as it stood would exempt any
municipal council from responsibility in
respect of accidents on any unformed part
of a road, and would, therefore, apply in
a place like Port Mellpurne. There was
sufficient reason to justify such a provision
in respect of country districts, but not in
respect of cities and towns.
'1'he Hon. J. H. ABBOTT expressed the
opinion that this clause would be found
exceedingly useful in outlying country
districts.
Sir B. BEN J AMIN observed that he
approved of the amendment, and thought
that the municipal councils of Melbourne
and the su"burbs ought not to be liable for
any.accidents tlul,t might occur through
the opening up of the streets to carry out
the drainage and sewerage works of the
Metropolitan Board.
The. Hon. "V. H. ROBERTS said that
this would be a very dangerolls provision,
because it would encourage negligence on
the part of officers of municipal councils,
and become merely a loop-hole to enable
councils to escape from just and proper
liability. Parliament ought to protect the
public, and not to legislate simply in the
interests of the municipal councils. A
council mib'ht m[Lke a street for a distance
of 20 yards; and if an accident occurred
through a big hole a few feet further on
the council would not be liable if this
clause became liw.
The Hon. D. COUTTS stated that he
was opposed to the amendment, because
the clause ought not to apply to places like
Melbourne and Geelong, "where the streets
were already made. A provision of this
kind was necessary, ho"wever, not only in
the country shires, but also in the country
towns. Only the middle portion of wide
roads in country districts need be properly
cleared and kept in order, and it was
therefore not fair to mulct shire councils
in damages in respect of accidents resulting
from buggies being overturned by the
stumps on either side of a road.
The Hon. S. AUSTIN remarked that in
certain country districts the roads were
three chains wide, and it would be obviously
Session 1891.-[lDj]
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unfair to make the shire councils responsible for accidents to persons or vehicles
off the beaten track on any of those roads.
11he HOll. J. SERVICE observed that
clause 102 made private land-owners responsible for fencing any dangerous place
on their own property, even if it was not
on a road, and why, therefore, should not
a municipality be made to protect the
public against dangerous places in the
public roads 1 It seemed an anomaly to
provide for tho protection of people's lives
and limbs from injury caused through
falling into a hole on private land, and to
provide no such" protection in the case of
public roads.
The Hon. H. CUTHBER1'remarked that
he understood the honorable member in
charge of the Bill to have stated. that a
council had at present no responsibility
with respect to any hole contiguousto any
of its roads unless it had been mado by
that council, but he remembered that at
Ballarat not many years ago, when a man
fell into a storm-water culvert constructed
con~iguous to the main road ·and was
killed, heavy damages were obtained from
the two municipalities by whom the culvut
ha,d been cOllstructed. Surely to say that
councils should not be responsible except
in the case provided for in this clause would
be going a little too far. He would ask
honorable members to compare the present
clause with clause 406 of the principal Act!>
which provided that WhOli a council constructed a road 15 feet wide if people kept
to that road and met with an accident the
council was responsible, but if they went
off the road and then met with an accident
the council would not be responsible. Now
he thought it would be well if the present
clause were amended, so as to provide that
when a council had made a portion of a
road, that road being 15 feet wide, it
should be responsible for accidents incUlTed in the use of that road, 'while not
responsible for accidents on the unmadeportion of the road. In that way the principle·
of section 406 would be fairly and properly carried out. (Mr. .J. M. Davies"How about roads only 10 foet wide-just·.
tracks 1") Of course a provision which
related strictly to roads 15" feet wide
would not apply to roads only 10 feet
wide. He regarded the plan he was now
propounding as an extremely sensible one.
At present, however, he looked on the whole
Bill with considerable doubt, because ho
fancied that all the municipalities throughout the colony had been "working together
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in order to secure to themselves extended
powers and immunity from the consequences of their own carelessness. Under
these circumstances he considered that it
behoved the Council to do its utmost to
surround the public with every possible
security. Under the law as it stood large
provision was made for the protection of
·councils, and he was afraid that honorable
members were now going a little too far.
'He ,,~ould like to see the clause postponed
with the view of his suggestion being carIl'ied out.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD asked whether Mr.
'Cuthbert meant that directly a council
made any improvement on a road it was
to become liable for all accidents occurring
tOn that road 1
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he was
speaking of roads and. bridges 15 feet wide.
He had no experience of municipal roads
or bridges of a less width.
rrhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the question raised by Mr. Cuthbert appeared to
:be whether the committee should limit
the responsibility of councils to accidents
occurring on a road or bridge of any width
or should they compel the councils to
make a road or bridge 15 feet wide before
they got any indemnity. Now, there
. 'Were many places in the colony where the
roads made by the local councils were not
more than 10 feet wide-in fact, mere
tracks. Again" if the councils were told
that directly they touched a road they
,must construct it of a width of 15 feet,
what would be the effect ~ In a vast
number of cases the local council would
not touch the road at all, and thus the
public would be to a large extent deprived
of proper travelling conveniences.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS pointed out
that, in the outlying districts of the colony,
the local councils distributed the money
at their disposal to the best of their
ability,' but if they were to have placed
upon them other responsibilities in the
case of expenditure in connexion with roads
of less than a cE'rtain width, they would
be very cautious as to what roads they
constructed at all. Another view of the
(lase was that, if the persons travelling on
the roads were made to feel that all responsibility in the case of accident rested with
themselves, they would be much more
-careful than they were at the present
time. It was very certain that in many
instances, when the roads were much more
rough than they were now, accidents were
mot nearly so numerous. He thought
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that the clause as it stood "ms a very fair
one.
The HOll. C. SARGEAN'l' expressed the
opinion that the clause as it stood was one
of the most sensible clauses of the Bill.
Perhaps honorable members were not
aware th~t the tracks cut by municipalities in the mountains and forest portion~
of the colony were often not more than
10 feet wide.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT thought that,
inasmuch as the clause expre'ssly related to
portions of a road which "had not been
interfered with by the council," and that
its responsibility would not go beyond that
limit, the clause might fairly be accepted.
The Hon. W. 1. WINTER-IRVING
said he did not see the slightest objection
to the clause. In ~many instances if a
council was called upon to make all iti:)
roads of the full width of 15 feet the whole
of its revenues would be quickly absorbed.
Mr. Pratt's amendnient was negatived.
The clause was then agreed to.
On clause 99, giving poy,Ter to councils
to raise or lower the soil of a street so as
to conform to the level as fixed by successive steps,
The Hon. J. M. PRATT moved an
amendment extending the provisions of
the clause to the city of Melbourne and
the town of Geelong. He said he thought
it was only right that the rules extending
to one-half of the people of the country
should be also enforced with respect t') the
other half.
1'he Hon. S. W. COOKE remarked that
if the clause was to be applicable to largelypopulated places like Ballarat or Bendigo
he could not see why MelbouTIle and Geelong should be excluded.
1'he Hon. V·i". A. ZEAL observed that
the reasons why the clause was not made
to refer to Melbourne and Geelongwas
because there were spec~::tl circumstances
attaching to both localities, and those
circumstances had led to the existence of
a special Act of Parliament with respect
to them.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR said it seemed
impossible for him to see why, if a principle was good with respect to all the other
municipalities of the colony, it should not
be equally good with respect to Geelong.
The Hon. H. GORE thought that if the
amendment was carried it would render
the provisions of the Bill so confusing that
it would be difficult for even lawyers to
find their way through the maze of contrarieties which would exist.
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Sir B. BENJAMIN mentioned that the
<me reason in favour of the amendment
was the fact that overtures had been
made to the city of Melbourne to take
over one of the largest suburban municipalities in which there was a very'con,siderable area of at present utterly waste
land. This fact, he considered, furnished
,an excellent reason why the modest request of Mr. Pratt should be complied
with.
Tb Cl Hon. N. FITZGERALD, stated
that he quite agreed with the argument
of the last speaker, because he considered
that the transfer in contemplation ought
to he rendered as easy as' possible.
The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
hope that the question of town versus
country would not be raised over this
issue. He did not see why some members
should be so eternally desirous to put
their foot down on Melbourne or, at all
oCvents, on Gcelong. He did not himself
'See the slightest objection to bringing
Melbourne and Geelong within the scope
-of the clause.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
11e was opposed to the amendment bo,cause he objected to the annexation Sir
B. Benjamin referred to.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 106, which was as follows:"The council of the town of Geelong may
contract for making and constructing within
the municipal district, or any part or parts
thereof, gas-works and conveniences connected
therewith for making and supplying gas, and
may make a gas rate or charge upon persons
using or consuming gas supplied by such council,
and may purchase any such gas-works and conveniences, and may borrow money for any
of the purposes aforesaid, and the town of
Geelong shall be deemed a municipality within
the meaning of sections 304 to 306 both
inclusive, and sections 312 to 346 both inclusive, of the principal Act and any Acts
amending the said sections or any of them, and
the works or undertakings such council is by
this council authorized to carry out shall be
deemed permanent works and undertakings
within the meaning of the sections as applicable
to the town of Geelong. Provided always
nothing in this section shall prejudice or affect
any right, power, or privilege now enjoyed by
the Geelong Gas Company under the provisions
of any Act of Parliament,"

The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL proposed the
addition to the clause of the foll?wing:" Or authorize the making and constructing
of gas-works unless and until the corporation of
Geelong shall have purchased and acquired the
undertaking and property of the said company
under the powers conferred by section 66 of the
Act of the Parliament of Victoria 21 Victoria
,No. 57."
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He stated that this was a clause which
had been surreptitiously introduced into
the Bill for the purpose of giving the
antique town of Geelong an unfair advantage over a priYate company. The clause
had nothing to do \vith the Local Government Act, and it simply concerIled the
town of GecIong and the local council.
The question was an old one, and the same
attempt had been made before, when it
had been ignominiously defeated in that
Chamber. rrhe town council of Geelong
had power to purchase the local gas-works
by arbitration. ('rhe Hon. J. S. Butters"That power has expired.") The honorable member was wrong.
Only 'about
three years ago the town council of
Geelong ga vo notice to the gas company
of its intention to purchase the works.
The town council of Geelong desired to
get £1 for their 15s., and that was the
reason whv this clause had beon introduced. Al(that the gas company askod was
that the town council should pay 20s. in
£1 for t.he gas-works. Tho purchase of
gas-works by municipalities was nothing
new, but~ on the contrary, it had become almost the rule in Great Britain.
There were 173 municipalities in Great
Britain already in possession of gasworks which they had obtained by purchase, or had erected themsel ves, and so
, profitable had they proved, that in many
instances they had been the means of
assisting in the reduction of the general
rates. Mr. Connor had stated that the
gas company were charging the people of
Geelong 7s. 6d. per thousand feet for gas,
and compared that rate with the rates
, charged in Melbourne. The honorable
member endeavoured to show that some
great iniquity was being perpetrated, but
if they looked at the rates charged bymunicipalitie!':l in England, what did they find ~
Although wages in England were about
half what they were here, some of the
municipalities which possessed their own
gas-works charged as much as 5s. 6d. a
thousand feet for gas. The municipal
councils of twelve of the largest towns in
the United Kingdom, including Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow,
Nottingham, Bradford, and Edinburgh,
had their own gas-works, and their receipts varied from £99,470 per annum to
£453,000 per annum. If the town
cou.ncil of Geelong desired to acquire the
gas-works, let them give notice under the
arbitration section of the company's Act,
but he must ask honorable members not
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to allow that Chamber to be made the
vehicle of an attempt at repudiation. The
gas company had borrowed money, and
erected works on the faith of an Act
of Parliament, and he trusted that
honorable members would not consent
to any injustice, even although the
interests of the town of Geelong were
watched oyer by that guardian angel, the
present Premier. Mr. Connor had not
,told honorable members what price the
gas company could charge for gas; they
could charge as much as 25s. per thousand
feet, but in their generosity they only
charged 7s. 6d. per thousand f~et. This
was an attempt to obtain, by a side-wind,
what could not be obtained by direct
means, and he wO,uld ask honorable members to agree to the amendment which he
had proposed.
The HOll. J. H. CONNOR said that it
was a pity that Mr. Zeal should have
wasted his time and abilities ill trying to
mislead the House, but he would forgive
the honorable member, knowing, as he
did, that he had been well posted up by
:Mr. Belcher. (Mr. ZenJ-" Mr. Belcher has
not said a word to me about it.") He was
sure that :Mr. Belcher would not willingly
do an injustice to anyone, but his zeal
and anxiety for the gas company would
not permit him to look at the interests of
the public at all. Mr. Zeal had repre-'
sented only the views of the gas company, and had neglected to tell honorable
members the true position of the matter.
The Act under which the Geelong Gas
Company was formed was passed on the 4th
.June, 1858, and the company, therefore,
had had an exclusive monopoly for about
.'33 years. After 21 years the corporation
of Geelong were to have the right of purchase by arbitration, but they did not take
advantage of that right.
(Mr. Zeal"You gave notice and backed out.") That
was because the gas company asked a
price that was altogether unreasonable.
The Geelong corporation knew that if,
they went to arbitration, they would have
to pay for the gas-works on the basis of
the rate which they had been charged, and
of the money which had been placed to the
reserve fund and paid away in dividends.
The dividend at present paid amounted to
about 18 per cent. per aunum. In addition to that a certain amount was paid
into the reserve fund, and the reserve
fund was used to "water" the shares, so
that the dividend was really not 18 per
cent., but probably from 25 to 30 per cent.
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'Williamstown had a population of 16,000,
and the rate charged for gas there was
5s. IOd., whereas Geelong had a population
of 22,000, and the rate charged for gas
was 7s. 6d. per thousand fe~t.
The Hon. VY. A. ZEAL asked whether it
was not a fact that the Geelong Gas Company coftld not demand a price for the gasworks, but that the matter was one which
must be settled entirely by arbitration?
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR said that the
Geelong Gas Company had asked a. price,
and that price was £138,311, which was
for "the company's lands, buildings, works,
and pipes, if taken at 21 years' purchase
of one year's profits averaged from the
two years preceding 31 st December last."
(Mr. N. FitzGerald-" 'What year was
that ?") The 10th February) 1888. The
paid-up capital was £36,244, and the
reserve fund of undivided vrofits £18,694;
total, £54,938. Both the principal and
interest had been paid over and over again
by the people of Goclong. rrhe people of
Geelong did not desire to do an inj lIstice
to the gas company, but. they had had a
monopoly for 33 years, and was that
monopoly to continue for eved The gas
company had no exclusive right to erect
gas-works a..ld supply gas, and all that the
Geelong corporation askeel was that pO"\ver
should be given to them to do that. (Mr.
Zeal-" "Vhy do you not bny the gasworks 1") Because they could not buy
them at a reasonable price. (Mr. Zeal"You did not try.") Tho Geelong corporation recently appointed a deputation
to wait on the gas company, with a view
of getting the price of gas reduced, but
the company paid no attention to the representations made. A" Statement of Facts"
had been handed to him by the town clerk
of Geelong, which was prepared by that
gentleman and Councillor Howard :-" MEl\IO.-The following hcts are submitted
to show why the corporation of the town of
Geelong should have the power granted to them
by Parliament to construct gas-works and charge
for gas supplied , .... ithin their municipality :"1st. The present Geelong Gas Company
have had an absolute monopoly for the supply
of gas to the town for a period of 31 years.
"2nd. The price of gas now charged by the
said company is most excessi '"e, and could be
supplied to the inhabitants of the town at a
much cheaper rate, and at the same time give
to the shareholders thereof a fair return for
their invested capital. In proof of the above
fact, the . "Tilliamstown (las Company only
cha.rge their consumers 5s. 10d. per 1,000 feet,
'whilst the Geelong Gas Company, no~withstand
ing that they have the some facilities and
opportunities enjoyed by the Williamstown
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company for handling the coal, charge their consumers at the rate of 7s. 6d. per 1,000 feet.
"4th. That recently a select committee appointed by the town council waited on the
directors of the Geelong Gas Company, ~tsking
that a reduction be made in thc price of
gas snpplied to the corporation and inhabitants,
but such application was r~fusedo
"5th. The town council did, in the year 1887,
resolve that it would be desirable that the
supply of gas should ve~t in the corporation,
and a. communication was sent to the gas company as to the purchase of their works; but the
{lffe!' made in return by such company was so
unreasonable that it was utterly impossible for
the council to favorably consider the same,
a.nd they thetoefore notitied the company their
intention to withdraw from further negotiations,
it being the opinion of the council that the
action of the company, in keeping up the excessive price of gas, prevented any idea of purchase,
as the capital value would be unduly maintained by thc excessive profits demanded.
"(-itho That it is unjust that any attempt
should be made to prevent the municipality of
, Geelong from having the same privileges now
enjoyed by other towns in the colony ill which
gas companics lmve been established, and which
could never have been the intention of the
Legislature.
"7th. Almost every other industry in the
colony is subject to competition, and it is most
unreasonahle that the present Gcelollg Gas
Company should be exempted."

If the gas company had made a reasonable
l·ednction in the priee of gas he felt certain
that nothing whatever would have been
said in this matter. It would be most
unfair to compel the corporation of Geelong to pay 50 per cent. more for their
gas tha,n they would have to pay if there
were no monopoly. Mr. Zeal had put forward the views of the gas company and
not those of the public.
.
The Hon. H. CU1'HBERT said he was
not in favour of striking out these clauses.
1'ho qnestion had boen frequently discussed in the House, and he had always
voted in favour of the view presented by
the council of Geclong. One of the first
gas companies established outside of Melbourne was that of Ballarat, which was
constituted under an Act of Parliament
in 1858, and about a year afterwards t.he
Geelong Gas Company was established.
He submitted that the Geelong company
was entitled to no more privileges than
the Ballarat company. Both these companies had been a success, and the share"holders had been repaid their principal
over and over again. 1'he Legislature
enacted ill 1858 that if their profits exceeded 25 per cent. a reserve fund of
£5,000 shotdd be established. The Legislature having given Ballarat the right of
constructing its own gas-works, how could
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that right be refused to Geelong ~ The
Ballarat company paid 10 per cent. to its
shareholders, and profits in excess of that
went in, reduction of the price of gas. In
a railway contract lately entered iuto the
Geelong Gas Company showed itself to
be in a position to manufacture gas at a
cheaper rate than it could bo made either
in Melbourne or in \Villiamstown. But
Geelong, with all its advantages, was not
able to supply its local gas consumers at a
lower price than the Ballarat company,
which &ho\ved that a monopoly had been
established under which shareholders roceived 18 per cent. dividends while moneys
were paid to a reserve fund .in addition.
The Hon. J. S. BUT'rERS remarked
that the Geelong corporation, like the :Melbourne corpora,tion, had mado a mistake
in not acquiring the gas-works in the early
years of their existence. In 1876 the
Melbourne corporation could have purchased the whole of the Melbourne gasworks for £300,000, bnt they neglected
to do so, after refusing an offer of £10,000
for their rights under the Act. It "'as
tnlO that for many years the shareholders
in the Geelong Gas Company did not
receive a penny. If the :Melbourne corporation had taken advantage of the powers
ohe had referred to it would now have been
in a position to supply gas to the ratepayers
for lighting the city without chargillg a,
penny. 'When the late Mr. Handell started
an opposition gas-works in Melbourne, he
roduced the price of gas from 22s. 6d. per
1,000 feet to 5s. per 1,000 feet. If the COl"poration of Geelong felt that too much was
being charged for the gas, it was their duty
to go into arbitration, and buy the works
at the best possible price. It appeared to
him, however, that Mr. Connor and his
friends werc afraid to go to arbitration. '
If they were not satisfied with the gas
company, they could light the city themselves with the electric light. He could
see no reason why the gas company should
be compelled to sell at less than the market
value of their shares.
The Hon .•l. H. CONNOR said that
dividends had been paid by the Geelong
Gas Company from the first year of its
existence.
A petition to Parliament,
signed by Mr. George Cunningham, the
then mayor of Geelong, and Mr. \Veire, the
town clerk, and date::l 20th October, 1883,
contained the following paragraphs :-" That the statement in the petition of the
directors of the Geelong Gas COmpltlly as to the
dividends of the directors of the gas company is
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misleading. The capital actually paid by the
shareholders o~ the company of £4 per share
amounting to £24,114, upon which 46 dividends
have been paid, amounting to£56,85112s.; these
dividends calculated on the actual capital paid
by the shareholders have been as follows :"5 at 15 per cent. per annum.
"2 at 12i
"32 at 10
"5 at 8
"
"
"1 at 6
"
"
"1 at 5
"
"
"This exceeds an average of 10 per cent.
" That the Geelong Gas Company, in addition
to the dividends paid to the shareholders, have
formed reserves to the extent of about £24,000.
The directors in their petition state the reserves
have not been so large as usual or prudent, but
they withhold from your honorable House in
their petition the fact that the reserves were
deemed by the company unnecessarily large, and
that within the last four years upwards of
£12,000 have been transferred by the company
from the reserves and been appropriated by the
shareholders in issuing to themselves additional
shares, thus increasing their capital 50 per cent.
without any actual payment therefor ..
" That the price of gas now charged by the
company is excessive, and might be supplied to
the inhabitants of the town at a much cheaper
rate, at the same time giving to the shareholders of the company a fair return for their
invested capital."
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The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
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PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. BOWMAN.said he rose for the purpose of making a personal explanation
with regard to a matter that had engaged
the attention of the press for the last four
or five days, namely, the remarks of Judge
Hamilton in the case of Bowman v. Moore
and Gore, ill which judgment was given
in the' Melbourne County Court on Wednesday last. He hoped the House would
give him its attention in this matter, which
was rather an important matter to him
and also to his constituents. He was not
in form to speak, as he had an operation
performed ill his throat the other day, or
he would have made this explanation
on Thursday last. The judgment only
appeared in the newspapers last Thursday,
and consequently he could not have spoken
before Thursday last. He was anxious to
make his explanation last Thursday,
although he would have had to make it
under difficulties on accouut of his throat:
but some of his friends advised him to
wait until his throat was a little better,
while others advised him not to take any
notice of the matter at all; but he felt
that as the remarks of Judge Hamilton
had been made so much of in the press, it
was his duty to the House, to his constituents, and to himself that he should
give a full explanation of the whole affair.
In the first place, he might say that he
entered into an engagement with Messrs.
Moore and Gore to sell them a quartz
mine known as Markey'S reef, Gippsland.
He made a bond-fide absolute sale to them
at a certain price, namely £8,000, and
5 per .cent. commission, and he was to
allow them a rebate of one-third of what
he got out of the sale of the mine. He'
might inform the House that when the
mine was offered to him, in the first
instance, Mr. Markey wanted £8,000 for it,
and he (Mr. Bowman) said he would accept
it if Mr. Markey would give him a rebate of
£2,000, and Mr. Markey agreed to do so.
Now,' he (Mr. Bowman) absolutely purchased the mine from Mr. Markey, and
absolutely sold it to Messrs. Moore and
Gore, and it was not true, as stated by
the judge of the County Court, that he (Mr.
Bowman) was mixed up in ,a fraudulent
transaction with Messrs. Moore and Gore.
But, to deal with the case thoroughly, he
must commence with the judgment which
Judge Hamilton gave last Wednesday,
and which appeared in Thursday morning's
newspapers. The report in the Melbourne
Age commenced as follows :-
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"The action brought by Mr. R. Bowman,
M.L.A., to recover £266 13s. 4d. commission
from Mr. R. T. Moore and Mr. Henry Gore,
M.L.C., tried by Judge Hamilton last week,
was decided by his Honour yesterday morning~
His Honour, in giving judgment, said the plaintiff alleged that in July, 1891, he obtained a.
certain quartz claim, at Cassilis, in Gippsland,
from a Mr. Markey, and that .he subsequently
transferred it to the defendants in pursua?ce of
an agreement made with them, under whlCh he
claims the commission that he now sues for.
The main defence relied ~pon by the defendants'
at the commencement of the trial was that the
commission was only to be paid to the plaintiff- .
when a re-sale of the mine should be made by
the defendants' to the public,' and that as they
had been unable to effect such a re-sale the
plaintiff had not become entitled to the com-mission."
-

He wanted the House to pay particular'
attention to the fact that the defence of
Messrs. Moore and Gore was, "as they had
been unable to effect a re-sale to the public
the plaintiff had not become entitled 1;0. .
the commission." Well, his contract with,
Messrs. Moore and Gore did not depend,
on the re-sale of the mine to the public,
and there was not the slightest evidence in
support of that contention; on the contrary, the evidence clearly showed: that he'
(Mr. Bowman) absolutely purchased the
mine from Mr. Markey, and absolutely
sold it to Messrs. Moore and Gore. He'
had documents in their own handwriting
which would prove that to the satisfaction
of any honorable member who cared to
look at them. By a fortunate accident·
those documents were sent by the County
Court officials to his solicitors, and therefore he was able to put his hand on them..
One of those documents he had never seen
before. As there was delay in paying forthe mine for a considerable time after hehad sold it to Messrs. Moore and Gore, heinstructed Mr. Watson, his solicitor, who.·
was also Mr. Markey'S solicitor, to write a,
letter insisting on payment being made~
That letter brought forward a reply as.
follows : " Melbourne, 27th August, 1891~
"C. Marriott Watson, Esq.,
Chancery-lane, Melbourne.
"Re Markey'S lease, which I have purchased
from Mr. R. Bowman.
"Dear Sir,-'Vill you please arrange for a.
settlement of this matter for Tuesday next, 1st
September, at 2.30 p.m., when I will be prepared to pay you balance in settlement, namely,
£6,950, always providing title clear and perfect.-Faithfully yours,

"R. TRIVESS MOORE."

There was' their own acknow ledgment,
signed by Mr. Moore himself, that he had
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agreed to pay the money, and then he
tried to get out of it by saying that the
mine was not floated.
N ow, he (Mr.
Bowman) could show that the mine was
'floated. The sale of the mine was completed on 4th October, and on the 12th
()ctober there appeared in the Evening
Standa1'd the following advertisement of
the company's prospectus:"MARKEY'S QUARTZ GOLD MINING COMPANY,
LONG GULLY, SWrF'l"S CRI<:EK, GIPPSLAND.
"'Capital, £100,000, in 100,000 shares of £1 each;
50,000 of which are issued as paid ·up to lOs.
.each and 50,000 as paid up to 5s. each.
Directors:
The Hon. Henry Gore, M. L. C. ,
W. Collard Smith, Esq., M.L.A.,
H. S. Wills, Esq.,
Charles Brown, Esq.,
.R. M. Turner, Esq.
Bankers:
'The Standard Bank of Australia Limited.
Solicitors:
Messrs. Cuthbert, Hamilton, vVynne, and Co.,
Collins·street.
Auditor:
G. F. Merrin, Esq., F.S.A.A.
Legal Manager :
R. Trivess Moore, 1 and 2 The Olderfleet, Mel·
bourne.
"This company is formed to work lease No.
1600, containing about six acres of rich quartz
country on Markey's line of reef, in the county
of Dargo, Gippsland. Ten tons of stone which
was at grass when the mine was purchased
\having just been crushed gave a return of
65~oz. of gold."

In the Evening Standard of 1Oth September-two days before that prospectus was
published-the following advertisement
appeared : "Twelfth Schedule, Act No. 1074.

"I, the undersigned, hereby make application to register Markey's Quartz Gold Mining
Company as a no.liability company, under
the prodsions of Part II. of the Companies Act
1890.
"L The name of the company is to be
Markey's Quartz Gold Mining Company No
Liability.
"2. The place of operations is to be at Long
Gully, Swift's Creek, Gippsland.
"3. The registered office of the company
will be situated at The Olderfleet, 475 Collins·
:street, Melbourne.
"4. The value of the company's property,
jncluding machinery, is £37,500.
"5. The number of shares in the compa.ny is
100,000, of £1 each.
"6. The number 01 shares subscribed for is
100,000.
"7. The name of the manager is R Trivess
'Moore.

Mr. BowlIvtn.

Jli"r. Bowman.

"8. The names and addresses and occupations
of the shareholders, and the number of shares
held by each at this date are as below :Name, Address, and Occupation.

Hon. Henry Gore, M.L.C.,
Melbourne, gentleman
R. M. Turner, Melbourne,
gentleman
W. Collard Smith, Melbourne,
gentleman
H. S. Willis, Auburn, gentle.
man

Number
of Shares.

12,500
12,500
6,250
6,250

There were other shareholders' names
given in this advertisement bringing up
the number of shares to 100,000. r:rhe
advertisement then went on as folhws:" Dated this 10th day of September, 1891.
"R. TRIVESS MOORE, Manager.
"vVitness to signature-HEXRY GOltE.

"I, Robert Trivess Moore, do solemnly and
sincerely declare that"L I am the manager of the said intended
company.
"2. The above statement is, to the best of
my belief and know ledge, true in every particular. And I make this solemn declaration
conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by virtue of the provisions of an Act of
Parliament of Victoria rendering persons
making a false declaration punishable for wilful
and corrupt perjury.
"R. TRIVESS MOORE.
" Taken before me this 10th day of Septem.
bel', 18GI--HENRY GORE, J.P.
" Companies Act 1890.
" Part II., Division 4, Section 309.
" I, Robert Trivess Moore, do solemnly and
sincerely declare tha t "1. I am the manager of the intended company, to be named 'Markey's Quartz Gold
Mining Company No Liability.'
"2. Five per cent. of the subscribed capital
of the said company is at this time peloid up.
"3. The aboye statement is, to the best of
my belief and knowledge, true in every particular. And I make this solemn declaration
conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by yirtue of the provisions of an Act of
Parliament of Victoria rendering persons
making a false declaration punishable for wilful
and corrupt perjury.
"R. TRIVESS MOORE.
"Taken before me this 10th day of September, 1891-HENH.Y GORE, J.P."

Here was proof positive that the mine
was floated, f\.lld also that Mr. Moore-one
of the men he had to sue-had sworri that
the value of the company's property was
£37,500. 1'hat they agreed to pay the
money he had documents there to show,
and he would like any honorable member
to inspect them. One of those documents
was an account showing that the price was
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£8,000, and that he was to receive £400
as commission. In the judgment which
Judge Hamilton delivered there were many
st!1tements contrary to the evidence given
and produced in it, although he (Mr. Bowman did not mean to say that the judge
maliciously intended to make them. In
the course of that judgment His Honour
said"The following appear to be the facts:Previous to July, 1891, Mr. James Owen Markey
and a number of other persons had acquired
mining leases at Cassilis, in Gippsland. Early
in July an interview took place between the
plaintiff and the defendants, and the result was
tha,t the plaintiff agreed to go to Gippsland and
sec the claims, and get as many of them placed
under offer to him as he could, with a view of
their being re-sold to the public at a profit.
Accordingly the plaintiff went to Cassilis, saw
the locality, and induced seven of the leaseholdel's--amongst them :\11'. Markey, who had
two leases-to place their leases under offer to
him for £52,500. Mr. Markey'S offer to tq.e
plaintiff was as follows :-' I place my lease on
Markey's line I)f reef under offer to you at
£8,000 cash.' The offer to be open for one
month after the 27th July, 1891, and it, though
not dated, appears to have been made on the
22nd July, 1891. By two lctters, both dated
the 29th July, the plain tiff offered to the defendants all the leases which had been placed
under offer to him 'at the prices mentioned,
with the addition of 5 per cent. commission,'
and the price mentioned in those letters for
Markey's lease was £8,000. The plaintiff and
the defendants made up their minds to accept
the offer of Mr. Markey's lease, but they do not
appear to have accepted any of the others, his
being the only one on which gold was then
found. Both the plaintiff and the defendants
are agreed that when the plaintiff went up to
Cassili~ they had no intention of themselves
keeping any of the leases or working the mines.
Their sole object was to re-sell them at a profit."

He might say that the plaintiff and the
defendants did not make up their minds to
accept the offer of Mr. Markey's lease, and
there was 110 evidence given or produced
to that effect. He (Mr. Bowman) made
up his miud to buy Mr. Markey's lease
without ever consulting the defendants,
and he afterwards sold the lease to the
defendants-in fact, some considerable time
afterwards, as 'was deposed in evidence.
N or was there one word said during the
whole of the case about Mr. Markey'S
lease being the only one on which gold
had been found, because gold had been
found in several of the leases, the quartz
yielding at the rate of from £4 to £7 per
ton. 'l'hat fact clearly showed that the
judge had no grasp of the subject, and
that he could not have paid very strict
attention to the details of the case. There
was a great deal more gold taken out of
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some of the other claims than had been
taken out of Mr. Markey's claim. The
ju~ge went on to say that"~11'. Markey'S offer of his leases to the
plaintiff was duly accepted by the plaintiff, and
on the 17th August, 1891, Mr. Markey agreed,
in writing, to transfer his interest in his two
leases to the plaintiff,' for the sum of £8000, to
be paid in cash' on the signing of the transfer
to the plaintiff, or as he should direct."

'l'hat statement of the judge was correct,
but the statement he had previously
quoted was wrong. His Honour went on
to state that" Soon after this Mr. Markey appears to have
been asked to transfer the property to Mr.
]\loore. For, on the 25th of August, he wrote
to Mr. Moore, requesting him to hand to Mr.
"Tatson-Mr. Markey's solicitor-' the sum of
£H,OOO,' which was directed in his letter to be
placed 'to my credit at the Colonial Bank.-'
Accordingly, on the 26th of Augnst, IS01, Mr.
Markey, I presnme by direction of the plaintiff,
transferred his interest in these leases which
had been consolidated to the defm:dallt Mr.
Moore, 'in consideration of the sum of £8,000
paid to me' by Mr. Moore. On the day that
the transfer to Mr. Moore was executed the
whole of the £8,000 had not been pa,id, and Mr.
Markey'S receipt for the money had not been
obtained. B\lt 011 9th Septcmber Mr. \Vatson,
as solicitor for Mr. Markey, gave a receipt duly
stamped for the sum of £8,000, by which it was
acknow ledged that Mr. Markey had got that
sum in settlement of the agreement between him
alid the plaintiff, dated the 17th August."

Now, by the lucky accident he had mentioned, he happened to have the possession of the original account which was
signed by Mr. vVatson, which honorable
members were at liberty to inspect for
themselves, and it did not say that he
had received £8,000 but simply that the
account was settled. Mr. Moore was to
pay Ma.rkey £8,000, and he (:Mr. Bowman)
was to draw £2,000, of which he was to
give them one-third, but instead of that
Mr. Moore settled with Mr. vVatson and
Mr. Markey, and the account was there to
speak for itself. The judge also stated
that" Before the plaintiff went up to inspect the
mines at Cassilis it was agreed that if the
plaintiff should succeed in disposing of any of
the leases placed under offer to him at a profit
he should divide that profit with the defendants
in certain stipulated proportions. Each of the
defendants was to have one-sixth of all such
profits, and the plaintiff was to have two-thirds
of them. As already stated, six of the offers
made by leaseholdcrs of their lea,ses to the
plaintiff were never acccpted, and it is impossible for me to say whether the plaintiff dealt
with the holders of those leases upon the same
terms as those on which he dealt with Mr.
Markey. But if he did he must hn,ve made
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arrangements that were very favorable to himself, for on the 22nd of July-the day on which
the written offer of Mr. Markey's lease at
£8,000 was made-the plaintiff and Mr. Markey
entered into a secret written agreement, not
referred to in the offer, which was as follows:'I agree, in consideration of your selling my leases
as offered to you, to pay you or anyone you may
instruct all money I receive over £6,000.-J.
Markey, to Mr. R. Bowman.' The plaintiff
returned to Melbourne with the offers he had
got and with this secret agreement, and communicated them to the flefendants. The de- .
fendants and the plaintiff thereupon proceeded
to concert measures to sell their leases and
realize their respective gains. .The first persons
they resolved to communicate with were' the
Broken Hill people '-Mr. Wilson, Mr. Jamieson,
and others. "

What he distinctly denied was that there
was any secret agreement between himself
and the parties he was dealing with.
When he put that mine under offer
to Messrs. Moore and Gore he not only
showed them the contract for £8,000, but
also the contract for the £2,000 rebate,
and his own offer agreeing to accept
£8,000 and 5 per cent. commission from
them. He made no agreement with 'any
one that the public could not have seen,
because he bought the mine himself, made
no secret of what he paid for it, and sold
it to Messrs. Moore and Gore, and made
no secret of what he was getting out of the
transaction-in fact, he agreed to give
them one-third of what he got out of it;
and their own account showed that he was
no party to offering the mine to the public,
the· Broken Hill people, or anyone else.
There were only two parties that he dealt
with, namely, Mr. Markey and Messrs.
Moore and Gore. I t was immaterial to
him whether they re-sold the mine at a
loss or whether they floated it for
£37,500, the price which Mr. Moore had
sworn that it was worth. He sold them
the mine, they agreed to pay for it, and
here was their own written document to
prove that they agreed to pay the amount
he had mentioned. At the close of the
case, when the defendants were beaten in
the defence they first put up, their own
counsel took the startling defence that this
was a conspiracy to defraud the public,
and he actually called his own clients,
Messrs. Moore and Gore; swindlers and
conspirators for the purpose of getting
them out of paying, keeping him (Mr.
Bowman) out of his money, and trying to
drag him in as a party to floating the mine.
Now, he wanted it to go forth that he was
no party to floating tha;t mine, and he
hoped the press would give him the same
Mr. Bowman.

l1fr. Bowman.

opportunity of contradicting that statement, as they had in many ways tried to
malign him. He desired it to be distinctly
understood that, previous to disposing of
Markey's lea~e to Messrs. Moore and Gore,
he himself had purchased it from Markey
at the price of £8,000, with an agreement
for a rebate of £2,000; and, further, that
he had withheld no secret agreement either
from Mr. Markey or from Messrs. Moore and
Gore, who were the only persons he was
dealing with. The contract of sale from
Mr. Markey to him was shown to Messrs.
Moore and Gore, and the rebate agreement
was also handed to them. Consequently,
he had no secret agreement with anybody,
and n<;> false representations were made by
him to either Mr. Markey or Messrs. Moore
and Gore, who were the only persons he
was dealing with. He had nothing to do
with any statements, either true or false,
made by Messrs. Moore and Gore to Mr.
Langtree or any other person. As he had
appealed against the judgment of the
County Court he would not say anything
more at present, as the case was sub Judice,
but he had pledged himself to prove all he
had said before a higher tribunal than the
County Court, as the following document
would show:"In the County Court at Melbourne.-1891.. Plaint No. 8288.
"Between ROBERT BOWMAN, plaintiff, and
R. TRIVESS MOORE and HENRY GORE, defendants.
"Take notice that the plaintiff, being dis~
satisfied with the judgment of His Honour
Edward Blayney Hamilton, judge of the County
Court at Melbourne, intends to appeal to the
Supreme Court against the said judgment given
on the trial of the above cause on the 2nd day of
December, 1891, whereby he ordered judgment
to be entered for the defendants without costs.
" On the grounds"1. The said judgment was against the evi~
dence and against the weight of evidence.
"2. That there was no evidence that the
plaintiff had entered into any contract with defendants for the purpose of deceiving the public,
or for misrepresenting the value of Markey's
lease.
"3. That the contract sued on was not
against public policy, and was not tainted with
fraud.
"4. That upon the evidence plaintiff was entitled to judgment for the amount claimed and
costs.
"Dated this 8th day of December, 1891.
"C. Marriott '\Vatson, practitioner for the
above-named plaintiff.
" To Messrs. Cuthbert, Hamilton, and 'Wynne,
practitioners for the above-named defendants."

If his explanation was not satisfactory
to the members of the House-if one single
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member was dissatisfied-he would ask him
to move for a committee, and he would
support the proposal, and give every assistance to the committee to investigate
the matter thoroughly. He felt that he
was entitled to have his character cleared;
he had made a fun· statement, which he
would be able to prove; and if he had not
been taken at a disadvantage when the
case was being closed in the County Court,
he would have been able to prove in court
all that he had stated to the House.
METROPOLITAN BOARD OF
WORKS.
Mr. WOODS asked the Premier if the
Government had any power to prevent the
initiation of costly blunders by the Metropolitan Board of Works through theoretical engineering, and to insist on the
works being started on the lines' laid down
by the experienced engineer who designed
the works 1
. Mr. MUNRO stated that the Government had nothing whatever. to do with
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works, or with any officers that board
might appoint under its Act, and therefore the Government could not interfere
in the proceedings of the board.
AUDIT COMMISSIONERS.
Mr. ZOX asked the Treasurer if he
could say when the Audit Commissioners
would present their annual report for this
year 1
Mr. MUNRO said the report was in the
hands of the Clerk, ready for presentation
to the House.
LEGAL PROFESSION PRACTICE
ACT.
Dr. MALONEY asked the AttorneyGeneral whether his. attention had been
directed to the fact that it was alleged
that a number of practising barristers
had entered into a conspiracy for the
purpose of defeating an Act which was
passed by Parliament during the present
session, and if he was prepared to take
some action in the matter 1 The question
had been so well thrashed out by the Melbourne press, that he did not think he
could explain the matter in any better way
than by reading a sentence from an
article which appeared in the Argus of
Saturday last, as follows :"It is by no means compatible with the
dignity, nay, with the honesty, of the bar to
seek now to neutralize, by indirect and underhand means that will not bear the light of day
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-perhaps not even the light of the criminal
law."

That was followed by a statement in the
Age of the same date, to the effect that
the tactics of the Bar Association had
been demonstrated to be of a desperate and thoroughly despicable character,
that "no trades union has ever attempted
to go so far in the direction of prohibiting freedom of contract," and that the
members of the Bar AssociatiOn, while
claiming to embody the conscience of the
profession, were "really looking after
their own fat fees." He trusted that the
honorable gentleman would not allow
what struck him as a layman to be an
infringement of the rights of Parliament,
and, he might· also say, a certain amount
of contempt offered to this House.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that he had no
official knowledge on the matter at
all,· but simply the information he had
gathered from the press, and at this
stage he really did not know whether an
association had been formed by a number
of practising barristers, or whether the
rules which had been published in the
newspapers were rules of an association
that had been formed, or merely a draft
of rules for a contemplated association.
The honorable member had asked him two
questions which at present he did not
think he could offer any opinion on-the
one as to the legality of the proceeding in
question, and the other as to whether the
Government would take any action with
respect to the matter. (Mr. Murray"Call out the militia.") (Mr. Patterson
- " We won't stand boycotting from the
barristers or any other body.") He (Mr.
Shiels) had always stood up in this House,
as a matter of duty, to defend the great
profession to which he had the honour to
belong whenever the honour of that profession was aspersed, and now when that
profession was about to take or seemed
about to take a course which could not
. be justified, he felt, with the greatest
respect to his colleagues at the bar, thatalthough there were many men practising
at the bar who were by far his superiors
both.in ability and legal knowledge-he
ought not to hesitate about expressing his
opinion.
Therefore, if the rules which
had appeared in the press represented the
resolve of the bar, or any influential section of the bar, he deeply deplored them.
He would not say that it was the deliberate
purpose, but the clear and certain effect of
many of those rules' would be to nullify
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and defeat an Act which Parliament had
recently passed and placed on the statutebook, with the approbation not only of the
Legislature but also, he believed, of the
whole community. Year by year, as
honorable members knew, he had felt it
to be his duty to speak against that
measure and to vote against it, but now
that it had been placed on the statute-book
it deserved from him and every man,
whether he had opposed it or not, the same
implicit obedience that he gave to those
Acts of Parliament of which he did approve.
rfhe action by which it was sough~ to
defeat the Act appeared to him to be
not only wrong and indefensible, but
utterly inconsistent with the profession of
the bar, and also with the attitude which
he understood the bar to take up with
reference to the recent labour troubles.
He considered that from the bar, above all
other institutions, should be expected submission and loyal fealty to every Act of the
Legislature. It was their duty especially
to vindicate the !::1,\V, and assist in carrying
out the will of the Legisla,ture in every
particular. As to any injury done, they
had their constitutional remedy. They
-could agitatc~ and in many ways bring
pressure to bear to have the Act repealed;
but while that Act remained on the
statute-book it demanded from them
implicit obedience. He hoped that the
great body to ·which he was proud to
belong would see that they had taken up a
position false to themselves and false to
the functions they had to discharge.
HAlLWAY DEPARTMENT.
Dr. MALONEY asked the Minister of
Railways if the annual increment of 6d.
per day (under the Railways Act 1890)·
overdue since 1st June, 1891, would be
paid this year ~
Mr. SHIELS said the payments would
be made at the end of the year.
Mr. NI.MMO proposed the following
motion, which stood on the paper as "unopposed":"That all papers that were laid o·n the.table
()f this House on the 25th July, 1885, relatmgto
the appointment of Mr. Allison Smith, engineer
in the Railway department, be printed."

Mr. BURRO'VES seconded the motion.
Mr. 'V. T. CARTER said he objected to
the motion being carried In the form in
which it stood.
The motion was ordered to be placed in
the ordinary list.

Land Act .Amendment Bill.

A USTRALIAN LOANS.
Mr. eRA VEN asked the Premier if it was
his intention to take steps, as suggested
recently by the ATgUS, to arrange with the
various Australian Governments to come
to an agreement not to float al~y loans in
London next year, and thus aSSIst dealers
to work off their surplus stocks so that
prices might harden accordingly?
Mr. MUNRO said he was afraid be could
not aOTee with the view the honorable
mernb~r referred to. He (Mr. Munro)
would be delighted to float the whole of
his loan next year if he got the chance.
PUBLIC SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. 'WILLIAMS asked the Premier if
he would kindly give timely notice of when
this Bill would be kken into consideration ~
Honorable members did not wish to be
taken by surprise on the subject.
Mr. MUNH.O said he was afraid he was
unable to give timely notice of anything
just now, so' much business on the noticepaper remaining to be done. He thought
that at the present stage of the session
honorable members should be prepared to
deal with the business of the House as it
was placed before them.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
Mr. MUNH.O presented a message from
the Governor, intimating that His Excellency, at the Government Offices, the previous day, gave his assent to the Tramways
Act Amendment Bill, the Employers and
Employes Act Amendment Bill, and the
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
Liq uidation) Bill.
DEFENCES AND DISCIPLINE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. MUNRO presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, recommending an appropriation from the consolidated
revenue for the purpose of a Bill to
amend the Defences and Discipline Act
1890.
.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on the following day.
LAND ACT AMENDMENrf BILL.
Mr. McLEAN present.ed a message from
His Excellency the Governor, recommending an appropriation from the consoli?ated
revenue for the purposes of a BIll to
amend the Land Act 1890.
The message was ordered to be considered the following day.
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HAIL'YAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
Mr. MUNRO presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, recom!llending an appropriation from the consolidated
revenue for the purposes of a Bill to
apply out of the Victorian Stock Act
Account, or temporarily out of the Public
Account, certain sums of money for railway works and other purposes.
The message was ordered to be considered the following day.
TRUSTS Ac'e AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council, and, on the motion of Mr.
MUNRO, \yas read a finit time.
COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL (No. -2).
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council, and, on the motion of Mr.
'VHIXON, was read a first time.
MELBOUHNE AND vVILLIAMSTOvVN
TRAMWAY BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with an
amendment.
On the motion of Mr. MOUNTAIN,
the amendment was agreed with.
CONSTITUTION ACrr AMEND~IENrr
AC'r AMENDMENT BILL.
'rhe amendments of the Legislative
Council in this Bill "'ere taken into consideration.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he had an
amendment to propose on the question
that the amendments be considered.
The SPEAKEB,.-The honorable member cannot propose sl1ch an amendment.
Mr. MUNRO said he did not desire to
- take up the- time of the House. He regretted exceedingly to find that the
amendments made by another place in
this Bill were of such a character that
they could not be accepted. He would,
therefore, simply move - that this House
disagree with the Council's amendments.
Mr. PEACOCK seconded the motion.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the
order of the day, as it stood upon the
notice-paper, was as follows :-" Constitution Act 1890 Amendment Bill-Amendments of the Legislative Council-to be
considered," and he simply wished to add
to this an amendment to the effect that
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Standing Order No. 91 be suspended during
the debate on the amendments in order
that they might be freely and fuUy considered. He had no desire to press this
amendment if the Government were willing
to allow such free and full consideration to
be given. The standing order ill question
was as fo11ows:-"No member shall ~llude to any debate in
the other House of Parliament or to any
measures pending therein. "

That standing order prevented honorable
members from referring to what had
passed in another place, and he was
desirous that they should not be so prevented. If, however, the Government
would allow honora,ble members a free
hand in referring to the debates elsewhere,
and to the observations made by honorable members there, he had no wish, as
he had said, to press his amendment. On
two or three previous occasions he gave
expression to the general desire there was
in this House to go into the subject of
what had been done elsewhere, bnt he was
told that. it would be premature to do that
theu, and that the proper time would be
when the Council's amendments were before
the Assembly. Well, they were beforo the
Assembly now, and he wanted them dis.cussed without any unnecessary restriction as to referenco to what had taken
place elsewhere. For instance, he would
like to see honorable members allowed to
read passages from Ifansarcl as to what
Ministers in another place had said. If
the Government objecteel to this proceeding he thought he would have to press
the matter to a division. The case was a
very peculiar one, because certain matters
had occurred in another Chamber which
it \vas desirable to take into consideration.
rrhere were, for example, certlin circumstances connected with t.he resignations of
certain :Ministers and also their withdrawal of those resignations, and thero
was also the statement of the Premier last
week that wit.h respect to his colleagues
elsewhere every act and vote of theirs met
with the entire and cordial approval of
the wholo Cabinet. These were points
_which it was absolutely necessary honorable members should have a free hand in
discussing. He was satisfied that a majority
of the House would support the step he
had taken.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that he believed
that the honorable member for Port Fairy
would have no difficulty whatever without
any suspension of any standing' order in
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addressing himself to the very large ques- Legislative Council should be taken into
tion involved in the consideration of these consideration this day. However, I may
amendments. According to his (Mr. Gil- say that I understand very well what
lies') judgment, there were certain points the honorable member desires, and I
with respect to the situation of affairs to think the ordinary rules of debate will
which attention had been drawn from time practically meet his views. '''hen the
to time by the Government to which he honorable member referred to the subject
t~1ought reference might very well be
on a previous occasion the present Bill was
made in this Chamber, so long as the not before us, and was before the Legislaspeeches of honorable members elsewhere tive Council, therefor:e, honorable memwere not discussed in detail and the bers were debarred from debating it. But
'Speakers themselves were not named. As now the Bill is before us, and the great
honorable members knew, a very large obstacle that was then in the way is
latitude was usually permitted to honor- removed. I think the honoJ;able member
able members in addressing themselves to will have very little difficulty in complying
amendments from another place, with re- with the standing orders. The question
'Spect not only to the principles contained before the House is that the Council's
in them, but also to the arguments offered amendments be disagreed with.
-elsewhere in support of them. Honorable
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he would supmembers could, for instance, go as far as port the motion. He thought that tho
the Premier did the other night when he time had come when the feeling of this
referred to the fact that the members of House with respect to the one-man-onethe Ministry in this Chamber were in. vote question should be unmistakably
perfect harmony with the other members shown for what it was worth. It should be
()f the Government in the Council. Surely shown also that there could be no comprothere could be no possible objection to any mise in the matter. Compromise was out
ordinary reference being ~nade to what of the question. The question at issue .
had been done or said by another place was a sacred principle, and any compromise
. when it was the work done there that hon- on the one-man-one-vote point would be a
orable members in the Assembly had to compromise in defiance of that principle.
deal with. Under those circumstances no Dual voting was simply plural voting under
'Suspension of the standiIJg orders in ques- another name; it was simply plural voting
tion was required, and such a suspension minimized. (Mr. W. 'r. Carter-" And
legalized.") Yes; dual voting would be a
would be unwise in the public interest.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he would repeat compromise under which plural voting
that if the leader of the Government would in a minor form would be legalized.
express his readiness to meet the wishes The main evils which existed under
of honorable members in t.he matter half- plural voting would continue to exist
in dual voting; in fact, so inconsistent
way, he would not press his amendment.
Tho SPEAKER.-The honorable mem- was dual voting with the main principle
ber seems to be under some misapprehen- of the Bill, that in another place one of
'Sion as to the question brought before the the head-lines of the Bill, "abolition of
Honse by the order of the day on the plill'al voting," was struck '.out because it
notice-pap.er.
rrhe order of the day is was out of keeping with the amendments
that the amendments of the Legislative another place was making. So that, Oli
Council are to be considered, and upon the question of declining to agree with
that the Premier moved that the amend- the Council's amendments, he (Sir B.
ments be disagreed with. The honorable O'Loghlen) was fully at one with the
memb"er for Port Fairy can only move an Government, and he strongly warned
them, on behalf of the liber:;t.l party of the
amendment upon that proposal.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he had under- country, not to entertain any idea what'Stood that the first motion to come before ever either of a compromise or a conHe doubted if another place
the House would be that the amendments ference.
be taken into consideration. (" No.") He would ask for a conference, but if they did
thought differently, and that his amend- so their request must not be complied
ment ought to be taken before the pro- with. There was nothing to confer about.
'rhe principle advocated by the Assembly
position of the Premier was taken.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem- and the principle sought to be established
ber will see that it was ordered on a pre- by the Council were utterly antagonistic.
vious day that the amendments of the The one-man-one-vote system was as
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absolutely opposite to the one-man-two- and then he found the Minister of Defence
vote system as it would be to a one-mall- announcing that after very careful cona-dozen-vote system. He knew that the sideration he and his colleagues in the
argument would be advanced in some quar- Council had deemed it to be their duty,
ters that perhaps it would be better to in justice to their colleagues in the Astake half a loaf than get no loaf at sembly, to tender their resignations to the
all.
Of course, in the ordinary affairs Premier, and that they exceedingly reof life, 'where principles were not at gretted having to sever their connexiqn
stake, a compromise on that basis might with the Government.
The next day
frequently be advantageous, but when a there was a change altogether, and the
principle was at stake, and that principle same Minister announced that he and hi1:i
was one which lay at the foundation of all colleagues in the Council had had an
democratic government, every honorable interview with the other members of the
member of the House, no matter on which Ministry, and that they had been requested
side he sat, onght to refuse to hear of any in the "most frank and corclialmanner"
The
compromiso or to sanction any conference . to withdraw their resignations.
with the Legislative Council, except as a Minister of Defence did not state that
matter of courtesy. But there was one his colleagues in the Assembly informed
matter mixed up with the amendment him that it was intended that he and his
which was of very great importance. It ~olleagnes in the Council should not
lay in this question-was another power remain members of the Government when
in another place in this colony to rule this the Government went to the country on
House, that was to say, to rule the Com- this question. They were, however, asked
mons of Victoria ~ That was the question in the "most frank and cordial manner"
which underlay the amendments attempted to withdraw their resignations, and then
to be imposed on this Chamber by another the Minister of Defence stated that, having
place. Honorable members had certain regard to the business the Government
Ministers acting in one way in this Cham- had to do, he and his colleagues had conber,' and other Ministers outside the sented to withdraw their resignations. At
Chamber acting in another way. The the same time the honorable gentleman
history of their so acting was most edify- remarkeding. How the Premier could say that he
" In doing so, I may say that I think we have
approved of every act and every vote of in no degree lowered the position we took up,
the other Ministers outside the Assembly and that we are still able to maintain that which
he (Sir B. O'Loghlen) could not conceive. we deem to be of vital importance-our own
self-respect in this ma.tter."
The conduct of Ministers in another place
had been antagonistic to Ministers in this He (Sir B. O'Loghlen) would not challenge
House, and their views were thoroughly any man's opinion of his own self-respect;
inconsistent with the views of Ministers that was a matter for himself and himself
in this House. If any Minister had ad- alone, but a man must have a strange
dressed the Assembly as Ministers had view of his political relationship to a
addressed the Council, twenty-four ho~rs Ministry when he remained a member of
would not have passed before the House that Ministry after differing with them on
would have called upon that Minister to a leading and vital question of policy.
resign. On the 31st October the Minister Time went on, and then another of the
of Defence moved the second reading of Ministers in the Council stated that he
the Constitution Act Amendment Act went in for a dual vote, but not of the
Amendment Bill, and stated that he did kind proposed by Mr. Service, although he
so as a matter of courtesy to his col- would vote for the amendment of Mr.
leagnes, but that he was not in favour of Service, and he said that Mr. George
the measure, and that he hoped that some Davis' proposal would only allow the dual
amendment would be made in it in a' vote to be given in two different districts.
direction that would commend itself to That was the statement of the Minister
the wisdom and good sense of the mem- of Justice, and then a third Minister,
bers of the Assembly, "so that this very Mr. Simon Fraser, speaking very much
troublesome, very debateable, and very in the same tone, stated that he could not
undesirable question may be settled." agree with Mr. Service's amendment, but
The amendment the honorable gentleman that he was willing to support a. dual vote
desired was an amendment in the direc- in another form. Then he came to the
tion of the dual vote. Time went on, Minister of Defence again, and to the acts
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of which the Premier now stated that he
approved. The Minister of Defence, speaking on one of tho now clauses proposed by
Mr. Service, said"Certainly proposals on the subject on a
proper basis would receive every support he
could give them. . . Pl'Ohably he would be
in a small minority on the subject, but he
wanted to make his own stand-point perfectly
clear. As far as his position in the Government
was concel'lled, he did not think he would be
worthy of it if he had not the courage of his
opinion."

A day or ~wo afterwards the same
Minister moved that the amendments
made in the Bill in committee be adopted,
and in doing that he had the full concurrence of his colloagues. Sir F. T. Sargood also moved that the Bill be read a
third time, and that the words "plural
voting" be struck out, because those words
were perfectly inconsistent with the Bill
as amended. Then a fourth stage was
reached, and the Minister of Defonce
moved that the Bill be passed with the
amendments. Finally, thero was a fifth
stage, when the honorable gentleman proposed that the Bill, as amended, be returned to the Assembly for their concurrence.
Honorable members were now
gi ven to understand tha,t all these acts
had boen dono with the full approval of
the Premier. How the Premier conld say
that he had boon consistent, and that he
was in unison with his supporters and the
liberal party, when he allowed Ministers
in the Legislative Council to adopt snch a
course of conduct, was beyond his (Sir B.
O'Loghlen's) comprehension.
'rhe two
wings of the :Ministry were opposed to one
another, and yet the Premier calmly stated
that he approved of evel'y act that had
boon done by Ministers in another place,
and held himself responsible for them.
Ministers ill another place had opposed
the expressed will of the Assembly and
the declared p'olicy of the :Government.
The qnestioll at issue was one of greater
importance than that of one man one
vote, and that question was whether the
Legislative Assembly was to rule, or whether Ministers in another place were to be
allowed to take np a position hostile to
the expressed will of the Legislative Assembly, and then to receive the approbation of their chief. The Assembly had
always claimed the right of having- Minist.ers responsible to itself, and of having
tho control of the finances. (An Honorable Member-" "Ve will always do so.")
He trusted that they would, and that
Sir B. 0' Logltlen.
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they would insist that the Premier should
either call upon his colleagnes in another
placo to resign, or that the Ministry
as a wh?le would quit the Treasury
bench os. That was the constitutional
position. The House must not forget its
privileges and its rights, which were the
privileges and rights of the people. What
rights had any Minister excepting the
rights he derived from the Assembly, and
the Assembly derived those rights from
the people. If a member of the Ministry
had been persistent in opposing the policy
of the House, the House should insist on
his retirement or upon the retirement of
tho Ministry as a whole. The House, in
discussing the proposition of the Premier,
should declare clearly that this system
must be stopped. rrhere must be one
House to which Ministers were responsible.
He did not see why a gentleman could npt
be obtained in the other House who would
adopt the policy of one man one vote-at
any rate, some honorable member who was
not a Minister could be got to take charge
of Government business in that House.
Mr. 'V. 'r. CAH,TEH remarked that the
House was indebted to the honorable memb3r for Port Fairy for the manner in which
he had called attention to the attitude taken
up towards this measure in another place.
The honorable member had shown that
Ministers in another place spoke in favour
of a complete change in the character of the
measure. He'could not call the alterations.
made amendments. (Mr. Ml1nro-" They
voted against everyone of them.") Yes,
hut the honorable member for })ort Fairy
had shown that they spoke in favour of
the amendments. (Mr. Munro-" Not of
these amendments.") Then they spol\:e in
fa \Tour of the emasculation of the BilL
(Sir B. O'Loghlen-" And against the
principle. ") Yes, absolutely against the
only one principle which the Bill contained,.
and it might be said that the voice was
the voice of Jacob and the hand was thehand of Esau. The voice was on the
side of conservatism, but the vote was
towards liberalism.
He must compliment the Premier on taking the stand he
. had done with reference to these so-called
amendments.
He was glad to know
that the result would be to refer this
matter again to the country. 'rhere was
no need to fear the result of such a refer~
ence,; but the duty would be imposed
npOl} the Government of stating, in submitting their policy to the country, what
they intended to do in regard to this
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question. From that aspect the remarks should have a vote in accordance with his
of the honorable member for Port Fairy thrift, his indust.ry, and his stake in the
were very pertinent, because honorable country. If the amendment proposed by
members were bound to ask the Govern- . the honorable member for Mornington had
ment if they intended to be trne to the been adopted it wonld, instead of recogprinciples which they enunciated on taking nising the rights of property, have given
office and to seek to abolish plural voting. two votes to thousands of ratepayers who
If they did that they would announce a- had no property at all and who did not in
policy 011 which some of their colleagues any sense represent property. (An Honordiffered from them very seriously. The able Member-" rrhey have their homes.")
Premier had stated that Miuisters in :Many of them could scarcely be said to
another place voted against these amend- own the few sticks of furniture in the
ments, but they voted for them when they place they called their home, and yet these
were reported and agreed to be the vehicle men would have had two votes, whilst a
for the return of them to this Chamber. young man living in a boarding-houso-:(An Honorable Member-" rrhey were intelligent and alert on every question of
bound to do so.") It appeared to him the day, and having shares in a building
(Mr. Carter) that Ministers in another society or a deposit in a savings bank which
place were bound to oppose these amend- he was steadily adding to-would have
ments at oyory stage, as the Premier had a vote on account of his manhood only.
had done. He knew that there were hon- The utterly thriftless people, whose names
orable members in that House who were were on t.he ratepayers' roll becn,use they
honestly desirous of giving effect to the happ~med to have a tenement to live in,
principle of dual voting, but he would were to be endowed with a vote on account
point out that there was at present one of property, and they thus had two votes
vote for property and another vote for against the other man's one. Though this
manhood. l'he Assembly were elected by proposal was attractive at first it was soon
the manhood vote and the Council were seen through. A re-action had now set in
elected by the property vote, and both -and it was recognised that the only true
votes had an influence on the legislation of principle was that a man should have one
the country. (:Jill'. Staughton-" Not on vote, and only one vote, in the same contaxation.") Although proposals for taxa- stituency. The House was confronted
tion must originate in the Assembly they with a proposition, which the newspaper
could be rejected in the Council, and the which advocated it admitted that it could
Council by their action could cause modifi- not understand, the object of which was
cations to be made in them. rrhe issue to get over .the idea of simply promoting
that should be put clearly and distinctly every man to a position of equality in
before the country was whether the idea accordance with his voting power. It
evidently expressed in the Constitution of would have been better to wink at the
giving to every man a vote for his man- anomalies and abuses which existed under
hood so far as the Assembly was con- the old plan than to attempt to legislate
cerned, and recognising the rights of pro- in this way. He heartily indorsed the
perty in elections for the Council, should be proposal to disagree with the amendments
preserved. It was certainly very amusing of the Legislative Council, and he had not
to notice the straits to which the plural- the slightest dOll bt that the House and
voting party were driven in trying to the country would indorse it also.
find some sound basis on which effect
Mr. PATrrERSON observed that hewas
could be given to their views. It was very glad that the House was not going
admitted that plural voting, as it had to waste time at this late period of the
existed hitherto, had been quite anomalous session in discussing the constitutional
and decidedly unfair in its operation. It question which had been raised in conhad given some advantage to certain nexion with the passing of this Bill
classes in the metropolitan districts but had through the other House, because it meant
been of no benefit to the country elector- that honorable members were willing
ates, and it had to a large extent destroyed to work together in the public interest.
the balance of power. Gentlemen who It was natural that different opinions
still supported plural voting were willing should be held in regard to the recognito do away with the anomalies that had tion of thrift, and the House had it upon
existed, and ·they wanted to formulate the authority of the Premier that, after all,
into legislation their idea that every man this was not a very important question, as
Session 1891.-[196]
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it only applied to two or three constituen- and who paid rates for the construction
cies in the neighbourhood of Melbourne, of roads and streets who did most for the
and the matter was one which had been country, and who had made it what it was.
. greatly magnified. He was not a party . He was not one of those who maintained.
man himself, and he was not in favour of that because a man held property he was .
reviving old party fouds in this country. superior to those who did not, but he said
In that connexion, he would sa,y thtLt he that the property-owner contributed to
did not think that the valuable patriotic the State in a way which gave stability
and diplomatic work performed by Mr. and security to the Government, and that it.
Service in bringing about the coalition was legitimate to oncourage every man who.
Government had ever been sufficiently became a good citizen in that way. Therecognised.
Indeed, during the recent Purification of the Holls Bill affected no·
financial troubles, it must have been one more than the women of this country.
observed with great plea,sure by a11 parties Their lives, their homes, and their yery
that no advantage was taken for the mere souls depended on the good behaviour of
purpose of serving party ends-a condition their husbands, and he congratulated the
of a,ffttirs which was in admirable contrast Government upon introducing such a
to the state of things which existed some measure. (Mr. r:rrenwith-" It is the direct.
years ago, and which he did not wish to complement of the other Bil1.") He was
sec revived. It was said by certain repre- afraid that the retrogressive political
sentatives of the Trades Hall that there league would say that it was a blow to
must be no compromise or qualification on manhood suffrage. '1'here was a conventhe one-man-one-vote principle. But the tional notion on the part of those who
dogmatic assertion of one man one vote belonged to that league that bankers were
would not do without some qualification. a bad lot, that baronets were not much
'fhe honorable member for Williamstown better, that the rich were invariably
averred that there. must be no compromise. robbers, that if you wanted to find virThen what a frightful shock the introduc- tuous peopl~ you must look to the slums
tion of the Purification of the Rolls Bill must of the cities and suburbs-to bottle boys
have been. That was a Bill upon which the and to tramps; but really that assertion
Government might be congratulated, and would also have to submit to some q ualifiit should have preceded the other measure cation, for the bottle boy was not, after all,
of reform. If the Purification of the Rolls better than the baronet. I t was imposBill did no other good, it had knocked sible to lay down a hard-and-fast line.
the bottom out of the one-man-one-vote Such people had good qualities no doubt,
He was not sure but that the but it would not do to dogmatica11y assert
cry.
retrogressive political league would say their superiority without limit or qualifithat the measure was not aimed at man- cation, and say that every man should
hood suffrage. What did it say 1 The have the same voting power. '1'hat idea
21st clause provided that the revision . of equality could not be applied to any
court should expunge the name of every principle-it could not be applied to properson who during the precedin g three tection, for instance; and the eight-hour
years had served a term of imprisonment. man admitted that there were instances
A man would not be allowed to vote if he in which the application of the eight-hourshad been an habitual drunkard, or an idle a-day system would not only be unwise
and disorderly person, or if he had con- but unworkable. A brief examination of
sorted with such persons; he would not be the subject would show that one man in
allowed to vote if there was in existence the citv was not entitled to the same
against him an order for the maintenance voting power as one man in the country.
of his wife or child, nor yet if he had no The idea that one vote should be given
settled place of abode, or \vere known to be to each man, no matter where he was or
a vagrant. 'What a dreadful shock this what were his circumstances, could not be
Bill must be to the supporters of the one- accepted without qualification. He agreed
man-one-vote principle. It disfranchised with the honorable me:J;nber for Mornington
the tramp, but not the early s\vagman--the that if any special arrangement was to
picturesque pioneer of this country-who be made at all'it should be for the people
fought his way through difficulties to the who paid the rates and who were entitled to
possession of lands and houses, and the pay- first consideration. The people who had
mentof rates. He said thatitwas the man improved the land, who had paid wages
who improved the land, who built houses, for artisans in building houses, who had
lIIr. Patterson.
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made the streets, roads, and bridges, and
who had lighted up the thoroughfares had
given hostage of intention to stay and
advance our civilization. If they had a
stake in the country, what was more
important the country had a stake
in them; and if there ,vere to be any
distinction in regard to tho adjustment
of tho electoral suffrage (with which he
did not agree) the preference should be
shown to those who had given evidence
of thrift. The proposal of the Legislative
Coullcil could not be given the force of law
for a long time, and even if it could he
was not prepared to say that he would
support it. He would not be sorry if the
Bill were rejected, because that would at
least affOl;d the people an opportunity of
speaking out on the question.
Mr. R.ICHAHDSON said he thought that
every honorable member must commend
the Government for the proposal it had
made that the amendments of the Legislative Council be disagreed with. The oneman-one-vote principle could not be discussed now, and the House mllst either
approve or disapprove of the Premier's
proposal. He thought, however, that the
Government should take some notice of
the question raised by the honorable
member for Port Fairy. On two or three
occasions pertinent questions had been
asked as to the constitutional position of
the Government, but the Premier had not
thought it worth his while to say one word
that Hight as to what he proposed to do in
that matter. rfhat was not fair to the
House, because the Premier must know
that honorable members felt themselves to
be in a very strange difficulty. The Premier's colleagues in another place had refused their assent to the measure sent up
from the Assembly, and certain members
of the Government in another place having
very naturally resigned in consequence, the
Premier took steps to secure the withdrawal of those resignations; but the
Premier had never given a word of explanation in regard to this important
matter. He (Mr. Richardson) submitted
that the House was entitled to an
explanation that night. The course the
Government should have pursued was
either that of abandoning the Bill or fighting on the differences which had arisen,
but the Government would not do either
of those two things. Now the Bill came
down from another place with proposals
antagonistic to those of the Assembly, and
the Premier asked the House to disagree
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with the amendments. The Government
ought really to inform the House "yO hat
they intended to do with regard to the
Bill, for the position was without parallel.
A new departure ought not to be entered
on without the Government taking the,
House into its confidence.
At this stage the House adjourned for·
refreshmen t.
On re-assembling,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN called attention to '
the fact that there was not a quorum
present.
A quorum having been formed,
Mr. HICHAHDSON stated that when
the House adjourned for refreshment he
was calling attention tt) the position in'
which the Government had phLced honorable members. The proposal of the Government led honorable members who had
always been in favour of the abolition of
plural voting up to the side of a ditch,
and now they had got honorable members·
into the ditch, and had left them there,
and Ministers did not attempt to help
them out, or say how they were to get·
out, or how they themselves were going to
get out of or over the ditch. The Govern~
ment ought to explain what they meant,
and the House ought not to let this occasion
pass without compelling tho Government·
to do so. He did not know an instance'
in which a Government, having a vital
difficulty of this kind before them, had
pursued the same course as the pres~nt
Government. A question of such importance ought not to be submitted to Parliament by any Government which was not
united on the question, and united in the'
very best sense of the word. Before the'
Premier submitted the policy he had
matured, he ought to have assured himself
that everyone of his colleagues were in
harmony with him, and if he had found
that they were not, he should have pursued one of two courses--either not·
submitted the Bill, or allowed his colleagues in the other Chamber to leave the
Government.
But whell the Premier
found that his colleagues in another place
did not agree with him, he insisted that
they should remain in the Government,
and not only so, but he appeared to have'
arrived at the conclusion that it was
necessary for him to abandon the policy
that he had submitted to this Hous(~,
and adopt some other policy: He (Mr:,
Richardson) was making that statemeTht;
from the appearance of what had already
occurred in the course of the present
0
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sitting. There was an apparent consistency
on the part of the Government in refusing to accept amendments which they
did noi approve. of, and so far as that was
concerned he was was with them, but he
wanted the Government to explain the
'circumstances under which they agreed to
abandon the position they took up, and to
explain how they had got into the position
they were now in. He wanted to understal;d what was running in the mind of
the Government. There might be reasons
that were perfectly satisfactory to Ministers, but it seemed to be impossible for
those reasons to be satisfactory to this
House or to the country. If Ministers
could have shown that the course they
were now pursuing had been pursued
by the Government of the day on any
other occasion of a like character, one
could have understood their position, bnt
if they looked through the parliamentary
annals of this country they would not find
a. single case where there had been such a
difference of opinion on a vital question
without that. difference of opinion being
known at the outset, and there was not a
single case in which the Government of
the day had taken such a step as this Government had taken in connexion with the
very important matter now under consideration. J:Ie had complained severely
because the Government had led him and
other honorable members into this particular fix.
There had been occasions
where membcrs of Governments had disagreed on important matters, and those
instances should have been taken as an
.example, and followed in some constitutional manner.
He remembered when
payment of members was first introduced
to the Parliament of this country. That
question was forced upon the attention of
the Government of the day, and the
Government, not being agreed' upon it,
refused to submit a Bill to Parliament for
the payment of members until a majority
of the House appointed a committee-on
which the Deputy Speaker (Mr. McLellan)
served - and that committeee brought
up a report, and forced the Government
to introduce a Payment of Members
Bill in obedience to the wishes of the
majority of the House. Then again, when
the present Chief Justice was in office,
that gentleman stated, before introducing
.a Public Instruction Bill, that the Government were not at one on the question, and
.as the result of that division in the Go_
vernment the measure could not be carried.
Mr. Richardson.
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When the Government of the day was not
agreed upon an ·important question of this
kind they ought not to seek to pass a
measure with respect to it, and if the
Premier ha.d told this House that the oneman-one-vote question was an open question ,vith the Government in introducing
this Bill-that the Government were not
agreed upon it-then the House could, at
that stage, have advised the Government
what course to take. But that course was
not taken. After this House had expended
its labour upon that Bill, the members of
the Government in another place turned
round upon it and destroyed the policy
of ·the Government as announced to this
Honse. He was not making these remarks
in any spirit inimical to the Government,
but was only putting the constitutional
position, It was due from the Government
to honorable members and the country to
make an explanation. It' had been the
universal custom in all constitutionallygoverned countries that the Government
should not only be one on a question
of this kind before introducing a measure
to Parliament, but that they should' be
backed up by the country generally on the
question they were submitting. Everyone
could see that this was a measure that
would be fought against in another place,
and the constitutional question ought to
have been considered before the Government humiliated this House in the eyes of
the country by forcing honorable members
into the position they were now· in by
the action taken by members of the Government in another place. He did not
wish to take up time by quoting precedents from English history or from the
English Parliaments, but if the members of
the Government had only taken the
trouble to see how the Imperial Government had always acted in cases of this
kind, they would have seen that no
English Premier had ever taken up a
question of such importanc~ to the country
as this question was to the colony of
Victoria, unless he had his colleagues with
him in every individual proposal. There
had been occasions when the English
Premier had not had his colleagues with
him on certain proposals, but in every
case, or in almost every case, the proposal had been defeated, and when
the leader of the Government made a
proposal of this kind, and had not his
colleagues with him, he only invited defeat,
and placed the question in a very much
worse position than it ever was before,
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doing harm instead of good to the cause
he had at hcart by the proposals he made.
It was impossible to understand ·the
reason why the Premier had taken this
course and allowed himself to be led by
his colleagues who left the Government,
or why he had refused to explain to the
House the peculiar circumstances in which
he had placed himself and honorable
members, so that they might judge him
by the merits of his statement and of
the circumstances through which he had
passed, and through which he had led his
supporters. Ho hoped the head of the
Government would take an opportunity
of making a statement that would show
that the Government had not proceeded
in a way that would be derogatory to
this House and contrary to the principles
upon which responsible government rested,
and upon which it ought to be carried out.
Dr. PEAllSON remarked that the honorable member for Creswick had discussed
at a good deal of length what the conduct
of the Government ought to htwe been,
and had asked the head of the Government to give an explanation about certain
constitutional issnes, but that was really
not the question before the House at the
present time. He (Dr. Pearson) regretted
exceedingly that the Premier's colleagues
in another place had thought fit to behave in a way that was utterly unconstitutional, and he regretted that
in consequence of that action on their
part this Bill, on which the Assembly had
expended such a large amount of labour,
had been sent back to them in such a
mutilated form that honorable members
conld have no hesitation in rejecting it.
The immediate question they had to consider was whether this House had any option or alternative but to reject the Billwhether the House was prepared to make
any compromise on the principle that had
been put before the Gountly, and discllssed
in newspapers and on political platforms,
the principle of one man one vote as against
the dual vote. The honorable member for
Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) spoke with
great horror of the possibility that, if the
one-man-one-vote principle were adopted,
there might be some day equal electoral districts, and he (Dr. Pearson) interjected ,. Why not?" The answer given
to his interjection was that it was an absolute certainty, proved to demonstration,
that if the colony once adopted equal
electoral districts, the town members,
with their superior organization, would
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obtain unfair advantages over the country members.
In spite of the cheers
with which that statement was greeted,
he ventured to say tha.t it was based
--as conservative arguments very often
were-on the distrust of their fellowcountrymen. Majcrities had no doubt
often been wrong, and sometimes
oppressive.
·Where there had been
bitter religious feeling of any kind, for
example, the majority had been capable
of passing oppressive penal laws, but in
ordinary circumstances, the experience of
ElIgland and this country was that a
majority of the people, whether of country
or of town, might be fairly trusted to see
justice don.e to their fellow-citizens. In
England, for instance, there was an urban
population (taking only the huge towns
of over 10,000 inhabitants) which was as
three to two compared with the country
population, and, including the population of
the smaller towns, as four to one compared
with the country districts; and yet within
the last ten or twenty yoars the greatest
sympathy had been shown to the agriculturists by the dwellers in towns, and
the agricultural labourers had at last received free admission to electoral power.
Then .again, take the case of this country.
'Vhat had been our own experience? The
dwellers in towns ·were conceived to be
immensely interested in the question of
the protection of native industries, and if
honorable members would look back
over the records of Parliament, they
would find that while certain town
members voted against protection to native
industries, Melbourne East and Melbourne vVest returning free-traders to
Parliament, the farmers anil miners freely
voted in the interests of the townsmen.
And when the question of the settlement
of the people on the land was being considered by Parliament, tho town members
for the most part voted with members
representing country constituencies, so
that, although they heard from time to
time the cry of country against town, they
would find that great expenditure had
been incurred, with the approval of representatives of the towns in I)arliament, ou
the settlement of the peoplo in the country
districts; and, so far a,s he knew, the question had been argued and the votes carried
without the smallest reference t.o the interest of the town as to'.vn, or the interest of
the country as country, the general interest
of the nation being considerecl. That had
been the experience of this country, and
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when they considered that they were
gotting more and more into timos when
the advantages of even justice were understood, \vhen every question was argued;
when, \vhatever party cry might be raised,
every questlOn had to be submitted to discussion on the political phtform and in
the press, and to secure the, approval of
Parliament before it could become law,
thev must conclude that, there was no
rea;oIl to fear that the great body
of men in this country would e,'er
be unjust to their fellow-citizens. It
'was most important to realize that fact,
because, sooner or later, the majority
on any great question must govern. 'Vas
it likely that 800,000 men on the one
side would submit to be dictated to
by 400,000 on the other? If any honorable member believed that he believed
what was contrary to human nature and
contrary to human experience, and it was
therefore perfectly idle to resort to jerrymandering or tampering with the suffrage
in any way in order to give the minority
an unfair advantage. The question this
House had to consider at the present
moment was not the question of equal
electoral districts, but what many conservatives regarded as the much less ,dangerous question of one man one vote; and he
was glad that that question was regarded
by the conservatives with a comparative
moderation of view. 'rhe Government had
,acted wisely, in his opinion, in advising
the House to reject the amendments which
had been made in this Bill by the Upper
House, and he thought so for several
reasons. First, because there was no
constitutional precedent whatever for
,giving one man two votes in one constituency, as the Upper House had
proposed to do. It, was easy to say,
"If there are no precedents, we can
make them," and he fully admitted
that if they found that circumstances were
-entirely changed, they were bound to disregard the precedents of antiquity, and
recognise the fact that a new crisis had
arisen. But could they say that of the
present position in the political affairs of
this colony? If England had never seen
it necessary to adopt the dual vote, and had
never attempted to do so, even in times
when the government of the country was
in the hands of a close oligarchy, or in
times when it was in the hands of the
King,' why should this free and constitutionally-governed colony of Victoria
adopt it now1 No single nation had
Dr. Pearson. '
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evor attempted to adopt the dual vote,
and oven in thoso countries whore laws
had boon expressly framed to restrict
the suffrage that particular expedient
had never been proposed. Surely, therefore, honorable members were bound
to consider well before adopting such a
proposal in this country. It had been said
that the idea of tho English Constitution
was based upon or closely allied to property, and while honorable members might
find in English history a certain amount
of support for that statement, he thought
it would be support of an exceedingly
slender kind. History showed that the
English feeling was not a blind or a bigoted
one in favour of property. Honorable members should look not at the old unreformed
laws of England, but at the practice of England in the present day, and they would find
that the electoral law had been so greatly
reformed by liberal alterations that it was
fast approximating to one man one vote.
He might say that he had' const.itutional
objections to the way in which the Council's
amendments had been made. Of course
it was an exceedingly difficult thing to say
what in matters of t.his sort t.he different
powers of the different Houses were. OJ;!
one occasion it was proposed in the House
of Commons to abolish the House of Lords.
That was done in the reign of 'William IV,
and the honorable member who brought
the motion forward was allowed to propose
it, but tho Commons as a whole declined,
out of courtesy, to entertain the matter.
Nevertheless, practically, the right to introduce such a motion was acknowledged.
But he would say that it seemed to him a
very great straining indeed of the rights
inherent in a free House of Parliament
when another House attempted to alter
its franchise in such a way as to dest.roy
its individual and distinctive character.
Unquestionably the changes which the
Council proposed t.o make in the franchise
of the Assembly were changes which
would assimilate the constitution of the
Lower House with that of the Upper
House. So that honorable members here
would merely reflect the opinions and echo
the voice of honorable members elsewhere.
On that constitutional ground, therefore, honorable members were entitled to
demur to those amendments. Another'
strong reason was the deep interest
with which honorable members in both
Chambers had been discussing a measure
for the federation of the colonies. vVell,
in New Zealand the one-man-one-vote
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principle was established; it was the same legislation not based on principles founded
in South Australia; and in New South on justice to the whole community. As for
vVales the samo thing was almost certain all men being equal, no doubt there were
to be adopted. Under the circumstances, great differences. Men differed physically as
,ought this colony to deliberately set itself well as lncntally. But they were all equal
in another direction 1 How would it be before the law, and was it an unworthy
possible for the colonies to ullite federally ambition that they should be all made
with such radical differences between equal politically? If n, tax was imposed,
t.hem ? Was it likely that the representa- would honOl:able members be ready to
tives of the other colonies would consent impose half of that tax on the man ,,,ho
to sit and vote with representatives elected had only half a vote? Again, take the
on such a totally different principle, that case of a financial crisis. "Vould the
practically they represented only a mino- Legislature enable a man to whom it gave
rity of the community with which they only half a vote to endure only half of the
were connected -who represented free- suffering consequent upon the erisis that
holders rather thaIl men. Therefore, for was endured by his neighbour? It was
the sake of the future interests of the obvious the thing could not be done. '1'hen
colony, the amendments of the Council there was the case of a possible attack
'should be rejected. He, for one, objected from a foreign foe. Should a man who
absolutely to 'what he might call 'panic had only haft a voto be called upon to do
legislation. Three years ago this House only half the military service demanded
set up no serious objection to the abstract from his neighbour who had a dual vote?
principle of one man one vote. In fact, Surely that would draw a degrading and
when it was then proposed to abolish humiliating distinction between the two
plural voting utterly there were very few classes concerned. Besides, if there were
dissentients indeed. "Why had the situa- not these reasons, he confessed that he
tion changed since 1 Simply because a would feel very strongly the extremely
few trades unionists had. uttered wild ridiculous nature of the proposals sent
.and whirling words, and been guilty of . down by the Council. He really found it
a few indiscretions. 'What a few honor- difficult to understand on what principle
,able members appeared to be fearing ·was they were made. (Mr. Munro-"They
that these industrial organizations would are made on no principle.") For inbecome some day so vast as to practically stance, it was proposed to give a
represent the body politic and usurp the premium to thrift by rnaking property
-executive power. But if that were done represent the country. Well, he did not
it would have to be done constitutionally see "Thy thrift should be the only moral
-that was to say, by the body politic virtue in the country to be rowarded. If
itself. He did not, however, for a moment such a principle was to be recognised he
'suppose that these bodies could ever attain would not wonder to see the Premier proto a,ny such power. ,\Vhen the trades posing to gi vo a third vote to the wearer
unions began ~he late strike public sym- of a blue ribbon. rra.ke the case of a man
pathy was with them, but when they with £500, who at his death divided the
attempted to carry their measures by money among his five ~ons--£lOO oach,appeals to the fears of a majority of the and that one appropriated the money to
people of Melbourne, from that moment the purchase of a house and furniture for
the vast majority of the public were his wife and the family of young citizens
,against them. Melbourne had to protect he hoped to rear; that anot.her invested it
itself and the country against what was in land, and stocked it; that another eduthreatened. . (Mr. Trenwith - "There cated himsolf for a profession, in order to
never were such appeals.") He, for one, raise himself in the world; that the fourth
had not the slightest fear that the trades invested his money in some way deemed
unions were any real danger to the body by him to be more profitable than buying
politic. He believed in the inheritance by land; and that the fifth devoted his share
his fellow-countrymen of the traditions of to making provision for sickness or death.
1aw and order that 'v ere fa!lliliar to "Vas anyone of these more or less worthy
Englishmen---(An Honorable Member- of respect from the use he made of his
" And to Australians also.") And he was money than the one who invested it in
'satisfied that there would never be class land? Then he (Dr. Pearson) might point
legislation of the kind some honorablq to the numbers of ancient mining townmembers were afraid of-that was to say, ships in the country in which miners had
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in times past invested their money, bu.t
which now consisted of so many worthless tenements. The houses were in
ruins. Were the owners of these propCl,ties to go without a second vote
because they had ceased to pay rates
on them ~ vVere they to be deprived of
their fair share of the representative
power of the country 1 VVere they to have
only one-half the representative power of
those who had been fortunate enough to
invest their money in town lands ~ The
more one went into the scheme the more
radically absurd did it appear. It was not
only absurd, but unfortunately dangerous.
In a time of quietude the thing might work
well enough. vVa~ it not a fact that under
existing circumstailces the plural vote was
submitted to with more or less calmness 1
But when turbulent times succeeded, and
the property-owners of the country exercised their dual votes against their neighbours and fellow-citizens, what would
happen 1 If ever there was a strong party
question dividing the country there would
I;;pring up most bitter and implacable
feelings on the part of the majority as
against the minority who had been enabled
to conquer them. (Mr. G. D. Carter" You have no such feeling in municipal
elections, where the same principle "prevails.") The two things were incomparably
different. The interests involved in mUllicipal elections were infinitely less than
those involved in parliamentary elections.
Did the honorable member suppose that
the issues which affected the municipal
elections concerned the country as a whole 1
He never heard a lower argument.
(Mr. rrrenwith--" What else can you expect; you cannot make a silken purse out
(If a sow's ear.") (Mr. G. D. Carter--" You
have made that quite clear yourself.")
'L'here was one thing that astonished him
on the part of the Legislative Council, and
that was their want of manliness, their
want of regard for their fellow-countl:ymen,
and their inability to grapple with the
question before them in a large and comprehensive way. For instance, was it to
be supposed that education did not give
a man powed Show him (Dr. Pearson)
an employer who could exercise large
political influence and he would show
many other men who, by their mental attainments, exercised incomparably greater
influence-an influence far beyond even
anything like a dual vote. He would say
to those who represented true conservatism that instead of endeavouring to fence
Dr. Pearson.
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themselves in by clinging to legislation of
this kind they should try to put themselves at t.he head of the people-try to
understand what their fellow-countrymen
felt in times of difficulty, and seek to care
for their interests in the best way possible,
rather than send down proposals calculated
to degrade the whole community.
Mr. McINTYRE remarked that, no
doubt the honorable member for East
Bourke Boroughs was always happy in
making his speeches interesting,. but for
himself he (Mr. McIntyre) never listened
to anything more illogical. He had heard
the conservative bogy trotted out before.
vVhat did true conservatism mean? He
knew this, that those who were deemed
conservatives here would in the old
country be regarded as extreme liberals.
For instanee, those "who held the honorable member's vim\' as to taxation were always regarded in England as conservatives.
of the deepest dye.
(An Honorable
Member-" The honorable member for
East Bourke Boroughs is a free-trader
still.") Nevertheless he was a member of
the Government that put the final touch to
the protective policy of the country. As
a matter of fact, conservatism of the sort
the honorable member alluded to did not
exist here. "What he (Mr. McIntyre) contended for was that the Legislature should
hold by the Constitution of the country,
or that if it altered that Constitution it
should alter in the proper way. That was
the doctrine he held, and he called himself an out-and-out liberal. Certainly he
did not believe in liberalism of the oneman-one-vote character. As for the
House, ,~hat it had to deal with was the
question properly befOl"'C it. Honorable
members "knew that the Premier above
all others was a frightful example of
the plural voter, for he absolutely on
one occasion voted at a certain election no less than fifteen times. That.
was a most undesirable kind' of
liberalism, and no doubt something should
be done to put a stop to it. Honorable
members were told that the Council's
amendments were not to be understood,
but he (Mr. McIntyre) could see perfectly
what they meant, and he would like to
propose such an amendment on them as
would make them plainly understandable.
The honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs seemed to say that because the
country was up in arms in favour of the
dual vote, therefore it was attempting to
propose panic legislation. Perhaps it was
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called panic legislation because the farmer
knew very well what was coming. He
know well that the one-man-one-vote principle meant, in the next step, equal electoral districts throughout the colony.
'V"hat would that involve 1 'l'hat Melbourne would' have the full half of the
representation of tho country. 'rhat was
the radical outcome of the position. Surely
the people of the country had a right to
speak out when they saw legislation coming
whieh would say to to them, "You must
work your industry under the eight hours
system, with a penalty of £50 if any of
your men keep on half-a-minute longer."
That was why the country said" vVe don't
want this large plural voting, but we want
the dual vote, in order that we may have
a proper voice in regulating the aft~"irs of
the country. Honorable members were
told manhood this and manhood that, but
everybody believed in manhood sum'age
absolutely. 'rhat was not to be taken
away at a11. 'rhe circumt:>tances in this
country differed from those of every other
country in the wor1d, because each member of the community here "'as practically
a shareholder in a large tra.ding concernthe railways and the waterworks. Supposing these works were managed by the
people, ought not the votillg power to be
the same as it was in other business concerns - that a man with 100 shares
should have a greater voting power than
the m.an w'ith only 10 shares, or only
one share 7 In this sense the dual vote
was unqnestiollably a step in the right direction.
No doubt the amendments of
another place were very peculiarly worded
and that there ought to be some alteration.
He begged to move that all the words
after" That" in the motion of the Premier
be omitted, with a view to the insertion
of the following;" Any person whose name is on the electoral
roll for the Legislative Assembly, and who is
rated in any municipal district for property of
the yearly value of not less than £10, shall be
entitled to two votes at the election of any
member of the Legislative Assembly, and may
exercise such votes in anyone electorate where
his name is on such roll and wherein he holds
such rateable property; or he may divide his
votes, and vote once ill the electorate in which
he resides and in which his name is on the
electoral roll, and also Olwe in any other electorate in which he holds such rateable property,
provided always that he shall not cast more
than two votes at any election for the Legislati\-e Assembly."

Mr. GILLIES said that he could not
support the amendment, but when the
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general question was put he would state
what his views on the subject were.
Mr. GRAVES pointed out that the
amendment had not been seconded.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER. - If the
amendment is not seconded, it of course
falls to the grouild.
Mr. McINTYRE said that he was quite
content. Honorable members could ex-'
plain their conduct to their constituents.
Mr. BENrr stated that he did not iutend
to allow this question to pass, or a trick
to be played upon honorable members,
without saying a few .words on the subject. The honorable member for East
Bourke Boroughs (Dr. Pearson) had endeavoured to gloss the matter over in a
very eloquent speech, but he (Mr. Bent),
for one, felt. it to be his duty to explain the position which he had taken up.
He found fault with the other Chamber
for having placed honorable members in the
position in which they found themselves
that night. '1'he Bill as sent to the other
place contained a proposition for a socalled one man one vote, which was not an
honest one' man one vote, but only a trick
to place honorable members in a false
position before their constituents. If the
Bill had been thrown ont altogether, ho
could then have gone before his constituents and explained his views, whereas
neither the proposal of the Premier nor
the amendment of the honorable member
for :Maldon would afford him all opportunity
of doing so. During the last two or three
weeks the so-callodlabour representatives
in the House-and they were not labour
representatives-had been airing their
eloquence, aud had produced a feeling of
fear in certain quarters. (:Mr. Hancock.., vVho cares what you say 1") These
honorable rp.embers were endetwouring to
set class against class, and they would have
to be watched very carefully or. they would
gain some advantage. He had asked
before, and he would ask again, why the
Government had not gone to the country
on this question, and stood or fallen by
the measure which they introduced 1 If
they played politics as politi0s used to be
played in the old days, that was whi:1.t,
they would have done, bnt because of the
support which·they had received from tho
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Trenwith), and the honorable member for
Collingwood (Mr. Hancock), the Government thought that they had the support ::If
the working classes. But those. horiorable
members did not represent the working
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classes. Before they were heard of at
:all there were were honorable nlOm bel's
in this house who did represent the
working classes. (Mr. Hancock-" You
pretended to support them.") These
honorable members were mere pretenders;
they were doing everything they could to
pull down, and nothing to build up, and
. those 'who had followed them in the recent
strike had brought themselves and their
families to misery and ruin. A working
man said to him the other dn.y, "I was
foolish enough to join these gentlemen,
and I gave up my work on the assurance
that I would get my pay, but I have not
got it and never \yill." (Mr. Hancock"'Vas he a market gardener 1") Fancy
men of the stamp of the honorable member
for Richmond and the honorable member
for Collingwood talking about market gardeners! Market gardeners were at least
honest men. (Mr. Hancock--" Why don't
they send a representative of their own
class here 1") Years ago, when he (Mr.
Bent) was a member of a Government
which was endeavouring to find employment
for the working classes, he had' occasion to
visit Sandridge, and there were a number of men there who were boo-hooing.
Amongst them was the honorable member
for Richmond, who still adopted the same
tactics. He did not agree with the honorable member for Richmond and the honorable member for Collingwood, with regard
to what \'vas called one man one vote; he
believed in fair representation--a fair field
and no favour. On a formor occasion he
sta.ted, and he would repeat the statement,
that the honorable member for Richmond
and the honorable member for Collingwood were not the representatives of the
working classes, and they would have all
their work to do at the next .elections to
secure their return. It was the duty of
honorable members who opposed the
views held by the honorable member for
Richmond and the . honorable member
for Collingwood to get together, and not
to pe scattered all over the House as they
were at present. The late Government
proposed one man one vote, and what position were honorable members like himself
placed in 1 They were between t\\'o pairs
of scissors. N ow was the time for them to
put themscl ves in a fair position, so that a
straightvotemightbe obtained on this question. Not one of the Ministers in another
place had any sympathy with, or would for
one moment assist, the honorable member
for Richmond and the honorable member
lJfr. Bent.
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for Collingwood on this question, and yet
they were claimed as supporters of the
principle of one man ono vote. And then
there wero tho Minister of Public ,Vorks
and the Postmaster-General. Had not they
in the past beon opposed to tho principle of
one man one voto? Under other circumstances those honorable gentlemen would
have been the loudest in the condemnation
of this Bill. There should surely be some
morality in politics, and honorable gentlemen should, not for the sake of ofEce-he
would not say the emoluments of office,
but the pow!?r of office-sacrifice their
convictions. He belioved that if the Government went to the country, tho country
would declare against the so-called oneman-one-vote principle. (An Honorable
Member-" Never.") The people of the
country want.ed to be ruled by Parliament,
and would not allow themselves to be
dominated by the Trades Hall. It had
been said that all men wei'e equal in the
eyos of the law, but if the Government
went to tho country,· the working classes
and the farmers would soon put a stop to
that kind of talk. At any rate, men
holding particular opinions would be ablo
to take sides on the que6tion in a proper
manner, and if a majority wero returned
in support of the principio of one man one
vote, they could then give effect to it by
legislation. If the honorable member for
Richmond and the honorable momber for
Collingwood had a majority, they would
have a perfect right to sit on the Treasury
benches, and they ought really to be in
the front and not in the back now.
The fact'was they did not want to go to
the country, although they had been doing
nothing but wasting time for the last three
or four months, not\yitqstanding that the
colony was in a grievously depressed con-'
dition, and much in need of legislative
relief. He desired that there should be
no mistake about his intention to vote
against the rrrades Hall on the one-manone-vote question.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that a great
deal had been said on the question under
consideration which ought to receive the
careful attention of the House. He confessed that he was not in the slightest
degree surprised at the course taken by
the head Of the Government. He did not
suppose for a moment that the Premier
would have been prepared to accept the
amendments made by the Legislative
Council. After the most careful consideration, he (Mr. Gillies) had been compelled
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to arrive at the conclusion that to accept
these proposals would be to make a plunge
in the dark. From what had been said in
.another place in support of these amendments, it would appear that they had not
been as carefully thought out as might have
be on expected under the circumstances.
He was forced to that opinion when he
considered the great experience, unquestionable ability, talent, and uprightness in
public life of many of the geutlemen who
had supported the amendments in the other
House. It was a b<."tld proposition to say that
extra consideration ought to be given to
men who exhibited thrift. "When honorable
members considered what thrift meant,
and. compared their ideas with the provisions now made in the Bill, they must
come to the conclusion that those who
were advocating 'the giving of extra privileges to people who exhibited thrift not
only did not go far enough, but did gross
injustice to many persons who showed
great thrift and self-denial. As his friend
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs had said, there was scarcely
any ph"tce in the world ,vhich had adopted
this particular policy. However, he did
not object to the proposal because it was
new, but because it absolutely left out in
the cold thousands of persons who had
exhibited infinitely more thrift than the
persons to be benefited under the Bill. If
these proposals were carried, and he admitted they had some merit, it would lead
to so much ill-feeling and heartburning
that it would have been better not to make
the alteration at all. He did not feel called
upon at this stage to discuss the proposals seriatim; but if, the Government
had dealt with them separately, he would
have done so. As the discussion had not
taken that form, he only desired to say
that according to his judgment the adoption of the proposals would be a leap in
the dark, and that it would be impossible
for anyone to say what would be the result
of giving effect to them. W"hether they
would have the effect of adding to the
power of the labour party represented
by honorable members sitting behind the
Government, or to those constitutionalists
who were sometimes called conservatives,
"but whose desire was to, see this country
prosper and to take care that its laws
were always obeyed, it was impossible for
him to say at present. Honorable members had not been aided in this respect in
the slightest degree by any expression of
opinion on the part of those '" ho made
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these amendments. The proposals being
of such n serious character, and being new
to the people of this country, honorable
members should pause before agreeing to
them until they had had an opportunity
of more funy understanding their effect.
But while he was prepared to adopt that
course, he thought there was something
more to be said in regard to the Bill. He
did think that the Government ought to
tell the House its general views with reference to the amendments made by the
Legislative Council, and also what they
were prepared to do with regard to
them. This was not a. time when the
question of one man one vote should have
been brought under t.he consideration of
Parliament, for it "-as hopeless to expect
the present Legislature to pass the principle, and the proposal was also unpopular
with the country. Eyery member of the
Government knew perfectly well that the
idea was thoroughly impracticable, and
that an appeal to the country on the su bjcet would result in defeat. '1'he Premier
might make an effort to lessen the existing
evil by discontinuing a system which
allowed a man to exorcise not only two
votes but twenty. The Premier was
not justified in refusing to give any
relief because he could not get all he
asked. Differences of opinion must always
arise upon many things, but there were
lines of demarcation· beyond which differences of opinion could not be permitted.
One-half of the Government could not be
permitted to be in disagreement with the
other half on an important measure.
There were well- known constitutional
maxims about which there was no dispute.
The honorable member for MelbourIl'e had
said that Ministerial responsibility was of
no account, because it ceased when Ministers were turned out of office. (Mr. G. D.
Carter-" I said it was no compensation to
the people to' turn a Ministry out of
office.") The principle of constitutional
government could be found in dozens of
well known-books, and they had been laid
down by one of the most distinguished
members who ever adorned the Legislature
of this colony. If the honorable member
for Melbourne would pay a little attention
to those principles, he would find that
Ministerial reRponsibility was something.
Suppose the case of a Premier who submitted an important measure, supported
its second reading with strong force and
fervour, speaking as if the Bill had received the assent of his colleagues, and
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then the Attorney-General got up and
denounced it to. his heart's content, other
members of the Ministry also follO'oving
suit, what hope would there be under
such a system of any important measure
ever being carried? Honorable members
knew all very high authority that a house
divided against itself could not stand.
!1'he one great prineiple of responsible
Government recognised the idea that a
Ministry "'as a combination of men joined
toge~hel' for the purpose of leading Parliament in the carrying of important measures for the public good, and there must
be a combination of men in opposition if
it were determined to turn a Government
out. Combination for the purpose of
government was essential to all political
life, unless, indeed, the honorable member
for Melbourne . .vas going to accept the committee scheme propounded by his friend
Mr. FitzGibbon. It was certainly not
likely that the American system would be
adopted here for a long time to come.
Meanwhile, the proper thing to do was to
accept the Victorian Constitution as it
stood. As soon as it was thonght that in
the interests of the country that Constit.ution should be changed, he should be glad
to consider any proposals to improve it.
He believed that if the Government had
not indnced their colleagues who resigned
to withdraw their resignations, greater
difficulties wonld have arisen, but that did
not alter the fact that the House was face
to face with a difficulty. The Premier
had not told the Honse a solitary word'
about his views on the present situation,
and it seemed that honorable members
were to be lallnehed on a general election
without the Government having committed
themselves on· the subject or having said
what they intended to do. That was not
fair to the House or to the country.
There was a general rumour that the
Premier had intimated a short time ago
that he would, if the Bill were not passed,
in the event of his having the opportunity,
appeal to the country on the measure
in the form in which it was originally
He would now ask if it.
introduced.
was the conclusion of the Premi er to
do that? The House was entitled to
know his intentions on that matter, and,
from a constitutional point of view, it was
that honorable gentleman's duty to tell
honorable members what his views were.
There was also a rumour that the Premier
and his colleagues were prepared to go to
the country as a united Government on
Mr. Gillies.
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the question, and he would ask if that
were so 1 He would direct the attention
of the Premier to a statement, which was
as simple as it was short, which he made
a few days ago. The honorable gentleman
said, in answer to a question, "All the
announcement he had to make was thisthat since his colleagues in the other
House were good enough to withdraw
their resignations, every act and vote of
theirs had lllet with the entire and cordial
approval of the whole Cabinet." In the
Legislative Council, one of the Ministers
said, after the resignations were withdrawn" At the same time, he felt it to be his duty
to state that he wa,s opposed to the principle of
giving electors hvo votes in one district. He
han alwa,ys he en aga,inst the system of plural
voting which was possible under the Electoral
Act; he was not, and never had been, in fa,vour
of the principle of one man one vote; but he
was in favour of limiting the power of yoters
to two votes given in different districts."

vVas he not entitled to ask the Premier
whether it was to that extent that he had
approved of the action of his colleagues in
another place, because this rais.ed a most
important question? In the first instance
it was stated by the leading member of the
Government in another place that ther.e
never had been unanimity among Ministers
on the one-man-one-vote principle in this
Bill, and that it was recognised from the beginning as an open question. '1'hen there
was the succeeding statement, after Ministers in another place had withdrawn their
resignations, that the same honorable
gentleman had never approved, as these
amendments approved, of two votes being
given to one man in one and the same
district, but that he did approve of
two votes being given tq any man who
owned property-one for his manhood
and another for his property, one vote
to be recorded in one district and
the other yote to he recorded in
another district. (Mr. Munro--"He didn't
say that.") The words of the honorable
gentleman conveyed exactly that and
nothing else. Did the Premier now say that
the honorable gentleman stated the views
that his colleagues in this Honse felt at
that time, which was after the resignations of
Ministers in another place were withdrawn?
(Mr.. Mnnro-" They voted according to
om'views.") That would not do, because
the Premier said that the members of the
Government ill this House approved of
every act as well as of every vote of
their colleagues in another place since the
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resignations of those Ministers were with- they had gone through during the last two
drawn. ",Vhat a man said was equivalent months, having four colleagues in another
to an act-in fact it was an act, the act place opposed to their prineipal measure
of speaking. (:Mr. Patterson-" Ministers and the remainder of the Government in this
in another place have voted on this ques- House approving of it 1 If so, what would
tion since they withdrew their resigna- be the result 1 (Sir B. O'Loghlen-" It
tions.") But it might be contended that, will be a perfect sham.") Did any honoras they voted against two votes being able member ·believe there was the possigiven to any elector to be recorded in one bility of carrying a Bill of that kind in
electorate, they were not implicated in the other branch of the Legislature under
opposing the one-man-one-vote proposal such circumstances ~ In his judgment,
by allY vote they had given since t.here was no hope or prospect of carrying
their resignations were withdrawn. How- that Bill through another place under
ever, the Premier did not confine himself snch circumstances, and Mini::;ters would
admit that they believed so if they could
to saying that he and his colleagues in
this House approved of every vote that only be put in the palace of truth and
his colleagues in anoth~r place had given made to say what they honestly believed.
since they had withdrawn their resigna- . But not one Minister would get up and
tions, because he likewise said that they tell the House what the Government
approved of their every act also. ",Vas honestly thought on this subject,and ought
that the position the Government now the Legislative Assembly of this country
occupied ~ (An Honorable Member-"Is to put up with th~t concealment of inforthat 'a conRtitutional positio1l1") There mation 1 (Mr. vVoods--" This is falling
never was a Government in any con- very flat.") The honorable gentleman's
stitutionally-governed country that ever interruptions were highly disorderly. The
came before Parliament mider such cir- honorable gentleman was sometimes in the
cumstances as the present Government House when he ought to be elsewhere.
were in, and gave the House absoMr. vVOODS rose to order. He begged
lutely no information as to the course to ask the honorable member for Eastern
t.hey proposed to take. The circumstances Suburbs to explain what he meant by
were sufficiently grave to warrant the that statement ~
Mr. GILLIES expressed the opinion
serious discussion of this question. Honorable members had shortly to go to a that he was in order in saying that the.
general election, and this was the beauty honorable gentlemen was sometimes here
of the situation from the Government's when he ought to be elsewhere.
The SPEAKER.-I understood the
point of view that four of the Premier's
colleagues in another place would not re- honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
quire to go to the country. The Premier to say that the honorable member for
and his colleagues in this House would Stawell sometimes comes here when he
have to go to a general election, however, ought to be away. Snch a remark is not
and when they returned was the Govern- in order.
Mr. GILLIES said he couldgiveadozen inment still to be divided against itself 1
Was the Premier in a position to convert stances in which exactly the same statement
his colleagues and go to the country as a had been made on the floor of the House
united Government on this question 1 of Commons without question, and he was
(Mr. Woods-" He said so here.") He not aWal~e that any word in that remark
could assure the honorable member for conveyed an improper meaning. If the
Stawell that the head of the Government honorable member for Stawell understood
had made no such statement in this it in a sense that was offensive, he (Mr.
House. (Mr. Munro-" Did you tell the Gillies) would withdraw the remark.
House you had converted your colleagues
'1'he SPEAKER.-I have given my
when you went to the country 1") rrhat ruling, and I trust the honorable member
. was not the question. Honorable mem- will accept it, and withdraw the remark
bers were directly faced with an important objected to by the honora1le member for
issue, and the Premier was not going to Stawell.
get rid of that important issue by trying
Mr. GILLIES stated that he accepted
the ruling 'of the Speaker without any
to draw a red herring across the trail. vVas
it possible to conceive that the Government hesitation, and withdrew the remark; after
were going to come back from a general which be trusted there would be no more
election and play the same performance as offensive interjections from t.he Ministerial
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side of tho Honse. The Legislative As- they .could adopt at this stage.
The
sembly was entitled to an eXi)lanation from honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
tho Government under the circumstances. had said that the Government ought to·
Honorable members ought to know what have attempted to make the compromise
the attitude of the Government was going suggested by Ministers in another place.
to be. rrhe Ministry was known to be lf such a compromise had come down from
divided, and might he ask--(Mr. Munro another place, there might have been
- " Oh, yes; you may ask.") He might some reason for discussing it in the
ask, and get no answer. All he could say Assembly, because a majority of the
was that the Premier was not treating the members of this House might hold
House properly or dealing with the question that under present circumstances such a.
in a constitutiona,l fashion. It might suit compromise would be just.ifiable and
the honorablE) gentleman and other honor- advisable, in which case there would
able members to have nothing said on this be some chance of carrying it into law
subject at the present time, but he (Mr. during this session, but to take up the
Gillies) felt perfectly confident that the time of an expiring Parliament in the disGovernmentcouldnot go to the country with cussion of the qnestion, even if it could
any show of possible success under present be eventually carried in this House, would
circumstances. Personally, he would have be altogether absurd, seeing that it. could
been glad to have seen the Premier take up not be expected to pass another place
the question in another spirit, accept the during the existence of this Parliament.
suggestion made by his colleagues in It was certainly too late in the session to
another place, and attempt to amend the initiat.e such a compromise in this House,
amendments of the Council, because it the time being altogether inadequate.
would be infinitelv better to haye such That disposed of the argument that an
an amendment of the existing law as was effort should be made to arrive at a comdesired by the Ministers in another place promise. The burden of the rest of the
than to have no amendment atal1, although speech made by the honorable member for
he (Mr. Gillies) would prefer t.he existing Eastern Suburbs was that the Government.
law as it stood to the new proposals made should, at this stage, indicate to the House
by the other Chamber. Iftherewastobe any what action they purposed taking at the·
compromise at all it ought to be in the general election j but he would ask the
direction indicated by the Premier's col- honorable gentleman to carry his memory
leagues elsewhere. (Mr. VV. T. Carter-"We back to the time when he was Premier of
will have no compromise.") If one had t,he the colony, and was going to take the
choice of two evils, it would be better to opinion of the country at a general elecaccept the lesser evil, and the responsibility tion. Did the honorable gClitleman present
of not securing an amendment of the pre- to the expiring Parliament the policy he
sent law rested on the Government. Not was going to submit to the country at the
that the present condition of the law was then ensuing general election 1 No, he
a matter of any serious importance, be- delayed the declaration of his policy to
cause he did not think that more than the last possible moment. He first antwo or three constituencies were directly . nounced that he Wfl,S going to express
affected, and he felt perfectly certain that the views of the Government at Kew, and
a great deal too much had been made of when .the time arrived, and the people
the matter. It was the duty of the expected to hear the views of the
Government to take advantage of their Government, the honorable gentleman
present opportunity to bring about a com- found it convenient to postpone his depromise rather than go to the country as claration for another week, and, speaking
a divid~d Ministry on this subject, with from memory, that announcement was not
no possible hope or expectation of being made until within seven or eight days of
able to carry their proposals through the time for receiving nominations., The
the other branch of the Legislature after honorable gentleman asked if there ever
was an occasion in a constitutionally-gothey returned.
Mr. TRENvVITH said the question be- venled country where an incident of this
fore the House was an extremely simple character had occurred 1 Well, he ought
one.
The proposal submitted by the to remember that on one occasion his own
Premier, that this House could not agree Government was placed in exactly the
with the amendments made in the Bill by same position. The honorable gentleman's
the Council, seemed to him the only course Government introduced a Bill exactly
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similar to that which was sent from this
House to another place, and the representatives of that Government in the other
House refused to support the measure,
which was consequently rejected. (Mr.
Deakin- "That is not correct.") (Mr.
Munro - "One Minister went out and
would not vote.") ",V hat did the honorable gentleman do in that case 1 Did he
expla,in to the House the action ho proposed taking in tho matter 1 His (Mr.
Trenwith's) recollection ,vas that the honorable gentleman did not. But the circumstances had changed, the honorable
gentleman being then on the Treasury
bench, and now in opposition. The honorable gentloman objected that the present
Premier refused to ans,ver hisqnestions, but
the honorable gentleman must remember
his own continual evasions of direct questions "with reference to the business of the
country when he was in office, and that he
met those questions by such interjections
as "Too thin" R,nd I, Not to be drawn."
The Government were acting wisely in
getting on with the business of the country
towards the close of the session. It was
too late in tho session now to rectify whatever mistakes had been made in this
Parliam~nt in reference to the Constitution
Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill; but
there wore othor measures of considerable
importance yet to be carried, and most
important of all, the Bill for purifying
the eloctoral rolls. If the Government
were to ta~e any action of a drastic character in, reference to this question, thoy
would nullify the usefulness of the remainder of the session, and valuable public time
would be wasted. I t would be time
enough for the Government to declare its
policy in regard to this Bill when facing
the country. The House had really no
further interest in reference to the action
of the Government with regard to this Bill,
but the people of the country would ask
the Government, before they returned
:Ministers to power again, for a distinct and
definite understanding as to what the
policy of the next Parliament would be, if
this House was then under their guidance,
in reference to the one-man-one-vote question, and the Government would sign its own
death-warrant by refusing to answer that
question direct and plain. Now, in dealing
with the question before the House the honorable member for Brighton felt it necessary
to refer to the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) and the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Hancock),
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and expressed the opinion that those gentlemen thought themselYes eycrybody, at the
same time assuring them that they were not
everybody, and he constantly accnsed
them of interrupting. 'V ell, he (Mr.
Trenwith) at any rate ·did not interrupt.
The honorable member for Brighton also
complained of being spoken of by those
two honorable members as a cabbage
gardener, but, except in answer to nn
observation of the honorable member for
Brighton, he (Mr. Trenwith) had neyer
alluded to that honorable member as a
cabbage gardener. He hated to be unneccssarilyor unfairly offensive, and always
strove to direct his utterance to the subject
under consideration. The honorable member for Castlemaine, in tho same vein, referring to himsolf (Mr~ Trenwith) and his
constituency in connexion with the Purification of the Electoral Rolls Bill, saiCl that
it would not do for Richmond to strike off
the rolls the names of porsons who were
criminals and who had been convicted of
impropor practices. N ow, as far as he
was capable of judging, the constituency
of Richmond, which he had the honour to
represent, would bear comparison with
Castlemaine or any other constituency
with which he was acquainted. But to
come to the question before the Housoshould they reject the amendments which
the other Chamber had made in this Bill 1
Mter .the magnificent speech they had
heard from the honorable member for East
Bourke Boroughs (Dr. Pearson) it was
absolutely unnecessary to say another
word in support of the contention that
the Council's amendments should be rejected. The honorable member for Castlemaine drew a ·comparison betweell the
swag man of to-day and the swagmen of the
early days, who carried their swags, as he
put it, because conveyances were scarco
and difficult to be obtained, and he
endeavoured to show that the swagmen of
the early days were noble follows, good
and worthy citizens, the pioneers of the
country, but that the swag men of to-day
were an inferior type of men, who ought
not to be intrusted with the franchise.
N ow, the swagmen of to-day were a necessary Circumstance of our civilization. Our
system of production rendered it necessary
that some mon must travel from place to
place in order to get a livelihood, and the
uncertainty as to where they would get
work rendered it necessary that for
economy's sake they should walk from
place to place, feeling about, so to
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speak, as to where they were to obtain the means of earning a living; and
as they had not sufficient money to pay hotel
expenses, and mostly travelled through
parts of the countr}' 'where there were no
houses or hotels, they had practically to
carry their houses on their backs. The
()ther day he saw one poor fellow tramping
the country with a to nt, blankets, and
JleCessary cooking utensils, altogether
weighing over half-a-hundredweight, on his
back. That man walked from 10 to 15
and even 20 miles a day looking for employment, and, when he found it, did work
that nUlst be done in order that this
country might prosper, and work that had
to be done by migratory characters cf his
sort. Surely if there was any reason why
one man should have more votes than
another, a man who was so terribly
handicapped as that man was in order to
find the means of obtaining a living was
the most entitled to additional voting
power. But there was no argument whatever in favour of giving one man more
votes than another. Honorable members
had been frequently asked, " Would you
give the larrikin, the gaol-bird, the man
who would sell himself for a pint of
beer, as many votes as the thrifty
property-owner?" If there was any
force in that argument it must mean
that the son of the thrifty property()wner, who was only a manhood voter,
was a larrikin. vVould anv of the woUto-do advocates of the du~l vote admit
that their sons were larrikins and improper
characters? He thought not, but that
was the only construction that could be
put on their own arguments. They asked,
" Would you not give the thrifty careful
man, who invests his savings in property,
SOllle privilege over the man who expends
His. reply was,
every shilling he gets? "
"Yes, I would give him the property that
he bought." Why should he, in addition
to 'that, have something that was not
given to the poor fellow who had to spend
his money as he earned it, and who had to
suffer the hardship of wanting the money
that he had spent? Surely that hardship
was sufficient punishment to give him,
without the added punishment of making
him unequal in the eye of the law with
his more fortunate fellow-citizens.
It
had been declared, over and over again,
that all men were equal before the law,
but if one man was to have only half the
voting power that was to be given to
another, how could those two be equal
Mr. Trentvith.
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before the law 1 The Trades Hall had
been brought into this discussion, not
by any person who in any way represented the Trades Hall, because those
who were conneeted with the ~'rades Hall
never felt it incumbent on them to draw
the Trades Hall into the discussions of this
House, but it was continually dragged in
by honorable members who desired to heap
opprobrium upon men who felt that they
were honestly representing a class that
had not been properly represented in the
past. The honorable member for Brighton
urged on all honorable members who were
opposed to the two members of the House
connected with the Trades Hall to unite
their forces to crush those unfortunate
members. Surely the honorable member
must see the intensely illogical position in
which he had placed himself.
In one
breath he said that those honorable members were nobody at all, that they were
utterly insignificant, and in the next
breath he was urging all the other members of this House to bring their combined
forces to bear so as to crush those unfortunate nobodies. He regretted to have
to take a personal line in this discussion,
but the honorable member for Brighton
spoke of the honorable member for Hichmond (Mr. Trenwith) as having on one
occasion gone to Sandridge and boo-hooed
at a meeting there.
Now, he had no
hesitation in saying that the honorable
member for Brighton was in error, because
he (Mr. Trenwith) most emphatically
denied that he ever boo-hooed in his life,
or indulged in anything of the nature
of an interruption at a public meeting.
He always desired that every question
should be fully and fairly discussed,
but the honorable member for Brighton was credited with electioneering
tactics, which, to say the least of them,
were of a keen and sharp character.
It was stated that during the time of the
Macpherson Government a steamer was
engaged to carry voters from point to
point in the Bay, in order that they might
vote at each place on the same day. That
might be true or it might not, but he
hoped when the House came to deal with
the Electoral Rolls Purification Bill something would be done to prevent the possibility o'f anything of the sort in the future.
l'herefore, he would urge upon honorable
members to carry the motion now before
them, and to give up the idea of making
at the present time any radical change in
the Constitution Act, because there was
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no time this sossion for anything of the
kind. On the other hand, the people of
t.he colony had during the last twenty
years been asking for a law to abolish
plural voting. Now, plural voting could
not be abolished by adopting any form of
dual voting, and there could not possibly
be' any compromise on the point. It
was contended that the farmers of the
country were in favour of a vote being
given to property, but .he took permission
to say that the way in which the farmers
had been used by conservative agitators
made them the most ill-used section of the
community. If any liberal measure was to
be circumvellted, the Argus always brought
in the farmers. Remember how, at the
last genera] election, the farmers were
asking for an increase of the stock tax
and of the grain tax, and how the Ar.gus
urged the Trades Hall, by all that it loved
and held dear, to resist to the uttermost
any attempt to increase the price of meat
to the working man. I t seemed to him
that the working man was then played off
on the farmers, and that the attempt was
successful. \Vhat happened? When an increase of the stock tax was proposed in this
chamber it was defeated-by whom? By
the representatives of the farming districts.
Nobody could say that he (Mr. Trenwith)
had not from the first moment he entered
public life stood up for the farming interest.
In fact he won his election on that point.
He referred to this because of the tricks
that had been resorted to during the
present discussion. For instance, it was
urgod that he and those with him had
asked for the one-man-one-vote system in
order that there should eventually be
equal electoral districts in the colony.
But those who made that assertion must
know that they were not confining themselves to the facts of tho case-that, as
the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
would say, they were not in a palace of
truth. No doubt the question was considered by the Trades Hall, for "equal
electoral districts" was one of the points
of the famous charter, with which all true
liberals had always the greatest sympathy.
No doubt also that "equal electoral districts" was on that account originally
made one of the planks of the draft plat'form of the Progressive League. But
when the matter came to be calmly discussed it was pointed out that what would
be perfectly fair and proper in a densely
populated country like England would not
be equally fair and proper here. Not
Session 1891.-[197J
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that in the abstract 1,000 voters in one
place O1~ght not to have the same electoral
power as was possessed by 1,000 voters
in another place. But there were vast
differences in. this country with respect to
the facilities different people had for recording their votes. Hence," equal electoral
districts" was struck out of the draft platform of the league. As for the oneman-one-vote principle, if all men were
equal before the law, all men should
have equal power in making the laws.
Sllrely that was fair enough. Surely,
seeing how property in this country· was
protected, it might be said that enough was
done for it. Hut he would not. detain the
House longer. He regretted that he had
had to refer to certain matters, but he had
only done so in self-defence, and because
of the way in which he and those with him
had been reflected upon.
Mr. vVRIXON remarked that one of the
points to which the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) addressed himself was not included' in the terms of the
motion before the House; but it was nevertheless very important, and inasmuch as
the honorable member ha,d been led to express his opinion in that direction, ho (Mr.
VV rixon) claimed to be allowed an eq ual
liberty. He referred to the question of
equal electoral districts.
For his part,
although he was entirely in favour of
the one-man-one-vote principle, he was
opposed to the equal electoral districts
principle, because it would mean a complete overruling of the interests of the
country districts by the city of MClbourne.
Of course it might be said that the interests of the country districts were identified with the interests of the city, and
that, although thore were certain diversities between those interests, it might be
advantageous to bring them more together.
But whenever the day of equal· electoml
districts came, that object would certainly
be defeated. Therefore, he was glad to find
himself so far in unison with the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. rrrenwith).
However, that was a matter very different
from the one before the House, and he
wished to say in a few words why he thoroughly agreed with the motion. After that
he would glance at the position in respect
to the matter which was held by the Government. As to the proposition of the l)emier,
he thought the House should be unanimous.
Even without going into the merits of the
question raised by the Legislative Council,
the mere fact that it was proposed in a
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moribund Parliament to make a revolution open to the Council to propose such a negoin the political system of the country, tiation. At the same time, while he would
without a single reference to the people of be willing to consider a proposal of the
the country, should, be conclusive. Look .kind, he would not regard it as of any
at the matter in another ,aspect. He very great value, because he looked upon
wanted to point out the great danger that plural voting at the present time as a very
was to be feared in this community. It small thing. In reality it only affected
would be extrcmely dangerous to allow the people in cities. Yet the fact remained
the growth of any class feeling. There that the possession of the privilege of
was no earthly reason why in a country plural voting was regarded by the country
like this there should be any privileged generally as a very' unfair one, and one
class. Any man who sought to excite that ought to be abolished. He wished to
class feelings was a public enemy. Yet say a word or two on the subject alluded
the Council's proposals were directly calcu- to by the honorable member for Port Fairy.
lated to promote class feelings, because -the position of the Government with
under them extra political power would regard to this question. There could not
be given to the owners of land. Could be the slightest doubt of the soundness of
anything be more calcul:1ted, to pro- the view. put forward by the honorable
mote class enmity than a system of that member. For the representatives of the
sort? Adopting the Council's proposals Government in one House to act differently
as they now stood would possibly lead from the representatives of the same
to a constituency of 1,000 voters being Government in another place was a course
dominated by 350 landTowners as against subversive of every precedent of the
650 other voters. Would not that create British Constitution? If such a principle
a feeling of angry resentment on the part were to be allowed, it would mean that the
of those 'who were so out-voted? Would Legislative Assemb1y would never be able
not a Parliament representing only land- to carry anything at al1. It would take
owners be regarded by the majority of the away the balance of power, and leave the
community with a most bitter feeling of other Chamber with a complete veto. An
, enmity? The only means of producing, honorable member had interjected that ,a
on the part of the community, a feeling of proposal like the present was brought foruni versal readiness to obey the laws was the ward by the late Government, but he (Mr.
existence of a general feeling that it had Wrixon) would point out that the two
the government within its own control. cases were widely different. 'The late GoWith the opposite feeling in existence vernment brought in a Bill to amend tlie
the control of the country by the Go- whole electoral system of the country.
vernment of the day would be in 'l'hat Bill cont~ined a vast number of
,danger. However, it was needless to offer clauses, and among them only one'dealing
any further arguments on the subject. with the principle of plural voting. The
He would only say that he would have one-man-one-vote principle was not made
been glad had the Government seen their an important plank of the platform of the
way to make some proposal by which the late Government as it was by the present
present system of plural voting could Government. As he had said, the position
have been reduced to a minimum evil. of the present Government in. the matter
was one wholly contrary to constitutional
~rhat was a matter which Parliament
might very fairly consider. However, the principle, although it was a question of pru'Government had not seen their way to dence whether the point should be dealt
make any such proposition. For one with just now. How could the Governthing, it would be no doubt a great gain ment go to the country on a question with
if plural voting was :reduced to a minimum respect to which they were not united ~
of two votes, and possibly a question of Yat the Premier said he was going to the
that sort might come before this Parliament country upon this question. The vote
again, because if the Assembly disagreed which honorable members were about to
with the amendments of the Council it give in' support of the motion proposed by
would be open to that body to suggest a the Premier might not, therefore, be taken'
conference or other means of dealing with as giving any sanction to the position in
the subject, and then the matter might be this respect which the Government now
taken up. Perhaps that result could be led occupied, although it might not be deemed
up to now if tho Govenlment would make prudent to uP1Set them on that point at the
certain proposals; but if not, it would still be present juncture.
1.1£1'. Wrixon.
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~Ir. ARMYTAGE said he felt bound to
<explain his reasons for supporting the Government. He wonld do so, not bec::Lllse
he believed in the one-man-one-vote principle, but because he thought the outcome
would be that the Bill, as a whole, would
be laid aside, and that such a consummation was devoutly wished for by .the
.country.
Mr. G. D. CARTER observed that if
plural voting did not exist at the present
time the arguments of the honorable
member for Portland would have weight,
but as under existing circu1llstances
there was plural voting without any
of the class antagonism that had been
referred to, what was to be feared
from reducing plural voting to the dual
vote? As for the heartburnings of which
so much had been said, "\vhere were they?
'Who hated the Premier because he once
voted sevonteon times at one election?
He (Mr. Carter) had some experiel~ce
of elections, and he bad never witnessed these terrific heartburnings. The
fact was that plural voting had formed
part of the Constitution of the country
from the commencement, therefore any
·change from it would be a radical alteration of the Constitution. For his part, he
"would be veryglad to see plural voting done
::1way with, for he did not think it was at
all fair that because a man possessed so
many different pieces .of land he should
have so many extra. votes, nor did he
think it fair for the Premier to go careering round the country at election times
giving plural votes in the way he had
done. Still he did not see why a man
with a solid stake in the country-say,
the head of a family-should not be entitled to a greater voting power than
that of, say, one of his own children.
Surely such a man ought to have a
stronger voice in the country than
a young fellow just grown to manhood.
The honorable member for Eastern'
Suburbs was to be thanked for having put the case so lucidly, for certainly it seemed to him (Mr. Carter)
that those honorable members who were
opposed to· anything in the shape of a
{!ompromise at the .present time were
simply in favour of the continuance of
plural voting. As to the peculiar position
of the Government in the matter he
.thought, as one who had supported them,
that they should inform the House what
their particular views on this important
question were. Surely they must have
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some views. Surely they did not want
to go to the country wit~l a kind of
double-barrelled gun - saying to the
supporters of the one-man-one-vote principle, "That is our view exactly,"
and to the property-owners, "Support
us because we are on your side." This
was a terribly artful way of proceeding.
The Government would bring down the
one man one voter with tho one barrel, and
the property-owner wit.h the other, and
he agreed with the honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs that the Government
were not treating the House and the
country fairly. The Government must
have some views on this question. He
had always understood that. a Premier
dictated the terms on which his Ministry
should exist, and that when any of his
Ministers differed with him, it would be
his business to get others to take their
places, but for the Government to go on
as at present was not only unparliamentary
and unconstitutional, but it was attended
with great danger to the country. The
honorable member for Eastern Suburb~;
had misunderstood a remark which ho
(Mr. Carter) made with reference to Ministerial responsibility. He (Mr. Carter)
wanted to know how on earth tho
country got any benefit from the exercise of that responsibility when, if Ministers did. anything wrong, they simply lost
office.
How did that recompense the
country for any evil that was done ~ If
some serious form of punishment could
be inflicted on Ministers, say impeachment
and imprisonment, there would be something in Ministerial responsibility. Th e
Government should really tell the House
what their views were with regard to
this important question. He would like
to know whether they were in earnest,
whether they were open to compromise,
or whether they intended to say to
honorable members that they must all
go to the country and be elected or
rejected under the existing law. He
had no particular objection to the abolition of plural voting if it were thorough,
but the Premier knew perfectly well
that plural voting was exercised on the
general roll far more than on the ratepayers' roll, and that nothing could be
done to prevent it. Unless plural voting
could be absolutely stopped on bOth sideH,
he objected to its being stopped on one
side only. If every elector were required
to sign his name before he recorded his
vote, that would be a step in the right
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direction, but it would prolong elections
very much ..
Mr. DEAKIN said that the question
originally raised by the honorable member for Port Fairy, with reference to
the responsibility of the Government,
was one the importance of which had
scarcely been grasped by previous
speakers, and certainly the Government
had distinctly encouraged any honorable
member who had shown a disposition
to confine his remarks to the question of the dual vote or of one man one
vote, in order that the real issue might
not be effectively debated. Honorable
members must recognise that the Government had placed them in such a position
that they had no recourse but to support
the proposal that the amendments made in
this Bill by the Upper House be disagreed
with. The actioll of the Ministry itself was without parallel in the history of
the colony. When the late Government
sat on the Treasury benches, it was customary for a Minister to reply to any
important speech made by a member of
the Opposition, but the principle now
adopted by Ministers was to reply to
nobody. (Mr. Munro-" ·We want to save
time.") 'rhe honora,ble gentleman did not
want to save the time of· the House, but
his own time. The position in "\,"hich
honorable members were placed in regard
to this matter reminded him of certain
illustrated cards thH,t were occasionally
exposed in shop windows, and which contained the inscription, "·Where is the
~qnirrel, or the dog~" The puzzle was to
find the squirrel or the dog, and the
puzzle at present was to discoyer what
was the policy of the Government in regard to the principle of one man one vote.
The Government had a policy when the Bill
was introduced to that House, and they had
another policy when it was beforo the
Council. rrhen they had a third policy,
when the Bill was hung up somewhere
between the two Houses; and they had
now a fourth policy, but what it was the
Premier kept in his own breast. The
h0110rable gentleman did not give a single
reason why the amendments made by the
Legislative Council should be disagreed
with, or say whether he wanted to give
three votes or one vote. Honorable members had paid their money, and they
could take their choice. When the history of this one-man-one-vote Bill came
to be written, the historian of the
future, depending on the printed records,
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and having no viva voce evidence before him, would be puzzled to find a
theory to account for all the actions of
the Government. In the first instance,
the Premier went to Geelong, and the most
important part of the speech which lIe
delivered there was devoted to the
necessary task of giving his colleagues a
political character. The honorable gentleman referred particularly to his colleagues in another. place. The honorable
gentleman sta,ted that Mr. J. M. Davies
was as much a radical as he was. With
regard w Sir F. T. Sargood he evidently
had some scruples, but he stated that he
thought it would be recognised that that
gentleman was a moderate liberal, although
he was not as radical as he (Mr. Munro)
was. ·With reference to Mr. Simon Fraser,
the Premier said that he would like to
know who was a better liberal in the
Council than that gentleman, and he further stated that Mr, C. J. Ham entered the
Legislative Council under the extended
franchise with the determined (:I,nd united
support of the A,qe and the Trades Hall.
N ow, this absolutely choice collection of
liberals, which the Premier at great trouble
and expense had secured for himself in'
another place, first indicated their disapproval of a Bill introduced by the Government, and then proposed another policy
from which the Premier wa:s running
away. (Mr. Munro-" rrhat is not correct.") Then he would prove it step by
step. The history of the matter began.
not only with the choice of colleagues, but
with the statement made by the Premier
in that Chamber as to the difference
between the present Ministry and the last.
He (Mr. Deakin) knew that the latrt;
Government were an exceptionally wicked
Government, but they left the Treasury
benches in order that a better Government might take their places. One of
the chief faults for which they were ar. raigned was that they were a coalition Government, that there were two leaders, and
that occasiOlially there was some difficulty
in determining which way the Government
would go.
The present Premier announced that in future there was only
to be one leader, one policy, and onc
voice in the Government. There was to
be absolute discipline, and if any of his
colleagues did not like the policy enun
ciated by the Premier they could .leave
the Government-but he did not say
that thoy could come back the next
day, when he would surrender to them.
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That was the mental·reservation which the who disagreed with the Bill.") He (Mr.
Premier made. Not only was this to be a Deakin) knew from personal statements
single-headed Government, but it was to that had been made by members of the
make a particularly decisive stand on the Ministry that all the honorable gentlequestion of the abolition of plural voting. man's colleagues did llot approve of the
One of the sins for which the late Government Bill, but it would be invidious to mention
were put out was that their representatives names. (Sir B. O'Loghlen-"vVas it an
in the Upper House gave only a hesitating open question 1") The conduct of the
support to the clause in the Constitution Ministry proved it to be an open question
Act Amendment Bi11 which they intro- -so open that it did not appear to be a
duced providing for the abolition of plural question at all. After this· remarkable
voting. One Minister withdrew from the contretemps, when the head of the Govern~bamber, and the other two voteel for the
ment made the passing of this Bill the
danse, whereas not one of the fonr Minis- important feature of the session and his
ters at present in the Council would colleagues in another place treated it with
support the principle of one man one vote. contempt: it was pointed out to the PreTherefore, as a matter of arithmetic the mier that the position of the Government
~ate Government were more liberal than
was unconstitutional, and Ministers in
the present Government, because they another place handed in their resignations.
did get two out of three of their col- Then the Premier declined to accept the
leagues in another place to stand resignations of his colleagues in anothor
staunch, while the present Government place, and asked them to resume ofiice ;
did not get one out of four. The Premier, and now he came down to the House with
in a characteristic way, and in a very a statement that every act and every vote
able speech, introduced this Bill to of theirs from the time they resumed
the House, and he told. honorable mem- office were entirely in accord with. the will.
bers that it was one of the most impor- of the \V hole of the Cabinet. There could
tant Bills that had ever been submitted be no doubt about the words used by the
to the Chamber. He asked honorable Minister of Justice, and if the Premier
members to pass the Bill a<:! quickly as did not approve of them it was his duty
possible, in order to bring th~ colony into to disavow them. The honorable gentleagreement with the other colonies on the man bad not done that, but had expressly
question. Having committed a majority adopted them. The Minister of Justice bid
of honorable members to the principle down a definite theory.as to what should
contained in the Bill the honorable gentle- be done in relation to this question. The
man leel the House to reject an amend- honorable gentleman stated that plural
ment moved by oneof his supporters, which voting should be limited to a double vote
would have limited plural voting to a -on~ for the constituency in which a man
double vote. 'fhen the measure was sent resided and another for the constituency
to the Legislative Council, and what was in which he happened to carryon business.
the treatment it received there ~ The vVhen that statement \Vas made that was
Minister of Defence at once stated frankly the policy of the Government. vVhat ,,(as·
that the question had from the first the policy of the Governmont now 1 Honbeen an open question in the Cabinet. orable members did not kn~w. 'rhe very
(Sir B. O'Loghlen - "vVas that the proposition that was made by the Minister
case 1") It must have been the case, of Justice in the Council was made in the
because Sir Frederick Sargood said so. Assembly by a Ministerial supporter-the
1£ the Premier had told honorable mem- honorable member for Mornington-who
bers that this had b~en an open question proposed an amendment which would havo
with the Cabinet honorable members might given a vote to every elector for the conhave taken a very different view of· the stituency in which he resided and a second
situation. The honorable gentleman (very vote for the constituency in which he
likely unwittingly) led the House into a happened to carryon business. 'fhat protrap. Honorable members believed that posal was debated, and they had the verthe whole force of the Ministry was dict not only of the House but of Ministers
to be given in support of the Bill, whilst upon it. r:rhe Premier declared that the
the Premier knew that even all the Minis- people of the country had been consulted
ters .in the Assembly were not in favour of on this very question, and had given their
it. (Mr. Munro-" That is not true; decision in favour of one man one vote.
there is not a Minister in· this House The honorable gentleman interjected
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::luring the speech delivered .by the honorable member for Hawthorn that the House
would accept nothing but the one man
one vote. And again, in reply to' an
interjection that the late Government
"did not mean it" when they introduced
the Abolition of Plural Voting Bill,
the honorable gentleman said, " The
present Government meant it any way."
The honorable gentleman also said that
the clause as it stood was perfectly
right and carried ont the views of the
Government. When the proposal of the
honorable member for Mornington was.
debated the Chief Secretary rose to point
out that such a proposition would be
entirely ruinous to the farmers of the
country, and the Premier, in a very
excited speech, successfully appealed to
the House to reject it. What position
were honorable members· now placed in ~
'The Premier not only introduced the oneman-one-vote Bill but absolutely rejected
an amendment in favour of a double vote,
and then his colleagues in another
place absolutely proposed a double vote.
(Mr. Munro-" Not in this form.") Not
in identically the same form, but one vote
for the constituency in which a man resided and another vote for the constituency
in which he had his place of business.
That was the proposal of the honorable member for Mornington.
(Mr.
Munro-" No.") The honorable member
for Mornington made two proposals, and the
first was exactly what he had stated. It
was afterwards amended, and the Government opposed it in both forms. (Mr.
Munro-" rrhey were both different to
what you state.") He would prove his
statement by reading the amendment
which was as follows :-'
"Once in the district in which he resides
and once also in any other district in which he
has property or possesses the qnalification or
degree of any recognised university."

,Ministers in another place were now in
favour of limiting plural voting to two
votes given in different districts. (Mr.
Munro - "You unintentionally mislead
the House.") Then the House could
readily be put right. The Minister
who stated that this question was an
open q nestion in the Cabinet was Sir
F. T. Sargood, and the Minister who
said he was in favour of limiting the
power of voting to two' votes given in
different districts was the' Minister of
J\lstice. Sir F. T. Sargood made the
following statement :-Mr. Deakin.
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" At. the same time, he must say that with
respect to his opinion that thrift might well
be recognised. by giving two votes he was
thoroughly with Mr. Service."

The honorable gentleman further stated:.
that he hoped indeed that some legislation
would soon take place in the direction of
the recognition of thrift. The proposition.
the Minister of Justice had made since he .
had been taken back into the bosom of the
Cabine.t Just re~d by Mr. Gillies was the very
propOSItIOn whICh the Assembly rejected,
and now the Government asked honorable
members to disagree with the amendments
m.ade by the Council. On what ground.
did they do that ~ Was it on the ground:
that they believed in the principle of one·
man ·one vote ~ Honorable members could
not form an opinion on the subject from.
anything thatthe Premier had said. When
the honorable member for East Bourke·
Boroughs (Dr. Pearson) delivered his eloquent speech that evening Ministers cheered
~im very heartily, and that was a speech
m favour of one man one vote; but when the
honorable membel: for Grant spoke against
the one-man-one-vote principle Ministers
cheered him also. (Mr..Munro-" Because
his speech was short.") A speech, no
matter from what part of the House it
came, so long as it indorsed the desire of
the Government to get rid of this question
immediately, was cheered by Ministers.
It was open to the Premier to go to·
the country either on the ground that·
he had always held the principle of one
man one vote, or that he had once held
it and now ceased to hold it, or that he
had once held it and now held it again,
or, on the other hand, that he was favorable to the doctrine of the double vote
which Ministers in. another place supported. It was not for honorable mem-·
bel'S to call the Premier to account for
what he would say when he went to the
country, but they were entitled to call him
to account .for leaving them in a position
of uncertainty, since he nmv asked the
House to reject the amendments of the
Legislative Council without giving any
reason for his request. (Mr. Munro-·
"rrhen do not do it.") Honorable members were obliged to reject the amendments in order to maintain the diO'nity of
Parliament. On no previous occasio~ in the
history of the House had the principle of
Ministel'ial responsibility been so assailed.
(Mr. Munro-" I knew you were unanimously in favour of the rejection of the
amendments.") 'Yere the Ca~inet also
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unanimously in favour of their rejection ~ If who supported them were no longer fit to
the Premier really held the view he now retain their seats.
indicated his colleagues in another place
Mr. BAKER moved the adjournment of
had no other course open to them but to the debate.
resign again, because they could not retain
Mr. MUNRO stated the Government
their offices while holding views on this would ~ot consent to the adjournment.
The motion was withdrawn.
subject which were entirely opposed to
Mr. BAKER said he was quite unable
those of the head of the Government.
The Premier, by his dealing with the to understand what the proposals sent
question, had unsottled everything and down from the Upper House meant, except
settled nothing. Honorable members were that their effect would be to leave the
no nearer to one man one vote or to any farmers out in the cold while the miners'
expedient in place of. it than ever they would have a double vote. With the
were. If the House permitted the motion single vote and equal electorates the
of the Premier to be carried without any country districts would be blotted out.
further inquiry into the intentions of The one-man-one-vote principle could only
the Government, and if it permitted be conceded if it were accompanied by
the members of the Ministry in the increased representation for the countwo Houses to express themselves in try districts. The effect of the amendcontradictory terms on such an im- ments made by the Upper House would be
portant topic, he ventured to' assert simply to increase the power of the citizens.
that the proper control of the Ministry He hoped that when the Bill came up
had passed out of tho Assembly, and that again the country districts would be fairly
that Chamber had ceased to exercise one dealt with.
. Mr. ANDERSON remarked that he
of the first functions of the Legislature.
Honorable members were entitled to ask regretted that the Government had not
the Ministry which had led them in such stated its reasons for proposing the rejecdiverse directions to reconcile their acts by tion of the Council's amendments, and that
some act of consistency. The Government opportunity had not been given for a
was at first unanimously in favour of the settlement of the points in dispute which
passing of the Bill, and now it was unani- would have been satisfactory to all parties.
mously in favour of throwing it out. He considered it to be a monstrous thing
Under these circumstances, the sooner the that one individual could vote ten or
majority ceased pretending to exercise any fifteen times. The Government did not
authority the better it would be for them seem likely to be able to give much relief
and the country. No Assembly had ever in the future, because there appeared to
permitted such a departure from Minis- be only one member of the Upper House
terial responsibility. He was in accord who agreed with their views on electoral
with the principles of the Bill as it was subjects. r:rhe Trades Hall was apparently
introduced by the Government, and he the power behind the throne, but the more
was bound to support the motion before the Government was dominated by the
the House, but he did it protesting Trades Hall the less power it would have
against Ministers remaining silent under in the country. The farmers had been
such circumstances. If the House realized hoodwinked long enough, but it would be
its own dignity and responsibility it would found that they were still a power in the
insist upon the Ministry advancing some land. They certainly would not submit
theory in justification of their present act. to the dual vote.
Most assuredly this Bill had been lost,
Mr. McCOLL observed that it was a
the dignity of the House had been com- great pity that advantage had not been
promised, and honorable memb~rs had been taken of the present opportunity' to settl'"
rendered ridiculous by Ministerial incon- this question, at any rate for a few years tt.
sistencies. The measure was now pre- come. The country districts, whatever
sented in a form exactly the opposite views might have been popular in times
of that in which it was introduced. If past, were now strongly opposed to the
honorable members consented to be led one-man-one-vote principle; and honorinto this c~tl-de-s(tC they would consent to able members knew very well that, constiIf this abuse of executive tuted as the other House was, it would be
anything.
power were permitted to go on the Min- . utterly impossible for many years to come
istry were no longer fit to occupy the to carry that principle through that ChamGovernment benches, and the members ber. The honorable member for Richmond
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(Mr. Trenwith) had said that equal electoral districts no longer formed a portion
of the programme of the league, but the
danger was none the 'less because that
proposal had been temporarily withdrawn.
It was a matter of great surprise .to him
that after the many very able speeches
macle that night by honorable members
on the opposition benches no member of
the Government would offer a single word.
It might be that they had no reply to
make. N ow, the action of the Government in this direction was very humiliating
to those who had supported them. For
his own part, he thought that the action
of one section of the Ministry in resigning
and then withdrawing their resignations
in the way they had done was very reprehensible. It seemed like the Government
throwing away the rights 'of this Chamber
and making the other House the dominating one. He trusted that there would
be no repetition of such couduct.
Mr. ZOX moved the adjournment of
the debate.
Mr. HARPER seconded the motion.
(:Mr. Munro-" That is the sort of thing
you have been doing for the last fortnight.") 1'he Premier had no right to
express himself in that way. He (Mr.
Harper) represented a section of the people
of the country, and as they were entitled
to have their views heard, the Premier
should not seek to refuse them the oppurtunity. Why had not the Government
replied to the speeches delivered on the
other side of the House 1 (Mr. Munro"There was no necessity to do so.") vVell,
it was very unfair to ask honorable members to address themselves to such a
subject as the present at this late hour
of the night. As for the statement just
made by the Premier, it was not in accordance with the fact. (Mr. Munro"'Vhat I stated was that for the last fortnight, whenever the Government wanted
to go on with business the honorable
member did his best to stop them.") That
was untrue, and the honorable gentleman
ought to withdraw his statement.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that he had
been pressed on all sides of the House to
draw the session to a close as early as possible, and he thought that at the present
stage the House was not justified in adjoul'ning the debate. For himself, he was
willing to sit to any hour, for the business
which remained to be done before the session could be brought to a close was of
the greatest importance to the country.
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Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he thought
the Premier was under a wrong impression
if he fancied the business of the House
could be done before Christmas. 'fhere
must be a sitting in January. (Mr. Munro
- " There will not be a sitting <tfter
Christmas.") Then, all the business of
country would not be done, and yet
matters of the greatest iniportance to
the community required to be .attended
to. How was it that after so many able
speeches from the Opposition not a single
member of the Government rose to answer
them 1 They sat like a' row of wooden
marionnettes, giving honorable members no
guidance whatever, The House would
not be true to its principles if it did not
adjourn this debate, if only to mark its
sense of the conduct of the Government.
'1'he House divided--'
Ayes
24
Noes
41
Ma.jority against the ad-}
journment of the de- 17
debate
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

Anderson,
.Baker,
Cameron,
Deakin,
Derham,
Duncan,
Ferguson,
Gardiner,
Gillies,
Gordon,
Harper,
J. Harris,
Highett,

Mr. Keys,
" McColl,
" l\fethven,
" Mountain,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Tatchell,
" Webb,
" Wrixon,
" Zox.

Tellers.
Mr. Forrest,
" McIntyre.
NOES.

Mr. Andrews,
" Beazley,
" Bennett,
Best,
" Burrowes,.
" W. T. Carter,
" Duffy,
" Dunn,
" Foster,
" Graham,
" Graves,
" Hall, .
" Hancock,
" Hunt,.
" Kirton,
" Laurens,
" Leonard,
Dr. Maloney,
Mr. Mason,
" McLean,
" McLellan,

Mr. Munro,
" Murphy,
" Murray,
Nimmo,
" Ol1ttrim,
" Peacock,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
, , L. L. :5mith,
" T. Smith,
" ~,terry,
" la.verner,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Trenwith,
" Turner,
" 'Yheeler,
" vVilliams,
0'
A. Young.
Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" Clark.

Mr. HARPEn. stated that at that late
hour he would be' unjust . to himself if he
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attempted to address himself to the present
question.
Mr. vVILLIAMSsaid he had beenallxious
to speak, but in order to enable the Government to get on with business he would
not avail himself of his privilege.
Mr. ZOX said he was sorry the Go;vernment had been so discourteous to honorable membcl~s, and also that they had
been so silont.
He believed that the
country would make only one deduction
from that silence.
The CounGil's amendments were disagreed with.
A message setting forth how the amendments were dealt with was ordered to be
transmitted to the Legislative Council.
rrhe House adjourned at twelve minutes
to midnight.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, December 9, 1891.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill-·
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary Liquidation)
Acto-Councils of Conciliation Bill-The Hon. H.
Gore-Local Government Act Amendment Bill-Melbourne and Williamst.own Tramway Bill.

r:rhe PRESIDE~1' took the chair at
twenty-one minutes to five o'clock p.m.,
and read the prayer.
CONSrrITU'l'ION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Assembly, with a message intimating that
they had disagreed with the amendments
made by the Legislative Council.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on Tuesday next.
COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
(VOLUNTAB.Y LIQUIDATION) ACT.
rrhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL asked the Minister of Justice if it was intended to limit
the duration of this Act? He would point
out that anything in the way of legislation
that would tend to weaken the credit of
the colony was to be deprecated, for the
effect might be disastrous. He might
mention that he was on the board of
ad-dee of a company which had already
lent in this colony no less than £1,750,000
of British money at low interest, and if
ground \Yas given for any loss of confidence
on the part of the lenders the outcome
would be, to say the least, most inconvenient.
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He hoped the Minister of Justice would
offer an assurance that nothing was
intended in connexion with the Act referred to in the way of repudiation, and
that the duration of the mea.sure would
be of a limited. character.
The HOll. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
he took it that Mr. Zeal was already
aware that the Act passed last week, to
which he alluded, was not passed with any
intention to create alarm on the part of
creditors, but, on the contrary, to assure
them that their property would not be
wantonly sacrificed. He might mention
that the whole· law relating to companies
was under the consideration of the Goyernmont, together with various amendments
that had been suggested to them, and that
during the recess the matter would bo very
fully inquired into. 'l'his would be done
in the iuterests of credit.ors, and especially
of foreign creditors. The utmost care and
attention would he given in order to ascertain what amendments of the law it
was desirable to make.
COMPANIES AC~r AMENDMENT
BILL (No.1).
The order of. the day for the second
reading of this Bill was discharged frolll
the paper.
COUNCILS OF CONCILIA'l'ION BILL.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE moved the
adoption of the report ou this Bill.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD asked Mr. Melville
whether he would not deem it worth
while to postpone dealing further with
this Bill at the present time, seeing
that the agreement entered into on the
subject-matter of the measure between
the joint conlmittees of the Trades Hall
and the Chamber of Commerce had been
published, and was found to contaiu lllllch
valuable matter? Could not some of the
suggestions contained in that agreement
be incorporated in the Bill ?
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE remarked that
even if it was desired to adopt any of tho
suggestions in question there would be no
hope, if that were done, of the Bill passing
this session. At least that was the opinion
of the promoter of the Bill in another
place, who was not at presen~ prepared to
quite approve of the agreement entered
into. Besides there was a third bodythe Employers' Unioll-to be consulted
with regard to it. Unquestionably it contained a great deal of debatable matter.
The motion was ~greed to
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THE HON. H. GORE.
Sir F. T. SAH,GOOD statcd that before
moving the motion that stood in his name
on the notice-paper for the appointment of
a select committee to inquire into and
report upon the recent case heard in the
Melbourne County Court of R. Bowman v.
H. Gore and R. T. ~Moore, so far as it
re.lated to Mr. Gore, he (Sir F. T. Sal'good)
wIshed to state that he had since he had
given. notice of motion or:. the subject,
,?een mformed thatthe decision of the judge
m the matter was being appealed against.
Dnder these circumstances, having consulted several leading members of the
House and also Mr. Gore himself, he
thought it might be regarded as undesirable to move for the appointment of the
committee, as the matter was still sub
Judice.
He would move that the consideration of the notice of motion be postponed until that day week.
The Hon. H. GORE stated that of
course, he wished the committee t~ be
appointed, but in view of the facts ineIltioned by Sir F. T. Sargood and of the
ad.vi.ce given to. him on the subject by the
Mmlste: ofJustlCe-namely, that to appoint
a commIttee "would under the circumstances
be improper-he would simply say that
he placed himself wholly and unreservedly
in the hands of the House.
The Hon. J. A. 'WALLACE remarked
tha~ this was the first charge ever brought
agamst any member of the House and in
his opinion the committee ought to "be
appointcd at once, so that Mr. Gore's guilt
or inn~c81~ce ~ight be perfectly cleared,
otherWIse It mIght be said that the matter
had not been properly investigated.
.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT pointed out
that possibly the appeal might not be
dealt with for several months to come and
th~t if t~e committee was not appointed
thIS seSSIOn Mr. Gore would be all that
time under some sort of imputation.
~he PRESI?~NT.-I would suggest,
seemg that thIS IS the first time a charo-e
of this sort has ever been brought again~t
. any honorable member of the House that
the appointment of the committee should
be postponed until the appeal in the case
has been heard and decided upon.
The. Hon. H. CDTHBERT observed
that whatever the result of the appeal
might be the fact remained that a member
of. the House had beel1 reflected upon by
a Judge of the County Court in very strong
language, and that the appeal might not

The H,on. JI. Gore.

be heard for many months to come. Was
Mr. Gore to be allowed to remain all that
time under the odium which was cast upon
him, when he had already made a full
explanation of the matter and expressed
his strong desire that a select committee
sh9Uld be appointed to inquire into it~·
Wh;r should he not be allowed an opportumty of rehabilitating his reputation at
once ~ In his (Mr. Cuthbert's) opinion not
a night should be allowed to pass before
th.e committee was appointed, so that it
mIght. be able to deal with the matter
remitted to it before the prorogation.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said. he very
much doubted if that would be the
proper. course to. pursue.' Not only
was thIS the first tIme that a member of'
this Chamber had had such a charge·
brought against him, but it was the first
time that the House had been asked to
appoint a cominittee on a matter which
was still sub J~tdice. He thought it would
be extremely wrong for the committee to
consider and make a report until the question of the appeal was settled. As for
Mr. Gore he stood at the p~esent time
without the slightest imputation on his
character, because he had openly stated
that he was not guilty, and demanded a
committee. Had he not appealed to the
House in that way he might possibly have
been accused of endeavouring to shirk his
position, but he did not do anything of
the sort. He came forward as any other
honorable member would have done made
his explanation, then asked for ~ committee, offering to place every possible information before it. He said in effect--" I
do not ask you to take my explanation,
but let a committee be appointed to decide
whether I am right or wrong." Dnder
these circuInstances, no possible harm
could happen to Mr. Gore. by the committee not being appointed until the
appeal had been duly heard. His reputation would remain as white and pure as
ever. Even if there was some unpleasantness for a short while, it ,vould be amply
counterbalanced by the fact that the House
had nqt attempted through a committee to
inquire into a matter which was still before
a court of law.
11he Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
Mr. Gore had appealed to the House to
inquire into the justice of certain state-·
ments which had been made against him
by the judge who had tried a case in
which he was concerned. In the event of
there being an appeal in this case the
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honorable member's position would not be
altered in the slightest degree, and it
was very unfair that he should have to remain under these imput.a,tions for several
months.. The House ought to proceed
to appoint a committee, and absolve his'
friend, as he trusted the committee would,
from the imputations ,,,hich had been
improperly cast upon him.
~rhe Hon. S. FH.ASER maintained that
when imputations had been made against
.a member of that Chamber the House
shotild not delay one day longer than was
necessary in taking the measures requisite
to determine whether those imputations
were just or not. As to the appeal
in regard to which it was said notice had
been given, it might never be heard at all.
The House had nothing to do with what
took place elsewhere; it had simply to
determine whether the honorable member
had been guilty of misconduct as an honorable member or not.
~rhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he frankly
admitted that he had no experience of
parliamentary practice in cases like this,
but when the matter was mentioned to
him the previous evening he unhesitatingly felt that it would not be fitting for
the House to proceed with the inquiry
pending the hearing of the appeal. He
sympathized with Mr. Gore, and he thought
it was a great hardship that any delay
should take place; but he did not think
the House would be justified in dealing
with a matter which was to engage the
attention of the law courts. Such a course
would form a precedent, and he could
imagine many cases in which it '\vould be
a dangerous and improper interference.
with tho proceedings of the courts for
Parliament to inquire into the merits of a
trial and give judgment on it. A case
might arise in which Parliament would
. give judgment on ~ jury case, and that
would be very objectionable.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOT1' remarked that
it would be far more satisfactory to the
House if this matter could be inquired
into at once, because honorable members
did not believe that there would be an
appeal. Apart from that, whatever was
done on appeal it would not affect Mr.
Gore in any way. In the event of the
judgment being reversed there still remained the statements which had been
made against the honorable member. It
was unfair to the honorable member to
have the matter hung up for several
months.
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The.Hon. F. S. DOBSON observed that
in an appeal from the County Court to the
Supreme Court the facts inquired into by
the former court could not be dealt with
at all by the latter. The plaintiff could
only rely upon questions of .law, which
might arise out of the facts as the County
Court judge had found them. Thus tho
result of the appeal in this case could not
in any way alter the position of Mr. Gore
in this House. He (Dr. Dobson) felt it
would be a great cruelty to that honorable
member to allow him to remain under the
imputations which had been cast upon him
in no measured terms, and which to ordinary people must convey an extremely
unfavorable opinion as to that honorable
member. If he (Dr. Dobson) had been in
the place of the honorable member he
would have demanded a committee as a
right. If the charge were true he would
feel that he was not fit to remain a member
of the House, and if he were exonerated
by the committee he would feel that his
character would stand as it was before.
Assuming that the decision was reversed
on appeal, and that a new trial was ordered,
the remarks of the judge and the comments'
of the press would still remain. It had been
said that there was no reflection upon J\1r~
Gore's character, but he did not agree with
that. If the remarks complained of had
been made about himself he should have
felt that it ought to be proved that he was
either guilty or innocent of some of the
things laid to his charge. He hoped that
there would be no opposition to the appointment of a committee at once.
1'he Hon. F. BROvVN said the corporate
honour of the House required that the
matter shoul.d be investigated as soon as
possible.. The appeal would be simply as
to whether the plaintiff was legally entitled
to a certain commission, while the charge
against Mr. Gore was that he had acted in
an improper manner, and that had nothing
whatever to do with the legality of the
plaintiff's claim. I t would be a great
cruelty to hang the matter up for five or
six months.
The PRESIDENT.-If Mr. Gore desires:
to prosecute the matter at once I think
the House is bound to grant the request.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that he had
listened to the discussion, and he was sure
Mr. Gore believed that he had the utmost
sympathy for him and that he was animated by every desire to do all he could
to enable the honorable member as rapidly
as possible to clear his character of the
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imputations cast upon it. But he (Sir F.
T. Sargood) was not convinced that the
course the House evidently desired to
follow was the right one. Although in
deference to that opinion he should move
the motion standing in his name, he would
do so feeling that the House was taking an
injudicious step. He'moved-

force relating to the public health, or of any bylaw for the time being in force in any municipal
district. "

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
rrhe postponed clauses were considered.
Discussion took place on clause 108,
which was as follows:-

"Any person who places or deposits or
spreads, or causes to he placed, deposited, or
spread in or upon any land or garden within
any city, town, or borough, or any portion of a
shire to which the Governor in Council has
directed or may direct sect.ions 234, 270, 271.
and 273 of this Act, or the corresponding provisions of any Act hereby repealed, to apply
any night-soil or any human urine, whether
mixed with other substances or not, or any solution of night-soil shall, unless the same luis been
thoroughly deodorized and disinfected to the
satisfaction of the health officer of the council
within whose district such land or garden is
situated, and unless the written consent of such
council, subject to any regulations the board
may make, has been obtail1ed, be guilty of an
offence against this Act."

The Hon. D. MELVILLE expressed
the opinion that this clause would revive
one of the greatest nuisances that the
colony had ever "had to contend with, by
giving to small market-gardeners within
a few miles of the city and suburbs
" That a select committee of five members he
power to plough into t.heir land the nightal)pointed by ballot to inquire into and report
soil from those crowded muuicipalities, a
upon the recent case heard in the County Court,
practice which in former days created
Melbourne, of R. Bowman versus Fl. Gore and
R. rp. lJtlo01'e, so far as it relates to the Honorable disease all round, and which could not be .
Henry Gore, a member of this House; and that
adopted now without the most injurious
the c01nmittee have power to send for persons,
results. (Mr. Zeal-" How would you
papers, and records, to sit on days on which the
deal with the night-soil?") He would
Council does not meet, and to report the minutes
of evidence froll1 t.ime to time; three to be the
clear it right away.
(Mr. Robertsquorum."
" 'Where to 1") There were plenty of
'rhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT suggested places in outlying districts where it could
the insertion of the words "conduct of be utilized to advantage, and to which it
the" after the word ., the" (line 5).
could be conveyed during the night time
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he would by rail. 'Vhen night-soil was ploughed
accept the amendment.
into land it created millions of flies after
1'he motion, as amended, was agreed to. the first rain and sunshine, and those
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD remarked that it flies spread disease among the poople:
would be impossible for him to serve on Ploughing in of night-soil ought not to be
the committee, as his time was so much permitted in the vicinity of cities, .towllS,
taken up with Government business at and boroughs.
The practice had been
present.
stopped everywhere, and its revival would
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he hoped. be the greatest curse to the country,
tha~ he would also be excused from
because it ereated typhoid fever, diphtheria,
serving on the committee.
and many other diseases.
A ballot was then taken for the' election
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that the
of the members of the committee.
clause provided that nothing it contained
The PH.ESIDENT announced that the should authorize the committal of any
l'esult of the ballot was the election of the nuisance, or anything in contravention of
following members:-The Honorables F. any Public Health Act or any municipal
J3rown, S. W. Cooke, S. Fraser, ,V. Pitt, by-law. Now, section 255 of the Health
and J. Stern berg.
Act provided that-

"For section 481 of the principal Act the
following section shall be substit.uted, namely:
"481. The council of any municipality may
provide for the removal of night-soil from places
within the municipal dist.rict. or any part or
parts thereof, and the treatment and disposal
of such night-soil, including the ploughing in or
burying of such night-soil on land, or its application to land for the purpose of manuring it, and
may from time to time make contracts for that
purpose, and any person so contracting with
the council may in carrying out his contract do
anything that the council might do. Provided
that nothing in this section shall authorize the
committal of any nuisance or anything in contraYention of any Act for the' time being in

The clause therefore seemed to be hedged
round with all necessary restrictions, and
might be safely passed.
The Hon. J. SEH.VICE said he sympathized with Mr. Melville's objection to the
clause. Only a few years ago residences
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in the neighbourhood of Fawlmer-park
became absolutely uninhabitable owing to
tho burying of night-soil in that park,
and he (Mr. Service) could say from personal experience that the offence was
simply horrible. Mr. FitzGibbon never
suffered such a castigation for anything
as he got for sending the night-soil to
Fawkner-park, and if this practice was
contrary to the Health Act, why allow it
at all ~ 'Vhy open the' door by means of
one Act of Parliament just for the purpose
of shutting it by means of another ~ (Mr.
J. M. Davies-" There are portions of
shires in which night-soil might be ploughed
into agricultural land.") Mr. Melville
did not object to the ploughing in of nightsoil in shiref~, but the honorable member
contended, and he (Mr. Service) agreed
with him, that in the vicinity of cities,
towns, and boroughs such a thing should
be absolutely prohibited.
The Hon. "\V. prrT remarked that the
Metropolitan Board of vVorks "were proposing to purchase a large area of land on
the vVerribee plains for the establishment
of a sewage farm, and if this clause "were
not agreed to serious difficulties might be
placed in their wa.y.
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL sa,id that the
ol;ljection to the clause might be met by
the insertion after the word "land" of
the "words "at l5uch a depth below the
surface as the local board may direct."
r:Chere were large areas of sandy country
to the south of Melbourne in which nightsoil could be used as manure to great
advantage.
'1'he Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
if the night-soil was put at a depth of
3 feet below the surface it would still
poison people who erected honses on the
land; and the clause should not be allowed
to apply to any city, town, or borough.
Nobody could form an estimato of the
number of lives that had been lost by
the adoption of the practice of ploughing
night-soil into the land in the suburbs of
Melbourne,
'1'he Hon. J. BUCHANAN observed that
he sympathized with Mr. Melville so far
as Brunswick was concerned, seeing that
in that district night-soil was trenched in
at a vcry great depth, so that it was locked
up and became a danger and a nuisance.
If the night-soil had been ploughed into
the land no evil conseq nences would have
ensued. There was nothing like earth as
a disinfectant. There was a large quant.ity
of sandy land to the south of Melbourne
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where night-soil would be very valuable as
manure, and he did not think there could
be any objection to its use. In the neighbourhood of Glasgow farmers paid 7s. 6d.
p'er load for this stuff, and ho never hearC!. of
any case of disease haNing arisen from its
use.
The Hon. F. S. GRIM'VADE said he
did not think that night-soil should be
used in the cities, towns, or boroughs, but
there \vere thousands of acres of land
between Oakleigh and Caulfield where
night-soil had been llsed for years past
with the greatest possible advantage. Not
only was no nuisallce caused but worthless land had been converted illto rich
vegetable gardens. I t would be a great
mistake to interfere with the use of nightsoil in such districts.
The Hon. N. FrrZGERALD remarked
that the discussion seemed to be proceeding on a misconception. rrhe clause dealt
with the colony as a whole, and the objections simply applied to parts of the colony
contiguous to large populations. '1'hesection of the Health Act which had boen
read by the Minister of Defence was surely
sufficient to prevent any nuisance being
caused. There was no reason why in
districts not settled a valuable material
should be wasted. (~ir. Service-·" N 0body asks for that.") Then the clauseshould not be altered.
The Hon. S. FRASER rema.rked that
the sewage farm at Adelaide was entirely
manured with night-soil. (Mr. FitzGerald
-" After being deodorized.") No. I twas.
conveyed down an aqueduct in as liquid a
condition as possible to the farm, which
was about 4} miles from tho city. rl'1lOro
were residences around the farm, and the
stock that was raised upon it realized the
highest prices. There was no smell what·
ever from the land, and the water tha,t
was drained off at the far end of the farm
was as clear as crystal.
Sir F. '1'. SARGOOD said that the proviso to this clause set out that"Nothing in this section sl:1:111 authorize the
committal of any nuisance or anything in· contravention of any Act for the time being in
force relating to the public health."

Section 255 of the Health Act provided that
night-soil should not be used in any' city,
town, or borough unless it was deodorized,
and, further, that it should not be in allY
part of any shire decla.red by the Governor
in Council unless it was deodorized.
The Hon. J. Ivr. PRATT remarked that
the corporation of Melbourne were now
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-erecting a desiccator, and if it were successful, as he had no doubt it would be,
other mnnicipalities would follow their
example. There was, therefore, no occasion for the fears which Mr. Melville had
expressed.
'1'he Hon. vv. H. ROBERTS said that
,the clause as it stood would be sufficient
to protect the public against any lluisance.
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 114,
which was as follows:"No person shall be entitJed to recover
damages against any municipality (including
the city of Melbourne and the town of Geelong)
in respect of any loss or injury sustained either
to himself or any other person or any property
by reaflon of any accident upon or while using
any highway, street, road, bridge, ferry, or
jetty in the municipal district or under the
control of the council unless the following
conditions are complied with, or in case such
last-mentioned person or the then owner of
such property may have died within the time
hereinafter allowed for giving notice by the one
of such conditions which is numbered (1) the
one of such conditions which is numbered (4) is
complied with :"(1) That notice in writing, stating the
name and address of ,the person injured, or of the owner of such property, the nature of the accident, and
the time and place at which it took
place, be given to the municipality or
left at the office of the council by the
person injured or the owner of such
property or some person for him, in case
of a borough within three days and
in case of a sl\ire within six days after
the occurrence of the accident, or the
plaintiff show some sl~fficient· reason
why the person injured or the owner
of such property was unable to give
such notice.
"(2) That in case of injury to the person
the person injured permit himself -to
be examined by any legally qualified
medical practitioner appointed on behalf of the municipality by the council
or by the chairman or municipal clerk;
and, if in' a fit state so to do, answer
fully such reasonable inquiries of such
medical practitioner as may be necessary to enable him to ascertain the
extent of the injury.
.
"(3) That in'case of injury to property the
property injured, if it be possible so to
do, be produced for inspection of any
person appointed on behalf of the m unicipality by the council chairman or
clerk.
"(4) That one month's notice in writing of
the action be given to the municipality
setting forth the particulars of demand
so far as the same can be reasonably
supplied, and naming a time 'and place
at which accounts and vouchers for the
same can he inspected on behalf of the
municipality.

Amendment Bill.

"(5) That the person injured or the owner
of such property from time to time
answer in writing all such reasonable
inquiries relating to the cause of action

as may be addressed to him by
behalf of the municipality."
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The Hon. H. CU'l'HBERT said he
thought that this clause should be limited
to injuries to persons. As it stood it
applied also to injuries done to property,
but any inj ury done to prol)erty should
not come under the very stringent conditions attached to this clause. No action
could be brought for any such injury unless in the case of a borough three days'
notice was given and in the case of a shire
six days. In order to test the feeling of
the House, he begged to move that tlie
words "or any property" (line 5) be
omitted.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that the conditions laid down in the clause wore not
of a stringent nature, and he saw no
reason why the clause should not apply to
injul'ies to property as well as to the
person.
The Hon. F. BRO'WN remarked that
three da,ys' and six days' notice was not
sufficient in the case of injury to an individual, particularly in the country districts. A person who was seriously injured
might have to be taken to a hospital 20
miles away, and might lie there in a state
of insensibility for a week or longer. . He
wou.ld then be debarred from bringing
any action against the municipal council.
Sub-section 5 of the clause was also a
peculiar one. It required that the person
injured, or the owner of the property injured, should answer in writing all such
reasonable inquiries relating to the cause
of accident as might be addressed to him
by the municipality. That sub-section
might be taken advantage of to entrap an
ignorant man, who might be induced to
make statements which would deprive him
of his right of action.
The Ron. J. M. DAVIES stated that
a reason which would apply to, the giving
of notice in the case of an individual should
apply with equal force to the giving of
notice in the case of an injury to property.
A man driving along a road in a vehicle
might meet with an accident owing to
some defect in the road. Under this
clause he would have to give notice, but
if Mr. Cuthbert's amendment were agreed
to no notice would have to be given. The
object of requiring the notice was to
enable the municipal council to make
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inqUlrIes as to whether the accident had
really happened as stated, because some
accidents were located after the event.
'fhe amendment was negatived.
The Hon. F. BRO'VN moved the omission from sub-section 1 of the word
"three" with a view to the substitution of
'" twenty-one." He stated that if this
:amendment were agreed to he would propose that the time allowed for the notice
in the case of a shire should be altered
from 6 days to 30 days.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG remarked
that persons residing in the shires had
not the same opportunities of giving early
llotice if an accident occurred to them as
persons residing in the cities and boroughs.
The Hon. VV-. H. ROBEB,TS observed
that a man might be injured, and be uncOllscious for five or six days. His medical
adviser might, even when he had recovered
consciousness, say that he must not be
disturbed for three weeks or his life would
be in danger. Therefore 21 days was not
too long to allow for the notice required
under this clause.
The amendment was agreed to, as was
also the further amendment indieated by
~fr. Brown.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT moved that
sub-section 4, providing that one month's
notice in writing of the action should be
given, be amended by the omission of the
following words "and naming a time and
plaee at which accounts and vouehers {or
the same can be inspected on behalf of
the municipality."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES thought the
words had better be left in. The object
with which they were introduced was
simply to prevent litigation.
The amendment was withdrawn.
On clause ll5, which was as follows:-

the same grade employed during those years in
the like employment,"

" Not less than one· month after the service
of notice .of an action for any such cause as
aforesaid an action for such cause may, subject
to the provisions of any law for the time being
in force as to the venue of County Court actions,
be brought in any County Court whatever be
the amount claimed·, and except as hereinafter
mentioned such action shall not be brought in
the Supreme Court. Provided always that if it
appear to any judge of the Supreme Court on
application of either party that such action
ought more properly- to be brought in the Supreme Court such Judge may order that such
action be brought in the Supreme Court, or if
it be already commenced be transferred to the
Supreme Court; but the amount recoverable in
any such action in respect of injury to the person of anyone following any employment shall
not exceed such a sum as may be found to be
equivalent to the estimated earnings during the
three years preceding the injury of a person in

The Hon. J. SERVICE said that the
whole Bill from beginning to end might
be called a Bill for increasing the powers
of the municipal bodies of the country
and for diminishing the rights of the
individual ratepayers. As for the clause,
it was altogether most extraordinary.
Councils were elsewhere called upon to give
notices of a variety of kinds, while under
this clause they were to be released from
every liability of the kind. He thought
that the clause should be struck out.
The clause was negatived.
Discussion took place on clause 121,
which was as follows:-

The Hon. S. 'V. COOKE thought that
the limitation. in the latter portion of the
clause was an extremely unfair one. Certainly it did not provide for justice being
done in every case. He was not prepared
to make any suggestion on the subject,
but he merely brought it under the attelltion of honorable members.
The Hon. F. BROW·N remarked that he
did not see why men who were dependant
on their earnings for their means of subsistence should be placed at such .a striking disadvantage. He moved the omission
of the following words : "But the amount recoverable in any such
action in respect of injury to the person of any
one following any employment shall not exceed
such a sum as may be found to bo equivalent to
the estimated earnings during the three years
preceding the injury of a person in the same
grade employed during those years in the like
employment."

He would almost prefer that the whole
clause be struck out.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked
that the clause was evidently taken from
the Employers' Liability Act. But, supposing a person had no employment, how
would his compensation be reckoned ~ The
clause was altogether inapplicable, and
ought to be struck out.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause ll8, which was as fo11ows:" In any proceeding by any council to recoyer
any moneys heretofore or h.ereafter expended
by such council for the cost of executing any
works or for any compensation or expenses it
shall not he a defence that there has been any
mistake or defect in or want of or failure to give
allY notice or any mistake or defect in want of
or failure to do any act or take any proceeding
which the council is by any Act required to
give, do, or take before executing such works,"

"When a trustee is the owner within the
meaning of the principal Act of any property, he
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shall be subject to all the same liabilities to
which he would he subject if he were the beneficial owner ; and every such trustee shall be
entitled to be reconped any expenses to which
he may be put by reason of any Act for the time
being in force relating to local government out
of the property of which he is trustee."

The Hon. VY. H. HOBEHTS pointed out
that the trustee under this clause was made
subject to the same liabilities to which he
would be subject if he were the beneficial
owner. That meant that the council might
compel him to pay rates out of his own
pocket though the estate, after it was
wound 'up, might not realize the amount
of the debts due. No trustee would undertake such a responsibility, and the clause
ought to be struck out.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE said that the
meaning of the word owner was defined in
section 3 of the principal Act llS the person
for the time being entitled to receive the
rack rent, so that the trustee would not be
liable. The trustee,would receive the rent,
and he would not be liable for more than
he received.
'rhe Hon. C. J. HAM: remarked that
the clause was objectionable in its present
form. The words "provided there are any
funds in the estate" might. be added.
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE observed that
the clause ought to be omitted. A person
mig-ht be left a trustee under a will for
hu~d on which there were twenty years'
arrears of rates due. It would be very
hard, in the case of ali estate which was
virtually insolvent, for the person who unwittingly accepted the trusteeship to be
made liable.
The clause was negatived.
Discussion took place on clause 122,
providing procedure for recovery of moneys
due by owners..
The Hon. H. CU'rHBERT said he had
the same objection to this clause as to
the preceding one. He thought the municipalities were sufficiently protected under
the existing Act. The clause gave a right,
which the municipalities never possessed
before, of sening off property within two
years for the recovery of overdue rates.
The Hon. VY. H. ROBER'rS observed
that under the clause the mortgagee
would be bound to pay the rates, which
would be an unsatisfactory alteration' of
the existing Ittw. It would affect building
societies, all loan'societies, and all money
that. had been brought into this country
by foreign investors.
The councils, at
the present time, had plenty of power
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under the Local Government Act to recover their rates, but if they liked to lay
by for ten or fifteen years, until they got
a good mark, they could under this clause
punish a man for their own neglect. The
clause would operate very unfairly as
regarded people who lent money on mortgage. If it were passed it would be neces. sary to insert a special provision in every
mortgage that the rates should be paid by
the mortgagee every year, and that would
hamper many people who wanted accommodation.
The Hon. W. 1. WINTER-IRVING
said he did not think the committee desired that power should be given to sell
the land for the recovery of the rates.
The owner might be in England while the
rates were accruing.
The clause was negatived.
Clause 123, providing the method of
enforcing judgment, was also negatived.
On clause 128, providing that notices
served on any owner or occupier should
be binding on every subsequent. owner or
occupier,
The Hon. J. M. PRATT moved the
addition to the clause of the following
words, "this clause and the last seven
preceding sections shall apply to the city
of Melbourne and the town of Geelong."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
thought it would be bet~er to submit the
words of the amendment in a separate'
clause.
'fhe Hon. J. SERVICE said this clause
would make maRY property-owners responsible without giving them any notice
at all. (Sir F. '1\ Sargood-" It is a copy
of a section in the Health Act.") He saw
the difficulty of getting rid of the pro-·
vision.
The Hon. W. H. H.OBERTS stated that
under this clause the municipal councils
might neglect to collect the rates for'
years, during which period a property
might change hands twenty times, and
the last purchaser would have to pay all
the arrears. Surely they ought not to'
legislate so as to cover the negligence of
municipal councils. It would be better
to let the law stand as it was than to pass,
snch a clause.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
it was absolutely necessary that this clause,
should remain in the Bill, otherwise fresh
notices would have to be given to each
new owner, and that 'would be impossible
in SOllle cases, because the notices had to
be given before a certain date, and it
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would never do to allow owners to evade
their liability by selling their property
after receiving notice of the rate. '1'he
purchaser of a property ought to inquire
from the municipal authority whether
there were any outstanding rates in
respect of that property before completing
the purchase.
The Hon. VV. H. ROBEl1TS stated that
if a council li1~ed to take rates for the
current year, and there were fifteen years'
rates in arrear, a purchaser Inight be
misled by tho production of that receipt.
(Sir B. Benjamin--" But the councils won't
do it.") He knew that it was the practice
of the councils to refuse to take the current year's rates until all arrears were
paid, bnt it was not the law, and councils
might change their practice and create the
danger he had alluded to.
'1'he Hon. J. SERVICE asked if it would
not be advisable, when a property became
burdened with a large amonnt of arrears
of rates, to make it imperative on the municipaJ council to lodge a caveat ~ If councils did not do that, the law should throw
the responsibility on them instead of piling
up all the responsibility on the propertyowners. (Sir B. Benjamin-" ·What would
be the benefit of that procedure.1") It
would let anybody who wanted t.o buy
. a property know \Y hat were the burdens
on it.
'1'he clause ·was agreed to.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT proposed the
following clause :" vYithin three months from the coming into
operation of this Act, and thereafter whenever
any vacancy shall take place, the council of any
city shall have power to elect by vote the mayor
and any member of the council who has filled
the office of mayor as aldermen of the city, who
shall continue in office as aldermen during the
remainder of the term for which they have been
respecti vely elected members of the council."

The clause was agreed to.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD proposed the following clause : "The word 'paid,' where it respectively
occurs in section 288 of the principal Act shall
be omitted, and the word • received' be inserted
ill lieu thereof."

The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. PRA'1'T proposed the
following· clause to follow clause 12 : "In section 2 of the Act No. 1055 the
.words 'or any part of a borough' shall be
inserted after the word 'borough' where it
first occurs. "

He said that Act 1055, which was passed
\ in 1889, authorized the union with the
Sessio1i' 1891.-[198]
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city of Melbourne of any adjoining borough,
but did not provide for the annexation of
a part of an adjoining borough. The
object of this clause was to enable the city
of Melbourne to take in a portion of the
borough of Footscray, near the Saltwater
River, by mutual arrangement with that
municipality, and it would empower the
City Council to take in a portion of any
other municipality which desired to join
the citv of Melbourne. If this clause was
not passed, an Act of Parliament would he
required to authorize the carrying out of
the arrangement which had been come to
by the Melbourne and Footscray municipal
councils.
The HOll. D. MEL VILLE said that this
proposa,l was very strongly objected .to
.when it was raised some time ago, and the
Legislative Council decided that if the
city desired to annex a portion of another
municipality, it must take the whole or
none at all. The city of Melbourne wanted
to take over a portion of South Melbourne
and Port Melbourne, but that ""as objected
to. It might be all vory well to a,uthorize
the city of Melbourne to take in a portion of the borough of Footscray, if that
arrangement was mutually desired, but
this clause would apply generally, and ill
many cases it might be difficult for a
municipality to give up a small portion of
its area to the city of Melbourne.
The Hon. C. J. HAM stated that these
annexations could not be made except by
mutual arrangement, and with the concurrence of tho Governor in Council; so that
if the people of any municipality of which
a portion was proposed to be annexed had
any objections to the annexation it could
not take place.
The Hon. J. SERVICE obseryed that
the power sought to be obtained by the
city of Melbourne under, this clause to
annex a part of a municipality was subject to the existing law relating to the
city of Melbourne, by which that city
could not take a part of a municipality
without the consent of the whole. That
would surely remove Mr. Melville's objection.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
any annexatiOli to the city of Melbourne
was subject to the conditions that the
corporation of the city of Melbourne and
of the borough proposed to be annexed
had requested the Governor in Council to
make an order for such annexation, and
the councils' request had to be made in
writing under their common seals. (Mr.
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~Ielvi11e-"Thatonlyapplies to boroughs.")

Bnt "borough" in the Act meant also
"citv" or "town."
rrhe Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said that
the people of Footscray and all who were
interested in the matter were particularly
anxious to have the portion of Footscray
in question annexed to the city of Melbourne.
The Hon. VV-. H. ROBERTS remarked
that he did not want to see the city of
Melbourne swallow up all the surrounding
municipalities.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE expressed the
opinion that this clause might prove most
dangerous. Such a proposal ought not to
be made without giving the municipalities opportunity to consider its probable
effects. He had no idea that any proposal was to be made for giving to the
city of Melbourne increased powers to
absorb certain useful parts of the neighbouring municipalities, and this might be
the first step in some movement that honorable members knew nothing of. Under
the circumstances, he felt bound to object
to this general clause being passed without consulting the municipalities that
might be affected by it. (Mr. Service"But no part of any municipality can be
annexed by the city of Melbourne without
the consent of the whole municipality.")
I twas unfa,ir for the Government to allow
a clause of that kind to be brought forward without due notice being given to
all concerned as to what the clause really
meant, because its meaning was not apparent on the face of the clause. Municipal councils should have an opportunity
of considering a new proposal of this kind.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
it had already been pointed out that no
such unions could be effeeted except with
the consent of the two corporations under
their common seal. The· principal Act
further provided that no proposition to
affix the common seal should be made until
notice had been published in the Govern1nent Gazette and in the local newspapers,
and at any time within one month after
the publication of. such notice any twenty
ratepayers might demand a poll, and then
if the majority of those voting were against
the union it could not take place.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he was surprised at the opposition offered by Mr.
Melville to . the clause.· The honorable
member would not permit the municipalities to do as they thought proper. The
municipalities, as had been shown, would
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be protected in every way. (Mr. Mel-ville- " We do not know that.") Everybody knew it but the honorable member..
The honorable member asked the committee to postpone the clause, for reasons that
were no reasons. (Mr. Melville-" You
are a city member.") He (Mr. Service).
W8S a reasonable member, and he would
have opposed the propoRition to enable·
Melbourl1e to annex any portion of an
adjoining municipality without its consent.
Mr. Melville was raising imaginary difficulties and dangers, and his opposition tothe clause was absolutely ridiculous.
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH remarked
that the amendment would have to be
agreed to by the Assembly, and in the
meantime the municipal councils would
have an opportunity of considering it.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked that.
a £8"\.... evenings ago a Bill was rushed
through the Council, and it was now found
that difficulties were arising under it.
This was not the first time that the city
of Melbourne had tried to obtain the
power that it was now proposed to give·
them. The city of Melbourne had frequently endeavoured to absorb portions of
adjoining municipalities, but the difficulties.
in their way had been ,so great that those
adjoining municipalities had been able tokeep their walls up. However, he did not
desire to detain honorable members if thp,y
did not understand this question. It
might be possible to prevent the clause
from being passed in another place, and if
anything unfair was done to the municipalities the Bill itself might be stopped.
The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT ~ proposed the
following new clause to follow clause 74:" In section 13 of the Act No. 1055 the words
'Local Government Act 1890, or this Act,'
shall be substituted for the words ' principal
Act.'"
.

The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. J. SERVICE
following clause :-

propos~d

the·

"In section 248 of the principal Act, the
words • £3 per centum' shall be s:ubstituted for
the words • £5 per centum.' "

He remarked· that under the existing law
the municipal councils had no power to
make any alteration in the rate in regard
to any land, although that land might.
have no real value. They were compelled to levy a rate on the basis of 5 per
cent. on the capital value. As he had explained the clause on a previous occasion
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he did not think it necessary to say any- ,
thing 1110re about it now.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
he approved of Mr. Service's amendment.
He had had some little experience in conducting appeals both for and against the
valuations of municipal councils, and he
had fonnd that the provision in the principal Act that the annual value should not
in any caso be less than 5 per cent. upon
the c:.tpital value, although it might have
acted well 20 or 25 years ago, when
money was worth 10 per cent., was not
suitable to present circumstances. A
, great reduction had since taken place in
the value of money, and 5 per cent. was at
the present time an excessive valuation.
In the case of high-priced land worth £40
an acre, the annual rate would be £2 per
acre. There was scarcely any land in the
colony, except in a few favoured spots
where the land was used for particular
purposes, such as the growing of potatoes,
which was worth £40 an acre, and the
owners would have to pay in rates £2 per
acre. It was provided in the principal
Act that the valuation of rateable property should be according to its annual
value--that was the amount which it
might reasonably be expected to let .at
from year to year, free of. rates, taxes,
and so' on. That was a fair way in which
to estimate the value of property in the
cities, towns, and boroughs, and he would
not invite the committee ,to make any
alteration so far as the cities, tOWllS, and
boroughs were concerned. In shires where
farming had gone ahead another system
of valuation should be adopted. No
farms were now let from year to year,
because no tenant could be found to take
them on such terms. Thev were let for
periods of from three to fi ~e and seven
years. If the committee were to amend
section 248 of the principal Act, it would
be well to provide that, in the case of
shires, the annual value should not be
estimated at the rent which might reasonably be obtained from year to year, but
at the rent which might be obtained for
the land if let for a period of three, five, or
seven veal's. He would therefore move as
an am~ndment the insertion, after "principal Act," of the words, "after the word
'valuation,' the following words shall
be inserted, ' in cities, towns, and
boroughs.' " Contingent on that amendment being carried, he would move
another amendment to provide that in the
shires the valuation should be made on the
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rent at 'which the laud might reasonably be'
expected to let for a term of three years.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
he did not think the amendment proposed by n-fr. Cuthbert was necessary in
the interests of the tenants to whom he
referred, because if the farms had to be
let for a term of from three to five or seven
years in order to secure the highest possible rent, under Mr. Cuthbert's amendment a, tenant would be rated at a higher'
valuation than if tho rate was calculated
on the amount at which the property
could be let from year to year.
The Hon. D. COUTTS said ho was
opposed to any difference being made in
the case of property let from year to year'
and of property let for a longer period,.
because he was afraid that that would be
a cause of confusion. He was, however,
inclined to support the amendment proposed by Mr. Service.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE remarked
that Mr. Service's amendment was a very
important one. He was in favour of it,
but he would like to point out what the
effect of it 'would be. All the vacant
allotments in the suburbs were now
assessed at 5 per cent. on the capital
value. Mr. Service's amondment would
reduce the assessment by 2' per cent. on
the capital value, and the loss of revenue
to the municipal councils would have to
be made up by increasing the rates on
occupied land.
'rhe Hon.- D. COUTTS said there was
not the slightest doubt that that sort
of thing made very hard cases. For
his part, he was quite against the municipalities taking the last shilling from
the ratepayers. They should be able to'
make their valuations as equitable as possible. However, the law at the present
time declared that they could not go
below 5 per cent., and in his opinion
they should have an opportunity, if they
thought fit, of going lower. Therefore, he
regarded Mr. Service's proposal as a very
fair one.
The Hon. C. J. HAM observed that the
fact that under the Local Government Act
councils could not go below 5 per cent.
operated as a somewhat unfair restriction in
many instances. He would point out that
there were a number of striking differonces
between the valuations in Melbourne and
thoso outside. Upon the whole, he regarded Mr. Service's amendment as a very
fair ono.
The clause was agreed to.
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Sir F. T. SARGOOD proposed a clause, opinion ought to be adopted in order to
to follow clause 95, containing, inter alia, . bring the newspaper sellers of the city
under some sort of control; and in the end
the following :they laid before him it series of resolutions,
" Subject to the provisions hereinafter cona considerable number of which were
tained, the council of every municipality
{including the city of Melbourne and the town
embodied in the clause. Copies of the
'Of Geelong) may grant licences to be called
clause had been sent to the lllanagers of the
newspaper sellers' licences, and the holder of
various newspapers, and he had received
every such licence shall be called a licensed
communications from them stating that
newspaper sflller : they highly approved of it. He iiltcnded
"(1) Every such licence shall he granted
later on to propose two amendments in
for such term, not exceeding one year,
as to the council may seem fit, and shall . connexion with the clause. One "'ould be
be in writing under the hand of the
in Stl b-section 4, to insert the words "or
municipal clerk.
head
teacher of a State school." The
"(2) Upon issuing to any person a newsother was with relation to the licence-fee
paper seller's licence the municipal
to be charged, and for the words "fcc not
clerk shall deliver to such person a
badge, upon which shall be marked the
exceeding Is.," the 'words "a fee of Is."
initin,l letter or letters of the name of
'would be substituted.
.
the municipal district and the number
The
Hon.
D.
MELVILLE
remarked
that
of the licence.
it had not been shown why the children
"(3) No newspaper seller's licence shall be
to whom this clause ,,"ould refer should
issued to any child under, or apparently under, ten years of age.
wear badges. Again, could not they be
"(4) No newspaper seller's licence shall be
allowed to carryon their ordinary occupaissued to any child under the age at
tion without the local council extracting
which attendance at school ceases to
Is. per annum out of them 1 For his part
be compulsory under any law now or
he sa,v no occasion for the licence at all.
hereafter to be in force relating to
-education without the consent in writOn whose recommendation had the clause
ing of the board of advice of the school
been brought forward 1
-district in which such child resides
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD remarked that Mr.
(certified under the hand of the chairMelville must have forgotten the corre.man of such board) or the consent in
writing of the manager of any private
spondence on the subject that appeared in
school which such child usually attends,
the newspapers some six months ago. A
or a certificate of an inspector of schools
deputation waited on him (Sir F. 'r. Sarthat such child has been educated up
good) stating the facts of the case with
to the standard.
respect to the considerable number of
"(5) The council may demand foi· any such
. licence such fee not exceeding Is. in
juveniles of both sexes who frequented
case of a licence granted for a year or
the streets at certain periods of the day
a proportional part of Is. in case of a
selling newspapers. Did not the honorable
licence granted for a fractional part of
member realize the inconvenience that had
a year as may be' determined by any
by-law in force in the municipality in
frequently resulted from the want of any
that behalf.
power to bring these children under some
"(6) Every person not being the holder of
sort of control ~ He might mention that
a newspaper seller's licence granted by
the clause was to a large extent a tranthe council of the municipality or of a
script of the regulations in existence in
hawker's and pedler's licence issued
under some law now or hereafter to be
South Australia, where they were found to
in force relating to hawkel'sand pedlers,
work very well.
or being the holder of such newspaper
The Hon. D. MELVILLE asked why
seller's licence and not wearing his
the children should be rendered liable to
badge in some conspicuous way who
sells or offers for sale newspapers, race
a fine of 20s.1 Supposing one of them
cards, or other printed matter carried
was fined and could not pay the money,
:about on the person or on any
would he or she be sent to gaol 1 Again,
.animal or in any movable conveyance,
what provision was made for the number
whether by land or water, in any
municipal district shall for every such
of newspaper sellers who only took up the
-offence be liable to a penalty not exoccupation for a day or two at a time 1
ceeding 20s."
Could anybody say sincerely that there
-This clause (the honorable gentleman was any real annoyance created by those
stated) would in a large measure explain children 1 For his part, he objected to
itself. Some time since a committee of the 'whole thing. He would object to the
gentlemen interested in the subject sat clause, even if the maximum fine was
to consider the legislation which in their red uced to 5s.
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Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD remarked that Mr.
:Melville always seemen opposed to anything like discipline. Had the honorable
member the same experience as the members of the committee had-he might mention that the cha,irman of that committee
was his (Sir F. T. Sargood's) late colleague,
Mr. James Campbell-if he was aware of
the moral injury inflicted on the children
for want of sorno control, he would not be
so unwilling that something should be
done with respect to them. ije (Sir F. T.
Sm'good) was informed that in Adelaide
the resnlt of similar leg-islation was found
to be highly beneficial.'""
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL expressed the
opinion that the Miuister of Defence was
justified in endeavouring to bring these
children undor some sort of control; but
the logislation proposed seemed to be a
little too harsh. It was always hard to
interfere with the meallS of livelihood of
children of this character, Oli whose efforts
the rest of the family often depended.
Certainly the clanse was in the right
direction, but he agreed with Mr. Melville
that the penalty was too high. If children
were sent to gaol for non-payment of the
finc, what would be the result? He or she
would be made familiar with crime in a
way that was snre to be injurious. He
(Mr. ZenJ) would ask that the penalty
should be made merely nominal, at all
events for the fin:!t twelve months.
Sir F. 1'. SAHGOOD stated that he
would h::\,Ve no objection to that being
clone.
The Hon. N. FyrZGERALD observed
that practically the result of the adoption
of the cla,use would be that newspaper
selling would be confined to boys and girls
over fourteen or fifteen years of age. He
quite agreed with newspaper sellers being
placed under some control, but he thonght
notice should be taken of the fact that
nowspaper selling did not ta.ke place until
after school hours. This was important,
uecauge it would be well, if possible, to
avoid any necessity for calling upon tho
manager of a private school or the head
teacher of a State school to give any
consent in the matter.
Naturally, the
head of a school would bo reluctant
to give any certificate of the kind. The
clause required a great deal of consideration, becauso it would, as it stood, interfere greatly with a number of childre~l
who were now able to materially assist
their parents. "Vhy sholi.ld not children
of this sort be allowed to sell papers
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after school hours without any consent
from any teacher being called for 1 The.
provisions of the clause were much more
sweeping than appeared at first sight.
The Hon. J. SEHVICE thought that
the clause embodied a most praiseworthy
attempt to bring this class of boys and
girls under some kind of control. He also
thought that requiring each of them to
wear a badge would be a~l excellent
arrangement. Certainly it had worked'
well with the London shoe-blacks. At the
same time, he would have all the monetary
arrangements of the clause on the simplest.
scale. Also, he considered that the licences
should cover not only the city of Melbourne
but all the suburbs. (Sir F. T. Sargood"I am afraid it will be very difficult to do
that.") He thought there was no real difficulty in the way. He would also be very
much opposed to any heavy fine being
imposed. In cases of offence an admonition from a magistrate should be quiteenough.
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD said he thought,
from the discussion that had taken place,.
that it would be better ~or him to postpone the further consideration of the
clause for the present. He would endeayour, before it W(1,S brought up again, to
prepare amendments carrying out some of
the suggestions that had been made.
The Hon. J. H. CO~NOH remarked
that those who sold newspapers in the
streets were generally those who were
unable to do any other sort of work~
From his own personal obs()rvation, he
was satisfied that the children engaged in
this class were chiefly under -ten years .of
age.
The Hon. F. S. GIUMvVADE said he did
not think that boys or girls nnder the age
of ten years should be licensed. It must
be remembered that girls were in the objectionable position of acquiring the habit
of accosting people and rlllllling about at
night in the streets.
The Hon. J. M. PRAT1' observed that
this was a subject which depended entirely
upon the parents. No matter what legis..
lation was passed if the parents did not do
their duty great evils would continue to
exist. It had been said that at the age of
thirteen or fourteen boy.:; ought. to be following some other occupation, but it was.
simply a question of. profit. A boy of fourteen could often make more profit by running an evening now~paper than in any
other way. Any legislation in the way
proposed would be futile. It would u~
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much better for the Government to encourage the Gordon Institute and the Try
Excelsior class.
'rhe Hon. 'W. A. ZEAL said that his objection to the 4th sub-section was that it
was cumbrous. Why should not the consent
of the head teacher be sufficient? He was
quite sure that the majority of the children
employed in selling newspapers were under
the age of ten. 1£ the clause were passed
in its present form three-fourths of the
children now engaged in this way, many
of whom were supporting aged parents,
would be thrown out of employment. 1£
the committee attempted to do too much
they would fail altogether. It would be
better to begin with an earlier age, and
let the Act have a twelve months' trial.
There ought to be inspectors to issue certificates, and then the Government would
obtain a very valuable experience. If the
clause was passed there was a danger that
the Government would soon be called upon
to make provision for destitute children or
their aged parents.
The Hon .•T. STERNBERG remarked
that the thanks of the committee were due
to the Minister of Defence for these valuable proposals. He thought they would
work very well, with one or two alterations.
He would suggest that the age be reduced
to eight years, and that the sum of Is.
would be a sufficient fee to charge for the
licence.
'rhe Hon. W. 1. WINTER-IRVING ob. served that the country was indebted to
the Minister of Defence for the badge
system, which worked so well in the public
.schools, and he thought it might be very
usefully applied in the case now under
-consideration. Boys and girls wearing the
badge would feel a pride in behaving well.
The fines proposed were too large. He
thought that the children should be permitted to sell newspapers in the suburbs
as well as in the city.
The Hon. F. BROWN. said that his experience was that the greater number of
children employed in selling newspapers
were under the age of ten years. It must
be remembered, in regard to increasing the
age, that when a g~rl was over the age of ten
or twelve the dangers she was subjected to
increased in an inverse ratio. For the
first offence cancelling of the licence would
be a sufficient punishment, and the punishment might be made more severe for a
second offence.
He thought that the
licence should be general for any part of
the colony.
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The Hon. J .. SERVICE said it would be
a good thing if people who bought newspapers from the boys would occasionally
drop them a hint as to the necessity of
good and cleanly conduct. He had somotimes told boys offering him newspapers
that he would not buy from them if they
had dirty hands. On returning from England once, after two years' absence, a boy
came up to him and said-" IIerald, sir;
you see my hands are clean." rfhat was
a proof that a hint might somet.imes be
usefully given.
The clause was postponed.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR moved the
following new clause :~"The council of every municipal district
shall take such measures and do all such acts
and things as may appear to such council to be
necessary or proper .for the suppression and
effecting the destruction of and for preventing
the breeding and increasing of sparrows within
such district. And the expenses of carrying out
the provisions of this Act hy any such council
may be defrayed out of the municipal fund of
the mun,icipality of such council."

I t had been promised on the part of the
Government that provision should be made
in the Bill now under consideration for
the destruction of sparrows, which was a
matter of vital interest to the country
districts. He wanted the councils to make
a general raid on the sparrows during seed
time. If something were not done in that
direction the farmers would not be able
to gather any grain at all. Some of the
country agricultural societies had done
good work in destroying eggs and birds,
but no effective measures could be taken
without united action in the form of a
general raid.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
clause cOt~ld not be of any use unless it
provided that joint action should be taken
all over the colony. (Mr. Connor-" I
asked you to provide the necessary machinery.") There was no power to compel
the councils to exercise the powers suggested to them by.the clause. Apart from
the clause being vague, it proposed to give
to municipal councils powers of a most
arbitrary character. It would authorize
them to destroy hedges or plantations
without giving any compensation to the
owners. In New Zealand where small
birds were more numerous than in this
colony the authorities were able to keep
them under control by the destruction of
eggs. If the honorable member would
consult the draftsman he might be able to
put his clause in proper form.
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The Hon. J. H. CONNOR said he would
postpone the clause with the view of con;sulting the draftsman.
The Hon. D. COUTTS stated that he
hoped that this clause would not be added
to the Local Government Act, which was
heavy enough already.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT remarked
that when Mr. Connor brought in a measure last session for the destruction of
sparrows he withdrew it upon a promise
being given that provision should be made
in the amending Local Government Bill
for the purpose, and this was a very
important matter in the country districts.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD observed
that to direct municipal councils to keep
sparrows under control was too vague a
provision. The subject might be fittingly
embodied in the Bill, but the clause was
clumsily drafted. It was the duty of the
municipalities to keep down sparrows just
.as much as it was their duty to destroy
rabbits. rrhe fruit industry in this colony
was a very large and growing one, and the
,sparrow question had an important bearing'
upon it. Sparrows would prove as great
_a nuisance to fruit-growers as rabbits were
to agriculturists and pastoralists if the
unlimited growth of the pest was not restricted. He sympathized with the object
Mr. Connor had in view, but thought that
this clause was not efficiently drawn so as
to give effect to its purpose.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD expressed the
opinion that, while it might be proper to
pass a clause empowering the municipalities to spend municipal funds in the destruction of sparrows, any legislation
imposing joint action on the municipalities
in regard to the suppression of the pest
ought to be made the subject of a separate
Bill.
rrhe Hon. W. 1. 'WINTER-IRVING
stated that for every sparrow that destroyed fruit they would find in most
fruit-growing districts at least a dozen
leatherheads equally destructive. The
parrots, minahs, wattlebirds, and several
other species of birds did a great deal of
harm to the fruit and required to be dealt
with quite as much as the sparrows.
The Hon. G. DAVIS observed that very
.careful legislation would be required to
-eradicate the sparrow pest, and he did
not think anything practical would come
out of Mr. Connor's proposal. Municipal
bodies had already power to spend money
on the suppression of sparrows, and that
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was as far as the Legislative Council was
likely to go. Sparrows localized themselves to a great extent, and if they became a very serious nuisance in any
locality the municipal body was the best
authority to deal with the pest effectively.
Personally, he would not support compulsory and coercive legislation on this
question.
The Hon. J. BUCHANAN expressed
the opinion that unless steps were taken
to destroy the sparrows they would increase and multiply to such an extent as
to take possession of parts of the country
the same as the rabbits had done, because
they not only destroyed fruit but also
grain crops. He would suggest that Mr.
Connor should amend his clause so as to
make it an enabling provision only.
The clause "\vas postponed.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOT'r proposed the
following clause:"The ,vords 'and no person shall be permitted to weigh for hire carts or other vehicles
so brought to market (with or without loading)
unless licensed so to do by the said council,'
shall be added to clause 493 of the principal
Act."

Under the principal Act (the honorable
member remarked) municipalities were
compelled to provide weighing machines
and keep them in order, erect a weighingmachine house and keep a man in charge
to weigh vehicles and their contents and
to issue weight tickets. rrhe Bendigo
City Council had made that provision, but
lately a former lessee of the weighbridge,
who failed to get the lease of the wcighbridge on the last occasion it was open for
competition, had constructed a private
weighbridge, to ,vhich he had attracted
many persons who formerly weighed on
the corporation machine by charging a
lower scale of fees. '1'he corporation felt
tha t either they should be relieved from
the necessity of maint.aining a weighingmachine or have the monopoly of public
weighing; and this clause, which he was
submitt.ing at the request of the Bendigo
City Council, was intended to accomplish
that object.
The Hon. S. 'V. COOKE observed
that he saw no objection to the clause
except that, if passed, it wo'uld interfere
with the vested interests of any person
who had engaged in the public weighing
business under the present law, and,
therefore, it ought not to be passed without a proviso protecting the interests of
such persons.
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Sir F. T. SAllGOOD said that the best
Ivay for the Bendigo City Council to meet
the difficulty was to reduce their charges
for weighing, and not to ask Parliament
to give them a monopoly. If this clause
passed the council might charge 5s. for
woighing a vehicle, and it was only right
th~Lt the public should be protected.
As
a matter of equity the present lessee 'of
the Bendigo City Council's weighing
m~LChine ought to l'eceive some proportionate allowance for any reduction of
charges that might be made.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE stated that
n, weigh-note from a municipal weighbridge was a guarantee to a buyer that he
was getting proper weight, whereas a note
from a private weighbridge was no guarantee at ttl1. As the Bendigo City Council
was bound to provide a weighing machine
and keep it in order its iuterests in
rega.rd to public weighing ought to be
protected.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT observed that
the Melbourno City Corporation were fa,ced
with the same difficulty, but they met it
ill a proper way, namely, by reducing the
charges for weighing. 1'he inspectors of
weights and measures ought t.o protect
thc interests of the public in regard to
private weighbridges as well as in regard
to weights and scales.
The Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
the Bendigo City Council seemed to have
overlooked the fact that while they provided the market they did not grow the
produce to be sold there, and that the
municipalities in which the produce was
grown were also required to provide
weighbridges.
The Hon. 1'. BRUNTON expressed the
opinion that there ought to be no private
weighbridges, because they afforded no
protection to the public. The buyer and
seller ought to have nothing to do with
the weight but only with the quality and
the price, and the weight ought to be
sottlcd by an independent authority whose
weights were unquestionable. He was informed that the Bendigo City Council
eharged 2s. 6d. for weighing a load of
produce, and, if that was so, it was an
exorbitant charge, because a fee of Is.
would be quite sufficient. Subject to a
proper scale of charges the council ought
to have the monopoly of public weighing,
so that buyers and sellers might have a
gnarantee of the accuracy of the weight.
The clause was withdrawn.
Progress was then reported.
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MELBOURNE AND WILLIAMSTOvVN
TRAM\iVAY BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that they had
agreed to amendments in this Bill recommended by His Excellency the Governor,
with which they desired the concurrence
of the Council.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
the amendments were agreed to.
The House adjourned at two minutes
to eleven o'clock.
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ITTedneschty, ])ecember 9, 1891.
Railway C.:mstruction-Melbourne Tramway CompanyYarra Improvements-Northern Suburbs UailwaysBenevolent Asylum Site at Cheltenham-Opium Bill :
Compensation to Producers-Land Administration:
Homestead Holdings-Crimes Act Amendment Bill :
Protection of Young Females--Harbor Lights: 'rho
Wreck Cape Ve1'de-Drawback on Sheep-Railway
Departmellt: Country Railway Stations-Marriage
Law: The Rev. N. JUnsman - BurrUIubeet Lands
Bill - Medical Practitioners Bill - Metropolitan
General Cemetery Bill-Personal' Explanations: Mr.
Gillies: Mr. Woods-Supply: Additional Estimates
of Expenditure: Education Departmcnt: Law Department: Treasury Department: Chicago Exhibition: Defence Department: Lands Department:
Public Works Department: Mining Department Appropriation Bill-Law of Partnership Amendment
Bill-Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway BillThe late .1111'. O. P. Whitelaw-Juries Act Amendment Bill-Trade Marks Act Amendment Bill-Lifts
Regulation Bill-University Fces Abolition EillBills of Sale Law Amendment Bill-Directors' Liability
Bill.

ThO' SPEAKER took the chair at three
o'clock p.m.
RAILvVAY CONSTH.UCTION.
Mr. GILLIES said he would like to
suggest to the Government that, before
answering any question such as the one
placed on the notice-paper by the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Beazley),
namely, as to whether the Go\'ernment
intended to introduce this session a Bill
to authOl'ize the construction of rail way
communication between the northern
suburbs and Melbourne, the Government
should state to the House what their
policy was to be in reference to railway
construction. Each member took an interest in rail way constrLlction~ as far as
his own district was concerned, and if one
after another put a specific question of
this kind to the Government with regard
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to the railway for his own district, the
policy of the Government would be declared in those separate statements, which
would be a very unsatisfactory and a
very inadvisable course to pursue. Many
honorable members were as much interested in other proposals as the honorable
member for Collingwood was in the proposal of which he had given notice. His
(.Mr. Gillies') district ,ms interested in the
proposal for the cO~lstruction of rail ways
to the northern suburbs, but he was confident that it would create a feeling of
dissatisfaction in the House if Ministers
wero to reveal their railway construction
policy piecemeal in answer to the questions
of honorable members, because it would be
felt that some particular favour was being
shown to certain members' districts more
than to others. 'Whatever the policy of
the Government was, the House would be
glad to hear it; but he felt that all questions with respect to proposed railway
lines ought to be deferred until tho
Government were able to announce their
policy with regard to rail way construction.
:MELBOURNE TRA~nVAY AND
OMNIBUS COMPANY A01'.
Dr. MALONEY asked the Chief Secretary if he would take the necessary steps
to enforce the observance of the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company
Act U,S3, as embodied in the following
section, passed by this House in 1883 : " No person employed by the company as a
driver or conductor of any tram-car or tram-cars,
or animals belonging to the company, shall be
cmployed or work in any c[tpacity' for more
than eight consecuti\"e hours at any timc, or
for more than eight hours in any 24 hours, except in cases of urgent necessity, and such eight
hours shall be a legal day's work. The comprHly shall be liable to a penalty of £f) for each
and every contravention of this section ,. ?
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Tramway and Omnibus Company ought
to be compelled to obsene it.
YAH,RA n1:PROVE~1:ENTS.
Mr. T. S~nTH asked the Minister of
Public 'Yorks when the department proposed to continue and complete the work
of removing the rock at the bed of the
river Yarra, between Prince's-bridge and
the Queen's-bricl.ge 1
Mr. 'VHEELEH stated that the Yarra
was now under the control of the Metropolitan Board of VV orks, and tho Government could not undertake any more work
in that river, seeing that it was vested in
the board.
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM SITE AT
CHELTENHAM.
Mr. ZOX asked the Minister of Lands
why the grant of a, site of land at Cheltenham for the Benevolent Asylum had been
revoked, and reqnested that the site should
not be otherwise disposed of until after the
report of the Charities Commissi0n had
been received 1 Some months ago, in a
progress report, the Charities Commission
recommended that the bnd in question
should be reserved for tl)e erection of a
benevolent asylum, but since that time
the reservation, he was informed, had been
revoked.
Mr. McLEAN stated the land in ques.tion was temporarily reserved some time
ago for the purpose of a benevolent asylum
site. Some few months backhewas informed
that the authorities of the Benevolent Asylum did not intend to build on the land, but
asked thatitmight he permanently reserved
as an endowmentof the BenevolelltAsylulil.
Of conrse he had no power to grant endowments for that or any other purpose,
because the granting of endowments was a
matter with which Parliament alone could
deal, and therefore he gave notice of intention to revoke the reservation, but the
revocation had not yet taken place. If
the site was not wanted for a benevolent
asylum, the intention was that. the reservation should be revoked, in order that the
land might be available for any other
purpose. He would not dispose of the
site, however, until the final report of
the Charities Commission was presented,
providing that occurred within a reasonable time.

.He understood that ten hours was a day's
work in the rrramway Company's service,
and he would like to know whether the
Chief Secretary intended to enforce the
section in question.
Mr. McLEAN said the honorable member would see that although the clause
mentioned in his question was passed by
this House it was rejected by another
place. Consequently it was not law at
the present time, alld therefore he had no
power to enforce it.
NORTHER~ SUBURBS RAILWAYS.
Dr. MALONEY remarked that eight.
hours was the acknowledged legal day's
Mr. BEAZLEY asked the Premier
.work in this colony, and the Melbourne whether the Government intended this
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session to introduce a Bill to authorize the
construction of railway communication
between the northern suburbs and Melbourne? He said his reason for asking this
question was that for many years past the
people of the northern suburbs had been
aJ?xiously waiting for a railway to Melbourne, and they had been given to understand that they were within measurable
distance of it-in fact, that there was
every probability of its construction being
authorized by Parliament this session.
The Hailways Standing Committee had
devoted special attention to the northern
suburbs' difficulty, and had brought up
their report early in order that the question might be dealt with before the close of
the present Parliament.
Mr. SHIELS said the Government
proposed, next week, to bring down resolutions dealing with the most urgent of the
recommendations made by the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways
in favour of the construction of certain
lines.
OPIUM BILL.
Mr. STAUGHTON asked the Treasurer
whether it was the intention of the Government to recognise the loss sustained by
the action of Parliament in depriving the
growers of opium of their industry~
Mr. MUNRO replied that he really did
not know anything about the matter, and it
would be soon enough to take it into consideration when the men in question put in
a claim.
LAND ADMINISTRATION.
Mr. KIRTON asked the Minister of
Lands whether he would introduce a
measure this session embodying the objects of the Homstead League, which were
designed to enable poor people to settle on
Crown lands on small holdings ~
~lr. McLEAN said that provision was
made, in a Bill of which he hoped to have
the opportunity of moving the second
reading that evening, in the direction suggested by the honorable member, so far as
the neighbourhoods of gold-fields ,vere concerned, but there would be no chance of
bringing in a fresh Bill for a larger scheme
this session.
CRIMES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Dr. MALONEY asked the AttorneyGeneral why the names of the two men
concerned in the coffee-palace scandal were
not taken; and, if there was no law to
authorize the arrest of such men, would
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he introduce a short measure to rectify
the defect this session ~ This matter had
been made so widely known by the press,
and it had created such strong feeling in
the public mind, that he felt some action
ought to be taken. The honorable member for Portland would be happy to assist
the Attorney-General if the honorable
gentleman thought it necessary to introduce a short clause' in the Criminal Act
Amendment Bill, which he understood
would shortly be brought before the
House. At a public meeting held in MClbourne 'Vest on Monday, a resolution was
unanimously carried, to the effect that this
question should be brought before Parliament.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he was informed
b)T the Chief Commissioner of the Police
that while the consta,bles were questioning
the girls the men slipped away, and they
could not be identified. That ,vas the
reason why their names had not been
taken. In regard to the second question,
he might state that they had now awaiting
the second reading a Bill which the Government very earnestly desired to have
passed this session-the Crimes ActAmendment Bill-and in that measure further
power was taken to protect young girls of
very tender age. He would be most happy
to have the assistanee of the honorable
member for Portland in drafting any
amendments that migbt be necessary to
carry out the object in view.
HARBOR LIGHTS.
Mr. "\V. T. CARTER asked the Minister
of Customs if his attention had been
called to the poor reward given to the men
who regularly put up the danger lights on
the wreck of the Cape Verde, and if he
would see that they were paid a sum more
in accord with the risks of the work they
had to do 1 It was' no doubt very necessary that those lights should be attended
to daily, but he thought it a very great
shame that a public department should
cut down the wages of men who were
engaged in a hazardous occupation, in which
they risked their lives and limbs, to such
an extent as had been done in that case.
Instead of 8s. a day, those men ought to
have had at le':tst £1 a day for the services
they rendered in all kinds of weather.
Mr. TURNER stated that the men who
attended to the danger lights on the wreck
of the Cape Verde made an offer for the
work, which was accepted at their own
price, viz., 8s. 4d. per diem. Whenever
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they could not attend to the lights, and
had let Mr. "Tilson know, he had arranged
,otherwise for the light.ing. rrhere was no
necessity for visiting the wrEck at dark.
rrhe lamps burned twenty hours, and could
have been lighted at any time in the afternoon, during a favorable interval. This
had been done before. In view of the
danger incurred by the men, arrangements
were made 011 Monday last to do the
lighting from the dockyard, and it was
now done by the employes of th':l department at a cost not exceeding that formerly
incurred.
DRA'WBACK ON SHEEP.
Mr. CRAVEN asked the Minister of
Customs if he would allow sheep to be
crossed from New South 'Wales to Victoria
for grazing purposes upon the duty being
deposited, with the understanding that
such duty would be refunded when the
s:::.me sheep were returned within nille
months 1 Until some time back this concession was allowed, and the country at
the head of the Murray, which never suffered from drought, was used as a grazing
ground for sheep brought from New South
vVales for a few months each year. Before
the presen td u ty was levied, th e small settlers
there were able to get a fair living out of
the land, but such a means of obtaining a
livelihood was put an end to by the imposition of this duty of 6d. per head, which
prevented sheep from coming into the
colony for grazing purposes, and it was a
very serious matter to the people there.
Mr. TURNER said that the practice
used to be to allow sheep to cross the
border, and duty wfts taken thereon.
When the sheep re-crossed, a drawback
was allowed. For various well-known
reasons this concession was disallowed,
and the regulation repealed. Since then
only stock which was owned by persons
having land on each side, close to the
border, was admitted on deposit, and stock
for sale at yards for three days. The
question was fully dealt with by the House
some time ago, and until the House altered
its decision he certainly would not interfere in the matter.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. rrA TCHELL asked the Minister of
Railways if he would take steps to protect
the double roofs of the rail way stations
throughout the colony with. wire netting,
and thus prevent them becoming a breed·
ing-ground for sparrows?
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Mr. SHIELS said he had received from
the Railway department the following
memorandum in answer to the question:" Rail way stations are constructed like many
ordinary buildings, and it would involve a very
large expenditure to keep the birds out. The
employes will be instructed to take precautions
at the proper season for the destruction of the
eggs."

MARRIAGE LA'V.
Mr. L. L. SMITH asked the AttorneyGeneral the following questions : "1. Is it a fact that Mr. Kinsman, of the Victorian Free Church, Fitzroy, has authorized or
licensed three persons-one a medical student,
another a bush missionary, l1nd the other a
reporter-to perform the ceremony of marriage?
.
"Z. Are marriages performed by these socalled licensed persons legal?
"3. Is Mr. Kinsman an auctioneer, and is he
registered as minist·er for the Victorian Free
Church only?
"4. If so, is it legal for him to sign the marriage certificate as minister of the Free Church
of England?
"5. Is it true that the whole a,yerage collections of the Victorian Free Church only
amount to Se. weekly, and, its congrega,tion to
twenty persons?
"G. Is it true that Mr. Kinsman has performed the marriage ceremony upon over eight
thousand couples?
"7. Has Mr. Kinsman the legal power to
license any number of persons to perform the
marriage ceremony over the whole colony?"

He said he had been induced to put these
questions by representations which had
been made to him by several persons as to
the great amount of misery carried into
families by the facility given to hasty
marriages under existing arrangements.
The sons of respectable men ran away with
young girls, got married by this Mr. Kinsman, and were never afterwards recognised
by their familie,s. 1'hose were the statements that had been made to him, and he
would like to know whether they were
facts or not, because if they were facts
such a state of things ought to be put an
end to, otherwise the Attorney-General's
Divorce. Act would be continually in
operation.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the question
was a very wide one, and he had not yet got
the necessary information tv give a complete
answer to the honorable member's questions. In answer to the honorable member's first question, he was informed that
the Hev. N. Kinsman, as the recognised
head of the Victoria Free Church, obtained
licences to marry in favour of the Rev. J.
C. Montague on the25~h February, 1890,
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and tho Rov. A. E. A. Chorry, on tho 16th
October, 1891. The former person was
sa.id to have left the colony on the 18th
Ma,rch last, when his licence was cancelled.
It was not known whether either of those
porsons followed any other occupation.
The marriages performed by those persons
were apparontly legal, if all legal preliminaries had been complied with. Mr.
Kinsman was understood to be an auctioneer. He was so described in t.he
" Directory." He was registered as the
rocognisodhcad of the Victoria Freo Church,
and he was said t.o chim that the Victoria
Froe Church and the Froo Church of England in Victoria were identical He ought,
in signing marriage certificates, to describe
himsolf in tho same way as that· in which
he wa,s registered. The Law department
had no information as to attendances or
colloctions at Mr. Kinsman's church. It
was a fact that Mr. Kinsman had performed the marriage ceremony upon over
8,000 persons. Mr. Kinsman had not the
legal power to license any number of
persons to perform tho marriage ceremony
over the 'IY hole colony, but persons were
registered as licensed by the RegistrarGeneral to celebrate marriages, upon the
certificate of the H.ev. N. Kinsman if he
certifid them to be ministers of his persuasion. (Mr. L. L. Smith-" Would
those marriages be illegal r') That would
be a most delicate question for him to
answor without having all the facts before
him, and he Wight cause an immense
amount of trouble and endloss dissatisfi:tction if ho were to answer tho quostion
oft~hand.

BURRUMBEET LANDS BILL.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN (in the absenco of
Mr. BurI'ERLY) movod for loavo to introduce
a Bill for tho rosumption by the Crown of
certain lands at Burrumbeet and Brewster.
Mr. BAILES seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
The Bill was theu brought in, and read
a first time.
MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS BILL.
Mr. SHIELS presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, recommending an appropriation from the consolidated
revenue, and of penalties and imposts, for
the purposes of a Bill relating to medical
praoti tioners.
frho message was ordered to be taken
into consideration. tho following. day.

Additional Estimates.

METROPOLITAN GENERAL
C]£l\1ETERY BILL.
Mr. TURNER presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, recommending an appropriation of penalties for the
purposes of a Bill for the establishment
and management of a Metropolitan General
Cemetery.
The message was ordered to be taken.
into consideration the following day.
PEHSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that he
desired to call the attention of the House
to a report which appeared in a Ballarat
paper that morning, in which it was stated
that he had moved a certain amendment
on the previous evening. He did not know
what condition the reporter was in when
he furnished the report, but the statement
was absolutely incorrect.
ADDITIONAL ESrrIMATES.
Mr. MUNRO presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, transmitting
Additional Estimates of Expenditure for
the year 1891-2, and recommending an
appropriation of the consolidated revenue
accordingly.
The message was ordered to be reforred
to the Committee of Supply.
rrhe Honse then went into Committee of
Supply for the consideration of the Additional Estima,tos.
On the vote· of £2,295, for the Chief
Secretary's department,
Mr. MUNRO said the total amount of
the Additiona.l Estimates was £90,227. The
largest item was tha.t of £60,347, for the
department of Pnblic ·Works, of which
about £25,000 was for flood damages,
and £3,000 consisted of re-votes. The
next largest item was £15,086, for the
Treasurer's department, and of that amonnt
£ 12,285 was for interest on advances made
in London by the Associated Australian
Banks to redeef11 6 per cent. debentures on
the 1st of January, 1891, in respect to the
£850,000 borrowed undor the Act 29 Vict.
No. 287. As that sum was borrowed for a
special purpose, the interest could not be
met out of the borrowed money, and had
to be provided for on the Estimates. The
otheritems were small, and if any questions
arose with regard to them p.e would be prepared to answer them.
Mr. GILLIES asked the Treasurer if he
purposed now, or at any time within the
next few days, to give honorable members
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any information with respect to the general
finances 1
Mr. MUNRO said that it ,,'as his intention to do so.
The vote was. agreed to.
SALE SCHOOL OF ART AND
DESIGN.
On the vote of £'2,664, for the department of Public Instruction)
Mr. A. HAIU=tIS said tha,t he desired to
ask the Premier how it was that he had
been unable to place a sum of money on
the Additional Estimates for the Sale School
of Art and Design, which 'was omitted from
the general Estimates for the year 1 A
promise was virtually made that a sum of
money would be granted to this and other
similar institutions, and he understood that
the matter was to receive the consideration
of the Minister of Public Instruction. A
very great injustice had been done to the
Sale School of Art and Design, andhewould
like to know from the Treasurer why this
amount had not been provided for as it
was anticipated.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the reason the
amount referred to had not been provided
was that he found it was an expenditure that could not at present be justified.
He regretted exceedingly that mistakes
were made in the general Estimates which
had led to some confusion. In one or two
cases amounts were placed on the Estimates which, it was thought, were the
same as last year, whereas it had been
found that that was not the case.
MINISTER OF PUBLIC
INS'rRUCTION.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that he desired
to call the attention of the Government to
the absolute necessity of the Minister of
Public Instruction having a seat in the
Chamber.
He had heard during the
session any amount of grumbling from
honorable members with regard to this
matter. If the Minister of Public Instruction had a seat in that Chamber, he
would be much mOre amenable to the will
.of the Assembly than he was at present.
The vote ,vas agreed to.
LAW DEPARTMENT.
On the vote of £160 for the AttorneyGeneral's department,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that during
the absence of the Attorney-General he
brought under the notice of the Treasurer
the case of Sergeant Dougharty, instructor
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of musketry. The Government had giyen
Mr. Dougharty an additional pension of
£10 a yeaI', and he thanked the Government for having done so much.; but he
would point out that even with this additional pension the amount which Mr.
Dougharty received was scarcely sufficient
for him to live upon. He was now 67
years of age, and he had made every
exertion to get employment, but had been
unsuccessful owing to his having only one
arm. He (Sir B. O'Loghlen) would be
glad if the Treasurer could sec his way to
increase the amount.
Mr. MUNRO stated that he had tried
to do all that he could for Mr. Dougharty,
but he found that both the law and the
Public Service Board were against him.
He asked the Under-Treasurer to inquire whether the amount c:onld be in.creased, but the Under-Treasurer could
not see any way in which that could be
done. The case was certainly one that
deserved consideration, and (Mr. Munro)
regretted that he had not been able to do
anything more.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that if the
Government could giye Mr. Dougharty a
small amount, which would enable him to
get possession of a house rent free,· that
would be of great assistance to him.
The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £699 for the department
of the :Minister of Justice,
Mr. GllAVES remarked that some years
ago a very distinguished police magistrate
was, on' the grounds of infirmity and long
service, pensioned from the Minister of
Justice's department.
That gentleman
now acted in the position of a County Court
judge, and he ,,,·as well known to honorable
members, so that it was unnecessary that
he (Mr. Graves) should mention his name.
Prior to his leaving the police court bench
the compla,int was made by suitors and
practitioners that 1e suffered greatly from
deafness, and it was said that the same
complaint was now being made. Nobody
desired to interfere with this gentleman,
because the failing was one thatwas inseparable from old age, and he would simply
ask the Attorney-General to ascertain from
the Minister of Justice whether it was a
fact that the gentleman referred to did
suffer from the infirmity of deafness to
an extent which would disqualify him
from the efficient exercise of his duties 1
Mr. L. L. SMrrH stated that, in connexion with a committee of which he had
the honour of being a member, there was

ho
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a gentleman engaged in doing excellent
work, and he (Mr. L. L. Smith) had been
requested to ask the Governmei1t whether,
seeing that this gentleman's employment
,,~ould shortly come to an end, the valuable services performed by him could not
be recognised in a.ppointing ·him to some
other post.
Mr. SHIELS said he would be glad if he
could see his way to do what the honorable member for Mornington wished, but,
as the honorable member must know, this
was a matter in which the Public Service
Board w()uld intervene.
M.r. FOSTER asked when a court of
petty sessions would be established at
Buchan 1 The cost of such a court would
be less than £30 per annum, while the
fact that at the present time there was no
such court compelled a larg~ number of
persons to travr;:ll long distances at great
inconvenience.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he would bring
the matter referred to by the honorable
member for Delatite under the notice of
the Minister of Justice, who would see.
what could be done. No definite promise
could be made until the exact facts were
ascertained. As for the subject mentioned
by the honorable member for Gippsland
East, it would be inquired into.
Mr. A. HARRIS said he begged to
apply for the appointment of additional
justices of the peace at Rosedale and also
Toongabbie. Some time since the residents at Rosedale asked for the appointment of a particular gentleman, whose
name was now in the hands of the Minister of Justice, and he (Mr. Harris) would
mention that in making the appointment
a very considerable service would be done
to the locality. At the present time gr~at
inconvenience was felt from the want of a
second local justice. 1'he case was much
the same with Toongabbie and the surrounding districts.
Mr. M. ORRAY said he did not ask for
the appointment of additional justices for
his district, although they were greatly
required there, and there were eligible
gentlemen there who would not be unwilling to accept the office. But what he
deprecated was that when members of the
House had recommended any gentleman
to the Minister of Justice for appointment
as a J.P., their word on the subject was
not taken but gone behind, and that all
sorts of underhand inquiries were made
into the character of the persons recommended. Frequently in such cases
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the local enemies of the gentlemen reCOll-·
mended were referred to, and thus it
happened that the character ascribed tothem bv those who did not like them was
taken in preference to that ascribed to
them by those who did like them.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN drew attention tothe want of magistrates in his district.
Three highly experienced magistrates had
lately died, and their places had not been·
filled up. Some time ago he specially
called attention to the claims of two gentlemen, Mr. Samuel Earle and Mr. B. Ireland, who were highly eligible for appointment to the magistracy, and he would nowmention their names again. Both of them
had filled high municipal positions and
possessed the confidence of their fellow
citizens.
Mr. McCOLL urged that additional
magistrates should be appointed for the
districts of Kerang and Rochester.
The vote was agreed to.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
On the vote of £15,086, for the department of the rrreasury,
Mr. GILLIES drew attention to the case
of certain officials in his district who had
recently left the Lunacy department, and
ask~)(l that the rent of the premises occupied by them while they were in office, and
which had been set down as part of their
salary, should be taken into consideration
in computing their retiring allowances. A
similar course had been followed in a large
number of cases, and he scarcely saw why it
should be departed from in these particular
instances.
Mr. MUNRO said that when the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs first
called attention to this subject he (Mr.
Munro) supposed that the applications in
question were limited in number, but, on
inquiry, he· found that the list extended to
all the cases of the kind that came within
the last 23 years. Now, if such allowances
were to be made in all these cases, the sum
to be provided would be enormous. The
whole thing amounted to something like a
raid on the Treasury.
Mr. McCOLL called attention to the
item "Advertising, £1,000." He said the
statement had been made that there was
any amount of \york to be obtained up
country, and he desired to ask the Premier
whether he could use a portion of this
£1,000 in obtaining information as to
where the work was available, and advertising it in the Melbourne papers 1
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Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that he
observed that the Metropolitan Board of
\Vorks and the New South Wales Government were proposing to borrow money
locally, and it would be of advantage if the
Government would take into consideration
the advisability of raising some of their
loans locally also. He believed that money
could be got in the colony at 5 per cent.
:Mr. GH.AVES said that the auditors of
shires had recently reported to the Public
\Vorks department that the shire councils
had not been able to take advantage of
the section in the Local Government Act
which required them to invest the shire
funds in Government debentures. As the
Treasurer wanted money, would he take
into consideration the advisability of so
amending the law as to enable shire councils to take up Government debentures 1
He believed that there was a large amount
of money belonging to the shire councils
lying in the local banks.
:Mr. MUNRO observed that any person
could get from the rrreasurer debentures
for a,ny sum from £10 or upwards. ·When
the Government auditors were appointed
this year they received instruction~ to
rep?rt as to whether the shire councils were
carrying out the la·w by investing money
in Government stock or whether they
were simply depositing the money in the
local banks. The report might have been
made to the Public "Vorks department,
but it had not yet reached him (Mr.
Munro), and he inquired about it that
morning. rrhe honorable member was
under a misapprehension in saying that
the shire councils could not get Government stock. The stock was available, and
it was advertised every week ill the Government Gazette.
Mr. L. L. SMITH said that last session
he called attention to the advantage of
establishing labour bureaus, which would
be a means of saving a considerable sum
in connexion with advertising.
(Mr.
~runro-" I sent to New Zealand for information as to the way in which the labour
bureau there was conducted.") Then he
would not say anything more about the
matter.
Mr. HUNT called attention to the item
"Government Printer, £1,318." He stated
that if inquiry were made he believed it
would be found that a great saving could
be effected in connexion with the Goyernment Printing-office. He had every reason to believe that the saving would
amount to £10,000 a year, and that the
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work would be done more efficiently. He
had called the attention of previous Treasurers to this matter, but he had alwayS'
been put off with the statement that the
subject would receive attention in recess,
and he would suggest that a Hoyal commission should be appointed during the
reeess to make full inquiries into the matter. He did not cast any reflection whatever up0n the management of the Government Print.ing-office, but he considered
that the system adopted was a wrong one.
A large amount of work-especially the
printing of the rolls-could be better done
in the country district.s and at very much
less cost.
Mr. BAILES said that he quite agreed
with the remarks of the honontble member for Anglesey. If the printing of the
rolls were done in the districts he was.
sure that a great saving would be effected,
and the question was one which tho Government ought to take into their serious.
considerat.ion.
CHICAGO -EXHIBITION.
Mr. ZOX stated that he desired to ask
the Treasurer whether he had been able
to see his way to place a sum of money on
the Additional Estimates for the representation of Victoria at the Chicago Exhibition ~
This matter was one of great importance,
and he noticed that the countries of
Europe were doing all that they possibly
could to secure an adequate representation
of their products and manufactures at the
Chicago Exhibition. It would be detrimental to the interests of Victoria to stand
aloof from the exhibition. It had been
said that the American fiscal policy was
opposed to the development of any trade
between Australia and that country; but
still, if the products of Victoria were seen
and appreciated at the Chicago Exhibition,
no one could say what amount of foreign.
capital might then be sent to this country.
The coffers of the State were unfortunately not well filled at present, but this
was a matter which should receive the
favorable consideration of the Treasurer.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that what had
been put forward and published in tho
press with respect to this exhibition pointed
plainly to the fact that it would be one of
the most splendid affairs of tho kind evor
seen in the world.
Mr. L. L. SMITH stated that he had
something to do with exhibitions, and
he considered that the matter brought
forward by the honorable member for
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Melbourne East (Mr. Zox) lvaS a very important one. No doubt Chicago was a
long way off, and the representation Of
this colony there would involve a considerable expenditure; but what he would like
to impress on the Governm,cnt would be
that this colony, as a large producing and
manufacturing one, ought not to be behindhand at the VYorId's Fair. Certainly,
if the ot.her Australian eolonics made a good
show there, and brought themselves into
notice while this colony was left unmentioned, the effect would be very injurious so
far as Victoria was concerned. At any rate,
judging from the remarks made by the
American Consul the other day in the
rrown Hall, it would appear that Victorian
wools and woollens ought, fl.t all events, to
be pushed into some prominence at the
proposed exhibition. Of course, the operation of the McKinlev Tariff was necess'arily unfavorable to "the importation into
America of foreign wools, but the fact that
the wool of this colony greatly excelled
the wool of any other portion of tl~e world
went a long way to counte'rbalance any
drawback of that, sort. The~l there was
another Victorian prodllct that ought to
be exhibited at Chicago--namoly, Victorian
wine. 'Vhen he' was passing through
California he took the trouble to visit a
num bel' of the large vineyards there, and
also to inquire into the qualities of the
wine loca.lly produced, a number of samples
of which he brought with him to Victoria.
'Yell, those samples were thoroughly tested
by different Victorian experts, and the result was to leave not the smallest doubt
that although California, deserved great
credit for its wines, they did not stand
comparison with those of this colony in
any shape or way. On this account,
therefore, he thought the Treasurer should
display some liberality in the matter
brought under his attention. Unquestionably, in spite of the McKinley Tariff,
which was not likely to last long, seeing that
£ 16, 000, 000 a year were lost under it, if the
wines of this colony were sent to America,
they would find a very large market.
If the rrreasurer allowed New South vYales,
Queensland, and South Australia to have
courts at the Chicago Exhibition while
Victoria was unrepresented it would be a
great injury to this colony. He believed
that the Victorian court could be successfully carried out at a cost of between
£7,000 and £8,000. If the Premier
thought he could not afford a whole court
he might join with the other colonies.
Mr. L. L. Smith.

~
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Mr. STUART said that with a joint
commission the expense of representation
at Chicago would be very small, and he
trusted that the Treasurer would apportion
a reasonable amount for this desirable
purpose.
Mr. DEAKIN l'01narked that if it was
determined that Victoria should be represented at the Chicago Exhibition one of
the most important directions in which
money could be expended would be in the
making of provision for the transference
in cool chambers of fruit and dairy produce. The Government expert who visited
the Californian and the eastern states
last year had reported that the markets
were destitute of fruit in the Victorian
sumlller season. America offered the best
fruit ,market in the world, because the
people there ate more fruit than did the
people anywhere eI8e-8,;en the working
classes in America always made it a rule
to have fresh fruit placed before their
children. Considering that America offered
an immense market it seem~d to be highly
desirable that something should be don'e
to strike the imagination of the people
there in the way of advertising Victoria's
capabilities in regard to the supply of
fresh fruit and dairy produce.
Mr. GRAHAM observed that the matter
which had been referred to had not been
overlooked by the GoYernment, and he
hoped that sQmething would be done to
secure the satisfactory representation of
the colony at Chicago.
Mr. MASON said he hoped that the
Government would take care that Victoria
was adequately represented at the Chicago
Exhibition in the matter of its leading
products. It was very desirable that steps
should be taken in this direction without
further delay.
Mr. MUNRO stated that he had not yet
had time to give proper attention to this
important subject. He had seen a gentleman connected with the project that day,
and had told him that as soon as the session
was over he would look into the matter.
But if the representation of Victoria was
to be made a success the manufacturers
They had
interested ought to assist.
written to him almost demanding the
establishment of a court, and when he
wrote back asking what pecuniary aid
they would give they did not offer a penny.
If honorable members were so anxious
that the colony should be properly represented at Chicago, why did they not
call a meeting of citizens and see what
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assistance would be given to the Government.
He knew what an expense
exhibitions were, and he thought that
the public might best indicate its desire
in this matter by subscribing some
of the money needed. He had placed
t1 sum of £500 on the Estimates, ·which,
he understood, would be sufficient if proper
assistance were given by those interested.
The Chamber of Manufactures demanded
£2,000, and when they did not get it they
proposed to pay nothing. If this matter
was to be conducted in a business-like
manner, those who were interested must
contribute to the expenditure. Ho had
had a legion of people asking for billets in
connexion with this exhibition. If the
thing were to be done in a proper manner
the citizens must come fonvard, and there
must not be more cats employed than there
were mice to catch.
Mr. STU ART remarked that if the public had been made aware that there was
any necessity for them to move in the
matter they would have taken action.
N ow that the circumstances were known
he ·was sure that the public would respond
cheerfully.
Mr. GILLIES observed that he did not
know why the Treas·nrer said he could not
afford any money for the purpose of this
exhibition. The point was simply was
the thing worth doing, and that was
a question which the '1'reasurer must
answer for himself, having regard to the
advantages which would accrue to this
colony from the expenditure of a large sum
of money for such a purpose. His (Mr.
Gillies') cxpericnces as Treasurer had been
very serious in connexion with exhibitions.
The Prcmier and the :Minister of Defence
were responsible for the most marvellous
state of affairs in connexion with the last
exhibition ill Melbourne that had ever
occurred in allY country. (~1r. Munro-"It
was because you placed the money under
the control of the secretary.") '1'hen the
secretary was tho .master of the commis. sioners~ (Mr. Munro-"So he was.") One
word from the executive commissioners
would have removed the secretary in a day.
The cost of the New Zealand Exhibition
had also greatly exceeded the estimate.
If the Government set down a sum of
£30,000 to be expended in connexion with
the Chicago Exhibition, they would find
that they would have to pay £50,000
before the oxhibition was over. If it
could be shown that a satisfactory display
could be made for £20,000, be bad no
Session 1891.-[199]
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doubt that the House would authorize the
expenditure.
Dr. MALONEY said he sincerely hoped
that the committee would not consent to
the expenditure of a penny on the Chicago
Exhibition. All exhibitions in the· past
had been swindles. One of the most
unmitigated scoundrels in New South
·Wales had beon appointed to an important
post in connexion with the Chicago Exhibition, and these things were usually started
to make billets and waste the money of
the country. "With people starving in the
streets of the city there ought not to be
a farthing spent on this exhibition. Money
was not ouly wasted on the last Melbourne
Exhibition-it was thrown away on the
Victorian court in London in a scandalous
manner.
Mr. McLEAN remarked that he had
received a commtll1ication from the official
agent of the colony at the Tasmanian
Exhibition, giving a detailed account of the
space devote4, to and the position occupied
by Victoria. The tenor of the communication was such as to lead to the conclusion
that very good results would accrue from
the small sum of money devoted for the representation of this c;lony.
Mr. MUH.HAY said this was a matter
which ought to be treated not from a
sentimental but from a business point of
view. He thought that the days of
exhibitions were over.
With the rapid
means of communication between different
countries which now obtained, and with
a stream of travellers constantly running
through Australia) America, and Europe,
the special requirements and capacities of
each country were well understood. '1'here
was now no longer any need for the educational influences which the London Exhibition of 1851 exercised. A study of one
of the numerous scientific works issued in
America would toach a man more than he
could leaI'll by visitinga first-class exhibition.
·What was produced there ill the way of
machinery or in any other way they would
find illustrated in such a manner as to
make one almost realize that the object
was brought before one's eyes. The
Americans did not require to be told what
was produced .in Australia that was likely
to be of use to them. rrho only two commodities they were likely to take in any
great quantities from us were fruit and
wool. (An Honorable Member-" And
wine.") He did not know about wine.
America produce.d large quantities of
its own wine, and notwithstanding the
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undoubted excellence of the wine of this
Mr. STUART said he would just like to
colony, if it were once brought into com- reply to the wild and whirling words of
petition with American wine and there the honorable member for Melbourne
was any danger of the American wine Vvest, who spoke about something he did
being absolutely driven from the local not understand at all-something he did
market, such a heavy duty would be put not know anything about.
. on Australian wine as would at once stop
Dr. MALONEY rose to order.
He
its importation into' America. Our wool wished to know if the honorable member
needed no advertising with the Americans, for Melbourne East was in order in stating
because the American manufacturer knew that he (Dr. Maloney) did not know anyas well as we did that no country in the thing about exhibitions.
world could produce wool of such excellent
The CHAIRMAN.-That is not a point
. quality and that in no other country of order.
could he get wool like that which he got
Mr. SrrUART.-The honorable member
from Australia. N 6 fostering protection for Melbourne vVest might know more
could ever enable America to compete about exhibitions than he (Mr. Stuart)
with Australia in the production of wool. did, but there were various kinds of exWe could only hope to sell to America what hibitions. The honorable member appeared
by no artificial process America could pro- t.o assume that if a man was starving and
duce at all, and without this colony being about to die for want of food he \vould
represented at the Chicago Exhibition he make no effort to try and get provisions.
believed that the American fiscal policy If these were bad times, and the people
would be so relaxed at no very distant were hard up, was that any reason why
date as to admit for the use of her manu- the colony should not try to better its
facturers all high-class wool from Australia position when that could be accomplished
without the imposition of any duty, or, if by spending a few thousand pounds wisely
a duty was imposed, it would be only a and well in developing the markets of the
world which were open to the products of
very small one.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he hoped that Victoria? The honorable member for
. the committee and the Government would '\V'arnlambool had told the committee that
take a broad view of this matter. It was the Americans were not likely to need innot a question of individual action. The formation about Australia, but no people
Government should look to the prestige in the world knew so little about Australia
of the colony and the good results that as the Americans. He did not speak of the
would aecrue from its proper representa- people in the eastern states but of the
tion at the. Chicago Exhibition. That people in central America and the great
exhibition was' to cost somewhere about western states, where there was a total
£2,000,000, and was this colony not to be want of knowledge about the productions
represented there? Was Victoria to take of Australia. We ought to show them
. a back seat because it happened that real what we could produce in Australia, beestate in this colony had got a check and cause we wanted to attract their inventive
railway construction had ceased? Vi as Vic- genius here to make the thousand-and-one
toria to retire to the position of a second things that would be valuable to us. (Mr.
or third rate colony on the Australian con- McIntyre-"You won't admit them.")
tinent? He thought not. The Treasurer Yes; the people of this colony would
had had' great experience in exhibition admit men of genius, and welcome them
matters, and the services he rendered this here. We wanted also' their experience
colony eleven years ago, in conjunction with regard to the growing and preserving.
with Judge Casey and the then Attorney- of fruits. He had seen small areas in
'General, were not recognised as they America where men were making a very
'should have been by the authorities in the handsome living by fruit and raisin growold country. rnlOse gentlemen ought to ing on 10 acres of land for which they
have been decorated and titled for their could realize between £4,000 and £5,000.
great public services on that occasion. We needed these men's knowledge and
With all his knowledge of exhibitions, the enterprise here, but at present they did
Treasurer ought to take a broad and not not know anything about Australia and
a narrow view of the question. Let Vic- its resources. If we cOllld attract a few
toria be properly represented at the such men here with their capital, energy,
Chicago Exhibition, and take the lead of and experience it would be a great gain
the Australian colonies.
to Victoria. He hoped this colony \vas
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not going to take a back seat, and rank
with Fiji, Caledonia, or any of the small
places round about Australia. As to the
'statement about Flinders-lane people, he
could assure the committee tha.t they
would Hot exhibit one farthing's worth of
,goods at the Chicago Exhibition, nor would
the manufacturers of Victoria exhibit to
,any appreciable extent, because they could
not compete against the immense development of the American manufactures; but
this colony had its mineral deposits,itswines
a.nd fruits, and a great many other natural
products well worth showing to the American people, and to the people of other countries who visited the Chicago Exhibition,
and he, therefore, hoped that the r:rrea-surer and the committee, considering the
future well-being of the country, would
take care to have the colony properly represented at that exhibition.
Mr. CLARK stated that he would like
to direct the attention of honorable members ,who sought to loot the Treasury on
behalf of certain private individuals who
,desired to exhibit at the Chicago Exhibition, that it was the duty of those persons
to show sufficient private enterprise to
have their manufactures and products represented there at their own cost. For a
'Small colony like Victoria to think of
-sending its products to a vast territory
like America, where so much grain and
fruit were grown, was like sending coal to
Newcastle.
Mr. TAVERNER remarked that the
views of the honorable member for Melbourne W'est ought to receive some notice
from honorable members representing
.country districts. He (Mr. Taverner) did
not believe that there were hundreds of
people starving in the neighbourhood of
Melbourne. (An Honorable Member" And nobody else believes it.") Certainly,
if it was true, it was those people's own
fault, because if they would only go into
the country they would get any quantity
of work and good wages for it. A man
who was prepared to do a fair day's work
could get 8s. per day for harvesting at the
present time, so that there was no occasion
for men in this country to starve.
Mr. HANCOCK observed that after the
extraordinary statement of the honorable
member for Donald, he wanted to point
(mt that the position taken by the Treasurer
at the present moment was the correct
one. He (Mr. Hancock) had had a considerable amount of experience of the
exhibitions that had been held in the old
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country, as a very frequent visitor, and
he had found out that the most successful
courts were those of countries that could
exhibit articles which could not be produced in any other country. If he
thought t.hat Victoria could send to tho
Chicago Exhibition any article that could
not be improved upon considerably by any
other country, he would be quite willing
to support the claim for its special representation; but he had a very lively recollection of the Victorian exhibits in past
exhibitions, which consisted chiefly of huge
blocks of gilded wood, supposed to represent nuggets. 'rhe best advertisement
this colony ever got was obtained by sending the cricketers home. If the proposal
that Victoria should be represented at tho
Chicago Exhibition was made for the purpose of securing (;1, national advertisement,
then those gontlemen who would benefit by
it should be prepared to pay for the advertisement. (Mr. W. 'r. Carter-" 'rhe whole
colony will benefit by it.") He differed
'entirely from that view. Money could
not be spared for the repl'osentation of tho
colony at the Chicago Exhibition in face of
the fact that almost every deputation that
had gone to the Treasurer within the last
twelve months had been told, "'Ve quito
agree with you that this work should be
done; in fact, it should have been done
years ago; but we have no money in, the
r:rreasury." Expenditure on the Chicago
Exhibition would not be justified in the
face of that statement, so often repeated,
and of the fact that there were at the present moment thousands of people starving.
(Mr. Gillies-" Where ~") Round about
Melbourne. If honorable members had
the slightest doubt as to the accuracy of ,
that statement, he could take them to districts within five or six miles of the
General Post-office, where the wholo peoplo
of the district were unemployed. (Mr.
Gillies-"'Vhat do you mean by the people
starving.") He meant that they had no
work to do. (Mr. Gillies-" That is not
starving.") It was very hard for a wellfed man to talk about starving, but at the
same time a well-fed man could sympathize
with those who were starving. He was
not one of those who agreed with the
politics of the French family, who said,
when they were told that the people wero
starving for bread, "vVhy cannot they eat
cake ~ " It was no use honorable members
shutting their eyes to the fact that a large
number of people were without the means
of obtaining a livelihood, and they ought
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to agree on some common line of action to
relieve the distress, "which was considerable
at present, and threatened to be greater
still. He perfectly agreed with the honorable member for Donald that there was
work to be got up country, and that d"ay
he had sent three of t.he unemployed from
the Trades Hall to the mallee country, in the
hope that when the people there saw the
class of mon procurable, employment would
be made available for hundreds of others
who were prepared to go up country if they
could get fair and proper treatment.
"Within a week or so Parliament would be
prorogued.
Before they met again-if
they ever did 111eot again-there "would be
the usual winter gathering of the unemployed, and never in his recollection had
there been so many men out of work
within a month of Christmas. 'Vhat
the state of affairs would be within the
next two or three months it was terrible
to contemplate. He did not say "who
was to blame for the present state of
n:ffairs; he had left off blaming anything or
anybody; all he wanted to do was to find a
remedy. If he thought that the representation of Victoria at the Chicago ExhibItion would be a remedy, he would support
it; but, on the contrary, he believed it
wonld be a dead loss to the colony. vVe
had not got the best machinery here, and
the farmers had not sufficient capital to
introduce the best ma,chinery; but if the
Government liked to utilize their resources
in getting the best machinery and putting
the unemployed on the land, they would
assist the farmers and the country
gcnerally. "Whatever they might determille to do with regard to the representation of this colony at the Chicago Exhibition, he sincerely hoped that it would be
made representative of the nation, and not
simply to serve the purpose of three or
fonr men who were billet-hunting, and
perhaps repeat the disgraceful state of
affctirs in connexion with the late Centcnnial Exhibition, the secretary of which
was kept on for nearly three years after the
oxhibition closed. First of all, as the
r1'roasurer wisely said, the committee ought
to know what the citizens who were anxious
for this colony to be represented at the
Chicago Exhibition were themselves prepared to do with regard to its repretlentation.
Mr. BAKER expressed the opinion that
in two or' three months there would be a
large number of persons unemployed in and
arouud Melbourne, but he could scarcely
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believe that in and around Melbourne
to-da:y there were hundreds of persons
starving.
(Mr. Hancock - "rrhcy are
living on trust.") vVell, a,t any rate the
Government ought to look ahead in re~
gard to this matter, and make whatever
provision was possible to relieve the dis.tress which would inevitably result if a
large number of working men fell out of
employment.. II} the present state of the
country's" finances he did not think the
Government should go to any expcnse in
having the colony rcpresented at the
Chicago Exhibition, although he would like
Victoria to be represented if the money
could be spared. rrho labour representatives might very well urge upon the
Government the necessity of adopting
measures to get a large portion of the
unemployed settled on the lands of the
country. There was a very considerable
demand for bbouring men in his electorate, but men did not like to leave their
families in Melbo'..u·ne to go searching for
work in country districts unless they had
a prospect of getting satisfactory situations. There was certainly plenty of work
in the country districts for suitable men,
if they could be got to go there.
Mr. "MUNRO said he would like to call
the attention of the Chairman to the fact
that they were not discussing the business
before the committee.
The CHAIRMAN.-I hope we are not
going to drift into a general discussion on
the unemployed question. rehe business
before the Chair is whether "'e will send
anything to tho Chicago Exhibition.
Mr. G. D. CARTEH suggested that they
should send the unemployed to the Chicago
Exhibition.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that it was idle
to think of 'sending manufactured products
to the Chicago Exhibition, because the
manufacturers of this colon v could not
possibly compete with the m~nufacturers
of the older countries of the world, but
Victoria might send its natural productswool, wine, aud fruit. In the matter of
fruit-growing the colony had taken a very
great departure in the last year or two,
ztnd the markets of the "old world fitted in
with the markets here, because while they
had a scarcity we had a glut. It was
therefore desirable to open np markets for
our natural products in America, where
the consumption of fruit and wine was
something enormous, one day's sale of fruit
fr.om California realizing no less than
~80, 000. As to getting people on the
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la.nd, Parliament "would have to modify would be injudicious to spend money on
"the water supply legislation of the colony the representation of the colony at tho
to a very great extent before that could be Chicago Exhibition.
:.:wcomplished. It was no use sending
Mr. MUNRO expressed the opinion that
people on the land unless the Government the discussion of the Chicago Exhibition
were prepared to give them water to grow was entirely out of order, because it had
natural products, and he was exceedingly nothing whatever to do with the business
sorry that a \Vater Supply Act Amend- before the Chair. If honorable members
ment Bill had not been passed this session. wero to be allowed to go into every
because, next to the railways question, it question that might be discussed on the
was the most important question before Estimates they would never get through
the country at the present time. A man them.
Mr. McINTYHE stated that he desired
"with a family could make a gooclliving
out of fruit-growing on from 10 to 15 acres to offer a word on the point of order.
'1'he CHAIRMAN.-There is no point
of land on the northern plains, if he could
be assured of a supply of water.
of order. \V c are here for the transacti0l1
Mr. FOSTER rose to order. He asked of public business, and it seems to me
the Chairman if the whole discussion was that several honorable members wish to
not irrelevant, seeing that there was no turn the business of the country into a
item on the Estimates respecting the mere burlesque.
Mr. McCOLL said he objected to any
Chicago Exhibition ~
rrhe CHAIRMAN.-"We have drifted statement that he had ever attempted to
into a discussion on that question with the turn the business of the country into burconcurrence of the committee and the lesque. He was discussing a very serious
leaders of the House, but, although there question, namely, the condition of starving"
is no item in respect of the Chicago Ex- people ronnd about Melbourne.
hibition on the Estimates, I do not think
TheCHAIH.MAN.-The honorable memthe discussion is out of order so long as ber is not in order. If he wishes to discuss
honorable members confine themselves to the question of the unemployed, his proper
that subject. Unfortunately, however, course is to give notice of motion, and dis~
they do not, and although I have called cuss it in the House when the Speaker is
every honorable member who has offended in the chair.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he had another
to order, the committee has not snpported
me. If honorable members will support item to refer to, when tho honorable memme, I will very soon put a stop to all ber for Melbourne East (Mr. Stuart) inter"posed to carryon the discussion ,,,ith
irregular discussion.
Mr. McCOLL said he was under the regard to the Chicago Exhibition.
impression that honorable members could
Mr. G. D. CARTER asked the honorable
discuss almost every possible question af- member if he would allow him to say one
fecting the finances of the country on the word.
'1'remmrer's Estimates now before the comThe CHAIRMAN.--vYill the honorable
mittee. The honorable member for Donald mem bel' for Melbotu'uo be good enough llot
was perfectly right in stating that there to interrupt the honorable member who is
'vas abundance of ,york up country at the addressing the Chair?
Mr. G. D. CARTER remarked that he
present time, and some means ought to be
taken to convey the unemployed from Mel- was only going to assure the Chairman
bourne to the country. rrhe honorable that he was not endeavouring to intermember for Melbourne \Yest and the rupt the business of the committee or turn
honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. it into burlesque. rri18 Chairman said
Hancock) had raised a very important that several members were doing so, but
question. Theyhad stated to the committee did not mention names, and it might
that hundreds, if not thousands, of persons be imagined, if he did not state otherround about Melbourne at the present time wise, that he (Mr. Carter) was one of
them. He was of opinion that the Goworo starving, or very near it.
'}'he CHAIlu\1AN.-rrhe honorable mem- vernment seellled to haNe lost sight of
her is not in order.
tho fact that some of the Australian
Mr. G. D. CAR'1'ER submitted that the colonies intended to be represented at
honorahle member was in order if he was the Chicago Exhibition, and it would say
arguing that, because there were so many very little for Victoria if the Govern.starving people round about "Melbourne, it ment refused to join with them. (Mr.
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Munro-" I have stated that immediately
the session closes the matter will receive
. full consideration.") Yes, but honorable
members wanted an assurance that it
would receive favorable consideration.
The vote was agreed to.
DEFENCE DEPARTMENT.
Discussion took place on the vote of
£435 for the Defence department.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he was
inclined to move that this vote be struck
out, as he contended that the Minister of
Defence should have aseat in that Chamber.
The Defence Estimates had been passed
without any observation, and no honorable member knew anything about them.
In England the Minister of War was
almost invariably a member of the House
of Commons, and, according to precedent, the Minister of Defence of Victoria
should have a seat in the Assembly and
not in the Council.
Capt. TAYLOR asked the Treasurer
whether he proposed to place a sum of
money on the Estimates for the next
Easter ellcampmellt~ (Mr. Munro--" No.")
Then he might take it that there was to
be no Easter encampment.
Mr. 'V. T. CARTER said that he desired
to refer to a very great injustice that had
been done to a respectable constituent of
his-Mr. T. E. Baker, late of the Naval
Brigade. It arose out of an act of insubordination on Queen's Birthday, which was
provoked by. the fact that the members of
the Naval Brigade were denied the usual
allowance for meals-Is.6d. It was decided by the Defence department ~hat
the allowance should be reduced to
Is. 3d., and a deputation of the men
waited on their superior officers, when they
made respectful representations to therq
on the subject. It was finally stated that
the men would receive Is. 6d. as usual,
but on Queen's Birthday they only got
Is. 3d. The men felt that that was a
breach of faith, and they asked for some
explanation. Some of the men belonged
to the Harbor Trust, and one of the conditions of employment under the Harbor
Trust was military services. He regretted
that there should be anything like a
pressed service in this colony. (An Honorable Member-" They know it before
they enter the service of the Harbor
Trust.") Yes, but they had to choose
between their billet and their bread and
butter. The men who were held to be
guilty of insubordination were fined and
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disrated. Baker was a painter at Wil-·
liamstown, and he had been in the service for nearly twenty years without.
The
a blemish lip on his character.
man had now been dismissed, dis-·
graced,- and fined £3, and he asked
for some redress. He (Mr. Carter) communicated with the Defence depaJ;'tment
on the subject, giving them a full statement in writing of all the facts in the case,
but up to the present time no disposition
had been shown to give any consideration
to Baker whatever. He would tell the'
committee exactly what took place. Cap-·
tain Fullarton, riding up to the man,
asked What the disturbance was about.
Captain Fullarton had the respect of the
men, who would follow him into any
danger, and who regarded him as an old.
Britisher who would not turn his back on
any foe. Captain Fullarton wanted to·
know who was discontented, and Bakersaid - " This question being asked, I
showed him my arms as a mark of respect,
and I said to Captain Fullarton, 'It is notStuart, .but the whole of the company who>
are dissatisfie~, as they were promised ls~
6d. and have only received Is. 3d., without any explanation being offered them.' ,,.
Baker did that in the interests of peace,
and for the purpose of effecting a reconciliation between the malcontents and
their superior officer. Baker had put his.
version of the case in writing, but no·
notice had been taken of the representations made, because the high Imperial
authority who governed the military forces.
of the colony had decided that an exampleshould be made of him. Baker -had lived
in Williamstown for about 25 years, and
he was known to be a thoroughly soberand respectable man. The Naval Brigade
formed the finest body of men in the·
colony; the men were not only of splendid.
physique, but they were noble, fellows in.
their characters as well, and yet this
insult had been cast upon one of their'
number. He would, therefore, ask that
this man's case should be taken into consideration, and that the stigma which had
been cast upon him should be removed ..
He (Mr. Carter) protested most strongly
against a man who had served in the force'
for twenty years being treated in this'
way.
Dr. MALONEY said he trusted that the
Government would give attention to the
matter referred to by the honorable member for Williamstown, and see that jnstice
was done. The action of the Defence
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department in this matter was somewhat'
similar to that which caused the dismissal
of several men because they wore hair on
certain parts of their faces. What the
colony required was that the men of the
D'efence force should prove that they were
men by their power of fighting, and not
by their dandified appearance. Two of
these men were dismissed owing to the
whim of a naval officer, but he was glad to
say that they had at length been reinstated. He trusted that the officer who
was to succeed Captain Mann would not
issue any absurd ?rders as to the wearing
of hair on the face. He considered that
the colony was quite able to train its own
officers, and if the examination was made
sufficiently severe, he saw no reason why
men should not be allowed to rise from
the ranks. A man who had risen from
the ranks would not only have the respect
and the honour of the men under him,
but would be better obeyed than would
any of the martinets who came here from
the old country.
Mr. OFFICER stated that it was a great
pity that a paltry question of this kind
should be brought before the committee, as
nothing was more subversive of discipline
in the military and naval forces than such
action as that the honorable member for
Williamstown was now taking. The committee should express their unanimous
disapproval of a question of this kind being
ventilated in Parliament.
Mr. GRA YES remarked that the House
of Commons devoted very great attention
to the army and navy estimates, as they
desired to retain the control of those services. The House of Commons was particularly careful that th~ whole of the expenditure for military and naval purposes
should be under Government control. The
position of the Legislative Assembly in
this colony with regard to the Defence
department was somewhat peculiar. A
special appropriation for the Defence department of about£72,000 had been passed
for this year, and Parliament had no control over that expenditure whatever. He
wished to refer to a particular matter.
Some years ago the north-eastern district
was canvassed by the Minister of Defence,
for the purpose of raising a large cavalry
corps, and a response was made with the
result that a splendid corps was formed.
But when he (Mr. Graves) respectfully
asked that some shelter should be erected
in which the men could lodge the uniforms
-uniforms which had cost them a very
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large sum of money-and which would
give them cover when drilling, the reply
was very peculiar. For instance, the following correspondence took place:"E Company Victorian Mounted Rifles,
"29th Sept., 1891.
"Major Slee to the Hon. J. H. Graves,
"My dear Sir ,-Some time ago we were'
promised an orderly-room at Euroa. Will you
kindly see, when the Defence vote is on, that,
we are not forgotten."

The next letter was from the lieutenant·
of the corps, and was to the following
effect : "3rd October,
"Lt. Drummond to the Bon. J. H. Graves.
" Dear Sir ,-The officer commanding the company is urging the Defence department to build
an orderly-room at Euroa, the head·quarters of
the company, and the item will come on in the
Housewith the Defence Estimates in a few days.
I shall be glad if you can see your way clear to
support the expenditure. Every detachment in
the company will benefit hy the convenience of
such a building."

Consequently he (Mr. Graves) brought thematter under the notice of the authorities,
and eventually he received, in reply, the
following letter : "Defence Department,
"Melbourne, 16th October, 1891.
"Sir,-I beg to inform you that I brought
your letter and enclOS\lreS, re an orderly-room at
Euroa, under the notice of the Hon. the Minister
this morning. He desires me to point out that
the course adopted by your correspondents is
contrary to the regulations, and that to recognise the memos. would be to condone a breach of
the military regulations. He was unable to fix
any particular time for an interview to·day,
but will arrange to see you next week in the
matter.
"I have, &c.,
"ROBERT COLLINS, Commander,
" Secretary of Defence."

If a respectful communication of the sort
that had been made was a breach of the
red-tape regulations of the Minister of
Defence, he (Mr. Graves) thought that at
all events he was entitled to call the attention of the committee to the matter. He
might mention that when the Defence
department wante,d this corps established
he (Mr. Graves), as one of the representatives of the north-eastern district, was communicated with, and he travelled about
with Colonel Price to get the men to join;
but now, when they wanted any shelter,
their application was deemed a breach of
the regulations. He might mention that
on every occasion the presence of the corps
had been required in Melbourne they had
appeared there 180 strong.
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Mr. VV. T. CARTER said he considered
himself bound to offer some reply to the
remarks of the honorable member for
Dundas. He might, for instance, point
out that the man on whose behalf he (Mr.
Carter) had spoken was a private citizen.
Formerly he was a volunteer, but at present he had no connexion whatever with
tho forco. He (Mr. Cartor) would maintain that that man's grievance was quite as
much entitled to be heard in Parliament as
the grievance of any protege of the honorable membor for Dundas. 'J.'he shoddy
aristocracy of Australia must be ~aught
that they would not be permitted to erect
in this country a privileged class, and
claim that its grievances should bo heard,
when the grievances of the lower classes
of the community could not be he:trd. As
for the rebuke the honorable member for
Dundas had attempted to administer to him,
he flung it back at tho honorable member.
He begged to say t.hat whenever there was
a wrong to be righted on the part of any
iuan of tho class of the porson to whom he
had referred, he would always be found
ready to ehampion the canse. There was
no su~h thing in this country as exclusive
rights of the kind somo honorable members appeared ready to claim. This man
had been a volunteer for twenty :yoars, and
was he now to be flouted, dismissed, and
fined without any member of the Government being ready to say. when the
matter \vas brought before Parliament,
that the case would be looked into 1 (Mr.
Munro-" 'Ve know nothing about it.")
Then the honorable gentleman oughttohave
listened to his (Mr. Carter's) explanation.
He had given the whole facts of the matter
to tho department, and now he felt that
he had been slighted in the matter, as
also had been the man whose cause he had
advocated. 'Vould the Government look
into the case on its merits 1
:Mr. HIGHE'l"fsaid he wished to draw
attention to the claims of Colonel French,
Commandant of the Queensland defence
forces, with reference to a certain target
invented by him. In 1887 this target
was brought into use. in this colony, and
its use had been continued every since.
It was also used in some of the other
colonies. '1'he Queensland Government had
given Colonel French consideration in the
matter to the extent of £200. But so far
as this colony was concerned his invention
had been taken advantage of without any
remuneration being accorded to him.
'1'he target was, in fact, the best and safest
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ever used. It was because this gentleman's claims had not been fairly considered
that he (Mr. Highott) took the present
opportunity of bringing them forward.
He had in his hands all the correspondenee
on the subject, but he wonld confine himself to the following letter from the
Secretary of Defence:" Defence Department, Melbourne,
" 31st December, 1889.
"Dear Colonel French,
" The holidays and press of work must be my
excuse for not replying to your letter. By this
time you have the official reply. The situation
is this: The Government have not control and
posscssion of the V. R. A. ranges, though tho
land is vested in us. ThE' V.R.A. make their
own rules and are a self-governing body. If
they adopt your targets it is nothing to do with
the Government. \V 0 assist them with money
grants, and have given them a sum towards the
erection of your targets. If you have a claim
to make, 'the claim is therefore on the association. 'Wishing you a very happy new yea.r.
" Yours very truly,
"ROBERT COLLINS."

For his part it seemed to him that this
letter amounted to something very like
repudiat.ion. First a man's property was,
used, and then he was told that the Defence
departmeut had no intention to pay for
its use. He (Mr. Righett) hoped that in
the interests of fair play that the matter
would be properly dealt with.
Mr. ARMY'J.'AGE said he quite agreed
with the honorable member for 'Villiamstown that the case brought· forward by
him was not a trifling one. Tho honorable member had stated that the man
had served for some years in the military
forces of the colony, and had done all he
could to make himself efficient; but in a
moment he was disgraced alld dismissed
from the service. At the same time it was
shown that the man was not guilty 8f any
breach of discipline. -Had he been guilty
of a breach of discipline his action would
have been very different. The soldiers of
the colony should not· be treated in the
blunt manner in which ordinary soldiers
were treated. He (Mr. Armytage) did not
know whether the officer who had acted in
this case was an Imperial officer or not;
but he might mention to the committee
that within the present year one of the
Imperial officers employed by the colony
had been compelled to shorten· his time of
service because he did not understand how
to manage Victorian men. '1'he honorable
member for 'Williamstown onght not to
have the cold shoulder of the Government
turned against him in this way.
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Mr. OFFICER said he wished to say, by
way of explanation, that the remarks made
by him were not in reference to the case
brought forward by the honorable member
for vVilliamstowll, therefore there "'as no
need for that honorable membur to indulge in the vituperation he had used.
He had simply referred to such trivial
matters as the wearing of hair on the face,
which had been roferred to.
Dr. MALONEY said he had yet to learn
why the honora.ble member for Dundas
had drawn the distinction he mentioned.
He quite agreed with the honorable member that the way in which a citizen soldier
wore his hair was so far a trivial matter
that it was merely one of opinion, but on
that very account no officer ought to be
allowed to insist on a man's hair being
dressed in any particular way. He did
not know whether the ancestors or the
descendants of the honorable member for
Dundas were in the army or out of it, and
he did not care. He could only say that,
in spite of twenty honorable members for
Duudas, he would be only too proud aud
glad to take up the case of such wrongs
as those of the two men who were dismissed from the Victorian navy because
they would not shave.
Mr. YV. r:r. CARTEl{ asked if the Premier
intended to treat the representations he
(Mr. Carter) had made with disrespect~
Mr. ~iUNRO remarked that be had
all'eady told the honorable member that if
he would submit his case to him it would be
inquired into. He could not be expected
to suddenly reply to statements that had
been made without any notice having been
given on the subject.
Mr. W. rr. CARTER said he did not
think he ought to be bounced because he
had attempted to discharge his duty. He
was exceedingly obliged to the honorable
member for Dundas for telling him that
he had been guilty of vituperation.
Mr. DEAKIN observed that he would
like to say, in view of ,what might occur
in the futnre, that it was highly desirable
in bringing fonmrd matters of this sort,
that some notice should be given to the
Minister in charge of the department to
be referred to. (Mr. VV'. '1'. Carter-Ie I
gave full notice.") (Mr. Munro-" None
was given to me.") He would like to add
that it would be well when the vote for a
department which ·was not represented by
any Minister in the Assembly ·was under
consideration to invite the officer administering the department to be present, so
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that he might give any information required.
Mr. MUNHO observed that the vote
before the committee was only a matter of
some £400 altogether, and he never anticipated that any question would be
raised with regard to it.
1.'he vote was agreed to.
LANDS DEPAHTMENT.
On the vote of £1,610 for the Lands
department,
Mr. DEAKIN asked in what position
t.he scheme for supplying the Molboul'l1e
Botanic-gardens with water now stood ~
He understood that in the late £lobd the
pipes across the river were carried away.
N ow that the summer 'was coming on it
was important that some definite steps
should be taken.
Mr. 'VHEELER stated that he could
inform the honorable member for Essendon that the work was now being proceeded with. The question hitherto had
been whether in carrying the pipes across
the river a bridge should be erect.ed which
could be used for traffic, or w bethel' the
pipes should be carried over the bottom
of the riYer, which would be much safer:
Carrying 'out the latter plan would cost
only £500, while the cost of the bridge
would be £1,900. He had offered the
municipal c011l1cils concerned that if they
would contribute two·thirds of the balance
over £500 the bridge should be erected
but he now understood that those bodies
had refused to comply with these terms.
'rhe previous day he had been told that
the Collingwood council were ready to
contribute a certa,in sum, but it was short
of what was required. Under these cir-'
cumstances, the £500 scheme would be
gone 011 with, and no time would be lost
in carrying the work to completion.
Mr. ANDERSON said he would urge
on the Minister of Lands the desirability
of re-Iendiug to the farmers, for wirenetting purposes, the sums of money which
were now being paid in with great regularity on aCCOlJllt of amounts advanced
under what was known as tho wire-netting
loans system.
Mr. BENNETT drew the attention of
the Minister of La,nds to the fact that
now that the Fitzroy-gardens were 'no
longer under Government control Mr.
Guilfoyle, the officer in command, had
stopped certain privileges which the
employes in connexion with the gardens
had previously enjoyed.
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Mr. RICHARDSON asked for information with respect to the following items
of the vote now under consideration : "To Ernest Sell, valuation of improvements
on allotment 76D, parish of Irrewillipe, £1515s.;
to the trustees of the Healesville Mechanics'
Institute, proceeds of sale of old site (revote), £170; filling up and rendering sanitary
certain Crown lands at Maryborough, £50."

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN called attention to
the case of 15 acres of land at Nareen,
which were at present offered for sale.
Connected with this land was a matter
which he had often brought before the
House, namely the case of Mr. Heaney, of
Merino. He was under the impression
that this matter had not yet been decided,
and he would ask the Minister of Lands to
withdraw these 15 acres from sale until
the case had been fully inquired into ~
Mr. L. L. SMITH asked whether the
Minister had taken into consideration the
case of Mr. Andrew Lyall, of Drouin, who
had been ruined some years ago in trying
to protect the Government against the
encroachments of a large number of squat·ters ~
Mr. FERGUSON thought the matter
which had been referred to by the honorable member for Ovens ought· to receive
very careful consideration at the hands of
the Government. Some £15,000 was annually coming in as repayments of the
wire-netting, loans, and he was of opinion
that the money should be re-Ieut as fa~t
as possible.
The question of assisting
farmers in providing means to effectually
protect themselves from the rabbits was
one of great importance to his constituents.
Dr. MALONEY said he desired to
mention the present position of the Flagstaff-gardens in Carlton. 'rhose gardens
contained the graves of some of the oldest
residents in the city, and at present they
were in a most disgraceful state. He
hoped that something would be done to
reduce them to a condition of order.
Mr. BAKER said he desired to know if it
would be possible to re-Iend the money
which had been advanced to farmers for
the purchase of wire netting, and had been
repaid by them~ Perhaps the reason why
the necessary amount did not appear on
the Estimates was that the funds were
low. (Mr. MUllro-':"" It does not appear
because it is illegal.") It was very necessary that the money should be voted to
serve the interests of those who suffered so
much from rabbits. If it could not be
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done in any other way fresh legislation
ought to be brought in.
Mr. HUNT remarked that the Treasurer
could not shelter himself under the plea,
that it was not legal, bec::use the matter
was brought'under his notice before the
Estimates were framed. He thought the
honorable gentleman might make an effort
to meet the case. It would be far better
to spend the money in that way than to
give it to inspectors, who in some districts
only performed their duties in a perfunctory fashion.
Mr. L. L. SMITH observed that in
Gembrook . rabbits were making terrible
ravages.
Mr. TAVERNER said that the Minister
of Lands frequently promised the northern
farmers that money for wire netting should
be loaned to them. It was a matter of
very great importance, and one on which
the permanent settlement of the manee
country depended to a large extent. He
hoped that some effort would be made to
get over the difficulty.
Mr. TATCHELL remarked that wire
netting had proved of the utmost v~lue
to the farmers in his district, and that the
loaning of money to. them for the purchase
of wire netting was one of the most useful
measures which had ever been passed in
this country.
Mr. GARDINER said he desired to
direct the attention' of the .Minister of
Lands to a small matter in connexion with
the parks and gardens. When the parks
and gardens of the city and suburbs were
placed under the control o~ the Parks and
Gardens Committee there were eighteen
or twent.y men employed by the Lands
.department, and they were placed under
the control of this committee. There were
now a number of new men employed by
this committee, and a number of the privileges which the old employes of the Lands
department enjoyed, such as gazetted holidays, were curtailed. The men said that
when they were told that they would be
placed under the control of the Parks and
Gardens Committee they were also told
that the privileges they had previously
enjoyed would not be taken from them.
Mr. Guilfoyle, the present curator of
parks and gardens, occupied a different
position from that of the late curator (Mr.
Bickford), Mr. Guilfoyle being a servant
of the Parks and Gardens Committee
and of the City Council. Mr. Guilfoyle
wished that all the employes should
be placed on the same footing; and, as
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regarded those who complained, that they
should be either compensated or else placed
in positions in the gardens which were
under the sole control of the Lands
department. He hoped that the Minister
of Lands would· do something in this
matter.
Mr. FOSTER said there were 2,000,000
acres of lands locked up by reservations in
Gippsland, and he desired to ask the Minister of Lands if it would not be possible to
make them available for selection 1
Mr. McLEAN remarked that, in regard
to the question which had been raised in
reference to wire netting, he believed that
no money had been spent so effectively for
the destruction of rabbits as that which
had becn devoted to the purchase of wire
netting.
rrhe rrreasurer, however, had
pointed out to him that the money had
been already devoted to other purposes,
and that it was impossible for him to revote it this year. rrhough it was not
possible to do anything in this matter
now, he hoped that something would
be done next year. The money could
not be legally advanced without the
authority of a special Act. 'Vith reference to the case of Ernest Sell and the
trustees of the Healesville Mechanics' Institute, he was not in a position to satisfy
the inquiries which had been made. He
would look into the matter of the Flagstaff-gardens referred to by the honorable
member for Melbourne 'Vest. With re'gard to the filling-up of certain Crown
lands at Maryborough, the land in question had been fined up at the suggestion
of the Board of Health with a view to its
being sold. As to the matter mentioned
by the honorable member for Port Fairy,
there had been eleven or twelve decisions
by his predecessor, and some by the predecessor of the late Minister of Lands.
The land was a little strip facing the'main
road, and it had been withdrawn from sale
over and over again. He (Mr. McLean)
gave directic;ms that it should be sold by
auction, placing a reserve of £20 per acre
on it. In deference to the wish of the
honorable member for Port Fairy, he had,
however, withdrawn it from sale for the
present. With regard to the point refen·ed to by the honorable member for
Gippsland East, there were thousands of
acres now locked up in various parts of the
colony owing to the difficulty of dealing
. with certain lands under the present law.
There were two short Bills introduced by
the Government dealing with the Lands
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and Mining departments, under which more
satisfactory arrangements would be made.
Mr. L. L. SMITH stated that he desired
to point out that a very large area of land
at Kilcunda was being held back, to the
detriment of the wholo district, because it
was believed to contain coal. If the land
could be sold to a depth of 50 feet below
the surface, an immense amount of money
might be obtained for it.
,
Mr. McLEAN said he would consider
the matter.
Mr. CRAVEN observed that a very
large amount of da~age was being done
in the north-eastern part of the colony by
rabbits at the presont time, and that no
better method of dealing with the difficulty
could be found than that of using wirenetting. He was sorry that the Minister
was not able to do anything in this matter.
Mr. McLEAN remarked, with reference
to the question raised by the honorable
member for Carlton, that tho parks and
gardens were managed by a committee
under the joint control of the Board of
Land and Works and the City Council, the
Surveyor-General being chairman. Some
time ago a request was made to him by
the committee of management for the dismissal of some,eighteen mon who had boen
taking orders from the Government, and
it was suggested that compensation to the
amount of £3,000 should be given to
them. The men did not wish to be dismissed, and the reason assigned for the
request was that they had been in the
habit of enjoying certain privileges not
enjoyed by the other labourers who worked
alongside of them. He declined to give
his assent to their dismissal. Some time
subsequent to that, a complaint was made
that some of the holidays they had been
in the habit of enjoying had been curtailed.
He brought the matter under the notice·
of the Surveyor-General, and pointed out
to him that, if possible, it was desirable
that the privileges which these men had
been in the habit of enjoying should be
continued as far as possible. He had
asked the Surveyor-General to make a re-,
port on the whole of the circumstances, and
the document had not yet been sent in.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that, in oonnexion with the formation of new roads,
some policy should be followed by wbich
justice would be done to a settler who, having improved his land, had been obliged to
submit to its being spoilt by having a
road made through it. Particulars had
been supplied to him of the case of William
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Ross, junior, who held 170 acres of land,
and whose improvements on it represented
an actual cost of £4 per acre. Because
another selector wanted a road to his land,
the shire council had requested the Lands
department to make a survey which would
divide Ross's land into three inconvenient
portions. In such a case land ought not
to be taken from a, man without the sum
he had expended in improvements being
refunded to him. He knew of another
case, in which a road was carried along the
creek side right through a settler's allotmentl
1'he vote was agre~d to.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.
On the vote of £60,347, for the Public
"Vorks department,
Mr. NIMMO asked if any portion of
the £500 set down for repairs and additions
to jetties, &c., was~ to be expended on the
extension of the Kerferd-road jetty at
Albert Park 1
Mr. vVHEELER stated that the vote
referred to by the honorable member for
Albert Park was only for general repairs
to wharfs, sheds, and jetties throughout
the eolony.
Mr. NIMMO remarked that more money
had been derived from the. sale of Crown
lands in the vicinity of Kerferd-road jetty
than in Port Melbourne, Williamstown, or
St. Kilda, which places had far better jetty
accommodation.
Mr. WHEELEH. said he would consider
the question of extending the Kerferdroad jett.Y.
Mr. DEAKIN observed that the Additional Estimates of the Public vVorks
department had hitherto been invariably
confined to re-votes, but he noticed no fewer
than eight new votes on the present Estimates. While he had no objection to the
works for which those votes had been
placed on the Estimates, he would like to
know why the usual practice had been
departed from1 He noticed that certain
places around Corio Bay and other historic
localities were to be specially benefited.
{Mr. Mnnro--" The Minister of Public
'Works did not consult me about them.")
He could well believe, that because the
Minister of Public W' orks was shrewd
enough to know that if he had consulted
the honorable member about the matters
in question he would have had to put
double as much on the Estimates, and he
no doubt wisely refrained from mentioning them to tho Treasurer, and put on the
Estimates as little as he possibly could
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consistent with his desire to preserve
peace in the Cabinet.
Mr. WHEELER stated that some of the
works for which new votes appeared on
the Estimates were absolutely necessary
and of exceptional urgency.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that if he had
known that the Minister of Public vVorks
intended to put any new votes on the
Additional Estimates for wOi'ks of an
absolutely necessary and urgent character
he could have suggested certain improvements in conne.xion with the Saltwater
Hiver, and he hoped that, in preparing his
next Estimates the Minister would not
forget the thriving and prosperous district
of Essendon and Flemington.
Mr, 'VHEELER said he would willingly
comply with the request of the hOllOrable
member if that gentleman would allow
him to remain in ofI1ce and bring down
next year's Estimates.
Mr. CHAVEN observed that a re-vote of
£400 appeared on the Additional Estimates
as this colony's share of the cost of providing a punt for crossing the Murray at
Hawksview. The people at Talgarno and
Bethanga, and the surrounding districts,
greatly wished for a bridge at Hawksview
instead of a punt, because a bridge would
not cost. a great deal more than a, punt, the
approaches being so remarkably good. He
hoped the Minister of Public vVorks would
push on the construction of the wooden
bridges over the Murray at J injellic and
Tintaldra, for which £500 appeared on the
Estimates as half the cost of building those
bridges, which ,,,ere to be constructed at the
joint expense of this colony and New South
vVales. If there was much delay the work
would probably be retarded by the winter
floods.
Mr. vVHEELEH. stated that if the
Government of New South vVaJes were
willing to substitute a bridge for the proposed punt over the Murray at Hawksview
the Government of this colony would
entertain the proposal. The bridge at
Jinjellic would be constructed as soon as'
possible.
Mr. BENT said he noticed the sum of
£100 on the Estimates towards the cost
of constructing a wharf on the Mitchell
River at Eagle Point, and he understood
that it was for the purpose of enabling the
swells of Bairnsdale to hold regattas there.
(Mr. Foster-" And why not 1") Because
the money was wanted for more useful purposes. He hoped that the municipalities'
in his district would receive more favorable
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considcnttion when the next Estimates
were being framed.
Mr. HANCOCK asked whether the
Minister of Public vVorks intended to request the Cabinet to consider the proposed reclamation of the "Vest Melbourne
Swamp, so that something might be done
in connexion with it during the recess 1
Mr. 'VHEELER remarked that the
question would be fully considered by the
Cabinet during the recess.
rrhe vote was agreed to, as were also
the votes of £1,228 for the Customs department and £2,353 for the Postal and
Telegraph department.
STATE FORESTS.
On the' vote of £ 1,050 for the Mining
department,
Mr. DEAKIN asked the Minister of
Mines what reforms were to be oarried
out with regard to the State forests,
which, he understood, had been taken over
by the Mining department 1
Mr. OU1'TIUM said he proposed to
effect certain reforms in reference to the
State forests, but he was not yet in a position to say what he would really like to
do in the matter, because, with the exception of three State forests and one or two
timber reserves, the forest lauds of the
colony were still being administered by the
Lands department. He hoped, however,
to be able to bring forward a complete
scheme soon after he had received the report of the board which was appointed to
inquire as to the lands proposed to be permanently reserved for forest conservation,
and he would take the earliest opportunity
of informing honorable members what was
proposed to be done.
Mr. ANDEHSON asked if it was intended to transfel.' the whole of the forest
lands. of the colony to the control of
the Mining department. (Mr. Outtrim" Yes. ") 'VeIl, he thought it would be a
mistake to do so.
Mr. lUCHARDSON expressed the
opinion that so long as the forests of the
colony were protected and timber supplies
were made available it mattered very
little which dep<trtment administered the
State forests. He would like to tell the
Minister of Mines that attempts h~td been
made to plant trees in certain parts of the
colony that were nnfit for forest purposes.
Tho Secretary of the Mining department
had been visiting the various localities
with [l. view to assist the Minister in· determining the most suitable places for forest
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conservation, but he (Mr. Richardson)
desired to point out that, while men were
paid by the department to thin the best
parts of the forests, other men, who had to
make their living by cutting firewood and
carting it. into the towns and who were
not paid by the department, were limited
in their operations to places where the
timber was scarce. The department ought
to see that justice was done to those men.
lt was premature to judge as to the probable result of the transfer of the State
forests from the Lands to the Mining
department, but he trusted the Ministe:r
would not pursue the present policy of the
department in regard to those lilen who
were really engaged in making forests
without being paid for the work.
Mr. OUTTRIM said he disapproved of
the employment of persons in cutting
timber and allowing them to sell it to
private individuals. He quite approved
of the suggestion of the honorable member
for Creswick, and would take care that the
men who were engaged in thinning out the
least profitable portions of the State forests
should likewise havo the advantage of
thinning the best portions of the forests.
'rhe vote was agreed to, as were also
the votes of £100 for the 'Water Supply
department and £2,200 for the l)ublic
Health depctrtment.
The resolutions were then reported to
the House.
Mr. MUNRO moved that the resolutions
be adopted.
Mr. W"EBB said he underst.ood that if
this proposal were agreed to, he would not
have an opportunity again of proposing
the motion of which he had given notice
with reference to the stock tax. 'Vol.1ld
the Premier afford him an opportunity of
submitting thn,t motion to the House?
Mr. MUNHO stated that if he possibly
could he would afford the honorable
member an opportunity of submitting the
motion referred to on the following day.
He was, however, in the hauds of the
House, and if honorable members forc.ed
on other business which occupied the
whole of the evening he would not be
able to fulfil that promise.
Mr. WOODS remarked that he had
been somewhat misled with reference to
the vote for the department of Public
Instruction. The school of minos at
Stawell forwarded a claim, and were led
to believe that that claim would be recognised. They had, in consequence, incurred a liability of nearly £500, for which
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the committee were individually and col- the supplies granted in this session of
lectively responsible. Nearly £10,000 had Parliament, and moved that it be read a
been paid to the schools of mines at first time.
Geclong and Maryborough. He inter'rhe motion was agreed to, and the Bill
viewed the Treasurer about this matter, was read a first time.
and tho honorable gentleman promised
LA'Y OF PARTNERSHIP
that the amount should be placed on the
AMENDMENT BILL.
Estimates.
I t was not on the Estimates, and he would like the honorable
Mr. TURNER moved the second readgentleman to explain why it had been ing of this Bill. He stated that very few
omitted.
remarks would be required from him to
~lr. MUNRO stated that he regretted
commend the Bill to the favorable C011exceedingly that he had not been able to sideration of the House. The subject of
do all that he would havo liked to do for partnership was ono in which a great
tho school of minos at Stawell. Under many persons were interested, and this
the circumstances he was compelled to Bill was an attempt to codify the law
confine himself to what had been promised relating to partnership. Some time ago
by the late Government, and had actually an attempt was made to codify the law
been. expended. In the case of Stawell generally, but it was found that that was
and Ballarat, however, the Goverml1ent too great an undertaking. I t was then
were misled. The Estimates contained a thought to be desirable to endeavour to
second column, which was not made up as achieve that purpose by dealing with one
usual, and when his attention was called subject at a time. This Bill was practito it, he stated that the same provision cally a copy of the Act which was in·
was made for Stawell as was made last force in England, and it would not in any
year. He found, howevor, that that was material manner affect or change the law
not so, and that the building vote had relating to partnership. It would simply
not been placed in the second column as declare what the law was,and it would be,
had been usual. In that way he uninten- a useful text-book for those engaged in
tionally misled the honorable member for mercantile pursuits. Before the matter
Stawell. There was no doubt that provi- was submitted to the Cabinet, the Attorsion would have to be made next year to ney-General forwarded copies of the Bill to
meet the liability which the committee of the Chamber of Commerce and the Chamthe school of mines at Stawell had in- ber of Manufactures, and, after careful
curred.
consideration, they came to the conclusion
The resolutions were agreed to.
that the Bill was one that would be useful
to the community. In another place the
'YAYS AND MEANS.
Bill had been well thrashed out, and honThe House having resolved itself into OI'able members should have no hesitation
in passing it. Certain alterations had been
Committee of vVays and Means, .
made at the request of the Chamber of,
Mr. MUNRO moved"That towards making good the supply . Commerce. One was to make a notification of the dissolution of a partnership
granted to Her Majesty for the service of the
year ending the 30th June, 1892, the Sum of
compulsory, instead of permissive. as in
£3,699,535 be granted out of the consolidated the English law, and that was, he thought,
revenue of Victoria. "
a wise provision. The other was to inThe resolution was agreed to, and was crease the rate of interest to which an
reported to the House.
outgoing partner was entitled from 5 per
cent., as in England, to 7 per cent.
APPHOPRIATION BILL.
Mr. vVRIXON remarked that it was the
The resohttion passed in Committee of wish of the Government, and it was a
Ways and Means was considered and wish that all honorable members should
adopted.
coincide in, that if this Bill was to be
Authority having been given to Mr. passed it should be accepted as it stood.
Munro and Mr. Shiels to bring in a Bill The Bill would reduce the law of partner.
to carry out the resolution,
ship to a code, as had been done in the
Mr. MUNRO brought up a Bill to case of the law on bills of exchange and
apply a sum out of the consolidated re- promissory notes.
Various lawyers in
venue to the service of the year ending England, including Lord Justice Lindley,
the 30th June, 1892, and to appropriate were at work in the preparation of the
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English Act, of which this Bill was a copy,
for twelve years. The law of partnership
had hitherto been contained in a vast
number of decisions, and it now, as had
been stated, had been reduced to a code.
'fhat code, after being very carefully dis.cussed, was adopted by the English Parliament. The other colonies were adopting the same code, and if this Bill were
passed it would bring the law of Victoria
into unison with the law of the other
.colonies and with .the law of England. It
would, therefore, be very useful, as it
would enable the colony to take advantage of the decisions given by the judges
in England.
The motion for the second reading of
the Bill was agreed to.
rrhe Bill was thCli read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 2,
Mr. BENrr stated that he was not disposed to allow the Bill to be passed with. out explanation. He was informed that
the Bill would make some important alterations in the law, and it should, therefore,
be closely scanned by honorable members.
Honorable members were asked by the
lawyers to pass the Bill, now the Judicature
Act, without explanation or discussion, and
they did so. Most iniquitous things were
now taking' place under that Act, and in
future he did not intend to accept the
statements of. the lawyers.
'rhe clause was agreed to.
On clause 5, givi~g a definition of partnership,
Mr. BENT asked whether any alterations were made in the law in tliis clause ~
Mr. TURNER stated that he went
carefully through this Bill, and he saw
nothing in it but a declaration of the
existing law with regard to partnership.
The object of the Bill was to present the
law on the subject in one text-book which,
he believed, would be of great advantage
to the community. This clause simply reenacted a section in the existing Act.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and was
passed through its remaining stages.
MELBOURNE AND WILLIAMSTOWN
TRAMWAY BILL.
Mr. SHIELS presented a message from
His Excellency the Govenlor, recommending verbal amendments in this Bill.
The amendments were agreed with, and
a message was ordered to be sent to the
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Legislative Council requesting their concurrence therein.
THE LATE ~iR. O. P. WHITELA'V.
The House having, in accordance ,,,ith
the resolution (see p. 2072) adopted 011
vVednesday, December 3, resolved itself
into committee,
Mr. A. HARRIS moved"That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting that he will be
pleased to place on the Estimates the sum of
£500 for the family of the late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, .mining surveyor, who was drowned at
'Walhalla during the late disastrous floods."

SirE. O'LOGHLEN seconded the motion.
Mr. MUNRO said he would again call
attention to the impropriety involved in
asking for votes of this sort. It was no
doubt qujte true that the late Mr. 'Whitelaw was doing a brave thing in attempting
to save life when he lost his own, but at
the same time it should be remembered
that he was not in the public service nor
was he doing Government duty when the
sad accident took place. He was simply
a man doing a certain work for which he
was paid by fees. If a precedent of this
kind was established, the next thing would
be that Parliament would be asked to vote
a sum of money for the family of the man
who lost his life at the wreck of the Fiji
in trying to save the carpenter, and there
would be hundreds of other cases. If,
however, honorable members were prepared to carry this vote, let them do so.
He (Mr. Munro) would wash his hands of
all responsibility in connexion with it.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that the present
application was not, in his opinion, altogether unprecedented. He was, however,
opposed in principle-that was to say, on
public grounds-to any vote of the sort.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that honorable members had already considered the
whole case and arrived at. a certl1in decision
upon it, after which there was no more to
be said. The late Mr. Whitelaw had been
a public servant for a long time, and when
he lost his life he was doing a great public
service.
Mr. BURROWES remarked that he had
never before known a motion like the one
relaLing to this subject which was passed
last week subsequently challenged by the
Government, and he, for one, must deprecate any action of that sort. The services
performed by the late Mr. Whitelaw in connexion with the Mining department came
under his notice when he was Minister of
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Mines, and he was able to gather that
they were of a most valuable character.
In fact, Mr. 'Vhitolaw was a faithful public
officer for noarly twenty years. As for the
precedent the Premier was afraid would be
established, the same thing that was now
proposed had to his (:Mr. Burrowes') knowledge beon done a great number of times.
He would strongly snpport the proposition
of the honorable member for Gippsland
Central, for he eonsidered the case a most
deserving one.
Mr. FOSTER thought the objection to
the yote offered bv the Premier on technical grounds was s~::Lrcely generous. Practically, the late Mr. Whitelaw was a public
servant to all intents and purposes. In
what other service could he possibly be
when he laid out over 1,000 miles of
tracks for the public use? Why, the way
in '" hiuh he used to penetrate unexplored
country, pack on back, in order to open
the WeLY for tr<1Yellers, had saved the Government many thou~ands of pounds.
He (Mr. Foster) was afraid the Government "were taking a rather mean advantage.
Mr. CLARK expressed the opinion that
the late Ul\ 'Vhitelaw was a public officer
in every sense of the word. Th.e only
difference between him and other public
officers was that he was paid by fees instead of by salary. But surely it was not
for Parliament, under the circumstances,
to take advantage of that simple difference.
H honorable members could not sec their
way t.o yote this money, a," disgraceful injustice would be done.
Mr. DEAKIN stated that he was not in
tho chamber when this question was formerly discussed, but he had gathered the
facts of the case from Hansard. "When
the matter was under consideration last
week certain objections wore offered to the
proposition by some honorable members.
and other honorable members expressed
themselves strongly in its favour. As for
the Government, they yery properly
opposed the proposal, as they opposed on
principle all propositions of the kind; yet
in spito of everything, the motion in favour
of the family of the late Mr. "Whitelaw was
carried by a substantial majority. Now,
hitherto the practice had been for the
decisiun of the House on the subject when
it had been once given to be respected,
and. in his opinion, tho same course ought
to be followed now.
The motion was agreed to, and was
reported to the House.

Orders ])ischarged.

Mr. BAKER thought that some conditions should be attached to the vote, in
order that the money should be expended
expressly for the purposes for which it was
yoted.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the Government were not going to propose that the
money be voted just now.
The resolution was adopted by the
House.
JURIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Capt. TAYLOR moved the second reading of this Bill. He stated that it was a
very short measure, the aim of which was
simply to cure a defect in the Juries Act.
rrhe object was to relieve gentlemen holding commissions of the peace from being
compelled to senTe on juries. He would
submit that it was only fair that· they
should not be compelled to do double
duty-on tho bench and also in the jury
box ..
'1'he motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
and passed through all its remaining
stages.
ORDERS DISCHAHGED.
The following orders of the day were
discharged from the paper : " Trade Ma.rks Act Amendment Bill-Second
reading,
" Lifts Regulation Bill-Second reading.
"University Fees Abolition Bill-Second
reading."

BILLS OF SALE LA VV AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. TURNER moved the second reading of this Bill. He said he did so in
tho absence of the honorable member for
Fitzroy (Mr. Best), who had charge of
the measure but was unfortunately absent.
The Rill provided for certain alterations
of the law with regard to bills of sale.
Under the law as it at present stood
when a bill of sale was filed an affidavit
had to be made setting out certain facts.
These affidavits were usually prepared by
lawyers' clerks, and it sometimes happened
that small mistakes were made in them.
These mistakes might be of the most
immaterial description, but it had been
held on several occasions that any defect
in an affidavit, no matter how sm~l1, was
sufficient to render the whole transaction
invalid. The Bill provided that in cases of
that kind, when it was not possible for
anybody to have been misled, it should be
in the power of the court to amend any
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such petty error. The court must, however, be satisfied that such omission or
error ,vas accidental or due to mere inadvertence, and was not of such a nature
as to be lia,ble in any way to mislead or
deceive. Great difficulties had arisen with
regard to renewals of bills of sale. As
honorable members were doubtless aware
all bills of sale had to be renewed every
twelve months, but no provision was made
to meet such a contingency as that of the
holder of a, bill of saJe being absent from
the colony. It would now be provided that
the necessary affidavits with respect to
such renewals might be made by power of
attorney or by any person having actual
knowledge tha.t the amount set out in
the bill was really owing.
No doubt
that wDuld be a very wise provision.
The next clause provided that assignments of bills of sale, and. attestations of
execution of the same, should be filed in
the office of the :Registrar-General within
fourteen days of the making of the assignment. 1'he assignment would have no
validity until it had boen filed, and a fee
of Is. would be charged upon filing. At
the present time transfers of bills of sale
were not required to be registered, -\vhile it
was very desirable that any person who
made a search should bu able to ascertain
who the actual holder of the bill of sale
was. He had looked carefully through
the various clauses, and he believed that
the adoption of the Bill would be in the
illterest of the mercantile communitv.
The motioll was agreed to.
"
rrhe Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 3, empowering attorneys
under power to make affidavits of renewal
of ~i registered bill of sale,
Mr. GHAVES said he was informed by
a leading solicitor that the Bill was a
useful one, but it was on a technical subject, and it was the custom of honorable members to look to the guidance of
the Attornev-General in such matters.
Mr. BEN1r remarked that the Bill was
too important to 1e passed hurriedly. It
would materially alter the la,Y, and it
ought not to be rushed through.
Mr. G. D. CAHTEH observed that the
clause ·before the committee was a very
necessary one. 'When he was leaving the
colony for England, in 1888, he found that,
while he could give an attorney power to
make away with everything he possessed,
he could not give that attorney authority
to make a simple declaration that John
Session 1891.-[200]
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Brown owed him a certain amount of
money. That point was overlooked when
the principal Act was passed, and it was.
desirable that the oversight should now
be rectified. Under the Bill an error of'
description would not invalidate the instrument.
Mr. ZOX said that the Bill had been.
carefully considered by commercial men,
all of whom approved of it.
On clause 5, providing that bona fide
assignments, when filed, should have.
priority over every other assignment,
Mr. BAKER said it was very objectionable that a Bill of this importance should
be rushed through the committee. It did
not appear how a man would stand ·with.
regard to his expired bill of sale if he had
not renewed it. There were hundi·eds of
bills of ~ale in existence, arld no one knew
how they were going to be affected by this
Bill.
1'he several clauses having been dealt
with,
The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments, and the report was adopted.
Mr. TURNER moved that the Bill be
read a third time.
Mr. DEAKIN said he presumed that
the honorable member in charge of tho
Bill could give his assurance that there
wa:s no omission of importance in the Bill,
and that it was not out of harmony with.
the existing law.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a third time~
DIHECTOHS' LIABILITY BILL..
Mr. ZOX moved the second reading of'
this BilL He said that companies 'were
often floated, and names of gentlemen
occupying influential positions were placed.
on the prospectuses, 'whieh caused the
public to take up shares, relying on the
respectability of the persons conllected
with the' concerns. But it frequcntly
happened tha,t gentlemen who gave their
llames in this way in all honesty and
sincerity, did not, unfortunately, make the
necessary inquiries as to whether all the
information contained in the prospcctus
was correct or not. 1'he Bill provided that
they should make those inquiries, and ascertain whether the company was a bona/
fide one or not. If they did not make these'
inquiries, they were required to show.
that before giving their names they
had confidence in the bona fides of
the concern.
In the event of their
receiving . a certificate from an expert
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they would be exonorated from any responsibility. The Bill was modelled on the
English Act, and it had undergone a strict
scrutiny in the other Chamber. S.ometimes

No doubt legislation was necessary to prevent the swindling of poor unfortunate
people who went into dummy companies
without making proper inquiries, but it

gentlemen's names were placed on prospec-

was not likely that respectable merchants

tuses when they had not given their con;sent, and in such cases .they could avoid
responsibility by immediately giving publicity to the fact that they had not sanctioned the usc of their names. It was
suggested in another place that a man's
trustees might also be made reponsible, if
he allowed his name to be used without
making full inquiries; but it was felt that
this would be unjust to his widow and
children, and this provision was therefore
not included in the Bill. There could be no
reason:;tble objection to the Bill, and in
England, where speculation was not so rife
as in this colony, a similar measure had
been found necessary. (Mr. W. 'r. Carter
- " It will stop all business.") If the Bill
proved to be the means of stopping some
transactions ,,,hich had recently occurred
in Melbourne, it would be the means of
·doing a yast amount of good.
Mr. HALL remarked that he would
like to know if this Bill had any connexion
with the Companies Act Amendment Bill
passed in the previous week. He would
.also like to know who introduced the Bill
. in the other Honse. (Mr. Zox-"Mr. Zeal.")
'1'he honorable member who moved the
second reading of the Bill ought to have
pointed out in wbat respect it differed from
the English Act. A measure of so sweeping a character ought not to be passed
through the House in one night. It looked
like a blow to all enterprise. If honorable·
members had allY doubt about this point,
let them read the 3rd clallse, ,,,hich said
among other things-

and men of high character would become
directors of companies if this Bill passed,.
because its .provisions were far too stringent, and it phtced too much liability for
compensation on directors. The effect of
this measure, if passed, would be to kill
private enterprise, and deter good men
from becoming directors of public companies. He would suggest that the Bill
should be postponed until next session.
What, for instance, was the meaning of
(Mr. Zox--" That a
the last clause ~
director who is successfully sued for compensation can sue his co-directors for their
proportions.") 'Vhy should Parliament
be continually playing into the hands of
the lawyers by increasing litigation ~ If
the Bill passed, companies would not be
started by good men, but by sharp and
unscrupulous persons, and the colony
would be thrown into greater confusion
than it was by the land boom.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that as
honorable members were evidently not
disposed to proceed with the Bill he begged
to move the adjournment of the debate .
Mr. OUTTRIM expressed his regret that
the honorable member for Port Fairy had
moved the adjournment of the debate, and
he trusted the motion would be withdrawn.
'rhis Bill was one of the most important
measures that had come before the House
during the present session, and it would
be most unfair to deprive honorable members who knew something about the
matters it dealt with of the opportunity of
making the statements they were prepared
"Where, after the passing of this Act, a. to make with regard to the Bill. So much
prospectus or notice invites persons to subscribe
misery had been caused in connexion with
for shares in, or debentures, or debenture stock
the floating of companies in this colony
of a company, every person who is a director of
that legislation was absolutely necessary,
the company at the time of the issue of the
and the reform was urgently needed.
prospectus .or noticfi), and every person who
having authorized such naming of him is named
:Mr. WRIXON remarked that it was
in the prospectus or notice as a director of the
perfectly right for honorable members to
company or as havingagrced to become a director
be very careful about passing a measure of
of the company, either immediately or after an inthis kind, because if Parliament drew too
tervalof time, and every promoter of the company
stringent a line it might prevent the
and every person who has authorized the issue of
the prospectus ornotice, shall be liable to pay comproper and legitimate floating of companies,
pensation to all persons who shall subscrihe for
but it could not be denied that the state
any shares, debentures. or debenture .stock en
of circumstances in this colony called for a
the faith of such prospectus or, notice for the
measure of this sort quite as much as the
loss or damage they may have sustained by
reason of any untrue statement in the procircumstances in England called for the
spectus or notice, or in any report or memoAct on which this Bill was founded. Of
randum appearing on the face thereof, or by
course the mere fact that the Imperi!11
J;'eference incorporated therein or issued thereParliament had passed such a measure was
with."
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'lIl.O reason why the Parliament of t.his
.colony should pass it, but it was certainly
.a reason why honorable members should
give, the Bill full, consideration.
'rhis
measure had been carefully considered in
.another place, it had been before this House
for a considerable time, and he did not
know when they would be in a better position to deal with it. Although it was a
very important Bill, it embodied a very
>simple principle, and only one principle,
namely, that where a. man gave the sanction of his ,name and authority to the,
Boating of a company, on untrue .statements, he should be responsible to the
people who suffered from those misreprescntations. The House ought to show
that it was ready to deal with what was
admittedly a great evil, and instead of adjourning the debate, a far better course
would be to amend the measl.ire in committee in any respect in which its proyisiol1s were too stringent.
Mr. BURROvVES suggested that after
the Bill had been read a second time it
should be allowed to stand over for a few
,da.ys, so as to give honorable members an
opportunity of studying its provisions. It
was usual for the Attorney-General to give
the House the benefit of his opinion on
Bills introduced by private members, and
the present Attorney-General ought to tell
honorable members what would be the
-effect of passing this measure in its entirety, and what amendments were necessary, in his opinion. Personally, he would
be a good deal decided as to his action with
regard to the Bill by the views of the
Attorney-General.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he had gone
very carefully into the provisions of this
Bill, and was prepared to offer some opinions,
and to submit amendments which he considered necessary, but, of course, he could
not do that until the motion for the adjournment of the debate had. be~n disposed of.
It would not be fair to shelve a Bill of this
kind by a motion for the adjournment of the
debate, seeing that it had been very carefully considered in ,another place, and had
been before this House for a considerable
time. The Bill was almost identical in its
terms with the English Act, and it was
clearly the duty of honorable members to
give its provisions fair consideration.
Mr. DEAKIN expressed the opinion that
the strongest opponents of the measure
could scarcely do less than extend the
courtesy of hearing the official view with
,regard to its provisions, and the proposals
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which the Attorney-General proposed to
make for its amendment. The measure
appeared to him to be one of first importance, and it was certainly entitled to full
consideration.
Mr. LAURENS remarked that he also
thought the Bill should receive further
consideration, and he therefore hoped the
motion for the adjournment of the debate
would be withdrawn.
Mr. ARMYTAGE observed that the
House could not express its opinion on the
Bill in a better way than by carrying the
motion for the adjournment of the debate.
The measure had been before the House
for a number of months, honorable members were all acquainted with its provisions, and they had come to tho conclusion that it would simply put a stop to
enterprise altogether. 'rhe whole mischief
of the Bill "'::LS in the 3rd clause.
Mr. NIMMO said he hoped that the
motion for the adjournment of the debate
would be withdrawn, because he believed
that if this Bill became law it would do a
marked amount of good in the community,
and it war:; urgently needed in the public
interests. Honest llpright men had been
led into no end of trouble in consequence
of not being put on their guard as to the
responsibility they were incurring in joining certain companies. (Capt. Taylor"This Bill will make matters worse for
them.") No,. it would remedy the evil
by making men aware of the responsibilit.ies they would undertake, and preventing
. good-natured fellows from joining companies just to oblige a friend in whom
they had implicit confidence. Men who had
no desire to injure others to the extent of ono
farthing had endured great pain, agony,
and expense through being induced to join
companies without knowing the principles
on which they were based. The sooner
this Bill was passed into law the better for
the public interests.
Mr. BENT expressed the hope that the
honorable member for Port Fairy would
press his motion for the adjournment of
the debate to a division. This Bill was
what he called a guinea-pig Bill. (Mr. L.
L. Smith-" 'Vhat is a guinea pig 1") A
man who got a guinea for attending a
directors' meeting, and did nothing. If the
Bill passed it would prevent any honest
man from becoming a director of a company, and, although it might be amended
in committee, he would remind the House
that the late Attorney-General (Mr.
Wrixon) invariably advised the House
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that it was very unwise to adopt important amendments drafted at the table.
The Bill ought to have been brought in
last June, when it could have received fair
cOllsideration.
rrhe House divided on the motion for the
adjournment of the debateAyes
23
Noes' ...
37
.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Majority against the adjournment of the debate

Andrews,
Bennett,
Bent,
W. T. Carter,
Derham,
Dixon,
Dunn"
Foster,
Gardiner,
Graves,
Hall,
A. Harris,

~

f

14

AYEs.
Mr. Hunt,
;'
" Keys,
" Kirton,
" Murphy,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. L. L. Smith,
" T. Smith,
" Uren,
" Williams.
'PelleTS.
Mr. Armytage,
Capt. T<.~ylor.
NOES.

Mr. Beazley,
" Burrowes,
Cameron,
" G. D. Carter,
" Craven,
" Deakin,
". Duffy,
" Ferguson,
" Forrest,
" Gillies,
" Graham,
" Hancock,
" Harper,
" Highett,
" Laurens,
" Levien,
" McColl,
" McLean,
" McLellan,

Mr. Mountain,
" 11:unl'o,
Mu!'ray,
" Nimmo,
" Officer,
" Outtrim,
Dr. Pearson,:
Mr. Shiels,
" C. Smith,
" Tatchell,
" Tucker,
" Turner,
" \Yheeler,
\Yrixon,
" A. Young,
Zox.
'l'ellers.
Mr. Baker,
" Peacock.

Mr. OUTTIUM remarked that t.he Bill
was a very short one, ::tnd it had reference
to the liability of the directors for statements in prospectnses, and to the indemnification of any person whose name had
been improperly inserted in a prospectus
or notice as a director. When a bod v of
men got together for the purpose of preparing a prospectus to lay before the
public with a view to inducing them to
invest their money in any venture, they
should certainly be responsible for the
statements. they made in the prospectus.
It must be within the knowledge of honora,ble members that many prospectuses
were issued which contained lying statements, and the public were in consequence
deceived. There was a saving clause in
the Bill which relieved the honest director
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from responsibility, and placed the responsibility upon the shoulders of dishonest men. He could not understand
how any honorable member could object
to men being compelled to make honest
statements 'when they asked the public
to intrust their money to them. rrhe
effect of this Bill WQuld not be to decrease
the floating of honest companies but to
relieve the market of a lot of swindlers
who placed before the public ventures
which would not bear investigation. Honorable members who had gone into speculatiOl)S had, no doubt, heard such remarks
as these, "Oh, what does it matter to me
what is in the prospectus; all that I want
is to get the money." Many of these·
persons after a company was floated
ceased to have any interest whatever
in it. He admitted that there were·
honest men who engaged in the flotation' of companies, and who did aU
that they could to make everythiug
clear to the public, but there were a
number of others who lived by the floating of c'ompallies which should never see·
the light of day. He was informed by an
honorable member recently that when it
was proposed to float a certain company,
he was asked to allow his name to 'be
placed on the prospectns. He declined to·
do so, but his name nevertheless appeared
on the prospectus. Would the Honse say
that men who, without authority, placed
names on a prospectus' should not be
punished ~ He (Mr. Outtrim) contended
that they shonld be punished, and this
Bill would meet a case of that sort. The
Bill would meet the requirements of the
colony at the present tinie. When the
money market was in so uncertain a state,
the Legislature should do everything they
could to insure to the public stable investments. (Mr. VV. T. Carter-" vVe did
mischief t.he other evening by rushing a
Bill through.'.') The honorable member
for 'Williamstown had not had as much
experience as he (Mr. Outtrim) in connexion with mining matters, and, with the
floating of companies. He had' no hesitation in saying that this Bill was 'urgently
required, and he would do everything he
could to assist in passing it. .
Mr. W. T. CARTEl{ said that he might
not have had as much experience as the
Minister of Mines in connexion with the
floating of companies, and that 'was a circumstance on which he could probably
congratulate himself. At the same time
it was quite possible, without being an
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expert, to understand that Parliament
might make the mistake of going in
for over-legislation and panic legislaIf it were intended at once to
tion.
.enter into socialism, and to limit the
operations of business in every direction, he might be disposed to accept
the Bill as an instalment of such a
It was, however, intended to
policy.
still permit the floating of companies,
but under this Bill that operation would
be attended with great risk and danger to
those who engaged in it. Gentlemen who
were invited to join a company were invariably asked to rely upon the testimony
of some expert. 'When at 'Nalhalla a few
days ago, in company with the Minister of
Mines, he heard an amusing definition
.given of what an expert was by an old
miner. This man said, "I will tell you
what a mining expert is. Some miners
are liars, others are confounded liars,
others, to use a Yctukeeism, are darned
liars," and then, he said, "after that
degree comes the expert."
Who was
qualified to be an expert? A man might
get the idea into his head that electricity
was what it was declared some years ago
to be, the very vital force itself, and he
might assure others that he had discovered
'it means of making men young again without any prescription eyen from the honorable member for Mornington; in fact, that
he had discovered the elixir of life at last,
,\¥ho was there who was competent·to say
whether such a man was ,an electrical
expert or not? If he made these statements, and some one like the honorable
member for Essendon, well versed in
literature and science, and ready to believe in perpetual motion or anything of
that kind, were asked to put his name on
the prospectus, was he, when it was discovered that the whole thing was a fallacy,
to be dragged before a court of justice and
tried as a criminal1 Some persons had
great doubts as to the opinion of a certi.ficated medical expert, and they could
never be expected to have a full knowledge
of what experts were able to do, or what
they ,yere not able to do. It was perfectly right that every man' should be
made to understand that it was his
bounden duty to himself first, and to his
.fellow-men afterwards, to look into tho
ooncf., fides of a venture in which 'he was
~tsked to engage, but to make it criminal
for him to enter into anything of the kind
'Would have a tendency to hinder enterprise
instead of assisting it. He could not see
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how this Bill would put down the swindlers
who had been referred to by the Minister
of Mines. When Parliament attempted
to legislate for the purpose of circumventing rogues, the rogues invariably found
some means of circumventing the legislation. If this matter were to be dealt with
in the manner proposed, then let Parliament wipe oft' the statute-book any permission to float limited liability or noliability companies, and decide to revert
to private enterprise or individmtlism, or
to go on to socialism at once.
Mr. vVRIXON remarked that there
were two points on which, the honorable
member for vVilliamstown was not correct.
The honorable member had alluded to
criminal proceedings, but nothing of the
kind was contemphtted in the Bill. The
Bill simply provided that where a man
was a party to any untrue statement, not
having reasonable cause to believe that it
was true, and another party suffered injury by that untrue statement, he should
be liable for damages.
There was ilO
question of exaggeration or of mistake.
(An Honora.ble Member-" Is he not li~tble
now? ") If public business could not be
carried on without the repudiation of a
principle of that kind, then public business
wanted a good deal of overhauling. An honorable member had asked whether a director
who was a party to an untrue statement
was not liable llow. He (Mr. vVrixon)
believed that the law was strong enough to
reach him, but no harm would be done by
declaring the law in a Bill, so'that he who
ran might read, and at the same time
limiting somewhat the liability of directors.
The honorable member for '\¥illiamstown
also said that this was panic legislation,
but he was mistaken. Not only had this
legislation been adopted in the old country
after a good deal of consideration, but
legislation very like this was contemplated
by the late Government and occupied his
(Mr. "Wrixon's) attention to a considerable
extent. It was not a question of panic
legislation--it was a question of honesty
and fair dealing. No case could put the
matter more clearly before the public than
that mentioned by the honorable member
for Albert Park, in which poor ignorant
men who had no means of knowing the
facts were influenced by the name5 they
saw on a prospectus, and were often ruined,
owing not to exaggeration but to untrue
statements. No case could be harder than
that, and he could not, understand on
what principle of policy or law honorable
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members could refuse to make a, man were robbed of their hard-earned savings~'
liable to give some compensation to those . (Mr. W. T. Carter-" How will the penalwhom he had been instrumental in mis- ties of the Bill repay them~") The object of
the Bill was to give a civil remedy. The Bill
leading.
Mr. SHIELS stated that he was in Eng- was urged upon the acceptance of the House
land at the beginning of last year, when to meet a mischief that was rampant, and
the Directors' Liability Bill was before the which affected those who were not in a
House of Commons. The Bill was referred position to protect themselves. The Bill
to the SLanding Committee on Trade, who had been safeguarded in the most ample
devoted months to the consideration of way. An opportunity was given to 3).
it, and then reported it to the HOllse director who found that he had been
with amendments. It was further amended misinformed or that the statements madeby the Lords, and it received the Royal were untrue to withdraw his name from.
assent on the 18th of A"\1gust.
The a company. (Capt. Taylor- "But he
Bill now before honorable members was may never know that the statements are'
on all-fours with the English Act. He untrue.") He (Mr. Shiels) would be prewas speaking from recollection, but he pared· to meet the honorable member On
believed that a; decision had been given in the point 'when the Bill got into comEngland by the House of Lords which to mittee. For invincible ignorance, to use
some extent was against the prevalent a theological term, the Bill did not make·
opinion as to the liability of directors for any individual liable, but only for such
statements published in prospectuses. It ignorance as any man might escape from
was generally believed that persons who -that was, for making statements which
placed untrue statements before the public he might have found on investigation to be,
by which others were .injured were liable untrue. Directors would be liable under
for damages, but the decision of the House the Bill unless, as provided in clause 3of Lords to some extent limited what was
"It is proved that, having consented to·
supposed to be their common law liability. become
a director of the company, he with- .
Hence the necessity for this legislation. drew his consent before the issue of the proThe Bill, as it was first introduced into the spectus or notice, and that the prospectus or'
House of Commons, was in a much more notice' was issued without his authority or
or that the prospectus or notice was·
drastic form than that in which it now consent,
issued without his knowledge or consent;
appeared. He went with the honorable and that, on becoming aware of its issue ..
member for Portland to the fullest extent he forthwith gave reasonable public notice
in saying that there must be a very low that it was so issued without his knowledge,
or consent, or that after the issue of such
tone of commercial morality in the colony prospectus
or notice, and before allotment therewhen the Legislature was disinclined to under, he, on becoming aware of any untrue,
enact that those who knowingly made false statement therein, withdrew his consent thereto,
statements should be held to be liable for and caused reasonable public notice of such
withdrawal and of the reason therefor to be:
damages. (Capt. Taylor-'" Knowingly;' given."
that is not in your :Bill.") That was prac~
tically what the Bill provided-that those If a director made statements which he·
who .carelessly or knowingly made false had not reasonable cause to believe were
statements by which the public were true, was the injured person to be with<;mt
damnified should be held to be liable. It redress 1 Certainly not. (Capt. Taylorwas known as a matter of history at home "What does the director get for his interest
and a matter of common occurrence in Vic- in the company 1") He got his fees as a
toria that the practice obtained of what director, and he placed money in his
was called" company mongering," and it pocket which came out of the pockets
had been reduced almost to a fine art. of other people. He thought, however"
Glowing statements were made without that the Bill might be improved to·
the slightest foundation, by which the some extent, and he was prepared to
ignorant public were lured on to their de- move an amendment in clause 1 which
struction. There were men who lent their would prevent the Bill from being in
names to the floating of companies who the slightest degree retrospective in its
did not take the slightest pains to investi- operation. The Act would only apply
gate the statements that were :made under to cases which arose after it was placed on
their names. (Mr. 'V" 'r. Carter-" They get the statute-book. Unfortunately in the
the infamy they deserve.") How would the . English Act some two or three mistakes
infamy repay the widows and others who had been made and he would endeavour
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Surely no:·
to correct them in the Bill.
Moreover should get off scot-free.
the Bill contained a provision relating to . swindler of the kind should be allowed to
the liability of executors which was not escape. 'fhe Attorney-General laid great
in the English measure. This provision stress on the desirability of passing the
was comprised in sub-section 5 of clause Bill, because it would promote commercial
honesty and commercial morality. Well,
3, which was as follows : if it would have any effect of the kind, he·
" No liability by this section imposed on any
did not sUppOS€l that any honorable memperson to pay compensation shall on the death
ber would object to it in the slightest
of any such person extend or pass to his execu:
tors or administrators, nor shall the estate of
degree. 'fhere would be no difficulty in
any such person after his decease be made liable
passing a measure of that character. But·.
under this section."
the Bill as it stood seemed to him (Mr.
(Mr. Dunn - "Will experts be made Derham) so faulty that it could scarcely
liable ~") If, when the Bill was in com- be dealt with properly so late in the day.
mittee, the honorable member for Ballarat He was inclined to think, therefore, that
East could show him a way in which ex- honorable members were at present merely
perts could be made properly liable he wasting time.
Supposing the name of
would not be unwilling to adopt it. At pre- a director was placed in a prospectus.
sent the liability did not exist. He would without his knowledge or consent,
urge the Bill warmly on the acceptance there was no provision in the Bill relievof the House, if honorable members had ing him of liability.
(An Honorable
any regard for commercial honesty or any Member-" Yes there is.")
He had
wish that the false and fraudulent state-' not seen it. At any rate, the point
ments which had been made in the past whether a director had or had not· consented to give his name ought to be brought
should be put a stop to.
Mr. DERHAM remarked that it was out so clearly that no mistake with respect
very difficult to gather how the Govenl- to it could possibly be made. It would
ment stood with respect to this Bill. be well if his consent in writing could be
What did honorable members find 1 That insisted upon. Honorable members knew
an honorable member sitting behind the well that during the excitement of a few
Government whose relations with them years ago names of gentlemen were placed
were very intimate was "stone-walling" the on any number of prospectuses without
measure. T4at see1ll:ed to imply that the their knowledge and without their consent.
Government were really unfavorable to He would also like to say that he saw no
it, or, at all events, were not decided with urgent n~ed for passing this measure just
respect to it. At this late period of the now. He ventured so think that anyone
session a measure so important as this who tried to float a company just now, or
should not be passed without much fuller within a reasonable time in the future,
consideration than it appeared possibJe to would find the task an uncommonly difficult
give to it. Honorable members were told one. The views of honorable members on
by one speaker that it was a complete the subject having now been pretty well
transcript of the English Act, but now it expressed, the matter might fairly be left
appeared from the statements of the to the consideration of a future Parliament.
Attorney-<;ieneral that it was only "al- Assuredly a distinct act of unfairness was
most" a transcript. Again it had been involved in the provision that .tl~e onus of
stated that the English Act was only proof should rest upon a director. The
passed last year, therefore there had not honorable member for Ballarat East had
been sufficient time for the people of pointed out that the Bill was so framed
England to have full experience of its that directors of mining companies would
working. Under the circumstances, he be placed at the mercy of experts, and
thought the House would not be justified might be ruined by being cast in heavy
in adopting the Bill without very full damages because of the false certificates of
and careful scrutiny.
Even the At- experts that had been submitted to them.
torney - General proposed that .the Act This showed that the Bill had not been
should not be retrospective.
But he carefully thought out, and on that ground
would like to know why, if an abominable he (Mr. Derham) considered that it should
swindle-a swindle such as honorable not be proceeded with further at the premembers had already had some experience sent time.
Mr. 'WILLIAMS stated that he had
of-were perpetrated a day before the
Act came into operation, the swindlers carefully read through the Bill, and he
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Tegarded it as a most dangerous one. In they would escape all liability. Nothing
fact, it was a Bill which might go side by more was provided than that they should
side with the Minister of Mines' 8hare- always have reasonable grounds for what
brokers Bill. One effect. of carrying it they put forward. (Mr. ·Williams-" They
into law wuuld be to leave every mining . may be shot at in every direction.") rrhey
<lompany in the colony without a board of could be only shot at when they had
directors. If that was the object it would rendered themselves liable by their own
be carried out in a most effectual way, for acts, or expressed or Rut forward an
no man who valued his position would opinion which they knew was perfectly
think of becoining a director of a mining worthless.- III cases of that kind of course
company. He (Mr. Williams) knew from they ought to bear some liability. 1'he Bill
-his own experience, and he had been for simply provided that the duty of making
'the last 30 years connected with mining preliminary inquiries should not be entirely
companies, of the way in which directors neglected by those who were the means of
were frequently led astray by reports inducing the public to invest their money.
from experts. 1'his was the ca,se especiCapt. TAYLOR expressed the hope that
ally with respect to quartz reefs. Ari the House would let this Bill stand over
expert's report would refer to one portion for another session of Parliament. From
of the reef, and within the next few yards what he had· heard with regard to the
there might come what "\vas called a "break." measure, it would appear that every honorAs he had said, no man who valued his own able member who had addressed the
reputation or his fortune would think House in its favour -was in a hopeless
of becoming a mining director, for the fog with regard to it. The honorable
liabilities with which he would be involved memher who introduced it was in
under the Bill would be endless. As for the densest of fogs, and so was the
obtaining knowledge with respect to a honorable member for Portland, for he
mine, it was the bounden duty of every stated that the Bill had a character which
person disposed to invest in it to personally was very different from its real character.
investigate the matter and not to trust to As for the Attorney-Geneml, he was in
any mining expert, whoever he might be. the thickest possible of fogs.
For inTf it was wanted to snuff out mining enter- stance, it was not until the question was
·prise in this country, that thing could not put to him. that he admitted that the
be better accomplished than by placing Bill differed in important particulars from
this Bill on the statute-book. Such a the English Act. 1'he honorable member
proceeding would be most damaging to the for East Bourke Boroughs (Dr. Pearson)
gold-mining industry of the colony, and was perhaps in the most hopeless fog of all.
he, for one, hoped that the measure would How could. the Bill be fairly justified
on the ground that it followed English
'he rejected.
Dr. PEARSON said he thought the legislation if it did not exactly follow
gold-mining industry of the colony would English legislation 1 He thought, indeed,
be damaged much more by the. statements the House should pause before following
of t~e honontble member for Eaglehawk English legislation at all in the matter.
than by the provisions of this Bill. As for He said this in view of the fact that the
the personal investigation insisted upon by object of the English legislation on the
-the honorable member, he (Dr. Pearson) subject was to prevent persons of responwould say that the investing public were sibility from acceptin·g directorships in comquite incapable of making such an examina- panies. (An Honorable ~rember-" "\Vhat
tion. They must trust to the honesty and proof have we ·of that 1") It had been so
.capacity of those who were better informed stated in the London press, and he had
on the subject than themselves. (Mr. rarely seen any eontradiction. During the
Williams-" The statements made with last three or four years the country had
respect to mines often turned out t.o be had a great number of of people specuuntrue.") If they turned out to be untrue, lating, and any number of booms, and
and that rose from no fault of the directors what. was the experience derived from
.or of the experts, no action for damages that state of things1 That speculators
would lie. (Mr. ·Williams-" But the onus were as a rule divided into two classes.
of proof would lie with the directors.") There "ms the Ulan who put down
This Bill would not interfere with the his money and was prepared to stand
He was the honest man
,directors beyond.a certain clearly-defined the risk.
pointj and if they did their duty properly But with respect to a great many
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each of them simply said to himself, "I
am going to put down my money, and if
it is a success I will accept the success
without offering any thanks to the directors; if it is a failure I will try to get my
money back if possible." 1'his Bill was
framed-so it seemed to him (Capt.
Taylor)-to enable the latter class to
carry out their ideas. Directors were to
be put up as individuals to be shied at by
()very one who hacllost his money ~ It was
stated that the Bill simply dealt with
those who made \mtrue statements, but
there were unt.rue sta,tements and untrue
statements. vVho, however, was to prove
the untruth ~ vVas it the outside person
who complained? No, it was the director
who would have to prove the statements
complained of to be true. Moreover, although he might have relied on an expert's
opinion, he would have to prove that he
had reasonable grounds for believing that
the expert was competent to do his work
and that he did it honestly. If he could
not do that he would be fired at by every
unsuccessful speculator. (An Honorable
Member-" Move the adjournment of the
debate.") He begged to move that the
debate be adjourned.
Mr. DUNN seconded the moti0l1.
Mr. ZOX remarked that of course he
could not object to the adjournment, still
he would ask the Attorney-General to give,
if possible, another opportunity of taking
up the Bill.
.
Mr. SHIELS said that the Government
proposed to give this subject its careful
consideration during the recess.
The
question would come np again, and probably the Government wonld deal with the
matter in a general Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The debate was then adjourned.
The House adjourned at three minutes
vast eleven o'clock.
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JURIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
'].1his Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. H. ABBOrrrr, was read a first
time.
BILLS OF SALE LAvV AMENDMEN'].1
BILL.
. This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amend ments.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD moved that the
amendment.s be concnrred in. He mentioned that they were the same as those to
which he had referred when the Bill was
under consideration in this' Chamber, but
which could not be made hero because of
their money character.
rrhe amendments were agreed with.
CARSLAKE v. CAULFIELD SHIRE
COUNCIL.
The Hon. J. SEHVICE called attention
to the case of Carslalce v. Ca'u1jield Shire
Council, and asked the Minister of Justice
whether he would introduce into the Local
Government Amending Bill now before
this House such t1. provision as would make
the intent.ion of Parliament clear and distinct, so as to obviate the useless and
oppressive expenditure of the ratepayers'
money in proceedings at law? He said
he clare say that several ot.her honorable
members beside himself had observed
occasional reference in the newspapers to
this somewhat celebrated case. For himself he took eonsidpi'able interest in it,
first b'ecauso he lived 'within the Caulficld
shire, and secondly on general groundsbecause, as far as he could gather, the
cn,se appeared to him to be one of oppression by the council as against the individual. He did not :want to put it himself
in that way, his opinion having been
wholly obtained from the report~ in the
newspapers. Possibly the council could
offer a good defence. It appeared, however,
from a paragraph in a daily newspaper
that the case had recently entered upon
a new stage. 'rhat paragraph was as
fo11ows:-

COUXCIL.

'Thursday, ])ecernbe1' 10, 1891.
.Jmies Act Amendment Bill-Bills of Sale Law Amend·
ment Bill-Car.~lake v. Caulfield Shire Colt1wilSessional Arrangements - Local Govel'l1ment Act
Amendment Bill-Licensing Arbitro.tions Bill-Rail·
. ways Act Amendment Bill-Opium Bill-Municipal
Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at thirteen minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.

Liability Bill.

I

" The Caulfield Shire Council :ue issuing a
circular letter to all the muuicipalities in Vic·
toria asking for monetary assistance, with a
view of taking the celebrated case of CC('1"8lake
v. The Shi1-e of Caulfield on n,ppeal to the Privy
Council. It will be rememhered that the case
is one by which the loca.! council was sned hy
Mr. I. 1'. Carslake, of Bond·street, for hadng
diverted drainage waters on to his property by
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a natural water-course running through, his
land. The council considered that under the
provisions of the Local Government Act bheir
action was perfectly justifiable. The case was
heard on appeal before the Full Court, and a

verdict found in favour of Carslake. The Chief
Justice and Mr. Justice a'Beckett dissented
from the finding of the court. The cost of the
appeal is estimated to amount to £600, and,
considering the great importance of the princi-

ple involYed, the Caulfield council thinks it but
right to ask other councils to assist in paying
the cost."

He understood that there was a natural
depression from the road towards the
property of Mr. Carslake, which caused
the natural drainage from a portion of the
road to run into a portion of his ground.
But the council in forming the road
diverted a large amount of additiorial
drainage to the ground, at the same time
making no provision for carrying that
drainage through the ground. If that
was the case, so far as he (Mr. Service)
could see, it was one of gross tyranny and
injustice. With all respect to the Caulfield Shire Council, their reason for taking
the action they had done and sticking to
it did not appear to be either reasonable
or equitable. In justice to them, however,
it should be stated that. they on their part
considered that they were perfectly justified under a provision of the Local Government Act in what they did. Now the
House would admit that whenever a provision of an Act of Parliament was of a
doubtful meaning no public body should
take advantage thereof inordertodoamanifest injustice to any individ u'al. No doubt
that would be admitted as an abstract
question by the council' concerned. At
the same time he (Mr. Service) was informed that a few pounds properly spent
in the first instance would haye met the
whole trouble, and saved a vast amount of
law expenses. The provision in question
must be doubtful, because it would appear
that on the appeal the Full Court were
almost equally divided with respect to it.
And now it was stated that the council,
being legally advised on the subject, proposed to take the matter home to the
Privy Council, at a cost of some £600,
which he, for one, believed they would
never get the worth of. What, however,
he wanted to bring under the notice of the
Minister of Justice was the fact that now
that the House was dealing with the Local
Government Act Amendment Bill this
doubtful provision ought to be rectified.
Of course he did not wish for any alteration of the law with regard to the action
Ron. J. Service.

Shire Council.

referred to, but, similar cases might arise
in the future, and it would be well if
the inte'ntion of the Legislature on the
subject was made absolutely clear. It
might be argued that the decision of'
the Privy Council would decide for the
future what was the meaning of the
law, but he did not think that the matter
should be hung up for such a long time.
Many months might pass before the appeal
to the Privy Council was heard, and it.
might not be dealt with at all. In the,
meantime other similar cases might arise,
and the law with respect to them ought to
be as clear as possible.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
he could not gather from Mr. Service's
question whether he referred to the present
intention of Parliament or to the intention of Parliament at the time of passing
the existing Local Government Act. Of
course he had to conclude that the reference was to the intention of Parliament
with regard to the law now on the
statute-book, and it appeared that there
was a decision given some 30 years
ago to the effect that municipalities
might do this particular work, and that
if they did not do it in a negligent way
they were not responsible for damages.
Under that they had been acting for a long
time. In this p'1rticular case the law, as
understood by the municipalities, had been
reversed by a majority of three Supreme
Court judges against two, and no legislation that could be passed now :would affect
this case. The decision could only be altered by appeal to the Privy Council. The
question as to whether the law should be
made clear in these matters had not only
been discussed by Ministers, but in another
place a number of clauses were submitted
to remove the doubts which had arisen.
Those clauses were rejected, and there was
evidently a disinclination to deal with the
subject so long as this case was pending.
It was a matter which required much consideration, because there was a great
conflict of opinion as to what the law
should be. Many people thought that
the municipalities should not be allowed
to do the particular work in question
without paying reasonable compensation
to the individual concerned.
On the
other hand, it was contended that unless
the municipalities could do this class of
work without paying compensation they
and the community generally would suffer
injury. The subject was one which required to be very fully considered.
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SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Sir F. T.' SARGOOD moved"That so much of the sessional order as relates to the hour appointed. for the meeting of
the Council on Wednesday and Thursday be
rescinded, and that during the remainder of the
session the hour of meeting for the despatch of
business on "\V'ednesday a.nd Thursday shall be
three o'clock."

The Hon. H. CUTHBERT' said it had
been reported that Parliament would be
prorogued on the 18th inst., and he desired to know if, in the event of all the
business not being disposed of by that
date, the session would be prolonged for
any further length of time ~
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked 'that he
was not in a position to answer the quesWhether the business would be
tion.
disposed of or not by the 18th inst.
depended entirely upon the rate of procedure in the two Houses. His personal
opinion was that the business could not be
got through by the date mentioned.
The HOIl. J. A. \¥ ALLACE suggested
that it would be a good plan to sit on
Friday and Monday in the next and the
following week.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that Friday
would be an exceedingly inconvenient
sitting day for country members, and
that as the Assembly was not sitting on
Fridays nothing would be gained by
adopting ·the suggestion of the honorable
member.
The motion was agreed to.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT proposed a
new clause amending section 191 of the
principal Act, by including among the
,matters which .might be dealt with by
by-laws :-:"The hours and conditions on which traction
and other locomotive engines impelled by steam
may proceed over any road."

He stated that section 191 of the principal
Act empowered the municipal councils to
make by-laws and regulations regarding
traffic and processions. His attention had
been called by several persons to the great
danger of accidents arising from locomotives
and traction engines being allowed to travel
along the roads of the colony. Such a
clause as the one he proposed had been
recommended by several councils.
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The Hon. C. J. HAM said he was not
prepared to vote against the clause, but
he thought its consideration ought to be
deferred. Traction engines were very serviceable, and it would be a mistake to
prohibit their use.
The Hon. J. SERVICE pointed out that
the clause would not prohibit the use of
traction engines, but i17 was, no doubt, desirable that it should be very carefully
worded.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON remarked that"
the adoption of this clause would cause
great inconvenience. Locomotives were
largely used in the removal of wheat at
certain seasons of the year, and the subject required more consideration than Mr.
Service seemed to be aware of.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he thought the
clause was not only unobjectionable, but
very desirable.' There was a danger that
traction engines might claim the right of
travelling upon the roads at all hours. The
clause did not intend that regulations
should b~ passed prohibiting their use,
but merely that the councils should have
the power to confine the traffic to certain
hours, and under certain conditions. He
could not conceive that any harm could
arise from the adoption of the proposal.
The Hon. T. BRUN'rON remarked that
there was a danger' that the traction
engines would be prevented from going on
the roads at all. Railway locomotives
crossed streets at various places in the
colony, and it would not do to put a stop
to that. He was not aware of a single
case in which concessions given to private
individuals in this matter were being
abused.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
he did not understand the clause to refer
to railway locomotives. Railway locomotives only crossed streets under conditionf)
laid down by the railway authorities,
which included the ringing, of a bell in
front of them.
The Hon. S. 'V. COOKE pointed out
that the clause would not apply to Melbourne and Geelong unless special provision were made to that effect.
The Hon. F. S. GRIM'W ADE said that
if the clause were adopted the mayor of
any borough could prohibit engines from
travelling through the streets of that
borough. (Mr. Cuthbert-" Regulate, not
prohibit.") The honorable, member did
not include steam-rollers, and they were
far more dangerous than locomotives.
(Sir B. Benjamin-" Only corporations
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use steam-rollers.") In America, where it
'was common for trains to ,run through
streets, the people learned to look after
themselves, and it would be well if the
same plan were adopted here.
The Hon. VV. PI':rT relllarked that permission had been given by the municipality
of Collingwood for a private line to run
through one of the streets, and that it
would be very objectionable to oblige that
permission to be withdrawn.
The Hon. H. CUTHBElt'r said the new
clause would not interfere with private
property, but was designed to meet the
case of engines passing along a road from
farm to farm. If regulations were adopted
in regard to this matter one of the conditions would probably be that a man should
walk in front of the engine to warn foot
passengers or travellers in vehicles of its
approach.
The Hon. F. BROvVN remarked that
traction engines did not travel 011 rails at
.all. People who were driving and who
came suddenly out of a lane in the
-country upon one of these engines were
liable to get into difficulties through their
horses taking fright.
,
rrhe Hon. T. BHUNTON said the clause
would empower the Collingwood council
to interfere with the rail way locomotives
which were in the streets of that borough.
There were cases in which the Hailway
department required that locomotives
should cross the streets.
The Ron. D. MEL VILLE observed that
locomotives at the railway stations did not
leave the railway reserve at all. 'When
necessary, railway trucks were drawn into
the sheds by horses. He believed that the
clause would bo found to work well.
The Hon. N. 'rHOHNLEY suggested
that portable engines should be ~ncluded.
The Hon. F. BHOvVN stated that it
would be advisable also to include electric
motors.
rL'he Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
he would amend the clause so that the
addition to section 191 of the Act would be
as follmvs : "The rules and conditions on which
traction and other locomoti ve engines and rollers
impelled by steam or electricity may proceed
over a road."

The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
'rhe HOll. J. H. CONNOn proposed the
following clause : "The council of every municipality shall
within the municipal district, as far as practicable, by means of poisoned grain (to be laid
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in the months of April, May, and .June in each
year), and the destruction of eggs, reduce the
lluisance, and prevent the yearly increase of
sparrows; all poisoned grain laid shall be under
the direction and superv,ision of an officer of
every such municipality, and all expenses connected with the carrying out of this section shall
be chargeable to and payable out of the municipnl fund of such municipality."

He desired that a raid should be made
upon the sparrows in all the shires of
the colony. Many of the farmers did use
poisoned grain, but its use was not general,
and the sparrows were increasing at an
enormous rate.
Unless something was
done they would continue to increase, and
eventually the farmers would not be able
to grow grain, and it would be impossible
also to grow fruit. It was therefore necessary that some united action should be
taken, an9. this united action might be
The
safely left to the municipalities.
municipalities were simply asked to adopt
this measure as far as W;-1S practicable, and
they might be relied upon to do what was
right.
The Hon. J. A. 'VALLACE said that
the sparrows were a great plague, but Mr.
Connor must bear this in mind that if the
sparrows were poisoned, the dead sparrows
would poison the cats, and then there
woLlld soon be an immense number of rats
on the farms of the colony. Honorable
members had, therefore, to make a choice
between rats and sparrows.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
clause would be 'wider ill its effect than
Mr. Connor anticipated. He did not know
what particular poison the municipalities
would select for the destruction of the
sparrows, hut there' were native birds of
very great value, and the result of the
general use of poisoned grain would be
that not only the sparrows but t.he native
birds would be killed. Not long ago, in
the northern portion of the colony" an
attempt was made to destroy the sparrows
in the manner now suggested. As a consequence, practically the whole of the
magpies in that part of the colony were
destroyed also, and then came another
pest in the form of caterpillar~. On the
continent, not long since, a successful
attempt was made to destroy the small
birds, with the result that the Government of the country to which he referred
had had to go to considerable expense in
re-introducil1g those small birds. He admitted that the sparrows were a nuisance,
but the destruction they caused here was
nothing approaching the destruction they
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caused in New Zealand, and the people of
New Zealand would not be disvosed to
adopt any such measure as was proposed
by Mr. Connor. The clause should certainly not be passed as it stood, because
it was absolutely mandatory, and there
was no machinery to carry it ou t. If
the Spfl.rrOWS were to be destroyed, a
well-consider~d Bill would have to be
introduced dealing with the whole subject. It was only during four months
that tho farmers and fruit-growers suffered any loss owing to the sparrows.
In tho other mouths of the year the
sparrowB did not starve.
He "had frequently watche~ them, and he had observed that during those months of the
year they were busy destroying insects
which, if they were allowed to increase,
would cause much more damage to fruit
and to crops than was now done by the
sparrows.
The clause was negatived.
rrhe schedules having been agreed to,
the Bill was reported with amendments.
On the motion of Sir F. rr. SARGOOD,
the Bill was recommitted for the re-consideration of several clauses.
On clause 33, providing, inter alia, that
when payments were made to a rate
collector in cheques he should hand in to
the treasurer the actual cheques received
by hil.il; and when payments were made
to such collector in coin or bank-notes,
he should hand over to the treasnrer, in
coin or bank-notes, the sum received by
him, after deducting the sum paid away
by him in giving change, but without any
other deduction,
rrhe Hon. J. SERVICE stated that his
attention had been called to this clause by
a letter which Ire h:td received from a shire
secretary, in which the following statement was made;" I notice that the collector.is to pay to the
treasurer the exact mon'eys he collects. My
treasurer livcs 15 miles from me, and he is often
from home, and my custom is to send the moneys
direct to the bank and to send to him the payin-slips. The money reaches the bank, perhaps,
a week or two earlier by this course, and that is
a consideration if the council has an overdraft."

He would like to know whether there was
any particular reason for the insertion of
this provision in the Bill ?
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD said that the clause
was inserted in the Bill advisedly and at
the special request of the municipal' conference. In not a few instances the rate
collectors paid the money they recei,~ed
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into their own private accounts, without
the slightest wrong intention, but simply
as a matter of convenience, and then they
gave a cheque for the gross amount to the
treasurer. The object of the provision to
which Mr. Service had referred w~s to'
preyent municipal moneys being mixed
up with private moneys.
The Hon. J. SEH.VICE stated that he
quite agreed with the object sought to be
achieved by this clause. He thought it to
be his duty to bring the matter under the
notice of the committee in view of the letter
which he had received from an experienced
shire secretary, but he could now see the
ad vantage of the clause.
On clause 61 (see p. 2830), empowering municipal councils to make and levy
an improvement rat.e in a particular portion
of a muni0ipal district,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that when.
this clause was previously under consideration in committee, objection was taken to
the drafting of the first portion, and it
was urged that the clause should be
amended so as to specify the kina of works.
that might be carried out by means of the
special improvement rate. W'ith a viewto accomplish that object, he begged tO'I
move that the opening words of the ohuse
be amended so as to read as follows ;-"If, in the opinion of thc council of any
municipality it is desirablc to construct any of
the works and undertakings mcntioned in subsections 1, 2, 3, 4, and 11 of section 311 of the.
principal Act for the improvement of any a.rea
forming pa,l't of the municipal district. tho
council of the municipa.lity may, if they think
fit, make and levy a. rate to be called an
improvement rate upon rateable property in
such area exclusively."

And so on. The works and undertakings
in section 311 of the principal Act alluded
to were as follow ;"1. The opening and making of streets anel
roads, and the diverting, altering, or increasing
the width of streets and roads.
"2. The ra,ising, lowering, or altering of the
ground or soil of streets and roads,
"3. The construction, purchase, and esta.blishment of bridges, culverts, ferries, and jetties,
a.nd the re-construction of bridges.
"4. The constrnction,elllargement, andalteration of sewers and drains and works connected
with sewerage and drainage.
"11. The laying down of any track, way, or
pavement of iron, steel, wood, Or stone On any
street or roc1d, and the constrnction or maintcnance of the same."

The amendments were agreed to.
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD said it had been
urged that the clause should render it
necessary to obtain the consont of tho
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mortagagees as well as of the owners of the
property proposed to be made subject to
this improvement rate before such rate
'could be rna,de and levied, and that every
petition praying the council to make.
;and levy such rate should be signed, in
addition to a majority of the occupiers, by
the owners and mortgagees (if any) of the
property upon which more than "twothirds" of such rate was proposed to be
levied, instead of "one-half" as now ap1) cared in the clause. He begged to move
that tho clauso be amended accordingly.
The amendments were agreed to.
On clause 65, providing as to the manner
of borrowing on tho security of the improvement ratc,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD proposed the addition of the following sub-section : " The percentage of the amount of every loan
to be in vested every year to form ;t sinking
fund shall not be less than 7 per cent. per
annum."

Amendment Bitt.

the owners of adjoining lands to pay the
cost of so doing,
The Hon. J. SERVICE proposed an
amendment exempting the city of Melbourne and the town of Geelong from tho
operation of this clause. He said that his
object was to enable those two municipalities to retain their present powers in
connexion with streets.
The amendment was agreed to.
rrhe Bill was then reported with further
amendments, and recommitted on clause
70 and a new clause.
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD proposod a new
sub-soction to be added to clause 70, providing that the repayments to thci sinking
fund should be at such a rate that the full
repayment would bo coyored within twelyo
years.
'rhe sub-section was agreed to..
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD proposed
a new clause, which he said would be
identical with clause 52, which had been
struck out of the Bill. r:ehe clause was as
follows : -

The object of that sub-section was to provide for the repayment of the loan within
a period of twelve years.
"After the word 'cemeteries' in section
The Hon. F. S. GRUnVADE expressed 246 of the principal Act, the words 'and any
the opinion that a longer period should be land or premises used exclusively for the purallowed within which to repay the loan, poses of any primary school in which educabecause the iuterost and sinking fmid tion is given free to the scholars shall be
would maJ(e it nocessary for them to pay inserted."
He observed that at present these build13 per cent. per annum.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that ings were usually exonerated from rates.
he would remind tho committee that under To this rule, however, there were excepexisting arrangements the persons in ques- tions. It was a question with a number
tion had to pay the whole of the cost of of municipalities whether schools supported
by private contributions did or did not
such improvements.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he come under the distinction set out in secthought it would be woll to extend the tion 246 of the principal Act; and now
time of repayment to fifteen years. In the idea was to alter the law so as to allow
the principal Act two classes of loans were the rule to be made uniform. 'rhere could
dealt with, one class repayable in thirty be no fear of this provision being abused,
years and the o.ther repayable in fifteen . because an appeal would lie in every case;
nor could the clause be said to embody
years.
rrhe Hon. J. SERVICE observed that he any guestion of principle. As a matter of
thought it was desirable to have a special fact, it was adopted elsewhere, but subseterm for this particular class of loans, and quently it was struck out in this Chamber,
he considered twelve years was quite long and now he hoped that honorable membors would allow it to be reinserted. He
enough to allow for their repayment.
did not think that when the matter was
The sub··section was agreed to.
The Hon. J. SERVICE proposed the under consideration the other evening the
real aim and purport of the clause was
following clause to follow clause 59:thoroughly understood.
"The demand, in writing, to pay the rates
required by section 288 of the principal Act
The Hon. J. SERVICE said it gave him
shall contain an intimation in the words or to
great pain to have to offer opposition to
the effect of the 2nd schedule."
any proposal made by Mr. FitzGerald.
The clause was agreed to.
What occurred with respect to the clause
On clauso 103, empowering any munici- tho other night was this. He had risen
pal council to make and repair streets, for an explanation, and then there arose a
&c., set out on private land and to compel cry all round the chamber, "S trike the
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clause out altogether." That was the feeling of a full House, and the clause was
struck out -with general consent. Now,
with that fact staring him in the face, it
seemed to him hardly right that a thin
House should be called upon to re-insert
the clause. Undoubtedly, the clause was
really meant to apply particularly to the
religious section of the community to
which Mr. FitzGerald belonged. For himself, he (Mr..Sm·vice) objected t.o no man's
religious views, but it was impossible to
ignore the continual agitation that had
been carried on by this particular section
of the community with regard to the education question. It was, in fact, undeniable
that the operation of this provision, general
as its phraseology might be, would be
limited to that particular section. Under
these eircumst.ances, he was· unable to see
his -way to vote for the reinstatement. of
the clause. For one thing, if it were reinserted in the Bill the fact would hereafter be used as a precedent.
Sir F. T. SAH.GOOD remarked that there
was considerable force in Mr. Service's
argument in respect to the clause having
been thrown out in a full House, and
brought in again when the attendance of
honorable members was rather scanty than
otherwise. (Mr. Service- "If a division were
taken now, it would be found that there
is not a quorum of members present.")
Under the circumstances, he would suggest
to Mr. FitzGerald that he should withdraw the clause for the present, and he
(Sir F. T. Sargood) would promise to recommit the Bill in order to give him an
opportunit.y of bringing forward his proposition again ..
'rhe Hon. N. FI'fZGERALD said he was
perfectly willing to adopt the suggestion
which Sir F. T. Sargood had been good
enough to offer, especially as it would free
him (Mr. FitzGerald) from any accusation
of trying to snatch a victory. As for the
question of precedent, he might mention
that all primary schools in Melbourne and
Geelong were already exempted from rates.
Really there was no principle involved in
the matter at all. He begged to withdraw his proposition
The clause was withdrawn.
The Bill was then reported with further
amendments.
LICENSING ARBITRATIONS BILL.
The Hon. C. J. HAM moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said it was a Bill
of only one clause, and its object was to
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remedy a defect which had been found to
exist in section 44 of the Licensing. Act.
That section was originally drawn somewhat hurriedly, with the result that it did
not include the usual provisions' that an
arbitration clause should have. Consequently, if one of the arbitrators resigned
there was no power for the other arbitrator
to go on with the arbitration. 'rhe object
of· the Bill was to cure that defect, by providing that where an arbitrator had to
proceed alone he should have all the
powers of a single arbitrator, and that
should an arbitrator refuse or neglect to
act as arbitrator, with the consequence
that the amount of compensation payable
to any owner or occupier was not determined, the amount should be determined by arbitration in tho same mallller
as if there had been no previous proceedings in reference to such compensation.
The object was to carry out what appeared
to be the intention of the Legislature at
the. time of the passing of the Act.
The Hon. H. CU1.'HBERT remarked
that he believed that eyery honorable
member was willing that the utmost
facility should be given for remedying defects in legislation, but was it not intended
that this measure should have a retrospective effect 1 If it would have such an
effect, surely some reason should be shown
for the arrangement. It appeared that
some time since a poll was taken in Maryborough on the question of reducing the
number o~ public-houses in that district,
with the result that it was decided by a,
small majority that thirteen houses should
be closed. Subsequently, arbitrators were
appointed, but while the arbitration was
going on one of them retired, and then it
was found that the Act was so far defective
thatthe arbitration could not be completed.
If justices found th:;tt a fine could not be
inflicted because of a defect in an Act the
Government of the day did not usually
introduce a measure to deal with the difficulty. He entirely agreed with the Government that the defect in the Act now
under consideration should be remedied,
but it was undesirable that there should be
retrospective legislation to apply to a particular case which had arisen.
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD observed that there
could not be the slightest doubt that the
resignation of the arbitrator in the case
under consideration was brought about
avowedly with the view of defeating the
object of Parliament. The· arbitrator did
not resign on his own motion; he was
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appointed by the publican, and he resigned
The whole of the clauses having been
at th~ request of the publican. He (Sir agreed to,
F. T. Sargood) had personal charge of the
. The Hon .•T. SERVICE proposed the
principal Act when it was passed through following clause:the House, and there was no doubt that
" Notwithstanding anything to the conParliament intended that the question of
contained in the Licensing Act 1890, the
valuation should be settled by arbitration trary
Treasurer of Victoria within one month after
in the ordinary way. Unfor"tunately the the passing of this' Act may receive the sum
.difficulty which had arisen was not antici- required to b~ paid for a victualler's licence
pated, or the contents of this Bill would from any owner of any licensed premises, the.
of which was entitled to pay and omitted
practically have beon included in the licensee
to pay such sum for a licence granted therefor
principal Act. He thought that Parlia- for the year 1891, and may issue to such owner
ment WetS perfectly justified in taking care such licence as he would have been entitled to
that its intentions wore not set aside by a receive if he had paid such fee within the time
prescribed by the said Act; and upon prodllclittle clever manipulation. An instance of tioe
of such licence within fourteen days after
retrospective legislation would be found in the issue thereof to any member of the licensthe Act which Mr. Cuthbert introduced ing court for the district in which such certito prevent members of the Public Service ficate was granted such member shall be at
Board from accepting employment outside liherty to issue to such owner or his nominee a.
similar certificate as that which would have
of the pn blic service.
been issued in respect of the licensed premises
1'he Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked therein mentioned if the fee for such firstthat the Act referred to by the Miuister of mentioned certificate had been paid within the
Defence was not on all-fours with the Bill time mentioned in the said Act; and npon production of such last-mentioned certificate to the
now under consideration.. Colonel 1'emple- Treasurer and payment to him within seven
ton would not luwe been disqua.lified had days of the date thereof of the proper jee, he
he consented to confine himself to the may issue to· the person therein name(1 a vicduties which Parliament prescribed for tualler's licence for the said premises. The
Treasurer shall not so receive either of such
him. He was not deprived of office on sums from any owner unless he is satisfied that
account of anything he had done in the such owner was not the licensee of such prepast, and the measure gave him the option mises at the time of such omission, and that
such owner had no knowledge of such omission
of adopting the views of Parliament.
within the time during which he could have
1'he Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that as a paid
such first-mentioned sum."
general rule he was opposed to retrospective
legislation, but when it was for the pur- He said that. licensed victuallers had to
pose of carrying out the expressed object pay their licence-fees at u. particular time,
of an Act of Parliament its objectionable though he believed that a period of grace
feature at once disappeared. 1'he Public was allowed them.
(Mr. FitzGeraldSerYiee Act which Parliament passed a few "There is no period of gmce at all.")
weeks ago contained retrospective legisla- 1'hen if the fee was not paid on the
tion as regarded the claims of the post- specified day the licence "\\~as lost. There
masters, which wero contrary to the had always been tt few licel1sees who were
intentions of Parliament. In Foran's case, . very dilatory in paying the fees, and
brought up by Mr. Cuthbert, there was some of them had by various methods.
also direct retrospective legislation. It was succeeded in procuring reinstatement
admitted that in the case under considera- after apparent forfeiture.
A distinction one of the arbitra.tors was instructed tion was drawn between the powers conto "\vithdraw for the express purpose of ferred upon the owner and the licensee.
defeating the principal Act. It would be Certain privileges were allowed to owners,.
most improper to allow the. Act to be de- and this clause was necessary in order tofeated .under such circumstances.
afford additional protection to them. A
The Hon. J. M. PHATT remarked that proposal might be made by the landlord
the withdrawal of the arbitrator in the to eject a tenant or he might refuse to.
Mary borough case was neither more or less renew the lease of premises, and the
than u. dodge to defeat the object of the licensee might then neglect to pay the
poll, and that this was distinctly an instance licence-fee at the time required by the law
in which retrospective legislation should in order that he might revenge himself
upon the landlord. The clause would
be passed.
The motion, was agreed to.
enable an owner, notwithstanding this dcThe Bill was then read a second time, bult on the part of the licensee, to seC~lre·
the licence, and he thought. it. would
and committed.
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commend itself to the good sense of
honorable members.
The Hon. F. BRO,,\YN stated that the
object of the clause apparently was to reinstate a number of owners whose licences
lapsed in 1891. Surely if the clause was
a just one it should ha,ie a continuing
effect, as the same thing might occur in
.succeeding years.
'rhe Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that,
if Mr. Brown's suggestion were carried
out, it would be possible for an owner to
renew his licence at any time in any year,
whereas the law provided that the licences
should be renewed at a certain date. 'What
had already taken place would be a warning to owners, and it was improbable that
the same thing would occur again.
The Hon. U. J. HAM stated that the
Government would not be prepared to
accept the suggestion made by Mr. Brown.
All that they would consent to was to
reinstate those owners who had suffered
injury, as Mr. Service had stated, and
what had already taken place would be a
warning to other owners. The object Mr.
Brown had in view could be better carried
out in soine ot.her Bill, by a suggestion
that had been made in another place that
notice should be served on the owner as
well as on the tenant of the renewal of the
licence.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said that
the best plan to adopt 'would be to allow
certain days of grace after the 28 days
had expired, and to add a heavy money
penalty. rrhe present difficulty had arisen
simply from a necessary alteration that
was made by the licensing magistrate~ in
t~e days 'on which they held their licensing courts. Certain licences were granted
early in December, and the popular impression was that the time did not expire
until the close of the year. It was diseovered that if the licensing court sat on
the 1st of December the money must
be paid by the 28th of December, whereas
in some of the cases referred to the money
was tendered on the 29th December, and'
the rrreasurer was then unable to receive
it, so that the licences were lost and properties were virtually confiscated. The
number of persons who would be affected
by this clause was comparatively small-not more than 28 or 30; and the circumstances were such as ,,,ould justify the
committee in listening to the appeal they
made. In some cases the licensees were in
the country, the money was forwarded to
agents to be handed to the 'rreasurer, the
Se,ssion 1891.-[201]
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agents did not know the 28 days' uJtimatum, and when they went at the close
of the month to pay their money to the
'rreasurer he could not receive it. He
observed from a report which appeared in
the newspapers that day that the licensing
bench at Cheltenham had taken the view'
that the licences did not lapse but were
only suspended, and they renewed a
licence.
'rhe HOll. D. HAM remarked that it
would be quite sufficient if the committee
agreed to Mr. Service's clause, which
would be a warning to owners, and would
lead them to take such steps as were necessary for their own protection. If Mr.
Brown's suggestion ,,'ere agreed to, and a
licence was not renewed in December of
any year, it could' be renewed in Januar)"
or March, and that was not intended.
The Bill was then reported with amendments, and the amendments were considered aud adopted.
On the mot.ion of the Hon. C. J. HA:\I,
the Bill was read a third time and passed.
The Hon. H. CUTHBEH11remarked that,
as Mr. Service's amendment had been agreed
to, it would be advisable to add to tho
title the words" and for other purposes."
(Mr. J. M. Davies-" I think so.") Then
he begged to move the addition to the
title of the words "and for other purposes."
The aniendment was agreed to.
11he Bill was then ordered to be returned
to the Legislative Assembly with amelldments.
RAIL'YAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES proposed the
second reading of this Bill. He stated
that he had no desire to provoke a lengthy
discussion at this advanced stage of the
session, and he did not think it necessary
to enter fully into all the reasons that had
induced the Government to bring this
measure forward. He might assume that
most honorable members haa read the
articles that had from time to ti~e appeared in the daily press, and had also to
some extent made themselves acquainted
with the proceedings of the Railways
Standing Committee. He would, therefore, content himself with explaining the
provisions of the Bill, reserving the justification of the various clauses until the Bill
was talren into committee. rrhe most important part of the Bill was that which
took the power of constructing railways
from the Railways Commissioners and
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conferred it upon the Board of Land and and an important alteration was there'
"\Vorks. That board was to bo re-constructed made in the law with reference to these
for this purpose. The Minister of Rail- proceedings. At the present time, when
ways was to be made a vice-president, the there was a difference of opinion bct\veen
vice-presidents were to be limited to three, the chairman and the other two mcmbers t
and the Chairman and Vice-Chairman for the chairman had the right to determino·
the time being of the Hailways Standing the matter absolutely, and he was there-·
COl1"!mittee were to be members of the fore supl~eme. 1.'his Bill provided that
board. The whole number of the members when the chairman differed from the other
of the board might be increased to ten. two commissioners, a copy of the minute rerrhen it was provided that, except the pre- quired under the principal Act should bo£orsident and vice-president of the board and warded by the chairman to the Minister,
the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the and the Minister, within seven days"
Railways Standing Committee, no member should send a copy of such minute to'
of the board should have any power or each of the other two commissioners~
authoritycollferred upon him \vithreference Then, at the request of the Minister and.
to railway matters. The power of con- within a time specified by him, each of'
structing aU lines of railway \'laS to be the other two commissioners would have
vested in the board, alid when the lines to furnish to the Minister a written statewere constructed they \vere to be handed ment of his reasons at length for his.
over to tho Railways Commissioners. The decision on the matter in difference. The
effect, of course, 6f that would be to limit Minister would then submit a copy of the
the power of the Rail ways Commissioners chairman's minute and also the statement.
to the working of the completed. lines, and of the other two commissioners to the
to remove altogether from them the power Govemor in Council, with aU documents.
of constructing lines. There was justifica- relating thereto, and such recommendation
tion for this change in the evidence given thereon as the Minister might think fit;.
before the Railw'ays Standing Committee and the Governor in Council would have
from time to time, and it was expected that power to decide the matter in difference.
the power to be vested in the Board of Land Every order that was made by the Goverand 'Yorks would be exercised more to the nor in Council was to have like force and
benefit of the public than if it were left in effect as if made by the commissioners.
tho hands of the Railways Commissioners. Whenever such an order was made a copy
Then, with reference to any line that was in of all documents was to be laid before both
course of construction, the power to com- Houses qf Parliament, if Parliament was
plete the construction was taken from the sitting within seven days, and if ParliaRailways Commissioners and vested in this ment was not sitting within seven days
board. Such lines when completed were after the commencement of the next sesto be handed over to the Railways Commis- SiOl1. Everything that was done by the
sioners, and all moneys which had been Minister under these cla1.~ses would come
voted for the purpose of railway construc- under the review of Parliament. (Mr.
tion were to be expended by the board. Brown-" After the business is ended.")
There were machinery clauses giving power Yes, of course; but if Parliament was not
to the Board of Land and Works to con- satisfied with the decision of the Minister it
struct railways and to do all things could take the ne~essary steps to displace
necessary in connexion therewith. There him. The 24th clause was a very imwas also a provision that no member of the portant' one. It proposed that Ministers
board should be entitled to participate in might at any time request the commisany way in any profit derived from the sioners to propose in writing a scheme
construction of railways, a.nd there was a to effect an increase of income or defurther provision that the Engineer-in- crease in expenditure, or for carrying
Chief and all officers connected with out any matter of policy specified by the
construction should be transferred from Minister. If the Minister did not approve
the employ of the Railways Commissioners of any scheme proposed by the commisto the employ of the Board of Land and sioners he might himself transmit a proWorks, retaining at the same time all position for effecting and carrying out
their rights and privileges. Those were such increase, decrease, or matter of policy;
the portions of the Bill relating to railway and thereupon the commissioners would
construction. Part II. dealt with the pro- have to take all necessary steps to give
ceedings of the Railways Commissioners, effect to such proposition. If honorable
I
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members had read the correspondence
that had passed between the Minister of
Hailways and the Railways Commissioners
they would kuow wby this alteration "'as
proposed. It was in order to enable those
who were responsible to Parliament, and
who had to provide the necessary funds
for carrying on the rail ways and for
meeting any deficiency occasioned in the
working of the rail Wttys, to require an
increase of income or a decrease of expenditure or the carrying out of a matter of
policy. (Mr. FitzGerald-" Does not the
presCl),t law give the Government the
power to dD that?") The present law did
not; in fact, the Governn1cnt had no
power at all under the present law in
regard to the Rail ways Commissioners:
(Mr. FitzGerald-" '1'hey could dismiss a
man ,\rho disobeyed them.") '1'he Government had no power to require the obedience
of the Railways Commissioners nnde'r the
present law. There was also a clause providing that the statutory limit for the
construction of any line of railway should
not be exceeded by the board without the
authority of Parliament. Then followed
provisions relating to employes. Neither
the board nor the commissioners were, without the consent of the Governor in Council,
to increase the salary of any officer whose
s~Llary was more than £500, nor to appoint
or promote any person to any office the
annual salary or wages of which was more
than £500. So far as concerned those
employes whose salaries were fixed by
Parliament neither the board nor the
commissioners were to have power to increase such salaries without the authority of Parliament, and no allowance or
other addition to the salary of any
officer was to be paid by the board
or the commissioners; but the board
or the commissioners might recommend
that any officer be granted overtime. '1'hat
provision was very much like the similar
provision contained in the Public Service
Act. Then, if the board or the commissioners proposed the promotion or appointment of a person to any office the annual
salary of which was more than £500, and
the Governor in Council determined that
an appointment or a promotion was necessary, but did not approve of the person so
proposed, the Minister could, in writing,
request the board or the commissioners to
propose some other person. An alteration
was also made with regard to the selection
of candidates for employment. Under the
present Act, when there were too many
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candidates, the practice was to reduce the'
number by b~l,l1ot. The efiect of the ballot
,,-as very often to exclude the most eligible
men, but in this Bill it was proposed that
if the number of candidates was not more
than twice the number of persons to be'
employed, they would ~ll be examined by
the examiners at a time and place to be'
notified to them, but if the number of
candidates was more than twice the number
of persons to be employed, the number,
would be reduced by a board of selectors.
to such number as such board might think
fit, not exceeding twice the number of'
persoils to be employed. It waR then
provided that the board of f?electors should
be appointed within seven days before the
time appointed for the examination of the
candidates, and that they should not be
informed of the names of the candidatesthat the candidates should appear before the,
board in order; and to prevent th\3 board'
from knowing any of the candidates it was
further provided that it should be changed
from time to time. The selectors would
select the persons whom they thought to
be most eligible. Although this plan
might1;>e somewhat imperfect, itwas arouch
better one than that now adopted. (Mr~
Cu th bert~" This is selection after survey. ") ,
Yes. An alteration was also made with'
referer~ce to appeals. ,At present, appeals
were heard by the three commissioners, and
were decided by the majority. 'rhe time
of the commissioners was taken up to a,
very large extent in hearing appeals of the'
most trivial nature, and it was provided
in t.his Bill that, in case of appeals
against fines inflicted by any officer at
the head of a branch, any Ol1e member of the board might hear and determine thejr appeals, and that all other
appeals might be heard and determined
by two or more members of the board. But,
it was provided that no appellant should
be dismissed unless two members of the
board or two commissioners concurred in '
the determination of his appeal, so that
no great hardship could be done. The
next portion of the Bill had reference to
compensation' and retiring allowances, and
it would bring officers and employes of the
Railway de'partment to a great extent into
the same position as officers of the public
service generally in regard' to leave
of absence, furlough, and retirements.
There were also the same provisions as in
the Public Service Act with reference to
the retirement of officers at 60 and 65,
with pO'Yer to continue their services under
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the same circumstances as members of from the Minister of Railways to Mr.
the public service were retained beyond Speight. (Mr. Hoberts-"'l'he House ought
the retiring age. The next portion of to know whether there is a contract or
the Bill dealt with sub-committees and not.") The enclosure was as follows : conferences of officers. . It provided that
" But I say his equities, which are not satisthere shou:ld be various sub-committees fied, exist against the late Government, not
in the different branches for the offi- ,against us or this House. In our re-appointcers to confer together, so as to get the ment of him we shall not force him to waive or
benefit of each other's advice for more abandon those equities. vVe do nothing now
to recognise them or give them increased life
perfectly carrying out their own particular or force, l)l~t it would be unfair for us to bar
works. 'l'hat was based principally on the them or diminish their strength. He may raise
practice in New South ",Vales. Some hon- them against any House or Government who
orable member.s might question how far it think differently from us or when the circumstances or conditions have changed. But if we
livas advisable to put those clauses in the preserve his equities for him with such care we
Bill, but the present Chief Commissioner intend in our re-appointment of hiltl to preserve
,of Railways in New South 'Wales found even more scrupulously the full and ulltram·that this system worked to advantage. melled rights of Parliament in the coming
session to alter as it pleases the Railways ComThe value of those committees, of course, missioners Act, and to import new terms and
'depended on the harmony with which they conditions in the tenure, duties, and po,yers of
worked with t.heir chiefs, and compulsory the chairman and his colleagues. As a matter
'committees would not be of much value. of legal power, of course, Mr. Speight cannot
prevcnt this. But we intend that he shall not
The Bill provided tha~ Mr. Greene's term be ahle to hold back or in the slightest degree
of office should expire on the last day in impede Parliament and the Government, on the
1893, Mr. Ford's on the last day in 1894, score of honour or moral obligation, from
.-and Mr. Speight's on the last day in changing his status to the Mini~ter or the other
or officers, or withdrawing,
1895, it being thought advisable to have commissioners
diminishing, or regulating any of his present
the commissioners' terms expire at dif- powers and rights. Before his re-appointmellt
,ferent dates lest a difficulty sho.uld be all this will be clearly brought before his mind,
caused by all of them retii'ing at the same so that practically and in honour he will remain
time. (Mr. Brown-" If this Bill is not on under the provisions of next year's Bill."
.passed, will those be t~e commissioners' W ell, no statement could be clearer than
terms of office 1") It was very difficult to that-that the appointment was to be
say. Mr. Speight's term was shortened by made subject to whatever Act this Parliathe Bill, but when he received his last ment might choose to pass. (Mr. Roberts
appointment it was upon the express con- -"'Did ,Mr. Speight accept that 1") In
dition that his re-appointment was made reply to that letter Mr. Sp~ight said.subject to any Act that Parliament might
"I' do not at the present moment propose to
'Pass. It might be as well, at this juncture, discuss my position with regard to the negotia<to read the letter that was sent to Mr. tions entered into two years ago with a view to
Speight with reference to this matter. my continuing in the service of the Govern(Mr. Roberts-" Is the present Act in ment after the expiration of the present term.
Suffice it to say that, had it not been for that
accordance with that condition 1") The negotiation, I should not, at this twelfth hour,
condition specified was to be whatever have been left to discuss the matter from the
Parliament desired. On the 23rd December, stand-point now submitted. Your offer to me
1890, before the re-appointment of Mr. is that I should accept the re-appointment of
chairman of commissioners for a period of
Speight, the Minister of Hailways, in seven
years, subject to any legislation which
making an offer of re-appointment on behalf may hereafter take place; and you kindly
of the Government, wrote Mr. Speight as express yourself that it would have heen better
for both sides if that legislation had, at the
follows : "Attached hereto is 'a copy of what I said
upon the subject when speaking in the Assembly,
and to its terms I would invite your attention,
so that the views and intentions of the Government may be clearly' before your mind in
accepting re-appointment, which will be. in
accordance therewith."

(Mr. Service-" What did Mr. Speight say
in answer to that? ") He would read the
,answer presently. He was first going to
.read the enclosure forwarded in the letter
H on. J. M. Davies.

time of re-appointment, been a known instead
of an unknown quantity. In this I entirely
concur, and I may be permitted to point out
thd.t the unknown is all in favour of one side,
and that not mine. "

(Mr. Roberts-" Where's the contract 1")
Mr. Speight went on to state" I was led to come to this colony by what
appeared to me to be the desire of the country
that the railways should be administered as a
business undertaking; and, although the appointment was to be, in the first instance, for
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a term of years, the Act provided for re'-appointment; and I had evel'y reason to suppose that,
given evidence of desire and ability to properly
account for my stewardship, re-appointment
would follow as a matter of course. In evidence
of this, the late Government, viewing the matter
fromthatstandpoint, entered into an arrangement
with me to renew my engage~ent on am~nded
terms, and Parliament agreed, III the seSSIOn of
1888-9, to the carrying out of the first portion
of it. On the strength of that arrangement I
practically committed myself for all time to ~he
colony, and it is now late in the day to reVIew
the position. I am disappointed at t!lC present
state of matters, but I am so convlllced that
what I have done in the past has been solely
influenced by a (lesire to work out in the best
interests of all the administration of this important department tha.t I am quite willing to ,take
the re-appointment in terms of the present ~ct
without any conditions, and to trust to ParlIament reco C1 uising past negotiations and services
in their f~ltUI'e relations with me. I feel that
the attaching of any conditions .at the present
time is not equitable to me, but If on your part
you think otherwise then I s~oul~ also ~tipulate
that in the event of future legIslatIOn bel11g such
-which I do not expect it will he-that I feel I
cannot continue in my position it shall be recognised that I am entitled to compensation for loss
of office, the amount of which I am quite willing
to leave Parliament to determine."

So far, Mr. Speight accepted the condition
in the offer of re-appointment made by
the Minister of Railways, but he attached
another condition that if the law should
be so altered that he felt he could not
continue in his, position he should be entitled to compensation. (Mr. Brown"But Mr. Speight accepted the appointment without conditions under the present
Act 1") 'No, 1\11'. Speight said that he felt
that t.he attaching of any conditions at
that time was not equitable to him. (Mr.
Brown-" In the letter you read Mr.
Speight said 'I am quite willing to take
the re-appointment in terms of the present
Act without any conditions ..''') Yes, but
then he went on to state" I feel that the attaching of any conditions
at the present time is not equitable to me, hut
if, on your part, you think otherwise, then I
should also stipnlate that in the event of future
legislation being such-which I do n?t expect it
will be-that I feel I cannot contl11ue III my
position it shall be rccognised that I am entitled to compensation for loss of office, the
amouut of which I am quite willing to leave
Parliament to determine."

(Mr. Service,-" Is not that under duress?")
How could it be under duress, seeing that
the former appointment had expired and
Mr. Speight was being offered a. new appointment 1 In making a new appointment the Minister was at liberty to offer
any terms he thought right.
(Mr.
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Roberts-" Did you accept the last proposal, in which Mr. Speight said 'I agree
to so and so 1 ' ") The Minister's reply to
that proposal 'was-" I am duly in receipt of your reply to my
letter of the 23rd inst., offering you reappointment as Chairf!1an of the Victorian
Railways Commissioners. I have given careful
consideration -to your views in regard to the
offer of re-appointmellt being without conditions, but I regret I cannot see my way to
make the offer and receive its acceptance except in the terms of my previous] etter.",

(Mr. Roberts-" No contract; the wholething is open.") The Minister's letter
went on to state"In regard to the stipulation with which
you close your letter, I recognise that it is Ui
matter for Parliament to consider ,and decide,
if compensation shall be paid to you in the
event; of the a.mending Act being made so intolerable t.hnt your resignation can with just
reason be held to be made necessary thereby."

(Mr. Roberts-"Is there anything to bind
Mr. Speight or the Government to the
contract in this Bill 1") Yes, this Bill
would bind the Government up to the
end of 1895. (Mr. Roberts-" 'Vill the,
passing of this Bill relieve the country
from all lia,bility if Mr. Speight cla.ims.
compensation 1") There could be no legal
claim f~n' compensation made by Mr.
Speight, but there might be a claim.
under the latter clause of tho letter which
he (Mr. Davies) had read '(if Parliament
chose to think there was one)-a clause in
which the Miuister of Railways said" I recoanise that it is a matter for Parliament to c~nsicler and decide if compensation
shall be paid to you in the event of the amending Act being made so intolerable that your
resignation can with just rea.son be held to bemade necessary thereby."

N ow, if it was held by Parliament that,
this amending measure would make Mr.,
Speight's position so intolerable that he'
was bound to resign his appointment then
Mr. Speight might come to Parliament,
and ask for compensation, and it would
rest with Parliament whether it would
give him that compensation or not. (Mr.
Roberts-" It will be a very serious
matter.") rrhen there was some cori'espondence as to Mr. Speight having promised the Minister to give an express
letter accepting the appointment on those
terms, which Mr. Speight denied; but to
his (Mr. Davies') mind it mattered very
little whet.her that letter was given or not.
If one offered a person an appointment in
express written terms 'the ~ere acceptance
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of that appointment must be an acceptance
on tho terms under which it was offered.
,(Mr. Roberts-" But you have not shown
. an acceptance up to the present time.")
There were some clauses in the Bill clearing
up a few difficulties. There was a question
as to when the appointments of Mr. Speight
and Mr. Greene first commenced" and a
clause h(l.d been inserted in' the Bill to
validate their acts as commissioners during
the doubtful periods of their appointments.
An alteration was proposed to be made with
refere'ncc to the removal of the commissioners from office. (Mr. FitzGerald-" A
very serious alteration.") (Mr. Service. "Hear, hear.") Under the present Act
the commissioners could be removed from
office on an address praying for. such remoyal being presented to the Governor by
the Legislative Councilor the Legislative
Assembly, or by the Legislative Assembly
alone in two sessions with an interval of
:six weeks between the sessions, so as to prevent'the adjournment and the immediate
re-assembly of that House. This Bill provided that the commissioners should be
removed on an address being presented to
the Gove,rnor by the Legislative Council
or by the Legislative Assembly. Instead
·of requiring the two Houses of Parliament
to act jointly, or the Legislative Assembly
to act twice in two different sessions, it
was provided in this Bill that either House
might do it in ono act. Then there were
provisions with reference to the suspension of the commissioners.
Under the
present Act the suspension of th~ commissioners was removed, and their restoration to office brought about upon an
address to the Governor by. either House
of Parliament; whereas this Bill provided
that the r0storation should· be upon an
address by both Houses. If the otherpartof
the measure was passed this portion would
be necessary to conform with it, because
it would be useless to allow one House to
compel the suspension of the commissioners
if the other House might immediately
restore them.. (Mr. FitzGerald-" Then
Mr. 'Speight might be rembved by one
House, but only restored by two?") Quite
so. There were also. provisions requiring
the commissioners' to furnish the Minister
with all reports, documents, papers, and
minutes required by Parliament pursuant
to any Act or pursuant to any order of
either House of Parliament, and full information on all business of the department
to enable answers to be made to questions asked in Parliament concerning the
Hon. J. M. Davies.
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rail ways or to enable the Minister to furnish
any returns required by Parliament, or that
he might'himself require. For the proper
conduct of his public business the Minister was to be entitled at all times to put
himself in direct communication with all
branches of the railway service and all
officers and employes, and also to see all
documents, papers, and minutes which he
might require either for Parliament or
himself, and to be supplied with copies
thereof, and also to avail himself of
the services and assistance of any
officer or employe, or of any committee, sub-committee, or conference.
(Mr. Brown-" That is to prornote discipline.") Well, if the honorabl~ gentle-.
man would read the correspondence, he
'would find that there was a difficulty to
be overcome. The Minister was not permitted by the commissioners to get any
information from any officer in the railway service except through the commissioners.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" And quite
right, too.") It might be quite right, but
it had been found impossible to get
necessary information in time on several
occasions. (Mr. Roberts-" You cannot
get information from the officers except
by favour.") (Mr. Zeal-" You can get
plenty of impudence from some of them.")
There was an impor:tant alteration of the
law in clause 57, which provided that in any
action brought against the commissioners
or any of their officers or employes for any
wrongful act, neglect, or default of the.
commissioners as carriers of passengers or
common carriers the court or the jury
should not find or assess nor should judgment be given or entered for the plaintiff
for damages for any sum of money exceeding £2,000. (Mr. Roberts-" That is a
most extraordinary provision.") It was
an extraordinary provision, but it should
be remembered that by purchasing a
3d. railway ticket a person might claim
damages in case of any accident which involved a doubt-and juries always found
for the plaintiffs in these cases-and the
department might be held liable to the
extent of thousands of pounds, a verdict
having been given in England for £16,000
in one case and in this colony for £13,000.
If a passeng'er wished to insure himself
against accident he could take out an insurance ticket. It certainly did not seem
reasonable that if two men had each bought
a 3d. railway ticket, and were killed in a
railway accident, the family in the one case
should be able to recover no more than a
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few' hundred pounds while in the other
,case the family might get as much as
(Mr. FitzGerald-"All men
£13,000.
are equal.") (Mr. Service-~" They are
.equal when they are killed.") In order to
provide a fund for the payment of claims
for accidents arising through negligence
provision was inserted in the Bill for the
~reation of a Railway Accident Fund,
the commissioners beil?g required to pay
into that fund the sum of lOs. out of
every £100 'they received as revenue, and
those payments had to continue until
,the amount of the fund was £100,000.
Whenever the fund reached £ 100, 000
no further p~Lyment had to be made
into it until the fund was reduced below
£100,000, when the' payments were to
~be renewed until the fund again reached
c£.100,000. (Mr. FitzGerald-"That makes
'an allowance for 500 persons.") It would
prevent the revenue in any particular year
having to provide for compensation in
respect of any great accidents that might
take place within that year. rrhe creation
O'f this railway accident fund was based
O'n proper business principles, so as to
prevent compensation for accidents too
seriously affecting the revenue of anyone
,year. He had now explained all the leading principles of the Bill, and it ,vould be
much better for him to justify the clauses
in committee than on the motion for the
seco-IDd reading, because whatever was now
said would be repeated over again, and as
th~y were nearing the end of the session
,there was not sufficient time available
for a long discussion on the Bill. (Mr.
13runton-" Have the Government any
:guarantee that the company which effects
assurances of railway travellers is in a
position to meet the claims that may be
made?") That was a matter which the
Government had nothing to do with.
-(Mr. Brunton-" But if the damages
to be paid by the Railway department
are to be limited by the Bill, the Government ought to see to that.") The matter
eould be better discussed in committee.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE moved the
adjournment of the debate.
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD expressed the hope
that Mr. Melville would withdraw the
mot.tion for the adjournment of the debate,
O'r if he did not, that the House would not
indorse it. As they were nearing the end
O'f the session it was very desirable that
this important Bill should be proceeded
with without the slightest delay, and he
hoped the House would continue to work
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at the Bill until it was finished, because
there were several other important measures yet to be dealt with.
The Hon. J. A. 'WALLACE remarked
that the Minister of Defence was raising
the same old cry as had been raised by the
representatives of the Government in the
Council towards the end of every session.
Honorable members ought to insist that
th~ business of the country must be done
in a proper and business-like way. If the
work that yet remained to bedone could not
be got through this month let them meet
again next month. SCISsion after session
the members of the Council had had to
complain of the business being rushed
through, and it was high time to put an
end to that course of procedure. It was
nonsense to talk of rushing an important
Bill of this kind through the House, when
several honorable members who desired to
debate its provisions were not. prepared to
continue the debate, and other honorable
,
members were absent.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS observed
that he would like to help the honorable
member in charge of the Bill, but as it
was a very important measure honorable
members ought to haNe time to consider
it. (Sir F. T. Sargood-"You have had a
fortnight already.") But a great deal of
other business had been put before them
in the meantime. Some of the clauses of
this Bill required carefully looking into,
and others striking out altogether, and
he, for one, would not like to pass the
measure in such a shape as would make
it operate to the detriment of the public
interests.
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL stated that there
were several other important measures
which might be taken that evening. Although he had some useful amendments
to submit for the consideration of the .
Council in regard to the future working of
the Railway department, he was not prepared at that late hour of the'night, and
in a thin House, to proceed with the debate
on the Bill. He did not suppose that the
Government intended to do injustice to '
Mr. Speight, but it was the duty of honorable members to carefully consider the
provisions of this Bill 011 their merits, and
to see that no injustice was done to anyone.
There W~LS great danger of doing injustice
to the country if this measure was not
properly considered, and for that reason,
as well as to avoid the waste of valuable
time, he hoped the Governmen't would
agree to the adjournm.ent of the debate.
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The HOll. J. SEHVICE remarked that,
if thE;) present deb~te was adjourned and
the other measures. on the notice-paper
taken up instead, it would be quitepossible to deal with the whole of them that
night. It was uS1.1al with a question of
this. sort for honorable members when they
wanted a little time for consideration to
have it afforded to them. He. believed
that the Bill would meet with scarcely any
opposition.
The Hon. D. HAM thought that honorable members should take every opportunity of protesting against their being
called upon to deal -\vith important Bills too
hurriedly. It would be in the interests of
the country, as well as to the cred.it of the
Chamber, if Bills like the present were not
rushed through.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he must
confess himself somewhat disappointed at
the tone adopted by honorable members, especially by"Mr. D. Ham. He would
point out that during ·.the present session
the Government had from the beginning
afforded honorable members an· ample
amount of work, and the representatives
of the Ministry in the Council had been
always ready to carryon the business. He
could not remember an occasion during the
session when a member of the Government
proposed that the House should adjourn
before it had become plain: that honorable
members had done enough work for the
night. If there was any rushing of work
now it was because of the lengthy way in
which other measures had been dealt with.
As for the Bill now before the Chamber,
he might mention that it had been in the
hands of honorable members for the last
fortnight.
The Hon. N. FITZGEHALD remarked
that the desire for the adjournment of the
deba,tedid not arise from any want of respect
for the Government, nor was it intended
,to in any way cast any reflection upon
them. 'rhe ad.journment was wanted
mainly because the attendance of members
was so very thin.
The Hon. D. HAM said he wished to
make it plain that he had no complaint
whatever to make against the Government.
'['he motion was agreed to.
The debate was then adjourned until
the following Tuesday.
OPIUM BILL.
The Hon. C. J. HAM moved the second
reading of this Bill.
He said that in
doing so he would be very brief in his
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remarks. It had been felt for a long time
tbat something should be done to re~ulate
the opium traffic, by preventing the free
importation ·of the article so far as this
colony was concerned. The matter was
brought prominently before the late Administration, who showed great sympathy
with the object in view, and they quite
expected to be able to bring a measure
on the subject before Parliament. They
were, however, prevented from doing SOt
the reason being that· it seemed to be
impossible to induce the other colonies
to take joint action in the matter.
Since the present Government had come
into office, however, an influential deputation had waited upon them, and urged
them to take up the· subject without waiting for corresponding legislation elsewhere; and in accordance with the wish so
expressed the present Bill had been introduced. As for the improper use of opium
in this colony there was little for him to
say which was not already known to
honorable members.
He believed that
there were in the colony upwards of 2,000
Europeans-men and women-who indulged in the improper use of the drug.
And it was perfectly well known that one
consequence of opium smoking wa.s the
complete destruction of the moral fibre.
Thero was always some chance of recovery
from alcoholism, but cases of systematic
indulgence ip opium were hopeless. l'he
object of the Bill was to prevent the
smoking of opium altogether throughout
the colony, and if that end was achieved a
great advantage would be secured, for the
consumption of tho article in the different
inla.nd districts of the colony was. gradually increasing. The Bill also made provi!'lion for preventing the growth and
production of opium in the colony. At
present the industry was carried on to
only a limited extent, for he believed that
not more than 10 or 12 acres were appropriated to the purpose. But it was felt
that it would be difficult to carry out the
object in view unless the production of
opium in the colony was put an entire
stop to. He apprehended that the Bill·
would receive general support...
The Hon. F. S. GBJMvV ADE stated
that he was not for one moment going to
object to this Bill, because in many respects it Wtl,S very much needed. But, on
the other hand, he thought that honorablemembers should consider for a few minuteS'
what the .consequenoe would ·be of passing this measure without corresponding
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legislation on the part of the other colonies.
Let them bear in mind the fact that there
were 600 miles of mere ri vel' border
between this colony and New South Vvales,
while a simple line of longitude several
hundred miles in length alone separated
Victoria from SonthAustralia. He thought,
in view of this fact, that if the Bill was
passed into law without corresponding
legislation elsewhere it would simply turn
out inoperative. Instead of having opium
brought here by the sea-board, and the
Custom house having some control over
its importation, from which at present a
revenue of some £20,000 a year was
derived (not that that was a matter of
much importanGe as compared with the
injury done by opium smoking) the outcome would be-what 1 That South Australia would get the £20,000 a year which
at present came into the Victorian revenue
from this source, while opium would be
largely smuggled all along the border.
It would be impossible to prevent that
smuggling unless the Government were
prepared to establish a cordon of Customs
officials nIl along the Murray and all along
the South Australian boundary line. What
would there be to prevent a Chinaman
walking from a certain town in South
Australia to a certain town in Victoria,
carrying with him 6lbs. or 7 lbs. of opium 1
Could not that be done continuallv all
through the year? As he had said~ the
result would be that South Australia
would get the revenue derivable from
opium, ·while the importation of opium
into this colony would not be materially
red uceeL In short, unless the Government could get similar legislation to the
present carried in the other colonies, it
was only idle to think of stopping the
consumption of opium by carrying s11ch
a measure as this. There was another
thing. Clause 17 absolutely prohibited
anyone from growing opium. Surely that
would he a very arbitrary proceeding. It
was not as though the production of
opium was an entirely new affair, for the
industry was one of the most ancient in
existence. It was well known in the early
days of Grecian history. Besides, opium
was Olle of the most important medical
drugs that could be mentioned. In view
of this, the little opium-growing industry
of Victoria ought to be regarded as rather
a valuable one than otherwise. 1.'here
were not many growers of the article, but
many of them had been established for
a considerable time-one for 19 years,
I
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another for 17 years, another for 16
year's, and so on, and there were 11
of them located in the neighbourhood
of Bacchus Marsh. So that the thing
was confined to only one district. Surely
it would be better, instead of abolishing the means of livelihood of these
people, to legislate so that they could
carryon under proper regulations, like the
growers and producers of tobacco. As for
stopping the consumption of opium altogether, of course that was out of tho
question, seeing that the use of the article
for medicinal purposes was an absolute
necessity. At the same time, if there was
joint legislation amongst the other colonies with respect to the importation of
opium, an extremely beneficial result
would be achieved. He would support
the second reading of the Bill, but he
hoped that it would be amended in committee.
The Hon. F. S. DOBSON said that in
several respects the Bill was an exceedingly
startling one. He could support from his
own experience a great deal of what had
been said by Mr. Grimwade, for when some
years ago he took a great interest in the
consumption of opium in Melbourne, he
accompanied the late Mr. Drummond, who
was formerly Chinese protector at Beechworth, and who afterwards died from snakebite, on a regular round through the Little
Bourke-streot opium shops: Consequently,
he could say a great deal about the evil
effects of opium. But what he ,,'anted to
point to now was the facts connected with
the importation of opium. For insta.nce 7
how was it that opium could he bought in
Little Bourke-street for a much less price
than would be charged for it elsewhere 1
'Vhen he first became aware of that fact
he was very curious ;),bout it, and a Chinesc
merchant, now dead, let him into some
of the secrets. In fact, the man wcnt so
far as to admit that he had made a very
large amount of money by smuggling
opium, and he explained some of the
methods adopted. One plan was to purchase in Holland a large consignment of
Dutch toys of a hollow character. These
were sent on to China, where every hollow
was filled up with opium, after which the.
goods were forwarded to Amsterdam, from
thence carried to Londori, and thence tOo
Melbourne. Another plan was
buy
cedar logs at Manilla, and fill every possible hollow in them with opium. One of
the most successful plans of all was to
purchase a lot of cigars in Manilla, and pu t

to
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'in every box of them a few solid cigarshaped masses of opium covered round with
tobacco leaves, there not being enough ill
,any box to make a noticeable difference
in the weight. That Chinese merchant
'seemed to think he had done a creditable
thing in smuggling opium into Victoria in
,such ways. All this must be taken as
going a long way to back up Mr. Grimwade's argument that the gmuggling of
opium-an article of large value and small
in bulk-was something it was almost
impossible to prevent so long as ,the restrictions on the opium trade in the neighbOUl'ing colonies were less than they were
in Victoria. (Mr. Grimwade-" The duty
is the same in the other colonies.") But
under the Bill the case would be very
different. In a dry summer the Murray
River was in many places fordable on foot,
,and one cart-load of opium carried across
would do the business for many months
afterwards. Moreover, he would point out
that the Bill might be made use of in an
,abominable way. For instance, clause 7
.contained the fO'llowing provision:"If any ship enters any port or place in Victoria having on board any opium in excess of 50
lbs. net weight consigned to any person in
Vil.:toria, the owner, master, or charterer of '
such ship shall, on conviction, be liable for a
first offence to a penalty of not less than £25
nor more than £500, and for a second or subsequent offence to a penalty of £500.

What could be easier than for a seaman
'Who had quarrelled with his captain and
\vished to do him a bad' turn than to
smuggle a lot of opiuill on board the vessel
to which he belonged, and subsequently
draw the attention of the Custom-house
officers to the fact ~ The captain, who
might be as honest as possible, would
then suddenly find himself, through no
fault of his own, liable to a penalty of
£500.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" But the
opium must be 'consigned.''') He did
not see that that would make much difference. At an events, it was doubtful
whether the provision was not open to
abuse in the way he (Dr. Dobson) had
described. Again, opium might be consigned as " cocoa," or anything else of the
same coloill' and about the same weight.
Much' as he wished to see the consumption of opium in this colony put
down, it seemed to him that honorable
members were now asked to enter
upon something altogether too extreme.
It would be an advantage if joint legislation with the other colonies could be
secured in this matter.
Hon. F. S. Dobson.
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The Hon. J. SERVICE said he had
been communicated with on behalf of the
opium importers who held considerable
stock in hand, and \vho wished to draw
attention to the fact that if this nonsmoking measure were enfo~ced immediately they would be put to a very
heavy loss. 1'hey, therefore, asked that
the Act should not come into operation at
once, but that a delay should bo allowed
to permit of this stock being used. Of
course, to those who looked upon opium as
poison it would seem absurd that merchants should be allowed to go on distributing the drug. He could not help
thinking that some day when tho
teetotallers had quite got their own way,
they would adopt exactly the same course
in regard to the liquor traffic-say that
all liquor was poison, and that, no matter
how many thousand pounds\vorth of spirits
or beer merchants or hotel-keepers might
have in hand, not one drop should be
allowed to be sold. The Chinese merchants carrying on business in Melbourne
had also addressed a communication to
members of another place, representingthat
they had a quantity of liquid opium in
hand, while they had given orders for other
stock \vhich was on the way, so that if the
Bill became law without some provision
being made for their protection they would
suffer a considerable loss, in addition to
which great misery would be caused to
others who had been in the habit of using
the drug. '1'he Chinese merchants asked
that the Act should not come into operation
for twelve months as regarded the sale of
opium in stock. That would enable the
opium smokers to gradually \veanthemselves from the habit, an<;l then they
would be saved from the danger of being
killed by the sudden stoppage· of the use
of opium. It ought not to forgotten,
whatever were the views of honorable
members, that the people who made these
requests had been engaged in a legitimate
trade just the same as any other merchant
\
in the city.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
he understood that 400 lbs. of opium was
the quantity 'which could be legally imported into the colony in one year, and
that 17,000 Ibs. had actually been imported in one year.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE observed
that the customs return which had been
furnished to him showed that during the
ten years ending December last 219,1871bs.
of opium had been imported into the colony.
C
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He had no information with regard to how approve of it because it would benefit the
much had been smuggled.
persons who abused the use of opium, forThe Hon. J. M. PHNl'T remarked that getting that there were thousands of
every honorable member was desirous of people who had received benefit from the
putting some check on this pernicious drug.
Opium was a medicine of the
system of opium-smoking, but the difficulty utmost value, and it seemed to him to be
was how to do it., No matter what ob- highly objectionable that its cultivation
stacles they might throw in the way of in this colony should be prohibited, with
the importation of this drug, they could the effect that a large number of people
not forget that they were dealing with a would be thrown out of employment. r:ehe
people who were artists in the matter of passing of the Bill would not stop the use
smuggling. It seemed to him that it was of opium' in the least.
not fair to make the charterer of a ship
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he
responsible for the opium which might be believed that legislation was needed to
placed on board. Clause 3, which said put down the trade in opium, but he did
"no person shal~ smoke opium," also , not think that this Bill would accomplish
seemed to him to be most drastic. If the any useful purpose.
Opium was an
teetotallers brought in a Bill declaring that article which could easily be smuggled,
no person should drink whisky it would and just as much of it would come into
simplify that position greatly. It seemed the colony as before. If it were trup that
to him to be a pity to prohibit the growth opium-smoking was making the head way
of the poppies iIi the colony. He would in the colony which had been alleged, it
give a general support to the Bill, and he would in the end destroy the race. If the
would express a strong, hope that it would Bill' consisted of the single sentence
be made effective. ,
"Thou shalt not smoke opium," it would
r:ehe Hon. N. FITZGERALD observed be just as effective as in its present form.
The motion was agreed to.
.
that if he did not feel that the exhibition
of hostility to the Bill would be interThe Bill was then read a secoud time,
preted as sympathy with the degrading and committed pro forma.
habit of opium-smoking, he would move
MUNICIPAL OVERDRAFTS
that it be read that day six months. It
(INDEMNITY) BILL.
seemed to be a most high-handed measure,
and there was not a clause in it which
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the second
did not require alteration. He could not reading of this Bill. He stated that for a
approve of the proposal to stop the culti- number of years past Bills similar to this
vation of the poppy. If tho local growth had been brought down. He saw Mr.
of opium wore encouraged, the Govern- Service smiling, and he was reminded of
ment would have a much better check the fact that the first Bill of the kind of
over the use of the drug than if it were which he had charge was introduced by
imported. Surely there was no fear that him when he was a member of the Service
the local production would ever exceed the Government. Last session Mr. Service
amount required for medicinal purposes, and and himself took a stand in this matter,
even if it did, why should not Victoria be and illsisted that before the Bill was passed
allowed to export opium to other countries? some information should be given as to
The Hon. D. HAM said that it was how the various municipalities stood.
necessary, that the measure should be That was a reasollable request to make.
,drastic, in order to put a stop to the The House should know the exact number
pernicious effects of opium-smoking whieh of municipalities in default and the amount
was ruining so many hundreds of owing. A report was then submitted to
human beings.
Evidence had been the House, and honora,ble members being
given that as mucl~ as 17,000 lbs. of satisfied on that point, the Bill was
opium had been brought into the colony passed. Following the same principle,
by smuggling, and the baleful effects of the he had prepared a schedule, which had
use of the drug were well known. He been circulated, showing the exact posiunderstood that New South vVales would tion of the municipalities which had
pass a similar Bill if this measure were overdrafts. Last year the total amom'.l. t
, passed, and he hoped it would receive the of the overdrafts of the municipaliassent of the House.
ties was £33,747, and that amount
The Hon. F. BRO,\VN remarked that was now reduced to £22,691, or by
the supporters of the Bill seemed to one-third. Many of the muniCipalities had
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(Indemnity) Bill.

had to provide for damages caused by Ararat.; which last year had no overdraft,
floods during the past year, and they but had now an overdraft of £1,100.
deserved thefullestconsideration. Twenty- There might be some special reason for
two of the municipalities which had over- that; but no shire that had once wiped off
drafts last year had ·paid off the overdrafts, i,ts overdraft should be allowed t.o break
whilst nineteen municipalities ·which last the law again by obtaining an overdraft.
year had no overdrafts had now overdrafts. It was surely not the intention of ParliaIt was, with very few exceptions, in these ment to continue to indemnify shires which
ninetecn municipalities that the damage transgressed the law, and he would like to
from floods had occurred. (Mr. Service- . see it laid down that in the future shire
"Is that return complete 1") Yes, it was councils should not be indemnified for new
absolutely complete. He WttS acting now overdrafts.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
as he had acted when he sat on the other
side of the House, and he refused to have he would like to know whether a Bill of
the return to which he had referred this nature was to be presented to Parliaprinted until a reply had been received ment year after year 1 Last session Mr.
from every municipality. The publica- Service protested most strongly against the
tion of a schedule had been beneficial, and Bill then introduced, and said it would be
he hoped that the continuance of that very difficult to induce him to again vote in
practice would have the result of causing favour of such a measure. ·When he (Mr.
the whole amount, or nearly the whole Cuthbert) occupied the position that was
amount, of the total overdraft of the muni- now so ably filled by the Minister of
cipalities to be extinguished. He trusted Defence, he had 'sometimes to perform
that if this was not the last Bill of the duties that were ll.ot altogether in conkind that ·would be introduced, it would formity with his own wishes, but he perat least be next to the last.
fectlyagreed with Mr. Cooke that shires
The Hon. G. DAVIS stated that last should not be allowed t.o continne to
1'he object of introsession he felt it to be his duty to indicate break the law.
that the action of Mr. Service was such as ducing Bills of this kind was to relieve
might be effective; but that if it was shires and municipalities which had got
carried too far it would be coercive. Dur- into difficulties, sometimes from causes
ing the past year various circumstances beyond their control, and had found it
had arisen which had cansed an increase necessary to obtain overdrafts; but he
in the overdrafts of some shires.
For understood that it was not the intention
instance, in the district with which he was of the House to encourage that system.
particularly connected, namely, the Gipps- He had noticed that since last year other
land Province, floods had occurred which shires had followed in the footsteps of the
had caused very serious damago.
He older delinquents. He did not think the
was glad to find that a number of shires House should treat them in the way in
that last. year had overdrawn accounts which they had treated former offenders.
had ceased to have overdrawn accounts. 1'he House should now protest strongly
Other shires which had not overdrawn their against this system, and should let the
accounts last year had now done so, and municipalities understand that the law
that showed the fluctuating nature of the must be respected.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that he
overdrafts. That would continue as long
as the local government of the colony was concurred in the remarks made by Mr.
conducted as at present. He did not Cuthbert, and if the honorable member
anticipate that this would be the last Bill would propose a clause to be inserted in
of the kind that would be introduced, but this Bill, by which the Honse would pledge
he agreed with the Minister of Defence itself not to pass another Bill of the kind,
and with Mr. Service that the munici- he would support t.he honorable member.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that,
palities which had overdrafts should be
considering the condition in which the
scheduled.
The Hon. S. VV.· COOKE said that it finances of the country were left by the
was to be regretted that such a Bill should late Government, the House should not
be again presented to t.he House. The have been lectured by Mr. Cuthbert. When
sched ule that had been circulated showed had there been a Government on the Treathat ·certain shires which had no overdrafts sury benches that had shown the same care
last year had overdrafts this year; and he as the municipal councils in managing
would particularly mention the shire of I their finances 1
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The HOll. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
last year, when Mr. Cuthbert introduced a
Bill of this kind, Ballarat was in default,
and this year, wl{en the honorable member
opposed the Bill, Ballarat was not in
default.
The motion was agreed to.
'fhe Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
The House adjourned at eight minutes
to eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, Decem"bel' 15.

LEGISLATIVE

ASSEMBLY.

Th'ltrsday, Decembe'r 10, 1891.
Railway Department: Wright and Edwards' ContractRailway Accounts - Laanccoorie Weir - Order of
Business-Sessional Arrangements-Electoral Rolls
Purification Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at three
o'clock p.m.
RAIL\VAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. BAILES asked the Minister of
Railways, without notice, the following
questions : "1. If itis afact that in the conditions of con·
tract for re·letting the work of truck-building
abandoned by 'Vright and Edwards, there is a
condition to t.he etfect that the work must be
carried on in vVright and Edwards' premises?
"2. If so, will the Minister amend the condition, so that the successful tenderer may carry
ont the work on his own premises?"

He said that if the arrangement referred
to in his second question was adhered to
a great injustice would be done to the
manufacturers in different parts of the
colony who had invested a large amount of
capital in the erection and equipment of
workshops.
Mr. SHIELS said that. the answer of
the Railways CommIssioners to the first of
the honorable member's questions was as
-follows : "It is the most economical plan to complete
this contract on the premises, a considerable
portion of the work being in various stages of
progress, and a great quantity of material to be
used up upon which the department has a lien
being on the premises. The machinery and
shop are also to be used by the successful tenderer without charge."

To the honorable member;s second question he had to reply that he had no power
to interfere.

Rctilu;ay Accounts.
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RAILWAY ACCOUNTS.
Mr. ZOX dre',v the attention of the
Treasurer to the annual report of the Audit
Commissioners which was laid on the table
the preceding evening, and observed that
there seemed to be some discrepancy or
difference between the amount of the
deficiency in the railway account, as stated
by the rfreasurer some months ago, and
the statement now put forward by the
Audit Commissioners. In order to aHa,y
misapprehension on the subject, would t.he
rfreasurer be kind enough to inform the
House which was the correct positionthat taken by him or that taken up by
the Audit Commissioners ~
Mr. MUNRO said he was very "glad of
the opportunity afforded him by the
honorable member putting his question,
because it was yery evident that the
gentleman who wrote the article on the
subject whicb appeared in the Argus did
not understand the situation. The statement of accounts put forward by the Treasury had "been audited by the Audit
Commissioners up to time, and it was
entirely correct, but in the statement made
by himself (Mr. .Munro) towards the ond
of July last there were two items which
did not appear in the Audit Commissioners'
report. In the first place, it should be
remembered that the ~rreasury had to
estimate the expenditure up to, not the
30th June, when the accounts for the year
were closed, but the 31st August. Then,
the pressure brought to bear enabled a
saving of £100,000 to be made. In fact,
the difference between the statement published in July and that published now
amounted to about half-a-million of money.
Of that sum part was accounted for by the
fact that£ 100, 000 less than was an ticipated
was expended before" the 31st August,
which reduced the £500,000 to £400,000,
and that £400,000 was taken out of the
finance account and put iuto the Land
Sales bv Auction Fund Account before the
accounts were audited. In that way the
two accounts were made to agree. The two
statements were absolutely correct, but
the facts were dealt with in different ways.
(Mr. Anderson-" What is the actual deficiency-£200,000 or £800,000~") The
actual deficiency was neither. It was
£600,000-£200,000 carried forward and
£400,000 transferred in the way he had
stated.
Mr. GILLIES observed that it was
monstrous that such an important state"ment should be made without honorable
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members having the slightest notice on the the notices of motion still appear on the
subject, or there being any opportunity of notice-paper is that there is just a possibility-although very little probability_
reply.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he wished to of the committees being opened again. If
mention that the Argus article referred to . the honorable me.mber. desires that the
spoke of this railway deficiency as being motion of ·which he has given notice should
the first deficiency that had occurred since· not appear any longer on the business
the "O'Loghlen-Berry" days. Now, the paper I think the proper way will be to
fact was that the then deficit was the de- strike it off.
ficit of the Government preceding the
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he was quite
O'Loghlen Government, and that the satisfied with his notice of motion having
O'Loghlen Government wiped it off in a been kept on the business paper, but, of
few months.
course, if both committees were closed the
object of putting them there disappeared.
His contention was that all the notices of
LAANECOORIE'VEIR.
Mr. BAILES brought up a report from motion contingent on the House being moved
the select committee appointed to inquire into Committee of Supply or Committeo
into and report on all the circumstances of Ways and Means should be treated as.
.
connected with the purchase of land for lapsed.
The SPEAKER. - If the honorable
irrigation purposes at the site of the Laanemember desires it I will order his notice
coorie weir.
of motion to be discharged from the paper.
The report was ordered to be printed.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN drew attention to
the following portion of Standing Order
No. 273A, which he said was one of the new
standing orders adopted at the commencement of the present Parliament : " Except that while the Committees of Supply
and Ways and Means are open, the first order
of the day on every third Thursday shall be
either Supply or Ways and Means, and that on
that order of the day being read, the question
shall be proposed 'That Mr. Speaker do now
leave the chair,' to which question any member
shall be at liberty to address the House, or move
any amendment thereon. "

Trusting to this arrangement, he, and
other honorable members, had given notice
of matters which they would bring forward when ~he motion for the House to go
into Committee of Supply was called on,
and to-day was the day on which they expected that to be done. He was not certain whether those committees were finally
closed. If they wore not so closed,. of
course the Government had the right to
tako advantage accordingly. If they were
so closed, he thought the proper course
would be to treat the matters that had
been given notice of·as lapsed, and to strike
them off the paper.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Port Fairy will see from the standing orders that motions of the kind he refers
to can only be brought up while the Committee of Supply and W ays aI~d· Means are
open. At the present time, however, they
arc both closed, and the only reasoil why

SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Mr. MUNRO moved- .
"That so much of the sessional order as.
provides that no fresh business be called on
after half-past ten o'clock on Thursd1),y be
rescinded, so far as relates to Government
business."

He said it was usual, at this stage of the
session, to carry a motion of this character.
The Government were desirous to get on
with business as quickly as possible, but
their object would be greatly thwarted if
they ·were not able to introduce new business after half-past ten o'clock-especially
on the following Thursday, when a number
of matters would be passing between the
two Chambers.
Mr. GILLIES asked if the Premier
would kindly state what measures he proposed to deal with before the session
closed 1
Mr. MUNRO said that the Government
intended, as far· as possible, t.o take t.he
measures on the notice-paper in the order
in which tl?-ey appeared.
He hardly
thought there was a single order of the
day to which the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs could ·object. On
the other hand, some of them related to
measures of extreme importance,· which
he (Mr. Munro) would very much like
to see passed. For instance, he would
like . to see the Crimes Act Amendment Bill ~nd the· Police Offences Act
Amendment Bill carried into law if possible. (Mr. Gillies-" Would the Pl'emier
mention the measures which he thinks are
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not of great importance ~ ") He could not
exactly iudicate them at t.he present time.
Mr. GILLIES said that the honorable
members in opposition would do all they
could to dispose of the important business
on the notice-paper, but when he asked
the Premier to mention the measures that
he thought were of great importance he
expected the ·honorable gentleman to go a
little further than merely naming the
Crimes Act Amendment Bill and the Police
Offences Act Amendment Bill. There
were 36 orders of the day on the notieepaper, and there must be many of them
which could not be regarded as reanyof
great importance - stich importance as
entitled them to be carried this session at
all risks. On the other hand, the Premier'
told the House the other evening that he
did not intend that Parliament should sit
after Ohristmas. (Mr. Munro-"I did so.")
~rhen it was incumbent upon the honorable gentleman to select what Bills he considered as of real importance-Bills which
must be dealt with during the present session. Take, for instance, the Railway Loan
Application Bill. 'Vould the Government
deal with that this session? (Mr. Munro"I want time to consider.") He would have
no objection to the Premier taking until
rruesday next to consider. (Mr. Munro"I promise not to submit any Bill tonight that any honorable member objects
to.") But that would place honorable
members in opposition in a very false
position. Take the Metropolitan General Cemetery Bill or the Defences and
Discipline Act Amendment Bill. Would
it be necessary to carry them this session ~
(Mr. Munro-" I am not quite sure.") Did
the Government intend to proceed with
the Land Act Amendment Bill? (Mr.
Munro-·" Yes.") But then came the
point that all the Bills on the notice-paper
were to be taken in order. N ow he (Mr.
Gillies) ,vas speaking in the interests of
business, and he wanted the honorable
gentleman to state, if the motion were
carried, what would be called on that night.
There could be no great harm in letting
what was to be done with the other orders
of the day be mentioned on Tuesday.
How long did the Government intend the
House to sit that night ~ (Mr. Munro"A few hours beyond the ordinary time.")
A few hours after half-past eleven
o'clock ~ N ow it ,,-as well known that a
number of country members made it a
practice to go to their homes early.
Surely there was no occasion for this
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motion at all so far as this evening was
concerned. The Goyernment niight get
through all the measures they wanted to
deal with by half-past eleven. If the
. Premier wanted the Honse to sit until
three or four o'clock in the morning he
was asking for too much. (Mr. Munro-"I do not think we shall do anything
that the honorable member ,,-ill not like.")
Yes; but if the motion was carried the
Government might go on with Bill after
Bill all down the paper. He believed that
with proper good feeling a. yery large
a.mount of business might be done before
half-past eleven. (Mr. Munro-" If we do
that we shall finish then.") But, with
this motion carried, the House might be
kept sitting until Sunday morning. If the
honorable gentleman would say he would
finish by half-past eleven that would
enable honorable members all around to
catch the last trains. (Mr. Munro"But we must sit later on the last Thursday of the session.") He was not speaking
about this day week at all. There would
be then, no Goubt, a great many measures
passing between the Houses. If the
Premier would limit the motion to next
1'hursday there would, be no objection at
all.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he noticed
that the second reading of the Appropriation Bill stood as No. 11 on the list, and
there were 25 other en tries. Really, one
would think that the House was in the
first instead of the last week of the
seRsion. 'Vhat chance was ·there of all
these measures being properly considered 1
At all events, the second reading of the
Appropriation Bill should not go on until
certain other measures had been dealt with.
He noticed that the political aspect of the
Government had been greatly shaken by
the action of another place, and he thought
the House ought to keep the Appropriation Bill in their hands until, at all oyents,
the Government had made up their minds
as to what measures they were going to
proceed with.
It would be foolish for
honorable members to let out of their
hands the only pull they had.
(Mr.
Munro-" The Appropriation Bill won't
come on to-night.") He was not afraid of
that Bill coming on that night, but he
was afraid of a number of other Bills being
passed without proper consideration. Also
he noticed the absence from. the list of
Bills of a ~easure which he understood the
Government were going to deal with at
once, namely, a Bill enabling them to get
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money on Treasury-bonds. Perhaps that
was the most important measure of all.
There was no doubt that a plan of that
kind might opon a door which would enable the Government to get out of their
difficulties with regard to foreign loans,
and it ought to be tried.
, Dr. MALONEY said ho trusted the
motiOli would be carried. This matter
chiefly affected the country members; and
if they could not get away on 'rlmrsday
by half-past five o'clock, it did not make
any difference to them to what hour they
were afterwards detained. In the House of
Hepresentatives, at 'Washington, speeches
were sometimes limited to ten minutes.
If that could be done here, they would be
enabled to get on with the business more
quickly, and if any honorable member
thought proper to put his speech into
writing, it could be taken as read.
Mr. KIRrrON remarked that the honorable member for Melbourne vVest did not,
'On this occasion, correctly represent the
views of the country members. rrhe proposal of the Government was an unreasonable and unjustifiable one. The best part
of the session had been frittered away,
and now the House -was asked to put on a
spirt and to pass a number of measures
which they had not had an opportunity of
studying. r:ehat would mean very bad
law. If the request made by the Opposition was acceded to, honorable members
would go to work at once and endeavour
to dispose of as many of the Bills on the
notice-paper as possible.
There was no
necessity for honorable members to sit all
night. They would not object to sitting
late next week, if it was necessary, in the
interests of the country.
Mr. PA'l"l'ERSON said that it was
understood to be the intention of the
Government to adjourn the House by
Christmas. rl'his motion was a panic pro,
ceeding. Surely the House could not be
expected to pass all the Bills on the noticepaper and send them to the Council this
session. (Mr. Munro-" A l,arge number
of them came from the Council.") If Bill
after Bill was passed without deliberation,
there was no telling what kind of legislation would find its way into the statutebook. If honorable members were called
upon to meet at three o'clock, new business
should not be taken after half-past eleven
o'clock p.m. Such a proceeding was not
business-like, and it was the best j ustification that could be given for the existence
of the Legislative Council. The Legislative
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Council would command the respect of the
country if they put the brake on when Bills
were rushed throtlgh helter-skelter in the
manner now proposed.
Mr. RICHARDSON stated that it would
be the duty of honorable members to
render the Government all the reasonable
assistance they could, but the question
was whether the proposal now made was
a reasonable one. At the close of all
previous sessions a similar motion had
been submitted,but that had been done
with the object of enabling the House to
receive Bills frorn another place, and to
dispose of them. If the motion ,vere
agreed to, it would lead to very serious
evil. If the Premier had asked honorable
members to sit late on Wednesday night
and Thursday night of next week, that
was a request that might fairly have
been acceded to. (Mr. Munro-" W'ednesday night is private members' night.")
Private members would have no opportunity of transacting business on vVednosday next if the session was to be closed
before Christmas.
(Mr. Munro - " If
private members will agree to give up
vVednesday night of next week, I will not
press this motion.") Then honorable members ought to agree to that. What
reasonable prospect was there of all the
Bills on the notice-paper being passed by
another place 1 (An Honorable Member"Some of them came from another place.")
If the House' were to deal with the Bills
from another place in the way one Bill
was dealt with on the previous evening,
those Bills had better be put under the
table. It was unreasonable to ask honorable members to pass Bills in globo. (Mr.
'Munro-" Precisely the same motion was
proposed last session.") Yes, and he had
always objected to it.
Mr. MUNRO stated that he was quite
willing to agree to no new business being
taken after half-past eleven that night.
rrhe motion was agreed to.
ELECTORAL ROLLS PURIFICATION
BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said. that as the House
desired simply to have the Bill explained,
he would content himself with stating the
proposals it contained. This was really a
Bill of administration rather than of
principles, and it could be botter discussed
in committee than on the second reading.
The Government had fashioned the Bill,
as far as possible, on English lines, but
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they had to apply the English provIsIOns premises 1" Then, if the elector's right
to the different local conditions existing were sought for a residential qualification,
here. In England there were two large the further question was asked, "State
political parties, carefully organized and the name, address, and occupation of your
a.dmirably disciplined, who came to the aid employer, if any." It was also proposed
of the various civil functionaries in carry- to impose a disqualification on any man who
ing out the work of revision. Then, during the previous three years had served
in England, there were revision courts, a term of imprisonment or terms of impresided over by revising barristers, who prisonment for any period or periods
had to be barristers of seven yean.' stand- amounting in the aggregate to at least
ing, which ,vas the qualification required three months, and the necessary question
for Victorian judges. 'rhese revising was added. Here a difficulty was met
barristers held revision courts as judges with. Under the present Act the question
sitting in open court in the various locali- had to be put, "Are you at present
ties in England. In the Bill now before receiving relief as an inmate of any
the House the same principle was adopted, eleemosynary or charitable institution 7'~
but the revision courts would bo presided The question was one which was within
ovor by the police magistrates, who were the discretion of t.he electoral registrar,
to do exactly tho work that was done in and the Government had to consider
England by the revising barristers. In whether it would be advisable to leave
England the two other functionaries he had this other question to the discretion of the
named ga ve assistance to the revision electoral registrars. After carefully concourt!:l. In nearly every parish in England sidering the matter, they thought that
thoro was an oversoer who had a knowledge there would be less affront and less
of the local conditions and of the people re- danger of causing hurt to the feelings
siding in the district. ~ehen there were of individual~ by asking the question
tho variQus clorks of municipalities and all round, than by leaving it in the
boroughs, who had some sort of controlling discretion of the dectoral registrar to put
powor over the over!:leers of parishes. The the question to whomsoever he pleased.
functionaries who under this Bill would vVhat would happen if the latter conrse
discharge the same duties were two, were adopted? If a man entered who wore
namely, the chief electoral inspectors and a good coat and had the appearance of a
the various district electoral illspectors, gentlema,n, he would not be asked the
aided by the present machinery of the question; but if a man of different appearConstitution Act" Amendment Act. 'rhe ance, perhaps without a coat or with
first difficulty to be cleared up was that soiled clothes, presented himself, tho quesarising in cOllnexion with the manhood , tion would be put. '1'herefore, the Governsuffrage rolls, of boing able to trace ment thought there would be less danger
definitely the persons who took out elec- in making the question apply all ronnd
tors' rights. That difficulty arose prin- than in leaving it to the electoral registrar
cipaJly from defoctive machinery, in no to single out certain individuals, and to
opportunity being afforded to the civil subject those men to the contumely of the
functionary, namely, the registrar, to trace implied thought that passed through the
any man who applied for an elector's registrar's mind. It would be for the
right. The Government had attempted to Housetosay, whetherintakingthis view, the
cure this difficulty in a very simple way. Government were right or wrong. Another
The present law was that when a man change had been made in the provision
applied to an electoral reg'istrar for an that. the questions, which had now to be
elector's right he had to answer this ques- printed on the backs of tho butts of the
tion, "\Yhat are your Christian names, forms, should be put on the back of the
surname, residence, and occupation?" elector's right itself. At the present time,
1.'he change made in the Bill was that the if a man answered any of the questions
appFcant ,vonld also have to state the put to him falsely, he did not lose his
!:ltreet a,nd the number or name, if any, right to voto; he was simply in tho
of tho house in which he resided, and his position of a man who had perjured himoccnpation. 'ro enable the State to trace self, and rendered' himself liable to be
the identity and the dwelling of the appli- prosecuted. In the Bill the Government
cant, this question was added, "If you arc a went further than that, and provided that
lodger or person employed on the premises, if a man gave untruthful answers to the
what is the name of the occupier of the questions addressed to him, he should not
Ses8ion 1891.-[202]
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only be guilty of the offence of perjury,
but the revision court, on proof of a false
answer, should be able to strike his name
off tho roll. It was further provided that
if a man refused distinctly to answer
these questi"ons, the registrar should have
the right to refuse his application. That
appeared to the Government to be the
necessary simple machinery by which
to trace the identity of any individual,
.so that it could be ascertained whether
he really represented a bond fide applicant or not. Then there were to be
a chief electoral inspector and district
inspectors, and they were to supply the
places now taken in England by the
overseers of parishes and clerks of municipalities and boroughs. The Government
thought they would be able to avail themselves of the machinery of the Education
department and the Chief' Secretary's
department for the purposes of this Bill,
and that by that means not much additional expense would be cast upon the
,State in having the rolls purified in the
manner they suggested. To en~ble the
inspectors to do their work it was provided that every electoral registrar should
within three days after the expiration
of each month furnish a list of the persons to ,vhom electors' rights had been
issued to the inspector of the district.
r:ro enable the provision by which per:sons were to be disqualified who had
been imprisoned to be carried out, it
was provided that the clerks of court
should forward to the chief inspector at
stated intervals a list of male persons who
had been convicted of an offence, and for
such an offence had been sentenced to
imprisonment. The Bill went further,.
.and required the Inspector-Ge~eral of
Penal Establishments to furnish to. the
·chief inspector a list of persons who had
been imprisoned during the last three
years prior to the passing of this measure.
·rrhe list of convictions was then to be sent
by the chief inspector to the various electoral registrars before whom applicants
for electors' rights had to appear. It
was then provided that the electoral
registrar should, on receiving the list of
convicted persons, write opposite the name
of each person therein mentioned, on a
copy of the roll of ratepaying electors or
the ordinary electoral roll, the word "Convicted," and forward a true copy of such
rolls and of such list of convicted persons to
the returning officer for the district. It was
further provided that the chief inspector
Mr.8hiel8.
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should also forward to the inspector for
each el"ectoral district a copy of the list
of convicted persons. Supposing that a
case arose in which the person concerned
was named Johu Smith-it would be
notified to the chief inspector that John
Smith, who was at such and such a date
living in such a place, had been convicted
The
and sentenced to' imprisonment.
duty of the chief inspector would be to
find out the roll on which the name of
that man appeared. If the chief inspector
had no doubt that the John Smith in the
list of convicted' persons was tho John
Smith whose name appeared on the roll
for a particular division of Carlton, he
would forward that information to the
electoral registrar. Then, if the electoral
registrar was satisfied with the identity of
John Smith, he would write oppo~ite the
name of John Smith on the roll the word
"Convicted." 'When this John Smith
presented himself to the returning officer,
the returning officer would require him to
answer the following question, which honorable members would find in clause 26:"Have you during the last three' years
served a term of imprisonment for any
period or periods amounting in the aggregate to at least three months 1" If that
man answered the question in the negative,
the returning officer's duty would be to
accept his vote; but if he answered it in
tho negative and his statement was untrue,
he would be guilty of the offence of perjury,
and could be prosecuted. If, however, he
answered in the affirmative, it would be the
duty of the returning officer to reject his
vote. (Mr. W. T. Carter-" He might have
been imprisoned for conscience' sake.")
The duties of the electoral inspectors wero
to examine the rolls of their respective
districts to see if any person's name was
improperly on the list. If it appeared to
the inspector that any person whose name
was on any such list was improperly there,
or that his answers to the questions upon
the back of any elector's right or the butt of
any elector's right were incorrect, incomplete, or false, or if he was dead, or had
during the last three years served any
term or terms of imprisonment for any
period 01' periods amounting in the aggre. gate to at least three months, or if he
had not a qualification entitling him to be
thereupon, or ought to have his name
removed therefrom for any reason whatever, then the inspector had, in the manner
provided in the original Act, to notify his
objection to the court to. that particular
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name reniaining on the list; and the in- have to notify the private objector of his
spector's duty was to take all necessary opinion; but if the objector still insisted
steps to iilform the revision court as to tha,t his cause of objection was good, then,
the desirability or otherwise of expullging on the payment of a sum of money,
the name from the list. . Of course persons the inspector registered the objection on
whose names were on the list might have behalf of the objector who had in<:lied, and there were special provisions in re- sisted on its being heard against the
:spect to such cases. The Registrar-General advice and notification of the elecIHld to forward to the chief inspector toral inspector; and the costs, in the
monthly lists of persons who had died in event of the failure to sustain the
that month, and the chief inspector's duty objection, were then against the private
was to examine the list of deaths just in the objector.
'}'he other provisions were
same way as the list of convictions had to mostly formal. The revision court had
be examined. If, for example, .he found to expunge the name of every persoll
in the list of deaths the name of Thomas (whether objected to or not) who was
Brown, of such-and-such an address, he proved to the court to have died, and
would have to ascertain whether the de- also the llame of every person -(whether
ceased was the Thomas Brown in question, objected to or not) who during tho
and, havhlg done so, to write across the last three years had served auy term
name" Dead," so that on the day of the or terms of imprisonment for any period
poll the returning officer might know that or periods amounting in the aggregate
'Thomas Brown of that particular address to at least three months, as well as
was dead and thereby be able to immedi- the name of every person (whether obately detect any impostor who came to jected to or not.) who was proved to
vote in the deceased elector's name. Hav- have been within one year all habitnal
ing notified to the court their objections in drunkard, or an idle and disorderly perthe case of the names of persons in their son, or an incorrigible rogne, or a rogue
-opinion improperly on the roll for their and vagabond within the meaning of the
respective districts the inspectors had each Police Offences Act, or an associate of
to prosecute the cases in his district, as a any such persons. (:Mr. 'V. r:e. Carter-" Is
-civil functionary, before the revision court, that for the genera.l roll only or for all
which would be presided over by the police the electoral rolls?") I t was for all the
magistrate generally exercising jurisdiction electoral rolls; they made absolutely no
in that district. The revision court would distinction between those who appeared
have similar po~vers to the revision courts on the ratepayers' rolls and those who
.at home. The duties cast and the powers appeared on the manhood suffrage rolls .
-conferred on the police magistrate, who was The clallse also required the court to exto sit as a judge in the revision court- punge 'the name of every person (whether
which was to be an open .court-were set -objected to or not) against whom there was
forth in clause 21. The court was empowered in existence an unsatisfied order of any
to correct any mistake which was proved court for the maintenance by him of hit:)
to have been made in the list or in any wife or child, or who was proved to be a
daim or notice of objection, and the court vagrant or an idle perRon without any
was directed to expunge the name of every known or settled place of abode, or a
person (whether objected to or not) whose person having 110 visible lawful means of
qualification as set forth in any list was support, or to have been during .the last
insufficient to entitle him to have his name twelve months found begging in any
.enrolled. Under the old law any person public place. (Mr. Laurens-" Are both
might object to the name of any other ratepaying and manhood suffrage electors
person appearing on the list of ratepaying subject to the same kind of scrlltiny~")
-electors or any list of men holding electors' Exactly the same. He had now put the
Tights, and that provision was still to be House in possession of the main principlct:)
maintained. Under this Bill any per- of the Bill. It was a Bill rather for dis··
:son would be able to make his objection cussion in committee than for debate in
before the court or to notify it to the the.House, and he believed' its principles
electoral inspector of the district, who, would be found generally acceptable to
if he thought the cause shown was suffi- honorable members. The Government had
-cient, would take the carriage of the ob- made an honest and earnest attempt to
jection on himself. If the inspector did cure some of the evils in connexion with
uot consider the cause sufficient he would the present electoral system, actuated by
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a desire to have the voters' rolls purified
and made as complete as possible, so that
rtt the general election the country would
be able to return a true verdict on the
facts presented. The Government would
welcome any suggestions from any side of
the House for the improvement of the
measure, so that it might better accomplish the object they all had in view.
Mr. GILLIES said he agreed with the
Attorney-General that this was more a
Bill for consideration in committee than
for debate in the House, and if honorable
members were prepared to aceept the
principles of the measure the real work
in cormexion with it would be in comHe cordially approved of the
mittee.
main principles of the Bill, which had
oeon looked for for some time past, not
with any desire' to be guilty of an act of
favoritism to anybody or to prevent
anybody haying his name on the roll who
was entitled to have it there, but to
expunge from the roll all names improperly there, and to prevent persons who
:1ad no right to have their names on the
roll from getting their names inserted.
The persons who presided at the revision
courts would be men of no local leanings
or interests, and they would administer
justice, as responsible officers, the same as
justice was administered in any other
court of the colony. Certain securities
and safeguards wero provided in the Bill,
and it would be for honorable members,
"when in committee, to say whether those
proYisions of the measure' were likely to
prove effeetive, and, if not, to amend them
in a.ny direction that might be deemed
necessary. The most important provisions
of the Bill, however, were those with
reference to the registration of the electors,
and the security taken against improper
applications for registration was the provi~ion therein made authorizing the court
to insist on applicants for regist.ration
answering certain questions to show that
they were justified in asking for .and obta.ining the right to have their names on
the roll.
That, after all, was the first
principle of security which they would he
able to obtain. A person who satisfactorily answered the questions which must
be put to him by the officers appointed
under this Bill would be entitled to have
his name inserted on the roll. The Bill
ought to cast upon the officers to be
appointed uuder it. the responsibility of
seeing that every person who successfully
applied to have his name placed on the roll
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was at once followed up, in order that it
might be ascertained, as a mattElr of fact,
that he was so entitled, and that he had
truly stated his name, his address, and the
other particulars required, including the
fact as to whether he was on any other ron
or not; so that between the time when he
obtained his electoral rightand the time the·
revision court sat every necessary information that could be obtained would be known
about him, and the responsibility would
then rest on the chief inspector or on one
of his subordinates to determine whether
that man ought to be ppposed when his
name came before the revision court,.
and the chairman of the court asked to
strike his name off the list on the ground
that it was not entitled to be there.
'rhat was one provision he would like to
have seen in this Bill. He did not know
whether the Government proposed to insert such a provision, or to deal with the
matter in regulations framed by the
Governor in Council, but, in order to
"make assurance doubly sure," care ought
to be taken that it wa.s made the duty of
some officer to at once follow up every
person who obtained an electoral right
from the registrar, and af3certain whether
he resided at the address he had given to
the registrar, whether he was in rea,lity
the person he professed to be, and whether
he was already entitled to vote by reason
of his name appearing on another electoral
roll. (Mr. W. 1'. Carter-" How would
you do that if 100 applied at once 1")
'Ways and means could be devised when
the Bill was in committee. (Mr. McIntyre- " It ,,'ould he a very difficult thing'
to do.") No doubt there would be difficulty in carrying out that arrangement if a large number of applications for
el~ctors' rights were made just before the
revision court was to sit; but, as a rule,
the applications extended over a considerable period prior to the sitting of the
revision court, and it would very rarely
happen that the number of applications
immediately before the holding of the
court would be so large as to prevent
proper care beilig taken to ascertain that
t.he applicants were the persons they represented themselves to be, and that they
did· really reside vv'here they professed to
reside, and were not entitled to vote on
another electoral roll. If that could not
be ascertained, then all the amending provisions of this Bill would be of no better
avail than the present law. The thing
eould be done, however, by providing for
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a 'sufficient time to elapse between the last
,hour at which a person could obtain an
dector's right and the time the revision
court was to sit, and, if that were done,
t.hey would have excellent security-providing the officers did their duty by getting
as much information as possible in reference to persons who had obtained electoral rights-that no man who had
<>bta,ined an elector's right by fraudulent
pretences would be able to exercise that
right at the ballot-box, because the information that would be given to the gentleman who presided over the revision court
would justify such a person's name being
struck off the roll. That was the reason
that he (Mr. Gillies) laid so much importance upon the early prosecution oHhe
inquiries that would have to be made with
a view to verify or otherwise the answers
of applicants for electoral rights, so that
persons muking fraudulent applications
might be tracked and b1ken red-handed,
as it were. Once it became known that
that course was invariably adopted, persons
who had intended to make fraudulent
applications for electors' rights, knowing
they were not entitled to them, would be
deterred from applying; they ,,"ould be
afraid to apply because they would know
that if they were detected in an improper
attempt to have their names inserted on
the roll they would be prosecuted and
punished for the offence. "When that
became generally known, those illegal
.applications would probably cease to be
made. rrhere was one matter he desired
to bring under t.he notice of the head of
the Government. A clause in this Bill
provided that a person who had been
imprisoned for a total period of three
months during the last three years
should be disqualified from exercising
the franchise. N ow, if he remembered
rightly, when they were considering
the provisions of the Federation Bill,
at the Sydney Convention, the head
of the present Government went on a
totally different track. The honorable
gentleman, and a number of other h011or:able gentlemen, all, insisted that a man
who had been punished once for an offence
and had served his term of imprisonment,
had no right to be punished a second time
for the same offence by heing deprived
d the franchise.
(Mr. Munro-" You
:are entirely wrong with regard to me; I
voted for that being kept out for all time.")
'1'he principle laid down in the Bill was
a sound one, but its application was,
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perhaps, a little too severe. A persoll
who had been sent to gaol for three
months during the last three years might
yet be a perfectly proper person to record
his vote at an election. It was a matter
of common knowledge that the present
Premier of New South "Wales Wel,S imprisoned, not merely for three nionths,
but, he thought, for nearly twclve
months, and the honorable gentlenmn
insisted on being imprisoned, because
he would not pay certain sums which
the court had previously ordered him to
pay-he absolutely refused to pay, and
was allowed to rema,in in gaol until he did
pa,y. 'Vas there any justification in a
case of that kind for depriving a man of
the franchise ~ One could well understand
the contention that if a person had been
guilty of a series of certain offences
he ought not to be permitted to vote in
any election, and men of that class he
would taboo at once; but a man might be
imprisoned within three years for a total
period of three months in respect of
offences which did not render him unfit to
vote, and, therefore, he thought that in
committee they ought to modify tha.t provision. For example, a man might be sent
to gaol for three months for an assault
committed under the greatest possible
provocation. (Mr. Shicls-" But under
such circumstances a lllan would not get
three months' imprisonment.") Surely the
honorable gentleman had not forgotten
the case of a gentleman well known in
Melbourne, a gentleman who occupied a
high pOGition in the colony, and who would
heLYe been sent to gaol very likely for
twelve months if he had not made a most
humble apology to the court, before which
he ought never to have been brought
H,t all, because, after all, what was the
offence he had committed 1 He had
written a letter which showed that he
had been guilty of bad taste and
bad judgment, bnt of very little else,
and yet such a man might be disfranchised
under the clause hi question. A gentleman entitled to be called a gentleman in
every sense of the term might, under
great. provocation, in the heat of the
moment, having perhaps been seriously
insulted, strike a violent blow, and for that
assault, when brought before the magistrates, he might be sent to gaol for three
months.· vVere they to be told that snch
a man was not a fi t person to exercise the
fmnchise~ Every offence that was punishable "by three months'imprisonment did
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not render a man unfit to vote, and the
Bill should be made to discriminate between offences that ought to disqualify any
man for the exercise of the franchise and
offences that ought not to disqualify. (Mr.
McIntyre.-" But how are we going to define it-we must have some definition ~")
If they could not define it, the better course,
would be to leave the' clause out altogether, but he hoped that in committee
they would see their way out of the difficulty. 'rhe object of honorable members
should be to try to make the Bill effectivefirst of all to prevent any person who had
no right to be placed on the roll from
getting his name inserted, and in the
next place to 'provide for the erasure of
all names improperly on the roll.
Mr. W. 'r. CARTER observed that the
Bill conveyed the impression that there
was a specialnecessit.y for dealing with the
general roll on which the manhood suffrage
voters were registered, while really it was the
other roll which required cleaning. 'When
the Elections and Qualifications Committee
sat in reference to the dispute about his
return for Williamstown, they discovered
a fearful state of thin~s jn regard to the
rolls. It had been said that his election
was due to that state of things, but such
was not the case. As a matter of fact,
had all the men who were entitled to vote
been registered, he would have had so large
a majority that his return would never
have been petitioned against. The disgraceful state of things which existed was
principally as regarded the ratepayers' roll.
A new roll had since been issued, but he
was painfully surprised to find that it was
as bad as the former one. There were
four polling booths in his electorate, and
the names of some of the ratepayers
appeared four times on the electoral
roll.
The ratepayers' roll had been
so slavishly followed that the names of
all the ratepayers had been copied.
The ratepayers' roll was quite correct
for municipal purposes, but it could
not properly be followed for the general roll without some limitation being
observed as to the names and the
residences of the ratepayers holding property within the radius of the four polling'
places of his electorate. I t was well
known that some ratepayers believed that
they had the right of voting four times in
a parliamentary elt~ction, just as they had
in a municipal contest. He was astonished
the other day when a gentleman in a
prominent position assured him that he
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had two votes for the Legislative Council
in the North Yarra Province, which meant
that he was rated in two places for the
province, and that his name had been
copied from the ratepayers' roll to the
general roll. That was plural voting with
a vengeance. He did not believe that there
had been so much abuse of the manhood
suffrage vote as some people tried to make
out. There were very few cases of the
duplication of names on the general roll.
Measures for purification were only necessary because of the disgraceful and
negligent manner in which that roll was.
compiled from the ratepayers' roll. Had
this Bill proposed only to deal with the
voters on the manhood ~uffrage roll, he
would have opposed it. He agreed with
the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
that great care ought to be taken in regard
totheexceptingof voters on the ground that
they had suffered imprisonment. It was very
objectionable that a man should be perpetually punished for the same crime. He
knew a gentleman of great ability in South
Australia who had now borne a sterlingcharacter for many years, who in his early
life served a term of two years' imprisonment. His friends stood by him, and
though he began life again as a labourer,.
he rose step by step, and he was now
one of the principal members of a large·
commercial firm.
(Mr. Staughton"There is a limitation of three years in
the Bill.") A man who was endeavouring'
to reform ought to receive every encour-·
agement from the first. Some men were'
prepared to suffer imprisonment for conscience' sake, and because they would not
allow their children to be vaccinated.
These were the men whose rights should
be maintained, because they were the men
who would be governed by principle in
public life and not by expediency. Provision should be made to prevent habitual
criminals from voting, but great care ought
to be taken before a law was passed which
would take away the privilege from men
who had come under the ban of the law
for any reason.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that honorable
members would agree with the AttorneyGeneral in the remarks he had made respecting the necessity for the purification
of the rolls, and he thought they ought
to congratulate the Government upon
having introduced this Bill. He regretted
that it had not been introduced at ali
earlier period of the session, when it could
have been d,ealt with in a more complete
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manner than now. The proposed method
of dealing with men who fell into crime
seemed to him to, be unnecessarily stringent. Criminals ought not to be allowed
to vote j but three years was the greatest
limit that should be placed upon the date
of their conviction. He would ask the
Attorney-General to make a distinction
between an ordinary criminal and a man
'who had been put into gaol for reasons
such as those which had been mentioned
by the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs. It was quite possible for a man
to be guilty of some offe.nc,e which was
followed by imprisonment without being a
criminal in the ordinary sense of the term.
(Mr. Shiels-" I will cure that.") He
agreed' with the Attorney-General that
great care ought to be taken in questioning
the applicants for electoral rights, in order
to secure the purity of the rolls. He
desired to point out that the stringent
portion of the Bill applied to the general
holders of electoral rights rather than to
those on the ratepayers' roll. 1.'he revision
court had the same power to deal with the
one class of electors as with the other j but
there was a power which was not taken in
the case of the ratepayers' roll at a previous
stage. When an elector applied for a right,
questions were put to him, and certain
information had to be given to the inspector and the sub-inspector, after which these
officers were to make inquiries. It might
be t.hat it would be better, as the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
suggested, that these inquiries should
be followed up after the right had
been granted. It had not been stated
what kind of men would be employed as
officers under the Bill. He supposed that
it was proposed to employ persons in connexion with some Government department
to act as inspectors. He quite approved
of the appointment of inspectors, because
it always seemed to him to be objectionable
that an individual ratepayer should be
called upon to undertake the onerous duty
of objecting -to any name upon the roll.
It would be necessary, however, that the
sub-inspector shonld be a local man, and
then he could not very well belong to the
public service. The Bill provided that the
registrar's duties should end when he had
issued the right, except as far as the giving
of evidence which he might be called upon
to give was concerned. When certain
evidence was collected the result was to be
entered upon the rolls, and to that he took
exception. Would it not be sufficient for
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the revision court to state that a particular'
vote had been disallowed without having
an entry made upon the rolls that the man
concerned was a convicted person? (Mr.
Shiels-" That will only be done after the
revision court has dealt with the case.")He desired to follow the lines of the
Prisoners' Aid Society, which took care
that it should not be known that a man
released from gaol had ever been in prison.
Great care seemed to be taken in regard to
the general electoral roll. The position
was safeguarded from the very inception,
but the same course did not seem to be
followed in the case of the ratepayers' roll.
But no such course was taken with reference to the ratepayers' roll. During the
discussion on the Local Government Act
Amendment Bill, he called attention to
this point, and made certain sugge·stions.
Until those suggestions or similar ones·
were carried out the ratepayers' roll would
not be purified. There were a number or
names on the ratepayers'roll which had
no right to be there, and when the cases
came before the ordinary revision courts
in the shires those names were allowed to
stand. A man might have four or five
different allotments, and, if he wished to
increase his voting power, he could use the
names of some of his friends at a distance.
He would then separate the./~llotments,
and enroll some one for each allotment, so
that his voting power, not only for the
municipal council, but also for the two
Houses of Parliament would be increased.
There was no power in the Bill to deal with
cases of that kind. The 9th clause gave
the Governor in Council power to make
regulations defining the duties of the chief
inspector and sub-inspectors. Those regulations should appear on the face of the
Bill. vVere the chief inspector and the
sub-inspectors to go· outside of this measure? It was not even provided that the
regulations should be in harmony with
the Bill, but an absolute legislative
power was given to the Governor in
Council in regard to the duties of the
inspectors. Was it to be a part of the
duty of the inspectors to see that no
names were improperly placed on the ratepayers.' roll? The greatest precautions
appeared to have been taken that names
.should not be improperly placed on the
manhood suffrage rolls, and, more than that,
there appeared to be an intention to throw
difficulties in the way of persons desiring
to take out 'electors' rights. When the
Local Government Act Amendment Bill
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was before the House, he proposed a new might be some reason for urgency in
clause, dealing with the power which men dealing with this measure if the principle of
possessed of transferring their electors' one man one vote had become the law of the
rights from one district to another under land; butwhenthe House hadreceivedaslap
certain circumstances. That clause re- in the face from another place, and they
ceived the sanction and approval of the , were not allowed to regulate their own
Minister of Customs, and the honorable franchise, they were simply wastiug their
gentleman stated that no would have a time in going iuto the question of the
clause drafted to carry out the same inten- purification of th9 rolls. He doubted very
tion, and would insert it in this Bill. He much whether they could trust the purifiagreed that every precaution should be cation of the rolls to a Government who
taken to see that names wore not impro- worked ill that House in one direction,
perly placed on the manhood suffrage roll; and in another House in the opposite
but that principle should also be applied to direction. The Attorney-General might
the ratepayers' roll. (Mr. Turner-" This laugh, but' he would show honorable
Bill is intended to do that.") All that he members that a clear distinction was drawn
desired was that no names should be im- in the Bill between the two classes of
properly placed on any of the electoral voters-those who obtained their votes by
rolls, and that no names should be impro- a non-residential qualification and those
perly left off. He hoped that it was not who obtained their votes by a residential
the intention of tho Government to have qualification. He would call the attention
another army of public officers.
~f
of all liberals, and all those who were
the number of public servants in the interested in preserving the manhood
colony was to be increased, Parlia- suffrage, to clause 10. A man who' went
ment would have to place them all to take out a non-residential qualification
in a separate electoral district, and was not to be asked the question, "What
allow them to elect their own members, are your Christian names, surname, resiso that honorable members generally dence including the street and the numwould not be subjoct to their influence. ber or name (if any) of the house in which
He believed that in some districts at the you reside" and your occupation 1" He
present timo the employes of the State was not to be asked, "Have you, during
could almost control the elections. He the last three years, served any term or
trusted the Government would be able to terms of imprisollment for any period or
suggest a plan by which the intentions of periods amounting in the aggregate to at
this Bill could be carried out without anv least three months?" Nor was he to beasked
large addition being made to the staff ;f again, "Arc you at present receiving republic servants.
He approved of the lief as an inmate of any eleemosynary or
object sought to be attained in the Bill, charitable institution?" The lllall who
and he hoped that, in committee, such owned his freehold was not to be asked
amendments would be introduced as would these questions, but the man who desired
make it a really useful measure.
to take out an elector's right was to be
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he thought put to this test. In this Bill the Governthat every honorable member agreed with ment were facing two ways; they were
the object of the Bill. r:!'he franchise was proposing to purify the rolls, and they
their highest privilege, and Parliament were offering an insult to thm~e who dewas the product of the franchise. That sired to take Ollt electors' rights by virtue
privilege was one that should be guarded of their ma,nhood. If these questions were
in its exercise in the most stringent way, to be asked at all, why should not they
but there were two or three points of be addressed also to ratepayers? (Mr.
view from which this Bill had to be con- Shiels-" A similar question has to be
sidered. He would first ask honorable asked under the present law, and you had
members whether this was a time at which plenty of opport,unities of altering it.")
to introduce such a measure 1 The Bill He had had nothing to do with the framwould not enable the rolls already made ing o'f any electoral law in this colony.
up to be purified. (Mr. Laurens--" 'Why He had always expressed a desire that
not 1") The only operation the Bill could there should be an electoral system in the
ha ve would be in the revision courts, and colony based npon what he conceived to
that operation could only be given at be fair and right. There should be regisenormous expense, and by the appointment trars and inspectors, just as was sug~
of a large number of inspectors. There gested in this Bill; but the ratepayers,
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freeholders, and electors' right men should
all be placed on exactly the same footing.
'Vhy should any distinction be made? He
was sure the Government would see the
blunder: into which they had fallen. The
questions that were to be addressed to
.applicants for electors' rights were very
insulting, and if, by mistake, anyone
of them gave the wrong number and
name of the house in which he re.sided, he would be guilty of wilful and
corrupt perjury, arid would be branded
as a perj urer for the rest of his life ..
~rhe Bill appeared to have been drawn
,up by a person sitting at a desk,
who did not know how things would work
out in practice. vVhat would be the
feeling of the young men of the colony
if on making application for electors'
rights these insulting questions were
addressed to ~hem1 There might be
some people who would say, "'VeIl, these
questions must be put in order to keep
out the habitual criminal," and they might
take the matter very coolly. But others
would feel the affront that was cast upon
them. It was difficult now to get many
young men to take out electors' rights,
except in a time of political excitement,
and if the provisions of this Bill were
agreed to the effect would really be to
disfranchise a very fair and good section
of the population. I t had been suggested,
and tho Attorney-General approved of it,
that the inspector should act as a detective.
Not only the young men of the colony;
but also a large number of ratepayers who
moved from one district to another, and
who could not get their names placed on
the ratepayers' roll for some time, took
out electors' rights. A man of good position might take out an elector's right, and
what would he think if when he returned
to his home in the evening, his wife said
to him, "John, what have you been doing 1
A policeman has been here to ask your
occupation and address, the name of
your employer, and whether you have
been convicted. What on earth have
you been doing to frighten us in
this way?" Honorable members could
imagine the position of the unfortunate
individual who had committed the crime
of taking out an elector's right. If this
Bill were passed men would place the
elector's right in their button-hole, and
when they went into court it would be a
certificate that they ha.d gone through the
ordeal successfully, and that they were
honest men.
This was most offensive
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legislation. It was carri~d altogether too
far, and be wondered at any liberal Government proposing it. He read the
newspapers, and he had always considered
their arguments pro and con on any public
question. They represented the outside
political world, and whilst they were all
anxious that criminals should not have the
privilege of exercising the franchise, they
were unanimous in condemning the absurdities of this Bill. Their opinion ,,'ould
be the general opinion out-of-doors. vVhy
were hOllorable members wasting their
time at the end of the session in discussing
this fancy legislation, when the rolls under
which the general elections would take
place were already in existence ~ 'rhero
were some other extraordinary provisions
in the :Bill. vVhen a man was convictecl of
any offence, it might be that of riding on
the footpath, or of being drunk, or of
using obscene language, he would be liable
t.o have the word "Convicted" written
agaillst his name on the roll. Clause 13
providod" vVhen any male per::lon who t~ppears to be
or is over the age of eighteen years is in any
court c(lllYictecl of an otl'ence, and for such
01;i"ence is sentenced or ordered to be imprisoned
for any period whatever, the clerk of such
court shall, within three days aftel; the last
cla,y of the month during which such pcrson
was convicted, forwLtrd to the chief inspcctor
a list containing full information as to the
Christia,n names, snrname, age, occupation,
and last-known place of ahod.e of such convicMd person, the date of the sentence or
order, the period of imprisonment imposed,
and in what electoral list or roll (if any)
such person's name is included."

It was also provided in the same clause
that if any clerk of court failen, refused,
or neglected to forward such list, 01' if he
wilfully or negligOlltly complied in an
inaccurate manner, such clerk, on conviction, would be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £50, or to imprisonment for any
term not exceeding three months. 'rhe
clerk would then lose his ci viI rights, and
against his own name the word "ConvIcted" would have to be written. This
Bill was a mass of absurdities. (Mr.
Anderson-" It is all right.") The honorable member for Villiers, when he was in
favour of the principle of a Bill, would
swallow everything else that it contained.
Honorable members all agreed in the
object of this Bill, but not in regard to
the manner of carrying it out. The provisions of the Bill were absnrd, and no
liberal Government who were anxious
that every man who was entitled to
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the privilege should be placed on the
roll by virtue of his manhood would
have introduced osuch a measure. There
was a system in force in France which
might easily be adopted here.
Under
that system if a man was convicted of
any offence which, in the opinion of the
court, 'was a disgraceful offence and an
offence that ought to be visited with
punishment, the court could proceed
to suspend him from his civil rights
for one, two, or three years. If that
plan were adopted the Bill would be
much more satisfactory to the country.
The outcome would be simple and effective, and no man could complain of it.
It would be a public adjudication of the
court, no matter what that court was.
A sub-section of this important clause
provided that" (4-) For the purpose of carrying out this section it shall be the duty of every court, judge, or
justice by whom any person is sentenced to
imprisonment or ordered to be imprisoned, to
ascertain from the person convicted his Christian
names, Sltrname, age, occupation, last place of
abode, and whether his name is included in any
electoral list or roll, and, if so, for what district
and division."

Now, just fancy the Chief Justice having
to put all of those questions to a prisoner
after he had been convicted, and the associatehavillg to record the prisoner's answers
to those questions. And fancy every
magistrate having to put such questions
to men convicted of the most trifling
offence, and sent to gaol for 24 hours'
imprisonment
There was no provision
as to what the judge or justice was
to do supposing the prisoner refused to
answer or made fun of the whole business.
Was thOe court to instruct an
officer to put a thumb-screw on the priRoner, and give it a turn or two whenever
he refused to answer, so as to !5queeze the
information out of him ~ It was the
most impracticable scheme ever submitted
to Parliament, and he could not understand how the Government came to put
such an absurd Bill on the table of the
House. \\Then these lists of convictions
were supplied to him, the chief inspector
had to distribute them to the district inspectors throughout the colony. Honorable members should consider what that
would involve. It would require a staff of
clerks something like the staff of the Government Statist, because there were 95
electoral districts, each divided into from
five to ten divisions, so that the chief
inspector would have to communicate with
Sir B. O'Lo!Jhlen.
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about 1,000 officers under him. If a
man's terms of imprisonment during the
last three years did not amount to a total
of three months, when they were all totted
up, then he would still retain his electoral
right, so that in the vast majority of cases
all that inquiry and recording in the
courts, and all the investigations of the
district inspectors, would end in smoke.
It was monstrous for the Government to
ask honorable members to swallow this.
Bill in the dying days of the present
Parliament when there were 36 Bills on
the notice-paper awaiting the consideration of the House. Honorable members
were told that if they agreed with the
principle of the Bill, they ought to swallow
its machinery without consideration, but
he failed to see how the avowed object of
the Government could be obtained by
means of the machinery provided in this
Bill. It might give employment to photographers in the country districts who were
out of work. No doubt they would arrive
at a perfect system some day, when it
would be utterly impossible for any of '
the disqualified persons to get their names
on the electoral roll at all, and, perhaps,
the Government meant to photograph
every person who was convicted and committed to gaol for 24 hours or more, and
circulate those photographs to the district
inspectors throughout the colony. The
gentleman who presided in the revision
court was to be a police m~gistrate of seven
years' standing, and he .would like to
know if the Government had considered
whether it was possible to get a
sufficient number of gentlemen who
would be qualified under this Bill to sit
as judges in revision courts. next February.
Of course the expense was evidently no
consideration. The Treasurer had no
money for public works, but he could
throwaway money on fads of this kind,
which cEl'ltainly would not improve the
chances of his Government at the next
general election. The, honorable gentleman would be wisely advised in withdrawing this Bill, and letting it stand over
to the next Parliament. The revision
court was directed to "expunge the name
of every person, whether objected to or
not, who during the last three years has
served any term or terms of imprison..
ment for any period or periods amounting
in the aggregate to at least three months;"
and also "the name of every person,
whether objected to or not, who is proved
to have within one year been an habitual
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drunkard, or an idle and disorderly
person, or 'an incorrigible rogue, or a
rogue and vagabond, within the meaning of the Police Offences Act 1890, or
to have consorted with any such persons."
All that was necessary to deprive a man
of his right to the franchise was for some
one to say in the revision court that that
man, because he had been in the habit of
taking a glass or two, and was a jolly good
fellow, had" consorted" with an habitual
drunkard, an idle and disorderly person,
and an incorrigible rogue, or a rogue and
vagabond. A man who was free in his
liquor could be insulted or annoyed by
any vindicative or.malicious neighbour, or
any enthusiastic teetotaller charging him
with being a drunkard or an associate of
·drunka.rds, and that charge might be
brought behind his back, and without his
having an opportunity of clearing his
character. Even if he received notice of
objection to his name continuing on
the roll, a man who was thus accused
would have to go ,into the witness-box and
swear that he was not one of the disreputable
characters mentioned in the Bill as disqualified to exercise the franchise, and this
was the first time in the history of English
law that a charge was to be laid against a
man behind his back, and that he was to
be assumed to be guilty of that charge
unless he went into court and proved his
innocence. (Mr. Graves-" Except a man
who was charged with being in the possession of stolen sheep-skins.") That law was
passed at a time when a squatters' Go"Vernment was in power in this country, but
Parliament was now dealing with free men,
who claimed to be entitled to the franchise
just as much as any memher of the Assembly. The idea of a liberal Government
proposing a most tyrannical law of this
kind, throwing on an accused person the
burden of proving his innocence, instead
of requiring the man who made the
charge to prove his guilt! (Mr. A. Harris
- " But is this a liberal Government ~")
That was the question; it was to have
been a liberal Government. Honorable
members were told that every member of
the Government who did anything that
was not in accordance with the Premier's
views would have to march. (Mr. A.
Harris-" And they did march-up the
hill and down again.") After the occurrences of the last four weeks even honorable
members on the Ministerial side of the
House naturally viewed with a great deal
of suspicion anything of a, political kind
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that came from the present Government,
because the members of the Govenlment
agreed and disagreed in the most wonderful and remarkable manner, at one time
being absolutely unanimous and at another
time absolutely irreconciled. (Mr. Bailes
- " Coming events cast their shadows
before.") Clause 21 provided that" P1'irnO, facie proof shall be deemed to be
given of any objection if it is shown to the
satisfaction of the court by evidence, repute, or
otherwise that there is reasonable ground for
believing that the objection is well founded,
and that by reason of the person objected to
not being present for examination or for somo
other reason the objector is prevented from discovering or proving the truth respecting the
entry objected to; if such proof is given as
herein prescribed, or if the objection is by a
registrar or inspector, then unless the person
objected to appear by himself or uy some other
person on his behalf, and proves that he is
.entitled to have his name inserted in the list in
respect of the qualification described in such
list, the court shall expunge the name of the
person objected to."

What was the meaning of proving a man
to be an habitual drunkard by "repute or
otherwise ~" Was an idle word across the
table of that House from one honorable
member to another to be repute, because, if
so, some of the members of this House would
be disqualified from exercising the franchise.
(Mr. Graves-" Making evidence for a
divorce suit afterwards perhaps.") Under
this provision it ,vould be only necessary to
say to the revision court, "by reputeso-andso is an habitual drunkard or an. incorrigible rogue and vagabond" to get his name
struck off the electoral roll, because the
objector could say to the court, "the man
himself is not present, and I have no means
of discovering the truth or falsity of that
repute, and theref.ore I nsk you to expunge
his name from the roll." In that way a.
most unjust and undeserved slur might be
cast on the good name of any man without
his knowledge and behind his back, and
the slander might be reported in the
evening newspaper or the local paper
to his lasting discredit. (Dr. Maloney"Can that happen to aratepaying elector~")
(Mr. Trenwith-" Yes, but the inspector
has to give notice-it cannot happen
without the person knowing.") There
were 230,000 ratepayers in this colony,.
and a very large majority of them, more
than two-thirds, took a lively interest in
politics, and ought to be protected from
iniquitous legislation of this kind. This
clause capped the Bill, for it clearly showed
that whoever drafted the measure had
only one idea in his mind,. namely, that
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the name of every man objected to by the
inspector ought to be expunged. The
clause further provided that" The court shall in every case be guided by
the real justice thereof, without regard to legal
forms and solemnities, and shall direct itself by
the best ev:idence it can procure or that is laid
before it, whether the same he such evidence as
the law would require or admit in other cases
or not, and may receive or reject any evidence
that may be tendered to the court."

{Mr. Deakin-" Solemnities is a good
word.") Yes, "without regard to legal
forms and solemnities." This was a sort
of do-as-yoll-please Act, and when a man's
character was at stake in the revision
'Conrt, without his knowing anything
.about it, the whole decision was to be left
to the discretion of the judge, who might,
perhaps, bo hungry and want to get off to
his lunch, and therefore be inclined to
take the same vie\v as tho gentleman who
<:oolly penned this clause in his study for
Parliamont to swallow without discretion.
Imagine any judge having to decide as to
a Ulan's character without any evidence
except" repute or otherwise." Obuse 25
provided that"At allY election of a member of the Legis·
lative Assembly, if any person whose name appears upon the roll of ratepaying electors or
upon an ordinary electoral roll for the district
with the word' Convicted' written upon a copy
thereof opposite such name tenders his \Tote the
returning officer or deputy shall require ~uch
person before he receive a ballot-paper to make
:<1. solemn declaration in the manner and form
following (that is to say) :"I (A.B.) do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the person (A.B.) whose
name appears upon the roll now in force
for the electoral district of
,
with the word' Con victed ' writtell upon
a copy thereof opposite such name, and I
further declare that I have not within
thr~e years been imprisoned for any
penod or periods amounting in the
aggregate to three months, and I make
this solemn declaration conscientiously
believing the same to be true. "

(Mr. Hall---"No honest man lleed fear
that.") But a man who had been convicted of riding on the footpath, al.lowing his cow to stray, or other
trifling offence would have that ugly
word "Oollvicted" written against his
name, and it would be the duty of the returning officer to put to that man the
offensive questions contained in the Bill, in
the presence of the other persons who
were in the polling booth at the time.
Even if a man had been previously convicted, he might swear that he was not the
same man, an,d he could assure honorable
Sir B. O'Loghlf-n.
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members from long experience that there
was great difficulty in court almost every
day in proving prior convictions, and mistakes might easily be made. He had
known persons go into the witness-box
to prove that a prisoner at the bar was
a man who ha,d been previously convicted,
and before they left the box admit that he
was not the man, and that it was somebody else who was convicted on the occasion to which their evidence referred. It
was by no means easy to trace a man connected with an offence; it had often
hc'tppened that witnesses had fixed on the
wrong man; and even cases had occurred
where previous cOllvictions had been sworn
to against men who were afterwards able
to prove that they had not been convicted,
but :were discharged. 'Vas it not a monstrous proposal that in the polling booth,
within sight and hearing of the sCl'utineers,
and before his feIlow- voters, a man who
had a stainless record might be told by
the returning officer that he had been
convicted, and on denying the false
and slanderous accusation with which
he had been branded by the entry on
the electoral rolls, he had to take a
solemn oath that he was not the man who
had been convicted under the same name.
'Vas it right-was it just ~ Legislation
might go a great deal too far, and, in trying
to remedy one evil, greater evil might be
created. The (Jovernment would be well
advised if they withdrew this measure, so
that it might be re-considered and redrafted during the recess, and submitted
in a more acceptable form next session.
That would be a far better course than to
. pass this Bill, because its absurd provisions would outrage the good sense and
the good feeling of the whole community.
The Government had a worthy object in
view, but it was evident that when considering this measure they were overpowered
with too mllch work, and were not able to
draft the Bill in the way it ought to have
been framed. This was a most inopportune
time, when the Assembly had been insulted by another place, and not allowed
to deal with its own franchise, for the
Government to insult the electors who
returned the members of this House by
attempting to pass such a Bill as this,
because these things would be taken as an
insult, not by those who deserved to be
branded as convicted, but by the honest
and decent voters, who ought not to be
subjected to these insulting inquiries,
and, above all things, he would warn the
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Government against persevering with the
distinction so markedly drawn in this Bill
between residential electors, men who
might haye a freehold worth £5, who
would not be asked those questions, and
the non-residential electors who, no matter
what their education or abilities, had unfortunately nothing but their manhood.
They might have all the ability, education, and learning of the Chief Justice or
of a, university professor, still they were
to be insulted by these qnestions, while a
mall who possessed a property worth £5
a year was ruffling as a superior.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that there was
no doubt a great deal of- force in what the
honorable member for Port Fairy had said.
:For his part,' he thought the Bill should
be withdrawn, because it appeared to be
in many respects a Bill brought in to
block business. It was impossible in these
last da,ys of the session to consider it in
the 111aU11cr in ,vhich it ought to be considered. The intentions of the measure
were 110 doubt admirable. Its objects
were such as every man would agree with,
but the manner in which it was sought
by the Government to achieve those objects
was, at any rate, not of the very best description. The machinery of the mCeLsure
was cumbrous. To carry it into full operation would be very expe11sive, and the whole
thing was in such a crude state that it
would be better were it taken back and
left to be dealt with some other session. Since it could not be wanted for
three years to come, too much precious
time should not be ta,ken up 'rith it.
Some of its provisiolls were, as he had intimated, admirable, but it would not reach
the source of the evil that was to bc cured.
Besidcs, as a matter of fact, there were only
two small clauses which went beyond the
provisions of the existing Act. As he had
said: he objected to the Bill because of the
expense it would occasion. There were
84 electoral districts, consequently there
would be 84 new officers to 'be appointed.
~'he chief inspector would probably get
£400 a year, and the other inspectors some
£200 a year. This would mount up to
some £13,000 or £14,000, which could be
much better spent. ~lhe public service of
the colony was already far too big, and it
would be much better instead of adding to
it to cut it down. Throughout the Bill
was scattercd an enormous number of
references to crlmina,ls-at least fourteen
clauses relat.ed to that very matter. 'Why,
anyone taking IIp the Bill would think
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that half the population belonged to the
criminal class, instead of it being the fact
that not more than two or three in eV81:Y
thousand of the male population were of
such a character, and would ever seek.
to get electors' rights. Another, point
against the Bill was this, that if eyery
registrar was to follow out exactly the
provisions laid down in his respect it
would take a long time for anyone
to obtain an elector's right.
'''hat
would be the consequence 1 At the
preseut time it took about five minutes
for a lllan to procure an elector's right, but
under the Bill it would take ten minutes,
or a quarter of an hour, and the consequence would be in times of pressure
that hundreds of men would be dis
franchised, because they would not be,
enabled to get their electors' rights in timc.
He also objected to the introduction of the
proposed system of espionage. He did not
like that men should be going about inquiring into people's characters and previous
careers. That would be a yery unpleasant
duty to perform, and he thought that if
proper prccautions "'ere taken there would
be nq need for an.Yth~ng of the kind. ~llw
Attorney-General in introducing the Bill
said that the duties which had to be performed under it might be carried out by
existing officials, but as a matter of fact
the officials who would h::LYe to do the.
work had already got enough work on their
hands, and if these additional functions
were thrust 0n them the now duty would
not be properly done. Then there were
several things that wanted betterdefinition.
For example, it was quite possible for
a man who had bcen ill a hospital for a
week to be aftawards refused an elector's
right because he had obtained relief from a.
charitable institution. (Mr. Shiels-"That
is the law now.") Yes, but it "as needed
that the point should he more sharply
defined. The power given to registrars.
would also have to be largely extended, or
else they would be simply bound to take
such answers as were giyen t.o them.
However, as he (Mr. McColl) did not wish
to delay the, measure, which was one more
fit to be dealt with in committee than in
full House, he would bring his remarks to
a conclusion. But it would bo necessary
when the Bill was in committee for each
clause to be rcad out. The clauses must
not be taken by their marginal notes.
Mr. WIUXON romarked that the Housebeing allxious to go into committee on the
Bill, he would restrict what he had to say
,

,
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to the limit of a very few observations
indeed. ').1here were, however, many points
in connexion with the machinery of the
Bill that required to be very closely looked
into. One was a provision that the revising court should be presided over by a
police magistrate. '1'he present law provided that it should be presided over by a
County Court judge or a police magistrate,
and he doubted the desirability of confining the thing to police magistrates.
Perhaps, the best plan of all would be
to have the officers appointed on something
like the principle adopted in England.
Such officers might be appointed by the
Chief Justice, who would very well know
how to carry out the duty. Another important proposal was that relating to the
striking off the roll of persons who had
boen convicted of crime. He saw very
great force in the objections that had been
urged by the honorable member for Port
Fairy to such an arrangement. He thought
the Government should well consider
whether it would not be best to follow the
lines which were laid down in this respect
in France-lines on which disability to
exercise political rights was made part of
the sentence of the court. If that were
proposed, people would know where they
were. He fancied that would be a much
better way of dealing with the question,
because the difficulties in connexion with
the machinery involved in the sy~tem proposed in the Bill would be very great. One
matter in particular had not yet had, he
thought, sufficient consideration. The
court that convicted a man would have to
send up a copy of the conviction to the
proper authority, and the InspectorGeneral of Penal Establishments would
have to send in his record too, but it did
not follow that the names so sent in would
be identifiable with any names on the electoral roll. Nothing was more common than
for a criminal to pass under a number of
different names, and the name he usually
(lhose was pretty sure to be one of the
popular names-Smith, Brown, Jones, or
Robinson. When such a name was sent
in to the electoral authority, and he found
()ther similar names on the list, he would
naturally conclude that it was identical
with one of them, and hence a perfectly
honest man might one day find his name
struck off the roll, on the ground that he
had been convicted of crime. Again, notice
should be taken of the fact that only a very
few of the criminal classes ever sought to
get vqtes. Why, then, should 9J or 98
M1·. Wrixon.
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per cent. of the honest electors have a kind
of slur or brand cast upon them ~ Surely
the Bill would place them in a very invidious position. (Mr. Foster-" The Bill
only provides that a man may be questioned on the subject, not that he would
necessarily be questioned.") That was true
enough, but it did not remove the difficulty.
However, he (Mr. vVrixon) would observe
that this was an extremely important departure from the existing system, and he
was not quite sure that the Government
had had full time to go into the qtlCstion.
Certainly it seemed strange that the only
machinery that could be suggested in order
to purge the electoral roll of the criminal
classes was the method of asking each man
in turn whether he was orwas not a criminal.
However, this point had been put with great
force by the honorable member for Port
Fa.iry, and he would not press it further.
As he had already intimated, it would be a
far better plan to adopt the French method,
and make a deprivation of political rights
a part of the sentence passed upon criminals of a certain class. 'iVith a number
of other disqualifications set out in the Bill
he quite agreed. For instance, if a man
was an habitual rogue, or did not provide for his family, and so on, he ought
not· to have a vote. Also, the summary
jurisdiction to be exercised with respect to
these matters was perfectly correct. It
would be noticed that a similar jurisdiction
was exercised by the Elections and Qualifications Committee.
Mr. HALL said he was somewhat surprised at the opposition raised in certain
quarters against this Bill. For himself,
he approved of the measure' general1y,
although he saw plainly that there were
provisions in it which would have to be
very carefully considered in committee.
For instance, there was the provision which
referred to the taking a\vay of the votes of
persons who had suffered a term of imprisonment. N ow he would be sorry to see
anyone deprived of the power of taking out
an elector's right becausehehad beensentto
prison for an offence of a certain kind
-such as that committed by certain
members of the Salvation Army. Another
objection had been raised to the Bill, because carrying it into law would call into
existence a further set of public officers j
but he, for one, did not see \thy the work
that had to be done under the measure
should not be done by persons already ill
the public service. For example, the services of the registrars of births and deaths
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might be largely utilized.
Information
would come into their hands, and the
police would then have to follow it up with
<certain inquiries. Reference had been
made to the matter of expense, but he
-considered that the Legislature ought to
rise above considerations of that sort when
the object in view was the purification of
the electoral rolls of the colony. A little
matter of expense ought not to st.and in
the way. On the other, hand, he might
ask what was the great objection offered
to the one-man-one-vote Bill ~ 'tV as it not
that it would place the criminal classes of
the colony on the same level as the honest
man ~ Yet, now that it was sought to
purge the electoral rolls of these objection.able characters, the cry was that the
Bill should be withdrawn~
For what
l'eason~ Because, it was to be supposed,
there were so many novelties in it. At
the same time it had been pointed out that
there were only two or three matters in
the Bill which were not already contained
in the existing law. It seemed as though
most of the honorable members who set
themselves in opposition to the measure
had not at all properly considered it. It
was those very honorable members who
.cried out most that the electoral rolls
should be purified who were now throwing
obstacles in the way of such a purification.
The House was told that this Bill would
not work, because it would entail a great
amount of labour on different persons, but
he would venture to assert that after the
first p~rification there would be very little
more work to be done. Complaint was
made that it would be very unjust that,
·on account of the few criminals there were
in the community, almost everyone else
'should be liable to be asked whether he
was or was not a member of the criminal
dass. But this objection was nothing like
;80 serious as it looked.
For one thing,
when a man was asked whether he was a
-criminal or not, the question would not be
put in a large room, but in a ,vay that it
was hardly possible could give any offence.
Besides, the House was not making laws
for honest men, but for men of a very
different sort. There was no need for
laws at all on behalf of honest
men.
Laws were only required for
their protection. (Mr. Patterson-" 'Who
is 'stone-walling' now ~") He could understand why the interjection was made, and
appreciated the motive which prompted it.
But he had only risen to offer a few statements in reply to some remarks that had
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been previously made, and at which he
was very much surprised. No doubt the
Bill was one mostly for committee, therefore he would say no more with respect to
it at the present stage, except that he
was convineed that, with a little improvement, the measure would be one of a most
beneficial character.
Mr. BAILES remarked that the Government had been repeatedly accused of
doing their level best to secure the Trades
Hall people-of being practically the representatives of the Trades Hall-of being
ready to do whatever the Tradel':> Hall
wanted done. Perhaps it was in order to
get rid of that reputation that they were
now taking this extreme step the other
way. They were going on the other tack,
and setting themselves up as opponents of
the Trades Hall. Because, it should be
noticed, that this legislation was directed
almost wholly against the electors on the
general rolL There could be little doubt
that it would be found in the eud that
those on the ratepayers' roll would
never be troubled with any of' what
the honorable member for Port Fairy
called" impertinent" questions. Another
point was that among the questions to be
asked was whether a person applying for
an elector's right was receiving relief from
any charitable institution. That was all
very well in one way, but there was another
way in which the subject might be regarded. 'rhe man who was a pauper, and,
as such, received assistance from a charitable institution, could hardly be said to
be entitled to a vote, but, unfortunately,.
the distinction between the pauper who
received such relief and others'\vho received
similar relief was not clearly set out in the
measure. Most honorable members had
experience of the mining communities of the
colony, and knew, no doubt, that, owing
to the peculiar nature of the work done
by miners, accidents were very rife among
them. They must also know that when a
miner met with an accident, hewas, as 1:1, rule,
not taken to his home, where there would
be very few of the conveniences which
would be required on his behalf. No, he
was taken to the local hospital, and, perhaps, he might stop there six or seven
months. Now, was that man to be prevented from having a vote, on the ground
that he had received relief from a charitable institution ~ When challenged with
a question on the subject at the polling
booth, what would such a man be compelled to say ~ (An Honorable Member-
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"There is a similar law in existence now.")
No, there was not. Under the existing law
no ratepayer was liable to be asked that
question. It was only an applicant for an
elector's right who could be so questioned.
'Vith regard to the exclusion of men who
had served a term of three months' imprisonment during the preceding three
years, he would point out that wealthy
men easily escaped the imprisomnellt by
paying a fille of £10, and the poor man
was to be punished because he did not
happen to be possessed of cash. That
was not putting the poor man on an
equality with the rich man. Again, no
man who had been an habitual drunkard
was to be allowed to vote, an habitual
drunkard being a man agaiust whom three
conviction'3 had been recorded within
twelve months. That, he would point out,
'wollld not affect the habitual drunkards
who were never convicted. There were
some wealthy men of the upper class who
were never found sober. (An Honorable
~fember-" They cannot vote.")
These
men voted always, and in connexion with
a great many matters. (An Honora.ble
}Iember-" r:rheir names will be struck
off the roll.") It was not to be expected
that the electoral inspector would possess
sufficiellt courage to strike out the names
of men of this class. If a person, not an
officer under the Bill, objected to any
llame being on the roll he had to furnish
proof in support of his objection; but if
the objection were made by a registrar
or inspector then the burden of proof
was cast upon the person objected to.
rrhat did not seem to him to be
right. One line in the Bill said that the.
courts should be guided by the real justice of the case. He always thought that
real justice was meted ont in this colony.
At all events, he came upon a case of real
justice when visiting Pentridge the other
day-that of a man who was serving
eighteell years' imprisonment for sacrilege; 'while he found that another man,
who had been sentenced to imprisonment
for life for murdering his wife, had been
al10wed to go home to his friends in England. He would like it made clear in the
Bill that the payment of a fine would have
just the same effect as serving a term of
imprisonment. The word "Convicted"
was to be written opposite the name of
any voter against whom a conviction had
been recorded. As some names were very
common it was exceedingly probable that
men who had never been convicted would
Mr. Bailes.
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be asked the' disagreeable question when
they presented themselves. At a polling booth the scrutineer who knew that a
, man was going to vote against his side
could easily prompt the deputy returning officer to ask him, if he had ever
been convicted, whether there was any
ground for the suspicion or not; and
it was not fair that any man should be
insulted by being asked the question,
"Have you served a term of three
months' imprisonment during the last
three years 1" The provision that the
names of dead persons should be struck
off the rolls was a good one, and also the
provision for the omission of the names
which appeared on the ratepayers'roll as
well as on the genera] roll. N ames often
appeared on both rolls without the person
concerned having allY intention to deceive.
It simply meant that the man when he
took out his right was not a ratepayer;
but subHequently he became a ratepayer,
and so his name appeared on the ratepayers' roll. The Bill required amending
in many particulars, and the House ought
to be careful that in en!ieavouring to avoid
one evil they did not rush into another of
greater magnitude.
Mr. rrREN'VITH observed that the two
chief points raised in the discussion werefirst, that it was extremely desirable that.
a Bill should be introduced for tho purification of the rolls; and, secondly, that thiS'
Bill would not meet with general approval.
For his own part, he thought it extremely
desirable that the Bill should at any rate'
pass the second-reading stage. Some of
the opposition to it had been unnecessa.rily
violent, not to f::ay unfair. The honorable
membor for Port Fairy had objected that
a man might be struck off the rolls for
being a drunkard and have no knowledge
of the circmtlsta,nce until he read it in the
newspapers next day. Clearly that was'
carrying criticism to an unfair extent.
Such a thing was absolutely impossible
under the Bill, because it provided that
the insp~ctor must ~ive notice to the person
to ·whom he objected. (Sir B. O'Loghlen"Supposehedoesnotgivenotice1") Of course
it would be a farce to provide that notice'
should be given unless the man recei ved it.
It was also alleged that the manhood'
suffrage voter was liable to be insulted by
having questions put to him in reference'
to his past career which would not bO' put
to' the ratepayers.
To some extent he
admitted there was room for that objection, but certainly not to the full extent
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to wl~ich it had been pressed. He hoped
that the clause which dealt with this
matter would not be carried without
alteration, but it ought to be borne ill
mind that a question which was asked of
everybody ceased to. be as objectionable
as it otherwise would be. The present
plan of making up the ratepayers' roll did
not entail a personal interview with the
ratepayer at all, and he thought it was a
mistake that it did not. 'Ve should not
have a perfect system, of legislation until
that was provided for. The manhood
suffrage voter was bound to give his place
of residence to the registrar. If there
were no such provision, roll-stuffing would
be practised to an unlimited extent.
The misfortune of our present system
was that it enabled a large number of
persons to vote though they were not
entitled to exercise the franchise, and they
were not the manhood suffrage voters. A
Bill for the purification of the rolls was
the natural complement of the abolition
of plural voting, and he ~vould urge upon
those who believed that '. plural voting
should be abolished to make a strenuous
effort to adopt the principles of the Bill
with the view of making it adequate to
the ends in view. It had been objected
that the measure proposed to make the
gaol-bird a unit of electoral power. That
charge, however, never had any foundation. It was a quibble to say that the
ratepayer was not in the same position in
regard to having to answer' questions as
the manhood suffrage voter.
Under the
Bill the ratepayer would be asked the
same questions that would be put to the
other voters. That was clearly set forth
in clause 26. No invidious distinction was
made between the two classes of voters.
The provision disqualifying a man who
was in receipt of aid from a charitable institution required to be modified. He had
known cases of highly reputable men who
had been obliged to appeal to the Melbourne Hospital for assistance. A man
ought not to be disqualified if he bad been
compelled to accept assistance from a
charitable institution under circumstances
over which he had no control.
Mr. C. YOUNG remarked that the good
l'esults to be accomplished by the Bill did
not seem to bear a proper proportion to
the expense that would be entailed. The
officers to be appointed under the Bill,
would cost something like £30,000 a year.
With regard to the disqualification of a
voter for receiving aid from a charitable
Session 1891.-[203]
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insti,;ution, he would point out that ho
must be in receipt of the relief at the time
the question was put to him, and that a
man in the hospital could not present himself. He did not know if that was the
intention of the cla~lse, but it was cer
tainly its effect. In the gold-fields towns it.
was a common thing for the miners to
contribute large sums to the hospital, and
it was only a reasonable thing that they
should receive relief from the hospita1.
rrhe distinction drawn in the Bill between
a man who served a term of imprisonment
and :1 man who escaped imprisonment by
payment of a. fine was a very improper
one. The clause should be made to apply
to persons who had boenconvicted, insteacl
of to persons who had been imprisoned.
Mr. LAURENS remarked that when tho
Constitution Act Amendmont Act Amendment Bill was introduced the complai;lt
was that they had not at the same time
brought in a Bill to purify the rolls. Ho
agreed with the honorable members who
took that view, but he was proud to be
able to say that, although tardily, the
Government had brought in a Bill for the
purpose of purifying the rolls. 'Vhatevel'
might be the defects of this Bill in detail,
honorable members should all unite in
endeavouring to make it as effective as
possible. If that were done and the Bill
was efficiently administered, because upon
the administration its success would
largely depend, then the cry would no
longer be one man one voto, but to overy
deserving man one vote, and to the undeserving man no vote'. A complaint would
not be made that the idler and the vagabond were entitled to the same power ill
the State as the honest man. He trusted
that the Bill would receive fair play in
committee, and that honorable members
would do their best to make it as perfect
as possible. It had been pointed out that
the conditions laid down in regard to
manhood suffrage voters were not to be
applied to ratepayers. How was a man
who occupied a tenement placed on the
ratepayers' ,1'0111 The valuator called at
the house, and found that it was occupied
by so-and-so, and he then entered that
person's name on the ratepayers' roll. (Mr.
Richardson-" You are wrong.") He (Mr.
Laurens) thought that he knew what he
was speaking about. Tho Minister in
charge of the Bill had stated that he
would be prepared to accept any reasonable amendments, and the sooner the
House went into committee the better.
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Mr: OFFICER said that honorable
members all approved of the object of
thi!:! Bill. There was no doubt that
some amendments would have to be made
. in committee. He noted that habitual
drunkards were not to be allowed to.
exercise the pri vilege of the franchise,
and also that persons who had been imprisoned for three months were to be
placed under the same disability. Attention had been called to the fact that a
man who could pa,y his fine would escape
the disqualification, and some amendment
ought to be made in that direction. The
inmates of charitable institutions were also
to be subject to disqualification, but there
were many persons so situated who were
not a,ble to pay the cost of medical attendance at their homes, and who were not
in the ordinary sense recipients of charity.
If such a person went before an dectoral
registrar to apply for an elector's right,
and was asked" Are you at present reo
ceiving relief as an inmate of an eleemosynary or charitable institution ~" he would
have to reply in the affirmative, and he
would then be deprived of his vote. The
provisiOli was one which required modification. He thought, also, that the disqualification should be extended to
habitual,vife-beaters. The habitual wifebeater was no man, and he should not be
allowed to exercise the franchise.
Mr. NIMMO observed that there were
a few clauses in the Bill that were rather
severe on classes of men who were designated drunkards, rogues, and vagabonds.
He did not know why those persons had
been singled out. He found very great
difficulty in ascertaining who was a
drunkard. The honorable member for
Port Fairy had stated that the enthusiasm
of teetotallers would, if this Bill were
passed, induce them to persecute individuals who indulged in liquor and so to
disqualify them. In making that statement, the honorable member was very wide
of the mark. The genius and spirit of
teetotalism had always been to elevate
men who were given to drink, and to
clothe them in their right mind. The
teetotallers had been enthusiastically
engaged in a good cause, and he was proud
of the fact that he was a teetotaller.
'Vhen the Constitution Act. Amendment
Act Amendment Bill was before the
House, honorable members asked why
the honest industrious citizen who had
acquired property was to be placed on the
same level as the drunkard, swagman, and
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loafer. This Bill provided that all such
characters should be disqualified. 'rhere'
was a keen sense of justice in the community that would prevent any individual
from being persecuted under the provisions of this Bill.
Mr. GRAVES said that everv rightthinking man must desire to do all he
possibly could to purify the electoral rolls,
but there were SOllle points ill connexion
with the Bill that required very careful
consideration. If the Bill were passed, he
did not see how it could in any way affect
the electoral rolls for the next general
election, and that was a circulllstance that
was to be regretted. 'rhe revision of the
ratepayers' roll and the general roll was
to take place in February, and the work
of revision could' not be completed in.
time for the next general election. In
any case, the Bill could only affect a portion of the rolls. I t was a well-known.
fact that rolls were stuffed, and, although
it was a punishable offence, a large number
of electors' rights were taken out by men
who were not entitled to them. A more
searching investigation than this Bill provided for would have to be made if the
names of all such persons were to be struck
off the roll, .and the duties of the inspectors should be extended in this direction.
Hc had been rather surprised to heai" the
remarks of the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) with regard to
the Bill. He (Mr. Graves) had great respect for the labour party, and he took
considerable interest in the utterances of
the labour representatives in that Chamber, but to understand what. those honorable members meant it was necessary to
put together what they said in the House
and what they said out of the House, and
to read between the lines. The honorable
member for Richmond had just intimated
that he was in favour of this Bill. The
honorable member was reported in the
Age of the 1st December to have made
the following statement at a meeting held
at Richmond under the auspices of the
Progressive Political League : "Mr. "V. Trenwith, M.L.A.,said the one man
one vote was merely a 'means to an end-to
produce the widest level of prosperity. This
was only to be gained by the masses having
control of the legislative machine. (' Have you
any property ?') Yes, he had a lapstone and a
hammer-(laughter)-and some other little bits
of property, but it was as much to him as Sir
·Wm. Clarke's £4,000,000. (Hear, hear.) The
swagman should, if anything, h'l,ve two votes
rather than the cottager, because the country
never would have been settled nor our railways
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made were it not for the tramp. And nineteen
out of twenty did llot vote at the present time.
He h[l.<1 a brother who was a tramp-a bush
worker. He was three years older than himself, took a.s much interest in politics as he did,
and yet had never recorded a vote, beclLuse he
either did not remain long enough in a district
to qualify for a vote, or else it so happened that
no, election ever took place when he was qualified. There was a good deal of talk about the
criminal classes getting votes. If a man had
been punishecl for his offence and lived the life
of a respectable citizen, why should he not have
a vote?"

It was to the latter statement that he desired particularly to call the attention of
honorable members, namely, that if a man
had been punished for his offence he
should have a vote. (Mr. Laurens"This Bill provides for that.") The
question to be asked was not "Are you
now serving a term of imprisonment 1" but
"Have you during the last three years
served any term or terms of imprisonment
for any period or periods amounting in
the aggregate to at least three months ~"
A very short time ago Parliament passed a
measure in which it was provided that
when a man who had been convicted had
been punished for the offence he should
be qualified to hold the position of a senator in the Federal Parliament. That
provision was the very opposite of the
provision contained in this Bill, and the
House should at least be consistent.
'rhen, it was a principle of the English
law that a man should not be required to
answer any questions by which he would
incriminate himself. (Mr. Anderson"In this case he would not criminate himself.") It would be a t~ial to any man to
be asked in a polling booth, in the presence
of a number of other persons, whether he
had ever' been in gaol, and in some instances the consequ~nces ,vould be very unpleasant. In the district he represented
there were very few manhood suffrage
electors, but in the towns the manhood
suffrage electors were numerous. An
honorable member of that Chamber, in
speaking on the one-man-one-votequestion
the other night, stated that a well-known
citizen of Melbourne had for years made
it a practice to obtain th~ custody of from
200 to 300 electors' rights taken out' by
men in his employ, which were used at
the time of any general election in support
of any candidate of whom he approved.
Since that speech was delivered, the gentleman 'referred to had informed him (Mr.
Graves) that the statement was correct
except as to the number, which was from
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500 to 600. The 'lnOd'llS operandi was
stated to be this-the gentleman melltioned held the custody of the electors'
rights for security, so that they should
not be lost; on the day of an election
they were sorted out alphabetically in the
committee-room, and the persons entitled
to them came for them, recorded their'
votes, and then returned them. He (Mr.
Graves) was assured that no instance of'
personation had occurred in connexion
with these electors'rights, and that the
men who took them out voted under them
according' to the' law. He asked this,
gentleman how the men voted. His reply
was that they voted en bloc for candidates
of the same politics as himself. r:rhat,
might have been so in this case, but the
proceeding was a very dangerous one'
to give any man controlling power over
500 or 600 votes. No man should be
allowed to have controlling power over'
500 or 600 votes, and that was a matter
that Parliament ought to interfere in.
Honorable mem bers knew how the thing
was managed, so that there was no need
for him to explain. Purification of the
rolls was just as necessary as any other
reform of the electoral system, but he
trusted that this measure would not
prevent him having both a ratepayer's
and a manhood suffrage vote as long as he
lived in Victoria. If Parliament did not
take care what legislation was passed we
might have the same state of things here
as they had in America. He was reading'
one of the recent works on How the Other.'
Ha~f Live in New York, the other day-a
book which was very well written and
apparently authentic. It appeared from
that work that just before an election
the tramps throughout the whole of the
state of New York assembled in the
towns where they had votes, and as their
assemblage in large numbers became a
danger and a menace to society the polioe
had illstructions to run them in. He
would read a passage from How the
Other Half Live to show how the oneman-one-vote system acted in America.
This was an extract from an account of
the police going out and arresting tramps.,
The writer stated that"Returning to the station with this batch
we found every window in the building thrown
open to the cold October wind, and the men,
from the sergeant down, smoking the strongest
cigars that could be obtained, by way of disinfecting the place. Two hundred and seventyfive tramps had been jammed into the cells, to
be arraigned next morning in the police court
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on the charge of vagrancy, with the certain
prospect of six months 'on the island.' Of
the sentence at least they were sure. As to
the length of the men's stay the experienced
official at the desk was sceptical, it being then
within a month of an important election. If
tramps have nothing else to call their own they
have votes, and votes that are for sale cheap for
cash. About election time this gives them a
'pull,' at least by proxy. The sergeant observed, as if it were the most natural thing in
the world, that he had more than once seen the
same tramp sent to Blackwell's Islalld twice in
24 hours for six months at a time."

(Mr. Deakin-" What, twice in 24 hours,
and for six months at a time ~") 'rhe
tramps got out of gaol to vote and were
then rUll in again. 'rhis Bill har,dly went
far enough. The selling of votes here, he was
told, had largely increased since electors'
rights were reduced from Is. to 6d., and
Parliament ought to do everything to prevent the country being controlled by men
who had eyerything to gain and nothing
to lose by any changes in the government
of the country. '1'he more supervision
there was over the electoral, roll the
better, because from time immemorial in
the old country and since responsible governm611t was established in this colony
the most dangerous class of men were
those who benefited at all times by change,
because they had nothing whatever to lose.
Although he did not approve of every provision in the Bill he thought it went a
step in tho,' right direction, and his only
regret was that it did not go far enough.
Mr. WILLIAMS stated that, in reading
over this Bill, he was impressed by the
fact that the Government were providing a steam-hammer to kill' a fly. He
did not like the Bill, because, it was
intended to punish unfortunate men who
were poor and destitute without any
fault of their own. A very high authority
had stated that every man, no matter
what his condition might be, was entitled
to life and liberty. The theory of the
English Constitution was that as soon as a
man who had been convicted came out of
gaol he had expiated his crime-was a free
man, and had a right to be respected.
(Mr. Gillies-" To be respected ~") Yes,
and the honorable gentleman respected
him in framing the Federation Bill at the
Sydney Convention, which provided that
a man who had expiated an offence by
serving a term of imprisonment s~~uld
still retain his electoral rights as a CltIzen
of the Commonwealth. (Mr. Gillies-" I
strongly obje'cted to it.") Well, the ~e~era
tion Convention adopted that prmClple,
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and tho Premier concurred in that decision.
(Mr. Gillies-" Not at all; he denied it tonight.") The Premier might have denied
it, but it was in the Bill anyhow., He
(Mr. 'Williams) well remembered drawing
the Premier's attention to that principle
in the Federation Bill, and asking the
reason why the Convention had departed
from the theory and principle of our
Constitution 011 that particular question,
and the honorable gentloman said that the
matter ,vas fully debated, and that vory
strong and cogent reasons were given why
that principle should be inserted in the
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, and consequently he understood
the Promier was personally in favour of
that principle. Why should a liberal Government introduce, and a liberal Parliament pass, a measure which would make
such a marked distinction between rich
and poor ~ (Mr. Shiels-" 'l'his Bill treats
rich and poor alike.") But. honorable
members were very well aware that if a
poor fellow, who had scarcely a homo to go
to, got drunk he was sent immediately to
gaol, whereas if a wealthy man, who owned
property and had good connexions, was
found drunk in the streets a constable
would put him quietly into a hansom cab,
and send him home. No wealthy men
were sent to gaol for drunkenness, but
many poor men were sent. to gaol whenever they took a drop too much. Therefore the effect of this measure would be to
specially provide for purging the electoral
rolls of only one class in the communitythe poor and unfortunate-and legislation
of this kind was certainly not liberal legislation in any sense of the word. Many
men were poor through no fault of their
own, in fact, we were told by a high authority that the poor were the special care
of Providence" By Jove the stranger and the poor are sent,
And what we give to them to Jove is lent. '

That was like the scriptural declaration" He that giveth to the poor lendeth to the
Lord." But by this Bill honorable members were asked when the poor were down
to kick them. He ,was astonished at tho
Government introducing such a Bill, because it was contrary to all their declarations on the one-man-one-vote principle
'1'his precious piece Of machinery would
cost the State from £8,000 to £10,000 a
year. No man would undertake the duties
of electoral registrar under this measure
on the conditions upon which those offices
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were now held, because the work would
be doubled, if not trebled. He was sorry
to find that the Government had actually
knuckled down to that miserable carping criticism about the swagmen, the
loafer, and the wanderer, who had
not any stake in the country, and he was
not less sorry than surprised, because they
all knew that in reality those were only
bogy cries. He would like to see the
rolls purged of any names unfairly on the
lists, l1nd he believed a great many names
were unfairly on the roll; but this Bill
was specially levied at a class of men who
were- not the worst cla,ss'On the rolls,
because there were many men whose
names had been deliberately put on
the rolls by fraud and by various methods
known to be contrary to law, but because
of the difficulty of getting them erased
they were allowed to continue on the roll,
and, in fact, their uumber was increasing
year by year. There were clubs in Melbourne in respect of which 50, 60, or 70
names were on the electoral roll for one
building, and yet this Bill made no
provision to purge the ro~ls of those excrescences. 'rhe Government ought to
abandon the Bill, because it was not
worthy of them or of the liberal members of this Houso. He was prepared to
vote against the second reading of the
Bill.
Mr. HANCOCK said he quite agreed
with the honorable member for Eaglehawk,
that the Government ought to withdraw
the Bill. How many of the 36 measures
remaining on the notice-paper would bocome law this ~cssion? Only a few more
days wore available for parliamentary
business, and he felt perfectly certain that
their would be a tremendous slaughter of
tho innocents at the close. In faet, this
session would be kno\\'n as one of .magnificent starts and terrible finishes. There
'was hardly time enough left. to pass haIfa-dozen good measures before the prorogation, and yet the Government were
asking Parliament to create a new State
department, with a large staff of officers,
involving a great incre::tse in the expenditure, merely to crush [I, bogy, to put down
a supposititious swagman and demolish an'
imaginary brrikin. Anybody who had
inquired into the matter would soe that
this measure would only be used by designing politicians in the provinces to set town
aga.inst country. He quite agreed that it
was absolutely necessary for the Government, for their own safety, to be able to
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go before the constituencies, and say, "vVe
are ready to purge the rolls; we have
no desire to go back into power on the
shoulders of the swagmen, and we want
every honest man to have a vote and every
dishonest man to have no vote at all."
But it would be impossible for this Bill to
be brought into operation when the next
Parliament was being elected. . If the oneman-one-vote Bill had b~come law, a measure for the purification of the rolls wOHld
have been absolutely necessary, and he
would have been among the first to
urge the House to legislate in that
direction; but as the one-man-one-vote
Bill had not been passed, and there
was no probability of its being passed
this session, this measure might be postponed until the next Parliament met. It
would be the duty of any Government
under whose auspices the Olle-mall-one-vote
Bill became law to see that this or a similar Bill was also pa,ssed, because it was
a necessary corollary of that reform; but
this Bill was a deliberate blow at manhood
suffrage. Honorable members who were
anxious that the young men of the colony
should take an interest in politics, and be
ready to come forward and fill the places
of their fathers, were well aware that those
young men had actually to be coaxed to.
take out their electors' rights. In a great
many cases thi:lre was ::tlmost deplorable
ignorance and in a great many other cases
deplorable apathy; hut if those young
men were induced to' go to the registrars
and apply for electors' rights they were
to be asked, if this Bill passed, "Have you
been in prison 1 Are you an habitual
drunkard~" and so on.
He did not know
of any other place in the world where the
free and enlightened elector was asked
such qnestions. He had no desire to see
the rogne and the vagabond get votes,
but if they purged the rolls of all the
vagal;>onds. they would reduce the number
of their constituents. (Several Honorable
Members-" No.") 'l'hen he would say
honorable members' constituents.
The
moment they touched the question who
was an habitual drnnlmrd they entered
on clelic::tte ground. 'What would constitute a man an habitual drunkard? W'ere
they to go by the capacity for consumption of liquors 1 Was a man an habitnal
drunkard who got drunk once a month,
or must he get drunk once or twice a,
week to merit that description 1 vVho
was to be the judge, and what was to be
the standard of habitual drunkenness.
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Even the drunkard had his good points, if that the number of their constituents
honorable members would look at the would be very considerably reduced if the
matter all around. In the first place he rolls were purged of all the villains, he could
was a very good man towards the revenue. only say that while that might apply to
Why, they reckoned in England that his 'the constituents of the honorable member
class kept up three or four State depart- it would apply to very few other conments; and the Chancellor of the Ex- stituencies in the colony.
He did not
chequer would be in a very sad way if the like to hear insidious attacks such as '
Blue H.ibbon Army managed to convert that which the honorable member for
the whole nation to total abstinence. Collingwood (Mr. Hancock) had been inThe more questions men were to be asked dulging in. (Mr. Hancock-" It has been
at the polling booths the greater would talked of all over the country.") But
be the reluctance of the young men of the there was no truth in the statement.
colony to apply for electoral rights and to Happily the view of the honorable memrecord their votes, and surely it was the ber for Collingwood was not the unanimous
duty of Parliament to encourage and not view of the Trades Hall, because the
,discourage them in regard to the exercise honorable member for Hichmond (Mr.
of their rights of citizenship. rrhere was no r:rrenwith) took a different view of the
possibility of this Bill becoming law this matter altogether, and was in favour of
sossion, and it would simply be a waste of purging the rolls. What was all this outtime and a hindrance to the passing of cry about the Bill being levelled against
valuable measures to prolong this debate. the poor men only ~ Would it not apply
They ought to try to dispose of as many with still greater force to the men who
of the measures on the notice-paper as had their names on the roll two or three
possible before taking any fresh business, times-the ratepaying electors? Itwould
and to introduce a debatable question of affect them to a far greater degree than the
this kind on the eve of the prorogation tramps. (Mr. Hancock-" In what way 1")
of Parliament was a great mistake. Because their names were more frequently
Even if the Bill passed the second on the roll. The Bill was not directed
reading there would very likely be long ~gainst the swagmen, many of whom were
and acrimonious discussions in committee, thoroughly respectable, but against the
and even those who were in favour of such loafers who had been convicted over and
a measure being passed at the proper time over again, against the incorrigible, and
would, for the sake of the public interest, . rogues, and vagabonds; and were t.hose the
vote for its rejection on this occasion. As class of electors they should' empower
things stood, he felt that he must vote to send men to Parliament-to choose the
dead against the second reading of the representatives of the people who had to
legislate for the country ~ It was high
Bill.
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that he time they considered the ,whole position.
would urge the Government, in spite of The Government were to be commended
the recommendations of their supporters, for having the courage to introduce a
to stand by their guns. There was no Bill of this kind, and he was surprised
doubt whatever that the electoral roll beyond measure that any opposition should
required purifi.cation, and the speeches of have come to the Bill from the quarter in
the honorable member for Eaglehawk and which it had arisen.
Dr. MALONEY expressed his regret
the honorable member for Collingwood
(Mr. Hancock) only served to show more that the honorable member for Villiers
clearly than ever the necessity for passing should have become almost ferocious in
thisBill. To say thatit was specially directed his attack' on the honorable member for
against poor men was simply to draw a Collingwood (Mr. Hancock). This Bill
red herring across the trail, and he was would favour the. man who had money,
astonished at the remarks of those honor- and do injustice to the man who had not.
able members on that point. In no If two men, one rich and the other poor,
country in the world could the honest poor were given to drink, the man of money
man hold his head higher than in Victoria, would be able to retain his Yote, while
and no country in the world was freer from the man who had no money would be
criminals. In that respect the colony deprived of the franchise. (Mr. Anderstood very high on the list., and although son-." How do you make that out ~ ")
the honorable member for Collingwood Supposing they were both convicted of
(Mr. Hancock) told honorable members an offence for which the penalty was
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:a fine of £10 or three months' imprisonment, the rich man would pay the fine
.and keep his vote,' while the poor man
would be sent to gaol and deprived of his
vote. It was neither civilized nor Christian
legislation, because a man who had served
his sentence in gaol ought to be held to
have been purged of his crime, just the
,same as the man who paid the fine instead
of going to gaol. 'Vhy should Parliament
authorize men to be asked sueb. slanderous
questions as those contained in this Bill1
He could remember (1, time when it was
actionable in this colony to call a man a
<convict. (An Honorable Member-" It is
so now.") Then why should Parliament
authorize a Government official to ask every
,elector who came before him, "Have you
been convicted 1" It was an insult to our
·civilization, and a disgrace to any people
that called themselves Christians. 'Vhy
,should any honest respectable man be
asked, "Are you at present receiving relief as an inmate of any eleemosynary
or charitable institution 1" And why should
·a man who was reduced to that necessity be
,deprived of his vote 1 (An Honorable
Member-" He is, under the present
law.") Then he was sorry the present
law was not to be amended. He could
not see [my difference between the man'
who begged . his friend to lend him
money and the man who begged money
in the street to buy bread. Both were
beggars, and the law should make no
.distinction between them.
All registrars were not kind and genial men;
some of them were Jacks-in-office, and it
was not right to empower them to put
offensive questions to men who were as
good as themselves, and, perhaps, in a
great many cases, better. Just imagine a
sensitive-minded man being asked, in the
presence of 50 other applicants for electoral rights, "Have you been an inmate of
any charitable institution 1" or, "Have you
been three months in gaol~" Surely, the
common sense of honorable members would
not permit that clause to go through.
There was some good in the Bill-a little
grain, but much chaff-ar.d he hoped that
in committee honorable members would
winnow all the chaff from the wheat, and
strike out everything that was needlessly
offensive in the Bill.
Mr. BOWMAN said he did not think
that any honorable member could approve
of the proposal to authorize the electoral
registrars to put such questions to applicants for electoral rights as, "Are you at
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present receiving relief ::tl:l all inmate of
any eleemosynary or charitable institution~" A working man who met with (1,
sudden accident would be taken to a
cha,ritable institution, or to a dispensary,
where he would get medical treatment and
advice free of charge; but why should he,
therefore, be deprived of his vote, seeing
that most of our charitable institutions
were supported by the working classes 1
That was the greatest objection he had
to the Bill: Otherwise he was satisfied that there was not a member of the
House who did not wish to see the electoral rolls purified. But he had always
understood that the great object to be
gained by such purification was that the
names of those who had been improperly
placed on the roll should be removed from
it. But to take away his electoral privilege from every poor man who was so unfortunate as to have to go to an hospital
was something to which he (:J1r. Bowman)
would never consent.
Mr. STERRY thought the Government
were tt> be commended for the action they
had taken in bringing in this measure. Considering the feeling expressed in the House
when the Constitution Act Amendment
Act was introduced in favour of tho purification of the electoral rol\s, he was astonished to find any honorable member
taking the smallest objection to the Billat all events to any of its main objects.
No doubt, however, it was somewhat
faulty in detail. For himself, he thought
that seven...l .clauses were of too inquisitorial a character, and he would do
all he could to get those portions of the
measure struck out. The clause providing
that gaol-birds, loafers, and others of that
sort should not have .equal electoral privileges with their honest fello'w-citizens was
excellent so far as intention was concerned,
but he was of opinion that better means
of finding out whether a man was or was
not really a bad character might be adopted
than putting questions to him at the
ballot-box, or whenheapplied to the registrar
for an electoral right. He quite agreed
with the honorable member for Richmond
(Mr. Trenwith) that under the Bill all
classes would be treated alike, and he was
utterly astonished to find any honorable
member contending the contrary. The
ratepayers were to be treated in precisely
the same manner as the electors on the
general 1:011. (" No.") The same question could be put to each and every ratepayer as he came to vote as could be
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put to any other man when he applied for
his electoral right. Indeed, he (Mr. Sterry)
considered in this respect the ratepayer
was at a disadvantage, because the objectionable questions would have to be put to
him at the ballot-box while in the other
'case they would be put in the registrar's
oflice. At the same time, he (Mr. 'Sterry)
objected to the questions being put at
:111, for he quite agreed with the honorable member for Portlanq, that when
a man was deprived of his electoral
privileges that should be part of the
punishment awarded to him by a court of
justice. Also, it should not be awarded to
a man who had only been imprisoned for,
say, a month or two, and who might be
inllocent after alL The onus of proof in
the matter should be thrown upon the
Government. One objoction to an elector
or the applicant for an elector's right being
asked whether or not he belonged to the
criminal class was that the mere fact of
his being interrogated on the point COIF
veyed an insinuation, and no man should
be called upon to defend himself ag'ainst a
mere insinuation. He would let'we over
the rest of his remarks to when the Bill
was in committee.
Mr. CLAHK observed that there were
one or two ,points in the Bill which had
beon overlooked. It seemed that in these
days of compulsory education the inability
to read and write might be regarded as a
greater disgrace than perhaps imprisonment for throe months. Therefore, he
thought that every man 'I" ho claimed a vote
should show that he was able to both read
and write. Another point was this-there
seemed to be no attempt in the Bill to
purify the ratepayers' roll at all-to say
th:1t the name of ,no ratepayer should
appear on the ratepayers' roll for nse
at parliamentary elections more than
once. He considered this to be a great
omission.
Mr. METHVEN remarked that some
honorable members seemed to be very
much agitated in their minds as to certain questions being put to certain people
,,"hen they asked for electors' rights. But
such questions would not affect honest
men at all, therefore no honest man need
object to them. For his part, he COl1-,
sidered that there were classes of offences
'with respect to which a man 'guilty of
them should be disqualified from voting
for life. vVhen a man had been sent to
gaol for twelve years it might be taken
for granted that he had been convicted of
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a very serious offence, and part of the
punishment inflicted upon him ought to
be perpetual political "disability. (An Honorable Member-" vVith no place for repentance.") vVould the honOl;able member who interjected say that a man who bad
broken into a house and half-murdered its
inmates for the sake of robbery or worse
should any time afterwards be entitled to
the electoral privileges enjoyed by other
people? He (Mr. Methvell) would say,
" No." The man had had the same chance
of being as honest as his neighbours, but
he deliberately threw it away. At the
same time, he (Mr. Methven) did not
agree with all that there was in the
Bill, and when it was in committee he
would attempt to get several provisions relating to the inspectors struck
out.. He did not think Parliament would
be justified ill creating another, army
of Government officials.
The electoral
registrars could do all the work that need
be done.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
and committed-Mr. Baker in the chair.
On clause 3, which was as follows:"This Act shall apply only to elections of
members of the Legislative Assembly and the
issue of rights and the prepara,tion of lists and
rolls for such elections,"

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked why the
Legislative Council had been omit.ted from
this clause? W'hy should not the Assembly
purify their rolls for them? W"hat could
be more important than the purification
of the rolls of the Chamber which had
already on its part dealt with the rights
of the Assembly, and which practically,
through the representatives of the Ministry
there, g'overned the country 1 Surely it
was more important that their rolls should
be purified than that the same thing should
be done with the Assembly rolls.
Mr. BAILES said he quite agreed witl'l
the honorable member for Port Fairy. He
was at a loss to know why electors for the
Legislative Council should not be liabl.e to
answer the same questions as those which
might be put to electors for the Assembly.
'Vhat was there ill a Council elector that
he should not be asked like anyone else
whether he had ever been in gaol or drunk
or had hammered his mother-in-law 1 The
only way to get pure representatives was'
to see that the people who elected them
were pure themselves.
He begged to
move the omission of the word "only"
(line 1).
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The committee divided on the question
that the word "only" stand part of the
clauscAyes
43
Noes
24
Majority against the amend-} 19
nlent ...
...
. ..
Ay]~s.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Armytltge,
Best,
Burrowes,
G. D. Carter,
Craven,
Derham,
Dixon,
Duffy,
Duncan,
Dunn,
Foster,
Gillies,
Gordon,
Graham,
Groom,
Hall,
Righett,
Keys,
Madden,
McLean,

Mr. McLellan,
" }'lunro,
" Nimmo,
" Officer,
" Outtrim,
" Patterson,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
" C. Smith,
" Staughton,
" Tatchell,
" Taverner,
Capt. Taylor,

M.r.

~ucker,

"
"
"
"
"

Iurner,
'Yheeler,
'Yrixon,
C. Young,
Zox.
J'ellers.
Mr. McIntyre,
" Peacock.
NO.l!:I:i.

Mr. Beazley,
" Bennett,
" Clark,
Deakin,
" Forrest,
" Gardiner,
" Graves,
" Hancock,
Harper,
" Kirton,
" Laurens,
" Levien,
Dr~ Maloney,

,

Mr. McColl,
" Methven,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Sterry,
" Trenwith,
" Uren,
" 'Yebb,
illiams,
A. Young.

" 'Y

Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" 'V. T. Carter.

Mr. DEAKIN said that, in rejecting the
amendment ma,king the purification of the
rolls apply also to the rolls of another
place, the committee had made a fatal mistake. Honorable members stultified themselves when they said that any proposal
for the purification of the rolls should be
limited to one House, and it was ridiculous
to provide that voters . should be disqualified from voting for members of one
House on certain grounds, while they could
vote for members of the other House in
spite of those defects. If the Government
had accepted the amendment, he would
have been willing to leave it to the Legislative Council to adopt the machinery as
regarded voters for that House; but the
Assembly was now passing a reflect.ioll
upon its const.ituents-it was not purifying
the rolls-and it was turning a measure
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which should be passed as a ,\,hole unanimously into a party measure.
Mr. HALL remarked that if the Legislative Assembly purified its own rolls, the
Legislatiye Council could be left to look
after its rolls.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that the
honorable member for Essendon had voiced
the sentiments that were in the heart of
every true liberal in the Chamber. In order
to test how many members of the Government and their supporters were truthful and
earnest in the attitude they had assumed,
he ',,"ould move the addition to the clause
of the following words :-" And shall not
come into operat~on until after the passing
of the Bill called the Constitution Act
Amendment Act Amendment Bill."
Mr. MUNRO remarked that the intention of the honorable member was well
known, but the Government intended to
go on with the Bill.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that a
double-faced farce had been going on all
the session. 1'he members of the Government, divided into two sections, had been
facing two ways, and he wanted to test
what they really meant. If the members
of the Cabinet in another place were true
to their views, they would have an opportunity of proving it now by inducing tho
Upper House to pass the Constitution AGt
Amendment Bill. If the Goyernment accepted the amendment, it would show that
they were in earnest with regard to the
one-man-one-vote principle.
Mr. TH,ENvVI'l'H remarked that he
could not support the amendment of the
honorable member for Port Fairy. The
purificat.ion of the rolls would be a, decided
gain, and no good purpose would be served
by postponing it until the Bill providing
for one-man-one-vote had been agreed to.
If the liberals adopted the amendment,
they would furnish their enemies with a
real argument against them. It wonld
be said that they were afraid to have the
rolls purified. He though t it was a mistake not to adopt the amendment which
had just been negatived, but it would be
a tremendous bluncler to carry the honQl'able member's amendment now and
stave off the purification of the rolls.
Mr. 'V. T. CARTEn said he would never
be fi:ightened by a bogy. 1'he libera,ls
were not afraid of the purification of the
rolls, and he would cordially support the
amendment. The purpose of the Bill was
to heap disabilities upon the manhood suffrage voters, whilst the Legislative Council
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rolls were left untouched. VVhilst property
had all the' privileges which plural voting
could give it, a law ought not to be passed
which would disqualify and dragoon the
men who simply stood upon the qualification of manhood suffrage. As the honorable member for Melbourne had said, the
abolition of plural voting and the purification of the rolls should go together.
Mr. RIOHARDSON remarked that it
would have been a mistake if the House
had adopted the last amendment, and it
would also be a mistake if the present
proposal were adopted. At the same time,
if the Bill had been drafted to include the
rolls for both Houses, he would have been
very glad. It was all very well to say
that there was a difference between the
proposed purification of the rolls of the
Assembly and those of another place. It
must be borne in mind that when the list
from which the Assembly rolls were made
up was purified, it ~vould be the list of the
Council, so that in effect the Oouncil rolls
would be purified also. (Mr. VV. 1'. Oarter
-"But will the objectionable questions be
asked of the Oouncil electors 1") There
was a distinction drawn between the manhood suffrage voters and the ratepayers,
but it was understood that this would be
remedied in committee. As far as voters
on the ratepayers' roll down to the £10
franchise were concerned, the Assembly
was purging the roll of the Oouncil. The
electors'rights for the Council would also
be determined by the purgation of the
rolls of the Assembly. It would be an
immense gain for the liberals if the purified rolls came into operation in time for
the next general election.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that the
argument of the honorable member for
Cros,vick was that the Bill did that which
the Government and those who voted with
them argued it should not do. Very little
alteration could be made in the rolls at
present", because the inspectors had no
material on which they could proceed. If
his amendment were adopted, the question
could be fully dealt with early next session.
Mr. GRAVES said that the Bill as it
:stood would have no effect whatever in
purifying the rolls of the Legislative
Council. rrhe Assembly rolls were made
up from the ratepayers' rolls, and the eorrections inserted would not in the least
interfere with the Council rolls.
Mr. vVEBB stl1ted that he agreed with
the view of the honorable member for
Delatite. The names on the Oouncil rolls
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would be taken from the ratepayers' roll,
and none of them would be struck off.
Mr. McCOLL said he hoped that the
honorable member for Port Fair.y would
withdraw his amendment, and allow the
Bill to be proceeded with.
Mr. RICHARDSON submitted that if
names were removed from the list of ratepayers for the Assembly, they would not
be replaced in the list for the Oouncil.
Mr. DEAKIN said he would like to
know in ele event of it voter being struck
off the Assembly rolls for being an habitual
drunkard, how he was to be prevented
from voting for the Council1
Mr. RICHARDSON replied that in this
instance the drunkard would not be prevented from voting at a Legislative
Council election. He had been referring
to purging the rolls from stuffing. It
was not purging in the case of a drunkard
-it was creating a new offence, and one
which was only applied to the Assembly
rolls.
Mr. BAILES remarked that the honorable member for Oreswick seemed to be
totally at sea as to the way in which the
rolls were prepared.
The lists for the
two Houses were kept quite separate.
The town clerk or shire secretary was
obliged to make up a return of all ratepayers who had paid their rates on the
10th of June, and these officers also had
to forward a list of those who had not
paid their rates by the 10th of June,
which was known as the defaulters' list.
At the same time the municipal clerk had·
to prepare from these rolls a separate list
entirely for the Legislative Council. That
was the way in which the rolls for Parliament were made out, and if it was not, he
would like to hear from the honorable
member for Balla,rat East what the new
system was. The system that he (Mr.
Bailes) had described was adopted in most
of the electoral districts of the colony.
(Mr. Richardson-"rrhe honot:able member
is wrong.") He did not think so, and he
could not understand how, under this Bill,
the rolls of the Legislative Oouncil were
to be purified. l'he rolls for the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Oouncil
were not made up simultaneously, and if
persons who were in default were removed
from the roll for the Legislative Assembly
it did not follow that they would also be
removed from the roll for the Legislative
Oouncil.
Mr. P ATfrERSON said he regretted
that better progress was not being made
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·with the Bill. This was a Bill to provide
for the purification of the electoral rolls for
the Legislative Assembly, and it did not
<leal with the Legislative Council at all. If
they were to attcmpt to extend the Bill to
the Legislative Council they would have
to add some new machinery to it. The
honorable member for Richmond (11r.
Trenwith) had some foresight and some
sense, and he foresaw that if Parliament
refused to allow the rolls to be purified that might be used as a strong
.argument against the one-man-one-vote
proposal, so that it would be wise to
pass this Bill first. If a Bill recognising
the one-man-one-vote principle had been
passed this Bill would never have been
introduced. In the"last division a splendid
declaration was given of the opinion of the
committee, and he believed or the country.
Only a few State socialists and radicals
voted for the amendment, and all the
good liberals opposed it.
Mr. DUNN remarked that he agreed
with the main features of this Bill, but he
dissented from some of its details, and
he objected to the red herring of the
vagabond and vagrant that was drawn
across the track. The persons who should
be disqualified were the v{)ting thieves,
as he would call them, who divided their
land in order that they might take out
a number of electors' rights. It was
useless for honorable. members to say that
had not been done. I t had been done
wholesale, and it was done at the present
time. Some men would swear anything
in order to obtain electors' rights. He
trusted that the honorable member for
Port Fairy would withdraw his amendment.
Mr. ,V. T. CARTER stated that if the
arguments of the honorable member for
Creswick would hold water, he would vote
for the clause as it stood. The honorable
member looked upon the list from which
the roll for the Legislative Assembly was
prepared as the list from which the roll for
the Legislative Council was also prepared,
and he argued that if one ·was purified the
other must be purified also. The argument would hold good if the roll for the
Legislative Council were prepared from the
roll for the Legislative Assembly, but that
was not so. rrhere was an altogether
different qualification for the Legislative
Council. If under this Bill both rolls could
be purified, he would support such a proposal, but the honorable member's own
statement had shown that his argument
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was wrong. The Attorney-General appeared to suggest that there was a large
percentage of criminals amongst the man··
hood voters of the colony, but there was
no foundation for such a statement.
l\fr. LEVIEN observed that the vote
recently taken had reference to the purification of the rolls of the Legislative
Council, and he was one of the "State
socialists" who voted for the amendment. He did not object to be called a
State socialist by an honorable momber
who was foremost ,not long ago in agitating for deporting the Governor. r:rhis
Bill, of course, W!1S a very good one, bu t
to say that it was urg~nt on the ground
that it was desirable that it should, apply
to the coming general elections was no
justification for passing it hastily. r:rhe
Bill could not apply to the, next general
election. He trusted that the amendment of the honorable member for Port
Fairy would not be agreed to, because if
the Bill was not to come into operation
until the Olle-man-one-vote principle was
adopted it would have to be hold back
for a considerable time, and honorable
members all desired to see the electoral
rolls purified.
Mr. C. YOUNG remarked that no action
taken under this Bill would affect the
rolls for the Legislative Council. He desired to point out to honorable members
who supported the previous amendment
that this was the first time during the
many years in which he had been a member of the Assembly that the Assembly
had attempted to deal with the franchise
of the Upper House. Jt was recognised as
a matter of etiquette tha.t the one Chamber
should not attempt to initiate any reform
in the electoral law as it applied to tho
other Chamber. He had not heard of
any roll-stuffing in his electorate, and he
would be very sorry to strike anybody off ,
the electoral rolls in the country districts.
Mr. ,YEBB said that the hon'orable
member for Creswick was in error. The
lists for the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Council were made out separately, and the purification of the roll for
the Legislative Assembly would not
involve the purification of the roll for the
Legislative Council. vVith regard to the
remarks of the honorable member for
Kyneton, he (Mr. vVebb), although he was
not in the Assembly at the time, knew that
the Reform Bill brought in by the Berry
Government affected the franchise for
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the Legislative Council, and that it was
initiated in the Assembly.
Mr. KEYS remarked that it a,ppeared to
him that the committee were all at sea with
regard tothisquestion. The honorable membel' for Creswick had unintentionally misled
the committee. rrhere was no conllexion
whatever between the roll of ratepaying·
electors for the Assembly and the roll of
ratepaying electors for the Legislative
Council. rrho roll for the Assembly was
made up in the month of December and
the roll for the Council in November, and
the revision of these rolls took place at
different times. The revision to. be made
under this Bill would have no reference
whatever to the rolls for the Legislative
Council. If the rolls for the Legislative
Council were to be dealt with in this Bill
it would have to be entirely remodelled,
and it would be utterly impossible at so
late a stage in the session to do that. rrhe
statement made by the honorable member
for Kyneton was incorrect. He (Mr. Keys)
was elected to the Assembly in the year
1880, when the question of the reform of
the Legislative Council was submitted to
the country. One section of the communityadvised a nominee Chamber and
the other advocated a qualification Chamber, and a Heform Bill was initiated in the
Assembly, and was subsequently pa,ssed.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that the liberal
members were divided in their views with
regard to this amendment, and he would
thereforo withdraw it.
The amendment was withdrawn.
, On clause 4, which was as follows:" In this Act ' inspector' means electoral inspector, and 'chief inspector' means chief
electoral inspector,"

Mr. GARDINEH inquired whether the
chief inspector and sub-inspectors to be
appointed under this Bill were to be
placed under the Public Service Board?
Mr. SHIELS stated that the Government hoped to be able to obtain for the
purposes of this Bill the services of men
who had had some experience in these
matters, and they would not go outside
the public service if they could avoid it.
~rheir intention was to a~rail themselves of
certain material which was ready at their
hand.
Mr. DIXON stated that the chief inspector would be trusted with the carrying
out of this measnre, and it was of great
importance that the best man possible
should be obtained for that position, because the success of the Bill would greatly
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depend on the way in which it was adn:i.inisteredo
Discussion took place 011 clause 6, which
was as follows : "Subject to the provisions of the Public
Service Act 1890 the Governor in Council shall
appoint an officer to be called the chief electoral
inspector. "

Mr. McCOLL moved the omission of the
words "subject to the provisions of the
Public Service Act 1890." He stated
that this clause required very careful consideration, because the success of the
Bill depended upon it. It was for the
committee to consider whether it would be
wise to place the chief electoral inspector
and the other officers to be appointed
under this Bill undor the Public Service
Act. Those positions would be clerical
positions, and under the Public Service Act no person over 30 years of age
could be appointed to a clerical position.
No person could be appointed to a nonclerical position over 40 years of age,
except under yery special circumstances,
when a person up to the age of 45 could
be appointed. The electoral registrars did
not come under the Public Service Act,
and if the officers to be appointed under
this Bill were placed. under the Public
Service Board, they would have all the
rights and privileges of public servants,
and would have to be appointed for life.
Mr. W. T. CARTER said that he would
support the amendment, and he hoped
that it would be agreed to. Honorable
members should be careful not to hand
over the election of Parliament to a board.
If the Public Service Board ,vas to have
the appointment of the officers undor this
Bill, then they would have a very great
say in the election of Parliament. It was
a fact that some persons in the public
service did not hesitat.e to use their positions for the purpose of spoon-feeding
candidates who were to oppose sitting
members. Honorable members could not
tell what dangers would be incurred by
placing these officers under the Pnblic
Service Board, as these men would have
the making up of the rolls, and would hold
the elections in their own hands, so that
they would virtually be able to defeat and
thwart the choice of the people. Parliament had been trying this session to rid
itself from the incubus of boards which
had been created in the pa,st, and yet honorable members were now asked to create
another board, and another piece of tyranny,
and to place that board in such a position
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that it would control the very source of the
franchise.
Capt. TAYLOR remarked that it was
most advisable that the officers to be appointed under this Bill should be as far
removed as possible from political patronage. Otherwise the whole value of the Bill
would be destroyed. He differed entirely
from the honorable member for ·Williamstown in his statement that the chief inspector would have the making up of the
rolh:l. '].1he revision courts would decide
who sholl1d be placed upon the rolls, and
the chief inspector woulq. bave nothing to
do in the matter. He hoped that the
commi~tee would keep these appoint merits
free from any taint of political patronage.
Mr. HARPER observed that the fears
of the honorable member for Williamstown
were groundless. The Government were
to be commended for the proposal to appoint a chief inspector, who should take
charge of the whole organization which
would bo necessary to secure the purification of the rolls throughout the colony,
and he hoped that a really good man
would be appointed to that important
position. Everyone would have an opportunity of judging how the inspectors
carried out their duties,' and after the rolls
were compiled and the 8lections came
on, what possible influence could the
chief inspector or t.he district inspectors
have over the elections ~ They would
not have as much influence as some
of the registrars exercised at the present
time.
(An Hunorable Member-" Not
half as much.") So that there was nothing
in the assertion that the chief inspector
and his subordinates would have the
power of making up the rolls in such a way
that certain honorable members might be
put in and certain honorable members put
out. All they had to ascertain was whether
the names on ~he rolls were fairly and
honestly entitled to be there. rfhe rolls
were at the basis of our political system,
on the foundations of which too little
money had hitherto been spent. These
officers were to be appointed by the
Governor in Council, and brought under
the provisions of the Public Service
Act. In what other way could they
be dealt with ~ vVas Parliament going
to return to the system of direct
Ministerial control over these officers,
because, if so, there would be Ministerial
ipfluence exercised in the elections. r:ehe
officers intrusted with the Qversight of the
rolls ought to be thoroughly detached
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'fronl our political organization, so far as
party was concerned; and that could not
be done without putting them under the
Pu blic Service Board.
Mr. VV. T. CARTER expressed the
opinion that unless some special provision
was made to meet the convenience of
men entitled to ha,ve their namBS on the
electoral rolls many of them would hnve
to make sacrifices in order to take up
their electors' rights. Then there was to
be the furt.her stumbling-block that they
would have to attend the revision courts,
and they were to be intimidated by having
an arlllY of inspectors to track t.hem to
their places of abode, to spy them out, and
to play the detective generally. What
was to prevent the inspectors from
packing the rolls? The revision courts
would not be a sufficient check on those
officers.
Mr. DERHAM said he thought that
some consideration should be given to the
fact that no person over the age of 30
years could be appointed from outside the
service to a clerical position, and the Bill
ought to be amended in that respect, because men of long experience should be
appointed as electoral inspectors.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he had
a great objection to the appointment of
the electoral inspectors being placed in
the hands of the Public Service Board.
The present registrars were not under the
Public Service Board, the officers of Parliament were not under that board; and it
might be a very good arrangement to
provide that the Speaker should recommend the officers for appointment by the
Governor in Council. The electoral rolls
had to do with Parliament alone, and the
Public Service Board knew nothing at all
about the duties these men would have to
perform nor had they shown the slightest
adaptability in respect of selecting officers
for services different from those to which
they were accustomed. He would support
the amendment.
Mr. STERRY remarked that he thoroughly agreed that the district inspectors
should not be selected by the Public Service Board, and that men with local knowledge ought to be chosen for the work.; ,
but he felt that the chief inspector should
be appointed under the Pnblic Service Act
as a permanent officer, so that he might
be removed from all political influence..
Mr. C. YOUNG observed that the successful working of this measure would
depend to a very large extent on the
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onergy and intelligence of the chief inspector; and, seeing that it would be necessaryto appoint a man of tact and prudence,
with special know led go. of the work, it
would be very unwise for Parliament to
restrict the choice to officers already in
the public sorvi.ce. It was obvious that
the district inspectors could not be appointed under the Public Service Act,
because one of the regulations of the
Public Service Board required all public
servants to devote the whole of their time
to their duties, whereas the electoral registrars spent only a portion of their time in
the work of electoral registration and were
paid by foes in accordance with the number of electors' rights they issued. It
would be wise to allow the widest possible
field of selection, and the Speaker or some
other authority should have the choice of
these officers.
Mr. BEST expressed the opinion that it
would be in accordance with the policy of
the country to leave the appointment of
these officers in the hands of the Public
Service Board. If the appointments were
to be made by the Government the persons
appointed would be chosen upon the
urgent requests of various Members of
Parliament, and \vould, consequently, be
the nominees of members. Officers so appointed would naturally have great and
serious prejudices in favour of the sitting
members, whereas the neutrality of the
electoral inspectors should be above
suspicion. The principle introduced in
the Bill was sound and proper, and honorable members ought to set their faces
against any proposed departure in the
direction of additional political patronage.
It would give an unfair advantage to the
'. sitting members if the nomination of these
officers were left in their hands, as they.
would be if the appointments were in the
hands of the Government.
Mr. 'VEBB said he was sorry the honorable member for Gunbower had not moved
the omission of the clause. This Bill
would saddle the country with a new State
department, at a cost to the colony of from
£20,000 to£25,000ayear, because the chief
inspector would probably receive a salary
of £500 or £600 per annum, and the 84
district inspectors about £200 a year. each,
and what was the purpose to be served at
this extraordinarycost~ Merely the striking
off the electoral rolls of 2,0000r3,000names.
(An Honorable Member--" And it will be
cheap at that.") No doubt it would be
cheap at t.hat if other machinery did not
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exist whereby the same end might be ob. tained without that extravagant expendi-·
ture. Could not the purification of tho·
rolls be placed in the hands of the policer
'Vere they over-worked .already1 And
\vas not the public service overgrown
and altogether too costly~ rrhe administration of the 'government of the colony
was twice as expensive as it ought to
be, and in the present unfavorable condition of the finances Parliament would
not be justified in adding to the already
excessive and· extravagant expenditure on
the public service. N either the revenuenor the productive power of the colony
would warrant such a course. The question of economy would playa very important part in the next general election, and
the provisions of this Bill might well be
carried out in the department of the Chief"
Secretary, and by the police. He hoped
the amendment would be pressed to a.
division, in order that the country might.
know who were the members who would
vote for this unjustifiable extravagance..
Mr. KIRTON observed that he was in
favour of placing these appointments absolutely in the hands of the Public Service
Board, because it would be unwise and
unwarrantable to ·add another branch to.
the all-eady overgrown public service. Hetrenchmcnt in the public service would be
a great cry at the next general election,
and it ·would be very unseemly for an expiring Parliament to make a permanent
addition to the cost of the public service
by the appointment of a large staff of"
officers to carry out the work of inspecting
and purifying the rolls, seeing that it
could very well be done by men in the
public service who were quite competent
in every respect to undertake duties of
that character.
Mr. 'WRIXON expressed the hope that
the committee would pass the clause as it
stood. I t would be a most dangerous
thing to hand over appointments of thiS'
kind to the Government of the day, and
the officers in question ought to be ap-'
pointed uncler the Public Service Act, subject to the regulations of the Public Service Board. No doubt many of the officers,
if appointed by the Government, would act
fairly, but he was perfectly certain that
the political party opposed to the Government by whom they were appointed wop-Id
regard them with suspicion, and that there
would always be a feeling in the public
mind that the inspectors appointed by one
party were not fair to the other.
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Mr. C. YOUNG asked the AttorneyGeneral what would be about the sala~y
of the chief inspectod vVas' it intended
that the Public Service Board should fix
the salary, and was Parliament to give up
its rights?
Mr. GHAVES stated that Parliament
had given up its rights to the Public
Service Board in regard to the appointment of public officers long ago. 'rhe board
would ascertain from the Act the duties
of the chief inspector, fix the classification,
and then the senior man that the Minister
approved of would receive the appointment.
'Was not that so? (Mr. Shiels-" Yes.")
\\Thy did not Ministers say who was to be
appointed to the position? (Mr. Shiels"vVe don't know.") The selection would
rest with the Public Service Board, which
was a very strong power to place in their
hands, because it might be said that the
Public Service Board would control the
electoral rolls of the ·colony. He believed
that a Minister of the Crown should be
the person ostensibly responsible for t.he
appointment, whereas under the existing
system the Minister could really appoint
anyone of, perhaps, twenty men whose
names were submitted to him by the
Public Service Board, and yet incur no
responsibility whatever. The honorable
member for Portland urged that the appointment should certainly be removed
from political patronage, but it was obvious that political patronage or personal
preference was there and coul,d not be
removed, although the actual responsibility of the Government was removed.
Personal preference now ruled the day.
Mr. A. YOUNG thought the question
raised by the honorable member for Kyneton was a very important one. It was highly
desirable to know what these registrars
would cost the country? The committee
was asked to take a, leap in the dark. Up
to this time no statement had been made
as to the probable cost of carrying out
the Bill, yet the country might be committed under it to an expenditure of from
£25,000 to £30,000 per annum. Some
information ought to be given on this point
before anything further was d,one.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the Government desired to carry out the measure in
the most efficient and economical way. If
they had already material to their hands
which would suit their purpose, it would
be employed. For instance,. clerks of
courts were a kind of men who would suit
their purpose, and under the clause they
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could be appointed. rrhe expense would
then 'not be so great as it would be were
new appointments made. As he had stated
011 the second reading, sometimes a truant
officer would be the right officer to select.
Mr. McCOLL said he wanted to point
out that the publi~ service was already
overgrown-so much so that the members
of it were already able to exercise u,' vast
amount of political influence. A certain
number of honorable members were largely
dominated by thom. Moreover, if I:mch
men were appointed to supervise the electoral rolls of this Chamber, their power for
domination would 'be increased. Honorable members were rushing on in a way
the end of which they could not know.
Once these people were placed in the
public service there would be no removing
them.
Mr. FOSTER remarked that the argument of the honorable member for K yneton
contradicted itself. He said that the
public service was already overgrown, and
yet he advocated the employment of fresh
men. For his part, he, (Mr. Foster) still
thought that there were plenty of officers
at present in the public service who would
be found capable of doing all the work
that would have to be done under the
Bill. He would also say that he did not
think that the public servants would, as a
rule, ever think of exercising influences of
the kind that had been referred to.
Sir B. 0' LOG HLEN said he wished to
draw attention to the fact that if these
words were struck outthe Governmentwould
have these appointments in their hands,
and then this Chamber would be able
to control the Government, otherwise the
reverse would be the case. He also wished
to refer to the fact that honorable members
had before them no estimate of the sala.ries
these officers would receive.
The committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the clauseAyes
57
13
Noes ...
Majority against the amend- l 44
ment ..•
...
. .. j
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
,;
"
"
"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Armyt'age,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Best,
Brock,

l\fr. Burrowes,
" Cameron,
" G., D. Carter,
" Craven,
" Deakin,
" Derham,
" Dixon,
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Mr. Duffy,
" Duncan,
" Foster,
Gillies,
" Gordon,
" Grahal'll,
" Graves,
" Hall,
Hancock,
" Harper,
" A. Harris,
" Keys,
" Kirton,
" Laurens,
" Leonard,
" Levien,
" Madden,
Dr. Maloney,
Mr. McLean,
" McLellan,
" Munro,
" Nimmo,
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Mr.
"
"
,',
"
"

Officer,
Outtrim,
Patterson,
Peacock,
Richard son,
Shiels,
" C. Smith,
" Staughton,
Sterry,
" Tatchell,
" Tayerner,
, Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Trenwith,
" Tucker,
" Turner,
" \Vheeler,
" Williams,
\\Trixon
"Zox.
'
Tellers.
Mr. Clark,
,
L. L. Smith.
NOES.

Mr. Dunn,
" Forrest,
" Gardiner,
" McColl,
" Methven,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. T. Smith,

Mr.
"
"
"

Uren,
"Vebb,
A. Young,
C. Young.
Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" 'V'. T. Carter.

Mr. KIR.TON moved the insertion, after
the word" appoint," of the words" from
officers already in the public service."
If this amendment were uarried the Public Service Board would be prevented from
going outside the service.
The amendment was negatived.
Discussion took place on clause 8, which
was as follows : "(1) Suhject to the proyisions of the Public
Service Act 1890, the Governor in Council shall
appoint for each electoral district an electoral
inspector. (2) Every inspector shall, within
and for the electoral district for which he is so
appointed, have and exercise the powers and
duties conferred on inspectors by this Act and
carry out all regulations under this Act. (3)
Every inspector shall act under and be subject
to the control of the chief inspector."

Mr. C. YOUNG moved the omission of
t.he words, "Subject to the provisions of
the Public Service Act 1890." He considered that this amendment might be
regarded in a different light from that of
the last amendment of a similar kind.
The officers in question would only be eUlployed for a short period each year, the
work would therefore occupy only a fraction of their time. So to say that they
should come under the Public Service
Board would be absurd. He was surprised
at the attitude of the Minister of Customs
with respect to this question, for he greatly
admired the action taken by the honorable gentleman with regard to the Public
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Service Board, in insisting upon carrying
out his own views contrary to those of the
board. It, was difficult to understand
why he should be now supporting an arrangement which would hand over everything to the board.
Mr. R.ICHAR.DSON observed that the
amendment constituted a very different
proposal from the one brought forward in
connexion with clause 6. 'It would be
very un wise indeed to insist upon these
officers being members of the public service, seeing that it was necessary for
the duties they had to perform that they
should be local men.
In a great many
districts the local electoral registrars
would be highly qualified to do the work,
and he would suggest to the Government
that in other districts the local policeman
could be advantageously selected.
Mr. SHIELS stated that if the clause
were passed now he would give the whole
subject further consideration. If he fonnd
that persons outside the public service
could be advantageously appointed he
would look about for a proper method of
appointing them.
Mr. GR.A YES said hevery much objected
to clauses being passed on the understanding suggested by the Attorney-General.
Honorable members were in their places to
do their duty and they ought to do it.
Mr. MADDEN remarked that if it were
found inconvenient to appoint sergeants of
police to positions under the Bill the truant
officers of ~he different. districts might often
be very advantatageously selected for tho
purpose.
Mr. FOSTER. stated that he did not
understand the argument that these positions ought to be filled up from outside
the publie service. Honora"I-Jle members
talked of political patronage, but here they
were going to put into the hands of the Go, vernment the appointment of no less than
85 new officials.
'
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN thought that officers
ofthissort ought to be essentially local men,
for local know ledge would be required in
addition to other qualifications. What,
however, he particularly wished to bring
under the notice of honorable members
was that if the men were taken from outside the public service they would be completely under the control of Parliament,
whereas if they were officers of the public
service they would be outside the control
of Parliament.
Mr. W. T. CAR.TER. submitted that to
let the Public Service Board appoint the
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inspectors would be simply to minister to
extra-political influence-say, to a certain
kind of social influence-which was far more
dangerous than ordinary political influence.
Mr. GARDINER said he trusted that
some of the positions which would be
created by the Bill would be left open to
the outside public. The civil servants
were already well provided for, and there
were plenty of good men in the colony who
would be very glad to accept the position
of assistant inspector. Some of the positions contemplated would carry salaries of
£200 or £300 a year. His experience
was that since the Public Service Board
had come into operation as much political
infl uence had been exercised as in former
times. People constantly came to him
and asked him to use his influence with
the board.
Mr. TRENWITH observed that if there
was one appointment with reference to
which it was desirable that political influence should not be exercised it was that
of an inspector of the electoral rolls. It
seemed to him that the appointments
ought to be made in accordance with the
provisions of the Public Service Act. If
political influence were to be exercised the
rolls would be made worse than they were
at present, instead of being purified. For
his own part, he had never endeavoured
to use influence with the Public Service
Board. If asked to do so, he a11vays
pointed to an Act of Parliament which protected him from being called upon to do
department trotting. He had been told
that political influence was brought to bear
upon the board, but he could never get
any proof of, it. When the appointments
under the Bill were made the persons
chosen to fill them should be selected on
the ground of their competency.
It
would be unwise to provide that they
should be selected from persons either
inside or outside of the public service.
Mr. WILLIAMS said it would be
objectionable to appoint the inspectors
under the Public Service Act, because
they would then be entitled to all the
emoluments which the Act provided. No
man was more fitted to be an inspector
than the electoral registrar, because of
the special information he obtained in the
performance of his duties. He (Mr.
Williams) quite agreed, however, that the
chief inspector should be under the Public
Service Act. He had very little confidence
in appointments made by the Puplic
Service Board, because the board had shown
Session 1891.-[204]
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very little judgment in the transfers
it had recommended from one department
to another. He would support the amendment.
Mr. RIOHARDSON remarked that he
would vote against the appointment of a
new civil service class, because it was
not needed in the interests of the country.
The Government ought to be allowed to
excercise its own choice in the appointment
of the officers under the Bill. Registrars,
police constables, or truant officers would
be very suitable persons to appoint.
Mr. STERRY observed that the Government ought to accept the amendment. He
thought that in general it would be found
that the registrars would make the most
suitable officers, because of the knowledge
they gained in compiling the electoral
rolls. In the case of a newly-appointed
registrar his lack of acquaintance with
the individual members of the electorate
would not last long, and he would always
be kept in check by the chief inspector.
He believed that .in nine cases out of ten
the present registrars would willingly
undertake the additional duties of inspectors at no great cost to 1,he State, and that
they would discharge the duties much
more satisfactorily than public servants
who would not be possessed of the necessary local know ledge.
Mr. BURROWES said he certainly
thought that the appointments should be
given to the present registrars. He would
like to know if the present regi'strars
could be appointed under the Bill.
Mr. SHIELS said that if this clause
were passed now he would bring down an
amendment providing that electoral registrars might be appointed inspectors under
the Bill. He saw that there would be a
danger in giving the appointments to men
in the Government service who did not
possess the necessary local know ledge.
Oapt. TAYLOR observed that if the
electoral registrars were appointed inspectors under this Bill they would be appointed to inspect themselves. 'What
was there to prevent a corrupt Government at any time abolishing the whole of
the inspectors and· appointing new ones
unless the appointments were made under
the Public Service Act ~ It would be
dangerous to interfere with the clause as
it stood.
Mr. SHIELS said that if the clause were
passed he would carefully consider all the
circumstances and endeavour to deal
securely with the matter.
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Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that the
mover of the amendment, who ·was not at
present in the chamber, had asked him to
watch the amendment on his behalf. He
was not satisfied with the proposal of
the Attorney-General, because it left the
principle untouched. He did not believe
that there was any truth in the assertion
that political influence was brought to bear
upon the Public Service Board.
Mr. GORDON stated that it would be
very objectionable, on the score of expense,
to create a large staff of officers outside
the public service, and he warned the
Government against giving way on the
point. The public service was already
over-manned, and the salaried servants
ought to be asked to perform additional
duties at a small cost.
Mr. WEBB said the promise of the
Attorney-General was a fair one, but he
hoped that the public service would Hot be
increased, for if it were there would assuredly be another Black Wednesday. In
his opinion, police and truant officers would
both be preferable to registrars as inspectors, and the police officers would be the
most desirable. It would not be desirable
to confer the appointments upon public
servants.
Mr: GARDINER remarked that it had
been said that the appointment of public
officers to the positions in question would
be merely transferring them from one department to another, but it had sometimes
happened that when such transfers were
proposed the Minister had refused to accept the nominee of the Public Service
Board. If the Government desired honorable members to approve of the provisions
of this Bill they ought to have set them a
good example. (Mr. Munro-" A Minister
has the right to object under the law.")
He knew that, but they had always been
given to understand that Ministers would
loyally accept officers transferred by the
Public Service Board in accordance with
the Act. (Mr. Munro-" No.") However,
he was satisfied with the promise of the
Attorney-General, and would, therefore,
withdraw his objection to the clause.
Mr. T ATCHELL expressed the opinion
that honorable members might rest satisfied that men with local knowledge would
be found to carry out the work, and the
best course would be in many cases to
appointthepresent registrars. The Government ought to introduce a clause which
would satisfy the feeling of the House
against creating a new department.
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Mr. DUNN said he could not agree with
the Government proposal if it was to increase the public service by 85 additional
officers at salaries of from £150 to £200
a year. (Mr. Shiels-" There is no such
intention.") He would protest against
any increase of the public service.
Mr. LAURENS observed that after the
first purification of the rolls there would
not be half the amount of work in keeping
the rolls pure.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that the
work of the various district electoral inspectors would occupy them only about a
month in the year, and, as they must be
men with local knowledge, he could not
see the wisdom of placing their appointment in the hands of the Public Service
Board, because the board could not
make the appointments without making
them permanent, which would involve a
permanent increase in the public service.
(Mr. MUl1ro-" They can appoint men for
a month as supernumeraries.") Then the
men already engaged in the work ought to
be appointed, so as to prevent the necessity for a permanent increase in the public
service.
The amendment was negatived.
Discussion took place on clause 10, which
was to be substituted for section 146 of the
principal Act, and provided, inter alia, as
follows :"146. [Every electoralJ registrar before issuing an elector's right shall put to the person
applying for the same the following questions
(that is to say):',' (1.). \Vhat are your Christian names, surname, residence [including the street
and the number or name (if any) of the
house in which you resideJ, and your
occupation?
"(v.), (If the elector's right be souglttfor a
residential qualijication)--Have you before received an elector's right in respect of residence for any division of
any district in Victoria? and (if the
answer be 'Yes') what division and
district?
" [(VIII.) (If the elector's right be sought for
a residential qualijication)-State the
name, address, and occupation of your
employer (if any)?J
"[(IX.) Have you during the last three
years served any term or terms of
imprisonment for any period or periods
amounting in the aggregate to at least
three months?J
" (x.) Are you at present receiving 'relief
as an inmate of any eleemosynary or
charitable institution?
"[If any person does not answer question
(IX.) absolutely in the negative such person
shall not be entitled to receive an elector's
right, and the registrar shall so inform him
accordingly.]
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" [All] such questions shall be printed upon
the back of the butts of the forms contained in
the 18th and 19th schedules to this Act [and
also upon the back of such forms of electors'
rights.]
"After such questions have been answered
by the person so applying for an elector's right,
and before an elector's right is issued to him, the
registrar shall write [or cause to be written] the
answers of such person upon the back of the
butt of the elector's right about to be issued to
such person [and also upon the back of such
elector's right] opposite the questions to which
such answers respectively relate, and such
person shall sign his name thereto when the
questions and his answers thereto have been
read by or to him.
" If any person make a false answer to any of
the questions so put to him by the registrar he
shall be deemed to be guilty of wilful and
corrupt perjury and may be punished accordingly [and whether he be convicted of perjury
or not the elector's right issued to such person
may at any time be cancelled by the revision
court]. Before any {lerson answers any of such
questions the registrar shall first warn him of
the punishment he will incur if he makes a false
answer thereto.
" [If any person refuses or omits distinctly to
answer any question put to him pursuant to
this section, or if any of the answers made by
him show that he is not entitled to an elector's
right, no right shall be issued to such person, and
the registrar shall so inform him accordingly.]"

Mr. SHIELS added that in order to meet
the objections of a sentimental character
which had been urged against question
9 and the paragraph immediately following question 10, he would at the proper
time move the omission of those two paragraphs from the clause. The Government,
taking the matter carefully into account,
came to the conclusion that there was no
invidiousness in question 9, because it
would be put to high and low, rich and poor
alike; but they thought that the work
could be effectively done without the provisions in question.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved the omission
from question 1 of the words" or name."
(Mr. Munro-" Many houses are not numbered but have names.") But it was easy
to make a mistake about a name, and
every applicant for an elector's right who
gave a false answer to any of the questions
put to him by the registrar was to be liable
to a penalty. There were less chances of
mistake about numbers'. (Mr. Turner"There are more, by a long way.") (Mr.
Munro-" A name is easier to remember
than a number.") Very often not, because
names varied a great deal.
The amendment was negatived.
Capt. rrAYLOH. observed that by question 5 the applicant was required to
state whether he had previously received
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an elector's right and for what division
and district, the object being to confine
him to one elector's right; but there
was nothing to prevent a man having
two or three electors' rights. (Mr.
Shiels-" This is a section from the Act
we are amending.") That was just it. At
present there were electors, who held fivc
or six different electors' rights and voted
on them, but the object of this Bill was to
reduce the number to one. Surely if an
elector falsely answered the question
in question 5 in the negative he ought
not to be entitled to a right at all,
but there was no penalty provided. (Mr.
Shiels-cc Provision is made in a later subsection.") There ought to be the same
condition attached to question 5 as was
attached to question 9.
Mr. SHIELS stated that if any person
got two electors' rights the necessaryalteration could be made in the rolls under a
subsequent clause. This clause did not
make any change in the principal Act.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved the omission
of the 8th question. He saw no reason
why a person applying for .. an elector's
right should be asked to state the name
and address of his employer.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that a number
of the men who applied for electors' rights
were employed in factories, and surely it
was not unfair to ask them to state, for
the purpose of identification, the name and
address of their employer.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. SHIELS proposed the omission of
the 9th question.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BAILES asked the Attorney-General to so amend the clause as to make it
clear and distinct that miners and others
who received medical attendance at local
hospitals should not be disq~alified on the
ground that they were receiving relief from
a charitable institution.
Mr. BUH.ROWES remarked that the
clause was most objectionable. There'
were miners living in tents or in some
poor habitation who, if they met with an'
accident and required medical attendance,
would be compelled to go into a hospital,
although they might have no desire to
accept anything in the shape of charity.
Why should such persons be disqualified ~
Mr. SHIELS moved the insertion after
" institution" in the 1Oth question of the
words" other than a hospital."
The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. W. T. CARTER proposed the omission of the words "and such person shall
sign his name thereto when the questions
and his answers thereon have been read
by or to him." He remarked that many
ratepayers could not sign their names,
and at the municipal elections they had
to. be assisted ill recording their votes by
the returning officer or his deputies. In
South Australia an illiterate person could
obtain a vote for his manhood, and why
should a distinction be made in this colony
between an illiterate person who occupied
property and an illiterate person who had
no property ~ There were many persons
who were not able to sign their names but
who were perfectly capable of giving an
intelligent vote.
Dr. MALONEY said that he could
indorse the remarks of the honorable
member for Williamstown. If it was to be
understood that the man who could not
sign his name should not have a vote
then let the principle be applied to ratepayers as well as to persons who desired
to take out electors' rights. In Government documents the cross of a man who
could not sign his name was legal, and
applioants for the manhood suffrage who
could not sign their names should be
allowed to make their cross.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he
would suggest, as a compromise, that after
" name" the words "if such person can
write" be inserted.
Mr. G. D. CARrrER remarked that the
double signatures of persons taking out
electors' rights would be an important
means of identification. .
Mr. DUNN expressed the hope that the
committee would not agree to the amendment. Sometimes when a person left a
district he passed his elector's right on to
some one else. When this second person
was asked to sign his name it was immediately seen that he was not the person
to whom the right was issued. The signature was often the only means available of
identification.
Mr. TRENWITH observed that all
. voters should possess the educational
qualification of being able to sign their
names and he would heartily support any
propo;alto attach .the same condition to
ratepayers. Some persons at present exercised several votes who could not read newspapers, and who obtained their information about political matters from others.
He thought the amendment unnecessary for another reason. Every day the
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number of electors who could not sign their
names was becoming less. (Mr. W. T.
Carter-" What about the old men who
cannot sign their names ~") Of them it
might be said that most of them were ratepayers.
Mr. W. T. CARTER said he would mention a case by way of illustration. There
was a man who for years had been a ratepayer, and always exercised his vote according to the very intelligent interest he took
in politics. Subsequently he gave up his
house and went to live with his daughter.
But on ceasing to be'a ratepayer he found
that he could not take out an elector's
right, because he was unable to sign his
name. He (Mr. W. 'r. Carter) knew that
some of the men who had laid the foundations of national life in the colonies could
not sign their names. Further, he might
mention that he himself had a relative
who had successfully reared a large family,
who had a large banking account, but
although he took a remarkably intelligent
interest in politics, he was, nevertheless,
what was called a "marksman."
The amendment was negatived.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved the substitution for the words, "If any person
make a false answer" of the words, "If.
any person make any answer false to his
knowledge." He stated that this was an
important distinction.
(Mr. Shiels" Before a man answers any such question
he is first warned.") The fact that the
man was warned would not make any
difference to the legal effect. If the clause
provided for a minor penalty the case
would be different.
Mr. LAURENS pointed out that this
portion of the clause merely re-enacted
the law as it stood at present. It should
be noticed that if a man altered a document in a particular way it might be
deemed to be constructive forgery, but it
would not necessarily be corrupt forgery,
and it wa"s the same with perjury.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that perjury and forgery were offences between
which a great distinction must be
drawn. Under the words contained in the
amendment the judge would instruct the
jury that the offence committed was
perjury.
The amendment was negatived.
On clause 12, requiring registrars to
send list of rights issued to inspectors
within three days after the expiration of
each month,
.
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Mr. McCOLL moved the substitution of
the words" seven days" for "t~ree days."
The amendment was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 13, which
was as follows : "(1) WhEm any male person who appears to be
or is over the age of eighteen years is in any
court convicted of an offence and for such
offence is sentenced or ordered to be imprisoned
for any period whatever, the clerk of such
court shall, within three days after the last day
of the month during which such person was
convicted, forward to the chief inspector a list
containing full information as to the Christian
names, surname, age, occupation, and lastknown place of abode of such convicted person,
the date of the sentence or order, the period of
imprisonment imposed, and in what electoral
list or roll (if any) such person's name is included.
"(2) If any such clerk fail, refuse, or neglect
to forward such list, or if the same be wilfully
or negligently compiled in an inaccurate manner, such clerk shall on con'viction before a
court of petty sessions be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £50, or to imprisonment for any
term not exceeding three months.
"(3) For the purposes of this section the word
, court' includes a justice or justices, and the
associate of a judge of the Supreme Court shall
be deemed to be the clerk of the court by which
any imprisonment is so imposed.
"(4) For the purpose of carrying out this section it shall be the duty of every court, judge,
or justice by whom any person is sentenced to
imprisonment, or ordered to be imprisoned, to
ascertain from the person convicted his Christian
names, surname, age, occupation, last place of
abode, and whether his name is included in any
electoral list or roll, and, if so, for what district
and division."

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked the AttorneyGeneral to limit the operation of, this
clause in cases in which the court had
imposed imprisonment without the option
of a fine. Perhaps the Minister would
also limit the sentences which were to be
reported to those exceeding three months.
Some offences were of a very trivial nature.
Mr. BURRO'WES said he did not see
any reason why a guilty man should be
screened.
Mr. GARDINER remarked that the
clause related to the conviction of male
persons over the age of eighteen years, and
he thought that the age should be altered
to 21 years.
Mr. GORDON observed that wife-beaters
who nearly killed their wives, and were fined
40s., ought not to be allowed to escape.
Mr. SHIELS said he would deal with
that point in a ~ubsequent clause.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SHIELS moved an amendment to
the effect that the offences reported
should be such as were" punishable without the option of a fine."
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Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved the omission of the word" whatever" (line 5), with
a view to the substitution of the words
"over a month."
Dr. MALONEY expressed the opinion
that clerks of courts had quite enough
work to do without being required to tot
up the number of days that certain men
might have to spend in the watch-house
or the gaol. The clause as it stood was
absurd, because it would require 90 convictions to disqualify a man who was only
kept in the lock-up for a day at a time,
whereas if the amendment was adopted
three convictions would disqualify.
.
Mr. CLARK remarked that a short time
ago the Melbourne newspapers reported a
case of a man who committed a brutal
assault on his wife and only got fourteen days' imprisonment. In his opinion,
any man who had been once convicted of
wife-beatin6 ought to be disqualified.
Mr. STERRY observed that if a man's
conduct was so bad that he was continually
coming before the court, the bench would
commit him to gaol for longer periods
than before. They ought not to brand
young fellows of eighteen, as was proposed
under this clause, and disqualify them
from voting.
Mr. TRENWITH stated that some men
were continually getting into gaol for short
terms of imprisonment, and they were the
worst possible characters, because they
neglected their duty to their families, and,
although they were not thieves, they were
certainly not properpersons to be intrusted
with the franchise. It would require a great
number of convictions to disqualify men of
that clas~, because their terms of imprisonment would have .to aggregate in each
case to three months before disqualification could take place. As to the objection
that tliis clause would brand young fellows
convicted of the offences named therein,
he would like to remind honorable members that the record of convictions would
be kept privately in a Government department, so that there would be no public
branding of the offenders under this
clause.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that the clause
required every clerk of courts to forward
monthly lists of convictions to the chief
inspector, and rendered him liable for
failure, refusal, or neglect to a penalty not
exceeding £50, or imprisonment for any
term not exceeding three months. Hewould
su~gest that, as a reasonable protection of
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those officers, the Attonley-General should
consider the propriety of" inserting the
words, "as far as it is in his power," so
as to absolve any clerk from liability in
the event of innocent non-compliance
with the requirements of the clause. A
clerk of courts would be liable to a fine of
£50, or to imprisonment for three months
for negligently compiling the list in an
inaccurate manner, whereas he might have
done his best with the information at his
disposal. (Mr. Shiels-" I will make a
note of the honorable member's objection.")
Then in sub-section 4 there was an outrageous provision by which the duty was
cast upon every court, judge, or justice by
whom any person was sentenced to imprisonment of ascertaining from the person
convicted his Christian names, surname,
age, occupation, last place of abode, and
whether his name was included in any
electoral list or roll. If this provision
were agreed to, the Chief Justice after
sentencing a man to imprisonment would
have to make these inquiries j and, if the
prisoner refused to answer, what position
would the Chief Justice be placed in ~
The amendment was negatived.
On clause 15, providing that the chief
inspector should prepare a list of "convicted persons," and (in sub-section 2)
that-

Mr. SHIELS stated that contempt of
court would not be an offence under the
clause.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
On clause 18, dealing with the duties of
electoral inspectors,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he wished to
call the attention of the Attorney-General
to the fact that there was no provision in
the clause for taking from the list of ratepaying electors names which either appeared in several divisions of electoral
districts, or which were wrongly on the
roll in connexion with certain properties.
(Mr. Shiels-" Section 21 deals with the
whole of that.") Still a person might
have his name on the rolls of, say, three
divisions of a district, and there was no
provision in the Bill to remove it from
two of them. He knew a case in which
three men voted at an election for Melbourne West in three separate divisions of
that electorate. Surely such names ought
to be struck off.
Mr. SHIELS stated that in drafting the
Bill the Government had that difficulty
before them. He would make a note of
the point referred to by the honorable
member.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that a
number of persons got on the r:olls improperly on the strength of a qualification
which merely meant that the man had put
up his brass plate on a door.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that sub-section
3 of clause 21 dealt with qualifications of
that sort.
"
Clause 20, relating to the places at
which revision courts could be held, and
providing, inter alia, that if there were
"two such places" in one division the
Minister might determine at which the
revision should take place,
Mr. SHIELS moved the insertion of the
words" or more" after the word" two."
The amendment was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 21:-

'The electoral registrar shall, upon the
receipt of such list of convicted persons, write
opposite the name of each person therein mentioned, on a copy of the roll of ratepaying
electors or ordinary electoral roll, if any such
person's name appears thereon, the word" Convicted," and shall forward a true copy of such
rolls and of such list of convicted persons to the
returning officer for the district,"

Mr. TURNER moved an amendment
limiting the list to be prepared to persons
who during the last three years had served
any term of imprisonment without the
option of a fine, for any period or periods
amounting in the aggregate to three
months.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SHIELS proposed the substitution
for " Convicted" in sub-section 2 of "Disqualified."
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that
three months was a short term of imprisonment for which to disqualify a man. The
term should be six months.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. G. D. CARTER inquired whether
an elector who was committed for contempt of court would be liable" to disqualification ~
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"For section 179 of the principal Act there
shall be substituted the following section,
namely:"179. The revision court for each division
of a district shall with respect to every electoral
list- which it is authorized to revise perform
the duties and have the powers following,
namely:"(1) The court shall correct any mistake
which is proved to the court to have been made
in any list;
"(2) The court may correct any mistake
which is proved to the court to have been made
in any claim or notice of objection;
"(3) The court shall expunge the name of
every person (whether objected to or not) whose
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person objected to the burden of proving
qualification as stated in any list is sufficient to
his right to be on the list;
entitle such person to be included therein;
"
Prim{),
facie 'proof shall be deemed to be
. "(4) The court shall expunge the name of
given of any objection if it is shown to the
every person who (whether objected to or not)
satisfaction of the court by evidence, repute,
is proved to the court to be dead;
or otherwise that there is reasonable ground
"(5) Where an entry in any list subject to
for believing that the objection is well
revision and an entry in any list of persons whose
founded, and that by reason of the person
deaths have been registered appear to relate to
objected to not being present for examinathe same person the court shall inquire whether
tion, or for some other reason, the objector
such entries relate to the same person, and on
is prevented from discovering or proving
proof being made to the court that the entries
the truth respecting the entry objected to;
relate to the same person the court shall expunge
" (12) If such proof is given as herein prethe entry from the list under revision (whether
scribed, or if the objection is by a registrar or
objected to or not);
inspector, then unless the person objected to
"(6) The court shall expunge the name of
every person (whether objected to or not) any appears by himself, or by some other person on
his behalf, and proves that he is entitled to have
of whose answers to questions put to him
by a registrar or his deputy before the issuing his name inserted in the list in respect of the
of a right to such person written on the back of qualification described in such list, the court
shall expunge the name of the person objected
his right or the butt thereof are in the opinion
to'
of the court incomplete, incorrect, or false, and
/, {l3) The court shall in every case be guided
may cancel the right issued to such person and
the butt thereof by writing across the same the by the real justice thereof without regard to
words 'Cancelled by the - - - Revision Court,' legal forms and solemnities, and shall direct
itself by the best evidence it can procure, or
together with the date of such cancellation;
that is laid before it, whether the same be such
"(7) The court shall expunge the name of
every person (whether objecLed to or not) who evidence as the law would require or admit in
during the last three years has served any term other cases or not; and may receive or reject
or terms of imprisonment for any period or any evidence that may be tendered to the
periods amounting in the aggregate to at least court.
"(14) Where the matter stated in alistorclaim
three months;
.
or proved to the court in relation to any alleged
"(8) The court shall expunge the name of
right to be on any list is in the judgment of the
every person (whether objected to or not) who is,
proved to have within one year been an habitual court insufficient to constitute a qualification of
drunkard, or an idle and disorderly person, or an the nature or description stated or claimed,
but sufficient to constitute a qualification of
incorrigible rogue, or a rogue and vagabond,
within the meaning of the Police Offences Act some other nature or description, the court, if
the name is entered in a list for which snch
1890, or to have consorted with any such pertrue qualification is appropriate, shall correct
sons;
such entry by inserting such qualification
"(9) The court shall expunge the name of
accordingly, and in any other case shall insert
every person (whether objected toor not) against the name with such qualification in the approwhom there is in existence an order of any court priate list, and shall expunge it from the other
for the maintenance by such person of his wife list (if any) in which it is entered.
or child, 01' who is proved" (15) Except as herein provided, and whether
"(a) to be a vagrant or an idle person withany person is objected to or not, no evidence
out any known or settled place of shall be given of any other qualification than
abode; or
that which is described in the list or claim (as
"(b) to be a person having no visible lawful
the case may be), nor shall the court be at liberty
means of support; or
to change the description of the qualification as
"(c) to have been during the last twelve
it appears in the list except for the purpose of
months found begging in any public more clearly and accurately defining the same.
place.
"(16) Where thename of any person appears to
"(10) Subject as herein and otherwise by law
be entered more than once on the lists of ratepayprovided the. court shall retain the name of ing electors for the same division the court shall
every person not objected to, and also of every inquire whether such entries relate to the same
person objected to, unless the objector appears person, and on proof being made to the court
by himself or by some person on his behalf or . that such entries relate to the same person shall
by an inspector in support of his objection;
retain one of the entries and expunge the other
"(11) If the objector so appears, the court or others.
shall require him, unless he is a registrar or in"Any such person may, by notice in writing
spector, to prove that he gave the notice or
delivered to the clerk at the opening of
notices of objection required by law to be given
any revision court, select the entry to be
by him, and to give prima facie proof of the
retained as aforesaid; but if he does not
ground of objection, and for that purpose the
make any selection, either by such notice
court may examine, and allow the objector to
or by personal application to the court,
examine, any person on oath touching the
the entry to be so retained shall be selected
alleged ground of objection, and unless such
by the court.
proof is given to the satisfaction of the court,
"(17) If any question arise as to the validity
shall, subject as herein and otherwise by law
of the qualification for a ratepaying elector reprovided, retain the name of the person objected course may be had for supporting the right of
to;
the said elector to be on the list to any other
" An objection made by any registrar or inratepaying qualification of such person in the
spector shall be deemed to cast upon the
same division of any district.
0

o
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"(18) The court shall expunge from any
general list for any division of a district under
revision the name of every person (whether
objected to or not) who has his name in any list
of ratepaying electors for any division of such
district, and shall expunge from any supplementary list for any division of a district under
revision the name of every person (whether objected to or not) who has his name in any roll
of ratepaying electors f(or any division of such
district. "

Mr. SHIELS moved the substitution in
sub-section 3 for the words "whose qualification as stated in any list is insufficient"
of the words "who does not possess a
qualification sufficient."
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN drew attention to
sub-section 7, and asked the AttorneyGeneral if there was any good reason for
retaining the words" whether objected to
or not"~
Mr. SHIELS moved the omission from
the sub-section of the words referred to.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SHIELS moved the addition to subsection 7 of the words "such term or
terms of imprisonment having been imposed without the option of a fine."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KIRTON moved the further addition to sub-section 7 of the following:"Or any person who during the said period
has been a respondent or co-respondent in a
divorce suit in which the petitioner has suc-.
ceeded, or any person who during the said
period has been convicted of an aggravated
assault upon his wife. "

He said he thought it was only right that
to the other disqualifications should be
added the disqualification of those who
·by their actions sapped the very foundations of society.
Mr. SHIELS said he agreed with the
honorable member for Ballarat West (Mr.
Kirton) to a great exten~that was to say,
so far as the first portion of his amendment was concerned; but he thought
there was already sufficient provision in
the statute to meet the case. As for
aggravated assaults upon wives, in some
instances the woman was undoubtedly
If, however, some
herself to blame.
amendment of the sub-section was absolutely necessary he would endeavour to
supply it on the report.
Mr. FOSTER expressed the hope that
the amendment of the honorable member
for Ballarat West (Mr. Kirton) would be
withdrawn.
Mr. GARDINER said he trusted that
the honorable member for Ballarat West
(Mr. Kirton) would not withdraw his

amendment. It was time something was
done to purify the homes of the colony.
Mr. KIRTON observed that the committee had agreed to disqualify the tramp,
the habitual drunkard, the individual in
the receipt of charity, and the person who
failed to maintain his wife. But it winked
at the action of the man who was the
enemy of society-he meant the adulterer.
He was surprised that a man with
thE) Premier's sympathies should permit
this.
Mr. DIXON said that the AttorneyGeneral ought to have given some reason
for refusing his assent to the amendment of the honorable member for Ballarat West (Mr. Kirton). It seemed to
him (Mr. Dixon) that the honorable
member had made out a good case, and
that in all suits for divorce in which the
husband had been the guilty party he
should be disqualified for the exercise of
the franchise.
The committee divided on Mr. Kirton's
amendmen~

12
40

Ayes ...
Noes ...

Majority against the amend- } 28
nlent...
...
. ..
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Clark,
Dixon,
Dunn,
Gardiner,
Gordon,
Kirton,

Mr. Laurens,
" McColl,
Methven.

Tellers.
Mr. Peacock,
" Uren.
NOES.

Mr. Andrews,
" Bailes,
" Beazley,
" . Bennett,
" Brock,
" Burrowes,
" Craven,
" Derham,
" Duffy,
" Duncan,
" Forrest,
" Foster,
" Gillies,
" Graham,
" Graves,
" Hall,
" Hancock,
" Leonard,
Madden,
Maloney,
" McLean,

ri;.

Mr. McLellan,~
" Munro,
" Officer,
. Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim, .
" Patterson,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
" C. Smith,
" Staughton,
"Sterry,
1" Tatchell, ,
" Taverner, 1
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. TrEmwith,
" Turner,
" Wheeler.
r(

Tellers.
Mr. W. T. Carter,
" A. Young.

Mr. SHIELS proposed an addition J~o
sub-section 7, providing that any person
convicted of illegal or corrupt practices at
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eit.her a parliamentary or a municipal elec- remind them that it was as much an
tion should be disqualified for a period of offence for'a man to pay his sovereign and
three years. This provision (he said) was take odds, as to take the sovereign and
exactly following the English Act, except pay odds. He would not be a party to
that under that Act the period of disquali- any proposals of the kind, and he begged
fication for such offences was seven years. to move that sub-section 8 be struck
Among those illegal and corrupt practices out.
Mr. W. T. CARTER stated that this
were intimidation, betting on the result
of an election-which was often a form of , clause singled out the little vices of the
bribery-and the carrying of offensive poor, but did not take the slightest notice
weapons. (Mr. Graves-"Would that apply of the vices of the rich. It was an insult
to betting in Bourke-street, or on the race- offered to the young men of the colony,
course 1") No, but it would apply to men who at every turn would find themselves
who engaged in the three-card trick or in danger of being disqualified from the
rights and privileges of citizenship. It
other swindling games.
ought to be beneath the dignity of ParThe amendment was agreed to.
Capt., TAYLOR remarked that sub- liament in dealing with a question of
section 9 of the clause was not necessary, this kind to make any of the petty
because if a man was convicted of being a misdemeanours of the Police Offences
rogue and vagabond, and he was sentenced Act a ground for disqualification. He
to three months' imprisonment, he would agreed with the honorable member for
be disqualified under another part of the Collingwood (Mr. Hancock) that by passBill. Did this sub-section mean that a ing sub-section 8 honorable members
person who was convicted of being a rogue would be making a rod for their own backs,
and vagabond, and who received only one inasmuch as the manhood and common
month's imprisonment, was to be dis- sense of the country would cry shame
qualified ~ (Mr. Shiels-" Yes.") If the upon them for having put such a projustices considered the man's offence to be vision on the statute-book.
of so mild a nature as only to merit a
Mr. GRAVES observed that he was still
month's imprisonment, why should he be of opinion that this was an offensive clause.
He would vote for the retention of subdisqualified from voting 1
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that section 8, but he wished honorable memunder sub-section 8 of this clause the bers and the country to understand that
revision court migh t try a man on the the court to be established under this Bill
charge of being an habitual drunkard, or an would be one of a very extraordinary
idle and disorderly person, or of "consort- character. The chief inspector might
ing with any such persons." (Mr. Shiels- object to a man on the ground that he
"Yes.") rrherefore, if a man took an had been playing at an unlawful game,
habitual drunkard home he would render such as pitch and toss, and for that offence
himself liable to be disq ualified. The word he would be tried by the revision court,
" com orting" was a drag-net in criminal and might be struck off the roll. He did
trials, and sub-section 8 might lead to not desire that such men should be regreat injustice being done to innocent tained on the roll, but honorable members
should understand what the effect of the
persons.
Mr. GILLIES stated that if it was clause would be. There were a number
intended that the revision court should be of offences that might be alleged against
a court for the trial of criminal offences any voter, and which if they were proved
he would not vote for the clause.
would lead to his disqualification.
It...r. HANCOCK said that he saw great
Mr. PATTERSON said it was underdanger in this clause, and he believed that stood from the beginning that this was a
if ;t was agreed to as it stood it would very drastic Bill, and the country did not
cause no end of trouble and dissatisfac- expect honorable members to show symtio"l. By supporting sub-section 8 honor- pathy with the classes mentioned in this
at ,e members would be making a rod for clause. The only blow aimed at manhood
their own backs. A man was not an , suffrage was the objection to the disquali"habitual drunkard" until he had been fication of habitual drunkards and idle
convicted three times, but would that defi- and disorderly persons. When the crimin;tion be retained in the future 1 Were nals in Pentridge gaol read the report of
honorable members going in for a crusade the discussion on this clause they would
against drinking and gambling ~ He would be immensely delighted, and would probably
Session 1891.-[205]
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hold a public meetiI!g. Under the circumstances no one need be surprised at
outbreaks in penal establishments. If any
man was, to have a vote he should at
any rate be a respectable and honest
man. The present proposal showed a
condition of things which, to his. (Mr.
Patterson's) mind, was highly unsatisfactory.
.
Mr. FOSTER stated that to his mind
carrying the present proposal would give
the rev.ision courts a very dangerous power
indeed. He had had something to do
with revision courts, and he would assert
that their proper function was simply examining as to whether names should be
put on or struck off. He begged to draw
attention to the words in sub-section 8,
"or to have consorted with any such
persons." Was there any interpretation
clause to show what was meant by
those words ~ (Mr. Shiels-" There is a
well-known legal interpretation of them.")
Well, he, for one, did not see any
sufficient reason for such a drastic provision. It would pract~cally interfere
with the civil rights of the people. He
regarded the whole sub-section as dangerous, and he would vote against it.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that the Government were justifying their position. He
would say now, on the floor of the House,
that if it was possible to make a distinction
between intelligence and non-intelligence
he, for one, would be ready to give ,an
additional vote to intelHgence. It was the
same with' thrift, only there a distinction
could not be drawn. But with respect to
intelligence the distinction was possible to
a certain extent, and the man without intelligence ought to be disfranchised. He
(Mr. Munro) went in for giving a vote to
every man who was entitled to it, but a
man of this character was not entitled to
a vote. Could a drunkard be said to have
the same intelligence as a sober man ~
(An Honorable Member - "Define a
drunkard.") The definition of a drunkard
was well known. It was in the interests
of those who contended for the one-manone-vote principle that they should, with
respect to the present question, give no
chance to their opponents. Those who
were advocating that men of this class
should be kept on the rolls were doing the
very thing that the opponents of the
liberal' party wanted them to do. At the
same time they could not do a greater injury to the cause they had at heart. (Mr.
Graves - "But we ought to know who
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are to be disqualified.") Quite right, and
when that was known the Legislature'
should act accordingly.
Capt. TAYLOR considered that the'
Premier had thrown no light on the point
at issue, which was whether the revision
court was the proper court to try these
questions. He (Capt. Taylor) considered
that the revision court had quite enough
to do without dealing with matters of this
sort. Had the clause provided that there·
must be a conviction the case would be'
different.
Mr. W. T. CARTER stated that the
honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr.
Patterson) made a serious charge against
honorable members when he spoke of their
resisting legislation of this kind. For'
himself, he (Mr. W. T. Carter) took the
clause in connexion with the army of
inspectors that were to be appointed,
for what would they be. but minions
of a court of inquisition which would
inquire into men's private affairs ~ He
protested against this attempt of the
honorable member for Castlemaine to
prejudice the case of his fellow-members
before the country. He could tell the
honorable member that it required some
courage to stand up against what was
called "government by the black petti-·
coat." :Nevertheless, he, for one, would resist that sort of thing now and always. He
would also warn the honorable member that
attempts at this kind of legislation would
provoke a re-action in the country, and
perhaps the outcome would be all the
better for outspokenness, for manliness, and
for liberty. He protested against these
attempts in every direction to destroy
liberty. It was on a ground of this sort
that he had always set himself against the
introduction of the Contagious Diseases
Act, because-as had been pointed ou~ by
different writers on the subject-that
would give an opportunity to people to
cast suspicion on the characters of honest
women; it armed men with the power of
insulting womann.ood ..
Mr. GARDINER said he cordially
approved of the remarks that had just
been made by .the honorable member for
'Villiamstown. He would ask the senior
member for Castlemaine if a wife-beater
was not worse than a drunkard ~ (Mr.
W. T. Carter-" Or a rich adulterer ~") It
would be shameful to permit wife-beaters
to continue to exercise the franchise.
Mr. BEAZLEY remarked that he would
vote against the sub-section unless an
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amendment similar to the one proposed
by the honorable member for Hawthorn
were adopted. He would li~e to ask the
Attorney-General whether the son or the
brother of an habitual drunkard would
not be regarded under the clause as one
who consorted with habitual drunkards ~
Mr. HANCOCK said he would withdraw
his amendment in favour of the one submitted by the honorable member for
Hawthorn.
Capt. TAYLOR moved the omission of
the words "is proved to have '.' in sub-section 8, with the view of substituting the
words" having been convicted of having."
He also moved the omission of the words
"or to have consorted with any such
persons" at the end of the sub-section.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that the
Premier had asked if certain honorable
members were in earnest, but the question
with the House was as to whether the Premier was in earnest. Some of the most
determined supporters of this Bill were also
among the most determined supporters of
the dual vote. He would support the
amendment.
Mr. TRENWITH said he agreed with
the honorable member for Williamstown
that the clause was unduly inquisitorial,
and that it established a wrong tribunal.
The young men of this country were remarkable for their sobriety; the habitual
drunkards, as far as he knew, were mostly
ratepayers. It was therefore not correct
to say that this clause was aimed at manhood suffrage. He would support the
amendment of the honorable member for
Hawthorn.
Mr. PATTERSON pointed out that the
conviction could not be obtained except
upon proof, and that the principle of the
clause applied to the one case the. same as
the other. It was absurd to say that it
would injure manhood suffrage, because
the people of the colony were generally
very sober. He thought the amendment
might be accepted.
Capt. Taylor's amendments were agreed
to.
'
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN called attention to
sub-section 9. He submitted that the
three sub-paragraphs a, b, and c should
be omitted.
Mr. SHIELS proposed that the opening
paragraph of sub-section 9 be amended so
as to read as follows :"The court shall expunge the name of every
person (whether objected to or not) against whom
there is proved to be in existence an unsatisfied
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order of any court for the maintenance by such
person of his wife or child," &c.

The amendments were agreed to.
Mr. TRENWITH moved the omission
from sub-section a of the words "without
any known or settled place of abode."
There was a large number of very respectable people who had no settled place of
abode-men who followed migratory occupations, such as navvies and farm labourers;
and the effectiveness of the clause would
not be injured by removing the stigma
which it would attach to those persons as
it now stood.
Mr. TURNER stated that the words in
question would not apply to the classes of
persons alluded to by the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Trenwith), because
sub-section a did not apply to persons
without any known or settled place of
abode unless they were also vagrant.s or
idle persons. There was, therefore, no
necessity for the amendment..
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. GORDON moved the addition to
sub-section a of the following words:"who has been convicted of wife-beating."
He wanted to test the sincerity of the
professions of the Attorney-General on
this question. (Mr. Shiels-" I will adopt
the amendment later on; I thoroughly
approve of i~.") Many amendments of
less importance were going int.o the Bill.
Capt. TAYLOR suggested that the
honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr.
Gordon) should substitute for his proposal
th~ words "any person who during the
same period. has been convicted of an
aggravated assault upon his wife."
Mr. TURNER remarked that the· two
proposals applied to different classes of
offences.
Mr. SHIELS stated that in the case of
an aggravated assault upon a wife a police
magistrate was empowered to make a
separation order and grant alimony to ·the
wife, with, he thought, even the custody
of the children.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the provision in sub-section 9 with reference to
vagrants and persons having no visible
means of support was covered by subsection 8.
Mr. SHIELS said that he agreed with
the honorable member for Port Fairy.
Section 40 of the Police Offences Act provided that any person having no visible
lawful means or insufficient means of support should be deemed to be an idle and
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disorderly person. He begged 'to move the
omission from sub-section 9 of "is proved,"
with a view to the insertion of the words
"has been convicted of having committed
an aggravated assault on his wife within
one year."
Mr. W. T. CARTER stated that there
was an agitation for the extension of the
franchise to women, and some strongminded woman who objected to her husband having the franchise whilst she was
disqualified might provoke an assault.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SHIELS moved the omission of
the paragraphs a, b, and c of subsection 9.
The amendment was agreed to.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN called attention
to the provision in sub-section 11 that
primti facie evidence should be deemed to
be given of any objection if it was shown
to the satisfaction of the court by "evidence, repute, or otherwise" that there was
reasonable ground for believing that the
objection was well foundAd. A man should
not be liable to disqualification on "repute" only, and the words "repute or
otherwise" should be struck out. Subsection l3-which set out that the court
should "in every case be guided by the
real justice thereof, without regard to
legal forms and solemnities," was also
objectionable.
Mr. SHIELS stated that sub~section 13
was really in the interest of the person
objected to, and the same provision would
be found in the section of the Constitution
Act Amendment Act relating to the jurisdiction of the Elections and Qualifications
Committee. The words "evidence, repute,
or otherwise" were taken from the English
Act. (Sir B. O'Loghlen-" What. Act ~")
The Registration Act, section 10. In all
these provisions the' Government had, as
nearly as possible, followed the English
Act.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that hewould
offer no objection if the question was
merely one of proving a right to be on the
roll-if there was nothing more at stake.
But under this clause a man's whole
character was involved. (Mr. Shiels"So it is in Englandj they have gone into
the matter the same as we have.") He
had not read the English Act, but he would
like to look into it. The case, however,
remained as before j a conviction ought to
be produced.
Mr. SHIELS said he would make a note
of the honorable member's point.
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Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that a
similar question arose in connexion with
sub-section 13.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
On clause 25, relating to the question
to be put where the name of a person
appeared on the eJectoral roll with the word
"Convicted" written against it,
Mr. SHIELS moved the substitution of
the word" Disqualified" for" Convicted."
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 26, setting out additional
questions that might be put to an elector
on tendering his vote, and including, inter
alia, the following:"Have you, during the last three' years,
served any term of impri~onment for any period
or periods amounting in the aggregate to at
least three months?"

Mr. GRAVES said he considered this
question very objectionable.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the alterations
which had already be'en made in the Bill
rendered the question unnecessary. He'
moved that the words that the honorable member for Delatite objected to be
omitted from the clause.
The amendment was adopted, and the
clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that it would
now rest with those appointed to look
after the purity of the roll to see that the
names on the new roll were subjected to
the closest possible scrutiny, in order that
it might be ascertained whether they
ought or ought not to be on the roll. To
show the importance of inquiries of this
sort being followed up he would simply
mention what was not an uncommon
practice. A person e would go to one electoral district, on the roll of which he was
entitled to have his name, and get it registered there; and afterwards he would manage
to get it registered in other districts,
although he was not entitled by law to do
so. This sort of thing could only be detected by the officer whose duty it was to
do so closely following up inquiries into
the matter. Of course it went without
saying that this class of persons would
frequently register themselves in some
other name than their own. (Mr. ShielsH That is where the trouble comes in.")
Well, now that honorable members all
round had assisted the Government in
every possible way to render the Bill as
perfect as they could, it might fairly be
expected from Ministers that they would
do their very best to check offences of this
sort. If that were done, he believed the
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Act would be more beneficial to the
country than almost any other legislation
of the kind it could have.
Mr. PATTEHSON said it would. be infinitely better that the general election
should be held upon the old l'olls than
upon new ones which had not been properly revised. vVhenever a case occurred
in which an extraordinary addition had
been made to the num ber of voters on the
rolls it might be taken for granted that
it was not an honest addition, because there
were no circumstances calculated to bring
about snch a change. There could be no
fraud in the smaller country districts, for
the simple reason that the elect.oral registrars were acquainted with all the people.
Mr. VV. T. CARTER remarked that the
addition to the vVilliamstowll rolls was a
perfectly honest addition.
Mr. McCOLL proposed the following
clause : " Every applicant for an elector's right shall
fill up in his own handwriting the form of application in either the 4th or 5th schedules
in this Act, and duly declare the same before a
justice of the peace, or the electoral registrar,
or a deputy electoral registrar. Electoral registrars and deputy electoral registrars are .hereby
empowered to attest such declarations."

He said that he would at a later stage
propose the following schedules :FOURTH SCHEDULE.
RESIDE~TIAL

QUALIFICATION.

No. of Application
No. of Elector's Right

I,
an applicant for an elector's
right, do solemnly and sincerely declare(1) My name is
(2) I reside at
(3) I am of the full age of 21 years.
(4) I am a natural-born or naturalized subject
of Her Majesty Queen Victoria.
(5) I have resided in the electoral division of
for
years last past, and in Victoria
for
years last past.
(6) I have an electoral right for
expiring
(7) I am not at present the holder of an electoral right.
(8) I am not debarred from recelvmg an
elector's right by reason of having' committed
any offence or having relief from any charitable
institu tion.
(9) I believe I am legally capable of holding
and voting on an elector's right.
(10) I am not a ratepayer for the district for
which I now apply for an electoral right.
And I make this solemn declaration conscientiollsly believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of an Act of Parliament
of Victoria rendering persons making a false
declaration punishable for wilful and corrupt
perjury.
Declared at
before meSession 1891.-[206]
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FIFTH SCHEDULE.
NOX-RESIDENTIAL QUALIFICATION.

No. of Application
No. of Elector's Right
I,
an applicant for an elector"s
right, do solemnly and sincerely declare(1) My name is
(2) I reside at

(3) I am of the full age of 21 years.
(4) I am a natural-born or naturalized subject

of Her Majesty Queen Victoria.
(5) I have resided in the electoral division of
for
years last past, and in Victoria,
for
years last past.
(6) I have an electoral right for
expiring
(7) I am not at present the holder of aIll
electoral right.
(8) I am not debarred from receiving an elector's right by reason of having committed any
offence or having relief from any charitable:
insti tu tion.
(9) I believe I am legally capable of holding
and voting on an elector's right.
.
(10) I am a ratepayer for the district for
which I now apply for an elector's right.
(11) The land for which I claim a nonresidential elector's right is situated at
,
its clear value is
, and its yearly value
is
And I make this solemn declaration COl1scie11tiously believing the same to be true, and
by virtue of the provisions of an Act of the
Parlid.ment of Victoria rendering persollsmaking'
a false declaration punishable for wilful andt
corrupt perjury.
Declared at
before me-

The honorable member remarked that the·
clause would secure that the man who·
applied for an elector's right had an intelligent idea of what he was doillg, while
it would also facilitate the issue of rights.
By filling up the form provided the delay
occasioned by replying to a number of
questions put by the registrar would be
avoided.
Mr. SHIELS observed that he could;.
not see his way to accept this clause. It
had some merits, but its demerits Wflre'
greater. Under the Bill all that was
asked of a man was that he should be able
to sigu his name and answer questiong ..
Under this clause he would be called upon
to fill up a very elaborate paper and take:
it to the registrar for attestation.
The clause was withdrawn.
Mr. HALL said that as soon as an
opportunity occurred he desired to move
the insertion of the following provision:" Any disqualification in this Act pertaill-'
ing to electors shall also be a disqualification to candidates seeking election as members of the Legislative Assembly."
The Bill was then reported with amend-

ments.
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LICENSING ARBITRATIONS BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council,with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
rrhe amendments were ordered to be
taken into consideration on the following
Tuesday.
.
The House adjourned at seventeen
minutes past four o'clock a.m. (Friday),
'until Tuesday, December 15.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, December 15, 1891.
Assent to BiIls-LegnJ Profession Practice Act Amendment
Bill-The Hon. H. Gore-Local Government Act
Amendment Bill-Appropriation Bill-Railways Act
Amendment Bill.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyfive minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions were presented by the Hon.
J. H. Annm"!', from members of the Church
of England residing at Bendigo, in favour
of Bible reading in the State schools; and
by the Hon. J. A. WALLACE, from Chinese
residents of Melbourne, against the Opium
.Bill.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD presented a mes:sage from the Governor intimating that, at
the Government Offices, on the preceding
,day, His Excellency gave his assent to the
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway
Bill, the Partnership Law Amendment
Bill, the Bills of Sale Law Amendment
Bill, and the Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill.
LEGAL PROFESSION PRACTICE AC1'
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the
Legal Profession Practice Act.
rrhe motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then introduced and read a first time.
THE HON. H. GORE.
The Hon. S. ,V. COOKE (in the absence
of the Hon. S. FRASER) brought up the report
of the select committee of the Legislative
Council in the case of the Hon. H. Gore,

The lIon. H. (lore.

together with the proceedings of the committee and minutes of evidence. He moved
that the report be received and read.
The motion was agreed to.
The Clerk read the report, which was as
follows : " The select committee appointed to inquire
into and report upon the recent case heard in
the County Court, Melbourne, of R. Bowman
versus H. G01'e and R. 'P. Mom'e, so far as it
relates to the conduct of the Honorable Henry
Gore, a member of ·this House, have the honour
to report to your honora-ble House as follows : Your committee after full inquiry have unanimously decided that there is nothing whatever
to reflect on the conduct of the Hon. H. Gore
throughout the purchase and re-sale of the mine
known as Markey's, and that he has not misled
or attempted to mislead the public in any way
concerning the same."

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
On the order of the day for the consideration of report,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that this
Bill be recommitted for the consideration
of clause 28, three new clauses, and certain
consequential amendments.
The Hon. vV. A. ZEAL asked the
Minister of Defence if he' would have any
objection to recommit also clause 106,
'which had reference to the Geelong Gas
Company 1 There was a full House, and
this was a matter that should be re-considered. Clause 106 savoured very much
of repudiation, and the House should not
allow this Bill to be made a vehicle for a
provision which would enable the Geelong
corporation to do an injustice to the
Geelong Gas Company.
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD stated that the
request made by Mr. Zeal was a most unusual one. Clause 106 had been very
fully discussed in a very fair House, and
two divisions were taken upon it. He
was desirous of extending to honorable
members the courtesy which he received
from .them, but he hoped that Mr. Zeal
would not press his request.
The Hon. J. BELL said that he concurred in the remarks of Mr. Zeal. Clause
106 should be reviewed in a fuller House
than that which decided the question.
(Mr. Cuthbert-" 1'here is just the same
number of honorable members present
now as when the division on the clause
was taken.") At all events, it was only
fair to the Geelong Gas Company that an
opportunity should be given to the House
to re-consider the matter; which was one
of very great importance to them.
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The Hon. J. H. CONNOR remarked
-that it would be a most uncalled-for proIceeding to recommit clause 106 after the
.question had been so fully discussed. If
:Mr. Zeal was determined upon such a
,course of proceeding, he (Mr. Connor)
would have to go into the full details of
·the subject, and shmv good reasons for the
·course which he had taken. The Geelong
Gas Company had had a monopoly for the
last 30 years, and they had been very
favorably treated.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that he
was desirous of being present when the
division on clause 106 was taken, but the
.dause was not reached until very late in
the evening, and after he had left. He
l1ad a veIY strong feeling that this question ought to be reviewed. It had been
stated that the Geelong Gas Company had
l1ad a monopoly for a considerable number
of years, but it must be borne in mind
that the proprietors of a company of
this sort were continually changing, and
values were also changing. Those values
were based upon a legal contract entered
·into. Persons whowere originally in the gas
·company, and who had been in it all along,
might now be in a very nice position, but
there were probably others who only took
their shares in the gas company last year.
By passing clause 106 the House sanctioned something like an act of repudiation.
By the gas company's Act power was given
to the Geelong corporation to obtain possession of this property, and they could
obtain possession of it now by arbitration,
but they would not do so. This clause
would place a private company entirely at
the mercy of a public corporation, and this
private company had no monopoly whatever, as other private companies could,
with the sanction of Parliament, be formed
to construct gas-works in Geelong. To
allow a public body to interfere with a
private company 'vas an altogether different matter. (Mr. J. M. Davies-" It
was done in the case of Ballarat, Castlemaine, and Sandhurst.") vVas it properly
done 1
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL moved, as an
amendment, that clause 106 be also recommitted.
The Hon.W. McCULLOCH seconded the
amendment.
The Hon~ H. CU'rHBERT remarked that
Mr. Zeal was now asking the House to take
a most unusual course. 'rhe settled practice of the House was that when a question
·had been. discussed in a full House, the
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decision arrived at should not be upset
without notice being given to honorable
members, so that thcy might have an
<,pportunity of being present. vVhen
clause 106 was dealt with, everything was
said in favour of the gas company thtLt
could be said, and notwithstanding that
the clause was agreed to by a majority of
votes in a House of 29 members. Some
honorable members who were present on
that occasion wero now absent, and it
would be most unfair to allow a decision
of the House to be upset by a sidewind.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON stated that if
he had been present when a division was
taken on clause 106, he would certainly
.have voted against it. He did not think
that power should be given to any municipal council to injure any private company.
The Hon. 'V. McCULLOCH observed
that to pass clause 106 ,,,,ould be an act
of repudiation, and the House should
not encourage anything of that kind.
'rhe Geelong corporation had already
power to purchase the gas-works by arbitration, but they would not take advantage of that power, and clause 106 would
simply e::nable the corporation to say to
the gas company that if they did not take
the price offered them for the gas-works
new gas-works would be erected.
']'he Hon. S. AUSTIN said that honorable
members would be establishing a dangerous
and unwise precedent if they consented
to the recommittal of clause 106, which
was considered and agreed to in a full
House. (Mr. Zeal-" The same thing has
been done hundreds of times.") 'rhen
it 'was most unfair.
Some honorable
members were absent who would have
been present to record their votes had
they known that this question was to be
re-opened.
The House divided on Mr. Zeal's amendmentAyes .. .
13
Noes .. .
19
'Majority against the amend-l 6.
ment
... f
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"

Abbott,
Brunton,
Buchanan,
Coppin,
Dobson,
Gore,
McCulloch,

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Service,
Sinunie,
J. A. 'Vallace,
'''ynne,
Zeal.
Teller.
Mr. Bell.
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NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Austin,
Connor,
Cooke,
Coutts,
Cuthbert,
" J. M. Davies,
" FitzGerald,
" Fraser,
" C. J. Ham,
" Melville,

Mr.
"
"
"

Morey,
Pearson,
Pitt,
Sargeant,

Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. D. S. Wallace,
illiamson,
" vV in ter-Irving.
:Peller.
Mr. Grimwade.

" ,V

Sir F. T. Sargood's motion was then
agreed to, and the Bill was recommitted.
Clause 28, providing that the nominations of councillors should be made at the
office of the council, was struck out.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD directed attention
to clause 59, making rates a charge on
lands, and moved the addition of the following words : " Provided always that interest shall not be
payable to any municipality in respect of any
rates, or by virtue of this se<?tion in respect of
any other moneys, if such rates or other moneys
are paid within three months after they become
due."

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that three
months was too short a period. He
moyed that it be inereased to six months.
rrhe Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
he agreed with the view taken by Mr.
Zeal.
The HOll. J. H. CONNOR stated that
ratepayers who did not pay their rates before the 10th day of June were not allowed
to vote; in his opinioll, that would be a
sufficient penalty without charging any
interest.
rrhe Hon. W. 1. "\VINTER-IRVING said
he also thought that the deprivation of
the voting pO\ver was a sufficient penalty.
rrhe Hon. D. MEL VILLE remarked
that it was a mistake to charge interest,
because it might induce the municipalities
to refrain from collecting rates for twelve
months. The period named in the proviso ought to be altered to twelve months,
so as to allow the first year to go free
altogether.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that the
committee had already decided that interest should be charged, and the amendmellt he proposed, providing that interest
should not be chargeable until after the
lapse of three months, was really a concession to the ratepayers.
The Hon. J. BELL submitted that it
was reasonable to charge a fair rate of interest when rates were allowed to lie
overdue.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
if a date were fixed for the payment of interest, ratepayers would consider that they
were entitled· to refrain from paying their
rates up to that date. The effect would
be that the municipalities would be a year
behindhand in the collection of their
rates, and an Indemnity Bill would have
to be submitted to Parliament every year.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he
thought the proviso was a good one, but it
did not go far enough. He was of opinio1l
that no interest should be charged on
rates until twelve months after they became due. He did not think that such an
arrangement would have the effect feared
by the Minister of J ustiee.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD pointed out that
if a ratepayer chose to keep out of the
way for a year, and no interest was to be
charged until the rates had been overdue
twelve months, he could not be sued or
charged any interest. His own experience
of the subject forced him to the conclusion
that it was Bot the poor people who
neglected to pay their rates, but those
who were well off.
r:J.'he Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
it was the small and not the large ratepayers who neglected to pay their rates.
As the rate was made from July in one
year to July in the next, if a concession
were made as to the date on which interest
had to be paid, interest would be charged
on the current rate, and that would be unfair. It was the fault of the municipalities
if defaulting ratepayers did not pay up
immediately.
The Hon D. MELVILLE said the present sY8tem had worked weU enough, and
he thought it would be best not to charge
any interest at all.
The Ron. S. ·WILLIAMSON asked if
these rates were to remain a permanent
charge on the property concerned ~
The Hon. W. 1. WINTER-IRVING
expressed the opinion that if the proviso
were adopted a very \vise principle would
be departed from.
The Hon. G. S. COPPIN said he thought
that it would be quite sufficient if the
moneys were paid within six months after
they became due. Certa,illly the period
shol~ld not be longer, because it would be
very wrong for any municipality to practically hold out an inducement to ratepayers not to pay their rates. If they were
exempted from paying interest on their
arrears for a period of twelve months they
would be encouraged to C011 tin ne in arrear.
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The Hon. H. CUTHBERT moved an
amendment to the effect that interest
should not be payable if the moneys were
paid within twelve months after they
became due.
The proviso, amended as suggested by
Mr. Zeal, was agreed to.
Consequential amendments were made
in clauses 64, 68, L, 77, E, F, 105, 106,
124-6, H, I, M, and S.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that on the
previous Tuesday he proposed a clause to
follow clause 95, containing a series of provisions with respect to the grahting of
licences, to be called newspaper-sellers'
licences. Objection was, however, made
to several of the proposals in this connexion, and he had since consulted with the
parliamentary draftsman and several gentlemen who took a deep interest .in the
question as to making certain alterations
in them. These alterations were not
complete, but he would, nevertheless, ask
honorable members to adopt them· so
far. The clause might then be further
amended in another place. He would
now withdraw the clause he had previously moved, and propose the adoption
of the following clause, to follow clause

49:"Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained every licensing authority appointed by or
under the provisions of this section may grant
licences, to be called street traders' licences;
and the holder of every such licence shall be
called a licensed street trader:"(1) Every such licence shall be in writing
under the hand of the licensing clerk,
and unless sooner terminated shall
remain in force until the first· day of
March next after it is granted.
"(2) Upon issuing to any person a street
trader's licence the licensing clerk shall
deliver to such per,oll a badge upon
which shall be marked the number of
the licence and any other particulars
that may be pref'cribed by any regulations of the Governor in Council in
force in that behalf.
~'(3) No street trader's licence shall be
issued to any child under or apparently
under ten years of age.
," (4) No street trader's licence shall be
issued to any child under the age of
thirteen years without a certificate in
writing from the manager or head
teacher of any school which such child
usually attends that such child is
complying with the provisions of the
Education Act, which certificate such
manager or head teacher is thereby
required to give upon request to every
child who is complying with the provisions of such Act, or a certificate of
:an inspector of schools that such child
.has been educated up to the standard.
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"(5) No street trader's licence shall be
issued to any person over the age of
thirteen years without the consent in
writing of a person appointed in that
behalf by the Governor in Council by
Order published in the Government
Gazette.
"(6) The council may demand for any such
licence a fee of Is.
"(7) Every person not being the holder of
a street trader's licence in force in the
district, or of a. hawker's and pedler's
licence issued under some law now or
hereafter to be in force relating to
hawkers and pedlers, or being the
holder of such street trader's licence
and not wearing his badge in manner
prescribed by any regulations of the
Governor in Council in force in that
behalf, who sells or offers for sale newspapers, race cards, or other printed
matter, or flowers or matches carried
about on the person or on any animal
or in any movable conveyance, whether
by land or water, in any licensing district shall for every such offence be
liable to a penalty not exceeding 20s.
"(8") If the holder of any street trader's
licence be convicted of any felony or
misdemeanour or any offence punishable on summary conviction his licence
shall hecome void.
"(9) Sections 16, 21, 22, 24, 25, and 26 of
the Hawkers and Pedlers Act 1890
shall apply to licensed street traders
and street traders' licences, and a,s so
applied the words 'this Act' shall be
deemed to include this section, and any
justice, constable, or person authorized
by the Minister of Public Instruction
shall be deemed a person entitled to
aemand production of a licence.
"(10) Street traders' licences shall be in the
form or to the effect prescribed in tte
regulations of the Governor in Council
in force in that behalf, and licences
granted by the same licensing authority
shall be numbered so that no two
licences in force at the same time shall
have the same number, but so that
successive licences granted to the same
person may bear the same number.
"(11) Nothing in this section shall subject
any person to any penalty for deliver·
ing without being the holder of a street
trader's licence newspapers or other
articles to any person who has bought
or contracted to buy them beforehand.
"(12) The licensing clerk shall keep a register of street traders' licences issued
by him in which shall be entered the
number of every licence, the name and
address of the person to whom it is
issued, the date of issue, and in cn,se
the same is issued to any person under
the age of 21 years, the age of the person to whom it is issued, and shall file
and mtuse to be preserved during thc
currency of the licences and for one
year after the certificates upon which
the same were issued.
"(13) 'Vhen under the powers contained
in the Crimes Act the judge or chairman of any court or any justices may
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be empowered to commit any child to
a reformatory school for any offence
against this section, such child shall be
so committed for any term not exceeding one month as to such judge, chairman, or. justices may seem fit, and
such term shall be specified in the
order by which such child is so committed, and upon the expiration of
such term such child shall cease to be
a ward of the department for reformatory schools.
" (14) The area within a distance of 10 miles
from the General Post-office in the city
of Melbourne shall constitute a licensing district for the purposes of this
section, to be called the Melbourne
licensing district, and the council of
the city of Melbourne shall be the
licensing authority for such district,
and the town clerk of the said city the
licensing clerk, and the Governor in
Council may by order published in the
Government Gazette from time to time
constitute other licensing districts and
appoint licensing authorities and licensing clerks for such districts, and may
in like manner vary or revoke any such
orders as he may think fit.
"(15) The Governor in Council may by
order published in the Government
Gazette make regulations for the purposes mentioned in this section."

He might state that if the certificate
under sub-sect.ion. 4 was refused, reasons
would have to be stated, so that the child
could apply to the police who would decide
upon the validity of the reasons. A child
haVIng obtained a certificate there would
be nothing to prevent him or her from
selling newspapers after school hours.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" I hope that at such an
age the children will be doing something
better.") The honorable member seemed
to have no idea how much was frequently
made at this trade.
The Hon. N. FrrZGERALD said he did
not think that these proposals should be
accepted, for they would injuriously affect
a very large class of juvenile traders.
Certainly he objected most strongly to it
being necessary before a licence was issued
to any child under thirteen years of age that
the consent in writing of the manager or
head teacher of the school which the child
usually attended shou1d have to be given.
For one thing, the manager or head teacher
in question might be a faddist, and object
altogether to a child being allowed to earn
a living in this way. Then, because a child
under thirteen could not get such certificate, was he or she to be prevented altogether from selling newspapers in the
streets 1 'Vhy not widen the avenues
through which the certificates might be
obtained, and let the permission be given
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by a local police magistrate, who would"
of course, know, generally speaking, the·
particulars of each case? As to the·
certificate of an inspector that a child
had been educated up to the standard,
why, supposing that child to be one or'
two days short in his attendance at school,
should he be made subject to so severe a
penalty as that contemplated in the clause1
It was not consistent with his (Mr. FitzGerald's) sense of justice that the State
system of education should be bolstered
up by any such means as this. Indeed,'
he objected to children of this class being'
restricted in any such way, and he thought.
honorable members should pause before
they consented to such an arrangement.
There were frequently many good reasons.
for a boy's absence from school which the
school teacher concerned would probably
not listen to, and all the time the boy's.
family might be largely dependent upon.
his exertions. (An Honorable Member"A family should not be dependent on
the exertions of such young children.")
But there were frequently cases of desti-·
tute deserted mothers who had nothing'
else to depend upon. He (Mr. FitzGerald)
would be content if the certificates could.
be obtained from a magistrate. No magistrate worthy of his position would ever'
encourage a child to be a street arab.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that if the
avenue were widened in the way sug_·
gested by Mr. FitzGerald a great injustice
might be done. For instance it was not.
at all advantageous to bring children of
tender age into contact with courts of
. justice. It would be sufficient if the:
teacher applied to for a certificate was.
compelled to give it if the applicant had.
been attending school in the proper
way.
The Hon. J. H. CONNORobserved that
if a child had to get a certificate from
his teacher before he could get a licence
to sell newspapers hardship might very
frequently accrue. For his own part he.
thought the magistrates might well be
empowered to give such certificates.
The Han. D. COUTTS expressed the·
opinion that the sub-section should be
struck out. Parents who did not send
their children to school for the statutory
number of days each quarter were liable
to penalties under the Education Act,
and he did not see why the Local Government Act should be made to interfere
with the operations of the Education.
Act.
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The Hon. N. FITZGERALD suggested his refusal so that the magistrate might
that any magistrate should be empowered consider whether, under the circumstances,
to grant the certificate in question.
it would not be proper to grant a certifi'rhe Hon. W. PITT said he thought it cate. A very great check on these chilwould be better to give the power of dren was required, and if. this clause
granting certificates to any member of a . passed it would tend to improve their
welfare.
board of advice instead of any magistrate.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he agreed
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that it was
originally proposed to put the matter in with Mr. Coppin that there was no more
the hands of the boards of advice, but that important measure on the notice-paper,
was changed at the request of honorable (Mr. 'Cuthbert-" 'What, not the Ra,ilways
Bill ~") Not even the Railways Bill. J udgmembers.
The Hon. S. \V. COOKE expressed the ing from the representations that had been
opinion that it would be' inadvisable to made to him, he was satisfied that somegive a child the right to appeal from the thing should be done as soon as possible,
schoolmaster to a magistrate, as suggested and if the committee would accept the
by Mr. FitzGerald, because that would Ministerial amendments, he (Sir F. 'r. Sargood) would undertake to have the other
destroy the discipline of the schools.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that any amendments made in the Assembly.
schoolmaster who refused to give a certifiThe Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked'
cate should be required to specify the that as the teacher was always at hand,
grounds of his refusal, and then it might and could at once ascertain whether a boy
be left to the magistrate to decide whether had attended school the required number
the reason given for refusing a certificate of days, while a magistrate was not always
was or was not sufficient to justify the available, and would require to get information froni the school before granting a
refusal.
The Hon. J. S. BU'rTERS remarked certificat.e, it would be better to leave the
that a court of petty sessions ought to matter in the hands of the head teachers.
have power to grant a certificate.in any
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD observed
case in which the schoolmaster had re- that it would be well to authorize the
'
fused.
grant of certificates, in cases where the
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said that this children's attendance had not been up to
clause would practically make the school- the required number, if the circumstances
teachers truant officers, and thus be a great were such as, in the opinion of the head
aid in keeping up the attendances of the teacher, to warrant it. 'rhere might be
school children.
cases in which good and sufficient reasons
The Hon. D. MELVILLE st.ated that if could be shown for granting certificates,
the courts of petty sessions were to have despite the fact that the children had not
jurisdiction, it would mean that every time put in the required number of attend . .
a schoolmaster refused a certificate, he anccs.
would have to go to the police court to
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that it
justify his refusal before a magistrate, and' was not necessary for a child to attend the
that would bring about a very undesi1!able prescribed number of school days in order
state of things.
to comply with the Education Act, because
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT suggested the Act set forth that if a child was under
that, as the end of the session was ap- efficient instruction elsewhere, or prevented
proaching, and t.here was far more from nttending a State school by sickness
important business to be done, it would be or any other unavoidable cause, the prowell to allow this matter to stand over vision with regard to attendances was not
until next session.
to be enforced.
The Hon. G. S. COPPIN expressed the
The clause was agreed to.
opinion that there was no more important
The Hon. N. FI'rZG ERALD proposed
business on the notice-paper than the the following clause : clause under consideration. If honorable
" After the word' cemeteries,' in section 246
members had spent as much time as he of the principal Act, the words 'and any land
had done in looking after these unfortu- or premises used exclusively for the purposes of
nate boys, they would recognise the neces- any primary school in which education is given
sity for some alterat.ion in the law. If a free to the scholars' shall be inserted. "
teacher refused to grant a certificate, he He said that this clause was clause 52 in
should be required to give a reason for the Bill as introduced in the COlIDcil. Its
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enactment would apply to all other muni- be educat.ed free and others charged for,
cipalities what was now the law in Mel- and yet the school escape payment of the
bourne and Geelong. '1'he practice differed rates. (Mr. FitzGerald-:' No.") If that
in various municipalities, some of the local was provided against he ~would support
bodies absta~ning from charging rates to the clause, because he felt that any school
f.ree schools, and others allowing the rates . that was entirely free should be exempted
to accumulate, and never asking for them. from all taxes.
The clause was introduced in the Assembly,
The clause was agreed to.
and, after being postponed for consideraSir F. T. SARGOOD proposed the foltion, it received the approval of the Go- lowing clause:vernment, and was' passed unanimously
"Nothing contained in section 53 of the
Railway Act 1890 shall preclude the corporain the other Chamber.
'1'he Hon. J. M. PRATT said there tions of the city of Melbourne and town of
or any municipality, from levying or
would be difficulty in deciding what was a Geelong,
collecting rates on tenements and lands vested
primary school.
in the Railways Commissioners, but occupied
'1'he Hon. J. BELL expressed the opiuion for private purposes by persons other than the
that this clause would enable five or six commissioners. "
persons in one habitation to free them- He stated that at the present time proselves from rates by starting a primary perty let by the Railways Commissioners
school. Of conrse, there was no disguising for private purposes could not be rated.
the fact that Mr. FitzGerald's proposal was (Mr. Melville-" Give an instance.") In
made in the interests of one religious body Ballarat there were several properties
in the community, with which the honor- which the commissioners had acquired,
able gentleman was connected, and he did and which were rented by other persons
not see why that body should have an for private purposes.
advantage over other religious' bodies.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that there
(Mr. FitzGerald-" I have not brought were a number of railway sheds at
the religions element into the discussion.") Williamstown which were employed durThe other denominations were, for the most ing the wheat season for the storage 6£
part, satisfied with the State schools of the wheat. If this clause were agreed to,
colony, and he did not see why the munici- would the persons occupying those sheds
palities should lose rates merely because be liable to be rated ~ The sheds were
one religious denomination desired to edu- used for the convenience of the Railway
cate their own children at their own cost. department as well as of exporters of
(Mr. FitzGerald-" They relieve the State \... heat. (Sir F. '1\ Sargood-" The compro tanto.") But that was no reason why the missioners occupy those sheds.") No,
local bodies should suffer loss of revenue.
they let them, and charged a rent per
'1'he Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE remarked annum.
'11he Hon. J. M. PRATT said that if
that every child who was educated withou t any cost to the Government saved the the Railways Cornmissionei·s erected shops
country £2 or £3 a year, and the schools along the whole of the frontage of the
where children were educated free should Flinders-street station, and let them to
therefore be exempted from rates. It tenants for private purposes, it was felt
would not be right to leave the mattE)r to that those tenants ought to be rated, and
the discretion of the municipalities, because that they would have no right to claim
the local bodies naturally 'wanted to get exemption because they were on Governas much as they could in rates. Although ment ground. The object of the clause
he did not wish to introduce the religious was to enable such persons to be rated.
Sir B. BENJAMIN said that the clause
element into the discussions of the Council,
he felt that if a particular denomination was a fair one, and he would support it.
supported a large number of free schools The municipal cOllllcils \'lere called upon
'by voluntary contributions, those schools to maintain and improve the public roads,
ought to be freed from ra.tes as the other and if the Railway department let land to
schools were, because they \yere doing the private persons on building leases there
work of the Government, and saving the was no reason why those persons should
Government expense. (Mr. Service-" And. not be compelled to pay rates.
'1.'he Hon. D.' MEL VILLE remarked
a. special grant made to help them as
that there were a number of railway
well? ") No, he did not say that.
The Hon. G. S. COPPIN stated that, as sidings' and yards at North Melbourne,
he read the clause, some scholars might which were let at so much per annum,
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and were used for the purpose of selling
sawn timber and firewood. Would the
occupiers of those sidings and yards be
liable to be rated under this clause?
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" vVhy not ~") It
was just as well that honorable members should know what the meaning of
the clause was.
rrhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that he
was not prepared to support the innovation proposed in this clause unless some
sufficient justification were shown for it.
The City Corporation were endeavouring
to wrest everything they possibly could
from the Government, and they had at
present an income which was more than
sufficient for all their purposes.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR remarked
that the clause was a very fair one, because
the municipal councils had to make roads
and drainage works which improved the
properties roferred to.
The HOll. F. S. GRIMvVADE remarked
that there was a similar provision in the
Melbourne Harbor Trust Act. I twas
reasonable and proper that where a property was let by the Rail ways Commissioners for private purposes, it should be
rated.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
the provisions of the Local Government
Act made an owner responsible in case an
occupier did not pay his rates. Ullder
this clause, would the mUllcipal council be
able to levy on the Haihva}Ts Commissioners
in the event of an occupier of property belonging to them failing to pay his rates 1
rrhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that he
saw no reason why the same principle
should not apply in the case of the Railways Commissiollersas in that of other
owners of property. '1'he Railways Commissioners were the owners; if they let
property, and the tenants did not pay
the rates, then they would be liable under
this clause.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE remarked
that the railway yards to which he had
referred were fenced in, and the Railways
Commissioners had spent thousands of
pounds in making roads through them.
rrhe municipal councils did nothing to
improve such properties, and they should
not be allowed to levy rates upon them.
rrhe Hon. vV. A. ZEAL stated that the
revenue derived by the Railways Commissioners by the letting of any properties
helped to pay the debt incurred in making
the railways. vVere honorable members
prepared to face the possibility of having
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an increased deficit ~ The properties really
belonged to the Government, and it was
the Government who had developed and
improved them. '1'he roads in and around
these properties were made by Government
money, and the municipal councils were
not entitled to levy rates upon them.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that at
the railway stations in up-country districts
small structures had been erected for the
storage of produce. Mr. Pratt was one of
those who advocated that this accommodation should be provided, and he was surprised that the honorable member should
now desire to impose a tax upon the occupiers. (Mr. Pratt-" No.") That, at any
rate, would be the effect of the clause.
The clause would apply to the colony
generally, and in up-country districts the
municipal councils would benefit at the
cost of the farmers.
The HOll. VV. McCULLOCH stated that
the clause appeared to him to be a yery
fair one.
If the Railways Commissioners
erected shops, and let them to private
persons, and thus entered into competition
with other owners of property, the occupiers of the shops should be rated.
The Hon. J. A. vVALLACE remarked
that at some of the up-country stations
there were not only sheds for the accom-'
modation of grain lmt also houses for the
agents, which were occupied during the
grain season. These would all be liable
to be rated under this clause.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS observed
that in his own electorate some of the
farmers were prepared to erect sheds at
their own cost at the, railway stations if
they could obtain the necessary permission
from the Rail ways Commissioners. In
addition to providing the sheds they would
have to pay rent to the Railways Commissioners, and under this clause they
would be liable to be rated. These sheds
were within the railway fences, and the
whole of the wood-cutting yards at the
railway stations were also within the railway fences.
The persons using these
sheds and yards contributed very largely
to the revenue of the Rail way department.
'1'he clause might reasonably be applied to
Melbourne and Geelong, but he did not
understand why it should also be applied
to the country districts.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he
thought the committee should pause
before adopting this proposal. I t would
be very objectionable to .allow the corporation of Melbourne to levy a rate on
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the annual value of the railway refreshment-rooms or newspaper stalls.
'
The Hon. 'V. I. WINTER-IRVING remarked that large quantities of goods were
stored on vacant spaces at some of the
railway stations, and that it would be
very impolitic to injure the business of the
railways by passing a clause like the one
proposed.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON observed that
it would be very inconvenient for the
farmers if rates were levied on the places
they used at railway stations for the
storage of grain. Everything within the
railway reserves ought to belong to the
Railway department.
rrhe clause was negatived.
rrho Bill was then reported with further
amendments.
APPROPRIATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of Sir
F., rr. SARGOOD, was read a first time.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
second reading of the Bill be made an order
of the day for the following rrhursday. He
remarked that the Appropriation Bill had
been presented somewhat earlier than
usual this year, and that when the motion
'for the second reading was discussed, he
would be glad to supply any information
required in regard to its items, if honorable members would furnish him with the
particulars of what they wished to know.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated
that there was a time when it was desired
to keep this particular Bill back.
He
thought it was very convenient to have it
up so soon, and that Parliament had better
be prorogued on the following day.
The motion was agreed to.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from December
10) on Mr. J. M. Davies' motion for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he very
much regretted that this important measure had been introduced by the Government at so late a period of the session.
He 'believed that the Government were
sincere in their desire to bring about a
much needed reform in the management
of the railways, and he trusted that honorable members would attentively apply
themselves to the consideration of the
Bill, and endeavour to do their duty
to the country.
It must be apparent
to everyone that the condition of
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things existing in regard to the Railways
Commissioners could not go' on.
The
public debt was increasing day by day,
while the earning powers of the railways
were steadily decreasing.
They were
being worked, in the most extra vagant
manner, and there was a lack of discipline
in the conduct of the affairs of the department which was at once lamentable and
deplorable.' Not many weeks ago, when
at Spencer-street station, he saw the guard
of an outgoing train in close conversation
for some .time with one of the porters whose
duty it was to assist the passengers with
their luggage as they arrived. The passengers were allowed to look after themselves, and these two officers, after discussing matters for some time, adjourned
to a neighbouring hostelry to recruit after
their arduous labours. That was not an
uncommon case, and he had called the
attention of one of the members for Sandhurst to it at the time. ' A straw showed
the direction of the current, and this little
incident showed the existing state of discipline in the Railw~y department. He
maintained that the commissioners were
not entitled to flout the Government
when it made reasonable demands upon
them. He had no particular sympathy with
the present Government, but it was the
duty of Parliament to support the Government which administered the functions of
the State, and to endeavour to help it to Ullravel the problem of railway management.
The railway system' of this country was
begun in a very small way with the
Hobson Bay lines. He remembered once
reading a notice posted at the station in
Flinders-street, which was in the following
terms :-" In consequence of our locomotive having broken down, trains will
cease running until further notice." However, great strides had been made since
that time. If honorable members would
read over the evidence which had been
taken by the Railways Standing Committee, they would find that an extraordinary state of affairs existed in the
Railway department. After the departure
of the late Mr. Higinbotham, a system of
dual control was introduced, there being
two chief engineers having distinct duties.
Under this system there was no means of
ascertaining what any line would ultimately cost. It was proved beyond a
doubt, by the evidence given before the
committee he had just referred to, that
Mr. Robert vVatson knew nothing whatever about the cost of the construction of
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the viaduct between Spencer-street and
Flinders-street.. It seemed that though
Mr. Watson was Engineer-in-Chief he was
never consulted in this matter. Though
this system of dual control existed before the appointment of the present
commissioners, it had been intensified
under their regime. I t was under their
administration that the railways had cost
such huge sums, while the working expenses had increased some 8 per cent. per
annum. There was no excuse for the
finances of the Railway department· being
allowed to drift into confusion. Although
the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners had had large experience in traffic
management, he had had no more experiencein the construction of railways than
any member of the House, notwithstanding that he was endowed with powers
which were in every way superior to those
of the Government. r:Che Victorian railway system was initiated with the object
of developing the resources of the country and settling the people upon the land.
Notwithstanding the efforts of. the Ministry to introduce a more economical system
of management, the same extravagant expenditure existed which had previously
been complained of. Heavy trains, drawn
by huge engines, were to be seen traversing the lines from early dawn with scarcely
a soul in them. Surely that could not be
justified ~ If the Victorian railways were
taken on lease by a properly-managed company, he had nQ hesitation in saying that
a saving of something like £250,000
per annum would be effected on the
working of the lines, while the management would be greatly. improved.
There was not a member of this Chamber
who would .not be glad, if the opportunity
was afforded him, of putting money into
such an undertaking, because the increased
efficiency of working and economy of man. agement which would be so obtained
would unquestionably produce a large and
increasing railway revenue. In fact, such
a concern would be about the most successful one ever known in this country. On
the other hand, under the Railways Commissioners, instead of expenses diminishing they had gone on in a gradually
increasing ratio, until the time had arrived
when some check to that sort of thing had
become absolutely necessary. Many honorable members were probably unaware that
at the present time the Railway department were employing no less than 3,725
.casual labourers; and, as these men could
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only be employed during six months of'
the year, it came to this that the commissioners had patronage equal to the .appointment of about 7,500 labourers pet'
annum without anyone being able to say
them nay. The permanent employes of
the department numbered 11,844. It,
had been contended that the railway
management under the old political
regime was something to be greatly deplored, but, to his mind, the management
under the existing state of things was
much worse. With the salaries paid by the
Railway department amounting to £429, 706
per annum, he (Mr. Zeal) would ask honorable members if it was not time such
an establishment was brought somewhat
under control ~ ·Was it not desirable that
Parliament. should be allowed some share
and some voice in the administration of its
own patrimony ~ It would be better
twenty-fold to go back to the political
patronage system with- all its faults thalli.
have the present state of things going on
much longer. He was just now alluding
to the decreasing railway revenue. Surely
that decrease was something very greatly
to be regretted. He would not say that
the Rail ways Commissioners were personally
blamable for this, but he would say that
in respect of the working expenses they
might exercise a very much more effective and salutary control than they did.
In 1888-9 the railway revenue was
£3,110,140, wit.h 2,197 miles of line open;
whereas in 1890-91 it was £3,298,567,
with 2,763 miles of line open. In other
words, with this large increase of mileage
the revenue was only increased by a little
more than £100,000.
(Mr. Brunton" That is because of the non-paying lines.")
(Mr. FitzGerald-" Parliament is responsible for the non-paying lines.") At all
events that was where the money went,
and it was because the expenditure was
not watched that this alarming increase
had occurred. Of course the expenses
of the new non-paying lines had
contributed to this result, but on the
other hand those lines could be carried on
in a much less expensive fashion. The·
reason of their expensiveness at present
was not far to find. Look at the New
South Wales country lines, many of which
might be compared to those which had
been of late years added to the Victorian
railway system. How were they worked 1
On many of them· only one train per day
was run. In New Zealand on some of the
more remote lines only one or two trains
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per week were run. (Mr. Bell-" But look
at the difference in population.") That
was drawing a red herring across the trail.
The population in the scattered districts
of New Zealand was often exactly on a par
with the population in the more scattered
districts of Victoria. The population on
the Invercargill to Kingston line in the
Great Lake district was more than that
on many of the Victorian country lines.
Another source of railway expense in this
colony was the eternal running up and
down to no purpose of trains almost empty
of passengers. .'Vhen the Railways Commissioners took up the Victorian railway
system the working expenses were 62'56
per cent., but they had increased since
until they were now 70'05 per cent. That
was where the money of the colony was
going. 'Vben Mr: Greene was before the
Hail ways Standing Committee he was
asked, "Now, supposing you had to make
. the lines pay interest and working expenses, what would be the nature of the
traffic you would carryon 1" And Mr.
Greene's reply was very properly that he
would reduce the working expenses to a
corresponding extent. He said that with
working expenses at 65 per cent. the railways should gross 10 per cent. to pay those
expenses and interest. And it should be
remembered that the railway lines of this
colony could not be said to bear interest at a
rate of 3~ per cent., because, taking them
all round, the intereRt was a fraction over
4 per cent. Of course every ne'w railway
line could not be expected to pay interest
and working expenses at once, but at
least a system of economical management should be adopted as would indicate
such a result in the near future. Take
one instance. Some two or three sessions
ago Mr. Pratt asked, in the interest of
the north-western district, that a certain
sum of money should be devoted to the
construction of grain-sheds over the platforms at the outlying stations, so as to
give the farmers in the neighbourhood an
opportunity of storing their grain until
they could send it to market. The honorable member pointed out that in many
instances in connexion with these stations
there had been a large expenditure on
platforms, and that aU that was required
in order to obtain the accommodation he
referred to was to put a few sheets of
corrugated iron over them. But what
was the answer he received 1 That there
was no money available fOl.'any such purpose. At the same time the Railways
Hon. W. A. Zeal.
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Commissioners were going on with the
construction of a station at Maryborough
at a rate of expense which exceeded almost
anything of the kind in any other part of
the world. The station was ten times the
size it ought to be, and at the same time
it was greatly deficient in accommodation.
Not long ago a strong remonstrance was
made as to the time taken in supplying the
passengers of a train with the refreshment
they needed, and what was the reply 1
"How can we help it, seeing the kitchen
accommodation with which we have to
work 1" W ell, that accommodation was
inspected, and ,,,hat was the result 1 It
was found that tbe kitchen appliances in
connexion with the station were no more
than those usually supplied in connexion
with an ordinary house in town. It was
the same thing
over the railway system.
Was there a single railway refreshmentroom in the colony worthy of the name 1
Take the Kyneton station, for example.
He would not say that the commissioners
were responsible for that station, but the
fact remained that during the winter there
was so little protection from the weather
that the health of the officials was often
seriously injured. (Mr. Bell-" Was not
the Kyneton station put up under you 1")
It was not. Honorable members might say
that he (Mr. Zeal) was doing an injustice
to the commissioners in this respect, but
he would ask them to compare the results
obtained in this colony ,,;ith those obtained in the neighbouring colony of New
South ·Wales. In 1889, the New South
Wales railway revenue was £2,538,477 for
2,172 miles of railway, yet in 1890, when
only 10 miles of new lines had been added,
the revenue increased by something like
£100,000. It was £2,633,086,. and in the
following year it increased further to
£2,974,421-over £400,000 in a single
year. (Mr. Cuthbert-" How many new
lines had been constructed~") He could
not state the proportion. But honorable
.members might bear in mind this, that the
New South 'Vales working expenses were
69·69. per cent. in 1889, 63·26 per cent.
in 1890, and actually 61·57 in 1891. Did
n~t that show that they had a better
system of working than obtained here.
He had unfortunately mislaid a statement
he had culled from the statistics furnished
by the New South Wales commissioners
as to the working of their lines, but honorable niembers could see by a glance at the
time-table how much less was the number
of trains run on the outlying lines of New
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South ""Vales than were run on the outlying lines in Victoria. ·Why, in this colony
three or four trains, and goods trains as well,
were run per day through districts where
a short time ago one coach per day took
the whole of the traffic.
Could it be
desirable that this state of things should
continue, and that Parliament should be
deprived of every opportunity of criticism ~
He (Mr. Zeal) would say that the Chief
Commissioner had brought all this upon
himself. Personally he had been treated
with extreme generosity. He had not
been in the colony many years before he
was allowed twelve months' leave of absence on full pay, and even while he was
here he was not held to his bargain by
any hard-and-fast lines. He was allowed
to go here and there, and do all sorts of
work - very lucrative employment -for
other colonies. Not very long since he
sent ill a bill for something like £5,000 to
the Tasmanian Government for work done,
in arbitrating between them and the Tasmanian Railway Company, respecting the
purchase of their property by the State.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON said he must
protest against the bringing in of this
Tasmanian business. It was ungenerous
and un-English. The honorable member
himself the other night condemned attacks
being made on Lord Carrington on the
strength of newspaper reports, and now
the honorable member himselfwas bringing
up a newspaper report to the detriment
of the gentleman occupying the position
of Chief Commissioner of Railways of this
colony.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that Mr.
Brunton was of course entitled to his own
0pullon. He (Mr. Zeal) had only referred
to very well-known facts.
In short, it
could not possibly be said that there was
allY parallel between the position of Lord
Carrington and that of the Chief Rail ways
Commissioner. ·What he (Mr. Zeal) was
urging was that the system at present
prevailing in. the Railway department of
this colony was not one that it was desirable to continue. Lest honorable· members should think that what he had
pointed to was the only blemish on the
Victorian railway system, he would just
point to the evidence given before the
Railways Standing Committee of a most
efficient and praiseworthy officer in connexion with the Railway department. He
referred to Mr. Kibble. Mr. Kibble, when
examined before the Railways Standing
Committee as to the extravagant expense
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incurred in working outlying stations,
stated that under the present system a
good officer who had been sent to
remote station beeame in twelve months
so demoralized from want of employment,
that he was absolutely spoiled for future
service. Could the same thing be said of
any other railway system under heaven ~
(Mr. Bell-" How about the New Zealand
railway officials, with two trains a week f')
Mr. Bell seemed to forget the facts of the
case. Did he never hear of such institutions as travelling guards aud travelling
porters-of a system under which travelling guards could book passengers, and
so on, reducing the officials located at
stations to a minimum·~ In no way
could the honorable members eXCURe be
said to meet Mr. Kibble's charge. He
(Mr. Zeal) would gi ye an instance from
his own kno\vledge with respect to suburban trains. He knew of a suburban
train which used to start the first thing in
the morning with as many as seven
carriages, and he remonstrated against the
number as too large. It was subsequently
reduced to five carriages, but in the course
of a few months seven were running again.
More pressure was, however, brought to
bear, and since then the early trains had
been reduced to three or four carriages.
Let honorable members look at the trains
running on the line from Sorrento to the
Back Beach-only three or four carriages,
carrying 150 passengers at a speed of
nearly 20 miles an hour. ·Why could not.
other outlying populations be served in
something like the same way ~ Take the
old Hobson's Bay raihmy management.
Under that system the early morning
trains, which carried comparatively few
passengers, consisted of the smallest
possible number of carriages, and later
on in the day that number was increased
as occasion required. Would any one say
that that sort of thing could not be practised at the present time? It was in
arrangements of that sort that the solution
of many of the railway difficulties of this
country lay. In South Australia, in 1891,
the railway revenue was £1,223,999, while
the expenses were only £617,179, showing
a net profit of £606,820, the workillg expenses being only 50'42 per cent. '1'here
was something like a proper system-something like economical management. Here,
however, what did the country have under
the dual control exercised ~ Country lines
opened when only the bare work necessary
for the opening had been done, and then
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expensive stations and all manner of cheap and economical system was adopted
additional accommodation was added. on the Deniliquin line, and, although traffic
So that a line which, when opened, was developed, expenses were kept down.
had cost only from £6,000 to £7,000 Engineer Norman, in reporting to the Enper mile was made, by the time it gineer-in-Chief on that rail way, showed that
had been got into fairly working order, the line did everything that was required
to cost from £7,000 to £8,000 per mile. of it, although the cost of its construction
Under that dual control there appeared was only £2,961 per mile, and, with rollto be no system of supervision by the ing stock, £3,682 per mile, whereas the
Engineer-in-Chief, who was the proper Victorian Railway department estimated
officer to exercise that supervision. Now, the cost of the lines proposed to be authorthe Rail way Construction Bill introduced ized by the Railway Bill of last session at
in 1890 contained 43 country lines, aggre- '£7,875 per mile, or'twice the amount the
gating 780 miles, and estimated to cost Deniliquin line cost. The excessive cost
£6,145,783, and ten suburban lines, aggre- of constructing and working the Victorian
gating 30'95 miles, and estimated to cost lines was one of the reasons that our rail£1,740,255, the average cost per mile being ways did not pay, and the fact that there
~suburball lines, £56,227, and country
would this year be a deficit of £150,000
lines, £7,8i5, exclusive of stations, engines, over and above the deficit of last year,
and rolling-stock. Was it credible that a clearly showed that our railway system
colony of 1,250,000 inhabitants, the adult was not the one best adapted for the repopulation being hardly 250,000, could quirements of the colony. The New South
possibly struggle on and bear up under ,Vales commissioners grasped the situasuch a huge outlay as was proposed in that tion in a much more practical fashion
Bill? He said emphatically no, and it than the Hail ways Commissioners of this
wai;l time railway construction was stopped colony. In their report to the Gov.ernment
until they could find a better system of of New South ,Vales for the year ending
construction. The Deniliquin to Moama 30th June last, the commissioners in that
Hailway, which joined the Victorian l"i:1.il- colony stated that they were prepared to conway system at Echuca, was constructed struct pioneer railways at a cost of £1,750
over country similar in character to that per mile. There were hundreds of miles
traversed by the Echuca railway-not one of railways to be constructed through
whit more or less difficult-and whilst identically the same character of country
many of our lines cost upwards of in this colony, and if such lines could be
£11,000 per mile, that private milway, made for £1,750 per mile in New South
which was fully equipped with all neces- Wales, there was no reason why they should
sary station accommodation and rolling- not be constructed for, at any rate, 50 per
, stock, and had been working for upwards cent. more in similar country in this colony.
of twenty years, cost the eompany only In viewof the gteatadvantages that accrued
£3,600 per mile. 'rhe company had paid . to land-owners from the construction of
the shareholders 8 per cent. on the capital, railways in outlying districts, he thought
.and scraped together a very respectable that the various localities should supply
reserve fund. (An Honorable Member- the, land required for railways at the cost
"Did they get the land for nothing?") of the municipal rates. He regretted that
No; they had to pay through the nose for the system of dual control was to remain,
.a great deal of the land, and to face the because the great advantages that would
strenuous opposition of some of the land- otherwise accrue from the operation of this
owners of the district. (Mr. Coutts- measure would be lost in consequence of
" But they charge their own rates.") (Mr. the provision that new lines should be conBell-" And the line goes over level structed under the supervision of officers
, country; there ar:e no bridges.") What employed by the commissioners.
The
bridges were there on the line from Eagle- Engineer-in-Chief ought to be required to
hawk to Kerang? The Deniliquin line certify the estimated gross cost of each
was doing as good work in developing the proposed rail way before the contract was
, district as many of the lines that had cost let, and the Government should hold him
this colony £11,000 per mile. While use- down to his estimates. Hitherto the estiless trains,were being run on the Victorian mates had been no guide to the actual
lines (carrying yery few pas~engers, some- cost of new railways. He did not approve
times none at all), and drawn by lumber- of the arrangement under which the Chairing engines, which destroyed the road, a man of the Railways Commissioners had
Hon. W. A. Zeal.
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authority to override the decision of his parte, which is worse.") The system which
two fellow-commissioners, and the Govern- enabled the chairman to override his
ment ought to have gone farther than they fellow commissioners was only paralleled
proposed to go in this Bill in their endea- by the procedure under which enginevours to remedy that defect of the present drivers, carriage-cleaners, porters, and
system. This Bill provided that before labourers, were selected-the most idiotic
any action could be taken, in the event procedure that the mind of man could
of a dispute between the chairman possibly invent. One of the clauses in
and his fellow-commissioners, the chair- this Bill provided that after having been
man must furnish a report to the Min- casually employed for two years, temporary
ister of Rail ways within seven days, hands might be taken into the service.
.arid then the two other commissioners N ow, as those casual hands were men
were to have three days in which to of all classes and ages, was it desir'state the grounds upon which they differed able to let them become permanent emfrom the chairman, so that ten days would ployes, and enable them to become
.elapse before a matter of business, which recipients of the State's bounty hereafter
·ought to be settled on the spot, could be in the same way as the present officers of
dealt with under the system now proposed. the department 1 1.'hat clause required
He certainly thought that the majority of considerable modincation, because no man
the commissioners ought to rule. (Mr. ought to be put on the permanent staff
Brunton-" The three are not equal.") In after he had reached a certain age. .Clause
his particular line, each of the commis- 51· also required alteration. Under that
sioncrs might be superior to the others. clause the commissioners were empowered
If any engineering question came up, to carryon works in the same manner as
would not Mr. G~'eene's opinion be superior hitherto, and that would necessitate the apto Mr. Speight's 1 And yet the chairman pointment of a separate engineering staff
-could veto Mr. Greene's recommendation. to carry out those works. As the GovernOf course, if it was not necessary to have ment were proposing to undertake the
three commissioners, why not abolish construction of railways, why not make
the other two, and give the chairman them responsible from the beginning to
supreme control 1 But if two experienced the end of the work 1 That seemed to
men were to be put to act with the chair- him a reasonable and right course to purman, they ought to have a proper share of sue. 1.'he Government should endeayour
power, and in the event of any differences to bring about such a reform as would
of opinion, they should be called upon to make the Engineer-in-Chief responsible for
show that their opinions were founded on the construction and equipment of the
reason and justice. Under existing ar- new railways. (Mr. Service-"Supposing
rangements the employment of three com- he turns out a bad man, what will you
(Mr. Servicemissioners was a useless expenditure. (Mr. do 1") Get another.
Service-"The same system has existed for "Cannot you do that with the commis30 years in this colony.") 'Where? (Mr. Ser- sioners 1") But it would require a sepavice-"In the Board of Land and vVorks.") ra te staff. I t was to a sort of imperiu'l1~ in
But that was a matter of administration. imperio. vVas it desirable or necessary to
(Mr. Service-" And the railways are a give them power to construct additional
matter of administration.") He did not platforms and sidings, and other works
think the two cases were parallel, because mentioned in the Bill, such as the lowering
two of the members of the Board of Land and raising of bridges~. vVhy not revert
and Works were not responsible. to Parlia- to the old system, when the railways were
ment, the President having the sole re.. carried on under one engineering head 1
sponsibility, whereas all the Railways The Bill contained one novel principle of
Commissioners were responsible to Parlia- an excellent character, namely, with rement. Mr. Service, he was sure, would gard to the limitation of damages. Whennot adopt such a system of management eyer a railway accident took place, claims
in any business in which he had a share. were worked up and made the most of, and
vVhat sort of management would there be in yery many instances excessive damages
if ten days might elapse before an impor- were obt.ained. He commended the Gotant matter could be settled 1 (Mr. J. M. vernment for introducing that proposal,
Davies-" Urgent cases are provided for but he would suggest the insertion of a
in another clause.") (Mr. Service-" By further provision, whereby any person
giving the Minister power to decide ex might insure hi~ life for an additional sum
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of £2,000, in addition to the damages from
the Government, so that a man's family
might be provided for in the event of his
life being lost in a railway accident. It
would lead to the practice of travellers by
railway insuring their lives. Under the
present system, the mere purchase of a
railway ticket might cast the Government
in £10,000 damages. Shortcomings of t.he
railways system were attributable, ill a
great measure, to the way in which the
railways were worked. If a proper system
of control was given to the Government,
and proper supervision exercised, as on
all rightly-constructed railways, and in
all well-managed commercial concerns, the
oxpenditureof the Victorian railways would
bo satisfactorily decreased fromyeartoyear.
He had also pointed out that the expenditure which it was proposed to incur under
the railway system ,vas altogether beyond
tho requirements of the colony, and that
it would be beyond the power of the colony
to pay the interest on the money borrowed.
He had further shown that in the neighbouring colony of New South Wales the
Railways Commissioners had grasped the
situation, and had brought under the notice
of the Government a -cheap and efficient
system by which country .lines could be
made at a comparatively small cost. He
might instance a railway which 'had been
made in the neighbouring colony, and
which had been in existenco for twenty
years, and had been carried on in It proper
and workmanlike way, the cost of which
was not more than one-third that of the
cheapest line in this colony. If that could
be dono in other places, why could it not
be done hore 1 If honorable mem bel'S
thought that he had in any way overstated
the position of affairs he would ask them
to go to any of the stations on the suburban lines and to seo the long trains that
were running continuously up and down,
hour aft.er hour, all to no purpose, and
sometimes carrying not a passenger.'
Should such a system as that be continued 1 The management of the Hobson's Bay lines, without the opportunities
which the Hailways Commissioners had, succeeded in securing economy and efficiency.
(Mr. Service-Ie vVith the tit.he of the
travellers and the trains.") He (Mr.
Zeal) did not think so. Those lines were
economically managed, and without the
loss of a single life, which was more than
could be said of the Victorian railways
during the time they had been under the
control of the Hailways Commissioners.
Hon. W. A. Zeal.
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(Mr. Service-" There was the first J olimont accident, in which a Member of Parliament was killed.") He had forgotten that
incident. One of the officers of the Hailway department had called the old Hobson's Bay line a "rattle-trap railway,"
but it was worked efficiently and paid
handsome dividends. (Mr. W. 1. WinterIrving-" What would the public think of
the Railways Commissioners if they put
up a notice to say that the train to 'Vodonga could not be run because of the
condition of the engines?") The directors
of the Hobson's Bay Company had not the
opportunities the Railways Commissioners
had. He was now dealing with a Government system of railways, and he contended
that the return which had been obtained
from the railways under their present
management had not been, adequate, and
had not been equal to the returns from
the rail way systems of other colonies.
There was one circumstance which he had
overlooked. In the report of the Hailways
Commissioners of New South Wales no
suggestions affecting matters of policy
were made-it was left to the Government
to say what should be done and what
should not be done; but the Railways.
Commissioners of t.his colony stated in
their reports that the public would not be
Ratisfied unless certain things were done
and certain railways were made. In one·
of their reports the Railways Commissioners stated that two railways were
req uired to the northern suburbs. 'J.'hat
was a matter that should be left to the
Government to determine. If the Railways Commissioners indicated that two,
lines were required it was quite certain
that the public would follow the lead of
the Railwavs Commissioners and would
ask the G;vernment to make those two
railways. (Mr. Service-" 'V ere not the
Railways Commissioners simply doing'
what they were required to do by the
Act? ") No, they did' more than that.
If the Hailways Commissioners in the
exercise of their duty had 'merely reported
upon lines without expressing any opinion,
whatever he did not think that certain
lines would have been called for as they
were now, but when it was suggested that
the public would not be satisfied unless
so-and-so was done it became impossible
for the Government to resist the demands
made by the public. 'fhe commissioners
also stated that a great loss had arisen to
the Railway department owing to the competition of, the tramway system. If that
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was the case did it not behove Parliament
to watch carefully every pound that was
spent in the construction of suburban lines,
and to see that economy was exercised, so
that the British capitalist might be justified in continuing to lend money to the
colony for railway construction purposes.
The time was not far distant when the
Government would have to again seek the
aid of British capitalists, and all shortcomings in connexion with the Railway
department would be carefully noted by
them. The Government would do so in
vain unless it could be shown that the
lines to be constructed would pay. He
would ask the House to support the Government in their desire to pass this Bill,
and to endeavour at the same time to
make it as perfect as possible, so that it
would be for the good of the colony in
general and of the Railway department
in particular.
rrhe Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated that
Mr. Zeal had favoured the House with a
very interesting speech, to the tone of
which no exception could be taken; but
the honorable member had brought
charges against high-classed officers connected' with the most important public
department of the State\vhich he would find
it difficult not only to sustain but to justify.
However attentively the House followed
the honorable member, he was sure that
the honorable member had not the sympathyof the House when he charged the
Railways Commissioners with flouting the
Government, and being influenced by a
personal predilection. I t was not his (Mr.
FitzGerald's) province to defend the Railways Commissioners-he hoped one of
them would stand at the bar of the House
and speak for himself; but in justice and
fairness to those absent men, he would
say that up to the last twelve months
they had the full confidence of their official superiors. At any rate, there was no
evidence to the contrary, and the reference which Mr Zeal made to Mr. Speight's
trip to Tasmania showed that whatever
the honorable member's declaration was
with reference to the absence of personal
pique, his remarks were in opposition to
his assertions. 1'he honorable member
was the last who would knowingly do
anything that was un-English and unfair.
The honorable member was a keen observer not only of the official acts of
the Railways Commissioners but of their
administration, and he (Mr. FitzGerald)
would have been glad if the honorable
Session 1891.-[207]
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member had given some more illustrationR
of mismanagement. Reference had been
made to porters and guards who neglected
their work. If he (Mr. FitzGerald) had seen
anything of the kind, he would have considered it to be his duty to report it to the
Railways Commissioners, who could not be
responsible for every act of the 13,000
employes of the department. No more
serious charge could be brought against
men in the position of the Railways Commissioners than that of disloyalty to their
superiors-a disloyalty which, if it could
have been proved, ought to have brought
down upon them the most condign punishment. From the remarks which Mr. Zeal
had made it might be supposed that the
Act of 1883 rendered the Government
entirely powerless to keep the Railways
Commissioners under control; but what
did he (Mr. FitzGerald) find 1 By the Act
of 1883 Ministerial responsibility for tho
railway policy of the colony was not
abandoned. rrhe object of that measure
was to remove the department from political patronage and political administration,
and in this Bill Parliament was asked to
go back to' that political patronage and
political administration. And, on what
evidence 1 'What facts were adduced to
prove that the policy adopted in the Act
of 1883 was wrong, and that this Bill to'
reverse that policy was wise? He had
taken some pains to study the Act of
1883, and he found that undor it the Railways Commissioners were responsible both
to Parliament and the Minister of Railways. (Mr. Fraser-" It does not say
so.") Section 44 of the Act referred to
differences of opinion between the Railways Commissioners, and provided that
these differences should be reported to the
Minister and to Parliament. (Mr. Melville-" 'Were they so reported 1") No,
because no such differences had ever
occurred, and if any honorable member
disputed that statement, it was for him to
give evidence to the contrary. If the late
Minister of Railways, who so long had
charge of this department, gave up the
control which the Act vested in him, it
was on him that the blame should fall,
and not on the Railways Commissioners.
The present Minister of Railways, however high his forensic ability, however
great his oratorical skill, was certainly
not the man to whom business men
would hand over the control of a large
commercial department. This Bill was
faulty in its very inception. If the
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Railways Commissioners disagreed, the
political chief had to decide. (Mr. Fraser
- " Between them.") Yes, it lay with
him to decide irrespective of the H.ailways
Commissioners, and therefore the whole
administration fell upon him. It was also
provided in the Act of 1883 that the
salaries and wages of the officers of the
Railway department should be a.pportioned
by Parliament, that all expenditure on
new works should be voted by Parliament,
that new lines must be authorized by Parliament, that the Railways Commissioners
must report on the working of thr. lines to
Parliament, that the consent of the Governor in Council must be obtained to all
permanent appointments, that the Commissioners should have no power to al?point
any person permanently 'with the exception of gate-keepers without the sanction
of the Governor in Council, that all regulations for the government of the Railway department must be approved by the
Governor in Council; that the appointment
of examiners of. candidates, the sale and
lease of lands, the letting of contracts for
supplies outside of Victoria, the removal
or discontinuance of workshops, and the
running of Sunday trains should also be
sanctioned by the Governor in Council.
It was also provided that the Railways
Commissioners should keep minutes of all
their proceedings. (Mr. Fraser-" 'Which
they never did.") 'Whose fault was that ~
Was it not the duty of the Minister in
charge of the Railway department to see
that these things were done ~ Did the
neglect of that duty prove the necessity
for legislation, or did it not rather prove
the necessity for a more vigorous administration by the political Jlead ~ , 'Vhen Parliament surrelldered to the Railways Commissioners the powers which the Act of
1883 gave them, did it expect that the
whole control was absol~lte]y to be abrogated, as the present Government stated
it had been, by the late Minister of Railways 1 This Bill was an indictment of the
late Minister of Railways rather than of
the Railways Commissioners. According to
to the statementof the present Government,
that honol"c.l,ble gentleman did not do his
duty, and difficulties had arisen which justified this proposed legislation. ').1he House
would be slow to believe that a gentleman
of the high 'and acknowledged abilities of
Mr. Gillies was ever guilty of what this
Bill charged him with. The whole policy
in connexion wit,h the railway system
remained absolutely in charge and under
H on. N. l1itzGerald.
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, control of the Minister responsible try
and he could compel theI Parliament,
Hail ways Commissioners to manage the'
railway system on whatever lines he laid.
down. (Mr. Fraser-" Not at aU.") He
(Mr. FitzGerald) stated 'without fear of'
contradiction tha.t it was within the power
of the Minister of Railways to have ordered
the Railways Commissioners to earn the
income required to pay the interest on the
money borrowed. It was stated that the
Railways Commissioners were independent.,
The Minister of Railways, however, had
power to suspend them if they attempted'to flout him, and the Government
had power to make that suspension a dismissal unless one branch of Parli::tment
petitioned to have it otherwise. "Vhy was
that not done ~ If the Railways Commissioners were guilty of the conduct with
which they were charged, what right had
the Government to retain them in office 1
rrhe House was dealing at the eleventh hour
of the session with a Bill the importance
of which could hardly be over-estimated.
The public debt of the colony, apart from
the metropolitan water supply, VI'aS practically represented by the railway system.
According to Hayter's Year-Book for 1891,
out of the money borrowed £31,000,000
had been spent on railways, and in addition to that £3,500,000 had been provided
for railway construction purposes out of the
land fund, and the total amount expended
on railways from these two sources had
therefore been £35,000,000. (Mr. Zeal"According to the Rail ways Commissioners
the amount expended is £37,000,000.")
He was speaking from the latest statistics.
it was within'his power to obtain. 1'hey
had it on the authority of the Treasurer
that the money expended on railway construction showed a debit of £41,000,000.
That sum included an item of £50,000,
which was the difference between the
interest due upon loans for railways when
the commissioners took office in January,
1884, and the net revenue from the railways up to that date. The sum of £50,000
was then charged to the capital account of
the railways to be recouped, if ever the
railway revenue should be good enough to
permit of that. He regttrded it as beillg
an act of disloyalty to exaggerate the railway deficit without stating the facts
which led up to the deficit. If the
Treasurer had stated all the facts which
caused the deficit he had referred to, le11del'S in the old country would not now be
canvassing so closely theproj ected Victorian
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loans. But there was a weak point in our
system of government. A 'l'reasurer, in
order to gain a temporary advantage
over his predecessor, for party reasons
decried the colony's most valuable I:l.sset,
in the hope of having a better return
next year than his predecessor. Then, he
would cry "io tr-iu'lnphe" and thank heaven
that he was not like his predecessor. Why
had the 'l'reasurer not stated that in that
deficit was included an amount which
would not have been included in any other
well-managed institution, and which was
not included in the railway accounts of
the other colonies 1 He said that it was
flagitious wrong to the Railway department that when the money was obtained
from England for railway construction,
from the hour it was borrowed the interest
payable on it was made a charge upon the
railway revenue. ·W ould it be believed
that though two or three or four years
might elapse before that money was actually spent upon railways, and though
during that period the Government were
receiving interest on the loan from the
banks, not a sixpence of the profit made
on it was placed to the credit of the
railways, the whole of it being mopped
up by the public account 1 Would it be
believed that out of the deficit there
was an item of £267,000 obtained by
the Government in this manner, the Railway department receiving no benefit
whatever from it1 In New South ·Wales
the loan money was treated as belOl~ging to
the public account during the construction
of the railways. \Vhen the line was finished,
and had become a commercial undertaking,
it was handed over to the commissioners,
but until then the railway revenue of that
colony did not pay sixpence towards the
cost of construction. vVhen the commissioners came into office in 1883 also they
were compelled to pay compensation to all
the officials appointed before that year
,,,hen they reached a certain age, and in
that manner no less a sum than £380,000
for which they were not responsible was
expended by them. There was, again, a
large stock of material in the hands of the
Uailway department which would have
further reduced the deficit had it been
taken into account by a sum of £100,000.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" What was the stock
in hand at the beginning of the year in
question 1") He presumed that the honorable gentleman in his own business would
take into account the balance of stock on
hl:l.nd. (Sir F. 'r. Sm'good-" At what time·

a
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of the year; was it extra stock 1") Yes.
The difference in the stock at the end of·
the particular year aud at the beginning·
would be between £90,000 and £100,000.
It would thus be seen tha,t the statement
that the colony was losing £500,000 a
year on its rail way system was capable of
being explained. It was greatly to be regretted that charges should be brought by
men high in authority against what must
be regarded by our English creditors as
our greatest asset. The credit of the
colony ought not to be cheapened, nor·
should accusations be made against men'
whose months were closed, in order to·,
secure a politica.l victory. He believed
that the omission of the explanations from
Mr. Zeal's speech was only an accident due'
to the interruptions which the honorable·
membenvas subjected to. On the Parlia..
ment and the Ministry of a former period
rested the responsibility of the losses
which had been made. In 1882 an octopus
Bill was pre~ented to Parliament, and the
Act of 1883 included no fewer than 59
(Mr. Melville-" 'Vho presented
lines.
that Bill 1") Mr. Gillies, Mr. Service,
and Sir F. T. Sargood were members
of the Government which presented
that Bill, which was originally introduced by Mr. Bent. These lines were
adopted by Parliament, in pursuance of·
what was termed a grand progressive
national policy. No care was taken to
a.scertain whether the estimates of cost
were right or wrong. The monkey of Parliament was up, railway construction was·
the order of the day, and woe betide the
Minister who dared to attempt to stem
popular opinion. The necessary money
was obtained, and there was then no
thought of charges of mal-administration,
or of c~mplaints of porters and guards,
adjourning to a neighbouring tavern.
Flying surveys were made, and it was
impossible in the time at command to
make accurate surveys. '}'he last of these
lines was only just about being finished.
The result of this policy was that between
the years 1887 and 1891 a sum or
£9,000,000 was added to tho public debt of
the colony, and a sum of £172,000 was·
added to the charges ·which the commissioners were held responsible for, namely,
the charge upon the revenues of the
railways for interest upon the loan money
for the construction of those lines, before one of them had become remunera,tive, or even been opened for traffic.
If the construction department were ever
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taken out of the hands of the commissioners, there would be an end to wrong
entries being debited to the Railway department. The commissioners were ordered
to make these lines f.lO~t what they might,
:and they were not responsible. (Sir F.
'T. Sargood-" How did Parliament know
that the esthnates were not reliable ~ ")
The commissioners, in several reports,
warned Parliament of the excessive cost.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-"Can you give the dates
of any of these reports ~") '1'he honorable
gentleman's curiosity would be abundantly
satisfied when the commissioners appeared
at the bar. It was quite clear that the
.extraordinary jump in the working expenses
and the increase in the deficit were due to
the immense addition made in expenditure
by the rapid construction of the few years
he had referred to. In New South 'Wales,
during the three years between 1887 and
1890, the percentage of increase on working expenses was only 7'18. The increase
in South Austra~ia was 23'44; in New
Zealand, 4'75; and in Queensland, 19'66;
while in Victoria, during the'same period,
the increase had been 31'38. In Victoria, in fact, one-third of the whole
mileage was added in the three years,
from 1887 to 1890, and when other
«lolonies were compared to this in the
matter of railways, it was unfair not to
state the special circumstances of the case.
When in South Australia he found that
the Broken Hill line earned 10 per cent.
on the working expenses, and that another
line in that colony earned 6 per cent. In
Victoria there were lines which did not
;·give a return of 1 per cent. It was
rapidity of construction, and not bad
management or extravagance, which caused
the deficit in Victoria, and he was sure
that this would be made abundantly clear
when the chairman of the commissioners
,quoted the official statistics at the bar of
the House.
Notwithstanding the experience of this colony in 1883, there was
in 1887 and 1888 a demand for no less than
6,000 miles of railway. That was cut
.down to 800 miles by the Premier, but
Parliament forced him to add 400 more,
though fortunately those lines were not
sanctioned by Parliament. (Mr. Fraser." Did the commissioners support the proposed new lines 1") The commissioners
had nothing to ,do with the policy of construction. If they dared to interfere in that,
it was the duty of the' Minister of Railways
-to curb them. The proposed new lines,
which were not sanctioned by Parliament,
Hon. N. FitzGerald.
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were now before that very valuable new
institution, the Railways Standing Committee. But if money had been as easily obtainable in 1887 as it was in 1883, a portion
of these lines would assuredly have been in
course of construction at the present time.
Well, was there any outcry then about
the possibility of getting reliable estimates
-then, when the estimates of construction were so much larger than was expected 1 No, up the country the cry
was, "Hang the expense, we must have
railways," and in Parliament the idea was
that every honorable member who could
establish a fair claim for railway extension
in connexion with his district must be
placated. The lines were made with the
full knowledge that working them would
add largely to the railway expenditure of o
the country, and, at the same time, without any consideration as to whether the
profit derivable from them would be anything worth speaking of in proportion.
Of course it was impossible to work new
rail ways without a corresponding increase
in the working expenses. But now that
terror' of new railways of this sort was removed. 1'he public had said there had
been enough of that sort of thing, and
honorable members could see the result.
The indiscreet utterances, of which honorable members had heard so much, had
done an enormous amount of mischief.
Still, the public knew now what other
considerations ought to be taken into account in dealing with the railway deficit.
Honorable member knew, for instance,
how every penny borrowed for railway
purposes had been charged at once to the
Railway department, no account whatever
being taken of the profit derived from the
money before it was actually taken into
use for railway purposes. Then there was
the reduction of the 6 per cent. debentures to 4 or 3~ per cent. debentureswith what outcome ~ '1'he moment it was
seen that there was a surplus in the revenue over and above the charges for interest and working expenses, forthwith
there was a rush for reduction of fares and
freights.
Why should Parliament shirk
the responsibility of this 1 Probably there
was not a single honorable member: who
at that time did not join in making representations to the effect that in the interests
of the struggling agriculturists the railway fares and freights should be reduced.
'Vhy ~ Because of the political influence
brought to bear. All the charge he
(Mr. FitzGerald) would bring against the
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Railways Commissioners was that they
were not strong or manly enough to say
" No" at the right time, knowing as they
must that the public verdict would ultimately justifythem. (Mr. Melville-"Why
did the commissioners make the red1.lCtion ~") Because they were pressed by
Members of Parliament, who believed-he
himself pleaded guilty to being amung the
llumber-that the boom prosperity would
go on. So that instead of following the
example of other countries, by providing
in the day of prosperity for a future
day of-- (Mr. Melville-" The commissioners blundered.") But Members of
Parliament shared the blunder with
them. vVould Mr. Melville venture to
say that he had not himself joined in the
representations which were then made ~
He (Mr. FitzGerald) admitted his own
blunder, and he wanted other honorable
members to do the same. How could the
Railways Commissioners possibly resist the
blarney that was brought to bear upon them ~
Then, did it lie in the mouths of honorable
members to charge the commissioners
solely with the blunders in which they
themselves had had a part 1 .For himself,
he would only say that the next time he
found himself in the commissioners' room
recommending a reduction of fares or
freights he would feel heartily ashamed.
Three things had been established. First,
the inaccura,cy with which the railway
accounts had been kept; secondly, the
exaggerations indulged in with respect to
the deficit; and, thirdly, the real causes of
the deficit. But wha,t were honorable
members asked to do 1 To upset the
legislation which in their wisdom they
adopted seven years ago, and go back to a
system of political management, political
administration, and political patronage.
(Mr. Fraser-" Show us where 1") He
would tell Mr. Fraser that the Minister of
Hailways, unless he wasamuchstrongerman
than he could be expected to be, would
find himself unable, when he had the control of all appointments over £500 a year,
to turn a deaf ear to his supporters. (Mr.
Fraser-" He will have no such power
under the Bill.") The honorable gentleman could not have read the Bill. vVhy,
clause 29 plai111y stated-" ~ otwithstanding anything contained in
the Railwa,ys Acts, neit.her the board nor the
commissioners shall, without the sanction of
the Goyernor in Council-(((.) Increase the salary
of any officer or employe whose annual salary
or wages is more than £500; or (b) Appoi.nt or
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promote any person to any office the annua~
salary or wfLges of which is more than £500."

(Mr. Fraser-" That says 'without the
'sanction;' that is different from political
patronage."). The honorable gentleman
was simply playing with parliamentary
phmseology. Clause 29 took from the
commissioners, who were nominally invested with the administration of· the
Hailway department, the whole of their
power and direct authority in connexion.
with it. The thing was an effort to, he
would not say degrade, but to lower the
status of the commissioners in the presence of their 11,000 and odd officers.
"May," might not be mandatory with the
Legislative Council, but it would unquestionably be so with the Assembly. '''hy,
even the ballot system was to go. No doubt
there were many objections to that s'ystem~
but there was one aspect in which it
might be looked at with not a little favom".
Destroy the ballot, and let selectioIl be
made, and what would be t.he outcome'l
Forthwith each Member of Parliament~
having at least one friend, would press his
interests, and if that friend was rejected
woe betide the Government of the day.
Did not political patronage come in there ~
At all events tho ballot removed the semblance of unfairness in the choice of men.
lt removed every possibility of pressure
being brought to bear on the Minister as;
to whose friend was selected. But the
Bill was a complete reversal of the whole
policy of the Act of 1883. Mr. Zeal ad:...
mitted that there were minor faults in the
Bill, but did he attempt to show them ~
Not mnch. For one thing, he said nothing
about the officer who ,vould have to be
present at every meeting of the commissioners and take a note of everything done
by them. 'Vas not the framing of that
arrangement from beginning to endcould not the same be said of the rest of
the Bill-an effort to lower the commissioners? At the same time who would tell
him (Mr. FitzGerald) that it was not al:..
ways a first consideration, in putting a large
mercantile concern into the hands of certain
men, to do everything possible to support
their authority. N ext, as to railway COIlstruction. He, for one, fully believed that
taking construction from the commissioners
would be a relief, but what was the charge
brought by Mr. Zeal1 'l'hat charge was
one not against the Hailways Commissioners at all in reality, but against those:who had called upon the commissioners;
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to work with two engineers - engineers
running in lines that could never meet-namely, one of construction and one of
existing lines. 1'he commissioners found
these officers in charge, and they had to
continue them, although the Minister had
the power at any time, by a stroke of his
pen, to remedy the trouble. There was
another point which he (Mr. FitzGerald)
would urge with regard to construction.
He thought that if the House sanctioned
the 'proposed change it should, nevertheless,
give the commissioners some say as to
whether lines which it was proposed to
hand over to them had been properly
made. If the commissioners were to be
-charged with extravagance because there
was a jump in the expenses, let them be
protected by giving them some security
in the shape of provision that the new
lines handed over to them would not be
handed over in a state requiring extraor-dinary expenditure for maintenance. No
doubt, too, there should be some care in
the future, in selecting a Minister of Railways, not to take a member of the legal
profession unfamiliar with ordinary commercial transactions. Nor should they, on
the other hand, choose a statesman who,
perhaps, had great political experience,
but who comprised in his own person
the Premier, 1'reasurer, and Minister
of, Railways of the Administration of
the day. If the Bill provided for a reform in this direction, he (Mr. Fitz-Gerald) would for one declare it to be
a measure in the interests and for the advantage of the rail way system of the
colony. But he would draw to a conclu.sion. Those charges against the commissioners had been hurled and reiterated
without one fraction of evidence being
offered in their support.
(Mr. Zeal"What about Mr. Kibble?") Did not
the honorable member know that every
department of the State had its disappointed officers? (Mr. Zeal-" Then there
was the late Engineer-b.-Chief.") It was
his (Mr. FitzGerald's) hope that the late
Engineer.in-Chief was in heaven. Finally,
he would express his hope, first, that some
evidence would be taken at the bar of the
House which would throw a satisfactory
light on affairs, and, secondly, that the
House would not content itself with assertions without demanding proof of them.
Charges should not be hurled from high
places without testimony at their back.
Whatever 'changes might be made under
H on. N. FitzGerald.
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the Bill, he trusted that they would' be
justified to the consciences and intelligence
of every member of the House.
The Hon. J. BELL moved the adjournment of the debate.
'Sir F. 1'. SARGOOD expressed the hope
that honorable members would not endeavour to defeat the Bill by adjourning
the debate. No doubt the hour was somewhat late, but he did not think it too
much to ask the House to sit for another
hour.
1'he motion was agreed to.
rrhe debate was then adjourned until
the following day.
The House adjourned at three minutes
to eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE

i\SSEMBLY.

Tuesday, ])ecember 15, 1891.
Law Department: The Colston Case-Omeo Court-housePublic Instruction: Classification of Teachers-Mining
Department: WarrandyteGold-fields Common-Railway Department: Ballarat Workshops-Melbourne
Gaol-Butter Bonuses-Order'of Business-Acts Correction Bill-Assent to Bills-Defences and Discipline
Act Amendment Bill- Agricultural Grants BillLicensing Arbitrations Bill-Appropriation Bill-Land
Act Amendment Bill-Electoral Rolls Purification
Bill.
The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
LAW DEPARTMENT.
Mr. HUNT asked the Attorney-General
if it was correct that the prisoner's witnesses in the' case of the murdeter Colston
had not yet been paid their expenses; and,
if so, when would the said witnesses
receive payment?
Mr. DUFFY (in the absence of Mr.
SHIELS) stated that the answer of the
department was as follows : "The Act requires that a certificate shall be
produced from the judge who tried the case
that the witnesses for the defence 'ought to be
paid' their expenses.
" The solicitor who conducted the defence
has been informed two or three times that on
production of that certificate, or one from the
judge's associate by His Honour's direction, the
witnesses the judge names will be paid at once.
There is no other legal mode of paying them
except by a direct vote of the House."

OM EO COURT-HOUSE.
Mr. FOSTER asked the Minister of
Pu blic Works when tenders would be
called for the new court-hou.se at Omeo?

Mining Departrnent.
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Mr. 'WHEELER stated that the tenders
would be invited as soon as possible.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Mr. KIRTON asked the Premier whether
the teachers who, through diffidence or
neglect, refrained from appealing against
their classification, and thus lost both in
.salary and status, would henceforth be
.debarred from appealing against the same,
or must they remain permanently inferior
in position and salary to other teachers
with no superior qualifications who suc.cessfully appealed against tho classification
.and obtained promotion ~
Mr. MUNRO stated that he had received
the following memorandum from the Minister of Public Instruction:"The Public Service Act 1890 (section 80)
provides that a teacher 'may within fourteen
.days from the day on which he has been notified
by the classifiers appeal from SllCh decision to
the board.' If teachers fail to lodge an appeal
within the time stated, the Act does not provide
any remedy, but they may appeal on the issue
<of the next classified roll."

MINING DEPARTMENT.
Mr. METHVEN asked the Minister of
Mines the following questions :"1. Are the miners of St. Andrew's division
<of Castlemaine district debarred from taking
timber for mining and other purposes from the
gold-fields common at "Varrandyte?
"2. Is it true that a young man was lately
fined for taking timber from such common?
"3. Are the interests of the dairying paramount to the interests of the mining population ?"

Mr. OUTTRIM stated that the answers
()f the Mining department were as follows :"1. Through the representations made by Mr.
Cameron, M.P., in 1873, the Minister of Lands
directed that a certain area at 'Yarrandyte
should be reflerved for the purpose of enabling
the timber thereon heing taken by the holders
:of miners' rights only, and a reservation was
.gazetted under the 52nd section, Land Act
1869.
"2. It has heen ascertained on inquiry at the
Lands-office that the local constable, acting in
his capacity as Crown lands bailiff, proceeded
against three men for cutting timber on Crown
lands at Warranclyte without a licence, but it
is not known whether the timber was taken
from the reserved area.

"3. No."

RAILvVAY DEPARTl\IENT.
Mr. MURPHY asked the Minister of
·Railways whether, as the repairing shop in
connexion with the Ballarat engine-sheds
. was quite completed, he would inform this
House when it was proposed to commence
using the building for the purpose for
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which it. was constructei ~ He said that
at present 50 locomotives were stationed
at Ballarat, but the old workshop was
three-quarters of a mile away from where
the work had to be done.
Mr. DUFFY (in the absence of Mr.
SHIELS) stated that the locomotive works
at Ballarat were conducted at both the
east and west dep6ts, and no change or
additional expenditure was at present
contemplated.
MELBOURNE GAOL.
Mr. METHVEN asked the Chief Secretary the following questions: "1. Is it a fact that the regulations were
altered by the Public Service Board so as to
provide for the salary of the sub-matron and
overseer at Metbourne Gaol heing fixed at between £10 and £13 per month?
"2. \-Vas the officer referred to receiving
minimum salary of £10 per month for over one
year?
"3. Did the Honorable the Chief Secretary
provide a salary of £11 per month on the Estimates for this officer, and did Parliament pass
the same?
"4. 'Yhat are the reasons assigned by the
Public Service Board for refusing to agree with
the Chief Secretary and Parliament in the
matter?"
.
.

Mr. MUNRO stated that he had received the following communication from
the Secretary of the Public Service
Board : "Sir,-I have the honour, by direction, to
inform you th:tt the Public Service Board has
not refused to agree with the Chief Secretary
and Parliament in this matter. The subject
came hefore the board as an application to fix
the salary of the sub-matron at 11 higher rate."

He might say, with respect to this matter,
that he was more personally responsible
than anybody else. He had laid down
the rule that no salary should be increased
this year, unless the increase was provided
for by Act of Parliament, and the Public
Service Board had acted on that rule .
BUTTER BONUSES.
Mr. HALL asked the Minister of Agriculture whether there was any truth in
the statement made by one of the newspapers published that morning that there
would be a reduction in the amount appro.priated to the butter bonuses ~ He stated
that this was a matter in which a great
many persons were deeply interested.
Mr. GRAHAM stated that he could not
be held responsible for any newspaper
paragraph, and he might add that the particular paragraph ill question was not true
He was about to introduce a Bill to
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transfer some of the bonus grants from one
division to another, but the money for
butter bonuses would be voted as heretofore.
Mr. MURRAY said he would like to ask
the Minister of Agriculture if he would introduce legislation during the present session-there was not much time to spare for
the purpose--in order to prevent any person
exporting butter from this colony except
through the department of Agriculture,
or else when the butter had been passed
qy some Government agent. Unless something of that sort were done the reputation
of the colony with respect to butter would
not be kept up to the mark.
Mr. GRAHAM said that what the honorable member for "Varrna.mbool referred to
was at present under the consideration of
the department.. He believed that strong
steps would have to be taken to prevent
iuferior butter leaving .the colony.
PETITIONS.
A petition was presented by Mr. BENT,
from the "Yyndham Shire Council, in favour
of a Bill to regulate the quantity of water
which the Werribee Irrigation and Water
Supply Trnst might take from the Werribee HiveI' j and by Mr. ANDERSON, from
the Women's Christian Temperance Union,
in favour of the Crimes Act Amendment
Bill.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Mr. MUNRO stated lhat, in accordance
with the promise made by him last week,
he would endeavour to state what the order
of business would be d uriilg the remainder
of the session. He hoped that the House
would be able to deal with the business
down to No. 20 on the business paper.
(" Oh.") It would be observed that a
number of orders of the day related to
either very trivial business or merely
formal matters. For example, the first
three on the list were purely formal. Then
came the Licensing Arbitrations Bill and
the Appropriation Bill and afterwards the
Crimes Act Amendment Bill and the Police
Offences Act Amendment Bill. Both the
two last-mentioned measures had been
already passed by another Chamber. The
Thistles Law Amendment ,Bill and the
Kyneton Market Heserve Bill were very
small matters, which would not take long.
(Mr. Anderson-" "Yhat about the Public
Service Act Amendment Bill 1") That
had already been passed by another Chamber. He might mention that he was going

Order of Business.

to ask the House to meet early on Friday
instead of late on Thursday, and he really
thought that by taking this course the
whole of the measures he alluded to,
which were of great public importance,
might be got through if honorable
members would only devote themselves
properly to them. (An Honorable Member - "What about the Sharebrokers
Bill 1") The Government were not going
on with that Bill. The' following evening he would move that the sessional
order relating to the taking of private
members' business on Wednesday be suspended so that Government business
might be gone on with.
(Mr. Gil1ies" When do you intend to prorogue 1") He
did not think that the House could be
prorogued before Wednesday, 23rd December. The other Chamber would not have
done its work soon enough to enable the
session to be brought to a close earlier.
Mr. GILLIES said he expected to find
the orders of the day arranged on the
business paper more in the order of their
importance. He considered that giving
the different Bills priority on the business
paper in accordance with their relative
importance would have been a more advantageous arrangement. Of course the Government were entitled to conduct their
business in the way they thought best,
but it seemed strange to find such Bills as
the Thistle Law Amendment Bill and the
Kyneton Market Reserve Bill taking pre,.
c'edence of such a Bill as the Public Service Act Amendment Bill.
Mr. MUNRO pointed out that it was
necessary to deal with the Thistles Law
Amendment Bill and other measures of
the kind, which had not been befl)re the
Legislative Council, at the earliest possible
opportunity. The other measqres, like
the Public Service Act Amendment Bill,
which had already been dealt with by the
Council, could be taken afterwards. (Mr.
Gillies-" 'When will the Hailways Construction (Korumburra Coal Mines) Bill
be taken 1") It was intended to devote Friday 'night specially to that question. (Mr. Gillies--" Do you intend to
deal with a general Railway Construction
Bill this session 1") He did not.
Mr. HUNT asked if the Government
intended to bring in a Bill based on the
recommendations of the Rail ways Standing Committee 1 (Mr. Munro-" No.")
It was well that that should be clearly
understood. For hiID:self, he thought some
sort of a Bill should be brought in.
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Mr. MUNHO said he thought there was Munro-" That could nut be done in any
some misunderstanding on this point. case.") He did not agree with the Premier.
He would draw attention to the fact that 'What made it impossihle to commence
according to the rule laid down by the the constrnction of certain new liliesRailways Standing Committee, the con- say lines to some of the northern disstruction of no line could be proceeded tricts-within the next couple of months 1
with if the cost was 10 per cent. beyond If the Government could propose. the conthe estimate. That would have to be ascer- struction of coal lines they could also
tained before a Bill could be brought in, and propose the const.ruction of other lines.
he might point out that at present no one (Mr. Munro-" The case is altogether
knew what the actual cost of the different different.") He might also remark that
lines would be. Even the Rail ways Stand- he saw no Bill on the notice-paper giving
ing Committee could not arrive at a con- power tothe Government to issue Treasuryclusion on that point because they would bonds. (Mr. Munro-" That subject will
have to be guided by evidence, and there be dealt with on Thursday.") At any
were at present no permanent surveys. rate that was a measure of far more imWhat the Government proposed to do was, portance than any now on the business
if possible, to bring down resolutions on paper. According to his view, instead of
the subject, and get them passed, so that the scssion being brought to a close before
the constructing authority might go on , Christmas it should be made to last some
with the permanent surveys. Then a Bill time longer. Parliament ought to be
could be introduced with some clear notion asked to sit, after an adjournment for
as to the actual cost. No matter how Christmas, until somewhere about the
anxious Parliament might be with respect middle of January.
Mr. vVRIXON remarked that he would
to this matter honorable members were
not at present in a position to deal intelli- not oppose the throwing over of a good
gently with the proposed lines. They deal of the private members'business on the
could not be so able until they had in- paper for the following evening, but he was
formation which could not at present be extremely anxious that the Companies Act
supplied. It was, however, the intention Amen'clment Bill (No.2) should be gone
of the Government to go on with the COll- on with. It simply embodied the English
struction of the coal lines, because they Act, and it could be dealt with in a very
were already in possession of all the neces- short time. The measure was an important
saryinformation. With regard, however, to one, and passing into law-it had already
the others they could only take a leap in passed the Legislative Council-would tend
to re-assure the public mind. (Mr. Munro
the dark.
,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that if the -" It would take several nights to pass
recommendations of the Rail ways Stilnding the Bill; there would be tremendous opCommittee were once embodied in an Act position to it.") He thought the Premier
of Parliament, legislation in the direction was mistaken. One important thing that
of railway construction could be soon pro- could be done in connexion with the Bill
ceeded with. Provision could be made was making the Companies Act Amelldment
that the contracts should not be accepted (Voluntary Liquid~ttion) Act a merely temexcept upon the lines laid down.
It porary measnre.
Mr. ZOX observed that there was anappeared to him that the Premier did
not rise to the gravity of the situa- other Bill on the notice-paper for t.he foltion. At present it seemed that the lowing evening which had already passed
affairs of the country were in deep the Legislative Council, and which he
water, and thilt it was not known when hoped would be carried by this House
bottom 'would be reached. ':rhis was a during the present session.
The subject then dropped.
dreadful condition of things, and it could
only be remedied by public works or
ACTS CORRECTION BILL.
railway construction being gone on with
at once, large sums of money being proMr. TURNER (in the absence of Mr.
vided for the purpose. If 'bringing in a SHIELS) moved for leave to bring in a Bill
regular Railway Construction Bill was to to correct certain errors in certain Acts.
be postponed until next se8sion it would
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked if the inmean that no new railways could possibly tended Bill would provide foran amendment
be constructed for from eight to ten of the measure passed in such a hurry the
months from the present t.ime.
(Mr. week before last ~
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Mr. TURNEH. said that possibly provision would be made in that direction.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read a
time.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
Mr. MUNRO presented a niessage from
the Governor, intimating that, at the Government Offices, the previous day, His
Excellency gave his' assent to the Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,
the Law of Partnership Amendment Bill,
the Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill,
and the Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity)
Bill.
LOAN ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee to consider the message from His Excellency the
Governor, on the subject of this Bill, presented Tuesday, December 8.
Mr. McLEAN moved-

Licensing Arbitrations Bill.

Mr. GRAHAM brought up a Bill "to
alter the amounts of certain agricultural
and other grants," and moved that it be
read a first time.
The motion waS agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.

LICENSING ARBITRATIONS BILL.
The amendments of the Legislative
Council in this Bill were taken into consideration.
Mr. MUNRO moved that the amendments be agreed with. He stated that the
principal amendment made by the Council
was a new clause empowering the 'freasurer within one month after the passing of
this measure to receive licence-fees from
owners of licensed premises who were not
the licensees in cases in which the licensee
had omitted to pay the licence-fee within
the time prescribed by the Licensing Act.
Last year the licensees of several publichouses failed to pay their licence-fees
within the 28 days allowed by the Act, and
" That it is expedient. that an appropriation
be made from the consolidated revenue and of
in one case a firm of Melbourne solicitors
rents and imposts for the purposes of a Bill to
asked
him to accept the' licence-fee, saying
amend the Loan Act 1890."
that on former occasions licence-fees had
The resolution was agreed to, and was been accepted under similar circumstances
reported to the House and adopted.
with a penalty of 50 per cent. in addition,
and, having aseertained that such was the,
DEFENCES AND DISCIPLINE ACT
practice, he accepted the licence-fee. The
AMENDMENT BILL.
police authorities took proceedings to
The House went into committee to con- cancel the licence, however, and it was
sider the message from His Excellency the cancelled on the ground that it was
Governor, on the subject of this Bill, pre- improperly obtained, and he was asked to
sented Tuesday, December 8.
return the licence-fee. 'r.ho Crown Law
officers advised that he had no right to
Mr. MUNRO movedtake the fee under any circumstances, and
"That it is expedient that an appropriation
that opinion was supported by Dr. Madden
be made from the consolidated revenue for the
purposes of a Bill to amend the Defences and
and Mr. Box. The previous Treasurer, he
Discipline Act 1890."
found from the records, had received two
The motion was agreed to, and the reso- licence-fees, together with a penalty of
lution was reported to the House and 50 per cent., but the hcmorable gentleman
adopted.
had attached a memorandum to the record
stating that he did not take any responsiAGRICULTURAL GRANTS BILL.
bility as to the legality or otherwise of the
The House went into committee to con- licences, but that he intended to introduce
sider the message from His Excellency the a Bill to validate such licences. That,
Governor with respect to this Bill.
however, had not been done. (Mr. Gillies
_" Certainly it has, and the measure is on
Mr. GRAHAM moved" That it is expedient that an appropriation the statute-book.") The U nder-Treasurer
assured him that it was not done with
be made from the consolidated revenue for the
purposes of a Bill to alter the amounts of certain
regard to those two particular licences, and
agricultural and other grants."
that no Act had been passed since those
The motion was agreed to, and the reso- two licences 'Were issued. The Act the
lution was reported to the House and, honorable gentleman referred to was with
adopted.
regard to previously issued licences. Now,
Authority being given to Mr. Graham it had been pointed out very fairly that,
and Mr. McLean to introduce a Bill to although the Licensing Act allowed the
carry out the resolution,
'
owner of licensed premises seven days in
0
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which to pay the licence-fees in the event
()f the tenant failing to pay within the
28 days allowed by the Act, in some cases
-perhaps three or four-the owners had
received no notice tha.t the fee was not
paid, and consequently they were not able
to take advantage of that provision of the
Act. U nderthese circumstances, he thought
the Assembly bound to accept the Council's
amendments empowering the Treasurer to
receive the licence-fees in those cases
subject to the provision, inserted by the
Conncil, that-" The Treasurer shall not so receive either of
such sums from any owner unless he is sa.tisfied
that such owner was not the licensee of such
premises at the time of such omission, and that
such owner had no knowledge of such omission
within the time during which he could have paid
such first-mentioned sum."

Mr. ANDERSON said he thought it
was a pity that the Council had sent down
this amendment, because it was a distinct
breach of faith after, the agreement that
was come to by the two 'parties in this
Chamber interested in the Bill. Personally
he would prefer to see the Bill rejected
rather than passed with this clause added.
The House ought to have had some information of a, definite character as to the
number of licences that might be issued
under this clause. (Mr. G. D. Carter"But whether there is one injm~tice or
twenty what does it matter?") (Mr.
Trenwith-" If it's fair for one it's fair for
twenty.") But he held that it was not
fair for any. The amendment was quite
capable of a broader interpretation than
the Premier had put upon it, and after the
way in which the matter had been dealt
with he confessed to feeling the necessity
for a little more caution than usual. 'rhe
Bill as originally introduced was simply to
rectify a defect in the present law with reference to licBnsing arbitrations in the event
of one of the arbitrators refusing to act,
and this amendment was altogether beyond
the object of the Bill. He would like to
know whether it applied to hotels only
or to wine licences and grocers' licences
also 1 (Mr. Turner-" The clause is
specifically limited to victuallers' licences.")
He had been given to understand that
under this clause 40 houses now closed
would be re-opened, and he certainly
thought that the Assembly ought to know
the exact number of houses that would
be able to take advantage of this amendment. (Mr. Munro-" vVe could not get
the information in time, but I am assured
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that only three or four licences will be
obtainable under this clause.") It ought
to be a very' easy matter to ascertain
definitely the number of licences affected.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that the
Promier was to be congratulated on having
"he common sense and courage to propose
the adoption of this amendment, and he
hoped that the money which the Treasurer
would obtain from these licence-fees would
enable him to prevent a number of old
men being turned out of the Immigrants'
Home.
Mr. GORDON expressed his surprise at
the amendment being submitted, seeing
that there was a distinct understanding
when the Bill went through the Assembly
that no amendment would be added to it.
He failed to see how the House could
justify itself if it agreed to this amendment and allowed the other Chamber to
force it to do what it entirely objected
to do when the Bill was before this
Chamber. He thought there was little
trickery about the matter, but he was not
going to say where it came from. The
Chairman of Committees decided, when
the Bill was in committee of the Assembly,
that no amendments would be in order
except such as were necessary to carry out
the intentions of the Bill.
Mr. DEAKIN said it was a most extraordinary thing to ask the House to pass a
clause without knowing what the effect of
its operation would be. Honorable members ought to be informed how many
licences could be granted under this
clause. A proposal similar to this clause
was submitted when the Bill was in committee of the Assembly, but successfully
resisted, because it was felt that if that
provision was passed certain other provisions which were equally fair ought to
be passed also. It was, therefore, clearly
unfair for the Government to have
thrown its weight into the scale In order
to carry an amendment desired by the
one side without bringing down any of
the amendments desired by the other side.
(Mr. Murray-" Have you no friends in
the other House 1") He was afraid they
had not. The Government appeared to
have complete control over the other
Chamber, and if they found they could
not carry a proposal here it was taken to
the other House, passed there, and then
brought down as an amendment of the
Council. (Mr. L. L. Smith-" You want
to rouse up the teetotallers, and that
won't do.") He did not object to this

a
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clause being passed, but it was unfair that
one party was to get what it asked and
the other was to get nothing, seeing
that both had agreed to withdraw their
requests.
Mr. McINTYRE observed that this
clause would prevent a licence being obtained by a licensed victualler in his district who was only a day behind the time
appointed for the payment of licence-fees
merely because he happened to be the
owner as well as the licensee. He trusted
that the House would omit the concluding
words of the clause read by the Premier,
so that the licensee in question-who was
one of their most respectable citizenswould have justice done to him.
Mr. T. SMITH expressed the opinion
that the Government were making a mistake in fathering this addition to the Bill.
(Mr. Munro--" The Bill would not pass
the other Chamber without it.") If the
influence of the Government had been cast
in the other direction he believed that the
Bill would have been passed without this
addition. (Mr. Munro-" It would have
been lost.") He did not think so. He
did not know who the persons interested
in this clause were, but he took the broad
ground that persons who broke the law
ought to suffer for so doing. Passing a
clause of this kind would tend to perpetuate and legalize broaches of the law,
as in the case of municipal overdrafts; and
if this was not a right thing to put in one
Bill it was not a right thing to put in
another.
The amendments were agreed to.

Appropriation Bill.

Appropriation Bill through, in order that
they might have the whip hand of the
Honse, but no reason had been given why
the Appropriation Bill should be read a
second time that day. Why should not
the Honse keep the power in its own
hands~ If he could have his own way the
Appropriation Bill would not be passed by
the Assembly until the end of January;
and by that time, if the financial state of
the country had not meanwhile improved,
the Government would have been able to
prepare financial measures, and also to
make preparations for pushing on the construction of railways and public works,
which would have a beneficial effect in
restoring public confidence and prosperity.
If they closed the session very shortly, and
handed over the affairs of the country to
the Government for four or five months,
this House would be responsible for whatever happened in the colony, because the
Government would not have power to take
such action as it ought to take, and as
Parliament would authorize it to take, if
the circumstances became more urgent and
pressing. Even if the session was not to
be closed until to-morrow week this Bill
ought not to be read a second time until
this day week, and it would not he if the
House determined to do its duty and stand
by the country. In order to give honorable members an opportunity of postponing
the second reading of the Bill he begged
to move that the debate be adjourned.
Mr. GRAVES remarked that the Appropriation Bill included all the items in
the original Estimates and the Additional
Estimates. In the Additional Estimates
APPROPRIATION BILL.
the Railway department did not appear.
Mr. MUNHO moved the second reading There must be some Additional Estimates
of this Bill.
for that department, and a constituent of
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he was greatly his had informed him that Additional Estisurprised at the Premier submitting a mates had been furnished but had not
motion for the second reading of the been.dea.lt with. During tho six months
Appropriation Bill at this juncture. They that had elapsed since the original Estiwere told that they were not to wind up mates were before the House a number of
the business of the session ulltil Tuesday deaths had occurred in the Railway departnext. It had been the universal practice ment., and the pensions and compensations
of this House to keep the Appropriation could not be paid this year unless the
Bill in its own hands and not allow it to Additional Estimates were passed and
pass until almost the end of the session; were included in the Appropriation Bill.
and therefore he did not see why this move Therefore, the persons entitled to these
was made on behalf of the Government. pensions and compensations would have
In the proof notice-paper circulated among to wait another twelve months for the
honorable members the Bill stood No. 12 money. (Mr. Williams-" That occurs to
on the list, but on thEf notice-paper circu- somebody every year.") In this case it
lated that morning it had been raised to. occurred to more than somebody. There
No.5. '1'hero was apparently some anxiety were a number of widows and orphans waiton the part of the Government to get the ing for this money, and the payment should
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not be delayed unless it was unavoidable.
One yOUl~g man was in the House only a
few moments ago whose father, who was
an employe of the Hailway department,
died recently, and whose mother would be
penniless until the compensation allowance was paid to her. He hoped that the
Treasurer would provide. for this and
similar cases.
Mr. MUNHO stated that the honorable
member for Delatite was quite right.
Circulars were sent by the 'l'reasurer to
every department, asking them to send
in Additional Estimates before the 7th
November.
The Additional Estimates
were brought down to the House on the
8th December, and no notice was received
from the Railway department and one
other department that they had Additional
Estimates. Since then an intimation had
been received that there were certain sums
to be paid in the Hailway department, of
which no notice had previously been given
to him. (Mr. Staughton-" And whose
fault was that 1") The fault of the
officers of the Hailway department. The
amount involved was only a moderate one,
and, as the House had struck out the
clause in the Hailways Act Amendment
Bill relating to compensations; the Government took it for granted that these sums
must be paid.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that by passing
the Appropriation Bill the House would
hand over the control of its business for
the remainder of the session to the Government. There were a number of honorable members who believed that the
responsibility rested on the Government
of proposing some measures to meet the
present critical condition of the country.
If honorable members passed this Bill it
would be out of their power, except with
the direction and the desire of the Government, to take any steps to improve the
condition of the labour market or to
steady the financial situation, and by that
act they would close the door upon themselves. The Treasurer might fairly have
been asked, before he moved the second
reading of this Bill, to make the financial
statement he had promised, and which
would be of great importance, as affecting
the future of the colony. (Mr. Munro"There will be very little in it.") The
honorable gentleman was, no doubt, a
good judge of what would be in it, but
the House would be the judge of what
ought to be in it. The honorable gentleman
should state what the financial proposals
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of the Government were; but, when this
Bill was passed, the Government would
be independent of that Chamber with
It would
regard to those proposals.
not be possible then for the .House to
effectually criticise them, and it would be
more in order if the honorable gentleman
had preceded the second reading of the
Bill by informing honorable members of
the point of view from which he regarded
the circumstances of the colony. It had
been intimated that on Friday next the
consideration of the House would be invited to railway matters, and honorable
members would be asked to agree to certain resolutions in order to enable permallent surveys to be made. That might be a
perfectly proper proceeding, but the House
might consider that the Government should
go further. (Mr. Munro-" They are not
Government proposals at all.") vVere
they to be proposals of the Hailways
Standing Committee 1 (Mr. Munro-"That
is what the law says.") The law said that
the Government were to bring down
certain proposals. (Mr. Munro-·" It does
not.") He thought that his reading of
the Act was perfectly correct, and that
here, as 'yell as in New South Wales, it
was the duty of the, Minister of Hailways
to move the resolutions with reference to
the construction of any proposed lines.
Did the Government take no responsibility 1 (Mr. Munro-" I did not say
that.") Before the House closed the Government should take honorable members
into their confidence, and should submit
proposals for sufficient public works to
relieve the congestion of the labour market
and for at least some lines of railway, and
they should also indicate what steps would
be taken with regard to the financial
situation. If, however, the House were
willing that the responsibility should rest
entirely upon the Government he would
raise no opposition, because he desired
that the time that was still before honorable members should be devoted to the
consideration of the practical questions
which had been submitted to them.
Mr. 'WILLIAMS said that the previous
Government adopted precisely the same
course as that which was now being pursued, and it was a course that was followed by every Government who desired
to go into recess. If the Government
agreed to go on with the session after the
Christmas and New Year holidays, they
would never get into recess at all, but
they would have the same experience
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a Government had in 1881, when the
House sat from January to June, and the
Government ,vere then turned out. If the
Governme~t agreed to prolong the session
in the manner proposed, they would share
the fate of those who had gone before
them, and they would probably be turned
out of office before the general election
took place. Sufficient time had already
been wasted this session. The House had
dealt with certain measures that might
very well have been deferred for a con""
siderable time, and they had now got to
the end of the session. It would not be
congenial to honorable members to continue the session after the holidays, and he
trnsteci that the Government would not
adopt the suggestion that had been made
to them.
Mr. RICHARDSON stated that no
doubt the Government were following the
exact course that had been adopted by
previous Governments. If honorable members understood exactly what would be
done after the House had been prorogued,
it was prob::ble that no objection would be
raised to the Appropriation Bill passing
its second "reading. There were two or
three matters that should engage the attention of the House" before the session
closed, and honorable members should not
part with the Appropriation Bill until
these questions had been considered. He
saw a statement in the newspapers that
the trust funds had been all used with the
exception of £84,000. (Mr. Munro-" I
said that in July last, but the amount
was £91,000.") That statement rather
startled him, and if a raid were to be
made on the Savings Bank, he did not
know whether the Government would be
able to find the money to meet the demands of the depositors. (Mr. Munro"There is £700,000 in the banks at the
present time.") The Treasurer had yet to
make a very important sta,tement with
reference to the finances, and honorable
members should be in a position to disc"uss that question when it came before
It was perfectly true that the
them.
moment the House parted with the Appropriation Bill they part with the power to
discuss any important question that might
be raised.
r:rhe Treasurer might have
taken honorable members into his confidence, and it was of ·the highest importance that the Appropriation Bill should
not be passed until the House had dealt
with the principal part of the business before them.

Bill.

. The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was put and negatived.
The Bill was then read a second time.
On the question that the Bill be now
committed,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked the Speaker
whether at this stage he was entitled to
address the Hou~e on any subject ~
The SPEAKEH.-'rho honorable member cannot do so at this stage.
On the question that the Speaker do
now leave the chair,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked whether he
could now address the House on any
subject 1
The SPEAKER.-'rhe honorable member can do so if he has a motion to submit
conveying instructions to the committeo
on the Bill.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he
would move, "That until the Premier has
called upon the Ministers who have not a
seat in this House to retire, this House
will not go into committee on the Appropriation Bill."
TheSPEAKER.-r:rhe motion the honorable member seeks to move is ohe which I
cannot receive at the present stage.
r:rhe Bill was then committed.
. The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported without amendments.
Mr. MUNRO moved that the Bill be read
a third time.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he
objected to the third reading of the Bill.
It was acknowledged by all members of the
House, with the· exception of Ministers, that
the Government stood in a very unconstitutional position. (Mr. Munro-" vVhy do
you not turn them out ~") '1'he second
reading of the Appropriation Bill had been
agreed to, and the Premier could now fold
his arms and defy honorable members to
turn him out. ·'l'hat was no reason why
the House should not be the guardian of
its own privileges and its own honour. .If
honorable members passed over the unconstitutional position of the Government
now, it would bo quoted as a precedent for
all time, not only here, but in the other
colonies of Australia, and perhaps in the
future Federation, as a precedent against
freedom and liberty. The House should
take some steps to give expression to its
opinion on this subject. If the third reading of this Bill were passed, and no such
steps were taken, the opponents of responsible government would have scored a
victory, and the Ministry which called
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its~1f.liberal would have given a fatal stab
to the cause of responsible government.
He put it to honorable members that if
they had a spark of the political feeling
and political principle which had animated
the Assembly for the last 30 years they
would not allow the:: Bill to be read a third
time until that question had been satisfactorily settled.,
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a third time.

LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. McLEAN moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said the measure was not
a very large or pretentious one. It only
contained 23 clauses in all, but it included
some important alterations of the existing
law as well as some important new provisions. Clauses 2 to 4 dealt with the
pastoral blocks. The rent of these blocks
was assessed under the principal Act upon
their grazing capabilities, and the Act also
prov ided thttt not more than 10 acres
should be allowed for each sheep. Now,
as most of the land comprised in these
blocks was of a rugged and mountainous
nature, 10 t-tcres for each sheep was not
nearly a sufficient allo~wance. As a consequence of the operation of the Act, out
of a total area of 6,840,575 acres only
1,458,350acreshad been taken up. 'rheBill
proposed to make a small'alteration in this
matter. A competent person would be appointed by the Minister to assess the grazing
capabilities of each allotment, in order that
its rent might be apportioned to its actual
grazing capacities. Under this improved
arrangement he hoped that this large area·
of land which had not been taken up under
the existing Act would be occupied. Next,
the Bill contained important provisions in
regard to the grazing and agricultural
areas. At present the area of a grazing
allotment ranged from a maximum of
1,000 acres down to a minimum. A great.
many of these areas consisted of remnants
of blocks in which the acreage was too
small for any person to take them up
separately, because if he did so he would
be precluded from occupying any other
land under the same section. Under the
Bill a person would be allowed to take up
two or more adjoining blocks, provided
that the total area did not exceed a
maximum of 1,000 acres. Another very
important provision was in regard to applications for agricultural allotments. If
a person wished under the existing law to
take up an agricultural allotment not
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exceeding the 320 acres he was allowed to
select under the 42nd section of the Act,
he must first apply for the lease of the
block under section 32, and after he had
gone through all the prescribed formalit.ies,
complied with the conditions, and lost
considerable time and money he must
then apply for the same land under the
42nd section as an agricultural allotment;
and, as the same land could not be demised under two separate titles at the same
time he was requested by the Lands department to surrender the lease before his
application could be received for a, licence
under section 42. U uder this Bill in all
cases where the area did not exceed 320
acres, if the applicant wished to take up
land as an agricultural allotment he could
make application direct under section 42
of the existing Act, and without being'
compelled to go through the formality of
first applying under section 32. Clause 10
and the two or three following clauses also
dealt with important matters. Under the
existing law the Mining department could
issue mineral leases to mine for gold, but
it could not issue leases to mine for any
other mineral-such as coal-on lands
which were already demised. At present
the Mining department always objected to
lands which were supposed to contain any
metals or minerals other than gold bejng
demised or sold. The consequence was
that tens of thousands of acres of land
were locked up, and absolutely shut out
from settlement.. They yielded no revenue
to the State, and they became a morc
harbor for vermin. Under the Bill the
Lands department would be ell'abled to
deal ~with the surface of the lanel, giving
the Mining department full and unrestricted power to authorize the search
for any metals or minerals. The effect of
that would be that tens of thousands of
acres of land which wero now shut out
from occupation \vould be made available
for settlement, while the Mining department would not be prevented from issuing
permits to search for metals or minerals.
'fhe Bill which his colleague, the Minister
of Mines, intended to introduce would
give to the Mining departmont the required
powers to deal with lands which were demised 01' sold under the pl'ovision he had
just referred to, and the other Bill was
necessary to give full effect to the one now
under consideration. The most important
provision of the Bill-which was an entirely
now principle-was contained in clauses 16
to 20. Under these clauses the Governor
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in Council had power to declare by Order
in Council that the value of any Crown
land through which a railway might be
projected or on which waterworks might
be constructed was enhanced by a sum
named by reason of the construction of
such works, and the increment accruing
from the construction of these works was
to be paid into a separate account in the
Treasury and to be devoted to the cost of
constructing the works by which the value
was so enhanced. To make the matter
thoroughly clear, he would assume that
it was intended to construct a railway
through the mallee country. Under this
Bill the Governor in Council would proclaim an area, probably 30 miles long,
15 miles on each side of the projected
line, or to whatever distance it was shown
to the department the land ,vas increased
in value. The Governor in Council might
declare that the value of la,lld near a
station was increased, say, £1 an acre, and
that increment would be gradually reduced
as the land receded from the line until
at a certain distance the amount would
totally disappear. Assuming that the
value of any particular block was increased lOs. per acre, instead of that land
being made available for selection at £1
per acre the price at which it would be obtainable would be £1 lOs. per acre. Instalments of Is. 6d. per annum instead of Is.
per annum would then be paid, and the
additiohal 6d. would be paid into a
separate account to go towards the construction of the railway or waterworks (as
the case might be). A strip of manee
country extending 15 miles on each side
of the railway would contain an area
of 19,200 acres. Assuming that this land
would be increased in value by an average
of 8s. per acre, that would yield a total
sum of £7,680. He was perfectly satisfied
that, as a rule, the money raised in this
way would be ample to pay the whole cost
of the construction of the line, while probably there would be something over for
waterworks. 'rhus money would be provided for the construction of railways and
waterworks without imposing a penny of
additional taxation on the inhabitants of
the colony; and no class of people would
be so much benefited as those who had to .
pay the money, as their land would be
increased in value to a much larger extent
than was represented by the sum they
were called upon to pay. The land instead
of being increased in value to the extent.
of 7s. or 8s. per acre would probably be
Mr. McLean.
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increased in value to double or treble that
amount, while withollt some such provision railways or watenvorks could not
be constructed in many districts for a
long time to come. (Mr. Patterson~
"'rhis system should have been introduced
twenty years ago.") He was sure that the
plan would commend itself to those who
took up land. The l~st provision of
importance he would direct attention to
was first brought under his notice by the
members forCastlemaine, and subsequently
by others. It had been pointed out to
him that no facilities were given for
miners to form homesteads, orchards, or
vineyards on deserted gold-fields. In the
cases contemplated by the Bill power
would be taken to deal with the surface of
the land to a depth of 50 feet. Miners
and others who desired to utilize their
spare time by engaging in some useful
occupation would be allowed to take up,
say, five acres each. He was in some
doubt first as to whether five acres would
be sufficient, but if that quantity were
found to be insufficient it would be much
easier to increase it than it would be to
decrease a too large area. Old people and
young people and families would be able
to employ the~selves to advantage in
working vineyards or orchards, and habits
of industry and thrift would be inculcated.
A minimum rent ·of one shilling per acre
per annum was fixed, and the minimum
purchase money at the end of seven years
was £1 per acre, so that the terms were
very easy. 'rhe object, of course, was not
so much to raise revenue as to enable
people to form homes for themselves and·
their families and to supplement their incomes by devoting their attention to other
industries. The effect of the Bill would
be to promote settlement on pastoral and
agriculturallalld, to simplify and cheapen
the process of applying for agricultural
allotments, to authorize the Lands department to deal with the surface of the soil,
and to enable the Mining department
(without any restrictions beyond those
which at present existed in regard to the
search for gold) to authorize persons
to search for any metals or minerals on
land sold or demised under the provisions
of the measure. He believed that the
arrangement in regard to making use of
money derived from the enhanced value
of land would do a great deal towards
strengthening the credit of the colony in
the money markets of the world. (Mr..
Anderson-" Is there any provision for
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dealing with forest lands ~ ") For some addition to the power of selection. Yet
months past an officer of the Government nothing could be more certain than that
had been travelling through the colony under the Act of 1884 a very large area
with the view of adjusting the boundaries of land was uselessly locked up, and n.o
of all lands on which it was desirable to matter whether the land was properly
maintain State forests. In cases where used or not the Minister had very little
there was timber the area of the allot- .control over it, however much the people who
ment would not be allowed to exceed 320 were ready to use the land wanted to keep
it. The Bill also introduced a change with
acres.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that this respect to pastoral leases-a change enBill deserved the very serious attention of abling their subdivision-and he (Mr.
the House. ThiR was admitted by the Richardson) was not sure that the alteraMinister of Lands himself, although he tion was in the right track. As for
introduced the measure very briefly. In selection, at least the Minister might have
fact, the honorable gentleman pointed out gone more directly to work and not in the
that it contained in one respect a principle roundabout way adopted by him. The
entirely new to the land legislation of present case was that the people who were
the colony. On this ground it was a pity really in occupation were harassed a great
that it had not been introduced earlier in deal, while those who were. not in occupathe session, when more time could have tion might be said to be not harassed at
been given to it. But in calling attention all. The Minister dwelt on the difficulties
to the main points of the Bill the Minister under which selectors laboured in connexion
of Lands appeared to omit one, namely, with the surveys which had to take place
that contained in clause 15, which provided after they became possessed of their land.
He would not say that the honorable
as follows : gentleman was altogether wrong, but he
"(a) "\Vhere any portion of Crown lands not
thought it would have been better had
exceeding 20 acres and not contiguous or adjacent to any other Crown lands is so situated
the honorable gentleman asked the House
a,s to make it desirable in the opinion of the
for
legal power to interfere in the matter.
Governor in Council that the same should be
'l'his was the state of things-a number
sold; or
of surveyors who had sufficient money at.
"(b) Where any portion of Crown lands not
exceeding 3 acres is required for a site for a
their disposal undertook to carry out the
church, or for any charitable purpose for which
surveys, employing men for the purpose, and
land cannot legally be reserved, the Governor in
Council may direct the sale of such portion of. theygave the department credit for the cost
of the work. But was not this a very unCrown lands, and for such purpose may increase
the area of land described in the 2nd schedule
dignified position for the department to
to the principal Act as lands which may be sold
occupy
~ 'Vas not the principle very much
by auction by adding such portion thereto."
like the time-payment principle adopted
But really this was nothing more nor less in connexion 'with the sale of musical inthan a. complete reversal of the policy struments, and so on ~ So far as he could
which had hitherto been adopted in con- see, the whole thing was illegal, and he
nexion with land legislation. Such a thought the Minister ought to come do,rn
change might be justifiable, but hardly to the House for power to pay these surany justification for it could have been said veyors in a straightforward way, letting
to have been offered. Certainly the pro- the work be done as it ought to be at the
posal wanted a great deal of thrashing out, instance of the department. In the end
and consequently he (Mr. Richardson) was the Government. would find themselves
afraid that at this late hour full justice placed in great difficulties with respect to
would not be done to the subject. Under these surveyors. He (Mr. Richardson)
the Land Act of 1884 the policy of leasing did not know who determined the cost of
was adopted as the land policy of the coun- the surveys, or how much the selectors
t.ry, and in that measure there was inserted had to pay for them. (An Honorable
a provision enabling persons to select land Member-" They are paid by results.")
out of a leasehold if they desired to do so. 'VeIl, he would ask the Minister of Land s
The question now arose, was it desirable to to consider this point, and to think twice
'upset that arrangement ~ If that legisla- before he allowed these surveys to go on
tion had been injurious to the country, in the present way. Perhaps before the
certainly some change ought to have been Bill was passed he might find himself in a
made before this. But the change the position to take the proper steps. He
Minister of Lands had in view was a large thought the honorable gentleman ought
Session 1891.-[208]
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also to take another power, namely, a power
which he (Mr. Richardson) referred to the
other night-that of paying the selector
whose land was taken from him the money
he had expended upon it. The Minister
also proposed with respect to large areas
to have lines run through them, dividing
them into smaller areas. He supposed
the honorable gentleman meant by that
means to meet the wants of applicants for
mallee land. But that was a subject that
ought to be looked at very carefully.
The Bill provided that the question of
rents should depend upon the number of
stock on the land, and there was an
element of fairness in that. arrangement
which he (Mr. Richardson) was not at aU
inclined to object to. One omission of
the Minister was to explain how clause 3
would work. But perhaps that point
would be cleared up when the B.il~ was in
committee. 'rhe provisions in the Bill
with respect to mining' upon selections
might be advantageously modified so as
to safeguard to a great extent the interests
of the selector. Bu t had the Minister
considered what effect the Bill would have
upon those who had spent a large amount
in improving their selections 1 According
to clause 10, there would be no restriction
whatever. Now care should be taken
that when improvements on the surfa,ce
were interfered with by mining compensation should be given. vVould
the honorable gentleman take precautions
in that direction-that there should be no
mining that would interfere with such improvements, or with such works as rail'"
ways 1 In any case, provision should be
made so that one interest should not be
There
allowed to overbear the other.
should be such restriction as to the depth
from the surface at which miners could
carryon their operations as would secure
the surface holder. He thought also that
though the 1st and 2nd sub-sections of
clause 15 were not altogether new in principle it would be well to put down some
limit as a size, so that one strip after another should not be sold until a large area
had fallen to the hands of one owner. In
connexion with the proposals in the Bill
with respect to' Crown lands enhanced in
value by the proximity of railway or waterworks, he might say that he thoroughly
objected to the Lands department taking
the power set out in the 17th section.
There was no difficulty in fixing the price
of land that men selected, or land that had
to be sold by auction, but where the officers
Mr. Richardson.
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of the department had to appraise the extent to which land would rise in value in
consequence of the .construction of a railo
way, without ever seeing the land, and in
a haphazard way, there was always diffi-.
culty abollt it. A case had come under'
his notice which showed the necessity of
a sounder method of fixing the value of
land than that which obtained in the
Lands department. Seven years ago a,
man took up land under the 42nd section.
When the mining objection ,vas withdrawn
he purchased the land at £1 per acre,
cleared, fenced, and otherwise improved it,
and then sold it to another man for £ 3 an
acre.
At one corner of the allotment.
there was a small piece of road, which the
department never used or required. The·
man made application for that road to be
sold, but was astonished to find it appraised
at £5 per acre. That would illustrate
the difficulty in appraising the value·
of land where it was discretionary with
the officers of the department to fix its.
value. There might be a place where a.
line of railway could be run through land
that was not yet occupied, but in no place
in the colony,· except, perhaps, the mallee,
country, could there be any railway construction where land could be reserved
on each side a distance of 7 miles, as.
suggested in this Bill. He did not think
it was a sound principle to allow the·
department to fix the price of land through
which a railway was to be constructed,.
and to determine the increased value
which the construction of that railway
would give to the land, and the provi.:.
sion that the additional value put upon.
land through which it was intended to
run a railway or construct irrigation works,
should be refunded if those works were
not made was altogether too cumbrous ..
He quite indorsed the proposals in the
Bill with regard to throwing open workedout diggings for fruit-growing, but he·
thought that the area should not be confined
to 5 acres~he would make it 10-nor
should it be limited to worked-out diggings,
because there were other places where·
timber had been removed by men who had
lived there ~or years, and where fruitgrowing could be advantageously carried
on; in fact, the system might safely be
extended to all auriferous areas, seeing that
the Minister of Mines would be able to·
control the lands in question, so far as to
prevent any misuse of mining lands. The
Bill ought to have been introduced earlier
in the session, when it could have been
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discussed in a way that would have been
creditable to the House, and as the Appropriation Bill had gone through, he thought
that it \vould be the better course to allow
this measure to stand over till next session .
. Mr. DOvV said the Bill seemed to be an
elaborate and ambitious attempt at the fagend of the session to cover by Act of Parliament what ought to have been done by
regulations; in fact, it suhstituted legislation for administration on what might be
fairly described as not at all very important
points. An amending Land Act should
deal with the large questions affecting
land settlement and administration, and
although our policy of land settlement had
been very much improved since 1860, and
especially by the Act of 1869, and although it was very much better than the
system in some of the other colonies, it was a
long way from being perfect; but he failed
to see anything in this measure to justify
the House in hurriedly dealing with so
large a question as the amending of our
Land Act. There were anoma.lies. in the
present land law which prevented the
proper occupation of the land; but there
was nothing in this Bill to remedy those
defects, nor was there anything proposed
with a view to carry out the valuable recommendations of the MalIee Committee's
report. (Mr. McLean-" This is not an
amendment of the MalIee Act.") Then it
ought to be, because the malIee was a very
important portion of our publie lands, and,
indeed, the only land there was left for
settlement. If this Bill did not touch
the MalIee Act, it was therefore not a
proper amendment of the Land Act. (Mr.
Burrowes-" '1'here is plenty of unalienated
land ip Gippsland, in Croajingolong.")
For every 100 acres of land that was
fit for settlement, there was 5,000
acres of utterly useless land in Croajingolong. Among the· grave anomalies
req uiring to be dealt with in our land
administration was the condition of residence. A settler was compelled to reside
on his land, or he ran, the chance of
losing it. But what did residence mean 1
It meant residing within 5 miles of one's
selection, and the man who was residing
one-eighth of a mile beyond that distance
was liable to lose his land. If the mallee
was to be utterly ignored in this Bill, what
about clauses 11 to 14 inclusive, which
certainly affected the mallee country. The
Bill seemed to be a regulation Bill, and it
certainly did not deal with the malIee
country in the way that it ought to be
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dealt with by an amending Land Bill. A
proposal was made to amend section 67 of
the Land Act, the working of which had
created more heartburning throughout the
country than any other section in the Land..
Act; but it would certainly not cause that
heartburning if there was common-sense'
administration between the Mining department and the Lands department. The'
Minister of Mines ought to be careful not
to raise the cry of mines versus lands; but
when a deputation waited upon him recently, tho honorable gentleman could not
help elevating the mining side of the question in an utterly unjustifiable manner.
(Mr. Duffy-" That is only your statement.") It was the statement of other persons who were present at the deputation,
and it was absolutely in accord with what
the Mhlister himself said to the deputation ..
If this Bill passed, the amendment of the
67th section which it proposed would allow
of still greater friction between the Mining
and .Lands department than ever there
had been in the past. The amendment
did not go far enough. In two counties
alone that he could namo there were over
500,000 acres of land reserved. as· auriferous, and for whose benefit 1 For the·'
benefit of three or four large landed proprietors, so that their live stock might
graze over it for a, merely nominal sum.
By the Act of 1884 the land was cut up
in 1,000-acre blocks, and mado available' .
to the adjoining farmers instead of
being allowed to be occupied by one or
two men, access being reserved to any
miners who liked to go upon the land to
search for gold. But there was no gold
anywhere about more than one-tenth of
that land. How wore those lands reserved
as auriferous 1 . (Mr. Burrowes-" You
can neyer tell from the surface whether'
there is gold in the land -look at·
Creswick.")
He quite agreed with
the honorable member, because gold
had been found in this country where
it was least expected to be discovered; but .
it was a miserable farce, and a piece of .
hypocrisy on the part. of various Ministers.
of Mines, to have pretended to reserve the'
so-called auriferous areas in the bonafide'
interests of the miners, by keeping those:
lands free from anything but pasturing.
But how were those lands declared to be
auriferous 1 Whenever there was the
slightest possibility of a selector taking
up any land, before the passing of the Land
Act in 1869, every engine, machine, and
regulation that could be worked under
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the Land Act was put in force, at the
instance of those who were so largely
benefiting from pastoral occupation, to
keep the settlers off the land, and one of
the ways of accomplishing that object was
to apply to the Minister of Mines to have
an area declared an auriferous reserve.
That was done in many cases, without
even sending a geological surveyor to inspect the land, and those who were interested in having the land reserved from
selection had put men to dig duffer holes,
so that when the inspector came along
there should be an appearance of an alluvial diggings on the 200,000 or 300,000
acres reserved as an auriferous area.
But although diggers had prospected
those areas over and over again, there
.efforts had been entirely un rewarded.
This Bill would keep the farmers off the
-67th section lands. There was a feeling
that land reserved for mining purposes
must not be touched by the agriculturists,
but surely that was not an enlightened
policy. Were they to continue this old
,dummying of reserves ~ Would it not be
.a more enlightened policy to declare that
the miners' and the farmers' interests were
identical ~ Was it fair, even if there was
gold under the surface, that the -surface
;should be left uncultivated, and would it
not be better, on the other hand, to allow
the surface to be occupied by the farmers,
without prejudice to the miners ~ The
farmers were always glad to see the miners
..at work in their neighbourhood, because a
mining rush meant a market on the spot
for the farmers' commodities. When he
was Minister of Lands and Mines, the old
cry was raised, and interested persons
wanted to make out that the mining industry would suffer if the farmers' interests
were not tabooed in auriferous areas, so-called; but no Minister of Lands had ever
held office who had administered the
Lands department in antagonism to the
miners, although it had been tried to be
made out that such was the case. There
was one complaint he had to bring against
the present live-awfully live-Minister of
Mines. The honorable gentleman was a
live Minister, but he must not go back to
the dark ages, and if he would abstain
from bringing in idiotic stock-brokers'
.Bills, and attend quietly to his work as
Ministerof Mines, he would find plenty to do.
There were several clauses in the Bill
dealing with the important question of the
auriferous lands. What the Minister proposed to do was to renew the licences of
Mr. Dow.
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these lands for another seven years, but
the Bill would have no effect in preventing
the heartburning that existed between
the miners and the farmers. The settlement of land should not be prevented
simply because _years ago it was hoped
that gold would be found under that land.
The bane of his existence, when he was
Minister of Lands, was mining objections,
and he did not envy the position of any
gentleman in charge of that department
so long as the Mining department was
allowed to go on in the old fashion, raising
mining objections without rhyme or reason.
(Mr. Burrmves-" What made the country ~") That was the first time he had
ever heard that the country had been
built up on mining objections. The country was greatly indebted to the mining industry, which laid the foundation of its
prosperity. 1.'he miners and farmers were
kept at loggerheads, not because there was
any real trouble between them, but because a great deal ,vas made of certain
difficulties, and an artificial and unjustifiable antipathy had been the result. The
House had an opportunity in this Bill of
removing the cause of these heartburnings, but this Bill would have a tendency
to widen the breach. If the surface of
land could be occupied without prejudice
to mining, why should not its occupation
be permitted ~ (Mr. McLean-" That is
the object of the Bill.") From his (Mr.
Dow'S) point of view, that was not the
object of the Bill, and there were 250,000
acres of the !r"nd coloured yellow in his
electorate. The effect of the Bill would be
to keep the farmers off the land, which came
under the 67th section. The 'farmers who
were occupying these areas gave every invitation to the miners to enter the land and
to get the gold if there was any gold there.
When a recent deputation waited on the
Minister of Mines, the honorable gentleman did give them the impression
that his sympathies were all with the
miner. The honorable gentleman said
there had been too much land legislation
in the past, and that the mining interests
should be looked after. There was no
antagonism between these two interests,
and the Minister who did anything to promote such a feeling was not a friend of
the country. It should be the duty of
Ministers to reconcile these two interests.
He intended to propose an amendment to
the Bill the object of which would be to
give the holders of these lands permission to fence, and also compensation for
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improvements. At present they had no
right to fence the land, but the land had
been fenced, and the Government had
winked at it. It was only by that means
that the land could be improved and its
grazing capacity increased. The 41st section of the Land Act provided"Upon the expiration of the term of the
lease of any grazing area the lessee thereof, or
his executors, administrators, or assigns shall be
paid by any incoming tenant the value of all
fences, wells, reservoirs, tanks, and dams ma.de,
erected, constructed, or effected during the
currency of his lease on the land demised by
such lease, and calculated to increase the capability of carrying sheep or cattle on such land,"
&c.

Would the Government allow a similar
provision to be inserted in this Bill 1 He
would go with honorable members to the
utmost extent in endeavouring to promote
the interests of the miners, but they
should give sufficient encouragement to
the persons who occupied these lands to
justify them in carrying out improvement::;, and that could be done without
any prejudice to the miners.
Mr. MUNRO moved the adjournment
of the debate. He stated that the debate
wa~ likely to occupy some time, and the
Government were anxious that some other
measures should be disposed of, so that
they might be sent to the Legislative
Council.
The motion was agTeed to, and the
debate was adjourned accordingly until
later in the evening.
ELECTORAL ROLLS PURIFICATION
·BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the amendments made by the committee in this Bill
be agreed with.
Mr. GRAVES stated that, on the eve of
a general election, this Bill was one that
must be regarded as of very great importance, and for the information of honorable members and of the public he desired to
ask the Minister whether the revision
courts would have power to try a man on
any charge which might involve disqualication, orwhethertheywould simply have to
ascertain if a conviction had taken place1
Mr. 'rURNER stated that the duty of
the revision courts would be to deal with
the proof of convictions only.
rrhe amendments were agreed with.
Mr. G. D. CARTER stated that he had
in his possession a return which showed
the necessity for a purification of the rolls.
The return applied to the electorates of
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Collingwood, Melbourne East, Fitzroy,
Melbourne, Melbourne South, Prahran,
Melbourne 'Vest, and Port Melbourne, and
it showed that of 6,059 persons whose
names were on the rolls for these electorates the number now resident was only
3,085, so that 50 per cent. of the total
number had ceased to hold the qualification which entitled tr..em to a vote in
these electorates. Of the total number'
2,449 had removed, 23 were dead, and. in.
the case of 502 the addresses were incorrect,
so that they could not be found. He·
desired to ask the Government whether
in this Bill or in the regulations to be
prepared under the Bill sufficient provision.
would be made to secure the purification
of the rolls as well as the lists of new
electors 1 He understood the lists comprised persons who had just taken out,
electors' rights, whereas the persons whose
names appeared on the rolls were those
who had previously been enrolled. Under'
the Bill the inspector would have power to
object to any person on the list--that was,.
to new applicants; but it was not certain
that he could object to persons whose·
names were already on the rolls. Conse. quently the 3,085 persons who were not
now resident in the electorates to which
he had referred would retain their qualification to vote. In the electorate of Collingwood the total number of persons on
the roll was 960, and the number now
resident was 613. In Melbourne the total
number on the roll was 897, and the
number now resident 421. In Melbourne·
West, the total number on the roll was
954, and the number now resident 445.
If the rolls were to be purified, not only
should persons who did not possess the
requisite qualification be prevented from.
obtaining electors' rights, but the names.
of those persons who had ceased to hold a
qualification should be removed from the
rolls. The Government deserved great
credit for having endeavoured in this Bill
to provide for the purification of the rolls ..
Honorable members did not wish to be'
returned on sham issues. 'When they took
the voice of the people they wanted it to·
be the voice of live people, and of people
who were qualified to vote; and all that
he asked was that power should be given
to expunge from the rolls the names;
of persons who no longer had the
requisite qualification. The Bill provided for an annual examination of the
lists, but it did not appear to touch
the old rolls. The man applying for
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an elector's right in 1891 might in 1892
take out an elector's right in another district also, and in both cases he might be
able to state truthfully that he had been
resident in the district for three months.
He would suggest, therefore, that the Bill
be amended so as to cover the electoral
rolls as well as t.he electoral lists. He
thought also that the period of residence
should be six months, and that it should
be continuous. The Government were
seeking to abolish plural voting, but this
Bill would enable plural voting to be
exercised in the manner he had indi,cated. A suggestion had been made to
him which was worthy the consideration
of the Government. At present returning officers had the power of preventing
more than five persons being in the polling
booth at one time. 'rhe electoral registrars under this Bill would have no
power to prevent more' than five persons
,being present when they were issuing
electors' rights, and it was desirable that
that power should be' given to them.
Mr. TURNER said that he had con, sidered the point as to the issuing of
rights by the registrars, and he thought
that instructions might be given to those
offioers not to allow more than five persons
to be in the office at a time. So far as
the issuing of more than one right to the
"same person was concerned, of course cases
of perjury could not be provided against.
'The other point had not been overlooked,
for it was provided that the whole' of the
names appearing on the rolls should be
:subject to revision. The revision was not
made only upon rights issued since the roll
had been made up but on the whole of the
Tights ih existence at the time. The duty
was cast upon the inspectors of investi~gating the whole of the names appearing
on the ratepaying electors' list and the
general and supplementary list before the
revision court was held. One of the regulations which would be framed under the
Act would contain an express direction to
inspectors to be especially careful in carrying out this portion of their duties. The
document dealt with by the inspectors and
the revision court was a, list, and after
the list had been dealt with it became the
roll. There was no danger that what the
honorable member for Melbourne feared
would happen.
Mr. McCOLL moved the addition of
the following words to clause A :-
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appointed a district electoral inspector if considered competent by the Governor in Council. "

Mr. TURNER stated that the matter
had been considered with the Public
Service Board and the Audit Commissioners, and the decision arrived at was
that there was not the slightest necessity
for any amendment of clause A, which
gave.full power to the Governor in Council
to appoint persons inside or outside of the
Public Service Act. Under the 3rd section of the Public Service Act an exemption was made in the case of officers
remunerated by fees, so that' if it were
desired to exempt the officers in question
it could be done by providing that they
should receive fees instead of salary for
the performance of their duties. Under
. the section he had referred to the Governor in Council, on the recommendation
of the Public Service Board, could declare
that the section should not apply to any
officer named. There was, therefore, full
power to appoint persons who were not in
the public service. He asked the honorable member not to press his amendment.
Mr. BURROWES remarked that he was
pleased to hear the explanation of the
Minister of Customs.
,
Mr. WEBB said he was sorry the Government had not struck out the provision
that appointments should be made subject
to the regulations of the Public Service
Board. In ,1880 the Government had to
pay £44,000 in pensions and compensations to public servants, and in 1891 that
amount had increased to £160,842, while
the gratuities to the amount of £21,900
paid in 1880 increased to £61,000 in
1891. It would be impossible to go on
increasing the liabilities of the State in
this way without limit. If policemen or
registrars were made inspectors it would
not be necessary to add to the number of
officers under the Public Service Act.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that he understood the Minister of Customs to argue
that it was not necessary' to insert the
amendment, because . a section of the
Public Service Act provided that that
Act should not apply to certain classes of
persons, among whom were electoral registrars. (Mr. Turner-" I said the Governor
in Council had power to exempt in certain
cases.") Then, if that were so, what was
the meaning of the vote of the committee,
by which it determined, by a majority of
about 55 to 15, that the appointments in
" But nothing in any Act contained shall pre- . question must above all others be under
vent an electoral registrar or truant officer being the control of the Public Service Board.
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,(Mr. Munro-" Under the Public Service
Act officers can only be appointed subject
to the approval of the Public Service
Board, but otherwise the applicants will be "
exempt from the conditions of the public
,service except that they must be appointed
with the consent of the board.") He was
inclined to think that the honorable member for Gunbower was right, and that if
the committee meant that the registrars
,should be under the Public Service Act
and the Public Service Board also the Bill
,should say so. The committee was perfectly right in saying that the Governor
in Council, with the approval of the Public
:Service Board, was empowered to appoint
the electoral registrars; but there was
nothing in the Public Service Act or in
the Bill to accomplish that end.
Mr. RICHARDSON observed that if
the appointments were made by the Public
.Service Board the regulations would have
to be adhered to in regard to the age of
·candidates for employment and the passing
of examinations; but inspectors required to
have local knowledge, and the Public Service Board could not choose men becam!e
of the possession of that qualification.
Mr. PATTERSON remarked that if
there was any person who was unfitted for
the position of an electoral inspector it was
.a registrar, because it was the duty of the
registrar to give evidence at the request
of the inspector as to why certain names
should not be allowed to remain on the
roll. In a large district there would be a
.great many registrars and one inspector.
'£0 make the registrar an inspector would
be a complete mistake, so that upon the
merits of the case the point was not worth
<discussing.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the Bill
proposed to cure certain evils, which were
not of a very great magnitude, at a cost of
about £20,000 a year. If 95 officers were
appointed under the Public Service Act a
number of new claims would arise, which
would increase annually. It would be a
great saving to the public if registrars
were appointed to act as inspectors by the
Governor in Council instead of by the
Public Service Board.
Mr. WRIXON expressed the hope that"
the clause would be allowed to remain as
it stood, and that th~ inspectors would be
appointed subject to the provisions of the
Public Service Act. At any rate, that
was what the committee appeared to have
in view in connexion with their approval
of the clause. 'rherefore, if the Governor
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in Council were to go outside the Public
Service Act in the matter, they would act
in conflict with the opinion of the committee. He would also urge that the
Government should not propose to pay
these officers by fees, which might very
easily form a direct incentive to ro11stuffing.
Mr. 'VILLIAMS said that if these
officers were once allowed to have a regular
status in the public service, the outcome would be an expenditure under this
measure of something like £30,000 a year.
(Mr. G. D. Carter-" And" cheap at the
price if the object was a~tained.") For his
part he did not think such an expenditure
would be justified. Another point he
would refer to was this-that if an inspector was not a local man, he would have to
get local information from the registrar.
Would it not, therefore, be as well to
double the position-to make the registrar
an inspector as well ~
'rhe amendment was negatived.
Mr. TURNER drew attention to clause
13, requiring clerks of courts to forward to
the chief inspector monthly lists of convictions for, inter alia, offences punishable
without the option of a fine, and moved
the omission of the words "which is punishable without the option of a fine."
Mr. 'VRIXON said he quite approved of
the amendment, because it was not in one
case out of a hundred that imprisonment
was awarded without the option of a fine.
So that the inclusion in the clause of the
words in question would greatly weaken
it.s effect.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. TURNER called attention to clause
18, imposing upon the inspectors the duty
of examining electoral lists and making
objections, and moved the addition to the
clause of the following sub-section:"If any inspector fails, refuses, or neglects
to carry out any of the provisions of this section,
he shall on conviction before a court of petty
sessions be liable to a penalty not exceeding
£50, or to be imprisoned for any period not
exceeding three months."

The amendment was agreed to.
Consequential amendments having been
made in a number of clauses,
Mr. TURNER moved the addition to
the Bill of the following clause:"1. Where the name of any person appears
to be entered on the rolls of ratepayillg electors
for more than one division of the same district,
the inspector of such district shall write the
fact opposite the name of such person on a copy
of the roll for each division where such name
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appears, and shall forward each such copy to
the returning officer of the district.
"2, At evelT election in such district when
any person opposite whose name such fact is so
written tenders his vote the returning officer
shall put to such person the question numbered
(iv.) set out in section 244 of the principal Act."
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. TURNER moved that the Bill be
(
read a third time.
Mr. STUART expressed the hope that
the Government would not give effect to
the suggestion of the honorable member
for Melbourne that the electoral registrars
should have the same power with respect
to their offices as returning officers had in
regard to polling booths, namely, to prevent more than five applicants for electors'
rights being in the place at one time. It
should be remembered that towards the
end of the period during which electors'
l'ights could be applied for there was
always a little bit of a rush, and he (Mr.
Stuart) thought that· at such a time the
people requiring electors' rights should
have no obstacle thrown in their wav.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he desiI:ed to
enter his protest against the third reading
of the Bill. The principle of the measure
was a very good one, but hEl objected to the
mode in which the object in view was to
be carried out. The effect of passing the
Rill into law would be the creation of a
large army of public servants, the cost of
whose employment would not be attended
with adequate results. Probably the
expenditure would be from £10,000 to
£20,000 per annum. Another objection
he had to the Bill was that there ran all
through it a vein of desire to publish the
particulars of people's lives. Under the
Bill would be established a record of some
of the smallest events in the lives of every
person on the electoral roll, and that
record would remain for all time to be
made use of just as people chose. This
was bound to be attended with very pernicious consequences. In fact, to establish
a system of recording against the names
of people the various offences of which
they might have been guilty during their
lives would be a great mistake. Expunging from the electoral roll the name of a
man who had been convicted before a court
would be all right, but to place the fact of
tho conviction on a public register would
be a great mistake. It was well known
what steps were taken in one of the neighbouring colonies to prevent the possible
publication of the crimes which persons
might have committed' in the past, but
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which had since been wiped out by punishment. That practically embodied a princih h
ld b
' d'
h'
pIe w ic shou
e recogrllse III t IS
colony,also,.
Mr. W. T. CARTER stated that he also
wished to enter his protest against the
Bill. Notwithstanding his deep sense of
indignation on the subject he would endeavour to be calm. He thought the Bill
was wrongly named. It ought to be
called not a Purification of the Rolls Bill,
but· a Bill to add a new punishment for
offences which were already sufficiently
punished. What he now pointed to waS
one of the greatest defects in the measure.
As the honorable member for Port Fairy
had shown, the effect of the Bill would be
that every little offence committed by a
man would not only be noted down in the
records of the court which tried him, but
it would also be inserted in a public docu-:ment. In fact, the Bill was one to deal
not merely with the electoral rolls, but
with the characters, habits, and morals of
. the general commu:p.ity in a special mannero If honorable members were prepared
to treat the matter in that way, well and
good, but he could not but regard the
measure as a very bad specimen of
class legislation. As for eliminating·
the criminal classes from the electoral
rolls, that could be easily done by
consulting the records at Pentridge. Such
meddlesome legislation was bound to raise
a sense of indignation on the part of the
manhood of the country. For example,
the rich man who got drunk at his club
and could pay for a ,cab to convey him to
his home would get off scot-free, while the
poorer man who could not afford such
luxuries, and 'who rolled drunk in the
streets, would be robbed of his political
rights. He (Mr. Carter) also protested
against the inference that a large section of the community were addicted
to vices of this sort, because that was not
the case. The Bill was a libel on manhood
and an insult to manhood suffrage.
Mr. WILLIAMS remarked that he also
protested against the Bill. In addition to
the reasons he had already given he would
offer anothel'. He could see that undel~
the Bill the electoral rolls would be not
only purified but over-purified. For instance, before an inspector struck a name
off the roll some notice would have to be
given. N ow the rich man could attend to
the notice and defend his case, while the
poor man would have to let it go by default.
Here would be a source of rank injustice.

"
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Mr. STAUGHTON said that he was
A man's poverty might render him a
political nonentity in the community, so entirely opposed to the names of wifethat the Bill could be made an engine for beaters, drunkards, and criminals remaining
striking off the roll not only drunkards, on the electoral roll, and, therefore, would
wife-beaters, and so on, but also honest support the passing of this Bill. The
men. He thought that the injury done honorable member for Warrnambool and
in this way would be greater than any others had no need to fear any evil repossible benefit to be derived from the sults from the purification of the rolls,
measure. As a liberal, he entered his because no honest man could be injured by
emphatic protest against this Bill, which the operation of this measure. The neceswas one of the most conservati ve measures sity for legislation of this kind was shown
ever introduced into the Parliament of by a little incident reported recently from
Queensland, where a similar law prevailed.
Victoria.
Mr. MURRAY remarked that, although In Brisbane alone more thaD 4,000 names
. other honorable members thought that had been struck off the roll, men having
this Bill went too far, his opinion was that gone from one electorate to another to get
it did not go far enough. 'While it dealt their names on the rolls in order that they
with the character of the men who had might be able to carry their candidates
to send representatives to this Chamber, it when the elections came on. In one
left entirely alone the character of the case no fewer' than 300 men had given:
men whom the electors were to return to as their place of residence a house in
Parliament. Admitting that it was desir- which there were only fifteen beds, and he
able that the rolls should be purged of believed that when this Bill came into
the names of electors who were criminals, operation, exactly the same state of affairs
drunkards, or wife-beaters, he did not would be revealed in and around Melthink it was necessary, bearing in mind bourne.
that those classes were only a small fracThe House divided on the question that
tion of the electors throughout the colony, the Bill be read a third timethat Parliament should pass this drastic
Ayes
. 61
measure, and throw a stigmaonaH the pureNoes
10
minded electors throughout the length and
breadth of Victoria. But, as he had said,
Majority for the Bill
51
the Bill did not go far enough. While it
did not allow the wife-beater, the drunkAYES.
ard, or the criminal to vote in the election
Mr. Levien,
Mr. Anderson,
of a Member of Parliament, it would allow
" Madden,
" Andrews,
the wife-beater, the drunkard, or the man
" :Mason,
" Bennett,
who had recently expiated a criminal offence
" McColl,
" Best,
" McIntyre,
to be returned to this House as a repre" Burrowes,
" McLean,
" Cameron,
sentative of the people. Men of that
" McLellan,
" G. D. Carter,
character ought not to have the right to
" MethYen,
" Clark,
be eligible for election to Parliament, and
" Mountain"
" Craven,
neither should the man who had lent his
" Munro,
" Derham,
,. Dixon,
" Nimmo,
name to a bogus prospectus, that had
" Officer,
" Dow,
been the means of reducing thousands,
" Outtrim,
" Duffy,
of his fellow-men from competency to
" Patterson,
" Duncan,
poverty, but who had been clever enough
" Richardson,.
" Dunn,
" C. Smith,
" Foster,
to escape the criminal laws of the country
" L. L. Smith,
" Gardiner,
-men of that class, whom they saw
" T. Smith,
" Gillies,
around them in Melbourne and read of in
" Staughton,
" Gordon,
the press, ought not to be allowed to enter
" Sterry,
" Graham,
" Tatchell,
" Graves,
Parliament. And yet t.his Bill attempted
" Taverner~
" Groom,
nothing in the way of preventing those
Capt. Taylor,
" Hall,
characters from entering Parliament.
Mr. Turner,
" A. Harris,
However they might legiblate to purify the
" J. Harris,
" Uren,
" Wheeler,
" Highett,
rolls, honorable members would fail in
" Wrixon,
" Hunt,
their duty as representative men if they
" Zox.
" Keys,
did not take into consideration what the
rPellers.
" Kirton,
character of the representative ilien themMr. Baker,
" Laurens,
" Peacock.
" Leonard,
selves should be.
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NOES.

]\fr. Beazley,
" W. T. Carter,
" Hancock,

Mr. Williams,
"A. Young.

" Murphy,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,

Tellers.
Mr. Bailes,

Mr. Webb,

"

Murray.

The Bill was then read a third time.
LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from earlier in
the evening) on Mr. McLean's motion for
the second reading of this Bill was reBurned.
Mr. TAVERNER said he must confess
that he was disappointed when he found
that this Bill did not touch the manee
·country. Clause 12 would deprive the
holders of malIee leases of compensation
for any damage done by miners on mallee
lands when searching for gold, and that
was decidedly unfair. The malIee leaseholders ought to be entitled to the
same treatment as the lessees of other
Crown lands in respect to compensation
for damage by miners. This Bill also
provided that if a malIee lessee required
to borrow money on the security of
his lease, he was to be obliged to apply
for the consent of the Minister of Lands,
.and if the Minister consented, a notice was
to be published in the Government Gazette,
telling all the world that so-and-so had got
the consent of the Minister of Lands to
borrow money on his lease. That provision was certainly most unfair. The
malIee lessees desired that sections 42 and
43 of the Rabbit Act should be amended
:80 as to harmonize with the Manee Act,
.and as that request had been made to the
Government, he would like to know why
there was no such provision ill this .Bill 1
He quite agreed with the ex-Minister of
Lands that as the manee country was part
and parcel of the Crown lands of the colony
it ought not to be left out of consideration
in passing a Land Act Amendment Bill.
There was great need for amending legislation in regard to the fencing of malIee
lands. Under the present law one malIee'
lessee might put up 'one-half of any fence
required to divide his land from another
lessee's holding, but there was no power
to compel the adjoining holder to put up
his share of the fence, and it was
obviously unjust that one man should
be obliged to pay for all the fencing
between his land and that of his
neighbour, if his neighbour declined to
do a share of the work. It was manifestly
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unfair to cut up the mallce land in such
large blocks as 40,000 acres. He trusted
that in committee amendments would be
made iIi the directions he had suggested.
Another great injustice under which the
malIee settlers laboured was the fact that
any person, on payment of a fee of 5s. at
the Survey-office, could get the right to
go on any malIee lessee's land and cut
timber. That was most unfair, and in
some cases it was done through spite.
There was too much friction between the
Lands and the Mining departments at the
present time--not between the heads of
the departments, but somewhere in the
background-and, in the interests of the
farming community, he hoped that steps
would be taken to make them work more
harmoniously together. There was great
uncertainty as to whether mallee leaseholders who were not the original lessees
had the right to select, and that question
ought to settled. ~rhe Crown Lands department, he was told, had expressed the
opinion that only the original mallee lessees had the right to select, but if that
was acted upon very great injury would
be done. He was sure that Parliament
was anxious to keep the people on the
mallee land, and he hoped that the Bill
would be amended in the direction desired
by the representatives of the malIee
districts, with that object in view. He
was glad to see something like the
betterment principle introduced into
this Bill, because he believed that it
could be applied in Gippsland and the
northern parts of the colony, and the
only pity was that' Parliament had
not taken an earlier opportunity of
putting that equitable principle into
force .
.Mr. TATCHELL expressed the opinion
that clause 8, which amended section 67 of
the principal Act by substituting the 29th
December, 1898 (the date at which leases
of pastoral allotments and grazing. areas
were to terminate), as the period beyond
which grazing licences should not be renewable for the varying periods now prescribed
in section 67, did not go far enough to
meet the desires of tenants of the Crown
under section 67, and he hoped that it
would be made to go further. I twas
impossible to deal satisfactorily with any
amendment of the Land Act which did not
contain provisions for the more effectual
suppression of the rabbit pest. Whatever
might be said by the rabbit inspectors, the
pest was certainly on the increase in his
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oelectoratc, and something ought to be done
quickly to remedy the evil. In his opinion,
the only true remedy for keeping do\yn the
rabbits was to get the land occupied as far
.as possible, every acre of waste land being
.a breeding ground for rabbits, and the
most effective means of encouraging occupation of Crown lands was by giving special
inducements to the present settlers under
the 67th section of the Land Act.
If the Government wished to retain these
settlers on the land, they should grant
them concessions, and the concessions he
would name would be permission to fencefor without fencing these lands were use,
less; and also the payment of compensation by an incoming tenant. There was
no reason why the mining community
should take alarm if these concessions
were granted. As the late Mr. Grant had
stated, the antagonism which existed
between the miner and the grazier was
imaginary, and if holders under the 67th
section were permitted to fence, there
would be no difficulty in requiring them
to put up legible notices, notifying that the
land was open to the miners, and the provision that a red post should be erected at
the corner of the land might also be insisted
upon.
His experience was that the
greater the facilities given to miners to
enter such lands, the less eager they were
to do so.
The honorable member for
Sandhurst (Mr. Burrowes) had very truly
-observed that it was impossible to tell
what land "ras auriferous. He agreed with
the honorable member, and he could tell
him a little story about the way in which
these lands were coloured yellow. The
information was given to him by a mining
surveyor some fifteen years ago. When
the plans were sent up to Dunolly, and the
mining surveyor was instructed to colour
all the unoccupied Crown lands which were
thought to be auriferous, the mining surveyor said, "How can I tell what land is
auriferous; in order to make myself safe,
I will colour the whole lot~" The unoccupied Crown lands were covered by
undergrowth, and by logs and stunted
timber, and this the holders under section
:ge
67 were not allowed to touch.
would suggest that these areas be
placed under the supervision of the Forests
department, and that the occupiers be
allowed to clear the land, leaving the
cutting of timber to be regulated by foresters. If some such system were introduced, the value of the land would be improved, and the Govenlment would obtain
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an increased rental on a re-valuation of
these areas. There was a section of the
'Land Act, which seemed to him to exactly
fit in with the requirements of the farmers,
under the 67th section, and he would ask
the Minister to allow a similar provision
to be introduced in this Bill. It was to
the following effect : "Upo.n the expiratio.n o.f the term o.f the
lease o.f any grazing area, the lessee thereo.f, o.r
his executo.rs, administrato.rs, o.r assigns, shall
be paid by any inco.ming tenant the value o.f
all fences, wells, reservo.irs, tanks, and dams
made, erected, and co.nstructed, o.r effected during the currency o.f his lease o.n the land demised
by such lease, and calculated to. increase the
capability of carrying sheep 0.1' cattle o.n such
land. Pro.vided that the sum to. be paid in
respect o.f such impro.vements shall no.t exceed
the sum expended thereo.n by the lessees, his
executo.rs, administrato.rs, o.r assigns, and shall
in no. case exceed the sum o.f lOs. per acre o.f
such land, and that the sum to. be so. paid shall
be determined in acco.rdance with regulatio.ns in
that behalf to. be made by the Go.verno.r in
Co.uncil. "

So far as the Dunolly district was concerned this was really a matter of urgency,
as the waste Crown lands there covered
nearly one-third of the whole district, and
he trusted that the matter would receive
attention.
Mr. FOSTER said he regretted that
this Bill was not introduced earlier in the
session, because it was of great importance,
and to understand it thoroughly it should
be read with the Mines Act Amendment
Bill which the Minister of Mines had
introduced.
This Bill would certainly
rt;move some of the friction that had been
caused between the Lands and the Mining
departments, by more clearly defining the
lands open to mining and farming. 'Vith
regard to, the basis of assessment, it was
to be left open to capable men to say
what the carrying capacity of grazing
areas was, and in this respect an improvement was made. Under the present Act
several anomalies had arisen in regard
to the grazing areas, and he was very
glad that an attempt was now being
made 'to cure them. At present the
transferee of a grazing area was debarred
from taking an agricultural allotment out
of it. The Minister of Lands attempted
to meet that difficulty in this Bill by
enabling the second lessee to take his 320
acres out of the area, but the Bill did not
go far enough. It was the desire of the
State to settle people on the land, and he
never could understand why the right of
selection should be limited to 320 acres out
of 1,000 acres. Thiswassurelyanabsurdity,
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and in committee he would be prepared
to move an amendment in this direction.
At present only gold and silver were royal,
but this Bill would make all metals and
minerals the property of the Crown, and
he quite agreed with that proposal. The
honorable member for Dunolly had referred
to the undergrowth on grazing areas. 1'he
greatest difficulty was experienced in obtaining permission to destroy this timber,
and until it was destroyed the land was
useless. This was a matter in regard to
which the Minister of Mines might exercise
a wise discretion. To his knowledge there
were large areas of land locked up as State
forests which scarcely contained any timber
at al1, while there was other land with
good timber which was left to the ravages
of selectors and splitters. He believed
that an improvement had taken place
since the Minister of Mines had been
in charge of the Forests department, but
the matter required still further attention.
In his district there were 100 square
miles of splendid timber country, upon
which the splitters and selectors could
enter and destroy the timber indiscriminately. At a place near the New South
",Vales border there was a magnificent forest
of timber, and yet miners were allowed to
destroy it, utterly regardless of its value.
If they wanted 100 palings they would chop
down enough timber to give them 1,000
palings, and probably the nearest forester
was 120 miles away. He (Mr. Foster)
did not desire that the staff of public
servants should be increased, but some
additional foresters might be ~ppointed
with advantage. Two or three years ago
560 acres of land in his district were
permanently reserved from selection for
education endowment purposes. He would
like to know by what authority this
"ms done, as Parliament had not bee~
consulted in the matter. On the recommendation of the Railways Standing Committee land had been reserved for 15
miles on either side of a proposed line of
railway. (Mr. McLean-" That land will
be made available.") At any rate, he
failed to see how this Bill would release
the land which had been permanently
reserved for education endowment purposes. The Education Endowment Bill
was amongst the slaughtered innocents;
and, whilst this large area was reserved,
people were leaving the district because
they could not obtain land. He would
oppose the Bill unless provision were inserted in it to release this land and
Mr. Foster.
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allow people to occupy it. The matter
was one of national importance, and he
would not consent to the Bill being carried
further until a promise was given to him
that this land would be made a vaiJable to
selection. There was a clause in the Bill
which dealt indirectly with the betterment system. That system was, no doubt,
a very good one, but he would like to
know why it should be applied to persons:
going on to the land when it was not
applied to persons who already occupied
the land. Injustice would be done if the
principle were not applied all round.
Mr. PATrrERSON said that, although
the Bill had been introduced at so late a.
period of the session, he hoped t.hat it
would be passed, but it could not be paf$sed
if it was to be enlarged as had been
suggested. 1'here were two reasons in
particular why he supported the Bill, and
they were that. it introduced the betterment principle in regard to rail way construction and water supply works and
that it made provision for settling the
miners on the gold-fields. In the Castlemaine district the old gold-fields were
being settled and beautified with orchards,
and the settlers were doing better with
their orchards than they did in the old
gold-digging days.
Mr. GRAVES stated that he could not
agree with the Minister of Lands that this.
Bill virtually provided only for the making of regulations, because in almost' every
clause some change in the law was proposed. The Bill, in a number of instances,
took away vested rights. This Bill would
limit the right of a holder of land to take
up a selection. (Mr. McLean-" It is not
retrospective.") Then it would do very
little harm, because nearly all the blue
areas of the colony were taken up. The
betterment principle was also introduced
in the Bill, but that provision also would
not be retrospective. It was a great pity
that that principle was not introduced
long ago, when it would have been effectual. I t could not now be beneficial to
any great extent. He approved of the pro-·
visions in the Bill by which it was proposed
to. promote settlement on the gold-fields.
In no part of the colony was that more·
desirable than in his district. There were
large abandoned gold-fields there, and they
had become the abode of vermin of all
Until the people were given a
kinds.
right to that land they would not spend
their money in the destruction of the
vermin upon it.
The· statement made
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by the honorable member for Dunolly
commended itself to his (Mr. Graves')
judgment. The reason that the miners
objected to the land being fenced in was
that they had no means of knowing that
the land was open to them. If a corner
post paint.ed red were erected that objection would be removed. (Mr. McLean" I made a regulation to that effect some
time ago.") A constituent of his was
recently fined for fencing in his land, and
yet he could not utilize that land without
fencing it. Would the Minister of Lands
allow the yellow blocks to be fenced in, and
give compensation to the owners for any
improvements which they made ~ If that
were done it would be of great advantage
in promoting the settlement of large areas
of nhe colony.
Mr. GROOM remarked that he desired
to call the attention of the Minister of
Lands to one serious mistake made in
the last Land Act, and that was in a
section which only allowed a selector to
take up one agricultural allotment. Under
the previous Act, as long as a man did not
take up more than 320 acres, he could
select as many blocks as he thought
proper. In Gippsland there had .been in
some instances as many as 30 or 40
-applicants for a single block, and rather
than lose their chance of leasing a piece
of this land the applicants consented to
its being cut up into small blocks of,
perhaps, 20 acres. They were not, however, aware that by doing that they
would debar themselves from taking up
any more land as an agricultural allotment. He trusted that the Minister of
Lands would so amend the law as to
enable any man to select the full 320
acres.
Mr. BAILES stated that when a member of the Gold Mining Commission,
although he found no antagonism between
the miner and the selector, he did find
that many persons who had taken up
grazing areas had fenced them in without
authority, and that it was almost beyond
the power of the miner to ascertain
whether the land so enclosed was open for
mining. The suggestion wa.s then made
that some distinguishing marks should be
:adopted to show that such land was open
for mining. I t was stated to the Gold
Mining Commission by several witnesses
that the holders of grazing areas did throw
obstacles in the way of the miners. Clause
22 of the Bill would, he thought, commend itself to honorable members generally,
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and especially to those honorable members who were interested in gold mining
districts. Under the existing law any person could take up three acres of land on
a gold-field for a garden, but only a yearly
tenancy was granted, and no compensation
was allowed for improvements. It was not
to be expected that men would put their
labour and money into land on such a
slender title; and, therefore, clause 22 was
a step in the right direction, and would be
the' means of promoting settlement on
these lands, which would e,~entually be
as great a source of wealth to the colony
as gold digging itself. The Bendigo
district was peculiarly situated. Attention
had been principally given to the development of the three main lines of reefs, but
it was known that the district was intersected by side lines of reefs. Very little
attention had been given to these side
lines. If clause 22 were carried out without due regard to the probability of quartz
reefs being discovered on these areas it
would be the means of locking up a considerable portion of land from the miners.
He hoped that the Minister would impose
conditions providing that, in the event
of quartz reefs being discovered on the
land occcupied by the miners, the latter
should not be subjected to the worries
which they suffered under the Mining on
Private Property Act.
He would also
like to know if residence on the 5-acre
blocks would be compulsory. At present
the miners had got their quarter-acre
blocks, on which they resided, and it would
not be fair to expect them to build another residence on the 5-acre block. He
recommended that a certain distance on
each side of every reef be exempted.
Mr. CRAVEN said he approved of the
Bill, and he especially hoped that the
clau~es dealing with the mineral leases
and selection under the 42nd section of
the principal Act would be passed, as well
as the Bill which was to be introduced by
the Minister of Mines relating to the same
subject. He would like to see a clause
introduced, to allow holders of blocks under
the 67th section of the principal Act to
fence them in. He did not understand
how the regulations as to the land
alienated being so dealt with only
to a limited depth below the surface
could be carried out. The clause providing
for the licensing of worked-out auriferous
land was a valuable one. l'he honorable
member for Creswick had stated that the
surveyors were in the habit of making
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surveys on spec., and of being paid by
the Governmont afterwards. He believed
that had been done in certain instances,
but the surveyors in question had taken
the responsibility entirely on their own
shoulders. With regard to the surveys of
blocks under the 32nd section of the Act,
the rule was that when the amonnt of the
survey-fee exceeded £9 or £10, the surveyor received £5 from the selector, and
the balance was paid in instalments, the
department having in the meantime refunded to the surveyor the difference
between the £5 and the survey fees.
Mr. BAKER asked the Minister of
Lands if he would make better provision
to enable mallee settlers to place their
families on the land? It had been decided
that men could not select unless they
were original residents. The Land Act of
1889, which gave the manee holders the
right to select 320 aeres, would expire in
a short time, and it ought to be extended
for four or five years. An amendment
also required to be made in clause 7, so as
to enable a man who had acquired a grazing area to transfer 320 acres of it to hi~
son. Nothing wotlld conduce so much to
the welfare of the country as promoting
family settlement. A number of families
in his district were desirous of converting
their homesteads into freeholds, but under
'the present law they could not do it..
Mr. KIRTON said he entirely approved
of the proposal to allow worked-out auriferous ground to be used for the purposes
of vineyards or orchards, but the clause
vms not broad enough. An effort was
being made in his district to form a homesteads league, on the. lines of a similar
organization in South Australia, the object
being to induce the Goverment to give
facilities to poor people to take up small
holdings. That was a matter whic~ was
certainly deserving of attention. ""Vhen
the Bill was considered in committee he
w<;mld move that the allotments on . .vorkedout auriferous land 'be increased from 5
acres to 10 acres.
Mr. MADDEN said that he heartily
approved of many of the clauses of the
Bill, which he had only seen that afternoon for the first time. It seemed to him,
however, that the 4th clause required to
be' very carefully considered, for it imposed severe restrictions in regard to the
taking up of agricultural allotments which
had not hitherto existed. For instance,
the shape of a selection was to be such
only as was approved of by the Minister,
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so that the Mi~lister could absolutely block
an intending selector from taking up land
that he wanted by raising objections to
the shape of it. Again, no land was to be
selected which might be required for public.
purposes. Frivolous objections under this.
description might be urged to prevent a.
map from taking up land.
Mr. MASON observed that he regrettcd
that a Bill of so much importance had not
been introduced earlier in the session. In
his own district there were thousands of
acres of valuable land which were locked up
for no tangible reason. They were supposed
to be tim bel' reserves, but some of the areas
had not a stick of valuable timber upon
them, and they had become harbors
for vermin, to the injury of the adjoining selectors. . He approved of ·the
provisions in the Bill to authorize the
searching for minerals other than gold.
The Minister of Lands ought to throw
those lands open to selection. In some
cases land was occupied by men who had
spent from £15 to £20 in its survey, and
had improved it, and were still improving it, without any title whatever,
m~ning objections having been urged
against the alienation of the land. Did
the Minister intend to make this measure
retrospective as regarded licensees under
the Act 1 (Mr. McL~an-" No.") ""Vas
it to apply to the 32nd section selectors 1
(Mr. McLean-" No.") 'Vould it apply
to all applications no\y pending for which
licences or leases had not been issued 1
(Mr. McLean-" It will apply to all future
cases.") Then, it was to be presumed, it
would apply to applications made five
years ago and not yet granted. The provision in the Bill for the subdivision of
the 1, OOO-acre areas was a good one, because it was often impossible in many
parts of the colony, and especially in
Gippsland, for a poor man to deal effectively with 1,000 acres, although he
might work 300, 250, or 200 acres with
advantage. He was very glad the Bill
had been introduced, and sincerely trusted
that it would be pushed through committee that night.
Mr. FERGUSON expressed his regret
that the Bill was not submitted at an
earlier period of the session, because it
required more consideration than honorable members were prepared to give to it
at the present time. It was unfair to
honorable members to introduce an important measure of this description just on
the eve of the prorogation. He was very
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pleased to see that provision was made in
the Bill for the cultivation of worked-out
mining land, because it would be an advantage to the miners and benficial to the
country, but he was sorry that the ·area
was limited to 5 acres. That might be
enough in some places, but in others it
would be insufficient. There were portions
of his district now reserved for forest
conservation which ought to be allowed to
be selected under that provision, and he
would suggest that the area should De increased to 20 acres. ·With regard to
clause 4, which provided that the lessee of
a pastoral allotment, in selecting a homestead from his land, should take up a
selection of such shape and form only as
the Minister approved, with the maximum
fronta,ge to any water reservation permitted
in the case of any person selecting an agricultural allotment, he thought the local
land board should be empowered to determine the shape and form of a homestead allotment, and that the selector
should not be required to come to Melbourne. '1'he settlement of the land ought
to be encouraged as much as possible, so
far as that could be done without detriment to the miners.
Mr. GILLIES stated there was too
great a disposition to rush legislation
through this House, and rely on another
place to remedy any of its defects, and he
had often been pained and humiliated,
when attending various public gatherings
in the colony, to hear references made to
the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in
terms which would bring a blush to the
cheek of any honorable member. It was
much to be regretted that this House was
frequently called upon to deal with important legislation at the close of the
session by means of measures which,
it had often been acknowledged, were
insufficiently considered, both as regards
the drafting and probable effects of
those measures. He was not going to
be so unjust to the present Government
as to say that they were particularly in
fault. Successive Governments had been
forc~d to introduce important legislation at the end of the session, but he
ventured to say that this Bill had not been
properly considered: (Mr. Duffy-" Yes,
by the Government.") If the honorable
gentleman could be put to the test, he
would be compelled to acknowledge that
this Bill had not been considered in the
way which he, as a well-known public man,
who had been in Parliament for many years,
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and earned a deservedly good reputation,
would like to have had it considered. He·
ventured also to say the same of the Minister of Lands; in fact, more than once
this session members of the present Government, and even the head of the Government, had acknowledged that Bills
had been submitted to this Hou~e which
even the head of the Government, who
was responsible for all the Bills brought
forward by the Government, and for every
act of the Government, had acknowledged
he had never read. He was not going to
press that too much, because it might
have been the result of an accident, or
that the Bill was considered a merely
He did not desire
formal measure.
to be unjust, but he would ask the
members of the Government whether the
proposals in the Bill met with their approbation, or, ra,thel'~ would have met with
their approbation if they were not joined
together as members of the Government,
and were able to give to the House their
free and un biased opinion ~ Could they
say, on their individual judgment, that·
some of the proposals in this Bill were calculated to promote the public interest~'
Take, for instance, the proposal in this.
Bill that the Governor in Council should
have the power to determine the minimum
and maximum amount of the enhanced
value which would be given to land by a
proposal to construct a line of railway
There might be no line of railway constructed for twenty years, and yet this
enhanced amount was to be constantly
paid, and if at the end of ten years
the· line was not constructed, the money
was to be refunded. '1'hat W8.S a question which could not possibly have a.
party aspect, because Parliament was
dealing' with the public, with persons
who .might select and occupy land, to.
w hom land might be sold or leases issued,
and the public were equally represented
on both sides of the House. Did Ministers"
with all their responsibility, think it
was a right thing to' ask the House to,
pass a measure which would place in their
hands the responsibility of determining~
exactly the amount that was to be paid.
by land-holders in respect of this enhanced
value of land ~ Would that be a pleasant.
power for them to exercise ~ If they
thoug·ht the matter over they would
certainly not think it a pmver to b0desired.
(Mr. McLean - " vVe have
thought it over for the last twelve
months.") He did not think the Minister

r
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of Lands would like to be called upon to
€xercise that power, or to be placed in the
l'esponsible position where he might be
appealed to from time to time to reduce
the amount of estimated enhanced value,
and it was not difficult to conceive of
extremely unfair pressure being brought
to bear on any honorable gentleman
Under the
occupying that position.
present system compensation for the resumption of lands was determined under
the Lands Compensation Statute, but there
'was a general opinion that the cost of resuming land required for important public
works had been altogether unreasonable,
and that it ought to be reduced in justice
to the country.
But there was surely a
better way of arriving at a satisfactory conclusion as to the amount to be paid for the
resumption of land required to confer a
great public benefit on a particular district
than to provide that the Governor in Council should be empowered to determine that
absolutely, without any appeal from their
decision. Surely that could not have been
fully considered by the members of the
Government. He was afraid that in this,
as in some other cases, the Government
had taken what was the easiest way
apparently, although it might not always
follow that the easiest way was the best
way in the long run. It had evidently
been the practice of the present Government, when new measures were suggested,
to have a chat about general principles,
and then leave to a couple of members of
the Cabinet to draft and work out any
measure, the other members of the Government having sufficient confidence in their
colleagues to accept the Bill thus framed,
and stand bv it in this House. This Bill
must have been brought into existence in
that fashion, because it contained provisions which made it extremely difficult
to believe that the measure had been properly thrashed out in the Cabinet as every
important measure ought to be, and as
every important measure had been by
the Governments with which he (Mr.
Gillies) had been connected. That was
the only. satisfactory way of preparing
Government measurES. The Government
had evidently had a difficulty in coming to
a conclusion as to whether this Bill was to
be retrosnective or not, and no such doubt
ought to exist. The clear intent and
meaning of the measure ought to be made
plain. There was one provision in this Bill
which it was desirable to carry into law,
namely, that with reference to bringing
Mr. Gillies.
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worked-out gold-fields into cultivation.
But for the difficulty that occurred at
Castlemaine, where the proposal ,vas originated, that might have been law long ago.
But there were other provisions in this
Bill, which, in his opinion, ought not to
have been inserted, .and he believed if the
Ministers in charge of this Bill were seated
in any other part of the House than on the
Treasury bench they would not approve of
those proposals, always providing, of
course, that they were not their own suggestions. If their calm clear cool judgment could be brought to bear on those
proposals, irrespective of any feeling of
necessity of being loyal to their colleagues,
they would surely not accept the principle
that the Governor in Council should be the
sole arbiter to determine the amount of
money which should be paid in consideration of the advantage which the construction of a rail way line would give to any
particular land.
He hoped Ministers
woulC!. give this matter the serious consideration which its importance demanded
in the interests of the country, and that
they would come to the conclusion at
which he had arrived that in the interests
of the country the Governor in Council
should have neither heart nor part in
determining an important question of that
kind.
Mr. DUFFY observed that while he
approved, and he was sure the House
would approve, of the tone and manner
of the leader of the Opposition, he differed
greatly from· some of the conclusions
at which the honorable gentleman had
arrived. The present Cabinet had given
as full and earnest consideration to every
question of policy that had been submitted
to them as· the late Cabinet or any
previous Administration. He would not
undertake to say that either he or any of
his colleagues had seen all·the measures
that had been submitted to the House on
behalf of the Government before they
were submitted, but all great principles
were fully discussed by the Cabinet
and determined in the usual manner,
so that the Government as a whole were
responsible for the measures which Ministers had brought down to this House.
Many of those measures had had the support of the leader of the Opposition and
his followers, and he believed that they
would prove of benefit to the country.
The honorable gentleman seemed to think
that some members of the Government
might not approve of each and every
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proposal in this Bill if they were sitting second reading of the Bill would be carried
in independent positions; but that was without further delay.
hardly a fair way to put it. ·When matters
Mr. MURPHY remarked that in his
were discussed in Cabinet some Ministers district there were a number of hard
did not see their way to agree with their cases-cases of men who had settled down
colleagues in regard to every proposal con- on land which they had cleared and imtained in a particular Bill; but as they proved, some for as long as 20 or 30 years
agreed with the general principles of the past. These men were worried by the
Bill, they felt in honour bound to give the Crown lands bailiff, and he (Mr. Murphy)
measure their full support in the House, had over and over again urged the Minisand, perhaps, the very fact that they had ter of Lands to apply a remedy. He
differed from their colleagues in Cabinet trusted, therefore, that some prOVIsIOll
induced them to support the measure would be made in the Bill for people of
more vehemently than they otherwise this sort.
would have done. The honorable gentleMr. GORDON said he did not think
man had given the House good examples that after the severe criticisms to which
in that direction in times past, and 110 one the Bill had been subjected there was
blamed him for his loyaltyto his colleagues. much for him to say on the subject. Still
'Vith regard to this particular Bill, he (Mr. he had a few remarks to make. He quite
Duffy) could not call to mind any principle approved of some of the provisions of tho
in the measure that he would not be pre- Bill, and he thought it should have been
pared to support in any part of tho House. embodied in legislation long ago. What he
In speaking of the provision in the Bill em- wanted was that mining, agriculture, and
powering the Governor in Council to fix even pastoral pursuits should be carried OIl
the value of certain lands which were re- together without one being regarded as
quired for public purposes, the honorable antagonistic to the other, and he thought
gentleman seemed to confound two things. that the Bill would enable this to be
He seemed to think that the Governor in carried out. The honorable member for
Council would say, "I require that land, Kara Kara seemed to object to the Bill
and you must take such and such a because under clause 8 a certain other
value." But that was not the meaning of section would be substituted for section 67
the clause, which only said that if the of the principal Act. But he (Mr. Gordon)
value of any Crown lands was enhanced did not see why the Minister of Lands
by the construction of waterworks or rail- could not introduce a proviso which would
ways, the Government would not sell meet the honorable member's views. As
those lands to the public at the rate they for clause 22 it did not appear at all plain
would otherwise have sold them, but how it could be carried out, especially
that the Government, as trustees of the as it was now, after years of effort,
public and as vendors of those Crown that the need for such a thing had been
lands, would use the ordinary right that recognised.
(An Honorable Membervendors had of fixing the price of those "It was recognised years ago. ") Well,
lands either for leasing or selling outright. he hoped that the regulation as to the
If the public did not like to take up the extension of area would not be adopted.
land in this way they could leave it alone. His aim was to settle a great number
He was reminded by his honorable col- of people on the. land, but if. one person
league the Minister of Lands that the was allowed to monopolize the whole of a
Governor in Council could at present fix gully a wrong would be done. Some
the upset price of the land, and the allowance ought to be made for these
principle of the Bill would be the same. worn-out miners, who were not now able
').1here was the land; it was worth £1 per to continue to carryon their laborious
acre or more, and the Government would occupation.
be able to say that in future-the past
The motion was agreed to.
would not be affected in any way-the
The Bill was then read a second time,
land would be at a higher figure. Where and committed.
land had been improved by the expendiOn clause 1, setting forth the short title
ture of State money, surely it had a right of the Act,
to charge a little more for it. In short,
Mr. ANDERSON asked if the Governin taking this privilege the Government ment were going to press the Bill through
only adopted the usual privilege of a committee that night ~ It seemed to be
vendor. It was to be hoped that the out of the question that such important
Session 1891.-[209]
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alterations in the law should be so
hurriedly made.
Mr. GILLIES observed that if the Bill
was rushed through that night there
would not be the ghost of any justification for such a proceeding, and the outcome would probably be to endanger the
passing of the Bill.
Mr. RICHARDSON expressed the opinion
that honorable members had already done
a good night's ,York. 'fhere were seyeral
yery important amendments to be taken
into consideration in connexion with the
Bill.
Mr. McLEAN thought that if honorable
, lli81l1bers looked at the facts of the case
they would see that the Goyernment could
not do anything else at the present stage
of the session than press on the consideration of the Bill.
Mr. MASON said that a large number
of honorable members had remained in
their places that night in order to carry
through the Bill, and he hoped that the
Goyernment would stick to their colours,
at all eyents so far as certain clauses were
concerned.
On clause 8, proyiding for the issue of
annual licences for grazing on auriferous
lands, renewable for fiye years,
Mr. rrATCHELL said he would like the
Minister of Lands to consent to apply
section 41 of the principal Act to this
clause, so that 67th section holders might
be allowed to fence their holdings and
claim compensation for improYements.
Mr. McLEAN stated that he had personally always been in fayour of such a
course being followed, but there appeared
to be no getting oYer the objections raised
by the mining community to those lands
being enclosed.
On clause 13, making proyision for cases
where the lessees of mallee blocks or
malIce allotments who' had mortgaged
their interests failed to comply with the
coYenants,
Mr. McLEAN remarked that this clause,
'which had been introduced at the request
of seyeral deputations, was taken from
the South Australian Act. Its object was
to enable persons to get a better security
for mallee interests than they could at the
present time.
Mr. TAVERNER thought the clause
was a sound one il1 principle, but he was
afraid that it would enable the continuance of an obnoxious system which he
would like to see done away with.
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On clause 15, which was as follows:"(a) vVhere any portion of Crown lands

not exceeding 20 acres and not contiguous or adjacent to any other Crown
lands is so situated as to make it desirable ill the opinion of the Governor ill
Council that the same should be sold,
or
" (b) \Vhere any portion of Crown lands
not exceeding 3 acres is required for a
site for a church or for any chad table
purpose for which land cannot legally
be reserved"the Governor in Council may direct the sale
of such portion of Crown lands, and for such
purpose may increase the area of land described
in the 2nd schedule to the principal Act as.
lands which may be sold by auction by adding
such portion thereto,"

Mr. FOSTEH. proposed the omission of
"20" (line 2), with a yiew to the substitution of "50."
'fhe amendment was negatiyed.
Mr. GRA VES remarked that this would
be a yery useful clause, as it would extend
the area of the land coloured red and
pink which could be sold. He woulcllike'
to know from the Minister to what fund
the money obtained from the sale of the
land would be applied 1 (Mr. McLean"The clause makes no alteration in the
destination of the money.") The money
would either go to the Railway Construction Account or to the Land Sales by
Auction Fund. 'Vas the land referred to
in sub-section b to be sold by auction 1
(Mr. McLean-"Yes.") Many applications.
were made for such land for churches and
mechanics' institutes, and if it was put
up by auction the price might be run up
considerably.
Mr. TAVERNER stated that in his district there were four churches built on
land held under miner's right titles. Would
it be possible under this clause for the
0h urch trustees to sell the church sites 1
Mr. McLEAN stated that if the land
was forfeited it would reyert to the Crown,
and would then come under the clause
Mr. OUTTRIM remarked that when
the holder of a miner's right title had
been in possession for two and a half
years the land could be sold priyately
without its being put up by auction at
all.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that if there
was al~y possibility of this Bill being
passed this session he would endeayour to
get it amended, but he did not think that
it could be passed. Why was it proyided
that only portions of Crown lands not exceeding 20 acres could be sold 1 If a purchaser wanted 80 acres it would be easy
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to sen him four blocks of 20 a.cres. This
clause would revive the evil caused by
the La.nd Act of 1869, and which was
supposed to be remedied in the Land Act
of 1884. (Mr. McLean-" It must be a
detached block of 20 acres, and not contiguous to any other Crown lands.")
Every block was a detached block. The
clause should be made more definite.
Mr. ANDERSON stated that he did
not see the necessity of this clause. vVhat
was the meaning of sub-section b?
Mr. McLEAN remarked that lessees
of grazing areas sometimes presented a
small portion of a grazing area to trusteRs.
for church purposes, and under the existing law those trustees could not acquire
the. fee-simple of the land. I t was now
proposed to allow such lands to be alienated.
Mr. ANDERSON observed that an application might be made for the land
without any regard to the lessee. (Mr.
McLean-" The land must be available.")
There was nothing in the clause to show
that it must be available.
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 16, which
was as follows : "(1) ·Where any grazing a.rea or agricultuml
allotment appears to the board, owing to its
being situate near to a line of railway or to a
proposed line of railway, or owing to sume other
special circumstance, to have an exceptional or
enhanced value then the board may notwithstanding anything in the principal Act contained
in the case of a grazing area raise the rent
thereof, and in the case of an agricultural allotment raise the occupation fee. the rent, and the
total amount to be paid for the fee-simple
thereof to such greater sum than that specified
in that behalf in the principal Act as to the
board seems fit.
"(2) The provisions of this section shall only
apply to grazing area.s or agricultural allotments
in respect of which a lease 01' licence is issued
after the commencement of this Act."

Mr. RICHARDSON· stated that this
clause contained a principle which had
never been discussed in the Assembly, and
before honorable members were asked to
agree to it the Minister of Lands should
give some explanation with· regard to it.
Honorable members had not paid suffieient
attontion to the betterment principle to
know how it would operate or how it
was to be applied. The Government did
not appear to have discriminated as to its
application municipally and in the colony
generally. -It would be no satisfaction to
the Minister of Lands if this clause was
agreed to and it was afterwards found that
it did not carry out the intention of the
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Government or of Parliament. It was aU
very well to say that tbe land must be .
made to contribute to the cost of railways, .
but the principle was improperly applied
in this clause. The betterment principle
was purely a municipal matter, and it
was introduced in the Local Government
Act in such a way tbat it was local
in its a.pplication. No railway bene:.
fited the property of one man only,..
but in this clause the Government
sou~ht to make particular localities pay
for that which was a national undertaking.
He did not understand bow this principle
could be shown to be just in its application. The Government could not know
what would be the enhanced value of the
land. He did not know of a single·
instance where a railway had passed
through a borough in which the counciI'
had rated the land at a higher rate than
it was rated at before t.he rail way was·
constructed, nor did he know of a farm
which had brought a higher rent in conse-·
quence of a railway having been carried
through it. On the contrary, he would say
that there was no farm through which a
railway had passed which was as valuable
as it. was before. He would vote against
the clause.
Mr. McLEAN said he thought the principle of the clause was very easy to understand. I t did not apply to places where
the great bulk of the land had been
sold. It would only operate in districts·
like the Goulburn Valley country or Gipps- .
land East, where tbe land had not yet·
been parted with by the Crown. The
argument that land was not improved in
value by- being provided with railway communication would not hold water. In the
case of the land along the rail way from
Melbourne to Gippsland not one rood of it
would have been taken up at £1 per acre
had not the railway been constructed,
and now it was selling in some places for
£50 a foot. The Bill only contemplated
that land available at £1 per acre would
be increased in value to the extent of
another £1. (Mr. Gillies-" How would
tbis clause have worked in the case of Gippsland country before the railway was projected ~lI) That remark suggested the one
difficult point in the matter. It was obvious
that unless something were done the land
must be allowed to remain unselected until
the railway was commenced or constructed.
(Mr. Gillies-" It has been the policy of
the Lands department for years that when
land is selected, and a railway is afterwards.
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carried through, the Railway department Government going to construct a line of
does not pay a farthing on account of the railway to-morrow ~ Nothing of the kind.
land.") The Governor in Councilor the There were cases in which the construction
Minister would have the services of an of a railway would seriously injure the
expert, and the question of the increased value of some of the lands through which
value of the land would· be determined by it passed, and upon what principle could
thoroughly competent persons appointed the Minister declare that the construction
by the Minister. (Mr. Gillies-" How of a railway had improved the value of
could experts arrive at a decision in the land, from which the owner got no more
case of a line being constructed twenty income than he obtained before the line
years hence~") Under the existing law was constructed? It depended on whether
land was sold by auction subject to a there was a station creating a township in
fixed upset price, though there were the vicinity of land whether land was
scarcely two blocks of land of the same increased in value by the construction of
value. Of course the Minister would . a railway. In numberless instances. the
take the responsibility.in the matter. land might not be improved in value at
At present the Minister fixed the upset all, while in other cases it might be greatly
price of land that had to be sold by auction, improved, and the circumstances could only
and .if there \vas no bid he reduced the be properly determined when Parliament
price, perhaps, two or three times. What WaS prepared. to authorize the construction
would be done under this clause was to of a line. He was satisfied that this clause
put a higher price within certain prescribed might result in great injustice being done.
Mr. FOSTER thought that this prinlimit~ on land near to any railway. (Mr.
Anderson-" But how do you know where ciple of betterment should, if adopted in
the lines are to be, seeing that deviation is any single instance, be applied all round.
allowed 1") There was provision in the His district had been alluded to as one to
Bill for refunding the nioney if the line which it ought to be specially extended,
was not constructed as originally intended but he did not see the justice of that
arrangement unless the same thing was
when the higher price was fixed.
Mr. GILLIES said he failed to see why universal. Why should it not apply to
this proposal appeared in the present Bill. suburban land? (Mr. McLean-" We are
For some time past they had discussed the now dealing with Crown lands.") It
desirability of requiring lands benefited should be borne in mind that, under the
by railway conf:ltruction to pay something existing system, the first thing an apto the State, but up to the present time plicant for Crown land had to do was to
they had not determined the best way in sign an undertaking to give up any land
which that could be done. The question that might be required for railways and
had been discussed by the Railways Stand- waterworks without compensation. This
ing Committee, but Parliament had not was all. very well, but the rule ought to
been brought face to face with the outcome have a \vider scope. Why should men go
of that discussion, and with the evidence into the wiiderness, bear all the burden of
on which it was based. The subject was supplying land for railway communicaone which called for the most careful con- tion, and, at the same time, be compelled
sideration of Parliament, and ought not to to pay a higher. price for their holdings
have been introduced in this Bill, because than people in other parts of the colony
it belonged more properly to a railway con- had to pay~
Mr. GROOM remarked that this quesstruction Bill. Tens of thousands of acres of
land had been allowed to be selected on tion was one of the most interesting in the
the condition that, in the event of a railway Bill, and it was specially interesting to a
being constructed through it, the holders large number of the settlers in the outlyof the land would not be entitled to receive ing districts of the colony. It would be
any compensation; and how could the utterly impossible for the Hailways StandGovernor in Council, which of course ing Committee or Parliament to authorize
meant the Minister of Lands in this case, railway construction in such outlying disdetermine what would be the value of tricts as, say, Gippsland EaElt 'Or the mallee,
certain land several years hence through unless power was taken to make the future
a railway being constructed through it ~ . settlers there liable to pay such an inWas there one solitary advantage to be creased price for their holdings as would
gained for the public by the insertion of enable the State to reap some benefit from
that provision in the Bill ~ Were the its outlay. He did not approve altogether
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of, the clause in the Bill, but he thought
it quite possible for the committee to devise something which would carry into
effect the principle it was sought to
establish. In Gippsland East there were
at the present time some 3,000,000 of
acres lying waste, nearly 1,000,000 of
acres of it being good land and the
balance inferior. If lines of railway were
extended to that part of the colony, the
whole of the land would be rapidly taken
up at an increased price, and the amount
of money so realized would pay the whole
of the cost of the construction of the lines
and leave a handsome profit afterwards.
Mr. rrRENWITH remarked that the
honorable member for Gippsland East had
spoken about the extension of the betterment principle. 'VeIl, if the power was
given in a few cases, it could easily be so
extended as to apply in the way that was
wished. No doubt it would not be proper
to carry out the extension in the present
Bill, because it would come far better in
connexion with a Hail way Bill. At present
what honorable members had to consider
was how far, when the value of land was
improved by the construction of railways
by the State, the State should be enabled
to reap the reward of its own act. (Mr.
Gillies-" That is not in the Bill at all.")
It seemed to him that it was in the Bill,
and that the Government were proposing
to act just as the owner of a private estate
would act under similar circumstances.
Mr. lUCHAHDSON observed that it
was a fallacy to suppose that the clause
would apply to what might properly be
called Crown lands, because, in the first
place, the land had been allowed to be
selected. Then the Government were,
under the clause, to estimate the extra
value that would be given to c~rtain land
by the construction of a railway which
might not run through it for ten y'ears to
come. Ifarailwaywasrunthroughsuburban
property it enhanced the value of the
land, but the position was different when
the railway traversed land in the interior
which was not occupied. It was impossible to estimate the enhanced value of
land ten years before a line was made
through it; and if such a thing were
attempted, it would be a means of retarding settlement. He trusted that the clause
would be withdrawn.
Mr. ANDERSON stated that the Government should now agree to report progress. It was unfair to ask honorable
members to discuss an important new
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departure in the land laws of the colony at
a quarter past one o'clock in the morning,
when there was scarcely a quorum of
honorable members present. (Mr. McLean
- " If the Bill is not passed to-night, we
will have to withdraw it.") Such a clause
should not be inserted in this Bill. It
embodied a recommendation of the Rail,,"ays Standing Committee, and the proper
place for it was a Railways Bill. 'rhe
clause gave power to the Government to
increase the rent charged for land in
respect of benefit to be derived from a
railway, before the railway was constructed. The effect of such a proposal
would be to retard settlement. He could
understand the clause if it was only to
apply in cases in which lines had been
sanctioned, and were about to be constructed, but to say that land-owners
should contribute to the cost of a line
eight or ten years before that line was
built was unreasonable.
(Mr. Richardson-" Strike out the clause.") 1£ that
were done he would be satisfied, but otherwise this and the following clauses must
be thoroughly discussed before the BiB
left the chamber.
Mr. GROOM remarked that the Governor in Council should have the power,
when the construction of rail way or water
works was authorized, to direct that the
lessee or licensee of land should be called
upon to pay the sum approved by Parliament at the time the construction of the
works was ordered.
He believed that,
selectors would be very glad to take up
land under such conditions, because of the
advantages they would reap from the construction of railways or other public works.
Prior to the construction of the Great
Southern line of railway 70,000 acres of
land were reserved, with the idea that its
sale wonld pay for the line when it was
constructed. Subsequently, however, this
land was thrown open to selection. Had
the State kept it until now, its sale would
have paid for the Great Southern line two
or three times 'over.
Mr. McLEAN said he considered this
matter when the Bill was being drafted,
but a difficulty occurred in the case of
agricultural allotments, which were not in
the same position as ordinary land. It
was only in the case of land taken up as
agricultural allotments that the rents were
increased. A period of twenty years was
allowed for the whole of the payments to
be made; if the payments were postponed,
it would involve calling upon the selector
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for the whole, amount in a lump sum,
which would be very hard upon him.
Mr. DUFFY said he would undertake
that, if the committee passed the clause
as it stood, the point raised should be fully
, attended to in another place.
Mr. ANDERSON moved the omission
of the words "or to a proposed line of
railway," and that the following words be
added to the clause :-" Provided that in
the event of a line of railway being constructed within 10 miles of any grazing
,area the Governor in Council shall have
power to increase the rent thereof."
Mr. RICHARDSON submitted that
when a line of railway was authorized or
made the Minister should have power to
increase the rent according to the enhanced value of the land. A hard-andfast line could not be satisfactorily applied,
because the character of the lands of the
-colony varied greatly, and it was desirable
that a differential price should be fixed.
Mr. Anderson's amendments were with. drawn.
Mr. McLEAN moved the substitution
of "authorized'" for "proposed," which,
he said, was what the Government intended the clause to provide.
The amendment was adopted, and the
·clause, as amended, agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 22,
which was as follows :-

Amendment Bill.

to the satisfaction of the board (to he certified
under its seal) by such evidence as the board,
may require, he shall be entitled at any time
within twelve months after seven years from
the commencement of the licence to demand
and obtain from the Governor in Council a
grant of such allotment, upon payment of the
purchase-money, to be fixed by the board, being
not less than one pound for each acre or fractional part of an acre as the purchase money of
such allotment. The amount paid in annual
licence-fees by the licensee as occupier of such
allotment under such licence shall he deducted
from the total amount of such purchase money.
"7. When any person has duly occupied any
such allotment for a period of seven years as
aforesaid, and has complied with the conditions
and covenants of such licence, and has proved
such compliance to the satisfaction of the board,
and the same has been certified under its seal,
and when the purchase money of such allotment
has been duly paid to the Crown, it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, notwithstanding anything in the principal Act contained,
to issue a grant thereof."

Mr. DUNN stated that it was impossible for this clause to be }Jut in operation
in his district, and, furthermore, it would
set aside the provisions of the Mines Act.
Two years ago the Miners, Mine Managers,
and Mine-owners' Associations, all opposed
this proposal, which would allow any
amount of land to be taken up in 5-acre
blocks, to the hindrance of mining, and
the effect would be to ruin the whole of
his district.
Mr. BAKER suggested that the difficulty might be got over by making land
"1. ,\Vhenever it appears to the Governor in
taken under this clause subject 'to the
Council that it will no longer be profitable to
mine for gold within 50 feet of the surface of
same provisions as the Mining on Private
any unalienated lands of the Crown, being
Property Act.
,auriferous lands within the meaning of the
Mr. DUFFY expressed the opinion that
principal Act, he may, by Order in Council,
there was no necessity for honorable mempublished in the Govemment Gazette: declare any
~such lands to be ' worked-out auriferous lands.'
bers representing mining districts to be in
"2. The Governor in Council may, if he
the least degree concerned as to the opera'think fit, issue a licence to occupy an allotment
tion of this clause. The Governor in
lof the lands so proclaimed.
Council, which in this case meant the
" 3. No person shall hold more than five acres
Minister of Mines, had first to declare the
-of such lands under licence.
"4. Every such licence shall entitle the holder
aurifereus land worked out, and he would
thereof to occupy such allotment for a period
not do that without the most careful connot exceeding seven years to a depth of 50 feet
sideration. Even then it was only the
from the surface thereof, at a rent not less than
surface of the land, to a depth of 50 feet,
Is. per acre per annum, for the purpose of erecting a residence or place of business, or for the
that was to be licensed for occupation;
purpose of forming and working an orchard,
and in every licence there would be invineyard, or garden, or any other like purpose.
"5. Every such licence shall contain such con- serted such conditions with regard to resumption of the land as the Governor in
ditions and covenants as the Governor in Council
may think fit to insert therein with respect to
Council, which of course meant the
resumption for any public purpose, amount of
Minister, might think fit, so that if any
and time of payment of rent, residence or nonresidence, making of improvements thereon,' gold was discovered below 50 feet the
miner could enter on and mine the land,
and with respect to any other matters whatsoever.
and, if necessary, the land could be entirely
"6. Every such licence shall contain a coveresumed by the Crown. (Mr. Dunnnant that if the licensee have complied with the
"After eight years the land could be reconditions and covenants of such licence for a
sumed for any public purpose only.") If
period of seven years, and upon proof thereof
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the honorable member would look at subsection 5, he would find that the Minister
had power, through the Governor in Council, to resume the land for any purpose
whatsoever. If it would meet the objection
of the honorable member, he would move
the substitution of "mining" purpose for
" public" purpose in sub-section 5.
Mr. DUNN said that too much dependence was being placed on the regulations
to be made by the Governor in Council.
The Bill should set forth on its own face
what was to be done, and honorable members should not be asked to take a leap in
the dark. The mining community would
not agree to this proposal, because a whole
square mile of auriferous land might be
taken up under this clause. Five years
ago there was land in his district which
was considered worthless for mining
purposes, but at the present time there
were from fifteen to eighteen engines
at work on that land. The Bill would
give altogether too much power to the
Minister.
Mr. BAILES suggested that alI outcrops.
of reefs should be exempted from occupation, or otherwise the land might be
alienated at the end of seven years under
this clause. (Mr. McLean-" That is provided for in another part of the Bill.") He
did not think it would be advisable to
insist on residence in cases where men
already occupied residence areas, but it was
necessary to take precautions to prevent
the land falling into the hands of speculators.
Mr. GORDON stated some little time
ago ·he contended with respect to this
dause that all known existing lines of reef
should be excised from its operation. If
that were done, there would be no very
strong objection to it. He begged to
move an amendment to the effect that the
purchase money to be paid on the granting
of an allotment should be "not more"
instead of "not less" than £ 1 per acre or
fractional part of an acre. Preparing land
for cultivation often cost as much as from
£20 to £50 per acre.
Mr. McLEAN thought that the amendment would not improve the clause. As
for the purchase money, it would unquestionably be always the intention of the
Government that these little homesteads
should be acquired on the most reasonable
terms. In that direction the clause was
sufficiently safeguarded already.
Mr. GORDON: said that he would withdraw his amendment, but he ,vould like to
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know if the purchase money was to be fixed
before occupation or after occupation. If
it was to be fixed after improvements had
been made, the price might be very largely
increased.
Mr. McLEAN stated that .the price
would be fixed before occupation.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. DUFFY said he would state in
reply to inquiries from different quarters
that the Minister would have full power
under the clause to stipulate whether there
should be residence on an allotment or
not.
The Bill having been gone through,
Mr. BAKER proposed the following
clause :" For section 203 of the principal Act the following section shall be suhstituted, namely:"203. Any lessee or sub-lessee of any mallee
allotment or of any portion of any mallee allotment, and any assignee of any such lessee or
sub-lessee, may, notwithstanding anything in
Part I. of this Act contained, select at any
time within six years after the passing of the
MalleeAct 1889 out of such allotment an area the
total acreage of which with any land previously
selected by him under this Act, or any Land
Act, shall not exceed 640 acres, and any area so
selected shall be subject to the same conditions
as agricultural allotments are subject to under
Division 3 of Part I. of this Act, and all the
provisions of Part I. of this Act relating to
agricultural allotments shall apply to such area
and the licensee or lessee thereof, and all the
provisions of Part II. of this Act shall cease to
apply to such area."

He said that at present the manee holders
had a right to select 320 acres of their
holdings, and when the Manee Act was
passed it was distinctly understood that
this privilege would attach'to all holders,
whether lessees or sub-lessees. (" No.")
Other persons possessed of leases were
allowed to select, and why not the ~ub
lessees of manee land ~ At present there
were a large numberof people on the mallee
who were placed at a very great disad vantage, because they had not up to now the
right to select. Every friend of the
farmer ought to support the present proposal. Certainly, the people on the mallee
,vould never be contented until something
was dOlle in that direction. Of course, it
was understood that the Minister of Lands
would object to the clause, on the ground
tha.t he desired to bring down some
general legislation for the manee country.
That was all very well, but it was the
immediate wants of those people that
required to be attended to, because they
were just now liable any day to be shifted
from their land. 'rhc increase from 320
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to 640 acres was the least that could be the third reading of the Bill, or until next
granted and it was exactly what the session.
Mallee 'Committee recommended.
The
Mr. BAKER remarked that it was eviMalIee Committee recommended that dent that thehonorablc member for Collingthese people should be allowed to select wood (Mr. Beazley) did not know anything
640 acres, and he trusted that the Minister about the Mallee Act. The clause was
of Lands would not offer any objection to taken from a section in the principal Act;
the clause. He proposed to go to a division and all he asked was that the committee
on the question, because this was the last should ratify a law previously made, but
opportunity he would have this session which the Law officers of the Crown had
of bringing it under the notice of the held did not apply to the case of the man
Assembly. He desired to afford relief to who had transferred his lease to somebody
s'truggling settlers, who were doing good else.
work for themselves and their families, as
Mr. TAVERNER suggested that the
well as for the colony, by producing clause should be withdrawn, and submitted
wheat, which was Csent home in the place again at a later stage. ·If it were pressed
of gold.
now, it would not be agreed to, and the
Mr. McLEAN stated that he was quite honorable member for Lowan would jeoin accord with the honorable member for . pardize the interests of those \yhom he
Lowan in his desire to promote settlement, desired to serve.
and to secure to the people in the mallee
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that the
country all the fruits of their industry. clause was a very important one, especially
He did not touch the mallee land in this as it affected purchasers. Each holder of
Bill. He proposed simply to amend the a mallee allotment had the right to select
Land Act of 1884. T}1ere were tens of 320 acres; but, when the mallee allotments
thousands of acres of land that were began to rise in value, the holders without
unoccupied, which would be thrown open authority subdivided their allotments, and
for settlement under the provisions of this sold them. (Mr. Baker-" Parliament has
Bill. In regard to the mallee country, the condoned that.") Parliament had done
position was quite different. The mallee nothing of the kind. If the clause were
land was occupied, and the people there put into proper form, he would be inclined
could utilize their holdings just as they to support it. Many of the mallee allotcould if they were their own selections. ment holders were entitled to sympathy,
If he had the opportunity it was his in- and a proportion of the subdivision equal
tention to introduce a Mallee Act Amend- to the proportion of the original allotment
ment Bill next session. ~rhis clause was might be granted to each purchaser. He
too important to be dealt with at that would suggest to the honorable member
hour of the morning without any notice. for Lowan that he should for the present
It involved more than the right to select. withdraw the clause.
.
Honorable members had to consider to
Mr. BAKEI{ stated that he would withwhat extent persons should be allowed to draw the clause for the present if the
select in future-whether to the extent of Government would say that they did not
640 acres or 480 acres-and that was a intend to proceed with the third reading
very important question, and one that of the Bill at once.
should be considered when there was a
Mr. McLEAN remarked that if the area.
fnller attendance of honorable members. of selection were reduced it would not meet
When the proper time came he would the views of most of the persons interested.
give the honorable member for Lowan his
Mr. GORDON asked the honorable
assistance in endeavouring to obtain for
member
for Lowan to withdraw the clause,
the settlers in the mallee country the right
to secure the selections to "\",hich they as no time had been allowed for its consideration.
believed they were entitled.
Mr. BAKER remarked that there were
Mr. BEAZLEY expressed the hope that
the honorable member for Lowan would hundreds of men who would be b.enefited
withdraw the clause. Honorable members by the clause, and he could not withdraw it.
The committee divided on the claus!3had not had an opportunity of considering
the clause, and did not know what the
Ayes
14
effect of it would be. In addition to that,
Noes
16
the clause appeared to have been badly
drafted, and it should be postponed until
2
Majority against the clause
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AYES.

Mr. Andrews,
" Baker,
" Bennett,
" Dunn,
" 'Gillies,
" Groom,
" Hall,
" Hunt,

Mr. Mason,
" Richardson,
" Tatchell,
Taverner.

Telle1·S.
Mr. Bailes,
" Forrest.
NOES.

:Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Craven,
Duffy,
Ferguson,
Foster,
Graham,
Hancock,
McLean,
Murray,

Mr.
"
"
"

Outtrim,
Peacock,
Trenwith,
Turner,
Uren.

Telle1·S.
Mr. Beazley,
" Gordon.

Mr. GROOM proposed the following
clause :"Notwithstanding anything in .the principal
Act contained, any person (not bemg a marl'led
woman or under the age of eighteen years) m~ty
take or hold one or more agricultural allotments if the total acreage thereof do not exceed
320 acres, or in the case of a selector under any
previous Land Act or Acts if the total acreage
thereof with that of the land previously selected
by such selector do n,ot exceed 320 acres.
Always provided that no selector sh~ll be allowed to pick out the best o~ any portIOn of .a.n
allotment that may be ayallable for selectIOn
leavin a the balance un selected and afterwards
apply 0 for an agricultural allotment elsewhere."

Mr. TRENvVITH said he was opposed to
the clause on the ground that it provided
means for alienat.ing the public estate
which did not at present exist.
Mr. CRAVEN rem::trked that this clause
would allow a selector who had taken up
less than 320 acres under any previous
Land Act or Acts to select the balance in
some other part of the colony, and he
thought it was a very proper amendment
of the law.
Mr. UREN expressed the opinion that
the clause would enable a selector to get
sufficient land to live on.
Mr. MASON said that this appeared to
him to be a very sensible and proper provision to insert in the Bill.
Mr. FERGUSON stated that he hoped
the Minister would agree to the clause.
Mr. McLEAN observed that be had no
objection to the clause, but it would have
to be re-drafted, 'and certain conditions
would require to be complied with.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported to the H~use
with amendments, and the report was
adopted.
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Mr. McLEAN moved that the Bill be
read a third time.
Mr. ANDERSON said he objected to the
Bill advancing another stage at that sitting.
Mr. DUFFY stated that if the honorable member for Villiers persisted in his
objection he was afraid the' Bill would be
lost, and the honorable gentlerpan must
take the responsibility of his action.
Mr. HALL expressed his surprise at the
objection of the honorable member for.
Villiers seeing that he was one of the
membe~s of the Railways Standing Committee, who had thoroughly discussed this
question.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that, although
he was still as strongly of opinion as he
was in the early part of the evening that
some of the clauses in this Bill were
serious and grave mistakes, he would not
himself have objected to the Bill being
passed at that sitting, becl:tl~se t~lO responsibility for the measure pnmarlly rested
on the Government and the members who
supported the Bill; but, as this ,\vas a
very important measure for the Gove~n
ment to press forward at such a late penod
of the session, he did not feel called upon
to urge the honorable member for Villiers
to withdraw his objection, although, under
the circumstances, the honorable member
might perhaps see his way .to do so.
The Government ought to mform the
House whether they were prepared to
make any concessions in accordance with
the strong expressions of opinion that had
been urged against some of the proposals
contained in this Bill.
Mr. McLEAN expressed the hope that
the objection would be withdrawn. He
thouO'ht that to attempt to defeat the Bill
at th~ last moment by means of this kind
was a proceeding scarcely worthy of the
past political career of the honorable
member for Villiers.
Mr. MASON remarked that the Bill
contained legislation which his constituents had been waiting for for the last
two or three years. They were at present
unable to get titles to their land because
of the action of the Mining department,
but putting this Bill on the statute-book
would place them at once in a fair position.
He would warn the honorable mNn bel' for
. Villiers that he was taking upon himself a
serious responsibility, for 'he must know
that he practically stood alone in the
matter. He (Mr. Mason) had been much
longer a Member of Parliament than the
honorable member had, but he had never
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yet ventured to take such a responsibility
upon himself.
Mr. ANDERSON said he would withdraw his objection.
On the motion of Mr. McLEAN, the Bill
was then read a third time.
Mr. FOSTER drew attention to clause 5,
authorizing persons to "take or hold a lease
of two or more continuous grazing areas if
the total acreage thereof did not exceed
1,000 acres," and moved the omission of
the word" continuous."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. FOSTEH called attention to subsection 6 of clause 7, which was as
follows:-

Arnendrnen't Bill.
AYES.

Mr. Bennett,
" Craven,
" Foster,
Groom,
" Hall,
" Hunt,

Mr. Mason,
" Murray,
" Taverner.
l'ellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" Baker.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Beazley,
Duffy,
Dunn,
Ferguson,
Gillies,
Graham,

"
"

~1:cLean,

McLellan,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Outtrim,
Richardson,
Tatchell,
Trenwith,
Turner,
Uren.

Tellers.
Mr. Gordon,
" Peacock.

" Where any lessee of a grazing area has with
the consent of the board, signified in writing,
assigned or transferred his lease to another
person, and such lessee has not selected any
portion of such grazing area as an agricultural
allotment (whether he be qualified so to select
or not) the person to whom such lease has been
so assigned or transferred shall have the same
right to select a portion of such grazing area as
an agricultural allotment as he would have had
if he had been the original lessee of such grazing
area."

The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
Mr. McLEAN stated that he desired to
express his thanks to honorable members
for the assistance which they had given to
the Government in connexion with the

He begged to move that this sub-section
be amended so as to allow of two or three
grazing areas being taken out of one
grazing area.
Mr. McLEAN stated that there was a
great deal to be said in favour of the
honorable member's proposal, but he was
bound to object to it because carrying it
would in all probability lead to the loss of
t.he Bill ill another place.
Mr. MASON expressed the opinion that
the proposition of the honorable member
for Gippsland East was a very sensible
one.
Mr. AND EHSO N said he would have co
objection to this amendment if the whole
of the grazing areas in each case were
taken up in this way. It would not be
Tight to pick the eyes out of the grazing
areas, and then place on the Government
the responsibility for all time of destroying
the vermin on the remaining areas.
Mr. HUNT remarked that very great
hardship often arose from persons not
being allowed to transfer in the way now
proposed.
The committee divided on the amendmentAyes
11
No~
18

ORDEHS DISCHARGED.
The following orders of the day were
discharged from the paper:-

Majority against the amend-}
ment
...
. ..

7'

Bill.
Mr. GILLIES said that he was sorry he
was not able to congratulate the Minister
of Lands on the work done that evening.

Post Office Act 1890 Amendment Bill-Second
reading.
Sharebrokers Bill-Second reading.
Metropolitan General Cemetery Bill-Second
reading.
Education Endowment Bill-Second reading.
Gold-fields Reservoirs Sale Bill-Second reading.
Shops Bill-Second reading.
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act 1882 Amendment Bill-Third reading-Resumption of debate.
Electric Lighting Bill-Second reading.
Marriage Act 1890 Amendment Bill-Second
reading.
,
Agricultural Colleges Lands Mining BiIlSecond reading.
Medicall'ractitioners Bill-Second reading.
,First General Report of the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Railways-Resumption
of debate on the question-" That this House
approves generally of the First General Report
of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways."
AustralQ,sian Federation-" Draft of a Bill to
constitute the Commonwealth of Australia"Messages from the Legislative Council-To be
considered.
, Railway Loan Application Bill-Message from
His Excellency the Governor-To be considered
in committee.
Metropolitan General Cemetery Bill-Message
from His Excellency the Governor-To be con·
, sidered in committee.
'
Medical Practitioners Bill-Message from His
Excellency the Governor-To be considered in
committee.
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'PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. RICHARDSON stated that on a
previous occasion he mentioned to the
House that he had been wrongly reported
in a Ballarat paper as having moved a
certain amendment, ancl. he then said that
he did not know what the condition of the
reporter was at the time. His attention
had been called to the fact that this statement conveyed a reflection on the reporter.
It was not intended to have that effect,
.and he did not allude to any particular
reporter. He did not wish it to be inferred
that any reporter was in such a condition
that he could not efficiently discharge his
duties.
The House adjourned at nine minutes
to four o'clock a.m. (Wednesday.)

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, Decernber 16, 1891.
lIiner's Right Titles Bill-Juries Act Amendment Bill-Sessional Arrangements: Friday Sittings - Local
Government Act Amendment Bill-Licensing Act
Amendment Bill-Railways Act Amendment BillElectoral Rolls Purification Bill-Land Act Amend.
ment Bill-Mines Act Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at
nine minutes past three o'clock p.m., and
read the prayer.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by the Hon.
J. A. W.A.LLACE, from the Rutherglen and
Murray Vine and Fruit Growing Association, in favour of an amendment in the
Licensing Act Amendment Bill which
would empower licensing magistrates to
grant colonial wine licences at any time,
or at least once a month instead of once
a yeax, as under the existing law.
MINER'S IUGHT
'fITLES BILL.
I
The Hon. H. GORE (in the absence of
the Hon. H. CUTHBERT) moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said the effect of
carrying the measure into law would simply
be that men who had set.tled down upon
Crown' lands under a minet's right title
and made improvements would be able,
on 'being dispossessed, to obtain compensation. He understood that clauses had
been added to the Bill in another place, at
the instance of the Minister of Mines,
in order to regulate the machinery with
. respect to miner's right titles.
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The Hon. J. A. 'WALLACE said the
only thing he particularly noticed in connexion with this Bill was that it might be
objected to on the ground' that miners
would, in many cases, settle upon Crown
lands simply in order to obtain compensation. A man might take up an allotment in a gully, knowing very well that
the land would eventually be required for
mining purposes. (Mr. Gore-" That is
provided for in the Bill.") If that was
the case the Bill was all right.
The motion was agreed to.
'fhe Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 2, providing that a residence
area was not to be reserved from sale or
excepted from occupation,
The HOll. W. A. ZEAL stated that he
had received a· communication from one
of his constituents urging that the Bill
should provide for only one registration of
a residence area by the occupier. At present a miner's right had to be taken out
annually by each area holder, and there
was· also an annual registration fee of
Is. 6d. It wonld simplify matters very
much if, as in the case of other titles, one
registration was made sufficient..
The Hon. H. GORE stated that the
clause did not in any way alter the
original law at all. Whatever rights were
now possessed by the holder of a miner's
right, he would continue to possess under
the Bill with additional security.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE asked that
the further consideration of the Bill should
be postponed until the following day1 He
had not as yet thoroughly studied the
measure.
Progress was then reported.
COUNCILS OF CONCILIATION BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. D. MELVILLE, this Bill was read a third time
and passed.
JURIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said it
was a very short measure, but he thought
it a very acceptable one. Inconvenience
had often arisen from magistrates having
to sit on juries, and the main provision of
the Bill was that they should be exempted
from serving in that capacity. Some years
ago he was himself summoned to serve on
a jury, and try a mall whom he had previously committed for trial. Surely an
arrangement of this kind was very
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anomalous. Besides, considering the
public duties a magistrate had to discharge, it was hardly fair to ask him to
act as a juryman as well.
The HOll. J. M. DAVIES stated that,
although the Bill was very short, it was
one which he did not think should pass.
Justices of the peace were perhaps the
most suitable of all men for jurymen
because of their experience. Although
many justices gave a great deal of time
to the duties of the bench it was a very
well-known fact that many others performed very few magisterial dutios indeed.
Again, there was always a great deal of
difficulty in dealing with applications for
appointments to the magisterial bench,
owing to the great number that were
sent in; but if this Bill were carried
such applications would be increased tenfold. If a rule were laid down that a
justice should not serve as a juryman to
try a person whom he had previously committed it was to be feared that it would
have a very wide application. After all,
cases of the kind were extremely rare.
There were already a great manyexemptions from the jury list, and if they were
to be increased the end would probably be
that almost all the persons most qualified
to sit as jurymen would be excluded.
'rhe HOll. J. A. vVALLACE expressed
the opinion that there were plenty of
jurymen to choose from without selecting
justices, who, generally speaking, devoted a
great deal of time to the duties of the bench.
Thero should be a medium in all things.
The Hon. H. CUTHBEH,T stated that
when the Juries Act was last under consideration this question came up, but it
was then generally considered that justices
of the peace formed a portion of the community from whom jurymen should be
selected. They were held to be specially
qualified for the position. He remembered
that once when a justice asked to be excused from serving on a jury on the ground
that he was a magistrate, the late Chief
Justice replied, "It is just men of your
stamp whom we require to serve on juries."
He (Mr. Cuthbert), did not know who
instigated the introduction of tho present
measure, but he did not believe that the
justices throughout the country had any
wish to be excused from this portion of
their duty. They thought it an honour to
take part in the administration of justice.
rrhe H on. VV. A. ZEAL remarked that,
there were justices and justices; some- of
these gentlemen paid no attention to their
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duties, while others were very industrious.
He suggested that a magistrate who attended the bench regularly for at least
two years should be exempted.from serving
on juries.
'rhe House divided on the motionAyes
11
Noes
14
Majority against the Bill

3

AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Buchanan,
" G. Davis,
" Gore,
" McCulloch,
" Sargeant,

Mr. Simmie,
" J. A. ,\Vallace,
,', '\Vinter-Irving,
" Zeal.
'Teller.
Mr. Pitt.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"
"

Brunton,
Connor,
Cooke,
Coppin,
Coutts,
Cuthbert,
J. M. Davies,
Dobson,

Mr. Melville,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Service,
" Thornley,
" D. A. 'Wallace.

Teller.
Mr. Bell.

SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved"That during the remainder of the present
session the Council shall meet every Friday at
three o'clock."

It had been suggested to him that as
another place would meet at eleven o'clock
on the following Friday the Council should
also meet at eleven o'clock. If honorable
members wished it he would alter the
terms of his motion to agree with that.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that if the
House met at eleven o'clock there would
be no time allowed to read the large
number of Bills which had to be sent up.
If the Council was to be· viewed as a
deliberative body, and not as a machine,
these very long sittings could not be submitted to.
The Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
he thought the House did wrong in consenting to any alteration in the hours of
sitting at all. If another place did not
send up Bills in time they ought not
to be dealt with. Honorable members
ought also to be informed beforehan,d
which Bills were going to be sent up.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he objected to late sittings. It would be better
for the House to begin early and leave off
early. As things were n9w managed no
time whatever was given to read the Bills.
The HOll. 'V. A. ZEAL observed that
the result of these long sittings was
legislation by minorities. He objected to
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the House meeting before three o'clock. It
was the duty of the Minister of Defence
to name the measures which the Government desired to pass, so that the House
might have 'some notice of them.
The Hon. H. CUTHBEllT.moved, as an
amendment, that no new business be taken
after ten o'clock on Fridays.
The Hon. J. BELL said it would be a
great inconvenience to the Government to
be prevented from taking small matters
after ten o'clock.
The Hon. J. A. VV ALLACE submitted
that no business at all ought to be taken
after ten o'clock, He was willing to sit.
on Monday, but he was distinctly opposed
to late night sittings.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH said he was
willing to support the amendment, but
Mr. Cuthbert had been a prominent
offender himself in the matter of rushing
Bills through.
Sir F. rr. SAllGOOD stated that there
were sixteen Bills on the notice-paper of
the Assembly. Of those seven had already
passed the Council, and there were only some
small amendments to be considered in connexion ,vith them. There were five very
small Bills and the Acts Correction Bill
to be dealt with, and they ought not to
occupy more than ten minutos each. The
other measures were the Mines Bill,
the Land Bill, the Railway Construction
Bill dealing with coal lines, the Committee
on Public Accounts Bill, and the llailway
Loan Application Bill, so that, with the
exception of the Land Bill and the Mines
Bill, there would be practically no new
measures of any moment sent up. If
honorable members would sit at three
o'clock on Friday, they ought to be able
to finish the business on rruesday.
The Hon. W. I. vVINTEll-IIlVING said
he objected to measures being rushed
through the House in this way, and -t:o
the hours of sitting being altered to SUIt
the convenience of the Government. It
would be best for the interests of the
.country to put the Bills that had been
referred to into the waste-paper basket.
The amendment was negatived.
The motion was then agreed to.
LOCAL GOVEllNMENT ACT
AMENDMEN1' BILL.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SAllGOOD,
the amendments made in committee in
this Bill were adopted.
The Bill was then read a third time and
passed.

I
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LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT moved the
second reading of this Bill, the object of
which'(he said) was to enable public-houses
to be closed by the voluntary surrender of
their licences, without the trouble and
expense of local option polls, the owners
and occupiers to be entitled to compensation just the same as if the licences had
been taken away in consequence of local
option polls. The Bill had been before
the other Chamber for several months, and
had received most careful consideration.
A large number of amendments were proposed in the shape of additions to the Bill,
but those had all been withdrawn by
mutual consent with a view to getting the
measure passed in its present form. 'While
all honorable members would admit that
numerous alterations were required in the
Licensing Act, it was too late to attempt
to make them this session, and, therefore,
he hoped the Bill would be passed as it
stood. It would not be comr:>ulsory on
the licensing court to accept surrenders of
licences, so that honorable members might
rely upon it that licences would only be
accepted when that course would promote
the public interests.
l'he motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Discussion took place on clallse 2,
which was as follows:""Where in any licensing district the number
of licensed victuallers' premises shall exceed
the statutory number, the owner, if the occupier or the owner and occupier (as the case
may be), may by writing under his or their
hands, addressed to the licensing court, offer
to surrender the licence thereof, and if such
surrender be accepted by the licensing court
and approved by the Governor in Council the
owner or the owner and occupier (as the
case may be) shall be entitled to receive
compensation in the same manner to the
same extent and to be determined in the same
way as if the licence had been taken away
in consequence of a determination of the electors of the licensing district. Provided that no
such surrender shall be allowed where there is
a mortgage upon the said premises or the interest of the applicant therein unless the
mortgagee consents thereto or unless the
owner or occupier pays to the mortgagee the
amount of the principal and such interest as
may then be due with three months' additional
interest. Provided always that if at any licensing court so many offers tv surrender have been.
forwarded to such court as would, if accepted,
reduce the number of licensed premises below
the statutory number for such licensing district,
it shall not be obligatory on such licensing court
to accept more surrenders than will reduce
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such number to the statutory number, but such
without receiving any compensation. As to
court may, should it think lit, u,ccept the sur- . providing money for tho payment of comrender, subject to the approval of the Governor
pensation in respectof surrendered lice~ces,
in Council, of such licences only as will reduce
Mr. Connor surely knew that all licence
the total number of licensed premi~es to the
statutory number, and, such court shall, in makfees were now paid into a certain account,
ing the selection of licences to be accepted for
and if the amount proved insufficient the
surrender, be guided by the same 'principles as
closing of hotels would have to be stopped
in the 66th section of the principal Act are laid
for a time.
down with respect to licensed premises to be
depri "eel of a licence in conseq Hence of a deterThe Hon. D. MELVILLE expressed the
mination by electors, but no compensation shall
opinion that this Bill was a piege of cheek.
be payabre in respect of any premises not
It coolly proposed that if a man found his.
licensed before the 1st day of February, 1886."

Sir F. T. SARGOOD expressed the
opinion that this clause would open the
door to compensation upon compensation
in respect of the surrender of the licences
of many public-houses which ·would be
closed in the ordinary course of business
through failure to pay, and without any
compensation, if they were left alo~le. If
this clause passed; the l~cences of a large
number of non-paying small public-hOllses
,yould be surrendered at a heavy cost to
the country.
'rhe whole question was
debated at length when the Licensing Act
Amendment Bill was before the House,
and it was decided not to entertain the
proposal. (Mr. Abbott-" This Bill leaves
it to the discretion of the licensing court.")
And honorable members. did not ,,'ant the
licensing court to have the right to accept
the surrender of licences, involving the
payment of compensation.
'rhe Hon. J. H. CONNOR asked how
the money was to be provided to meet the
wholesale claims for compensation that
would be made if this Bill becmile law 1
(Mr. J. A. vVallace-" That is the teetotallers' affair.") A large amount had
already to be paid for compensation in
respect of licensed houses closed in consequence of local option polls, and many
other licensed houses might be closed,
on the ground that they did not provide
the public accommodation required by
law.
.
The Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that,
when a local option poll took place in
Bendigo, a great deal of ill-feeling was
engendered. If Parliament passed this Bill,
it would introduce a system under which
many licensed houses would be closed
without the expense and turmoil of local
option polls, and that ought to be done
wherever it was for the good of the country. The measure was, therefore, a step
in the right direction. The only objection
that he had to the clause was that it was
not retrospective, because a year ago he
closed a publ~c-house that he owned

licensed business did not pay, he should be
able to surrender his licence, and obtain
. compensation. (Sir F. T. Sargood-"Many
other men would like to give up their
businesses on the same terms.") A good
many of the land banks in Melbournewould
be very ready to give up their business,
just now, if they could get compensation.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT remarked that,
it was optional and not obligatory on the
part of the licensing court to accept any
licence offered to be surrendered. Surely
honorable members might place some confidence in the licensing court.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that·
the clause merely stated that it should not
be obligatory on the licensing court to
accept more surrenders than would reduce
the number to the statutory number, but.·
the court might, if it thought fit, accept
surrenders until the number of licensed
houses in any district was reduced to the
statutory number. The licensing court
would therefore take it that Parliament,
if it passed this Bill, would favour the
reduction of licensed houses to the statutory number. Personally, he viewed the
proposal with great suspicion. To compensate a man from whom a business was
compulsorily taken was one thing, but to
compensate a man who wanted to give up
a business, and who might be on the verge
of insolvency, was quite another thing.
He could very well imagine a series of
petty frauds being perpetrated upon the
community under this clause, which he
regarded as a most objectionable provisioh.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT said that the
policy of the country was to reduce the
number of licensed houses to a certain
limit, and this Bill provided a sort of
automatic ·way in which, without the
trouble and expense of a local option poll,
that object could be attained. He would
further point out that in no instance could
a licence be surrendered and compensation
paid without the approval of the Governor
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in Council. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" That
means pressure on the Minister.") There
was adequate protection against the improper surrender of licences.
1'he committee divided on the clauseAyes
13
Noes
14
Majority against the clause

I

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Abbott,
Brunton,
Buchanan,
Coppin,
Coutts,
G. Da.vis,
McCulloch,

Mr. Pitt,
" Pratt,
" Simmie,
" J. A. "Vallare,
" Zeal.

Teller.

.Mr. Winter-Irving.
NOES.

Mr. Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Connor,
" Cooke,
" Cuthbert,
" J. '}VI. ,Davies,
" Fraser,
" Gore,

Mr. C. J. Ham,
" Melville,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Service,
" D. S. \Vallace.

Teller.
Mr. Grimwade.

'rhe Hon. C. J. HAM proposed the
follo'wing clause:"(1) In case the estate of any deceased
licensed victualler be administered by the
Curator of the Estates of Deceased Persons, it
shall be hwful for him to authorize an agent to
carryon the business of such licensed victualler
until the end of the year for which such licence
was granted, unless it be previously transferred
to a purchaser. (2) 'When the time for the
renewal of any such licence arrives, if the
interest of the deceased licensed victualler in
the licensed premises under the curator's control has not been sold, renewal of such licensed
victualler's licence may be granted to any suitable person nominated for that purpose by the
Curator of the Estates of Deceased Persons."

He said that, as this clause was to help
the families or creditors of deceased
licensed victuallers, he trusted that it
would be accepted by the committee.
Sir F. 11. SARGOOD, asked if the
curator might not be placed in a very
awkward position, and rendered liable to
action for neglect, supposing he did not
approve of any persOli as suitable to hold
a licence under this clause ~
The Hon. C. J. HAM stated that the
intention was that it should be discretionary on tho part of the curator.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES gaid he did
not think this clause would throw on the
curator the liability to, carryon any
licensed business if he did not think {it.
It would put him in precisely the same
position as an executor, and if the estate
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were not sufficient to pay the losses that
might be inc~lrred in the business there
could be no compulsion on him to carry
the business on.
The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. G. DAVIS proposed the following clause : "Notwithstanding the provisions of section
86 of the Licensing Act 1890, applications for
, colonial wine licences may be heard and determined at any time by any member of the licensing court for the district wherein the premises
in respect of ",-hich any such licence is songht
are situate, and for such purpose such member
shall be deemed to constitute the licensing
court. "

He said he would remind the committee
that a petition had been presented in
favour of this proposal, the object of
which was to enable colonial wine licences
to be obtained at any time during the
year, instead of only once a year, at the
arinual licensing meeting, as provided
under the present law.
In future the
three great staples of Australia would be
wine, wheat, and wool; and while the
State was giving bonuses to encourage
the production of Victorian wine it
seemed anomalOl~s not to give proper
facilities for its local consumption. This
clause would give greater facility for
the consumption of colonial wine.
He
was not going to lecture honorable members on the desirability of encouraging
the consumption of colonial wine, but he
would point out that the people who were
wine drinkers were invariably noted for
their sobriety. All that he desired "was
that reasonable facilities should be given
to persons wishing to obtain ,vine licences.
. rrhe HOll. J. A. ALLACE stated that
the clause would not affect the principal
Act, and he thought that it should be
agreed to.
Sir, F. 'r. SARGOOD said that the state, ment of Mr. J. A. 'Wallace was not correct.
Under the principal Act three police
magistrates were required to' form a
court, while this clause only provided for
one magistrate. Under the principal Act,
also, applications for wine licences could
only be made once a year, and any person
objecting could lodge a petition. This
clause would enable the applications to be
made at any time, and, therefore, there
would be no possibility of objections
being offered to them. As far as he (Sir
F. T. Sargood) was personally concerned,
he acknowledged that anything that could
in reason be done to assist the wine'
industry of the colony would be of benefit,
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but it would not be wise to go to the
extent now proposed.
The HOll. J. M. PRATT remarked that
he hoped the committee would support
the clause. He saw no reason why there
should not be free-trade, so to speak, in
regard to one of the natural products of
the colony. Every opportunity should be
given to the public to purchase colonial
wine, and to producers to dispose of it.
The wine industry was making very rapid
progress, and no danger. could arise from
the pas~ing of this clause.
The Hon. G. S. COPPIN observed that
there was a general feeling throughout the
colony that every effort should be made to
encourage the sale of colonial wine. The
only objection which he saw to this cl&.use
was that it gave power to one magistrate
to grant wine licences. If proper discrimination were shown in the issue of
the licences, and they were only granted
to persons who were of good character,
no harm would be done. He was a resident of South Australia when colonial
wine first came into vogue, and the magistrates there gave every facility for the
sale of the wine. Bullock-drivers would
often be seen stopping at a wayside
house and purchasing colonial wine in preference to the wretched spirits which were
at that time sold. If greater facilities
were offered for the sale of colonial wines,
that would be a means of pronloting temperance.
He would suggest that the
clause should be amended to provide that
the licences should be issued by the court
which granted transfers of licences. He
was informed that the licences could be
transferred every fortnight, but in this case
the time could be extended to three months.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR said the
Minister of Defence had given very good
reasons why this clause should n.ot be
agreed to. It was quite sufficient to grant
applications fer wine licences once a year.
Every opportunity should be given to the
public to oppose the issue of any such
licences. He was favorable to the use of
colonial wine, which was very much better
than many of the intoxicating drinks now
sold. The sale of colonial wine should be
encouraged, but the residents in the immediate neighbourhood of any house
to which it was proposed to grant a
licence should have the fullest opportunity given to them of objecting. Applications for these licences should also be
dealt with, as at present, by a court constituted of three police magistrates.
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The Hon. J. BUCHANAN stated that
he would support the clause, which would
be a great improvement on the present
law. It was now as difficult to obtain a
licence to sell wine as to obtain a licence
for a public-house, because the applicants,
after giving notice, might have to wait for
twelve months, and then go before three
police magistrates, who would investigate
their application. The costs were also
heavy, and some alteration was required.
This clause would not be attended by any
danger, and it must be remembered that
the drinking of wine sometimes weaned men
from stronger liquors. In wine-growing
and wine-consuming countries there was
very little drunkenness.
1'he Hon. W. McCULLOCH remarked
that he would support the clause. On the
Continent of Europe wine could be obtained almost anywhere, and at a very
low price. It was consumed by the people
generally, and it did them no harm . .Greater
facilities should certainly be given for the
sale of colonial wines.
1'he Hon. D. MEL VILLE stated that
Parliament had previously decided that
severe restrictions should be placed on the
issue of wine licences. Many wine-shops
became the rendezvous of larrikins. This
Bill was brought down for a particular
purpose, but the committee had been
allowed to strike out the clause it contained, and now Mr. C. J. Ham and Mr.
G. Davis were putting a new inside into
it. Whatever might be said about wine
licences in other countries, they had
not been a success here. No notice had
been given of this clause; otherwise the
temperance party would have had something to say about it. Many persons
began by drinking wine, and end~d by
drinking brandy, and if there was any
lesson the colony had been taught, it was
the necessity of placing restrictions on the
sale of colonial wine. Too often the wineshops were the training schools of drunkards,
and probably more than half the persons
who were now inmates of the lunatic
asylums of the colony began drinking by
taking colonial wine.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that, although he had no objection to wine licences
being granted to respectable persons, he
was unable to support this clause, because
it would take away all the safeguards by
which the granting of wine licences was
now surrounded. The licensing court now
consisted of three police magistrates. The
court was· duly advertised for a certain
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day, and everyone entitled to object
could lodge a petition and come forward to
support it. If this clause were agreed to,
an application for a wine licence might be
:made at any time to one police magistrate,
who might grant wine licences without any
public notice being given, so that it would
be impossible to lodge objections. Licences
might, therefore, be granted to objectionable persons.
The Hon. VV'. A. ZEAL remarked that
there was great force in what the Minister
of Justice had said. The honorable gentleman's objections might, however, be met by
an amendment of the clause. He begged to
move the omission of the words "at any
time," with a view to the substitution of
the words "during the first week in any
quarter," and the addition to the clanse
of the following : " Provided always that if the holder of any
colonial wine licence be convicted of selling
spirituous liquors his licence shall forthwith be
forfeited. "

The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS said that he
would support the clause. A police magistrate in a court should be allowed to grant
wiile licences. The State was paying a
bonus of £2 per acre for the growing of
vines, and it was therefore absurd that
restrictions should be placed on the sale
of colonial wine. At the same time all
necessary safeguards should be adopted.
He represented a wine-growing district,
and he knew that in the wine-growing districts wine licences could not be obtained,
although anyone could purchase as much
wine as he thought proper. The result was
that the revenue was defrauded, as the sale
of wine went on just as freely as if licences
were issued. If this clause were passed,
all that would be required was proper
police supervision in order to see that
wine only was sold and that the houses
were properly and respectably conducted.
The Hon. C. J. HAM trusted that the
committee would not agree to the clause
unless it were accompanied with the safeguards provided in the original Act. An
application might be made for a wine
licence for premises alongside the Church
of England Grammar School or the 'N esleyan College, and, if it was granted, the
boys attending those institutions might be
taught to drink. The head master of any
school should have an opportunity afforded
to him of objecting to any wine licence
being granted under such circumstances.
The Hon. G. DAVIS stated that he
did not wish to interfere at all with the
Session 1891.-[210]
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provisions of the principal Act, which would
still apply to colonial wine licences, except
in so far as they were amended by this
clause. All that he desired was that facilities should be given for the more ready
issue of wine licences in the country districts rather than in· the centres of population. ·What objection could there be to
any proposal which would aid in the
development of an important· industry ~
Bonuses were granted by the Government
for vine-growing, and every effort was
made to encourage the exportation of
colonial wines, and yet Parliament refused
to give facilities for the sale of the wine
in the colony itself.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he rather
liked Mr. G. Davis' remarks, but, nevertheless, if the meaning of the clause was
as the honorable member stated it to be,
he (Mr. Service) would be bound to vote
against it. Of course it was absurd for
the Legislature to give bonuses for tho
production of wine and then throw obstacles in the way of it being disposed of;
nevertheless, it would not do to abolish the
provisions of the principal Act in the way
now proposed.
The amendments were agreed to.
The clause was adopted in the following
amended form:" Notwithstanding the provisions of section
86 of the Licensing Act 1890, applications for
colonial wine licences may be heard and determined during the first week in any quarter by
any member of the licensing court for the district wherein the premises iu respect of which
any such licence is sought are situate, and for
such purpose such mem bel' shall be deemed to
constitute the licensing court. Provided always
that if the holder of any wine licence be convicted of selling liquor without a licence his
licence shall forthwith be forfeited."

The committee divided on the question
that the clause, as amended, stand part of
the Bill.
Ayes
20
~oes
9
Majority for the clause

11

AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Bell,
Sir B. BenjamIn,
Mr. Brunton,
" Buchanan,
" Cooke,
" Coppin,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" G. Davis.
" Gore,

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

McCulloch,
Morey,
Pitt,
Pratt,
Simmie,
J. A. vVQ,llace,
Winter-Irving,
Zeal.

Teller.
Mr. Butters.
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NOES.

Mr. Connor,
" .J. M. Davies,
" Fraser,

"
"

C. J. Ham,
Melville,

Sir F. T. Sa1'go'Jd,
1\11'. Service.
" D. S. vYallace.

Teller.
Mr. Grimwade.

rrhe HOll. T. BRUNTON proposed the
following clause :" (1) Notwithstanding anything in any Act
contained, it shall be lawful for the licensing
court in any district to grant the transfer of a
victuH,ller's licence from one house to a.nother in
the same licensing district; the house to which
the transfer is made shall be of a capital value
at lea.st double the value of the house from which
such licence is transferred. (2) Objections may
be taken to the granting of an application for any
such transfer of a. licence upon the same grounds of
objection and by the same person or persons or
authority as under the provisonsof the Licensing
Act 1890 as they can be taken to the granting
of an application for a victualler's licence, and
the licensing court shall have the same jurisdiction on hearing any such application for transfer
as on hearing an application for a licence. (3)
The taking away of any licence transferred
under this section shall not be the subject of
compensa.tion under the provisions of the Licensing Act 1890."

He said his object was to allow the transfer
of a licence from one house to another, the
removal being made to a house superior to
the other. He considered that the adoption
of this clause would result in a material
public benefit.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said the clause
did not sav with whom the decision as to
the capitaf value would. rest. He begged
to move an amendment to the effect that
the question of value would have to be
decided t9 the satisfaction of the court.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he
thoroughly objected to the last hours of
the session being taken up with legislation of this sort. 'rhe object appeared to
be to undo a great deal of what Parliahad already deliberately done in this
direction, without any notice having been
given to the societies and others who took
a deep interest in the subject.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL moved an
amendment requiring the house to which
any licence was transferred to have at
least double the accommodation of the
other.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD suggested that it
would be better to amend the amendment
so as to provide that the premises to
which a licence was to be transferred
were at least equal to the requirements of
the existing Act.
The Hon.VV-. A. ZEAL said he would
accept the suggestion. He moved the
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addition to sub-section 1 of the following'
'ivords:" And will contain at least the accommodation
requiredby section 47 of the principa.l Act."

The amendment was adopted.
The clause, as amended, was then
agreed to ..
The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on Mr. J. M. Da.vies' motion
for the second reading of this Bill was.
resumed.
The Hon. .J. BELL said that those
honorable members who took part in the
passing of the Railways Act and who had
since watched its operation must feel some
surprise at the action of the Government·
in introducing a Bill which would affect
the vital portions of the Act and seriously
interfere with its efficiency. The Act
under which the Railways Commissioners.
were appointed was .passed because of the
considerable amount of over-manning in
the department which prevailed under the
old regime. One of the chief objects of
the Act was to remoye from the sphere of
political influence all matters connected
with this great trading concern, and put a,
stop to the wholesale making of appointments by the Minister. Honorable members had hailed the abolition of political
patronage with a great deal of pleasure,
and he would like to know what had occurred under the administration of the
commissioners to justify so great a change
as that which was now proposed. Before·
the Railways Actwas passed therewere loud
complaints of the mismanagement of the
railways. It could not well be otherwise,
seeing that they might be placed at any
moment under the control of a Minister
without business experience, who, just.
when he had begun to gain some practical
acquainta~lce with the details of the department, was usually replaced by another
raw recruit. The Railways Act had accomplished two important things-it had
abolished political influence as applied to
the appointment of employes, and it had
placed at the head of the railways a man
of pre-eminent ability, who had proved
himself to be a most able railway administrator. What, then, was the reason for
now retrograding from this. system? (Sir
F. T. Sargood-" Ask your late colleague,
Mr. Patterson.") The answer might be
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found ill the correspondence which had
taken plooe between the commissioners
and the Minister. He regretted exceedingly that Mr. Shiels, a, gentleman for
whom he had every respect, should, in an
evil moment, have accepted the position of
Minister of Rail ways in addition to discharging his fUllctions as Attorney-General.
Like all his professional brethren, Mr.
Shiels was perfectly innocent of business
matters. ])1r. Shiels was also in this difficulty-he had to carry out the p:l.'omises
of his chief, no matter how impracticable
they were. When the honorable gentleman addressed his constituents he gravely
suggested that, inasmuch as there was a
considerable deficiency in the railway
finances, the number of trains in his
own district should be largely reduced.
His constituents, however, did not approve of this, and the trains it! their
district were only reduced in proportion to the reductions made in other
districts. 'fhcn the honorable gentleman
turned to literature and entered into a
correspondence which contained some extraordinary matters.
His letters were
full of poetry, metaphor, and grandly
rounded periods, but through them all
was a jarring unpleasant one-sided tinge.
At all event.s, the tone of the letters was
not calculated to bring about good feeling
between the Minister and the commissioners. On the other hand, the letters
of the commissioners were altogether the
other way. 'rhe commisf;iioners in this
correspondence were charged with almost
every sin of omission and commission they
could possibly be guilty of. If these
charges could be sustained it was the
clear duty of the Minister to have suspended the commissioners. (Sir F. T.
Sargood-" Under what section of the
Act ~") There was a section in the Railways Act under which the commissioners
could be suspended. (Sir F. T. Sargood
- " Only for inability and misbehaviour.")
Amongst other charges made by the Minis- .
ter was one that the commissioners had
declined to give information when required,
and if that were true Mr. Shiels should
have suspended them and taken the risk of
. Parliament approving of his action. Instead of that he re-appointed them, yet he
afterwards denounced them in Parliament.
In a letter to Mr. Speight the Minister said,
"The Government are earnestly desirous
of retaining your most valuable services,
and I beg to express the hope that you will
accept the engagement I now offer you."
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After writing that letter the Minister denounced the commissioners most unmercifully in Parliament. The effect of such a
denunciation must be to interfere seriously
with the discipline of the department, to
nullify the influence of the commissioners,
and to dishearten them in the performance
of their duties. He (Mr. Bell) was very
glad that the commissioners were to be
heard at the bar of the House, so th~t
honorable members would have an opportunity of being told both sjdes of the:
story. rrhe Government suggested a reduction of 1,000,000 miles of train mileage,.
which was estimated to effect a saving of'
£100,000 per annum. But the Minister
was too canny to indicate the lines··
on which this reduction should take
place, and he was also too shrewd;
to face the risk .of recommending a,n
increase of freights and fares. The freights
and fares could not have been increased.
without the consent of the Governor in
Council, and the Government were not
prepared to face an angry Parliament and
ali angry people in that matter, so they got
out of the difficulty by charging the COmmissioners with incapacity. It was never
intended that the railways should be
'worked for the purpose of yielding a profit; the primary object was to develop
the country and make both ends meet as
far as possible. It had not been possible'
to make a profit during the last few years,
because of the opening of a large number
of ne\v lines which had not proved remunerative. During the last three years
600 miles of new lines had been opened,
and they could not be expected to pay
uutil the settlement on the land which·
they wore designed to stimulate had.
largely increased. r:rwo important factors· .
in the creation of the deficit were the
railway accident at Windsor, and the reduction on freights to the amount of
£750,000 which Parliament forced upon thecommissioners.
He did not anticipate
much opposition to that part of the Bill
which proposed to remove the construction
branch from the control of the commissioners. Somethlug would have to be said r
however, with regard to the provision that
the appointments of officers with salaries
over £500 a year should be made by the'
Minister, and also with regard to the constitution of the board. The object of
placing the construction branch under a,
board was no doubt to securecheap lines, but,
it would be found when these cheap lines
were handed over to the commissioners.
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that they would cost much more to
keep in repair than substantially-made
lines. He had travelled on a clieaply-constructed line which was unballasted, and
during a heavy fall of rain he saw the
sleepers al1d rails moving to the great
danger of the passengers. Cheap lines
meant slow trains, and their introduction
would be immediately followed by an
agitation for an improyed system. The
Bill seemed to be designed to re-enact
the political patronage which Parliament decided to abolish a few years
ago.
The crowning point of. it was
that it enabled the Minister to walk
over the heads of the commissioners and
confer with the heads of the department.
That was a most dangerous power. A
Minister newly in office, and anxious to
distinguish himself, might be button-holed
by a crack-brained officer, who would stuff
him with all sorts of nonsense. Absurd
suggestions would then be laid before the
commissioners, who would refuse to entertain them, and the result would be a deadlock. The speeoh of the Minister of
Justice had created the impression that
there was a foregone conclusion that if the
Bill were passed it was just possible that
Mr. Speight and his colleagues would have
to resign. That being so, the House ought
to very carefully scrutinize the clauses
which affected the commissioners. Another
·objectionable point in the Bill was that it
empowered the Minister, upon a vote of
the Assembly alone, to discharge the commissioners. That ought not to be agreed
to. The Council ought to be allowed to
have a voice in the dismissal of so
important an officer as a Railways Commissioner.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said that one point
which struck him in connexion with the
management of the Victorian railways was,
that the political head of the department had
invariably been a Minister who occupied
too many other offices to devote the necessary attention to railway affairs. Take
the late Minister of Railways, for example.
Mr. Gillies ,vas Premier, Treasurer, and
Minister of Mines, in addition to being
Minister of Railways. rrhat was, undoubtedly, a wrong system, because the
railways ought to have the sole attention
of a level-headed man. He was not going
to contend that the gentleman who took
the office of Minister of Railways should
know everything about railway management, but he should certainly be a good
. business man, ~nd he should not, like Mr.
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Gillies, have to fill a number of other offices,
and have to be led or misled bv the officers
of the department who placed' information
before him.. It was a pity that a clever man
like Mr. Gillies should not have been able
to devote the whole of his time to the work
of the Railway department. He did
not think that the present mixture of law
and railways was a good thing for the
country, although he could understand
the Attorney-General putting his briefs
into the boiler of a locomotive to get up
steam. Such a combination of offices was
not advantageous for the country, and he
hoped that the gentleman who occupied
the position of 'Minister of Railways in
future would be one who could devote the
whole of his time to the duties of that
office. He would not enter into the question of the present deficit in the accounts
of the Railway department, or as to how
losses had been made in the working of
the railways in the past, but he would remind the House that when, in 1888, the
railways showed a profit of £50,000 odd
over and above working expenses and interest-at any rate' that sum was paid
into the Treasury by the Railway department - reductions were made in the
frieghts and fares, and the salaries of the
commissioners were raised. Whether that
was right or wrong, subsequent returns
had shown most unmistakably that the
railway finances had not kept up to that
standard; on the contrary, they had gone
entirely the other way. As business men,
honorable members must all admit that
the proper thing to have done when the
railway returns were going down was exactly
,what had been done by the Melbourne Tramway Company, namely, reduce salaries
and expenses all round. (Mr. Service"Did not Parliament vote 6d. a day more
to the railway employes~") He would deal
with that presently. He was sure Mr. Service, who had been so greatly interested in
the success of the railways of the colony,
would at all events uphold the contention
that the railways ought to be worked on
commercial principles, and it would be
in accordance with that policy to make
reductions and retrenchments in order to
put the finances of the Railway department on a proper footing. No man could
blame the Railways Commissioners for the
action of Parliament in voting 6d. a day
extra to the employes, because that was
where political influence came in, and even
in this Bill he was rather afraid that
political influence was going to surround
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the board that was proposed to be constituted to carry out the construction 6f new
railways. vVhen the strike ended, and
the commissioners were re-arranging their
time-table, they were afforded one of the
best opportunities of put.ting the finances
of the department on a sounder basis, and
he thought they ought to have suggested
to the political head of t.he department
that, considering the losses the railways
were then incurring, and the extra expense
they were being put to for fuel, some
slight increase might very properJy be
made in fares and freights. If it was fair
to make reductions when the operations
of the Rail way department showed a
profit, surely it was fair and reasonable
to increase the freights and fares when
the department was being worked at a
heavy loss. An increase of 5 per cent.
would have made all the difference, and
helped to reduce the burdtm that had been
thrown on the Treasury through the losses
incurred by the working of the railways
for two or three years past. Any honorable member who had travelled on the
railway lines of South Australia and New
South 'Vales must have received the impression that greater economy was exercised on those lines than on the railway
lines in Victoria. Even the locomotives on
our lines were more elaborately mounted
and ornamented, which was an unnecessary
expense, because <1,11 that it was requisite
to consider in regard to a locomotive was
its haulage power.
rrhe commissioners
had a just right to complain that the loss
on the working of the ncw lines had been
very heavy, and he thought that when
new lines were handed over to the commissioners, the losses on those lines ·ought to
be put to capital account. (Mr. Service
--" You cannot capitalize a loss.") "\Vell,
it might at any rate be placed in a suspense
account. The commissioners ought not to
be charged with the 108seson those new lines,
which in a few years would no doubt recoup all the outlay that naturally attended
the development of traffic on Hew line8. It
was most unfair to swell the deficit of the
Railway department by adding to working
expenses the 108seson the newly-opened lines.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" rrhere wO\lld be no
deficit if your suggestion were adopted.")
Then, why was it not done, seeing that it
would have been fair and equitable ~ At
any rate, the losses on the new railways
should be shown apart from the financial
results of working the older lines, so that
the commissioners might be cleared of those
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losses for which they were not to blame.
One valuable source of revenue to the
Railway department had been overlooked.
l'wo sessions ago he submitted a motion,
which was affirmed by the Council, declaring that it was desirable and expedient to
erect grain sheds at the principal railway
stations in the wheat-growing districts of
the colony, and if that had been done the
result would have been a very handsome
addition to the revenue of the department.
Unfortunately, nothing had been done in
the matter, and what was the position ~
There were platforms at railway stations
but no cover over them, and the farmer who
brought his wheat to the railways was told
to put it where. he liked, and sometimes.
could not get a receipt from the stationmaster eovering its earriage to town clear of
damage. At that time it was proposed to·
expend £80,000 in the erection of a new
shed at Spencer-street station, and he.
claimed for the farmers up country similaraccommodation for their produce. Now,
if he took a box of candles to theSpencer-street station he could get a receipt, and he knew that the department.
nuist convey that box to its destination
in sa,fety ; but if a farmer took a load of
wheat to an up-country railway station he
could not get such a receipt. His wheat.
was left exposed to the rain, and then he
could not get a receipt from the stationmaster without the word" wet" on it, so
that his produce had to come to Melbourne
with a soiled certificate. That was not a.
proper state of things. It was not right.
to compel the farmers to rush their wheat.
to the Mel bourne stores. 1'hey were
entitled to have t.he opportunity of storing
it at up-country stations, so that they
might take advantage of the best market
available to them. The North-Western
Province was the granary of Victoria, and
it would be nece3sary to provide shed
aecommodation a.t the railway stations in
that district, so that the farmers might
have the same fair play and fair usage as.
persons consigning goods by rail from
Melbourne. As a practical illustration of
the value of storage accommodation in
country districts, he might mention that
in September last he was at Mitiamo on the
Kerallg line, and saw there a very fine
large wheat shed. He was told it had
been built by six or eight farmers, the
Railway department giving them the
benefit of the platform, which they enclosed with a shed capable of holding
8,000 to 9,000 bags of wheat. The
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farmers who built that shed divided the
space between them, and stored their
wheat there. He happened to meet one
of them, who told him that the benefit of
:the shed to him that season had been
between £400 and £500. Instead of being
.compelled to rllsh his wheat to town, he
had kept it in that shed, and was able to
sell it in the Sandhurst market for ld. to
.2d. a bushel more than he would have
got by sending it to Melbourne. When
"he (Mr. Pratt) was advocating the erection
of such sheds at various railway stations
in the grain-growing districts of the
colony, Mr. Melville expressed the opinion
that those' sheds would cost £5,000 each,
but the cost of the shed at Mitiamo was
only £750. (Mr. Wynne-" Why cannot
farmers in other districts build sheds for
themselves2 ")
No doubt they could,
and perhaps would, but he had mentioned
the matter in order to show that the
Raihvays Commissioners were missing a
valuable 'source of revenue, and that the
department might just as well provide
shed accommodation, and make a reasonable charge to the farmers. (Mr. 'WinterIrving - "Will Parliament vote the
money ~") Parliament ought certainly to
vote the money, because it would be
far better spent than the money that was
wasted on the celebrated refrigerating
.. chambers, many of which had not had an
ounce of butter stored in them. A sum of
£30,000 had been expended on the erection
.of those refrigerating chambers, and he
'would be well content if the department
would only experiment with £20,000 in the
I.erection of such sheds as that at Mitiamo.
They would be a real practical benefit to the
farmers, who would be glad to pay reason.able charges for the accommodation. The
Railwaydepartment might spend £100,000
,on such sheds with advantage. A farmer
''Who had his grain stored in a shed, and
beld the c.ertificate of the Railway department, would be able to sell his wheat or
raise money on the certificate just as he
<lhose, and why should farmers be compelled to send their wheat to Melbourne
.and flood the market here, instead of having the privilege of storing it in their own
districts and selling it in the local markets
when they could do so with advantage?
At most. railway stations in the grain districts of the colony the farmers had to
stack their wheat in the open air, and run
the risk 'of loss through damage by rain
or storm. That was most unfair. Parliament authorized the construction of
I
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railways into the interior of the cOUll try
with a view to settle people on the land,
but the farmers got no snch facilities
as were enjoyed by the consignor of town
goods, the latter being carefully protected,
while the farmer's produce had no protection at all. The farmer would be quite
willing to pay for what he got in the way
of shed accommodation, because it would
be economy on his part to do so. If any
honorable member would take the trouble
to run through the Wimmera district after
harvest, and see the damage done to the
immense stocks of grain stored at the railway stations, owing to the want of shed
accommodation, he was confident that they
would join him in pressing on the commissioners the desirability of erecting grain
sheds there, and in all the wheat-growing
districts of the colony. (Mr. Melvillc"What about the men who have neither
rail ways or sheds ~") They placed the
honorable member on the Railways Standing Committee in the hope of getting railway accommodation for those people. He
(Mr. Pratt) was not charging the commissioners with any dereliction of duty, but
whoever was responsible for the expenditure of from £30,000 to £40,000 on the
erection of a railway station at Maryborough
deserved the censure of Parliament. Despite
the large sum of money already expended
on that station, further expenditure was
necessary in order to allow the trains
easier access to the station, because they
had not got the necessary arrangements
at Maryborough for running trains in and
out of the station with facility and despatch. It was not right to spend large
sums of money in erecting elaborate
stations while the necessity existed for
constructing new railways into the Wimmera and other districts for the purpose
of bringing the farmers' produce to market.
It was impossible to say what could be
done with the refrigerating chambers,
which had been erected at a cost of from
£30,000 to £40,000. The only use they
were put to at present was that they were
resorted to as a kind of cooling chamber
on Sundays by the station-masters when
those officials felt a little languid. He had
already intimated to the House that he
had some objections to the proposed constitution of the railways construction
board. He observed that the Minister of
Railways was to be ex officio vice-president.
He quite agreed that the political head
of the Railway department should be
on the board, so as to be able to give
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Parliament any information that might be
required, and perhaps it was well to have
the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the
Railways Standing Committee on the
board, but it 'would be far better to keep
the commissioners' free from the work of
railway construction, and let it be done by
·a separate department, as in New South
Wales. Butweretheygettingridof political
influence by means of the proposed new
arrangement ~ 'Vould it not be more
·desirable to appoint five or six experienced
men of business as a board of construction,
with a chairman, to carryon the railways ~
(Mr. Service - "Hear, hear; like Mr.
.speight ~") Well, he did not want to
object to Mr. Speight. His objection was
that Mr. Speight was practically alone.
True, he had got two other gentlemen
.with him, one an engineer, and the other
,supposed to be an advisory commissioner,
but the most remarkable thing was that,
.although the latter gentleman proved
himself a clever man as a town clerk and
.as secretary of an important public trust.,
it was astonishing to find that he had not
taken care to have minutes of the commissioners' meetings kept, and consequently
there was no getting at any of their de·cisions. (Mr. FitzGerald-" 'Vho is your
.authority for stating that the com mis·sioners have not kept minutes?") It had
been so stated, over and over again, and
he had not seen it officially denied. (Mr.
Fraser-" It is true.") Mr. Fraser was
<surely a good authority on that p0int.
He desired to correct a misapprehension
which had arisen in the minds of some
honorable members with reference to free
storage. He had never advocated free
storage, because the farmers did not expect
it. The Hailways Commissioners had a
right to obtain a fair percentage on their
.outlay, and the farmers would willingly
pay the rent charged. He was very pleased
to notice that the question of the compen,sation to be paid in the case of accident
was dealt with in this Bill. It had always
appeared to him to be a very strange
thing that compensation could be claimed
in respect of any accident to any amount
that the person himself might think
reasonable. If a first or a second class
ticket was purchased, the person issuing
the ticket did not take any notice of the
purchaser, but if an accident happened a
very marked distinction was made. John
Jones, the labourer, might not be able to
recover more than £100, but the President
of the Leg~slative Council might put in a
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claim for £20,000, although the two cases
might be on all-fours. The Government
had acted very wisely in proposing to limit
the amount of the compensation. It had'
been stated that when a person took out a
railway ticket, he could also take out an
insurance ticket, but he (Mr. Pratt) would
prefer that the fares should be raised in a
slight degree if necessary, in order to provide an accident fund to cover the compensation to be paid in respect of accidents.
The proposal to transfer railway construction from the Hailways Commissioners to
the Board of Land and Works was a step
in the right direction. The Railways Commissioners would have under their control
the business management of the railways,
and it would be their duty to conduct
the railways in such a way that some
measure of success might be obtained.
If the Board of Land and 'Vorks had
had charge of railway construction in
the past, the colony would probably
not have been burdened with such
an expensive muddle as the Bacchus
Marsh line, which did not answer even
the plirpose for which it was constructed.
For the sake of saving half-an-hour in the
journey between Melbourne and Ballarat,
the country was put to the enormous
expense of the construction of that line .
(An Honorable Member--" Parliament did
that.") Yes, Parliament sanctioned the
construction of the line, but if the Board
of Land and Works had had charge of railway construction such mistakes might have
been avoided. (Mr. Service-" They have
made as big bungles.") That might be
so. . Then there was the Healesville line.
The amount of money expended on that
line was most extravagant, and who was
responsible for that waste? (Mr. CuthbClt
- " Parliament.") Parliament voted a
certain sum of money for the construction
of all new lines, but, before the lines were
completed, it was often found that they cost
more than double the amount estimated.
(Mr. Thornley-" Parli~ment authorized
the lines.") Yes, and Parliament had to
find the money with which to construct
the lines. As a rule, the cost of railway
construction in the colony was far underestimated. He quite agreed with the
interjection of Mr. Service about the increase of the wages of the railway employes by sixpence a day. It was not fair
to the Railways Commissioners when they
were endeavouring to carry out their duty,
that, because some popular member in another place chose to propose that an extra
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sixpence per day' should be paid, the Railways Commissioners should be compelled
to incur an additional expenditure. How
could the Railways Commissioners be expected to manage the department properly
under such circumstances 1 To some extent the Government should protect t.hem
in regard to these matters. (Mr. Zeal" The salaries of the higher officials have
been raised.") His (Mr. Pratt's) opinion
was that they should follow the principle
adopted by the tram company, and,
when things were dull, level down all
round. The question of the compensation to be paid for land has also
arisen under this Bill. There was plenty
of evidence, both in connexion with
the railways and irrigation, to show the
manner in which compensation had been
awarded to owners of land, and he was
pleased that a change was now to be made.
rrhe practice of sending up town valuers
to value country lands had been a great
mistake. Officers should be employed for
that purpose who possessed local knowledge. Honorable members would be
astonished at the amount of money paid
as compensation for land in connexion
with irrigation works, and the same remark
would also apply to the railways. He
(Mr. Pratt) did not join in any hue and
cry against the Railways Commissioners.
In business matters he had always found
the Railways Commissioners to be courteous and attentive, but at the same time
he thought the Government perfectly right
in the position which they had taken up.
The Government were responsible to Parliament, and must have control over the
Railways Commissioners. It WetS, however, only right that when the railways
were placed under the control of the Railways Commissioners they should not be
hedged round by political influenc'e.. Mr.
Speight would have been better supported,
and would have been stronger in his position that day, if he had had the assistance
of a good sound board of advice composed
of level-headed men. He (Mr. Pratt) could
not understand why Mr. Speight should
be made supreme, and why, in the event
of any difference of opinion occurring
between him and his fellow-commissioners,
the matter should have to be referred to
the Minister, as was provided in this clause.
Some serious calamity might occur upon
which the chairman and the two other
commissioners might not agree, and was
all the delay involved in this proceeding
to take place before anything could be
lIon. J. M. Pratt.
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done 1 What was required was a good
board, and that the majority should- rule.
There was much in the Bill that he
thought the majority of honorable members would support, and credit was due to
Mr. Shiels for the ability which he had
shown in the preparation of the Bill.
The honorable gentleman had been
labouring undel~ illness, and that had to
some extent caused the delay which had
taken place; but Mr. Shiels' labours were,
nevertheless, deserving of all praise, and
he (Mr. Pratt) trusted that the House
would do their best to make this a good
working measure.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that,
having regard to the late period of the
session, he would have thought after the two
speeches-of Mr. Zeal on the one side and
Mr. FitzGerald on the other side-it would'
have been better to have gone into committee
at once, and to have fought the matter out
there. He, for one, would have been content to forego any general remarks he
might have to make with regard to the Bill.
He desired now only to offer a few observations, and to call attention to some of the
featuresoftheBilJ, which he hoped the House
would not pass. The Railways Commissioners Act of 1883 did not confer supreme
powers on the Railways Commissionersthat was to say, it did not place them in a
sovereign position in respect to all matters
connected with railways. (Mr. Fraser"Very nearly.") Yes, very nearly. So
far as the working of the railways was
concerned the Rail ways Commissioners
were generally independent, and it was
intended that they should be so; but in a
number of instances they could do nothing'
without the autho~'ity of the Governor in
Council. There was one provision which
prevented the Railways Commissioners
from removing any workshop without the
authority of the Governor in Council.
Then, again, they had not the power to
appoint examiners without the authority
of the Governor in Council; and the
Governor in Council had to determine an
disputes that might arise between the
Railways Commissioners as carriers and
the Postmaster-General as a large client.
In addition to that the Railways Commissioners could not pass a single bylaw without the approval of the Governor in Council; and the Governor in
Council had power to direct the Commissioners as to how they should deal in
regard to the leasing of lands, and to
direct them when and how to keep
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minutes. 'With regard to a number of
other matters the Governor in Council
had similar power, and the powers confen'ed on the Railways Commissioners
were not complete and universal even so
far as the management of the Railway
department was concerned. Parliament
in its wisdom gave the Hailways Commissioners all but supreme power, retaining
in the hands of the Minister only such
power as they 'thought would be most
consistent with the public interest. That
being the spirit in which the Act of 1883
was passed it was no violation of the
Act for the Government to propose, a~ter
the experience which had been gained, to
somewhat extend the power of the
Governor in Council. He did not find any
fault with the Government for doing that,
and in one or tw'o points he would go
with them. rrhe colony had got into an
unfortunate muddle in connexion with
the Railway department, and they were
all to blame-Parliament as well as the
Railways Commissioners. He joined in
the encomiums passed on Mr. Shiels for
his endeavours to put things on a better
footing, but the action taken by the
honorable gentleman was another illustration of the old adage, "Let the cobbler
stick to his last." If an expert could not
manage a business requiring experience
and skill, surely a non-expert could not
manage it with any prospect of success.
A great deal had been said about the
large deficit in the Ra,ilway department.'
That all honorable members deplored, but
was it fair to charge it to the commissioners? He held that it was absolutcly
unfair. He agreed with Mr. Zeal in
some of the points that he made, but not
in all. For instance, the honorable member said that one reason wby the railways
were worked at so great a loss was that
there were too many trains running, and he
specifically mentioned the suburban lines.
On the suburban lines the sa'me trains
were run three or four years ago when
the railways were paying. (Mr. Zeal"'With half the number of carriages.")
He did not think that statement
was correct, but he did not know to what
extent the addition of one or two carriages
to a train would affect the question. It
was very difficult for a layman to argue
with an expert on a matter of this kind.
If the expert said that it would cost more
money to make and unmake trains a dozen
times a day than to run larger trains than
were sometimes required, a layman could
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not very well reply to that statement.
Mr. Zeal was on familiar ground when he
spoke of railways, but other honorable
members would find some difficulty in
telling a man who had had a large experience in railway matters that his statement was nonsense. He had talked these
matters over once or twice with Mr. Speight,
and he failed, as a layman, to ans,ver the
points that Mr. Speight made. rfhe fact
that the running of these trains had not·
always resulted in a deficit surely went a
long way to show that that could not be
the cause of the deficit. If the same
arrangements in existence now were in existence in the fat years, then surely they
could not have produced the lean years.
(Mr. Zeal-" Not wholly, but partly.") As.
far as his (Mr. Service'S) judgment went,
he was driven to this conclusion-that with
one exception, the causes assigned for the
present deficiency in the Railway department were totally inadequate and unjustifiable. He could come to no other conclusion
than that it was owing to the opening of
so many country lines that were not paying,
and that would not pay even if the colony
had been on the top wave of prosperity
for the last two years; that the deficiency had
arisen. To charge this deficiency to the Railways Commissioners was unfair and unjust.
He was very strongly of opinion that a
great deal of the present feeling against the
Hailways Commissioners arose from causes.
which ·to some extent might be said to be
of a petty character-from what he would
call minor reasons.
There were in thecommunity a number of human mosquitoes
buzzing about, talking against people in
authority-the Railways Commissioners,
for instance-on very inadequate grounds.
If :1 man could not read his newspaper in
a railway caTriage at night, or a porter
was uncivil to him, he immediately
thought the commissioners were at fault,.
and ought to be removed from their position.
(An Honorable Member-" And
what about complaints of smoking in nonsmoking carria.ges ~ ") He believed that
that was not a true complaint, because he
had travelled a great deal, and never but
on one occasion seen anyone smoke in a
carriage that was not a smoking carriage.
There were thousands of people denouncing the commissioners, who at the
same time would not care if they spent
£1,000,000 too much every year, so
long as the carriages in which they
travell~d at night were well lighted
and they could always get a porter
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to look after their luggage. No doubt a
great deal might be done to remove these
little causes, and it would be well for the
commissioners if they were removed, because so much of their unpopularity arose
from such sources. One objection made by
Mr. Zeal to the existing system of working
the railways was the increase in the percentage of working expenses. The honorable member knew perfectly well that
that complaint had been answered a
thousand times-that to bring in railways which did not pay and mix up the
receipts from them with the receipts from
railways which did pay was bound to
result in such an iJ,lcrease. (Mr. Zeal"It is the improper mode of working the
l'ailways that has. caused the increase.")
And he (Mr. Service) was pointing out
that bringing in railways which could only
be carried on at a loss necessarily led to
such an increase. With non-paying lines
thrust on them, how could the commissioners help the increase 1 (Mr. Zeal"The traffic on these lines increases the
traffic on the main lines.") That was
well known, but it did not prove that
constructing lines that could not possibly pay, at all events at present, was
likely to lead to an increase of railway
revenue. (Mr. Zeal-" What is wanted
is more economical working.") One little
point must not be lost sight of,
namoly, the loss occasioned by the system of dual engineering. There was no
doubt of that loss, and one of the faults
of the Bill was that it did not deal with it.
A state of things with an engineer of construction and an engineer of existing lines
naturally working in some degree of antagonism was certain to lead to continual
friction, and of course in cases of that
sort the Governor in Council should de.cide between them. rralking of that, there
could be no question that a good portion
of the difficulties qf the present position
had arisen from the undue friction between
the present Minister of Railways and the
commissioners. He (Mr. Service) thought
that Mr. Shiels took office with the strong
intention and ardent hope-almost amounting to a conviction in his mind-that he
would be able to put everything on a more
smooth and prosperous footing. No doubt
he went into the matter with a single
heart, and that was to his credit; but he
(Mr. Service) did not think he had succeeded. (Mr. Fraser-" He tried hard.")
Yes, he tried hard, and he deserved commendation on that account. SomethIng had
Hon. J. Service.
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been said of the non-writing of minutes of
the meet;ings of the Rail ways Commissioners. At the samo time the matter could
not be spoken of as a serious one at all.'
In fact, to have elaborate minutes of all
the meetings of the commissioners at
whieh business was transacted would be
a perfect absurdity. Imagine three partners in business agreeing together about
matters of business-did they pass formal
resolutions and take note of them 1
(Mr. J. M. Davies-" Suppose they were
directors of a bank 1") Bank directors
were in a totally different position, The
other two' commissioners were more as
consulting advisers to Mr. Speight than
persons occupying an equal position with
him. His position was something like
that of the President of the Board of
Lands and Works. The Minister at the
head of the board sat with other members,
but he alone was supremely responsible,
and it was the same with Mr. Speight.
As for taking minutes, the Act provided
for them being taken, but the Governor
in Council was to prescribe the mode, and
that was never done. rrhat showed perfectly plainly that the matter was all along
thought--as he (Mr. Service) thought now
-to be one of very little importance. At
all events, no serious blame could rest on
the commissioners in this direction. The
case was different in New South "Vales,
where the Railways Commissioners were all
on the same footing. Mr. Eddy was not
despot like Mr. Speight, and when the
New South Wales commissioners met to
decide on anything the decision went with
the majority; but in cases of difference
it was necessary that all the three commissioners should be present. In dealing
with the amendments of the law contemplated in the Bill, it was necessary to admit that the circumstances now surrounding the Railway department rendered it
absolutely necessary that the whole matter
should be 'looked into. He would like to
draw attention to one of the greatest
blots in the Bill. So far as giving greater
authority to Parliament was concerned, he
could hardly object to the Bill, but he
thoroughly objected to what he was about
to point out. No doubt experience showed
plainly that it was a mistake to place construction in the hands of the Railways
Commissioners. Was it not well known
that when Mr. Speight was selected for
his post he knew nothing about railway
construction ~ He (Mr. Service) objected
to clause 3, which placed. affairs of
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construction in the hands of the Board of
Land and \Vorks, and made the Chairman
and Vice-Chairman for the time being of
the Railways Standing Committe~ members of the board. rrhat made the formation of the board a perfectly hybrid
one. In fact, the proposition was one
of the most extraordinary he had ever
heard of, and he stated as much to
the Minister of Railways directly he saw
the proposal. In the first place it was a
departure from all precedent. Secondly
-this was not personal to Mr. Zeal, whom
he would be delighted to see on the board,
.and who would be valuable there as an
expert-·he had regard to the original
. function of the Board of Land and Works.
In the early days of responsible government a great effort was made to have as
Ministers at the heads of departments
gentlemen who knew something of their
respective departments. Thus, a Minister
()f Public Works was chosen for his knowledge of public works, and a merchant was
chosen to be Minister of Customs. But
that very soon died away, and it had been
since shown distinctly that some of the
very best administrators the country had
ever known were gentlemen who absolutely knew nothing technically about the
matters dealt with by their departments.
'The present Minister of Customs was a
splendid instance of this. He did not
know that he had ever heard of a better
Minister of Customs. In the same way it
might be said of Mr. Shiels that he might
have made a good Minister of Railways,
although not an expert. But it so happened that personal peculiarities and
constitutional tendencies had probably
more to do with Mr. Shiels' non-success
than the fact that he had not been
brought up to railway engineering.
Also, there was the fact that the
matters connected with the Railway
department were more difficult than the
matters connected with most other departments. He (Mr. Service) would call attention to the circumstances attending the
origination of the Board of Land and
Works. It was constituted in 1857, the
arrangement being that the Minister of
Lands should be president, with the Minister of Pu.blic Works as vice-president, and
that there should be from three to five members. The principle was that when the
Minister of Lands was acting as president
he dealt with matters for the action of the
board in connexion with which he was
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alone responsible to Parliament. The
plan was that the board was divided into
two sections, one presided over by the
Minister of Lands, and the ot.her by the
Minister of Public VVorks. 'rhe former
Minister sat wit.h Mr. Ligar, the then Surveyor-General, and Mr. Clement Hodgkinson, the then Deputy Surveyor-General,
and the latter Minister sat with officers of
his own department. He (Mr. Service)
was the third president, and the late Mr.
J. G. Francis was vice-president with him.
Papers were brought up and explained,
and then the Minister dealt with them,
but it by no means followed that he
always accepted the recommendation of
the officers with him, although they were
also members of the board, and constituted a numerical majority. The responsibility lay in this, that the Minister had
to defend the action of the board in Parliament. Several alterations of the law
had since been made, but up to the present
time there had been no attempt to introduce into the board anyone who was not
an officer of a Government department.
The Bill contained the first proposal that
had ever been made to make any irresponsible gentlemen members of the board,
and the effect was peculiar. Practically
these new members were expected to take
part in the government of the country,
and determine questions of policy jointly
against the will of the Administration of
the day. (Mr. Fraser-" I think you are
wrong there.") But the meaning of subsection 3 of clause 3 seemed to be clear.
I t was as follows : "Except the president and vice-presidents of
the board, and the . said chairman and vicechairman, no member of the board shall
exercise any right, power, duty, or authority by
this Act conferred or imposed on the board or
the members thereof."

Those four gentlemen were empowered to
do everything under this Bill. Mr. Zeal
and Mr. Bent would exercise on this committee the same power as a responsible
Minister of the Crown. (Mr. J. M. Davies
- " Only with reference to construction,
which is now managed by commissioners
who are not responsible to the Crown.")
Then because the commissioners were not
responsible to the Crown the honorable
gentleman proposed to introduce irresponsible men to carry out the railway policy
of the country. Mr. Zeal and Mr. Bent
would be able to govern the country,
and there would be 110 resporisibility to
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Parliament. The board was empowered to
enter into contracts for new railway£, and
Mr. Zeal and Mr. Bent might authorize
all the contracts without the approyal of
the Government, because under clause 16
any two members of the board might sign
a contract. (Mr. Zeal-" The members of
the board act under the direction of Parliament, and all this is only fringe.") It
would be a very expensive fringe. If the
board was to do nothing but dangle
fringes before the public he did not
see the use of creating it at all.
The board was also anthorized to compound for breaches of contract, and
it was objectionable that such a power
should be intrusted to two members, one
of whom might be a friend of the contractors. He maintained that Parliament demanded responsibility where it imposed
obligations. Ministers might come and
go but the chairman and vice-chairman of
the committee remained. Another power
given to the buard was that of dealing
with the appointments, dismissals, and
appeals in the department. rrhere was
no Public Service Board in this case
to enforce regulations in regard to ballot
or examinations.
The members of the
new board were at their own will to make
all the appointments, from the Engineerin-Chief down to the smallest officer. If
a fine was inflicted upon any servant it
could be remitted by one member of
the board, and appeals from officers who
had been punished were to be decided
by two members. There had never been
anything analogous to this since the Constitution Act came into force, and he
ho.ped that the House would refuse to
agree to it. Under the 18th clause the
Engineer-in-Chief and all the employes of
the department were made subject to the
authority of the board. The public servants, with very few exceptions, at the
present time were either under the control
of the Public Service A0t or the Railways
Act, but here was a large section of the
public servants withdrawn from the control which Parliament had subjected them
to. This change ought not to be made
without the officers of the branch concerned
being placed on t.he same level as all other
public servants. If these men were withdrawn from the control of the commissioners they ought to be placed under
the control of the Public Service Board.
There were some good provisions in Part II.
of the Bill, but the greater portion of it
H on. J. Service.
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was radically bad. The attempt it made
to interfere with the commissioners in
matters of detail would prove absolutely.
unworkable. The commissioners had been
fouridfaultwith fornotworkingtherailways
satisfactorily; if they failed, he thought that
the commissioners plus the Minister would
make matters ten times worse. He would
direct attention to one or two extraordinary
proposals. Clause 21 empowered the Governor in Council to decide in cases where
the commissioners did not agree. He much
preferred the New South 'Yales system, in
which a majority of the commissioners .was.
allowed to decide matters in dispute with
a reference to the Governor in Coullcil.
Under the Bill, in cases of emergency, the
Governor in Council might decide the
matter ex parte. A more monstrous provision could hardly be imagined. In the
event of Mr. Speight and the other commissioners disagreeing, the Governor in
Council, upon the ex parte statement of Mr.
Greene and Mr. Ford, could settle the matter
without hearing Mr. Speight. The object
seemed to be to make Mr. Speight's position an impossible one. rrhat gentleman
certainly could not work under this provision without losing his self-respect. If
a man in charge of a public department
was not sust[iined by the persons representing the Parliament which employed him
they might be perfectly sure that he would
not bring to the performance of his duties.
that spirit of hearty energy and delight
which enabled a man to be successful in
anything he undertook. Most members.
of the House would admit that Mr. Speight
had displayed some very grand ql.lalities,
and that, as a manager of men, he had no
superior. It. had been complained that
Mr. Speight did not maintain discipline,
but he (Mr. Service) had never seen anything at the stations to find fault with,
though, of course, a porter might occasionally go across the road to get a glass
of beer. Clause 24, providing that the
Minister might require a report from the
commissioners on any proposition of his, if
retained at all should be amended so as
to make it of a more general character.
A Minister might, for instance, properly
direct that all the stations on a particular
line should. be of wood, but to allow him
to say that a station at one part of the
line should be of wood and at another of
brick would be to introduce the worst
form of political control. 1'he portion of
the Bill dealing with the appointment of
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employes would defeat the purpose both of
the Railways Actalld the Public Service Act.
'rhe system of reducing the number of
applicants by ballot was preferable to the
appointment of examiners, which, in practice, would be found to be a deplorable
one.
None of the precautions taken
would prevent favoritism if any disposition existed to exercise it.' It was not to
be supposed that because the examiners
were to be appointed only seven days
before the examinations took place, while
the applicants were to be known by a
number instead of by name, like the convicts in Pentridge, that the examiners
could not be communicated with. Under
the ballot system no doubt some good
men would be rejected, but the results
would show a very satisfactory average.
The Bill provided that any person who attempted to influence any member of the
board in favour of himself or anyone else
should be for ever disqualified for employment under the board; but the most important thing of all was left out, namely,
a provision that any Member of Parliament found using his influence with
the examiners should forfeit his seat.
'rhe object of Parliament should be to
make its members rich in good works,
and to prevent them from being submitted
to temptation to which they had been subjected in times past. With regard to the
part of the Bill dealing with committees
and conferences of officers, he hoped that
those clauses would be struck out. A
worse conceived idea could hardly have
been introduced. (Mr. Zeal-" It is copied
from the New South vVales Act and the
,regulations made by the commissioners in
that colony.") It was not here a question
of regulations by the commissioners, but
of a statutory provision raising all the men
of the service to the same level as their
master. The employes would say to Mr.
Speight, "Weare as good as you-we are
appointed under an Act of Parliament."
The principle was a good one, but he
would rather not see it applied at all
than have it applied by statute. If the
employes were the creatures of the commissioners thev would work well under
them, but if they were placed under an
Act of Parliament a very different state
of things would exist. '1,1here was nothing
which Parliament should be so careful
about as the indirect tendencies of legislation. With regard to the suspension and
restoration of certain officers, he trusted
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that the House would not consent to be
deprived of the powers it now possessed.
Under the Bill, any Minister with a good
majority behind him could turn out the,
Chairman of the Commissioners at a day's
notice without any trouble. In New South
Wales the position was completely reversed.
In that colony, if the Minister suspended a
commissioner while Parliament was not
sitting, the commissioner was restored to
his office by effiuxion of time, unless both
Houses of Parliament intervened and said
he must go. If the Minister took the
strong position of suspending a commissioner, he ought to deal with the matter
right off. Clause 51 repealed section 4
of the Railway Construction Act 1884, and
provided, among other things, that with the
sanction of the Minister the commissioners
might, in connexion with any line of railway
vested in them, make additional platforms,
offices, houses, warehouses, and other buildings, yards, and station accommodation.
If any honorable member had been down
to Port Melbourne railway station, and
looked around, he must have seen that some
of the smaller buildings there required
attention, and the same thing applied to
other stations; but, although it would cost
only a few pounds to carry out those
necessary improvements, the work could
not be done, if this Bill passed, without
the authority of the Minister. rrhere,
again, Members of Parliament were to be
brought into direct relation with the
Minister. Honorable members who had
not been very long in Parliament could
not form any adequate idea of the deplorable state of things that existed before
the system of political patronage was put
down by the two Acts of Parliament
transferring the management of the public
service and the Railway department to
commissioners. Mr. Zeal had stated that
political patronage had not been put
down yet, but the honorable member
failed entirely to show where that political
patronage was, as he stated, as rampant
as ever. (Mr. Zeal-" It is departmental
patronage now.") The honorable member
knew perfectly well what was the state of
things in the old times. No doubt his constituents wanted little favours now and
again, like other honorable members' constituentsjand whena man l~ad been running
all over the country for six or seven weeks
with a candidate for Parliament, helping
to secure his return, it was not surprising
that the man should say, "Here's my
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son Jack, get him a billet in the Railway
department or the public service." (Mr.
Zeal-" No one in the country has done
less of that than I have.") The honorable member had the courage to say
" No" in many cases, where a great number of other members would not have the
courage of their. opinions.
He (Mr.
Service) could say "No" to a man who
asked him to do something that he did not
consider it right to do. Many members,
however, could not do that, and, therefore,
in the apostolic spirit, they ought to treat
those members as "weaker brethren," and
prevent them being' subjected to the
temptations that were felt to be intolerable in the times gone by. In committee
he would be prepared to give forcible
effect, if possible, to some of the suggestions he had made.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he must
express his sympathy with the Government in the position in which they were
placed with respect to this Bill, and he
confessed he had also some little sympathy
for Mr. Service,' and he might even
extend that sympathy to the honorable gentleman's late colleagues, who
joined him in the introduction of
the Railways Management Bill, in view of
the straits in which the present Administration found themselves, and the terrible
muddle that the new system of railway
. management had resulted in-creating a
spirit of discontent throughout the country.
When he considered that the press was
armed to the teeth in favour of the system
of railway management which Mr. Service
introduced, he could not but feel that the
members of the present Government had
shown a certain amount of pluck in tackling the subject at all. The colony had a
splendid railway system up to 1883-a
system that was giving great promise of
success. So long as there was parliamentary control over the railways they
were nothing but an extraordinary success,
but a powerful coalition Government was
formed and a new departure was taken.
The gentlemen who held Mr. Service's
views declared that they would not disgrace the country, as they called it, by
interfering with the management of the
railways, but what were th9se gentlemen
horrified at then ~ He would let Mr.
Service's own words from Hansard tell
their own tale. Mr. Woods had read to
the other Chamber a table showing the
net income over and above the working
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expenses of the different systems of th~
railways from 1878 to 1881 inclusive, and
speaking with reference to that table,
which Mr. Service subsequently commented on, Mr. Woods stated that" The general average of net income for the
whole of the systems during the years which
I have mentioned is as follows ;1878
1879
1880
1881

4'635
3'717
4'330
4'007

We now learn that 611 per cent. of the gross
revenue for the past year is required to cover
the working expenses of the department. In
1878 the expenses amounted to 51'43 per cent.,
so that in two and a half years the cost of
working and management has increased 10 per
cent. on £2,500,000."

In reply to that statement Mr. Service
said"I may explain that a considerable sum£216,OOO-which ought to have been paid· in
previous years, was charged to last year, in
order to square the accounts. There were also
large sums paid for accidents last year, which
we hope will not occur again. It is scarcely fair,
therefore, to take last year's expenditure as an
average."

There was a railway system which, up
to that point, was satisfactory enough,
and which gave promise if they.had only
let it alone of becoming something that
the colony might be proud of, because
this colony had introduced the principle
of the Government building and running
railways. But their conservative friends
professed to be horrified at the want of
progress of the railways, which they attributed to the meddling of their opponents.
They were strongly opposed to the system
of rail way management which then obtained, and they roused the country with
the cry that by means of non-political
management the rail ways could be made
more remunerative. Supported by the
extraordinary power of the press, Mr.
Service and Mr. (now Sir) Graham Berry
combined and formed one of the most
powerful Ministries that had ever existed
in any of the colonies, and at their instigation Parliament decided upon taking
the new departure which resulted in
handing over the management of the railways to a board of commissioners. That
system was professedly introduced to
bring about more satisfactory results
from the working of the railways, but
what did they find ~ The country was
led to expect most remarkable results
from the operation of the new system.
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But what did the great coalition Government do in regard to railway construct.ion ?
After condemning the octopus Bill brought
in by Sir Bryan O'Loghlen's Government,
they were actually instrumental in passing
a still more gigantic Railway Construction
Bill; and now Mr. Service's whole excuse
for tIle commissioners was, "Don't lay
the blame on those unfortunate men, but
lay it on our heads." The coalition stole
the O'Loghlen octopus Hailway Construction Bill, added more lines to it, and forced
it through Parliament, and the result had
been to almost ruin the country. Mr.
Service had himself openly confessed that
it was that measure that had dOlle the
mischief. The country and the press supported the coalition Government in transferring the railways to the commissioners,
who at first were treated as if they could
do nothing wrong. Mr. Speight got a
splendid receptioll, but. who were the two
gentleman chosen to sit with him on the
board that was to manage the Railway department? Why Mr. Agg, a former Commissioner of Audit, and the secretary to tho
Melbourne Harbor Trust, Mr. Ford. rrhose
were the experts who were to help Mr.
Speight to accomplish the wonderful re. suIts predicted from non-political management of our railways-two men of ordinary
colonial experience. Dr. Dobson told the
Council pretty plainly what would happen
when the Railways Management Bill was
before the Council. The honorable gentleman said, "You will get yery satisfactory
work out of the commissioners for the
first year or two, but from then to the
end the commissioners will dance to the
de'il in order to get fresh appointments."
He (Mr. Melville) had been a few times to
the Rail ways Commissioners, and he had
always found Mr. Speight an affable, clearheaded, outspoken, bold, and keen business
man, and one who was not afraid to say no.
It was not the commissioners that he was
complaining of at all; he was speaking of
the system which Mr. Service and his
friends introduced-tho system of fencing
Parliament out from everything the
country had elected Parliament to do. At
tho instigation of the conservative party
Mr. Service and his friends fenced out the
dreaded democrats at every corner, so that
they should never be able to get a voice in
the management of the country's concerns.
This system had had the most mischievous
effect, and the members of the other
Chamber (which was about to expiro) would
have to go to the country with this tale,
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"Wo have not been ablo to carry out the
will of the people because of the statute
law by which tho management of the
railways has been thrmyn into tho hands
of one or two mon, who exercise autocratic
power and can do as they like." That
was the unfortunate position of affairs at
tho present time. Members of Parliament
went with deputations to the commissioners to make requests on behalf of
their constit.uents, and they had to take
off their hats and "\}ow to the commissioners. That was the law, and 'what an
undignified position for Members of Parliament to be placed in! Why was that
change in the management of the railways
brought about 1 vVas there anything immoral going on under the former system 1
No; but simply a few men tried to "get.
Jack a billet." Mr. Service and his friends
were determined to suppress that, but
they did not do as the ordinary signboard
at railway crossings told people to dothey did not "look both ways." While
Mr. Service was keeping his eye on the
terrible democrats of the Bent type in the
one direction he was oyerrun by a train
from the other direction, with the result,
that this country was left in the most,
deplorably destitute financial position of any
country on the face of the earth. ("No."}
That was what the people of this country
were' saying. (Mr. FitzGerald - " 'Who
are 'the people' - the three tailors of
1'00Iey-street 1") Tho people of this country were perfectly in accord with the
present Government in its effort to stem
the torrent of overwhelming financial destruction created by the late Government..
Mr. Service had not touched the present.
financial position at all; he was too old a.
political warrior to do that; he had not
uttered a single word to show what the
present Ministry could do to retrieve the
-country from its involved position. There
would have been no echoing cheers to>
greet his utterances on that score. However, he would read to the House an opinion on the state of affairs in this colony
from a gentleman whom Mr. Service.
thoroughly respected for his outspoken
fearless utterances during the late strike
in Melbourne. He alluded to Mr. H. R ..
Champion. (Mr. Service-" He is a great;
fina~lCier, I know.") He was the man who"
looking at the noble band of workers out
on strike by direction of the Trades Hall,
described them as "a band of lions led
by asses." In the Nineteenth Century for
the month of July last appeared an article
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from the pen of Mr. Champion, in which he
wrote of the Victorian railways as fo11ows:-'
"When any politician wants a little popularity he proposes a rise of 6d. a day on the
wages of some section of the employes. No
Dne cares to risk unpopularity by opposing the
suggestion. Deputations from his constituency
press each member to get lines constructed
through their district, so as to send up the
value of the land; or, if a line exists; to obtain
a reduction of freights and fares. 'What with
increase of working expenditure and decrease
in charges, added to the admitted incompetency
of the State administration as compared with
private enterprise, you get a charming condition
of affairs, partially concealed by delusive bookkeeping and deceptive reports. I can't give
you the details now, but the real result in the
year 1889-90 was that 2,330 miles of railway
were open for traffic, and, including the interest
paid on the capital sunk in them, the expenses
were £365,482 more than the income. You may
put it that there was really a loss of £1,000 a
clay."

(Mr. Service-" He condemns what I condemned - State administration.") vVas'
there delusive bookkeeping in the Railway department under the former administration ~ And did the working of the
l'ailways then result in a loss of £1,000
per day ~ (Mr. FitzGerald-" That is a
mere question of the method of bookkeeping.") Mr. Champion seemed to have
anticipated the speech of Mr. Service, for
he had completely answered it, in his
Nineteenth Century article, in ad vance.
'
Mr. Champion further said"Giving filII weight to argument, and admitting that many new lines have been constructed to open up new country, with the foreknowledge that they could not pay for years,
there's no doubt that a large number of such
lines have been constructed in the interests of
a small number of individuals, and against the
interests of the community as a whole. Besides, even if the money has been well spent,
which it is not, the colony could not afford it.
Now, you'll hardly believe it, but the late
Victorian Ministry proposed to underta.ke
further railway construction to the tune of
twenty millions of money, and it is no exaggeration to say that nearlY all the projected lines
were merely bribes to the constituencies
through which they passed. Luckily the proposal was defeated, but the scheme was very
nearly being carried."

(Mr. Bell-"£20,000,000! Are all his
facts like that ~") Did the honorable member forget the big Railway Construction
Bill that was introduced by the late Government ~ Mr. Champion had travelled
all over the world, and in this article he
was speaking openly to the people of England who lent money to the colonies. Mr.
Champion also stated" I'll say this much, that I believe that if the
Victorian Government were to hand over their
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railways to Mr. Jay Gould, with instructions
to pay the Sltllle wages and charge the same
freights and fares as last year, and to keep any
profit for himself, he would soon convert that
big loss into a surplus."

(Mr. Service-" How inconsistent that is
with what he said before.") Mr. Champion
was not traducing the railway system of
the colony; on the contrary, he showed
that it was a most valuable property,
but it was a valuable property governed
by asses.
He was ashamed that the
business men of the community should
have allowed this state of things to continue for so long, and that they should
have erected buffers which effectually prevented the interference of Parliament.
VVould the democracy of the colony still
allow itself to be led by asses ~ In using
the term" asses" he was making a quotation. The gentleman who 'was brought
from England to take the supreme control
of the Railway department would not
bend either one way or the other, and did
any honorable member suppose that that
gentleman had ever stopped political interference ~ If he did, then his faith must
have been terribly shaken by the statement made the other night by one honorable member, with reference to the deputations that had waited on the commissioners.
And what did those deputations ask fod
Simply common sense in the management
of little stations up-country, and they
were all baffled to a man. Were honorable
members going to allow Mr. FitzGerald to
blarney the House ~ The honorable member stood to his party even when the ship
was sinking j 'but would he induce the
House to stop for even an instant in instituting reforms that were necessary ~ He
knew scores of men, both in Parliament
and out of it, who were perfectly capable
of giving sound advice about the management of the railway system. (Mr. Service
- " There is only one in this House.") He
(Mr. Melville) was very much mistaken
in his know ledge of the business men of
the colony if he could not pick out
100 men. who would soon convert the
railway system of the colony into a paying
concern. Did honorable members notice
the "hifalutin" of Mr. Service about raising freights and fares ~ One of the blunders
of the Railways Commissioners was that
they had stood stock still, and remained
as rigid as cast iron in regard to this matter. Did not Mr. Service know that the
reductiOl). of freights and fares was one of
the causes that had made the railways of
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America pay1 (Mr. Service-" ·What1")
He expected that interjection, and he
would ·'now show that the railways of
America did pay. 'rhere was an article in
the Contemporary Review for October,
1891, on "American and British Railway
Stocks,"in which it was shown that the gross
receipts of the British railways had increased
from £62,212,000, in 1876, to£79,949,000
in 1890, so that the railways of England
were on the onward track, and were paying at the present time. (Mr. Cuthbert"Are the rail ways of England paying
more than 4 per cent.1") He believeq
that the average was 4 per cent. He now
came to the American railways. It was
not by raising freights and fares, but by
reducing them, that the American railways had begun to pay. The following
was a statement of the rate per ton per
mile on the New York Central Railway:1870, 1'88 cent~; 1875, 1'27 cents; 1880,
0'87 cents; 1885, 0'68 cent.s; 1890,
0'76 cents. (Mr. Service-" Give us the
dividends.")
(Mr. FitzGerald - "rrhe
dividends amount to about I! per cent. all
oyer America.") He would come to the
dividends shortly. On the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway the rate per
ton per mile had been reduced from
2'82 cents in 1870 to 0'99 cents in
1890. Twenty years ago, in 1870, there
were only 53,000 miles of lines in operation in America. The sum total had been
very nearly doubled in 1880, when it
stood at 93,300 miles, while at the end of
last year the extent of the American railway system was 167,000, or three times
as great as in 18'70. In the past decade
the increase had amounted to 73,700, or
nearly 80 per cent., and it was stated in
the article from which he was Ql:lOting
that this certainly appeared to be much in
excess of the growth of the country, great
as that had been. All these railways were
now paying, and this article was written
to warn British .investors from being too
sure that their success was real. He now
came to the question of the dividends.
The average dividend on stock in the
United States was Ii per cent., and in
New England 4~ per cent. (Mr. 8ervice-" In New England the rates are
three times highel' than in the other
states.") In New England the rate per
ton per mile was 1'469 cents, and in the
United States it was 0'976 cents. With
these facts before them, was it to be
believed that the people of this colony
could not manage their railways with
Session 1891.-[211J
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success 1 (Mr. FitzGerald-" Have we the
same popUlation 1") It was pro rata. (Mr.
FitzGerald-" It is not pro rctta.") The
colony was faced by a great problem, and
a period had been reached in connexion
with the railway system which called for
the serious consideration of the House.
(Mr. Service-" You forgot to tell us the
average dividend in the United Kingdom.")
He believed tha,t the average was 4 per
cent. He desired to point out what the
result of the management of the railways
of this colony had been. A return
furnished to the Assembly, on the motion
of Mr. Armytage, showed the amount of
the debenture capital invested in each of
the railway systems of the colony on the
30th June, 1891, apportioned in the ratio
of the total capital cost of each system. The
figures were as follows-Northern system,
£9,785,865; vVestern system, £9,951,728 ;
North-Eastern
system,
£5,971,037 ;
Eastern system, £5,440,278; Hobson's
Bay, £2,023,518; total £33, 172,42&~
rl'he amount of loss and profit upon each
system for the years ending 30th June;
1889, 1890, and 1891, respectively (appo~
tioned approximately) was also given. 011
the Northern system there was a loss in
1889 of £108,957, in 1890 of £109,174,
and in 1891 a stilllargerloss of £118,308.
On the "\iV estern svstem in 1889 there was
a profit of £5,043, in 1890 a loss of
£67,953, and in 1891 a loss of £100,92.8.
On the North-Eastern system there was a
profit in 1889 of £97,393, in 1890 a
profit of £33,220, and in 1891 of £45,806.
On the Eastern system there was in 1889
a loss of £97,546, in 1890 of £176,121,
and in 1891 of £224,625, again an increasing loss. On the Hobson's Bay lines
there was a profit in 1889 of '£138,127,
and after that year it began to decrease.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" Owing to the competi.
tion of the t.rams.") In 1890 the profit.
was £98,546, and in 1891 it was £65,939..
In the boom year everything was at higlll.
pressure in the colony, and the suburban
trains were crowded on Saturdays and:
Sundays alike. Every man had too much
money. Yet this return showed an increasing loss. He had seen the statement.
in print that the Victorian rail ways were
the best-managed rail ways in the world;
if they were, then what about these
figures ~ No more deplorable condition
of things could be shown to exist. rrhel'c
was said to be the best man obtainable
at the head of the Railway department,
and although he had the best two
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he (Mr. Melville) had never
heard the two junior commissioners open
their mouths at a deputation. There would
be no minutes from these men. The
Railways Commissioners were managing
the railways, but how were they doing
it ~ 'rhe greatest fiasco ever witnessed in
the country was that in connexion with
railway construction when it was in the
hands of the late Minister of Railways.
When the last octopus Bill was brought
'<lown, Parliament, was assured of the
happiness that was in store for the country. The Minister of Railways 'who was
.successful in passing that Bill remained
in office until recently, and if a fault was
to be attached to anybody, should it not
be attached to the Minister who had
charge of that measure ~ The House had
done him (Mr. Melville) the honour of
appointing him a member of the Railways
. Standing Committee. Until he went on to
that committee he had no idea at all of
the dreadful state of affairs that existed
in the Railway department, especially in
connexion with the compensation for
land. Four or five men were sent into
country districts to get the land required
for lines, and he must say that they
were the greatest fools he ever heard of in
his life. 'When they interviewed a lando\vner they would say, " Well, my man,
how much do you want for your land ~"
And perhaps the land-owner would say,
"I want £9 an acre." (Mr. Service"And they would say, 'Here is £20 for
you."') vVell, it was a most disastrous
thing that Parliament should ever have'
transferred the management of therailways
to the crowd in the Ministerial camp or to
the crowd at Spencer-street. Compensation for land had been paid in the most
reckless "my possible. When the landowner stated the price ho wanted for his
land, the men to whom he had referred
would say, "If we don't give this man
what he wants, he will go to law with us."
The railways of the colony had cost millions of money that might have been saved
if there had been some plain business men
at the head of affairs like Mr. Service, who
would not have stood that kind of thing
for a day. Mr. Service was not responsible,
because he had retired from the Government long before this occurred. The
responsibility lay on that immaculate
'Government which had recently left this
life never more to return.
He would
read a statement showing the estimated
cost of 24 country lines and six suburban
Hon. D. Melville.
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lines as given by the Hailways Commissioners, and the actual cost to date. The
estimated cost of the 24 country lines
was £1,678,271, aud the actual cost
£2,207,342, or an excess of £529,071.
The estimated cost of the six suburban
lines was £217,765, the actual cost
£482,672, an excess of £264,852. The
total estimated cost of the whole of these
lines was £1,896,026, and the actual cost
£2,689,949, and the '~xcess £793,928,
which gave a percentage of increase on the
estimate of 41'87.
(Mr. Cuthbert"What estimate ~") The estimate sub'mitted to Parliament by the Railways
Commissioners. (An Honorable Member
- " What was the reason of the excess ?")
The chief reason was that the railways were
governed by asses. If honorable members
had read the evidence taken on this subject, they could come to no other conclusion
than that the colony had been wilfully
wasting its patrimony: and constructing
railways at any cost simply to aggrandize a
few individuals who could pull the st.rings.
He would say that from what he could see
the last H.ailway Act practically exhausted
every avenue of railway construction, yet
with almost criminal neglect of the facts
of the case in came afterwards another
railway construction measure, which was
very nearly passed into law. It was turning the corner 'when the H.ailways Standing Committee was appointed. How did
that sort of thing touch the public 7 Why
people were becoming almost universally
possessed of the feeling that the commissioners could no longer be trnsted-that
they were laying down a cast-iron rule
which would ruin the country. He (Mr.
'Melville) did not want to weary the House,
but he was afraid that he had not even
yet sufficiently roused the conservative
party to the fact that Parliament could
put a great wrong right quicker than any
other body could. He was afraid to speak
his suspicions that there was in respect to
railway construction more patronage now
than ever, only of a different sort. He
would not explain himself further. (Mr.
Cuthbert--" How is it done?")
Mr.
Cuthbert knew what was meant. (Mr.
Cuthbert-" I do not.") Had not the
time arrived for patronage by bureaucracy~
He, for one, knew it had. (Mr. Brunton"Give us a proof.") There was proof in the
fact of £60 or £70 per acre being given
for land that was not worth £5 per acre,
yet not a word of this was 'placed before
the country. He knew all about political
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patronage. It was held up as a bugbear
until the thing was seen through. Leaving
that he would now come to a more serious
part of the question. Possibly the squan-dering of money on railways had been
.arrested, but mark this-the country was
·demoralized. And who had demoralized
the country 1 (An Honorable Member"Who?") He could see through a millstone. The other day he, as a member of
the Railways Standing Committee, was
sent on a wild-goose expedition, because
£1,000,000 had been put down to be spent
in snch country as the rrambo Valley and
Walhalla. A million! "Why, the two places
would easily swallow a couple of millions.
How any Government in its senses could
thip.k of carrying a railway there he could
not make out. vVhat was the railway to
serve 1 A small area of country containing
a few hundreds of population shut in by
mountains 1,400 feet high. (An Honorable
Member-" It is good country.") For a
few miles only, then one came to scrub.
It produced good apples, no doubt, but
.apples would. not pay for a railway.
N ever was a more profligate expenditure of
money thought of, and the simple fact
that it had been thought of cost him
.all the respect he ever had for the
Gillies Government. That respect was all
gone now. How could such railways ever
be talked about except as so many bribes
to constituencies? Then £8,000:000 more
was to go to a railway system that would
not return to the State a single cent. In
short, had that Bill been passed by
the Legislature the country would have
been on the verge of ruin. The country
was saved, but not owing to the act."ion of
Parliament. It was the press that stopped
the Bentism and the Woodsism that was
going on, and now the press 'was again on
the war-path, as the· present Government
would find when they went out of office.
But for the outspokenness of the press
this railway business would possibly have
·been carried so far that there would have
been no retracing the step. He (Mr.
Melville) was now prouder of the press
than he ever was. Leading articles in
newspapers actually saved the country
when the knock-kneed Parliament had
not the courage to save it. (Mr. FitzGerald-" Poor Walhalla.") Yes, 'Valhalla had now to look for its million
in another direction. If the Railways
Standing Committee did not do its
duty, it was to be hoped that this
House would return once more to its old
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patriotic lines and take the right course.
rrhen upright men would arise to back
it. As for the Government, they were
acting feebly enough, still they were feeble
in the right direction. Otherwise the
colony would go down soon enough, and
what would follow 1 Perhaps civil war.
The country had a noble property in its
railways, but, as Mr. Champion said, its
management was like that of assesMinisterial and otherwise. Take up the
salary list of the Railway department, and
look at the burden it placed on the
struggling people of the country. It was
u.tterly out of the question for the Railway department to afford such salaries.
On the other hand, with fair play, the
railway deficit might be turned into a
surplus. At all events, he (Mr. Melville)
,vould for one go heartily with the Government in determining that the railways
should be governed not after the manner of
asses, but with intelligence and integrity.
The Hon.· G. DAVIS said he would'
just indicate the course he intended to
take with respect to this measure. He
had himself frequently criticised the extravagance indulged in by the coalition
Government, but he thought some of the
criticisms indulged in by Mr. Melville
rather too harsh-particularly those in
reference to some of the intended lines
for country districts. Of course he wag
justified in some of his references to th
extravagance he seemed to have such an
abhorrence of, for he (Mr. Davis) had
not refrained from expressing a similar
opinion on every occasion he could. In
fact, no man could have set himself more
agJ.inst the coalition Government than he
had done, for he had for years felt that
some change in the personnel of the late
Ministry ought to be made without delay.
Still, there was such a thing as going too
far, and some of Mr. Melville's remarks
only reminded him of the Book of LammItations. He was Jeremiah, from start to
finish. r:rhe view he took of the resource s
of the country was pessimistic to the last
degree. So far, he (Mr. Davis) could
1l0t follow the honorable member. On
the other hand, it was scarcely fair to
condemn those who were lately at the
head of affairs for extravagance in COllnexion with the railway schemes contemplated by them, seeing that almost
every individual member of the House
was more or less a party to them. And
when extravagance was talked of it was
. only right to look at the other side of the
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account-at the great national resources
the country still possessed. For his part,
he felt that every possible effort to develop
those resources would be only expedient,
just and wise. It ,vas only right, in looking at this part of the subject, to consider
the indirect profits derived by the country
from railway construction. Of course it
was not to be expected that new lines
would pay at once as an investment, but
they would pay at once in respect to the
additional convenience they would afford
to the producers of the colony, and the
encouragement they would offer for settlement. That profit would come to the
country as a whole. It should always be
a secondary consideration whether the
new lines that happened to be demanded
in the public interest would pay imme. diatelyas an investment of money. rrhis
was sound doctrine, and it was doctrine
pretty generally preached not long ago,
but now there was a great· falling
away from it. The community was becoming panic-stricken, and people were
losing their heads. As for the Railways
Standing Committee that had just been
appointed, he quite agreed with Mr. Service
when that honorable member very properly
said that they would be found to be human
and to have human feelings. Was it not
to be feared that all the evils attendant
upon political patronage would be found
circulating round and diffusing through
that committee? Signs of this had already
been afforded. For his part, he would
prefer that the country should make mistakes in rail way construction than that
the representatives of the people should
have a buffer to relieve them from the
responsibilities which justly attached to
them. If the people were not capable of
governing themselves let them suffer accordingly, and out of that suffering
would come improvement. But he had
no great fears on this score, for he
would ask what British community had
been ever found to fail in the power
of self-government? Such a community
might make blunders, but in the
end it would always correct them.
He was more doubtful of the satisfactory
working of the Public Service Board thaiI
of the Railways Board. A great concern
like the railways required to bt3 managed
somewhat autocratically, but he was not
at all sure that the public service should
be dealt with other than experimentally
from day to day. Certainly, honorable
members ought to remember that it was·
Hon. G. Davis.
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often their duty to say "No" to their constituents, and endeavour to avoid the
forcing of impolitic measures upon the'
He was certain that if
commissioners.
honorable members pursued that course
they would be better appreciated by their
constituents in the long run. He would
cheerfully support that portion of the
Bill \V hich related to the construction
of lines, but he ,,,"ould not support the
portions which were calculated to lower
the self-esteem and dignity of the commissioners.
rrhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT observed
that he thought that the Government had
very little chance of carrying that portion
of the Bill which related to the constitu·
tion of the board. There were also other
portions of the measure that were objectionable, and which he would deal with in
committee. He certainly thought the
House was entitled to say that it would
not allow its privileges to be interfered
with by the Bill in the matter of the
suspension of the commissioners. The
charges against the Commissioners of Railways were summed up very tersely by the
Minister of Railways in one of his published letters, and he (Mr. Cuthbert) would
here say that he did not believe that the
whole of the correspondence had heen
printed. (SirF .. T. Sargood-" I am not
aware of any more letters.") The communication he had just referred to contained the following sentences : "Let me shortly recapitulate some salient
points which my previous letters have clearly
established. The lines author:ized by Act 821,
and estimated to cost £4,980.000, actually cost
more than £7,500,000, or an error of at least
£2,500,000. ·Working expenses, which in most
business undertakings can be estimated approximately, have been allowed by the commissioners to exceed the estimate which was given
to and authorized by Parliament by £855,000
il) four years. These enormous under-estimates.
have been year by year persistently made in the
face of the fact that hundreds of miles of lines
had yearly to be opened, and would necessitate
increased outlay for their working. There has
been a prodigiolls growth of working expenses
both in rate and aggregate amount. The rate
has run up from 54 per cent. in 18tH to nearly
70 per cent.· in 1891. Comparing sexennial
periods, working expenses in the aggregate have
been £1,007,000 more in the commissioners'
period than formerly. In 1889-90, although
you got £31,000 more revenue than anticipated,
and Parliament had been told that the railway
account.s would show· a surplus, the year closed
instead with a deficiency of £221,000."

On page 8 of the published correspondence there was a protest from Mr. Shiels as
to the appointment of the Engineer-in-Chief,
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and the answer to that, if any had been
made, was missing. Mr. Shiels said, under
da~e 16th April, 1891 : "The Government has seen a statement in
the daily press to the effect that Mr. Darbyshire
has been appointed Engineer·in·Chief in the
place of the late Mr. 'Vatson. I am without
information from yourselves on the matter; but
if such an appointment has been made, you
must be aware, from recent interviews and
communications, that it cannot mee~ with the
approval of the Government."

This shmved that there had been previous
communications, and the House ought to
be placed in possession of all the information. (Mr. Fraser-" There were no letters
on that subject.") 'When Mr. Speight was
at the bar of the House the matter would
be set at rest. One of the charges levelled
against the commissioners was that lines
estimated to cost £4,980,000 actually
cost more than £7,500,000, or an error of
at least £2,500,000, and the commissioners were held responsible for that.
The chief charge made against the commissioners by :Mr. Shiels was that the
inordinate and preventable growth in
working expenses had mainly caused deficits in the years 1889 and 1890 amounting to £500,000, which the State had
to defray out of taxes. He would like to
ask if the deficit amounted to £500,000
or to £1,100,000, the latter being the
sum stated by the Treasurer.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
Treasurer never stated that there was a
deficit of £1,100,000. The Treasurer said,
and it was a fact, that during the last two
years. he had had to advance £1,100,000.
()ut of the public revenue to the commissioners more than had been paid in by the
commissioners. 'What the commissioners
bad done with the money was another
matter. They might have spent it in
stores, and have them in hand.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT observed
that the '1'reasurer ought to have been
more particular in his statements, because
the impression had been created through()ut the country that the sum he named
was the deficit on the last two years'
accounts. He wanted to know what the
deficit really was~
The Hon. S. FRASER said Sir F. T.
Sargood's statement was correct. The
commissioners had been paid £, 1,100,000
more than they received in revenue.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he vwuld
.take the deficit for the last two years as
being £500,000, and he would show how
it had arisen. During the seven years
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from 1883 to 1890 the additional mileage
opened was 1,200 miles, or equal to 75
per cent. on the mileage of 1883. In
1887, the colony had expended£24,000,000
on railways, and in 1890 it had expended
£31,000,000. In 1887, the railways were
paying 4'15 per cent., and in 1890, 3'14
per cent. In the neighbouring colonies
the percentage on the working expenses
had been higher, because the increase in
the mileage had been much smaller, and
South Australia had an advantage in the
profitable Broken Hill line. rrhere would
have beon no deficit of £500,000 if the
commissioners had not been charged with
interest during the construction of lines
to the amount of £380,000 in two years.
It was a most unfair thing that from the
time the loan money arrived in the colony,
the commissioners should be debited with
interest upon it. (Sir F. T. Sal'good-" I
quite agree that it was not business-like,
but it has always been the rule.") He
wanted to show the country how the
deficit had been caused. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" The amount of money which
the commissioners received from the
Treasury during the same period, and on
which no interest has been charged, fully
balances the other case in which interest
was eharged.") During" the seven J' ears
in which the commissioners had managed
the railways the loss had amounted'- to
£510,000. They had been charged with
interest to the amount of £380,000;
they had had to pay to employes compensation to the amount of £138,000; and
the loss through the strike was £ 11 0, 000 ;
making altogether a loss of £628,000. But
for these charges the commissioners would
have been able to show a profit of £118,000.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" Which would have
been extinguished by the interest they ought
to have paid on the money received from
the Treasury.") '1'he management of the
commissioners was very profitable during
their first three years of office. '1'he years
1884-·5 showed an increased income of
£283,000 over the receipts of the previous
year, and the additional expense of collecting it was only £3,504. In the years
1885-6 there was a profit of £430,000 at
an additional expense of £36,000; and, in
the years 1886-7, the increase was £554, 000,
at an additional expense of £153,000.
The result for those three years was an
increase of income, as compared with the
income for 1883, of £1,267,000, at an
additional expenditure of only £192,000.
'1'hose figures clearly showed that no
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mistake was made by Parliament in trans- of the Government to attempt to force·
. ferring the administration of the railways honorable members to remain against theirfrom the arena of political patronage to th~ . will after such a long attendance. He·
Railways Commissioners.
could assure the Ministers that they would
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE asked Mr. gain nothing by such tactics.
Cuthbert to pardon him for interrupting,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that Ministers.
but he would like to point out that it was had no wish to act against the will of the
now past eleven o'clock, and as honorable majority of the House,' but the division
members had sat from three o'clock that that had just been taken showed that the
day, and had to meet at three o'clock the majority of honorable members desired to
following day, he would suggest that the go on with business, and it would be a,
debate should now be adjourned.
gracious action on the part of the minority
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he wished to to yield to the wish of the majority, as
get the Bill into committee, at any rate he had done in similar cases on formerformally, that night.
occasions when not in office ..
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD remarked
The Hon. F. S. DOBSON expressed the
that as other honorable members desired' opinion that Ministers were adopting bad
to speak on the motion for the second tactics.
reading of the Bill it would be impossible
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD remarked
to get the measure into committee that that there was a limit to the application
night.
.
of the principle that the minority ought
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
to yield to the majority, and it was neither
it was evidently the desire of honorable
in accord with precedent nor reason to.
members to go home, and he therefore attempt to force almost one-half of the.
begged to move that the debate be ad-'
members present to remain against their'
journed until the following day. .
will after such a prolonged sitting and in
The House divided on the question that
view of the early hour of meeting next:
the debate be adjourned until the following day. So many other members desired to·
dayspeak that the progress of the measure
Ayes
14
would not be advanced one iota if. they
Noes
16
were to sit till past midnight. It was
impossible for the Bill to reach another '
Majority against the ad-} 2
stage at that sitting, and he felt that the,
journment of the debate
minority were justified in using the forms,
of the· House for their own protection.
AYES.
The Ministers would be obliged to vote,
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Service,
for his motion that the House do now
Sir B. Benjamin,
" Simmie,
Mr. Butters,
" D. S. Wallace,
adjourn, and instead of calling for a divi-·
" J. A. Wallace,
" Connor,
sion on the motion for the adjournment of
" Cuthbert,
" Williamson.
the debate, and carrying their point by a
Dr. Dobson,
small majority, it would have been far
Teller.
Mr. FitzGerald,
Mr. Winter-Irving.
more courteous if they had yielded to the
" Sargeant,
wishes of a numerous body of honorableNOES.
members.
.
Mr. Abbott,
Mr. McCulloch,
The
Hon.
W.
A. ZEAL asked the Minis-·
" Brunton,
" Melville,
" Buchanan,
ter of Defence to agree to the adjournment.
" Morey,
" Pratt,
" Cooke,
of the debate.
Sir F. T. Sargood,
" Coutts,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he felt con-·
Mr. Zeal.
" J. M. Davies,
siderable regret that this little' breeze
" :b"raser.•
Teller.
" Gore,
had sprung up 'so suddenly. As it now
Mr. Grimwade.
" C. J. Ham,
appeared to be the wish of honorable·
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD moved that members generally that business should
cease for that sitting, he would agree to'
the House do now adjourn.
.
Sir B. BENJAMIN seconded the motion. the motion for the adjournment of the·
Six honorable members having risen in debate.
Mr. FitzGerald's motion was withdrawn..
their- places to support the motion (as
required .by the standing order),
On the motion of the Hon. H. CUTH:The Hon. H. CUTHBERT expressed the BERT, the debate was adjourned until the
opinion that it was ungracious on the part following day.

jl1.elbourne Genend Cemete?'y. [DECE)IBER 16.1
ELECTORAL ROLLS PURIFICATION
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of Sir
F. T. SARGOOD, was read a first time.
LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill w'as received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on ·the motion of Sir
F. T. SARGOOD, was read a first time.
MINES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
'l'his Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of Sir
F. T. SARGOOD, was read a first time.
The House adjourned at twenty-one
minutes past eleven o'clock.
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7s. 6d. in 1886, have been reduced to 6s. and
7s. a day from the 1st proximo. No reduction
in the salaries of the officers of the trust is contemplated, as they were not raised when the
wages were.
"2. The higher rate of wages paid in 1886
was temporary, and made in consequence of the
high price of provisions at that time. As the'
cost of the necessaries of life is now very
moderate, as no deductions are made for wet
weather, as labourers in the sexton's department receive Is. 6d. an hour when employed on
Sundays, and those in the gardening department Is. per hour for being in charge of the
grounds on the afternoons of Sundays, the
trustees consider the wages liberal, and they
add that a considera.ble number of the men who·
have been employed for many years are physically incapable of doing a heavy day's work."

LEGAL PROFESSION PRACTICE ACT:
Mr. W. T. CAR'l'ER asked the Attorney-General the following questions:-
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Melbourne General Cemetery-Legal Profession Practice
Act-Compulsory Vaccination-Financial Institutions
-Religious Instruction in State Schools-Railway
Department: Beechworth and Yackandandah Railway
-Marriage Law: The Rev. N. Kinsman-Agricul·
tural Department: Mr. Guilfoyle's Report-Public
Service: Travelling Allowances-Sessional Arrangements: Private Members' Business-Irrigation and
Water Supply Loans Bill-Mines Bill (No. 2)Local Government Act Amendment Bill-Crimes Act
Amendment Bill-Police Offences Act Amendment
Bill.
The SPEAKER took the chair at three
o'clock p.m.
MELBOURNE GENERAL CEMETERY.
Mr. 'tV. T. CARTER stated that he had
received a letter from the medical adviser
of the honorable member for Melbourne
West, intimating that the honorable member was unable to be present, and he
therefore begged to ask the following questions standing in the honorable member's
name:"1. If the labourers at the Genera.l Cemetery
are to be reduced one shilling per day, will a
like reduction be made with the higher paid
officials?
"2. \Vhat are the reasons of the said reductions (in view of the fact that the burial charges
are not reduced, and the deaths in Melbourne
are yearly increasing with its greater population)? "

Mr. TURNER (in the absence of Mr.
McLEAN) said the Public Health departmen t had forwarded the following memorandum:"The trustees of the cemetery furnish the
following information : "1. The ,,':ages of the gardening a.nd sexton's
labourers, which were raised to 6s. 6d. and

"1. 'Vhether he can furnish the names of the
persons who' are engaged in forming a union
connected with the legal profession, for the express purpose of evading an Act of Parliament?
"2. What steps does he intend to take to
suppress this newest form of unionism ?"

Mr. SHIELS stated that he could not
give any more official information on this.
subject than he gave to the House last
week, in answer to the question of the
honorable member for Melbourne 'Vest_
All he had to say was that if there was a.
conspiracy of a legal character, and evidence was forthcoming to sustain a prosecution, it would be the duty of the
Government to institute that prosecution,
regardless of whether it was against the·
members of the bar or any other class in
the community.
COMPULSORY VACCINATION.
Mr. W. T. CARTER asked the Ministerof Public Health the following questions : "1. If he has been made aware that Jas.
Newnham was, on the 10th October, imprisoned
in the Melbourne Gaol after having been several
times fined for non-compliance with the law relating to compulsory vaccination?
"2. Is he aware that over 1,000 parents in
Victoria are at present determined to go to gaol
rather th'l.ll have their children vaccinated?
"3. Will the Honorable the Minister take
steps to secure that the proceedings of the.
officers of his department shall be strictly im-·
partial in all cases?
"4. Has the Honorable the Minister had his
attention called to the fact that, inasmuch as.
vaccination is optional and not compulsory in
the colony of New South Wales, it is necessary,
if our law is to be effective, that everyone entering here from that colony should be tequired
to produce a certificate proving that he or she
has been vaccinated, otherwise every immigrant
ought to be subjected to the operation?
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"5. Will the Honorable the Minister request
his department to give some attention to unvaccinated immigrants instead of to our own
people in the manner which they are doing?"

Mr. 1'URNER stated that the Public
Health department had furnished the
following replies to the questions of the
honorable member : "1. No. No information in the department
Qf Public Health or in the Police department.
"2. No.
"3. The officers of the Public Health department have nothing to do with prosecutions for
non-vaccination. These prosecutions are conducted by the police, under the provisions of
'section 205 of the Health Act, which requires
them to prosecute all offenders.
"4.. No. There is no power to require such
a certificate or in default vaccination.
"5. There is no power to compel immigrants
to be vaccinated unless there have been smallpox on board the ship in which they arrive, or
unless an order of the Governor in Councilor
the board be made under the quarantine provisions of the Health Act.
" The fact that the small number of unvaccinated persons may be added yearly to the
population is no reason for not protecting, by
vaccination, the native-born population against
small-pox. "

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.
Mr. ZOX asked the Premier the following questions :"1. If his attention has been called to the
serious position in which certain public companies in Melbourne have been placed in
consequence of the misappropriation of their
funds?
"2. Will the Government during the recess
appoint a Royal commission to inquire into the
whole working of the laws relating to public
companies in this colony, with a view of protecting the savings of the public by providing
for an effectual system of auditing the transaction!! of all such companies ~ "

He said there was urgent necessity for a
more effective system of auditing the
accounts of financial institutions in Melbourne, because a groat amount of trouble
and sorrow had been caused by the failure
of several of those concerns.
Mr. MUNRO said it was undoubtedly
true that the present system of auditing
public companies' accounts was very imperfect; and it was the same, more or less,
with regard to the auditing of the accounts
of municipal bodies, in consequence of the
custom of appointing auditors who were
really not qualified to do the work. An
effort had been made by the Government
to remedy the defect in the latter direc"tion by means of certain proposals in the
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
but honorable members objected to the
Government proposals. (Mr. Gillies- "You

Marriage Law

ought to have stuck to them.") The Government intended to stick to their proposals. He admitted at once that legislation was required to put matters right,
with respect to the auditing of public
accounts, and it would be the duty of the
Government to look into the questioll and
see what could be done. Personally, he
was not very much enamoured of Royal
commissions, and he thought t.hat the
better course would be for the Government to make all necessary inquiries, and
propose such measures as in their opinion
would most likely be effective.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Mr. LEVIEN asked the Premier how
many petitions in favour of religious instruction in Stat.e schools had been presented during the session, and how many
signatures had been attached thereto?
Mr. MUNHO stated that the honorable
member had the same means at his disposal of obtaining the informat.ion a,s he
(Mr: Munro) had.
BEECHWORTH AND
YACKANDANDAH RAIL"WAY.
Mr. CHAYEN asked the Minister of
Railways' what was the total amount of
revenue received at Yackandandah to the
end of last month since the opening of tho
Beechworth-Yackandandah Hailway(which
took place at the end of July last) ?
Mr. SHIELS said he had received the
following answer from the Secretary of the
Rail way department: -From the 23rd to
the 31st July, £114 15s. 5d. ; from the
1st to the 31st Augu.st, £202 lOs. 2d.;
from the 1st to the 30th September,
£243 lOs. 10d. ; from the 1st to the 31st
October, £170 Os. 8d.; from the 1st to
the 30th November, £184 17s. 5J; total
for the four months and eight days, £915
14s. 6d.
MARRIAGE LA 'V.
Mr. GRA YES asked the AttorneyGeneral if he had received any fresh information with regard to Mr. Kinsman
and the persons who had been authorized
to celebrate marriages on Mr. Kinsman's
recommendation, and whether he intended
to take any action thereon?
Mr. SHIELS stated that since answering the questions put. to him by the
honorable member for Mornington, on
'Vedllesday last, he had received further
information, which he would now give to
the House. He had had a letter from the
official head of the Free Church of England,
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which was address.ed to him officially, and
which read as follows : " 3 Bay View, Ascot Va,le,
" December 11, 1891.
"Honorable Sir,-I observed in the report of
your reply to Dr. Smith's question (re Kinsman)
that you stated that he claims to he head of
the Free Church of England. I am one of the
bishops of the Free Church of England, from
England, and I am bound to inform 'you that
Mr. Kinsman does not belong to our church,
and that he is not even ordained in any sense,
nor by any ecclesiastical authority. I can
show his own letter to this effect, in which he
asked me to ordain him. Of course, I declined
after due inquiry. I applied for a licence to
perform marriages on the ground that I am a
bishop of the Free Church of England. I was
told that Kinsman was the head of that church,
and, further, that, as I have no congregation, I
was not entitled to a licence. But I submit
that, as I am a bishop, it is not necessary for
me to preside over a congregation to qualify me
for a licence. It seems that Mr. Kinsman's
false claim to be the head of the church has up
to the present prevented the Registrar-General
from granting me a licence. I shall Qe glad to
produce my papers, and answer any question
you may be pleased to ask.-Your obedient
servant,

"H.

ORION MEYERS."

That gentleman was really a bishop. He
had lodged at the Crown law office his
deed of consecration: and his official card,
on which his status as a bishop of the
Free Church of England had been recognised by the Lord Chamberlain. The letter
from Mr. Kinsman to the bishop, asking for
ordination from him, was as follows :"Kinsman House, 224 Moor-street, Fitzroy,
"5th Ja.uuary, 1891.
"To Bishop Myles (sic).
" My Lord,-Enclosed is a copy of our prayerbook as promised, and also a marriage circular;
and I should he very glad if we could be
received by your lordship as a Free Church of
England, and if you will ordain me, as I have
not been ordained. Perhaps you will kindly
put me in the proper way.
" I remain, yours obediently,
"N. KINSMAN."

He (Mr. Shiels) felt that this matter had
become a public scandal, owing to the
unfortunate fact that on Mr. Kinsman's
nomination two persons had been licensed
to celebrate marriages, and whether the
law gave him (Mr. Shiels) the necessary
power or not, which was somewhat doubtful, he felt it to be his duty to inform the
House that he would give instructions to
the Hegistrar-General to decline to issue
any more licences to ma,rry on Mr. Kinsman's nomination.
Mr. vYUIXON asked for the dates on
which licences to marry were issued to
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two persons on the nomination of Mr.
Kinsman 1 He never heard of such a
thing while he held the office of AttorneyGeneral.
Mr. SHIELS said he informed the House
last week, in reply to the honorable member for Mornington, that the two licences
in question were issued as follows :-In
favour of the Rev. C. Montague, on the
25th February, 1890; and the H.ev. A. E. A.
Cherry, on the 16th October, 1891. One
of those men was licensed in a name which.
was not his usual name.
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
Mr. LEVIEN asked the Minister of
Agrieulture if there was any objection to
the printiug and circulation of the very
valuable report which Mr. Guilfoyle, the
curator of the Botanic Gardens, had furnished as the result of a recent visit to
England and the Continent 1
Mr. GRAHAM said he had not yet seen
Mr. Guilfoyle'S report, but he would make
inquiry with regard to it and peruse the
report; and if he thought its publication
would be of benefit to the country, he
would take steps to have it published.
PUBLIC SERVICE.
Mr. CRAVEN asked the Treasurer if
the travelling allowances to professional
officers in any Government departments
had been reduced; and if so, what departments, and the amount of such reductions ~
Mr. MUNH.O stated that the regulations
on the subject of travelling allowances
were recently revised, and the new regulations had been published in the Gove1'nment
Gazette.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr. BURROWES, from the parishioners of St. Paul's
Church of England, Bendigo, in favour of
religious instruction being given in State
schools.
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Mr. MUNRO moved--'"That the sessional order referring to the
time when Government business shall have precedence on vVednesdays be suspended for this
evening, so as to allow Government business to
be proceeded with during the remainder of the
sitting. "

Mr. OUTTRIM seconded the motion.
Mr. CRAVEN expressed the opinion that
the Premier was making a most unfair
proposal. He (Mr. Craven) had 011 the
notice-paper a very important motion with
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regard to the stock tax, and in view of
what had taken place recently ill New
South Wales with respect to protection, it
was now a matter of extreme urgency.
Mr. MURPHY said he must also protest
against the Premier's proposal, unless the
honorable gentleman would allow the
motion standing in his name to go unopposed.
Mr. WEBB remarked that he must add
his protest against the course now proposed by the head of the Government, the
adoption of which would wipe out private
members' business altogether. The question of the stock tax was a matter of more
importance to the interests of the colony
than any other question Parliament had
dealt with this session, and the Governmentwould fail in their duty to the country
if, having regard to the changed circumstances in New South Wales, they did not
propose an increase of the stock tax this
session..
Mr. WRIXON called the attention of
the Government to the urgent necessity
of affording an opportunity of passing the
Companies Act Amendment Bill this session.
The colony was in the midst of a financial
crisis of a most portentous character, and
it was necessary to pass legislation in order
to protect thousands of the poorer classes
from being victimized and slaughtered as
the result of persons of position giving
their names as directors of companies whose
interests they never looked after at all. It
was highly desirable for Parliament to try
to restore public confidence at the present
juncture. In adopting the Bill in question
they would not be passing experimental
legislation, because it was only an embodiment of the English law, and it had been
thoroughly well considered by the Legislative Council. (Mr. Munro-" Could you
get it on to-night under any circumstances ~") There was some hope of doing
so, if the House sat until four o'clock
the following morning as it did that morning over a Government Bill.
Mr. SHIELS remarked that everyone
recognised the importance of the Companies Act Amendment Bill, but it was so
large in its scope that it would entail two
or three nights' discussion. Several clauses
had been eliminated by· the Council, but
the Bill still contained· 58 clauses, and
in view of the fact that the measure was
preceded on the notice-paper by nineteen
other proposals, one of which would certainly occupy the whole of that sittingthat with regard to the stock tax-it was
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hopeless for the honorable member forPortland to expect to get the Companies.
Act Amendment Bill passed, even if private
members' business was proceeded with.
Honorable members could not say that they
had received scurvy treatment from the Government in regard to private members'
measures, because Ministers had done all
in their power to facilitate private members'
business, favouring them in every possible
way, and even taking the carriage of private
members' Bills into their own hands in the
absence of the honorable members in charge
of the measures.
Mr. WOODS said he had previously
given way to the Government in the public
interests, and was prepared to do GO again,
although the motion which stood in his
name on the notice-paper was one that
affected thousands of artisans in the colony.
It was obvious; however, that at this late
period of the session it would be better to
despatch Government business than to
carry abstract resolutions proposed .by
himself or any other honorable member.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN expressed the opinion
that the Government ought to give the
honorable member for Stawell an oppor. .
tunity of bringing forward his motion on
Friday. Although the Attorney-General
had certainly obliged honorable members
once or twice in regard to private members'
Bills, he could not admit the honorable
gentleman'S statement that the Government had treated honorable members more
favorably than previous Governments with
regard to private members' business. If
the Government would withdraw the Defences and Discipline Act Amendment
Bill, which was merely to provide that
officers coming from England should be
put under a different set of rules and
regulations than officers here, they would
be able to afford the honorable member for
Benambra an opportunity of submitting
his motion with regard to the stock tax.
(Mr. Munro-" Why he went against it
last time.") He did not know what the
honorable member for Benambra did when
the question was last before the House,
but for years he (Sir B. O'Loghlen) had
looked upon the stock tax as the very
corner-stone of the fiscal policyof the colony.
That motion was of the very greatest
importance, in view of the change of fiscal
policy in an adjoining colony, and honorable members should have an opportunity
of considering it.
Mr. MASON remarked that three months
were usually wasted at the beginning of
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each session. This session several months tax, and there was no possibility of the
were occupied in the consideration of the. question being dealt with this session.
federal proposals, but they had since been Let the House go to the country on the
abandoned. The other colonies were now question again, and, when the country had
proposing to Tevy taxation on Victorian given a decision upon it, it might be dealt
exports, and an opportunity ought to be with.
Mr. McINTYRE said that· he did not
afforded to honorable members to consider
the advisability of taking some steps for understand why the Government should
the protection of the colony. He had offer any opposition to private members'
previously supported a motion for the business being dealt with. The Approincrease of the stock tax, and he would do priation Bill had been passed, and the Goso again. He saw no reason why the vernment were now in a very happy posisession should not be continued until the tion. They had got all the money they
business of the country had been trans- required, and they might very well let
acted. He had received a communication private members have their fling.
Mr. GRAVES observed that no Gofrom his own electorate and from other
Gippsland electorates, asking him to sup- vernment had ever sat on the Treasury
port the motion which stood on the paper benches who had received more assistance
in the name of the honorable member for from both sides of the House than the
Rodney (Mr. Webb). Only that morning present Government. The honorable memhe received a communication from a ber for Gippsland East was wrong in
farmers' association in Gippsland Central stating that it would be impossible to deal
on that subject ~ rrhe motion was one of with the question of the stock tax this
session. All that was necessary in order
very great importance.
Mr. DEAKIN said that there were to impose the increased tax was a resoluseveral notices of motion by private mem- tion of the House, and it could be disposed
bers, which, in absolute importance, would of in ten minutes. The Bill which had
rank with Government business. If the been referred to by the honorable member,
Premier would abandon the Defences and for Portland was one of great importance,
Discipline Act Amendment Bill, the Public and it should be dealt with before the
Service Act Amendment Bill, and one or session closed.
Mr. LEVIEN stated that the honorable
'two other measures on the notice-paper
which were not of very great importance, member for nelatite was mistaken; no
time could ·be afforded for the discussion of . resolution of the House would protect the
private members' business. I t was hope- revenue unless it was proposed from the
less to expect that either the Defences and Government benches. rrhe suggestion
Discipline Act Amendment Bill, or the made by the honorable member for EssenPublic Service Act Amendment Bill would don was a fair one, and the Government
should agree to it.
be passed this session.
Mr. L. L. SMITH remarked that if a,
Mr. McCOLL stated that he desired to
enter his protest against the action that division was taken upon the motion of the
was being taken by the Government with honorable member for Rodney (Mr. 'tVebb),
a view of shunting private members' busi- he would have to snpport the Government,
ness. The honorable member for Rodney although he was in favour of an increase
(Mr. Webb) had an opportunity the other of the stock tax. It should be distinctly
evening of submitting his motion! but he understood that honorable members situgave way, at the request of the Govern- ated like himself simply opposed the
ment; on the condition that he should be motion because present circumstances reallowed to move the motion on the follow- quired that the business on the noticeing day. Both the motion of the honor- paper should be got through as quickly as
able member for Rodney and the motion possible. He was quite sure that it was
of the honorable member for Stawell were not the desire of any honorable member
of great importance, and should be con- that the House should sit after Christmas.
sidered.
Mr. TAVERNER stated that on a.preMr. FOSTER said that he desired to vious occasion he took a very lively interest
point out the hollowness of the motion for in trying to get a majority of the House
the increase of the stock tax, which ap- to support an increase of the stock tax.
peared on the notice-paper. On a previous The motion was then defeated, and if the:
occasion it was found t.hat honorable mem- question was re-opened now, not one
bers were against an increase of the stock additional vote could be obtained. The
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House should go to the country on this
question. It would certainly be inadvisable
to court defeat, especially at the hands of
honorable members who had stuck to the
farmers' party on the question of the dnal
vote.
Mr. KIRTON said that the Government
should not ask private members -to give
up the business on the notice-paper, if in
the interests of the country they desired
to go on with it. 'What question could be
of more importance than the increase of
the stock tax or the report of the select
committee on free railway passes~
The motion was agreed to.
IRRIGATION AND 'VATER SUPPLY
LOANS BILL.
Mr. GRAHAM moved for leave to introduce a Bill to sanction the use and application of certain sums of money as loans
for irrigation works and water supply in
the country districts, and for other purposes.
Mr. TURNER seconded the motion,
which was agreed to ..
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
MINES BILL.
Mr. OUTTRIM moved the second reading of this Bill. He said that notwithstanding the late period of the session, he'
hoped that honorable members would assist
the Government in passing this Bill through
without any delay, so that it might become
law this session. The objects of the measure were the removal of the difficulties
which had hitherto prevented mining on
certain lands, and also to remedy certain
imperfections in the existing Act. A large
number of the clauses were framed so as
to exactly fit in with certain clauses of the
Land Act Amendment Bill, which had just.
been sent to the other Chamber. Clause 3
declared that all coal and other minerals,
such as gold, silver, copper, tin, antimony, and so on, which were in
land not yet alienated, should remain,
whether the land was alienated or not, the
property of the Crown. This would form
a basis of future legislation as to mining
for minerals on alienated land. He did
not think that any objection would be
taken to this proposal, for carrying it into
law would help mining in many ways.
Clause 6 would give the Government
power to grant leases over demised mallee
and wattle lands, and also over pastoral
allotments and grazing areas. Clause 7
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was important, for it substituted for
section 53 of the Mines Act a new section
authorizing the issue of leases of mines
under lands granted or reserved for public
purposes. This would be done, subject to
such regulations as might be made from
time to time by the Governor in Council,
and ,vith the consent of the Board of
Land and Works, and also the Railways
Commissioners, in whom the lands were
vested. Clause 8 substituted for section 54
of the Act provisions to the effect that .the term of a gold-mining lease should not
exceed 15 years, and that the term of
a mineral lease (the area not to exceed
640 acres) should be the same. Clause 11
would enable licences for the cutting and
construction of races, dams, and so on, to
be surrendered. There appeared to be no
reason why water-right licences should
not be capable of surrender as well as
mining licences. As a matter of fact,
difficulties had arisen from the want of
such a power. Clause 15 imposed penalties for unlawfully removing or displacing
posts marking a mining lease. Clause 16
conferred additional privileges on the
holders of miners' rights. 1'hese alterations were in favour of old and worn-out
miners, inasmuch as they would enable
them to occupy residence areas under certain easy conditions. Last session a concession of this kind was advocated by
many mining members, and the clause had
been framed to carry out the views then
expressed. Clause 17 declared a lease to
be security for money advanced out of the
consolidated revenue. This referred to
leases which the Government held as
security, and it would cover the time that
elapsed betweed the expiration of an old
lease and the granting of a new one.
Clause 19 related t.o contributions for
mine drainage purposes. Experience had
shown that when a company was engaged
in proving a deep lead, other mining
companies in the vicinity would in many
cases wait the result of the working
of the first company without in any way
offering that company any assistance. In
future such companies would be called
upon to contribute pro ratd. He begged
to commend the Bill to the favorable consideration of honorable members.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 3, which was as follows:" All coal, and all gold, silver, copper, tin,
iron, antimony, mercury, lead, zinc, nickel,
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cobalt, platinum, bismuth, and manganese, and
ores of any of such metals on or below, or both
on and below the surface of all land in Victoria
not heretofore alienated from the Crown in fee
simple under the provisions of any Act, are and
shall be and remain the property of the Crown,
subject to the provisions of the Mines Acts,
notwithstanding such land may at any time be
alienated from or licensed or leased by the
Crown,"

Mr. vVRIXON asked if the clause would
give a right of entry upon Crown land
that afterwards became freehold, without
any compensation being paid for surface
damage?
Mr. FOSTER expressed the opinion that
the clause was a step in the right direction.
There was no good reason why the Crown
should not claim a proprietary right over
all minerals of this class.
Mr. McINTYRE expressed his regret
that such a clause as this had not been
enacted before. Tho principle laid down
was a perfectly fair Qne. In future every
one purchasing land would know that he
was purchasing it subject to these restrictions, so that no advantage would be
taken of anyone.
Mr. vVOODS said he could o~er very
striking justification for this clause. Years
ago, when he was officially connected with
the Hailway departm,ent, he took steps to
get some 7,000 or 8,000 acres of land in a
certain locality reserved from settlement,
the object in view being that the Railway
department should in course of time be
enabled to supply' itself with coal. As
soon as he left office, however, other
councils prevailed, and he subsequently
had the mortification of seeing the land
so reserved fall into the hands of speculators. (An Honorable Member-" Where
was that land situated?") In the N arracan Valley, coal from which was now being
to a certain extent consumed by the Railway department for railway purposes.
He :was quite sure that a coal monopoly
would be far better in the hands of the
Government than in the hands of private
individuals.
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that sub-section
b of clause 5 contained the provisions referred to by the honorable member for
Portland, and he thought they would carry
out his views.
On clause 7, which was as follows:"For section 53 of the Mines Act 1890 the
following section shall be substituted, namely:
- ' 53. The Governor in Council in the name and
on behalf of Her Majesty, upon application made
to him for that purpose, may grant leases to any
person of mines in, under, or upon lands granted
or reserved for railways, ~aterworks, public
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parks, places of recreation, or other public pur~
poses, subject to such regulations as may be from
time to time passed by the Governor in Council
for that purpose, and with the consent of the
Board of Land and "Vorks or the Victorian Railways Commissioners, in whom the said lands are
vested,' "

Mr. STERRY moved the insertion after
the word "commissioners" of the words
"or other public bodies interested." He
said that in manv cases local bodies had
spent a very large" sum of money in improving the parks and other reserves in
their charge, and he considered that such
bodies ought to have some voice in tho
matter.
The amendment was negatived.
On clause 9, authorizing the issue of
licences to search for metals and minerals
other than gold,
Mr. RICHARDSON pointed out that no
provisio'n was made under the clause for
paying any compensation to those whose
-rights were interfered with. Should not
some right of compensation be given the
same as in the previous clause 1 At a,ll
events, something should be done to prevent mining operations being carried on
to ·the injury of a man's residence. (Mr.
Foster-" It is all provided for.") In
what Act 1 (Mr. Dunn-" It is provided
for in the Residence Areas Act for one.")
At all events, he would like the Minister
to satisfy him 011 t.he point.
On clause 16, entitling every holder of
a miner's right who has been a working
miner f0r 25 years to occupy 10 acres of
land on any gold-field during his life-time,
his widow also to be entitled to hold the
land during her life-time,
Mr. McINTYRE remarked that he
thought the Minister would have great
difficulty in administering this clause. A
miner might decline to take an allotment,
and claim to be paid for his right.
Mr. STERRY said this was the best
clause in the Bill. He noticed, however,
that the holding was to pass under the
miner's right title from the husband to the
widow, and be held by her during her lifetime on the same conditiol1s;but there was
no provision as to what was to become of
the land on the death of the widow. He
thought that the family ought to be
allowed to obtain the fee-simple.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that he
approved of the clause, but he could not
see why the concession should be confined
to mi~ers, and why it should not be
applied to blacksmiths or other tradesmen~
The miner might improvo the land in his
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life-time, and his family ought to enjoy the
benefit of that after his death.
•
Mr. BAILES observed that much had
been done to liberalize the land laws of the
colony, but the miners had gained no
advantage, and there were thousands of
acres around the gold-fields centres which
had not been occupied up to the present
time. The 'clause was a step in the right
direction, and if it did not go further he
hoped that some future Parliament would
remedy the deficiency.
,
Mr. BOWMAN said that every representative of a mining constituency must
congratulate the Minister upon the introduction of this clause. He would oppose
the clause, however, unless it were amended
so as to allow of the land becoming the
property of the deceased miner's family.
Mr. STERRY moved an amendment
providing that the holder of the land
should have the sole right to purchase at
any time after seven years' occupation.
Mr. WOODS remarked, that if the
ridiculous proposition of the honorable
member for Sandhurst South were agreed
to the miners would fall into the hands of
the money lenders, who would possess
themselves of the auriferous land. He
-congratulated the Millister on his provision to preserve the auriferous lands
from the monopolist. 'rhe principle of
freehold should never be sanctioned in
such cases.
Mr. rrATCHELL said he hoped that
the amendment would be withdrawn, as
nothing 'would more alarm gold-fields men
than the idea of selling auriferous lands.
Mr. McINTYRE observed that if the
freehold system were adopted the result
would be the same as in the case of the
£50 grants to volunteers, all of whom sold
their certificates and never became pos'sessed of the land.
Mr. vVRIXON remarked that under
the clause the Minister would be able to
,give 10 acres of land to any man he liked
in his district, and that would be a great
exercise of political patronage. He did
not see why this concession should be,
made to miners only. In his own district
there were a number of fishermen, who
were' fully as deserving of being allotted
a few acres of land adjoining the beach.
This sectional legislation was not in
the interest of the general public.
It might be a very good proposal, but
it was a great new departure, and was it
wise or just to confine the privilege to one
,'class only1
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Mr. FOSTER said he thought this
proposal, although an innovation, was
pcrfectly justified, because if any class in
the community deserved special consideration it was the miners, who were the
pioneers in laying the foundations of the
prosperity of this country.
Sir B. O'LOGHL EN expressed the
opinion that this proposal was a credit
to the Government, and he hoped the
Minister would stick to it.
The amendment was negatived.
Discussion took place on clause 19,
which was as follows : "For the first paragraph of section 378 of
the Mines Act 1890 there shall be substituted
the following paragraph, namely:"378. The owner of any machinery already
erected or hereafter to be erected upon or near
to any 'quartz reef or other mineral lode, or to
any lead or other deposit of auriferous drift, may
require the owner of any mine, the workings of
which have reached the natural water level
drained by such machinery, to contribute a fair
share of the total expense of draining or drawing
the water ftom the mines drained by such
machinery [and the owner of any alluvial mine
upon a lead who is raising head-water by machinery may require the owner of any alluvial
mine within a radius of 4 miles, who is "working or preparing to work, or who holds a claim
or mining lease of land on the same lead, or on
a branch of the same lead, and from which claim
or leasehold head-water is not being raised, to
contribute to the cost of so pumping or raising
head-water an amount proportionate to the area
of ground held by him as compared with the
total area held by all such owners within the said
radius]. In default of payment, or in case of
disagreement respecting the amount of such
share, the owner of such machinery may summon
the owner of any such mine before a warden,
who may make an order on such owner to pay
such sum or sums, periodically or otherwise, to
the owner of such machinery as the warden shall
think just and reasonable."

Mr. McINTYRE asked the Postmaster~
General if machinery was provided to carry
out this clause 1
Mr. DUFFY stated that the machinery
was quite adequate.
Mr. STERRY said he regarded this
clause as a most obj'ectionable provision.
Numbers of miners had been deprived of
their claims through being required to
contribute towards the drainage of adjoining mines, the development of which could
not b!') of any benefit to them.
'{'he Bill having been gone through,
Mr. GORDON proposed the following
clause:-

"J. The holder of a miner's right, desiring to
agree with the owner of any private land ,under
the provisions of section 350 of the Mines Act
1890, shall give to such owner, in writing, notice
of such desire. ,
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"2. In case the whole or any part of the surface of such land is required by such holder,
such notice shall define such part, such notice
shall contain a proposal of the terms as to the
amount of compensation or rent proposed by
:such holder to be nmde to such owner for the
damage which he ma,y sustain by reason of the
land being taken or of being deprived of the
possession of the surface thereof or of any part
.of such surface as the case may be, and for
damage to the surface of the whole or any part
thereof which may arise from the carrying on of
mining operations therein or thereon, and for
the expense of severing such land or any part
thereof from other land of the owner, and for
.all consequential damages.
"3. Such l!otice shall be served upon the'said
-owner either personally or by sending the same
by registered letter through the post addressed
to his last ,known place of ahode.
'
"4. A duplicate of such notice shall be lodged
with the warden on the same date as that upon
which the notice is served upon or posted to the
-owner of the land.
'
"5. In case an agreement is not entered into
between snch holder and such owner within 30
days from the dat~ of the service of such notice,
:such holder may proceed before a warden of the
mining district in which such land is situate,
and in manner provided by Part I. of the Mines
Act 1890 (but without assessors), to ascertain
the amount of compensation to which such
-owner may be entitled under the provisions of
this Act.
"6. Between the time such notice is served
and the conclusion of the proceedings, if commencqd, to ascertain the amount of compensation aforesaid, such owner shall not enter into
,any agreement with any holder of a miner's
right other than the pcrson by whom notice
upon him was so served, giving him power to
take possession for gold-mining purposes of such
land."

He stated that, under the present law,
miners who made discoveries of gold were
not protected from other parties coming
in dm'ing the time the agreement with the
()wner of the land was being prepared, but
this clause would protect them from the
jumpers, who were always ready' to prey
on other men.
Mr. OUT TRIM said he would accept the
clause.
.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. HALL proposed the following
.clauses:"Notwithstanding anything contained in any
Act, the Governor, in the name and on behalf of
Her Majesty, and by virtue of and pursuant
to Part I. of the Mines Act 1890, shall have
power to grant gold-mining leases or mineral
leases, giving the holder thereof the right to
enter upon any land vested in the trustees
appointed or continuing to act as trustees
under the provisions of the Agricultural Colleges Act 1890, whether such land be or be not
demised by the said trustees, and to mine on
such land, and to erect and occupy mining
plant or machinery thereon in the same manner
and under the same conditions and provisions
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as those under which persons have the right to
mine in and upon Crown lands; provided that,
so far as regards fenced and cultivated land,
compensation shall be paid to the said trustees
and also to the lessee (if any) of the land
entered and mined upon for surface damage to
be done to such land by reason of mining
thereon, such compensation to be determined by
a warden as hereinafter provided, and the payment thereof to be a condition precedent to
such right of entry.
"1. Any warden, on the complaint of the
said trustees or any lessee, or of the person
desiring to mine, may hear such complaint, and
determine the amount of compensation for such
injury to be paid to such trustee or lessee by
the person desiring to mine on such land.
2. Every such complaint shall be deemed to be
a proceeding within the meaning of section 219
of the Mines Act 1890, and for the purposed of
enabling wardens to hear, determine, and enforce such complaints, and of enabling appeals
to be made from their decisions, all the provisions of Part 1. of the Mines Act 1890, applying
to proceedings under such section, shall equally
apply to snch complaints and the parties thereto
so far as the sa,me may be applicable.
"2. In every lease of land hereafter granted
by the said trustees, pursuant to the Agricultural Colleges Act 1890, there shall be inserted
covenants and conditions providing that the
land demised is granted subject to any goldmining lease or mineral lease of such land
which thereafter may be granted by the Governor in Council in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 2. Only one lease shall,
under the provisions of this Act, be granted or
in force at anyone time in respect of the same
land."

The agricultural colleges trustees (the
honorable member remarked) had thousands of acres vested in them, but there
was no power to grant mining leases over
those lands. These clauses would give
that power, and provide the necessary
machinery, so that ~:nineral deposits on
the lands reserved as an endowment for
the agricultural colleges could henceforth
be developed if these clauses became law.
Mr. OU'rTRIM stated that he would
accept the clauses, which had been approved by the trustees and the other
branch of the Legislature:
The clauses wer<;l agreed to.
The Bill was then reported with amendments, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. OUr:rTRIM, the
Bill was read a third time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
.
The message was ordered to be .taken
into consideration the following day.
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CRIMES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. DUFFY moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said that the measure
had been already twice passed through the
Council, after careful consideration. It
was considerably added to and improved
on the second occasion, so that he hoped
it would become law this session. The
object of the Bill was to promote the
morality of the community. Of course,
it was impossible to make people moral
by Act of Parliament, but Parliament
could do something to suppress the more
open and more odious forms of vice, which
was really what the Bill proposed to do.
Some of its provisions had been adopted
OIl the recommendation of the judges,
especially those with regard to punishments, and to cure defects in the Crimes
Act which had presented themselves from
time to time. 1'hemain purpose of the
Bill, after all, was to give protection to
women, and. especially to girls of tender
age.
After he had explained its prominent features, he would ask honorable
members to let it go at once into committee, because it was more a Bill for consideration in committee than for debate on
the motion for the second reading. Under
the preseut law the age of consent was
twelve years, but experience had shown
that twelve years was too low. It was
originally proposed that the age of consent.
should be increased to fourteen years,
afterwards to fifteen years, and in this Bill,
which had come down from the Council, it
had been increased to sixteen years. That
increase had found favour in the minds of
a number of eminent citizens, including the
Archbishop of Melbourne, the Bishop of
Melbourne, and other eminent ecclesiastics,
and whether honorable members concm;red
in the opinions of those gentlemen or not,
they would at all events agree that twelve
years was much too low. At the present
time incest was not a crime in this colony,
but honorable members would remember
that some years ago the public conscience
of Vic.tol'ia was scandalized by certain
revelations, and it was considered that to
get rid of such a disgraceful state of things
what had hitherto been regarded as a
moral offence should be declared by law to
be a crime. Indecent assaults were now
made a criminal offence by statute.
Part II. of the Bill dealt with the suppression of prostitution. In that relation
there were some clauses at the end of the
Bill (copied from the English legislation)
dealing with obscene advertisements. The I
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other parts of the Bill were to a great
extent of a technical nature.
A new
principle had been adopted-in clauses 35
and 36-by which a man who was accused
of any crime could, if he thought fit, be
examined as a witness on his own behalf,
and his wife could alf:!o give evidence on
his behalf, or a husband on behalf of his
wife. (Mr. Leonard-" And quite right,
too.") He was glad the proposal had the
support of an honorable member of such
experience in these matters. (An Honorable Member-" The accused ought to be
It was
compelled to give evidence.")
specially provided in the Bill that an
accllsed person should not be compelled to
give evidence, and he was to be duly
warned, if he desired to give evidence,
that he would have to submit to crossexamination in the ordinary manner.
Althoug"h, with the assistance of lawyers,
criminals sometimes escaped, the object of
the criminal law was to convict criminals,
and enable honest men to escape; and he
believed that the clauses in question would
help to convict criminals, and at the same
time give to honest men all avenue of
escape which was not open to them at
present.
In the interests of public:
morality, and in order to get rid of crying
evils that had shocked the community in
times past, he hoped honorable members.
would assist him in getting this Bill passed
into law.
Mr. vVRIXON said he thought the House
might allow this Bill to go into committee
at once, because the matters to be considered were mainly matters of detaiL
There could be no doubt in the mind of
any honorable member that the present
age of consent ·was t.oo low. To fix it at
twelve years was a scandal to any community. 1'he Bill had been carefully
considered by the judges and the Crown.
Prosecutor, and from a legal point of'
view the clauses were satisfactory, but of'
course it was for Parliament to decide on.
matters of policy. The proposal that a
prisoner should be allowed to give evidence appeared to him to be a dangerous
one, and it was, at any rate, premature to
adopt it. If it became law, every person
who stood in a criminal court accused of
crime would be forced to go into the witness-box, or else the presumption of the
jury would be that he had no real defence to offer.
The man who would
get on best in the witness-box would
be the cool cunning scoundrel, with a
ready answer for everything, while an
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innocent mall, agitated by strange surroundings, might break down under crossexamination, and betray inconsistencies
which would induce the jury to convict him. A more dangerous test of
innocence could not be imagined.
'rhe man who would get on best in the
witness-box would be the cunning cool
scoundrel, who would not feel in the least
disconcerted, but would be able to brazen
the thing out to the end. On the other
hand, a man who was perfectly innocent,
might oe nervous and upset by the novelty
of his position, and, if too closely crossexamined, betray evidence of inconsistency
which would induce the jury to convict
him. The principle adopted by their forefathers for many centuries was that when a
man was placed at the bar, the case against
him had to be proved. It was quite a new
idea to adopt the French practice of saying
that the prisoner should be entitled to go
into the box. .
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that this
was a very important Bill, and dealt with
a great number of subjects connected with
the criminal law. The first and second parts
of the Bill, dealing withoffellces against the
person, and prostitution, would most likely
receive the support of the House. The
age of consent was a dangerous question
to deal with. There was no doubt that
there was a strong public opinion in
favour of the protection of young women,
but Parliament must take care not to go
too far in that direction. Except on the
question of the age of consent, he did not
much object to the provisions contained
in the first and second parts of the Bill,
but in clause 23 there was a very
peculiar provision.
An attempt was
there made to cure what in his opinion
could not be cured, and he was afraid the
clause would do injury rather than
good. It had reference to larceny by
a bailee. The present law went quite
far enough. A provision similar to that
contained in clause 23 was proposed
in connexion with the Bill introduced
in the House of Commons, and it was
then pointed out that the result of it
might be that a merchant or banker
would be dragged into court for larceny
as, a bailee by some vindictive person
making a charge of larceny against him.
'Vhat was larceny as a bailee was well
established by authorities, and it would
be dangerous to make' the change now
proposed.
Trustees, bankers, and agents
were provided for under another clause.
Se.8sion 1891.-[212]
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'rhe object of the person who framed this
clause appeared to be to do what he
thought was substantial justice, but he
forgot that a charge might be made
against innocent persons, and that those
persons would have to be brought up in
court before it could be shown that the
charges were unfounded. He joined issue
with the honorable member for Portland
with reference to the cross-examination of
prisoners. It would be a great improvement in the law if every person accused had
the option of giving evidence and being
cross-examined. If a prisoner felt that he
could not make a plain statement of his
case, his counsel would ad vise him not to
go into the box, but there were a number
of cases in which a man's character and
his position in life were dependent upon
the statement of one witness, and in
which the jury were most anxious to hear
the statement of the prisoner. If the
prisoner was put into the box, and went
through the ordeal of cross-examination to
the satisfaction of the jury, his statement
might be the means of saving him. In
England, this practice had been introduced
in cases of assault on females of tender
age in which there was only one witness.
In America, where there were 66,000,000
of the English-speaking race, a prisoner
always had the right of going into the box
to give evidence. He had forwarded
to him recently a report of a very
important case of conspiracy tried
in Chicago, in which all the parties
accused went into the box and were crossexamined. The case occupied two days,
and the result was that the jury gave a
verdict against the prisoners, and they
were convicted. (Mr. Staughton-" rrhe
poorest man is always convicted in
America.") In the case to which he
referred the prisoners were represented
by the leading solicitors and coullsel in
Chicago, and they must therefore have
had money. He did not know of any
improvement that could be made in the
criminal law that would be more useful
than this. It would in many cases be the
means of satisfying both the prisoner himself and the jury. The 39th clause had
referenc~ to procedure, and he would ask
the Minister to consent to an alteration
which he thought was important. The
statement of the prisoner, if made without oath, was to be made after the reply
of counsel appearing for the defence.
Counsel for the defence ought to be
allowed to address the jury after the
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statement oftheprisoner, and after the reply
of the Crown Prosecutor, and he would
suggest that the clause be altered in that
manner, .and that in all cases counsel for
the defence should address the jury after
the fiI).al address of the counsel for the
prosecution. (Mr. Turner-" Even when
the prisoner has been in the box?") Yes;
in every case the final address should be
made by counsel for the prisoner. The
judges did not all adhere to the princi ple laid
down by some high authorities-they had
formed a new practice, and they addressed
the jury not only upon t~e law but upon
the evidence itself. Some judges constituted themselves, in fact, the jury; other
judges just drew the line, stated that the
evidence was so-and-so, and that it was for
the jury to decide upon that evidence.
The result was that the charge of a judge
to the jury was practically an address
for or against the prisoner. It was very
easy to say that every man in the
community could obtain a fair trial.
It was almost impossible for a man who
had not got money to get what he (Sir B.
O'Loghlen) would call a proper trial, because his defence could not be properly
prepared, he could not have all the witnesses he wanted brought into court, and he
could not be represented by the best counsel.
On the one side there was the whole power
of the Crown and the whole power of the
police force, because the police had to do
their duty, and when they brought a
charge against a man, they made every
exertion to see that their case was properly
put before the jury. In addition to this,
counsel for the prosecution had· the right
to reply after the counsel for the defence, and although judge and jury were
perfectly fair, and the Crown Prosecutor
tried to hold the balance evenly, the man
who had not money had a very great diffi-:culty in defending himself. There were
several elaborate provisions in the Bill
with reference to the means of supplying
evidence of prior convictions, and they
would give rise to a great danger. The
intention of the clause to which he referred was very good, but an officer had to
give a certificate containing the substance
and effect only of a conviction, and there
was not one man in a hundred, unless he
had been trained specially to criminal
work, who would be competent to give
the substance and effect of a conviction.
In ordinary cases it might be quite easy
to do that, but in compound cases the
difficulty was very great, as there were so
Sir B. O'Loghlen.
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many offences that were like one another..
In the case of an assault on a girl under
sixteen years of age, the clerk might summarize the conviction as an assault on a
girl of' tender years. (Mr. Turner-" It
says that only the formal part of the conviction should be omitted.") The question
was what was the formal part of a con- .
viction ~ The other portions of the Bill
appeared to be very fair.
Capt. TAYLOR remarked that it was
very much to be regretted that the House
had had this Bill twice before it at the
close of a session. The Bill dealt with
the liberty of the people, and it required
very careful consideration. At the first
blush, honorable members might be in-.
clined to take a view of certain proposals
in the Bill which on more mature consideration they would alter. The first proposal
in the Bill to which he would call attention
was that having reference to the age of
consent, and that was a subject which
would require. more iconsideration than
could be given to it in the few hours that
were left of the present session. It was
the duty of the Legislature to protect
innocent girls and persons of tender years,
and, as far as possible, to prevent those
crimes against which one's sense of manhood
revolted. But in attempting to suppress
crime of this nature, people were apt
to forget that there was no class of crime
which it was more easy to charge against
any innocent man in 'the community, and
which there was less difficulty in proving,
because in all such cases the antipathy of
the jury was naturally excited against the
prisoner. Therefore Parliament sh:ould
not facilitate the proof of such a charge.
It was proposed in the Bill that the age
of consent should be raised from twelve to
sixteen years. Itwas difficult ~o speak upon
this subject, because anybody who objected
to the age being raised might be thought
by some persons to be a great scoundrel.
This subject was a very serious one, and
required very careful consideration. In
this country girls of fifteen years of age
were as old as girls in a colder climate were
at eighteen or nineteen. (Mr. W. T.
Carter-Ie Physically, but not mentally.")
He thought both. The danger which the
proposed change would place the community in was that if any man or youth
happened to have commerce with a girl
under sixteen years of age, believing her
from her appearance to be older than she
really was, he would become liable to tremendous penalties. Therefore he thought
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that before such a measure as the present
was launched upon the community, some
additional limitation should be laid down.
For instance, the court might fairly be
authorized to decide, from the general
appearance of the girl, what her age might
be taken to be. Then there would be
some justification for the provision in
question. For his part he thought the age
of fourteen was the utmost limit that
should be gone to. It should also be
remembered that frequently crimes were
charged against a man of which he might
be technically guilty although morally
innocent. There were other points in the
Bill which required to be looked at. For
instance, there was one important omission
from the measure. It had frequently been
urged in this chamber, from time to time,
that when a Bill like this was brought
before Parliament, some attempt should
be made to cure the present frequent
disparity of the sentences passed upon
prisoners. Surely now that the present
Bill was under consideration, some method
should be adopted by which this particular
evil could be remedied. (Mr. Leonard"How would you alter the law ~ ") He
thought the requisite alteration might be
effected in a very simple way. For
example, his plan would be that the jury
should be required to find a verdict, stating whether a prisoner was guilty in the
first, second, or third degree, so that the
sentence might be in accordance therewith.
Then, by a fixed rule, the judges might
be limited to a minimum and maximum
punishment for each degree. Perhaps this
would not meet the case wholly, but it
would be better than nothing. It had
also been proposed that the judges should
meet together in concert, and compare
sentences, so as to enable themselves to
arrive at some conclusions by which thej
would jointly agree to be guided. He
believed, however, that nothing of the
kind had been done. So far, then, the
Bill w'as decidedly imperfect. He next
came to the clause under which a prisoner
would be entitled to give evidence in his
own behalf, but there werea number of very
important reasons to influence a prisoner
in refusing to give such evidence. The
question put to him by the court would be"Having heard the evidence against you, do
you wish to be called as a witness and give
evidence in answer to the charge? You are not
obliged to be called and give evidence unless you
wish, but if you are called, the evidence you
give may be used against yon, and you will . be
liable to be cross-examined."
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But he might be afflicted with nervousness, or he might feel that he was not
strong enough to go into the witness-box,
or that cross-examination might touch
upon other matters which it was of great
importance to him should not be gone
into. There were, in fact, many things
which might justify him in such a refusal.
Well, under these circumstances it was
only common justice that the jury should,
not know whether the man had ever refused or not. If he wanted t9 go into
the witness-box, he should be allowed to do
so, but if he was not 'prepared to do so,
.the jury should not be informed on the
subject. It was to be hoped that the
clauses which dealt with this subject would
be amended accordingly-that the Government would make some effort to deal with
this question. There were a number of
other points which he (Capt. Taylor) might
refer to, but, perhaps, they would be
better dealt with in committee.
Mr. W. T. CARTER stated that he had
great pleasure in supporting the general
principles of the Bill, for, although he had
often said that it was a very difficult
matter to legislate on a· moral question,
he was strongly impressed with the feeling
that the womanhood of t.he community
required the utmost possible protection
that could be afforded to them. Of course,
looking at the question from the woman's
suffrage point of view, the mere fact of
the introduction of the Bill did away, so
far, with. their claim for equality, for, if
woman were equal with man; there could
be no need for such a measure as this.
Although he had been at times charged,
and charged wrongly, with speaking with
a certain disrespect for woman, as a matter
of fact it was his profound respect for
woman that caused him to support the
present Bill. He heartily agreed with the
proposition for raising the age of consent
to the period suggested, for, although he
was boun.d to admit that the youth of this
colony developed more rapidly than they did
in other climates, yet it was only.physical develop~ent-a development independent of mental development. There was
among the Victorian youth an early physical development which gave the appearance of manhood or womanhood, but there
was not a corresponding mental development equal to the responsibilities of
marriage. I t had been urged, and he
dared say ,honestly, that the age of consent
should not be raised lest punishment
should be wrongly inflicted on persons for
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taking advantage of precocious appearance. But the real gist of that suggestion
was that it was desirable to protect men
in respect to illicit commerce with the
other sex. But so long as marriage remained an institution so long must all
commerce between the sexes outside
marriage be regarded as illegal, and to be
condemned in the common weal. That
being the case, the Legislature should
never allow itself to be hindered from
protecting womanhood by any suggestions
of the kind. Men who committed such
acts must take all the liabilities and responsibilities attaching to them. (An
Honorable Member-" But they should
not be liable to punishment by law.")
Such acts were always liable to punishment
either legally or morally. Next, as to the
question of prisoners giving evidence in their
own behalf. As the honorable member for
Hawthorn had pointed out, the danger that
would arise would be that of a prisoner's
refusal to be examined being unfavorably
commented upon. Certainly a prisoner
should be protected in that regard, for
many and serious reasons. He had not
thoroughly appreciated this point before,
but now it was strongly impressed upon
his mind. StilI, the right of the prisoner
to be examined should be acknowledged.
He remembered how strongly this was
brought home to. him in his early days,
when during a trial for cattle-stealing in
Gippsland he heard the late Judge Bindon,
then a counsel at the bar, arguing that
were his cliellt's mouth not shut he might
be able to put an entirely different complexion upon the evidence adduced against
him. Since then, he (Mr. Carter) had
seen in South Australia the operation
of the system now proposed, and he
thought its introduction into Victoria,
properly 'guarded in the way that. had
beon pointed out, would be of publIc advantage.
The motion was agreed to.
rrhe Bill was then read a second time
and committed-Mr. Graves in the chair.
On clause 5, which waS as follows :" 1. If any person unlawfully and carnally
know any girl of or above the age of ten and
under the age of sixteen years he shall be guilty
of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be
liable, at the discretion of the cO~lrt, to be imprisoned for any term not exceedmg ten years;
but if such person be a schoolmaster or teacher,
and snch girl his pupil, he shall be liable, at the
discretion of the court, to be imprisoned for any
term not exceeding fifteen years.
"2. If any person attempt to have unlawful
carnal know ledge of any girl of or above the
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age of ten and under the age of sixteen years,
or assault any such girl with intent unlawfully
and carnally to know l~er, he shall be guilty of
a misdemeanour, and being convicted thereof
shall be liable, at the discretion of the court,
to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding
three years; but if such person be a schoolmaster or teacher, and such girl his pnpil, he
shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to
be imprisoned for any term not exceeding five
years."

Mr. STAUGHTON moved that the age
of consent be reduced to fifteen years. He
said that to raise the age to sixteen would,
to his mind, be altogether too much. It
was useless to shut one's eyes to a necessary evil, and there was the fact that,
under the clause, a girl whose appearance
belied her real age might be the means of
bringing a man into a great deal of very
serious trouble-such trouble as he could
hardly be said, under the circumstances,
to deserve. This was a danger to which
young men coming to Melbourne from
country districts would be peculiarly liable.
As was well known, it was useless to legis~
late to make people moral, therefore a great
deal of the talk of the honorable member
for Williamstown was entirely uncalled for.
Mr. C. YOUNG considered that the remarks of the honorable member for Bourke
West showed a good deal of common sense,
but at the same time his argument might
be carried too far. Other clauses in the
Bill would stand in the way of young girls
leading a life of ill-fame before they had
reached the age of consent. If the honorable member looked further into the s'ubject, he would see that there was, upon
the whole, very little chance of the contingency he referred to ever occurring.
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked that it
would be quite possible for a girl of evil
disposition and advanced physical development to get herself taken into a brothel
before she was sixteen years of age. Of
course the people who kept the brothel
would not inquire as to her age, and if
they did they might be deceived. As a
matter of fact, the only means they would
have of ascertaining the truth would be
an examination of the registry of her birth.
The amendment was negatived.
On clause 6, which was as follows : " It shall be no defence to any charge, presentment, indictment, or information for [unlawfully and carnn.lly knowing or for attempting
or for assaulting with intent unlawfully and
carnally to know any girl under the age of
sixteen years that such carnal knowledge or
attempt to have carnal knowl~dge or assault
with intent was or was made WIth the consent
of such girl],"
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Mr. WRIXON moved the addition of the
following words to the clause:" Unless such girl be older than or of the
same age as the defendant."

Mr. C. YOUNG said he strongly objected
to the amendment. He regarded it as a
most unwarrantable provision.
The committee divided on the amendment41
Ayes
17
Noes
Majority for the amend- } 24
ment
.,.
...
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Mr.
"
"
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Andrews,
Bailes,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
Craven,
·Derham,
Dixon,
Dow,
Duffy,
Foster,
Gillies,
Graham,
Hall,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
Keys,
Kirton,
Laurens,
McColl,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Baker,
Cameron,
Clark,
Deakin,
Duncan,

Mr. McLean,
" McLellan,
" Outtrim,
" Patterson,
" Peacock,
Dr. Pearson,
Mr. Richardson,
" Shiels,
" C. Smith,
" Staughton,
" Sterry,
" Tatchell,
" Taverner,
" Turner,
Uren,
ebb,
" Wheeler,
vVrixon.

" 'V

:l'ellers.

Mr. Armytage,
" W. T. Carter.
NOES.

Dllln,

:Forrest,
Gordon,

Mr.
"
"
"
"

J. Harris,
Mountain,
Munro,
Officer,
A. Young,
C. Young.
'Pellers.

Mr. Groom,
" Mason.

The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
On clause 8, making it a felony for a
father to abuse a girl of or above the
age of ten years knowing her to be his
daughter or other lineal descendant,
Dr. PEARSON moved the addition of
the words" or his step-daughter."
'fhe amendment was agreed to.
r:ehe clause, as amended, was then
adopted.
On clause 15, providing that any person
who procured the defilement of a woman
by threats or fraud or administering drugs
should be liable to a term of imprisonment
not exceeding two years,
Mr. ARMY'fAGE submitted that the
administering of drugs ought to be treated
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as a distinct offence, and be much more
severely punished.
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that ten
years' imprisonment. would not be too
much for such an offence.
Mr. DUNN moved that the words "ten
years" be substituted for the words "two
years."
Mr. TURNER promised that if the
amendment were withdrawn he would increase the punishment to at least five
years' imprisonment when the report was
dealt with.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The clause was then agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 36,
which was as follows:"Where a person charged with an offence is
not defended by counselor solicitor, then, on
the completion of the examination of the witnesses on the part of the prosecution, the following caution or words to the like effect shall,
before he is called as a witness, be addressed to
him by or under the direction of the court,
judge, or justice before whom he is charged
(that is to say}:-' Having heard the evidence
against you, do you wish to be called as a witness and give evidence in answer to the charge?
You are not obliged to be called and give evidence unless you wish, bnt if you are called the
evidence you give may be used against you and
you will he liable to be cross-examined.' "

Capt. TAYLOR expressed the opinion
that if this clause passed in its present
form it would do injury to the cause of an
innocent person charged with any offence
if he declined to go into the witness-box.
This provision was more a matter for a
poor man than for a rich man to consider,
because it was .(mly to apply "where a
person charged with an offence is not defended by counselor solicitor," and rich
men who were accused of crimes could afford to be represented by counsel, while
many poor men could not. If an accused
person decided not to go into the witnessbox, when the question in this clause was
publicly put to him before the jury, he
might just as well plead guilty at once,
because the jury would certainly say that
he was guilty, and yet there might be
innumerable reasons why a person who
could not afford counsel should not go
into the witness-box, even in his own behalf. He would like to know why persons
who were accused of offences who could
not afford to employ counsel should be
dealt with differently from accused persons who could afford to fee counsel ~ (Mr.
McIntyre-" What remedy do you propose ~ ") The only remedy he could suggest was to strike out this clause and
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substitute for it a clause enabling an
accused person to give evidence in his
own defence, with a proviso that if the
accused did not give evidence no comment
should be made on the fact.
Mr. WRIXON remarked that. he would
be glad to see this clause and also clause 35
omitted from the Bill. If an accused person was entitled to be a witness ·in his
own defence and refused to take advantage of that privilege, the jury would be
justified in forming their own conclusions
with regard to his refusal to give evidence,
and yet the most innocent man might be so
fluttered by the situation, and under crossexamination so utterly break down, as to
make the jury think him guilty, whereas
. the scoundrel and the ruffian who could
not be put out by cross-examination would
be able to make a good impressiOll on the
mind of the jl,lry. While he was not prepared to say that some advance in the
direction of this clause ought not to be
taken at the present time, he would point
out that an accused person was allowed to
make a statement under the existing
system of criminal procedure; but to have
him called as a witness, and subjected to·
cross-examination, was a very serious and
very grave new departure 1
Mr. PATTERSON said he thought this
clause might safely be passed as it stood.
It was the law in America, where he was
told it had never been found to shelter
the guilty, while in numberless cases it
had enabled innocent persons to go free.
There was no fear of an innocent man
injuring his own case by ,any evidence he
might give, because nothing in the way of
cross examination could shake the statements of a really innocent man, but however smart a guilty prisoner might be he
would be bound to break down under
cross-examination. That had been their experience in America, and they were astonished to learn that accused persons were
not allowed to give evidence in their own
defence in the law courts of this go-ahead
country. A defendant in a civil case was
allowed to give evidence on oath, and why
should not a man whose life and liberty
were at stake have a similar privilege 1 A
plain straight statement from an innocent
man would go far and away beyond anything that an advocate could say in behalf
of a guilty person. Doubt had been expressed as to whether a counsel should be
allowed to animadvert on a prisoner's refusal to give evidence in his own behalf,
and to make, perhaps, more of it than
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it would properly bear, and if the
clause were amended in that respect
nothing more would be necessary.
Mr. DIXON· stated that an innocent
man would give his evidence in such a
way as to carry conviction to the mind of
the jury. Magistrates sitting in petty
sessions had often expressed the wish that
the law would allow an accused person to
go into the witness-box, because it would
help them to judge from the examination
and cross-examination whether he was
innocent or not. Cases had occurred in
which innocent men had been convicted
because they were not able to give evidence
on oath, and this clause would help the
innocent to get justice.
Mr. ARMYTAGE expressed the opinion
that if the view of the honorable member
for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) was correct, the operation of this clause ought to
be extended to accused persons who were
defended by counsel.
Capt. TAYLOR remarked that he preferred the clause submitted last session
amending section 53 of the Evidence Act
so as to make an accused person competent to give evidence in his own defence,
with the addition of this proviso:"Provided always that no comment shall be
made upon the fact that any such person has
not given evidence on his own behalf."

Mr. DUFFY said he would accept the
proviso, and add it to the clause as it
stood. That would meet one objection.
The Government did not want to change
the drafting of the Bill more than could
be avoided. In order to overcome the
objection that if an accused person were
asked in open court, in the hearing of the
jury, if he would give evidence and refused
it would prejudice the minds of the jury
against him, he would' move the substitution of the words "shall be handed to him
in writing" for the words "be addressed
to him."
Capt. TAYLOR remarked that an accused person might be unable to read.
Mr. ZOX observed that he did not
think it would make much difference
whether the question was put by word of
mouth or in writing, because the jury
would know that the accused person could
elect to give evidence if he chose, and if
he declined to give evidence the natural
inference would be that the man was
guilty of the offence imputed to him. A
nervous man, although innocent, might
be flurried under cross-examination, and
prejudice his own defence in the eyes of
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the jury. One result of the operation of
this clause would unquestionably be an
increase of perjury, and it was not right to
put an accused person in a position in which
he would be strongly tempted, if he thought
it would help his case, to commit perjury.
Mr. WRIXON expressed the opinion
that if the committee really desired to
adopt the new principle it would be better
to take the clause as it stood rather than
'as amended at the suggestion of the
honorable member for Hawthorn. It would
be perfectly futile to attempt to prevent
comment being made on the refusal of a
prisoner to give evidence, and it would cer'tainly be an important fact for the jury to
consider. The proposal to put the question
to accused persons ilf writing would never
work. The honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs had suggested to him that if a
prisoner went into the witness - box he
would be liable to be cross-examined upon
his whole previous career. (Mr. Turner"No; that is specially guarded against in
the previous clause.") That was open to
question.
Mr. C. YOUNG said he did not think
that either very much good or very much
injury would result from the operation of
this clause, which would only apply to
prisoners who were not defended. (Capt.
Taylor-" Because they are not defended.")
The matter was not so serious as some
honorable members seemed to think.
Mr. STUART remarked that this proposal was a move in a common-sen~e direction, and, under certain circumstances,
might be of great advantage to persons
wrongfully accused of criminal offences.
Dr. PEARSON observed that he did not
~gree with the statement of the Minister
of Customs, that clause 35 prevented an
accused person who was giving evidence
in his own defence from being crossexamined as to his past life, because the
clause provided that-" A person called as a. witness in pursuance of
this section shall not be asked, and if asked shall
not be required to answer, any questiou tending
to show that any person presented, indicted,
informed against, or charged, has committed or
been convicted of any offence other than that
wherewith he is then charged, unless either"the proof that the person presented, indicted, informed against, or charged, has
, committed or been convicted of that other
offence, is admissible evidence to show
that he is guilty of the offence wherewith
he is then charged; or
"the person presented, indicted, informed
against, or charged, has given evidence of
good character."
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So that in the event of certain evidence
having been tendered in an accused perl:!on's
defence, that person would be liable to
cross-examination as to the whole of his
previous life if he went into the witnessbox to give evidence in his own behalf.
The Bill was necessarily an exceedingly
stringent measure; he did not think it was
at all too. stringent, but by introducing a
principle new to English criminal procedure
they might run the risk of doing grievous
injustice to accused persons whose only
fault was that they could not stand crossexamination by a clever barrister, or that
there were certain things in their past
career, not bearing on the charge .against
them, which they did not care to have
raked up in cross-examination, and yet if
they refused to give evidence on their
own behalf it would be said that either
they were afraid to incriminate themselves by answering questions, or that
there was something disgraceful in connexion with their past lives. He would
like to see this and the previous clause.
struck out.
Mr. LA URENS expressed the opinion
that the clause would be readily availed of
by every innocent person.
The committee divided on the clauseAyes
Noes

52
16

Majority for the clause

36
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Mr. Mason,
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" C. Young.
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Mr. Bailes,
" Clark.
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"
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"
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Capt. Taylor,
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Mr. DEAKIN stated that although he
voted for the retention of the clause, he
felt that the cross-examination of a
prisoner, even as limited in the Bill, would
be very likely to tell severely against him.
The prisoner might be cross-examined with
regard to his antecedents, which would
be extremely inj urious to him, and would
improperly prejudice the minds of the jury
against him. He would therefore suggest
that the cross-examination should be
&trictly limited to the offence with which
the prisoner was charged, and to the subject-matter of his statement.
On clause 37, which was as follows :"1. The provisions of section 200 of the J ustices Act 1890 shall extend anti apply to courts
of general sessions.
I' 2. If any persl)n commit an offence against
any Act by publishing a report of any proceedings, or any part thereof, in any cause or matter
heard before1l.ny judge, court of general sessions,
or police magistrate, or any justices sitting in
petty sessions, contrary to an order made by
such judge, court, police magistrate, .or justices
under the provisions of any of the said Acts,
such person may be called upon by such judge,
court, police magistrate, or justices to appear
before him or it or them (as the case may be) on
some future day by him or them specified, to
show cause why he should not be punished for
such offence.
"3. Such person may upon such specified day
a.ppear by himself or his counsel, or by his
attorney in courts where attorneys may practise
as advocates, and show cause accordingly, and
such judge, court, police magistrate, or justices
may then, or on any subsequent day if he or it
or they (as the case may be) think fit, proceed
to adjudge that such person shall pay any fine
or shall undergo any period of imprisonment to
which he is liable,"

Capt. TAYLOR remarked that this
clause would give a somewhat dangerous
power to the minor courts, and he weuld
like to know from the Minister what the
object of it was. Clause 38 would give
power to exclude the public from any court
on the grounds of public decency. On
what other grounds would it be desirable
to allow the court to be conducted without
publicity 1
Mr. DUFFY observed that the clause
only provided machinery for carrying out
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the existing law as set out in section 200
of the Justices Act.
Mr. CLA RK said that the clause appeared to give almost unlimited power to
any judge,' police magistrate, or justice
with rega.rd to the publication of reports
of legal proceedings, and he would particularly call attention to the provision
that any person publishing a report WhOll
forbidden might be called before such
judge, police magistrate, or justice, and be
mulcted in a fine or sentenced to imprisonment.
Capt. TAYLOR stated that section
200 of the Justices Act dealt with cases of
public decency and morality. Even in the'
hands of the judges of the highest court
in the colony this power had sometimes
been abused in a' manner that was
dangerous to the liberty of the subject,
and he was afraid that the danger would
be increased if the same power were
extended to justices.
Mr. LAURENS observed that no offence
would be committed unless an order had
been made forbidding the publication of a
report, and if such an order had been made
. it should certainly be obeyed.
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 39,
which was as follows : " Where any person is charged upon indictment, presentment, or information, with the
commission of any indictable offence, and upon
his trial makes answer or defence thereto. by
his counsel, and such person desires also to make
a statement of facts (without oath) in lieu of or
in addition to any evidence on his behalf, such
statement of facts shall only be made by such
person, but where it is intended to be so made
may be opened by the counsel of such person.
Such statement shall in all cases be made by
such person after the counsel appearing for the
tiefence of such person or for the defence of other
persons also charged in such indictment, presentment, or information has or have concluded
his or their final addresses to the jury. Whenever any such statement is made the counsel for
the Crown shall have the right of reply."

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN moved the omission
of the word" after" (line 18), with a view
to the substitution of the word "before."
He stated that this was one of the clauses
towhich he had referred in his speech on
the second reading of the Bill. The clause
provided that a prisoner might make a
statement of facts without oath in lieu of
or in addition to any evidence given on
his behalf, and that such statement should
be made after the counsel appearing for
the defence had concluded his final address
to the. jury. He desired that counsel
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should be allowed to deliver his address
after the prisoner had made his statement.
The present practice WaS an unfair one,
and it gave counsel for the prisoner no
.opportunity of pointing out to the jury
the weight of the facts stated by the
accused. If this amendment was agreed
to, he would move a further, amendment
with the object of giving the last address
to the jury in every case to counsel for
the prisoner.
Capt. TAYLOR stated that he did not
see any necessity for this clause, as it had
already been provided that a prisoner
might give evidence on oath. In this
clause also a distinction was drawn between
, prisoners who were defended by counsel
and prisoners who could not afford to
retain counsel, and that was a thoroughly
bad distinction. The clause had reference'
to prisoners who were defended by counsel,
.and was it proposed to allow a prisoner
who would not submit to examination on
oath to make a statement on oatM (Mr.
Deakin-" This may be in place of or in
. addition to the examination on oath.")
Surely the Government did not intend to
allow trials to 'be protracted in that
manned
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that in
many cases the prisoner might not desire to
go into the witness-box, but it might be
necessary that he should make some short
statement. If a prisoner was not represented by counsel he was asked if he had
anything to say, and he then made a statement. There were 50 reasons why a prisoner who was represented by counsel
should have the option of either undergoing cross-examination or making a state.ment without oath.
Mr. WIUXON observed that the committee would listen with great attention
to anything the honorable member for
Port Fairy said on this subject, because
the honorable member had had great experience both in prosecuting and defending
prisoners. This clause was founded on the
unanimous recommendation of the judges,
who approved of this particular method of
dealing with a statement by the prisoner
and with counsel's address. He did not
think it would be wise for the committee
to make any alteration in the clause. The
judges took the view that, in order to get
the truth, the statement of the prisoner
should be made after counsel had delivered
his address, as otherwise counsel might
make his address dovetail in with the
prisoner's statement. (Capt. TaylorSession' 1891.-[213]
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"The prisoner might make his statement
dovetail in with counsel's address.") Of
course the matter could be looked at both
ways, but that was the view the judges
took. He could not support the amendment. The duty of the counsel for the
prisoner was to put everything in his
favour as strongly as he possibly could,
but the duty of the Crown Prosecutor
was to put matters fairly, and, therefore,
it was reasonable that the Crown Prosecutor should address the jury last.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN contended that unless the amendments he had indicated
were agreed to the privilege accorded to
the prisoner would be practically destroyed, because his counsel would almost
always advise him that it would be useless
for him to make a statement. The honorable member for Portland said that the
counsel was always fair in his reply, but
perhaps he did not realize, from long'
experience of such cases, as he (Sir B.
O'Loghlen) did, how exceedingly difficult
it was at times for counsel for the Crown
to refrain from endeavouring to upset the
theory for the defence.
The amendment was negatived.
On clause 40, providing that counts for
previous convictions might be added to the
presentment at any time before the verdict,
Capt. TAYLOR said he objected entirely
to this clause, as a complete subversion of
British justice. Under the existing law
the prisoner must be first convicted before
prior convictions could be urged against
him. (Mr. rrurner-" The matter in the
clause is entirely one of technical arrangement.") The point was that, in fairness
to the prisoner, the jury should be kept in
the dark as to what his previous conviction
or convictions might be.
After a pause,
Mr. L. L. SMITH' expressed the hope
that some attempt would be made to reply
to the remarks of the honorable member
for Hawthorn.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN thought, the honorable member for Hawthorn had miscon- '
strued the clause. As he (Sir B. O'Loghlen)
read it, the counts could be added to the
presentment at any time before the verdict
was given, but, as a matter of fact, the
jury would not see the presentment or
know anything about the previous convictions until the verdict had been given.
Mr. ARMyrr AGE said he trusted that
before the Bill left the chamber some
provision would be added to it in order to
deal with habitual criminals, so that men
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should not be set free year after year only to them to hear any evidence of previous convic-·
tions which may be alleged against such person,
immediately afterwards re-commence their and
any evidence of good character which may
career of crime.
be tendered by or on behalf of such per!;on,
The clause was agreed to.
and shall then charge such jury to take into
On clause 48, relating to the issue of . consideration all facts which have appeared in
a warrant when the witness did not evidence indicating the extent of the guilty in·
tent on the part of the person so convicted, and
appear,
also the evidence (if any) of previous convicSir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that the tions and of good character, and shall inform
provisions in this clause were too wide in the jury of the meaning of the words first,
their character. The operation might be second, and third degree, as hereinafter set out,
the jury shall then, by a majority of such
that a man would be brought before the and
jury, return a verdict of guilty in the first,
court on warrant simply because when the second, or third degree, and the judge shall
summons was sent to him he happened to pass sentence accordingly. In the event of the
jury being equally divided, the judge shall
be from home.
whether the person found guilty is guilty
Mr. DUFFY thought that the honorable decide
in the first, second, or third degree."
member's own experience might have furnished him with many cases showing that He said that this would give effect to what
the power set out in the clause was one he had laid before the committee during
the debate on the second reading of the
which ought to be possessed.
On clause 56, which was as follows:Bill. He then urged that steps should be
taken to prevent the great disparity of
"Whoever affixes to or inscribes on any
sentences, which were now so frequently
house, building, wall, hoarding, gate, fence,
brought under public notice.
pillar, post, board, tree, or any other thing
whatsoever, so as to be visible to a person being
The committee divided on the clausein or passing along any street, public highway,
or footpath, and whoever affixes to or inscribes
Ayes
11
on any public urinal, or delivers or attempts to
Noes
54

deliver, or exhibits to any inhabitant or to any
person being in or passing along any street,
public highway, or footpath, or throws down
the ar~a of any house, or exhibits to public view
in the window of any house or shop any picture
or printed or written matter which is of an indecent or obscene nature shall, on summary
conviction thereof before two justices, be liable
to a penalty not exceeding 40s., or, in the discretion of the court, to imprisonment for any
term not exceeding one month with or without
hard labour,"
.

Mr. KIRTON said he thought the
punishment of these indecent blackguards
should be more severe. He moved an
amendment to the effect that the maximum
penalty be £10 or six months' imprisonment.
Mr. DUFFY said he hoped the amendment would not be pressed. The clause
was a step in the right direction, and it
would not be wise to go too far in the
first instance. If necessary, the penalty
could be made more severe at a future
time.
Mr. C. YOUNG observed that if the
penalty was fixed too high, it would be
extremely difficult to get convictions.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The Bill having been gone through,
Capt. TAYLOR proposed the following
clause:" After any person shall have been convicted
by a jury of any offence not punishable by
death, the judge who presides at such trial
shall, before the said jury is dismissed, require

Majority against the clause
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AYES.

Mr. Bowman,
" Hunt,
" Kirton,
" McColl,
" Murphy,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,

Mr. Sterry,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Young.
l'elle1'8.

Mr. G. D. Carter,
" L. L. Smith.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Armytage,
Bailes,
Baker,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Brock,
Burrowes,
W. T. Carter,
Clark,
Craven,
" Deakin,
" Derham,
" Dixon,
" Duffy,
" Duncan,
" Dunn,
Ferguson,
" Forrest,
" Foster,
" Gillies,
" Gordon,
,,' Graham,
" Hall,
Hancock,
" A. Harris,
" J. Harris,
" Righett,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Keys,
Laurens,
Leonard,
Levien,
Madden,
Mason,
McLean,
McLellan,
" Mountain,
Munro,
" Outtrim,
Patterson,
" Peacock,
Dr. Pearson,
Mr. Richardson~
" Shiels,
" C. Smith,
" Staughton,
" Tatchell,
" Turner,
" Uren,
" Webb,
" Wheeler,
Wrixon.
Teller.~.

Mr. McIntyre"
" Zox.
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Mr. 'WRIXON (in the absence of Dr.
MALONEY) proposed the following clause :-.

Sir B. O'LOG HLEN moved the omission of clause 3, which was as follows:-

" Anyperson who takes, consorts, or goes'with
any girl under sixteen years of age, for the purpose
of having unlawful carnal connexion with her,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and, being
convicted thereof, shall be liable, at the discretion of the court, to be imprisoned for any term
not exceeding twelve months. Provided that no
person shall be convicted under this section who
is of the same age or of a lesser age than such
girl. "

" \-Vhosoever, being a bailee of any property,
shall fraudulently take or convert the same, or
any part thereof, or any property into or for
which it has been converted or exchanged to his
own use, or the use of any person other than
the owner thereof, although he shall not break
bulk or otherwise determine the bailment, shall
be guilty of larceny, and may be convicted
thereof on presentment or indictment for larceny. The accused shall be taken to be a bailee
within this section, although he may not have
contracted to restore or deliver the specific property received by him, or may only have contracted to restore or deliver the property
specifically. "

The honorable member said the object was
to meet such cases as that which occurred
recently, in which two men took two young
girls in short clothes to a coffee palace to
stay for the night.
Mr. ZOX pointed out that it would be
absurd to punish a man for " going" with
. a girl.' He might be going with her under
perfectly innocent circumstances.
He
thoroughly objected to the clause.
Capt. TAYLOR said the clause proved
the truth of an old saying that "single
cases make bad law." A man might be
seen consorting with a girl at a picnic or
anywhere else, but it would be impossible
to prove that he had a wrong purpose in
view.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN pointed out that
thc offence aimed at was practically provided for in another part of the Bill.
The clause was negatived.
The Bill was then reported to the HOl.lse
with amendments, and the report was
adopted.
On the motion of Mr. DUFFY, the Bill
was then read a third time.
Mr. DUFFY moved an amendment on
clause 15, to the effect that the penalty for
drugging females with intent to carnally
know them should be imprisonment for a
term not exceeding five years.
Mr. DUNN moved that the maximum
term of imprisonment for the offence be ten
years.
Mr. ARMYTAGE said he would support
t.he proposal of the honorable member for
Ballarat East. The punishment ought to
be the same as for rape.
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that ten
years' imprisonment would be an inadequate punishment for the offence.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that the
offence under consideration was rape in
law, and that men had been hung for
having connexion with women to whom
they had first administered drugs.
Mr. D~nn's amendment was agreed to.
The clause, as amended, was then
adopted.

He stated that this clause was one which
seriously affected the whole of the trading
community.
He believed that it was
founded upon an idea of Mr. Justice
Stephen, that the law of bailment should
be extended to a point to which it was
never intended to be stretched. The
clause referred to a bailee who had
fraudulently taken property, or any property into or for which it had been "couverted or exchanged," although he might
have contracted to deliver or restore the
property. Such a procedure in the eyes
of the law was not larceny as a bailee. If
this clause were passed, no merchant,
agent, or trustee would be safe from a vindictive person, who chose to punish him
because in his transactions with him he
had made a loss. rrhis was one of the
things which was exploded by the late
Chief Justice Cockburn in a letter to the
Times, and a similar proposal was knocked
out of the Bill introduced in the House of
Commons. Business could not be carried
on if one .man was allowed to say to another whenever he made a loss, "If you do
not make good that loss, I will prosecute
you upon a charge of larceny as a bailee."
What was the particular necessity for altering the whole law on this subject 1 What
good would be done by this particular
clause 1 They did not know what evil
might result from its operation. It was a
most dangerous thing to touch, and' the
wisest course would be to leave it alone,
because otherwise it might end in people's
characters being blasted.
Mr. ZOX expressed the hope that the
Governmentwould agree to the omission of
this clause, which would throw a stigma on
the characters of persons who were dragged
before the court unjustly.
Mr. DUFFY stated that, in deference to
the opinion of the honorable member for
Port Fairy, and having re~to his long
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experience' in these matters; the Government would adopt the suggestion to strike
out this clause, which might be dangerous
and was not necessary.
The clause was negatived.
Mr. DUFFY called attention to clause
35, and moved the omission of all the
words after the word "answer" in subsection 3 to the end of the clau,se, and the
substitution of the words, "either on
examination, cross-examination, or reexamination any question not relevant to
the particular offence with which he is
charged, unless he has given evidence of
good character, provided always that no
comment shall be made upon the fact
that any such person has not given
evidence on his own behalf."
~rhe amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUFFY drew attention to clause 56,
and moved the substitution of the words
"handed to him in writing" for the words
"addressed to him by or."
The amendment was agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. DUFFY, the Bill
was read a third time.
Mr. DUFFY called attention to clause
36, and moved the omission of the words
"then, on the completion of the examination of the witneslSes on the part of the
prosecution. "
The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill was then ordered to be returned
to the Legislative Council, with a message requesting their concurrence in the
Assembly's amendments.
POLICE OFFENCES ACT
AMENDMENT BIL~.
Mr. TURNER moved the second reading of this Bill. He said it had been carefully framed for the purpose of amending
defects that had been found' in the administration of the criminal law, so far as
it was dealt with under the Police Offences
Act: There was really no question of principle involved, and he would give honorable members any explanation they desired
in committee.
'
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that one matter
which required to be amended was not
dealt with in this Bill. When a person
was convicted before a police court the
condition precedent to his appealing was
that he should be allowed out on bail, but
there was no reason why an accused person who remained in gaol should not be
allowed to appeal against a police-court
, conviction.
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Mr. TURNER remarked that he saw the
difficulty, but it could not be amended in
this Bill.
The motion' was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 4, extending to any shire
the 6th section of the Police Offences
Act,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked for an explanation of the clause.
Mr. TURNER stated that this clause
would give to shire councils the powers
now vested in city, town, and borough
councils to regulate street traffic by framing rules to be observed by carriages, &c.,
going along the streets. (Mr. Deakin"Will that apply to processions 1 ") Yes.
Mr. MUNRO observed that he did not
see why shire councils should not have
the same power as city and town councils
in regard to the regulation of street
traffic.
On' clause 6, which was as follows:"In section 22 of the Police Offences Act
1890 . the words 'within 20 yards of any
growmg crops or stack of corn, pulse, or hay, or
within 3 yards of any stubble field or grass
land' shall be repealed, and the words 'or
endangered' shall be added after the word
, destroyed, ' "

Mr. STAUGHTON asked tho Minister
of Customs to explain the clause.
Mr. 'rURNER said that section 22 of
the Police Offences Act made it an offen~e
for a person to set fire to grass within
20 yards of a growing crop, but the
same person might set fire to grass 21
yards from a growing crop and do exactly
as much damage without committing an
offence under that section. 'rhis clause
took out that limitation with regard to the
distance from the growing crop, and it
was a very advisable alteration of the
law.
Discussion took place on clause 11, which
was as follows;"Where any person is accused of being an
idle and disorderly person on the, ground that
he has no visible lawful means or insufficient
lawful means of support, the fact that he' can
produce or prove that he possesses money or
property shall not be taken into account in
deciding the charge against such person, unless
he is able to show by his own or other evidence
that he honestly obtained such money or property."

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he was afraid
that this clause was altogether too wide.
!twas now sufficient for a person accused of
having no visible lawful means of support to
show that he had means of support. Under
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this clause a person so accused might have
money in the bank, but that was not to. be
a. sufficient defence, the clause throwmg
upon. him the onus of proving that he had
obtained his money honestly ..
Mr. 'l'URNER remarked that sub-section 1 of section 40 of the Police Offences
Act was' as follows:" Any person having I?-0 visible lawful means
or insufficient lawful means of support who,
being thereto required by any justice or who
having been duly summoned for such purpose
or brought before a.ny justice in pu~suance of
the provisions of this part, does not gIve a go?d
account of his means of support to the satIsfaction of such justice."

The object of this clause was to enable
spielers to be dealt with under that subsection. If a spieler were arrested he
might say, as such persons often did say,
that he had £10 in the bank, and so long
as he had money in the bank he could not
be convicted on the charge of vagrancy.
The money might be the proceeds of a
robbery, and therefore it was proposed to
compel such persons to prove that they
obtained the money by honest means.
Sir B. O'LOGHLE~ stated that the
Minister of Customs assumed t.hat the men
arrested under sub-section 1 of section 40
of the principal Act would be. ~pielers.
That was a mere matter of susplCIOn, and
was every man who was so arrested to be
compelled to prove that he got the money
which he had in the bank honestly1
Mr. LEONARD remarked that the Government were deserving of credit for
having inserted this clause in the Bill.
Many a scoundrel had escaped owing .to
the absence of this provision in the prmcipal Act. It was very improbable that
any individual would be brought befo~e .the
court on a charge of having 110 lawful ViSible
means of subsistence unless he was well
known to the police, and if any man was
improperly arrested on that charge he
would surely have no difficulty in proving
that the money which he possessed had
been obtained honestly. This clause would
prevent pickpockets and other scoundrels
from escaping justice.
On clause 13, which was as follows:"For sub-section (VII.) of section 41 of the
Police Offences Act 1890 the following subsection shall be substituted, namely:"(VII_") Any person in or near any p?bl~c
street, thoroughfare, or place, orwlthm
the view or hearing of any person passing therein, or in or near any h~use or
premises licens~d for the s~l.e ?f lIquors,
playing or bettmg, or solICItmg or encouraging any other person to play or
Session 1891.-[214]
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bet-(a) at or with any table or instrument of gaming at any game or pretended game of chance, or (b) at or on
any game or trick -of sleight of hand,
or (c) at or on any game or trick played
with allY instrument which in the
opinion of the adjudicating justices is
constructed or kept as a means of
cheating,"

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that this
was an extraordinary clause. Of course
all honorable members who were against
such games as pitch and toss, o.r od~ man
in and odd man out, or anythmg m the
shape of tossing for drinks would go neck
and crop for this proposal. The clause
was decidedly a strong teetotal one, and
the penalty for an offence was imprisonment for two years. rrherefore, a man
might be sent to gaol for ~wo years for
merely going into a pubhc-hpuse. and
shaking the dice. The words used m the
clause were "a game or pretendE)d game
of chance," and that would include the
most innocent game. He knew that the
committee were strong on social purity and
anti-gambling, but surely th~y ~yould not
pass a ridiculous clause of thIS kmd.
Mr. DERHAM remarked that he agreed
with the honorable member for Port Fairy.
The Government were carrying matters too
far in this clause. 'l'here were thousands
of good colonists who liked to toss for
their drinks. (Mr. Munro-" This clause
has no reference whatever to them.") It
seemed to him that this clause would not
allow such things to be carried on. (M~.
Trenwith-" The law does not allow It
now.") Then it should be allowed.
On clause 15, which was as follows:"In section 47 of the Police Offences Act
1890 the words 'other open and' are hereby
repealed, and the words' public place' sl~all
have the meaning assigned to them by sectIOn
27 of the said Act,"

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked the Minister
of Customs to explain this clause.
Mr. TURNER stated that it was provided in section 47 of the principal
Act that any persons playing or betting
by way of wagering or gaming in an! street
or highway or other open. and publ~c place
should be liable to certam penalties. A
difficulty had arisen with regard to the
meaning of the words "other open," and
it was now proposed to strike out those
words and to provide that the term "public
place" should have the meaning assigned
to it by section. 27 of the principal Act.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the
words" public place," as defined in section
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27 of the principal Act, included any park,
garden, or reserve, railway station, \vharf,
pier, or jetty, public hall, theatre, or room,
auction-room, public-house bar, race-course,
cricket ground, football ground, &c. This
clause would the~efore make a very important alteration in the law, and it would
render any person betting with bookmakers on a race-course liable to a fine
of £50 or to three months' imprisonment.
Mr. TURNER stated that the clause
would not alter the intention of section
47 of the principal Act at all, but would
simply remove an ambiguity.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that that was
the intention of the clause, but the effect
of it might be to render every person
betting on a race-course liable to imprisonment for three months. If the Government wanted to make betting and wagering
criminal then let it be done openly, and
not by a side-wind. _
Mr. TURNER remarked that section
47 of the principal Act did not apply to
race-courses.
The marginal note was
" Gaming with instruments prohibited."
Mr. L. L. SMITH remarked that the
,cards and the pencil with which one put
numbers on the backs of the cards might
be regarded as instruments of gaming.
Sir B., O'LOGHLEN stated that the
honorable member for Mornington was
right. The term instrument would comprise a variety of other things. If this
clause would not alter the law, then why
should it have been introduced ~ He might
be taking an exaggerated view of it, but
he certainly thought that the clause was
-dangerous.
,
, Mr. L. L. SMITH observed that in view
of the statement that was made by the
honorable member for Port Fairy, who was
a barrister of high standing, the committee
should very carefully consider this clause.
They were assured by the honorable member that it would interfere with the great
racing institutions of the colony, and it
was not their desire to do anything'of that
kind.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said it' had been
pointed out to him that the term" public
or open place" ill section 47 was qualified
by the words" to which the public have
or are permitted to have access at or
with any table or instrument or means of
wagering or gaming." Therefore the sec·tion might not apply to race-courses, but
the alteration now made ,,:ould certainly
,extend the application of the clause very
considerably.
'
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Mr. L. L. SMITH said he must urge
upon honorable members that this was a
matter of importance. There were in the
colony large horse-breeding establishments
employing a great number of men, and
there was also a very considerable export
trade in horses to India. Was that trade
to be def$troyed simply in order to please
a few fanatics ~ He did not object to a
blow being struck at betting, but he did
very strongly to this attempt, as he conceived, to carry a most important change
in the law by a mere side-wind. He asked
the honorable member for Hawthorn
whether this alteration would not stop
betting ~ (Capt. Taylor-" I do not think
it will have that effect.") Section 47 of
the Act referred to "gaming, or any coin,
card, token, or other article used as an
instrument or means of such wagering or
gaming." Would not that affect what
was called post betting at races ~
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that the
carrying of the clause would simply have
the effect of applying the existing law to
places which it did not at present reach.
Mr. L. L. SMITH asked that the following words should be added to the clause : "This shall not apply to any betting or
wagering on horses at horse races."

Mr. GILLIES observed that making
this solitary exception would only render
matters worse.
Mr. TURNER remarked that there was
evidently a deal of misapprehension with
respect to the effect of the clause. Section
47 of the Act referred to "wagering or
gaming at any game 01' pretended game of
chance." He would assure the honorable
member that the clause would not apply
to horse-racing at all.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill having been gone through,
Mr. ZOX proposed the followingclause:"(1) Subject to sub-section 2 of this section,
section 37 of the Police Offences Act 1890 shall
not apply to any lottery or scheme heretofore
or hereafter established or commenced by any
friendly society or branch registered under the
Friendly Societies Act 1890, or by any officer
or servant thereof with the written direction of
such society or branch.
"(2) Sub-section 1 of this section shall have
no force or effect except in regard to a lottery
or scheme established and commenced for the
sole benefit of the friendly society or branch
holding the 'same or giving such direction as
aforesaid, and the proceeds of which are to be
appropriated exclusively to the objects'for which
such society or branch is established, nor unless
previous notice having the name and address of
the society or branch intending to hold such
lottery or scheme, and stating the purpose to
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"which the proceeds will be appropriated, has
been given to the Attorney-General, and the
Attorney-General has not within one week after
recei ving snch notice prohibited such lottery or
scheme by order sent by post or in any other
manner to the address of the society, branch,
or person giving such notice."

The clause having been read a second
time,
Mr. HANCOCK moved the addition to
the clause of the following : " Section 37 of the Police Offences Act 1890
'shall not apply to the art union or lottery
.annually held or established on the 21st or 22nd
.day of April by' the persons commonly known as
the Eight Hours Anniversary Committee, provided such art union or lottery be approved in
writing by the Attorney-General."

The amendment was adopted, and the
:clause, as amended, was agreed to.
'1'he Bill having been reported with
.amendments, the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. TURNER, the
Bill was read a third time.
, The House adjourned at a quarter past
€leven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
" Thursday, .December 17, 1891.
Personal Explanation: 11k Butters-Railways Act Amend" ment Bill - Cl'imes Act Amendment Bill - Police
Offences Act Amendment Bill - Legal Professi9n
Practice Act Amendment Bill-Treasury Bonds Bill
-Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill-Railways
Construction (Korumburra Coal Mines) Bill.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes past three o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
ESTATES OF DECEASED PERSONS.
'1'he Hon. J. M. DAVIES presented,
pursuant to order of the House (dated
October 28), a return relating to the valuation of estates of deceased persons.
PERSONAL EXPLANA'1'ION.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS said that, by
leave of the House; he desired to make a
personal explanation with regard to the
dispute between Mr. Gore, M.L.C., and Mr.
Bowman, M.L.A. His attention had been
called to the fact that his name had been
mentioned as that of the person who intro~
duced Mr. Bowman to Mr. Moore, and all
that he desired to say was that, while he
did introduce Mr. Bowman to Mr. Moore, he
was not interested directly or indirectly in
the matter in dispute. He thought it was
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due to himself to say that. He would take
the opportunity of congratula.ting Mr. Gore
on the result of the investigations of the
committee.
RAIL WAYS 1\c~r AMENDMEN'1' BILL.
'1'he debate on Sir F. '1'. Sargood's motion
for the second reading of this Bill (ad j ourned
from the previous day) was resumed.
The Hon. H. curl'HBEH.'1' said that h011orable members had referred in rather plain
terms to the management of the railways
up to the year 1883, and Mr. Melville
especially seemed to be charmed with what
had taken place in the Railway department before 1883. Now, if honorable
members would take the seven years
including 1883, and contrast the results
of the operation of the Railway depart• ment during that period with the results
obtained under the new system of management by commissioners during the succeeding seven years they,yould find that under
political management there was a loss
of very nearly £1,100,000, while under
the seven years' management of the commissioners there was a deficit of only
£510,000, although the Railway department had had to pay as interest on loans
£7,614,879 during the commissioners'
seven years as against £5,548,610 during the seven years of political management.
The commissioners had also
been charged with £380,000 in interest on. the cost of tho construction of lines before they "\Yere opened
for traffic, as compensation to employes
£138,000, and in consequence of labour
troubles £110,000.
In the Railway
department employes received on retirement a month's salary for every year of
service. (Sir F. T. Sargood-"The Railways
Management Bill preserved all their rights
and privileges, and the then AttorneyGeneral (Mr. Kerford) gave his opinion
that a month's salary for every year of
service was one of their rights and privileges.") (Mr. FitzGerald-" '1'hen the
Government., and not the commissioners,
are responsible for that £138,000.")
When addressing this Mouse on the Railways Management Bill in 1883, Mr.
Melville referred to the new system of
railways management in very different
terms from those he had used in speaking
on the Bill now before the House. '1'Il(~
honorable member said." I feeI'grateful to the Government for ha.ving
out this question, so tha.t they do not
reqi.lire us, as in the case of thE? Local Government
t~ought
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Bill, to manufacture a measure for them.
They have paid great attention to the subject,
and there seems to be but one feeling in the
House, namely, that this Bill is very much
wanted, and that it will accomplish what the
Government intend and what the country
desires." .

(Mr. Service-" What' Bill was that ~")
The Railways Management Bill of 1883.
(Mr. Service-" Surely there's some mistake; that cannot be a speech from the
Mr. Melville we listened to last night.") It
certainly was. The honorable member
went on to pay a highly-deserved compliment to the late Mr. Higinbotham, whose
death, he said, was a great 10s13 to the
country j and then he proceeded to state"I am afraid that since then the Railway
department has deteriorated in its management.
Most of the defects in the conduct of the department of late years have, I think, been due to the
want of a proper permanent head under the"
Minister-the want of a determined, clearheaded, and straightforward man to direct matters. I have no doubt that if we get a man
from England of the same calibre as Mr. Higinbotham much of the troubles that have afflicted
the department will disappear. The success of
the proposed system must depend on it being
directed by one mind and one head; and, unless
the chairman of the commissioners be a man of
such character as to resist any attempts at
influencing him, he will soon have to do what
the officials of the department have hitherto
done, namely, dance a little to the powers that
be."

Then, further on, Mr. Melville said"If the commissioner is required to initiate
a system by which the railways are to be properly managed and are to be made to pay, he
ought to have been consulted in preparing the
instrument by which he is to be guided."

(Mr. Melville-" Did you do that ~ Your
man was not then engaged.") The Railway Construction Bill, known as the Bent
Bill, which was passed in the Assembly,
and taken charge of by Dr. Dobson in
this 'House, would in all probability have
passed but for an unexpected dissolution"
because many of the lines in that Bill had
received the approval of the Council, after
most careful inquiry, investigation, and
consideration of the proposals contained
in the Bill, over which they spent many
weeks, and examined numerous witnesses at
the bar. When the new Government went
before the country, the most important
question that was presented, and the one
in which the people took the greatest
interest, was whether they were to have
lines of railway running through their
various districts.
The new Ministry
were pledged to bring in a Bill, and the
Bill that was brought in in 1883 was
H on. H. Cuthbert.
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substantially and practically the Bill that
was adopted, not stolen, from the previous Ministry. . There was no such thing
as stealing about the matter.
rrhe
measure had seen daylight, it had
passed through the Assembly, been a long
time before the Council, and almost passed
by this Chamber, so that it had become
public property, and it was a misnomer to
say that the new Government robbed the
previous Government of the fruit of their
brains. 'With the addition of some three
or four lines, the Bill of 1883 was practically and substantially the. same Bill as
that introduced by the previous Government. (Dr. Dobson-" With the addition
of 400 miles.") Very \~ell. But to return
to the speech of Mr. Melville. The honorable gentleman went on to state"At present I believe there are half-a-dozen
heads of branches in the Railway department
who all look at each other with the greatest
jealousy, and I am afraid that the commissioner,
if he attempts to bring things into a proper
state, will not find his life an easy one."

Mr. Melville then proceeded to review the
speech of Mr. Zeal, and said." I am perfectly satisfied, however, that some
measure is required, hecause, as Mr. Zeal has
pointed out, the history of the Railway department is one long history of blunders and errors
both in construction and management."

That was the perfect system which Mr.
Melville desired the Council last night to
believe was in existence before 1883. (Mr.
Melville-" I did not say it was perfect,
but that it was worked for 54 per cent. of
the revenue of the department.") The
honorable member further stated that-"It would appear from Mr. Zeal's remarks that
the purchase of the Hobson's Bay Railway by
the Government was a big blunder."

Now, if ever any purchase or undertaking
of the Government was a success, it was
the purchase of the Hobson's Bay Railway.
(Mr. Service-" There are two Melvillcs
-the conservative of those days and the
radical who spoke last night.") Mr. Melville, towards the close of his speech,
said. "Honorable members ~hould not forget that
while we are passing the Railways Management
Bill we are handicapping the commissioners who
are to manage the railways, by authorizing a
private company to construct tramways which
will compete against the railways. . . There
cannot be the slightest doubt that the tramways
will tend to diminish the traffic on the suburban
railways."

(Mr. Melville-" That prediction has come
off.") Yes, the honorable member was a
prophet on that occasion, but in the course
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of his speech last night the honorable
member did not allow for the loss which
was caused to the Railway department by
the tramways competing with the railways;
which had cost the railways ov81~£100,000,
nor did the honorable member say that
the deficit. with which the. commissioners
were now charged was partly caused by the
opening of the direct line between Ballarat
and Melbourne through Bacchus Marsh.
Mr. Melville said the previous evening
that" everything had been subor~inated
by the conservatives to the object of
preventing the dreaded democrats from
having any voice in the management
of the country." The honorable member omitted to mention, however, that
Mr. (now Sir Graham) Berry was inclu~ed
in the coalition Minist.ry, the establishment of which was the best thing that
ever happened to· the country.
That
Government was able to do what no
other Government could have done in
the way of putting· a number of valuable
measures upon the statute-book, and
one of the best measures it passed was
the Railways Act of 1883. Mr. Melville further said, "The country had been
left in the most deplorable financial state
of any country on earth," but he thought
the honorable member must have been
dissatisfied with himself when he read his
speech on the following day. He (Mr.
Cuthbert) admitted that. there was. a
great cloud of commerCl~l depressIOn
hanging over the country Just now, but
considering that Victoria had an annual
revenue of £9,000,000 and that there was
only a deficit of £510,000 on the working
of 600 miles of new railway lines, the
honorable member was not justified in
drawing so doleful a picture of our pres~nt
position, which he attributed to the .a~tlOn
of the. late Ministry. The new MIlllstry
was to be complimented upon its desire to
economize, bnt it had not shown any justification for the radical changes proposed
in the Bill. He believed that there was a
<l'eneral consensus of opinion that it would
be well to relieve the commissioners of the
construct.ion branch of the department and
place it under an independent boar~, but
certainly not such a board as the BIll proposed to constitute. The passing of the
Metropolitan Board of vVorks Act had
relieved the Boa,rd of Land and Works
of a large part of its duties, and it might
be made use of instead of the board proposed by the Government. Mr. Mel ville
had quoted from an article written by Mr.
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Champion in the Nineteenth Century, and
he (Mr. Cuthbert) agreed with many of
the remarks made by that writer.. In the
course of one of Mr. Champion's ·articles
a dialogue was introduced in which one of
the speakers was represented as saying"I can give you some idea of how far it
will go from wflat I saw of State management
in the Victorian Railway department that's run
on Lord Beaulieu's new principle. When any
politician wants a little popularity he proJ?oses
a rise of 6d. a day on the wages of some of the
employes. Noone care.s to risk unp?pularity
by opposing the suggestion. DeputatlOns f:om
his constituency press each member to get hnes
constructed through their district so as to send
up the value of the land, or, if a line exists, to
obtain a reduction of freigMs and fares. What
with increase of working expenditure and
decrease in charges, added to the admitted
incompetency of State administration as compared with private enterprise, you get a charming condition of a~airs, partially c?ncealed by
delusive bookkeepll1g and deceptIve reports.
I can't give you details now, but the real.result
in the year 1889--:90 was that 2,330. mIles. of
railway were open for traffic, and that, ll1cludll1g
the interest paid on the capital sunk in them.
the expenses were £365,482 more than the
income. You may put it that there was really
a loss of £1,000 a day."

He did not know where Mr. Champion got
his figures from, but they were not correct,
for the loss was £221,482. The writer further suggested that it would be easy to
get an American gentleman to take over
these lines, and that if they were privately
worked in that way the engagements of the
State would be met, notwithstanding the
heavy deficit. But it was not necessary
to go to America. He (Mr. Cuthbert) was
confident that a, syndicate could be fouud
in Victoria to lease the lines for 21 years
on terms which would relieve the State
from all responsibility and secure regular
payment of the interest. He was quit'3
satisfied, however, that if a condition were
imposed upon the lessees that thoy should
include from time to time any future line~
which might be sanctioned by Parliament
no one would be found to have anything
to do with the railways. Mr. Melville
seemed to have been much taken by Mr.
Champion's description of the working
classes as "an army of lions led by asses."
He (Mr. Cuthbert) did not think there
was much in the expression after all, and
it was rather coarse besides. On the subject of financial depression in the colonies,
Mr. Champion said-

I

"Imagine a society in which there is hardly
a man ,vhose father did not work for his living
with his hands; where there is practically no
leisured class, and the comparative absence of
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poverty does away with the need for a poor law;
where there is universal suffrage and payment
of members, and every politician trembles at the
labour vo~e; where, in the town, economic conditions have escablished, and powerful tradeunion organizations ma,intained, eight hours as
the nominal working day, and from eight to ten
shillings as a customary daily wage; where the
agricultural and pastoral districts clamour for
labourers in vain, though they offer three meat
meals a day and a wage which will allow any
single man who does not drink to excess to save
£20 a year; and where, if the whole of the
resources of civilization were unreservedly at
the disposal of property, they amount only to
600 police (mostly Irish) in a city of halfa-million inhabitants, and a standing army
of 400 artillerymen in a colony bigger than
Great Britain. Then suppose that the leaders
of the tmde unions deliberately enter on a
conflict with employers; have their orders unquestionably and loya.11y obeyed by the whole of
the federated organizations of a continent; are
permitted to levy, without publishing acknowledgments, pecuniary tribute on the richest
working class population in the world, in addition to obtaining £15,OOOfrom GreatBritain; and
are able to put enough pressure on half-a-dozen
politicians to make them change sides and wreck
a Ministry. Conceive that, after three months'
fighting, these leaders are unmistakably and
avowedly beaten on every point at issue. Then
you will have a fair idea of the remarkable
defeat which has just befallen in Australia' an
army of lions led by asses,' and of which the
effects, good and bad, will inevitably be impressed upon the labour movement wherever
the workman looks upon trade unionism as the
means of his deliverance from the land of
bondage."

The colony, however, was not in so depressed a condition as some people wanted
to make out. Some railways were much
bettter situated than the Victorian railways. He believed that the Moama and
Deniliquin Railway Company, which had
been referred to by Mr. Zeal, usually paid
dividends of from 8 to 16 per cent. (Mr.
Fraser-" It paid 30 per cent. on one
occasion.") A number of business men
and railway contractors had put their
. money into this concern, and the line was
constructed much more cheaply than were
the Government lines. He believed that
the cost of the Moama Company's line was
£3,600 per mile, not counting the money
spent on one bridge. The directors also had
a great advantage in being able to charge
high freights. rrhere were four classes of
goods carried on this railway. On the first
class the charge was 50 per cent. more
than that for carrying the same· goods
on the Victorian railways, the charge on
the Moama line being 9s. per ton as
against 6s. on the Victorian lines; and on
other classes of goods the increase on
the Victorian charge was 37 and 40 per
Hon. H. Cuthbert.
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cent. respectively. This calculation was:,
made over a section of 25 miles from
Echuca. The rates for agricultural produce on the Moama line were 275 per cent.
more. than, on the Victorian railways.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" Is that including.
wool 1") He believed that wool was included. The rates on sawn timber were
300 per cent. above ours; for firewood,.
100 per cent.; and on sheep, 138 per cent..
It was therefore easy to understand why.
the Moama line paid such excellent dividends. One of the charges made against
the commissioners was that they had
ignored a suggestion made to them to
reduce the train mileage by 1,000,000
miles. But at the time of the strike they
reduced the mileage by 100,000 miles,
and when the troubles were over they
were compelled to consider what trains.
must be reinstated. They then replaced.
25,000 miles, leaving a reduction of some
75,000 miles. The commissioners, in deal-·
ing with these suggestions for the large·
reduction made to them, said they did not
think the results would be as anticipated,
and that a reduction of mileage beyond
what they had made would be associated.
in their opinion with diminished revenue~
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" The saving estimated by the Government was calculated on the figures supplied by the commissioners.") The commissioners stated
that they felt themselves bound by their
view of the publio requirements. He
thought it was a pity that the correspondence had taken place between the commissioners and Mr. Shiels. The whole
matter might have been easily settled in
one or two personal interviews. Mr.
Shiels' object seemed to be simply to
reduce the commissioners to the position
of traffic managers. With regard to the
retirement of officers over 65 years. <?f age,
the commissioners stated that they had
followed the practice of the public service,.
and insisted upon the retirement of officers·
over that age if the interests of the public
service required it, but not otherwise; and
they pointed out that If they insisted
upon the retirement of all officers above
65 years of age the Government expenditure would be largely added to by sums
paid as compensation, while the State
would reap no corresponding advantage.
The Government were very much dissatisfied with the conduct of the commissioners in promoting Mr. Darbyshire to
the position of Engineer-in-Chief, and one
of. the clauses of the Bill was framed
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with the express objec:t of preventing
the commissioners from making any
such promotion on a future occasion.
A number of contracts were falling in.
which had all passed under the supervision
of Mr. Darbyshire. Mr. Darbyshire was.
over 65 years of· age, and the Railways
Commissioners had been in communication
with the Government on the question of
whether there should be two engineers or
one. When it became necessary to fill the
position h~d by the late Mr. Watson it
was given to Mr. Darbyshire, because it
was considered that that appointmentwould
only be a temporary one, and that it was
in the interests of the department that he
should for the time be retained. The Railways Commissioners knew that it was a
rule of the service that a man should retire
when he reached 65 years of age, except
under very special circumstances. When
he (Mr. Cuthbert) was Minister of Justice,
he found it to be necessary in the public
interest to retain two officers who were
over 65 years of age, and he did retain
them for another year. The appointment
'of Mr. Darbyshire could only be regarded
as a temporary one; when the contracts to
which he had referred were completed Mr.
Darbyshire would retire, and he believed
that that was understood between the
Railways Commissioners and that gentleman .. There was no reason, therefore, why
the Government should take umbrage at the
Railways Commissioners for exercisiilg the
power conferred upon them by the Act of
1883 in this way. If it was the intention
of Parliament that those who used the
railways should pay the interest on the
borrowed money and the working expenses,
that could easily be accomplished. All that
was necessary was that an intimation should
be given to the Railways Commissioners
that that was the will of Parliament. Mr.
Pratt referred to the action that had been
taken by the Melbourne Tramway Company.
Their receipts had fallen off immensely and
they had therefore reduced salaries all round.
'fhe Railways Commissioners could act on
the same commercial principle, and if a
reduction of salaries was not sufficient,
then they could add 5 per cent. on to
freights and fares. The deficiency could
then very soon be wiped out. But if Parliament said that in the interests of the
country railways should be constructed,
and it was known that such railways could
not pay for years ,after they had been constructed, provision should be made on theEstimates to meet the additional expense
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incurred in the working of such lines.
(Mr. Zeal-" Three commissioners are not
required to do that.") Mr. Shiels played
off his own bat, and expressed his own
views as to the reduction of tho expenditure. The honorable gentleman's ~olleagues
were not in favour of the increase of
freights; they were in favour of decreasing
the expenditure, not by any reduction of
salaries or freights, but by a reduction of
the train mileage. (Mr. Fraser-" One
thing at a time.") No other suggestions
were made, and the Chief Secretary from his
place in Parliament stated that it was not
the policy of the Government to increase
freights. He had in his hand a pamphlet
which had been prepared by Mr. Hayter,
he believed under the auspices of the
Government, which dealt with the present
aspect of affairs in Victoria, and he was
indebted to Mr. Service for calling his attention to it. (Mr. Service-" Mr. Hayter
gives the true story.") In this pamphlet
it was stated"Some of the lines of railway are not yet
open for traffic. The extent actually open on
the 30th June last was 2,763 miles, the cost of
which has been £35,518,871, or £12,855 per
mile."

Of course that included lines constructed
prior to 1864, but if the lines constructed
before 1864 were deducted, the averagecost would be a little over £6,500 a mile.
Mr. Hayter also stated"The net railway income in 1890-91 was
£987,922, or 2 '886 per cent. of the mean
capital cost, as against 3 '234 per cent. in the
previous year on the then capital cost. The
falling-off is attributed tQ the fact that in consequence of the rapidity with which railway
construction has been carried on, rat.her more
than a fourth of the mileage had been open for
less than three years, and consequently the
traffic had not had time to develop." .

(Mr. Melville-" The traffic has developed
backwards.") The traffic was increasing,
but the opening of new lines, and some of
them had been opened within the last
six months, had been the cause of the
falling-off. Mr. Hayter further stated"It may be remarked that it has been the
policy of the Victorian Government, especially'
of late years, to make railways in districts
possessing natural advantages, in advance of
population, with the view of promoting settlement therein, and it was never expected that
such railways at first would pay the full amount
of interest upon the capital cost, or even upon
the moneys borrowed. It should further be
pointed out that, chiefly with the view of
affording farmers every facility for bringing
their produce to market with as little cost as
possible, freights have been reduced from time
to time for years past, whic1\, has, of course,
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injuriously affected the railway profits. It is
estimated that the reductions made in the last
eight years have amounted to not less than
£1,000,000 sterling, and that the railway income
in 1890-91 would have been greater by at least
£200,000 if it had not been for the reductions
made."

(Mr. Zeal-" Mr. Hayter is stating his
own case.") No, he was stating the case
of the Government. (Mr. Service-" That
is our case stated by the Government.")
With reference to the returns for the
railways Mr. Hayter said"Although in the two years named the railways did not pay interest on the borrowed
money expended on their construction, in some
previous years the net income was more than
sufficient to cover interest at the current rate on
the whole capital cost, including not only the
amount borrowed, but that derived from
revenue. In 1888-9 the net profits amounted
to 4'18 per cent. ; in 1886-7 to 4'20 per cent. ;
in 1885- to 4'37 per cent. ; and in 1884-5 and
in 1881 to 4'08 per cent. The average return
during the eight years ended with 1888-9 was
3'91 per cent."

The average interest was very nearly 4 per
cent., and 4 per cent. in England was considered to be a very good return on money
invested in railways. In America, where
£180,000,000 had been invested in railways,· the average return was not more
than Ii per cent.
The Hon. S. FRASER said he was
extremely sorry that the time at the
disposal of the House was now so limited,
and his remarks would be necessarily very
brief. rrhe speeches which had been de~
livered had fully shown that the Govern:mont were justified in introducing this
Bill. There had not been any very
strong objections to the vital principles of
this Bill. His intention was to point out
some of the mistakes that had been committed in connexion with the railways.
The first part of the Bill dealt with construction, and honorable members were
almost unanimoul'ly of opinion that construction should be separated from management, as proposed. In making that
statement he did not desire to cast any
reflection on the Railways Commissioners.
He had always looked upon Mr. Speight as
a most capable ·and intelligent man, but he
did not profess to be a constructor of railways, consequently it would be just as well
for Parliament to select any ordinary commercial man to take charge of construction
as the present Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners. If Mr. Speight wished to
cling to the powers given to the Railways
Commissioners in regard to railway construction, he would, in his (Mr. Fraser's)
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opinion, show very batl judgment. Even
the late Minister of' Railways and Mr.
Service had admitted the necessity of
severing construction from management,
and there was more than abundance of
. evidence to prove the necessity of that
step. The mistakes that had been made
in the past were woeful. vVhen Mr. Gillies
introduced the Railway Construction Bill
of 1884, he made the following statement:" I now come to a very important point-in
fact, it is all-important-namely, the cost of the
propC!sed lines. I venture to assert, of course
with 13.ter inform3.tion on the subject than that
possessed by the Ministry in power when the
lines were first proposed, and also after the best
comparisons, that the estimated cost of the railways contemplated under the Bill of 1882 was
wholly inadequate. .I, however, do not intend
to ask Parliament to construct a single line without being able to prove that sufficient money
for its construction is available. It seems to
me that to propose to construct any railway
without providing the necessary funds is altogether misleading."

Then the honorable gentleman went on to
say that down to the smallest details 'the
figures supplied were reliable. 'rhese estimates were prepared by the engineers of
the department, some of whom were still
in the department. If he was correctly
informed it was tho wish of- the late Government that those gentlemen should
retire, but they had not power to cC!mpel
their retirement,· and the commissioners
retained their services. The present
Minister of Railways, as soon as he came
into office, made the same request, with
the same result. He was referring n:ow to
the late Mr. vVatson and to the present
Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. Darbyshire. The
following statement showed how the estimate of the Railway department had been
exceeded in a number of instances:Estimate.

£
Lilydale·
.. , 65,364
Royal-park-Clif37,848
ton Hill
Outer Circle Line 149,000
27,000
Picnic Point
33,000
Kew ...
Fitzroy Cockspur 11,800
Morwell
44,000
68,000
Yarra Glen

Cost.

£
195,711

143,700
290,000
64,000
69,000
76,000
152,000
132,000

(Mr. Bell-" Were these estimates for construction only, or did they include purchase
of land ~")The estimates included the cost
of land. He might go on giving figures
of the same kind ad infinitum. It was in
tho interests of the State that the present
Minister of Railways made an urgent
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request to the commissioners that a change
of officers should take place. 'When he
(Mr. Fraser) was a member of the Assembly some years ago, he drew attention
to 'a notorious specification for the Goulburn Valley line. Of course the present
commissioners were not responsible for
that, but the same engineers were in the
department. 'rhe specification provided
for a pitched line, although there was the
finest ballast that could possibly be
obtained on the very threshold of the line.
Officers of construction who could make
such serious blunders deserved not only to
be called upon to retire, but to be dismissed. When he drew attention to th,e
matter, a committee of inquiry was appointed, and he had to spend £200 of his
own cash in defending his position. He
could name a number of instances in
which similar egregious blunders were
committed. Why was not the request of
the Minister that these fossil engineers
should be asked to retire responded to by
the commissioners ~ He did not wish to
impugn the honesty of the gentlemen referred to; they might be honest, but
incapable, and too old for the service.
(Mr. Cuthbert-" 'iVhat was the finding of
the committee to which you refer ~") The
facts were as he had stated; a specification
was drawn for a pitched railway, and it
would have cost £1,000,000 to carry it
out. (Mr. Cuthbert-" 'Were these men
exonerated, or dismissed ~ ") He would
not go into the question of the finding of
the committee; it was a peculiar one.
There was no more honest man in Parliament than the present Minister of Railways.
(Mr. 13ell-" 'fhat is admitted.") He (Mr.
Fraser) asserted it emphatically. The
Minister of Railways wrote the letter dated
16th April, which had been read by Mr.
Cuthbert, with reference to the' announcement in the daily press that Mr. Darbyshire had been appointed. That was the
first knowledge the Minister of Railways
or the Government had of this appointment.
The Minister of Railways had two interviews with the commissioners or with the
Chairman of the Commissioners, he was ~ot
sure which, with the view of urging the
ret.irement of Mr. Darbyshire, but Mr.
Darbyshire was appointed in defiance of
him and in defiance of the Govemment.
He (Mr. Fraser) did not know whether that
was loyalty or disloyalty; he would not
give it a name. In the face of the protest
of the Government and the interviews
which the commissioners had with the
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Miilister of Railways and wth the Cabinet,
the Railways Commissioners promoted Mr.
Darbyshire. to the position of Engineer-inChief when Mr. Watson was scarcely cold
in his grave. (Mr. 13e11-"In spite of the
Govemment.") Certainly, in spite of the
Government. They had been asked by the
Government to get a man from America or
elsewhere, with modern ideas, who could
introduce a system of cheap construction.
Instead of complying with the reasonable
and proper request of the Minister of Railways, supported by the Cabinet and the
press, including the ATg~ts, which had
always taken Mr. Speight's part, the Railways Commissioners promoted Mr. DarbyUp to the present time the
shire.
Minister of Railways had not received any
reply to the letter which he had forwarded
to the Railways Commissioners on the
subject; no attempt at justification had
been made by the Rail ways Commissioners,
and their action could not be justified.
The late Engineer-in-Chief was incapable
because of his age and infirmity, and the
present Engineer-in-Chief was also incapable. He did not impugn that gentleman's honesty, far from it, but he could
hardly walk across the street. In reply
to the remarks made by Mr. Cuthbert, he
would point out that if somebody else
had been appointed to the position of Engineer-in-Chief, as requested by the Government, Mr. Darbyshire could have been
retained in the position which he had
previously occupied, and his services
would have been at the disposal of
the commissioners in carrying out any
contracts of which he had special knowledge. This was sufficient to show the
very scant courtesy with which the
Minister was treated. (Mr. 13e11-" You
could not get an American expert in
three or four months.") 'fhat did not
alter the case. If the commissioners had
met Mr. Shiels as he wished them to meet
him, there would have been no necessity at
all for the correspondence of which the
country had heard so much. As Mr.
Service said last night, it was plain that
Mr. Shiels was disposed in the first instance
to treat with the commissioners upon the
best possible terms. Could it be said
that when the question of train mileage was
urged upon the commissioners it was a
proper reply for them to state that the
Minister did not indicate the trains
that were to be reduced 1 He (Mr.
Fraser) held that the suggestion for a
reduction of train mileage was justified in
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every way. It did not require an expert
to see what would be the effect-the cost
of train mileage being 2s. 6d. per mile-of
a reduction to the extent of 1,000,000
miles per anr\.um. Why should the Minister have been called upon to suggest
what trains should be taken off~ It was
simply demanded of the commissioners that
they should be more economical, and it was
idle for them to ask for a special mandate
for economy. The very request showed
how matters stood. It proved the truth
of the French proverb that those who
excuse themselves accuse themselves. Probably the Minister would have been satisfied with a reduction of 500,000 or
250,000 miles, but no, the commissioners
stood like a rock. I t was said t.hat the
commissioners could not see their way to
make any reduction in this direction, but
would any honorable member venture to
assert that if he were a Railways Commissioner he could not see his way to cut
down the train mileage by something like
1,000,000 miles~ For example, with four
trains per day running through a remote
country district with scattered population,
what was to prevent the commissioners
from reducing the number to two ~ That
woul9. not mean cutting down the expenses
by one-half, but it would go a long way
towards it. What had the other colonies
done ~ Mr. Zeal had told the House what
had been done in New Zealand and New
South Wales, and now he (Mr. Fraser)
would mention what had been effected in
Queensland, the railway circumstances of
which were in many respects on all-fours with
those of Victoria. (Mr. FitzGerald-""\Vhat
are the Queensland railways payillg~") He
believed a little over 1 per cent. (Mr. FitzGerald-" 1'64 per cent.") He thought
that 1'80 was the latest figure. What
had the Queensland Railways Commissioners done? They had raised rates without
being requested by their Government to
do so. There was strong opposition, but
nevertheless they did it. Then they had
reduced their train mileage. (Mr. Bell"The train mileage has been reduced
here.") Not since the present Government
came into power. (Mr. Bell-" Nonsense,
look at the correspondence.") All that he
could say was that if there had been a
reduction the Government had not been
told of it. (Mr. Cuthbert-" A reduction
of 25,000 miles has been made.") A mere
drop in the ocean. But he felt that he
was making his remarks too lengthy. (Mr.
Cuthbert-" You are doing very well
Hon. S. Fraser.
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indeed.") He did not intend to allow
himself to be led on by honorable members. In consequence of the great depression in Queensland railway affairs the
Railways Commissioners of that colony had
mqde reductions in train mileage of which
he would give honorable members some account. Last year there were twelve trains.
per week from Brisbane to Beaudesert, 47.
miles, but this year there were only six
trains per week, saving 282 train miles.
per week.
The twelve trains per week
from Toowoomba to Roma, 217 miles,
had been reduced to eight, saving 868
train miles per week. \ The six trains.
per week from Rockhampton to Barcaldine,
358 miles, had been reduced to four, saving
716 train miles per week; and the eighteen
trains per week from Bundaberg to Watawa,
30 miles, had been reduced to twelve, saving.
180 train miles per week. Here was a
total saving of 106,392 miles per annum.
(Mr. Service-" Do you know the financial
results of the change ~") He had no information on that point, but he believed
the saving to be over £13,000. (Mr. Bell
-"We would not think much 'of that
here.") Nevertheless, a proportionate reduction should be made in this country. If
the traffic at any time proved too great for
the smaller number of trains to carry, extra
trains could be put on from time to time.
'ro corrie to another point. Unquestionably
the last octopus Railway Bill would have
been passed but for the opposition of the
press. He thought the press had saved
the country millions and millions of money.
He did not mean to say much more, but he
would like to reply with a word or two to
some observations of Mr. Service and Mr.
FitzGerald. . Mr. Service said that the
Railways Commissioners' Act gave the
commissioners sovereign . power.
(Mr.
Service - " No, I said the opposite.")
Well, that it gave them nearly sovereign
power.
(Mr.. Service-" An honorable
member said that, and I did not contradict it.") At all events, under the
law as it stood the Minister of Railways
found himself powerless to do anything.
The Act of 1883 gave the Minister no
direction or control whatever over the
commissioners. (Mr. FitzGerald-" Surelj
the Minister could suspend the commissioners.") Look at the terms' of section 58
of the Rail ways Act. It was as follows:" In the first month in each quarter of every
year the commissioners shall report in writing
to the Minister the state of the traffic returns,
with the approximate cost and earnings of
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trains per ton per train mile in respect of goods
and passengers respectively carried during the
past quarter, the general condition of the lines
and accommodation for the traffic, whether any
special rates have been made, and the reasons
for making such rates, and also to furnish a
statement of appointments and removals of
employes, with the circumstances attending
each. Such reports shall be laid before Parliament, if Parliament shall be sitting, and if
not, then immediately upon the re-assembling
of Parliament."

What power did that give the Minister1
It was simply said that the commissioners
should do something, but if they did not
do it they incurred no penalty. Then section 59 required the commissioners to prepare an annual report of their proceedings,
and an account of all moneys received a~d
expended during the preceding year. Such
reports had been sent in, but whatever
their effect might be the Minister had no
power to interfere. (Mr. FitzGera.ld"Can you not remove the men if they do
not do their work properly 1") Yes, if
they remained away from their duties, or
were seen misconducting themselves, and
so on. (Mr. FitzGerald-" The Minister
can suspend any commissioner as long as
he is able to justify that act to Parliament; what more power can be wanted 1")
What was the use of that power if when
the Minister called upon the commissioners
to reduce the train mileage they did not
comply with his wishes ~ (Mr. FitzGerald
- " W"hy not suspend them 1") What
for ~" (Mr. FitzGerald-" For disobeying
orders.") But the Minister could not give
the order. Section 59, besides directing
the commissioners to prepare an annual
report, went on as follows :"They shall also prepare estimates, in such
form as the Governor in Council may from time
to time direct, of receipts and expenditure for
each period of twelve months ending on the
30th day of June in each and every year."

Let him tell the House that, as far as he
knew, the present Ministry. were the first
to compel the commissioners to bring up
a detailed statement of affairs in connexion
with the expenditure of the Railway department. Large sums were placed before
the Assembly to be voted in .globo, and what
did Parliament know about them ~ Nothing.
(Mr. Service-"Would you have the paysheets of all the thousands of men in the
Railway department sent in by the commissioners 1") 1'he commissioners had to
be urged in the matter of these det.ailed
statements. They were told that if proper
detailed statemeuts were not sent in, Parliament would not be asked to vote the
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necessary funds for the department. At
all events, the Government exercised that
power. (Mr. FitzGerald-" It was their
duty to do so.") It was a duty which the
previous Government did not perform.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" Then the previous Go~
vernment ought to be arraigned; not the
commission~rs.") Then, with respect to
meetings. For six long years minutes were
not kept. He utterly disagreed with Mr.
Service on that point. How could such a
huge department be carried on without
proper record of transactions ~ (Mr. Bell
- " Do Ministers keep minutes of Cabinet
meetings 1") No, Ministers did not want
to keep minutes, which might be brought
up afterwards and used against them.
But keeping the records of such a huge
department as this, receiving and paying
millions of money per annum, was a very
different thing. In short, it was necessary
and desirable that a continuous record
should be kept. (Mr. Service-" Did 1.
object to such a record being kept 1")
It was extraordinary that the late Government did not take action in order to carry
out the Act of Parliament on the subject.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" Did this Government
send down a form for minutes 1") Certainly they did. (Mr. FitzGerald-" Has
it not been carried out 1") Certainly it
had, the Government took good care of
that. But he would not be led on in this
way. Only a word or two more. The
Government believed that there was no
political patronage in the Bill. (Mr.
Bell-" There is any amount of it.") He
denied that in toto. If there was any
political patronage in the Bill it was not
intended to be there. ·When the proper
time came Ministers would fight that
question. They had done no more than
was necessary for the welfare of the
country. (Mr. FitzGerald-" What about
appointments over £500 a year 1") If
the approval of the Governor in Council
was to be obtained, how could political
patronage come in 1 As to Ministers
stepping in after seven days, what was it 1
The commissioners would have' to nominate, and that was the principal part of
the affair. With respect to bringing in
the Board of Land and VVorks, he believed
that plan was absolutely necessary in the
interests of the State. He begged to thank
the House for having listened to him so.
patiently.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH said he had
been so long a period-over 30 yearsconnected more or less with the railways

a
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of the country that, perhaps, he knew as were squatters, storekeepers, or solicitors
much about the Hailway department as -succeeded or failed in their business just
any man in the community. He believed according to their capacity for managethat if there was one thing he knew any- ment. Everything depended on managething about it' was the department of ment; and a capable manager would
Victorian railways. It was because of that make a success of a business which,
that he rose now to offer a few remarks. in the hands of an incapable manager,
He was not very fond of the Bill, but of would prove a failure. He would like
two evils he was prepared to choose the to see a board or commission appointed
least. 'fen years ago he adv~cated the , to inquire into the general management
appointment of a board to manage the and working of the railways, and if no
railways, but what he had in view was one else did it, he would move in that
something very different from this. What direction next session. The railways had
he wanted was to have a board, with the cost the country £40,000,000, and year,
Minister of Hailways for the time being as after year they were being worked at a
chairman. He did not believe in political loss. Last year the loss was £322,000,
patronage at all. It seemed to him that al~d the year before £201,000, and it
Members of Parliament ought to have no would be still heavier this year. (Mr.
power whatever in such matters. At the Zeal-" They aro losing £8,000 a week
same time, Parliament ought to have some this year.") The estimates of the compower over the railways, seeing that they missioners for the :rear 1888-9 showed
were one of the principal assets of the that a net profit of £80,000 was excountry. Victoria had been somewhat pected over and above the money required
unfortunate in its first selection of com- to pay interest and meet the working
missioners to manage the railways, but expenses; but the actual result was a
other colonies had been successful, and loss of £201,000, and the commissioners
why should not this colony be in time were more than £300,000 out in their
equally 1:501 If another attempt was made calculations; It might be supposed that
it might be more fortunate. 'rhe present the commissioners were disappointed in
Bill might be found good enough for their revenue, but, as a matter of fact,
every purpose if it was judiciously they actually received £31,000 more
amended. What was wanted was to give revenue than they estimated. (Mr. Fitzmore power to Parliament in respect of Gerald-" What about the new lines?")
railway administration, and, at all events, They had new lines to open before to the
to abolish the ballot system. for rail- extent of 647 miles. The plain matter
way employes. He remembered some of fact was that the railways were not
time sinco noticing at the Spencer-street managed. It must be admitted, of
station a regular larrikin sort of fellow course, that there had been no trouble
who appeared to be a railway servant. with the railway men here as in svme of
The man was walking about doing nothing, the other colonies, but that was because
and he (Mr. McCulloch).,remarked to the the men were allowed to do just as they
station-master, "That's a nice sort of liked.. (Mr. Bel1-" No, they are not.")
thing." The station-master replied, "That's He (Mr. McCulloch) knew what he was
the result of the ballot system; we have talking about, and he was quite prepared
to take those candidates who pass the to prove everything he said with regard
clerical and medical examinations and are to the railways. The various lines were
fortunate in the ballot." That was what completely over-manned, and one-third of
partly accounted for the negligence and the e~ployesmight be dispensed with.
incivility which was shown by manyrailway (Mr. Zeal-" And more 'work would be
employes until some few months ago, when done.") Yes. When Mr. Speight came
the press of the country rose in arms to the colony he was very badly supported,
against it. Hailway officials had never because the Government appointed two
been uncivil to him, but he had often seen assistant commissioners who knew: nothing
women struggling with heavy portman- about railways. (Mr. Service-" Oh, yes,
teaus to and from the trains, and strong they did; Mr. Agg had railway experience
porters standing idly by. So long as they in England.") Where and when 1 (Mr.
had no change in the board of commis- Zeal-" In 1844'.") Mr. Agg was a very
sioners the railways would never pay. good man no doubt in his own line, but it
What was wanted was better management. would have been far better to have made
Men in private business-whether they Mr. Anderson, the traffic superintendent,
Hon. W. :!JfcCulloch.
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one of the commissioners.
He (Mr.
McCulloch) sympathized very greatly with
Mr. Speight at the time, but he had since
come to the conclusion that Mr. Speight
was not the man to be at the head of the
railways of this colony. He came from the
Midland Railway, which was recognised to
be one of the worst-managed rail ways in England. (Mr. Service-"What, the Midland;
it is recognised as the best-managed 1") It
migh t have been recognised as one ofthe bestmanaged railways at that time, but at any
rateitwas not so recognised now. (Mr. Bell
-"That shows the value of Mr. Speight.")
Mr. Speight had a superior officer over
him in the Midland Railway Company,
but, like many other men who were splendid fellows if they had a head over them,
if they were made heads they could not
carry oats. Under a commission or board
Mr. Speight would be a very good man
indeed, but left to himself he was not fit to
be head of the Railway department, although he would make a splendid politician.
rro show honorable members how extravagantly lines were managed he would 'tell
them what happened on the line from
Ararat to Avoca. There was a difference
of opinion as to where a certain station
should be, every man wanting it as near
to his own door as possible. A deputation
waited upon Mr. Speight, and he went
along with other honorable members to
introduce the deputation, although he was
indifferent as to where the station was
built, and had expressed his willingness to
abide by the wish of the majority in the
matter. Mr. Speight said he would go
and have a look at the district, and fix
the site of the station. Time went 011, but
Mr. Speight did not turn up, and the line
got almost finished before the commissioners went to inspect the district and
decide where the station should be. He
(Mr. McCulloch) was anxious to get a
station somewhere on the line, because he
had to send his wool down there,' and there
were others in the same position. But
what was the result? After waiting a
long time, he found that Mr. Speight
decided that each of the competing sites
should have a station, and there were now
three stations on that line-Eversley,
Dunneworthy, and Crowlands-within a
distance of 6 miles, each costing, he supposed, about £1,000, and Mr. Speight said
that the station which did the most business
in the next twelve months should be the
permanent station. As a matter of fact,
there was not enough work for one station
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" and one of the stations,
never mind threA7
did hardly any fusiness at al1, its takings
in one week being, only Is. 6d. (Mr.
Melville-" There are lots of such stations;
in fact, Is. 6d. is a good revenue.") He had
mentioned that matter simply to show'
how the railways were being mismanaged
and the public money fooled away, and in
what he had stated he had spoken
from personal knowledge. The Railway
department bought some land for' one
The timeof those three stations.
table required overhauling, so as to
dispense with unnecessary trains, and to
prevent avoidable delays to passengers
travelling from one district to another.
He had pointed out one case on the line
to Beeac, where passengers were sometimes needlessly detained for a whole day
or night, and that was altered, although
when he mentioned it to Mr. Speight that
gentleman would not believe the actual
facts. (Mr. Service--" Had the station..:
master ever reported the matter?") '1'hat
was not the question. (Mr. Service"Most certainly; the commissioners don't
arrange the time - table.") He did not
blame the commissioners for the muddling of the time-table on the line in
question, but he was trying to show what
was the result of the want of a proper
managing head in the Railway department. (Mr. Bell-" You can't expect Mr.
Speight to be all over the colony.") Of
course he did not expect Mr. Speight to
attend to every trifling detail, but there
was really no management of the railways
at aU., '1'he expenditure should be reduced, and the railways made to pay
working expenses and interest on the borrowed money that had been spent on their
construction. Something had been said
about a syndicate being willing to lease
the railways, but he hoped that Parliament would never allow the State railways
to be transferred to a private company
either by leas y or sale, because if
they were properly managed the railways would be one of the greatest
factors in the development of the country. Would any honorable member say
that if the Victorian railways belonged
to a private railway company the directors
would allow the present state of things to
continue? Why should the commissioners
be allowed to insult the Minister of Railways as they had done? Why did not the
commissioners answer the Minister's letted
(Mr. Service-" You are arguing as if this
Bill was a Bill to remove thecommissioners,
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whereas it is a Bill to make them pel'maTIent.") It had been said that if this Bill
passed the Chairman of the Commissioners
would refuse to hold his position, and if
that was so he would 'support it, every
line and clause. He was sorry to say that,
because as men he respected the commissioners, but his knowledge of the railways
led him to know that they were thoroughly
mismanaged, and he felt it his duty, as
a Member of Parliament, to e:q.ter his protest against a continuance of the present
mismanagement. Excuses had been made
for the commissioners with regard to the
deficit, on the ground that great losses had
been incurred by the opening of new lines;
but it must not be forgotten that these
new lines, running into the interior, acted
as feeders to the previously constructed
lines, and if they did not pay themselves
they brought an immense amount of
{lxtra, traffic to the main trunk lines.
Of course, new lines must be made in a
new country. Every year there must be
an increase in the rail way mileage, because Victoria was going ahead; but he
would ask 'the House if the present commissioners, ,vho had been some years in
office, had ever made one single improvement on the old system of working 1
They had certainly got more money for
the leases of the refreshment-rooms, but
it was taken out of the pockets of the
public, and the fare provided was no
better than before. The lessee of the
refreshment-room at Ballarat station paid
£960 a year for the privilege of supplying
the public with refreshments, and the result was that the' people suffered. In no
country in the world wm'e railway caTI'iages
'Worse lighted than on the Victorian railways. (An Honorable Member-" They
have used gas for years in New South
Wales.") And in nearly every, other
<lountl'y. Increase of mileage had occurred
,year by year, so that there was no excuse
for the commissioners being £300,000 out
in their calculations for 1888-9, espe.cially seeing that they got £31,000 more
than they expected to receive in revenue
that year. The late Governmel~t were
responsible, in his opinion, as the principal
cause of the bad feeling between the commissioners and the Minister of Railways,
and of the bad treatment that the Minister had received at the hands of the
COmrnlSSlOners. Mr. Speight was engaged
for a term at a fixed salary, and before the
expiration of that term the late Government
increased the salary of the chairman
Hon. W.
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£1,000 a year, and of each of the other
commissioners £500 a year, although the
country was dead against those increases,
which were passed through the Assembly
when there was a small attendance of
members.
(Sir F. T. Sargood--':"-" And
they gave Mr. Speight a promise of
£2,000' more.") (Mr. Fraser-" Yes, by
private letter.") How could the commissioners be expected to treat the members
of the present Government well, seeing
that they had to retrench, and did not
increase the salaries of the commissioners 1
The commissioners were sulkirig in their
office, and would not do a single thing,
not even answer the letters of the Minister.
Things could not go on as they had been
doing.
The commissioners had done
nothing either to increase the traffic or tho
revenue. (Mr. Melville-" They are waiting for orders.") One thing was certain,
that the present state of affa,irs could not
continue. Either the commissioners or
the Minister must go. When Mr. Speight
had been here only two or three years, he
got twelve months' leave of absence on full
pay, but as to his inquiries abroad during
his holiday trip, he (Mr. McCulloch) was
told by a gentleman in America that
Mr. Speight travelled through America
almost without leaving the railway car(Mr. FitzGElrald - "Ah, that
riage.
shows your animus against the man.")
That was a mistake; he had no animus
(Mr. FitzGerald
against Mr. Speight.
- " You should not retail from your
place in Parliament idle gossip of that
kind; it is a shame.") The honorable
member was quite mistaken when he said
that he was actuated by animus against
Mr. Speight. (Mr. Bell-"You ought to
state only what is '\vithin your own knowledge in regard to him.") Well, Mr.
Speight was away for twelve months, and
the railways went on just as well in his
absence as they did while he was here.
(Mr. Servtce-" And so did your business
when you were away on a trip to England.") No, it did not. (Mr. FitzGerald
-"No; tram shares went down.") At
any rate, he had no animus against Mr.
Speight, who was one of the ablest men in
the country, but he was not a manager
of railways, unless under some head. We
wanted a'man like the Chairman of Com~
missioners in, New South Wales, who had
bepn at the head of a railway in the old
country, and who had made the railways of
New South vVales pay. If this colony were
to give a salary of £10;000 a year, and got
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a first-class man, he would be very cheap
at. the price. The manager of the Canadian and South Pacific Railway in Canada
received £9,000 a year, and it would pay
this. colony to treat the commissioners in
the most liberal and handsome manner
and let them go, if the Government could
get in their place a man who had proved
himself a thoroughly competent railway
manager either in America or in the old
-country.
The Hon. H. GORE said that his
sympathies were entirely with the Government in their endeavour by means of this
Bill to bring about what he thought, and
he believed the public generally thought,
to be a very desirable reform in the administration of the railways. It was only
necessary for a man to travel about over
the railways of the country as he had done
very much lately to see that there were
.a, great many faults, not only in construction, but also in traffic management all
over the lines. Take construction first,
as it was first dealt with in the Bill. At
first sight he, like Mr. Service, was against
the constitution of this board of construction, but after due consideration he had
come to the conclusion that the constitution of the board was the correct one.
rrhere certainly should be some representation of the Railways Standing Com. mittee on the board, because the members
of that committee were able to give sound
advice with regard to constructing new
railways. The members of the Railways
Committee went aqout the country obtaining evidence and ascertaining for
tl;J.emselves the requirements of particular
districts, and their conclusions could not
be carried out effectively unless the committee was represented on the bdard of
construction. The construction branch
of the Railway department had a certain
stereotyped way of doing things. He did
not mean to say that there were no progressive men in that branch, but a great
many of its officers had stood still for a
number of years, and when the Railways
Committee recommended the construction
of a certain line at a cost of, say, £3,000
per mile, there was such a strong stand
made against the committee's estimates
by the officers of the construction branch
of the Railway department that it was
almost impossible to get the wishes of
the country carried out in consequence.
The Bass River Railway had been estimated by the Railway department to cost
between £5,000 and £6,000 per mile, but
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Mr. Muntz, who was a most capable man,
had stated that 'he could const.ruct suitable lines in that district at a cost of
£2,500 per mile, and guarantee that, when
the traffic increased, he would bring the
lines up to the standard proposed by the
department for a very small additional
outlay. That showed the necessity of
having some representative of the Railways
Standing Committee on the board which
the Bill proposed to consti tu teo Money
had been wastefully expended on the
Birregurra and Dean's Marsh lines, because
it was the custom to follow stereotyped
plans of the department, which required
that there' should be a goods shed on one
side of the station and passenger accomIn connexion
modation on the other.
with the Dean's Marsh line, 50,000 or
70,000 yards of ea~th-work had been unnecessarily done, while a station had been
built for one man at Fletchers, though
there was another station within a mile of
that place.
Metal roads and immense
cuttings with large goods sheds had been
made at a place which would not turn out
a ton of goods for the next ten years. On
the cockspur from the present Horsham
line, a station good enough for a Melbourne suburb had been built, and the
expensive refrigerating apparatus on a
number of lines was p.ever used at all .
He found that many trains were run
unnecessarily. A train with eight or
ten carriages ran from Princes-bridge to
Healesyille at 5.15, and another at eight
o'clock. On an average, the eight o'clock
train carried four passengers, though
there might be a few more in holidn,y
seasons. If those two trains were abolished
in favour of one to start at six o'clock all
the requirements of that particular service
would be met. 'When the first morning
train from Healesville reached the metropolitan district, the suburban residents
were allowed to crowd ill until there was
not even standing room, and that ought
not to be permitted. He was not blaming
Mr. Speight for these things, because he
knew that that gentleman was chiefly
occupied in attending to small appeals and
deputations. He did not think that Mr.
Speight should have anything to do
with matters of construction, because, no
matter how able a man he might be, he
could not be expected to be clever at everything. A very useful reform would be the
introduction of travelling inspectors, who
would go about in plain clothes and
quickly learn what changes were J;lecessary.
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More men of the stamp of Mr. Kibble
were required, and he was sorry that that
gentleman had left the service. He gave
very valuable evidence before the Railways
Standing Committee, and perhaps the
department thought he was too progressive.
The Bill was not a measure which secured
finality; it could be altered if necessary
in the future, and he would give it his
support.
The Hon. D. HAM said he had never
known party feeling run so high in the
House before. More spirit could not
have been shown in the debate had the
two sides been contesting the right to
seats on the Treasury benches. When Mr.
Gillies' Railway Construction Bill was introduced in that Chamber he opposed it.
At that time £37,000,000 had been expended on railways, and this Bill committed the country to something like
£14,000,000 more, making the taxation
£50 per head for each man, woman, and
child of the inhabitants. He felt then,
as he felt now, that economy should be the
order of the day. The railway management of the last seven years showed a
total loss of £1,175,273, and that fact
alone ought to awaken the dormant
energies of Parliament with a view to improving the system of rail way construction
and management. . According to the commissioners' O\vn showing there was a
deficit on their management of £500,000.
He did not believe that the colony was
justified in spending any more money on
railways at present. The Railways Standing Committee had done good work, but
no one had ever contemplated their permanent retention. It must be borne in
mind thl1t for the next two or three years
the colony had to' pass through a crucial
time, in which the patience, forbearance,
and manly qualities of the people would
have to be exercised. Perhaps too much
importance was attached to Mr. Speight
as a man, when it was really the nature
of his position that was in question, and he
might be replaced by some one else any
day. But it would be only fair play to
allow him to be heard at the bar of the
House in defence of his management. If
the second reading of the measure were
agreed to he (Mr. Ham) hoped that it
would be amended in committee in some
important particulars.
The Hon. W. r. WINTER-IRVING
observed that some of the clauses of the
Bill would re-introduce the system of
political patronage which the principal
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Act was' designed to abolish. Mr. Speight
had had no experience in railway constr,+ction, and his functions in regq.rd to railways ought not to begin until the lines
were completed. When he (Mr. WinterIrving) was in England, eighteen months
ago, Sir James Allport, Mr. Speight's old
chairman, gave him an excellent character
as a manager, but said he never had anything to do in England with the construction of lines. Too much of Mr. Speight's
time was taken up by trumpery deputations, and the remedy was to place him in
the position he ought to occupy. He (Mr.
Winter-Irving) would vote against those
portions of the Bill which were calculated
to re-introduce political patronage.,
rrhe Hon. D. COUTTS said he did not
agree with Mr. D. Ham that because the
colony was in a depressed condition railway
construction ought to be stopped right off.
A more courageous view of things ought
to' be taken than that, but more care
should be exercised in regard to expenditure in the future, and he believed that a
much more satisfactory system would be
brought about by the Railways Standi~)g
Committee. There was no doubt that the
railways in the country 9,istricts were too
expensive. He always thought that a
mistake had been made in appointing three
commissioners; it would be much better
to have one man at the head of the railways
who could be held responsible for their
management. It was natural that the Act
should require amending after eight years'
experience. Parliam~nt seemed to have
been called upon to take action because the Minister had been knocked
out in three rounds by Mr. Speight. It
appeared as though honorable members.
were bt:ling asked to tie Mr. Speight's hands.
behind his back, so that the Minister could
knock him out next time. The proposal
to separate construction from management
was a good one. rrhe only point to be
objected to in this matter was that the
board to which the construction of lines
was to be handed over might prove to be
a political board. Why should not the
construction of lines be handed over to
the Public Works department ~ That
would be a political board, but it would be
under a Minister who was responsible to
Parliament. The Railways Standing Committee had so far done good service, and
its appoi!1tment was justified by the extravagant railway schemes which had
been urged upon Parliament during the
past eight years. This committee was,
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nevertheless, a political body. A great
difficulty in connexion with the Bill was
that it endeavoured to define the duties
of the commissioners in writing. It was
always right- to have a proper agreement with a servant, but if the master
attempted to define his duties in writing, the servant would neglect to look
after things which were not specified.
In the up-country stations if a nail came
out and a lamp fell down with it, no
porter would take the trouble to pick up
that lamp. A message would have to be
sent to Melbourne and an inspector would
be sent up, and after him would come a
van with tools to drive in the nail again.
When Mr. Speight was placed in his present position his desire was to manage the
railways properly, but he met with' difficulties. If Mr. Speight dismissed an
employe, the case was brought before
Parliament, and was debated in Parliament
for. perhaps two or three nights', and he
found that by interfering with the men
he got Members of Parliament against
him. Mr. Speight was then threatened
with a strike, anu he found that if he fought
the men he would have both the men and
Parliament against him.' Therefore, Mr.
Speight felt that he might as well place
himself in friendly relations with the
men, an.d now he was too much in sympathy with the men, and too little in
sympathy with bis employers. .He (Mr.
Coutts) believed that at tbe present time
there were one-third too many men
employed in the Railway department.
Another thing which helped to place
Mr. Speight in a false position was
his acceptance of tbe additional £1,000
a year to his salary on a vote
in the Estimates. If Mr. Speight had
said that he would not accept the increase
unless it was passed by Bill he would
now be in a more independent position.
As it was, he placed himself under' the
fingers of the members of the Legislative
Assembly, and made it possible for them
to refuse to vote the extra £1,000 a
year, which they did. It did not matter
what amendments were made in the
law, if' there was not a better feeling
between the managers of the railways
and the Government matters could not
be improved. The Railways Commissioners should have the interests of the
railways and of the country at heart, and
the Government should assist them in
their efforts to make the railway system a
success. He intended to give the Bill his
Session 1891.-[215]
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earnest consideration, but he would do so
from an entirely independent stand-point.
He was not personally acquainted with the
Railways Commissioners or the Minister of
Railways. His fear was that the present
Minister of Railways went into office with
his sleeves rolled up and ready for a row
with the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, but the honorable gentleman'
had got hit rather hard, and he was now
endeavouring by this Bill to get Parliament
to tie the hands of the other party behind!
his back.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS remarked
that, in his opinion, this Bill was intended
to do too much. He approved of the proposal to take construction out of the hands
of the Railways Commissioners and to
allow them to devote themselves entirely
to the management of the Railway department, and from the speeches which had
already been delivered there was every
reason to believe that that proposal would
be giyen effect to. It· was his intention to
support the second reading of this Bill, so
that it might be taken into committee,
when he hoped that it would be so amended
that it would give satisfaction to Parliament and to the country, and also to the
men who would have to work under it. This
debate had become somewhat personal in its
character, and sides had been taken. The
question to which most attention had been
given was how to deal with the Railways
Commissioners rather than how to secure
the efficient management of the railways.
This was a circumstance that was to be
regretted. Mr. Zeal bad condemned the
management of the railways, and had com'pared it unfairly and unfavorably with
the management of the Hobson's Bay lines
when under the Hobson's Bay Company.
The honorable membe:!' referred to the fact
that the Hobson's Bay lines were worked
for years without accident, that the management was economical, and that the profits
obtained by the company were large, but
he forgot to tell the House that one
of the chief factors in producing the
good financial results secured by the company was the purchase by them of the
Melbourne and Suburban line and the
. Brighton line at a loss of about half-amillion to the public. The Melbourne
and Suburban line cost the State £300,000,
and the Brighton line £175,000, and the
Hobson's Bay Company got the benefit of
them.
There was no doubt that the
Hobson's Bay lines were well conducted,
but he would point out that their liability
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to accident was very small; in fact, in
order to cause an accident it would have
been necessary for a train either to run
off the line, or to run into the sea at Port
Melbourne, or to run against the buffers
.at a terminus. The way in which the
staff of railway employes performed their
duties had been adversely criticised, and
very fairly so. There was no doubt that
the rail way employes had got beyond control, and that a change was necessary. He
believed that a great improvement would
be effected if the ~mployes were placed
under closer surveillance. It would not
do to send inspectors round who were
dressed in uniform, and who were immediately recognised, but casual visits from
inspectors who were not known to the
employes would do good. Reference had
been made to the effect Oli the returns of
the Railway department of the competition
with the tram service. The late Minister
of Railways was instrumental in getting
the Tramways Bill· passed through the
Assembly, and nobody knew better than
the honorable gentleman that by his action he was doing a tremendous injury to
·a State property. It was therefore unfair
to blame the Rail ways' Commissioners for
any loss that had been sustained by the
suburban lines owing to the competition of
the trams. Mr. Pratt had touched a
point on which he must have the sympathy of all country members, that
was the expenditure incurred by the
Railway department in the erection of
,t:laborate stations which were not required, and more especially the enofJnous
waste that had taken place at Maryborough.
He was at Maryborough the other day, and
he certainly thought that the expenditure
on the station being erected there was
:altogether unjustifiable. The misapplication of money in this way prevented
farmers from obtaining the accommodation which was necessary at the railway
'stationsof the colony for the storage'of their
produce. In regaJ;"d to these matters the
Railways Commissioners were to blame.
They should have provided accommodation that was absolutely necessary before
they expended such large sums of money
in erecting stations at places at which
they were not required. He listened with
a great deal of pleasure to the oratorical
effort of Mr. FitzGerald, and one point
the honorable member made was of great
importance, that was the omission to credit
the Railway department with the interest
received by the Government on money
Hon. J. S. Butters.

.
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borrowed for railway purposes. The
honorable member had cleared up a
difficulty in regard to the deficit in the
Railway department, and his statement
was not counterbalanced by the statement
of the Minister of Defence that the Railway department was not charged with
certain other money that came out of the
coffers of the' State. 'When these two
items were taken into consideration, there
was still a margin of £100,000 in favour
of the commissioners. Mr. Service was
the only member of the House who had
dealt with the Bill in detaiL The honorable member pointed out the advantage
that would arise from some portions of it;
he 'also showed that some of its clauses
would have an evil effect upon the management of the Railway department. The
honorable member's speech was a most instructive one, and the knowledge which he
had been able to impart from his own long
experience would be exceedingly useful to
honorable members. The Bill contained
much that was good, and amendments
could be made in committee thatwouldmake
it a really useful measure. rrhe intention
of the Bill as introduced appeared to be
to shunt the Railways Commissioners,
and it had apparently been conceived in
anger, and brought in for the purpose of
revenge. (Mr. Fraser-" No.") He was
in hearty sympathy with the Government
in regard to the attitude which the Railways Commissioners had asE!umed towards
them with reference to certain matters.
The Railways Commissioners made a very
great mistake in ignoring the desire ·of the
Government to get rid of officers who
were considered to be inefficient. On
flying surveys and rough estimates most
extraordinary expenditure had been undertaken by the H.ailways Commissioners, and
for that they were to some extent to blame,
but the Government and Parliament had
also been at fault in not insisting on reliable
information being supplied before the lines
were authorized. The appointment of the
Railways Standing Committee had been a
wise step, and he believed that that committee would be able to render most
valuable services to the colony; but under
this Bill an' attempt was being made to
convert it into a permanent committee to
carryon the work of construction. He
agreed with the remarks of Mr. Service on
this subject, and he .thought that the
Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee should not
be members of the Board of Land and
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vVorks. He was very much surprised to had induced him to submit this mohear the statement made by Mr. McCul- tion. If there was nothing else, the
loch, that on the Avoca to Ararat line statement that had been made by an
the Railways Commissioners had built 'honorable member that there were three
three stations within 6 miles. If that stations within a distance of 6 miles on
was so, it showed great want of judgment, one line-he referred to Mr. McCullochbut he (Mr. Butters) would like to hear would justify him in asking the House
the other side of the question. That was to agree to this motion. He thought also
really the most damaging charge that had that the House would like to know the
been made against the Railways Com- reasons that actuated the Railways Commissioners in that House, and he was missioners in appointing Mr Darbyshire as
anxious to know whether it was true or Engineer-in-Chief in direct opposition to
not. (Mr. J. A. "\Val1ace-" If it is true, the wishes of the Government. The House
the Railways Commissioners have been would also like to know the reasons why
too long there.") Yes, but probably the Railways Commissioners did not carry
some explanation could be offered. He out the suggestions of the Government
hoped that the House would be able to with regard to the reduction of the train
make this a really useful Bill, and the mileage. There were a number of other
country would then have an opportunity questions that would suggest themselves
of !Seeing within the next few years to honorable members, and although it was
whether the Railways Commissioners were a very late period of the session at which
capable of managing the railways properly to examine a witness at the bar of the
ornot. 'l'heyshould receive every assistance House, there was a precedent for his
from the Government, and if the ill-feeling motion. vVhen the Railway Construction
which had recently been engendered were BiHof 1882 was before the House witnesses
removed things would go on much more were examined. He did not ask the House
smoothly. He thought that, under fair to examine a number of witnesses; he
conditions, the Railways Commissioners would be satisfied with the evidence of the
,,,ould be able to prove that they had the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners:
ability to manage the railways in a manner but he had put the motion in a general
that would be satisfactory, and that would form so that the whole of the commissioners
entitle them to the sympathy and support might be examined if that was thought
of Parliament and the country.
desirable. He trusted that the GovernThe Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL asked to be ment would not treat his aetion as hostile
allowed, in justice to Mr. McCulloch, to to them in any way.
give a quotation from the book time-table
The Hon. J. BELL seconded the motion.
of the Victorian railways. Mr. Butters
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that there
appeared to doubt the truth of the state- were only two more days left to the House
ment made by Mr. McCulloch that there for the transaction of business, even if
were three railway stations 011 the Ararat the motion which he had intended to
to Avoca line within a distance of 6 submit, that the House should meet on
miles. The. time-table showed that there Monday, was carried, as it was proposed
was a station at Eversley, 150 miles from that the prorogation should take place on
Melbourne, a station at Crowlands, 153~ the following Wednesday, and it was necesmiles from Melbourne, and a station at sary that the Clerk should have 24 hours
Dunneworthy, 156! miles from Mel- to prepare the Bills for the prorogation. If
bourne.
Mr. Cuthbert's proposal was agreed to, it
The motion for the second reading of . would necessarily reduce the time at the
the Bill was agreed to.
disposal of the House, and there were still
The Bill was then read a second time.
some matters of importance to be dealt
On the question that the Bill be com- with, matters quite as important as the
mitted,
examination of the Railways Commissioners
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT movedat the bar of the House. There was one
thing that did surprise him, and that was
"That it be an instruction to the committee
that they have power to examine the Railways
that the members of the late Ministry in
Commissioners, and to call for papers."
another place, who naturally defended Mr.
He said that, after the discussion which Speight, had not made the slightest effort
had taken place on the second reading to obtain the examination of the Railways
of this Bill, it was unnecessary that Commi"ssioners at the bar of the Assembly.
he should state fully the reasons that That might have been done with perfect
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ease, and the information which Mr. Cuthbert desired, and also some further information which he did not desire, might
then have been obtained. If that course
had been followed, it would have had thi,s
advantage that the Minister of Railways
and the Railways Commissioners would
have been brought face to face, and the
matter would have been handled in a
better and fairer way than it would be in
this Chamber. Personally, he regretted
that Mr. Gillies or some other member of
the late :Ministry did not take that step.
It was not right of them to leave the
matter over in the way they did, and it
certainly had the appearance of throwing
overboard the Rail ways Commissioners.
Just in the same way, the late Government threw over the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners with regard to the
proposed addition of £2,000 to his salary.
The promise was made to Mr. Speight
prior to his going to England, on the faith
of which Mr. Speight separated himself
absolutely from the old country, but not
one step was taken by the late Ministry
to carry out that promise, and yet, as soon
as the change of Ministry came, one of the
first things the memb8rs of the late Government did was to press the present
Government to carry out that promise.
Having regard to the feeling that had arisen,
the Government felt that it would be impossible for them to do so. He did not like
to use the word meanness, but he thought
that the late Government did not act very
fairly in this matter. On the merits of the
case, the Government had no objection
to the Railways Commissioners or any
other persons being examined by the House,
but what the House had to consider was
whether the evidence obtained would have
any direct bearing on the Bill. Honorable
members all knew quite sufficient to enable
them to come to a determination as to
whether a change was necessary or not in
regard to the Railway department. There
was a general consensus of opinion that the
change proposed with regard to construction was necessary; the only question at
issue was what change should be made in
regard to the commissioners themselves,
and the evidence the commissioners would
give would not and could not influence the
views of honorable members in regard to
the provisions of the Bill. (Mr. Service"Oh, yes.") The examination could not be
a short one, and could the House undertake
it and get through the other business which
had yet to be transacted ~ He ventured
Sir F. T. Sargood.
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to say that they could not. Although
personally he would like to see the Railways Commissioners at the bar of the
House, yet, under the circumstances, if he
were sitting on the other side of the House,
he would feel compelled to vote against
this proposal on the score of time. (Mr.
Cooke-" 'Whose fault is it that we have
not the time 1") It was the fault of the
members of the late Ministry in not taking
steps to have the Railways Commissioners
examined in another place.
The Hon. J. BELL said he was glad
to hear from the Minister of Defence that
he had personally no objection to this
proposal. All he seemed to fear was that
it would take up too much time. But he
(Mr. Bell) could assure the honorable
gentleman that when Mr. Cuthbert put his
notice of motion on the paper he had no
intention of delaying the public business.
His only desire was to elicit information
with respect to some of the remarks that
came from a number of honorable members, especially the remark of one honorable member who accused Mr. Speight of
having visited America at the expense of
this country without doing the work for
this country which he was expected to do.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" The notice of
motion was given before that remark was
made.") He thought that it would only be
simple justice to let °Mr. Speight and his
two colleagues give evidence at the bar of
the House. The' country expected that
much. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" Why was
not similar action taken in another
place ~") It was well known that in the
past no such action was ever taken by the
Legislative Assembly.
Witnesses had
never been called except to the bar of the
Council. Another argument in favour of
the motion was the fact that the Minister of
Railways brought in his Bill early in July,
and that afterwards the Government allowed the matter to remain in suspense for
over three months. In view of that fact
there ought to be a thorough examination
on the part of this Chamber into tho
whole business. He felt convinced that
in carrying the motion the House would
be going on right lines. The examination
of Mr. Speight need not occupy more than
a couple of hours.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE thought the
position taken up by the Minister of
Defence was an extraordinary one. Because another place did not call Mr.
Speight to the bar, why on earth should
the Legislative Council be prevented from
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doing so ~ Then, as to the timo being short,
what was the action taken by the Government ~ That very morning three new Bills
were delivered to each honorable member
-the Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, the
Mines Bill, and the Land Act Amendment
Bill. He thought the House could very
'well put these three Bills aside and go on
with the examination of Mr. Speight and
such othorwitnesses as it might be desirable
to call. He hoped that there would be no
further opposition to the motion. (Sir F.
T. Sargood-" We do not oppose it.")
"tVell, the attitude of the representatives of
the Government in this Chamber looked
like opposition.
The Hon. C. J. HAM said that Mr.
Cooke appeared to misunderstand the
action of the Minister of Defence. There
was no opposition to the motion on the
part of the Government. At the same
time, should the result of carrying the
motion be the loss of the Bill, the responsibility would not rest with the Government. It must be remembered that on
several previous occasions Mr. Cuthbert,
as representing the Ministry of the day,
had steadily resisted, when the session was
approaching its close, every proposition for
calling witnesses to the bar of the House.
The Hon. J. A. VV ALLACE said it
seemed to him that what had come out
that night was something really awful, and
that in justice to both sides evidence
ought to be taken at the bar. If Mr.
Speight was wrong, it ought to be proved
that he was wrong; and if he was right,
he ought to have 1:'\,n opportunity of speaking for himself. Other witnesses besides
Mr. Speight ought to be called.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG remarked
that he was glad the Government wore not
opposing the proposition, because it would
be very interesting to the country to hear
both sides of the question. The only
matter for regret was that it was so late
in the session.
rfhe Hon. ",lIf. H. ROBERTS observed
that when a man had been put on his
trial justice demanded that he should
be heard in own defence. It was said
that if that were done the Bill would be
jeopardized, but if it were jeopardized, the
fault would not rest with this Chamber.
This House was always prepared to deal
with Bills properly. He quite agreed
with the present proposition, because he
thought it would lead to the Railways
Act Amendment Bill being returned to
another place in a more perfect shape.
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H. ABBOT'f said what
The Hon.
ought to be looked at was the fact that if
the proposed examination took place it
would be a prolonged one, and the chances
were that the outcome would be the loss
of the Bill. For his part, he would be
sorry to see Mr. Speight called, if the
examination was to last only a couple of
hours, because in that case justice would
not be done. On the other hand, it was
of great importance that the Bill should
be carried this session. Noone denied
that there was great room for improvement in the management of the railways.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he differed
from Mr. Abbott when he put it that the
question was one of time. For his pa,rt,
he (Mr. Service) regarded the question as
one of justice. He did not make up his
mind in favour of calling Mr. Speight to
the bar until that night, nor did he ~ake
part in any caucus on the subject. ~ut
in view of the statements that had been
made on the floor of the House that evening, he felt that it was absolutely necessary
that Mr. Speight should come here and
offer some explanation of the matters that
had been so referred to. There was no
desire on the part of the House to drop
the Bill. What would be gained from an
examination of Mr. Speight would be a
greater knowledge of all the facts of the
case.
The Hon. D. HAM suggested that the
debate should be adjourned, and that the
House should meet at eleven o'clock tomorrow, when they would have a clearer
view of matters.
The Hon. W. McCU~LOCH remarked
that he had spoken rather hardly of
the commissioners, but, nevertheless, 119
would like to see Mr. Speight at the bar
of the House. Still, if evidence was taken
on one side it ought also to be taken on
the other side as well, late as the session
was.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT observed that
some honorable members overlooked the
fact that Mr. Speight had already been
examined by the Railways Standing Committee. (Mr. Cuthbert-" 11hat evidence is
'not before us, and it lias nothing to do with
us.") \Vell; he thought that that evidence
ought to be in the hands of the House.
He was not an enemy of Mr. Speight. On
the contrary, he felt rather kindly di::!posed towards him, but he thought that
whatever was done should be done in
fairness. If Mr. Speight was examincd~
unquestionably it would be found necessary
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to examine some twenty other witnesses. representative of the Government, opThat was what he expected the thing to posed that motion t00th and nail. (Mr.
Cuthbert-" It was just at the close of
result in.
,The Hon. T. BRUNTON said that, in the session.") It was exactly one day
the interests of British fair play, Mr. later in the month of December than that
Speight should be heard at the bar. day. (Mr. Service-" And you did then
Attacks had been made on him, not only in the very thing you are blaming Mr. Cuthrespect to his official position, but also in bert for doing now.") Because it was a
respect to his personal character as well.
question of a downtrodden class against
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL said it was the overwhelming power of the Governrather a novel experience to find Mr. ment. The Railways Commissioners were
Cuthbert taking up his present position, not in that position·; they were a Governand receiving such support. It had been ment department-a portion of the public
said that it was in the interest of fair play service of the colony-whose conduct was.
that Mr. Speight should be called to the being considered at the bar of public:
bar. Well, there was not a man in the opinion. If Mr. Cuthbert was sincere"
House who did not wish to give Mr. why did he not ask the Government to
Speight fair play. But what he (Mr. appoint a Royal commission of, say, three
Zeal) looked at was that the colony was men in the city of probity, intelligence,.
and ability to inquire into the matter,
l1,OW in a very deplorable state, owing to
the state of things which had arisen in and if it were shown that Mr. Speight's
the department under that gentleman's position could be sustained no member of
control. Mr. Speight ought to .have fair the Council wished to do the man a
play, but the colony ought to have fair shadow of injustice 1 But were the enplay also. ·Was the present extravagant deavours of the Government to put the
railway expenditure to go on increasing affairs of the Rail way department right to
from day to day without any check 1 vVhy be set aside simply because Mr. Cuthbert
the salaries paid to the higher officials of wanted to talk this Bill out of the House 1
the Railway department were without (Mr. Cuthbert-" That is not my intenparallel in the world. Here was an tion.") Obviously that ,vas the honorable
Engineer-in-Chief at £1,500 a year, a member's intention.
The PRESIDENT. - The honorable
Traffic Manager at £1,300 a year, an
Engineer of Existing Lines at£1,400ayear, . member is not in order in repeating a
a Locomotive Superintendent at £1,200 a statement concerning another honorable
year, and so on. I t was not so in the ol~ member who has contradicted that statedays, when the department was under the ment.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he was
sole management of the late Thomas
Higinbotham, whose salary was never not making a charge against Mr. Cuthbert,
more than £1,500 a year, and during a but only expressing his, opinion that the
large portion of his career only £1,200 a honorable gentleman wanted to talk thi&
year. But what used to cost the State Bill out of the House. (Mr. Coutts£1,200 was now bound to cost it £5,000.
""\Vhy you are talking the Bill out your(An Honorable Member-" Look at the self.") Mr. Cuthbert strenuously opposed
increased mileage.") An increase of mile- his (Mr. Zeal's) motion to call counsel to
age did not necessarily lead to such an enor- the bar to plead the cause of the oppressed
mous increase in the cost of supervision--to licensed victuallers, and the honorable
the appointment of S0 many more officers. gentleman saidThey were all in each other's way, and in"It was a very unusual course to propose so.
stead of carrying out the intention of the important a motion without notice-department it actually added fuel to the (Mr. Cuthbert - "Without notice 1"}
fire. On Wednesday, 18th December, 1888, Yes-he (Mr. Zeal) moved, in the interest of
"but he would not object to its being dealt·
certain licensed victuallers in this colony with
on that ground, as he would prefer to take
who were about to be dispossessed of their the opinion of the House on the guestionproperty, that Mr. (now His Honour Mr.
Justice) Hodges should be called to the That was fair enoug~.
bar of the House to plead their cause in " It was also most unusual to permit counsel to
at the bar of the House on the last day
reference to what they thought was intended appear
of the session, when there were a large number
spoliation and injustice. Mr. Cuthbert, of imrortant measures remaining to be dealt
who was then leading the House as the with.'
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. Was not that the case now 1 (Mr. Cuthbert-"No, I don't want any counsel to
be called to the bar.") The honorable
gentleman was a match for any counsel.
He was one of the greatest tacticians in
the colony, and knew precisely what he
was about. In the speech from which he
was now quoting, the honorable gentleman
went on to say"The subject on which the petitioners asked
to be heard was very fully discussed the previous
evening, both on the second reading of the Bill
and in committee, and he thought honorable
members were fully seised of all the facts and
arguments, and thoroughly weighed the consequences of their action when they agreed to the
clause which appeared to be the chief ground of
complaint. He did not believe that if all the
counsel in Temple Court were to appear at the
bar of the House it would result in the decision
of the committee being upset. He did not
think that the House would be disposed to grant
the request of the petitioners at the present
period of the session. When honorable members saw that both senior and junior counsel
were prepared to address the House, they could
guess, if the prayer of the petition was acceded
to, what chance there was of proceeding with
any other business that evening. No similar
application was made to the Assembly, although
the Bill was before that Chamber for three
weeks."

If that was not on all-fours with the present position he (Mr. Zeal) did not know
what would be. (Mr. Cuthbert-" The
Bill had passed through committee, and
on the third reading you wanted counsel
to be heard.") (Mr Service-" That is a
different matter.") 'Was it? (Mr. Cooke
- " If it is not, you ought to support this
motion.") Does the honorable member
think so? (Mr. Cooke-" Yes.") Then
the honorable member was entitled to the
benefi t of his own opinion. On the
occasion to which he had referred, Mr.
Cuthbert proceeded to say"Moreover, 'any application of the kind to
the Council should have been made before the
House agreed to the second reading of the Bill
and sanctioned its principles. As he explained
the previous evening, the power of appeal was
not done away with by the Bill. It was only
taken away with regard to things done under
Part III. ofthe Licensing Act, which referred to
the initiatory stages of holding the local option
polls, declaring the statutory number, and the
like. He did not think any new light could be
thrown on the subject, and he would ask the
House not to assent to the motion, on the
ground that it came too late."

That was exactly what he (Mr. Zeal) now
said, and if that quotation did not convict
the honorable member of inconsistency he
did not know what would. He (Mr. Zeal)
would strongly support any proposal to
enable the Government to give Mr. Speight
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every opportunity and encouragement to
have his case properly heard in another'
way, but did Mr. Cuthbert think that Mr.
Speight would get the same substantial
justice if called to the bar of this Chamber'
that he would get before a board or commission of three competent city men on a
subsequent occasion? (Mr. Cuthbert"What became of your motion to call
counsel to the bar of the House?") The·
honorable member defeated it. In the
course of the discussion, Mr. Service said" If this were really a question of justice or
injustice, he, for one, would scatter to the winds
every consideration of a technical character, but
he did not think it presented itself in that
aspect to the House. He agreed with the
Minister of Justice that the request at this late,
period of the session was very unreasonable, but
the chief consideration which influenced him in
objecting to the motion was the fact that honorable members knew perfectly well all the
arguments which could be advanced pro and
con on the subject. The views of the licensed
victuallers had been, and still could be, as.
clearly and distinctly expressed by Mr. Zeal
and other members of the Council as they could
be by any lawyer, if not exactly with the same
preciseness as they would be put by a barrister.
Another thing which weighed with him was;
that the matters proposed to be argued at the
bar were not, to his mind, matters of personal
importance. The things which the Bill would
prevent being removed by certiorari to theSupreme Court were exclusively confined to·
matters of machinery."

(Mr. Service--" Charges have been made
against Mr. Speight on the fieor of this.
House.") On that occasion Mr. Bell voted
against the motion. (Mr. Bell-" The·
circumstances were very different from the
present circumstances. ") Yes, circumstances altered cases. Mr. Service, Mr..
Roberts, and Mr. Thornley also opposed
the motion, and he would ask them and
all other honorable members who opposed
a similar motion to this in 1888 not to
stultify themselves on the present occasion. (Mr. Service-" If we stultify ourselves, so do you; you have turned your
back on yourself, and we are only doing the·
same.") The circumstances of the case in
1888--(Mr. Service-"Were different")
They were as he had described them. He·
(Mr. Zeal) was fighting a losing game on
that occasion on behalf of an important
and unjustly treated party in the State.
If honorable members voted for this motion
and carried it at the eleventh hour of the
session, they would, in all probability,
imperil the passing of this Bill. (Mr.
Roberts-" No, two hours would suffice to
examine Mr. Speight.") Would iU (Mr.
FitzGerald-" The examination could have
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been got over while you have been speaking.") He did not believe it. 'rhe
question was, "Are the statements which
appear under the hands of the com-'
missioners true or false 1 Is that enormous
deficit a reality 1 Is it a fact that the
railways of the colony are being worked
at a loss?" (Mr. Cuthbert-" That has
nothing to do with the motion.") They
stood in the relation of cause and effect.
The cause was extravagant management
of the rail ways, and the effect was this
motion. He would not be satisfied with
the examination of any witness who
<lame to the bar by Mr. Cuthbert; he,
would endeavour to probe the matter to
the very bottom. He was fighting the
cause of the colony against what he considered was almost a corrupt system.
(Mr. Cooke-" It is the system you
defended originally.") He distinctly
denied that. If the honorable member
..vould look up the records he would find
himself mistaken. He had continually
fought in fa.vour of a majority of the commissioners having the power to rule, being
opposed to the chairman having the right
to veto the decisions of his co-commissioners. (Mr. Cooke-" That is 'a small
point.") Then he did not know what was
a large point. (Mr. Cooke-"There is a
great deal more than that in this Bill.")
If that had been carried out he believed
the system would have worked satisfactorily. (Mr. Cooke-" You voted for the
second reading of the Railways Management Bill.") Yes, because he believed that
the political management of the railways at
that time was not the best system of
management in the interests of the colony.
This motion was for the very purpose of
defeating the objects the Government had
in view in bringing in this Bill. (" No, no.")
Honorable members might say" No, no,"
until they were black in the face, but they
would not change his opinion on that
point.
The Hon. J. SERVICE rose to order.
He said it was intolerable that the honorable member should not only impute im··
proper motives to honorable members, but
reiterate them after they were disavowed.
As far as he (Mr. Service) was concerned,
there was no such motive whatever. (Mr.
FitzGerald-" And so say all of us.") He
asked the President to call upon the honorable member to retract the imputation
he had made.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he would
be very pleased to retract the imputation,
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if Mr. Service would tell him what the'
imputation was.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that the
imputation was distinctly that honorable
members were actuated by an intention to
defeat the object of the Government in
regard to this Bill by calling witnesses to
the bar of the House.
'rhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he thought
so still. (Mr. FitzGerald-"vVell, think
it; but don't say it.") Other honorable
members had made similar statements
dozens of times, and it was very improper
that he should be called to order. What
was there in what he said 1
The PRESIDENT.-'l'he honorable member ought to withdraw the imputation.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL asked what
imputation 1
The PRESIDENT.-The imputation
that honorable members are trying to
thwart the object of the Government in
regard to this Rill. The honorable member made that statement, and I think it is
his duty to withdraw it.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that if
the President thought the statement was
wrong he would withdraw it, because he
always bowed to the judgment of the
Chair.
The Hon. S. FRASER remarked that
what Mr. Zeal said he said some time ago,
and that the call to withdraw should have
been made then.
The PRESIDENT.-I asked tho honorable member to withdraw the statement
he made.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he would
withdraw the statement with pleasure, but
he did not know why this rule should be
applied to him and not to any other mem9f the House. The same expression had
been made use of dozens of times during
the present session.
The PRESIDENT.-I shall ask every
honorable member who makes a statement
of the kind to withdraw it. Mr. Zeal has
withdrawn the statement, and I think it
will be well for the House to maintain its
dignity, and go on with the business.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL remarked that
the Minister of Defence had made a similar
statement hundreds of times.
The PRESIDEN'l'.-If any honorable
member trangresses the rules of the House
in a matter of this kind and my attention
is called to it he must withdraw'. "It does not
matter if the expression has been repeated
a thousand times-if it is wrong, it must be
withdrawn.
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The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL said he would
withdraw the remark. He had only stated
that honorable members were attempting
to'defeat the Govenlment, and if an honorable member was not allowed to say that
he might as well not be allowed to open his
mouth at all.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS asked if
Mr. Zeal was going to dispute the President's ruling 1
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he had no
intention of disputing the ruling of the
Chair. He trusted that honorable members would vote against the motion, because if it were carried it would defeat
the Bill.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
if the motion were pressed he would feel
bound not to oppose it. At the same time,
the responsibility of the confusion it might
cause at the end of the session would rest
upon those who voted for it.
The Hon. D. COUTTS said he would
support the motion. The whole debate
had been a very personal one. Mr. Zeal's
argument seemed to be, in the first place,
that because Mr. Cuthbert and others had
voted against evidence being taken at the
bar of the House on a previous occasion,
they ought not now to vote the opposite
way-in other words, that two wrongs
made a right; and secondly, that if
evidence were called now the effect would
be to secure the loss of the Bill. It was
not the fault of honorable members that
the Bill was presented to ,them at so late
a period of the session. For his own part,
he was prepared to take his share of the
responsibility of causing the loss of the
Bill, and certainly the Minister must
share in that responsibility. 'When Bills
were presented so late in the session they
ought to be thrown aside. He doubted
if the adoption of the Bill would cure the
evils complained of. The Minister had
got into a bad position, and an Act of
Parliament would not set him right. It
was quite possible that the commissioners
might assume a right frame of mind even
without this legislation. If they did not
get into a proper frame of mind to carry
out their duties all the laws of the universe would not make them perform their
duties satisfactorily.
In regard to the
severance of the management and construction branches, he would point out
that there was not going to be any railway
construction before the meeting of next
Parliament, as far as he was aware. The
Bill seemed likely to accomplish no object
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except that of breaking down the independence of the commissioners. His own
opinion was, that no matter whether the
Bill were passed or not, it would be necessary to obtain other commissioners, and
that if the present commissioners were
guilty of what had been alleged against
them the sooner other men were employed
in their places the better.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE observed that
he had no dobut that the action which was
being taken was intended to jeopardize the
Bill.
The Hon. J. SERVICE rose to a point
of order. Mr. Melville soemed to be repeating the charge made by Mr. Zeal
that the action of members on the left of
the chair was intended to jeopardize the
Bill.
The PRESIDENT.-I did not take the
statement in the light suggested by Mr.
Service.
The Hon. 1. SERVICE said he would
admit, in that case, that he was in the
wrong.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE remarked
that it might ~e taken for granted that
the examination of witnesses would occupy
three months, and he considered that if
they carried, the motion it would be the
worst thing honorable members could
possibly do. '1'he suggestion to call Mr.
Speight to the bar of the House was not
new, because it had been repeatedly made
in the Ar,gus during the past six or eight
weeks. It was not the position of Mr.
Speight that was to be discussed, but the
best method of dealing with the whole
subject of railway management. A distinction was to be drawn between Mr.
Speight petitioning to be heard at the bar
of the House and his friends wishing to
examine him there.
If Mr. Speight's
friends examined him the other side would
also examine him, and how was the matter to be limited ~ Perhaps, after the
evidence had been given, it would be necessary to call for all the land valuers by
whom the country had been robbed, and
there would be no end to the question, . so
that the Bill would be of necessity defeated.
Honorable members who supported this motion must be dissatisfied
with all the documentary evidence which
had been submitted. He believed that,
on Mr, Speight's account, the worst thing
possihle would be to ca1l him to the bar.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he did
not belong t.o one side or the other in this
matter.
The commissioners had been
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blamed for wasting money, and he main~
tained that they had a right to be heard
in their own defence. All he desired was
to see justice done.
The House divided on the motionAyes
28
Noes
7
Majority for the motion

21

AYES.

Mr. Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brunton,
" Cooke,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" J. M. Davies,
" G. Davis,
Dr. Dobson,
Mr. FitzGerald,
" Grimwade,
" C. J. Ham,
" D. Ham,
" McCulloch,
" Pitt,

Mr. Roberts,
" Sargeant,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Service,
" Simmie,
Sternberg,
" Thornley,
" D. S. Wallace,
" J. A. Wallace,
" Williamson,
" Winter-Irving,
" Wynne.

Teller.
Mr. Butters.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"

Abbott,
Buchana.n,
Gore,
Melville,

Mr. Pratt,
" Zeal.
Teller.
\ Mr. Fraser.

The Hon. J. M. PRATT moved"That it be an instruction to the committee
that they have power to examine other witnesses."

He considered that the examination of the
commissioners would not be sufficient.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT asked if the
honorable member would name the additional witnesses ~
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said he would
leave it to the committee to make the
selection. He had already protested
against hurry in this matter, and it was
very desirable that the fullest information
should be obtained.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE seconded the
motion.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he had
only confined his motion to the Railways Commissioners on the ground of the
little time remaining, but he had not the
slightest objection to the present proposal.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD asked the
Minister of Defence if he would state
when the prorogation would take place ~
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said the Government had hoped to prorogue on the following Wednesday, but after the course the
House had taken it would be impossible to
prorogue until this Bill was settled one
way or another.
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The Bill was then committed.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT moved"That the Commissioners of Railways be
summoned to attend before the committee on
the following day."

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL proposed"That Mr. Kibble and Mr. Parker, engineer,
be also summoned to attend before the committee."

The motion was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
CRIMES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was retumed from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES proposed that
the amendments of the Legislative Assembly in clause 15 be agreed with. He
stated that clause 15 dealt with three
different offences. One was procuring the
defilement of a woman by threats or
intimidation; the second, by false representations; and the third by administering drugs. The Legislative Assembly
had drawn a distinction between the
two first offences and the last. They
had made no alteration in the punishment
for the two first offences, but for administering drugs they had increased the possible term of imprisonment from two years
to ten years.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said that the
penalty proposed for the third offence was
a very severe one. The Council ranked all
these offences together, and he thought
that the two years' imprisonment was
founded on English legislation.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that he
quite agreed with the amendments. The
first two offences might be committed
under a strong impulse, but the latter
offence must be deliberate and intentional,
and no more dastardly outrage could be
committed. (Mr. Roberts-" Who is to
decide it ~") The court would decide, because a man could not be convicted of
administering drugs for unlawful purposes
without evidence.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS stated that
he saw' great danger in the clause as
amended, because it would enable a person
to be convicted on the evidence of one
woman without corroboration.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that subsection 2 of clause 15 provided that no
person should be convicted" of any offence
under the section on the evidence of one
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witness only, unless such witness is corroborated in some material particular by
evidence implicating the accused."
The Hon. F. S. GRIMvVADE stat.ed that
he would support the amendment most
heartily, because he knew how deleterious
the drugs used for the purpose stated were,
and how easily they could be obtained.
The offence referred to was one of the
most heinous character, and could only be
committed in cold blood and with premeditation.
The amendments in clause 15 were
agreed with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the amendment made by the Legislative
Assembly in clause 35 be agreed with.
He stated that clause 35 provided that the
person charged with an offence and the
wife or husband, as the case might be,
should be competent to give evidence.
The clause as it left the Council provided"A person called as a witness in pursuance
of this section shall not be asked, and if asked
shall not be required to answer, n,ny questiou
tending to show that any person presented,
indicted, informed agains.t, or charged has committed or been convicted of any offence other
than that wherewith he is then charged, " &c.

The Assembly proposed to alter this section by omitting all the words after
answer, and inserting the following : "either on examination, cross-examination, or
re-examination any question not relevant to the
particular offence with which he is charged,
unless such person has given evidence of good
chn,racter. Provided always that no comment
shall be made upon the fn,ct that any such person has not given evidence in his own behalf."

The amendment would virtually carry out
the views Of the Council, but in a somewhat different form, and was favorable to
the prisoner. It provided that if a prisoner did not choose to give evidence no
comment should be made upon that fact
to the jury, and it also placed further restrictions on the cross-examination.
The Hon. 'V. H. ROBERTS inquired
whether the clause, as amended, would be
general in its application 7
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
clause, as amended, would be general
in its application. The amendment was
made for t.he benefit of prisoners. A
prisoner could go into the box and give
evidence if he chose, or he could make a
statement, as he was allowed to do now.
That provision was hedged round with
certain restrictions, and the amendment
of the Assembly would impose a further
restriction.
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The amendment was agreed with.
The remainder of the amendments were
also agreed with.
POLICE OFFENCES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was .returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with an
amendment.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the amendment be disagreed with. He said
it consisted of a new clause giving powers
to friendly societies and also to the Eight
Hours Anniversary Committee to hold
lotteries. N ow, inasmuch as the Council
had legislated against lotteries, there
seemed to be no reason why it should make
an exception in favour of friendly societies
orthe Eight Hours Anniversary Committee.
Why should they receive consideration
that was denied to other public bodies as
well as private individuals 7
The amendment was disagreed with.
A message communicating the decision
of the House was ordered to be sent to
the Legislative Assembly.
LEGAL PROFESSION PRACTICE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill. He stated that
such a measure had become necessary, not
so much on account of any defect in the
Act passed earlier in the session, but because of the operation of the rule of the
Supreme Court which required every person who, having been previously called to
the bar in England, Scotland, or Ireland,
applied for admission in Victoria to give
notice within a particular time. vVithout
that notice he might be admitted for a
limited period, but otherwise he could not
be admitted permanently. At the same
time, an English barrister who had been
admitted in another colony could get the
notice dispensed with and be admitted.
The effect was that certain English barristers had recently applied for admission to
the Victorian bar, but it was found that,
according to the Supreme Court rules,
they could only be admitted until the end
of the present year. Clause 1 of the Bill
would meet the case. It was as follows:"Notwithstanding anything contained in the
Legal Profession Practice Act 1891, any person
duly called to the bar in England, Scotland, or
Ireland, or q1lalified as mentioned in subrule (:3) of rule 8 of the rules of the Supreme
Court of the 15th day of October, 1887, who
shall before the 1st day of January, 1892, have
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given notice of h~s intention t? apply to be
admitted to practlse as a barnster, and any
person such as is referred to in ru~e 27 of the
said rules who shall before the saId day have
given notice of h~s intention to apply .t~ be
admitted to -practIse as an attorney, sohcItor,
and nroctor may be admitted to practice as a
barrister and solicitor."
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next May. Surely they should be. allowed
a chance. When the Bill was III committee he would move a dause to meet
this case.

The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he was

very much surprised that the Bill over
which so much time had been expended
When the new Act was passed, it was never should have to be amended within a few
intended to disqualify any· person who ap- weeks of its passing. It appeared that it
plied for admission before the first day of was brought in in th,e interests of tW? or
next year. Another point was th~t when three barristers who had lately arrIved
the application he (Mr. J. M. DavIes) had from England. It was found that they
referred to was made, it was decided that were prevented by the rules of the Sup:eme
the admission to the Victorian bar of Court from being permanently admItted
Enalish
barristers was restricted
by the to the bar here, and consequently.there
o
.
fact of the standard of educatlOn set up at was to be special legislation in theIr behome not being equal to the standard half.
'rhis showed the wisdom of the
required under the new Act.
Now, House. According to some honorable
w hen the Bill was before this House,
members, the measure that was pushed
it was contended that carrying it would through the House so persistentl.y a few
actually lower the educational standard of weeks back was without blot or stalIl. For
the bar. But the first time the question himself he washed his hands of the whole
·was raised in the Supreme Court, the thing. He was not going to oppo.se. the
opinion was given that the Victorian Bill but he would appeal to the Munster
standard was so high that an English of justice to remedy something that had
barrister, as such, did not reach it. That been brought under his (Mr. Cuthbert's)
showed how groundless were the argu- notice. The articled clerks who had
ments offered by the opponents of the lately passed their examinati?ns and
Bill. 'rhe 2nd clause was to cure a wished to be admitted had been mformed
slight ambiguity in the new law. '1'h~t that under the new Act they would have
ambiguity was discovered before the BIll to pay not only the regular £50 fee
was passed, but it was though~ better to as a barrister but also .£40 more, belet it go than endanger the passmg of the cause they w~uld have to be admitted
measure. The clause was as fo110·ws : as solicitors also. Surely that was not
"The words' passing of this Act,' whenever
the intention of the .Act. (Mr. J. M.
they occur in the Legal Profession Practice Act
Davies-" rrhe judges fixed the fees, and
1891, are hereby declared to mean' 23rd ~ay: of
can alter them from time to time.") '1'hen
November, 1891,' provided that anyadllllsslOn
he would ask the Minister of Justice to
of any person as a barrister or solicitor subsequently to that day and before the passing of . men tion the matter to the Attorn~y -General,
this Act is hereby validated."
in order that it might be brought under
The object to be gained was this-any the notice of their Honours the Judges.
one under the existing .system wishing to
The motion was agreed to.
enter the bar as student-at-Iaw was reThe Bill was then read a second time,
quired :to do so before the 1st day of and passed through committee.
January, 1892, or else he would come
The Hon. "V. H. ROBERTS proposed
under the new Act. But certain gentlethe
following clause:men intending to become students-at-Iaw
"That any person who shall ,vithin six
were for tho time in solicitors' offices, and
thore was a rule of court that no student- months before the coming into operation of
this Act have duly entere<i himse~f fo~' the
at-law should be a solicitor's clerk, so that matriculation
examination at the Umverslty of
while that rule remained in force they Melbourne in the necessary subjects required
could not enter themselves. The clause by the existing rules of th~ Supreme Court,. a~d
shall at any such examinatIOn to be hel~ wI~llln
was to cure that defect.
one year from the date of the commg mto
rrhe Hon. W. H. ROBERTS stated that operation
of this Act have passed, such exhe quite agreed with the objects of the amination, such person shall be entrtled t~ be
Bill,· but he thought it was equally neces- articled to a barrister and solicitor at any tllne
saryto provide for those intending student~ within one year, and shall be admitted to
as a barrister and solicitor aft~r passat-law who might have been found to fall practise
ing the examination and serving the artlCles at
to pass the matriculation examination of present provided for articled clerks by the rules
this month, but who would probably pass of the Supreme Court."
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There could be no bogus claims under this
Clause 1 enabled foreignersclause.
persons outside, our University-to come
in, and if it was fair to extend that grace
to them, which of course ought to be
done, because they were really qualified,
surely it was fair to pass this clause in
favour of Australian youths who were now
studying at the University, and who had
entered themselves for the express purpose
of studying the law. There were not
more than about 50 of them.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES asked the
committee to negative this clause, which
provided that every young gentleman who
had entered himself for the matriculation
examination at the Melbourne University
within the last six months, and had not
passed such portion of the examination as
was required under the old rules of the
Supreme Court before a person could
become an articled clerk, should be exempt
from the operation of this Act, so far as
the additional examinations it required were
concerned, if they passed the matriculation examination within twelve months
from the date of the Act coming into
operation. Why should anyone have the
right to come under the old law simply because he had entered himself for a matriculationexamination which hehad not passed 1
r:rhis Bill was introduced merely for the
purpose of preventing a hardship to certain
gentlemen who were fully qualified under
the existing law, and who before the
31st inst. had given notice, not of examination, but of intention to apply for admission to the legal profession.
The committee divided on the .clauseAyes ...
10
Noes ...
23
Majority against the ?lause

13

AYER.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
•,

Brunton,
Butters,
Connor,
FitzGerald,
D. Ham,
Pitt,

Mr. Roberts,
" J. A. vYallace,
" Zeal.

Teller.
Mr. Grimwade.
NOES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Buchp,nan,
" Cooke,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" J. M. Davies,
" G. Davis,
" Fraser,
" Gore,
" C. J. Ham,

Mr. McCulloch,
" Melville,
" Sargeant,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Service,
" Simmie,'
" D. S. 'Wallace,
" Williamson,
" Winter-Irving,
" vYynne.
l 1eller.
Mr. Thornley.
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The Bill was reported withoutamendment,
and passed through its remaining stages.
TREASURY BONDS BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first time.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMEN'r BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
On clause 1, giving the short title of the
measure,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it was
proposed to ask the committee to pass
only those clauses to which there were no
objections. Any clause which any honorable member desired to be postponed
would be postponed.
Clauses 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 were postponed.
On clause 15, empowering the Board of
Land and Works to make contracts,
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that this
and other clauses might be objectionable,
if it was decided to constitute the hybrid
board provided for in the Bill, but they
would not be objectionable in case a proper
board was appointed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
would recommit any of those clauses if
honorable members desired to have them
recommitted.
Clauses 18 to 49 were postponed, and
also clauses 51 and 52.
On clause 53, limiting the amount of
damages recoverable against the commissioners as carriers to £2,000,
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL suggested that
a distinction should be made between fatal
injuries and injuries which were not fatal.
He moved that the sum of £2,000 be
struck out, with the view of inserting
£1,500 for any injury not fatal. It was
well known that the Government had been
most unfairly treated by persons who had
only suffered trivial injuries.
Every
effort should 'be made to compel passengers
to insure.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS said he was
aware of many cases in which the Government had been imposed upon in the matter
of claims for injuries by railway accidents,
large su~s having to be paid to doctors
and lawyers.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE remarked
that the clause was a very valuable one.
He did not agree with Mr. Zeal's idea,
?e.cause, thou~h a man might not be fatally
InJured, he mIght. be paralyzed for life.
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The Hon. J. BELL said he was inclined
to favour Mr. Zeal's idea.
The Hon. T. BRUN'l'ON submitted that
the public ought to be made to insure,
under an arrangement with the commissioners. He would like to know whether
the commissioners could avail themselves
of any guarantee society in the case of
accident. He thought that the OWllers of
goods should insure as well as the passengers. There was no reason why the
Government should have to pay for every
accident.
'1'he Hon. 'lv. A. ZEAL remarked that
it would be a good thing if guarantee companies would lodge a certain amount of
money ·in the '1'reasury or invest it' in Government bonds. The sums paid to doctors
for medical examination in cases of accident
generally exceeded the amounts paid to
the sufferers, and he would like to see a
clause framed to meet these two points.
The Hon. A. ,\VYNNE suggested that
provision should be made in the clause to
limit the costs in cases in which the amount
recovered did not exceed £500 to the
County Court scale, and to give sufferers
by railway accidents power to sue in the
County Court. That would protect the
Government from some exorbitant charges.
The clause was postponed.
On clause 54, empowering the commissioners to establish a Railway Accident
Fund,
rrhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT asked the
Chairman to consider if it was competent
for the committee to deal with this clause.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON said some assurance would have to be given that the
engagements would be met.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
the clause did not deal with the amount of
damages to be paid. The question of
assurance could not be dealt with in this
Bill.
The clause was postponed.
Progress was then reported.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. A. "WYNNE moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said the measure
was prepared two years ago by the late
Attorney-General, and it was passed by the
Assembly last session. It was founded
upon English legislation, and upon suggestions by the Goyernment Statist and
the Registrar of Friendly Societies. The
Bill had been carefully considered by the
friendly societies, and as they represented
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the thrifty classes of the colony, their
views were entitled to consideration. There
were in the colony upwards of 40 such
societies, with 1,000 branches and funds
invested to the amount of £800,000. The
returns they made to the Government were
very correct as a rule; but the Government
Statist had discovered that funds which
were meant for the maintenance of the
sick and funeral expenses had been applied
to management. One of the objects of the
Bill was to prevent· any such misapplication in the future. Clause 2 authorized
people seeking relief from friendly societies to pay in funds for the benefit of
children. Clause 3, which was copied
from the Imperial Act, enabled the registrar to prevent a second society from being
registered in the name of an earlier one.
Other clauses increased the ages at which
members of juvenile societies might enter
from 16 to 21 years, and enabled the
registrar to make vesting orders. In many
of the mining townships in which there
were branch societies, the trustees had died
or gone to other districts, and in these
cases there waS no means of dealing with
the funds. The Bill gave power to vest
these funds in the central b6ard for the
benefit of the persons interested.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 20, providing that the printed
copies of rules "in use in any society or
branch" should be admissible as evidence,
and concluding as follows: "The books containing the minutes of the
meeting of any society or branch shall be
prirna facie evidence of the business transacted
thereat, and that the meeting of which such
minutes are a record was duly and regularly
convened, held, and constituted,"

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL moved the insertion, after the word "branch," of the
words "duly confirmed by the presiding
officer at such meeting." The officers of
some of these societies desired this amendment to be made in the clause.
The Hon. A. WYNNE asked the honorable member to withdraw the amendment,
which would only complicate and virtually nullify the clause, by making it necessary to prove that the presiding officer was
properly appointed, that the signature was
his signature, and that he was duly authorized to sign the minutes. That would
entail more expense and trouble than the
old system, and practically make the rules of
a friendly society inadmissible as evidence.
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The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS remarked
-that while a meeting was being held
rough minutes were taken and afterwards
eopied into the minute-book, where they
were signed by the chairman, but in
writing out those minutes the secretary
naturally coloured them with his own
ideas of the proceedings; but it would be a
dangerous principle to require a defendant
to prove that the minutes were not correct.
frhe principle of the present law was that
a plaintiff should prove his case.
Mr. Zeal's amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS moved the
omission of the concluding paragraph of
the clause.
The amendment was negatived.
On clause 25, wl)ich provided, inter
alia, that payment of any sum of money
payable on the death of a member of a
friendly society to the person named by
such member in writing under 4is hand,
deposited with the secretary, should be a
good discharge to the society, "unless the
secretary receive notice of a will within
one month of the death of the member,"
'rheHon. H. CUTHBERT moved the substitution of "three days" for "one month."
In the event of a man's death (he said) the
widow uSllallyrequired a few pounds to pay
for his burial; and if this clause was passed
without amendment it might prevent a
poor widow from obtaining her deceased
husband's funeral money until it was too
late to be of any use to her.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS remarked
tha,t this clause would practically enable
trustees to borrow money belonging to the
societies, and they might lend that money
out at a higher rate of interest, and without any security.
.
The Hon. A. WYNNE stated that the
honorable member was mistaken. If a
branch of a society could not invest money
locally, then they could send it to the
trustees of the society, who would invest
it and pay in.terest upon it. If there was
any profit on the investment after the
payment of the' fixed rate of interest, it
would go into the funds of the society.
The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL proposed a new
clause, providing for the insertion in subsection 5 of the principal Act, after" subscriptions of," of the words "or levies
upon (such levies not to exceed 3d. per
'member per annum)."
The clause was agreed to.
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The Hon. ,\V. A. ZEAL proposed the
following clause :" Any member of' any society not registered
under the principal Act, and formed for the purpose of providing as aforesaid for any of the
objects mentioned in section 5 of the said principal Act, may apply to the County Court (which
may proceed in a summary way) or to a court
of petty sessions and recover from such society
the amount of all subscriptions and donations
paid or contributed by him to the funds of such
society during the period of six years immediately preceding the date on which such action
shall be commenced.
"In every such action such society may be
sued as defendant in the name of any officer or
person who receives contributions on its behalf
within the jurisdiction of the court in which the
legal proceeding is brought of the society, with
the addition of the words' on behalf of the
society or branch' (naming the same).
"All funds and other property of such
society, in whosesoe\rer hands or custody the
same may be, shall be available for the purpose
of satisfying any judgment obtained by the
'plaintiff in any such action as aforesaid, and
may be attached or seized and taken in execution thereunder.
, , No member of any such unregistered society
as aforesaid who has received or accepted under
the rules of such society any benefit or relief or
maintenance provided by the funds of such
society shall be entitled to demand or recover
as aforesaid repayment of any portion of any
subscriptions or donations paid or contributed
by him to the funds of such society."

He stated that the object of the clause
was to prevent bogus societies from robbing
working men of their contributions. He
had been asked to propose the clause, and
he was informed that it would be in the
interest of the friendly societies.
The Hon. A. WYNNE said that he
could not see the advantage of the clause.
If there was a bogus society and a member
sued the society for the amoun,t of his
subscriptions and donations, he would be
in the position of a person proceeding
against an individual who was insolvent.
This Bill only applied to societies that
were registered, and no bogus society
could be registered under the principal
Act. The Registrarof Friendly Societies had
to approve of the rules of any society that
was formed, and of their means of obtaining levies and subscriptions. The societies
had to furnish accounts every year to the
Government Statist, and the Government
had the power to appoint a.n actuary to
investigate the state of the finances of the
friendly societies. If the Government
Statist was then of opinion that any society
was not in a sound financial position, he
had the power to advertise their names
and to require them to put themselves
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into a proper position, therefore the clause
would simply be surplusage.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL said that he
understood that the clause was a copy of
a section in aNew Zealand Act, and he
was informed that it worked very well' in
that colony.
rrhe Hon. A. vVYNNE said that this
Bill only dealt with societies that were
registered. The clause would be useless,
and he hoped that the honorable member
would withdraw it.
The clause was withdrawn.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT proposed a
new clause, providing that in sub-section c
of section 15 of' the principal Act words
should be inserted providing that no
trustee should execute any mortgage or
security on land, the fee-simple of which
had been in his possession two years
.before the giving of such mortgage or
security. He stated that sub-section c of
section 15 of the principal Act provided
that trustees might lend money on mortgage on freehold or leasehold property. His
attention had been called to the fact that
sometimes trustees took advantage of their
position to sell a property by saying to the
purchaser that they would obtain for him
such and such an advance from the society.
The Hon. A. WYNNE stated that the
clause was a very good one, and he had no
objection to offer to it.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments, and the report was adopted.
The Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
RAILWAYS CONSTRUCTION
(KORUMBURRA COAL MINES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. S. FRASER, was read a first time.
The House adjourned at half-past eleven
o'clock p.m., until three o'clock p.m., the
following day.

LEGISLATIVE

ASSEMBLY.

Thursday, December 17, 1891.
Railways Standing Committee-Marriage Law: The Rev.
N. Kinsman-Railway Passes-Sessional Arrangements-Railway Loan Application Bill-Treasury
Bonds Bill-Railways Construction (Korumburra. Coal
Mines) Bill-Police Offences Act Amendment BillBendigo Art Gallery Site Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at three
o'clock p.m.

Marriage Law.

RAILWAYS STANDING COMMITTEE.
Mr. BENT brought up a report from the
Railways Standing Committee on the proposed railways from Allansford to Nirranda,
and from Alexandra Branch to Alexandra,
together with the repo!'ts of sectional committees, minutes of evidence, and appendices.
The report was ordered to lie on the
table. '
MARRIAGE LAW.
Mr. L. L. SMrrH said that he desired
to call the attention of the AttorneyGeneral to a case that was brought under
his notice two days ago, with reference to
Mr. Kinsman. A young man called on
him and informed him that he was married
to a certain girl under the following circumstances. This girl had been seduced,
and her seducer wanted to get rid of her.
Re and several others conspired together
and made the first young man to whom he
referred drunk, took· him and the girl to
Mr. Kinsman's' office, where the marriage
ceremony was performed while he was still
in a drunken condition. The girl immediately afterwards committed wrong acts,
and all that the man to whom she was
married could do was to sue for a
divorce. The case would come before
the courts by-and-by. Some restriction
ought to be placed upon the celebration
of marriages by Mr. Kinsman. (Mr. "V. T.
Carter-" He should be disqualified.")
Yes. The girl to whom he had referred'
subsequently joined the Salvation Army,
and under the auspices of the Salvation
Army she made a full confession of the
injury which had been done. If it was
possible for a drunken man to be married
in this way, a condition of things existed
which exposed the young men of the
colony td great danger. The AttorneyGeneral ,should take some steps to suppress this growing evil. Mr. Kinsman had
already declared that he was not ordained.
Mr. SHIELS stated that this matter
was surrounded by grave difficulties of a
legal character, and all he could say was
that it was his intention to give it his
most earnest consideration with a view of
seeing what could be'done.
Mr. GRAVES remarked that if the law
did not give the Minister the power he
required it could be amended.
RAILWAY PASSES.
Mr. METHVEN asked the Minister of
Rail ways if it was a fact that members of
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commissions and boards which had ceased
to exist were still using t.he metal passes
that were issued to them by the Railway
department 1
Mr. SHIELS said he had heard privately
that that was the case,' and he intended
to make inquiries into the matter. 'When
a board was defunct the member,s should
certainly lose their right of travelling free
on the railways.
SESSION AL ARRANGEMENTS.
Mr. MUNRO moved" That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
to-morrow at half-past ten o'clock."

He said that the Government thought
it would be more convenient to honorable
members, and especially the country members, to meet early on Friday instead C'f
.at the usual hour, so that they might
adjourn at an early hour in the evening.
It was necessary that the House should
meet on Friday in order that the prorogation might take place before Christmas.
rfhe Minister of Railways would give notice of preliminary resolutions with regard
to certain lines of railway, and the following Tuesday would be devoted to the con.sideration of those resolutions.
(Mr.
Gillies-" vVe can get through all the business on the notice-paper to-day.") If the
House should get through all the business
on the notice-paper he would only ask
honorable members to sit for a sufficient
time on the following day to enable the
Minister of Railways to give notice of the
resolutions to which he had referred.
Mr. GILLIES said he believed that it
was under the apprehension that the resolutions with reference to the railways were
to be discussed on the following day that
honorable members had expressed a desire
to sit earlier, but those resolutions were
not to be discussed on the following day.
(Mr. Munro-"'We will give the whole of
rfuesday to them.") He did not see the
necessity of meeting on Friday at alL
(Mr. Munro-" vVe cannot otherwise get
through the business.") Then le:t this
motion be postponed until it was seen what
progress was made with business. If the
motion '.vere agreed to the House should
not sit later than eleven o'clock.
Mr. MUNRO stated that if this motion
was agreed to he would pledge his word
that he would not ask the House to sit
after eleven o'clock.
Mr. DERHAM remarked that the motion
should not be allowed to pass without
protest from those honorable members to
Session 1891.-[216]
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'whom an early sitting of the House would
be a serious inconvenience.
Mr. McINTYRE said that if the motion
were postponed for the present, it might
be found that such progress had been made
with the business that it would not be llecessary to sit at all the following day.
1'he motion was agreed to:
RAILvVAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
The House ,vent into committee to COllsider the Governor's message on the subject
of this Bill, presented December 8.
Mr. SHIELS moved" That it IS expedient that an appropriation
be made from the consolidated revenue for the
purposes of <), Bill to apply out of the Victori,an
Stock Act 1891 Account, or temporarily out of
the public account, certain sums of money for
railway works and other purposes."

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked the Minister
of Railways whether he had taken power
in the Bill to carry out any works other
than the lines to the Korumburra coal
mines 1
Mr. SHIELS stated that there was an
item of £25,000 in the schedule, which
was to enable permanent surveys to be
made of lines that Parliament would be
asked to sanction on a preliminary resolution before the session closed.
The resolution was agreed to, and ,,'as
reported to the House and adopted.
Authority having been given to Mr.
Shiels and Mr. Munro to introduce a Bill
to carry out the resolution,
Mr. SHIELS brought up a Bill "to apply
out of the Victorian Stock Act 1891 Account,
or temporarily out of the public account,
certain sums of money for railway works
and other purposes," and moved that it be
read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
Mr. SHIELS moved the second reading
of, the Bill. He stated, that this was a
short Bill to authorize the expenditure of
a sum of £295,000 for the following works:
-Re-arrangement of stations at Melbourne,
£50,000; interlocking apparatus, £10,000;
urgent contingencies, £25,000; permanent
surveys of lines, which it was hoped the
House would sanction on a preliminary
resolution, and on the conditions recommended by the Railways Standing Committee, £25,000; rolling-stock, £200,000.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
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Ou c1~se 1 (giving the short title of the'
measure),
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked that copies
of the Bill had not been distributed. When
the members of the present Government
were in opposition they continually raised
the point that the Government should not
pay for a~y works for which the money
had not been provided. r:J.'his Bill provided for the expenditure of a sum of
£295,000, and he understood that that
money was to be recouped in some way in
the future. (Mr. Munro-"No, the money
is in the Treasury no·w.") That was a very
gratifying statement, and he could not
understand why the Treasurer had so often
stated in public that there was not a penny
in the Treasury. (Mr. Munro-" This is
loan money.") He was very pleased indeed
to find that the Treasurer had money.
Mr. SHIELS stated that, as copies of
the Bill had not yet been distributed, he
would move that progress be reported.
The motion was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
TREASURY BONDS BILL.
The House went into committee to
consider the Governor's message on the
subject of this Bill, presented December
15.
Mr. MUNRO moved"That it is expedient that an appropriation
be made out of the consolidated revenue for the
purposes of a Bill to authorize the issue of
Treasury-bonds: "

He said-Mr. McLellan, I have not risen
with the intention of making anything
like a financial statement. I merely
propose to offer a few remarks as to
the reasons why Treasury-bonds have
to be issued. Honorable members will
recollect that. when I made my financial
statement in July I referred to the fact
that probably it would be required to issue
Treasury-bonds for the amount deficient
in the revenue, but now I find that that
is not necessary. The'l'reasury-bonds now
proposed are to be issued in case we are
not able to float the intended £2,000,000
loan during the first half of next year. I
may say that, from all the information I
could get on the subject up to the present
time, there appears to be some doubt as to
whether it will be possible to float it during
that period; but what we are now proposing
to do is not to put any definite amount on
the London market, but to make arrangements with our bankers in London that if
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we require any sum up to £2,000,000 we:
can get it by giving them Treasury-bonds,
to be redeemed within two years. I have:
received information on this point which
is entirely satisfactory, so that there will
be no difficulty in the way of getting the
money. I may say that, with regard to
the prospect of floating the loan at an early
period, I have received a letter from the
Agent-General. It is not an official letter,
but it is addressed to myself, and I am
justified in using it. I may mention also
that he enclosed another letter from Mr.
Billinghurst, country manager of the London and vV' estminster Bank. The letter
of the Agent-General is as follows:" Victoria Office,

" 15 Victoria-street, \Vestminister S. 'V.,.
" 23rd October, 189l.
"Dear Mr. Munro, - I think I cannot do·
better than enclose you copy of a letter I
have just received from the London and 'Westminster Bank. I hold the opinion so strongly
that the Victorian Government has, for the
present at least, reached the limit of indebtedness in London that my last and probably best legacy as Agent-General to yourself
and the colony generally is to accentuate the.
warning conveyed in Mr. Billinghurst's letter.
It was a mere accident - a lucky one, it is
true - that I was able early in July last to·
place with a firm or syndicate the· balance of
the loan originally offered in the previous
April. So far from Victorian stock thenceforth
improving the contrary has been the case, until
now our 3·~ per cent. are quoted .at 93~ to 94;
whilst since July £1 interest has accrued.
Thus you will perceive this stock is £3 lOs. per
cent. below the price the syndicate paid for the
last £1,000,000.
" I need but add, what is certainly well known
to youtself, that the news from Victoria, and
Australasia generally, has not, recently at least,
been of a character to restore confidence.
Under these circumstances, the indication (apparently on authority) that it was the intention'
of the Government to appeal shortly to the
London market for at least a million and a half,
if not a larger sum, is calculated to spread dismay among the numerous holders of Victorian
stock, and to cause a further depreciation in
all. colonial securities.
"Australian investments, from one cause
and another, have never been in such a gloomy
position since I have been in London, and probably for many years before. I do not mark this
letter either private or confidential, because I
believe the wider the information is spread the
more likely it will be that by consensus of public .
opinion the idea of further borrowing in London
will be abandoned. It is to be regretted that
some federal action cannot be taken in this matter.
A resolution simultaneously passed by all the
Legislatures, stating no further loans would be
offered in London for at least two years, and
thenceforth only for moderate amounts, would
act like magic on the situation in London.
" Yours faithfully,
" (Sd.)
GRAHAM BERRY." .
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The letter to which the Agent-General refers is as follows : "London and Westminster Bunk,
" Lothbury, E. C.,
" 21st October, 189l.
"Dear Sir,-The attention of my directors
has been called to a discussion in the Legislative Assembly of your colony, reported
in the Melbourne Argus of the 11th ult.,
in the course of which the Treasurer stated
that after appropriating the whole of the
proceeds of the loan issued this year there
would remain a deficit of £1,500,000 in regard
to public works already undertaken, and foreshadowing that at least that amount would
have to be raised in the near future merely
for the purpose of placing the finances of the
colony in order.
"In view of this statement, my directors
would urge upon you to acquaint the Treasurer
without delay that any further application to
the London market on behalf of your colony,
even for the comparatively moderate sum of
£1,500,000, would be not only most undesirable
but probably quite impracticable for some time
to come, and that in consequence the Treasurer
should take other steps to meet any pressing
requirements.
"I am, &c.,
" (Signed)
H. F. BILLINGHURST,
" Country Manager."
"Sir Graham Berry, R.C.M.G., 15 Victoriastreet, S. W."

In view of that and of other information
of a like character-I have received a large
amount of private information-I thought
it the duty of the Government to make
such arrangements as would enable us to
get the money, if required, in another way.
I thought that by giving Treasury-bonds,
which would not interfere with the London
money market (because the money would
be got from a totally different source), we
could obtain whatever funds we needed
in order to carryon until such time as
the loan could be placed. On the 30th
June the balance of loan moneys was
£487,188, of which £277,362 was available for railway purposes and £255,961
for waterworks. At present we have
£402,553 as the total of loan moneys, but
we have advanced from the Treasury
chest £219,000 for rail way purposes under
Acts 1030 and 1187; and I am informed
that railway expenditure for construction
purposes, including tolling-stock, is going
on at the rate of £80,000 a month. Hence
the necessity for early provision being
made is, I think, very apparent.
Mr. STAUGHTON.-Does that include
the construction of new lines as well as of
rolling-stock ~
Mr. MUNRO.-We have no authority
about new lines.
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Mr. STAUGHTON.-Well, those that:
are being constructed 1
Mr. MUNH.O.-It certainly includes all
expenditure coming on in connexion with
existing contracts.
They are all to be"
completed by the 30th June next year,"
except the Frankston Cemetery line. I
wish to say with regard to revenue that,
unfortunately for ourselves, it has not
been coming in as well as we expected.
Still, affairs are not so bad as some people
were under the impression they were. I
will take the railway revenue first. Of
.course the estimates for the railways were
made out for the whole year, and the
portion of the year which has expired is.·
the worst. 'Ve are now coming to the
best period. The proportion of estimated
receipts to 10th December, 1891, is
£1,558,769. The actual receipts during
that period are £1,351,183, showing a
deficiency of £207,586. On the other
hand, the proportion of estimated expenditure to the 30th November, 1891,
was £947,917; while the actual expenditure during that period was only £857,098,
showing savings to the extent of £90,819.
If we deduct the savings in the expenditure from the deficiency in the receipts a
net deficiency is shown of £ 116,767. U uder
these circumstances, and considering the
amount of traffic likely to arise during the
coming portion of the year in connexion
with the carriage of wheat and wool,
affairs will not be so very bad.
Mr. GILLIES.-How does it correspond
with last year 1
Mr. SHIELS.-Verypoorly, indeed. We'
are £90,000 to the bad as compared with
last year. 'rhe loss is mainly on merchandise, but also on passengers.
Mr. MUNRO.-1'he railway revenue last
year for the five months ending the 30th
November was £113,243 under the estimate, while for the corresponding five
months of this year it is £203,546 under
the estimate. But there was not then so
much saving in connexion with expenditure as there has been this year, so that
the difference between the two sums docs
not amount to anything very great. I
think, speaking fr,?m memory, that the
total sum below the estimate at the end of
last year was about £45,000. With regard
to ordinary revenue, taking the two·
amOlmts together up to the end of N 0vember, they will be about £437,715
behind. Including the railways and the'
customs makes the ordinary revenue behindhand to the amount of £200,000.
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But I believe that in this case, as well as
in the other, we are entering on a period
of improvement, so that at the end of the
year I think the amoun! will not be very
much below the esti1p.ate of last July. I
will now say something about the serious
charge brought against -the Government
in the press, because we did not, when
we found the revenue not up to the
expenditure, go in for new taxation.
rrhe view we took of the matter, however, was that at present we are in a
state of transition. We were in the enjoyment of great prosperity for a few years,
and now we have come to a time of extreme
depression. I and my colleagues did not
think it wise to put on a large amount of
fixed taxation during a period of this sort.
We thought' we ought to wait for a few
months, to see whether the depression was
likely to continue or not.
Mr. METHVEN.-How are the people
going to live if there is no employment
ior them 1
Mr. MUNRO.~Of course, if people
-cannot live they must die.
Mr. WEBB.-There ought to be new
taxation.
Mr. MUNRO.-There is more than one
kind of taxation. Would the honorable
member for Rodney (Mr. Webb) like taxation on the farmers 1
Mr. WEBB.-I would like to see the
farmers protected by taxation.
Mr. MUNRO.-The view I take is that
if the revenue is found to continue to be
less than the expenditure-the expenditure
having been brought down to the lowest
point-then would be a proper time to go in
for new taxation. The Government must
leave it to the new Parliament to tax the
people. I do not think we would be justified in tinkering with taxation at the
present time. When we come to deal
with the question of further taxation we
ought to deal with it as a whole and on
something like a scientific basis.
Mr. FOSTER.,-There ought to be a
'beer tax.
Mr. MUNRO.-It is all very well to
talk about a beer tax. When we b~gin
dealing with taxation we must deal with
it as a whole. I am quite certain that it
will be necessary, unless things vastly
improve by the beginning of next session,
to make arrangements for new taxation.
I hope mynelf that the railway traffic will
have so mll(lh improved by that time that
the Railway department will not be the
burden on the community it is now,
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when more than half the loss of revenue
is due to the loss on the railways. So that
the Government have no intention at the
present time to deal with the question of
new taxation. We are' in a position to
make arrangements to carryon everything
that is to be done in connexion with the
railways and also with the other expenditure of the Government. I am assured
that we can get the J.lloney as we require
it from time to time from our own agents
without going into the market at all or
interfering in any way with the loan
business.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What will
we pay for it ~
Mr. MUNRO.--We are fixing a maximum interest of
per cent., but we may
make it 4 per cent. I am quite sure that
we shall get it at the higher rate.
Mr. PATTERSON asked if it was intended to float the Treasury-bonds here or
in London 1 (Mr. Munro-" They are to
be issued in London.") He would have
thought that, at 4t per cent., they could
have been taken up in the Victorian market.
(Mr. Munro-" No.") Nevertheless, he ventured to say that, considering the general
insecurity in investmentB here, a Government security at 4~ per cent. would be
readily taken up. The money could be
found in the city of Melbourne to-day.
He held, with the Agent-General, as to
the present condition of the London money
market with regard to Victorian 10ansthat the lenders there would look with
dismay upon another appeal to them from
Victoria for at least two years to come.
What he (Mr. Patterson) feared was that
the issue of £2,000,000 worth of Treasurybonds in London would have an injurious
effect on the holders of Victorian stock
there. Because what will. they see 1 That
this colony did not mean to payoff these
bonds out of its own money-that the
amount was meant to be covered by a loan
to be floated by-and-by.· Of course the
natural result would be to depress existing
debentures.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the issue of
Treasury-bonds would have nothing to do
with the Victorian debentures. At this
moment the Government had power to go
to the banks and get £500,000 from them
without security and £1,000,000 additional with security. (Mr. Patterson"At what interest 1") At 1 per' cent.
above the Bank of England rate of interest.
The present plan was only adopted in
order to put the colony in a better
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position than it would be in going to the
banks. He could assure the honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson)
that to issue the bonds here would put
the 'commercial community of Melbourne
at an enormous disadvantage.
Mr. P ATTEH.SON' said he did not agree
with the Treasurer at all. He was clearly
of opinion that unless the people of this
country showed a determination to take
an independent stand, and paddle their
own canoe, they would not get the confidence of the English capitalist. The
confidence of foreign ~nvestors would
never be won unless the people of the
colony did something for themselves.
Something had been said about new
taxation. If the Govenlment did not
raise the money necessary to keep the
country going, how did they suppose the
depression would be removed 1 This community was a live community, and tl;te
people were quite willing to pay taxes to
any extent that might be thought wise in
order that. profit might come in. r:rhe
millions that were to be borrowed now
and the millions that had been borrowed
before would have to be paid some day.
Unless there was progress in the country
simultaneously with borrowing, and also
general confidence in the affairs of the
colony, the community must go back. If it
was indicated clearly that Victoria intended
to rely upon its own resources, and to be
perfectly independent of outside, matters
would soon come right. (An Honorable
Member-" rrhat is exactly what the
Premier says.") 'What he (Mr. Patterson)
said was that the colony should not go
outside itself to borrow this money. But
as he understood the Government wanted
the monoy, and were going to have it in
their own way, there was no use in talking
about it any further. If they could get
the money from tho banks at 4} per cent.,
why did they not get it 1 (Mr. Shiels"It wOllld take lllore time than the
other way.")
If there was to. be
this continual borrowing from foreign
countries this community would never
get their full confidence. There was
another question besides raising money by
taxution and borrowing. There was the
ques~ion of more economy.
1.'hat was
something that would have to be faced by
this colony. It 'would require all the
patriotism and courage of both sides of
the House to confront the gigantic incubus
of the public service. (Mr. "'TV. T. Carter
- " Cut down the big salaries.") That
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clap-trap would not. do. Salaries of every
kind would have to be dealt with. Economy
must be the order of the day, and it must
go all round. Such clap-trap might go
down at the Williamstown election, but it
was not sensible talk. rrhe public service
of Victoria had utterly outgrown the
requirements of the country. He, at any
rate, would be found quite' ready to take
such action as had been taken in New
Zealand-to start with a'policy of retrenchment like that carried out there by Mr.
Atkinson, who commenced by reducing
the salaries of Ministers and then went
through the whole gamut of the public
service. Let the colony on one side cut
down its expenses to the point of the real
requirements of the public service and on
the other adopt new taxation. 1.'hen if
money was asked for from foreign countries
it would be got.
Mr. "WEBB remarked that the Premier
had referred to the present depression
pervading the community, and he (Mr.
'TV ebb) thought it was the duty of
Parliament to inquire what was the cause
of that depression, and, having arrived at
a clear conclusion on the point, to take
immediate steps to provide a remedy.
(Mr. Haneock-" The cause is the land
boom.") (Mr. L. L. Smith-" No, it is
the strike.") What was the cause of the
prosperity that existed a few years ago 1
Honorable members did not lleed to go far
in order to find that out. It was the continual borrQwing of money from ::tbroad.
VVhat had created the depression 1 Ho had
no hesitation in saying that it was the
continual neglect of the great producing
interests of the colony. The wealth of
the country depended upon its production.
The more that production was -in proportion to the population the bettcr off was
the community. There was this fact to
be looked at, namely, that the production
of this colony was as great when it had a
population of 700,000 as it was now, when
there was a population of 1,140,000. He
was not now discussing an increased stock
tax, . although he would be perfectly
justified in doing so.
There was not
much required to prove that the farming
interest was the back bone of the colony,
but that interest was now in a most deplorable condition, and the revival of its
prosperity would be the means of rescuing
the country from the depression the
Premier so feelingly alluded to. Until
that was done that general depression would
continue to exist. If this sort of thing
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went on the ,country would not be able to
,get money even on the securityof Treasurybonds. Here were a few facts, taken almost
at random. In 1874 the production of
the colony was £19,000,000, in 1876 it
was the same, in 1880 it was £18,000,000,
in 1883 it was £20,000,000, and it in 1889
it was exactly the same as it was in 1876.
During this period agriculture alone had
increased; the pastoral interest had not
during the sixteen years improved one
particle. The cause of the depression was
the incomplete system of protection that
had been adopted. Every interest but
that of farming was more or less completely protected, while farming was left
completely unprotected. At the same
time by far the most valuable part of the
production of "the country was the farming
and pastoral part. All the other interests
combined did not produce more than
about £8, 000,000 or£9,000,000perannum.
The farming industry had been left unprotected, consequently it was steadily'
-on the decline.
(Mr. L. L. Smith
- " How can you protect our wooU")
Nevertheless, only in the direction he (Mr.
Webb) referred to could an improvement
be hoped for. The Treasurer spoke of
new taxation. Well, on that subject and
the other one also, he (Mr. Webb) quite
agreed with and would emphasize the
,contention of the honorable member for
Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson). The country must leave off borrowing and rely on
its own resources. 'Was it fair or, right
that the farming interest should continue
to pay excessive prices for all the commodities it consumed while its own production was mopped up by the rest of the
community at·, the lowest possible rates 1
It was no matter whether the imports came
from India, Europe, or the other colonies,
the fact was the same; and the earliest
<>pportunity should be taken to protect
the farming interest from the outside competition it was unable any longer to contend with. It \vas a deplorable thing to
find that while the population of Victoria
had increased by 300,000 during the last
ten years the number of those engaged
in agricultural pursuits had been reduced
during the same period by 15,000. As
for the mining community, it was less
by 10,000 than it was ten years ago.
Those figures spoke of the want of increased
production. It was the want of a stock
tax ten years ago that had left this colony
in the deplorable financial position it
occupied to-day. Last year the imports
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exceeded theexportsbyn~arly£10,000,000, ,
while every other' colony in the group
showed an excess of exports over imports,
Last year this colony imported nearly
£2,000,000 worth of live stock, and had a
duty of 25 per cent. been imposed it would
have brought in £500,000 more than was
now being received from that source. If
the Government wanted the producing
popula~ion of the colony to increase the
stock tax was a necessity for that end, and
if that fact was not recognised by this Parliament it certainly would be by the next.
In the interests of the business men and
the mechanics and'labourers of the colony
the agricultural population must be increased, and when that was done increased
production would naturally follow. As a
farmer, he must say that successive Governments and Parliaments had been
tinkering, to use the word of the Premier, with the interests of the farming
industry. While they were paying 3d.
per lb. as a bonus on exported butter,
they were allowing one-half of the farmers'
industry to suffer from importations to the
tune of £2,000,000. He admitted that
when the federal sentiment was rife
throughout the colonies it was sufficient to
justify honorable members voting against
the stock tax, but now that federation
was" as dead as Julius Cresar," the Parliament of this colony ought to protect
their own people against outside competition, which was not only ruining the
farmers, but also depriving people in the
towns and cities of the means of livelihood. The land of this colony could
produce sufficient beef and mutton and
all other necessaries of life to make a
comfortable living for every man, woman,
and child in the colony, including those
in Melbourne.' Until the production of
the colony was increased it would grow
poorer and poorer, and the only way production could be increased was by giving
encouragement to the farmers. The late
Government induced Parliament, when
imposing higher duties on cereals, to
suspend the operation of those increased
duties for a time, and meanwhile the
markets of this colony were flooded
with grain from New Zealand, and they
had been glutted ever since. . That
delay in bringing higher duties into
operation was wholly responsible for a
reduction of 90,000 acres in the area
under cultivation in Victoria. If they
were afflicted with two or three dry seasons
in succession the farmers of the colony
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would not be able to bear the strain, and he
·questioned if the colony itself could bear the
strain of a succession of bad harvests.
Mr. LEVIEN expressed the opinion that
the course proposed to be taken uudor this
Bill would commend itself to the accept.ance of the committee. 1.'he honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. P~tterson)
said he could see no distinction between raising money on debentures and
raising money on Treasury-bonds. (Mr.
Patterson-" Except that the one must
be repaid in two years and the other in
30.") It would be impossible for the
colony to borrow money upon debentures
.at the present time, and in a critical
period like this the shorter the term of
borrowing the cheaper t.he money. If it
were possible to borrow from day to day
the money could be got for half the
interei;)t. There was no question about
the colony being able to borrow money
for short periods, and that was a wise
:and proper course to pursue. There was
no .doubt as to the security of this
country. There were institutions in t.his
.colony as good and safe as the Bank
·of England. "What better security could
.anybody have than the best of the
.associated banks ~
(Mr. Patterson "1.'he Government security is even better
than that.") If the associated banks
went to the wall it would be a bad day
for the Government security.
(Mr.
Mclntyre-" There is no comparing the
two at all; the country has the people
behind it.") 1.'he banks were the money
·chests of the people. The Government
could not raise money in this country to
the extent they needed it, and' if they
could it would not be prudent to do so. If
they borrowed within reasonable limits,
.and spent the money rationally in profitable works, the country would be benefited,
.and the public creditor thoroughly satisficd. 'rhe Treasurer had spoken of coming down presently with a system of
taxation.· (Mr. Munro-" If necessary.")
W ell, he thought it would be necessary;
indeed he thought it was necessary some
time ago, and if the Treasurer had su bmitted a fair and proper scheme of taxation he would have reg~trded the Government with very much more favour than he
-did at present, and the country would have
been in a far more prosperous condition.
It was no use whining and saying the
country was poor. 1.'he country was rich,
but the Treasury was poor. The Treasurer had not got the money, because
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he had not the political pluck to
put his hands into the pockets of
the people to get the money. (Mr.
Munro-" In a free, easy, and accessible manner.") It would have been very
much better for the country to have imposed new taxation instead of going about
whining and talking of the straitened
condition of the country, of the railways
not paying, and of their being no money
in the Treasury. There was no ground
for the complaint of the honorable member for Rodney (Mr. Webb) that Parliament had not done justice to the farmers.
This House cheerfully responded on all
occasions to every appeal that was made
on behalf of the farmers. It had given
the farmers their land for nothing, given
them railways to convey their produce to
market, and there was not an item of farm
and agricultural produce that was not protected as far as possible. It was simply
nonsense to say that the grain markets of
the colony had been flooded ever since the
increase on cereal duties was made by
Parliament, owing to the cargoes brought
in from other colonies during the short time
that elapsed before those higher duties
were brought into operation. 'rhe honorable member was one of those who were
instrumental in turning out of office some
time ago a Government that introduced a
farmers' Budget. Many honorable members did not agree with the proposal to grant
bonuses, but there was no doubt that the
butter bonus and other bonuses had done a
considerable amount of good. 'rhe money
distributed in those bonuses had been very
wise expenditure for the country, because
a great industry had been thereby established-an industry that was as yet only in
its infancy.
If the boom Budget accomplished nothing more than that it had
done a great work for ihe colony, and one
which would have been cheaply purchased
at ten times the cost. The honorable
member ought to be fair' to the House,
and if he was not satisfied with the Government why did he not set to work to
turn them out ~ The present depression
was of the people's own making, just as the
Treasurer's poverty was of his own making.
Values had been unduly inflated, and
when the properties they represented .came
to be realized they were found to be fictitious, merely values on paper.
Mr. vv. T. CARTER said the honorable
member for Rodney (Mr. vVebb) did not
give all the reasons why production had
not increased in this colony in the ratio it
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One reason was that

. a. considerable number of the farmers had

be on holding their land in the expectation of realizing unearned increment on
its value instead of using the land for
the purposes of production.
It was
the large expenditure on public works
th,Lt caused the great rise in values
in some of the best agricultural districts
of the colony, and the farmers had been
filled with a desire to realize unearned increases of value rather than try to enrich
themselves by increasing the productive
power of the soil. A tax on the unearned
increment of the value of land was
necessary in order to remedy that. The
farming interest ought certainly to receive
the same amount of protection in every
branch of the agricultural industry as other
native industries had received, and the
stock tax was one way of affording them
necessary protection,. but how the honorable member for Rodney (Mr. 'V ebb ) could
argue that a stock tax should· be put on
for revenue purposes it was difficult to
understand. (lVIr. Burrowes-" The stock
tax would be a tax on the labouring community.") But the labouring community
'Iyere prepared to bear the burden if it was
for the good of the country. At any rate,
the electors of vVilliamstown were patriotic
enough to submit to that or any other
tax for the development of Victorian industries. He thoroughly agreed with the
Treasurer that in the present state of
things it would be impolitic, unpatriotic,
un wise, and unstatesmanlike in the highest
degree to seek to bring forward a
thorough scheme of taxation. A period
of transition from prosperity to adversity
was not the time to do anything of that
kind; because the new system of taxation
would need to be not a part-ial system, as
the honorable meinber for Castlemaine
(Mr. Patterson) seemed to indicate, but a
thorough system, not a system that would
impinge on certain classes only, but a
~ystem framed after taking into account
the whole incidence of taxation. At the
present thne the community was not in a
condition that would justjfy the Government in dealing with the whole incidence
of taxation. It was not a question of how
much load one put upon a horse, but how
it w.as put on him, and whether he was
tired or fresh when it was put on. vVhen
this transition period had passed, as he
hoped it would soon pass, the Government
would be able, in the light of experience,
to lay under contribution those increased
Mr. W. T. Carter.
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values that so easily arose from the expenditure of borrowed money on public
works, and frame a system of taxation
which would not only raise the necessary
revenue, but favour prod.uction and promote the prosperity of the country. As
to the question of a reduction in the
public service, he was quite willing
to go before his constituents and ~d
vocate that, if it was to be a fair and
square reduction all round. In the face
of the advice of the honorable member
for Castlemaine and others who were opposed to his (Mr. Carter's) election, the
people of vVilliamstown voted for the stock
tax, although they believed it would
operate to their pecuniary disad vantage,
but they voted for it on principle, believing
it to be for the good of the country; and
if a proper general reduction was proposed
to be carried out in the public service, and
that reduction was necessary in the interests of the country, there would be a
patriotic acceptance of it by his constituents. At the same time, it would take a.
great deal of logic to convince men who
were getting only 5s. a day that their wages
ought to be reduced and salaries of £1,000
a year left untouched. (Mr. Staughton"N 0 Government emplqye at Williamsto\vn
gets 5s. a day.") There were labourers in
the Rail way department and ill some other
departments of the public service getting
5s., 5s. 6d., and 6s. a day; and the
other day a case cam~ under his notice of
a poor fellow who was put on as a labourer
in the public service at 4s. 3d. a day. It
would also take a great deal to convince
the labouring community of the colony
that it would be proper to establish a
lower standard of wages in the public
service, with its inevitable effect of lowering the standard of wages outside the
service.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that he
was very glad to hear the announcement
of the Treasurer that there was no necessity at the present time to propose· fresh
taxation. It would be well, in view of
the impression out-of-doors that the Treasury was hard up, that tpat announcement should be spread far and wide. It
was a wise and proper course not to propose fresh taxation at the present time;
indeed, it would prove very disastrous
if the bilrden of additional taxation was
put on the shoulders of the masses, as had
been suggested by one or two honorable
members. Whenever fresh taxation was
necessary, and he trusted it ·would not be,
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it should be equalized on a proper basis, make a nice little percentage out of our
so that property would have to bear a loans would telegraph to their agents here
direct' tax, as well as the working classes, to take up some of those Treasury-bonds,
the consumers of taxed commodities. He or, perhaps, ask the Government to put a
would like to point out to the Premier loan on the London market. The chief
that the letters from the Agent-General cause of the present depression was the
and the manager of the London and "YVest- decrease in the extent of railway conminster Bank were written about two struction. Formerly there was £50,000 a.
months ago, at a time when there was week expended on the construction of new
a considerable depression in London. lines, now the amount expended on rail(Mr. Munro-" It is the same now; way works was only £20,000 per week, a.
I get telegrams nearly every day.") difference of £30,000 a week,or£I,500,000
The telegrams in the newspapers showed a year, to the wage fund of those who were
that the state of the London money employed in rail way construction. All
market was improving from the bor- that money used to circulate in the colony,
rowers' point of view, and as a general coming back to the banks through the
rule the market went on improving in merchants and storekeepers, who were
January and February. '1'he '1'reasurer able to give long credit to the farmers and
was perfectly right in obtaining power to others. The failure in the Government
issue Treasury-bonds, but it was an over- policy was that the Premier did not push
sight that he was not taking power to offer on immediately with sufficient works to
them locally. A meetillg of the old lift the la.bour market and the whole
brokers who used to deal in Government country out of the present state of dedebentures here had recently been held, pression. If the labour of the colony was
and thoy concluded that, in the present fully employed the country would very
state of the market, Treasury-bonds at quickly recover its normal financial con5 per cent. would be readily taken up, as dition, anrl. there would be an end to
they were when issued by Mr. (now Sir the drop in the yaJlle of laud and of
Graham) Berry several years ago. Some property, which was far more concerned
petsons said that those bonds would never in the profitable employment of the labour
be taken up, but they were all taken up of the colony than any other interest.
within 48 hours. (Mr. Laurens-" They If the labour of the colony were properly
were taken up at Ii premium, which employed upon extending rail ways quickly,
practically reduced the interest to 3i per the depression would speedily pass away;.
cent. for one year.") The issue of those and it would be found tha,t we had got to
'rreasury-bonds did not prejudicially affect solid bottom, and values would rise.
the local market, and it stood to reason The people who O"\vned landed property
that they could not, because it was merely were those who suffered most. A great
a transfer of money from one page of the deal depended upon what the colonists did
banks'ledgers to another. Supposing the themselves, and that was why he urged
Government borrowed £500,000 from the upon the Goyernment to take these
associated banks in Melbourne, they would financial steps, and as soon as they had
get £50,000 from each of the banks, and . got the money to spend it promptly upon
as the money was to be spent on local railway works.
works it would filter back to the banks
Mr. WILLIAMS said he thoroughly
through the merchants and storekeepers, agreed with the course the Government
and the local money market would not be was taking in this matter. Had the Gotightened one bit, because nO'money would vernment brought down proposals for new
have to be sent home. The colony had, of taxation they would have been met with
course, to pay for the excess of imports over precisely the same arguments that were
exports, but that was done by means of bills urged against the Berry Government in
drawn against our wool and wheat exports. 1880. That Goyernment proposed increased
'rhe rrreasurer should take power in an taxation, and a reduction of 10 per cent.
additional clause to raise any portion of the in the salaries of all the civil servants over
money he required in the local market at £300 a year. The argument urged against
not more than 5 per cent. In that way this course was that the depression was
some of the money could be raised locally, only transitory, and that was soon proved
and it would create a good impression in to be the case, for after a lapse of less than
the old country. Brokers who were always two ye~rs the Treasury was full of money)
on the look-out for the opportunity to and there was 110 longer any necessity
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for such measures. The net reduction
made on that occasion was 10 per cent.
of the salaries of the Ministers in
office, for the proposal to reduce the
salaries of the public servants received no
support. His own view was that it
was not possible to tax the food supply of
an overwhelming majority of the people
without making them the poorer for it.
He would oppose the stock tax with all
the power he possessed. (Mr. Mclntyre" If .you put a tax on beef, does that reduce its value ~ ") That was sarcasm. It
was well known that if a tax were put on
cattle and sheep the farmers of Victoria
could not supply half the amount of beef
and mutton that was required for consumption in the colony, nor would they be
able to do so for the next ten years. Those
who were urging the imposition of a stock
tax were doing so with the express intention of increasing the price of meat. If
that was not their object, what benefit
could they expect to confer on the farmed
He believed that before a year had elapsed
the colony would have returned to its
former elastic condition, and that there
was no necessity to impos~ new taxation.
Mr. TRENWITH observed that the
proposal to issue debentures was an absolute necessity of the situation. The Government must obtain money quickly, in
order to proceed with public works. At
the same time, he felt that this system of
borrowing ought to come to a termination
speedily.
vVe were now borrowing
£2,000,000 a year, and we were sending
out of the colony more than that amount
in interest every year. As the amount
we were sending away must increase, and
as the amount we received from England
must decrease, ruin would be the ultimate
result if the system were not altered. We'
had within ourselves ample resources, but
we were suffering from the madness which
was exhibited four or five years ago, when
the price of land was inordinately raised.
The people who trafficked in the land boom
were now paying interest on the money
they borrowed, and they had not improved
the colony to the' extent of a single sixpence. (Mr. vVebb-" 1'he money is still
in the colony.") That was not the case.
A great deal of the money came from England, and the bulk of it had gone back
again, the people here being left to pay
interest on it. He believed, however, that
a return of general prosperity .would not
long be delayed. . An acre of land worth
£10 would not produce more than the
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same land worth only £1. Any increase
in land values must necessarily be an
increased tax upon the people who used
the land. Land was in the strictest sense
the raw material of production in every
possible direction, and the more the land
value was increased the more the producer
would be ta~ed. (An Honorable Member
- " ;Rents have gone down.") Rents had
only gone down in a small degree, and not
in proportion to their rapid rise. An
increase in the stock tax would reduce the
cost of meat and improve the position of
the farmer. At the present time stock
could be purchased in Melbourne at lower
rates than had prevailed for the last dozen
years, because there was no certainty in
the market, owing to the manipulations of
the " middlemen." The" middlemen,"
in fact, scooped up what ought to go to the
producers and consumers. With a stock tax
in force upon the border, our local producers
would steadily supply the market, and the
." middlemen" would not be able to operate
in the same way. It must be admitted
that it would have been impossible to deal
effectively with the question of new taxation during the last three months. It
was unnecessarily beating the air to call
for fresh taxation now, because the subject
could not be fairly dealt with until the
people had expressed an opinion upon it at
the general election.
Mr. ZOX submitted that the raising of
£500,000 by a tax on stock could not
possibly benefit the farmers, because the
same number of cattle would come into
the market. He thought that the Treasurer's proposal was the proper one.
Every possible means of obtaining money
ought to be resorted to before going to
the English market again on the old plan.
There was no local application for our
debentures at 4 per cent., and therefore
the best thing to do was to place the
debentures on the English market, as they
were much more likely to be taken up
than a loan. The statistics issued by Mr.
Hayter bearing on this question ought to
be scattered broadcast throughout the
United Kingdom. The tone in the colony
in regard to matt81~s of finance was too
pessimistic. Even in the House and in the
press the financial position of the colony
had been traduced. . When the financial
position of this colony was compared with
that of other countries we had nothing to
fear, and everyone must feel. that the
present depression was only temporary.
Mr. Hayter's statistics showed that we
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()wed £43,600,000, and that our private the suburban lines had to contribute towards
wealth per head for every man, woman, the cost of opening up country where the
and child was £518 lOs., while 95 per lines were not payable. (Mr. Webbcent. of our borrowed money was invested in " That is not correct; on the north subreproductive works, and there was therefore urban lines there is an annual loss of
only 5 per cent. of the English capital £100,000.") 'rhe suburban lines paid
which was not so invested. That fact 8 per cent. (Mr. T. Smith-" The south
ought to give great confidence to the suburban lines.") All that he desired to
English lender, but he felt convinced that do was to show the soundness of the rethe English capitalist did not know what sources of the colony, and such stateour financial position was. Statements ments as that made by the honorable
injurious to our financial credit were member for Gippsland East did inj ury to
circulated broadcast, and no notice was the credit of the colony. 'rhe man who
taken of the very satisfactory replies. was continually crying out that the
The country had a great deal to blame finances of the colony were not in a sound
itself for in having taken a pessimistic view condition was an enemy of the colony.
of the position. (Mr. Staughton-" And the The colony was suffering from a temTreasurer himself.") He did not want to porary depression, but it would soon pass
blame the Treasurer, because the honorable away. He did liot think there was another
gentleman was no doubt anxious to prevent country in the world that could have
any increase of expenditure. The colony undergone the ordeal through which Vichad great recuperative powers, and there toria had passed during the last few weeks
was no reason why Parliament should with so little injury to itself.
Mr. LAURENS stated that he was not
hesitate to sanction any expenditure that
was necessary in the interests of the in a position to tell the Treasl.lrer that he
colony. The amount of money invested in could not borrow some of the money that
railways in the old country was between he required by the issue of 'rreasury£800,000,000 and £900,000,000, and that bonds in the colony, but in 1879-80
would represent a national debt per head Treasury-bonds to the amount of £500,000
of £3 more than the national debt of Vic- were issued in the colony, repayable in
toria. The assets of the colony hadnotdepre- one, two, and three years respectively.
ciated in any way. New lines of railway For the first instalment, repayable at the
were being 00nstructed from year to year, end of one year, a premium of Ii per
upon which for the time being there was a cent. was obtained, and, therefore, the
deficit; but they were assisting in develop- money was act~ally raised at 3-1 per cent.,
ing the resources of the colony and in although the bonds carried interest at the
settling people on the land. The assets of rate of 5 per cent.
He did not know
the colony, instead of depreciating, became whether the same favorable terms could
more valuable year after year. This was be obtained no,Y, but, on the occ~sion to
a colony of Englishmen, and the British which he referred, the issue of '1.\·easurycapitalist need not have any fear that it bonds was a great success, and the Governwould ever repudiate its obligations. The ment were able to redeem them shortly
money lent to the Australian colonies was ,afterwards. (Mr. Burrowes-" Many of
as safe as if it had been invested in the them before they became due.") Yes,
United Kingdom itself. The result of because a material alteration took place
·British investments in the Argentine Re- in the colonial money market.
The
public, Chili, and other places had been public would not take rrreasury-bonds at
disastrous, and there was really no better 4 per cent., but if the interest were fixed
investments than those offered by the Aus- at 5 per cent. a goodly portion of them
tralian colonies. Only 5 per cent. of the would be taken up in the colony. ·When
money borrowed had been invested in non- the Loan Bill was before the House he
productive works. (Mr. Foster-" Such pointed out that not more than £2,000,000
as railways that do not pay.") ·Whose could be raised under that Bill in anyone
fault was that? (Mr. Foster-" The fault financial year, and that if the Government
of the Railways Commissioners.") The found they could not float any portion of
lines constructed in the interests of the the loan during the currency of the predistrict the honorable member for Gipps- sent financial year, they would be debarred
land East represented were one of the from borrowing any additional sum in the
principal causes of the falling-off in the following financial year. According to the
receipts of the Railway department, and honorable member for Rodney (Mr. vVebb),
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the depression from ,,;hich the colony was
suffering was due to the fact that the
farmers had not been protected. Could
tha,t honorable member mention anyone
article produced by the farmers that was
not protected 1 (Mr. vVebb-" Stock is
not protected.") .Stock was protected,
and stock was not the only thing the
farmors produced. (Mr. vVebb-" It is
more than one-half.") The fanners did
not profess to produce much sto'ck. He
went into this question three years ago,
and he then came to the conclusion that
for every £1 the farmers of the colony
would obtain from the stock tax, the
graziers of the colony would obtain £40.
He was not then adverse to the stock tax,
on the contrary, he voted for it, but that
did not prevent him from looking the
question fairly in the face. The farmers
were protected, and it 'was idle to say that
the depression of the colony was due to
the fact that .protection had not been
afforded to them.
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked that the
statement made by tho honorable member
for Melbourne North as to the effect of
the stock tax was ridiculous, and it showed
how necessary it was to discount the statements the honorable member had made
about the finances of the colony. He was
surprised to heal' the honorable member
speak in such a way about a subject to
which he professed to have given attention.
He (Mr. Staughton) rose for the purpose
of congratulating the Treasul'er on the fact
that there were funds in the Treasury.
which the
This was the first occasion
honorable gentleman had spoke~l hopefully
of the condition of tho finances. When
the honorable gentleman accepted office,
and went before his constituents for reelection, he took out his purse and
said, "Gentlemen, I have a purse here, but
thore is nothing in it, and that is exactly
the position of the Gmrernment." . It was
now very gratifying to know that there was.
a sum of £478,000 available for public
works. Although tho Treasurer complained
of the extravagance of the lato Government,
the Estimates' he brought down excoeded
the Estimates of the late Government by
£59,000. (Mr. Munro-" That is not correct; £200,000 was transferred to the Land
Sales by Auction Fund Account.") The
Government had to make provision for the
sale of land to recoup the £200,000, and
that was exactly what the late Government
did when they brought down their prosperity Budget. It had been said that the
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deficit in the revenue had been mainly due
to the falling-off in the railway receipts,
but the honorable gentleman'S figures
showed a total deficiency in the receipts as
compared with the Estimates of £437,000.
Of that £437,000, £116,000 belonged to
the Railway department, and £321,000 to
the ordinary revenue. (Mr. Munro-" No,.
£90,000 was saved in the Hailway department, and that must be added.") Then
perhaps he (Mr. Staughton) did not understand the position. He approved of the
proposal to issue Treasury-bonds, which
would relieve the tightness of the money
market. This was not the right time to
borrow money from the banks of the
colony. rrhe prosperity of any country did
not come of itself; there must first be a
restoration of confidence. The cause of
the great prosperity that oxisted some two
or three years ago was the over-confidence
caused by the then political conditions of
the colony. 'rhere were peace and quiet
ness, there were no political quarrels and
no class legislation, and that produced the
perfect confidence which helped to bring
about the land boom. What was now required was a restoration of confidence on
the part of the people in the Government
and in the resources of the country.
Hitherto, the Government had boon crying
out, "Poor man, poor man," to such an
extent that people had been frightened
from investing their money. The Treasurer was now adopting. a more hopeful
tone, and there was every reason to regard
the future with confidence.
.
Mr. McINTYRE said that he was
pleased to hear honorable members congratulating the Treasurer upon the altered
condition of his mind. The Treasurer had
shown a disposition to look at things
through dark-coloured spectacles, but he
now took a more hopeful view of the
financial situation. 'l'hings had turned
out better than the honorable gentleman
had anticipated. No doubt all that the
honorable gentleman had said had been
correct, but, notwithstanding that, the
finances of the country were now in a
sound condition. Had the Treasurer endeavoured to ascertain whether a portion
of the money to be raised by 'l'reasurybonds could be subscribed by the banks 1
(Mr. Munro-" The banks are prepared
to give us the monoy.") 'l'hen there
was no danger at all in regard to the
money being forthooming. It was absurd
to say that the colony had reached the
limit of its borrowing power.. The colony
M
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had not yet touched a borrowing limit; it
had borrowed for trading purposes only;
and comparing the national debt of the
·colony with the national debt of other
countries, Victoria did not owe the value
of a pair of spectacles. The debt of the
colony was one pf .a trading character,
and was represented by good assets, which
in 50 years would have increased in
value at least five times. The pamphlet
issued by Mr. Hayter would, if it were
distributed in the old country, do a great
9-eal of good; and it would be an excellent
idea to send similar information to England regularly. Those persons in England
who operated with the loans of the colony
no doubt knew all about the financial
position of the colony, but the mass of the
people in England did not know that the
money borrowed was being put into a valuable trading concern managed by the State.
What was the position of affairs in the
colony according to the pamphlet which
was going to be sent home by the Government-and an excellent idea it was. What
did it show ~ Take the following paragraph:"During the financial year 1890-91 the interest which accrued on the public debt of
Victoria amounted to £1,672,816; but of this
amount it was only necessary to raise £489,314,
. or about 25 per cent., by taxation, &c., the
remaining 75 per cent. being derived from
public works of a productive character."

Was not that something astonishing to
the world ~ Then the list of ·the higher
prices in London of 4 per cent. stock of
various countries in 1890 showed 1121 for
Victoria as against the present rate. It
was an exceedingly good thing that facts
of the following sort were going before the
people of the home country:"It should further be pointed out that,
-chiefly with the view of affording farmers every
facility for bringing their produce to market
with as little cost as possible, freights have
been reduced from time to time for years past,
which has, of course, injuriously affected the
railway profits. It is estimated that the reductions made in the last eight years have
amounted to not less than £1,000,000 sterling,
and that the railway income in 1890-91' would
have been greater by at least £200,000 if it had
not been for the reductions made."

Honorable members must be greatly
pleased at these statements being published, for it was to be feared that the investing public in England knew very little
on the subject. Again, the value of the
unsold Crown lands of the colony was set
down at £64,400,000. That appeared to
be on a value of £2 per acre, and he had.
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no hesitation in declaring that the estimate was, if anything, too low. At the
same time, it should be remembered that
£2 per acre could not be demanded for the'
land without an alteration of the law, for
at present all the Crown land in the
colony could be taken up at £1 per acre.
(Mr. Munro-" Not all lands.") vVas it
to be understood that this estimate had
been made with the greatest possible care~
vVas there any country in th~ world with
such resources, considering that it was
occupied by only a handful of people ~
vVith the glorious climate the colony enjoyed, could it be denied that it had
every advantage conducive to prosperity ~
As for the public debt, what was its
proportion to revenue in Victoria compared with that of other countries ~
Why, Victoria stood at the bottom of the
list. It was 4·31 as compared with the
United Kingdom, 7·73; and the case was
very much the same in the table of comparative indebtedness of Lhe different countries of the world. In short, in Victoria,
there were evidences of prosperity at every
turn. As for the little panic that was
going on at the present time, similar
periods of depression had continually been
experienced in the history of the colony
ever since the exceptionally severe crisis
of 1865, but they were all soon got over.
A few institutions had been tumbling
down in different directions, but the causes
were known, and in a very little while
things would right themselves completely.
There was a cry in some newspapers that
the country had been over-borrowing, but
if some one from the press were to go
through the country and inquire into
matters as they really stood a very different idea would soon prevail. Let investors know the facts, and they would
be perfectly satisfied with the way their
money had been spent. ').1he country had
not over-borrowed; it had not borrowed
enough, seeing' the purposes to which
the money was devoted.
Look at
what could be done with £20,000,000
more in the way of enabling people to get
their produce to market and developing
the magnificent resources of the country.
Let the Government spend their revenue
in subsidizing the construction of ordinary
roads, and the money would be absolutely
gone so far as the State was concerned; but
let it be spent on railways, and a return
would be continually coming in. He really
believed that half the people at home
thought the money Victoria had borrowed
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was spent in shooting down niggers or was not plenty of money in the country.
purposes of that sort. Victoria had nothing There were millions locked up which could,.
to fear. It had a wonderful future before if time were given, be got at and used.
it, and he, for one, wanted to hear no Moreover, that money was owned, not by
more croaking. N or was there any. want the rich people of the colony, but mainly
of money in the colony~The Premier by the thrifty portion of the working
well knew from his connexion with the classes. One had only to pull the right
associated banks that they had plenty of string and get as much of those millions
money in their coffers. 'fhe dollars were as could possibly be wanted. He thought
in heaps, and they were being kept back. that the result of the test that 'had been
By-and-by, however, they would come into applied to the financial condition of the
remunerative usc.
He (Mr. McIntyre) country would result in as much good to
would support the proposal of the Govern- the community generally as the same sort.
ment, although he would prefer to see the of thing usuallv did with individuals.
money got direct from the local banks.
The money tha:'t was wanted might be
Mr. G. D. CAR'fER said he quite agreed borrowed within the colony. Jolm Bull
with the honorable member for Maldon. As should be shown, if he thought he had
for the money which had been borrowed, lent Victoria nioney enough, that it could
what had been done with it ~ It had not do without his aid, and, perhaps, by-andbeen borrowed in order to carryon the go- by the day would come for Victoria to be
vernmcntof the country, but in order that it the lending party.
might be invested in certain national proMr. McCOLL thought the country was.
perties, such as railways, waterworks, and to be congratulated on the cheerful tone
so on. In short, it was invested in some- of this de bate. I t was a pity that the
thing that was either reproductive or would whole matter was not thoroughly discussed
be reproductive. After all, the money ex- six months ago. That would have had an
pended in the ,railways of this colony did excellent effect. He did not agree with
not amount to as much as had been ex- the honorable members who thought that
pended on the Midland Raihvay of England. new taxation should not be gone in for.
With respect to the issue of Treasury- In view of the outcome of the land boom
bonds, he would only like to have the and the great strike, everything possible
commission of floating them.
He would should be done to keep the public works
undertake to sell the whole lot in six going-to give the thousands of people
months. There were only two other who were walking about the country somethings he would like to refer to. One was thing like good employment. It was to
that a great deal of the present trouble be regretted that the letters from London
had been brought upon the colony by its received by the Premier had been read to
own indiscretions. W'hat did one hear the House. That was the only unpleasant
walking down Collins-street ~ Every other thing that had been done during the
man was saying, "Have you heard of so- debate. At the same time, when the
and-so's cheque being dishonoured ~" or debate went to the country it would have
that some other person had gone wrong, an excellent effect. The honorable memand so on. Did not people see how this ber for Rodney (Mr. Webb) spoke of the
continual crying down of things was bound necessity of increasing production. No
to damage the public credit. If a vigilance doubt, as the honorable member said, the
committee were appointed to deal with the wealth of a country lay in its production.
persons who went about destroying the He thought that production in Victoria
public credit by their whispers concerning had been falling off for years, and it was
this or that, and hanged two or three high time that something was done to
of them at the nearest lamp post, encourage it. What were the facts ~ Within
the result would not be unbeneficial. the last five years nearly £7,000,000 worth
It was incalculable the injury done in this of cattle and sheep had been .imported into
way. The other thing he wanted to say the colony. In 1886, the value was
was this: Before the Treasurer issued £889,000; in 1887, £1,170,000; in 1888,
these Treasury-bonds in London, would he £1,155,000; in 1889, it was £1,960,000;
see whether there were not institutions in and in 1890, it was £1,800,000. The
Victoria which would be glad to take them greater portion of that could easily have
up? (Mr. Munro-" That will be all been produced within the colony. Look
right.") He was glad to hear that. It at what was done in Denmark, with a
was a great mistake to suppose that there population five times that of Victoria. It
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was able" to -provide itself with all the
cattle required for its population, and also
to export very largely indeed. Belgium
and Holland were in a similar position.
To say that this colony, with its fertile
soil, glorious climate, and many other advantages, could supply itself with stock was,
after all, only a very poor statement to
make. The local market was simply
glutted from outside. Victorian people
could not sell their cattle at remunerative
prices because of the stock brought in
from over the border and sold at almost
any price. Something had been said
about raising the price of meat too high,
and that to increase the stock tax would
have such an effect. It would have no
effect of the kind. There was an excellent
article published in the Age of the previous
day which dealt with this subject in an
admirable way. It showed that, although for
some years past prices had gone down very
much in the wholesale market, in the retail
market they did not change at all. It
was high time something was done to
alter this state of things. First, there
should be reforms in the way c~tt1e were
brought by rail from the country districts,
for the animals often arrived in Melbourne
in a very unfit condition. The principal
cause of the high retail prices of meat
was the fact that the trade was in too
few hands. If the Government would
either erect or encourage the erection of
slaughter-houses in the country districts,
and have the meat brought to town- in
cool cars instead of the present plan of
bringing cattle down alive in a knockedup condition, small dealers would spring
up everywhere, and the outcome would be
to cheapen meat to the consumers. Besides farmers would be encouraged to
keep stock, and so add to their profits.
The stock tax should be increased, and
other proper modes adopted in order to
stimulate local production, and then the
colony as a whole would be much better
off. As the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) had said, the land
was the raw material from which all
other production came.
If the best
was to be got out of the land, the
best must be done with the land.
He deeply regretted that the 'Water
Act Amendment Bill was not to be gone
on with, for at the present time the irrigation schemes of the country were in a state
of paralysis. People did not know what
would be the water legislation of the future,
and they were afraid to go in for anything
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in that direction. He trusted that the few
remarks he had made would not go unnoticed.
Mr. GROOM remarked that the position
of the colony could be very easily described.
It was very like that of a business man
who wanted an overdraft from his banker.
VVell, the colony should take the same means
to raise its credit as a. business man would
-either reduce its expenditure or else provide itself with a larger revenue. Suppose
the balance-sheet of the colony was examined, just as a banker would examine the
balance-sheet of a man who wanted an
overdraft, what would be the verdict 1 It
would be said, "You have a good business,
but it is badly managed; you should either
increase your incomings or reduce your
outgoings." Under the circumstances he,
as a farmers' representative, would say
that it was imperative that the railways
should be made to pay, and that the only
way to make them pay was to raise the
freights. Again, why was not the taxation of the country increased 1 r:rherc
were plenty of articles upon which new
taxes could be put--beer, tea, or stock, for
example. In addition, all the big sa.l~"tries
should be reduced. Until the revenue was
brought to a proper level, the colony would
not be justified in going to the London
market for more money.
Mr. BAKER said he was glad the
Premier did not intend to issue these
Treasury-bonds in Victoria. It was all
very well to say that the money could be
advanced. No doubt it could, but where
,vould it come from 1 More would come
from the Post Office Savings Bank than
from anywhere else. N ow he wanted the
Post Office Savings Bank kept going in
order that it might lead to a National
Bank in time to come. The money Victoria required should be got from abroad,
for the colony was quite tight enough just
now. If Victorian money was taken, it
would have to be very dearly paid for. It
was to be. hoped that the Government
would take every means of spreading
broadcast the little pamphlet that had
been prepared showing what the position and re:!ources of the colony
were.
He, for one, regretted that the
Agent-General had nqt that pamphlet
in his hands when he was writing to the
Treasurer. Had that been the case, he
would never have written in the way he did.
A very different letter would have been
written. Reference had been made to the
unsold lands of the colony being valued
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at £2 per acre, while they were open was that the wholesale purchasers of Vicfor selection at £1 per acre.
But it torian debentures, who, it was true, had not
should be remembered that immediately been able. to dispose of a considerable porland passed into private hands its value tion of the debentures they had taken up
always rose £3 to £4 per acre. So long when former loans were floated in London,
as the land was there as a source of and hundreds of others had rushed into
wealth it did not much matter who was large investments in South American
the owner. Altogether he regarded the stocks, and were not able to quietly disreal condition of the colony as most pose of the debentures they had purchased
excellent. He did not think that there from this colony in such an easy way as,'
was any man in the colony who wanted under ordinary circumstances, they had
more than the Premier did to find employ- been able to do years ago. That was
ment for the people, and he (Mr. Baker) the real cause of the present difficulty. ,
would tell him that they could not be Unfortunately, two or three great finanbetter employed than in making railways. , cial houses in London had become inMr. GILLIES remarked that, although volved, and one of them, with a reputathe debate was very interesting from some tion of nearly half a century, came as
points of view, it had travelled a little out nearly as possible' to a stand-still, and
of the ordi'nary track. Some honorable would have failed but for the Bank of
The
members seemed to have confused revenue England coming to its, rescue.
with loan money, and talked about the whole financial position at home was so
necessity of imposing further taxation. seriously affected by the straits to which
He failed to see why Parliament should some of the leading houses had been reimpose further taxation, seeing that it was duced that no one knew exactly where to
'Only a little time ago that Parliament turn. That was the real explanation of
passed a Bill authorizing the Government our difficulty, which, although it had
to borrow £6,000,000, and it was perfectly lasted very long, must be but temcertain that the House would not have porary. Until two or three of those
heard of the present proposal if the Trea- great financial houses in London came
'surer had not known beyond any reasonable to terms with their creditors, or dispossibility of doubt that there would be the charged their indebtedness, the present
greatest difficulty in borrowing £2,000,000 financial difficulty would to a large exin ,the London market at the beginning of ~ent continue. But he was glad to note
next year under the authority of that Act. that the indications of the last week or two
The question of imposing additional taxa- showed that things were improving, that
tion was a matter altogether apart' from the London money market was getting
the question before the House, which was much easier, but the most suitable time
a question of raising money to carry out for this colony to float the first instalment
public works, and not to provide for any of the new loan had not yet come. ,rrhere
deficiency in the revenue. Thedifficulties in was no fear amongst English investors
London at the present time, were so great, that this colony was not in a thoroughly
however, that the Treasurer could have no sound financial condition j and let it
bope of floating a portion of the loan never be insinuated, or' the finances of
already authorized by Parliament at a the colony be spoken of so vaguely,
premium or even a little below par. that persons might, misunderstand the
'That was the conclusion the 'rreasurer object for which money was now rebad arrived at on the information recently quired, and think that it was in order to
obtained from home. The best financial meet our ordinary expenditure for the
authorities in England were of opinion government of the coull-try, because that
that neither this nor any other colony in, was not the case at all. We had ample
the group could borrow money on deben- money to pay our way, and had always had,
tures at the present time except at a and any deficiency could be wiped out by
'Serious discount j but that was not because either increasing our revenue or cutting
of the money this colony had already down our expenditure. At that moment
borrowed to advantage, but because the he was not prepared to say exactly what
London market was in sucb a depressed should be done, and he declined to express
condition that it would not be wise for a confident opinion as to the reduction of
this colony to float a loan at the present the expenditure on the public service or
time. The real reason why we could not an increase of the general 'taxation, but .
borrow money to advantage at present there would be no difficulty in making
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ends meet. He was sorry to hear the
Treasurer talk about scientific taxation,
but he felt perfectly certain that the
honorable gentleman did not intend to
enter upon auy scheme of that kind in a
hurry. Past experience had shown that
reductions in the salaries of public servants
led to any amount of heart burning and
misery, and to what purpose ~ The Government might perhaps save £20,000 or
£25,000 by cutting down salaries and
wages in the public service, but in two or
three years those salaries would be raised
again. That was the experience of the
past, and a very old member of this
House, not now in it, although still alive,
had told them that his experience of reducing the salaries of public servants was
such that he would take very good care
never to try his hand at it again, and if
the honorable member for Castlemaine(Mr.
Patterson) was on the Treasury benches, he
felt perfectly convinced that a reduction of
the salaries and wages in the public service would be one of the last proposals he
would make to Parliament. If ever it
should become necessary to reduce the
expenditure on the public service, he trusted
that the House would do as was done in
New Zealand, namely, start by reducing
the salaries of honorable members, and
reducing the number of Members of Parliament. Then, retrenchment might be
made most effective, but honorable members would pause before taking a step in
that direction. (Mr. Munro-" The necessity for that has not yet come.")
Exactly. At present the ordinary revenue
was fully equal to the ordinary expenditure of the country, and an increase of
taxation was quite unnecessary. If the
Trcasurer found at the beginning of the
next financial year that he could not make
ends meet, and that Parliament would requiro todo something to reduce expenditure
or increase revenuo, it would be quite time
enough then to consider the advisability
of imposing fresh taxation. As to borrowing in the local market, no doubt there
was plenty of money here, but not too
much for circulation, although he was
confident that if the Treasurer asked for
the money to-morrow, the banks had
ample funds to enable them to advance
him £1,000,000 or £1,500,000, if the
money was really required. All the banks,
not only here, but in New South Wale!:!
also, had combined and intimated that
. they considered it their first duty, in the
event of the Government of this colony or
Session 1891.-[217]
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the Government of New South Wales requiring any monetary assistance, to render
that assistance, and they were perfectly
prepared and willing to advance' money to
the Government on fair and- reasonable
terms, so that there was no doubt whatever as to their capacity to do it; but in
the present financial condition of the
colony, although the banks had plenty of
money to enable them to assist the Government, one would prefer to see that
money utilized in other directiolls rather
than handed over to the Government. If
a feeling of thorough security and confidence was restored new works would be
undertaken, and plenty of means would
be found by private enterprise of utilizing
the greater portion of the money now
lying idle in the banks, because people
would not be afraid of either continuing undertakings already entered upon,
or entering into new obligations, and as
there were signs of returning confidence
it would be a pity if the Government went
into the local market at the present time
and sought to obtain money in exchange
for Treasury-bonds, seeing that it was
desirable to leave the local money available for the development of private enterprises. The Treasurer had done the proper
thing in coming to an arrangement with
the banks by which the necessary money
could be advanced to the Government if
required, and the Treasurer knew perfectly
well that there would be no difficulty in
getting money in London to tne extent he
required by means of Treasury-bonds without offering an instalment of the loan of
£6,000,000, which, if the condition of the
London money market - had permitted,
would have been floated early next year.
He regretted that the Treasurer had not
been good enough to make a slight reference to an unfortunate mistake which the
honorable gentleman made at the beginning of the last financial year with
regard to the deficit. The explanation
that was now given in the Audit Commissioners' report, he (Mr. Gillies) gaveto the House at the time the Treasurer's
statement was made, and it consisted
simply of two items which were questions of recoups, £181,659, which the
Audit Commissioners showed was the
amount paid from the 1st July up to the
31st August, and an intended recoup of
£319,355, for which the Audit Commissioners gave credit as a good asset. When
the Treasurer made his financial statement
at the beginning of the financial year he
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told the House that there would be a debit
balance to bring forward to this financial
year of £797,000, but the Audit Commissioners had certified in their official report
to Parliament that the actual debit balance
brought forward was only £206,842. (Mr.
Munro-" But that is by giving credit for
expected, but not yet realized, recoups.")
And did the honorable gentleman notice
that in the Treasury accounts for the last
financial year credit \vas taken for recoups
to the amount of £500,984, so that with
what possible justification could the honorable gentleman complain of his (Mr. Gillies)
taking credit for unrealized recoups, which
were perfectly good assets, seei~g that all
the honorable gentleman himself had
done . was to transfer those unrealized
recoups from one account in the Treasury books to another 1 That transfer
did not assist the matter in the
slightest degree, because the morley
was not received. The honorable gentleman made it appear at the beginning of
the last financial year the colony would be
£797,000 to the bad. (Mr. Munro-" So
we were, less £100,000 saved between
1st July and 31st August; and the money
is still unpaid.") But that was not
material to the point at issue, because
those unrealized recoups were perfectly
good assets, and the. money would be received in due course. According to the
Treasurer's own statement at the beginning
of last financial year those recoups ought
not to be taken into account as assets at
all, and yet he had actually taken them
into account himself, and so did the Audit
Commissioners, who certified that the deficiency at the end of the last financial year
was not £797,000, but only £206,842.
(Mr. Munro-" But the recoups are transferred to another account altogether.")
That did not help the honorable gentleman
one bit. They had not been realized; if
they had, it would have been a different
thing. The mere opening of a new account
in the Treasury books did not alter the
matter at all, because if there was a real
deficiency of £797,000 a mere book entry
was not going to reduce it to £206,842.
The Audit Commissioners had clearly shown
that the Treasurer's estimate of the debit
balance was more than half-a-millionsterling
in excess of the actual deficiency, so that
personally he had no reason to trouble his
mind about the inaccurate statements that
the Treasurer had .indulged in, because he
was perfectly convinced that notwithstanding all the talking and jarring they
Mr. Gillies.
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had heard on the subject many honorable
members knew that tho Treasurer's statements were wrong; but what he did object
to was that the rrreasurer of the ~olony
should gravely inform the House and the
country at the beginning of last financial
year that the colony was in such a bad
state as far as revenue and expenditure
was concerned that at the end of the
financial year they would come out with a
debit balance of close upon £800,000,
when as a matter of fact after the books
had been closed and the accounts certified
to by the Audit Commissioners the debit
balance turned out to be only £206,000.
(Mr. McIntyre--" It is a simple question
of bookkeeping altogether.") The mere
opening of a new account in ·the Treasury
books, and the posting there of an entry of
£500,984, did not alter the actual state
of affairs one iota. The gravamen of the
complaint still remained. The Treasurer
had told the country and the world that he
would have to bring over a debit balance of
£797,000, while the Audit Commissioners
certified that it was only £206,842. And
that was the de bi t balance shown in the Treasurer's balance-sheet. The balance-sheet
issued by the Treasury was correct, but the
statement of the Treasurer was not correct.
Mr. PATTERSON observed that since
he addressed the House at an earlier period
of the evening several honorable members
had spoken to him and urged a view
totally different to the one which had then
been expressed in regard to the issuing
of Treasury-bonds in the colony. rrhose
honorable members had pointed out to
him that there would be such a demand
for these bonds on the part of the public
that local financial institutions would be
depleted and the money market tightened.
The Government should endeavour to
ascertain whether the public could not be
protected by some system of auditing in
financial institutions to prevent injury to
these institutions by a rush, being made
for the bonds. Nothing would establish
our stability better than to supply the
money requ,ired from within the colony,
provided that 110 injury was inflicted upon
commercial institutions. He believed that
the banks would not hesitate to supply tlie
Treasurer with £1,500,000.
Mr. MUNRO. said he did not believe
there would be any difficulty with the
banks.
Mr. STUART said that the raising of
this money in Victoria would intensify the ..
present panic, because the amount would
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be t.aken from the local institutions. The financiers until we showed that we were
honora.ble member for Eastern Suburbs had prepared to tax ourselves. Statements
pointed out clearly why the people of the had been cireulated to the effect that the
old world did not respond to our call most important public works in whieh our
when he stated that the English financiers money was sunk were not paying interest
had burnt their tingCl~s by investing on the capita.l and that a large deficiency
in outside securities. If the English had to be made up by the Treasury. The
people who now demurred to lending feeling in the old country was that :we
us money knew how much they were were relying on works of this kind to pay
dependent on Australia they would be interest on the borrowed lUoney, and these
astonished. During the last forty years colonies were most inequitably confused
£450,000,000 worth of gold had gone from with other countries such asSouthAmerica,
'Australia to Great Britain. If the English whose dealings with lenders were of a
people had to do without our wool for one very different nature. If the House shirked
year nearly all the woollen manufacturers the problem of taxation the worst effect
in England would be insolvent. England would be produced in the old country. It
depended more upon us for her prosperity eould not be disputed that the first step
to be taken, in order to restore confidence
than we depended upon her.
Mr. DEAKIN observed that Great in England, was to put our hands in our
Britain was strong enough to stand with- own pockets to raise the amount of money
()ut her colonies so far as wealth was necessary to restore financial equilibrium.
concerned, and we did not improve our rela- It was equally necessary to restore contions with the mother country by adopting fidence here, and the best way to do that
the argument of the honorable member was for the Government to insist upon
for Melbourne East (Mr. Stuart.) The economy wherever it was possible, to inprofit which Great Britain derived from crease the sources of public revenue, and to
the whole of the colonies did not amount proceed with those public works for the
to one-third of the profit she derived from development of the country districts which
her trade with the rest of the world. had been the key-note of our policy for the
Every honorable memberwhohad spokenap- last ten years. If 'we raised more money
'proved of the proposition of the Treasurer. by taxation we could encourage lenders,
What then did this discussion mean ~ It and if we borrowed more we could promeant something serious. It meant that ceed with reproductive works. Of course
this colony at the present time was faeed thero must be no extra vaganee. W 0
by a strained financial position, from which must be prepared for a. moderate outlay
'as yet many people saw no way of escape. deliberately made upon works very careEach honorable member desired to express fully chosen. (Mr. Foster-" Especially
an opinion upon it, though this was irrigation.") Money could not be better
almost the last. day of the session. To expended than upon irrigation works.
pass this Bill for IOU's for two years Confidence could not be restored by stopwas not even a pretence of meeting the ping all public ,vorks and waiting for
difficulty. "Ve were met by want of something to turn up. It could not be
confidence here, and want of confidence restored in this colony until the people
abroad, and surely the responsibility saw that the Government itself had confirested' upon the Government which led dence in the resources of Victoria and had
the House, and upon the House itself, proposed a progressive railway and public
of doing everything in their power works policy. But in "'hat light did the
to discover some means of restoring Government at present appear ~ It seemed
that confidenee. Six months ago an to be afraid to make any more investopportunity presented itself for action, ments, as if the whole colony had been
and now the effects of neglecting to take paralyzed. Public confidenceeould not be
any action were felt. An impression restored until the Honse and the Governfostered by interested parties, arid which ment proved that they had confidence by
all knew to be an entirely incorrect boldly imposing the necessary burdens on
impression, existed in the mother country the people to enable ns to borrow again
that we lived simply on borrowed money, in the English market so that railways
and that we had not, the courage to and other public works could be judiciously
€ndeavour to raise money among ourselves. continued. He knew that the 1'rcasurer
He was of opinion that we could not hope believed every word that he was saying.
to restore confidence among the English These delays ought not to be permitted.
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(Mr. W. T. Carter-" The Government
ought to have done this two years ago.")
Two years ago this policy was in full swing.
There '\las then no cessation in the progressive policy applied to public works. A fatal
mistake had been made in delaying so long,
and to wait lmtil the middle of next year
before proposing any new measures of taxation would be to repeat the mistake. ·With
regard to the floating of the Treasurybonds, no doubt the money could be
obtained in the colony; but an objection
was naturally raised to the adoption of a
course which might deplete commercial
undertakings, which were now under a
severe strain, and no one would argue that
the interests he referred to should be disregarded. But if these interests could be
assisted by refraining from a certain action,
why not go further and assist them by the
adoption of the remedial measures he had
indicated ~ If the Government had submitted proposals for new taxation, and the
House had not adopted a single tax, we
should have been in a better position than
now, because the question would have been
before the constituencies. It was perfectly
clear that the Treasurer saw that fresh
taxation in the early future was inevitable,
but under the course he had pursued
only vague statements could be discussed
during the general election; and when
Parliament re-assembled it would probably
be asked to consider particular proposals
which would be more or less in the
interests of a class, and which had
not been placed before the country.
The Government ought to have made a
bold statement of its policy; then the
verdict of the country would have helped
to elucidate the whole problem. The
Government had neglected its obvious
duty in this matter, but it could not
long postpone the evil day. If the
House had imposed new taxation six
months ago the disastrous crisis which
had occurred in the city might have been
mitigated, if not avoided. ·What troubles
would arise before the House had another
opportunity of considering the position no
man could tell, and those who sat by
supinely and neglected to take action
now would be responsible for whatever
difficulties occurred next year and thereafter.
Mr. McLEAN remarked that a few evenings back the honorable member for Essendon severely criticised the Government for
expressing pessimistic views, and that was
scarcely consistent with the course adopted
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by the honorable member that night. The
honorable member referred to the necessityof raising a great deal of money by
new taxation, but what connexion was
there between the proposal to issue Treasury-bonds and taxation ~ rraxation was
usually resorted to when the revenue fell
short of the ordinary services of the year.
It was an entirely new idea that taxes
should be imposed upon the people in a .
time of depression for the purpose of constructing railways. Only a few weeks
had elapsed since the House with its eyes
open authorized the Treasurer to borrow
£6,000,000 for railway apd other public
works during the next six years. The Government had determined to issueTreasurybonds, because it did not consider that the
London money market was in a sufficiently
favorable position to justify the placing of
a loan upon it extending over a long
period of years. The Treasurer did not
intend to increase his borrowing powers;
he merely intended to raise by Treasurybonds for two years the money required
to replace the £2,000,000 loan, which
would otherwise have been floated during
the first half of noxt year, and the money
would be paid back out of the £2,000,000
loan which would afterwards be floated.
There had been a falling-off in the estimated revenue, but it was not of so
serious a kind as to render the imposition
of new taxation necessary. If new taxation
should be required, there was plenty of
time in which to consider the matter.
There was one other point to which he
would refer, and he would not do so with
the object of replying to the leader of the
Opposition, but because a number of questions had been asked him by honorable
members who did not seem to fully understand the discrepancy between the figures
of the Treasurer and the late Treasurer.
He (Mr. McLean) would not attempt to
justify one or the other, he simply desired to
explain the nature of the discrepancy. He
would take· one item as an illustration of
the whole. The late Treasurer desired to
sell certain lands at K,0W for the purpose
of carrying out a number of public works,
and having obtained thE) authority of Parliament he proceeded to expend the money,
which was taken out of the public account
for the time being. The item was then
balanced by a credit entry "to be recouped
by sale of Kew lands." Owing to the
falling-off in the prices of land the sale
did not take place, and consequently the
trust funds were depleted to the extent of
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Mr. PATTERSON remarked that he
the money spent on these works. The
present Treasurer decided that, instead of thought that some of the Treasury-bonds
selling the Kew lands, he would sell other should be made available in Melbourne,
lands for the purpose of making these but after the assurance that had been
recoups, and it was, therefore, necessary given by the Treasurer he would not say
to remove the credit entry" to be recouped anything more on the subject.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
from the sale of Kew lands," and to bring
the money temporarily into the .public reported without amendment.
On the motion of Mr. MUNRO, the Bill
account so that it might be placed permanelltly in another account. That was was then read a third time.
done, and then the Treasurer made provision
RAILWAYS CONSTRUCTION
in a Bill for the sale of other lands in (KORUMBURRA COAL MINES) BILL.
different parts of the colony. The late
Mr. SHIELS moved the second reading
Treasurer objected to this item appearing
in the public account, because he said it was of this Bill. He said that many words or
neverintended that the mOl1ey should be paid many forcible arguments were not needed
from revenue, but thatit should be recouped to commend the Bill to the approval of
in the manner specified. . (Mr. Gillies- honorable members. It would be within
the knowledge of honorable members that
'~That is the view the Audit Commissioners
took, and that brings the debit balance on a previous occasion the House passed
down to £206,000.") Yes, that would have the following resolutions :" That. in the opinion of this House, it is exbeen the balance, but the money had been
pedient that lines of railway from Korumburra,
expended, and had been paid out of the ·on
the Great .Southern line, to Coal Creek,
trust funds. It had nOw been removed Strezlecki, and Jumbunna coa.! mines respecfrom the public account for all time, and tively should be constructed, provided"1. That all land required for railway purprovision was made for the recoup from
poses be given to the constructing authority
future sales of lands. (Mr. Gillics-" It free
of cost, and without any compensation for
is in the audited account now.") Yes, as severance or otherwise.
money to be recouped from the sale of
"2. That, previous to the construction of any
such line, the constructing authority shall be
lands.
that the output of coal will be suffiThe resolution was agreed to, and was satisfied
cient to pay working expenses and interest on
reported to the House and adopted.
the cost of construction, and that a guarantee
Authority having been given to Mr. to that effect satisfactory to the constructing
Munro and Mr. Shiels to bring in a Bill to authority be obtained from each of the companies.
carry out the resolution,
"3. That the line to the Jumbunna coal mine
Mr. MUNRO brought up a Bill "to be constructed to a point about 3'37 miles from
authorize the issue of rrreasury-bonds," where it branches off from the proposed line to
the Strezlecki mine."
and moved that it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill The object the Government had in introwas then read a first time.
ducing this Bill was to carry out not only
On the motion of Mr. MUNRO, the to the letter, but to the spirit, the resolutions
Bill was read a second time, and com- of which the House had already approved,
and it was not necessary that he should
mitted.
go further into the merits of the question,
On clause 6,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked the Trea- which was then considered. In proposing
surer if he had considered the suggestion . the resolutions to which he had referred,
that a higher rate of interest should be he adduced some arguments why it befixed, and that he should take power to hoved the House to do all that was reasonissue some of the stock in Melbourne 1
able to encourage the discovery and workMr. MUNRO stated that he had made ing of payable coal-fields. The provisions
arrangements with the banks by which he of this Bill, shortly, were that the minecould get aU the money that was required owners were to acq uire the land for the
in connexion with these rrreasury-bonds. lines, and the land was to ·be handed
He did not intend to do anything that over to the constructing authority free
would interfere with the ordinary loans of of all cost and free. of all responsibility
the colony, and this was simply a tem- for any damage or any injury that would be
porary arrangement. If the money market done in taking the land. The means by
was in a favorable condition in January which that end was accomplished was to
next, it would not be necessary to issue give the mine-owners or the tributers the
the rrreasury-bonds at all.
power which the Legislature considered
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fit to give to the Board of Land and Works
in similar cases; and the interest of private
individuals who might be affected by n,
wrongful act was safeguarded by a provision that the sanction of the Governor in
Council would be necessary in each instance in which the constructing authority
took land. Under clause 12-which was
the important clause of the Bill-the constructing authority was not to construct
nor to enter into any contracts for the
construction of any of these three lines
until, first, the purchase money had been
paid to those from whom the land had
been taken, or the land itself had been
conveyed free of all cost to the constructing authority; second, until the Railways
Commissioners were satisfied that the
mines would pay for twenty years j and,
third-and here he would ask the attention of the House to the way in which the
Government had redeemed the promise
given to the leader of the Opposition and
to other honorable members-until a satisfactory business gnarantee had been given
to the constructing authority. He would
ask honorable members to direct their
attention to paragraph c of clause 12,
which was as follows:"(c) Unless and until there has been given to
the Victorian Railways COlllmissioners by or on
behalf of such owners or lessees of such mine,
or of any or of all such mines or the tributers or
persons working or intending to work the same,
or by any of them, a guarantee which in the
opinion of the Governor in Council and the said
commissioners would he deemed adequate in
business undertakings to assure" The payment annually (for a period of
twenty years from the date of the opening
of such line of railway for traffic), and
within one month of such payment being
demanded by the Victorian Railways
Commissioners, of any sum which may he
required by the said commissioners to
make up the full working expenses, and
also interest at the rate of 5 per centum
per annum on the cost of construction of
such line of railway."

Therewere some provisions in the Bill which
the Government thought it was right to
insert when they imposed upon the mineowners this responsibility. They set out
that the guarantors were to have the profits
of one year, or a set of years, set off against
the losses. It was quite conceivable that
in one year, or in a set of years, there might
be losses which, in another year or set of
years, would be more than made up by the
profits; and the Government considered it
right that the one should be set against the
other. Then if at the end of the twenty
years it was found that the amount paid
Mr. Shiels.

(Korumburra Coal Mines).

under the guarantee was more than sufficient to make up the full working expenses.
and interest the guarantors should be
repaid the overplus. Care had been taken
to safeguard the Crown, and the Audit Commissioners were to bethe responsible persons.
to give the certificate of profit or loss.
Those were, shortly, the provisions of the
Bill. The other clauses in the Bill were
only such as appeared in every Rail way
Construction Act.
(Mr. Gi1lies--" Has.
any propo.sal been made by the companies.
to work the lines themselves, the Government taking a guarantee 1") No such proposal had been made. The Government
were most anxious to redeem to the hilt the·
promise made that the guarantee to be
given before the State undertook the work
of construction should be ample in a business sense. They felt that they were
making an important Hew departure, and
it was right that at the initial stagEl they
should lay down clearly what was meant.
If the mine-owners did give the required
guarantee, he trusted that the results.
would be satisfactory to themselves and to
the State.
Mr. vVRIXON stated that he believed
the Government were anxious to thoroughly
carry out the promise they gave to the
House by obtaining an effective guarantee
from the companies before they constructed
the lines, but he could not see an answer
to the view that if there was coal in the
district which it would pay anyone to
bring to the market the companies themselves should make the lines. It was not
intended that the lines were to serve any
public purpose. (Mr. W. r:e. Carter-" It .
is a splendid agricultural district.") N ()
assurance had been given by the Government that the lines were to do other than
to serve the interests of the mining companies. He quite recognised the importance of developing the coal-fields of
the colony, and that was an admirable object, but it had not been sufficiently shown
why the companies concerned were not·
prepared to make the tramways. (Capt.
Tay101'-" You would not give us a private
Bill.") He would not object to a private·
Bill. Had any offer been made by tbe
companies to construct the tramways
(An Honorable Member-" The Railways.
Standing Committee recommended the
construction of these lines. ") Yes, and
that had the greatest weight with
him; but it behoved honorable members, as representing other districts
that were wanting railways, to inquire
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whether it would be in the interests of the
public as a ,,,hole to pass this Bill. It appeared to him that this was essentially a
case for private enterprise, and he would
have preferred to see a proposal made by
those who were interested in the mines to
construct the lines. The Government were
most anxious that the guarantees should
be thorough and effectual, but it would
be a most difficult thing to obtain such
guarantees. It was provided that the
lines were not to be made until the Railways Commissioners and the Governor in
Council were satisfied that they had a
good business guarantee for any losses, but
was it to be supposed that any financial
institution would back up a personal
guarantee given by the mine-owners 1
(Mr. A. Harris-" If the guarantee is not
approved, the lines will not be made.") He
knew that, but as this was the root of
the whole matter some indication should
be given of the nature of the guarantee.
'What he wanted to know was whether the
Government would get a guarantee that if
they built the railway they would be
recouped any possible loss with respect to
it 1 How did the Government propose to
insure themselves 1 The mere guarantee
promised would not do at all. They should
require such a guarantee as a financial
. institution would take. Another feature
of the BiH deserved an allusion. If the
line was to be made at all, it was not to be
made"unless and until some mining inspector of
the Mining department has in writing under his
hand given an estimate of the amount of coal
which can be profitably raised or gotten from
the mine or mines to be served, accommodated,
or in any manner benefited by the construction
of such line of railway."

Again, it was not to be made until"the Victorian Railways Commissioners have
in writing under their common seal expressed
their opinion that the said estimated output
of coal from such mine or mines would be
sufficient to pay the working expenses and
interest for a period of twenty years on the cost
of construction of such line of railway."

The whole thing would turn on the report
of the inspector. But surely, seeing how
much was involved, the" report should
come from some higher authority. This
was the only rai] way the Government had
proposed, although a number of others
had been talked about, and it was brought
forward at the last moment. Under these
circumstances he thought honorable members ought to have more information with
regard to it.
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Mr. MADDEN stated that personally he
was most anxious for the development of
the coal resources of the colony, but he
thought it was unfortunate that the
only Railway Bill brought down should
be one for that purpose alone, when so
many other lines were required for the
different agricultural districts.
There
were some lines recommended by the
Railways Standing Committee which were
of the last importance. He thought it
would be misunderstood in the country
districts if, at a time when it was said
there were no funds for railway construction, a line should be made to the coal districts and the agricultural districts should
be neglected. frhe development of coal
was not more important than the development of these districts.
Under these
circumstances, he desired to enter his protest against the introduction of the present measure unless other districts ,vere
included.
.
Mr. GROOM thought it was generally
admitted that the development of the coal
mines was of greater importance than
almost anything else. To show that this
was the case, he would like to refer to the
statement made· some time ago by the
Premier of the late Government, when a
similar question was being discussed. The
honorabl~ gentleman said"He hall no hBsitation in repeating what he
said before, namely, that as soon as it was
made evident that a payable coal mine had been
discovered, the Government would be perfectly
prepared to ask Parliament to sanction the construction of a railway or a tramway to the site
in question, for the purpose of developing the
coal industry there."

Well that was what the present Government were doing. 'Why, then, should any
opposition to the project come from their'
predecessors 1
Mr. DUNCAN said he quite concurred
with the remarks of the honorable member
for Horsham. N 6 matter how important
it was that the coal mines of the colony
should be developed, it was of far greater
importance that the country should beopened up where settlement had taken
place and thousands of people were waiting
for railway accommodation. Money could
easily be found for the purpose.
Mr. BAKER stated that if he thought
the Minister of Railways had no.intention
of bringing in another Railway Construction
Bill very soon he would be unable to sit
down quietly and see a Bill like the present
gone on with-in fact, he would vote
against the Bill. But it was distinctly
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understood that other lines would be proposed. It went without saying that a line
through the mallee would be a line to some
o~ tlie finest wheat country the colony
possessed.
Whatever 0ther honorable
members might say,· it would be found
that if Victoria did not grow wool and
wheat it would soon be bankrupt. (A
laugh.) Honorable members might laugh,
but it was the money that would come
from these concerns that would put the
colony right in its finances. In fact, railways to the agricultural districts ,vere
absolutely necessary in order to keep the
people on. the land.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that he
would like the honorable gentleman who
introduced the Bill to justify it. Certainly
the matter was one that required real discussion. Not only the introduction of the
measure but its character needed to be
vindicated, forit introduced most important
changes with respect to railway legislation.
Of course if there was coal in the districts mentioned in the Bill it ought
to be brought to market, but would the
Bill accomplish what was desired? '1'he
measure professed to be very st.r~ngent in
its conditions, but, first of all"a constructing body had to be created, and what was
that body to be 1 It might be an individual, or a corporation, or a number of
individuals. All that should be explained.
Reference was made to t.he Board of Land
and 'N orks, but that body had not yet
been made a railway constructing body;
and if the Railways Act Amendment Bill
did not pass the other House, what would
the condition of affairs be? Then t.here
was a clause which appeared to be framed
in a most extraordinary way. It was with
respect to taking from the owners of the
property the land through which the railway would pass. (Mr. Shiels-" It is
exactly the same as one of the sections of
the last Railway Construction Act.") But
it had a different meaning in connexion
with this Bill. Besides, tho section of the
Act of 1884 referred to schedules and
plans setting out certain definite proposals.
However, that point might be left over until
the Bill was in committee. As for the contention of the honorable member for Portland with respect to the proposed guarantee,
it was a most important one. '\V'hat
would the guarantee ,amount to? Then
he (Mr. Richardson) objected to this line
being made on a different principle from
other lines. '11here ought to be no such
conditions as those imposed in the Bil~.

(J{orumburra Coal Mines).

In fact, the House was asked to drift away
into something totally different from what
was contemplated when the H,a,ilwaysStanding Committee was appointed. Again, there
was no knowing what the lines would cost.
His object in making these observations
was to show the loose way in which the
House was asked to proceed. Was not
this exactly the thing for doing which the
Uailways Commissioners had been so much
blamed 1 If this measure was an indication of the railway policy to be introduced in respect to lines to other parts' of
the country, he hoped that this would be
the last Railway Bill recommended by the
Railways Standing Committee which the
Government would have an opportunity
of getting through. It was an incom-'
plete Bill, and it adopted changes which
no one could know the effect of. Besides,
the proposals in it were unworkable.
Mr. GOUDON remarked that he did not
want to take up a position of antagonism
to the second reading of this Bill, but he
thought that the honorable member for
Portland deserved the thanks of the House
for the remarks he had made on the Bill.
It was simply a Bill to subsidize private
companies, and enable them to bring the
output of their mines to the market. It
interfered with private enterprise, and the.
Government proposed to do for those who
owned these coal mines what they ought
to do for themselves; but Parliament
should be very careful about authorizing
the expenditure of public money to assist
private companies. Nothing of this kind
had ever taken place in conhexion with
the gold-mining industry of the colony.
(Mr. G. D. Carter-" What about the prospecting vote?") That was for general
purposes, and a portion of the prospecting
vote had gone to prospecting for coal.
The Government ought to give some
explanation to justify their proposals in
this Bill, and to answer the question put
by the honorable member for Portland.
Mr. MErrHVEN said it was a great pity
and a great mistake for the Government
to attempt to force through an important
measure like this without discussion. The
Minister of Railways was evidently not
prepared to furnish the House with the
information he ought to give honorable
members in reference to this Bill, and it
was to be feared that, after it had been
passed, they might find something in the
measure that they did not expect to find
there. The Bill provided that the lines
were not to be constructed if they would
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cost more than £5,000 pel' mile, and unless
the Minister of Hailways would assnre the
House that the lines could be constructed
at a cost not exceeding £5,000 per mile,
what was the use of going through the
nonsensical farce of passing this Bill 1 If
the Government were not in a position to
state that, as a matter of fact, these lines
could be constructed at that cost, the thing
was all humbug. He was as anxious as any
honorable member to see the coal-fields
of the colony developed, but if these coal
mines were all that they were represented
to be, there was plenty of money in Melbourne available for their development, so
that there was no need for the Government
to undertake work that should be left to
private enterprise. If the companies owning
these mines had applied to Parliament for
powcr to construct railways to connect the
mincs with the railway system of the
colony, that power would have been
granted. The Government ought to have
brought in a Bill for the construction of
new railways in various parts of the
colony, so that the permanent surveys
might be made during the recess, and
tenders for the construction of the lines
caned for as soon as Parliament met next
session. Owing to the failure of the Government to bring in such a Bill another
twelve months would be lost.
The motion was agreed to.
.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed,
On clause 5, which was as follows:" The expenditure for the construction of the
said lines of railways, including sidings, but
not including rolling-stock or the purchase of
land, shall be restricted to an average over the
whole of such lines of £5,000 per mile,"

:Mr. METHVEN asked the Minister of
Railways if he could assure the committee
that these lines could be constructed for
£5,000 per mile ~ If it was found, after
the permanent survey had been made, that
the lines could not be constructed for that
amount, had the Government power to
incur further expenditure on construction
of the lines ~
Mr. SHIELS stated that the PI:1.rliamental'Y Standing Committee on Railways
and the Railways Commissioners were both
satisfied that these lines could be constructed for £5,000 per mile or under.
Mr. METHVEN expressed the opinion
that a reliable estimate of the cost of
constructing rail ways could not be given
until the permanent surveys had been
made.
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Mr. RENT observed that he did not
know on what authority the honorable
member was entitled to make that statement, because the Railways Standing
Committee had the best evidence that
these lines could be constructed for £5,000
per mile, or less.
Mr. STAUGHTON said that there was
always a lot of extras in addition to the
contract price, and if a contract was let
for the construction of these lines at
£5,000 per mile, would any extras over and
above that price be included in the responsibility of the owners of these coal mines ~
Mr. SHJELS stated that the last sub~
section of clause 12 provided that" 'Cost of construction' means the actual
cost of constructing a line of railway, including permanent way and sidings, and the
necessary equipment thereof, and of any compensation paid or payable in connexion there-'
with by the constructing authority, together
with interest upon such cost of construction
from the time the same was expended until
the date of the opening of the line for traffic,
and the actual amount of such cost of construction shall be finally determined by a certificate of the constructing authority."

Profits in one year were to be set off
against losses in another; and if, at the
end of twenty years, the accounts showed
a profit, the guarantor was to be repaid,
and sub-section 3 of clause 13 provided
that the Audit Commissioners were to
audit the accounts, and their certificate
was to be final and conclusive.
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked that the
contract might be let at £5,000 per mile,
and the actual cost be £6,000 pel' mile.
In that case, would the guarantor have to
pay the extra £1,000 per mile 1
Mr. PATTEHSON expressed the opinion
that these lines could be construct.ed at a
cost of about £3,000 per mile.
Mr. FOSTER moved an amendment to
the effect that the estimate of the amount
of coal that might be profitably raised
from any mine should be prepared by a
geological surveyor appointed by the
Minister of Mines instead of by an inspector of the department.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SrrAUGHTON remarked that. the
conditions as to the guarantee might not
be complied with, and the Government
might have the line thrown on its hands.
Mr. SHIELS observed that the Government thought it only fair that the
maximum amount should be fixed, so that
the guarantors- should know the utmost of
their liability.
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Mr. SHIELS remarked that the Governor in Council and the Minister would
have to be satisfied that the guarantee
was adequate viewed as a business undertaking. Of course there was always an
element of risk in everything, but every
precaution had been taken.
Mr. PATTERSON observed that the
clallse was quite an experiment. Most people
would prefer that the company should
construct the line itself. It could not be
said of the Bill that it was not stringent
enough, considering that there was so
much auxie'ty in the public mind to develop our coal-fields. 'rhe advantage of
developing one coal-field, to relieve us from
the pressure which occurred some time
ago, ought to be regarded as well worth
the experiment. The point at issue was
entirely a matter of administration, and
the Minister would be responsible. There
was no advantage which could be conferred on the country equal to that of
discovering coal. A short time ago these
lines would have been constructed without
any guarantee at all.
Mr. BENT stated that the conditions
might be relaxed in order to develop the
country affected by these lines, and he
would like to see the guarantee reduced.
Mr. DEAKIN said he noticed that it
was a condition precedent to the guarantee
being accepted that the commissioners and
the Minister should agree, but he did not
see how that was possible.
Mr. WEBB remarked that the House
ought to be generous to companies which
entered upon the construction of coal lines.
If these stringent guarantees were insisted
upon, they would never be obtained in
respect of lines into new country.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he did not
think that a guarantee ought to be asked
for at all if the Railways Standing Committee and the Minister were satisfied
that the land in question contained payable coal.
, The Bill, having been gone through,
was reported with amendments, and the
report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, the Bill
was then read a third time.
BENDIGO ART GALLERY SITE
BILL.
Mr. vVHEEL ER moved' the second reading of this Bill. He said that the object
of the Bill was to allow the Council of
Defence to transfer to the trustees of the
Bendigo Art Gallery a portion of the
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military reserve at Bendigo, on which there
was a building that was no longer required
for military purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 2,
Mr. RICHARDSON said that the conditions laid down in the Bill with reference'
to trustees should be applied to the schools
of mines and all other similar institutions,
and he regretted that the Bill was limited
in its application.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and the
report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. WHEELER, the
Bill was then read a third time.
RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion took plaee on the schedule,
which was as follows:"Re-arrangement of stations, Melbourne.
£50,000; extension of interlocking, £10,000;
to meet urgent contingencies, £10,000; permanent surveys, £25,000; rolling-stock, £200,000
-£295,000.

Mr. RICHARDSON ,asked what was the
nature of the surveys to be made, and
whether the £25,000 was to be expended
under the direction of the Railways Standing Committee 1
Mr. SHIELS said that the object of
placing the sum of £25,000' in the
schedule was to enable permanent surveys
to be made of the lines recommended by
the Railways Standing Committee, and
with regard to which the Assembly would
be asked to pass ,preliminary resolutions
this session. When the Bill for the construction of the lines was introduced, the
Government would then be in a position
to submit the fullest possible information
to Parliament, and they would know what
the cost of the lines would be. vVith
regard to the constructing authority, the
terms of the Bill were general. If the
changes proposed in the Railways Act
Amendment Bill were not carried out, the
necessary provision could be inserted in the
Railways Construc~ion (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill. Whatever was the constructing authority under that Bill would be the
constructing authority in this case also.
Mr. LAURENS inquired whether any
of the money to be voted under this Bill
had been expended ~
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Up to the present time no permanent
Mr. SHIELS replied in the negative.
Mr. WEBB said he hoped the Minister surveys had been made under the direction
of Railways had satisfied himself that the of the Railways Standing Committee, and
£200,000 for rolling-stock was required, it was impossible, therefore, to give any
,His opinion was that the rolling-stock at accurate estimate of the cost of the lines
,present at the disposal of the Railways they recommended. Proper information
Commissioners was more than sufficient should be placed before Parliament at the
for the traffic. So large a sum of money first stage, and not after the construction
should not be expended from any senti- of the lines had been authorized, and the
mental desire to provide employment for order of things should be reversed. A
certain persons.
'sum of £10,000 was set down' in the
Mr. SHIELS stated that £100,000 was schedule for interlocking gear. Had that
required to meet engagements already money been expended? (Mr. Shielsontered into by the Railways Commis- " No.") Then it should not be expended.
sioners for the supply of rolling-stock. It The interlocking system was advantageous
was true that the Railways Commissioners at stations in the large centres of populahad sufficient rolling-stock to provide for tion, but it was absolutely 1.1scless at the
the present traffic, but it was probable outlying stations, and the money expended
that additional rolling-stock would be upon it was wasted.
required before the end of next year for
Mr. GRAVES remarked that the vote
the equipment of new lines, and for the of £200,000 for rolling-stock was a very
development of traffic.
large one. In the closing days of last
Mr. MUNH.O remarked that the amount session he was desirons of bringing the exat first set down in the schedule was penditure on rolling-stock under the notice
£450,000, and he insisted on it being cut of the Assembly, but no opportunity was
down to what was absolutely required. afforded to him of doing so. There was
The Railways Commissioners stated that an impression amongst well-informed perthe £295,000, the amount of the schedule sons outside that the locomotive branch of
as it appeared in the Bill, was absolutely the H.ailway deparment was ponring out'
required to enable them to carryon neces- money like water, and that if there was
sary works, and to provide for the traffic.
allY leakage it was there it occurred. He
Mr. 'WEBB said that, irrespective of did not know whether this impression was
anything the Railways Commissioners right or wrong, but the matter was one
might say, he was of opinion that the that should be inquired into. When Mr.
suppy of rolling-stock now available was Lavater, the former accountant of the
more than 'sufficient for the traffic. Thero Railway department, gave up his position
was rolling-stock lying idle and rotting at as secretary to the Centennial International
nearly all the up-country stations. The Exhibition, a paragraph appeared in one of
money set down in the sched ule for the newspapers in which it was stated that
rolling-stock could be better expended.
he was to be sent back to the Rail way
Mr. MADDEN stated that he did not department for the purpose of ascertainagree with the remarks of the honorable ing whether any leakage existed. No furmember for Rodney (Mr. Webb). The ther information had, however, been given
colony had been passing through a period on the subject. It was the opinion of
of depression; but there was an enormous English and American writers that it was
crop yet to be removed from the country the locomotive branch of every railway
districts to the sea-board, and it was system that called for the most careful
absolutely necessary that the supply of attention, as if there was any leakage it
rolling-stock should be sufficient to meet was there it occurred.
all the requirements of the traffic.
Mr. McCOLL stated that a small expenMr. RICHAH.DSON observed that in diture was required to provide necessary accarrying out the proposed surveys the commodation at many up-country stations,
Government should not introduce a system and a portion of the money set down for
from which they would afterwards have to, rolling-stock might be applied for that
draw back. He had previously expressed purpose. He would suggest that after
the opinioll that the H.ailways StaIiding " rolling-stock" the words "or country
Committee should have power to get per- station requirements" be added.
manent surveys made, so that they might
Mr. MUNH.O said that the Railways
place reliable information before Parlia- ,Commissioners insisted that they absoment when they submitted their reports. lutely required all the money set down in
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the schedule; otherwise they would not get such language unless he was satisfied that
it was t.rue, and that he was speaking in
it.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN inquired whether the public interest. Statements were made
the rolling-stock for which the £200,000 by honorable members in that chamber
. was required was to be let out on contract 1 which they dared not make outside.
Mr. GRA VES said he was sorry that the
Mr. SHIELS said he understood that
was the system the Railways Commis- honorable member for Eastern Suburbs
sioners intended to adopt in the expendi- had implied directly or indirectly that he
ture of this money, but he had no power (Mr. Graves) was speaking from informato exercise any control over them in that tion which he could give to the House.
respect. rrhe amount for which the Rail- He had no information which he could
ways Commissioners asked for rolling- give to the House. He inferred no corrupstock was £300,000 ; but it was cut down tion or wrong to any man, except so far as
to £200,000. In preceding years, the cry an inordinate expenditure of money was
had been raised that the supply of rolling- concerned. It would be remembered that
stock was insufficient for the traffic, and it he had on a previous occasion to ask the
was necessary that provision should be House to inquire whether the expenditure
made for future requirements.
in the locomotive department was not
Mr. GRAVES stated that the Minister exceptional, but he had heard nothing
of Hailways ought to tell the committee from any official person cOllnected with
whether the £200,000 was to be expended t.he matter. Of course, however, he could
on day labour at the locomotive workshops ,use his eyes, and when he saw acres of
or under contract.
land along the lines covered with enormous
Mr. DUNN said he would like to have stacks of timber, he could understand that
an assurance from the Minister of Hail- a great, quantity of stuff had been brought
ways that the £100,000 for rolling-stock from England and not boen used. He
which was not yet hypothecated would be thought the leader of the Opposition had
expended under contract.
spoken in a very unfair way. It was unSir B. O'LOGHLEN suggested the in- precedented so far as he (Mr. Graves) was
sertion after "rolling-stock" 9f the words ,concerned.
'What he stated could be
"subject to the work being let by con- fullycorroboratod by the honorable member
for Melbourne North and in other ways.
tract."
Mr. GILLIES stated that tenders were
Progress was then reported.
always called for this work, and if the
The House adjourned at six minutes
price was not t.oo high the lowest tender past eleven o'clock p.m., until eleven
was accepted.
It was not considered o'clock a.m., the following day.
desirable to give one contractor the whole
of the work, and the maximum number of
waggons or carriages to be let. to one contractor was fixed. ThiB was done in order
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
that the work might be distributed. 'When
Friday, December 18, 1891.
the price quoted by country tenderers
was above that at which the contract was Horse-racing-Appropriation Bill-Railw/ly Loan Applilet in Melbourne, small quantities of the
cation Bill-Railways Act Amendment Bill-Friendly
work were offered at the Melbourne price
Societies Act Amendment Bill-Trusts Act Amendment Bill-Administration and Probate Act Amendto the tenderers in Ballarat, Sandhurst,
ment Bill-Agricul~ural Grants Bill-St. Arnaud
Castlemaine, and other places.
I twas
School of MinesSite Bill-Acts Correction Bill-Thistle
thought to be fairer to do that than to
Act Amendment Bill- Kyneton Market Reserye Billrefuse to give them any of the work at all,
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment Bill-Police
and the offers were usually accepted. The
Offences Act Amendment Bill-Licensing Act Amend·
ment Bill-Parliamentary Standing Committee on
honorable member for Delatite appeared
Railways Remuneration Bill-Local Government Act
to insinuate th~t there was no honest man
Amendment Bill-Constitution Act Amendment Act
under the sun but himself. (Mr. Graves
Amendment Bill--Railways Act Amendment Bill- " That is a very unfair statement.")
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal Mines) Bill
The honorable member spoke as if he had
-Electoral Rolls Purification Bill-Treasury Bonds
information which showed that there was
Bill.
something very wrong in the Railway derrhe PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
partment, and that an inquiry was necessary.
The honorable member, protected by the minutes past three o'clock p.m., and.read
privilege of Parliament, should not use the prayer.
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PETITION.
A petition was presented by the Hon. C.
SARGEANT, from members of the Church
of England at Buln Buln, in favour of Bible
reading in State schools.
HORSE-RACING.
The Hon. G. DAVIS said he felt it to
be his duty to call the attention of the
Government, without notice, to the fact
that it had become a practice to enter for
horse-racing horses which were totally unfit for the purpose. Yesterday there was
a horse race in which six horses fell. Surely
this was something requiring attention.
'rhe matter was an urgent one.
'rhe PRESIDENT.-There may be a
difference of opinion as to the urgency of
the quest,ion. It will be better for the
honorable member to give notice in the
ordinary way.
The Hon. G. DAVIS said he would bring
the matter forward again on the following
Tuesday.
APPROPRIATION BILL.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the second
reading of this Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
'~ehe Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through committee.
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD moved the t.hird
reading of the Bill.
The Hon. 'V. A. ZEAL said he wished
to draw the attention of the Government
to the salaries of a number of officers in
the Railway department. He said they
showed such extraordinary increases that
the matter ought to be looked into. He
would remark that, for the first time in his
experience, these salaries were fully set out
in the Estimates for the Railway department. While the late Engineer-in-Chief
(Mr. Thomas Higinbotham) for many years
received only £1,200 a year, and only in
the latter portion of his career £1,500 a
year, the department had now such
salaries as these - Engineer - in - Chief,
£1,500; Assistant Engineer - in - Chief,
£1,100; Engineer for Existing Lines,
£1,400; Assistant Engineer for Existing
Lines, £850; and Signal Inspector, £825.
In fact, the salaries in the Railway department were about 20 per cent. above
the salaries in other departments. There
was no parallel to this state of things in
any other department in the world. To
show how the Railway Estimates were prepared, he would mention such items as
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these :-'--Yard Inspector, £315; Lamp Inspector, £ 300; Block and Signal Inspectors,
at £300-aU extraordinary salaries to pay
for such services. It was high time these
things were looked into. Manyof theofficers
with large salaries had considerable sums
allowed to them additional for quarters.
One had £150 on that account, another
£100. Then there was Mr. Allison Smith,
Locomotive Superintendent, whom he
believed to be an efficient officer, but he
was only comparatively young in the
service, and was already put into the
maximum salary of £1,200 a year. r:Chere
was no knowing how far these things would
go. By-and-by, the whole railway revenue
would be handed over to the officers of
the department, leaving the interest to bo
paid out of the ordinary revenue.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated that,
as to whether the salaries in question were
out of proportion to the work done by the
various officers concerned, he held in his
hand a return which had been circulated
among honorable members. It showed the
difference between expenditure in the Railway department at the present time and
what it was in 1884, and he found that
the increases were very small indeed. In
1884 the Engineer-in-Chief received £1, 400
a year, and the Engineer of Existing Lines
£1,200. 'VeIl, the Engineer of Existing
Lines now received only £1,400, although
there had been an enormous increase to
his duties owing to the additions that had
been made to the railway mileage under
his control. 'Vith respect to the other increases in the Railway department during
the nine years in question, he found that
they were not so great as they would have
been in any ordinary mercantile establishment. Of course if the salaries were out
of proportion a strict inquiry should be
made, but honorable members should not
be carried away by any idea to the effect
that such a disproportion had been proved
to exist by statements that were apparently intended to create a feeling of
alarm. 'Vhen increased work was given
to an officer, of course his salary ought
to be increased. He (Mr. FitzGerald) had
not had time to give more than a hasty
glance at the return, but at present it impressed him .favorably from an economical
point of view.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
in addition to the increased salary of the
Engineer-in-Chief, he had now about four
other men to assist him in his work.
The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
RAILvVAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
Sir F. '].1. SAHGOOD, was read a first
time.
RAILWAYS ACT 'AMENDMENT BILL.
'].1he House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
'rhe hearing of witnesses at the bar, in
connexion with the Bill, was proceeded
with.
The CHAIRMAN.-I understand there
is no objection to the presence of the
Government Shorthand 'Writer. It is
usually, however, made the subject of a
motion.
Mr. Hi chard Speight, Chairman of the
Victorian Hailways Commissioners, was examined with reference to the Bill.
At the close of the examination the
witness retired.
The Hon. H. CUTHBEHTsaid he did not
know whether the committee desired any
further witnesses to be called or not. At
the time he gave notice of motion, he
said that he would call the Chairman of
the Railways Commissioners, and he was
perfectly satisfied that the points on which
he had any doubt had been cleared up by
the evidence of :Mr. Speight. If the committee desired, however, that the other
.commissioners should be called, he (:Mr.
Cuthbert) had no objection whatever.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" The other commissioners are in attendance.") If the committee wished for evidence to be called, he
was q nite prepared to ask the other commissioners to come forward and state
whether they differed from Mr. Speight's
evidence, but he did not want to t:::.ke up
the time of the committee by going over
the whole ground again. He was altogether in the hands of the committee and
would take whatever course the committee
wished.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked
that nobody else, as far as he knew, wanted
to 1;>ring the commissioners to the bar of
the Houso.
rhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that he
would move that the Chairman report
progress, in order that he might submit to
the House a proposal to send a message
to the Legislative Assembly, requesting
them to give leave to the Minister of
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Hailways to attend at the bar of the House
in order to give evidence.
1'he HOll. H. CUTHBERT said that if
there was going to be a conflict of testimony between the Minister of Hail ways
and the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, he would examine the other
commissioners.
The Hon. N. FITZGEHALD observed
that the committee might see fit to ask
for the evidence of the late Minister of
Railways (Mr. Gillies) if the matter was
to take this turn. (Sir F. T. Sargood" All right.") 1'he Chairman of the Railways Commissioners had proved that there
was no case, which was all that honorable
members who desired him to be called
wanted to prove.
The motion was agreed to, and progress
was reported.
The Hon., J. M. DAVIES moved"That a message be transmitted to the Legislative A.ssembly requesting that they will give
leave to the Hon. the Minister of Railways to
a,ttend, in order to his being examined by a
committee of the Legislative Council on the
Railways Act 1890 Amendment Bill."

The Hon. H. CUTHBEH T asked the
Minister of Justice if he had any objection
to insert the name of the Hon. Duncan
Gillies also? (Mr. J. M. Davies-" I have
no objection, but perhaps the better course
would be for you to propose a separate
motion. ") Very well.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT proposed"That a message be transmitted to the Legishtive Assembly, requesting that they will
give leave to the HOll. Duncan Gillies to attend
in order to his being examined by a committee
of the Legislative Oouncil on the Railways Act
1890 Amendment Bill."

1'he Hon. J. SEHVICE said he would
like to know what was the object of calling the Hon. Duncan Gillies to the bar
of the House? Thev could understand
the object of the Minister of Justice in
calling the Minister of Railways to the
bar, because he had a direct relation with
the period and circumstances they had
been discussing.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
he had been taken a little by surprise by
the proposal of the Minister of Justice,
because they had no intimation last evening, when this matter was under diseussion, that there was any intention to call
the Minister of Railways to the bar, but
the object he had in view in asking the
House to call the Hon. Duncan Gillies
to the bar was to elicit information
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as to the nature of the appointment conferred upon the Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners. Allusions had been made
to what had transpired bet\~'een the exMinister of Railways (Mr. Gillies) and the
Chairman of the Rail ways Commissioners,
with regard to promises given to Mr.
Speight by the late Government, and the
ex-Minister of Railways ought to have an
opportunity of giving evidence at the bar,
.and ·informing honorable members as to
what really took place between Mr. Speight
and himself. A promise had been made
to Mr. Speight by the late Government,
which the present Government were called
upon to perform. It might not be necessary to examine Mr. Gillies, but he would
like the opportunity of doing so if the
-circumstances required it, and although
he had not had an opportunity of conferring with that honorable gentleman to
ascertain if he would have any objection
to giving evidence at the bar, he was
rather inclined to think that Mr. Gillies
would be quite willing to give evidence, if
desired.
The motion was agreed to.
The House again went into committee
for the further consideration of this
Bill.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
other Railways Commissioners (Mr. Greene
and Mr. Ford) were in attendance ready
to be examined, and if it was intended
to examine them, now was the time. This
examination was at the discretion of honorable members who wished to examine
witnesses, and the commissioners now
present ought to be examined before the
Minister of Railways. It would be a most
inconvenient thing to examine one commissioner, then the Minister, and another
-commissioner after that. (Mr. FitzGerald
- " Why?") Because there were supposed
to be certain matters in difference, and to
take that course would be like examining
a witness for the plaintiff, then a witness
for the defendant, after that another witness for the plaintiff, and then a second
witness for the defendant. That would
be a most improper course, and would
seriously delay the proceedings.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said that
the objections just raised by the Minister
of Justice would be unanswerable in regard
to calling witnesses in a case in court,
but there was no plaintiff here, and no
defendant. The committee wanted information. (Mr. FitzGerald-" We want the
truth.") The last time witnesses were
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examined was on the Legal Profession
Amalgamation Bill in 1884, when the late
Dr. Hearn was at the head of what might
be termed the opposition to that Bill, and
witnesses were ca.lled first on oue side,
then on the other, according as it suited
the convenience of the witnesses and the
committee, and so it went on until both
sides had exhausted all the witnesses they
intended to call. He did not wan"t to
weary the committee by calling Mr. Greene
and Mr. Ford to go over the same ground
as Mr. Speight had traversed in his evidence, and they could not bring out any
new information. (Mr. FitzGerald-" The
Railways Commissioners work as one body
harmoniously.") Yes, and he took it that
Mr. Greene and Mr. Ford would agree
with the evidence that had been adduced
by Mr. Speight. Several honorable members expressed a wish the previous night
that some other witnesses should be called,
and two gentlemen's names were mentioned. The committee might proceed to
take their evidence.
'
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated that
Mr. Pratt moved that it should be an instruction from the House to the committee
that they should have power to examine
other witnesses.
The Hon J. M. DAVIES remarked
that, in order to prevent waste of time, he
begged to move that the Chairman report
progress and ask leave to sit again.
1'he Hon. H. GORE observed that some
little explanation was demanded from
honorable members sitting near him with
regard to the proposal to call Mr. Kibble
and Mr. Parker to the bar to give evidence.
The witnesses were not in attendance.
(Mr. Cuthbert--" 'Ve will dispense with
them.") It would be very little use
examining witnesses at the bar, because
if a chargewas made in reference to extravagance in railway construction or management, honorable members would require to
go over the ground before they could possibly arrive at a proper decision. 1'hat was
the reason he had not asked a single question.
The motion was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to some of the
Council's amendments, and agreed to one
amendment with an amendment.
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On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
the amendment was agreed with.
TRUSTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
On the motion of the Hon., J. M.
DAVIES, the amendments were agreEfd
with.
ADMINISTRATION AND PROBATE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
, time.
AGRICULTURAL GRANTS BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of Sir
F. T. SARGOOD, was read a first time. '
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hereafter be fixed in any rules of the
Supreme Court, and such fee should be
substituted for the fees of 50 guineas and
40 guineas payable under the present rules
of the Supreme Court.
rrhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
he must thank the Minister of Justice for
having acted so promptly on the suggestion
he (Mr. Cuthbert) made when the Bill was
last before the Council.
The amendment was agreed with.

POLICE OFFENCES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was ret\.lTIled from the Legislative Assembly, with a mess~ge intimating
that they insisted on their amendment in
this Bill with which the Legislative Council
had disagreed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the Council still insists on disagreeing with
the Assembly'S amendment. He stated
that the amendment consisted of a new
clause, giving friendly societies and the
ST. ARNAUD SCHOOL OF MINES
Eight Hours Anniversary Committee
SITE BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legisla- power to hold lotteries.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated that
tive Assembly, anp" on the motion of Sir
he was not present when this amendment
F. T. SARGOOD, was read a first time.
was discussed on the previous evening. A
great deal could be said in favour of the
ACTS CORRECTION 'BILL.
amendment. The funds raised by the
This Bill was received from the Legislalotteries held by friendly societies were
tive Assembly, and, on the motion of the
invariably given to the charitable instituHon. J. M. D'AVIES, was read a first time.
tions, and they were, therefore, a source
of benefit to the general public. The MelTHISTLE LA VV AMENDMENT BILL.
bourne Hospital had received thousands of
This Bill was received from the Legisla- pounds from the proceeds of these lotteries,
tive Assembly, and, on the motion of Sir and every honorable member who had atF. T. SARGOOD, was read a first time.
tended the gatherings held in connexion
KYNETON MARKET RESERVE BILL. with them must admit that they were of the
most orderly character. (Mr. ButtersThis Bill was received from the Legisla- " The lottery ticket is the admission
tive Assembly, and, on the motion of Sir ticket 1 ") Yes, and it only cost Is. If
F. T. SARGOOD, was read "a first time.
the proceeds of the lotteries were applied
to any improper purpose there would be
LEGAL PROFESSION PRACTICE ACT reason for objection to the amendment;
AMENDMENT BILL.
but the money was invariably given to the
This Bill was returned from the Legisla- charitable institutions.
tive Assembly, with a message intimating,
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS remarked
that they had agreed to the same with an that if lotteries were to be prohibited,
amendment.
gambling in every fonn should be stopped.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that (Mr. Bell-" They can still be held with
the amendment be agreed with. He stated the consent of the Attorney-General.") If
that the amendment consisted of a new that was so, the amendment was not re.
clause intended to carry out a suggestion quired.
that was made by Mr. Cuthbert. It proThe Hon. J. S. BUTTERS observed
vided that before any person was admitted that the arguments put forward by Mr.
by the Supreme Court to practise as a FitzGerald ought to induce the House to
barrister or solicitor he should pay a fee re-consider its decision with regard to this
of 50 guineas, or ,such other fee as might amendment. The Melbourne Hospital was
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now suffering from a want of funds, and
Parliament should not deprive it of the
assistance it received from these lotteries.
(Mr. Sargeant-" There should be a special
rate for the charitable institutions.") Yes,
and he trusted that a special rate would
yet be imposed. r:ehe term gambling was
not applicable to these lotteries, and there
, should not be any objection to them so
long as they were under the supervision of
the Attorney-General. There were a number of shops in the city used ostensibly for
the sale of tobacco, but which were simply
gambling resorts. If a clause were inserted
in the Bill to suppress this evil, some good
would be done; and it was high tilile that
attention ,,;as given to the matter.
The Hon. H. GORE said that if the
amendment was to be agreed to, it should
be extended to the Amalgamated Miners'
Association of Victoria, who were as much
entitled to the privilege of holding lotteries
as the friendly societies.
The Hon. J. BELL stated that the
change in the law proposed in the amendment was not required. If any of the
friendly societies desired to hold an art
union they could do so on obtaining the
consent of the Attorney-General; but they
were now asking for power to hold art
unions independently of the AttorneyGeneral. Parliament should not do anything which would encourage a spirit of
gambling in the community.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR remarked
that the friendly societies should be satisfied with the privileges the law at present
gave them. Gambling was increasing to
an alarming extent throughout the colony,
and the evil was one that called for the
attention of Parliament. The Government
would have to consider whether the totalizator system should not be introduced,
so as to prevent the people of the colony
being robbed as they were now, and large
sums of money being sent away every year
to the other colonies.
The Hon. W. PITT observed that the
art unions. held by the friendly societies
could not be characterized as gambling.
They were simply held as an inducement
to people to purchase tickets of admission
to the gatherings which took place in the
Friendly Societies Gardens. It had been
suggested that a special tax should be
levied forthecharitableinstitutions, but the
poor people of the colony would not be able
to pay such a tax. (Mr. Sargeant-" The
ratepayers.") The ratepayers had to bear
a sufficient burden of taxation already.
Ses.ion 1891.-[218]
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Disagreement with the amendment was
insisted upon.
A message was ordered to be transmittod
to the Legislative Assembly,' intimating
that the Council still insisted on disagreeing with the amendment.
LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. J. H.
ABBOTT, the amendments made in committee in this Bill were adopted.
The Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
PARLIAMENTARY STANDING
COMMITTEE ON RAIL WAYS
REMUNERA'rION BILL.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said that when
the Railways Standing Committee was appointed it was understood in both Housel:l,
and announced by Ministers, that remuneration would 'be given to them. The
question was left for final decision until it
had been seen how the committee shaped.
Honorable members must all agree that
the committee had done an enormous
amount of work. r:rhey had travelled far
and wide in the discharge of their duties,
and in many cases they had had to subject themselves to considerable personal
inconvenience. As the result of their
labours they had submitted a mass of information to Parliament which, would be-·
most valuable to honorable members in
dealing with questions of railway COllstruction. He did not anticipate that
there would be any objection to the Bill,
and he would not offer any further remarks
with regard to it.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that, in
the few remarks he made about the Railways Standing--Committee in speaking on
the Rail ways Act Amendment Bill, he did
not intend to convey that he was hostile
to any of the members of the committee,
but simply that he was opposed to the
proposal to place them in the position of
responsible Ministers. He appreciated tho
services which the committee had rendered
to the country. They had done admirable
work, and' they deserved the remuneration
to be given to them.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said he
concurred in the last remark made by Mr.
Service. Parliament was on the right
track now in their 'endeavours to prevent a
repetition of the mistakes that h~d been
made, in the past with regard to railway
, construction.
The Railways, Standing
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Committee were discharging highly important duties, and they were entitled to
the fees it was proposed to pay to them.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that he
had charge of the measure under which
the Railways Standing Committee were
appointed. 'Vhen it came before the
Council, and in moving the second reading,
he indicated that it was not intended then
to give them any payment. He stated,
however, that it was understood that if
the work they did was of such a character
that it took thcm from their homes and
from their private business for any considerable time they would be paid. The
committee had done. very useful work,
and they were entitled to the payment it
was now proposed to give them.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE said that he
concurred in everything that had been said
with reference to the work done by the
Railways Standing Committee, but he
dou,bted very much whether it was desirable to make the committee a permanent
one. It would be much better to limit
the duration of the appointment of the
committee. An entirely new departure was
being taken. By creating positions which
honorable members might desire to obtain
for their value, patronage would be placed
in the hands of Ministers which, in
some instances, might be exercised in an
undesirable manner. Some time ago the
House refused to consent to the appointment of commissioners under the
Education Endowment Bill, and the reason
was that it was thought to be inadvisable
that there should be Members of Parliament who received special payment by
virtue of appointments which woul4 be,
to some extent at any rate, at the disposal
of the Government.
The Hon. "V. PITT stated that he approved of the Bill. The appointment of
the Railways Standing Committee was a
step in the right direction, and if it had
been taken long ago many lines that were
now a drag on the Railway department
would never have been constructed.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS observed that
the Railways Standing Committee had so
far done excellent work, and the only objection he had to it was that it was to be
made a permanent institution.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR remarked
that the Railways Standing Committee
had rendered very valuable service to the
colony, but its influence might be greatly
extended by referring all public works to
cost more than b. certain amount to it for
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inquiry and report. There had been a.
great waste of money in connexion with
the irrigation. works, and if all public.
works were, in the first instance, referred
to this or to some other committee an
immense saving would, he believed, be
effected.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that the evidence \V hich had been given on
railway matters before the Railways Standing Committee was interested evidence,
and that it would be much more satisfactory if the services of three or four experts.
were employed to examine the lines. Themembers of the committee were no doubt
deserving of payment, but it was quite
certain they did not expect it when they
were appointed. It was very necessary
that the amount of the payment and the,
duration of the Act should be limited.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second tirn.e,.
and committed.
.
On clause 3, providing that the Act
should come into operation on the 9th of
October, 1890,
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he agreed
with the view just expressed hy Mr. Wallace. The members of the committee did
not contemplate being paid at first; but
their work speedily increased to such a
degree that it became evident that it would
be only fair to pay them. The Bill limited
the amount of payment to £5,000 and
travelling expenses, and it would not be
necessary to alter the amount if a provision
were inserted, limiting the duration of the
Act until the "end of the next session of Parliament. "Vhen the Bill was first before the
House, he called attention to its dangerous
character, because it had a tendency to
give an improper power to a corrupt Ministry to secure votes in Parliament. There
was a danger that this committee would
become too great a power in the State
altogether. He moved the addition to the
clause of the words "and shall continue
until the end of the next session of Parliament."
The Hon. D. HAM said he would support the amendment.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked that
the committee ought only to be continued
until the end of the present session.
The Hon. J. BELL stated that if the
committee was not continued beyond the
present session, all the work in progress
would be stopped, and they could not even
send in their report. He would support
the amendment.
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The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said the
committee had already recommended the
construction of railways to the amount of
£5,000,000, and, as there was no money
available, it would not be necessary for
them t.o do any more work for avery long
time.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT suggested that
the limit might be fixed at the beginning
of the next session.
The Hon. D. HAM said he thought Mr.
Service's proposal was only to continue
the committee to the end of the present
session, or he would not have supported
it.
The Hon. G. DAVIS remarked that he
took the view that the Act should only
have effect until the commencement of
next session. I t had now been in operation for fifteen months. It was a retrospective measure, and honorable members
in another place could make it retrospective aaain if they thought proper. When'
the co~mittee was appointed, he felt that
there were evils in connexion with it which
could only be discovered by experience.
It waR already apparent that it was becominO'
0 too great a power in the State.
When the other evening, he saw five
memb~rs of the committee voting in the
House unitedly, he could n~t help asking
himself what it meant.
The Hon. J. Sr:rERNBERG said the
committee had done valuable work, and
he would like them to be continued in
office until the end of next session.
The CHAIRMAN.-I think this is a
clause which we have not any power to
alter, because it deals with the duration
of an appropriation of money from the
general revenue. That is distinctly against
the resolution of the House of Commons,
whibh has always been acted upon by the
House of Lords. I find, by reference to
May, that in 1678 the Commons resolved-" That all aids and supplies, and aids to His
Majesty in Parliament, are the sole gift of the
Commons, and all Bills for the gran~ing ?f any
such aids and supplies ought to begm wIth the
Commons and that it is the undoubted and
sole right'of the Commons to direct, limit, and
appoint in such ~~lls t~e ~nd~, purposes, cC?nsiderations, condItIOns, lImItatIOns, and qualIfications of such grants, which ought not to be
changed or altered by the House of Lords."

May goes on to say" It is upon this latter resolutio~ that all proceedings between the two Houses In matters of
Supply are now founded. The prin~iple is
acquiesced in by the Lords, .and, except In cases
where it is difficult to determme whether a matter
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be strictly one of Supply or not, no serious difficulty can well arise. 'The Lords rarely attempt
to make any but verbal alterations, in which
the sense or intention is not affected; and, even
in regard to these, when the Commons have,
accepted them they have made special entries
in their Journal recording the character and
object of the amendments, and their reasons for
agreeing to them.
,
"In Bills not confined to matters of aId or
taxation, but in which pecuniary burdens are
imposed upon the people, the Lords may make
any amendment provided they do not alter the
intention of the Commons with regard to the
amount of the rate or charge, whether by increase or rednction, it·s duration, its mode of
assessment, levy, collection, appropriation, or
management; or the persons. who shall ,Pa:Y)
receive, manage, or control It; or the lImIts·
within which it is proposed to be levied."

It seems to me that it is impossible for us. '
under that authority to limit the duration
of this grant to any time at all.
The HOll. J. SERVICE said he had
always held to the opinion that the House
ought not to recognise the precedents of
the House of Commons and the House of
Lords. There were two sections in the
Constitution Act which were explicit. In
the first place, it was provided by the
56th section that all Bills for' appropriating any part of the revenue of Victoria, and for imposing any duty, rate,.
tax, rent, return, or impost should origi- .
nate in the Assembly, and might be rejected, but not altered, by the Council.
The clause. in discussion did not impose·
any duty, rate, tax, rent, return, or impost, and what he proposed was a reduction-not an increase--of the, burdens of .
the people. Then section 57 of the Constitution Act said : "It shall not be lawful for the Legislative
Assembly to originate or pass any vote, resolution, or Bill for the appropriation of any part
of the said consolidated revenue fund, or of
any other duty, rate, tax, rent, return, or
impost for any purpose which shall not have
been first recommended by a message of the
Governor to the Legislative Assembly during·
the session in which such vote, resolution, or'
Bill shall be passed. "

This matter had been a bone of contention'
for many years j but he maintained that.
the rights and privileges of the Council
were definitely defined by the 56th section
of the Constitution Act, and that his.
amendment did not come within the fourcorners of that. The House should not'
consent to give up any of the powers it
now posssessed, and it would be to the
advantage of the country if its powers in
regard to financial matters were increased.
The CHAIRMAN.-I think if the
honorable member will read the title of
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the Bill he will see that it is an Act of
appropriation. It is as follows :~" A Bill
intituled an Act to provide for the remuneration of the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways."
The Hon. J. A. 'WALLACE remarked
that if the Council could not amend the
Bill, there was nothing for it to do but
reject it altogether.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he must
admit, now that his attention was called
to the title of the Bill, that his argument:
could no longer be sustained.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD expressed
the hope that the amendment would be
persevered with. Surely the Council
(lould, in its wisdom, if it thought fit,
limit the duration of the Act to the end
of next session.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that
there was no doubt that the Bill was one
for the appropriation of money. Besides,
it had been already pointed out that the
-committee would cease to exist at the
~xpiration of this Parliament, and next
session it would rest with both Houses to
appoint members to the new committee.
Well, when that time arrived, this House
would have the whole question in its
hands. It had only to. refuse to, appoint
members of the committee and the committee would cease to exist altogether, for
sub-section 3 of section 6 was peremptory:"No quorum shall consist exclusively of
members of the Legislative Council or of members of the Legislative Assembly."

The Hon. S. W. COOKE expressed the
opinion that, in the face of .the fact that
the Chairman's ruling was undoubtedly
correct and also of the statement just
made by the Minister of Defence, it would
be well to pass the Bill at once..
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT thought
there was a good deal to be said in favour
of facing the difficulty by introducing a
separate Bill dealing with the subject.
It might be late in the day, but he would
venture to say that the Minister of Justice would in a very short time draft a
'measure that would answer the purpose.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES considered
that it would be a fatal mistake to adopt
-any course of the kind just suggested.
According to the opinion expressed in the
'Council, so far from wishing to put an end
to the committee, honorable members were
anxious to extend it to all public works.
If at any time the Act was found to be
working badly, the House could easily
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render it a dead letter by refusing to appoint representatives at all. If its representatives refrained from attending meetings of the committee no businesf" could
be done.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that, upon
the whole, he thought it would be well for
the House to q'_lietly pass the Bill.
The Hon. J. A. 'VALLACE considered
that it would be a good plan to seud the
Bill back to the other Chamber and ask
them to alter the title of the Bill. 'rhen
the Council would be able to amend it.
The lIon. S. FRASER observed that
Mr. Service had given sage counseL No
good could come from rejecting the Bill
and so throwing down the gauntlet to
another place. No doubt the committee
had done a great deal and saved the
country much money.
'rhe CHAIRMAN.-This discussion is
out of order at the present stage, when
the only question before us is that clause
3 stand part of the Bill.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE said that to
put the discussion in order he would move
that the Chairman leave the chair.
The Hon. C. J. HAM remarked that to
reject the Bill would be an .ungracious act,
seeing that the good work done by the
committee was generally recognised. Besides, it. should be borne in mind that
when the committee was formed it was
done in a spirit of much generosity towards
this Chamber, seeing that it was' given
equal powers with another place. Probably the committee had saved the country
millions of money.
The Hon. J. BELL said there was no
question of throwing down the gauntlet to
the other Chamber. Still he thought it
would be best to pass the Bill without'
further delay.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated
that he would join in the request to honorable members to let the Bill pass at once.
The powers of limitation possessed by the
Council would be quite strong epough.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked that
when the Bill which was now the principal Act was under consideration in this
Chamber he himself stated, on his own
responsibility; that if the committee did
good work they' would probably be considered fairly entitled to remuneration.
Although he would have gladly supported
the amendment, yet he felt bound to acquiesce in the ruling of the Chairman.
Under the circumstances, he would support the Bill.
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The question that the Chairman leave
the chair was put and negatived.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported to the House with an amendment,
and the report was adopted.
The Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to some of the
Council's amendments and disagreed with
others, and agreed to some with amendments.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that, as a
number of the amendments would require
to be carefully considered, he begged to
move that the message be' taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.
rrhe motion was agreed to.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
. The message from the Legislative Assembly, disagreeing with the amendments
made by the Council in this Bill, was taken
into consideration.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
House do not insist on its amendments.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that, as
honorable members all knew exactly what
they were going to do, they might just as
well negative the motion forthwith.
rrhe Hon. G. DAVIS said he desired,
before this matter finally passed out of
the hands of the Council, to appeal to the
common sense and forbearance of honorable members, because it involved one of
the most serious constitutional difficulties
that llad ever confronted this Chamber
and the Parliament of Victoria. '1'he
Council ought to endeavour to effect a
compromise. (Mr. FitzGerald - " What
compromise ~") (Mr. Cuthbert--" There
is no compromise.") He intended to propose the compromise he had previously
'.submitted to the Council, because he believed it would prevent future difficulty
and danger. This Bill would reduce the
voting power of every elector to one vote,
and his proposal was that the voting
power of each elector should be limited to
two votes in different electorates. '1'h0
Government would be disposed to favorably consider that amendment, and he
did not think there would be any difficulty
in securing for it a majority in another
place, and removing the danger which
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now threatened the Constitution of the
country.
Under the present law, an
elector could exercise twenty votes in
twenty different electorates, and he trusted
that the Council would pause before taking
upon itself the responsibility for the continuance of that system, seeing that they
might effect a· compromise limiting each
elector to two votes in two different electorates. If that course was not taken they
would soon be .faced with the great
dangers of those old constitutional difficulties, of which they had had such bitter
experience ill the past. After the House
had disposed of the motion now before
the Chair, he would move that a conference be held between the two Houses
of Parliament. (Mr. Cuthbert-" Oh, no ;
it is too late for that.") It was not too
late to endeavour to effect some compromise, and unless the Council opened
that door, the hour might come when
there would be no door left open for them.
This House had already supplied fuel for
a great popular blaze by its reactionary
impracticable proposals in Mr. Service's
amendment, and they might be put in
the position of having to accept the
principle of one man one vote contained
in the Bill as first presented to the Council,
or block the business' of the country by
rejecting it.. He (Mr. Davis) had been
misrepresented, presumably because he
was misunderstood, as seeking to lessen
the voting power of the farming community; but no man could truthfully say
that his proposal, if carried, would have
that effect. Few farmers could vote more
than twice under the present pro:.:>osal,
and under his proposal, ,they would still
be able to vote twice. (Mr. FitzGerald"In the same electorate 1 ") No, in
different electorates; but the adoption of
his proposal would increase the voting power
of the farmers relatively, because it would
lessen the power of the suburban voter,
who could now vote twenty times in twenty
different electorates in which he had property. (Mr. FitzGerald-" But nobody
ever did it.") W'hy, the Premier of the
colony publicly declared that he himself
voted sixteen times in one day. (Mr. FitzGerald-" And he has regretted it ever
since.") Honorable members might ask,
"What are we getting for what we are
giving ~ VVe are giving up this multiplicity of voting power in the suburbs,
and getting nothing in return." 'VeIl, they
would get something in return. rrheywould
secure the probability of political peace,
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and avoid the grave political dangers
they would have to face if they proceeded
in a reactionary uncompromising spirit.
The course he suggested could be adopted
without any alteration of the electoral roll,
and the acceptance of that compromise
would satisfactorily settle. the. question.
He had now discharged what he felt to be
his duty to the House and to the country,
and if trouble came through unwise pro·ceedings on the part of the Council, he
'\vould be free from blame.
The amendments were insisted upon.
The Hon. G. DAVIS moved" That a free conference be desired with the
Legislative Assembly on the Bill intituled 'An
Act to amend the Constitution Act Amendment
Act 1890.'"

After a pause,
The PRESIDENT.-Does any honorable member second the motion 1
The Hon. C. J. HAM seconded the
motion.
The PRESIDEN1' having put the qtleStion, and declared that the" Noes" had it,
a division was called for.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD inquired if
Mr. G. Davis had any reason to know, as
a matter of fact, that if this House did
insist on its amendments those amendments would not be accepted by another
place1
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL asked the President if Mr. FitzGerald was in order in rising
to address the House after the question
had been put and a division called fod
(Soveral Honorable Members-" Divide.")
He would ask for the President's ruling on
the mattor.
The PRESIDENT.-The question was
put, and I gave it in favour of the "Noes."
A division is called for j a division will
take place.
The House divided on the motionAyes
18
Noes
13
Majority for the motion

5

AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
II
Buchanan,
" J. M. Davies,
" G. Davis,
Dr. Dobson,
Mr. Gore,
" C. J. Ham,
" D. Ham,
" McCulloch,
" Morey,

Mr. Pitt,
II
Pratt,
" Roberts,
" Sargeant,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Sternberg,
Zeal.
Teller.
Mr. Fraser.
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1\11'.
"
"
"
"
II

"

Bruntoll,
Butters,
Connor,
Cooke,
Cuthbert,
FitzGerald,
Service,

Mr. Thornley,
" D. S. "Yallace,
" J. A. 'Vallace,
" Winter-Irving,
;, :Wynne.
Teller.
Mr. Bell.

The Hon. G. DAVIS said he desired to
consult honorable members as to the
members who should be appointed to represent the Council in the conference
between the two Houses, and he would
defer proposing the names of the members
until the next day of meeting.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMEN1'
BILL.
The House having gone into committee
for the further consideration of this Bill,
rrhe Hon. W. McCULLOCH moved
that Mr. Speight, the Chairman of the
Victorian Railways Commissioners, be recalled to the bar. He said he desired to
put a few questions to Mr. Speight in
regard to a charge which he(Mr. McCulloch)
made against the Railway department last
night in reference to three stations on the
Ararat to .Avoca line. He was sorry that
he was not in his place that afternoon
when Mr. Speight was called to give
evidence at the bar, because some honorable members seemed to think that he had
run away from the charge he made j but
he had to choose between coming to the
House and attending the funeral of a
grandson, and, from feelings of sympathy
with the bereaved parents, he preferred
to go to the funeral.
rrhe motion was agreed to.
Mr. Richard Speight, Chairman of the
Victorian Railways Commissioners, was
examined with reference to the Bill.
At the close of the examination the
witness retired.
The Hon. N. FITZG~RALD inquired
whether the presence in the chamber of the
other witnesses who were summoned to
attend was required?
The CHAIRMAN.-The witnesses are
discharged from further attendance.
The consideration of the Bill was resumed.
.
Discussion took place on clause 3, which
was as follows:"(1) Nothwithstanding anything contained
in Part I. of the Public Works Act 1890"(a) the responsible Minister of the Crown
for the time being administering the
Railways Act 1890 shall, without
further or other authority than this
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Act, be it Vice-President of the Board
of Land and Works for all purposes,
and
"(b) the Chairman and Vice-Chairman for
the time being of the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Raihvays
shall, without further or other
authority than this Act, be members
of the said board, for the purpose
only of carrying out the duties,
powers, and authorities by this
Act imposed and conferred on such
board.
" (2) The number of vice-presidents of the said
"board shall not exceed three, and the whole
number of members of the said board may be
increased to ten.
" (3) Except the president and vice-presidents
·of the board, and the said chairman and vice{!hairman, no membe~ of the board shall exercise
.any right, power, duty, or authority by this Act
conferred or imposed on the board or the members thereof. II

The Hon. J. SERVICE moved the omis,sion of sub-section b.
He said it W3.S
not ne,cessary that he should repeat the
remarks he made on the second reading
of the Bill, with reference to this sub,section. 'rhis was an entirely new departure from the system which had hitherto
been adopted. 'fhe Board of Land and
"Vorks had been in existence for the last
30 years, and the responsibility for the
,actions of that board had rested upon a
Minister of the Crown--either the Minister
of Lands, as President, or the Minister of
Public Works, as Vice-President. For the
first time it was proposed to associate with
them gentlemen occupying the position of
private members, and who were utterly
irresponsible, in the sense of that respollsibility which was inseparable from executive action. ,]~he powers of the board
were to be of a very extensive character,
and all the members of the board were to
be prohibited from exercising "a~1y right,
power, duty, or authority by this Act conferred or imposed," except the Ministers
.and the Chairman and Vice-Chairman
of the Railways Standing Committee.
The functions of the board comprised
:such duties as the follo\ving :-To certify to the completion of any line.
Under the principal Act two members
formed a quorum of this board; but supposing throe members were present, in,cluding the president, two members who
had no responsibility could outvote the
Minister upon such an important question
as that of certifying that a railway had
been completed and should be handed
over to the commissioners. Then, again,
all money appropriated by Parliament was
to be spent by the board, and the board
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might enter into contracts for railways.
Thus Mr. Zeal and Mr. Bent might sign a
contract for a new railway after outvoting
the Minister in regard to that railway.
'1'he powers of the board also included
compounding for breach of a contract and
dealing with all the appointments and dismissals in the department, and all these
functions might be performed by two
gentlemen who were in no way responsible
to Parliament. As appeals against penalties might be decided by one member, the
chairman or vice-chairman of the committee would have the power of remitting
penalties. He regarded thp.se provisions
as one of the chief blots in Part 1. of the
Bill, and if it were retained he would be
compellcd to vote against the measure
altogether.
'1'he Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
the chairman and the vice-chairman could
not overrule the president and vice-president, because by simply leaving the room
the two last mentioned could destroy the
quorum, and they could always take ca,re
that other members of the board were
present besides the Chairman and VieeChairman of the Railways Standing Committee. The chairman and vice-chairman
could not sign a railway contract against
the will of the president, because it would
have to be under seal. (Mr. Service"Then their presence is a mere sham ~")
Their presence would not be a sham; they
would be able to vote, but they would not
be able to' overrule the president unless
the latter chose. '1.'he seal could not be
affixed to a contract except in the presence of a quormm of the board. It was
considered that the Chairman and the ViceChairman of the Hailways Standing Committee would have a great knowledge of
the nature of the country and of the
materials which it would be best to employ when new lines were under considera~
tion, that they would give valuable information and assistance, and that they
would have an interest in seeing that the
estimates which the committee had given
the board were not exceeded.
It was
said that they would not be responsible to
Parliament, but he hardly thought that
the Chairman of Commissioners was
directly responsible to Parliament. (Mr.
FitzGerald - "'1.'he commissioners are
under the control of Parliament.") '1' he
Board of Land and ,\Y orks would also be
under the control of Parliament. He could
understand the argument which had been
raised if the Government were taking
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the power of construction away from had never asked a favour from any GoMinisters and handing it over to an out- vernment.
He had been several times
side body; but they were taking the con- offered office, and he had always refused,
strnction branch away from a body which because it did not fit in with his ideas of
had no responsibility to Parliament at duty. As far as he was personally conall, because the commissioners could not cerned he did not wish to be appointed on
be removed except upon the ground of the committee, but he was asked by the
inability or misbehaviour, and it would be . Government, and he had accepted the
yery difficult to prove either of those two position. He desired to say now that this
things to Parliament. Unless better rea- portion of the Bill did not proceed from
s·ons could be advanced for striking out any suggestion on the part of the comthe sub-section, it ought certainly to be mittee. On the contrary, the provision
r0tained.
referred to was against his wish.
11he Hon. S. \V. COOKE said he hoped
The Hon. J. SEHVICE observed that
tlmt Mr. Service's amendment would be everyone recognised the truth of Mr.
accepted, because if the Chairman and Zeal's observations, and that he need not
Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing defend himself.
Committee were put on the board it would
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE stated that
b8 used as an argument for the continu- the appointment of members of the comance of the committee, and he wished the mittee to the board was discussed by the
committee to come to an end.
committee, and though they were UllThe Hon. N. FITZGERALD remarked willing at first to consent to it, they at
that a further reason against the inclusion .length unanimously approved of the proof the chairman and vice-chairman of the posal. There was a distinct advantage in
c;)mmittee was that it would be establish- members of the committee being associated
iug a grave precedent for shifting the with the board, because they travelled
rc::)ponsibility from the Minister, and over the country and obtained a great
creating another buffer to protect the deal of millute knowledge which ,,,ould
Government. Besides, it depended upon be of much value in connexion with the
the House whether the committee should authorization of the construction of lines.
bc appointed again or not; and what was vVho was to aid the Minister if the memthe use of adding some of its members to bers of the committee who had been
a board under those circumstances. He educated in this useful way were to be
did not approve of bringing into existence excluded 1 If the members of the comanother irresponsible board, to lessen the mittee did their duty on the board, such
f:rievances now complained of. vVhat an exposure as had been made that night
security was there that the president or in regard to the erection of stations could
vice-president would understand anything not oecnr in the future. The same blunat all about railway construction, and the ders, it must be remembered, had been
perpetrated on other lines also. On the
~1inister would always be able to shelter
h1mself behind them. He hoped that the Great Southern line, for instance, there
cJmmittee of the House had made up its were stations which were not required at
mind that it ·would not have any division extraordinary short intervals. On this
of responsibility. If the Minister under- line there were stations at 27! miles,
telok the construction of lines he should 30t miles, 35i, 37 43, 45, a'nd 47 i
be responsible to the country, and not miles, while the same thing was repeated
divide the responsibility between members on other sections of the same line, and in
of a body who were brought into existence Ballarat, Gippsland, and other districts.
for an entirely different purpose. The Blunders of this kind were most deploridea that the committee was to be made able, for there was no traffic to justify the.
a permanent one seemed to run all through outlay. If one or two well-informed men
had been in a position to instruct the Gothis part of the Bill.
'rhe Hon. J. S. BUTTERS said he vernment these gigantic losses would not
thought that the written report of the have been made. Sometimes he had been
chairman and vice-chairman of the com- amused at seeing stations at places where
mittee to the Minister ought to be enough, there was absolutely no traffic. On the
\';ithout appointing them on the board. Redesdale line, in his own district, there.
Their report would, no doubt, be invaluable. were seven stations within 12 miles.
The Hon. \V. A. ZEAL remarked that One had produced an income of £6 5s. in
during his long service in Parliament he six months; another £13 4s. 2d.; and
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others £33 4s., £21 7s. 6d., £13, and £80 rely on the Railways Commissioners alone.
lOs. 7d. respeetively. At Redesdale the I t took good men of business to decide
income was only £381; and the total in- where stations should be put. The evicome from the 15th of January to the dence that had been taken went to prove
30thJ une, 1891, was £551 12s. lld., while that Victoria should adopt the system
the total cost of the line was £86,471. "adopted in New South 'Vales.
That
This represented a loss in the shape of colony did not go in for expensive stations
interest to the amount of £7,000 a year in remote districts, but it had travelling
for the Redesdale line alone. He would stations-that was to say, guards who
agree with Mr. Service if the honorable issued tickets and did all the station work
member could show that the work it was necessary. The" station buildings were
proposed to impose upon the members of often mere sheds, which were known as
the committee could be better done by flag stations. But look at the stations
some one clse.
on the Victorian lines. 'Vho was responThe Hon. W. McCULLOCH said he sible for putting the country to this enorwas not much in love with the board, and mous expense ~ He would admit that Mr.
he did not think that Mr. Service's amend- Speight had given some explanation that
ment would do any good. If all the night about the difference in the estimembers of the committee did their duty mates, and how lines which were to cost
the president and vice-president ought to £5,000,000 came in the end to cost
be two of the very best men on the board. £7,500,000, but he would still protest
Had this colony had such a committee as against this enormous outlay on stations.
they had in New South VV-ales millions of At least £40,000-representing £1,600 a
money would have "been saved during the year, had gone in the erection of the
last ten years. It was absolutely neces- Maryborough station. It was to be hoped
sary to have men at the board who could that the present discussion would bear
prevent t.he terrible waste of the Railways good fruit in the way of stopping the
Commissioners. Mr. Speight made a very putting up of useless stations.
nice speech that evening, but for him to
The Hon. J. S'rEHNBERG said he intalk in the way he did was utter nonsense. tended to support the clause as it stood.
With respect to the three stations that It was absolutely necessary that the
had been referred to not 100 settlers country should have the members of the
could be found in all the district round. committee travelling about, and of course
At two of the stations not a house was to that would involve remuneration. With
be seen.
respect to the question of stations, he
The Hon. H. GORE remarked that on would mention that at vVaranga, not far
the Dean's Marsh line, 10* miles long, there from Rushworth, a statioIl had been
had been a great waste in the matter of erected at the top of a hi]], and in conearthworks.
He had taken out the sequence 40,000 yards of earth had to be
quantities, and he found an absolute waste removed, whereas had the station been
of £15,000. It had been spent in remov- erected on level ground lower down the
ing earth that need not have been re- whole expense would have been saved.
moved, and it would not have been N ow that the colony had the Hail ways
removed had the works been properly Standing Committee, its Chairm:1n and
supervised. The" engineers had cut away Vice-Chairman ought to be members of the
some 60,000 yards of earth, in order to board.
form a station where there would not be
The Hon. G. DAVIS stated that the
goods traffic amounting to a single ton per Railways Standing Committee had never
annum. As for the stations on the line, two been in favour with him, and he would do
of them were respectively erected opposite all in his power to prevent the extension
the properties of two of the local station- of their influence. He would vote for the
holders, who were the only inhabitants in amendment, and indeed against the clause
the neighbourhood, and who had the altogether. It was suggested earlier in the
barren honour of having the stations called evening that the labours of the committee
after their names.
would soon cease because they won ld
The Hon. J. M. PRArT thought the have done all they had to do, b~lt under
discussion clearly showed that business this clause their labours would be made
men of experience in railway conRtruction continuous, because there must be a chairwere badly wanted on the hoard. Cer- man and vice-chairman to sit on the
tainly it would not do in such matters to board. As to the question of stations, he
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was informed that one cause of the large
working expenses in this colony was to be
found in the great number of stations on
the Victorian lines as compared with those
on the New South Wales lines. Although
the Victorian mileage was considerably
less than that of New South 'Vales, this
colony had 300' more stations, mostly
suburban. (Mr. FitzGerald-" The traffic
is more concentrated in this colony.")
Again, he was informed that while the
New South ·Wales lines carried 17,000,000
passengers per annum, the Victorian lines
carried 71,000,000. Here was a difference
of 54,000,000. (Mr. Pratt-" The New
South Wales lines pay a dividend, while
the Victorian lines do not.") It should be
remembered that for three years the New
South Wales Government added no new
lines to its system. That explained the
difference. Honorable members seemed
not to see the full weight of the evidence
that had been given in respect of new
lines. Year after year the expenses connected with them would be dwindling
down, while. the traffic would be greater and
greater. ·What struck him most painfully
in this respect was that the public were
become panic-stricken about the railways.
What evil results had they to fear if they
only kept themselves calm and dispassionate
over these public matters 1 'J.'he present
depression was only temporary, but if they
lost their heads they knew not what evils
would come upon them. The country
looked to this Chamber for calmness, and
above all things for safeguards. Parliament
had deliberately made railway construction
a primary principle of developing the
country, and yet honorable members were
now turning round and saying, "Oh, we
l1ave made such mistakes in the past."
He had never been favorable to the appointment of the Railways Standing Committee, and he hoped the Council would
cripple its powers in every way they could.
If he could have his way, the committee
would not be a permanent one, because
already he had seen the evils that it had
created. It had created a constitutional
difficulty. He had always been in hostility
to the committee, and would continue to
be, preferring the old system with Ministerial responsibility, before the Railways
Standing Committee. If the committee
was to be a permanent body, he hoped they
would strike out the sub-section under consideration.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL observed that
there was great force in Mr. Service's
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remarks as to the constitution of this
board· of railway construction, but what
was the remedy7 It was difficult to know
what should be done under the present
circumstances. Already there was a deficiency of £62,744 on the working of the
railways for the twenty-three weeks of this
financial year over and above the deficiency
for the corresponding period of last year,
and it was absolutely necessary that some
means should be devised to bring about a
better state of affairs in our rail way
finances. The necessity for reform was
obvious to anyone who would look into
the figures. For instance, taking working
expenses at 70'05 per cent. of the revenue,
and interest on the capital at 4 per cent.,
the Briagolong line cost £51,685, it should
return £5,726, its gross revenue was
£1,349, so that it entailed a loss of £4,377
per annum. The Moe to 'J.'horpdale line
cost £114,394, its revenue was £6,057,
it should return £12,640, so that there
was a loss of £6,583. At N oradjuha there
was a handsome brick station that would
do for any of the suburbs of Melbourne.
'J.'he vVaubra line cost £68,960, it should
return £7,621, but its revenue was only
£4,442, so that there was a loss of £3,179.
rrhe Avoca to Ararat line cost £ 164, 219, and
in the seven months it had been open from
18th November to 30th June, during the
wheat season, it had returned only £1,600
whereas it should have returned £18,157,
so that there was a loss of £16,557. The
'J.'erang to Mortlake line cost £55,175, it
should have returned £6,097, its actual
revenue was £3,557, so that the loss was
£2,540. The vVodonga to Tallangatta
line cost £174,500, it should return
£19,282, but its revenue was only at the
rate of £118s. pOl'day. (MI'. J. A. vVallace
- " That is an entirely new line.") The
Lilydale to IIealesville line cost £208,288
it should pay £23,015, its returns were
only £8,673, so that the loss was £14,342.
(Mr. Pitt-" But it has greatly increased
the value of the country in that district.") The Ballarat line via Bacchus
Marsh lost the country £50,000. The
Queenscliff line cost £111,700, and should
return £12,342. The Coburg and Somerton line cost £70,725, it should return £7,815, its revenue was £962,
and the loss was, therefore, £6,853.
The Branxholme to Casterton line cost
£175,977, it should pay £19,445, but
its revenne was only £8,456, so that it
entailed a loss of £10,989 per annum.
The Everton to Bright line cost £185,000,
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it should return £20,442, its actual return
was £8,383, so that the loss was £12,059.
The Echuoa to Toolamba line cost
£181,967, it should return £20,007, its
revenue was £13,800, so that the loss
was £6,207. Tho Morwoll to Mirboo line
cost £152,954, it should return £16,901,
its actual revenue was £9,956, so that the
loss was £6,945. (Mr. Brunton-" Parliament is to blame for them all.") Granted,
but there was something in the management of 'their working. Parliament had
sanctioned the construction of the lines,
but the estimates of cost amounted to
£5,000,000, and the actual cost was
£7,500,000. Whoever was appointed onthe
board it was necessary that something should
be done to check the expenditure on rail way
construction, or the whole colony would
soon be reduced to a state of bankruptcy.
The Hon. D. HAM remarked that Mr.
Service's amendment did not cast any
reflection upon the present Chairman and
Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing
Committee. They had rendered valuable
service, but in the future gentlemen
might be appointed to those positions who
had not the same ability. If they were
appoin ted members of the Board of Land
and vVorks they would have important
powers, in the exercise of which they
would not be responsible to Parliament
and to the country in the sense in which
a Minister of the Crown was responsible.
Some one Minister should be directly responsible to Parliament for railway construction, and the Board of Land and
Works without the Chairman and ViceChairman of the Railways Standing'Committee could do all the work required
from it. If the clause was agreed to as it
stood, and Parliament decided next session
not to re-appoint the Railways Standing
Committee difficul ty would occur.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE observed
that the statement made by Mr. Zeal
showed how money had been squandered
in connexion with the Railway department,
and a change ,vas certainly necessary.
~rhere had been a good deal said about responsible Ministers; but Ministers had all
along been responsible to Parliament, and
they had not been able to prevent the
construction of lines that would not pay.
Too much political influence was brought
to bear on Ministers, and what was req uired was a board composed of three
good business men outside of Parliament.
He was sure that such a board would make
the railways pay.
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The Hon. T. BRUNTON said that the
merits of this Bill were thoroughly debated by Mr. Service on the second reading, and there was only one point on which
he did not agree with the honorable member. That was in his statement that the
majority of the Railways Commissioners
should rule here, as in New South vVales.
All men were not equal-Mr. Greene was
an engineer, and Mr. Ford was a very
respectable bookkeeper, and a very estimable man. In New South Vvales there
were Mr. Eddy and Mr. Fehon, who had
had a long training and practical experience in railway matters. Mr. McCulloch
had stated that the management of the
Victorian railways was not giving satisfaction to the general public. He was, perhaps, the oldest receiver of grain in Melbourne, and he loaded the first ship that
left the colony for England with grain.
He had watched the development of the
grain trade from its very beginning, and
he knew the difficulties that were formerly
experienced in sending grain from the
country districts to the seaboard. '1'here
never existed a more honest man than the
late Mr. John Anderson; but when he
was Traffic Manager 6f tho Victorian railways, and any improvement was suggested, the only answer given was, "It cannot be done." The improvement that was
effected by Mr. Speight was something
marvellous. Before then the public had
been subservient to the management, but
Mr. Speight had endeavoured to make the
management subservient to the public. In
1883 there was a splendid crop of wheat,
and almost every station in the colony was
blocked. A deputation from the corn trade
waited upon Mr. Speight, and the way in
which he handled the subject was something quite new. In every instance in
which he had met Mr. Speight, that gentleman had shown a desire to meet the wants
of the public in carrying on the business
of the Railway department, and the most
.ample testimony had been borne to his
ability, and to the valuable services he had
rendered to the colony, by the large trading
firms in the city. Mr. Speight was nothing
to him (Mr. Brunton), but he thought
that gentleman'S value should be measured
by the ability he had shown in endea.vouring to meet all the reasonable requjrtlments
of the public. The blame for the present
condition of things lay primarily with
Parliament and with the Government. A
system of "squeezing" was a.dopted which
was disastrous in its results. No man had
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any chance of becoming the representative
of any country district in Parliament
unless he promised to do everything he
could to secure a rail way for the district.
Members were compelled to strive for as
great a share of the" loaves and fishes" as
possible, and' their position was being
reduced to that of a mere delegate.
Parliament and the Government were to
blame for, the condition of things disclosed
by the figures read by Mr. Zeal. He was
informed that Mr. J. A. Wallace used all
the influence he could to get the line
from Beechworth to Yackandandah constructed, and that line stood out as a conspicuous failure. The whole system was
wrong, and a complete change was required.
He did not think it would be wise to appoint the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of
the Hailways Standing Committee to the
board. He was disappointed in that committee, and he thought its existence gave
too much power to the Government of the
day. In New South 'Vales, when the
members of the Railways Committee were
investigating the subject of new lines,
neither the parliamentary representative
for the district nor anyone interested in
the project was allo"red to accompany the
committee. Of course, the present chairman and vice-chairman of the Victorian
committee were strictly hou9rable men;
but their successors might not always be
so. He would vote against this particular
provision of the Bill, but he hoped that
the measure would be made as perfect as
possible, in order that it might satisfy the
demands of. the country and relieve Mr.
Speight from a great deal of responsibility.
His own opinion was that only three
more lines were necessary in this colonyone through Gippsland j the second from
Dimboola to Mildura; and the third from
vVarracknabeal, to open up the mallee
country. As to the faults of railway
porters, he thought the travelling public
were often very mean. He had travelled
through most of the' countries of the old
world in which there were, railways, as well
as America, and he unhesitatingly said
that there was no other country in which
the locomotive engines used could be compared with those to be found in this
colony.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT said he
thought it was hardly advisable that the
Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee should have
seats on the construction board; but he
was of opinion that the board should have
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the power of calling in those two gentlemen as consultative persons.
'fhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
if the committee wanted to give effect to
the view of Mr. Sargeant, it could be done
by striking out from sub-section 3 the
words, "and the said chairman and vicechairman." He did not invite the committee to do this, but he would prefer such
an amendment to that proposed by Mr.
Service.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
his view was that all the information in
possession of the chairman and vice-chairman of the, committee could be made
available for the board without making
those ,two gentlemen members of the
board. He thought it would be a mistake to adopt the suggestion of Mr. Sargeant.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT remarked that
he did not think that the Board of Land
and Works had any power to compel
witnesses to attend.
The committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the clauseAyes
14
Noes ...
17
Majority for the amendment

3

AYRS.

Mr. Abbott,
" Buchanan,
J. M. Davies,
" Fraser,
" Gore,
" ·C. J. Ham,
" McCulloGh;
" Melville.

Mr. Morey,
" Pratt,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Sternberg,
" 'Vynne,
" Zeal.

Teller.

:Mr. Fraser.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"

Bell,
Brunton,
Butters,
Connor,
Cooke.
Cn th bert,
G. Davis,
FitzGerald,
D. Ham,

Mr.
"
"
"

"
"
"

'Pitt,
Sargeant,
Service,
Thornley,
D. S. Wallace,
J. A. Wallace,
Winter-Irving.

:Pelle?·.
Mr. Orimwade.

The Hon. J. SERVICE suggested that
the Minister of Justice should draft a
clause providing that the board should be
able, whenever it desired, to obtain such
information as it might need from the
Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee.
,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he would
endeavour to comply with the request.
The clause, having been consequentially
amended, was agreed to.
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On clause 4, which was a; follows : "The Board of Land and Works (hereinafter
called the board) shall construct all lines of railway which Parliament may hereafter authorize to
be constructed by the board, and for such purpose shall be the 'constructing authority'
thereof within the meaning of the Railways
Standing Committee Act 1890,"

The Hon. W. A. 'ZEAL moved the insertion, after the word " constructed,"
(line 4) of the words, " and completed."
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD moved,
that progress be reported.
'rhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he hoped
the committee would do a little more
work that night, because if they did not
there would be all the more to do on Monday. They had spent three hours over
one clause.
The motion was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
RAILWAYS CONSTRUCTION
(KORUMBURRA COAL MINES) BILL.
The Hon. S. FRASER moved the second
reading of this Bill, which (he said) was to
authorize the construction of lines of railway from Korumburra, on the Great
Southern line, to Coal Creek, Strezlecki,
and Jurn bunna coal mines. The sum
involved was only £46,000.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed pro forma.
ELECTORAL ROLLS PURIFICATION
BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill, which, he remarked, would be acceptable' to every
member of the Council.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that a
statement recently appeared in one of
the newspapers to the effect that, if this
Bill passed, its objects could not be accomplished in time for the next general
election'. He would like to know if that
statement was correct, because, if so, it
was no use rushing this Bill through.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that he
would not like to undertake to say that
all the 0 bj eots of this Bill could be
accomplished in time for the next general
election, but he thought that some considerable good might be done under it.
, Of course it would take time to accomplish
all the objects of the Bill.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
if there was a doubt on the point he would
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support the passing of the Bill, because he
was anxious to see its objects accomplished.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed pro forma.
TREASURY BONDS BILL.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
this Bill was read a second time, and committed P?'O forma.
The House adjourned at half-past eleven
o'clock, until Monday, December 21.
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Friday, December 18, 1891.
Railway Loan Application Dill-Local Government Act
Amendment Bill-Irrigation and Water Supply Loans
Bill-Thistle Law Amendment Bill-Legal Profession
Practice Act Amendment Bill-J{yneton Market Reserve Bill-Trusts Act Amendment Dill-Administration and Probate Act Amendment Dill-Friendly
Societies Act Amendment Bill-Police Offences Act
Amendment Bill-Water Act Amendment Bill-Acts
Correction Bill-Agricultural Grants Bill-St. Arnaud
School of Mines Site Bill-Privilege: Minister of
Railways: Chairman of Railways Commissioners.

The SPEAKER took the chair at eleven
o'clock a.m.
RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further considera.tion of this Bill.
Debate (adjourned from the previous
day) was resumed on the schedule.
Mr. TA VERNER said he desired to
urge on the Minister that, before spending
the balance of the £200,000 to be appropriated to the construction of rollingstock, full consideration should be given
to the advisability of erecting grain sheds
at country stations. There was no doubt
that the demand for more rolling-stock
had been largely brought about by the
necessity laid on the farmers during a few
months of the year of getting their grain
stored in a proper way, hence it had to
be carried to the seaboard as soon as possible. But with grain sheds at country
stations, a large portion of the grain could
be kept stored in the country districts
until it was actually necessary to take it
into the market, in which case the demands on the rolling-stock of the Railway
department would be greatly reduced.
Mr. HALL thought that, before the
large amount of money to be devoted to
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the Melbourne station was expended, tials. The money he referred to was
something should be done for the country voted three or four years ago. (Mr.
stations. The money would be well spent. Munro-" That will be seen to.") He
He would recommend the Government to was glad to hear the Premier's assurance~
appoint 'a Royal commission during the For several years trucking yards at Dimrecess to carryon an investigation into the boola station had been badly wanted, and
whole railway system of the country. At he had been informed by the commissioners
all events, the sooner the present system that directly they got the money the work
.
was got rid of the better for Parliament, would be done.
and the better for the country generally.
Mr. NIMMO drew attention to the item
Mr. McCOLL stated that some time of £10,000 for urgent contingencies. He
ago steps were taken to press upon the expressed the opinion that it was imperaRailways Commissioners the necessity tively necessary that a portion of the
of doing something to increase the accom- money should be spent on two works,
modation at country stations, but the namely, providing the Albert Park station
commissioners stated that they would not with the conveniences usual, in connexion
spend money in that direction unless the with railway stations, and the construction
Government expressly required them to of a sub-way under the line there. Until
do so. He knew himself of a large num- the latter work was carried out human
ber of country stations in connexion with life would be continually endangered.
which the yard accommodation was altoMr. WOODS called attention to the
gether too limited, and an extension was £50,000 to be spent upon the re-arrangeurgently required. Sums of money for the ment of the Melbourne station. Had the
purpose had appeared on the ltailway Minister any plans and specifications of
Estimates for the last two years, but the works to be carried .out ~ (Mr. Shiels
nothing had been done. He thought that ,-" I have not.") Then he wanted more
this subject should be attended to before information on the subject. He hoped
money was voted for accommodation in that Parliament was not going to have
connexion with railways which were not the Maryborough station swindle repeated.
required.
If ever there was a deliberate swindle on
Mr. HUNT said that during the last the people of the colony that was one.
three years a number of promises had 'Why, the thing was undertaken without
been made that certain necessary work in Parliament knowing anything at all about
conn ex ion with country stations should be it. Could any honorable member say
carried out, but they had not been kept. that he had ever approved of the expendiIt would be far better if the Railways ture ~ No honorable member would be
Commissioners, when making their annual mad enough to declare anything of the
round over the railways, would not make kind. Of course, "we democrats" did
any promises at all instead of making not know how to manage railways, therethem to break them.
fore the colony was made to pay through
Mr. LAURENS remarked that all the the nose accordingly. Nevertheless," we
work set out in the schedule would be democrats" had. accomplished something.
added to the railway capital account. He For one thing, when the railways w~re
begged to point out that the Railway de- under democratic management they were
partment having expended over£I,OOO,OOO worked for 52 per cent. He might
last year upon works other than railway also say that when he was in office
construction, it did not follow that money he managed to do one or t.wo things.
would not be required after the 30th June Holes in the station yard, 50 feet deep, were
filled up. Eight or nine lines of rails at
next for similar purposes.
Mr. BAKER said he understood that different levels were brought to the same
the amounts necessary for carrying out level. Previously when an 'engine came
the works referred to by the honorable into ,the station another engine had to
member for Gunbower had all been ear- follow it in order to drag it into its proper
marked. Therefore it only remained, or place j that was put on a sensible footing.
'ought to only remain, to spend the money Every engine had to go one-thir~ of a mile
for the purpose. Still, it was not forth- to get coal and water j that was abolished.
coming, while the people of his district A straight road was put in from North,
had been waiting a long time for a lot Melbourne, with the result that instead of
of small but important railway works to thirteen pilot engines in the shed there
be done-such as sidings and other essen- ,were 'now only four. He supposed that
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about 1,UOO,000 cubic feet of earth were
put into the station yard in order to bring
it up to the level, and at what price? The
work was done for 9-?J-d. a yard, while
under the "club-room" conservative administration the price ran up to Is. 5d. If
he remembered rightly the whole work of
making the line direct from North Melbourne, and saving the passenger and
goods traffic from the frequent blocks, did
not cost more than £50,000 altogether.
He trustcd the Minister would have the
grace to give the House some information as to how this £50,000 was to be
expended.
He noticed 'that £25,000
was put down for surveys. Now, there
had been a lot of jobs in connexion
with wha,t were called preliminary surveys. It was pretended that they were
made for railways, but really they were
made for the purpose of shutting the
mouths of honorable members and department trotters. Hundreds of thouRands of
pounds had been spent on useless surveys.
(Mr. Shiels-Ie This money is for permanent surveys.") The word" permanent" should be inserted in the item.
There would then be no objection to it.
There was only one other matter to which
he desired to call attention, namely, the
steps he had taken when in office towards
the construction of an extremely large
railway shed in connexion with the
Spencer-street station. It was to be one
of three, each having 600,000 cubic feet
of space, for the storing of wool and grain.
These sheds would have two levels. To
the platform on the upper level the wool
would be brought by train, and landed
and handled by hydraulic pressure. The
lower level-it was there the 600,000
cubic feet of storing space would bewould be approachable by drays and other
vehicles. By this means, instead of trucks
full of wheat waiting for days and days,
they would be unloaded at once; while the
farmers could get their wheat stored in
the lower level for ~d. per ton per week
without any handling or anything else.
The farmer could get his scrip for his grain
and go into the market with it, instead of
being, as he was now, at the mercy of the
middleman. If he (Mr. 'Woods) could
have his way unchecked, he would knock
out the middleman altogether. vVell, contracts were let for this work, but directly
the present honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs came into power he paid the men
to cancel their contracts. Consequently,
th~ farming industry had been to this
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day losing 2d. per bushel on their wheat.
He wanted to know if any part of that
£50,000 was to go towards what was
needed to be done for the farming community, who were being robbed by the
middlemen of over £ 100, 000 a year of
hard-earned money. The difference was 2s.
to 3s. a bushel, which went, not into the producers'pockets-where it ought to go-but
into the pockets of the middlemen. Was
the money to be thrown away in idiotic
embellishments, or was it to go towards
the encouragement of the producing interests of the colony? The committee
ought to insist on an explanation as to
what this money was going to be speut
on, and not go through the unmitigated
scandal-the wretched mockery-of voting
the money without explanation, and contending that the works on which it was
spent had the sanction of the House. In
times past the House had not only been
not informed, but actually misinformed and
misled; and honorable members ought to
compel every Government to give proper
explanations as to what was to be done with
any money the House was asked to vote.
Mr. DEAKIN said thatheheld in his hand
the 'pamphlet prepared by Mr. Hayter, at
the instance of the Government, and under
its sanction, for distribution in England. '
It offered a solution of one of the most
vexed problems with regard to the railway
finances, and gave a very fair and temperate statement of the whole case, showing the exact outlay and income-establish
ing once for all the amount of profits that
had been earned? the amount of losses
incurred, and throwing light on the whole
surroundings of the question. The honorable member for Melbourne North might
do well to note the figures on pages 7 and
8 of the pamphlet. (Mr. Laurens-" I
shall be very glad to give you the other side
of the case when you have done.") Then
he was sorry he had spoken. (Mr. Munro"It is not a special railway report; it is only
the Government Statist's view of the subject.") But it must be quite authentic.
The Government would never circulate an
inaccurate statement-no one could dispute
the Statist's figures. (Mr. Laurens-" It
is quite true as far as it g0es.") It went
quite far enough for him, and he hoped it
would go quite far enough for the public,
because it appeared to be a very fair and'
complete statement of the facts. (Mr.
Laurens-" It is not complete.") It would
be unfair to leave the public in doubt on
the question, and therefore he would
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urge the honorable member for Melbourne
North to give the public the benefit of
his opinions in another pamphlet. For his
own part he would stand by the Government publication.
.
Mr. TATCHELL asked the Minister of
·Railways whether he had taken the claims
of Dunolly and Tarnagulla into consideration in providing for improvements at
various railway stations through~ut the
colony, because certain improvements
which were much wanted there could be
made at a very moderate cost 1
Mr. WILLIAMS stated that a bridge
was badly wanted over the rail way at
Job's Gully. It could be constructed for
£2,000, and as it would do away with
a level crossing there would be a saving
in gatekeepers' wages of nearly £200 a
year, or equal to 10 per cent. on the outlay. The present arrangement was an
absolute waste of public money. He had
urged on the commissioners over and over
again the necessity for the bridge, and
the advantage it would be to the Railway department as well as to the public j
but, while they admitted all he said, the
commissioners replied that they had not
the necessary money available. In his
opinion there ought to be always money
available for works which would effect a
saving to the Railway department.
Mr. MUNRO called the attention of
honorable members to the fact that they
had met early in order to do business, and
not to waste time in making statements
which, however important, could absolutely
lead to nothing. If they spent all the
sitting talking about those things they
could not give effect to their opinions,
and, therefore, he would ask honorable
members to go on with the business for
which they had met. He was quite sure
they would get better attention to such
things as had been mentioned by sending
a letter to the Minister than by talking
about them in the House.
Mr. KIRTON remarked that his chief
objection to the schedule was that it was
frightfully vague. The residents of Ballarat had been promised a station on the
Creswick line, the commissioners recognised that it was necessary to accommodate
a large population, and the money had
been placed on the Estimates and voted
by the House, but the work had not been
done. He would like an explanation with
regard to the provision made for interlocking apparatus. Old and experienced
railway officers h~d informed him that the
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present system was very costly, and that
the old system was equally efficient. He
·would be very glad if the Minister of Railways would draw the attention of the commissioners to the matter, and get them to
inquire into it.
Mr. BAILES said that the trade of the
cattle-yards at Bendigo was falling off
owing to the insufficient railwayaccommodation. The commissioners recognised the
fact, and promised to go on with the necessary works. He would like to know if
the £10,000 for contingencies included
the improvements at the Bendigo cattleyards 1 (Mr. Shiels-" No.") Then he
would like to know what was the' use of
the Minister of Railways 1
Mr. MURRAY asked the Minister of
Railways whether he was aware of the
fact that the recognised capital of the
western. district of Victoria-Warrnambool
-was destitute of any railway station
buildings of a permanent character ~ (Mr.
Shiels-" No.") Then he had made the
honorable gentlemen aware of it, and he
would like to know when it waS proposed to
proceed with the erection of the necessary
buildings 1
Mr. LAURENS observed that he desired to assure the House that everything
he had stated with regard to the finances
of the Railway department was consistent
with what Mr. Hayter had stated in his
pamphlet, and both statements were true.
Mr. McCOLL asked the Minister of
Railways if some portion of the money to
be voted in this Bill could not be expended
on providing accommodation at railway
stations in country districts 1 (Mr. Munro
- " It cannot be done.") It could if the
House authorized it to be done.
Mr. SHIELS stated that as long as the
law remained as it was at present the expenditure of the whole of this money
rested at the absolute discretion of the
Railways Commissioners, and neither he
nor tq.e Government had anything whatever to do with it.
Mr. McCOLL said he desired to move
the insertion, after the word "rollingstock," of the words" and country station
requiremen ts."
The CHAIRMAN.-That proposal cannot be accepted, because it deals with
the destination of the money, and would
require a message from the Governor
recommending an appropriation from the
consolidated revenue for the purpose before it could be proposed to Parliament.
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Mr. McCOLL said that in that case he no occasion to take money out of the public
did not see what was the use of bringing account for these purposes j if we do Hot
these matters before the committee at all . we must issue Treasury-bonds.") The
. Mr. DUNN expressed the opinion that Premier objected to the recoup system
the whole proceeding was really a farce if when the late Treasurer was in office, auel
it was a fact that the Minister had no he himself was leader of the Opposition,
power to spend a shilling of the money, but now that he was in charge of tho.
and had no control over the expenditure Treasury, and at the head of the Goyernof tho Railways Commissioners. But was ment, he proposed this refund system.
it a fact ~ (Mr. Shiels-" Yes.") rrhen 'Where was the difference ~ (An Honorable
why didn't the honorable gentleman tell Member-" It is a distinction without n
them that the previous night ~ Some difference.") (Mr. Laurens-" It is a
honorable members were making election difference in degree.") It was the difference
speeches, while others were waiting to do between "tweedledum and tweedledee."
He did not want the Government to sail
business.
The schedule was agreed to.
under false colours, and it was well t:lLl,t
rrhe Bill was then reported without the public should understand what they
amendment.
were doing.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the Bill be read
The motion was agreed to.
a third time.
The Bill was then read a third time.
Mr. McINTYRE remarked that it was
Mr. McCOLL moved the insertion in the
a strange thing that the present Govern- schedule, after the words "rolling-stock,"
ment should bring in this recoup Bill; of the words" and country station requireseeing that one of the reasons they were ments."
called to office was to oppose the system
The SPEAKER.-That is a proposal
of recoups. The Government had not got whi~h will require a Governor's message
the money, and they were going to rob before it can be moved.
Peter to pay Paul. (Mr. Munro-" Who
The Bill was ordered to be transmitted
says we have not got the money ~") l'he
to
the Legislative Council.
honorable gentleman was going to borrow
it from one creditor to pay another, and yet
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
he had done everything he could in ParAMENDMENT BILL.
liament and out of Parliament to denounce
The amendments made by the Legislathe principle of recoups, which he (Mr.
McIntyre) contended was absolutely neces- tive Council in this Bill were taken into
sary to carryon the government of the consideration.
country. He did not object to money
Mr. TURNER said that the Council had
being obtained in the way proposed, but inserted after clause 12 a new clause
he was astonished that the Government providing that "in section 2 of the Act
should adopt the very policy they had so No. 1055 the words "or any part of a
thoroughly denounced when it was carried borough' shall be inserted after the word
out by their predecessors in office. (Mr. 'borough' where it first occurs." The
Munro-" But we have got the money.") . object of that clause was to enable the
,,]~he 2nd clause in the Bill provided that
city of Melbourne to annex any part of a
." There may be issued and applied outof the borough with the consent of its municipal
Victorian Stock Act 1891 Account, or tem- council. The city of Melbourne had power,
porarily out of the public account, any sum under a special Act of Parliament, to annex
()r sums of money not exceeding £295,000 the whole of any borough with the consent
for the works and purposes mentioned in of its municipal council. The ratepayers
the schedule," so that if the Government of any borough proposed to be annexed
had not got sufficient money in the Vic- to Melbourne in whole or in part had the
torianStock Account they had to take it power to prevent the annexation, if they
from the public account, and the clause did not approve of the proposal. He had
further provided that "all sums so issued looked carefully into the matter, and did
and applied out of the said public account not think there would be any danger in
shall be refunded and paid back into the accepting that amendment, and he therepublic account out of moneys in the fore begged to move that it be consequenVictorian Stock Act 1891 Account." What tially amended and agreed with. (Mr.
was that but the recoup system ~ (Mr. Dunn-" Does this power extend to the
Munro-" If we float a loan there will be city of Melbourne only ~ ") The city of
Session 1891.-[219]
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Melbourne and the town of Geelong, which
were under a special Act.
Mr. NIMMO stated that he had a strong
objection to the proposal to give to the
city of Melbourne power to pick the eyes
out of the neighbouring municipalities.
(Mr. Turner-" They cannot annex any
portion of a municipality without the consent of the council of that municipality.")
But the local council should be bound to
ascertain the views of the inhabitants on
the subject by taking a plebiscite, because
many men in the council might be interested in the proposed transfer. (Mr.
Deakin-" The· mtepayers can object; it
is all right.") It was not all right. If
this amendment became law, would not
the city of Melbourne have the power to
annex the south bank of the Yarra ~ (Mr.
Turner-"Y os, with the consent of the city
of South Melbourne, but the ratepayers of
South Melbourne can prohibit it.") How~
(Mr. Turner-" By a poll.") But why
should this amendment be proposed at all ~
He knew the object for which this clause
was inserted. (Mr. Turner-" It is for
the purpose of enabling the Melbourne
corporation to take in Footscray.") Then
let it be limited to Footscray and he would
not object. Was the Minister of Customs
prepared to do that ~ (Mr. Turner-'
"No.") Then he would move that the
Council's amendment be disagreed _w~th.
Mr. BENT said that he decidedly objected to another place making such fundamental alterations in a Bill of this kind.
He knew a district in which a fight had
been going on for years with reference to a
proposed severance, and a section of the
ratepayers were doing everything they
could to harass the majority of the
ratepayers and the council. He had
always contended th~t this Bill should
have been rejected by that Chamber,
but it was passed by them, and honorable
members should not now allow another
place to make an important amendment
of a constitutional character.. It appeared
to him that the system obtained of leaving certain things out of Bills in order
that they might be inserted in another
place. This a~endment would affect his
district and the district represented by
the Minister of Customs, and it would
have a most injurious effect. If it was
intel1ded only to apply to Footscray, then
let it be limited to Footscray.
Mr. DEAKIN stated that no severance
could take place excepting under two conditions-first, that the majority of the
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local council agree to it; and, second,.
that if any twenty ratepayers call for a.
poll a poll of the whole of the ratepayers.
be taken. (Mr. 1.'. Smith-" Why should
a municipality be put to all that trouble?"}
vVouId the honorable member say that, if
the council and a majority of the ratepayers.
of any municipality wished to transfer a·
portion of that municipality to some other
municipality, that right should not be
given to them 1 VV ould the honorable
member say that the existing boundaries
should be maintained, even against thewill of the people 1 That was certainly
not a democratic doctrine.
Mr. BENT stated that if the amendment.
was intended simply to apply to ,Footscray,
there was no reason to make it general in
its application. There was more in it than
appeared at first sight. (Mr. rrurner-" It
cannot affect your district, because it says,
"any municipality contiguous to Melbourne.") At any rate, the amendment.
ought to be limited to Footscray.
Mr. LAURENS remarked that the principal object of the amendment was to
enable a portion of the city of Footscray
to be annexed to MelbourflO. There was·
no objection to that, but the municipalities.
around Melbourne should not be made
smaller but larger. If it was a question of
annexillg any municipality wholly to Mel":
bourne, well and good, but Parliament.
should not be a party to the dissection
of the suburban municipalities. Why
should not the amendment be confined to
Footscray~ An attempt was made some
ten or twelve years ago to get a portion of
the municipality of North Melbourne transferred to the city, and it gave an immense
amount of trouble to the local council and
the ratepayers. North Melbourne "ias one
of the smallest municipalities in the colony,
and yet the ratepayers in one-fifth part of
it desired to be annexed to the city. It
was only by the good sense of the late Mr.
Ramsay, who was then Chief Secretary,
that the danger was averted.
Mr. T. SMITH said that he had been
asked by the municipal council of South
Melbourne 'to oppose the amendment, and
he would have opposed it in any. case.
The amendment was calculated to do a
grievous wrong to· any municipality that
adjoined MelbouTIle. If the object of
the' amendment was to ratify an arrangement between Melbourne and Footscray,
then .let it be limited in its application.
This was not a new thing. The same
suggestion had been made before and it
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had always been objected to. If the
amendment had been introduced into the
Bill when it was before the Assembly it
would not have received the support of
honorable members, but it. was Hot proposed until the Bill was sent to the Legislative Council. 'l'his amendment might
affect the city of South Melbourne in a
way that would be most injurious. lI?the future the most profitable part of
South Melbourne would be that part
known as the Yarm bank, and should this
amendment be passed, the municipality
might, before they knew where they were,
lose the best portion of their territory.
They would then be compromised with those
from whom they had had borrowed money
for the purpose of improving that portion
of the territory, and increased burdens
would have to be imposed on the ratepayer~, which would be manifestly unfair.
He was astonished that the Minister of
Customs should be a party to this amendment simply because it came from another
place. "IVas it to be understood that all
amendments that came from another
place were to b~ agreed to by the Government1
Mr. CLARK stated that it was only because the amendment was not drafted in
time that it was proposed in another place.
Otherwise he would have moved it himself
when the Bill was before t.he Assembly.
Under the law as it stood at present, if
the whole of the ratepayers of a munici.pality were willing to transfer any portion
of their territory to any other municipality,
they could not do so without an Act of
Parliament. The poll with reference to
that portion of Footscray which it was
proposed to transfer to the Melbourne
corporation was taken during the last
general election, and the ratepayers were
then almost unanimous in favour of the
transfer, which would be to their advery
vantage. The amend:t;nent was
sensible one.
The amendment, after being consequentiallyamended, was agreed with.
Mr. BEST stated that, as the sole object of ,the C<?uncil's amendment was to
enable the corporat.ion of Melbourne to
annex a portion of Footscray, it should be
so stated, but if it was to be general in
its application, it might be used to the
disadvantage of other municipalities.
I t was all very well to argue that
before a portion of a municipality could
be annexed to another municipality it
was necessary to obtain the consent of
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the municipal council and of the ratepayers, but an agitation in season and
out of seaSOll might. be carried on, which
would cause endless heartburnings and
annoyance.
The electoral district of
Melbourne East included one of the most
valuable parts of Fitzroy, that was the
part south of Gertrude-street, and if this.
amendment was agreed to, the ratepayers
in that part of Fitzroy might agitate for
their inclusion in the city of Melbourne.
(Mr. Turner-" vVe will limit the amendment to Footscray.") In that case he
had no objection to it.
Mr. TURNER said he would move a
further amendment to the clause, so as to
make it read "or any part of the borough
known as the city of Footseray."
Mr. BEST remarked that he would be
satisfied with that.
Mr. LEONARD stated that under the
principal Act the municipal bodies could .
take over a portion of another municipality
by the vote of a majority of the council,
but under the present provision it would
be necesl:iary to obtain the consent of a
majority of the ratepayers of the whole
dist.rict concerned.
.
The amendment, amended as indicat'cd,
was agreed with.
Mr. WHEELER moved that the amendment in clause 13, raising the qualification
for councillors from £10 to £20, be disagreed with. ~he Assembly, after full
debate, had reduced the qualification to £10,.
and the sum had been put back to £20 in
another place. He asked the House to disagree with the amendment, because there
were many small boroughs in which, owing.
. to the deterioration in the value of property, the greatest difficulty was experienced in obtaining men qualified to serve
as councillors.
The amendment was disagreed with.
Mr. TURNER moved that the House'
disagree with the new clanse' inserted by
the Council empowering the council of'
any city to elect any members of the'
council who had filled the office of mayoras aldermen.
The amendment was disagreed with.
Mr. WHEELER moved that the Council's amendment striking out clause 22
be disagreed with. The object of this
clause was to provide that joint owners of
property in Melbourne and Geelong should
be entitled to three votes only for the
. property, as elsewhere. If the clause were
omitted clubs would be able to manufacture 100 votes or so, as at present.
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The amendment was disagreed with.
been made after the Bill left the House to
Mr. rrURNER moved that the amend- gain an advantage for a few unqualified
ment to omit clause 29 be disagreed with. men.
The clause extended the hours of polling
Mr. WEBB stated that many Ullcerin cities, towns, and boroughs from five tificated officers had more abilities than
o'clock to seven o'clock.
those who possessed the certificate. A
The amendment was disagreed with.
man of practical experience was generally
Mr. WHEELER moved that the amend- of much more value than a theoreticallyment to insert, in clause 35, the words "or educated professional engineer.
. Mr. ANDERSON remarked that the
any irrigation and water supply trust"
be disagreed with.
effect of carrying the amendment would
'fhe amendment was disagreed with.
. be to injure a number of -young men who
Mr. WHEELER moved that the amend- had done the\r best to qualify themselves
ment in :the same clause to omit the words as engineers. Its operation would also
"within twelve months after the passing interfere in another direction, because if
of this Act" be agreed to. 'rhe clause as a man was only appointed yesterday he
it left the Assembly provided that if at would come under the limit. He suggested
any time within twelve months before the that the term should be altered to two
commencement of the Act any person had years by way of compromise.
Mr. CRAYEN said he hoped the combeen performing the duties of engineer
or surveyor, whether duly ql~alified or promise just suggested would be adopted.
not, and such person within twelve
Mr. WHEELER pointed out that the
months after the passing of the Act "one year" would be one year after the
."
proved to the satisfaction of the Mu- Act came into operation.
The amendment was agreed with.
nicipal Surveyors' Board that he had
for six years previous to the commenceOn the motion of Mr. TURNER, the
ment of the Act performed such duties amendments in clause 5, providing that
in any municipality, the board should issue the six years' period of service required in
to him a certificate of clerk of works. The connexion with persons who had been perclause would be a concession to a number forming the duties of engineer and surveyor
of men who had been engaged for, say, two to a local body should be "partly before and
partly after the commencement of this Act, "
y.ear.s before the passing of the Act.
Mr. CRAYEN protested against the and also that the clause should apply to
amendment being agreed to. It was "any irrigation or water supply trust, or
legalizing the continuance of what was partly in one or partly in another of such
·grossly unfair to qualified men. He did bodies," were disagreed with.
Mr. WHEELER moved .that the Counnot see why numbers of young man who
had passed examip.ations should be shut cil's amendments in clause' 40 be agreed
with. He would mention that what the
out by unqualified persons.
Mr. BOWMAN remarked that the adop- Councii had done was' simply to restore
tion of the amendment would be tanta- the clause to the shape in which it was
mount to doing away with the qualification originally introduced by the Government.
altogether. There were many young men In its amended ·form it provided for the
who were now qualified and others who appointment by the Government of duly
were on the point of becoming qualified, certificated auditors, and also inspectors of
accounts. This change was at first very
and it would be most unfair to oust them.
Mr. WILLIAMS observed that a great strongly opposed by a number of honorable
number of municipal officers were doing members, and in consequence the Govern. excellent work though they had not the ment withdrew their proposals on the. subject; but since then there had been a great
professional qualification.
Mr. DUNN submitted that, as the clause change of feeling on the part of those honwould only affect ten or a dozen men, the orable members. It was well known that
Council's amendment o:ught to be agreed the present system of municipal auditing
was greatly complained of. Apart from
to.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that it that, however, the Government took higher
was extraordinary that the Government ground. The inspection of municipal acshould support this amendment after the counts was a most important matter, parHouse had expressed an opinion so strongly ticularly in view of the recent discovery
on the opposite side when the Bill was in in connexion with a number of building
comIrl:ittee. An attempt seemed to have societies and other financial institutions
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that it was a common practice among such than they knew how to fly. A case came
bodies to leave their b90kS not posted up. under his notice the other day, in which;
Unquestionably a similar practice largely when a municipal auditor went to audit
prevailed in connexiJn with municipal the accounts of an up-country shire, the
bodies. 'What the Government wanted first questio~ he put to the shire secretary
was that all municipal accounts through- was one as to where the grog was kept.
out the country should be kept on a uni- 11here was none, alid a bottle of brandy was
sent for for him. When he had drunk the
form system.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that the matter brandy he asked where he was to sign his
had been fully thrashed out and a general name, and so the audit began and ended.
conclusion arrived at that the municipali- (Mr. Murray-"vVas he a Government
ties should be allowed to elect their own auditor 1") He. was. (Mr. Murray-" Inauditors, and that it should not be rendered spectors would do the same thing.") At
imperatively necessary that they should be the present time it was not at all
requisite to ascertain what the qualicerti fi cated.
Mr. WEBB expressed the opinion that it fications of a Government auditor or
would be a great mistake to take the local auditor were. A local auditor
appointment of at least one auditor in was, generally speaking, appointed because
each municipality out of the hands of the he happened to be popular, and he (Mr.
ratepayers. 1'he Government inspection Munro) was afraid that Government
of accounts had been advocated on the auditors had often been appointed for
gronnd that it was the system carried out political reasons. Many of them were rein banks.
N ow the object sought to appointed simply because they had been
be achieved in the inspecti()ll of bank appointed before. But under the Bill no
accounts was very different from what was auditor could be appointed without having
wanted in connexion with the accounts of proved his competency. As for the inlocal bodies, whose system of bookkeeping spectors, the least an inspector would do
was necessarily very different. His view was to see whether the books were written
was that the appointment of inspectors of up or not, and that would be an immense
municipal accounts would be utterly advantage gained. It was in the interests
valueless. Besides, look at the expense. of the whole community that every care
Each inspector would be pa.id a salary of should be taken that the accounts of every
from £600 to £800 a year. VI ere not institution which received State aid should
honorable members crying out on all sides be properly audited.
, for the cutting down of the higher salaries
Mr. BEAZLEY .said he was sorry the
of the public service?
Government were going to adopt' the
Mr. GORDON said he was afraid that amendment of the Council~ because, for
the Government wanted to take an extreme himself, he greatly disapproved of it. The
course. It was \vell known that the muni- appointment of inspectors would be a wise
cipal audits of the past had been generally course, for he knew of a number of councils
of a satisfactory character. (Mr. l\f unro that did not keep their books properly
- " No.") Of course there were exceptions, posted up. In some cases they had to be
but they were very few. He had received written up by the auditors themselves.
a number of communications urging him The books should be always ready for
to vote in favour of the local bodies carry
inspection. But as for their being only
ing out their own audits. He could not one auditor for each local body, and that
understand any reason for the proposed auditor appointed by the Government, he
change except the recent disclosures in held quite a different opinion. The rateconnexion with the management of certain payers ought to be allowed to elect an .
financial institutions.
auditor in their own interest.
The
Mr. MUNRO remarked that he conld Premier argued that under the clause in
not understand the position taken up its amended form only competent men
by some honorable members. For what would deal with municipal books, but that
reason on earth did they set themselves did not follow, because members of the
against a system which would guarantee Institute of Accountants would be allowed
the proper auditing of municipal accounts 1 to pass wi.thout any examination. Now,
It was well known that municipal auditing he had letters in his pocket to show that
in this colony was, as a. rule, a farce. Men many nlembers of that institute were not
were appointed as auditors· when they at all competent. During the late buildreally knew no more about the business ing society troubles it was found that a
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numberof the auditors whose work had been
very improperly done were members of
that institute. What efficiency could be
expected from such persons? No matter
to what society or institute a man belonged,
he ought to pass an examination before he
was allowed to become a municip~l auditor
or inspector. He (Mr. Beazley) hoped that
before the Council's amendment was accepted it would be altered so as to provide
for what he had pointed out.
Mr. ANDEHSON thought that the
appointment of inspectors of muni.cipal
,councils would be a great benefit. No
doubt a great deal of carelessness was at
present practised in many shires. It was
,absolu.tely necessary that there should be
two checks, one for the books and the other
for the auditors. He would like the ratepayers to have the right of electing one
auditor, and he should always be a certifi,cated man.
Mr. MURRAY said that no reason had
been shown why the ratepayers should not
have the power of appointing at least one
,auditor and selecting any man they 'chose.
!twas notorious that the auditors appointed
1;>y the Government were men of an inferior
class. The capable auditor was the exception, not the rule. Besides, under the clause
there would be political patronage in its
worst form. While the Premier was trying
to show honorable members ~hat they
'should take away from the ratepayers the
power of appointing auditors of municipal
accounts, he was really giving reasons why
the appointment of auditors should not
rest with the Government. There was a
strong feeling that the officers to be appointed under the Electoral Rolls Purification Bill should be chosen from menin the
service and kept under the control of the
Public Service Board, but in regard to
the appointments under this measure they
appeared to have altered their opinion entirely, and they were going outside the
service altogether to choose' the men who
were to be appointed as auditors or inspectors of municipal accounts. He ventured
to think that everyone of those officers
would be appointed from outside the public se'rvice, and there was an uneasy feeling
that the strong desire shown to select men
for these appointments from outside the
service indicated that there were certain
men already in view for whom they desired
to find billets, and that those men would
be appointed as inspectors under this
'Bill.
The appointment of one auditor
of municipal accounts ought to be left in

Amendmmt Bill.

the hands of the ratepayers of each
municipality.
Mr. KEYS stated that he had had personal experience of auditors with regard to
murricipal accounts ever since the system
came into existence, and, with the exception of one year, the auditors of the accounts of his municipality had been firstclass men. It was not fair to the general
body of municipal auditors for the Premier
to traduce the whole class on the floor of
this House, because the facts did not warrant such wholesale denunciation. The
clause for the appointment of inspectors
would not do the great amount of good
that some honorable members expected,
and there would have to be an alteration
of its provisions. It was proposed that
the inspectors should be authorized to go
at any time on any day of the week from
one year to another, just when they thought
proper, and without giving notice to the
town clerk or shire secretary, to inspect
the books of the municipalities. That
was impracticable. Take his own case,
for example.
He was there attending
to his parliamentary duties, and how
could an inspector see the books of
his municipality when they were locked
up in the office and he (Mr. Keys)
was in Melbourne. (Mr. Foster-" Have
you not regular offiCE) days ?") Yes, but
the inspectors ~were to be empowered to
call at any time, and even if the inspector
came when he was in the office how was he
to check entries in the office books, seeing
that the rate collectors would have their
books with them while collecting the
rates? He would suggest to the Minister
in charge of the Bill that the Council's
amendment with regard to municipal
auditors elected by the ratepayers should
be withdrawn for the present, and dealt
with on its own merits when t.hey were
considering the question whether the ratepayers should have the power to appoint
municipal auditors or not.
Mr. TURNER remarked that thel'e was
evidently a feeling among honorable members that Parliament should not take away
from the municipalities the right they now
possessed of electing local auditors. At
the same time, he felt that the Government ought to insist in having inspectors
appointed. He thought he could meet the
wishes of honorable members by means of
an amendment requiring the Government
auditors to pass an examination, giving
the Government the right to appoint inspectors to carry out the duties mentioned
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in the Bill, and leaving the municipalities
.still entitled to appoint their own auditors.
He would omit from his motion the Coun.cil's amendment with regard to municipal
auditors elected by the ratepayers.
Mr. METHVEN express~d the opinion
that the remarks of the Premier, traducing all the municipal auditors, were uncalled for. Reasons ought to be given by
Ministers to justify the Government in
introducing these clauses, but they had
llot pointed out any case in which glaring
,errors had been made under the present
system. Looking at the state of things in
and around Melbourne in connexion ,yith
various financial institutions whose books
were supposed to have been audited by
professional men, he thought that the
work of the local municipal auditors
.selected by the people would compare very
favorably with the work of the professional
.auditors in Melbourne, which was anything
but creditable; and that showed that the
Government were not warranted in proposing this change. The men elected by
the ratepayers as municipal auditors were
.generally men 'of fair average knowledge
of business and some standing in the
.community.
Mr. A. HARRIS observed that, while it
,vas quite right to give the ratepayers the
power to elect their own auditors to audit
the accounts of the municipalities to whose
funds the ratepayers contributed, it was
also right that the Government should
have the power to appoint officers to audit
the municipal accounts, because the Government contributed to the funds of the
municipalities.
The amendments in clause 40, with the
.exception of the one providing that a
ratepayers' auditor should not be required
to be the holder of a certificate of the
Municipal Auditors' Board, were agreed
with.
Mr. TURNER moved that the House
disagree with the Council's amendments
for the omission of the proviso in clause
40 "That an auditor elected by the ratepayers shall not be required to be the
holder of a certificate of the Municipal
Auditors' Board," the repeal of sections
159 to 164 inclusive in the principal Act,
and the omission from clause 42 of the
words "and section 163 of the principal
Act shall be repealed as from the day preceding the fourth Thursday in the month
of August which will be next after the
commencement of this Act."
'fhe amendments were disagreed with.

Mr. TURNER stated' that the Council
had inserted after clause 42 a new clause
providing for the appointment of two inpectors of municipal accounts, whose
salaries and allowances were to be fixed
by the Governor in Council, the total not
to exceed in anyone year the sum of
£1,600, which ,,-as to be paid out of the
municipal endowment. He said he begged
to move an amendment to the effect that
the salaries and allowances of those inspectors should be apportioned among the
different municipalities (including the city
of Melbourne and· the town of Geelong)
in such sums as the Governor in Council
might fix from time to time.
The amendment was adopted, and the
clause, as amended, was agreed with.
Mr. TURNER moved that the Council~s
amendments in clauses 43 and 46 and a
new clause, amending section 191 of tho
principal Act, be agreed with .
The amendments were agreed with..
Mr. TURNER dre\y attention to a llew
clause inserted by the Council, empowering every licensing authority appointed by
or under the provisions of that section to
grant licences to street traders. He said
that this opened up a very large and important question, which Parliament would
have to deal with at 'some future time; but
it was impossible to give the subject the
consideration which it deserved before the
close of the present session, and therefore
he begged to move that the clause be
disagreed with.
The clause was disagreed with.
Qn the motion of :Mr. TURNER, two
new clauses substituted by the Council
for clause 50, and an amendment in clause
51, wero agreed with.
.
Mr. TURNER called attention to a new
clause inserted by the Council amending
section 248 of the principal Act, which
empowered municipalities to levy rates on
5 per cent. of the fair capital value of the
fee-simple of rateable property within their
respective districts, and said that the Council's new clause substituted "3 per cent."
for" 5 per cent." He begged to move that
this amendment be disagreed with. Many
municipalities had borrowed large sums of
money in the English market, and it would
be very improper to reduce the amount
on which rates 'could be levied, and thus
diminish the value of the security on
which the money had been lent. It
should also be borne in mind that
other bodies, such as water supply and
irrigation trusts, fire brigades, and the
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Metropolitan Board, had to take the
valuations made by the municipal councils
<1S the basis of their rates, so that jf
the amendment were adopted it would
. materially reduce their power of rating.
If Parliament reduced the valuations it
wonld be necessary to increase the rates;
and, while certain classes of property would
benefit by the change, other cla,sses of
property would suffer, because the municipal councils must continue to raise the
same amount of money as before; It
would be very unwise to alter the law
with regard to mUllicipal rating which had
been in force for so many years.
Mr. NIMM.O stated that the valuer of
the city of South Melbourne had informed
him that if this amendment became law
tho South Melbotlrne city would lose
£80,000 per annum.
The clause was disagreed with.
Mr. TUB-NEB- drew attention to the
Council's amendmont omitting clause 51,
which he said was inserted at the instance
of the honorable member for Essendon
fl,ftor being very fully discussed.
Personally he had no feeling in the matter
0110 way or another, and he would loave the
honorable member for Essendon to take
whatover courso he·thought fit.
Mr. DEAKIN moved that the Council's
amendment, omitting clause 54, be disagreed with. Ho remarked that the clause
was carried by a majority of about 50 to 15
in tho Assembly, which showed that it
desorved more consideration than it had
received from the Council. It was simply
all onabling clause.
The Council's amendment was disagreed
with.
On the motion of Mr. TUB-NER, the
Council's amendment in clause 58, corl't)cting an error by the substitutic;m of the
word" receive" for the word" pay," where
it occurred for the second time in section
288 of the principal Act, was agreed
with.
Mr. TUB-NEB- called attention to the
Council's amendments in clause 59. He
said that the clause made all rates due in
respect of any property from ~he present
owner, together with interest thereon at
8 per cent. per annum, recoverable at any
time within "three years" of the rates
being struck as a charge upon the property.
I t did not make arrears of rates due from
previolls owners a charge on the property.
The Council's amendments left the rates' at
present owing out altogether, and substituted "t\velve months" for" three years."
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He begged to move that the Council's
amendments be disagreed with.
The amendments were disagreed with.
Mr. TURNER moved that the House
agree with the Council's proviso to clause
59, exempting from interest charges all rates
paid within six months after they become
due, and a new clause providing that the
demand in writing to pay rates required
by section 288 of the principal Act should
contain an intimation in the words in the
2nd schedule or to that effect.
The amendmen~s were agreed wir,h.
On the motion. of Mr. TUB-NEB-, the
Council's amendment in clause 60 was
disagreed with.
Mr. TUB-NEB- moved that the House
agree with the Council's amendment in
clause 61, limiting the special works and
undertakings (which might be carried out
in any area forming part of a municipal
district out of the proceeds of a special
improvement rate levied upon the property
in such area exclusively) to the works and
undertakings mentioned in sub-sections
1, 2, 3, 4, and 11 of ·section 211 of the principal Act.
The amendment was agreed with.
On the motion of Mr. TURNER, the
remaining amendments made by tho Council in clause 61 were disagreed with.
Mr. TUB-NER drew attention to the
Council's amendment in clause 65, providing that "The percentage upon the
amount of the loan to be invested every
year to form a sinking fund shall not beless than 7 per cen~.," and moved that it
be disagreed with.
He said the usual
pract.ice was to set apart 2 per cent. per
annum in a sinking fund, which would
then payoff the loan in 30 years.
The amendment was disagreed with.
On the motion of Mr. 'l'URNER, the
Council's amendments in clauses 66 and
68 were agreed with, and the amendment
in clause 70 was disagreed with.
Mr. TURNER called attention to the
amendment of the Council omitting clause
7l. He said that clause 71 extended the
borrowing power of municipalities from
the present limit of a Is. 6d. rate. to a rate
of 2s. The clause was a proper one, and
the Assembly ought to insist on it.
The amendment was disagreed with.
On the motion of Mr. TURNEB-, the
Council's amendments in .clauses 72, 74,
and 77 were agreed with.
Mr. TUB-NEB- dre\\" attention to a new
clause inserted by the Council before
clause 89, empowering inspectors of
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municipal accounts to demand all books, longer period than 28 days, and an officer
accounts, &c., from municipal officers, and would not be liable to a penalty if the
rendering any such officer liable to a books and accounts were in arrear for a
penalty of £50 in case of refusal to de- shorter period than 28 days.
Mr. LAURENS asked what a counliver up the books, &c., and a further
penalty of £10 for every day during cillor would have to do in order to be
which the inspector's demand was not guilty of refusing to supply the books of
complied with. He said that those penal- any municipality to the inspector ~
Mr. TURNER remarked that the clause
ties might in certain cases be too severe,
and he, therefore, begged to move the would not affect councillors generally,
insertion, before each penalty, of the but the books might be in the possession
. of the mayor or the chairman of the
words "not exceeding."
'rhe amendments on the amendment finance committee, or they might refuse
to allow them to be produced.
were adopted.
Mr. KEYS remarked that while it was
The amendment was agreed with.
~ehe Council's amendment in clause 89
right and proper that inspectors should be
appointed to see that accounts of muni- was disagreed "with.
Mr. TURNER moved that the amendcipalities were properly kept, and the
books written up to date, it would be ment of the Legislative Council to omit
utterly impracticable tocarryontthe clause clause 115 be disagreed with. He stated
as it at present stood. A municipal clerk that the clause was a technical one, and
ought to have some notice of the inspector's simply provided that, in proceedings for
intention to come and inspect his books; the recovery of the cost of works, comotherwise it would often happen that the pensation, or expenses it should not be
inspector would find nobody at the office. a defence that there was a mistake or
(Mr. Turner--"It would defeat the object defect in the notice. He thought that
of the clause if the inspector was req nired there had been some misapprehension in
to give notice of his visits.") But muni- another place with regard to the object of
cipal clerks had duties outside the offices this clause.
of their muniCIpal councils, and, ~\'hen the
The amendment was disagreed with.
rate collectors were away in the discharge
Mr. TURNER moved that the amendof their duties of collecting rates, the in- ment of the Legislative Council to omit
spector would not be able to check the clause 121 be disagreed with. He stated
entries in the office book. If an inspector that this clause simply introduced a procame to his office during office hours he vision contained in the Public Health Act
would be able to see the books, but not and the Metropolitan Board of Works
when he (Mr. Keys) was not there. If Act.
The amendment was disagreed with.
the clause was not made workable it would
be a dead letter.
Mr. TURNER moved that the amendMr. "WHEELER remarked that the ment of the Legislative Council to omit
municipal officers usually advertised that clanse 122 be disagreed with. He stated
on certain days they would be in attend- that this and the following clauses provided
ance, and the inspectors ,,,ould take very means by which a municipal council could
good uare not to go on any other day, so sue a registered proprietor of land and get
that there was really nothing in the a judgment against him, and g[we the
objection of the honorable member for council power, at the expiration of two
"
Dandenong.
years, to sell such land. He thought that
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said that he had there had been some misapprehension in
received a letter from the secretary ofa another place with regard to this clause
shire council in his district pointing out also.
that there would be a difficulty in having
The amendment was disagreed with, as
the books ready at any time for the inspec- were also the amendments omitting clauses
tion of the Government officials, because 123 and 125, and amending clauses 124
the secretaries had other work to do and and 126.
might sometimes be a week or ten days
Mr. TURNER called attention to thQ
away from their offices.
new schedule inserted by the Legislative
Mr. ~eURNER stated that clause 90 Council, providing that such demand should
of the Bill provided that the officers of be a charge upon the propert.y, with interest
municipalities i?hould not allow their books at the rate of 8 per cent. pOI' annum, and if
and accounts to fall into arrears for any not paid within three months, might, at any
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time within twelve months, be demanded
from the owner or occupier for the time
being. He begged to move the substitution
of "three years " for "twelve nlon ths. "
The amendment was adopted, and the
amendment, as amended, was agreed with.
The remaining amendments made by the
Legislative Council were agreed with.
, The Bill was then ordered to be returned
to the Legislative Council, with a message
acquainting them that the Assembly had
agreed with some of the amendments, dis-·
agreed with others, and agreed with others
with amendments.
IRRIGNrION AND WATER SUPPLY
LOANS BILL
Mr. GRAHAM moved the second reading
of this Bill. He stated that the Bill was
introduced for the purpose of allocating
certa.in sums of money that had been set
aside as loans for irrigation works and
water supply in the country districts, and
for other purposes. A similar Bill had been
introduced from time totime. Theschedule
explained itself. The first part had reference to water works trusts, the second part
to loans for water supply to mallee districts, the third part to irrigation and water
supply trusts, and the fourth part to
national works. In regard to the second
part of the Bill, he might state that there
was a large agricultural population settled
in the mallee country, many of the settlers
being located outside the area of the trusts
altogether, and it was absolutely necessary
that these people should be provided with
a water supply. An experie,nced officer
was sent, some time ago to examine the
country, and he recommended tha.t surveys should be made from the nearest permanent water into the maBee. The surveys were being made, and it was intended
to supply water at the cheapest possible
rate to the district.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
,and committed.
On clause 4, providing that the sums
specified in the 2nd and 4th parts of the
schedule might be expended for the purposes therein mentioned,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN inquired whether
any of this money was to be expended in
the purchase of land; and, if so, whether
the Minister intended to take any steps to
prevent exorbitant prices being paid for
land 1
Mr. GRAHAM stated that the report of
the select committee on the Laanecoorie

Supply Loans Bill.

weir was at present under consideration,
and every care would be taken that no
exorbitant prices were paid for land for
water supply purposes.
Sir 13. O'LOGHLEN remarked that it
would be of great advantage if the land
was purchased before any of the contemplated works were started.
Mr. DEAKIN stated that the course
suggested by the honorable member for
Port Fairy would be the best to pursue.
He would, however, point out that in
many cases nature had marked out the
only sites available for water supply purposes, and in such instances the chances of
obtaining the land at low rates were extremely limited, as the owners knew the
value of their property.
Mr. WILLIAMS remarked that in one instance land for water supply purposes was
purchased privately. He referred to the
""Varanga Swamp, where the land was obtained at its current value. This plan
could not, howev:er, be carried Ol~t effectually, as the law was against it. If the
law were altered, to enable the Government
to employ private persons to purchase the
land, it would, in nine cases out of ten, be
got at almost its current market value.
Mr. DEAKIN said he agreed with the
statement of the honorable member, but
he would point out -that in the case referred to the basin was at some distance
from the river, and no onEl then knew that
it was intended to buy the land for the
purpose of a reservoir. In the case of the
Goulburn and Laanecoorie weirs, every
man in the neighbourhood knew what the
land was wanted for, and high prices had
,to be paid in consequence. It would certainly be an advantage if the Government
had power to purchase the land they required before starting the works.
Mr. BENT remarked that at present it
was left to a valuer to bargain with the
owners of land ~ When a bargain was
made with an owner, the other owners
held hick until they knew what price was
being paid for the land, and the system
adopted was a most wasteful one. (Mr.
Graham-" The matter will receive every
attention.") There was the Dandenong
Water Tru'st, for instance. How was the
land to be purchased in that case 1 'N as
it to be purchased as other lands had been
purchased 1 (Mr. Keys-" I hope not.")
Then how was the thing to be done ~ Parliament should not agree to any large expenditure like this without having some
control over it. If the session was not so
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ncar an end, he would ask that before this and Beulah 1 If so, the people themselves
money was voted some means should be should be asked to form an urban trust,
adopted of obtaining the land required at and to carry out the ,,,ork.
Mr. GRAHAM said that that request
reasonable prices.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that there was had already been made.
1'he clause was agreed to.
no doubt that exorbitant prices had been
On the schedule,
paid for land in the past, but in the case
Mr. DEAKIN stated that the provision
of the channel from the Murray Hiver to
the Loddon going by the Kow Swamp for the mallee country was made in a
storage reservoir, the land for the channel, curious manner. The proposal was to set
which was 40 miles long, was purchased apart £50,000 for loans for water supply
lor £4,000. In that instance the matter in the maUee country iI,l such sums as the
was put in the hands of private land Governor in Council might direct, but the
valuers, and it was purchased at less than Minister of Water Supply did not anticiits average cost. That showed the neces- pate that he would be able to carry out
sity for some alteration in the law. Two any works except surveys. The money
or three years ago an application was for them would have to be advanced by
made for the formation of an urban trust the Government themselves. The Minister
at Kerang. The people there were saddled of 'Yater Supply would havo no power to
with enormous rates, which they should apply tho money voted under this Bill for
not have to bear, for works that were such a purpose. The only reference in the
outside their boundaries. He would be Bill to the 2nd part 'of the schedule was in
glad if the Minister would take some clause 4, where it was provided that the
steps to have an urban trust formed.
sums specified in the 2nd and 4th parts of
Mr. ·WEBB stated that he would like the schedule might be expended for the
some explanation as to how the money purpose therein mentioned, that was as
for the mallee country was to be expended. loans for water supply to the mallee district.
He hoped that it would be' expended' in The schedule did not give the Minister
the interests of the selectors and farmers, power to make loans to water supply or
and not in the interests of the large block irrigation trusts, and no machinery would
holders. Although there had been some , be available, since the expenditure was not
extravagance, he believed that if the irri- under the Water Supply Act. What was
gation trusts exercised their discretion intended in the first instance was not that
wisely the irrigation works would hereafter loans should be granted, but that the
be one of the 'best assets the country pos- moneys should be expended by the Governsessed.
ment in making surveys. The 2nd part
Mr. MUHRAY inquired whether the of the schedule would not cover such an
Government had decided how this money expenditure. To whom were loans to be
should be expended 1
made1 To private persons 1 On what
Mr. GHAHAM said that he could not terms 1 Nothing was provided in the Bill.
state at present whether the money would
Mr. TUHNEH said that he would postbe expended by the Government or handed pone the third reading of the Bill, and in
over to the trusts. All that was being the meantime would give the question
done now was the carrying out of the raised by the honorable member for
surveys, and the scheme was designed Essendon his consideration.
entirely in the interests' of the small
The Bill was reported without amendholders.
ment.
Mr. DUNCAN inquired whether the
THISTLE LA'Y AMENDMENT BILL.
Government intended to carry out the
proposed works in the mallee country
Mr. GHAHAM moved the second readirrespective of the trusts 1 (Mr. Graham- ing of this Bill. He said its object was
" No j some of the territory is outside the to include four additional plants under the
trusts, but may be added tb them.") designation of thistles and to provide for
Otherwise, would the works be carried out their eradication. The measure only conby the Government 1 (~fr. Graham- tained four clauses, and as it had been
"rrhe people will have to pay for them.") before the House for some time he did not
That was quite right.
,
anticipate any opposition to it.
Mr. TAVEHNER inquired whether the
1'he motion was agreed to.
£50,000 for the maUee country included
The Bill was then read a second time,
any provision foi- the townships of Birchip and committed.
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On clause 4, providing that in any proceeding against any person under the
Thistle Act 1890 the burden of proof that
any plant which such person was charged
with not effectually destroying was not a
thistle within the meaning of such Act
should be upon the defendant,
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said it was very
objectioll<.tble to enact that every man
should be held to be guilty until he had
proved himself to be innocent. How was
a farmer to prove that plants growing on
his land were not the Carduus pycnocephalus or the Centaurea calcitrapa? The
onus of proof ought to be on the officer
whose duty it was to see that the Act was
complied with.
Mr. DEAKIN observed that provision
ought to be made for the giving of due
noticq to land-holders that they must
destroy the thistles on their land.
Mr. GHAHAM said that that was provided for in the principal Act.
Mr. WEBB moved the substitution of the
word "prosecutor" for the word "defendant" and that the word "not" be omitted.
, Mr. rrURNER remarked that a similar
clause was to be found in several other
Acts. The principal Act provided that
land-holders should receive fourteen davs'
notice that thistles were growing upon
their holdings, so that the land-holderwould
have ample opportunity of discovering t.he
nature of the plant.
Mr. McCOLL remarked that the landholder might communicate with the Government Botanist to ascertain the nature
of certain plants on his holding and not
receive a reply for months.
Mr. DOW considered that if the clause
were altered the Bill would be useless.
The farmers knew the thistles quite as
well, if not better, than anyone else. It
was necessary to empower the Government
to make a few individuals do their duty.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said it would be
impossible for a farmer to prove that an
unknown plant was not a thistle. '1'he
clause would operate most unfairly.
Mr. TURNER remarked that the principal Act gave ample protection in such a
case, for it enabled a justice to suspend a
conviction if the defendant undertook to
eradicate the plants complained of.
Mr. LAURENS said it might be that
every farmer knew what thistles were,
but the prosecutor ought, nevertheless, to
be called upon to prove his case.
Mr. WILLIAMS observed that the
farmers were fully acquainted with the
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nature of thistles, and that the Bill would
be worthless if the clause were amended
as proposed. The sooner thistles 'were
stamped out the better.
rrhe amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported to the
House with amendments, and the report
was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. GRAHAM; the
Bill was then read a third time.
LEGAL PROFESSION PRACTICE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was reeeived from the Legislative Council, [),nd, on the motion of Mr.
TURNER, was read a first time.
KYNETON MARKET RESERVE BILL.
Mr. PEACOCl\. (in the absence of
Mr. C. YOUNG) moved the second reading
of this Bill.
He said that a piece of
land reserved at J\yneton for market
purposes had been found to interfere
with the extension of the town.
The
Bill provided that, out of twelve of
the allotments of which the reserve consisted, eight should be sold by auction
for the benefit of the consolidated revenue;
that two should be permanently reserved
as a site for a school of mines, art, and
'agriculture; and that two should remain
for market purposes..
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read second time"
and passed through its remaining stages.

a

TRUSTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. DUFFY moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said the measure was
intended to make technical chan!2;es in the
Statute of Trusts which would -be of advantage to the religious denominations.
It had been carefully considered in anoth,er
place, and the Commissioner of '1'itles
thoroughly agreed with it. Among other
matters the Bill would meet the case where
a religious denomination, or public, charitable, or educational institute or body
having a trust. registered under the Successory '11rnsts Act changed its name, making
provision for the registration and continuation of the trust under the new name. It
would also meet the case where a religious
denomination, in order to have uniformity
in the trusts and management of its several
properties, had adopted a "Mod'el Deed of
Trust;" or where a public" charitable, or
educational institute, or other body, owing
to altered circumstances or other sufficient
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reason, was desirous of having its properties
thenceforth subject to some adopted
" Statement of trusts" in lieu of the then
existing deed or statement of trusts, care
being taken to continue and secure the
trust property to the denomination, institute, or body of persons entitled under the
deeds or statement of trusts thereby superseded and to pre\rent any then existing
encumbrancer, lessee, or other person being
prejudiced by the substitution.
1'he motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
The Bill having been gone through,
Mr. DUFFY moved the insertion of a
new clause authorizing the registrar to
demand the fees specified in the Bill, or
such as should be authorized by the
Governor in Council.
11he clause was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported to the House
with an amendment, and the report was
adopted.
On the motion of Mr. DUFFY, the Bill
was then read a third time.
ADMINISTRA11ION AND PROBATE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. DUFFY moved the second reading
Qf this Bill. He said the measure was intended to deal with the cases of illegitimate persons who died intestate, and
whose property, under the existing law,
reverted to the Crown. Cases occasionally
arose in which the State abandoned its
right, and a sum of money was then placed
upon the Estimates to satisfy the claimant.
Money placed upon the Estimates, however, was practically public property,
and it was desirable that this state
of things should cease. Cases of illegitimacy were so varied that it was
desirable that the means of distribution
of the estate should be extended. The
Bill accordingly provided, including an
amendment he proposed to insert in committee, that where the curator obtained a
rule for the administration of the estate
of any deceased illegitimate person who
died intestate leaving a widow, but no
child or other lineal descendant, the net
proceeds of such estate should remain in
the Intestate Estates' Fund until the
curator had reported the facts to the
Treasurer of Victoria, who should thereupon obtain an order from the Governor
in Council directing how such net proceeds should be appropriated, and stating
the persons to whom the same should be
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paid and the amounts or proportions so
payable, and stating also what amount or
proportion of such proceeds (if any) should
be paid into the consolidated revenue.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT
AMENDMEN11 BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
.amendments.
On the motion of Mr. ,\VRIXON, the
amendments were agreed to with a verbal
amendment in clause B.
POLICE OFFENCES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL
11he amendment made in this Bill by
the Legislative Council was taken into consideration..
Mr. TUH.NER moved that the amendment be disagreed with. He said the
amendment consisted of the omission of
the clause legalizing lotteries in connexion
with friendly societies and the Eight Hours
Anniversary Committee. 11he matter was
fully considered by this Chamber, and he
considered that the Assembly ought to
insist on the clause.
Mr. BAKER expressed the opinion that
the Legislative Council had taken a proper
view of the subject. The sooner Parliament set its face against every species
of gambling the better. It was utterly
shameful the way in which the offers of
prizes in connexion with shilling lotteries
encouraged children to obtain money for
the purpose by improper means. He was
quite aware that the friendly societies
deserved all the help that could be given
to them, but this House would not be
right in giving help of this nefarious kind.
Mr. ZOX said he defied any honorable
member to prove that the friendly societies were guilty in this connexion of acts
which were in any sense nefarious. He
scarcely thought the Legislative Council
could have fairly considered the clause, or
at all events the objects which friendly
societies had in view in connexion with it.
As honorable members knew, these societies
had contributed hundreds of thousands of
pounds to the charitable institutions of
the country, and, besides, a vast number of
men, women, and children would be absolutely without the means of support but
for the assistance they obtained through
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the medium of these societies. After all,
'these lotteries, which were limited to one
shilling tickets, might be properly classed
with the means often adopted by churches
to obtain funds. (Mr. Baker-" So far
churches do wrong.") Well, Bishop Moorhouse, one of the best men who ever set
foot in this colony, was in the habit of
saying that he did not see any harm in
transactions of that description. He hoped
that the opposition to the clause would be
withdrawn.
Dr. PEARSON thought the House
should pause before it sanctioned what
was contemplated in the clause. The injurious effects of lotteries wer~ well known
in almost every civilized country. For
many years the English Government resorted to this means of raising revenue,
but it was found that the results were so
bad that the system had to be given up.
He did not know on what sound principle
the friendly societies could be authorized
to carryon practices of the sort.
Mr. LAUHENS expressed the hope that
the motion of tbe Minister of Customs
would be carried unanimously, not because
he approved of lotteries, but because of
the help that would be given in this way
to the action of the friendly societies. It
was important to bear in mind that the
lotteries in question consisted of nothing
more than the issue of shilling tickets for
admission to a certain gathering, each
ticket giving a chance for a prize. Also,
it should be noticed that these affairs
were in the bands, not of adventurers,
but of organizations. whose operations relieved the State from very great possible
burdens.
Mr. WRIXON said he would prefer to
see the House adopt the Council's amendment. The extent towhicb gambling
was carried on in this colony was one
of the curses of the community.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN thought the clause
ought to be supported. Another place
went too far altogether when it interfered
in matters of this sort, the object being,
as the honorable member for Melbourne
North had pointed out, to assist societies
whose operations were such that were they
discontinued the State would have thrown
upon it the burden of supporting a large
number of persons. Another reason lay
in the fact that the clause was carried in
a very full House, and at present the
attendance was very thin. For his part,
he set; his face altogether against this outand-out-puritanism. No doubt gambling
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should be restra:ined, but the arrangements.
of a really sound character which the clause.
had in view should not be iliterfered with.
Mr. BEAZLEY said no honorable member could be more 'opposed to gambling'
transactions than he was, but he trusted
that the clause would be re··inserted in
the Bill. What it had in view was only
the continuance of what had been advantageously cai'ried on for a number of
ye~rs past.
The amendment was disagreed with.
A message intimating the decision of
the House was ordered to be transmitted
to the Legislative Council.
WATER ACT AMENDMENT BILL. ~
Mr. MUNHO moved that the order of
the day for the second reading of this Bill
be discharged from the paper.
Mr. McCOLL said he could not allow
this order of the day to disappear without
placing on record his feeling of disappointment that the Bill was not to be gone on
with. The Premier had stated that the
Bill was not ready, but, as a matter of
fact, it had been an item on the noticepaper ever since July last. Two large
conferences of representatives from the
irrigation districts of the colony had been
recently held in Melbourne, and when
they waited on the Minister they were
met with solemn promises that the Bill
should be gone on with, and that it would
be a measure of a satisfactory character.
But now it appeared that nothing was
to be done. He felt all the more strongly
on the subject inasmuch as the Minister of
Water Supply was appointed to his post
expressly because of his extensive knowledge of the subject and the deep interest
he took in it. The feeling of the people
in the dry districts of the colony would
unquestionably be that they had been
made fools of, and that the Government
never intended to go on with the measure~
althollgh it was one upon which· the fortunes of thousands of people depeilded.
The motion was agreed to.
The order of the day was then discharged.
ACTS CORRECTION BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved the second reading
of this .Bill. He said the Bill was render~d necessary in connexion with the
great work carried out by the Chief Justice in the consolidation of the statutes.
In all consolidating measures of the kind
errors were inevitable, but he was happy.
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to say that most of the· errors to be correct.ed in the Bill were of a typographical
character. He had himself ca.refully gone
through all the corrections, and he thought
they might be adopted without any hesitation.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he was not
going to oppose ·the Bill, but he thought it
should contain an amendment of the Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary Liquidation) Act so as to reduce the proportion of shareholders who were authorized
to act to one-eighth or one-tenth. (Mr.
Shiols-" That is a question of policy.")
vVell, he thought that many of the corrections already in the Bill might be
regarded as also matters of policy.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
LEGAL PROFESSION PRACTICE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. SHIELS moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said it was designed
to remedy an injustice that had been
inflicted by the principal Act, which prevented the admission of English barristers
who desired to practise at the Victorian
bar. No one contemplated that injustice
when the measure which this Bill sought
to remedy was before Parliament. The
judges of the Supreme Court had provisionally admitted two English barristers
up to the end of the present year, the
Act providing that it was to come into
operation on the 1st January next; but
a doubt was raised as to whether the
judges had power to admit them even
provisionally, because, unfortunately, some
of the clauses contained the words
"after the passing of this Act." The object
of this Bill was to enable barristers from
England, Scotland, or Ireland to get admitted to the Victorian legal profession
on giving notice before the 1st January
next of application to be ·admitted to prac. tise at the Victorian bar.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that the
object of the Bill was a good one, but he
would like to see further amendments
made in the Act. For instance, he thought
it was an interference with personal liberty
for Parliament to provide, as it had done
in one section of the Act, that no person
should contract himself out of the operation of that sect.ion under which counsel
might be deprived of their fees if they
were unable to appear in court when the
cases in which they had been retained
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came on for hearing. If persons were
willing to take their chance of getting a
leading counsel's services in court by
retaining him they ought to be permitted
to do so, and the counsel should not be
liable to be robbed of his fee if he was
unable to appear in court, when the case
was heard, owing to a prior engagement
elsewhere in another court. The section
in question would operate most unjustly
to members of the legal profession practising at the bar, because cases were often
called on unexpectedly, through the sudden collapse or settlement of preceding
cases, and the· cause lists were changed
about in the most extraordinary way; and
yet, if a counsel could not attend in court.
when a case in which he had been retained
was called on, he was liable to be sued
for the recovery of the fee that had been
paid to him, on the ground that he had not
done the work for which the fce was paid.
He would suggest that the last portion of
the section-which said that no one should
contract himself out of the section-should
be repealed, because clients deliberately
engaged counsel well knowing that they
could not be certain of attending to their
cases in court.
Mr. DEAKIN observed that there were one
or two points in the principal Act as to
which some redress ought to be given.
Hitherto it was possible for a solicitor who
took his B.A. degree to have that reckoned
in reduction of his course, but that was
abolished by the Legal Profession Practice
Act.. Again, it had been possible, up to
the passing of that Act, for young men
connected with journalism and other pursuits to study at the University, and by
taking the degree of bachelor of laws.
to become barristers. The new Legal
Profession Practice Act made service ill a.
legal practitioner's office. for three yoars
compulsory, and this would prohibit many
young men of the class he had named
from becoming barristers by taking a high
University degree which implied a good
general education and some knowledge of
the principles and literature of the law.
Parliament ought not to discourage, but
rather to encourage, the ambition of
young men who were willing to devote
their leisure and energies, while following another occupation, to qualify themselves for admission to the bar without
necessarily spending three years in a
legal practitioner's office and paying a
premium for it.
Besideif', though the
lawyer of the future would be, in some
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eases, an ama.lgam, as' it was called, in
most cases he would either "be distinctly
a solicitor or distinctly a barrister; and it
was rather a harsh thing to shut the door
leading to the profession in the face of
those young men, and tell them that they
should not be allowed to enter the barristers' branch of the legal profession without mastering the office work of a solicitor,
which they had no desire or intention to
engage in when admitted. "rrhe whole
groundwork of the qualification for a barrister's calling apart from actual experience
in chambers and in court could be obtained at the University.
Parliament
never intended to shut out young men
who relied on their abilities to win their
way in the profession. He himself would
never have gone to the bar if it had not
been possible for him to do so by simply
The
passing University examinations.
profession had always been considered a
learned profession, and it was unwise and
unnecessary to insist that those who intended to follow the calling of an advocate
should be required to spend three years of
their lives in a branch of the profession
which they had no intention to engage in.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 1, providing for persons giving
notice before the 1st January, 1892,
Sir B. O'LOG HLEN asked the AttorneyGeneral to insert an amendment repealing
that portion of the section of the principal "
Act which prevented a counsel contracting
himself out of the operation of that
section.
Mr. SHIELS said he "admitted the force
ef the arguments of the honorable member for Port Fairy and the honorable
member for Essendon, "but as he (Mr.
Shiels) had always sturdily opposed the
amalgamation of the legal profession he
did not like at this juncture, when" so few
members were present, to alter what was
decided by a very large majority in a full
House after an exhaustive debate. He
would, therefore, suggest that the defects
in the principal Act which had been pointed
out should be allowed to remain until next
session, when, having meanwhile seen the
Act in full operation, they might be better
able to secure ade"quate amendments.
Mr. WRIXON expressed the opinion
that the suggestion of the AttorneyGeneral was reasonable, but he certainly
hoped that the honorable gentleman
would not forget to consider this question
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before next session. In their anxiety to
accomplish the amalgamation of the legal
profession the Legislature" had done a
great injury to the interests of the profession, and in that way to the public j
and he particularly desired the AttorneyGeneral to bear tn mind the absurd
provision that no man could be called
to the bar unless he ha.d been articled for three years in an attorney's
office, because that would be perfectly useless for those members of the legal profession wl:J.o never meant to take up solicitors'
work. It was perfectly impossible to
amalgamate the work of the legal profession, because that of the advocate was
of a totally different kind and required a
totallv different class of men from that of
the s~licitor, and a man might be a firstclass man in one line and be of no use in
the other. And yet the Legislature, not
really knowing the circumstances, had
decided to put both classes through exactly
the same mill. l'he Act would be a great
injustice to many struggling young men,
who supported themselves by their own
industry whilst going through a University
course; and it would never have been
passed but for the fact that the profession of the law was, unfortunately, not
very popular.
rrhe Bill having been gone through,
Mr. SHIELS proposed the following
clause:"Before any person is admitted by the
Supreme Court to practise as a barrister and
solicitor he shall pay to the court one fee of
50 guineas or such other sum as may hereafter
be fixed in any rules of the Supreme Court, and
such fee shall be substituted for the fees of 50
guineas payablE! under rule 13 and 40 guineas
payable under rule 35 of the rules of the Supreme
Court of the 15th day of October, 1887."

This, the honorable member remarked,
was to remedy an injustice which the
Legal Profession Practice Act appeared
likely to create, ?y requiring from some
of the gentlemen already admitted as
barristers or attorneys a second fee of
50 guineas in addition to t}:le fee they had
already paid; and the judges had not the
power to remit the second fee under the
present regulations.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported with an
amendment, and the report was adopted.
The Bill was then read a third time.
AGRICULTURAL GRANTS BILL.
Mr. GRAHAM moved the second reading of this Bill, which, he said, was
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Mr. A. HARRIS remarked that if there
a Bill to alter the amounts of certain agricultural and other grants. A was one thing that redounded to the credit
sum of £233,000 was set apart by of the late Government more than another
the Appropriation Act for 1889-90 for it was the initiation of these bonuses to
the encouragement of agriculture and the agricultural interests. Of the money
other purposes, and certain grants for voted by Parliament for dairy produce,
bonuses, which were made permanent &c., the sum of £22,000 had been paid
grants by the Act No. 1046, but it had away, leaving a balance of £8,000, and it
been found that it would be expedient to was proposed to transfer from other items
alter the amounts of some of those grants a sum of £23,000, making a total availwithout increasing or diminishing the total able for future bonuses of £31,000. The
amount, and also to remove any question total returns for the butter exported
as to the payment of expenses connected during the past two years amounted to
with the refrigeration and exportation £ 1,768,791, and, the bonuses paid amounted
of butter out of the grant for dairy to £15,907. The Victorian butter had
produce. The sums appropriated were taken a froI\t position in the English
as follows :-For dairy produce and market, and according to telegrams
fruits of best quality and in best order which had recently appeared in the newsexported to foreign markets, £30,000 (to papers Australian buttel: would, in all
be increased by the Bill to £53,000); for probability, drive the Danish and Norimportation of new varieties of seeds and mandy butter out of the English market.
plants, £10,000 (to be reduced to £5,000.); He gave the Minister of Agriculture credit
for encouraging, by grants of bonuses, for having insisted on the strictest superthe planting and cultivation of forests vision being exercised over the butter extrees of an economic character, £15,000 ported from the colony. If the industry
(to be reduced to £2,000); for the intro- was to prosper the quality of the butter
duction of new machinery and appliances must be maintained; and he (Mr. Harris)
to perfect the treatment of new agricul- trusted that the honorable gentleman
tural products and to improve present would not relax his eff")rts. Noone could
agricultural methods, and for prizes for estimate the benefit that would accrue not
now inventions in general agricultural ouly to the agricultural interests, but to
appliances, £11,000 (to be reduced to t.he colony generally, from the development
£6,000). He had a return showing' how of the export trade in butter.
much of the money had been expended
Mr. McINTYH,E said that this Bill
up to the present time. Of the £30,000 should receive the attention of every honset aside for dairy produce and fruits of OI'able member who was interested ill
the best quality and in the best order, to agriculture. It was proposed in clause 2
be exported to foreign markets, £22,000 to reduce the amollnt for the importation
had been expended in bonuses, but the of new varieties of seeds and plants, from
other items had not been drawn upon to £10,000 to£5,000, the amount for bonuses
any great extent. Of the amount appro- for the encouragement of planting and
priated for importation of new varieties of cultivating forest trees of an economic
seeds and plants, only £188 7s. 9d. had character from £15,000 to £2,000, and
been expended; for the introduction of the amount for the introduction of new
new machinery, &c., £364 12s. 8d.; while agricultural machinery and appliances, and
nothing at all had been expended for prizes for new inventions in general
in bonuses for encouraging the plant- agricultural a.ppliances, from £11,000 to
ing and cultivation of forest trees of £6,000.
He did not understand why
au economic character.
rrhe bonuses these amounts should be reduced, and
given for exported butter had 1Iad a most practically the whole of the money given
beneficial effect. During the past five to the butter industry. The matters to
years one dairy factory had paid no less which he referred were of import.ance,
t.han £41,370 to the neighbouring farmers and if the mOlley available had not yet
for milk, and wherever dairy factories had been claimed it might hereafter be cla,imed.
been established it had resulted in an inMr. McOOLL observed that the MinistOi'
crease in the number of cows kept by the of Agriculture in submitting this Bill was
farmers in its vicinity.
He believed that taking a very wise course. A critical stage
this Parliament would give still greater had been reached in conncxion with the
encouragement to the farming and agri- butter industry, and unless further assistcultural industry.
.ance was given the export trade might
Session 1891.-[220]
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collapse. He wished to point out that by
the sudden stoppage of the bonuses to
factories, some inj llstico had been done.
In a number of instances persons 'incurred
a large expenditure in putting up factories
in anticipation of the bonuses, and the
factories were almost in working order
when the payment of the bonuses was discontinued. rrhe Minister should consider
these cases on their merits, and should
not lay down any hard-and-fast rule.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that the export
trade in butter had grown very considerably, and Victorian butter. was obtaining
a high reputation in the English market.
Once the industry was firmly e5tablished
it would not require assistance from the
State; but the action now being taken by
the Government was fully justified. He
believed that,.in a few years, the butter
industry would be one of the greatest industries of the colony; but to secure that
result it was necessary that assistance
should be given to it for a little time
longer.
rriw motion for the second reading of ,
the Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
ST. ARNAUD SCHOOL OF MINES
SITE BILL.
Mr. 'VHEELER moved the second
reading of this Bill. He stated that the
object of the Bill was to enable a portion
of the market reserve at St. Arnaud, which
was no longer required for market purposes, to be utilized as a site for a school
of mines. It was proposed to revoke the
permanent reservation of this portion of
the reserve, and to permanently reserve it
for the purpose stated.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
PRIVILEGE.
The SPEAKER announced the receipt
of a message from the Legislative Council
requesting that the Assembly would give
leave to the Minister of Hailways to attend,
if he thought fit, to be examined before
the committee of the whole Council on
the H.ailways Act Amendment Bill. He
stated that a further message had been
received from the Legislative Council requesting that similar leave should be given
to the Hon. Duncan Gillies, a member of
the Assembly.
'

,Privilege.

Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked if this did not
amount to a breach of privilege 1
Mr. SHIELS said that from what he
had heard of the ex oratione character of
the evidence given in another pla,co he was
most anxious to be examined there. This
was a matter which ~ad now got beyond
the pale of Parliament. It had become a
question affecting the reput.ation, truth,
and honour of a gentleman in the Legislative Assembly whom honorable members
had trusted and placed in a high position.
He would therefore ask the House, as a
matter of personal obligation to himself,
not to allow a constitutional precedent or
any such reason to be urged in order to
prevent its acquiescence in the request
made by another place. For his own sake
he earnestly desired that the whole truth
should be now brought out. He was quite
prepared to face the ordeal. He had no
desire to re-open matters which had passed
between Mr. Speight and himself, but
another place had urged upon him to give
evidence, and he was anxious to take his
own part. He therefore moved that the
request contained in the message which
regarded himself be complied with.
The SPEAKER.-Theq'tlestion is "That
leave be given to the Minister of Hailways
to attend in the Legislative Council, if he
think fit, and give evidence on the Railways
Act Amendment Bill."
Mr. BENT remarked that he thought
it would be wise to postpone the consideration of this proposal in order that honorable members might have an opportunity
of looking up the precedents. The proposal to examine two members of the
Lower House in the Upper House had
been moved in another place by a member
of the Government, and it seemed to him
to be an extraordinary thing to do. There
need be no hurry in this matter, as the
Legislative Council had still 30 or 40
witnesses to examine.
Mr. SHIELS observed that there was
very little time at the disposal of honorable members. 'When the Assembly rose
that evenilig it would not meet again until
Tuesday, and the Government desired to
prorogue next week, while it was their
intention to pass the Railways Act Amendment Bill.
Mr. BENT said that if it was thought
to be necessary the Assembly could meet
Oli Monday, but he considered that it
would be unwise to agree to the motion
u,nder any circumstances.
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Mr. WRIXON observed that the present
question had come up very suddenly.
'1'hen there was this to be noted, namely,
that-so he was informed-the message
I::iont from another place was ordered on the
motion of a Minister of the Crown. What
was sought was to enable the Minister of
Hailways to give evidence on eertain personal matters in which he was involved.
nlO honorable gentleman was deeply
anxious to contradict something, but he
(..Mr. Wrixon) imagined that there was
some considerable difficulty in the way of
allowing a Miuister of the Crown, who was
a member of tho Assembly, to be called to
the bar of the Council, in order that he
should give evidence in respect to a public
measure which had passed this House.
Before he (Mr. 'Vrixon) consented to such
a course he would like to look into the precedents on the point. It would bo a very
important thing to set a precedent of the
other House being a1)le to summon a
Minister of the Crown from this House to
its bar, and make him give an account of
himself in connexion with certain legislation. (An Honorable Member-"Only
if he think fit.") (NIr Shiels-celt is not a
question about the Bill at all.") Possibly
so, but a door would be opened very,yide
to a great number of possibilities.
Mr. MUN HO said he certainly had an
objection to a Minister being sumllloned
to another place, and that objection was
not yetremoved. But, inasmuch as the~Iin
ister of Uailways was excee~ingly anxious
to get the permission, it was a qnestion to
his (Mr. Munro's) mind whethor the House
would be justified in refusing it.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he sympathized with the Minister of Hailways. He
honoured him for his anxiety to stand forward and support his own views. But
with all that sympathy he did not belieye in allowing a precedent to be established which might be made a most
dangerous one. ·What would the other
House think if the Assembly were to
SllmUlon the Minister of Defence to the
bar of this Chamber to be examined about
the Defence department? (An Honorable
:Member-" If he think fit to go.") \Vhere
was the line to be drawn ~ If the thing
was once allowed, where would it stop? He
would suggest a different course. At the
first meeting of this House after the evidence taken elsewhere had been published,
let the Minister of Railways g'et up in his
place and m:1ke a statcment on any points
of that evidence he chose to refer to, and
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the House would accept his statement just
as much as if he made it at the bar
of another place. "Whatever he (Sir B.
O'Loghlen) might think of the action of
the Government as to other matters, while
they were the Government they ought to
be treated as such. A member of the
Government was entitled to disregard his
own feelings and consider the q llcstion, not
from a personal point of view, but from the
point of view of his position as one of the
leaders of this Chamber. He should not
run the chance of being questioned and
cross-questioned by honorable members
elsewhere about any matters of policy.
The precedent' which it was proposed to
set would be a most dangerous one, especially as this House was the House of the
country.
Mr. LEONARD stated that he could not
agree with the honorable member for Port
Fairy. He saw no objection to tho Minister of Railways going to the bar of the
Legislative Council, if he wished to go. He
could see no harm whatever in such a
course being taken. Of course the case
would be different if the other House made
a demand for his presence there. I t seemed
to him that the Legislative Council had
done what it thought to beperfectlyjustand
right towards the Minister of Hail ways.
As for the honorable gentleman standing
up in this House and making t"\, statement, that was all very well, but he could
not be cross-examined on such a statement.
But ~n the evidence he gave in another
place he might be cross-examined. (:,\11'.
Foster--" His going there would compromise the Assembly.") If the Council
asked a favour of the A.ssemGlv and the
Assembly granted it, how ~ould the
Assembly be compromised? If the honorable member made a statement here it
would go to the world through the press,
but people would only say" After all, it il:!
only a statement."
The SPEAKER.-I wil:!h to narrow
down the present issue as much as possible.
Of course no question would arise as to the
propriety of this House giving permission
to one of its members to go to the bar of
another place so long as he occupied the
position of a private member. That has
been done on previous occasions. The same
practice is followed in the Honse of Lords
and the House of Commons. In Septcmher,
1880, permission was granted to the
honorable member for Stawell, who was
not then a Minister of the Crown, but an
ex-Minister, to be examined before another
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Chamber with respect to a question of railway construction; and, later on, a similar
permission was given to myself to give
evidence with respect to the Legal Profession Amalgamation Bill. rfhat settles
the point as to a private member. The
issue is then narrowed down to the question whether any difference arises when
the honorable member whose attendance
is desired elsewhere is a Minister of the
Crown? Millisters of this House have
appeared before select committees of the
Legislative Council, but I am not prepared
to say just now whether any instance is on
record of a Minister appm~ring before the
Legislative Council. I do not remember
a case: Personally I know of no reason
why a Minister of the Orown should not
give evidence in another place if he thought
fit to do so. I would say the matter is
one for an expression of the will of the
House. It is for the House to decide.
The question is one of expedience. There
is no breach of privilege involved in my
allowing the motion to be decided by the
will of the House.
Mr. NIMMO thought that this House
would make a great mistake if it did anything to prevent the Minister of Hailways
from having his own way in this matter.
The honorable gentleman was anxious to
give evidence on certain important matters, and, supposing this House obstructed
him from carrying out his will, what would
be the result 1 'rhe other branch of the
Legislature would arrive at certain conclusions, which might or might not be
correct. They would say to this Chamber,
" You prevented us from getting a material
witness, and we· are forced to draw our
own inference and accept the evidence
given to us by other witnesses." The
other branch of the Legislature had already
got the evidence of Mr. Speight, and he
(Mr. Nimmo) believed that that testimony
was given from the very best motives.
No doubt it was hones'1; and bond fide
evidence. But it was only one side
of the story. It was, however, a very
serious matter that Mr. Speight should
have snjd that he was not consulted about
~l. certain document, when the Minister of
Rail ways declared that he ,,~as. That was
an important difference. The other House
were collecting data for a measure of great
public importance, aud it was absolutely
necessary that they should be placed in
possession of all the facts. (Capt. Taylor"They do not want evidence; they want
delay.") vYell, delay was often a very
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desirable thing. In the meantime, he, for
one, was not going to impute any motives.
If the other House were deprived of the
evidence they wanted to guide them, who
would be to blame if they were led to a
wrong conclusion? They would say, "You
refused us an opportunity of collecting the
whole of the facts." He (Mr. Nimmo)
would urge that, in the interests of the
people at large and the honour of the
Assembly, the Minister of Hailways should
be permitted to give his version of tho
affair at the bar of the other Chamber.
Mr. C. YOUNG observed that reference
had been made to the Minister of Railways
being summoned, but there was no such
thing as a summons in the matter. Thero
had been only a request. Honorable members should bear in mind that the motion
on the subject which was carried by another
place was moved by the Minister of Justice
himself. Surely if he desired to protect the
honour of his colleagues it would be a most
unfair and most unkind thing for this
House to interfere. vYerehe(Mr. Young)
in the position of the Minister of Hailways
he would not care whether this House did
or did not approve. He would not be debarred from walking into another place
and giving his evidence if he wanted to
do so.
Capt. TAYLOR said he considered the
question now before the House to be one of
paramount importance. It had been said
by the honorable member for Carlton South
that it would be of no use for the Minister
of Railways to make a statement in this
Chamber, because he could not be examined
and cross-examined. Bllthe(Capt. Taylor)
could not understand how any honorable
member could agree to a Minister of the
Crown, who was a member of the Assembly,
going to the bar of another place to be
examined and cross-examined. vYhat was
the object of the cross-examination ~ To
break down the statements made in the
examination in chief. vYere the Assembly
going to admit the right of another place
to endeavour to show that the statements
made by a Minister of the Crown in the
Legislative AssembJy were untrue? A more
monstrous proposif.;.on he never heard of.
A precedent wO".ild be established that
would be follored in respect of every
Bill that came Uj). (An Honorable Member-" It is not ::, Bill that is in qnestion.")
\¥ell, it might be done with reference to
overy subject that could possibly arise.
There was no one who held the honour of
the Minister of Railways in more respect
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than he (Capt. Taylor) did. They were
both boys together, and he regarded the
honorable gentleman's personal honour as
much as he did his own. The honorable
gentleman had made a statement to this
Chamber which he (Capt. Taylor) believed in as firmly as he believed in the
gospel, and t.his statement had been contradicted in another place by a civil
servant. vVas this House going to allow
an audacious civil servant to be placed on
a level with a Minister of the Crown 1 The
personal honour of this House was concerned, and if the Government were to
yield on this point he, for one, would walk
across to the other side of the Chamber.
He would consider that the honour of the
Honse had been sacrificed. If anyone
gave his qath against the statement of the
Minister of Railways, he (Capt. Taylor)
would not believe him. If he had only
five minutes' breath left in him, 'he would
use it in protesting against the course
now proposed.
Mr. McLELLAN moved the adj ournment of the debate until the following
Tuesday.
Mr. McCOLL seconded the motion.
Mr. G. D. CARTER said he had every
sympathy with the Minister of Hailways,
hut he thought no personal element should
be introduced into the discussion. 'fhe
consideration of the Railways Act Amendment Bill should not be allowed to degenerate into a personal quarrel between two
gentlomen, especially when one of them
was a. Minister of the Crown and a member of this Chamber. To his mind, if
there was one position more undignified
than another it was that which would be
involved in allO\~ing a Minister of the
Crown to be contradicted and argued with
by a member of the public service. All
that the honorable gentleman stated in
this House was on record. He had made
his statement, that statement had been
accepted, and the matter at issue should
be regarded quite irrespective· of any feoling between the Minister of Railways and
the Chief of the Railways Commissioners.
It was quite right for the Chairman of the
Railways Commissioners to be examined
at the bar of another place-indeed, he
might have been examined at the bar of
this Chamber-but honorable members
had not seen his evidence, and they could
know nothing about it. Besides, while
honorable members might regard that
evidence as valuable in relation to the Railways Act Amendment Bill, they had nothing
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to do with the other matters that might.
appear in it. The Minister of Railways
was very high-spirited, and everyone knew
that a man of that stamp was always ready
to resent any slur cast upon any statement made by him. But when he was
as old as he (Mr. Carter) was, he would
find that it was not necessary to kick at
every dog that barked at him. As he had
said he could sympathize with the Minister
of Hailways, but it was the duty of every
honorable member to protect the corporate
honour of the House, and he, for one, did
not think that corporate honour would bo
at all advanced by sending a Minister of
the Crown to another place to contradict
a civil servant. If necessary, when the
Bill was again before the Assembly, the
House could go into committee upon it, and
call the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners to the bar.
(Mr. Graves-"'rhat ought to have been done long ago.")
But if there was to be any examination,
let it be conducted in this chamber and not
anywhero else. He would vote against the
motion.
Mr. MUNRO expressed the hope that
the debate would not be adjourned until
some conclusion had been arrived at.
Mr. SHIELS said he recognised very
gratefully the tone of kindness and consideration adopted by !he House towards
himself. He wished to correct one or two
errors. Honorable members should recollect that this examination was sought by
honorable members elsewhere who were
opposed to the measure, and .that they
raised up personal matters which involved
the honour of either the Chairman of the
Rail ways Commissioners or himself. He
treated the matter as one affecting his
own personal honour. r:rhe gentleman who
had given evidence in another Chamber
held a responsible position. He was examined, cross-examined, and re-examined,
and another place had the opportunity
of noticing his demeanour. Any statement he (Mr. Shiels) might make in
this Chamber or at the bar of t.his
Chamber would be almost lost elsewhere.
He thoroughly disapproved of the course
that was taken elsewhere. For his own
part, he had steered as far as possible from
personal matters, and from those clements
of contradiction which had been at issue
between the Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners and himself, . which previously he had refrained from bringing
up in the House and even in the Cabinet,
but which must now come out. Some of
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his colleagues in' the Ministry did not
know all that had passed between the
Chairman of the Railways Commissioners
and himself, and the only conflict was
between the chairman and himself. From
the other two commissioners he had to
acknow ledge a readiness to respond, as
far as they could, to his every wish to
obtain information; in fact, he had received the utmost courtesy at all times
from Mr. Greene and Mr. Ford, and had
never been brought into conflict with them
from first to last. 'rhe conflict had always
been between the Chairman of the Commissioners and himself; and now that the
matter had been deliberately made public
by the Chairman of the Commissioners, who
had uttered contradictions of statements
he (Mr. Shiels) had made, the whole truth
should be brought ont, and he thought
that the House might readily respond to
his wish, and allow him to go to the bar of
the Legislative Council to defend his own
honour, not as a Minister, but as a mall,
and to put clearly before that Housewhose memb~rs had witnessed the demeanour of the Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners-his (Mr. . Shiels') demeanour, subject to the same riO'ormIs
conditions.
b
Mr.. DUFFY said that a little ,';hile aO'o
when the Speaker was addressing th~
H~u~e, he concluded by expressing an
opllllOn, and as he (Mr. Duffy) was in
doubt as to what the Speaker intended to
convey, he would be glad if the Speaker
would kindly give an explanation.
.
The SPEAKER-As what the honorable member refers to is an important
question, I think it may be as well for
me to read to the House certain passages
from lIatsell's Precedents-although the
matter is there dealt with in very much
the same way as it is dealt with in Jfay.
lIatsell states that.
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m~mber named in the message is present in his
place, and to hear his opinion, whether he
chooses to attend or not, before the House have
proceeded even to take the message into coneideration. "

Perhaps I ~id not make myself clearly
understood III reference to the question
raised by the honorable member for Port
!airy, ~s t.o whether ~ breach of privilege
IS not lllvolved, and It was to that point
that I particnlarlyaddressed myself. I then
showed that there were two instances in
which leave was given-one to a privat.e
member, and another t.o an ex-Minister.
'''hat I said was not in any way intended
to express an opinion as to whether leave
should be given to a Minister of the
Crow11 to attend and give evidence at
the bar of the Legislative Councilor
not, because I think that it is a matter
which rests entirely within the discretion of the House; I merely wished
to convey my. opinion that if the House,
under the CIrcumstances of the case
think fit to grant permission to th~
Minister of Railways to attend and give
evidence at the bar of the Legislative
Council, it would not be in any way a
breach of the privileges of this House.
Capt. rrAYLOR inquired if there was
no precedent for granting leave to a Minister in the Assembly to attend and give
eviden.ce at the bar of the Legislative
Council 1
rfhe SPEAKER.-No.
Mr. L. L. SMITH asked if the honorable
gentleman could not be granted leave to
attend as a private member, and not as a
Minister of the Crown 1
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member will see that the message is that leave
be given to the Honorable the Minister of
Hailways to attend, and give evidence at
the bar of the Legislative Council.
Mr. HANCOCK said that, although he
wa.s only a young member of the House, he
"The result of the whole-to he collected
would yield to no member in maintaining
either from .the j.ournals or from the history of
the proceedlllgs ll1 the House of Commons-is
the privileges of the Assembly. 'While he
first, Tha~ the Lords have no right whatever, o~
was not a great student of colonial parliaany occaSIOn, to summon, much less to compel .
mentary history he had beena close student
the attendance of, a member of the House of
of the parliamentary history of England,
Commons. Secondly, That, in asking leave of
and he felt perfectly sure t.hat snch a thing
the House of Commons for that attendance, the
message ought to express clearly the' cause'
as was now proposed had never been done
and 'purpose' for which the attendance is dein the old country. They all agreed that
sired; in order that, when the member appears
it was only natural that the Minister of
before the Lords, no improper subject of examiRailways, who, as an honest man, made an
nation may be tendered to him. Thirdly The
Commons, in answer to the Lords' mes~age,
honest statement in a public place, should
confine themselves to giving leave for the mem- .desire to go to another place where
ber to attend, leaving him still at liberty to go
he (Mr. Hancock) could not say thq
or not, 'as he ~hall think fit.' And, fourthly,
same practice had been observed. The
the later practIce hu,s been to wait until the
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honorable member for Carlton South sug- Chairman of the Railways Commissioners
gested that the Minister could not be that afternoon until he had an opportunity
examined in the same way as the Chair- of reading an authentic report of the proman of the Railways Commissioners had ceedings. He sincerely hoped that the
been examined that afternoon; but, as a House would refuse to create such a
matter of fact, the Minister of Railways dangerous precedent, and he believed that
had been examined in this House, during if it had not been for the desire on the
the whole of the debate, upol} the state- part of the Minister to go and face his
ments he had made, and upon which the accusers, the whole House would have been
Bill was founded. If the Assembly were unanimous in refusing the request of the
going to give away the privilege asked Legislative Council, and they ought, therefor by the other House, it would be only fore, to at once decline to create so danfair for the Assembly to ask the four gerous a precedent.
Mr. ZOX stated that the House should
members of the Government in the Legislative Council who lately dissented from bear in mind that the proposal to call
the other members of the Cabinet to come the Minister of Railways to the bar of the
down to the bar of this House and explain Legislati Ile Council emanated from one
their conduct. But he looked upon the of the honorable gentleman's own colproposal to call the Minister of Railways leagues in the Government, and he beto the bar of the Legislative Council as a lieved it was almost unanimously adopted
most monstrous one.
It was nothing by the ,Council. Of course, if a question
short of monstrous for the Lower House- of privilege was involved and the other
he could not call the Legislative Cquncil the Chamber had no right to ask the attenUpper House, because he considered that dance of the Minister of Railways, they
this House was the Upper House-to must conserve the rights, privileges, and
ask this, Chamber to grant leave to the prerogatives of the Assembly beyond every
Minister of Railways to attend at the bar other consideration. If there was no question of privilege involved, and the ~1inister
of the Council, and give evidence there.
The SPEAKER.-It may be as well of Railways thought he was justified in
not to use the term "Upper House;" it attending, the House might very well
is advisable in this House to allude to the leave the matter to the honorable gentleother Chamber as the Legislative Council. man's discretion. He would like to point
Mr. HANCOCK remarked that if the out, with all respect to the House and the
Minister of Hail ways was anxious to go to Government., that. it had frequently been
the bar of the Legislative Council to ruled in this Chamber that they had no
answer those grave charges, he could do it right to take any notice of what' occurred
very easily by resigning his position as in another place until they were offiMinister of Railways, because if simply cially informed of what had transpired
Mr. Shiels, member of the Legislative there, and he would like to ask the Premier
Assembly of Victoria, went to the bar of if he thought the m~ssage from the Council
the Council, it would not· establish a new was such an official notification of what
and dangerous precedent, because it would had taken place there as to justify this
be in accordance with the precedent quoted House being asked to grant leave to the
by the Speaker. But while it would not Minister of Railways to attend at the bar
be out of place for Mr. Shiels to go there of the Legislative Council for his own vindias a private member, to grant him leave cation. (Mr. G. D. Carter--" Nobody has
to go there as Minister of Railways would . accused him of any offence; he has nothing
be to make a precedent for future to vindicate.") He did not say that anyMinisters of Railways and future mem- body had accused the Minister of Hailways
bers of the Government being called to of any offence, bnt he was using the honorthe bar of the Legislative Council, and, able gentleman's own words when he spoke
therefore, he sincerely hoped that the of desiring to go there to vindicate his
Minister of Railways would sink his honour as a man. Personally, he did not
private feelings, and look to the privileges see the necessity for this proposal, but if
of this House. Even the Minister of the Minister insisted on it, honorable
Railways, who was so anxious to go to the members would be doing him a very grave
bar of the Legi~lative Council and refute injustice unless they granted him leave to
charges that had been made against him, go to the bar of the Legislative Council
~ould have only a slight idea as to what
and give evidence, providing, of course,
was the outcome of the examination of the that it was not a question of privilege,
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The SPEAKER.-I have already stated Honorable members should pause, even at
that I do not consider it a question of this late period of the session, when Parprivilege.
liament was almost moribund, and when
Mr. ZOX remarked that in that case there was an important Government Bill
the Minister of Railways ought to be left before the other Chamber which had yet to
to choose whether he should or should not be dealt with, before they gave their concomply with the call of the Legislative sent to a Minister of the Crown going to
Council, and no honorable member had another place in order that that other place
the right to 'say "No" to the honorable might inquire not only into his actions, but
gentleman's request. If the Minister felt into the actions of the Assembly. The
that his reputation was attacked, or his Assembly had passed the· Railways Act
honour insulted in any way, it was the Amendment Bill, and if there had been any
duty of the House to give him the neces- quarrel between the Minister of Railsary permission to go to the bar of the ways and a public servant it should have
Council and, as he himself said, vindi- been fought out in its proper place on
cate his own honour. Therefore, he (Mr. the floor of this House. What would
Zox) would vote for the motion if it went have been said, if, when certain memto a division. If it were merely a question bers in another place voted against a
of whether it was really necessary for the Bill introduced by their colleagues in the
honorable gentleman to go and give evi- Assembly, a message had been sent to
dence before the Legislative Council, he another place to ask that those members
(Mr. Zox) might have a .different opinion; should be brought to the bar of the House
but if the honorable gentleman desired to explain their conduct 1 This question
them to allow him to go, why should he ought to be decided at once. Encroachnot be allowed to go 1 (Capt. Taylor- ments were gradually being made by
"Because he represents the corporate another place on the privileges. of the
honour of this House.") Did the Minister Assembly, and the question would shortly
of Railways still request the House to arise which House would survive. It was
grant him leave to appear at the bar of the duty of honorable members,' as the
the Legislative Council1 (Mr. Shiels- Commons of the colony, to defend their
" Yes.") W ell, he (Mr. Zox) wOlJ.ld, at all privileges and to prevent any inroad being
events, comply with the request.
made upon them. He could quite underThe motion for the adjournment of the stand the position and feelings of the
debate was withdrawn.
Minister of Railways, but the honorable
Mr. FOSTER said that if the request that gentleman must remember that he was a
had been received from another place was servant of the House. A private member
complied with it would create the most might be summoned from one House to
dangerous precedent ever established in the other, but a Minister of the Crown
the history of the Parliament of the colony. represented the House and the country,
The first thing that surprised him was that and he had to answer to the House for his
the motion to send down a message had actions.
been moved by a Minister of the Crown.
Mr. GRAVES said' that the honorable
(Mr. Mason-"It was done by request.") member for Melbourne East (Mr. Zox)
The honorable member for Melbourne East had stated that he would vote for permis(Mr. Zox) dealt with the question in its . sion being given for the Minister of Railpersonal aspect only. The honorable mem- ways to attend in another place if the
ber took the view that, if the Minister of honorable gentleman himself desired it.
Railways desired it, an opportunity should That, however, was not the question the
be given to him to go and redeem his personal House had to consider. rrhe message was
honour in another place, simply because peculiarly worded; it first requested the
he had had a personal quarrel with a civil Legislative Assembly to give the Minister
servant, but the corporate honour of the leave to attend, and then the words were
House would be in the hands of the Minister used, "if he thinks fit." The Minister of
of Railways when he went to another place. Railways had intimated that he did desire
No precedent for any such action had been to attend, but the honorable gentleman
quoted; no instance had been cited in which could only go to another place to defend a
a Minister of the Crown had been dragged policy which had been debated in this
from the House of Commons to the House House. The honorable gentleman said
of Lords, or from the House of Assembly that he wished to have an opportunity of
of Victoria to the Legislative Council. answering certain statements that had been
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made, and not of giving evidence on the
Bill, but the message requested that he
should attend to give evidence. Tlle Bill
referred to had been debated in the Assembly, and it embodied the policy which the
Assembly had adopted, and this message
was virtually a summons to the Ministry
to give reasons for that policy. There
were representatives of the Ministry in
the Upper House who could state the
policy of the Government and give
their reasons for it. He thoroughly understood the feelings of the Minister of
Railways, and he had.no doubt that itwould
be his (Mr. Graves') feeling under the same
~ircumstances. He (Mr. Graves) anticipated that this, difficulty might, arise, and
on a previous occasion he asked whether
the Railways Commissioners were to be
brought to the bar of this House. (Mr.
Murray-"You suggested the idea to the
other Chamber.") He simply asked that
the Railways Commissioners should be
brought to the bar of this House, and he still
thought that the Assembly should have had
an opportunity of examining those gentlemen. He was of opinion that the House
should not comply with the request that had
been made, and he would vote against it.
Mr. WILLIAMS remarked that if the
request made by another place were acceded to, it would result in an endless
altercation between the Minister of Railways and the Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners. The statements that had
been made by the'Minister of Railways
were known to members in both Houses,
and many of those statements were
diametrically opposed to the statements
made by the Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners. All that the Minister of
Railways could do if he went to another
place would be to give a flat contradiction
to the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, and no good could come of that.
The thing would only end, as it had begun,
by the word of one man being set against
that of the other. He ventured to say
that another place had trenched on the
privileges of the Assembly in their action
with regard to the Railways Act Amendment Bill, which dealt with the expenditure of public money. The policy of the
Government had been in a certain direction, and the other Chamber wanted to
examine the Minister of Railways as to
whether certain expenditure had taken
place or not. If the Minister of Railways were allowed to go to another
Session 1891.~[221]
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place, he would be asked his reasons
why certain expenditure was authorized,
and the Council would inquire into matters
it had no right to inquire into. It was
the bounden duty of the House to say
"No" to the request that was made by
another place.
Mr. MURRAY remarked that he took
an entirely different view of this matter.
He did not think that the House should
have been called upon to discuss the message from the Council at all that evening.
A clear understanding was come t<;>on a pre .. ,
vious day that if the House met at the unusually early hour of eleven o'clock they
would not be asked to sit after six o'clock.
A certain bill of fare was placed before honorable members, and they had dealt with it,
and no new matter should have been introduced.
It might be fair enough to
the honorable members who wore present, the' old stickers to duty who had
a lengthy experience of Parliament, and
who knew that it was always the
unexpected that happened, that this
question should be debated; but it was not
fair to honorable members who had left
the chamber on the faith of the understauding entered into on the previous day.
He would suggest that the debate be
adjourned until the following 1\lesday.
Mr. BAKER stated that if the Minister
of Railways went to another place he
would cease to hold the independent position he held when in this Chamber. If
the honorable gentleman declined to
answer a single question that was put to
him, it would be within the power of
another place to deal with him, and then
the Assembly might lose its Minister of
Railways. The question at issue between
the Miuister of Railways and the Chairman
of the Railways Commissioners had already
been debated in that Assembly. He (Mr
Baker) objected to the way in which
certain matters in connexion with a particular Bill were dealt with, but he nevertheless believed that' the Minister of
Railways had faithfully attempted to do
his duty as far as in him lay. The honorable gentleman need not seek to go further; he had nothing to fear at present,
but if he went to another place and submitted to examination, there was no knowing ,where the matter might end. The
House should be very careful not to part
with any of its privileges.
Mr. GILLIES said he desired to say a few
words, not because this question affected
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him personally, but because it raised a Legislative Council that the Minister of
point of considerable importance which the Railways should attend, to be examined on
House should very carefully weigh before it the Rail ways Act Amendment Bill, covered
came to a determination. Every honorable a very large field. Some honorable memmember must sympathize with the feel- bers had spoken about the possibility of a
ings of the Minister of Railways. Nothing dangerous precedent being established if
could be more natural than that, when this request was complied with. The
an honorable gentleman was informed honorable member for Gippsland East had
that certain statements had been made with great. force pointed out a difficulty
which were wholly antagonistic to that might arise in future. The Legisla.certain statements he had made~, him- tive Council might ascertain that a Bill
self, he should feel annoyed and angry. involving important questions of principle
The honorable gentleman had exhibited which had been passed by the Assembly
some anger, and he (Mr. Gillies) would did not meet with the approval of some of
not say that his anger was unreasonable. the Ministers in the Assembly, and with a
If the word of a man was point-blank view of damaging the Government and the
contradicted it was natural, if he had any chances of the Bill being passed, the Counregard for his honour and character, that cil might ask that that Minister should be
he should feel annoyed to a degree that it allowed to go to the bar of that House and
was difficult to express. He had no doubt give evidence. If that Minister were
that if the honorable gentleman had not permitted to attend, and he was asked
heard anything about the examination if he approved of a particular clause
that day, but had read the reports on the involving some important principle, and
following day, he would have taken a he did not approve of that clause,
different view of the matter. There was he would be bound, as a man of
nothing like taking a little time for con- hon'our, to answer the question, and to say,
sideration. (Mr. Williams-" Sleeping "Well, no; I do not approve of the prinover it.") Yes, sleeping over it. Might ciple of the clause." 'rhat would be a
he invite the honorable gentleman's at- most insulting position in which to place
tention to an act of injustice that he the House and the Government. In this
did to his colleagues in another place. instance, what could the Minister say with
The honorable gentleman stated that reference to the principles of the Railways
the movement for the examination Act Amendment Bill except that he apof witnesses at the bar of another place proved of them. But supposing the honorwas promoted by persons who were opposed able gentleman were asked this questiQn,
to the Railways Act Amendment Bill. The
"Is it true, Mr. Shiels, that some of your
number of members who voted for the colleagues in the Legislative Council
examination was very large. He believed and some of your colleagues in the
that there were 28 to 7, and among the Legislative Assembly do not approve of
28 were three of the honorable gentleman's this Bill~" If the honorable gentleown colleagues. That was a circumstance man knew that there was a weak-minded
which the honorable gentleman had no brother who did not altogether ap'prove of
doubt forgotten, and he was sure it was the principles of the Bill, what would he
not his intention to cast any reflection on say ~ If he said, "Mr. Chairman, I hope
the 28 gentlemen who voted for the you will excuse me from answering that
examinat.ion. Evidence was not taken at question," the conclusion would be drawn
the bar of the House in the way in which it that here again the Bill had been an open
was taken in a court of justice. In a court. question from the beginning to the end,
of justice every witness gave evidence on and that on some of its main, principles
oath before a judge, and there was counsel the Government w~re not agreed. They
on each side who would prevent questions might, therefore, get into a complication of
being asked that were not relevant to the circumstances. If a Minister of the Crown
issue, and that might insinuate their who had introduced a Bill into the Assemown answer. He was not in the Council bly which contained important principles
when the examination of Mr. Speight took was to be permitted to go to the bar of the
place, as he was too busy at the time, and Council and to submit to an examination
he was not speaking now from any per- upon that Bill, the legislation passed by the
sonal knowledge of what transpired. Assembly might be seriously damaged. If
The request that had been made by the such a course of action were adopted with
Mr. Gillies.
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regard to one Bill, there could be 110 reason and surely he was prepared to accept that
why it should not be adopted with regard responsibility without addressing the other
to other Bills. Strong feeling had been branch of the Legislature on this parexhibited by the Minister of Railways, and ticular subject. As to the other branch of
the honorable gentleman might be under the question, he (Mr. Gillies) had a word to
the impre~s.ion that if he went to another say with reference to himself. He had a
place he could make a speech in reply to great regard and respect for the Legislative
the statements that had been made. The Council. His regard and respect for that
honorable gentleman would not, however, body would not be in the slightest degree
he allowed to do that, but would simply lessened by the mere circumstance that
have to answer·the questions that were put he thought that an error had been comto hi~.
(Mr. Williams-" Mr. Speight mitted in asking him to appear before that
spoke for a quarter of an hour in answer to House to give evidence on this Bill. He
some questions.") Hedidnot know whether maintained that he had no constitutional
that was so or not, but a ,vitness could only right to appear before that body and remake a statement in answer to a question . peat the arguments which he had already
when he was requested and permitted to do used in the House, of which he was a
so. Might he say to the honorable gentle- member, in reference to this particular
man that he had the opportunity, if he measure. He had not the slighest idea
thought proper to avail himself of it, to' what questions the members of the
answer every statement that had been made Council proposed to ask him, nor had he
elsewhere. (Mr. Shiels-" But not before t~e smallest fear of any questions which
the S[tme tribunaL") "\Vas the House to un- might be put to him, but he took up what
derstand that the honorable gentleman he conceived to be the true constitutional
was going before some court to be tried 1 position that neither a Minister nor an ex(Mr. Shiels-" I want to go there to de- Minister of the Cro,vn was called upon to
fend my honour and my veracity.") He appear at the bar of the Legislative
(Mr. Gillies) considered that the honour Council to give evidence with reference to
and veracity of the honorable gentleman a Bill which had already been thrashed
could be better vindicated before his fellow- out in the Assembly and passed by that
members, and in his own Chamber, than body. The Bill had no necessary reanywhere else. The honorable gentleman lation to any particular person. It was a
had ample opportunities of defending him- general measure, intended to apply not only
self, because, apart from the newspaper to the present commissioners, but to all
report of the following morning, the autho- future commissioners, and it must stand
. rized report of the evidence given in the on its merits whether the present commisCouncil would be published by Monday, sioners were efficient officers or not. (Mr.
and he could reply to any of the state- Murray-" That is the mistake another
ments it contained. Could the honorable place has made.") He (Mr. Gillies) was not
gentleman appeal to a more fair or more responsible for that. He had not given
reasonable tribunal than the Assembly, any advice to members of another place
which had had constant experience of him one way or the other, as to whether they
for a number of years ~ Was he riot will- should call evidence or not. He was
ing to trust to the verdict which honor- perfectly convinced that it would be a
able members of that House would cast in great mistake for members' of the Assembly,
regard to him. The honorable member especially a responsible Minister, to aphad in effect given evidence on the Bill in pear at the bar of the Council to give
discussing it before the Assembly, and evidence in relation to a Bill which had
why should he go before the Legislative already been thoroughly considered in the
Council to give evidence upon it 1 Assembly.
The motion was negatived.
Surely the circumstance' of some person
examined that day at the bar of the
The motion that leave be' given to the
Upper House having made statements in- . Hon. Duncan Gillies to attend in the Legisconsistent with the honorable gentleman's lative Council, if he think fit, and give
statements was no justification for his evidence on the Railways Act Amendgoing before the Legislative Council to ment Bill, was put and negatived.
defend the part he had taken in regard to
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
this Bill. The honorable gentleman was to nine o'clock p.m., until Tuesday, Dehimself largely responsible for the Bill, cember 22.
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LEGISLA.TIVE COUNCIL.
Monday, ])ecember 21, 1891.
Local Government Act'Amendment Bill-Treasury Bonds
Bill-Railway Loan Application Bill-Agricultural
. Grants Bill-Thistle Law Amendment Bill-Acts
Correction Bill-St. Arnaud School of Mines Site
Bill-Administration and Probate Act Amendment
Bill-Kyneton Market Reserve Bill-Personal Explanation: The Minister of Railways·-Railways Act
Amendment Bill-Sessional Arrangements: Hour of
Meeting.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyone minutes past three o'clock p.m., and
read the prayer.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENrr BILL.
The message from the Legislative Assembly intimating that they had agreed
to some of the Council's amendments in
this Bill, disagreed with others, and agree<;l
to others with alIlendment~, was taken
into consideration.
Sir F. rf; SARGOOD stated that in
~lause K the Council inserted a provision
u~der which "any part of a borough"
mig!lt be joined to any other borough with
tp.e "ppnsent of both corporations under.
8eal~ ~ r:rhis had been amended by the
Al:lserpbly so as to restrict its operation to
"theborough known as' the city of Footscray.:'-:. He begged to move that the
amel1d:meut be agreed with.
. 'l:w Hon: J. SERVICE thought that
thi&(wc~lS:.ap. up,reasonable objection on the
pallt:~of ~mother. place. The proposal of the
CJ)lAA1oil ..l wJtS :·tl;t.oroughly reasonable in
every way • .::TbI;lY laid down a general
rulft.:whiGh WQulcl apply all round, but
they-~id not_ wish;.that any portion of. a
borC;>)Jg;b, Ii!];l,op.ld,.- he, ,detached from any.
mu~icipality.: without ..the consen~ of both
bod\~s. , ' ,
''
r:
. T,~e .:lJ;op: N:.' FITZGERALD pointed
OUt., t"4ftt.. th,e .provision: with respect to
mut;tjpip~Utj€S adopted by the Council was
elaqtly.ofl: all~f.ours·;with,:ithe provision
w:itt ~Sp~E{~,rQ the diff~rent~dolonies which
was adopted by the Fed-eration Convention.
The Hon. JX MELYILLE;~s.tated that
noopa kne~.b9tte:r'it1iati.'Mr. ,Service that
it ~1'lS. .fOl;' peaQt;}: .s.ak¢:':w ~'.'existing la w
on :tJa.i~;;~uqject· w.as- adopte~i~y;_ Separate
inter.~j:jts w~te euffiCientlYf ::pro.vided for
when a mu,nicl-pl:I.lity. .was" div,ided into
war.q~!.:: t.' It:waEi., not .l:eason*-ble·.t(l), ,permit a
strGng~r power to' st~rtagitatian{to, get 'the
better part of an adjoining mu~icipaHty; ,
r
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That had been tried at various times.
The municipalities did not at present
desire the law as it stood to be altered.
(Mr. C. J. Ham-" 'Who has said so 1")
Would Mr. C. J. Ham say that the city had
not made an attempt in this dil'ection1 (Mr.
C. J. Ham-" I do say so most distinctly.")
Some years ago there was an agitation
about a certain portion of the Sandridge
road being annexed to the city, and the
City Corporation had been blamed for
instigating that agitation. (Mr. C. J. Ham
- " No.") South Melbourne would have
been dismembered long ago if the City
Corporation had had their own way. If
the municipality was to be annexed, it
should be annexed as a whole; it was not
right that the city council should be
allowed to absorb the best parts of adjoining municipalities.
'rhe Hon. C. J. HAM remarked that the
statement made by Mr. Melville was not
correct. He (Mr. Ham) was mayor of
Melbourne when the agitation to which
the honorable member referred took place.
Adeputation from South Melbourne waited
upon him, and he stated that if they expressed the wish that a portion of South
Melbourne should be annexed to Melbourne
the Melbourne corporation would entertain the proposal, but that neither he
nor any other member of the Melbourne
corporation would attempt to interfere in
any way with other municipalities. In
this case it was to the advantage of the
public that a portion of Footscray should
be annexed to Melbourne, and the people
of Footscray had given their consent to
that being done. .
The Assembly's amendment was disagreed with, and the Council's amendment was insisted on.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
Council's amendment on clause 13, disagreed with by the Assembly, be not insisted upon. He stated that this clause
had reference to the qualification of
councillors. It was proposed that the
.qualificati9n should be property of a
rateable value 'of £10. The Council
struck out £10, and, inserted £20, and
it was with that amendment that the
Assembly had disagreed. In the upcountry districts there were a considerable
number of persons who were formerly
qualifie¢l for the position of councillors,
but the value of whose property had fallen
off so much that a £20 qualification would
exclude them.
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The HQn. H. CUTHBERT remarked
that when the Hill was last befQre the
CQuncil hQnQrable members were unanimQUS in cQming tQ the cQnclusiQn that the
£20 qualificatiQn-which had been in
existence ever, since, the cQIQny had IQcal
gQvernment legislatiQn-shQuld be retained. He knew 'Of very few PQrtiQns 'Of
the cQuntry districts in which the value 'Of
prQperty had' gQne dQwn tQ such an extent
that men having prQperty liable tQ be
rated at £20 CQuld nQt be fQund whQ'were
willing tQ give their services as municipal cQuncillQrs. (Mr. Fraser-" In some
cQuntry districts the values have gQne
dQwn.") In and arQund MelbQurne the
value 'Of prQperty had undergQne great
changes, but in Ballarat, Sand hurst, and
Castlemaine tho value 'Of prQperty had
been maintained. (Mr. Fraser-" YQU
CQuld nQt sell prQperty there.") If the
hQnQrable member had £10,000 wQrth 'Of
prQperty in Ballarat he CQuld easily disPQse 'Of it. The CQuncil shQuld adhere tQ
the determinatiQn they had previQusly
arrived at.
The HQn. N. FITZGERALD said that
there had undQubtedly been a decline in
the value 'Of prQperty in and arQund 'MelbQurne. ~he late land bQQm affected 'Only
MelbQurne and the suburbs, and the value
'Of land in the cQuntry districts had nQt
altered. The financial assQciatiQns 'Of MelbQUTIle were quite as ready nQW as they
were five years agQ tQ advance mQney 'On
cQuntry prQperties if prQper security was
given.
The HQn. VV. McCULLOCH said he
hQped the HQuse WQuld insist uPQn its
amendment. A man whQ was nQt rated
at £20 WQuld be better emplQyed in
attending tQ his 'Own business than in
acting as a municipal cQuncillQr.
Tho HQn. J. SERVICE said he agreed
with the remark made by Mr. McCullQch.
The statement was 'Often made that suchand-such a gentleman had acquired a certain amQunt 'Of prQperty, and that he
WQuld nQW have time tQ devQte SQme
attentiQn tQ public matters. Inducements
were nQW being 'Offered tQ perSQns tQ take
a part in the cQnduct 'Of public business
when they WQuld be better emplQyed in
IQoking after their 'Own business. All
these qualifieatiQns were a methQd 'Of
grading sQciety-a very rQugh 'One, he
cQnfessed ; 'but still they gave certain
seourities which were valuable tQ the CQmmunity. He hQped that the CQuncil WQuld
insist uPQn the amendment.
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The HQn. W. 1. WINTER-IRVING
stated that he was nQt aware that the
cQuntry districts required any cQnsideratiQn in regard tQ this matter. There had
been nQ falling-Qff in the value 'Of prQperty in the cQuntry districts; 'On the CQntrary, land that was ;,vQrth £5 an acre
during the bQQm periQd was nQW wQrth
£6 an acre. The man whQ was nQt liable to
be rated in respect 'Of prQperty 'Of the rateable value 'Of mQre than £10 a year WQuld
have enQugh tQ dQ in IQQking after his
'Own business.
The HQn. S. FRASER 'Observed that
'Qwing tQ the scarcity 'Of mQney there had
been a shrinkage 'Of values all 'Over the
cQlQny. He WQuld give an instance. He
had a prQperty 'On the Terricks fQr which
he refused £2 lOs. an acre tWQ years
agQ. He had recently 'Offered the. same
prQperty at £2 an acre, and he was unable
to get a purchaser. There had been a
shrinkage 'Of values everywhere. (Mr.
Service-";N'0.") He cQntended that there
had, and that there were nQ buyers.
The HQn. S. W. COOKE 'Observed that
persQns the rateable value 'Of whQse prQperty was 'Only £10 a year were nQt
likely tQ be able t.Q affQrd the time tQ discharge the duties 'Of municipal cQuncillQrs,
and he was afraid that if the qualificatiQn
was reduced it might lead tQ an agitatiQn
fQr the payment 'Of municipal cQuncillQrs ~
There was a feeling in SQme districts that
municipal cQuncillQrs shQuld be paid, and
it WQuld nQt be wise tQ enCQurage it.
Municipal cQuncillQrs had hithertQ dQne
gQQd wQrk with 'Out payment.
The HQn. J. BELL stated that the £20
qualificatiQn was established IQng befQre
the bQQm periQd, SQ that the argum~nt
that there had been a falling-Qff in the
value 'Of prQperties did nQt apply. A man
whQ was rated at £20 had a larger interest in a municipality than a man whQ
was rated at 'Only £10, and the qualificatiQn shQuld nQt be reduced. He did nQt
agree with Mr. Fraser with regard tQ the
value 'Of cQuntry land. He had 'Often CQngratulated himself 'On having invested his
mQney in country lands, because there had
been nQ depreciatiQn there.
The HQn. J. A. WALLACE said he was
in favQur 'Of the £20 qualificatiQn. He
knew the district tQ which Mr. Fraser had
referred very well, and he CQuld say with
cQnfidence that there had been nQ depreciatiQn in the value 'Of prQperty there; 'On
the cQntrary, prQperty was dearer than it
had been fQr years.
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The Hon. N. THORNLEY stated that
he also differed from Mr. Fraser. The
value of country land was according to the
production, and the production was as
great now as it had ever been. The
development of the butter industry had
largely. increased the value of the, butter
pastures, and the wheat crop was a very
heavy one. The value of country lands
was quite as high, and in many districts
higher, than it was five years ago.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that it
might be difficult at the present time to
sell properties, but he did not think that
properties in country districts had shrunk
in value. Property of a rateable value of
£20 was considered to be a fair qualification years ago when the values of property
were not inflated, and when the affairs of
the colony were in a normal condition; and
a reduction of values owing to the boom
could not be a reason for a reduction of
the qualification.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
on going into the country with the Railways Standing Committee, and examining
witnesses there, he had been f:!urprised at
the values placed upon property. Country
properties were valued on oath at from
£3 to £50 an acre, even in the most outlandish places. The values of country
properties had certainly not gone down;
but one reason why the Assembly had
disagreed with this amendment was that
in the old gold-fields townships the landowners would not take the trouble of discharging the duties of municipal councillors, and under the present qualification
there was some difficulty in obtaining men
for those positions.
The amendment was insisted on.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the Council do not insist on the amendment inserting new clause H, with which
the Assembly had disagreed. He stated
that this clause was proposed by Mr.
Cuthbert, and it provided that whenever
any vacancy should take place the council
of a city should have power to elect by
vote the mayor and any member of the
council who had filled the office of mayor
as aldermen, and they should continue in
office as aldermen during the remainder
of the term for which they had bee!l
elected members of the council. The
clause was not a very important one, and
he hoped that the Council would not
insist upon it.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
there was no principle involved in the
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opposition to this clause-it was simply
a matter of Sentiment. To give to the
mayor or ex-mayor o~ a city the right to
be called an alderman during his term
of office as councillor was a very small
concession, and he was surprised at the
action of the Legislative Assembly in objecting to it. '1'here would. have to be a.
conference with regard to this Bill, and as
the Council had insisted on other amendments they might as well insist on this
amendment also.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the Council had disagreed with the Assembly in
regard to some very important clauses,
and it would be therefore unwise to disagree with them in regard to matters that
were not at all important.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that the
Council sent down to the Assembly 131
amendments in this Bill, and of these the
Assembly had accepted 96.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that where
possible the Council should endeavour to
compromise, so as to sho~ the Assembly
that they did not want all their own way.
He agreed with Mr. Cuthbert that the
cities should have aldermen, but' the
question was one that was not urgent.
The Hon. D. HAM remarked that the
objections to this clause came with very
bad grace from the Assembly. The city
of Melbourne and the town of Geelong
had aldermen, and the same privilege
should be given to Ballarat and Sandhurst.
The distinction drawn was an invidious
one. No principle was involved in this
proposal, and it was. a very small thing to
give men who had gratuitously served the
municipalities as mayors the small honour
of the title of aldermen.
The Hon. J. BELL said he thought the
House should adopt the suggestion made
by Mr. Cuthbert. (Mr. Zeal-" It is too
small a matter.") Ballarat and Sandhurst
were two very important cities, and the
members of the corporation there were
entitled to this privilege. If it was a
small matter, then the Assembly would
not take much notice of .it.
The Hon. C. J. HAM stated that this
clause would not place other cities on the
same footing as Melbourne and Geelong
in regard to the election of aldermen. In
Melbourne and Geelong the aldermeil
were elected from time to time by the
corporation, and not by the ratepayers at
all. This clause simply provided that a
councillor who had been a mayor might be
elected an alderman for the remainder of
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his term of office as councillor. Personally
he had no' objection to the clause.
The Hon. N. FrrZGERALD stated
that the clause would put the election of
aldermen on a right footirig, and would
remove the possibility of log-rolling. (Mr.
C. J. Ham-" Where is the log-rolling?")
Log-rolling was possible in the election of
aldermen, but he did not say that it had
taken place. He would, however, withdraw the expression. The more dignity
Parliament added to the office of mayor
the greater security the public would
have that a. proper choice would be made
in the selection of the mayor. Mr. Service
had suggested that the Council should
throw a sop .to the Assembly by yielding
this small point, but this clause might be
the beginning of a system which would be
of advantage to the municipalities and
which would add greater dignity to municipal positions. The clause was of sufficient
importance for the House to insist upon it.
rrhe Hon. W. 1. WINTER-IRVING remn,rked that the municipal councils of
Ballarat and Sandhurst had the same
official duties to discharge as the municipal councils of Melbourne and Geelong,
and it was unwise to make a distinction
between them. He would be very sorry
if the Assembly insisted upon disagreeing
with this clause.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he did
not know why Melbourne and Geelong
should have a monopoly of the aldermen.
If there was any advantage in this, other
parts of the colony should be allowed to
participate in it.
The House divided on the motionAyes
Noes

14:
9

Majority for the motion...

5

AYES.

Mr. Brunton,
" Buchanan,
" Cooke,
" J. M. Davies,
" G. Davis,
" Grimwade,
" C. J. Ham,
" McCulloch,

Mr. Pearson,
" Sargeant,
" Service,
" J. A. ·Wallace,
" Zeal.

Teller.
Mr. Fraser.
NOES.

Sir R Benjamin,
1\11'. Cuthbert,
" FitzGerald,
" D. Ham,
" Mel ville,

Mr. Pitt,
" D. S. Wallace,
" Winter-Irving.
Teller.
Mr. Bell.

The amendment was not insisted upon.
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Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
House do not insist upon its amendment,
disagreed with by the Assembly, to omit
clause 22, which provided that joint owners
of property in Melbourne and Geelong
should be entitled to three votes only for
the property, as elsewhere. The clause
chiefly affected Melbourne, in which there
were a few clubs which were entitled to
have a number of votes. Considering that
there were clauses in the Bill which gave
corporations votes which they never had
before, and, in addition, gave votes to
tenants who were not enrolled before,
inasmuch as corporations could not rate
themselves, he thought they might as well
agree with the view of the Assembly.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he quite
agreed that the fact of certain clubs being
entitled to a large number of voters was a
blot upon the present system; but there
were a good many blots upon it, and he
did not approve of attempting to patch up
the matter. It would be better to wait
till the subject could be dealt with as a
whole on Borne future occasion. There
were a good many cases of private firms in
the city of Melbourne which had more
than three votes on the rolls at the present
moment. (Mr. FitzGerald-" Where there
are more than three resident partners.")
The Town Clerk of Melbourne had directed
his attention to that point on Saturday.
He did not think it would be fair to disfra~chise those people.
The amendment was not insisted upon.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
House do not insist on its amendment to
omit clause 29, disagreed with by the Assembly. He said this clause, as originally
presented by the Assembly, provided for
an extension of the hours of polling from
five o'clock to seven o'clock. The Council
disagreed with that provision, and the
Assembly now insisted upon it.
Sir B. BENJAMIN remarked that the
city of Melbourne and the town of Geelong ought to be exempt from the operation of this provision. The present hours
of polling were quite long enough, and the
effect of the amendment would be to inflict unnecessary labour on all concel'ned
in the taking of polls.
The Hon. J. BUCHANAN submitted
that it was a bad system to allow polls to
be taken so late as seven o'clock. The polling ought to be done early in the day, so as
to keep people free from the danger of
drinking.
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The Hon. J. SERVICE said he hoped
the House would insist upon its amendment. The new arrangement did not
apply to shires, but to cities, towns, and
boroughs, also, accidentally, to the city
of Melbourne and the town of Geelong.
It would be a great pity to force this
provision upon Melbourne and Geelong
against the wishes of those places. As
the House could not now insert a provision to exempt those places, it would be
best to adhere to its amendment. When
the next amending Bill was introduced the
provision could be made to apply only to
those cities, towns, and boroughs which
desired it.
The Hon. J. BELL said he had the
same objection to the provision being
applied to boroughs that Mr. Service
had to its being applied to Melbourne and
Geolong. Late polls had the effect of encouraging agitation and drinking. In the
wintertime it was a perfect farce to keep
the poll open until seven o'clock.
The amendment was insisted upon.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
House do not insist on its amendment in
clause 35 to insert the words "or any irrigation and water supply trust," disagreed
with by the Assembly. He said the Assembly took the view that irrigation' or
water trusts should not be included in the
Bill.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that he thought the local governing bodies
often had control of irrigation works.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said the clause
related to tho issue of certificates to surveyors for municipalities, and the object
was to grant a concession to those who
ha4 been practising for some time past
although they wero not duly qualified.
He understood that the words "or any
irrigation or water supply trust" were inserted because certain persons who had
been doing engineering work for municipalities for two or three y~ars had subsequently transferred their services to irrigation and water supply trusts.
The amendment was not insisted upon.
Sir F. T.. SARGOOD moved that the
House do not insist upon its amendment to omit from clause 40 the words
" provided also that an auditor elected by
the ratepayers shall not be required to be
the holder of a certificate of the Municipal
Auditors' Board," disagreed 'with by the
Assembly. The question involved was
as to whether the auditors ~ployed
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should be Government or locally-appointed
officers.
The Hon. J. SERV~CE said it would be
unwise to allow the ratepayers to elect as
municipal auditors persons who had given
no evidence of their qualifications for the
work. Looking at the present condition
of things in the colony, Victoria stood out
from among most of the other countries
of the world as a country that allowed
persons of defective abilities to examine
into the accounts of municipal and other
bodies. Parliament ought to raise the
municipal councils of the cities,. towns,
boroughs, and shires to a higher level. He
would not have the least hesitation in
agreeing to allow the ratepayers to elect
one auditor, but they ought to be restricted
in their choice of candidates to persons
who had given some guarantee of qualification.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE observed that
the professional auditors who were engaged
to audit the books and accounts of financial institutions in Melbourne had brought
discredit and trouble on the colony through
inefficient auditing. If Parliament required a technical knowledge of bookkeeping and accounts on the part of those
who were appointed municipal. auditors
that condition would drive out almost all
the present auditors, although they were
good business men, could do the work well
enough, and were trusted by their fellowratepayers. There had been very little
dishonesty in connexion with the accounts
of municipalities. (Mr. Service-" It is
incompetency that is' complained about.")
But the incompetency in auditing had
been shown by the professional men who
were employed as auditors of the books
and accounts of land banks, building
societies, and financial institutions that
had gone wrong. The municipal councils
desired to retain the services of local business men to examine their books and
accounts. (Mr. Service-" Yes, brokendown butchers or grocers.") The ratepayers elected men whom they could
trust, and he thought they ought to be
allowed to elect their own auditors.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON remarked that
there was a loose system of auditing
generally, and it arose from the fact that.
~en were elected as auditors by local influence and friendship, some of them being
thoroughly unfit for the position. He
most heartily concurred in Mr. Service's
views, and regarded the present system of
auditing as a perfect farce.
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The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH stated
that he knew the weak points of the pre- opinion that the Minister of Defence
sent system very well, but if the appoint- was exercising a wise discretion in movment of municipal auditors was to be left ing that the House do not insist on
in the hands of the Government he could inserting the clause in question in this
quite understand that they would not get Bill, but he hoped the honorable gentlelocal men; and there was a great advan- man would take au early opportunity of
tage in having local men appointed, pro- introducing the same provisions either in
viding they were qualified to do the work. the shape of a separate Bill or in some
Most of the municipal auditors were bank other way.
managers and schoolmasters, and many of
The clause was not insisted on.
them were better men than some of the
Sir F. T. SARGOOD mov.ed that the
Government auditors.
House do not insist on the new clause,
rrhe Hon. J. A. WALLACE said that substituting "3 per cent." for "5 per'
many of the municipal auditors were first- cent." in section 248 of the principal Act.
class men at the work, highly respectable,
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he trusted
and thoroughly trusted by the ratepayers, that the House would insist on this clause ..
but yet they would not be able to pass an At present the municipal councils were
examination and get certificates. It would bound to value property at not less than
be better to let the ratepayers have the 5 per cent. upon its capital value, and the
right to elect the municipal auditors.
Council passed this clause in order to give
The Hon. J. BUCHANAN observed that local bodies the option of going lower if
local auditors could not very well be dis- they thought proper. 'rhe amendment
pensed with, because they knew the local did not compel them to go lower-it loft
difficulties and where there had been any- the matter in the discretion of the rething in the nature of an encroachment. spective councils. Honorable members.
(Mr. J. A. 'Wallace-" And how men have felt that a difference ought ~o be made
been living~") The Government auditors between properties earning a satisfactory
had not always proved to be smart men, rent from year to year and properties that
and the disclosures recently made in were practically valueless, because the real
Melbourne had not raised professional principle of taxation was that every owner
auditors in the esteem and confidence of should contribute a portion of his annual
the public. The municipalities generally income from his property for the making
selected the best and smartest local men of roads and streets and for carrying
as auditors, and even if those gentlemen out other local improvements; but some
could pass the examination it would not properties could neither be sold nor let,
pay them to come down to Melbourne to and the owners were getting no ront
do so and get their certificates.
whatever from them-at any rate, in some
The amendment was not in.sisted upon. cases the amount the properties were
Sir F. T. SARGOOD drew attention to taxed exceeded the amount of rent obthe amendments made by the Legislative tained from them.
The Hon. J. M. PRATrr remarked that.
Assembly (in the Council's new clause with
regard to the appointment and remunera7 . he would support Mr. Serv~ce's contention of inspectors of municipal accounts), tion. One of the benefits of this clause
providing for the apportionment of the was that in cases of appeal against valuainspectors' salaries and allowances amongst tions for rating purposes the court \vas
the municipalities (including the city of given a discretion as to whether it should
Melbourne and the town of Geelong) in accept a basis of 3 per cent. or 5 per cent.
. such sums as the Governor in Council
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH observed
might from time to time fix, and moved that the Council ought to insist on this
that the Assembly's amendment be agreed clause.
Twenty years ago money had
nearly double the value it had now in this
with.
The Assembly's amendment was agreed colony, and why should not the municipal
councils have the power to fix lower'
with.
.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that the valuations 1
The clause was insisted on.
Assembly had disagreed with the Council's
new clause with regard to the licensing of
Sir F. T. SARGOOD called attention
street traders. He begged to move that to the fact that the Assembly had disagreed with the omission of clause 54,.
the House do not insist on the clause.
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which provided that improvements for
irrigation and drainage purposes should
not be taken into account in fixing the
valuations on which rates were to be calcuhted. He, begged to move that the
House do not insist on the omission of the
clause.
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE expressed the
opinion that the Council ought to insist on
the omission of clause 54. That clause
would allow improvements within an irrigation area to escape being rated, whereas
improvements just outside an irrigation
area would be rated. That was an unfair
proposal.
1'he Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
when this clause was under consideration
in the Council on a former occasion it was
stated that if the men who improved their
land by means of irrigation works were to
have those improvements exempted from
rates men who employed manures to
nourish their land ought likewise to have
. their improvements exempted from valuation for rating purposes-that the two
classes should be put in the same position;
but if the crop had been taken off
manured land an incoming tenant would
not give any more for it because manure
had been used, and the valuer had, of
course, to look at what the land would let
for in the ensuing year. In irrigation
areas land had to be made fit for irrigation,
and then a water supply had to be obtained. The water trusts used the shire
councils' valuations on which to base
water rates, and consequently the trusts
rates were increased, as well as the municipal rates, if the valuer raised the valuation. (Sir F. T. Sa.rgood-" But you get
heavier crops in irrigation areas.") They
were supposed to do, but his experience
up to date was to the contrary.
The omission of the clause was insisted on.
Sir F. 1'. SARGOOD drew attention to
the fact that the Legislative Assembly
had disagreed with the Council's amendment in clause 59, which was made with
the object of limiting to rates coming due
after the passing of this Bill the power of
the municipal councils to charge 8 per
cent. on overdue rates. There were large
amounts of rates owing at the present
time, and it seemed to him ·monstrously
unfair that ratepayers 'now in arrears
should get scot-free of interest while ratepayers in arrears after the passing of the
Bill wou~d have to pay 8 per cent. on their'
overdue rates. In the Caulfield shire
there were £4,000 of rates in arrears, and
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it was only reasonable that interest should
be charged on those arrears. He begged'
to move that the House do not insist on'
its amendment.
The Han. J. SERVICE said it wouldbe'
quite right to enact that all rates coming
due after the passing of the Bill should
be charged 8 per cent. interest for the
time they were overdue, but propertyowners ought to have some notice of the
change, and it would not be fair to make
the clause retrospective. (Sir F. T. Sargood - "I think the clause would be
retrospective, even without the Council's
amendment.") Then it ought to be further
amended.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
point Mr. Service had raised was a very
important one, but as the Assembly had'
not amended the Council's amendment,
perhaps the better plan would be to get
the necessary amendment made in the
Assembly.
The amendment was not insisted on .
Sir F. T. SARGOOD called attention to
the Council's amendment in clause 59 to
allow the municipalities only " twelve
months, " instead of "three years" as proposed in the clause, during which they
might take action against the owner of
any property for rates due. The Legislative Assembly had disagreed with the
amendment. He begged to move that the
House do not insist on its amendment.
The Hon ..J. BELL expressed the opinion
that the Council ought to insist on this
amendment, because an owner of property m~ght be for three years in blissful
ignorance of the fact that his tenant was
not paying up the rates, and at the end of
that period he could be called upon to pay
the rates that his tenant ought to have
paid. Jt was a most unjust proposal, and
twelve months was quite long enough.
The amendment was insisted on.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
Council do not insist on its amendment in
clause 60 for the omission of the words" In sections 293 and 294 of the principal Act
the words' three years' shall be substituted
for the words 'twelve months' where they
occur in such sections respectively; and."

The amendment was not insisted on.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD drew at.tention to
the Council's amendment in' clause 61 for
the insertion, after the "owners," o'f the
words "and mortgagees (if any)," with
which the Assembly ~ad disagreed. He
said that the amendment was made by the
Council so as to give mortgagees a voice
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in regard to proposed improvements in any
part.icular area at the cost of a special
improvement rate to be levied on the property within that area. He must confess
that he did not know for what reason the
Assembly had disagreed with this amendment, but he begged to move that the
House do not insist on its amendment.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said the amendment seemed to embrace a rather important
matter, and he was not at all sure that
the Council should give way with respect
to it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that it
might naturally be expected that the
mortgagor had such an interest as to
make the mortgage perfectly secure. But
the mortgagee might enforce improvement
himself.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said it seemed
to him that the danger lay the other way.
A mortgagee would not out of pure "cussedness" go against the owner of the property.
He might see that improvement would
place a. burdeil on the property which
would render the mortgage unsafe.
The Hon. A. WYNNE remarked that
he was inclined to think the other House
was right.
Perhaps the Council were
bringing too many people into the clause.
The amendment was not insisted upon.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
House do not insist upon its amendment
in sub-section 2 of the same clause. This
related to the petition in favour of an
improvement rate, which must be signed
by the owners of the property upon which
more than one-third of such rate was
proposed to be levied. The Council, however, omitted the words" one-third," and
inserted" two-thirds of," and this amendment the Assembly disagreed with.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT expressed the
hope that the amendment would be insisted
upon. A distinction was drawn between
owners and occupiers, and it was thought
desirable to make the difference a substantial one.
The amendment was insisted upon.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD drew attention
. to the amendment in clause 65, which
provided the method in which borrowing
was to take place. The Council had added
to the clause words requiring that the
repayments through the sinking fund
should be spread over twelve years. With
this amendment the Assembly disagreed,
and he wouln move that the Council do
not insist upon its amendment.
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The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
he was not sure that the Minister of
Defence was, in making this proposal, expressing his own views or whether he felt
bound to take certain action ex o.fficio,
because some of his proposals could
hardly commend themselves to his own
judgment. He (Mr. Service) hoped that
the House would not listen to the motion
of the Minister of Defence. Here was
the country at the present time in a
state of absolute discredit so far as the
financial world was concerned simply because it had been borrowing too much.
And now it had to go cap-in-hand with an
offer of increased interest in order to get
itself out of the hole. This was a most
humiliating position for the colony to be
in. The cause of the whole affair was that
it had been bred in the bone of this generation of Victorians that Victoria should
be a borrowing country. For himself he
had repeated over and over again the
adage of Benjamin Franklin, "He that
goes a-borrowing goes a-sorrowing." It
seemed to him most important at the present time that there should be some change
in the current of the ideas of the community as to the way in which it should go
so far as borrowing was concerned. At all
events, if circumstances arose to make it
necessary to borrow, it should always be
set forth in the plainest way that the debt
incurred should be got out of as soon as
possible. He thought in the present Case
that if the period of borrowing was limited
to twelve years good would be· done.
Certainly, he would divide the House
on the point.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that the
duty of making proposals on the subjectmatter before the House must devolve
upon some· Minister. Speaking personally with respect to the present amendments, which were introduced by Mr.
Service himself, they were such as he (Sir
F. T. Sargood) thoroughly concurred in.
He confessed he thought the time had
come when people should draw in a little.
Therefore, if it came to a vote, he
would certainly vote for the Council's
amendment.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE remarked
that he could not help remembering the
extent to which Mr. Service was himself
mixed up with a great deal of the past
borrowing. (Mr. Service-" I made only
one loan during my three years of
office.") The Minister of Defence had also
a good deal to do with the loans that were
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now so complained of. But the time for
this sort 0.£ latter-day repentance had
come, and the poor municipal councils
were to be hurried in their repayments.
Of course the House would go with Mr.
Service, but honorable members "Would
recollect all the same.
The amendment was insisted upon, as
was also a similar amendment in clause 70.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
Council do not insist on its amendment
omitting clause 71. This was a clause
which gave a municipal council an increased borrowing power when it levied a
rate of 2s. in the £1.
The amendment was insisted upon, as
were also the amendments omitting clause
118 and clauses 121-3 and 125.
On the motion of Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD,
the amendments in clauses 126, 128, and
the 2nd schedule were insisted upon.
The remaining am~ndments were not
insisted upon.
The Hon. J. SERVICE thought it should
be pointed out that the great majority of
the amendments which had been insisted
upon were merely of a consequential
character. So far as important principles
were not concerned, the Council had conceded to the Assembly in every possible
way.
A message was ordered to be transmitted
to the Legislative Assembly intimating
the decision of the Council.
TREASURY BONDS BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
On clause 2, authorizing the Government to' raise £2,000,000 by Treasurybonds,
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
when a Loan Bill was submitted it was
customary to state what was to be done
with the money. As that course had not
been followed on the present occasion, it
was desirable that the Minister of Defence
should assure the House that the money
was not wanted for the purpose of entering
upon new contracts, and that he should
state how much money would be spent
upon works in progress. In a neighbouring
colony, where £4,000,000 ha¢l been raised
upOI). Treasury-bonds, it had been stated
that a large portion of the money was
necessary for new works. Although the
Council had no power to amend such a
Bill, honorable members could not help
feeling as much interested in its details as
honorable members in another place.
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Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that hehad prepared a schedule giving all the information asked for' by Mr. Service, but
he had, unfortunately, left it at his house.
However, he could give the total figures.
On 30th June last the committals of the
Railway department, extending up to the
30th June, 1893, amounted to £1,583,000.
In addition to that, there were committals up to the end of December next, for'
irrigation and water supply works, to the
amount of £350,000. A large amount of"
the railways money had been spent.,
While power was taken to borrow on
Treasury-bonds up to £2,000,000, there
was no intention of borrowing a penny
more than was necessary. It was simply
necessary to take power to issue Treasurybonds to provide against the circumstance
that the Government might not consider
it advisable, in the present state of the
money market, to float the loans which
had been authorized. It was not contemplated that the money would be spent on
any new works.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE asked how
much of this money was already expended,
and remarked that none of the money
ought to be spent without the consent of"
Parliament.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that the
present Treasurer had been attacked for
being stingy, but he thought that they
had had the right man in the right place
as Treasurer of the colony for the last,
twelve months.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD saia that nearly
£1,500,000 of this money was already
spent. It had been taken out of the
public account, and it would be recouped
by the sale of the Treasury-bonds.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL observed that
the blame in this matter ought to be
placed upon the proper shoulders. The
Minister of Defence had stated just now
that the s,um of £1,583,000 was to be
spent upon existing railways. If that
sum were added to the railway contracts
now proceeding; what addition to the cost .
per mile would be made ~
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that he
would not have been surprised at being
told that the railways being constructed
would take another six months to complete, but he was surprised to hear that
another eighteen months would' elapse
before their completion.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that money
was required for rolling-stock and other
things.
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The Hon. J. SERVICE said he understood the Minister of Defence to indicate
that none of the money would be spent
upon construction..
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL remarked that
the money was required for the completion
·of existing contracts, and he wanted to
point out how badly 'the system of dual
(}ontrol in the Railway department worked.
Instead of the Engineer-in-Chief certifying
what each railway would cost exactly, the
matter was handed over to the constructor
of existing lines, and sometimes 100percent.
was ~dded to the cost originally estimated,
ParlIament never hearing anything about
it until a Loan" Bill had to be passed.
(Mr. Service-" rrhe Bill has to pass both
Houses.") vVhat he complained of was
that additional expenditure not originally
contemplat.ed had to be authorized. If the
present system were to be continued, honorable members would never know what the
r~ilways would cost. When the Railways
BIll came up for discussion again he hoped
that honorable members would remember
that, and insist upon the appointment of
an officer, who would be responsible to the
country, to estimate the exact cost of lines
up to the point of their completion and
thorough equipment. At the present time
the custom was to estimate the cost of
lines at £5,000 per mile, and two or three
years afterwards the cost per mile was
increased £2,000 or £3,000.
The HOll. D. COUTTS observed that
Mr: Zeal thought that these evils would
be remedied by severing construction from
management. He (Mr. Coutts) did not
believe that that would be found to be the
case, because the commissioners would
complain that "lines handed over to them
were not in proper working order and
that a profit could not be made out of
them unless a further outlay were incurred.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said that
when a certain sum of money was allowed
for each line the amount ought not to be
exceeded.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that formerly the Engineer-in-Chief was supreme.
He made the estimates for the lines and
everyone knew exactly what they ~ould
cost; but under the dual system there
was practically no supervision and no
limit to the cost.
The Bill, having been gone through was
reported without amendment, and' the
report was adopted.
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On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD
the Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION BILL.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the second
reading of. this Bill. He said it O'ave
authority for the issue and applicatiOl~ out
of the Victorian Stock Act 1891 Account
. out of the public ac-'
or temp<?ranly
count, of any sum or sums of money not
exceeding £295,000 for the works and
purposes mentioned in the schedule to
the Bill, and in sums not exceeding the
amounts. therein specifi~d respectively. all
sums so Issued and apphed out of the said
public account to be refunded and paid
back into the public account out of
moneys in the Victorian Stock Act 1891
Account.
The motiQn was agreed to:
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 2, authorizing the issue of
£295,000 for works mentioned in the
schedule,
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that people were always crying out about
the extravagant expenditure upon railways.
It seemed that under this Bill a sum of
. £200,000 was to be applied to the purchase
of rolling-stock. He remembered that
when some time ago a deputation waited
upon the Treasurer, and asked him to vote
£200,000 for the purchase of rolling-stock,
the honorable gentleman stated that he
had no objection to find the money if Mr.
Speight would give an order for the trucks.
If he (~r. 'Vall ace ) remembered rightly,
Mr. SpeIght stated that there were plenty
of trucks at the time. Now, if there was
plenty of rolling~stock, and yet £200,000
was to be applIed to the purchase of
rolling-stock, how could it be expected
that the railways would pay 1
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that the
commissioners sent in a requisition for
£455,000, but the Treasurer had cut the
amount down to £295,000.
Out of
the £200,000 required for rolling-stock,
:£100,000 was for contracts already entered
mto.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS observed
that it was true, as Mr. Wallace had
mentioned, that the Premier had said to
a deputation that if the commissioners
requisitioned for money for rolling-stock
he would find it. The requisition had now
been made, and he was glad that the money
was forthcoming.
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The Hon. J.SERVICE observed that it . inquired into. He could not conceive it
was absurd to spend money, and then ask possible that £25,000 would be required
Parliament for authority to spend' it. He for the survey of the two or three lines
hoped that whoever was in power here- referred to.
after would take care that this plan was
The Hon. J. BELL observed with refernot adopted.
ence to the argument that £100,.000 was.
The Hon. 'V. McCULLOCH remarked not required for rolling-stock that, during
that the Railways Commissioners had. the busy season of the' year, considerable
stated a short time ago that there was sums had to be paid by the Moama and
plenty of rolling-stock. The conteniplated Deniliquin Railway Company for the use
expenditure on rolling-stock would not be of trucks. There was often a scarcity of
necessary unless an immense increase in rolling-stock on the lines.
tho traffic occurred.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH stated that
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE observed the fact of the Government having cut
that Mr. Speight would not have sent in
down the Railways Commissioners'requirequisition for money for the purchase of sition from £455,000 to £295,000 was a.
rolling-stock unless some great pressure proof that the commissioners were simply
had been brought to bear on him, because squ~ndering the money of the country.
he had himself stated that the department
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
was not in need of rolling-stock.
the sum proposed to be expended on surThe Hon. W. H. ROBERTS said that veys was only 1! per cent. on the lines.
The Bill, having been gone through, was.
he was a member of the deputation which
had been referred to, which was informed reported without amendment, and the
by the Treasurer tha t he could not report was adopted.
grant any money to complete contracts
The Bill was then read a third time and
for rolling-stock unless a requisition were passed.
sent in by the commissioners. He (Mr.
AGRICULTURAL GRANTS BILL.
Roberts) wai ted on the commissioners with
other Members of Parliament, and Mr.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the second.
Speight stated that the department did reading of this Bill. He said that the late
not require any rolling-stock at that time. Government set aside a sum of £66,000
But a few weeks afterwards the depart- for the encouragement of the dairying
ment did want rolling-stock, and that was interest, the growth of new varieties of
how the requisition came to be sent in.
seeds or plants, the cultivation of forest
The Hon. D. MELVILLE asked if as trees of an economic character, and the
much as £25,000 was needed for surveys, introduction of new machinery and applithat being the amount named in the ances. It had been found that, while the
schedule ~
amount claimed for new varieties of plants
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that the was a mere bagatelle, 'nothing had been
money was for new surveys.
claimed for the cultivation of forest trees,
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked that and only a very small amount for the insurely surveys for half-a-dozen small lines troduction of machinery and appliances;
would not cost £25,000.
but a large sum had been claimed in conSir F. T. SARGOOD observed that the nexion with the export of butter. During
Railways Commissioners said that they 1889-90, 828,822 Ibs. of butter were
required £25,000 for surveys, and he did exported. The quantity on which the
not pretend to be an expert in the matter bonus was paid was 402,01l lbs., and
himself.
the bonus paid on claims sent in up
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked that to date was £2,550 Is. 3d.
This
the country was constantly crying out year up to date the quantity of butter
about the large amount of money which exported had been 2,400,000 lbs., and the
grant would be in proportion. 'rhe bonuses
was being swallowed up in surveys.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that the Rail- paid were as follows :-On butter that
ways Standing Committee had recom- realized from 7d. and under 9d. a lb., ld.
mended certain lines. Some of them had per lb.; 9d. and under 10d., l~d.; 10d.and
been approved of in another place, imd under' Is., 2d.; and above Is., 3d. per lb.
he knew that the money alluded to was As the demand this year would be larger
than last, and as the amount set aside for
necessary for surveys.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that other purposes would not be required, this
the subject w'as one which ought to, be Bill provided in clause 2, sub-section a,
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.that the amount appropriated for bonuses advise the Government as to whether the
for dairy produce and fruits should be bonuses paid were too much or too little.
increased from £35,000 to £53,000, the . In passing, he must pay a tribute of praise
amount for the importation of new varie- to Mr. Dow, the late Minister of Agriculties of seeds and plants reduced from ture, who had done so much to promote
£10,000 to £5,000, the amount for en- the success of the butter industry. Mr.
couraging the planting and' cultivating Dow had made one or two mistakes, but on
forest trees of an economic character from the whole the policy the honorable mem£15,000 to £2,000, and the amount for ber had introduced had been attended by
new agricultural machinery and appliances admirable results. He hoped that the
reduced from £11,000 to £6,000.
Government did not intend to go beyond
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked the amounts set down in this Bill, and that
that there was no doubt that the develop- the bonuses would come to an end. There
ment of the butter industry, by the pay- was nq difference of opinion as to the
ment of bonuses, had done a great deal of propriety of giving a bonus to start an
good to the colony-in fact much more industry, but to continue to give bonuses
good than had been done by the prospect- to an industry after it had secured a firm
ing vote. Money was, however, being footing w'ould be a mistake. He must
squandered by the bonus of £2 per ,acre express his great gratification that the'
given for vines. Vines were being planted present Minister of Agriculture had turned
for the sake of obtaining the bonus, and his attention to seeing that the butter
no permanent results were obtained. Some exported was of good quality. There
time ago the Government paid a consider- was an entire lack of patriotism in a
able sum of money as compensation to the member of the community who would
Geelong vine-growers for the destruction attempt for the sake of the bonus paid to
of their vines, but he understood that vines send butter of inferior quality to England,
were again being planted on the same and the Minister of Agriculture could not
ground. It was a great mistake to allow be too strongly supported in the action
that to be done. If new ground was being that he had taken. In the old days most
cultivated there could be no objection to of the butter imported to England came
it, but the Government should not permit from Cork, and it was marked first, second,
vines to be replanted on the land on or third (as the case might be). Everybody
which the phylloxera occurred, particu- knew the quality of that butter, and it
larly as the owners of the land had been arrived at its destination and was sold
well compensated.
without much deterioration.
The Hon. J. BELL said it was adq'he Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
mitted that the bonus proposals of the the Victorian butter was made. principally
late Government had so far been a success. in the very best grass season of the year
Certain sums were set down for different -the months of October, November, and
purposes, but it had been found byexperi- December; and it arrived in England at a
ence that in some instances the money was time when it was difficult to obtain good
not required, whilst in the case of butter butter. In England and in the cold counmore money was required than was voted. tries of Europe the butter was all stall fed,
The object of the Bill was .simply to vary and the winter fodder gave a slight taste
the amount. The butter industry had to it. By sending the butter to England
been greatly benefited by the payment of in refrigerating chambers it arrived in a
the bonuses, and, so far, he agreed with Mr. first-rate condition. It had colour and
Wallace, but he did not agree with that fl;wour, and a great demand was being
honorable member in his statement that created for it. If care was taken in the
'the money paid as bonuses for the planting shipment of the butter it should always
of vines was squandered. If the payment command the very highest prices. None
of a bonus of £2 per acre would induce of the other countries that exported butter
people to plant vines, great good, would to England in the winter season could get
be done.
the colour and flavour of the Victorian
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that what butter.
was required was, not that people should
The Hon. W. I. WINTER-IRVING
be paid for planting' vines, but that stated that he would heartily support this
encouragement should be given for the Bill. A very large quantity of butter was
production of good wines. It was advis- being exported to England, and it arrived
able that there should always be experts to just at the time when butter was scarce, so
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that it should command high prices. There know the name of it, but it had a yellow
was no finer field in t.he world for wine- flower, aud it was the only thistle he had,
growing than Victoria" and every en- ever seen that was no good. The Califor,couragement should be given to that nian thistle made splendid ensilage, and
industry. He had not heard of any even the real Scotch thistle was valuable.
pbylloxera in the colony during the last When at Wagga Wagga last year he was
'Six months, and there was, therefore, no told that 300 head of cattle had been fed
reason why the Government, should inter- upon 400 acres of thistles. The heads
fere with the replanting of vines in had been cut off the thistles with scythes,
Geelong.
and after three days had passed 'the
'rhe motion for the second reading of cattle ate th8m. It would be great folly
the Bill was agreed to.
, to pass an Act of Parliament to destroy
The Bill was then read a second time, thistles that were valuable as fodder, and
and was passed through' its remaining at the same time he thought it would be
stages.
impossible to eradicate the thistle.
The Hon. W. 1. WINTER-IRVING
THISTLE LAW AMENDMENT BILL. stated that he had had a great deal of exThe Hon. C. J. HAM moved the second perience of thistles. The star thistle should
reading of this Bill. He stated that the be eradicated, but there were some of
Bill provided for the inclusion in the term the thistles that were most useful-they
" thistle" as used in the principal Act of pulverized th~ soil, and the stock fed
the thistles known as the shore thistle, ' on them with avidity. The star thistle,
the star thistle, the saffron thistle, and however, was increasing to an enorthe Malta thistle, and it also gave the mous extent. The whole of the flats
Governor in Council power to at any time on the Loddon and the Goulburn Valley
declare by proclamation in the Government were covered with it, and it would be danGazette any plant to be a thistle within gerous to allow' it to still further increase.
the meaning of the principal Act.
, The tiger thistle was an excellent vegetable
The Hon. D. COUTTS said that some food, and he had cut no tons of it and
thistles made good fodder plants. (Mr. C. produced excellent ensilage.
.T. Ham-" They are not included in the
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH stated that
Bill.") He (Mr. Coutts) thought that one one of the principal objects of the Bill
of the thistles to which he referred was was to provide for the eradication of new
included, and it was one of the best fodder kinds of thistles that might be introplants the colony possessed. No benefit duced, and which might do a great deal of
had been derived from any attempt that had mischief.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked
been made to eradicate the thistle. Twenty
years ago, when the bla.ck thistle was im- that there was not a single thistle which
ported into the country, a large sum of had not been made the subject of legislation
money was spent in the attempt to during the last twenty years. When the
eradicate it,. and what had been the result1 broad-leaved thistle was imported to the'
Some of the thistles enumerated in the colony land-owners were compelled to cut
Bill were a great nuisance, but there was it down in their paddocks and on the
one thistle, with a nice blue flower, which roads, but that did no good, and it was
was a valuable fodder plant and upon afterwards seen that a blunder had been
which stock lived in the summer months. committed, because whenever there was a
Even the black thistle improved the land dry season the cattle lived on the thistles.
upon which it grew, as it pulverized the Horses, and cattle picked the heads of the
soil. The ~rhistle Act was a dead letter, star thistle and ate it half-way down.
because the people would not enforce (Mr. C. J. Ham-"The object of the Bill is
legislation which was against their own to protect the agriculturist.") It would
interests; and, as this Bill would have not protect the agriculturists but would
really no effect, he would not attempt to give them a great deal of trouble, because
a person charged with an offence under
oppose it.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE stated that the Bill would be required to prove that
last year he cut about twenty' tons of the plant was not a thistle, and some of
thistles on his station, and the cattle had the names used in the Bill were a comeaten every bit of them. Cattle ~ere very pound of Latin and Greek. The best
fond of thistles, but there was one, thistle thing to do would be to put the Bill in
that should be eradicated. He did not the waste-paper basket.
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The Hon. J. BELL suggested that
clause 2 might be omitted with advantage. It would be sufficient if power were
given to the Governor in Council to deal
with the matters in question by regulation.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE said he thought
it was objectionable to empower the
Governor in Council to declare what a
thistle was. There was a danger that,
upon the representation of some expert,
an order would be issued to everyone in
the colony to get rid of some particular
weed on the ground t~at it was a thistle.
He considered that that was too great a
power to give.
The Hon. F. S. DOBSON submitted that
the whole object in view would be obtained
by passing only the 1st and 3rd clauses,
which enabled the Governor in Council to declare that any particular plant would come
within the operation of the Act, power also
being given to revoke the order in the
event of the discovery being made that
the plant which had been objected to was
not a curse but a blessing in disguise.
1'he Governor in Council-which meant
the Mini~try of the day-was amenable to
public opinion, and there was no danger
that a harmless plant would be proclaimed
to be a thistle, because in such a case there
would be at once a public outcry.
The Hon. A. WYNNE submitted that
all the clauses ought to be struck out.
rrhe measures which were being introduced into that House night after night
seemed to be designed for the purpose of
relieving officers of shire councils from
doing any work at all. Clause 4 of the
Bill placed the burden of proof that a
suspected plant was not a thistl~ on the
defendant, and to enforce the Thistle Act
and eradicate the thistles of the colony
would cost at least a million of money.
The thistle was a very valuable weed. In
the western district in bad seasons stock
had often been saved by it.. It was impossible to eradicate it, and it was absurd
to inflict penalties upon persons neglecting
to destroy it. If the Bill were passed it
might happen that an ignorant man acting
as thistle inspector would look over some
one's fence, and declare that an artichoke
he saw growing there was a thistle. Then
the person complained against would have
to obtain the services of an expert from
Melbourne to prove that the artichoke was
not a thistle. The onus of proof ought
to be on the complainant, and not on the
defendant. It was well known that, if
thistles were left alone, they died out 'in a
Session 1891.-[222]
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few years. Many years ago Smeaton Hill,
the property of the late Captain Hepburn,
was full of thistles, and three years later
it was as clear of thistles as a Melbourne
lawn. In some parts of the western district where the country was stony if all
the popUlation of Melbourne were employed
to eradicate the thistles they could not
accomplish their purpose.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
the House had passed a Bill to give bonuses
for the encouragement of the dairying
industry, and it ought not to be forgotten
that thistles were a very valuable product
for that industry. He agreed with Dr.
Dobson that all that was wanted was
simply a provision to enable the Governor
in Council to declare what was a noxious
weed and what was not.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 2, specifying new plants to be
included in the word" thistle,"
The Hon. C. J. HAM moved the omission of the clause.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause was struck-out.
On clause 4, providing that the onus of
proof that the plant a person was charged
with not effectually destroying was not a
thistle within the meaning of the Act
should be upon the defendant,
The Hon. A. WYNNE moved the omission of the clause.
- The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause was struck out.
The Bill, having been gone through,
was reported to the House with amendments, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. C. J. HAM,
the Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
ACTS CORRECTION BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said the
object of the measure was to correct errors
in Acts (the errors being chiefly those of
spelling) and in the consolidated Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
ST. ARNAUD SCHOOL OF MINES
SITE BILL.
The Hon. C. J. HAM moved the second
reading of this Bill. He stated that its
object was to enable the borough of St.
Arnaud to devote to the purposes of a
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school of mines a portion of its market
reserve.
The Hon. J. BELL said he would support the Bill, believing that the establisbment of a school of mines at St. Amaud
would serve a very useful purpose.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE stated that
he was glad to hear that a school of mines
was to be established at St. Arnaud. Such
an institution was very much wanted
there, because there were millions of tons
of gold in the district which were not extracted simply because the people did not
know how to treat the ores.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.

Reserve Bill.

a portion of the market reserve at Kyneton not being required for market purposes it was proposed that the Crown
should resume possession of such portion,
part of such portion being by this measure
permanently reserved as a site for a school
of mines, art, and agriculture; the remai~der of such portion to be sold by
auctIOn for the benefit of the consolidated
revenue.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Discussion took place on clause 4, which
was as follows : " Subject to such covenants, conditions exceptions, and reservations as the Govern~r in
Council may direct the land described in the
said 2n,d sche~ule may be sold in fee simple
by publIc auctIOn, and shall not be alienated
in any other manner or for any other estate.
All n:oneys del'i ved fr?~ the sale of any of
the saId land shall be paId mto the consolidated
revenue of Victoria."

ADMINISTRArrION AND PROBATE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill. He remarked
that the measure was designed to amend
the law in relation to the estates of intesThe"Hon. J. M. PRATT asked why it was
tate illegitimate persons, If an illegitimate person died leaving a widow and proposed to take away the balance of the
children, the whole of the estate would go reserve not required for the school of
to the widow and children. But if an ille- mines, art, and agriculture, and sell it for
gitimate person died without leaving a the benefit of the consolidated revenue 1
widow or children, the whole of the estate (Mr. C. J. Ham~" The land is not rewould go to the Crown. It was the prac- quired for any other purpose, and another
tice for the Treasurer in such cases to market site has been granted.") It seemed
place on the Estimates a proportion of to him that the corporation" of Kyneton
the amount going to the Crown for the were giving away a trust, and as slJ.ch
benefit of the persons who were next of reserves were very valuable it was
kin. In England, it was the common prac- hardly right for the local council to
tice for the Crown to authorize the next of part with any portion of the market
k,in to take out letters of administration. reserve.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMW ADE stated
Now it was thought somewhat cruel to
that
tho market reserve at Kyneton had
put those amounts on the Estimates, together with the names of the persons to for many years past been an eyesore, and
whom they were payable, because they the people there wanted only sufficient of
were subject to discussion in Parliament. it for a school of mines, art, and agriculture,
The object of this Bill was to provide that and no more. If the balance was left in
after the curator had reported the facts to the hands of the corporation it would con-'
the Treasurer power should be given by tinue to be an eyesore. There was anOrder in Council to direct how the pro- other piece of land, called the botanicceeds should be appropriated, and the garden reserve, which exhausted all the
persons to whom the money should be resources of the corporation to keep it in
paid, together with the amounts or pro- order; and the Kyneton people wanted
portions so payable and the amount or the Government to sell all the land in the
proportion of such proceeds that should be market reserve not required for a school
of mines.
paid into the consolidated revenue.
The clause was agreed to.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
The Bill was then "read a second time,
reported without amendment," and the
and passed through its remaining stages.
report was adopted.
KYNETON MARKET RESERVE BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. C. J. HAM,
The Hon. C. J. HAM moved the second the Bill was then read a third time an d
r.eading of this Bill.
He stated that passed.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Mr. Speight
had this copy in his hands during the
discussion, and the Minister had this copy
in his hands during the discussion.
'1'he Hon. J. SERVICE.-Was it read
through 1
'rhe Hon. J. M. DA VIES.-I do not
know that the whole of it was read
through, but I am told that a portion of
it was read, as the honorable member
will see further on. The memorandum
proceeds-,

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Mr. President, I ask the permission of the House to
make a statement on behalf of the Minister of Railways with reference to the reappointment of the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners. Honorable members
will remember that, on the 9th December
last, the Minister of Railways made a
speech in the Legislative Assembly relative to railway matters. A few days after
"Mr. Speight took out my draft letter. Rethat-about the 15th December-the Minister of Railways handed to the Chairman ferred to conditions being one-sided. I did
not deny charge. Said it was t.he best I could
of the Railways Commissioners a draft of do. Admitted he had grievance. Referred
the letter dated the 23rd December, offer- . fully to Gillies' letter."
ing the chairman re-appointment. The
Minister asked the chairman on one or That was Mr. Gillies' letter with regard to
two occasions to have an interview, to dis- increasing Mr. Speight's salary to £5,000
cuss the terms of that letter; and on the per annum.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT.-We have
26th December a meeting took place between the Minister and the chairman at the not heard anything about that before.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I think it
house of the Minister. I have before me
a statement written by the Minister up- has appeared in the public prints; it was
wards of four months ago with reference a letter written some years ago. Mr.
to that interview-before the Railways Bill Shiels' memorandum continuescame on in the Legislative Assembly.
" Referred fully to Gillies' letter; his diffiThe Hon. H. CUTHBERT.-Does this culties and feeling of House against, and what
Munro and I had done to help Gillies. Absoappear in the railway correspondence ~
'rhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-N 0, it is a lutely hopeless to give increase. Great difficulty
even to re-appoint. Only able if promise to
memorandum made by the Minister of leave Parliament untrammelled by manner of
Railways upwards of four months ago, to re-appointment. Although sorry to have to
preserve a record of what took place at make re-appointment so, must rigidly carry it
out according to terms of speech.
that interview.
"I said that he would have his appointment
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT.-Was this
under the Act, whatever it was, and therefore
shown to Mr. Speight ~
he would be all right. He had two Houses to
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-It was not depend on. Houses would act justly, and he
shown to Mr. Speight. The memorandum need have no fear."
reads as follows : The Hon. H. CUTHBERT. - Two
"First subject (Mrs. S. being present).-P.P.
Houses; hear, hear.
prosecutions: Mimms, personally and politiThe Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-The memocally.
"Then after Mrs. S. left I opened portfolio
rand urn proceedsand took out proofs of speech."

'Those were the two proofs of the speech
'made by the Minister of Railways in the
Legislative Assembly. The memorandum
goes on to state"Regretted inaccuracy of, and explained what
:[ had had to do."

The speech was inaccurately reported by
Hansard, but was corrected, and those were
the corrected proofs. The memorandum
then proceeds:"Mr. Speight took out my draft letter--

The Hon. H. CUTHBERT.-VO{as all
,that read out to Mr. Speight-the cor,rected report ~

"Mr. Speight referred bitterly to censure
and charge made against his administration. I
spoke s~mpa~hizingly. Then to family reasons
compellmg hIm to accept re-appointment but it
went against his grain. Then he took draft of
letter in reply to mine."

That is the reply that is published in the
correspondence, and dated the 26th of
December. Thememorandum continues"Then he took draft of letter in reply to
mine, which he said he would like to place on
record. Read this. I said he could write any
l~tter which he thought J?ight hereafter help
hIm. He referred to leavmg question of compensation to arbitration or to Parliament if
amending Act made such that he could ~ot
stay on. His draft had it so."
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Honorable members will not find in the
letter as sent the reference to arbitration,
but the draft then had it so:" I said I could not hear of arbitration, but
that I saw no objection to question of com·
pensation being left to Parliament so 10lJg as I
did not give a colour to impression that I was
committing· Parliament by saying that compensation ought to be given. He said, while
he preferred outside· arbitration, he would be
content if question of compensation left to
Parliament.
" Then I referred to his draft letter, saying it
would necessitate my writing another, so that
no misuJl(lerstanding might arise about my
having waived the conditions of previous letter.
,. We then considered what terms I should
employ. I said I shall lIse terms like theseemploying generally the expressions of first
part of my letter."

If honorable members will look to the
letter of the 29th December (which is Mr.
Shiels' letter in reply) they will find that
it is in two portions, and Mr. Shiels
stated" I said I shall use terms like these-employing generally the expressions of first part of my
letter.
"Now, about compensation being left to
Parliament, I must use terms not committing
Parliament in any way to give compensation.
He suggested terms used in proofs. I said, • I
think these would do; repeat them, so that I
may take them down.' This he did."

The Minister oj Railways.

business as finished, and that you are content,
to accept re-appointment on the Government
terms.' , Y'es,' he said, . , I have 'no help for it."
Then he spoke about the terms in which he
accepted coming out, and· the Age, his friend~
rubbing it in."

The Hon. N. FITZGERALD.-What's
that about the Age rubbing it in ~
.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT.-What is
the meaning of it ~
..
The HOll. J. M. DAVIES.-It refers to
Mr. Speight's re-appointment. I must,
leave the honorable gentleman to judge as
to what it means. Then the memorandum
continues"Then about the excerpt re equities, which
he wished to appear in first letter, as it might
help him."

N ow, with reference to that, honorable
members will find in the speech of th~
Minister a statement which is enclosed in
the letter from the Minister offering Mr.
Speight re-appointment. That statement
begins"But I say his equities which are not satisfied exist against the late Government, not
against us or this House. In our re-appointment of him we shall not force him to waive
or abandon those equities.
We do nothing
now to recognise them or give them increased
life or force, but it would be, unfair for us to
bar them or diminish their strength. . He may
raise them against any House or Government.
who think differently from us or when the circumstances or conditions have chariged. "

This is the copy of the speech made by Mr.
Shiels in Parliament then held by the
Minister, and the Minister then in pencil. And so OIl. The Minister originally prowrote down this : posed to begin the extract from his speech
" I recognise that it is a matter for Parlialower dOW~l, commencing as follows : -

ment to consider what compensation shall be
paid if the Act is made So intolerable that your
resignation is reasonably compelled."

.. The, Hon. H. CUTHBERT.-Who is
that by-Mr. Speight or the Minister ~
The Hon. ,T. M. DAVIES.-That was
written down by the Minister in the presence of Mr. Speight at that interview, as
something to be added to the reply which
Mr. Shiels had then drafted.
. The Ron. H. CUTHBERT.-Did the
Minister read that out to Mr. Speight ~
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Let me see.
TJ.1e memorandum states that"Now about compensation being left to Parliament. I must use terms not committing
Parliament in any way to giving compensation.
He suggested terms used in proofs. I said, 'I
think these would do. ' 'Repeat them, so that
I may take them down.' This he did.
" I wished to insert 'if any.' He asked me
not to put it so pointedly. I agreed not to so
long as I used words absolutely not committing
Parliament to give any compensation. To this
he agreed. Then I said, 'I may now take the

"But if we preserve his equities for him
with such care, we intend, in our re-appointment of him, to preserve even more scrupulously the full and untrammelled rights of
Parliament in the coming session to alter as it.
pleases the Railways Commissioners Act, and
to imporb new terms and conditions in the
tenure, duties, and powers of the chairman and
his colleagues."

But the Minister told Mr. Speight that, if
he wished the former portion of that
extract from the speech to be put in, he
(Mr. Shiels) would insert all that portion
in the letter offering him re-appointment_
"Then he promised to send me his letter
next morning. My final letter on Monday. I
to come down and exchange letters in forenoon>
and give directions about Order in Council. "

At that time the Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners had his draft letter in his
possession, and the Minister of Railways
had the draft of his first letter and also a
memorandum of .the draft of his third
letter, which was not delivered. rrhis:
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took place on the Fri\lay after Christmas, . course about this, as about compensa.tion, he.
trusting himself wholly to the mercy of
the 26th December, and the letter was to was
Parliament. I said this twice. He said, 'I
()om~ on Saturday, the Minister having to
am quite satisfied to leave everything to Pargo to Adelaide by the 4.30 express train liament's sense of fair play~ I would like to
on Monday. Well, Mr. Speight's letter have the commission as early as you can.' I
did not come on the Saturday, so on the told him I would leave instructions for the Order
in Council to be passed on Wednesday, and the
Monday the Minister had prepared his commission would issue at once_ As he seemed
first letter and his second letter-not the to be anxious about the commission having
second letter that was delivered, but an- some conditions in it, I said, 'You need not fear
other second letter. Before they were de- that the Order in Council or the commission will
have anything objectionable in it. You will get
livered Mr. Speight's reply came on the exactly what the law allows, even if it is a seven
Monday. But in that reply, as it was not years' or a life appointment. The conditions of
given in exact accordance with the draft, these letters are simply what is necessary to
the Minister wrote a" third letter, which redeem my promise to the House, so as to free
it when our Bill is before it.' He said, 'I am
is the letter in the correspondence on this quite content to take it on those terms.'''
head, and then had an interview with Mr.
Speight. An interview had been appointed This was the interview in which both the
for twelve o'clock, but the Minister was a Minister's first and second letters were
little late, and could not see the Chair- delivered. The Minister's second letter
man of the Commissioners until after two insists on the conditions contained in the
o'clock. What I will now read is a copy first letter.
"I said, 'Then we may now consider the
of a memorandum of' the interview on the
29th December. The memorandum was business satisfactorily settled, and to this he
and bade me 'good day.
made by Mr. Shiels about four months assented,
"Mr. Thomas came from the other door. I
ago:told him e\Terything was satisfactorily settled,
l

l

" Referred to waiting till after two. Took out
letters of 23rd and 29th, and gave them to Mr.
Speight. He gJanced at them. Asked him to
note terms of 29th December; said· it exactly
was as we arranged. He read it, and while
doing so I took out, I think, proof of speech
with dictated sentence. I said, 'You see I
do not commit Parliament by any expression of
my own opinion that compensation ought to be
granted if the Act is made intolerable. That
wn,s the mistake Gillies, I think, made in his
letter-he understood to answer for Pn.rliament.
Parliament is naturally sensitive about having
its freedom of action interfered with. I think
you are much safer to trust to its generosity.
In regard to the Act being made unbearable,
remember you have the two Houses to rely
upon. He said, "Ven, I don't fear that danger
much--

rrhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT.-He had
not seen the new Bill.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-He knew
there was to be a new Bill brought in, but
he did not know that it was to make his
position unbearable.
" 'I think that perhaps it is better for me to
leaye the whole thing to Parliament.' I said,
'Remember, we are not going to interfere in
the slightest way with your appointment and
commission-legally you will get all that the
Act authorizes us to give. All I am anxious
about is to free the hands of the House when
dealing with our amending Bill. You can't
legally restrain Parliament from doing as it
pleases, but. without the appointment being
made as I am making it honour and moral considerations would hamper it.'
. "He then spoke about the contingency of the
Act being made intolerable. 'Vhat then? I
pooh-poohed the idea, as the Council would
have to be a consenting party, but I said, of

and to get the Order in Council drawn out. He
said, "Vhat letter did he accept?' I said,
, The second.' He (Mr. Speight) raised no objection to its terms, and so I had no need to let
him know anything about the first. "

The Hon. H. CUTHBERT.-Were these
notes taken in shorthand?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I thought
I had explained that these notes were made
by the Minister upwards of four months
ago-of course, some time after the interview.
The Hon. A. WYNNE.-Eight months
after.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Then I have
a memorandum from Mr. Byrne, chief
clerk of the Law department, with reference to these two letters of the Minister"I remember the circumstances relative to
the writing of the letters of the 23rd and 29th
December to Mr. Speight--

The Hon. J. SERVICE.-I think the
Minister of Justice is going beyond the
mark.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-This memorandum from Mr. Byrne is to show that
the Minister did not hand either of the
letters to the .Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners until the Monday after the
receipt of Mr. Speight's letter replying to
the first, thus corroborating the whole
arrangement.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-The House
·has listened with great interest and respect to Mr. Shiels' defence, or rather his
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statement with regard to the facts we had
in Mr. Speight's own words.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL.~That was a
mere statement. Mr. Speight was not
sworn.
The Hon. J. SERVICE.-Well, what we
have just heard is a mere statement. I
think it is best the matter should drop. We
have heard Mr. Speight, and now we have
heard Mr. Shiels. We should go no further
with the reading of second-hand reports.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-First-hand
reports.
'rhe Hon. J. SERVICE. - If we go
further we should go differently: I am
sure the feeling among the greater number of honorable members is that there
has been a misunderstanding between
those two gentlemen, both of whom I believe are upright and conscientious gentlemen. Noone believes-I for one do
not-that either Mr. Shiels or Mr. Speight
would wilfully state anything that they
knew was not correct. We know how
-these differences occur. I do not think
we want to know the rest.
The Hon. S. FRASER.-W e want corroboration.
The Hon. J. SEHVICE.-No, we do not
want corroboration; or if we do, let us
have a Hoya'! commission and the case
stated on both sides. The Minister of
Justice has dono his duty now, and he
ought not to proceed further.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.--I will not
press anything further on the House if it
is llOt wished. I was only going to read
a lettor from Mr. Byrne and another
from Mr. '1'homas in corroboration, but I
see that the House does not want to hear
them. At any rate, I think it right to
produce in Mr~ Shiels' writing a part of
his statement, which consists of a draft of
a portion of his second letter. It shows
how anxiously Mr. Shiels endeavoured to
carry out what he said was a promise to
Mr. Speight, to leave out the words" if
any." This is the original draft written
on the 29th December, and not eight
months afterwards. I have further statements with regard to the appointment of
Mr. Darbyshire, but I do not think I need
now trouble the House.
The Hon. J. A. W ALLACE.-I see no
harm in the statements we have had, but
I think they ought to have been put
before Mr. Speight, so that he might have
had a chance of contradicting them if he
so desired.
The matter then dropped.

RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
On the order of the day for the furthe~
consideration of this Bill in committee,
The Hon.W. A. ZEAL asked the indul.
genceof the House while heread a statement
from the secretary of the Moama and Deniliquin Railway Company, traversing som~
of the statements made by Mr. Cuthbert
the other night. He asked, as a matter of
courtesy, to be allowed to read this statement. It would not take five minutes.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT rose to order.
He did not know where this was going to
end. When Mr. Speight was at the bar
he (Mr. Cuthbert) made no reference to
the Moama and Deniliquin Hail way, and
Mr. Zeal had an opportunity of making a
reply then. This was not a personal explanation. (Mr. Zeal-" What a~e Y0ll:
afraid of 1") He" was not afraId of
anything that Mr. Zeal could produc~,
but if the statement were read now It
would be out of place, and there was
no knowing how far the thing would be
carried. (Mr. Zeal-·" I only had the
information this evening.") Well, it is
out of place now. The House had
conceded to the Minister of Justice a
great privilege, but that affair was done
and ended, and it would be out of order
to continue the discussion. '1'he Rail ways
Bil1 ought not to be dealt with on
personal grounds. If what Mr. Zeal wants
read is read now, the House would have to
hear the other side as well.
'1'he PRESIDENT.-As Mr. Cuthbert
has appealed to me on the point of order,
I think.it right to say that it is quite out
of the u~al practice to permit any person
outside to send in here statements traversing any statements made in this chamber.
I cannot allow any statement of th~ kind
to be read. Of course, honorable members
can allow Mr. Zeal to read it, but that will
be a very unusual course, and I am afraid
it might lead to great inconvenience.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said if he were
ailowed to read the statement he would
make no comment upon it.
The Hon. H. CU'1'HBERT remarked
that if it were read he would have to make
a comment upon it.
The House resolved itself into committee"
for the further consideration of the Bill.
Discussion took place on clause 5, which
was as follo"ws : " (1) Whenever the board and the Engineer.
in·Chief certify that any line of railway constructed by the board is completed, the Governor-
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ill Council may make an order transferring such'
line pf railway to the commissioners, and such
Order in Council shall be published in the Government Gazette.
"(2) Immediately on such publication the
line of railway mentioned in such order, including all land acquired by the board for the purpose of such line and the inheritance thereof in
fee simple, shall become vested in the commissioners for the purposes of the Railways Act,
and shall be supervised and nutintained by them
pursuant to the Railways Acts, and all further
power, duty, authority, or responsibility of the
board in regard to such line shall cease, the
settlement of past contracts alone excepted."

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL asked the permission of the Chair to read a reply to
certain statements made by Mr. Cuthbert
the other evening, as reported in the
Argus.
The Hon. "N. H. ROBERTS rose +0
order. He said he did not think it would
be in order to read any statement of that
kind to the committee. The point had
already been argued in full House.
rrhe Hon. D. COUT'rS expressed the
opinion that Mr. Zeal had not shown himself a good general. If he had bided his
time, he might have introduced all he
wished in any other way. Noone would
have known what was coming.
The Hon. ,V. A. ZEAL moved that the
Chairman leave the chair. He said he
was quite sure that Mr. Cuthbert had not
made the statements he did make with any
intention of misleading, but he (Mr. Zeal)
wanted some reply to them to appear.
~rhe HOll. 'V. H. ROBERTS said he
trusted the Chairman would give a ruling
on the point.
The CHAIRMAN.-'rhe law of Parliament is quite plain. No honorable member can bring before the House the comments of any person outside the House on
the action of any honorable member in
this' chamber. If that were allowed, it
might be that the honorable member who
had made the statement in this chamber
would be left without a remedy. In any
case it would probably lead to a reply to
the statement, and that would be extremely inconvenient. In short, such a
practice would lead to endless confusion.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he had no
intention whatever of transgressing the
rules of Parliament. After all, what he,
had to read was not a statement but
simply a register of the rates and charges
of the Deniliquin and Moama Railway
Company. If he was allowed to read this,
he would do so without making any comment.
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The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
hope that Mr. Zeal would not' go against
the ruling of the Chair. The honorable
member could secure all he wanted by
giving his statement to the press for
publication to-morrow. There could be
no doubt that if the statement were read
now Mr.' Cuthbert would have something
to say in reply, and there was no knowing
what that would le!lod to. The main point
was, however, that the Chairman had ruled
against the honorable member.
rrhe Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he was sorry
to appear pertinacious. What he had in
hand was not a matter of comment, it
only related to mere matters of fact. All
he wanted was that these facts should go
before the public. If honorable members
were of opinion that it would be best to
hand the statement to the press, of course
he would do so.
The CHAIRMAN.-The question before the Chair is clause 5 of the Bill.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL begged the
Chairman's pardon. He begged to point
out that he had moved that the Chairman
leave the chair.
The CHAIRMAN.-I beg your pardon.
I thought that motion had been withdrawn.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he was
entirely in the hands of honorable members. If they wished him to withdraw his
motion that the Chairman leave the chair,
he would do so.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH said he was
surprised that Mr. Cuthbert should be so
frightened to let Mr. Zeal make his statement. After the slanders he (Mr. Cuthbert)
passed on a public company the other
night-The Hon. H. CUTHBERT rose to a point
of order. He thought he had quite enough
of libel lately, both outside the House and
in. Mr. McCulloch should withdraw what
he said about slanders, because the statement was an incorrect one.
The CHAIRMAN.-To accuse an honorable member of uttering slanders is unparliamentary.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH said he
would withdraw the expression. He would
simply say that Mr. Cuthbert made statements the other night which were not
correct. He knew where the honorable
He
member got his information from.
got it from the Chairman of the Railway
Commissioners. (Mr. Cuthbert-I' I may
tell the honorable member that that is not
true.") He was very glad to hear it. He
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was pleased to think that, the honorable
member went on better authority.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that after
what had been said on the subject he'
would hand the statement he referred
to to the press. He begged to withdraw
his motion.
The motion that the Chairman leave the
chair was withdrawn.
The Hon. J. BELL said that some additions should be made to this clause. A
line might be handed over to the Railways
Commissioners in an incomplete state, and
no machinery was provided for any appeal
on the part of the Railways Commissioners.
If there was a difference of opinion between
the Railways Commissioners and the Engineer~in-Chief, there should be some third
party to decide. He (Mr. Bell) would be
perfectly willing to leave it to the Governor in Council.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
clause did not provide that the Engineerin-Chief should certify to the board, but
that the board and Engineer-in-Chief
should certify to the Governor in Council
that a line was completed before the
Governor in Council made an order.
If the commissioners were of opinion' that
a line was not complete, they could appeal
to the Governor in Council. The Railways
Commissioners were not to be treated as
if they were the lessees of the rail ways,
and would have to pay for any loss in the
working of the lines. If, when a line was
h~nded over, it was found to be incomplete,
they could say so. (Mr. Service-" How
could they say so?") They made an annual report to Parliament, and they could
there point out that a loss had occurred
owing to a line having been handed over
to them before it was complete.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that before
a line was handed over to the Railways
Commissioners, the Railways Commissioners should agree that it was complete.
The Railways Commissioners' reports were
usually presented to Parliament in June,
and if a line was handed over to them in
December they would not be able to call
attention to the fact that it was incomplete
until six months afterwards. A proviso
should be added to the clause to the effect
that before the board and the Engineer-inChief should certify that a line was complete the Railways Commissioners, who
would no doubt have an engineer of their
own, should have an opportunity of saying
whether they considered the line to be complete. The commissioners should certainly
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have 'an opportunity of being heard.
The Engineer-in-Chief might say to the
commissioners, "I propose to certify that
such and such a line is completed, have
you anything to say against it ~ " Thon
the Railways Commissioners would send
an engineer to examine the line, and if his
report was satisfactQry, they would accept
the line. If the line was not satisfactory,
the board should have an opportunity of
considering the report made to the Railways Commissioners by their engineer,
and then the onus of finally deciding the
question would be thrown on the Governor
in Council.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked
that this clause was one of considerable
importance. A line might be handed over
to the Rail)vays Commissioners which
might not be safe for traffic, and which
would involve the commissioners, in considerable additional expense. As soon ar:;
the board and the' Engineer-in-Chief certified that a line was complete, the Railways Commissioners should have an opportunity, before taking oveF the line, of
sending an engineer to inspect it, and of
requiring that any defects should be remedied. If there were any differences of
opinion between the commissioners apd
the board, they could be referred to the
Governor in Council. He begged to move
the insertion, after the first paragraph of
the clause, of the 'words"Providing always that if any difference of
opinion arises between the board and the commissioners as to the condition of such line of
railway to be taken over and worked by them,
such difficulty shall, unless mutually arranged,
be determined by the Governor in Council."

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
it would be better to simply provide that
a copy of the certificate should be given
to the Rail ways Commissioners before the
making of the Order in Council.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
Mr. Bell had made a suggestion which he
thought ,vas a good one. Clause 6 contained a sub-section with reference to the
transfer of lines to the commissioners, and
a new clause might be inserted after
clause 6 providing, 'with reference to the
two preceding clauses, 'that a copy of the
certificate should be handed to the Rail·
ways Commissioners before the Order in
Council was made, and that then, should
any difference of opinion arise between the
board and the Railways Commissioners as
to the condition of the line, such difference, unless mutually arranged, should be
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"1662. You think that a better business-like
-determined by the Governor in Council.
could be maintained then over the
Mr. Cuthbert's proviso did not provide supervision
works ?-I think so. That was my experience,
for any difference of opinion being ex- at any rate.
pressed on the part of the Railways Com"1663. How is authority obtained for the
missioners, but if it was required that the construction of those works supervised by the
Engineer of Maintenance-to construct addicertificato should be sent to the Railways tional
works that he thinks necessary?Commissioners before the Order in Council From the commissioners.
was made, the Railways Commissioners
"1664. Does he consult you at all ?-My
would have an opportunity of stating any opinion is not asked.
"1665. Then you are in ignorance of what
objection they had to the line.
has been done after the line has been passed
The Hon. lV. A. ZEAL said that if the from the contractor's hands to the department?
committee did not grapple with the ques- -Quite.
"166e. You cannot form any idea of what
tion at once in a satisfactory manner, they
would perpetuate the evils which the is going on in the department after the works
have left your hands ?-No, except such worl~s
colony had laboured under with reference as
are thought to be necessary to be charged to
to railway construction during the past construction.
"1667. I presume the bulk of these works
three or four years. It was now proposed
to continue the system of dual control. are caused by the development of the requirements of the locality after the contract is
An Engineer-in-Chief was to be appointed finished
?-Yes.
under the board, and his actions were to be
"1668. But he is the sole judge of what is
required
?-No doubt he consults the traffic
reviewed by the Railways Commissioners.
Formerly, there was only one head in manager and the commissioners, but I cannot
the Railway department with reference to say from my own knowledge that he does."
railway construction and the maintenance This question arose with reference· to the
·of existing lines. If there was an Engineer- way in which a large viaduct was being
in-Chief who exercised authority over the constructed from Spencer-street to Prince'sAssistant Engineer as representing con- bridge. The Engineer-in-Chief was asked
:struction, and over the Engineer of Exist- what he knew of that matter, and he said
ing Lines as representing maintenance, he knew nothing whatever about it. The
things would work smoothly, and the mis- works were constructed by the Engineer of
takes that had occurred in the past would . Existing Lines, and his (Mr. 'Watson's)
not be repeated. If the dual system was opinion was not asked.
The same ques,continued under this Bill, Parliament tions were put to Mr. vVatson about the
would, before long, be called upon to pass new buildings at Spencer-street, and he
an amending measure, and an inj ustice gave the same answer.
Would it. be
would be done both to the Railways possible for any business to be worked
Commissioners and to the Government by satisfactorily under such circumstances,
allowing the present condition of things and was it a wonder that the railto exist any· longer.
He was disap- ways of the colony did not pay when
pointed when he saw this Bill, because he there were two engineers who were
had anticipated that the Government pulling in different directions and there
would grapple with the difficulty, and· was no finality ~ Probably a line came
.would have adopted the recommendations up from the Engineer-in-Chief which was
·of the Railways Standing Committee on to cost £5,000 or £6,000 a mile, and it
the subject. He would read an extract was then handed over to the Engineer for
from the evidence gi ven before the Rail- Existing Lines, and he ordered works which
ways Standing Committee on the subject he thought necessary for the traffic, the
by tbe late Engineer-in-Chief of the Rail- Engineer~in-Chief not being consulted at
way department : all. If this farce was. to bo stopped the
Engineer-in-Chief must be made the sole
"1660. Suppose you established a department controlled by the Engineer-in-Chief, would authority, and t.hen there would be no
friction whatever, because he would do
you, in carrying on the works of that department, have two heads, or would you have one
what was just and right. The Engineerhead and two branches ?-The way it was
in-Chief should not be placed under the
managed before.
control of the Railways Commissioners.
"1661. How would you do that-would you
It was not in the interest of the Hailways
have one officer controlling the whole of the
department, and those branches reporting to
Commissioners or tho Government that.
the head, or have dual control, like the present
they should be allowed to meddle with
'Engineer of Existing Lines ?-:-I should follow
construction -their duty was to develop the
the same lines as I followed before-one head
traffic, and that was as much as any three
.and two branches.
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men living could do. If the recommen- suggestion was adopted the Bill would have
dations of the Railways Standing Com- to be re-cast. (Sir F. T. Sargood-"On that.
mittee were to be carried out the Bill point.") Was the Minister of Defence·
would to a certain extent have to be re- prepared to say that he would have the,
cast, but it would be better to do that Bill reo cast ~ He had told Mr. Zeal
than to run the risk of having the mis- publicly that he agreed with him on the
takes that had been made in the past point, but the propoi;lal made in this Bill was·
to transfer the Engineer-in-Chief from the
repeated.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that he Hailways Commissioners, and it was inlistened with some astonishment to the tended that the new board, if not antagosugge'stion of Mr. Service that there should nistic to the commissioners, should at least
be two engineers. There was to be under be a sort of revising and mapaging board.
the board an Engineer-in-Chief, who was (Sir F. T. Sargood-" Independent.") The
not to act for himself or for the board or board would be superior to the commisfor the Hailways Commissioners but for sioners altogether. If the Minister of
the colony as a whole, and that Engineer- Defence was going to re-cast the Bill, he
in-Chief would be an officer of the highest would like to know what the new
attainments, and in his position q nite on a proposals were. Under the Bill as it·
par with the Chairman of the Hailways stood there might be two antagonistic
Commissioners; but what was now proposed boards. The Board of Land and Works
was that the certificate of the Engineer- might say that a line was complete, but
in-Chief-who ought to be as capable if the board of commissioners might send
not more capable than anyone else in the their head inspector or engineer (he did
colony to say whether a line of railway not care what name was given to him) to
was complete or not - should be su b- inspect the line, or Mr. Speight himself
mitted to a comparatively junior engineer might go over the line, and they might be of
under the Hail ways Commissioners for opinion that it was not complete. He was
review. rrhere would not be two en- anxious that the Hailways Commissioners
gineers of the same calibre as the should not be compelled to take over a
Engineer-in-Chief, and if the proposal line that was not complete.
now made were carried a subordinate
The Hon. S. FRASER said he hoped the
officer wO\lld have to sit in judgment on committee would support the view of the
the work of his superior. Naturally each Minister of Defence and Mr. Zeal Before
officer would magnify his own position, a line could be handed over the contract
and the subordinate officer would be bound for the construction of the line had to be
to take exception to something, and completed, and the construction had to
instead of one engineer there would be be carried out under the Engineer-in-Chief's;
two engineers fighting against each department. It would be the duty of the
other. The l{,ailways Commissioners would Engineer-in-Chief to see that the work was·
naturally back up their own engineer, and well done. What interest would the Enthe board would support the Engineer-in- gineer-in-Chief have in allowing defective·
Chief, and then, instead of the railways . work to be carried out 1 If other persons
being constructed with the greatest possible were allowed to interfere with the Eneconomy, the cost would be piled up. His gineer-in-Ohief, there would be a dual conown view was strongly in accord with that trol, and the evils which had caused so
of Mr. Zeal, that the colony should go back much loss to the colony in the past would
to the old plan adopted in the time of be perpetuated. In times past there were
Mr. rrhomas Higinbotham, and· there was no such difficulties. vVho had ever heard
no honorable member who would have of any difficulty having arisen when Mr.
said that the opinion of Mr. Thomas Thomas Higinbotham was Engineer-inHiginbotham as to the construction of a Chief as to the cost of a line, or who had
line should be questioned by an inferior ever heard of a similar difficulty arising
officer. To allow the commissioners to in New South Wales where construction
appeal against the decision of the Engineer- had never been under the control of the
in-Chief appeared to him (Sir F. T. Railways Commissioners 1 The clause as
drafted was a good one and should not
Sargood) to be most undesirable.
'rhe Hon. J. SEHVICE said that the be amended.
The Engineer-in-Chief
Minister of Defence had stated that he ap- would not certify to a line until it was
proved of Mr. Zeal's suggestion, and yet Mr. thoroughly complete. If he did so, he
.Zeal had informed the committee that if that would be liable to be denounced as a
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Most of the lines

to be completed were simple lines with

easy gradients in the construction of which
special knowledge was not required; in
fact, a first-class overseer or manager could
supervise the construction of such lines.
It was only in lines constructed in difficult country that the special knowledge of
an enginQer was required.
The Hon. D. COUTTS stated that if Mr.
Zeal's proposal was now before the committee, he might be inclined to support it,
but what honorable members had now to consider was clause 5, and that provided that
after the Engineer-in-Chief had certified toa
line it shonld be taken over by the Railways
Commissioners, and supervised and maintained by them. Parliament in its wisdom
might consider that £1,500 a mile was
sufficient to pay for the construction of a
linc, and the Engineer-in-Chief might proceed to construct the line at that price,
but when it was completed, it might be a
line not worth running a wheel-banow
over, and were the commissioners to be
compelled to take over such a line, and to
work and maintain it, and to make it pay ~
A line was constructed near Horsham which
was, he believed, called Patterson's cheap
line, and that was a line that would shift
from side to side when a train went over it.
The commissioners would have to work and
maintain all the lines handed over to them,
and they should certainly be protected.
A line might be made according to specification, but it might be a line that it
would not be safe to run a train over.
Yet 'the commissioners would have to
'maintain it, and then honorable members
would cry out that they would not make
tho railways pay. Mr. Cnthbert's amend'ment was a very fair proposal, and the
Governor in Council ought to be required
to take the responsibility.
The Hon. H. GORE remarked that that
was really Mr. Shiels' intention. If the
Engineer-in-Chief was also made Engineer
.of Existing Lines, he would take good care
that the new lines were properly constrncted, so that traffic might go over
thom with safety. There must be one
engineering head, or the railways could'
not be carried on successfully. Under
present conditions, the Engineer-in-Chief
:had uncontrolled power as to 'what he
(should spend; Parliament had no control
over the, expenditure except in a lump
'sum. The Engineer-in-Chief of construc'tion ought certainly to have control also
of the maintenance of the railways. '
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The Hon. S. FRASER stated that it was
the intention that the Engineer of Existing Lines, who had only to keep in repair
railways already opened, should be under
the Engineer-in-Chief, and there was no-'
thing in this Bill giving great powers to
the Engineer of Existing Lines.
The Hon. A. vVYNNE expressed the'
opinion that Mr. Zeal had struck the right
nail on the head. Many clauses in this
Bql had evidently been framed on acco,unt
of the unseemly squabble between the
Minister of Railways and the Chairman of'
the Railways Commissioners. The disClIssion introduced into this chamber, the
examination of Mr. Speight at the bar, and
the statement of the Minister of. Justice'
on behalf of the Minister of Railways were
to his mind most undignified and un business-like. If they had wanted to enter'
into an agreement, they should have reduced
it to writing, but to put forward a statement written eight months after the conversation took place and ask honorable
members to take one side or the other was·
most improper and undignified. Honorable members' ought not to be asked to
judge between those two gentlemen. If
there was any difficulty between the commissioners and the Engineer-in-Chief or
the 1:>oard of construction, the Governor'
in Council, according to Mr. Cuthbert's'
amendment, was to step in and state
whether the railways had been properly
const.ructed. In the first instance,. the
Governor in Council had to make an order'
for the construction of a line, and, in the'
second instance, he had power to say,
, "This line ought not to hav~ been made,'"
or that the line was not properly constructed. If it came to a question of a
new line that in all probability would not
pay, the commissioners would not be
They would
anxious to take it over.
raise as many difficulties as they could,
having a loss staring them in the faco if
they took over the line. There should be
a clause in the Bill separating construction and maintenance from management
in the Railway department, so that the
commissioners would be traffic managers,
of the lines' when they were constructed,
the Engineer-in-Chief to be responsible'
for the construction of new lines und
the maintenance of all lines open for'
traffic.
Economy might be effected by
keeping them under one head, because he'
noticed in the Appropriation Bill that
.there were two staffs almost exact counterparts of each other-one set of officers.
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under the Engineer-in-Chief, and a second
and similar set of officers under the
Engineer for Existing Lines. If they were
all under the control of the Engineer-in.Chiof, and he was responsible to the Minister,
one staff would be sufficient for construcing and maintaining the railways of the
colony, and the country would be relieved
·of a considerable amount of the present
expenditure on the two staffs.
'rhe Hon. J. A. "WALLACE observed
that when there was a great discussion in
Parliament and the country as to whether
tho railways should be on the narrow
'gauge or broad gauge, Mr. Higinbotham,
then Engineer-in-Chief, put his foot down,
and said, even against Parliament, that
the wide gauge was the one on which the
. Victorian railways ought to be constructed, and in consequence of that de·cision we had got first-class railway lines.
He agreed with Mr. Zeal that the Engineerin-Chiof ought be the' head of the en.ginoering staff-both with regard to construction and maintenance-and he hoped
that Parliament would take care that this
Bill was so amended as to bring about that
.arrangement.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said they were
pretty well all agreed that there should be
ono engineer, but the Bill was not drawn
on those lines, and to save time he would
suggest that it would be well to postpone
this and the related clauses till the following .day, when the Government might come
down with clauses which would carry out
tho "iew they all seemed to take. Personally, he had always been in favour of
having ope engineering head.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS remarked'
that the proposal in this clause to transfer:
tho new lines in fee simple to the commiE;- '
sioners was not nocessary. Why should
not t~e fee-simple of the new lines remain
in the Board of Land and Works, letting
tho commissioners have control of the
traffic, with power to call in the Engineer.in-Chief to do what was required in the
'way of repairs, the cost of that to be
,charged to maintenance account, but having only one engineering staff for both
,construction and maintenance'~
, ~L1he Hon. J. M. PRATT stated that the
railways were vested in the commissioners
,by Act of Parliament, and unless Parlia'mont was determined to reverse that, how
,could they help vesting all new lines in '
,the commissioners ~ They could hardly
. take the step suggested by Mr. Butters,
: on the spur of the moment, because such
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a proposal 'required grave consideration
This and its related clauses needed recasting. The railway policy of the country
was certainly far better managed when
there was one Engineer-in-Chief of both
construction and maintenance, especially
when the Railway department had the
services of Thomas Higinbotham, who, as
Mr. J. A. 'Wallace said, resolutely held to
his opinions, and would not alter the
gauge. If they could get a man of great
experience and ability who had the
courage to stand by his own opinion,
that was the kind of man they wanted
both for construction and maintenance,
and it should be the duty of the Engineerin-Chief to look after both construction
and maintenance, and let the commissioners do the trading. The friction that
had taken place during the past two or
three years and the censures that had
been passed on the Railways Commissioners would never have occurred if the
commissioners had not had control of construction, and it was the duty of Parliament
to alter all that.
The Hon. N. THORNLEY observed
that, in support of the view that all the
engineering works should be under one
head, he might point out to honorable
members that if such an arrangement was
not carried out, the constructing engineer
might starve the construction of new lines
at the expense of maintenance. That was
where all the trouble had come in. The
engineer' of construction would be naturally desirous to build railways at as small
a cost as possible, and the commissioners
would have starved new lines handed over
to them, and would have to incur an excessive expenditure in their maintenance.
He hoped the Government would see their
way to take this and its related clauses
back and re-cast them, because on this
point rested the future construction and
maint81~ance of our railways under the
best possible conditions.
The Hon.' .r. BELL asked the Minister
of Justice if t4e Government were not
going to withdraw the clause for the present, and carry out the wishes of the comm~teel
.
The HOll. J. M. DAVIES said that in
the position he occupied he was not prepared to accept the statement of various
members as to what was said to be the
wishes of the committee. Let the committee object to a portion of the clause,
and then it would become his duty to do
Bomet~ing in the :matter.
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. The Hon. W. A. ZEAL moved the
omission from sub-section 2 of the words
"and shall be supervised and maintained by them pursuant to the Railways
Acts, and all further power, duty, authority, or responsibility of. the board in
regard to such line shall cease, the settlement of past contracts alone excepted."
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH expressed
the hope that the Government. would
withdraw this clause, and bring up amendments the following day, because it w.o,uld
be a great mistake to attempt to make
. important amendments without due
consideration.
They wanted to have
only one head in the engineering department.
rrhe Hon. N. FITZGERALD observed
that he could not conceive anything more
fair or reasonable than Mr. Cuthbert's
amendment. It would be quite right to
accept Mr. Zeal's amendment if the dispute were between two engineers, but it
was not the case. If the commissioners
objected to take over a line from the board,
and the two bodies were irreconcilable, .
Mr. Cuthbert's amendment provided that
the Governor in Council should have the
final determination of the matter, and
then everybody would know that the
Minister would be responsible for the
decision of the question. It was not to
be expected that men who were responsible for the maintenance and traffic
should be made responsible for inefficient
construction. On the Governor in Council and the Minister should rest the
responsibilty of deciding in any dispute
who was to be held responsible, and Mr.'
Cuthbert's amendment was exactly what
the committee ought to adopt.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that if
Mr. Zeal's amendment was carried that
would show th~t the committee did not
wish the existing lines to be maint.ained
by the commissioners but by the Engineerin-Chief, and it would throw upon the Government the responsibility of re-casting
the clause so as to require the Engineerin-Chief to maintain existing lines as well
as to construct llew lines. He would oppose Mr. Zeal's amendment, however.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD expressed
the opinion that it would be absurd to
adopt Mr. Zeal's amendment.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL remarked that it
was the English and the Irish practice.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE asked the
Minister of J ",:!stice if he would give his
reason for stating· that he intended to

oppose Mr. Zeal's amendment 1 At present
it seemed to him that they ought to carry
Mr. Zeal's amendment, but if there were
reasons for rejecting it those reasons
might be strong enough to alter the views
of some honorable members. So far he
was decidedly inclined to vote with Mr.
Zeal, but he did not know what arguments could be brought forward on the
other side.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said that
his amendment came in before Mr. Zeal's.
amendment, but as Mr. Zeal's proposal
seemed to be very favorably received by
the committee, and was evidently in
accord to a very great extent with the
views of the Minister of Railways as expressed in the correspondence with the
commissioners, namely, that there should
be one engineering head· and that he
alone should be responsible for both the
construction and maintenance of lines, he
would withdraw his own amendment, because he understood that Mr. Zeal's
amendment would be accepted as a test
to decide the whole question as to whether
the Government would take· back those
portions of the Bill which related to dual
control, and to have the control of construction and maintenance vested in .the
Engineer-in-Chief.
Mr. Cuthbert's amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. Zeal's amendment was agreed to
without a division.
The clause was then postponed, as was
also clause 6.
On ~lause 8, providing that"In section 2 of. the Railways Standing
Committee Act 1890 for the definition there
given of the words 'constructing authority'
the following definition· shall be substituted,
namely :-' Constructing authority' with reference to any authorized work means the Board
of Land and Works or the V ictorian Railways
Commissioners (as the case ma.y be) authorized
or directed by any Act to carry out or execute
such work,"

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
omission of the words "or the Victorian.
Railways Commissioners (as the case may
be)."
The amendment was agreed to.
. On clause 9, empowering the Governor
in Council to determine questions of transfer from the commissioners to tho board,
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
no objection could arise with regard to this
clause if the clauses which the Minister
proposed to reconstruct were properly redrafted.
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The Hon~ J. BELL stated that the
Governor in Council might transfer from
the commissioners to the board an officer
whom the commissioners did not want to
part with. There seemed to be something
wanting in this clause.
rrhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
this clause was similar to a corresponding
-clause in the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works Act.
Discussion took place on clause 18,
which was as follows:"The Engineer-in-Chief and all officers and
employes employed on the day of the commencement of this Act in the Engineer-in-Chief's
branellof the Victorian railways shall, without
further or other authority than this Act, be
transferred to the employment of the'board, and
shall he come on that day officers and employes
of the board; and with regard to the officers and
employes so transferred, and all officers or employes hereafter employed by the board, and all
candidates for appointment as officers or employes
under the board, the board shall, subject to this
Act, thenceforward have and exercise all or any
of the powers, duties, or liabilities conferred or
imposed on the commissioners by the Railways
Act 1890."

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL suggested the
insertion, after the word "railways" (line
4), of the words "and also the Engineer
for. Existing Lines, and all officers and
employes employed in the Engineer for
Existing'Lines branch."
The Hon. J. M. D AVIES proposed the
insertion, after the word "Engineer-in
Chief's," of the words" and the Engineer
for Existing Lines."
rrhe amendment was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 20, which
was as follows:"With the approval of the Minister, and
subject to such arrangement as he may think
fit for paying the salary or wages of any officer or
employe, the services of any officer or employe
under the control of the board may be in part
made use of by the commissioners, and the services of any officer or employe under the control
of the commissioners may be in part made use
of by the board."

rrhe Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
this clause distinctly contemplated the
dual control. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" Some
of it.") It would certainly require redrafting.
.
rrhe Hon. H. CUTHBERT expressed the
opinion that a portion of the clause should
be struck out.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that it
might be useful if left in the clause.
, The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said it
might be useful to give the commissioners"
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instructions to reduce employes' salaries
and wages 10 per cent. (Sir F. T. Sargood
- " Let us pass the clause, and recommit
it.") Very well.
Discussion took place on clause 21, which
was as follows:"(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in
section 44 of the Rc"Lilways Act 1890, when the
chairman differs from the decision of the other
two commissioners, no action shall be taken on
the determination of the chairman, except in
accordance with the following provisions of this
section.
"(2) Within seven days after the Minister
receives from the chairman a true copy of any
minute made by him pursuant to the provisions
of section 44 of the Railways Act 1890 (which
copy, together with all documents relating
thereto, or copies thereof, shall he so foqvarded
by the chairman to the Minister within three
days after deciding any matter in opposition to
the other two commissioners), the Minister
shall send a copy of such minute to each of the
other two commissioners.
"(3) Thereupon, at the request of the
Mi~ister, and within a time specified by him,
each of the other two commissioners shall
furnish the Minister with a written statement
of his reasons at length, for his decision upon
the matter of difference.
"(4) The,Minister shall submit a copy of the
chairman's minute and also of the statements
of the othertwo commissioners to the Governor in
Council together with all documents relating
thereto, and such recommendation thereon as the
Minister may think fit.
"(5) Thereupon the Governor in Council may
by order decide the matter. of difference, and
every such order shall have the like force and
effect as if made by the commissioners, and
thereupon the commissioners shall carry out
such order and take all steps necessary for the
proper execution thereof.
"(6) 'When and so often as the Governor in
Council decides any matter pursuant to this
section, a copy of such decision and of the minute
of the chairman and the statements of the other
two commissioners and a copy of all documents
relating thereto and of the recommendation of
the Minister thereon shall be laid before both
Houses of Parliament within seven days after
such decision if Parliament be sitting, or if not
then within seven days after the commencement
of the next session thereof."

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he would
like to see the consideration of this clause
postponed. He was getting a new clause
printed, the principle of which would be
that the majority of the commissioners
should rule.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he doubted
if such a fundamental alteration could be
made without it involving a complete
change in the personnel of the commissioners. The other two commissioners
were not supposed to have so much experience in railway management as the chairman. For his own part, he thought that
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this and the succeeding clause required a , sent by the Governor ill Council to the
great deal of alteration, for they contained commissioners, but recently they received
many unsatisfactory principles. For in- one, and minutes were now prepared in
stance, there was the provision in clause 22 accordance therewith. Again, what was
that in urgent matters the Minister was to the use of requiring such an important
.decide. But he (Mr. Service) thought officer as the Secretary for Railways to be
that the whole case might be met by in attendance on the commissioners day
~imply providing that in cases of disagreeafter day 1 He would say let the commisment not only the minutes but reports from sioners appoint their own officer, and let
both sides should be sent to the Minister. copies of the minutes be furnished to the
The whole proceeding would then be Minister whenever required, instead of
shortened. 'rhe Minister would have both within three days after each meeting. He
sides of the question before him, and he would move that there be substituted for
'Would be able to regard the matter as one the clanse a mere re-enactment of section
57 of the principal Act, with these words
·of urgency and act accordingly.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there added-" Copies of such minutes shall be
were practically two proposals before the furnished to the Minister whenever recommittee. "'N ould it not be best that quired."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES pointed out
honorable members should indicate which
that for many years minutes were not
of the two they favoured ~
Sir F. T. SARGOOD expressed the kept; and the clause simply provided that
opinion that there was not much difference some person should be charged with the
work of preparing them. It would not
between the two suggestions.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT considered be at all necessary for the Secretary for
that it would be an easy solution of the Railways to be in attendance, because some
whole difficulty to let the decision go with one could act for him. Again, it would be
the majoi·ity. It was well known that far better to provide that the min\ltes
during the last seven years there had ShOl1ld be sent in within three days than
been no substantial difference of opinion that the Minister should have to send for
them from time to time.
among the commissioners.
Sir B. BENJ AMIN asked why should,
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS observed
that the difficulty in the way of letting not the Minister send an officer in his own
questions be decided by the majority of behalf to take minutes of the proccedillgs1
the commissioners was that the practical What was now proposed would be a most
management of affairs rested with the unusual proceeding.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
chairman. I t would hardly do that the
decision of those who had not the same it was simply proposed to follow the
amount of practical knowledge as the chair- practice which was ,always followed by a
branch company. Such a company inman should override his decision.
The clause was postponed, as also was variably sent copies of its minutes to the
head company.
clause 22.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said his
On clause 23, which was as follows:objection
was that the plan set out in the
"(1) The Secretary for Railways or some perclause would be so cumbrous. Of course,
son acting for him shall be present at the meetthe minutes would have to be taken down
ings of the commissioners held pursuant to the
provisions of section 57 of the Railways Act in shorthand and afterwards written out.
1890, and, pursuant to such provisions, shall Besides, what necess~ty was there to
keep the minutes of their proceedings.
degrade the commissioners' by laying down
"(2) "Within three days after each meeting of
the commissioners the secretary or such person conditions of this sort 1 If the commis·
shall lay before the Minister a true copy of the
sioners did not send minutes to the Minmj..nutes of such meeting confirmed by the com- ister in the past, it was because they were
missioners, "
not called for. Of course, now that a
The Hon.' H. CUTHBERT said that if clear rule had been laid down on the subreference was made to the principal Act it ject, if the commissioners failed in their
would be found that the commissioners duty in this respect they ought to be
were bound to keep minutes of their pro- liable to severe punishment.
He (Mr.
ceedings in such manner and form as the Cuthbert) would not express himself in
Govenlor in Council from time to time this way if he did not think the clause
directed. N ow, it was a matter of fact was proposed for the express pllxpose of
that for a number of years no form was lowering the commissioners.
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The Hon. S. FRASER observed that no . face for the commissioners for the Minister'
harm would accrue from carrying the clause to propose a scheme. (Mr. Service-" And·
to order them to carr.y it out.") Would
as it stood.
it not be equally a slap in the face for the·
The amendment was negatived. .
On the motion of the Hon. J. M. Minister if he were to ask the Railways
DAVIES, sub-section 2 was. amended by Commissioners to propose a Bcheme, and
substituting for the ·words "confirmed by they failed to do so ~ It ·was as well that.
the commissioners" the words "signed by the committee should know what the
Chairman of the commissioners had said
the chairman of the meeting."
on the subject. Speaking on the 28th
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 24, which September, Mr. Speight saidwas as follows : "It was their business to respond to the
" The Minister may at any time, in writing,
request the commissioners to propose, in writing,
a scheme for effecting an increase of income or a
decl:ease of expenditure, or for carrying out any
matter of policy specified by the Minister.
"If the Minister does not approve of any
scheme proposed by the commissioners, he may
himself transmit to them any proposition for
effecting and carrying outsuch increase, decrease,
or matter of policy, and thereupon the commissioners shall take all necessary steps to gi ve effect
to such proposition.
" If any doubt or difference of opinion occurs
respecting the provisions of this section, the same
may be finally determined by the Governor in
Council."

The Hon. J. SERVICE said he regarded
the clause as it stood as exceedingly
objectionable, the most objectionable part
of it being the last two paragraphs. Perhaps the first paragraph might be agreed
with if the word "general" was inserted
before the word" policy." If the Minister
approved of any scheme for effecting an
increase of income or a decrease of expenditure, he should direct the commissioners
to take all the necessary steps to carry it
out. It was the alterpative proposal that
he (Mr. Service) thought the committee
should not agree with. It would not do
for the Minister to deal with the subject
over the heads of the commissioners. At
the same time the Minister ought to have
extended powers in the matter of suspending the commissioners from office. For
instance, if he were to say, "I want you
to reduce the expenditure on the railways,"
and the commissioners did not do their
utmost to prepare a rational scheme on
the subject, he ought to be enabled to
send them about their business. But he
(Mr. Service) could not conceive of the
commissioners refusing to comply with
such a request. He begged to move the
amendments he had indicated.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
Mr. Service's proposal would virtually
leave the Railways Commissioners masters
of the si.tuation. The honorable member
said in effect that it would be a slap in the

wishes of the Government for the time being,
and if the Government chose to lay down a
policy indicating that from their point of view
a certain thing should be done, it would be
their duty to give every consideration to the·
Government's suggestions, and if they did not
agree with them, point out the reasons why,
but nevertheless to give effect to them if the
Government persisted, and to leave the responsibility with the Government."

(Mr. Service-" ·Where was that statement
made ~ ") At the annual banquet of the·
Locomotive Engineers' Association. He
would now show honorable members what
the Railways Commissioners had done
with reference to this matter. On the
25th February, 1891, the Minister or
Railways wrote to the commissioners as
follows : "It is about three weeks since I asked the
commissioners to furnish me with an approximate estimate of the year's deficit on the railways, and their views as to how this was to be
diminished. I distinctly notified that this was
required for Cabinet purposes, and was led to
believe that it would be ready certainly on, if
not before, the 14th inst. Twice last week I
asked for the estimate, and the Government is
put to serious inconvenience by its not being yet
to hand."

Ori the 16th April, 1891, the Minister of
Railways wrote again to the commissioners" Up to the present time I am still without
any return showing the commissioners' approximate estimate of the year's deficit, although
nine months of the railway year have closed.
Further, I am still without any information as
to how the commissioners intend to diminish it,
a.lthough I asked for this in November, or as to
how they propose to work down to 65 per cent.,
their estimate of working expenses."

Then, on the 26th February, another
letter was written by the Minister of Railways, in which it was stated" The Government is of opinion that, in order
to insnre"(I) The reduction of the large annual deficits to which the commissioners in
their last report call special attention
as certain to occur for some years to
come;
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"(2) The more satisfactory supervIsIOn
and management of the traffic branch
and Railway department generally;
and
"(3) The economical construction of new
linesthe undermentioned changes should be made
without delay."

On the 29t.h April, the Railways Commissioners wrote, and this was the only
suggestion which they made:"A larger revenue might be obtained by increasing the rates and fares, and we see nothing
to object to in principle to such a proposal. If
it be right to reduce charges when financial conditions are favorable, it would be equally just
to increase them when more revenue is wanted.
"'Ve should not, however, recommend this
course unless additional revenue were an absolute necessity, as increasing charges, like reducing facilities and accommodation, generally
diminish business, and in the end the results
prove unsatisfactory."

The only remedy proposed by the Railways Commissioners to reduce the deficit
was that they should increase the charges,
but even that they would not recommend,
and no satisfactory suggestion was made
by them. Under this Bill-unless power
,vas· given to the Minister to require that
some scheme should be carried out-no
better response would, he was afraid, be
obtained. (Mr. Service-" Did the Minister suggest any remedy ~ ") Yes, in the
letter of the 26th February, it was stated
by the Minister that the Government were
of opinion that the following changes
should be made without delay:"(a) A reduction of the train mileage by
about 1,000,000 miles per annum in the aggregate (thereby effecting a saving of, say,
£100,000 per annum), recent experience having
shown that such reduction in mileage can be
made without undue inconvenience to the public.
"(b) The retirement of all officers over 65
years of age, as in the public service.
. "(c) The suspension of all increments on
salaries to all officers until the railway finances
are in a sounder position.
"(d) The granting of all leave of absence,
furlough, compensation, retiring allowance,
gratuity to officers and employes of the Railway department to be under the same rules and
regulations as shall from time to time apply to
all the other public departments.
"(e) The re-organization and strengthening of
the management of the traffic branch.
"(j) The abolition of the present positions of
, Engineer of Construction' and 'Engineer of
Existing Lines;' and the appointment of a professional man of undoubted ability as "Engineerin-Chief," who shall have control and responsibility of all construction, maintenance, and
repairs.
"(g) The adoption of a more perfect system
of administration in the finance department, including a continuous audit of all receipts and
expenditure. "

Sessi(m, 1891.-[223]
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The Hon. S. W. COOKE stated that
the requests from the Minister were
not made under an Act of Parliament.
This clause, as amended by Mr. Service,
would be almost a direction to the Railways Commissioners to reply to the Minister of Railways when suggestions were
asked for, and that would put the thing on
an entirely different footing. The clause as
drawnwouldsimplyplacetheRailways Commissioners at the mercy of any quixotic Minister of Railways. They would be obliged
to obey the orders of the Minister of Railways for the time being. Whilst on the
one hand Parliament did not wish the
Railways Commissioners to be absolute,
on the other hand they did not wish the
Minister of Railways to be absolute .. If
it were provided in an Act of Parliament
that the Railways Commissioners should,
when required, offer suggestions to the
Minister, the commissioners would. be
guilty of misbehaviour if they did not
reply. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" What does
'misbehaviour' mean ~") All these words
must have some interpretation given to
them by reasonable men. The committee
should not, because the Railways Commissioners were said to have flouted the
Minister of Rail ways, rush to another
extreme, and say that the Minister of
Railways should be absolute.
The Hon. C. J. HAM remarked that the
Govenlment were responsible to Parliament for carrying on the business of the
country, and unless they. had some such
power as was given in this clause, how
could they be in a position to meet the
obligations of the country from time to
time~ If there was a branch department,
and that branch gave an estimate of the
expenditure for the year of, say, £2,000,
and at the end of the year they stated
that they required an additional £10,000,
and there was no means of regulating that
branch, the colony might be landed in the
insolvency court. There was a large deficit
in the Railway department, and if this
were continued the Government might find
themselves in such a position that they
would be unable to meet their obligations,
and the credit of the colony might be
jeopardized.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
the case mentioned by Mr. C. J. Ham was
not analogous. The gentleman in charge
of the head office of any business concern
was always'an expert, and he would know
perfectly well what amount the branches
should expend and what they could make,
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and he would also have full authority over
the branches; but in this case it was proposed to put a non-expert over the heads
of experts. A non-expert such as a Minister might be allowed t.o dictate the policy,
but surely there should Qe men in the
position of Railways Commissioners who
could carry out the policy, and if they
could not do that, then the Government
should send them about their business.
The Government had no right to retain
commissioners who could not or would'
not carry out the policy upon which they
had determined. He admitted at once
that the Minister of Railways must have
some power by which he could bring the
Railways Commissioners to book, but the
least offensive way to do that was to give
the Minister of Railways power to suspend
the Railways Commissioners whep. he
believed that they were flouting him.
(Mr. J. M. Davies-" 1~hen he would have
to satisfy both Houses of Parliament.")
Certainly, and quite right too.
The Hon. S. FRASER stated that the
Minister of Railways would only interfere
with the object of increasing income or
reducing expenditure.
(Mr. Service"This clause would enable him to interfere in other matters.") The claus~ was
worded with a view of giving the Minister
power to require the commissioners to
increase income or reduce expenditure.
Both of these were unpopular things to do, '
and the Minister would never take the
course unless it was absolutely necessary
in the interests of 1,he public. (Mr. Brunton-" Have yo'u asked them to do so 1")
Yes, and the Minister of Justice had read
the letter forwarded to the Railways Commissioners. (Mr. FitzGerald-"You have
asked them generally, but not particularly1") A definite and distinct order
was given that the train mileage should
be reduced. Of course the Minister was
not a traffic manager, and it was not for
him to say in what way that should be
done. The Railways Commissioners in
Queensland had reduced the train mileage
on most lines by one-third. (Mr. Service
- " By order of the Government~") He
was not quite certain whether that was
done by the order of the Government or
not, but he did say this, that if the Railways
Commissioners had the interests of the
country at heart, and were prepared to
work zealously with the Minister of Railways, there would be no necessity to give
such an order; all that would be necessary
would be that the Minister should suggest
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to the commissioners that the train mileage
should be reduced. There were many
, places in which four trains were running
where two would be sufficient; but, of
course, it would not be right for the Minister to give minute directions to the traffic
managers of the railways as to how the
traffic management was to be carried out.
He, as a director, would not think of going
to the traffic manager of the Deniliquin
Railway, and saying to him that he must
make a number of small alterations with
a view of reducing expenditure. Before
the direct line to Ballarat was opened
there were only four trains running to and
from Ballarat each day; since the direct
line had been opened the same service had
been continued on the line' via Geelong.
He was convinced that the train mileage
could be reduced ,by 1,000,000 miles 'vithout in the slightest degree interfering with
the traffic.
The Hon. rr. BRUNTON remarked that
there was not a man with the slightest
feeling of independence a~d self-respect
who would occupy the position of Chairman of the Railways Commissioners under
this Bill as introduced. The Bill would
make the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners a creature of the Government
of the day. The Government were always
amenable to political influence, but the
present Chairman of the Railways Commissioners was not amenable to political
influence. (Mr. Melville-" He ought to
be.") He ought not to be. This clause
would make the position of the Chairman
of the Railways Commissioners perfectly
untenable. Mr. Speight would be lowered
in the eyes of his employes, and if he could
not carry out his duties satisfactorily without such restrictions being placed upon him
it would be better to at once dismiss him.
He had read this clause very carefully, because it was one of the first clauses to
arrest his attention. He had all along
contended that construction should be
separated from management, but the Railways Commissioners should be left to
superintend the traffic and to keep the
roads in good order and repair. He was
ashamed t.hat the Government should
attempt to impose these conditions on an:
honorable man. Mr. Fraser was the last
man who would accept such a position
under the conditions laid down in this Bill.
The Hon. G. DAVIS said there was no
doubt that this clause was of very great
importance. Honorable members had now
to say whether the Railways Commissioners,
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acting as common carriers, should be subject to the fluctuating influences arising
out of the political necessities of the hour.
He was disposed to think that the proposal
made by Mr. Service went far enough.
Power would still remain in the hands of
the Governor in Council to suspend the
Railways Commissioners; and it would be
a step of a doubtful character to allow the
management of the Railway department to
be controlled by political influence. HonOI·able members had to choose between two
evils, and he would support Mr. Service's
amendment.
'rhe Hon. D. MELVILLE observed that
this was not a new matter. It had been
argued out in Ei.lgland and settled there.
The case was fully stated by the late Dr.
Hearn in his work on The Government' of
England. Dr. Hearri said~
"The mode in which the control of Parliament
over the executive Government is exercised
consists in the direction of the great public
departments being placed in the hands of some
person responsible to Parliament for their admiuistration. If, therefore, a permanent officer
were to have decisive authority in any department, either that officer must be liable to
parliamentary criticism and to change-that is,
must cease to be permanent and become political
-or else the control of Parliament over that
department must be abandoned. The two
positions-administration by an officer whose
tenure is permanent, and the exercise of a
prompt and effectual control by Parliament-are
inconsistent. Undoubtedly the system of double
command, and the official superiority of one who
sometimes is both in professional skill and in
general ability inferior to his subaltern, are an
inconvenience. But it is the price-and practically the moderate price-that we pay for parliamentary government;"

Then Dr. Hearn referred to the command
of the army, and stated"The Commander-in-Chief must, therefore,
be a permanent officer; and, if permanent,
then necessarily subordinate.
His position
would indeed be unsafe if he could not depend
upon the support of Ministers in case his
measures were questioned in Parliament. But
this support Ministers cannot be expected to
give unless the officer who trusts to it communicate with them in the performance of his
duties in such a manner as to enable them to
guard against his taking, or omitting to take,
any step for which they will not be prepared
to" defend him. It seems accordingly to be now
settled that the depar~ment of the Commanderin-Chief-or, as the style of the present officer
is, the Field-Marshal Commanding-in-Chief-is
a sub.department of the department of the
Secretary of State for War.. The latter functionary, however, does not usually interfere
with the ordinary and regulated course of military promotions or with the geI;leral management of the army; and the Horse Guards thus
has the appearance of forming an independent
department. "
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(Mr. Service-" That is exactly our case.")
Let the honorable member wait until
he had heard the whole of the statement.
Dr. Hearn continued~
" Another and a stil~ more cOriSpiCltouS illustration of this principle is found in the case of
public boards. Partly from a desire"like that
which was probably felt in the case of the
army, to separate from the disturbing influences
of political changes' the busi.ness of a great
department, and partly perhaps from a desire
to control the overgrown authority of a single
officer, the administration of some departments
has been placed in commission. Sometimes the
board of commissioners consists wholly of
political officers; sometimes its members are
partly political and partly non-political. In
either case, however, the result is precisely the
same. The Minister who presides at the board
engrosses the whole authority.
The other
members may consult with him, but his voice is
decisive. It could not, indeed, he expected
th~t any Minister would submit to be outvoted
by his own subalterns. Either they must withdraw their opposition, or he must advise their'
removal."

Further on Dr. Hearn stated-'
"I may, perhaps, mention another example
which shows how constant is the operation of
these principles. In Victoria, as in every new
country, the administration of the Crown lands
and the construction of public works are matters
of the most urgent importance. Very soon after
the introduction into the colony of parliamentary
government, an Act of the Parliament of Victoria was passed, the preamble of which set forth
that the duties of the offices of Commissioner
of Crown Lands and Survey and of Commissioner of Public Works could be more effectually and economically performed if they were
consolidated and placed under one head. vVith
this object the Act proceeded to establish a
Board of Land and Works, of which the president
was expressly made a political officer and the
other members were made non-political. Large
powers are given to the board, and its members
are required, before entering upon their duties,
to make a solemn declaration that they will
faithfully, impartially, and truly execute their
office.
Subsequently, two vice-presidentsboth of them lJolitical officers - were added.
The result has been that the board has' practically become again divided into separate departments, and that its non-political members form
a board of advice to the political chiefs of these
departments. The president or one of the vicepresidents presides, according as the business
relates to Crown lands, or to public works, or to
roads and railways; but he does not consider
himself bound by the advice he receives, and
the other members of the board feel that they
have no power to act in opposition to the wishes
of the Minister."

Nothing could be more explicit in support
of his contention. He was satisfied that
under the system proposed losses occurring
in the Rail way department would be intensified unless the Minister were allowed
to interfere. The only practical way in
which the Government could maintain
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their authority was to allow Parliament
the right of criticising while they exercised the control of the whole department
through the Minister.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
everything Mr. Service desired was now
beillg done without the Bill, because the
commissioners could submit a scheme to
the Ministry which would be carried out
by the Governor in Council. To strike
out the provision complained of would be
to deprive the measure of one of its principal features.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH remarked
that if the Government insisted upon an
increase of the mileage or freights, and
the increase turned out to be a mistake,
it would be absurd if they could not be
held responsible. He would vote against
the second amendment proposed by Mr.
.
Service.
Mr. Service's amendment to insert the
word "general" was agreed to.
The Hon. J. SERVICE moved the insertion after the word "Minister" of the
following words:"And if the Minister approves of the same
he may direct the commissioners to take all
necessary steps to carry out the same."

The committee divided on the amendment15
Ayes
13
Noes

M%~~~y

for

th~.. ame~~:}
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Sessional Arrangements.

The Hon. C. J. HAM seconded the
motion.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he
thought the hour of meeting should be
three o'clock.
.
The Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
it would not be fair to the city members
for the House to meet at eleven o'dock,
and he would support the proposal that
the meeting should be at three o'clock.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he was
willing for the House to sit at eleven
o'clock, but it would be of no use to sit at
that hour unless a full attendance of members could be obtained. For his own part,
he was willing to sit all night if necessary.
He thought it would be the best to fix the.
hour of meeting at two o'clock.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that he
would amend his motion by substituting
"two o'clock" for" eleven o'clock."
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD moved an
amendment that the hour of meeting be
three o'clock.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he
thought the House had made remarkably
good progress with the Government business, and that it would be sufficient if
honorable members met next day at halfpast two o'clock. He moved an amendment to that effect..
Mr. Cuthbert's amendment was agreed
to.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
past eleven o'clock.
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Mr. Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brown,
" Brunton,
" Butters,
" Cooke,
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Mr.
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FitzGerald,
Service,
Thornley,
D. S. V\T allace,
J. A. Wallace,
inter-Irving.
Teller.
Mr. ·Wynne.
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NOES.

Mr. Buchanan,
" J. M. Davies,
" Fraser,
" Gore,
" C. J. Ham,
" D. Ham,
" McCulloch,

Mr. Melville,
"Morey,
" Pratt,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Zeal.
Teller.
Mr. Grimwade.

Progress was then reported.
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved"That the sessional order appointing halfpast four o'clock the hour for meeting on Tuesday be rescinded, and that the House do meet
to-morrow at eleven o'clock."
.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
minutes to three o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
CRIMES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES· presented a.
message from His Excellency the Governor,
recommending amendments in clauses 9,
11, 32, 36, 37, and 43 of this Bill. He said
the amendments were all draftsman's
amendments, and he begged to move that
they be agreed to.
rrhe amendments were agreed to, and a.
message inviting concurrence tJ:erein was
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ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Assembly.
ELECTORAL ROLLS PURIFICATION
BILL.
The House went iilto committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
r:rhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES proposed the
insertion immediately before clause 10 of
the following new clause : "In section 141 of the principal Act for the
words' at the time be' there shall be substituted
the words' during the period from the 29th day
of October to the 31st day of March (both dates
inclusive) be on the list of ratepayil1g electors,
or shall during the period from the 1st day of
April to the 21st day of October (both dates inclusive) be.'"

The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 14, requiring clerks of courts
to forward monthly lists of any male person
over the age of eighteen years convicted
in any court and sent to prison" without
the option of a fine,"
r:rhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the insertion after the word "fine" of the words
" or is convicted of any offence for which a
revision court has power to expunge his
name.from any electoral list."
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 22, providing as to the time
and place for holding revision courts, and,
inter alia, that "no such court shall be
adjourned for more than three days at a
time until the revision of the lists then
before it be completed,"
r:rhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
omission of all the words after "adjourned," and the substitution of the
words "beyond the last day of February
or August (as the case may bE))."
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 23, setting forth the powers
of the revision court, and providing, inter
alia, that" The court shall expunge the name of every
person, whether objected to or not, against
whom there is proved to be in existence an
unsatisfied order of any court for the maintenance by such person of his wife or child or
who has been convicted of having committed an
aggravated assault on his wife within one year,"

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the insertion after the first "or" of the word
" his," and after the word "child" of the
words "or children, whether legitimate or
illegitimate."
rrhe amendments were agreed to.
On clause 25, requiring the RegistrarGeneral to forward monthly to the chief
inspector a list of all male persons of
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or above 21 years of age the registers of
whose deaths had been received by him
during the month immediately preceding,
and requiring the chief inspector to forward to the inspectors of the' several
electoral districts the names of such deceased persons as appeared on the electoral
roll,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES proposed the
addition of a sub-section providing that"Every list Signed by the Registrar-General
or lists signed by the chief inspector or copy
signed by any inspector shall be prima facie
evidence of all information given in such list or
copy."

The amendment was agreed to.
On the 3rd schedule, giving the form of
the electoral registrar's monthly list of
persons taking out electoral rights, and
headed "Monthly list of all electoral rights
issued by me," &c.,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
insertion after the word "me" of the
words "and my deputy or deputies."
The amendment was agreed to.
'rhe Bill was then reported with amend.
ments.
r:rhe Hon. J. SERVICE stated that he
desired to take this opportunity of saying
that this was a Bill in which he had taken
great interest. He had read it over very
carefully, and he must say the Government were to be highly commended on the
effort they had made to deal with this
question in a thorough manner. Nothing
would do more to remove the bitter feeling
between parties than the conviction that
the rolls fairly represented the voting
power of the community.
The report was adopted.
The Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
RAILvVAYS CONSTRUCTION
(KORUMBURRA COAL MINES) .BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
On clause 3, providing that it should be
lawful for the constructing authority to
make and maintain railways from Korumburra to Coal Creek, Strezlecki, and J umbunna coal mines respectively,
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT asked what
were the lengths of the several lines, and
the cost ~
The Hon. S. FRASER stated that the
length of the line to Coal Creek would be
63 chains, the length of the line to Strezlecki 3 miles 42 chains, and the length of
.the line to J umbunna 3'37 miles. The
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cost of the lines was not to exceed £5,000
a mile. The total cost would not be more
than about £60,000 .
. ·The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
Mr. Fraser had not gone. sufficiently far
to satisfy the committee that this expenditure would not be a waste of m~mey.
Honorable members would like to know
what would be the nature of the guarantee:
given by the companies ~ Would it cover ,
the working expenses and interest on the
lines, and would it be a good substantial·
guarantee ~
The Hon. S. FRASER stated that the
guarantee was not to be one of an ordinary
character at all, as would be seen from .
paragraphs band c of clause 12, which
were as follows:"(b) Unless and until the geological surveyor
of the Mining department, appointed by the
Minister, has in writing under his hand given
an estimate of the amount of coal which can
be profitably raised or gotten from the mine or
mines to be served, accommodated, or in any
m'anner benefited by the construction of such
line of railway, and
"The Victorian Railways Commissioners have
in writing, under their common seal, expressed
their opinion that the said estimated output of
coal from such mine or mines would be sufficient
to pay the working expenses and interest for a
period of twenty years on the cost of construction of such line of railway; and
"(c) Unless and until there has been given to
the Victorian Rail ways Commissioners by or on
behalf of such owners or lessees of such mine
or of any or all of such mines, or the tributers,
or persons working or intending to work the
same, or by any of them a guarantee which, in
the opinion of the Governor in Council and the
said commissioners, would be deemed adequate
in businesa undertakings to assure·"The payment annually (for a period of
twenty years from the date of the opening of such line of railway for traffic), and
within one month of such payment being
demanded by the Victorian Railways
Commissioners, of any sum which may be
required by the said commissioners to
make up the full working expenses and
also interest at the rate of 5 per centum per
annum on the cost of construction of such
line of railway."

The guaran~ee would be an ample one,
and, as honorable members proceeded
through the Bill, they ivould see that
every precaution had been taken that the
money should not be wasted. (Mr. Service
- " What is the total length of the
lines 1") A little over 7 miles.
(Mr.
Service - " rfhat is about £9,000 a
mile.") The Railways Standing Committee, in their report; estimated the total
cost at £46,000. (Mr. Service-" Is the
Government to provide rolling-stock 1")
Sub-section 3 of clause 12 provided that

(Korumburra Coal Mines).

" the cost of construction" should mean the
actual cost of constr~cting the line of railway, including permanent way and siding~
and necessary equipment. The guarantee
would, therefore, cover rolling-stock.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that these
lines had been reported on .favorably by
the Railways Stl:~nding Committee, and
honorable members were naturally desirous of .giving effect to their recommendations, .but before sanctioning the expenditure of £60,000 hc)Uorable members
would like to know who was at the back
of this undertaking. Were they substantial persons1 (Mr. ;Fraser-" The coal
companies.") Were they worth powder
and shot ~ It would not do to spend
£60,000, and then at the end of two years
to find that there was no coal in the
mine and that the Government were left
with a line on which there ,vas no traffic
of any kind.
The Hon ..J. M. DAVIES said that in
framing this Bill the Government had
taken the greatest care not to commit
themselves to any kind of guarantee.
When the Bill had been passed unless a
guarantee was given that satisfied the
Government and the Railways Commissioners, and unless it was such a guarantee
as they would deem to be adequate in a
business undertaking, the lines would not
be constructed. The guarantee of a company would not be regarded as a good
business guarallte~, and he imagined that
it would not satisfy either the Government
or the Railways Commissioners. The guarantee was to be such as would assure the
payment annually for a period of twenty
years of :;Lny :sum that might be required
by the Rail ways Commissioners to make
up working expenses and also interest at
. the rate of 5 per cent. on the cost of construction. The interest paid by the Go.vernment might only be 3~ per cont.,
but in order to provide for a sinking fund,
so that there should be no loss to the
State at the end of twenty years, it had
been thought advisable to fix the rate of
interest at 5 per cent. The guarantee was
so stringent that it might be a matter of
opinion as to whether the Bill would be
given effect to or not.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH remarked
that hono~able members might leave it to
the Government to see that the guarantee
given was one of a satisfactory character.
He was rather surprised to hear members
of the late Government, who wasted
millions of money in the construction of
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unpayable lines, speak of this Bill in the
way they had done. Unless the Government were satisfied with the guarantee
they would not make the lines. This was
the first time that a gU3,rantee had been
req uired, and he would like to see the
principle adopted more generally.
'fhe Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
this was not the first attempt that had
been made by a company to get a line
made by the Government, and when honorable members had had to be on their
guard and to fight with varying success
against the attempts of private individuals
to obtain State assistance in the speculative development of their property. (Mr.
McCulloch-" Without a guarantee':') If
the honorable member could promise that
the present Ministry and the present Railways Commissioners would remain in office
then he might be prepared to consent to
tho Bill at once, but he was not prepared
to take an open guarantee, which could be
determined by any Government that might
(Mr. Fraser-" The
come into office.
Governor in Council and the Railways
Commissioners.") 'rhat was some security,
he admitted; but he must say that he
viewed the Bill with. some suspicion.
'rhere was no one who had been more
anxious to develop the coal-mining industry of the colony than he, and ,,,hen
he was in office he did everything he
possibly could with that object. On one
occasion, after the coal contracts had been
let, he induced the contractor to allow him
to withdraw one contract in order that
the work might be given to a Victorian
company, which professed to be able
to supply the Government with excellent
coal, and he also oflered that company
a bonus of so many shillings a ton
on the coal. He wanted to see some
limit placed on the liability to be imposed
on the Government, and he thought that
the nature of the guarantee should be
mentioned in the Bill. (Sir F. T. Sargood
- " Can you suggest anything·~") This
Wj,S one of the Bills that he had not read
and that he had not yet had an opportunity of discussing, but the. principle
embodied in it in its general aspect was of
~mmense importance.
Before the Bill was
disposed of some indication ~hould be
given to honorable members of the nature,
of the guarantee to be accepted, or SOme
words should be inserted in the Bill which,
would bind a future Government.
: r,he Hon. S. FRASER .sta1ie<l that he
Vi9Wd read a &hoft ~x~r~Qt fNw..th~r~RQJ;'t~
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of the Railways Standing Committee with
regard to these lines. It was as fo11ows:" The committee have endeavoured to obtain
reliable information as to the extent of this
coal-field and the quality of the coal. The
evidence of the Secretary for Mines, the
Geological Surveyor, the Assistant Geological
Surveyor, and other witllesses shows that the
coal is of excellent quality-equal to the best
Newcastle for steaming, forge, and domestic
purposes, though not equal to Newcastle coal
for gas-making; that the seams are of sufficient
thickness to be payable; and that the prospects
of the coal-field warrant the construction of the
proposed lines, The field was visited by the
Royal Commission on Coal, an extract from
whose first progress report is attached hereto,
from which it will be seen that they expressed a.
high opinion of tlio quality of the coal and the
workable nature of the seams."

The .Government were satisfied that there
was coal in this field, and if honorable
members would go down-stairs they would
see a fine block of pure black coal, 4 or 5
feet square, which was obtained from these
mines, and which was as good coal as .
could be got in any part of Australia.
(Mr. J. A. Wa11ace-" What is the thickness of the seam ~") Four feet. Unless
the Governor in Council and the Railways
Commissioners utterly neglected their duty
nothing could go wrong in connexion with
these lines.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that the
ordinary guarantee required in cases of
this sort wa,s that a certain amount of
capital should have been paid up by the
promoters. Why should not tlie promoters
of this company pay up half the capital,
and the Government assist them 1 He
saw no reason why the Government shou.ld
advance the whole of the money for the
construction of the lines. (Mr. J. M.
Davies-" The companies have to .purchase the land.") Did the £60,000 which
had been mentioned cover the cost of the
land ~ (Mr. J. M. Davies-"No.") Then
that was the amount of which he was
speaking. There was never the slightest
difficulty in thjs colony or in any of the
Australian cplonies in getting capital subscribed if· the outlook of an undertaking
was favorable. It was when things were
exceedingly doubtful and of a speculative
character that difficulties arose, and surely
£30,000, to be paid up by instalments,.
would not be a great sum for the com"
panies to rai&e as a proof of their bona.
}ides 7 . Th~. g~arantee Mr. Fraser spoke,
of was not such a guarantee as he (Mr.
Fraser) .would like to advance £30,000
upon. ,.Parliament, :who were asked to
p~s~.t4if(Bjll,.W9uld ha,veno control.o.Jer
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the guarantee. The Ministers in whom full length, but he was quite certain that
honorable members now confided and the if the honorable members who were oppresent Railways Commissioners might not posed. to the measure gave it the attention
be in office when the guarantee was taken, it deserved they wou1d be among its most
and the political contingencies that might ardent supporters. Mr. Service had spoken
arise could not be ignored. (Mr. Fraser- of the dangers attached to this measure,
"Risk a little for the sake of coa1.") If but had he read clause 24 he would find
they risked one-half of the cost of con- that nothing in the intended Act was to be
struction, that would be sufficient. There construed to conferon anyowners or lessees
was a sentimental notion that coal should of any coal mine any right of compensation
be dealt with differently ,from any other or consideration in consequence of any excommodity. To a certain extent he shared tension by the State of the proposed lines
in that view, but he contended that this 'or of any ,use that might be made of them
company could not give any guarantee for the purpose of carrying the traffic beunless they paid money out of pocket. yond the particular coal mines concerned.
(Mr. J. M. Davies-" They do so in buy- As for the main objections offered by Mr.
ing the land.") To what extent would Service they were not new, and they were
that burden the shareholders '1 Perhaps carefully discussed in the Cabinet before
Mr. McCulloch could tell the committee the measure assumed its present shape.
what risk the shareholders were taking in Everything was done to prevent the
connexion with this speculation. Until possibility of a line .being made to
some such information was given, he would serve the interests of a mere bogus comnot feel justified in supporting the Bill.
pany. As for the guarantee referred to,
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH stated that what the Government aimed at was that
he did not know anything about the posi- it should be one of a most thorough busition of the shareholders of these companies, ness-like character. (Mr. Cuthbert-"Do
but he did know that the previous Go- you mean the guarantee of a company or
vernment promised to make these lines the guarantee of individuals ~") That
without a guarantee, provided that they was something which the Government
were satisfied that the coal was there. The would look after. For himself, he (Mr.
present Government were satisfied from the Ham) had not the slightest interest in
reports of the Government Geologist that any coal mine in Victoria, but he would
the coal did exist, and the Railways Stand- ask Mr. Service to look at the great ining Coinmittee had recommended the con- crease of trade which had followed the
struction of the lines. It was of the greatest" giving of the butter bonuses, and to give
importance that the coal-fields of the colony any good reason why, having done so
should be developed, and if any local coal much in that direction, something of a not
supply was obtained it would be of immense dissimilar character should not be done for
benefit. The Government deserved credit the development of the great coal indusfor. the great caution they had shown in try. He (Mr. Ham) was told that there
were millions and millions of money in it,
dealing with this matter.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON stated that and he would like Mr. Service to see the
what the committee had to consider was ten or twelve trucks coming in every day
whether there was a payable coal-field to from the coal districts laden with splendid
be served by these lines. If there was, steam coal. If the coal mines of Victoria
there was not the slightest need for a were developed the consequence would be
guarantee at all, and there were now a large increase in the area of employment
boring appliances by which the value of for our own people, each one of whom
a coal-field could be tested. If a guar- would be a revenue producer.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said the Bill
antee was insisted on in this case, why
should it not be required in the case seemed to him to be framed in the interests
of other lines also 1 He could' testify to of private companies, but if all they
the excellent quality of the block of wanted was a siding to their pits to get
coal to which Mr. Fraser had referred. their coal to the nearest through railway
He considered that the State had hitherto line it was strange that they could not
done far too little to develop the coal re- provide for it out of their immense capital.
(Mr. C. J. Ham-" I know nothing about
sources of the country.
The Hon. C. J. HAM expressed :p.is re- their capital.") Yet the report of the
"gret that there was not much time at this Railways Standing Committee on the substage of the session to discuss .the.Bill at ject .staten that full particulars had been
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elicited during the inquiry as to the financial position and capital of the companies.
What was wanted was that the State
should spend £60,000 for the construction of about 7 miles of railway. But
how was it that a cheaper system of construction was not adopted-something like
that of the Moama and Deniliquin Railway, which was constructed for £3,500
per mile 1 (Mr. Fraser-" That line does
not go over a mountainous district.") But
here the cost was to be something like
£9,000 per mile. Was not that too large
an expenditure for the State to undertake
without the companies contributing 1 He
would draw attention to some of the evidence given before the Railways Standing
Committee. Here, for instance, was some
of the testimony of Mr. Richard Bulmer
Stamp:"By the Chairman.-What are you ?-Legal
manager of the Coal Creek Proprietary Company.
"What have you got to say ?-The capital
.of the company is £100,000. We have spent
about £12,000. The company has sunk a shaft
or pit 12ft. 6in. by 6ft. 6in., erected machinery,
and are now waiting to deliver coal. All the
headings have been driven and chambers opened
up, and everything is ready now for putting on
100 men."

Again the same witness said further on"Certain of the Railway department officers
examined it ?-Yes; it was done thoroughly.
The officer in charge had a staff with him for a
long time. Mr. Stirling is a geologist, and
understands that thoroughly, but he is not competent to give an opinion on that railway, I
believe.
.
"Three thousand pounds you say is the
amount for the line ?-Yes.
" Have you that in the bank ?-Yes.
"Is that held for the purpose ?-For the
development of the mine. Weare anxious to
develop it.
"By Mr. Tucker.-\Vhat is the amount of
your uncalled capital ?-W e have no uncalled
capital, but we have £20,000 of shares not
issued.
"The capital will be £80,000 ?-Yes.
" That does not represent the real capitalmany shares are promoters' shares ?--No, none.
" And they do not represent money paid over
to the company?-Not quite. The company
was formed before I took the management."

After this a few questions were put to
the witness by Mr. Melville" By the Hon. D. Melville.-Do you know
Dight's mill on the Yarra ?-Yes.
"They have a railway to the mill ?-Yes.
" Did they go to the Government to ask for
a siding ?-No, they drew on the shareholders,
and ruined the company.
" Do you think it did that?-Yes, that was
the last straw that broke the camel's back.
" How much a mile do you say for the line?:£2,000 to £3,000.
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"There are dozens of places where they have
sidings; do you know a single one where the
people have gone to the Government to ask them
to construct a siding ?-The results accruing
from a saw-mill and flour-mill are not to be
compared with the results accruing from the
opening up of a coal-mine.
"We will put that out of the question at
present. Tell me first why the people IltLve not
gone to the Government and asked for the
sidings in other cases?-You bring in a comparison of a saw-mill and a flour-mill, and I
must do the same. Every ton of coal at present
comes from another colony, costing this colony
£1 a ton, and the money is sent out of the
colony. The coal which is purchased by this
colony from another colony costs us each year a
million of money.
" I will not consider that yet. Every ton of
coal you send out you get a profit on, the same
as the miller on his flour ?- e are not particular about the profit for years to come.
" Why not go on and make the siding. Is
there a single instance of people with a siding
for the loading of wool asking the Government
to make that siding for them ?-I do not know
about wool.
" Do you know about wheat; is that not as
important as coal ?-I know it has been carried
at a less cost for years.
"I am speaking about railway sidings. Is
there a difficulty in your making that siding ?It will be an advantage to the public.
"If you applied to private people would you
not get it ?-We did not apply to private
people.
" Then the fault is yours ?- We want it as a
public siding for the use of everybody.
" If you want a siding to your mine, why not
pay for it yourselves ?-\Ve want the siding to
bring out the coal for the public use."

"r

""Vhy should not the company come forward and contribute one-half or a quarter
of the cost1 (Mr. Fraser-" This is a
national undertaking.") But who was to
reap the profit1 Itwas true that Mr. Stamp
said his company were not particular
about the profit for years to come, still it
might as well be noticed where the profit
would go. It was the same thing all
through the evidence. For his part he
(Mr. Cuthbert) would very much like to
hear Mr. Melville on the subject. Here
were a number of companies with large
capital. How was it they could contribute
nothing to the original cost of the lille1
Why was their guarantee not to be one of
a different and more extensive character~
When the question of guarantee came to
be considered it was to be hoped that
additional restrictions would be established
in connexion with it.
The Hon. S. FRASER said that he
quite agreed with Mr. Cuthbert's last
remark. As to the bona fides of the companies' prospects he would just read the
following extract from the report of Mr.
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Reginald A. F. Murray, the Government
Geologist : -

that ground. It ought to be given for
the developn:tent of the coal, and outside.
" The thickness of the seam varies at different any consideration of guarantee. For his.
parts of the cutting from 4ft. 6in. to 5 feet, but t part, he did not think the guarantee that
it may safely be stated that the seam contains was talked of worth a snap of the fingers,.
4ft. 6in. of good solid coal, without brea.k,
because if there w~s no coal in the ground
parting, or impurity so far as exposed. In a
steep bank immediately over the creek, and on no .guarantee would ever hold, and if there
the same side as the large seam, is an exposure ' was coal no guarantee would ever need to
of coal about 18 inches thick, which may , be ·enforced. The State had a right to.
possibly be an attenuated portion of the main I
seam, but this is uncertain until more has been prospect for coal as well as for gold.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that
done to trace out the extension of the seam.
The quality of the coal appears very good. It with all Mr. Cuthbert's opposition to the
is clean, hard, and. bright."
Bill, he \ knew very well that his own
And so on. Surely that was enough.
Government undertook to make this line
The Hon. C. SAHG~ANT regretted to without any guarantee or cash or anything
see Mr. Cuthbert take up his present else, provided only that the scientific
attitude. For himself, he (Mr. Sargeant) officers in the service of the Government
warmly supported the Bill. It should be certified that sufficient coal was there.
remembered that a railway had already The honorable member also knew that
been constructed to serve two coal mines. such a report had be.on sent in. It was
(Mr. Service-" That was a private Bill.") now certified that a good payable seam
No, it was a Government Bill, and no existed, and it was clearly to the interest
guarantee was then asked for. It must of the colony that the coal should be got
not be forgotten that the coal mines which out. (Mr. Cuthbert-" There is no change
were to be served in the way proposed in of view on my part.") That did not alter
the Bill were at the present time being the position. It vms all very well for the
worked, although there was no railway late Government to hold off when theYet the thickness of coal developed was not more·
communication with them.
moment the Government proposed to than 2ft. 6in., but now the case was
supply that raihvay communication to very different. Assuming the statement
enable the proper development of the in- of the Government Geologist to be correct
dustry they were rapped at at once. There there could.be no doubt that there was a.
was not a m.ore competent man in the large amount of coal in the ground, and
colony than the Secretary for Mines, that the carrying on of the mines would
and he had given his opinion strongly in be a paying speculation. The only quesfavour of tho railway, and there was also tion was how the line was to be made. In
the opinion of the Government Geologist New South Wales the coal mine owners
at the back of it. The Minister of Mines made their lines for themselves, but it was
went down the shaft, and saw the seams different in this colony, where the people
himself, and he was thoroughly satisfied had been taught to lean more on the State
that there was a permanent coal-field. All than they did elsewhere. Bnt even now
that the Government asked for was an the Government said, "We willnot make
expenditure of £60,000. (Mr. Fraser-- the line without a guarantee from th~
"Under a guarantee.") It was £10,000 Railways Commissioners that the estimated
less than the sum the Railways Commis- output of coal will be sufficient to pay
sioners had to pay extra for their coal working expenses and interest on the cost
during the late strike. N ow 'the day was of the construction of the railway for
not far off when this colony would be twenty years to come." This was outside
again on its beam-ends for coal, For all and beyond the other guarantee. As to
these reasons it was obviously the duty of the cost of construction Mr. Cuthbert
the Legislature to do everything possible was not quite right, because the estimate
to assist in the development of these coal- of the committee was £38,000, and accordmines. He trusted the House would not ing to ~he Railways Commissioners not
listen to the objections offered to the more than £5,000 or £6,000 would be
required for rolling-stock. 'With respect
measure.
. The Hon. D. COUTTS said he had no to the guarantee, his' (Sir F. T. Sar;interest in this part of the. country, but good's) own opinion was· tha,t the words
if it was thought that this wa~ a suitable " a guarantee which in the opinion of the
Governor in Council and the said com;.
~nd proper locality for prospecting for coal,
State assistance ought tQ. be afforded on missioners' would be deemed adeq~a~
I
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in business undertakings" covered the would not trust to guarantees. Guarantees.
whole ground. It was not as though the were not asked for in the case of other
thing wa.s to be only to the satisfaction of cOmpanies, and it would be quite sufficient
the Governor in Council, because it must to require that the company should pay
be admitted that the Governor in Council . the money back to the Government before
was a &queezable body. At any rate, if declaring a dividend.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said he·
Mr.Outhbert could suggest an improved
form of guarantee he (Sir F. T. Sargood) :hoped that the committee would .pass the
would be happy to consider it, and then if BilL Being a large consumer of coal
it were required that there should be a himself he felt an interest in the measure ..
cash deposit with a guarantee for ~he re- l)urillg the continuance of the strike he
mainder, he did not think that would be a paid 55s. a ton for hundreds of tons of
wrong course to take. 'rhere covld be no coal, and he thought that the Government.
doubt that if it was a gold mine that was ought to he sufficiently patriotic to run
under con~ideration there would be no the risk of losing a little money rather
difficulty in authorizing the Government to than not discover valuable coal-fields.
construct the line. Why, indeed, should Large sums had been spent in bonuses in
not the money required be regarded in the the interests of the agricultural industry
same light as the £80,000 constituting and also for the development of the
the prospecting vote, the greater portion of mineral resources of the colony, and the
which was absolutely wasted? He thought production of coal was fully as important
the committee were fully entitled to accept a matter. If there was a sentiment about
this subject it was one which ought .to be
the principle laid down in the Bill.
The Hon. E. MOREY remarked that it encouraged. Considering that so much
was very important that the coal measures money :was thrown away in making railof the country should be developed. It ways to places which had no possible chance·.
was only bogus companies that required of giving a return for years, the Governto be guarded against, and he did not ment might very well run a small risk.
think that the Government had any when there was a great object in view,
right to ask for a guarantee at all. The namely, the discovery of valuable coalcase would be fully met if the arrange- seams. Under the 24th clause authority·
ment was that the money should be paid was given to the Government to take run'T
back to the Government as soon as divi- ning powers over the lines, so that if valudends were available. Some years ago, able coal was· not found the Government
when Mr. Service was at the head of the would still have the use of the lines. H~
Government, he was connected with a coal was quite willing to pay his share of the
mine in the Cape Patterson district, and cost of developing a new coal-field.
The Hon. J. BUCHAN AN observed, with,
the Government promised, if they raised a
certain amount of coal to the surface, reference to the complaint that the estithat a tram line should be constructed to mated cost of the lines was too high, thattake it away. The company brought the estimates were prepared by the officers
2,000 tons to the surface, and gave notice of the Jate Government. The Railways
that it was there j but a change of Govern- Standing Committee had also examined a,
ment took place, and the contract was number of witnesses on the question, and'
repudiated. This forced the company to by going down the shafts had satisfied
construct a line at a cost of £30,000 or themselves th.at coal seams were there.
rfhe Government would not
The Hon. J. BELL said he believed that.
£40,000.
even take the coal which was raised at every honorable member would support
the Newcastle price, and the company the Bill if the State was fairly protected
had to do as best they could with it in the matter of expenditure under it. It
in Melbourne. Eight men spent about had been the custom for Governments to
£50,000 in connexion with the company, . spend something every year in the en..
and if the Government had assisted deavour to develop coal-fields, and a cer..
,them to the extent of £20,000 there tain sum had been spent during the presen.t.
The manager of the Gippsland
would have been thousands of men work- year.
,ing in coal mines in that district at the Company stated to the Railways Standing'
tpresent moment. He hoped that the Go- Committee that the company had a paiq-.
:vernment would assist the companies no~ up capita.l of £100,000, but on cross-e~-.
,interested in working coal mines, bl,lt he amination h~ said that ~fter the company
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had spent £12,000 they had no money
left to call up, and that all the rest was
'padding. His (Mr. Bell's) opinion was that
the proper guarantee was a money one. If
the guarantee were made 25 per cent. of
the expenditure upon the line he would
vote for every clause in the Bill.
The Hon. '1'. DOWLING remarked that
the committee seemed to have lost sight
of the fact that the measure they were
-dealing with was a Government one. He
failed to see any particular reason why the
-Government should come down with such
--a measure at the eleventh hour, while' so
many other Bills were being shelved. (Sir
F. rr. Sargood-" It is to redeem the
-promises of the late Government.") The
promises of Governments were like pie--crusts. 'rhe adoption of this Bill would
-establish a bad precedent, under which all
'manner of people would come down with
proposals for lines and free offers of guarantees. They had had experience enough
of what guarantees meant in connexion
-with water supply works. A guarantee
'was no good unless it was represented by
-money in the bank.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS observed
that measures for working coal-fields in
this colony had met with serious opposition since their first inception in 1858.
-Large sums of money had been spent in
the endeavour to develop. coal in the
·Cape Patterson district, in addition to the
;amoullt mentioned by Mr. Morey. If the
honorable members who opposed the Bill
so strongly would pay a visit to the
Coal Company's shaft at Korumburra,
·they would find evidences of coal which
·would surprise them. A calculation had
been made that the coal there amounted
to millions of tons. It was not only
,ready to be taken out, but it was actually
lying on the surface waiting for delivery.
''1'here was no other industry which had so
strong a claim upon the support of the
· Government. Railways had been built
regardless of guarantees, returns, traffic,
or of cost, and surely there could be
no objection to the construction of a
·short line to connect with the district
in which it was known that a good
coal supply existed .. The city of Mel-bourne had been twice reduced to a
48 hours' supply of coal, and if by a moderate expenditure the Government could
'make the colony independent with regard
-to its coal supply, a great thing would be
:accomplished. No guarantee was asked
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from mining companies on which a large
amount of Government money had been
spent. The value of the coal in the district under consideration was computed by
the best experts to amount to millions of
money. If the expenditure of £40,000 or
£50,000 would develop these coal-fields,
the saving effected would amount to ten
times either of those sums. There \vas
no expenditure which was likely to benefit
the country so much as that which was
contemplated on these coal lines.
The Hon. D. HAM asked the Minister
in charge of the Bill if the Coal Commission had reported on the lines mentioned
in the measure 1
The Hon. S. FRASER stated that the
Coal Commission had reported very fully
and most favorably upon these lines.
The Hon. D. HAM remarked that the
Bill was one which should be supported,
but he did not approve of guarantees being
asked for. It would be sufficient if the
money was returned before a dividend was
paid. There was no question of the advantages which would accrue to the country
by the discovery of a payable coal-field.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that the
Railways Standing Committee was favorable to a seven years' guarantee, but the
Government proposed to make it a twenty
years' guarantee. The Railways Standing
Committee regarded this Bill as a special
measure, it having been the first which
came to them from the Legislative Assembly, and the method they adopted of
dealing with it was to visit the locality
which its provisions related to. It would
not do to be too sure that there was plenty
of coal in the district in question, because
there was always some reservation as to
the th~ckness of the seams. It appeared
that the seams commonly ranged from
2ft. 6in. to 3ft. 6in. in thickness, and no
one knew what they would run to. The
quality of the coal seemed to be somewhat
inferior, but it was quite good enough to
raise if it could be sold at the same price
The Railways
as the imported coal.
Standing Committee thought that a difficulty would be found in the circumstance
that it would have to be sold at the same
price as the New South Wales coal. But
if that could be done the whole problem
was solved. The committee in the course
of its examinations discovered one or two
curious things. One was that the State
had issued leases of the land in question to
the two or three companies at Is. an acre
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for ten or fifteen years. The next extraordinary thing was that the Government
brought a railway close up to these coal
seams j then they bored upon the private
companies' land, and spent £1,000 in discovering coal. Having spent this money,
the Government brought down a Bill to
give railway facilities to J umbunna at two
or three times the price which the committee recommended. He would point
out that the profit must be entirely
speculative. There was no doubt that if
any private individual held land, and he
thoroughly believed that it contained payable coal (and that had been sworn to in
the present case), he would provide himself with a short railway at his own cost.
That was his private opinion of this
venture. It was very easy to say, "We will
get Victorian coal, and knock off the use
of New South Wales coal," but did ever
anybody get 50 tons of Victorian coal
offered to him 1 (An Honorable Member
- " Yes.") At what price 1 If they recognised the claims of the owners of the coal
mines to which these lines were to be constructed, they could not stop there j they
would have to go further, because they
could not make fish of one coal-mining
company and flesh of another, and there
were other coal mines to which it would be
very expensive to construct railways. He
must say that he came to the conclusion,
after the inquiries of the committee, that
the men who owned these coal mines had
scarcely faith in their own undertaking,
but on the stringent conditions laid down
in the Bill, he thought that Parliament
might safely authorize the construction of
these lines.
r:rhe Hon. E. MOREY remarked that
it had cost from £40,000 to £50,000 to
open up some of the coal mines in New
South Wales, and was not that a sufficient
responsibility for any of the coal-mining
companies to undertake without requiring
thom to construct railways to the mines 1
(Mr. Service-" The New South "Vales
colliery-owners have constructed their own
railways.") The honorable gentleman was
misinformed on that point. (Mr. Service
- " Most of them have.") He could assure
the honorable gentleman that that was not
a fact.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and the
report was adopted.
The Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
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RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discu~sion (adjourned from the previous
day) was resumed on clause 24, and on
the amendment to omit the last two
paragraphs of the clause,
The Hon..J. M. DAVIES said he must
ask the committee not to strike out the
last two paragraphs of this clause. The
first paragraph of the clause was as
follows : "The Minister may at any time, in writing,
request the commissioners to propose, in writ·
ing, a scheme for effecting an increase of
income or a decrease of expenditure, or for
carrying out any matter of policy specified by
the Minister."

On the proposal of Mr. Service, the committee adopted an amendment adding
to this paragraph the words--" And if the
Minister approves of the same, he may
direct the commissioners to take all the
necessary steps to carry out the same,"
with the idea of omitting the rest of the
clause. Now, the effect of that amendment
would be virtually to leave the relative
power of the Government and of the commissioners as it now stood. At present
the Minister might request the commissioners to propose a scheme in writing, and
if the commissioners proposed a scheme
which the Governor in Council approved
of, an Order in Council might be made
without any further statutory authority j
but the object of this clause was to gi;ve
the Government power to insist on the
carrying out of a scheme for the reduction
of the expenditure or the increase of the
revenue, if the state of the finances required
either course to be adopted. The simple
question was-Are the commissioners to
be masters of the situation to such an
exte~t that they can make the railways
unproductive, and compel Parliament to
vote the money required to run the railways 1 because it would either mean that
the railways would have to be absolutely
stopped, or the commissioners supplied with
the money they required. The only middle
course was to give the Government power
to compel a reduction of expenditure or an
increase of the revenue to be made. That
power was hedged round with all necessary safeguards. If the Minister did not
approve of the scheme \vhich the commissioners submitted for carrying out such
increase, decrease, or matter of policy,
then the Minister was to transmit to the
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·commissioners a scheme of his own, and
the commissioners had to take the necessary steps. If this clause was not passed,
Parliament would be left powerless to
-control the commissioners except by legislation or dismissal of the commissioners
for reasons which were not in the present
Act authorizing their dismissal.
The Hon. J. SERVICE expressed the
opinion that the Minister had shown no
,good cause whatever for the retention of
these sub-sections. Honorable members
knew perfectly well wh!1t their effect would
be. There might be a judicious Minister
of Railways in office nO\v, but a time would
perhaps come when there was a meddling
injudicious Minister at the head of the
Railway department, and then what would
happen ~ ~rhe Minister would probably
.do something that was inconsistent with
the public interests. If things ever came
to the point which the Minister of
Justice had indicated, that the commissioners would refuse to do what the
Minister desired to have done the time
would have come for the commissioners to
go; and if the honorable gentleman would
ask Parliament for additional power to
suspend the commissioners, with a view to
their dismissal in such an event, he would
secure all the power that was necessary
and all the power that Parliament could
desire to offer, and at the same time he
would prevent that friction which it
would bo impossible to prevent if this
clause was passed into law. Why should
a ·Minister of Railways, who was not an
expert in railway matters, be authorized
to force the experts in charge of the
department to do anything he desired 1
(Mr. J. M. Davies-" If these sub-sections
are omitted it will end in nothing; the
Minister could thenonly ask for a scheme.")
The Minister could suspend the commissioners if power was now taken for. him
to do so, and the Minister would be held
responsible by Parliament. But ,\vere
they to presume that the commissioners,
who were servants of the country, would
refuse to do what they were called upon
to do by a Minister acting under statutory authority ~ They had never done it
yet, and it was a foolish presumption, as
a matter of judgment, to assume that the
commissioners would do such a thing. As
intelligent business men they would take
an intelligent viow of their position, and
whon called on to do a certain thing by
the Minister they would endeavour to
do it. If they would not do what the

Amendment Bill.

Minister ,considered essential for the proper
conduct of the railways, the commissioners
should be suspended. (Sir F. T. Sargood
- " How can the Government suspend
them ~") Put the power in this Bill. It
was idle to say that if the commissioners
refused to retrench in their expenditure or
to take steps to increase the revenue of
the department the railways must either
be stopped or the money found to run
them out of the general revenue. With a
meddling man as Minister of Railways at
the head of the department-a man who
knew nothing' about railway management-the position of the commissioners
would be perfectly intolerable if these subsections became la w; and he hoped the
committee, having carried the amendment
of the first part of the clause, would adopt
the consequential amendment of striking
out the sub-sections.
The Hon. F. BROWN observed that this
clause was the crux of the Bill. He fully
agreed. with all that had fallen £i'om Mr.
Service. Honorable members were indebted.
to Mr. Melville for the extract he read
from the late Dr. Hearn, because every
sentence of that extract confirmed more
and more the views Mr. Service had ex':'
pressed. They could judge from the speech
of Mr. Fraser, a probable future Minister
of Railways, what the effect of passing
these sub-sections would be. The honor:..
able gentleman remarked that he could
point out several lines on which too many
trains were being run. That showed that
if a non-expert became Minister he could
dictate to the expert exactly what he
pleased. (Mr. Zeal-" Then he would be
responsible to Parliament.") It was ridiculous to suppose that the Minister of
Railways would be subservient to the
Railways Commissioners, seeing that he
could at any time suspend them. If P~r
liament was going to provide that the
Minister of Railways might in future dictate the policy of the administration of the
Railwaydepartment Parliament might just
as well have never passed the Railways
Management Act.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that he
would sooner take. the opinion of a man of
common sense, like Mr. Service, with regard to whether a sufficient number of
trains were being run on any railway or
not than the opinion of half the railway
experts in the country. It did not require
an expert to see the infernal mistakes made
on the Great Southern line, where station
after station had been built within sight of
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each other and extensive drafting yards
constructed to supply those stationsyards which could not possibly be required
in a man's life-time. N either did it require
an expert to discover the extravagance that
had been shown on the Avoca to Ararat
line, where one station, erected at a cost of
£2,300 odu, was bringing in a revenue at
the rate of only £13 a year, and costing
fifty times more than that in the wages of
railway employes. ·Were the men who had
authorized those things to be set up as
superior to the members of the Government1 Were they to be allowed to ignore
all discipline, and prevent the Government
carrying out what the country needed and.
desired 1 The ratepayers and not the commissioners had to bear the burden of the
interest paid on the borrowed money and
the burden of the deficit on the working
of the State railways, the revenue from
which was £3,100 per week less than it
was last year. All sorts of stories had been
told in the Council about these railways,
many of them entirely baseless. It was
stated that the tariff for the carriage of wool
and agricultural produce on the Denili-qUill line was 300 per cent. more than
on the Victorian railways, whereas it was
positively less, and; taking the traffic all
round, it was barely 2!. per cent. more
than the tariff on the Victorian railways.
That was one of the statements put before
,oredulous members of this House with a
view to convince them of the desirability
of keeping up this expert staff, which was
nothing more than a bogy to frighten
honorable members. He hoped the majority would support the Government in
their honest endeavour to make the rail~
ways pay and bring the commissioners
under some kind of authority.
. The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that,
in answer to Mr. Service, he would like to
point out that the Minister of Railways
had attempted to get from the commissioners a scheme for reducing the expenditure of the Railway department, but
he had failed.
In a letter dated the
25th February the honorable gentleman
wrote. "It is about three weeks since I asked the
commissioners to furnish me with an approximate estimate of the year's deficit on the railways and their views as to how this was to be
diminished. I distinctly notified that this was
required for Cabinet purposes, and was led to
believe that it would be ready certainly on, if
not before, the 14th inst. Twice last week I
asked for the estimate, and the Government is
put to serious inconvenience by its not being
.yet to hand. "
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(Mr. Service-" The less you :say about
that correspondence the better.") Whether
it was a fact or not that the less he said
about the correspondence the better, he
would, at any rate, clear up this q uestion.
On the 16th April the Minister
wrote" Further, I am still without a.ny information
as to how the commissioners intend to diminish
the deficit, although I asked for this in N ovember, or as to how they propose to work down
to 65 per cent., their estimate of working
expenses."

Then, again, 011 the 16th April, the Minister asked, in a letter to the commissioners"By what methods do the commissioners
propose to diminish or remove it, and make th~
State railways self-supporting, ~s it was clearly
intended by Parliament that they should be
when the system of non-political management
was inaugurated"?

That was asked three times without any
result, and yet Mr. Service wantcd to
know if the Government meant to suggest
that the commissioners would ever refuse
to respond to the Minister's request. (Mr.
Cooke-" The Government had lWt then
statutory power to suspend the commissioners for not acceding to the Minister's
request.") (Mr. Service-" Exactly; that's
the point-take statutory power to suspend them.") Then it was admitted that
heretofore the Minister had no statutory
right to suspend the commissioners. (Mr.
Service-" That is what you are saying
now in this Bill-that the Government had
not the legal power to insist that the
Minister's views must be carried out.")
The Government had not the legal right,
but they had the moral right. (Mr.
Service-" What is the use· of talking
about moral right in a matter of this
kind ~ ") The commissioners ought to
have supplied that information, but under
the clause proposed to be amended by Mr.
Service the Minister would have the right
to ask for a scheme, and then, "whatever
scheme the commissioners proposed, the
Minister might adopt or reject it; but if
the Minister was unable to adopt the commissioners' scheme, he would be left without any remedy-without any chance of
getting a better scheme.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he would
support Mr. J. M. Davies' views. It did not
require experts to see that railway trains
of several carriages in length were running
'about the lines almost empty all day long,
and that had been going on for the last
eighteen months with no apparent attempt
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to put a stop to the wasteful extravagance
it involved. Most of the talk about railway experts was simple humbug, because
it was plain to be seen that many
ridiculous mistakes had been made at
various stations on the railway lines. The
building of a costly station at Maryborough
was a case in point. It was an utter
absurdity to erect such a station there.
(Mr. Cuthbert-" Parliament sanctioned
it, and you were a party to it.") Why, he
never heard of the thing before it was
built. (Mr. Cuthbert-" It was provided
for in an Act of Parliament, which you
helped to pass.") It was about as rational
as building a palace for a working man to
live in, and it made it difficult for the
station-master to keep touch of his constituents, because he was located in the,
centre of the building and the other
employes were in rooms at the wings.
There was the most gross mismanagement
over the whole railway system. People
from his district could travel to and from
Melbourne 50 per cent. cheaper by tram
than by train, the train return fare being
9d. and the tram return fare 6d. He
pointed this out to Mr. Speight, but that
gentleman said that the fares were fixed
according to distances by rail, and that he
had no instructions to compete with the
tramways. r:ehe consequence of that arrangement, however, was that the people
travelled by tramcars, while the railway carriages were being run empty.
There had been so much mismanagement in the Railway department that
unless clauses were inserted in the Bill to
enable the Government to protect the
property of the State, it would not do at
all. He had not got any animus against
Mr. Speight, but his constituents were
continually pointing out to him that the
railways wore not being run in the public
interests. He saw the other day 80 people
in a tram car, while there were scarcely any
passengers at all in the railway carriages.
There was not a man in the House who,
if he owned the railways, would not manage them in a totally different way. He
would like very much to see a clause inserted in the Bill to prevent Members of
Parliament and deputations interviewing
the commissioners. Members of Parliament ought to see the Minister in future.
Sometimes on Wednesdays there were 300
or 400 people waiting to see the commissioners at Spencer-street. That was not
the work for which Mr. Speight was paid,
and in any case he ought not to receive
Hon. D. Melville.

.
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more than one or two men, whereas occasionally he had 50 men in his office, ten of
whom made speeches. How could a man
manage the railways when he had to listen
to such deputations ~ It often happened
that a train from a distant suburb reached
Melbourne two minutes after an up-country train it should junction with had gone
away, but the commissioners never seemed
to discover these things till they were
pointed out to them by the local authori. ties.
The Hon. D. COUTTS observed.that he
could understand the arguments of Mr.
Melville and Mr. Zeal if the question before
the committee were the suspension of Mr.
Speight j but they were not asked to dismiss the commissioners--they were asked
to amend the law which would control all
future commissioners, no matter whom they
might be. He did not believe that it
would be a good thing to return to the old
plan under which the railways were managed
directly by the Minister. He believed that
a Minister of Railways once said that a
rail way from Inglewood to Bendigo would
not pay the cost of the grease upon the
wheels; but, as a matter of fact, that line
had paid very well. In other cases stations
had been erected in wrong places by political influence. It ought to be remembered that the railways would some day
be in the hands of a first-class man, and
the law ought to be made to suit him.
His own opinion was that the rail ways
were over-manned, and that if Mr. Speight
did not do better. than he had done he
would have to go.
The Hon. W. 1. WINTER-IRVING remarked, with reference to Mr. Melville's
statement in regard to empty trains running on the lines, that coming in from
Malvern at ten o'clock in the morning he
always found that the trains were filled,
while the trains returning from the city
at that hour were often empty. It was impossible to shunt the carriages to meet cases
like'that. (Mr. Zeal-" I would do it if I
had the management.") In, the old coaching days no one ever saw a six-horse coach
replaced by a two-horse coach because the
passengers were few in number on a particular day.
Sir F. T: SARGOOD observed that the
railways were a huge business concern,
which could only be managed successfully
upon business lines. They were managed
by officers of high position, whom they
must trust j but, at the same time, what
he might call the owners of the business
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must retain some control overthemanagers. Governor in Council. He could not 'see
He did not mean a control which would, any other way of dealing with the matter
Jower the commissioners in their own unless power were given to 'suspend the
esteem, or in the respect of those serving commissioners. It must be remembered,
under them; but surely those who had to however, that it would be a very serious
find the money for the railways should be matter for the Minister to suspend the
allowed to have some say in the matter. commissioners, bec~use he could not do it
Exception had been taken to the clause without the consent of both Houses of
under discussion, but it did not seem that ,Parliament. Practically, that course could
those who objected to it were prepared to not be resorted to, and it would be a most.
suggest any other method of dealing with , dangerous thing for the Minister to exercise
the matter than the one proposed. He such a discretionary power. The position,
understood that it was never intended that however, was a serious one, because the
the Railways Commissioners should have commissioners could expend what money'
unlimited power. (Mr. Service-" Their they chose, recommend anything they
wings arc being very much clipped in liked, and commit the country to a
this Bill.") Exception was taken to the pro- huge outlay without the consent of the
vision that, in case the' Minister proposed a Minister, and it seemed to be desirable 'to
scheme with which the commissioners dis- guard against that. (Mr. Service-" The
agTeed, the Minister could insist upon its Government is to blame for never having
being carried out. 1'he other evening a called upon the commissioners to submit a
question arose as to what should be done scheme for the reduction of the expendiin the case of a difference of opinion occur- 'ture.") He was dealing now with what
ring between the commissioners. There had transpired during the past few years,
,vere throe commissioners, each of them Enormous sums had been spent, and even
more or less experts; but they might differ during the last few months the" commisupon some very important matter, such as sioners had gone on expending vast ,sums,
the advisability of increasing or decreasing and demanding the money from the rrreathe mileage, or upon the income or expen~ . sury. He thought it was nocessary that
diture. In a case like that the Minister the Governor in Council should have some
,vas called in. According to Mr. Service's final control upon t.he expenditure of public
idea, the two commissioners on the one money.
side and the chairman on the other had
The Hon. T. pOWLING said he reto state to the Minister their respective gretted he was not in the House during
views with regard to their difference, and the debate on the second reading of the
then the Governor in Council decided be- Bill. It was a great mistake to suppose
t\yeen the two parties in dispute. ,If the that the Railways Commissiollers were to
Governor in Council was to decide between blame for many of the bad arrangements
these three experts, surely that was not a on the lines, such as stations being placed
very great stretch of authority.
(Mr. in the wrong places. This state of things
Service-" The decision may have to be was attribut~ble to tho pressure whi~h the
between the foolish scheme emanating people brought to bear upon the commisfrom the brain of some Minister of sioners and the Minister, and members
Railways and the decision of three ought to consider some means of getting
eX,ports.") It would be quite possible rid of that objectionable system. The
for some Minister to propose a scheme management of the tramways was conout of his own brain, but he would imagine ducted in a very different way. The sharethat no Minister who was not far removed holders of thrct company handed over the
from being sane would do' such a: thing. He busine~s to the 'directors, and when the
would get an export to report for him, or latter found that the lines were not paying
take the advice of the commissioners them- dividends they reduced the expenses. 1'he
selves before acting. There was no avoid- Victorian railway lines belonged to the
ing this position-the matter must either people, and it was ,very necessary that the
be left absolutely in the 4ands of the com- management should be placed in the hands
missioners, or the Minister and the Gover· of competent commissioners. The time
n~r in Council must be brought in; and in
had come when the railways must be made
the event 'of th~ Minister deciding on to pay as near as possible the interest on
a cortaili scheme in a way which did the outlay. He did not think that the
not meet the view of the commissioners, Railways Standing Committee was in
an appeal must be allowed to the exactly ·the position it ought to occupy
Session 1891.-[224]
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when he saw its members at a suburban
railway station at ten o'clock one evening
counting the passengers in the trains.
He was entirely in favour of Mr. Service's
amendment. He took the view that the
committee ought to report to the Government upon the lines to be constructed;
that the rest should then be left to the
commissioners, and that if those gentlemen failed in their duty, they ought to be
dismissed.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
the Minister of Defence seemed to think
that the Government were put in a
tight place in connexion with the
point under discussion. The place was
made tight because the Government
was striving to bring into force at
one and the same time two conflicting
elements. They were trying to give controlling power to the commissioners and
also power to the Minister, and it would
not be possible to do both things. The·
law under which the Victorian Commissioners were now acting had been copied
in New South Wales as' well as in South
Australia, where it was acting admirably.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-"It is the commissioners who are to blame.") If it was
the commissioners who were in fault, why
were they not removed 1 That was the
old story over again-this Bill was aimed
directly at the commissioners whilst professing to amend the law. (Mr. J. M.
Davies-" Officers will work' well under
some men, and not under others.") If
there were officers who could not work.
well, they ought to be replaced by others.
The committee made some very important
amendments in the Bill the previous evening, and it was a curious thing that there
was not a word in any of the morning
papers that day against the course adopted.
In fact, the journal which had been
most opposed to the commissioners spoke
in an almost commendatory tone of the
action taken. If the action taken had
been manifestly wrong, the newspapers
would have discussed the matter in a very
different tone. The Minister of Defence
seemed to think that there was great virtue
in the Governor in Council. Old parliamentary hands knew very well what sort
of thing the Governor in Council had been
during the existence of certain Ministries.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-" I said that the
proposal brought in the Governor in
Council to decide the disputes of the
ex:perts.") The Governor in Council was
9l\Ued upon to act as arbitrator.
One
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· Government which lasted for a very long
time in this colony was notoriously possessed of no Governor-in-Council functions
except in the most formal way. It was
the custom of that Government to boast
that each Minister was absolute in his own
department, that he submitted his papers
to the Governor in Council as a mere formality, and that he did not allow his colleagues to interfere. Suppose a meddling
and muddling Minist.ry happened to be in.
power, were its members to be allowed to
interfere with experts who had been employed because of their great knowledge
and capacity 1 Were the railways to be
placed in the hands of a Ministry of that
kind 1 He believed that the committee
had done a good deal towards improving
the existing condition of things by the
amendments it had made in the clauses
of the Bill which had been dealt with.
He might repeat, what he said by interjection, that it would be an improvement
if in the future conduct of the railway
· business the Government had greater control over the finances of the Railway
· department.
The Hon. A. WYNNE remarked that
it should be in the powe~ of the Govern'ment to exercise some control over the
finances of the Railway department. If
the Government said that fares and
freights should be increased, or that a
reduction should be made in any di~ec
tion, it should be the duty of the Railways Commissioners to carry out. the suggestion. With that view he would move
that the word "or" be inserted before
" decrease," and if this was agreed to,
he would afterwards propose that the
words "or matter of policy" be struck
out.
The amendment was negatived.
The committee divided on the question
that the two last paragraphs of the clause
proposed to be omitted stand part of the
clause17
Ayes
17
Noes
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"
"

Abbott,
Buchanan,
J. M. Davies,
Dobson,
Fraser,
Gore,
Grimwade,
C. J. Ham,
D. Ham,
McCulloch,

Mr. Melville,
" Morey,
" Pratt,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Sternberg,
" J. A. Wallace,
" Zeal.

Teller.
Mr. Wynne.
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Mr. Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brunton,
" Butters,
" Connor,
" Cooke,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" G. Davis,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Dowling,
FitzGerald,
Service,
Simmie,
Thornley,
D. S. vVallace,
Winter· Irving.
Telle1·.
Mr. Brown.

The CHAIRMAN.--It becomes my
duty to give a casting vote, and I think
my course is clear. I should give my
decision in such a way as to leave the
q ucstion open to further discussion. The
question may be re-opened by any honorable member moving on the report that
the Bill be recommitted.
I, therefore,
give my vote with the Ayes, and declare
that the Ayes have it.
The amendment was negatived.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
On clause 32, providing that at the end
of section 79 of the Railways Act 1890
the words" and when the Minister may so
request" should be added,
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that he
would like at this stage to challenge Mr.
Melville to give effect to the suggestion he
made that Members of Parliament should
forfeit their seats if they attempted to in
any way interfere with the Railways Commissioners.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that if
he made any proposal at all it would
simply be to prohibit the Railways Commissioners from receiving deputations.
A large amount of their. time was
wasted in receiving' deputations, and they
could serve the cou~try better in other
ways.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said it was
advisable that the committee should give
expression to their opinion in order to
strengthen the hands of the Railways
Commissioners. He believed that Mr.
Eddy, the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners of New South Wales, would
not receive Members of Parliament, and
would not even travel with Members of
Parliament, but would, if he was going to
the same place as they, travel in a separate
compartment.
.
The Bon. J. M. DAVIES stated that if
he could obtain an expression of opinion
from the committee as to the kind 'of
clause that was wanted he would try to
draft one, but he did not khow at pre~ent
whether it was the desire of honorable
members that the commissioners should
not receive deputations at all, or simply
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that they should not receive deputations
accompanied by Members of Parliament.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
the views of honorable members would be
met by a provision to the effect that on
and after the passing of this measure it
should not be lawful for the Railways
Commissioners to rec.eive on a deputation
any member of either House of Parliament. He was sure that all honorable
members would be mightily pleased if the
practice of honorable members accompanying deputations to the Railways Commissioners was put a stop to. He had
often resolved that he would never attend
another deputation, as he regarded the
duty as a very unpleasant one.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
the clause now before the committee had
nothing whatever to do with the question
of deputations.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 34, which was as follows:"(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in
the Railways Acts, the board or the commissioners may without probation, but subject to
the examinations and restrictions for the time
being provided in the regulations for employment made under the Railways Acts, appoint to
permanent offices in the railway service any
person who at the commencement of this Act
has been continuously employed as a casual
labourer in the railway service for a period of
at least two years.
"(2) No such person shall be so appointed
unless and until the head of the branch in
which he is employed certifies that he is a
thoroughly efficient, honest, and intelligent
workman, and recommends him for permanent
employment in the railway service.
"(3) So far as regards any such person, the
board or the commissioners may in their discre·
tion dispense with any examination or restric·
tion as to any qualification on being satisfied
that such restriction or qualification is unneces·
sary for the proper performance of the duties
of the position to which such person is to be
appointed.
"(4) Every person appointed pursuant to
this section shall receive the rate of pay reo
ceived' by him at the time of the commence·
meilt of this Act.
"(5) No such person shall be so appointed
until he have effected an insurance of his life;
and the provisions of· the Railways Act 1890
Felating to irisurance shall apply to every person appointed under this section to the same
extent and in like manner as if he was appointed
after being a probationer pursuant to such Act.
"(6) This section shall have no force or effect
after the expiration of two years from the com·
mencement of this Act."

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL moved the insertion at the end of sub-section 1 of the
words "whose age does not exceed 40 years."
If casual labourers were to be made eligibl~ for permanent appointments, there
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should be an age limitation. (Mr. W. 1.
Winter-Irving - " The best men in the
Railway department are over 40 years of
age.") That was not his (Mr. Zeal's) experience. Men over 40 ye.ars of age were
physically unfit for the work of a labourer.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
the casuallabburers ,yere not all employed
on heavy work. Some of them had such
duties to perform as the cleaning out of
carriages, and it would be a great injustice to deny a man employment beca"\.lse
he was over 40 years of age.·
The Hon. W. McCULLOCHobserved that
it was not desirable that men should be
permanently appointed to positions in the
railway sc~vice who were over 40 years of
age, and he would support the amendment.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD remarked
that'sub-section 2 provided that no person
should be appointed permanently unless
the head of the branch in which ho was
employed certified that he 'vasa thoroughly
efficient, honest, and intelligent workman.
That provision was a guarantee that no
improper appointments would be made.
The Hon. F. BROWN observed that the
best thing to do would be to strike out the
clause. Why shOlud Parliament give any
ad vantage to lllen who were employed in
the Hailway department only casually ~ ,
rrhe Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
the dause spoke of casual labourers who
had been continuously employed for a
period of at least two years. He would
like to know what was the meaning of
these words.
Tho Hon. ¥l. A. ZEAL stated that there
were 3,700 persons employed as casual
labourers in the .Railway department.
They rpmained for six months, and then
they gave place to another 3,700 who were
also employed for six months, and at the
cnd of that time the first 3,700 returned.
rrhe Hon. J. SERVICE observed that he
could not soe how such men could be said
to be continuously employed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
he was not responsible for the drafting
of this clause. It was not in the Bill as
introduced, and it was inserted subsequently in the Assembly.
, The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
Mr. FitzGerald had called attention to the
provision in sub-section 2 of the clause, but
in the next sub-section it was provided that
the board or the commissioners might, in
their discretion, dispense with anyexamination or restriction as to qualification.
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Therefore, sub-section 2 would be of no
vaIue. He thought that the clause should
be struck out.
The clause was struck out.
On clause '35, relating to appeals, and
providing, inter alict, that every appeal
should be, lodged with the board or the
commissioners, as the case might be, within
seven days after the date of the decision
which was appealed against,
The' Hon. H. CUTHBERT remarked
that the time allowed for the lodging of an
appeal was too short. He begged to move
the substitution for "seyen" of "fourteen."
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that' a
man would surely be able to make up his
mind as to whether he would appeal or not
against. a decision that was given within
seven days. The sooner all cases of discipline were settled the better.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
if a man ,,'as' dismissed he would have
nothing else to do during the following
seven days but to lodge his appeal.
The amendment ,vas negatived.
On clause 40, providing for the establishment of committees and snb-committees,
rl'he Hon. J. SERVICE said he hoped
that the Government had made up their
mind not to proceed with this and the following seven clauses. (Mr. J. M. Davies" We had· better take a vote on them.")
He (Mr. Service) had no objection to a vote
being taken, but he thought that the clauses
should be struck out.
The clause ~vas struck out, as were also
clauses 41 to 47.
Discussion took place on clause 48, which
was as follows : "1. The persons holding office as commissioners at the commencement of this Act shall,
from the dates of their respective appointments
by the Governor in Council as commissioners,
be deemed to have been duly appointed as commissioners, and shall, subject to the Railways
Acts and without further or other appointment, hold such offices as follows, namely:"(a) William Henry Greene, Esquire,
until the last day of the year 1893;
"(b) Richard Ford, Esquire, until the last
day of the year 1894 ;
"(c) Richard Speight, Esquire, until the
last day of the year 1895.
"2. Except in the case of a person appointed
to be a commissioner for the unexpired term of
office of any commissioner whose office may
become vacant, every person' hereinafter appointed to be a commissioner shall, subject to
the Railways Acts, hold office for a term of
four years."

The Hon. J. SERVICE said that some
explanation should be given as to ~hy
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the term of office of the Railways Commissioners was shortened. , He doubted
whether it would be just or equitable'to
shorten the term of office at all, especially
of Mr. Speight. It was distinctly provided in the principal Act that the appointment should be for seven years, and the
re-appointment should be for the same,'
period.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that faith
!:Ihould be kept with all the Railways Com-'
missioners, and they should be re-appointed
for the term of seven years, as provided in
the principal Act.
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH said that
if at the end of the period specified at the
end of the clause it was found that the
Railways Commissioners were discharging
their duties in a satisfactory manner, they
would bo re-appointcd. There was no
reason to suppose that any injustice would
be done.
rrhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
it was thought to be advisable that
instead of the appointments of all the
commissioners terminating in the one year,
they should terminate in succeeding years.
'fhat was the reason for fixing the varying
dates. The chairman had been given the
longest period, the next was given to Mr.
Ford, and the shortest to Mr. Greene.
'rhere could be no question at all about
~r. Ford's case, as he was distinctly
informed by letter, on the 29th January,
1891, that the re-appointment was offered
to him on' those terms. The letter addressed
to him by the Minister of Railways stated
us follows : -
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would have full power "to import new
terms and conditions in the tenure of the
duties and powers of the chairman and
his colleagues." The only advantage
taken of that had been to reduce the
tenure from seven years to five. There
had been a difference of opinion among
counsel as to the 'tenure under the Act,
some counsel holding that the re-appointment was metely a re-appointment at
. pleasure, others that. it was for a term of
seven years; and others that it was for
life. Also, an opinion had been given
that the original appointment, itself was
an illegal one. So that it had been
thought necessary to make things valid by
Act_
The Hon. H. cu'rHBERT observed that
the contemplated change was a very impOl'tant one, because. the commissioners
were henceforward to hold office for a
period of four years instead of for seven
years. Now, it should be considered,
quite apart from the gentlemen now filling
these positions, whether it was desirable
that the period of seven years originally
fixed should not be retained as a very
reasonable term; also, whether, in reappointing these gentlemen, they should
not be appointed during good behaviour,
the Governor in Council having larger
powers of di,smissal. The commissioners
would have very important interests
devolving upon them, and they ought
to be encouraged in the performance
of their duties.
Was it likely that
the colony would be able to secure the
services of the best men obtainable from
England and America if an appointment
" I wish it, therefore, to be made clear to
your mind that this re-appointment must be
for only four years were offered ~ vV'ould
understood as offered and accepted practically
a man care to break up his home and
:os a temporary appointment until the will of
come out here on the strength of so short
Parliament is made known, so that Parliament
an engagement ~ Again', vdth only a four
may be perfectly untrammelled in its action,
and to prevent any misunderstanding arising on years'tenure it would hardly weigh very
your part. I trust, however" you will be able
much with a man how he discharged his
to accept re-appointment on the terms offered_"
duties during the period. Besides, a great
'fo which Mr. Ford replied on the following deal of unpleasantness would be created.
For his part, he did not think that under
day':such circumstances' it would be possible to
" I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of
secure the men it was most desirable to
your letter of yesterday, and beg to accept my
l'e-appointment as a Railways Commissioner as
secure; therefore, he would submit that
offered."
the appointment ought to be during good
Instead, however, of the appointment being behaviour. If good behaviour were wanta temporary one, it "-a~ now proposed in ing, they' would be removable at almost
the Bill that Mr. Ford should hold office any time. Why, even if they did not send
until the last day of. 1894, so that he copies of their minutes within three days
could not complain of faith not having prescribed, they would be liable to susbeen kept with him, With reference to Mr. pension and dismissal. It should be
Speight, it was clearly stated by the Min- observed that, notwithstanding the opinion
ister, in December, 1890, that farliament, given by counsel that Mr. Speight had
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been re-appointed for seven years and
possibly for life, he had never put forward
any claim on that score. Certainly, inasmuch as the Government had given that
gentleman, according to his understanding,
a re-appointment for seven years, it would
be most unfair to take two years off the
term. Mr. Ford had been spoken of
rather disparagingly from the stand-point
that he was only a bookkeeper, but he
(Mr. Cuthbert) could speak in a different
way. He.had known Mr. Ford for many
years, and his abilities were of a very high
order. He was a splendid accountant and
a good practical financier. When he was
town clerk of Ballarat West he discharged
his duties most efficiently, and carried
that municipality through a very trying
financial time.
He was subsequently
selected as Secretary of the Harbor Trust,
and so much was he esteemed by that
body·that on one occasion they sent him
home to float a loan. Moreover, during
the absence of Mr. Speight that gentleman's duties fell on Mr. Ford \ as the
senior commissioner, in conjunction ,vith
Mr. Greene, and no complaint had ever
been made of the way in which those
duties were performed. What was to be
his future career after his thre~ more
years of service had expired 1 How could
a man give proper time and attention to
his duties when he did not know what
might happen to him at the end of three
years 1 Mr. Speight's re-appointment
should, at all events, be for seven years.
He (Mr. Cuthbert) begged to move the
substitution in the last line of sub-section
1 of "1897 " for "1895."
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he trusted
the amendment would not be agreed with.
The convenience of the commissioners
had been studied quite enough, and it
was nO\v time that the convenience and
interests of the public should be taken
into account. He would point out that if
these ge~tlemen did their duty well there
would be no f~ar that they would be put
out of office when the period of their
appointment came to an eud. Look at
Mr. Eddy, whose tact and business qualities had given him such a hold on the
people of New South Wales that there was
no chance of his ever being put out of
office. If the RailwaysCommissioners took
up the position that the railways were
made for them and not they for the railways, and chose to perform their duties
in a perfun9tory way, it was quite time
for Parliam~mt to establish some special
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control over them. Then why should Mr.
Greene be l~ft out~ In his (Mr. Zeal's)
judgment Mr. Greene was not the worst
member of the board of commissioners.
He combined great professional ability
with common-sense qualities not to be
found in every engineer. It was to be
hoped that the clause would be allowed to
remain as it stood.
The Hon. T. DOWLING stated that at
this late period of the session he felt unable
to propose the amendments of this clause
which he had prepared. His idea was
.that all the commissioners should be
treated alike-that Mr. Greene's term of
office should expire in 1895, that of Mr.
Ford in 1896, and that of Mr. Speight in
1897. His jdea was that by giving increased security to .public servants tho
State would get not only their confidence
but better work out of them.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said he
did not suppose that the committee intended to do injustice to anyone. Sufficient attention did not appear to have
been given to the fact that, according to
Mr. Speight's original appointment, his
re-appointment ought to be for seven
years. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" Not necessarily.") There could be no. doubt that
he got a clear renewal of his original
appointment, and the terms and conditions
of that appointment ought to be adhered
to. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" The Act simply
describes the commissioners as 'eligible
for re-appointment.''') It should naturally
follow that the re-appointment would be
for the same term as before. I t was to be
feared that in the framing of the Bill
fairness had not been so much considered
as the humiliation of individuals. If the
committee were satisfied that the reappointment of Mr. Speight embraced the
period of seven years they would adopt
Mr. Cuthbert's amendment.
At this stage progress was reported.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMEN'l'
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. G. DAVIS said he would take
this opportunity of giving the names of
the honorable members whom he would
propose to act as managers of the conference between the Houses on this Bill.
They were as follows :-Mr. Zeal, Dr. Dobson, Mr. Brown, Mr. "v. McCulloch, and
himself (Mr.. G. Davis).
The PRESIDENT put the question"That a free conference be desired with the
Legislative Assembly on the Bill intituled 'An
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Act to amend the Constitution Act Amendment
Act 1890,' and that the following honorable mem,bers be appointed managers of the conference:'The Hon. 'ivV. A. Zeal, the Hon. F. S. Dobson,
the Hon. F. Brown, the Hon. W. McCulloch,
and the mover."

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL expressed the
.opinion that the committee proposed was
not sufficiently large or sufficiently repre,-sentative. One member of the Government at least should be included.
The Hon. F. S. DOBSON thought it
would be absurd for five private members
of the Council to go to the conference to
meet an array of representatives of the
Government in another place.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that at
the conference proposed by himself with
respect to the Chinese question there was
no Minister present from the Council, yet
the Council got all it wanted.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said that the
Council was placed, by this motion, in the
most extraordinary position it had ever
been placed in. Honorable members were
now called upon to absolutely stultify the
whole of the action they had taken in regard
to this Bill. When Mr. G. Davis submitted
his motion for a free conference the other
night there was not one word of discussion
upon it. He (Mr. Service) simply made
tho remark, "We all know how to vote on
this question." He did not anticipate the
possibility of more than the mover, and
perhaps a few more members, voting for
the motion; and, therefore, he and others
wore taken by surprise when it was passed
by a small majority. N ow ,,,hat was the .
prayer of the petitions that had been sub-,
mi tted to the House from all parts of the
conntry ~ Almost without a single exception the prayer of those petitions was that
the Council would reject this Bill. In
their wisdom honorable members thought
proper to place before the country an
alternative measure, and they tacked to
·the Bill, almost unanimously, a proposal
that thrift-that property-should be
regarded as a qualification for an additional vote.
That, as they all knew
perfectly well,
was
responded to
most heartily throughout the country
districts. And why ~ Because, under
that proposal, which the Council sent down
to another place, the farmers throughout
;1',ho country would each get an additional
vote, as it was proposed to give a property vote in addition to a manhood vote;
-and that both votes should be able to be BX.ercised in one district or 'in two. Without
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that provision for the country districts
this Bill was' valueless, and worse than
valueless. Mr. Davis' proposal was to
stereotype a principle that now existed-to
perpetuate the double vote for inhabitants
of the city and immediate suburbs and a
single vote for the people throughout the
country districts.
The Hon. G. DAVIS rose to order. He
desired to ask the President's ruling as to
whether Mr. Service was not trespassing
outside the lines permissible in debating
the motion now before the Chair. The
House had affirmed the proposal to appoint a committee of managers to hold a
free conference with the other House, and
therefore he submitted that Mr. Service
was not in order in debating that proposition.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he presumed
he would be in order if he moved the
adjournment of the debate.
The PRESIDENT.-There is certainly
an amount of latitude allowed to members
on an important occasion like this, and
Mr. Service may be allowed, with the
leave of the House, to proce,ed. Of course,
if the leave of the House is not granted,
he will have to move the adjournment of
the debate; but I think it would be better
to allow him to continue his remarks, and
to state the reasons why, according to his
view, the House is. placed in a peculiar
position. I presume that no honorable
member will object.
The Hon. J. SERVICE stated that, as
the passing of Mr. G. Davis' motion was
not at all expected, the decision of the
House ought on that account to be reviewed. How the honorable member got
his majority he could not tell, but certainly it was not got by arguing the
question before the House. (Mr. G. Davis
- " I spoke.") But the honorable member was the only member who did speak
on the motion. Noone else thought of
discussing the question, having regard to
the previous decision of the House.
The PRESIDENT.-I should like to
understand whether Mr. Service is permitted by leave of the House to address
himself to the question generally.
The Hon. G. DAVIS said he would
certainly offer no objection to that course
so long as it was understood that the same
privilege would be' accorded to other honorable members.
The PRESIDENT.-EV'ery other honorable member will have a perfect right. to
follow in the same course.
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The Hon. J. SERVICE asked what was
the position the Council ,would be placed
in if they carried out tJ:te proposal for a
free conference 1 A conference could only
be carried out by the consent of the
majority, and although the hono~able
member had called it a free conference
he had indicate'd the' nature of the proposal he proposed to submit to that conference j and there had not been a word
said in another, place, so far as he knew,
that would indicate there was the slightest
intention to offer a compromise upon the
principles of the Bill inserted by the
Oouncil. (Mr. G. Davis-" Oh, yes.") Not
one that he remembered. There were
some indications in the direction in which
the honorable member wanted to go, bu t
the honorable member's proposals certainly did not express the views and feelings that the Council had. expressed all
through its . discussions on this Bill.
What would be the result of the conference which the honorable member proposed ~ The honorable member, with his
friends from the majority who supported
the motion for a free conference, 'would
meet gentlemen from another place, and
have a little chat, but if they agreed that
it was desirable that a compromise should
be effecteq, in the terms the honorable
member proposed, then the tht'ift or
property vote would, be entirely ignored j
and the honorable member would come
back and submit the resolution of that
conference, recommending that a' compromise be made on the principle of ignoring thrift or property. N ow, if there was
anything which this Council had set its
heart and mind on, and on which it had
been all but unanimous from the beginning, it ,vas that a property vote ought to
be granted j and surely to re-open the question in the direction of a compromise that
was outside of the mind of this House
altogether until the time the honorable
member submitted his motion would
place the Council in a very curious position indeed. If a majority of this House
seut a number of its members to the conference to agree to such a compromise as the
honorable member had indicated it would
be assumed that the majority of this
House was in favour of that compromise,
and if honorable members now said they
were in favour of such a compromise would
they not stultify all their action from the
time when first they began to discuss' the
question ~ It would put the House in a
most extraordinary posi tion, and, therefore,
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he trusted that the motion would not be
agreed to.
The Hon. G. DAVIS observed that it
was quite true that the Council carried Mr.
Service's proposals, and that they were
sent to another place, but then happened
the circumstance which perhaps justified
this House in reviewing what it had done.
Not a single member of another place
gave Mr. Service's proposals one word Of
support. No head of a party, not even
the humblest follower of a party, favorably
ent~rtained the views Mr. Service carried
in this House, and it might be that the
influence of the honorable gentleman spellbound honorable members on the occasion
when his proposals were carried. Fortunately, the honorable member did not bke
part in the discussion on the motion he
(Mr. Davis) submitted, or he might have
again exercised the same influence on the
House, although he did not think it would
have secured another almost' compact vote
of the Coullcil in support of Mr. Service's
proposals, because they had been discussed'
in the interval by another place, where no
politician would risk his seat or his character in alliance with the honorable
gentleman~s proposals.
(Mr. Service"They will be referred to the country.")
They were the most outlandish, the most
impracticable proposals ever submitted to
a deliberative body like this House. He
could understand that, as a tactician, Mr.
Service would advance an extreme proposal t.o meet another extreme proposal,
but he (Mr. Davis) proposed something
betwe.en the two. Mr. Melville, who advocated one, man one vote, and Mr. Service
who desired to give two v~tes to one man
in one electorate, were both political
gamblers gambling for an extreme stake.
rfhe one said, "I will have nothing but
one man one vote," and the other said,
"I will have nothing but the absolute
domination of property over manhood."
(Mr. Cuthbert~" Oh no, it is not that.")
.A free people like this democracy of Victoria would never consent to such a
proposal. A country with 1,000 electorates
would never consent to allow 350 of those
electorates to dominate the other 650. Mr.
Melville would leave the great city of
Melbourne represented by its caretakers,
and absolutely disfranchise its proprietors.
Mr. Service, on the other hand, would'.
give to property complete and absolute
domination over manhoDd. The one course
was as indefensible as the other. His proposal steered between the two, and would
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minimize what all politicians agreed was an
unconstitutional mischief and an evil. 'He
proposed that where a man had property
in one electorate and resided in another
he should be allowed to exercise a vote in
each electorate. Mr. Service stated that
the adoption of this proposal would deprive
the farmers of some privilege they now
exercised. (Mr. Service-" I did not say
that.") He understood the honorable
member to desire to leave that impression
on the mind of the House. (Mr Service"I repudiate that.") Well, he wished to
put the matter in the proper light. His
(Mr. Davis') proposals would not interfere
with the franchise of the residellts in country districts. l'hey were now able to exercise only two votes, and if his proposal was
adopted they would be able to exercise two
votes if they Ii ved where two electorates
were contiguous. (Mr. Connor-" Very
few of then~' would be able to do so.")
But when Parliament had reduced the
voting po.wer of the city of Melbourne
and· its suburbs and the large towns of
the colony tc5 two votes where they
now exercised ten, they would relatively
have raised the electoral power of the country voters. At any rate he thought so, and
he believed the country would think
so. On the other haud, Mr. Service's
proposals would enfranchise some of the
most dangerous of all radicals-politicians
of a speculative sentimental kind; democrats by instinct, radicals by association.
By giving an extra vote to the small freeholders of such plaoes as Collingwood and
Richmond Mr. Service would practically
disfranchise one-half of the electors in the
country districts, and Mr. Service and his
friends would a,lways have against them a
'large proportion of those on whom they
now proposed to confer an extra vote. No
practical good could come of the adoption
of Mr. Service's proposal, and unless some
compromise was arrived at between the two
Houses on this question, they might have
one man one vote debated in every con. stituency throughout the country at the
next general election, to the exclusion of
questions of more vital importance to the
country. He appealed to honorable members to take the one-man-one-vote question out of the range of debated
political subjects at the next general
elections, to minimize the present evils
to the extent they were' justified in mini. mizing them, and not to risk the loss of ~
compromise by insisting on proposals which
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had been discussed, thrashed .out, and
unanimously rejected in another place.
It \vas hopeless fo1.- the Council to proceed
further in that direction. By the adoption of his proposal honorable members
would secure a second vote for the resi·dents of the metropolis, which contained
one~half the population of the country.
If honorable members would save themselves from the contingency,that might
arise of some successful agitator taking
hold of those proposals and using them
to his own advantage, they must take
the moderate middle course. Both sides
might be ~pposed to his proposals, but if
they were to submit them to the consideration of another place, honorable members who had no wish to gamble for the high
stakes of Mr. Service on the one hand,
or of Mr. Melville on tho other hand"
would take the middle course he had
suggested, which would commend itself
to the mind of every reasonable and moderate politician in the colony.
The Hon. J. A. 'VALLACE said that
Mr. Davis' proposals would do very well
as far as Melbourne was concerned, but
the country districts, where the farmer
always resided on his property, would receive no advantage from it.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE remarked that
the only criticism he could pass on Mr.
Davis' proposal was that it was neitherfish, flesh, fowl, nor good red herring. The
House could not agree with the motion
without stultifying itsolf. There was no
question of gambling for high stakos. He
(Mr. Melville) supported the ono-mall-onevote proposal without regard to property. A remarkable change of opinion
had OCCUlTed among tho small propertyowners. They at first jumped at the bait
Mr. Service offered, but that feeling had
almost died out., and it was evaporating
daily, so that a few weeks would see the
end of it. He was surprised that a politician of Mr. Service's experience should
have ever thought of attempting to foist
upon the country such an utter sham as·
this double vote. However, he would give
the honorable member credit for one thing
-he did not consent to the absurd proposal
to ask for a conference at the present
stage. It was absurd to ask for a conference, . because the Council were not
prepared to confer. with another place.
They were not in a position to negotiate
at all, because the House ·was standing
as one man for the 'prov:isions it had:
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adopted; there being only two dissentients against them, Mr. Davis and himself.
He trusted that whatever the House did
it would not stultify itself by asking for
a conference.
'rhe House divided on the motionAyes '"
15
Noes ...
19
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RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT
"
BILL.
The House again went into committee
for the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion (adjourned from earlier in
the evening) was resumed on clause 48 and
on Mr. Cuthbert's amendment thereto to
omit" 1895" (line 14) with a view to the
substitution of " 1897."
Majority against the motion 4
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said he
thought
that Mr. Cuthbert would have
AYES.
been more consistent if he had proposed
Mr. Abbott,
Mr. McCulloch,
that the tenure of office of each commis" Brunton,
" Pratt,
sioner sQ.ould be increased. To confine
" Buchanan,
" Sargeant,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
" J. M. Davies,
the amendment to one of the commisMr. Sternberg,
" G. Davis,
sioners only was scarcely fair. If the
" Gore,
" Zeal.
honorable member desired to press the
Teller.
" C. J. Ham,
matter to a division, he (Mr. Pratt) would
Mr. Fraser.
" D. Ham,
"suggest that the term of appointment to
NOES.
each of the commissioners should be exMr. Mel ville,
Sir B. Benjamin,
tended by one year.
Mr. Brown,
" Service,
The Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
" Butters,
" Simmie,
he hoped Mr. Cuthbert would not press
" Connor,
" Thornley,
" D. S. Wallace,
" Cooke,
his amendment. If the clause were passed
" J: A. vYallace,
" Coutts,
as
it stood, it would settle the question of
Win ter-Irving,
" Cuthbert,
the time for which the Railways Commis" Dowling,
" Wynne.
sioners were appointed. If the re~appoint-"
Teller.
FitzGerald,
Mr. Bell.
" Grimwade,
ment was contrary to law, then Mr. Speight
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT moved that would have his remedy.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
a message be sent to the Legislative
Assembly informing them that the House the reason why he did not propose to
do insist on its amendments in the Consti- extend the tenure of office of the three
tution Act Amendment Act Amendment commissioners was that a special arrangement was made With Mr. Ford that his
Bill.
appointment should terminate in 1894
The House divided on the motionand Mr. Greene's term of office would
Ayes
22
expire in 1893. Mr. Greene took the
Noes
12
position formerly occupied by Mr. Agg.
He was appointed for seven years, termiMajority for the motion... 10
nating in 1893. Therefore, so far as Mr.
Greene and Mr. Ford were concerned,
AYES.
there was no necessity for any alteration;
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Grimwade,
Sir B. Benjamin,
but Mr. Speight stood in a different position
" Pratt,
:1\11'. Brown,
" Sargeant,
altogether. He was under the impression,
" Brunton,
" Service,
from Mr. Speight's own statement, that he
" Butters,
" Simmie,
was re-appointed under the Act of 1883,
" Connor,
" Thornley,
and as the term of office under the Act of
" D. S. vYallace,
"" Cooke,
" Coutts,
" J. A. Wallace,
1883 was seven years Parliament should"
Cuthbert,
" Wynne.
reeognise its obligations? and should allow
" Dowling,
Mr. Speight to have the benefit of the
FitzGerald,
Teller.
Mr. vYinter-Irving.
two additional years.
"', Gore,
"The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that he
NOES.
hoped the committee would adhere to the
~lr. Abbott,
Mr. Melville,
clause. The clause would not inflict
Sir lJ'. T. Sargood,
" Buchanan,
Mr. Sternberg,
" J. M. Davies,
hardship upon any of the Railways Com" G. Davis,
" Zeal.
missioners. He was surprised that Mr.
" Fraser,
Cuthbert should speak on this subject as
Teller.
~, D. Ham,
if he were speaking from a brief. (Mr.
Mr. C. J. Ham.
" McCulloch,
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:Servictl-" He is brief.") The honorable' eight years' tenure of office. According
member was not brief enough, for he got to the Order in Council the seven years of
on to his feet whenever he thought he Mr. Speight's appointment, expired last
could say anything in the interests of his year, and this Bill would give Mr. Spcight
·client. The honorable member appeared another five years of office. Section 44 of
to be abdicating his functions as a member the Railways Act provided that the Goverof that Chamber. It had been said that nor in Council might appoint fit and proper
if this Bill were passed Mr. Speight would persons to be commissioners for a period of
leave the colony, but.now Mr. Cuthbert . seven years, but such persons should at the
appeared to be determined to fasten Mr. expiration of the period for which they
Speight on the colony for an additional were appointed be eligible for re-appointment. The opinion of the legal gentlemen
seven years.
,]~he honorable member
would not give Parliament the opportunity was that the omission of any term after the
of re-considering Mr. Speight's appointment word re-appointment carried out what was
at the end of four years. Mr. Speight the evident intention of Parliament at
himself c~:mld not have the slightest objec- that time-that at the end of the seven
tion to the proposal made in this clause. years Parliament should be free either to
· (Mr. Service-" That shows that Mr. make the appointment for life, or for good
Cuthbert is not his agent.") It did behaviour, or for a shorter period than
not appear to him (Mr. Melville) to be seven years, as might be arranged by the
right that Mr. Cuthbert should be con- Ministry of the day. He pointed this out
tinuallyfighting in the interests of Mr. to show that there had been no breach of
Speight. No injury would be done to faith on the part of the Government in
Mr. Speight under this clause.
His making the re-appointment. If he thought
re-appointment was a voluntary matter; that Parliament originally intended that,
Mr. Speight was not bound to accept it when the first seven years of office expired,
the Railways Commissioners should be reeven now.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that when appointed for another seven ye(:1,rs he would
the Bill, now the Railways Commissioners not agree to Mr. Speight's re-appointment
Act of 1883, was introduced by Mr. Ser- terminating in 1894; but he had seen
vice the idea was to appoint the Railways nothing so far to convince him that that
Commissioners for life or during good was the intention of Parliament. On the
behaviour. It was subsequently pointed contrary, he had seen a great deal to con·out in the Assembly that, inasmuch as the vince him that it was not the intention of
Bill was a new departure, the success or Parliament. The question of tenure was
non-success of which was an unknown dealt with in the correspondence that
quantity, it would be well to appoint the . passed between the Minister of Railways
· commissioners for a term of seven years; and Mr. Speight,. and Mr. Speight was reand Mr. Gillies, who was' then Minister appointed subject to such alterations as
of Railways, moved an amendment to Parliament might make when dealing with
that effect.
Honorable members in the amending Bill.
The Hon. S. "tV. COOKE stated that it
another place dwelt strongly upon this
point: that it would be well that the colony appeared to him that there was some
should have an opportunity of seeing how doubt as to whether it was intended under
the Railways Commissioners performed the principal Act that Mr. Speight should
their duties during the seven years, and be appointed for seven years, and that, he
that n,t the end of that time Parliament believed, was admitted by the honorable
should have an opportunity of re-consider- members who supported this clause.
ing the question of their re-appointment. ("No.") At any rate, there was some
The Cabinet had had to look very closely confusion on that point, and if there
into this matter, because it was a question was any doubt, Parliament should err
whether Mr. Speight had ever been legally on the side of equity by extending the
appointed. It was held by high legal term of Mr. Speight's re-appointment to
authorities that the appointment should seven years. With regard to the remarks
have been made from the commencement made by Mr. Melville that Mr. Cuthbert
·of the Act. The appointment 'vas, how- was abdicating his functions as a member
·ever, made from the date of Mr. Speight's of the Chamber, it seemed to him (Mr.
.arrival in the colony; and if the legal con- Cooke) that if any honorable members
tention was right Mr. Speight had nearly could be accused of abdicating their
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functions they were the members of the
Railways Standing Committee, because:
they had voted together on this railway
question.
._ .
.
The Hon. VV. McOULLOCH remarked
that the clause as it stood was a very good
one. If the Railways Comp.lissioners
proved themselves to be the men that some
honorable members thought them to be,
there was no doubt that they would be
re-engaged at the end of their term of
office. There would be a change of Government long before that time, and the
honorable members who supported the
Railways Commissioners might then be in
office, a,nd they would be able to do just
what they thought proper. .The members
of the Railways Standing Committee
who had seen the way money had been
'squandered in the country were to a man
in favour of this Bill. If other honorable
'. members only knmv half as much as they
did, they would be with them. (An
Honorable Member-" They are not with
you.") No, because they were carried
away with their sympathies. He (Mr.
McCulloch) felt that he had a duty to perform in supporting this Bill; he had no
feeling· against Mr. Speight or the other
two Railways Commissioners, he respected
them as men very much, but it was in
the interests of the country that this
Bill should' be passed. If this Bill were
not passed, and the Government went to
the country upon 'it, he was confident
that they would have the support of the
electors.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that he
would not have said anything with reference to this matter if allusion .had not
been made by Mr. Cooke to the conduct
of the members of the Railways Standing
Committee. He could say honestly that he
joined the Railways Standing Committee
with a distinct and undoubted leaning towards Mr. -Speight. Up to that time he had
not a shadow of a complaint against Mr.
Speight, and his mind was inclined to favour
him; but the Railways Standing Committee
in their travels through the country, in
their interviews with the Railways Commissioners, and in their examination of witnesses, had been forced to the conclusion
that the railways had been mismanaged.
Estimates were submitted to the Railways
Standing Committee by the Engineer-inChief; they were afterwards amended,
and at the eleventh hour the Engineer-inChief wrote to the committee to say that

he held to the position that he formerly
took up, and that he would not alter his.
estimate. The Chairman of t~e Rail ways.
Commissioners a ppeared befgre the RailwaYf)
Standing Committee, and, instead of meeting them in a friendly ElJld business-like·
spirit, took up a decidedly hostile attitude·
to them. .'rhe committee· from time to
time expressed the wish to meet the
officers of the Railway departmellt ~n a.'
friendly spirit, but they had shown hostility to the committee from the very
beginning. These were the reasons why
the members of the committee as a body
had supported the action taken by the
Government in this matter. He trusted
that 'honorable members would not agree
to the alteration of a single word in this
clause. Mr. Greene accepted the position
which became vacant on the death of Mr.
Agg, and the term of hisappointmont would
expire at the time set down in the clause.
Mr. Ford had accepted re-appointment on
the terms proposed by the Government,
and there was nothing unfair in the terms
of the re-appointment of Mr. Speight.
There was no man in the country who had
the opportunities Mr. Speight had when
he came to the colony, if he had proved
~imself to be tho right man in the right
place; but his shortcomings and his
failures had been so numerous, that he (Mr.
Zeal) was at one with the Government in
saying that some control must be exercised not only over the Hailways Commissioners but over the Chairman of the
Rail ways Commissioners. He trusted that
the Government would insist upon this
clause.
The Hon. J. BELL stated that on the
death of Mr. Agg in 1886, the then Government, reading the principal Act as an
ordinary person would read it, thought
that Mr. Greene was entitled to a seven
years' appointment, and he accordingly received a seven years' appointment. It was
not therefore correct to say that Mr.
Greene was simply appointed for the remainder of the term for which Mr. Agg
was appointed.
The committee divided on the question
that" 1895" proposed by Mr. Cuthbert to
be omitted stand part of the clauseAyes
Noes
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AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
Buchanan,
" Coutts,
" J. M. Davies,
" Fraser,
" Gore,
" C. J. Ham,
" McCulloch,

Mr. Melville,
" Pratt,
" Sargeant,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Zeal.

Teller.
Mr. Grimwade.
NOES.

Mr. Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brown,
" Brunton,
" Butters,
'" Connor,
" Cooke,
" Cuthbert,
" G. Davis,
" Dowling,
" FitzGerald,
," D. Ham,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

Morey,
Pitt,
Service,
Simmie,
Sternberg,
Thornley,
D. S. v'\Tallace,
J. A. Wallace,
Wynne.

Teller.
Mr. Winter-Irving.

'rhe word" 1897" was then substituted.
The Hon. J. SERVICE moved the
oQmission of sub-section 3. He said this
would prevent irregular retirements.
'rhe Hon. H. CU'rHBERT supported
the amendment. In the case of the Chairman of the Commissioners dying two years
before his term of office closed was it likely
that a man capable of taking his place
'Would consent to do so on the strength of
,a two years' appointment ~
'rhe Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said to
strike the clause out would be only a very
'sensible and business-like proceeding.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT drew attention
to sub-sect.ion 4, and moved the omission
of the words "if qualified." He said he
,did not see what good could be done by
their retention, while on the other hand
they might be interpreted to cast a reflection.
The Hon. N. 'rHORNLEY said he was
inclined to agree with Mr. Sargeant's
remarks. If a commissioner was not
re-appo~ntcd at the end of his term these
words would stand against him as something invidious-something calculated to
interfere with his obtaining employment
elsewhere.
The Hon. VI. A. ZEAL observed that
the word "qualified" might be taken in
a moral as well as in a professional seuse.
The Hon. D. HAM said that the words
bore a certain significance. They were
not put in for nothing, therefore they
ought to be retained.
The amendment was agre~d to.
The Hon. D. COUTTS suggested that
the word "four" in the last line. of the
sub-section should be changed to " seven.~'
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The Hon. F. BROWN submitted that
the whole of sub-section 4 should be struck
out as unnecessary.
'rhe Hon. A. WYNNE moved the substitution for the word "four" of the words
" for a further period not exceeding seven."
Carrying that amendment would leave the
hands of the Government free.
'rhe Hon. C. J. HAM thought it would
be a great mistake to strike out tho subsection altogether, because its effect would
be to, set at rest the difference of opinion
with respect to the interpretation of the
corresponding provision of the principal
Act.
Mr. Wynne's amendment was agreed to.
'1,1he clause, as amended, was then agreed
to.
Discussion took place on clause 49,
which was as follows:"'(I) Section 50 of the Railw,ays Act IS90 is
hereby repealed.
"(2) Subject to the Railways Acts, the commissioners in office at the commencement of
this Act shall hold their offices during good
behaviour for the respective terms provided in
this Act, and every commissioner hereafter
appointed shall hold his office during good
behaviour for the term for which he may be
appointed pursuant to this Act.
"(3) It shall be lawful for the Governor in
Council to remove any commissioner from his
office on an address praying for such removal
being presented to the Governor by the Legislative Councilor by the Legislative Assembly.
"(4) At any time when Parliament is not
sitting it shall be lawful for the Governor in
Council to suspend any commissioner from his
office for inability, inefficiency, mismanagement,
or misbehaviour, or refusal or neglect or failure
to carry out any of the provisions of the Railways Acts, and when and so often as the same
happel~s a full statement of the' canse of such
suspension shall be laid before both Houses of
Parliament within seven days after the commencement of the next session thereof; and if '
an address shall at any time during that session
be presented to the Governor by the Legislative
Council and the Legislative Assembly praying
for the restoration of such commissioner to his
office, snch commissioner shall be restored
accordingly; but if no such address be so presented, it shall be lawful for the Governor in
Council to confirm such suspension and to
declare the offic'e' of such commissioner to be
and the same shall thereupon become and be
vacant, as if such commisaioner were naturally
dead."
,

The Hon., F. BROWN called attention
to the fact that the provision in sub-section 3
depended upon an address being presented
to the Governor by the "Legislative
Councilor by the Legislative Assembly,"
whereas sub-section 4 contained a provision that an address to the Governor
'praying for the restoration of a commis,sioner to office would have to come from
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the" Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly."
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD thought
it was almost unnecessary to debate the
question embodied in this clause. Surely
Ministers could not expect the· House
to agree to provisions so manifestly onesided. The Minister would be the servant
of the Assembly, conseque~t1y the Council
would be snuffed out.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT thought it
would be as well to retain sub-section 3,
but it would require to be amended by
striking out the words "or by" towards
the ond of the sub-section, and substituting the word" and." The effect would
be to provide that an address for removal
must emanate from both Houses.
The amendment was agreed to.
').1he Hon. A. 'VYNNE expressed the
opinion that sub-section 4 should be
struck out.
The Hon.F. BROvVN remarked that the
Minister of Railways might be a member of
either the Upper or the Lower House of
Parliament, and if he suspended the commissioners he would naturally appeal to
the House of which he was a member, and
the other House would be ignored.
Tho Hon. N. FITZGERALD mdved the
omission of the word" and" (line 29), with
a view to the substitution of the word
"or." He said that if this amendment
was not agreed to the Minister might suspend any Commissioner of Railways, and
unless an address was presented to the
Governor praying for his restoration to
office by both Houses of Parliament the
suspension wOllld become operative for all
time, and be practically a dismissal. The
Minister of Railways need only induce the
Assembly to decline to take any action in
the matter to bring about that result. A
Minister, with a majority in the Assembly
at his back, had only to hold up his hand
under certain circumstances and they would
rally round him, and refuse to take any
action in regard to the Minister's suspension of a Railways Commissioner. Honorable members would agree with him
that :no address would ever be presented
from the Council praying for the restoration of a commissioner who had been
suspended except the circumstances were
of such a glaring character as to sa~isfy
honorable members that justice would
not be done unless the suspension was
removed ..
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES asked what
Minister of Railways would e:ver venture
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to suspend a Commissioner of Railways,.
except for the very gravest cause, if itrequired a vote of both Houses of Parliament to confirm the suspension 1 Only
in the most glaring case would the Ministerof Railways suspend a commissioner if the
law with regard to . such suspensions was
to be made what was now proposed, because
a Minister might suspend a commissioner
for good ·reason, and yet, if one House·
objected to the suspension, and petitioned
for the commissioner's restoration, the
commissioner would be reinstated if the
law was altered as now proposed, and the·
Minister would; of course, have to resign.
Why should the Council seek to hedge the·
Railways Commissioners round about more
securely than County Court judges ~ Section 10 of the County Court Act provided
that~

" All persons now being judges of any County
Court, and all persons who may hereafter be
appointed judges under this Act, and the present and every future judge of the Court of
Insolvency at Melbourne shall hold their offices
during good behaviour~ Provided always that
it may be lawful for the Governor to remove any'
snch judge or judges who shall be wilfully absent.
from Victoria without a reasonable cause, to be
allowed by the Governor in Council, or who shall
become incapable or w~o shall neglect to perform
the duties of his office or offices, or upon the
address of both Houses of the· Legislature. "

So that a County Court judge could be
removed (for anyone of the various causes
mentioned in that section) by the Governor,
acting under the advice of Ministers, without any reference of the matter to Parliament whatever. Surely it wa~ more
important that those who administered
justice in the colony should be securely
hedged round than for the Commissioners of Railways to be hedged round
in the manner proposed; and yet, if this
amendment was adopted, a commissioner
might be suspended for something which
in the opinion of the Minister of Railways unfitted the man for the position, and
unless it was so gross that the Minister
could get the consent of both Houses of
Parliament to the suspension, he would
have to resign if, on the petition of one
House, the commissioner was restored to
office~

The Hon. J. SERVICE said it struck
him very much in the light of an insult to
the Council for anyone to suppose that if
a Minister of Railways suspended a commissioner for good cause the Council
would fail to indorse that· suspension. The
case of a Railways Commissioner was not
on all-fours with that of a County Court
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judge, because there were several means
by which a County Court judge could be
removed from office; but he observed that,
when it came to a case in which the Houses
of Parliament were brought into play,
section 10 of the County Court Act required "the address of both Houses of
the Legislature" to remove a judge from
office. In this case it was proposed that
on the petition of one House a Commissioner of Railways might be removed from
office, but it would require a petition from
both Houses to secure the commissioner's
restoration. Why should the Council deprive itself of a power which had been in
it~ hands from the beginning of the present system under the existing law with
regard to the Railways Commissioners 1
The Council were asked to give up that
power, and place the whole government of
the rail ways and of the commissioners in
the hands of a chance majority ·in the
other House.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
Mr. Service was labouring under a mistake
with regard to the present law. The
Council had not had the power which was
now sought to be conferred upon them.
The Railways Act provided that the Legislative Assembly alone, ·by ·means of two
addresses to the Governor in two consecutive sessions of Parliament, with an
interval of" not le.ss than six weeks between them, could secure the removal of
a Railways Commissioner or Commissioners from office. The adoption of the
amendment now before the Chair would
take away that power from the Legislative
Assembly.
rrhe Hon. N. FITZGERALD observed
that no Ministry could live in this country
that interfered with the administration of
justice except for such unquestionable
cause as would warrant that action in the
judgment of the public. A Minister who
suspended a judge would undoubtedly
require to be backed up by public
opinion, because the judges always acted
in full .view of the public, who ,yere
thus ·as well able to judge his actions as
the Government; but was the Council
going to allow the Minister of R.ailways
to be in a position to suspend a Commissioner of Railways for all time unless the
two Houses of Parliament agreed in presenting an address to the Governor praying
to have the suspended commissioner restored
to office ~ The Council would never lend
itself to the presentation of an address
praying for the restoration to office of any
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commissioner if there was any doubt about
the merits of the case, and what he desired
to accomplish by his amendment· was to
prevent the Council from being dominated
over by some high-handed Minister in
another place. If his amendment was not
adopted, a Minister .of Railways who could
command a majority in the Assembly might
laugh at the Legislative Council after he
had suspended a Commissioner of Railways,
and the Council would be able to do nothing
in the matter. The amendment would place
. a restraint on the Minister's impetuosity of
temper, and prevent him putting his power
of suspending a commissioner in force
unless he was sure of the justice of the
act. To allow the clause to pass in its
present form would be to make every Commissioner of Railways a creature of the
Minister of Railways for the time being,
because he would only have to threaten
the commissioners with suspension if he
had got a majority of the Assembly, and
. tell them that they could get . no redress from Parliament in the event of
their suspension.
Remembering what
-they had witnessed long ago, he thought
the members of the Council would decide that the Minister of Railways should
not have the despotic power which this
clause, if not amended as he proposed, would unquestionably confer upon
him.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH inquired
what would be the position of affairs if a
Minister, with a large majority of the
Lower House at his back, suspended the
present Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, and a majority of the Council
got that commissioner reinstated ~ (Mr.
FitzGerald-" This House would not present a petition with respect to the removal
or restoration of a commissioner without
a complete knowledge of the facts.")
After all, there might be a difference of
opinion on the facts of the case between
the Council and the Assembly, and in that
case there would be a dead-lock.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said that
he had proposed his amendment for these
reasons: in the first place the Council
already possessed the power to bring about
the restoration of a suspended commissioner by presenting an address to the·
Governor; and, in the second place, ·he
believed that the Council would uever
take any action that was inconsistent with
its high character. Therefore, the Council
would not act in opposition to the Minister of Railways in regard to the suspension
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of a Rail ways Commissioner or Commis-' of 'those honorable members with regard
sioners unless honorable members were to the commissioners were disgraceful.
pl'epared to justify their action before the
The Hon. F. BROWN rose to order.
country; but the amendment woUld pre- He said that Mr. Melville was accusing
vent the Minister from taking such a honorable members of making a personal
serious step unless he was so ,sure of the matter of the business before the com-'
justice of his action in suspending a com: mittee. (Mr. Zeal-" He did not say you
missioner or commissioners that even the did it.") But that did not alter the case.
Legislative Council would support him.
The honorable member' had no right to
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH remarked impute motives to any other honorable
that the Government were responsible for member.
the finances of the country, and, supposing
The CHAIRMAN ..:.-The honorablememt,he commissioners worked the railways at ber has gone too far; he spoke of the proa dead loss, and the Government, deter- ceedings as disgraceful, and he has no
mined that they would not tax the people right to apply that ,term, even generally,
to make up the deficiency, suspended the
to the proceedings of this, House.
r:eo
commissioners, what would happen 1 (Mr. impute'motives to any class or individual
Bell-" Is it likely that the Council would in this House is clearly wrong, and the
oppose that action of the Government 1") honorable member should advance his
He believed the Council would at the pre- arguments without indulging in unparliasent moment, because a majority of honor- mentary language.
able members said the commissioners were
The HOll. D. MELVILLE stated that
in the right and the Minister of Railways possibly his language was too strong; but'
in the wrong.
(Mr. FitzGerald-"We the hands of the Minister of Railways were
have not s~1id that; we cannot determine being so tied that hewould hardly be able to
the matter without full information, and know what to do with "this man." The
therefore we asked for a Royal commis- . Council had arrived at a strange pass
sion.") There was no necessity for a when it was necessary for him to try to
Royal commission to obtain the informa- get fair play for the State in that House.
tion necessary to form a judgment on the All business was being suspended until
question.
certain honorable members saw clearly
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS observed that that a particular commissioner would be
the Minister of Rail ways could suspend specially taken care of, whatever might
the commissioners during a recess, and happen to the country. There was the
even if a commissioner was suspended matter of compensation involved in the
during the session and restored on the extension of his term of office.
address of either House there was nothing
The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
iil the law to prevent the Minister sus- member must pardon me for reminding
pending him again, and doing the same him that the simple question before the
thing twenty times if he cho~e.
Chair is whether in clause 9 the word
. 'fhe Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he must " and" be omitted; with a view to the inprotest against the proceedings of certain sertion of the word "or."
members of the Counr.il, wbo had occuThe Hon. D. MEL VILLE remarked that
pied three hours of valuable time at the if his remarks were out of order the reend of the session in fencing the Railways marks of those honorable members to
Commissioners in from the Minister of Rail- whom he was replying were surely out of
ways and the Govel'liment and in fasten- order too.
The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
il~g a man on the State whether the
Government or the Legislative Assembly member was out of order because he was
desired to get rid of him or not-in fact, ' going into the whole policy of the Bill,
this had been the most gross exhibition and not dealiilg with the amendment now
, he had ever witnessed in the Legislative before the Chair.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE expressed the
Council. There happened to be two or
three gentlemen in the Council who had a hope that after allowing other honorable
peculiar sympathy and friendship for a cer- members so much latitude the Chairman
tain official, and if they had their way would not tie him down, but would permit
neither the Government nor the Minister him to reply to the arguments that had
would have a show against their friend. 'been advanced. He would point out with
It was time the country should under-" iemphasis that the Chairman of the Railstand the matter; because the proceedings ways Commissioners was under the special
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shelter of some of the members of this
House.
'rhe CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
member is clearly out of order in making
that remark. That is imputing a direct
motive to honorable members of an insulting character, and the honorable meJ;llber
must see that such statements cannot be
,allowed. I put it to the honorable mem- ,
ber's common sense as to whether he was
not, by that remark, imputing that certain
members of this House were actuated by
improper motives as distinguished from
the motives which ought to actuate every
mem ber of this House in the discharge of
his parliamentary duties.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL expressed the
opinion that some latitude should be
,allowed to Mr. Melville.
The H~n. D. MELVILLE remarked that
while the Council was steadily protecting
the commissioners the Minister of Railways was being so placed that the whole
discussion presumed him to be unworthy
as compared with the commissioners. Too
much was being made of the necessity of
protecting the commissioners, and too
little of the necessity of protecting the
State through the Minister of Railways
and the Legislative Assembly; and he
protested in the strongest possible manner
against the exhibition that had taken place
in that chamber during the last three hours.
He trusted that the Government would
see it in the light he saw it, because he,
only desired to assist them in getting the
servants of the State brought under proper
,discipline, and made subject to the review
of the Minister and Parliament.
The Hon. S. FRASER stated that under
the present Act it was practically impossible to suspend or dismiss the Railways
Commissioners. Every reasonable and
proper precaution had been taken in drafting this clause to protect the commissioners
as far as high public servants should have
protection, and the power -to suspend a
commissioner was placed under all proper
and necessary limitations. The committee,
ought to go to a vote, and decide the
matter forthwith.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he would
like to ask Mr. Melville why he looked
down with such contempt on his fellowmembers, and showed such a spirit of
enmity towards Mr. Speight ~
The CHAIRMAN.-I think the honorable member is-The Hon. J. SERVICE asked the Chairman to allow him one minute's explanation
Session 1891.-[225]
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to show that there was no necessity to call
him to order.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked
that Mr. Melville had to 'withdraw an
expression that was not so strong as the
one just used by Mr. Service.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that he
would tell the committee why he made
use of that expression, and honorable members would see that under the circumstances it was justifiable. The moment
he had used the expression he expected
Mr. Melville to say" I am no enemy of
Mr. Speight," and then he (Mr. Service)
would have asked the honorable member
why he should charge other honorable
members with being friends of Mr. Speight.
The expression "enmity" was not intended
jn an improper sense, but was really a
quotation adapted from Mr. Melville's own
remarks, with a view to drive the thing
home to the honorable member's mind.
It was unfair for Mr. Melville to tell honorable members that they were "friends
of Mr. Speight," and impute improper
motives for their action in connexion with
this Bill. He (Mr. Service) had been in
public life for the last five-and-thirty
years, and he could say on his conscience that he never gave a, vote
in his life except from his conscience
- Iiever on personal or any other
ground j and it was not very pleasant
to hear a gentleman whom they all
respected speak of the views and actions
of honorable members as if in his soul
he believed that they were influenced
by imprope,r motives in dealing with
this Bill. There was no earthly justification for such _an assertion, and he
thought the honorable member did himself
injustice in making such an assertion, because when a man entertained groundless
suspicions of his neighbours one was driven
to the conclusion that he was measuring
things by his own bushel. Such a conclusion would, of course, not be fair in the
case of Mr. Melville, whom he had known
for so many years as a man who was
honestly anxious to discharge his public
duties in the public interest; but the honorable member should give to other honorable members the same consideration as
was extended to him.
The amendment was agreed to. '
Clause 51 was postponed.
Discussion took place on clause 52,
requiring the commissioners to furnish the
Minister with such reports, documents,
papers, J;llinutes, and information as might
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as regarded information such as mere extracts from books or statistics, which the
commissioners could have no reason for
"For the proper conduct of his public business the Minister shall be entitled at all times withholding, the adoption of this clause
would be most detrimental to the public
to put himself into direct communication with
all branches of the railway service and all service.
officers and employes, and also to see all docuThe Hon. D. MELVILLE said he was
ments, papers, and minutes which he may resurprised at objections being raised to
quire either for Parliament or himself, and to
certain things being done by a Minister,
be supplied with copies thereof, and also to
avail himself of the services and assistance of when th~ Railways Standing Committee
any officer or employe, or of any committee,
could do all those things. There seemed
Bub-committee, or conference."
to have been a good deal of terrorism about
The HOll. J. SERVICE expressed the this matter. Honorable members appeared
opinion that nothing would be more sub- to have a suspicion that the Minister
versive of discipline, or tend more to would be some sort of devil, who was
demoralize the public servants in the Rail- going into office to work mischief. Why
way department, than a provision in the should it always be suspected that the
Railways Act empowering the Minister to Minister was a man who was not acting
put himself into direct communication for the good of the country 1 It would be
with subordina;te officers and employes in most objectionable to divest the Minister
the department. (Mr. J. M Davies- of the ordinary functions of, a Minister.
" When you were Treasurer did you not The mere existence of the clause in the
put yourself into direct communication Bill was a surprise to him (Mr. Melville).,
with officers of your department ~") He The Minister could not be efficient unless
could not say that he ever did, but it had he felt it to be his duty to know everymany times happened that when he was thing that could be learned in his departconferring with the Under-Treasurer, who ment. It would be a great mistake to
was the head of the department, sub- cripple the efficiency of the Minister by
ordinate officers, whose duties naturally carrying out the suggestions which Mr.
made them more fully acquainted with the Service had made.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that he
facts in regard to p:uticular matters, were
sent for at the suggestion of the head of must have been a great offender according
the department to furnish information to the views expressed by Mr. Service,
which the head of the department had, for in his own department he received the
not got, and which it was not necessary fullest information and assistance from his
that he should be in possession of, but that subordinates, and even officers not in his
was a very different thing from proposing own department. Sub-section 4 of the
to empower the Minister of Railways to clause was framed because the Minister of
deliberately pass over the heads of the Railways had stated in his published corRail ways Commissioners, and go to their respondence that when on one occasion he
subordinate officers in the department. was discussing various railway subjects
Such an arrangement would be fraught with two of the commissioners, Messrs.
with mischief of every kind, and the result Ford and Greene, and he desired that the
would be most prejudicial. Another point accountant should be summoned to give
to be considered was, that the value of the some information~ the two commissioners
information to be obtained from a subor- expressed the opinion that the accountant
dinate officer by the Minister would be of ought not to be summoned until the
very little use to the latter, unless he Chairman of Commissioners, who was out
knew what the commissioners thought of of town, had retunled. Though the
the information. Suppose, for instance, Minister required information from the
that the accountant gave his opinion to accountant, he could not get it, even in
the Minister upon certain things which he the presence of two of the commissioners,
thought ought to be done in connexion because the cp.airman was out of town.
The Hon. T. DOWLING remarked that
with his department, the accountant
might previously have mentioned these it was determined in 1883 that the railthings to the commissioners, and the Min- ways should be placed in the hands of
ister heard only the accountant's 'side of the the commissioners, a,nd the people had
story, knowing nothing about the reasons ,made up their minds that the commisof the commissioners for not agreeing with sioners should carry out the wishes of the
the accountant's views. So that except country. It must be remembered that
be required by Parliament, and providing,
in sub-section 4, that-
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pressure had always continued to be
brought to bear upon the commissioners
by the people to increase the expenditure;
but he could not approve of the control
being given to the Minister.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT stated that the
honorable member who had just spoken
would, in his position as president of a
shire, consider that he had the right to
control everything. The Minister of
Justice had clearly shown from the extract he had read from Mr. Shiels' correspondence that the Minister was debarred
from obtaining valuable information in
the department simply because the Chairman of the Commissioners was absent
from town. To give the Miuister the
right of obtaining information in his
department when he required it would not
make him a spy. He (Mr. Pratt) would
support the clause.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that a
distinction was to be drawn between the
Minister .in the present case and the commissioners, because the latter were by
statute the head of the Railway department. Responsible Ministers in the other
departments occupied the positions of
peing complete controllers of the whole
office; but in the present instance Parliament bad taken the control out of the
hands of the Minister and given it to the
commissioners, and now honorable members wanted to go behind their own statute
and set aside the permanent head and his
responsibility.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said it seemed
to him that honorable members wished to
shield the commissioners and not consider
the Government in any shape or form.
It must be remembered that sometimes
the Minister would have to apply to an
officer for information when that officer
might be the offender whose action had
caused the Minister to seek for this information. What chance would there be in
such a case of the Minister obtaining the
information he sought1 Mr. Service would
certainly not allow this sort of thing in
his own firm. The honorable member was
denying to a Minister what he would not
deny to a private individ ual. (Mr. Service
- " You forget that in this case the Minister has no control.") If the Minister was
not allowed to seek for information from
any officer who could give it, as under the
ordinary circumstances of private life, the
business of the State could not be carried
on, and everything might as well be
handed over to the commissioners. If the
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commissioners had shown that they ~ere
carrying out their duties for the benefit of
the colony no one would be more willing
to support the amendment· than himself,
but there was incontestable evidence that
the administration had been most inefficient 'and grossly careless. There was
hardly a branch of the service which had
been carried on in a way which would be
permitted in private firms. It was the
bounden duty of the committee to invest
the Minister with the powers asked for.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
he did ·not object to the whole of the
clause. All he.wanted was to prevent the
service from being demoralized by powers
being given to the Minister which he ought
not to have. If it happened that a commissioner failed to furnish any papers
called for by the Minister he could suspend that commissioner immediately, and
he was sure that Parliament would indorse
that action. (Mr. Zeal-" Suppose you
were a member of a weak Gc)"vernment 1")
A weak Government could do a strong
thing.
He moved the omission of the
words" to put himself into direct communication with all branches of the railway
service, and all officers and employes, and
also."
The HOll. W. McCULLOCH contended
that the Minister should have power to in .
quire into the work of any officer.
The amendment was agreed to.
The clause, as amended, was then
adopted.
.
On clause 53, providing, inter alia, that
"in any action brought against the commissioners or any of their officers or employes
for any wrongful act, neglect, or default
of the commissioners as carriers of passengers, or common cauiers, or against
any officers or employes of the commissioners as such carriers, the court or the
jury shall not find or assess, nor shall
judgment be given or entered for the
plaintiff for damages for any sum of
money exceeding £2,000,"
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT moved that
the words " or common carriers" be
omitted. He did not know why these
'words were left in the clause, and they
seemed to be objectionable because they
might refer to goods, in which case persons
could recover £2,000 for losses sustained
by the non-delivery of goods.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. H. CD THBERT said he
thought that the words" as such carriers"
.ought also to be omitted.
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The Hon. N; FITZGERALD stated that
under the present law, unless special rates
were paid, there was a limit to which the
Railway department was liable for goods.
If the words "common carriers" were not
omitted the clause ,vould, by implication,
repeal the principal Act, and leave the Government liable to the recovery of £2,000
damages for the non-delivery of goods as
well as for injuries to passengers.
The Hon. J. SERVICE moved that the
words "or against any officers or employes
of the commissioners as such carriers be
struck out." These words were not required, and they were out o! place.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
some wrohgful act, neglect, or default
might be committed by any officer or
employe for which the Railways Commissioners would not be responsible.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS stated that
any actiQn for damages should 1;>e br~ught
against the Railways Commissioners, who
were responsible for the actions of their
employes. The clause as it stood would
leave it open to any person to bring an
action against an employe, and that might
involve interminable legal proceedings.
The Hon. W. ·A. ZEAL remarked that
Mr. Wynne had made a valuable suggestion that actions under this clause for
damages up to a certain amount should be
brought in the County Court. Under the
law as it stood, all such actions had to be
instituted in the Supreme Court, and the
costs w:ere consequently very heavy. He
must compliment the Government on the
ondeavour they were making to put an end
to the extortion which had hitherto been
practised. The clause would receive his
hearty support, but it would be an improvement if the suggestion made by Mr.
\Vynne was carried out.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
Mr. Wynne's suggestion could be made the
subject of a new clause.
.
The HQn. J. M. DAVIES said that he
was under the impression that there was
nothing to prevent such actions being
brought in the Comity Court.
The Hon. A. WYNNE stated that under
the. principal Act actions could not be
brought against the Railways Commissioners except in the Supreme Court, and
all that he would suggest was that actions
for amounts not exceeding £500 should be
heard in the County Court. He would
also suggest that if actions were brought
in the Supreme Court, and damages to the
amount of not more than £500 were
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awarded; only County Court costs should
be allowed. A case to recover £10 as
. damages ill respect to injury done by 'a
fire caused by a spark from an engine had
by the present law to be brought in the
Supreme Court, and several hundred
pounds might be expended in getting such,
an action tried.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he would
support Mr. Wynne's suggestions in order,
if for nothing else, to burst up the Bar
Association.
Mr. Service's amendment was agreed to,
and the clause, as amended,. was adopted.
The postponed clauses were then considered.
Clause 21 was struck out.
On clause 22, which was as fo11ows:"(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in
the Railways Acts, whenever the chairman
differs in opinion from the other two commissioners in respect to any matter before the
commissioners either the chairman or the other
two commissioners may furnish the Minister
with a report in writing setting forth the
matter of diffetence, and stating that it is one
of urgency and requires immediate decision;
thereupon the Minister, if he deem it expedient
and necessary, may in writing forthwith decide
the matter of difference, and every such decision
by the Minister shall have the like force and.
effect as if made by the commissionerfl, and
thereupon the commissioners shall carry out
such order, and take all steps necessary for the
proper execution thereof.
"(2) 'When and so often as the Minister
decides any matter pursuant to this section, a
copy of the report, setting forth such difference
and the urgency of the matter and any statements of the commissioners and a copy of all
. documents relating thereto and of the decision
of the Minister thereon, shall be laid before
both Houses of Parliament within seven days
after such decision if Parliament be sitting, or
if not then within seven days after the commencement of the next session thereof.,"

The HOll. J. SERVICE stated th'at :"vhen
clause 21-which had now been struck
out-was last before the committee, he
expressed the opinion that. it might be
made shorter and clearer by an amendment which the Minister of Justice had
drafted for him, and which was intended to
take the place of clause 21 and sub-section
1 of clause 22. It was as follows : "Notwithstanding anything contained in the
Railways Act, whenever the chairman differs
in opinion ~rom tJte .other two commissioners in
respect to any matter before the commissioners,
the chairman and other commissioners shall
forthwith furnish the Minister with a report in
writing setting forth the matter at difference,
and stating their reasons at length for their
decision upon the matter at difference. Thereupon the Minister, if he deems it expedient and
necessary, may in writing forthwith decide the
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matter at difference; and every such decision by
the Minister, when approved by the Governor
in Council, shall have like force and effect as if
made by the commissioners, and thereupon the
commissioners shall carry out such order and
take all steps necessary for the proper execution
thereof."

He begged to move the omission of subsection 1, with a view to the insertion of
the words which he had read. There was
nothing in this amendment which was in
principle antagonistic to clause 21 and
sub-section 1 of clause 22, but it would
put the matter in a more simple form.
'1'he Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that he
had intended moving an amendment to
this clause to provide that the majority of
the commissioners should rule, but the
amendment proposed by Mr. Service would
carry out that object, although in a somewhat less direct form. Hitherto the Chairman. of the Railways Commissioners had
been all-powerful, and the two assistant
commissioners had been practically dummies. 'rhe Chairman of the Rail ways Commissioners need not consult those gentlemen in any way whatever, but could decide everything himself. 'rhe Minister had
practically to indorse what the Chairman
of Railways Commissioners did. Such a
system would not be adopted in the
conduct of any private business. If Parliament was to recognise the value of the
assistant commissioners, it must give them
a certain amount of responsibility.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
it was absolutely necessary in the construction of any new railway that the Government and Parliament should have some
knowledge of what the lines would cost.
The practice hitherto had been for the Engineer-in-Chief to submit an estimate to the
Government, and the line was made upon
that estimate, but it only provided for a
portion of the work. It did not provide
for any of the subsidiary work or for the
equipment of the line, so that Parliament
and the Government really did not know
what the ultimate cost of any line would
be. In the old country when the engineer
of any railway company submitted to the
board of directors an estimate of the cost
of any line, the estimate had to include not
only the cost of constructing the line, but
of fully equipping it, and maintaining it
for some time to come. There would be
no difficulty in the Engineer-in-Chief of the
Victorian Railway department submitting
such an estimate to the Government and
to Parliament. The Engineer-in-Chief, in
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his examination before the Railways
Standing Committee, stated that when
certain works were considered to be necessary by the. Railways Commissioners for
the completion of the line, the cost of
those works was not in any way referred
to him. In some cases the cost of a line
had been increased from, say, £6,000 or
£7,000 per mile to £11,000 per mile when
fully equipped. The difference between
the two sums represented an expenditure
over which Parliament had no control, and
was it the desire of honorable members
that this system should be continued ~ He
intended now to propose that before the
letting of any new contract, the Engineerin-Chief should supply an estimate to
Parliament and the Government of the
actual cost of the line. ",Vithout such
information Parliament was travelling in
the dark in authorizing the construction of
lines, as they had no means of ascertaining
what would be the responsibility of the Government in the. future with regard to
those lines. On the previous evening the
Minister of Defence had intimated that a
sum of one million and several hundred
thousand pounds would be required for
the completion of existing contracts.
The lines constructed under the Act
of 1884 had cost the country something like £1,500,000 more than the
estimate of the department, so that
the cost had been more than doubled.
He begged to propose the following
clause:"Before tenders for the construction of any
raHway are advertised for by the board the Engineer-in-Chief shall prepare an estimate of the
cost of such raihvay and shall certify in writing
to the board" (a) The cost of all land, roads, bridges, culverts, and works, also engineering supervision, engines, and rolling-stock, and
a full equipment necessary for the
opening and working of the railway for
public traffic.
" (b) The cost of all additional works, stations,
and sidings which may be required
within a period of three years after the
railway has been opened for public
traffic." .

The Hon. N. THORNLEY said it should
be remembered that the great exteJ1.t to
which some of the railway construction estimates had been exceeded in the past was
due to the fact that the original estimates
had been based on mere flying. sU1~veys.
This was not the fault of the engineering
department but the fault of Parliament,
and no one knew that better than Mr.
Zeal. He knew that no engineer could be

~
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expected to give a proper estimate except
on the strength of a permanent survey.
But Parliament had shown itself so anxious
for railway construction at any rate and at
any cost that the engineers were driven to
rest upon data which they knew could not
properly be relied upon. Let Parliament
take its full responsibility in this matter.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said that he
would be very glad if the clause could be
amended so that railway construction
estimates should be laid before Parliament
before they were adopted.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported to the House
with amendments.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Bill was recommitted for the
consideration of clauses 5, 6, 24, and 51.
The Hon. J. SERVICE moved that the
following (which originally stood as subsection 2 of clause 6, and which had
been struck out) should be reinstated:" Immediately on such publication the line of
railway mentioned in such order, including all
land acquired by the board for the purpose of
such line and the inheritance thereof in fee
simple, shall become vested in the commissioners
for the purposes of the Railways Acts, and shall
be supervised and maintained by them pursuant
to the Railways Acts; and all further power,
duty, authority, or responsibility of the board
in regard to such line shall cease, the settlement
of past contracts alone excepted."

He himself vo ted for the omission, being
at the time strongly influenced by the
idea that not only construction but maintenance also should be handed over to the
Board of Land and Works. He then believed that the system obtained in New
South Wales, but he now found t.hat not
only was that not the case but such a
system could scarcely be said to obtain in
any country in the world. The practice,
was that the, authority which dealt with
railways in their commercial aspect dealt
also with maintenance. He would ask
any honorable member to mention a case
in which that was not the rule. Moreover,
he had been informed that persisting in
leaving out the sub-section would be productive of great inconvenience. For one
thing, the employes engaged in maintenance were now paid out of the revenue
obtained by the commissioners, but with
the sub-section omitted they would have
to be paid in a different and most awkward
way. Apar.t from that, there would be a
great danger in many ways. Supposing
an accident occurred, the officer in charge
of the traffic would have to play the farce
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of applying to the Board of Land and
Works for all the necessary supplies before
he could deal with the accident in order
to put matters right again. Besides, there
would be a great difficulty in adjusting
the responsibility. On these grounds, he
moved that the sub-section be restored to
the clause.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL thought that the
argument just put before honorable members was a perfectly novel one. It seemed
to him (Mr. Zeal) utterly absurd to suppose
that in the case of an accident the Engineerin-Chief would not be able to take all the
steps that would be necessary, and with
sufficient promptitude. Were honorable
members generally prepared to continue
this extravagant system of uniting maintenance with the traffic branch 1 If Mr.
Service's proposal was adopted, what would
be the outcome 1 It would be to perpetuate the evils of the last fifteen years.
There could be no proper control under
the dual system. On the other hand, if
the Engineer-in-Chief was made properly
responsible for the whole work of construction and maintenance, no difficulty
whatever would arise. Talk of the routine
and the red-tape that would interfere to
prevent the maintenance branch from
doing its proper work promptly in cases of
accident, was any difficulty ever felt on
any English or Scotch lines on that
account ~ None whatever. Besides, why
should the traffic branch undertake a work
of which they knew nothing ~ Did not
honorable members recollect the evidence
given by the late Engineer-in-Chief, Mr.
, Thomas Higinbotham, on this subject ~ (Mr.
Service-" At the time Mr. Higinbotham
gave that evidence there was no divided
body.") Yes, that was perfectly correct.
The engineer had the management of his
branch and the traffic manager had the
management of his branch, and the consequencewas that affairs were well conducted.
If the amendment were agreed to no one
would be more sorry for the outcome than
Mr. Service, because he would find himself
unable to approve of the working of a
system which was condemned by every
intelligent engineer. (Mr. Service-"What
is the practice in N e,w South Wales 1") He
was not referring to the practice in New
South Wales but to the practice all over
the rest of the world.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated that,
if the question before the committee at the
present time was the management of a
private system of railways he would be
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strongly inclined to agree with Mr. Zeal,
but such was not the case. It was a State
system of railways that had to be dealt
with, and it was well known that under
State management it was impossible to
take any employe from one branch to
another without an application to some one
in authority. That was mainly the case
with the State railways in this country.
What would be the consequence if on an
emergency the Board of Lands and Works
could not be made to act promptly ~ Why
that nothing could be done at a time when
it was of the utmost importance in the
interests of the community that something
should be done with the smallest possible
delay.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
a good deal was to be said in favour of the
contention of both Mr. Service and Mr.
Zeal, but he was bound, as the Minister
in charge of the Bill, to accept any amendment which would restore the measure to
the condition in which it was originally
introduced.
rrhe committee divided on the question
that the sub-section be reinstated in the
Bill21
Ayes
10
Noes
Majority for the pr.o..-} 11
position
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On clause 24, which was as fo11ows:"The Minister may at any time, in writing,
request the commissioners to propose, in writing,
a scheme for effecting an increase of income or
a decrease of expenditure, or for carrying out
any matter of policy specified by the Minister.
"If the Minister does not approve of any
scheme proposed by the commissioners he may
himself transmit to them any proposition for
effecting and carrying out such increase, decrease, or matter of policy, and thereupon the
commissioners shall take. all necessary steps to
give effect to such proposition.
"If any doubt or difference of opinion occurs
respecting the provisions of this section the
same may be finally determined by the Governor
in Council,"

The Hon. A. WYNNE moved the insertion of the word "or" after the word
"increase" (line 9). He said he intended to afterwards move the omission
of the words "or matter of policy."
The policy of the country under the present Act was to leave the administration
of the railways in the hands of the commissioners.
The amendment for the insertion of
the word "or" between the words "increase" and "decrease " was agreed to.
The committee divided on the 'question
that the words "or matter of policy" proposed to be omitted from sub-section 2
stand part of the BillAyes
14
Nooo
17

AYES.

Mr. Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brown,
" Brunton,
" Butters,
" Connor,
Cooke,
" Coutts,
Cuthbert,
" J. M. Davies,
" Dowling,

Mr. FitzGerald,
" Fraser,
Grimwade,
" C. J. Ham,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Service,
" Simmie,
" D. S. Wallace,
" Winter-Irving.
Teller.
Mr. Wynne.
NOES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Buchanan,
,. McCulloch,
Melville,
Morey,
" Pitt,

Mr. Sternberg,
" J. A. Wallace,
" Zeal.

Teller.
Mr. Gore.

The Hon. VV'. A. ZEAL remarked that
no one had given the Government more
.straightforward support with respect to
the measure than he had, but it turned
.out that the first time he attempted to
make any sort of a stand on his own account
they left him to, himself. He would leave
.on them the' responsibility of continuing
the present system of extravagance, to
whioh he had endeavoured to put a stop.

Majority for Mr. Wynne's} 3
amendment ...
. ..
AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
Buchanan,
" J. M. Davies,
" Gore,
C. J. Ham,
" D. Ham,
McCulloch,
" Melville,

Mr. Morey,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Sternberg,
" J. A. Wallace,
" Zeal.

Tellm·.
Mr. Fraser.
NOES.

Mr. Brown,
Brunton,
" Butters,
" Connor,
Cooke,
Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" Dowling,
" FitzGerald,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Grimwade,
Service,
Simmie,
Thornley,
D. S. 'Vallace,
Winter· Irving,
Wynne.
Teller •
Mr. Bell.

Clause 51 was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported with further
amendments, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
D AVIES, the Bill was read a third time
and passed.
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A message in timating how the Bill had
been dealt with was ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Assembly.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENrr BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legis~
lative Assembly, with a message intimating
that the Assembly did not insist on disagreeing with some of the Council's amendments, but did insist on disagreeing with
other amendments, and on the Assembly's
amendments in clause K.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
the amendments disagreed with by the
Assembly were not insisted upon, and the
Assembly'S amendments in clause K were
agreed with.
A message communicating the decision
arrived at by the Council was ordered to
be transmitted to the Legislative Assembly.
THISTLE LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed with one of the Council's amendments, and disagreed with the
Council's amendment omitting clause 4, in
which they desired the concurrence of the
Council.
The Hon. C. J. HAM moved that the
Council do not insist on their amendment
omitting clause 4.
The Hon. A. WYNNE said that clause
4 provided that a person summoned by a
thistle inspector should be assumed to be
guilty, and required to prove his innocence,
which was a complete reversal of the great
underlying principle of British justice.
There had never been any difficulty in
proving guilty persons to be guilty. This
proposal was made merely to save a thistle
inspector from studying a little botany,
but it would compel defendants to go to
great expense in many cases to bring
witnesses from various parts in order to
secure' merited dismissals. He trusted that
the Council would insist on the omission
of clause 4.
'.rhe .Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
the Assembly had agreed to the Council's
amendments with reference to certain
thistles, and this was surely a small matter which the Council might reasonably
concede to the Assembly. The clause
merely ,threw on defendants the onus of
proof, and it was similar to sections inserted in many Acts of Parliament in order
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to s~ve the State expense by throwing the
onus of proof on defendants.
.
The amendment omitting clause 4 was
insisted upon.
A 'message communicating the decision
of the Council was ordered to be sent to
the Legislative Assembly.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT
AMENDMEN'.r BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments in clauses 29 and 30.
On the ~otion of th~ Hon. A. WYNNE,
the amendments were agreed with.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDME:NT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they insisted on disa,greeing with the
amendments insisted on by the Council.
The PRESIDENT.-There is no order
made on this Bill.
The House adjourned at three minutes
to twelve o'clock, until three o'clock p.m.,
the following day.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, December 22, 1891.
Mining Department: Mr. John Gail-Sessional Arrangements- Lord Carrington and the Colonial·officeRailway Construction: Permanent Surveys of Lines
-Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill-Local
Government Act Amendment Bill-Constitution Act
Amendment Act Amendment Bill-Police Offences
Act Amendment Bill-Thistle Law Amendment Bill
-Licensing Ad Amendment Bill-Electoral Rolls
Purification Bill-Crimes Act Amendment BillWaterworks Construction Encouragement Act
Amendment Bill-Irrigation and Water Supply
Loans Bill-Defences and Discipline Act Amendl~lent'
Bill-Railways Act Amendment Bill.
The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
MINING DEPARTMENT.
Mr. BAILES (for Mr. FOSTER) asked the
Minister of Mines when he would deal
with the claim of Mr. John Gail for compensation for loss sustained in being remove~ compulsorily from his residence area
at Omeo~
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that Mr. John,
Gail's claim for compensation was under
the consideration of the department.
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PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr. T.
Sl\H'l'H, from members of the Church of
England in South Melbourne, in favour of
Bible reading in State schools.
LORD CARRINGTON AND THE
COLONIAL-OFFICE.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he
desired to call attention to a matter that
was the subject of comment in the House
about a month ago. He referred to the
speech delivered by Lord Carrington at.
Bristol. A full report of the speech had
been published in the Melbourne newspapers, and he thought t.hat there was
nothing in it that a politician in this
country would not indorse. N one of the
offensive expressions used in the cable
"message appeared in the speech, and that
showed how careful the House should be
in accepting statements that· were telegraphed from England. It was only due
to Lord Carrington, as the former Governor
of a neighbouring colony, that some reference should be made to this subject now
that a correct report had been received.
SESSION AL ARRANGEMENTS.
Mr. MUNRO moved"That the sessional order that no new business be taken after half-past eleven o'clock be
suspfilnded for this evening. "

Mr McLEAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to~
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.
PERlIIANENT SURVEYS.

Mr. GILLIES called attention to t.he
notices of motion given by the Minister of
Railways with reference to the construCtion
of the new lines of rail way recommended
by the Railways Standing Committee.
It was intended to ask the House to
affirm the expediency of constructing.
these lines. He would suggest that, as
this was probably the last day of the
session, the Minister of Railways instead
of entering into the merits of each of these
lines with a view of justifying their construction should submit a general resolution authorizing permanent surveys to be
made of all the lines recommended by the
Railways Standing Committee. The Minister of Railways might ask for authority
from the House to expend the necessary
money for the purpose of making these
permanent surveys, for it might be assumed
that there was prima facie evidence that
these lines were worthy of consideration.
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As a member of the late Government, he
(Mr. Gillies) might feel a little gratified at
the fact that all the lines that were recommended by the Railways Standing Committee were all included in the proposals
of the late Government.
Mr. SHIELS stated that in this matter
he was completely in the hands of the
House. He had intended telling the
House the exact position in which the
Government stood with regard to the
authorization of lines at the present juncture. Some time ago the Railways Commissioners were good enough to furnish
him with a statement of t.he possible dates.
at which contracts for all the lines recommended by the Railways Standing Committee could be let. (Mr. Murray-" You
propose now to remove construction from
the Railways Commissioners ~,,). He canie
prepared to propose to the House the
authorization of everyone of the lines
that had been recommended by the R.ailways Standing Committee, but, if the views
of honorable members would be adequately
met by the suggestion made by the leader
of the Opposition, he was perfectly willing'
to frame one general resolution which
would allow permanent surveys to be
undertaken, so that the House might be
in a position to deal fairly with these lines
when the Bill providing for their construction was submitted. The question of who
,vould be the constructing authority would
not make much difference as to the date of
the letting of the contmcts. The earliest
possible date at which a contract for any of'
the lines referred to could be let was the·
4th August, 1892, and that was the contract for the line from Nathalia to Picola,
which was less than 7 miles long. The
earliest date at which the contract for the
line from vVarracknabeal to Beulah could
be let was the 4th October, lS92; the line
from' Donald to vVirrumbirchip, 4th December, 1892; Alberton to Woodside, 4th
December, 1892; Natimuk to Goroke, 4th
January, 1893; Glenrowan to Hedi, 4th
February, 1893; rrraralgon to Merriman's
Creek, 4th February, 1893; Bloomfield
to McDonald's track, 4th April, 1893;
Prince's-bridge. to Scotchmere-street, Fitzroy, via Young-street, with a connecting line from Scotchmere-street to the
Royal-park and Clifton Hill line,
4th December, 1892; Prince's-bridge to·
Collingwood, via Wollington-parade, 4th
December, 1~92; Newmarket to Buckleystreet, 4th July, 1892. The line from
Newmarket to Buckley-street was the first
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metropolitan line for which the contract
could be let according to this statement;
and the line from Nathalia to Picola was
the first country line for which the contract could be let, and it was less than
7 miles in length. As no new lines
could be undertaken it was not necessary
to introduce a Bill at this juncture. The
financial position was this: Of the
£2,000,000 loan which the Government
hoped to be able to float some~imenext year
£1,370,671 had been allocated to the construction of lines already authorized and
works in progress, and the sum of £683,016
was required for water supply works
already authorized. These two items
exceeded the amount of £2,000,000 to be
borrowed on loan by £53,687, so that the
loan of £2,000,000 was practically hypothecated.
(Mr. McIntyre-" Will the
£25,000 cover the cost of all the permanent surveys~") Yes; he conferred with
the Railways Commissioners last week, and,
in deference to the views they expressed, the
amount of £10,000 which was originally
placed in the schedule of the Railway Loan
Application Bill for permanent surveys was
increased to £25,000. The Railways Commissioners assured him that that sum would
be quite sufficient to provide for permanent
surveys of the whole of the lines recommended by the Railways Standing Committee. The honorable member for Brighton on a previous occasion asked how the
permanent surveys could be entered upon
without an Act of Parliament. He then
told the honorable member that the per~
manent surveys could be made just as the
flying surveys were made, but the honorable member pointed out that some fractious
individuals might object to the surveyors
going upon their land. He put that point
to the Railways Commissioners and they
stated that they did not think an Act of
Parliament would be necessary. From t.heir
past experience, which now extended over
eight years, the Railways Commissioners
were of opinion that permanent surveys
could be made without an Act of Parliament; but in view of any contingency that
might arise he had prepared a short Bill,
which could, if necessary, be passed,
authorizing permanent surveys' of these
lines. He was in the hands of the House
in regard to this matter. Personally he
would prefer to simply take the necessary
power to carry out the permanent surveys,
so that the House would have before it
next session the necessary data to enable
it to determine upon the merits of the lines
Mr. Shiels.
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proposed. It was quite possible that
during the next four months the Railways
Standing Committee would make some
further recommendations, and these recommendations might be more urgent
from the point of view of merit than some
of those which had already been submitted
to the House. That was a consideration
that should not be overlooked.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he desired to
ask the Minister of Railways to consider
whether it would not be better, instead of
moving a general resolution authorizing
permanent surveys, to refer the lines
back to the Railways Standing Committee, and to allow that committee to
have the surveys carried out. Until
permanent surveys were made no correct
estimates could be given of the cost of the
lines. If the lines were referred back to
the Railways Standing Committee they·
would be in a position after the permanent
surveys had been made to submit to the
House all the information that would be
required to enable honorable members to
deal with the lines on their merits.
Mi. PATTERSON remarked that if the
motion for the permanent surveys included
the other four lines which the committee had
recommended-some of which were most
important, notably the McDonald's track
and the Laanecoorie lines-it would be all
right. Would the Minister include these
four lines ~ (Mr. Shiels-" Yes.") Then
he was satisfied.
Mr. SHIELS moved"That this House hereby resolves that
permanent surveys of the lines already recommended by the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways, as well as all lines
which may be recommended during the recess
by the said committee which the Governor in
Council declares should be surveyed, be permanently surveyed. "

Mr. STAUGHTON said it appeared to
him that this motion would commit the
next Parliament to the construction of
these lines. (" No.") That would certainlybe the effect of the motion unless
a proviso were added to the effect that
Parliament was not to be committed to the
construction of the lines. When the permanent surveys had been made it might
be found that some of the lines would be
so costly that Parliament would not be
justified in authorizing their construction,
but what would then be said ~ It would
be contended that Parliament had virtually authorized the lines by sanctioning
the permanent surveys, and, in addition
to that, the people who would be benefited
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by the lines would consider. that they had
a right to the1)l.
(Mr. Deakin-" The
motion will not bind Parliament to construct the lines unless it says so.") That
might be so, but when Parliament had
once sanctioned the permanent surveys
the people to be benefited by the lines
would consider that the lines were as
good as made, and \vould contend that
they should not be deprived of something
that had been promised.
Mr. PATTERSON stated that he objected to that part of the motion which
provided that any lines of railway recommended by the Railways Standing Committee during the recess should also be
permanently surveyed. The thing was
absurd. Before permanent surveys were
made the sanction of the Government
must be given, and was the House now
to authorize the Railways Standing Committee to go into the country and to
recommend a number of lines, and then
to cause surveys to be made· of them
whether Parliament desired it or not 1
That part of the resolution must be
struck out. Honorable members knew
what lines had already been recommended
by the Railways Standing Committee,
and they were not unwilling that permanent surveys should be made of them.
But to give to the Railways Standing Committee a roving commission to recommend
lines which the Goverllmentwould be bound
to permanently survey, so that people
would believe that they were about to be
constructed, would be an extremely improper departure. In some instances as
much money had been expended on permanent surveys as would make many
miles of railway.
.
Mr. SHIELS said the honorable member's objection might be met by the adoption of words like these:"But no such survey may he taken to imply
that such lines will be authorized hereafter."

He did not, however, think the adoption
·of such words at all necessary.
Mr. PATTERSON remarked that that
was not what he was contending for.
First, he objected to the unnecessary expenditure of many thousands of pounds
by the Government.
It would be different if the resolution referred to future
lines that might hereafter be recommended
by the Governor in Council. Those lines
could be added afterwards.
Mr. MADDEN thought that under all
the circumstances a very reasonable compromise had been arrived at. Instead of
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authorizing the construction of rines only
the permanent surveys were to be undertaken. He thought it should be an
instruction to the Railways Standing
Committee that their attention should be
specially directed during the recess to the
construction of lines running into the
grain-growing districts of the colony.
Mr. MASON thought it would be a
great mistake to allow the statement of
the honorable member for Castle maine
(Mr. Patterson) to pass. (An Honorable
Member - "What statement 1") That
thousands and thousands of pounds had
been wasted on the permanent surveys of
lines. As a matter of fact, in this country,
with one solitary exception, the permanent
survey of a line had never been made until
the line itself was authorized. 'rhat exception was the line from Heyfield to Bairnsdale. Hitherto the construction of a line
had followed the permanent survey as a
matter of course. . No doubt a great deal
of money had been wasted on trial surveys,
but honorable members must not confuse
one kind of survey with the other. (Mr.
Shiels-" There have been frequent permanent surveys before construction was
authorized.") He was not aware that
that had ever been done; if it had it
must have been done on the responsibility
of the Government. But he understood
that the present Government were not
prepared to assume the responsibilities
which the late Government took upon
themselves. He was ready to support the
Government in their present proposal.
Mr. ANDERSON said it was certainly
very advisable that the resolution should
refer to other lines than those already
recommended by the committee. There
were several important lines now under
the consideration of the committee which
it was highly desirable should be permanently surveyed in the way that other
lines were t.o be.
Mr. FERGUSON said he was quite
aware that there were lines not yet recommended by the committee which it was
important to have permanent surveys of.
He presumed that after these permanent
surveys were made the construction of the
lines would be undertaken according to
their respective merits. If each line could
not be fully justified it was to be hoped
that the House would not sanction its
cons truction.
Mr. ARMYTAGE considered that there
was no reason for the permanent survey
of any more lines than those referred to in
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the proposal of the Minister of Railways.
Whatever was done nothing could be
undertaken in the way of construction
before· the end of next year. He thoug!?-t
that from the first the responsibility of
ordering the permanent surveys should
rest with the Minister. ThEm it would
be known where the responsibility rested.
It would not rest with a body which could·
not be got at.
Mr. BURROvVES said he did not like
the resolution before the House, for the
reason that if it were carried it would
commit the colony to a very large expenditure. Considering the present financial
condition of the community, he, for one,
could not support many of the lines recommended by the committee. He did
not t:Qink that some of them should or
would be carried out for ten years to come.
The proper course would be to confine the
resolution to a very few lines.
Mr. MURHAY admitted .that there was
a good deal of force in the contention of
.the last speaker, but his remarks were to
some extent in a wrong direction. The
point was that it was unfair to give precedence to certain lines. There might be
lines not. yet recommended that were
better than any of the lines that had been
recommended. Perhaps if exact justice was
done it would be well to deal definitely
with the construction of no line until the
committee had gone through the whole
proposals, and made recommendations
thereon. It would be unfair to order the
construction of any railway until every
line recommended by the committee
had beon permanently surveyed. After
all, what was the committee for, and
what were the Government for ~ Were not
the Government supposed to select the
most deserving lines, and submit them to
Parliament ~ Now it was only when the
permanent survey had been made that the
cost of a line could be ascertained. On
the other hand, if a wholesale order for
permanent surveys was given, what would
it result in ~ All sorts of influences would
be brought into play, and the Government
would not be able to resist them. The
country would b~ put to an unknown
expense.
Moreover, the great survey
staff which had so recently been dispensed
with would have to be reinstated. It
should not be forgotten that £25,000 was
all that was provided for surveys. . Besides, there was no occasion for anything
but what might be called slow progress,
so that too large a staff would not be
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called for. He did not altogether believe
in the Government making this change of
front-first coming down with certain recommendations, and then altering them at
the bidding of the leader of the Opposition.
Mr. C. YOUNG thought there was a
good deal in the contention of the honorable member for Bourke vVest. Apart
from that, he would like to know if the
Government had ascertained the strength
of the present survey branch ~ . What
work would they be able to do during
the recess ~ Because of late the staff had
been greatly reduced, and it would be
unwise to bring it up again to its former
dimepsions.
rrhe Minister of Railways
now proposed to have a permanent survey
not only of the lines on the notice-paper,
as well as the lines proposed by the honorable member for Brighton, but of as many
others as might be adopted by the Governor in Council during the recess. Now
the recess would not probably last more
than four or five months.
Mr. GRAVES' said he did not exactly
understand the present proposal. When
he took his seat that evening he saw from
the notice-paper that the Minister of
Railways was going to propose the construction of certain lines-the lines recommended by the Railways Standing Committee; but actually before the honorable
gentleman had gone far he was found
adopting the amended proposal suggested
by the leader of the Opposition. So that
what was before the House was not the
proposal of the Government which had
been placed on the notice-paper, but the
diametrically opposite proposal submitted
by the Opposition. Moreover, it was to
be observed that carrying the latter proposition would involve an unknown expenpenditure. Well, he, for one, was not quite
prepared to adopt the substituted proposition. It was very desirable that some
lines should be permanently surveyed,
but he believed that it was extremely
unlikely that construction would follow "the
permanent survey of certain other lines;
and in the meantime the large expenditure he had spoken of. would be incurred.
Could the Minister of Railways have the
slightest idea what would be the cost of
the permanent survey of the lines recommended by the committee ~ Assuredly
not. Then why pledge the country to an
unknown expenditure ~ He (M~·. Graves)
was much surprised at the course followed.
Under other circumstances the counter
proposal of the honorable member for
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Eastern Suburbs would be taken as a vote
of no confidence. . Being personally in his
representative capacity interested in one
,of tho lines proposed, he (Mr. Graves)
would like to know something about it.
He referred to the line from Glenrowan to
Hedi. In 1876 the honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs, as th~ Minister of Railways of tho then McCulloch Government,
proposed this line among eight others, but
that Administration went out of office soon
after. Ho (Mr. Graves) wanted to explain
that he would vote against the general
proposition of tho GoveJ,'nment, because he
was anxious not to jeopardize the construction of the particular line he was
interested in. He was strongly impressed
with the feeling that the construction of
the line from Glenrowan to Hedi should
not be delayed for an hour.
Mr. PATTERSON said that, with the
permission of the House and in order to
bring the matter to an issue, he begged to
move the omission from the motion of the
.following : " As well as all lines which may be recommended dnring the recess by the said committee,
and which the Governor in Council declares
should be surveyed."

rrhe committee was appointed to recommend to the House, and during the recess
there was no House, and, therefore, they
had no authority to recommend railways
in the recess, and it would be highly improper for them to do so.
Mr. OFFICER seconded the amendment.
Ho said the House ought to have an opportunity of considering whether particular
lines should be permanently surveyed
before public money was expended on the
work.
Mr. WILLIAMS said that he desired it
to be understood that in voting for this
motion he did not commit himself to the
whole of the lines r.ecommended by the
Railways Standing Committee, because
there were several of those lines that he
would oppose to the utmost when Parlia'ment was asked to authorize their construction. With regard to the amendment
suggested by the Minister of Railways
and the amendment submitted by the
honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr.
Patterson) he would like to point out that
according to the law all recommendations
from the Railways Standing Committee had
to be made to the House, and, as it was
impossible that the committee could report
to the House after the prorogation, the
lines already recomme~lded were all that
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could be surveyed, and therefore this debate
was simply moonshine. It was physically
impossible also that any more lines could
be surveyed before the House would be
again in session, and consequently honorable members were fighting mere shadows.
All new railways should be permanently
surveyed beforo they wore authorized to
be constructed, because many lines which
had been authorized on flying surveys and
false reports had been found on permanent
survey almost impossible of construction.
A line that was authorized at the instance
of the honorable member for Castlemaine
(Mr. Patterson) had actually to be abandoned. (Mr. Patterson-" That would be
a very good argument for not surveying.")
He hoped the majority would be against
the proposal to allow the committee to
recommend other lines for permanent ,survey during the recess.
Mr. HARPER remarked that this discussion had clearly shown that the House
was not yet' rid of the entanglements of .
octopus Railway Bills. When the House
passed the Act creating the Railways
Standing Committee it was on the clear
understanding that the committee should
report to the House, and that the House
should express its 'opinion on the railways
recommended. As the committee's report
came before them on the last day of the
session, the only way they could refrain
from stopping railway construction altogether was to survey the whole of the
lines recommended by the committee; and
when the House met again next session
it cOllld consider them on their merits.
He felt that they were asked distinctly to
go in the teeth of the policy of the Railways Standing Committee Act, and he
agreed with the honorable member for
Castle maine (Mr. Patterson) that it was
an infringement of that Act to allow the
committee during the recess, when Parliament and the committee would die together, to recommend the permanent surveys of further lines and to give the
Governor in Council power to say that
those lines should be surveyed, because
the House would have no say at all in the
matter, and the intention of the Act was
that the House, and not the Governor in
Council, should have that power. (Mr.
Cameron-"Mr. Patterson has proposed his
amendment because he has got his line.")
(Mr. Patterson-" I have not. got any line
in view.") He trusted honorable members
would not suppose that he was speaking in
view of certain lines, and if he saw any way
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out of the difficulty he would certainly
suggest that none of the lines should be
surveyed until the House had had an
opportunity of considering the recommendations of the committee and the grounds
upon which those recommendations were
based. But they could not stop railway
construction altogether, because that would
be detrimental to the interests of the
country, and yet there was 110 doubt that
when a line of railway was permanently
surveyed the people of the district through
which it passed considered they were defrauded of something which was their
right if the line was not constructed.
In view of the small survey staff available they would be endangering the construction of a necessary number of lines
if they were to authorize the Governor
in Council, on the recommendation of
the Railways Standing Committee, to
order the permanent survey of other
lines than those already reported upon,
because it was quite out of the question
that during the next six months even
the twelve lines already recommended
could be surveyed; and, therefore, they
would put into the hands of the Government the selection of the lines that were
~o be permanently surveyed if they did
not adopt the amendment of the honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson). There was no getting away from
that, but they ought to limit it as much
as possible. (Mr. Cameron-" Reject the
lot.") But that would mean stopping
rail way construction for the next two
years. (Mr. Mclntyre-" It will be two
years before you can do much.") It
would be a year before they could
do anything. He believed that a line
ought to be constructed to the district of
the honorable member for Evelyn. The
northern suburbs had been waiting for
twenty years for railway communication,
and the House, no doubt, was willing to
grant it; but if all those lines were to he
surveyed at once there was no chance of
a number of very important lines being
surveyed.
Mr. MUNRO said he confessed he did
not understand the objections of the honorable member for Bourke East (Mr.
Harper). (Mr. Harper-"l did not object.")
He confessed he did not understand the
object of the honorable member's speech
at all. The great difficulty honorable
members had laboured under for years was
that Railway Bills had been submitted
without any proper information, and the
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proposal now was that the House should
receive such information as would enable
honorable memb~rs to intelligently deal
with any railway construction proposals
that might be laid before them. The
motion before the House said that the
lines that had been reported upon by the
committee, and such other lines as they
might report on during the recess, should
with the consent of the Governor in Council,
be permanently surveyed. (Mr. Harper
- " That is the only point I object to.")
The amendment of the honorable member
. for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) was to
the effect that lines on which the com·
mittee had not already reported to
the House should not be permanently
surveyed. Now he ventured to say there
was nothing in that objection. The report of the Railways Standing Committee
must come before the next Parliament,
and it would be all the more intelligently
dealt with if the lines on which the' com·
mittee then reported had been perma·
nently surveyed in the meantime. When
the Minister of Railways proposed to bring
these lines before the House he (Mr. Munro)
felt a difficulty in supporting the proposal,
because he had not had time .to look into
the matter, and the committee, which had.
done a large amount of valuable work,
had not the information it ought to have
had before it reported to the House. But
suppose when Parliament next met all
these lines had been permanently surveyed.
(Mr. Harper-" Is that possible ~") He
was not dealing with physical possibilities
or impossibilities, but with the question
of the authority of this House. This House
had to give the authority for lines to be
permanently surveyed. (Mr. Patterson"The motion says nothing about this
House; it says Governor in Council.")
Parliament had already authorized an
expenditure of £25,.000 on permanent
surveys, and no more money could be
expended on permanent surveys until the
authority of 'Parliament was given. After
the permanent surveys of these lines had
been made every one of them _could be
submitted separately next session, and the
House could decide as to the expediency
or otherwise of authorizing their construction, having before it the full information obtained by means of the permanent
surveys. Surely that information was
necessary to enable the House and the
country to judge whether these lines
should be constructed or not.
It
would very much advance the construction
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of any lines Parliament might authorize
next session if the permanent surveys
were made in the meantime, aud the
House would then be able to obtain some
reliable idea of the actual cost of the
proposed lines. (Mr. Harper-"You should
make it clearly understood that the permanent survey of a line does not necessarily
mean that it will be constructed.") The
honorable member surely knew that the
permanent survey of a line did not commit
Parliament to the passing of that line
afterwards. (Mr. Staughton-" People
outside the House think so.") They
could not help what people thought.
(Mr. Staughton-" They will let us know
what they think at the elections.") As
far as he was personally concerned he
had no objection to putting that in the
motion, but it would really be of no value.
All the motion asked was that the
Governor in Council should be empowered
to authorize the permanent survey of any
lines recommended by the Railways Standing Committee in the recess. (Mr. Patterson-"Thatcourseisillegal; the committee
cannot report to anybody except the
House.") There was nothing illegal on the
part of this House authorizing the Governor
in Council to survey any lines it thought
proper. (Mr. Patterson-Ie You can pass
any foolish motion you like, but the law
says that the committee 6hall report to the
House.") There was no law with regard
to permanent surveys, and the Railways
Standing Committee had recommended
that they should be allowed to have permanent surveys made in order that they
might be able to submit correct information to Parliament with regard to those
lines, and the committee's report could be
made to the House accompanied by the
information from the permanent surveys.
(Mr. Patterson-" After you have wasted
the money on permanent surveys.") Now,
the honorable member had made two
speeches already. (Mr. Duffy-" Three.")
And the last of the three was the least intelligent of the lot. Honorable members
generally would surely agree that the
report of the Standing Committee ought
to give them some trustworthy information
as to what the actual cost of new lines would
be, and a permanent survey would enable
the committee to give Parliament a very
correct estimate of the cost. He would
like very much to see the law amended so
that the committee should not be able to
recommend any lines to the House until
after they were permanently surveyed,
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because in the past Parliament had authorized the construction of lines that had
cost three times as much as the estimates
submitted to the House. (Mr. Patterson
- " And you are going to repeat that.")
They were going to save themselves and
the country from its repetition, and the
honorable member for Castlemaine must
surely be enamoured of that system, or
he would never have proposed such an
amendment.
Mr. CAMERON observed that he was
strongly opposed to the amendment of
the honorable member for Castlemaine
(Mr. Patterson), who was apparently quite
willing to swallow the twelve lines recommended by the committee without considering them. The amendment came
with a bad grace from a member for a
a district that had already got its fair share
of railways. (Mr. Patterson-" vVe don't
want any more Healesville lines anyhow.")
The Railways Committee might recommend
during the recess some lines that ought to
be constructed before any of the twelve lines
already recommended. The committee
had not been in a position.to decide which
were the best of the proposed new lines,
and they might come across a line that
would pay much better than any of these
twelve lines, and, if they reported to
that effect during the recess, that line
ought to have the same advantage of a
permanent survey as the lines already recommended.
Mr. G. D. CARTER stated that he did
not understand when the Railways Standing Committee was appointed that Parliament was to hand over to the committee and
the Government the decision as to which
lines should be permanently surveyed, and
which should not. He understood that
this House was to decide the permanent
surveys, and that the committee were to
take evidence with regard to proposed
lines, and submit it to the House with
their recommendations, and that then the
House, after considering the committee's
report, and the evidence they had adduced,
was to decide whether it was desirable to
go on with the construction of those lines
or not. The present proposal of the
Government amounted to this, that the
Railways Standing Committee could recommend any line it liked~ and that the
Governor in Council could concur in the
recommendation notwithstanding that the
House was not in session. What a magnificent handle it would be for the Government
to secure the support of country candidates
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at the next general election. He could
Mr. BAILES expressed. the opinion that
speak with perfect frankness, because he the suggestion of the leader of the Oppohad no railway to advocate. Every ad- sition must commend itself. to the House,
ditional railway made was so much to the because at this late period of the session
advantage of Melbourne, and therefore he there was not enough time to consider
would be delighted to see more railways the proposal of the Government, an~ the
made. But if the Government were to information obtained by the .pennanent
have it in their power to tell different can- survey of the lines already recommended
didates that they should or should not by the Railways Standing Committee
have a permanent survey made-(Mr. would enable the House next session to be
Murray-" Ur the members of the Rail- in a positiolJ. to give an intelligent vote in
ways Committee.")-yes, or the members regard to each of those lines when they
of the Hailways Committee, that was not were submitted by the Government for
desirable. While he (Mr. Carter) was a the consideration of Parliament. Beyond
strong supporter of the proposal to ap- the recommendations of the committee,
point this committee, he certainly wished there was nothing before the House to show
that it should be the servant of the House whether those lines could be made at the
and not its master. The position in which cost mentioned. Reliable information on
the Government were trying to put them- that score could not be 'obtained withselves and the committee would make out a permanent survey, and it would be
them masters of the House so far as rail- simply impossible without that informaway construction was concerned, and the tion for this House to come to a judicious
Minister for the time being would share determination with regard to the proposed
'that masterdom, and hold a divided power lines. At the same time, it should be
with the committee-a power which would clearly understood that the fact of these
·enable him to say, "This line shall, and permanent surveys being authorized by
that line shall .not, be permanently sur- the House was in no way to indicate to
veyed." There was no urgent necessity to the people interested that the railways
permanently s urvey the proposed lines at all. were to be constructed. As a rule, when.
The Government had not got the money to permanent surveys were· made the people
.construct one railway; and it was quite un- . in the district naturally thought that the
necessary for them to send men about the construction of. the. lines was a foregone
country spending any amount of money in conclusion j but unless the information
permanently surveying lines of railway obtained by the permanent surveys caused
which a year hence Parliament might refuse . him to materially alter his views, he would
to authorize. In this young country circum- , possibly feel called upon, if a member of the
stances changed so rapidly that it might House next session, to vote against many of
very easily happen that Parliament would the lines recommended by the committee.
decide to authorize a line to be commenced 'rhere was a great deal of force in the
from one place instead of from another, contention that some of the lines which the
and it would be misleading the people of committee might recommend during the
the various districts to have permanent recess ,vould be as important as, if not more
surveys made, because they would believe important than, some of those already subthat Parliament intended to authorize the mitted to the House. Like the honorable
construction of those lines, and persons member for Melbourne, he and his colwould be induced to buy land along the league were not interested directly in any
routes on the assumption that the lines proposed new railway, and he would like
would be constructed. If permanent sur- to see railway construction carried on with
veys were to be made, they should cer- a single eye to the public interests. He
tainly be confined to the lines already understood that there was to be a monster
recommended by the Railways Standing meeting in the northern district to devise
Committee. The House had had the com- means for handing over to the Government
mittee's report, and knew the reasons all the land required for railway purposes,
why the committee had recommended the and that was a step in the right direction,
construction of these lines j but he could because the Government expected to get
not see why the House should commit it- the land necessary for new railways given
self to some unknown quantity in the to them-in fact, that was part and parcel
way of permanent surveys, and therefore of the conditions. There were sixteen lines
he would vote for the amendment of the to be permanently surveyed, and as the
survey branch of the Railway department
honorable member for Castlemaine.
Mr. G. D. Carter.
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was very low at present, what was the use
of authorizing more' surveys than could
possibly be made'in the time ~ 'rhe next
rurliament would assemble in or before
June, 1892, and they had the Minister's
statement, on the authority of the commisHioners, that the very first of these lines
for which tenders could be called would
be some time in July next year. Therefore, there was no necessity for rushing on
.with the survey of a great number of lines.
He presumed that the rail ways recommended by the committee would takeprecedence in the matter of permanent survey over
all other lines, and the lines already recommended would occupy the whole of the
survey staff of the Railway department
for the entire recess. By· the time the
House met again the information obtained
by means of these permanent surveys
would be available and the work of
surveying many of these lines out of hand,
and the House would be in a position to
determine which lines should be constructed, and to order surveys of other
lines recommended by the committee in
the order of the committee's recommendation.
Mr. DOW said there seemed to be a
peculiar charm for honorable members in
the question of railway construction, but
if the House was going to discuss the
merits of the railways recommended by
the 'committee, the Government would
not make much progress with business,
because the question would arise whether
the lines recommended by the committee
were the lines that could put in the best
claims for permanent survey. Were they
going to brand the twelve lines recommended by the committee for permanent
survey, and send forth to the country a
sort of idea that no other railways were
to get that mark of special .approval?
He could not understand what possible
()bjection there could be to the Railways
Standing Committee being allowed to go
forward with their work in the manner in
which they had commenced it. 'rhat committee was either worthy of the confidence·
of the House or it was not. (Mr. Murray·
- " What do you want surveys fod")
How would it be possible to deal with the
recommendations of the committee as
regarded any line without a survey ~
The House would not be in a position
to express an opinion upon the merits
of a line until a permanent survey had
been made. The object of the committee
. was to enable the House to escape from
Session 1891.-[226]
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the dilemma it had been placed in in
times past in consequence of having to
decide upon rail ways with insufficient
data before it, with the result that lines
which had been authorized had been afterwards found to cost three or four times
the amount of the original estimates. It
was absurd to say that because the committee had only ha¢l time to submit twelve
lines that those t\velve lines should be·
advanced to a position of fictitious dignity
in the eyes of the country, as if there
·was something peculiar about them which
other lines did not possess. No doubt a
few members were interested in those lines,
but there were other members who were
ipterested in lines which the committee
had not yet had time to consider. He
would support the proposal that the committee should be allowed to go on selecting
lines, and that the lines should be permanently surveyed as soon as the selection
had been made.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said he considered
the proposal of the Government to be a
fair and just one. In the first place he
understood that the whole of the sixteen
lines mentioned were to be permanently
surveyed; and, secondly, that all the lines
which might be recommended by the Railways Standing Committee would be permanently surveyed, the committee having
pO\ver to recommend to the Governor in
Coullcil that a permanent survey should
be made of any particular lirre. Indeed
the committee, in its first report to the
Legislative Assembly, had asked the House
to give it that power. In its report
of July last the committee said, "The
committee would suggest that they be
empowered in cases where they think it
necessary to give directions for the permanent survey of any line the construction
of which it is proposed to recommend;'~
and also " the House will then be
placed in a position to determine whether
the particular class of railway recommended will meet the requirements of the
district to be served." It was a question
whether under the 2nd sub-section of
section 12 of the Act the committee had
not got power to order surveys if the
Governor in Council would recommend an
appropriation of the money. The latter
portion of that sub-section said, "Generally the committee shall in all cases take
such measures and procure such information as may enable them to inform
and satisfy the Legislative Assembly as
to the expediency of carrying out
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the . work in question." If the com- amendment were carried it would be a
mittee could take " such measures" great injustice to other lines which had
one of them might be to include per- not yet been reported on by the committee.
manent surveys, and the only difficulty He approved of some of the lines submitted,
would be that they would require a sum but there were others not yet dealt with
of money to carry out the surveys. The by the committee which were far more
Government proposal was just and reason- urgent. rfIle committee had been dealing
able, because it was the duty of the com- with lines up to a certain point, and it
mittee to recommend particular lines for would be 'most unfair to ignore those
construction, though it was no part of their which they had not yet had time to report
duty to determine. that one line should upon. N ext session, honorable members
have priority over another. That matter would be in a better position to know
unquestionably rested "\vith the Govern- which were the best lines to adopt in the
ment of the day, which led this House. The interests of the country. At the present
matter of priority, as regarded lines recom- time no member could say that he ,vas
mended to the House, mustdepend upon the possessed of all the information that was
order in which the lines were submitted to necessary to enable him to arrive at a
the committee, but it ought to be dis- decision as to which were the best lines
tinctly understood that a line which had to recommend for construction. He was
been permanently surveyed was not neces- glad that the Government had adopted
sarily the line which would be first con- the suggestion of the honorable member
structed. No doubt a large number of for Eastern Suburbs, in order that
membE)rs of the House were in favonr of breathing time might be given before
a line to the northern suburbs, ,vhile a the construction of railways was prolarge number of other members were in ceeded with. 'rhe conditions surrounding
favour of lines being constructed to the new lines could not possibly be underwheat districts; but the question of stood before the permanent survey had
priority should be determined by the be on made, and it was very desirable that
House, on the suggestion of the Govern- an interval of some months should occur
ment. The great object to be attained before the House decided what lines should
was the hastening on of railway con- be recommended. He ,,'ould not like to
struction. It now appeared. that no per- give his support to another octopus Bill;
manent surveys could be made for six or but at the same time he thought that the
seven months, and that no contracts could House ought to haye a much larger number
be entered into for nine months. Two or of .lines to select from than had yet been
three years had been lost .through various submitted.
Mr. FERGUSON remarked that he could
causes of delay, and the earliest time at
which new railway construction could be not understand why nine-tenths of the proentered upon was October. or November posed lines in t.he colony should be shut
next. The House ought certainly to have out in favour of those which were snba larger choice than was offered by the mitted. Statistics ought in every case to
sixteen lines which had been mentioned. be furnished to the House, so as to enable
As the committee would, by-and-by, re- it to understand whether the district· concommend, say,' 30 lines, the House would cerned would be likely to repay the cost of
have a sufficient choice in due time; and construction. If the lines were not surnext year tenders could be called for, so that veyed it would be impossible to accurately
construction might be rapidly proceeded estimate the expense. He believed that
the Railways Standing Committee had
with. He would support the motion.
Mr. HALL suggested that the honorable performed their duties properly, and that
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) they had not been influenced by the Goshould withdraw his amendment. He . vernment. He was acquainted with lines
could not see any reason in support of it, which were greatly to be preferred to those
unless it was that the lines which. had which were now recommended, and it was
been mentioned should have pre-eminence not possible at the present moment to
over all the others. Was the honorable . determine which were the best.
Mr. BAKER submitted that the House
member in a position to say that the lines
now recommended were the best lines was only taking up the position which any
.which had been brought under the notice private business man would take up in such
of the committee 1 (Mr. Patterson-"We a matter when it asked that specifications
have no knowledge at present.") If the of the lines should be prepared before the
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eontracts were Galled for. A very important
line was the one projected from Dimboola
to Werrap, but the committee had not
, yet been able to report on that line.
When Parliament next met it would be
found that the country members would
not permit the interests of their districts
to be ignored while millions o~ money were
being spent in and around Melbourne.
Unless authority were given to have the
surveys made it would he impossible to
construct lines or to understaIid their
relative merits. ~rhe wheat lines were the
(}heapest, and they ought to be the first to
be constructed. In the district represented by the honorable member, for
Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) it was imposs~ple to walk across a paddock without falling over a railway line, but
that state of things was not to be
found in his (Mr. Baker's) constituency.
The alternative :flying surveys' that had
been made would render it necessary
for the Railways Standing Committee
to inspect many of these country lines
more closely. The railway line from Dimboola to Werrap was a line that would,
he thought, commend itself to the committee. The people of the district would
be content if it were constructed for t\VOthirds of the distance. rrhe wants of that
district should be met, and power should
be given to the committee to have other
lines permanently surveyed than those
which had already been recommended.
Without a railway the district could not
be opened up, and the people could not
remain on the land. He undertook to say
that when the permanent survey was made
of the country from Dimboola to Werrap
it would be found that the whole of the
land required for the railway could be
obtained for nothing. The country was
level, and the line could be laid down at a
very small cost,and it would tap a thicklypopulated district. The :flying survey of
the line from Natimuk to Goroke had been
made, and little more was required, as the
-cost of the line could be estimated from
.the cost of other lines constructed in
similar country. To exclude from the
motion all lines other than those already
~ecommended by the Railways Standing
Committee would be unfair to ot,her parts of
the colony, and he hoped that the House
would agree to the motion submitted by
the Minister of Railways.
, Mr. WEBB stated that it would be folly
for the Honse to commit itself to a permanent survey of more lines than had
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been recommended if those lines had
been selected in the order of merit, but the
Railways Standing Commit~ee did not
pretend to deal with the lines in the order
of merit. They had taken them haphazard,
and there might be other lines which the
committee had not taken into consideration
which were more important than the lines
which they had already recommended.
There were some other lines which had been
under the consideration of the committee
for a considerable time-alternative lines;
and the committee were waiting for further
information before they decided which they
should recommend. If tho motion were
limited to lines already recommended
honorable members representing the districts through which those lines would
pass would be placed in a very favorable
position at the next general election,
as they could tell their constituents
that the lines had been recommended
and that the permanent surveys were to
be undertaken; whilst other honorable
members, whose districts required linesand lines which might be of greater ,importance even than any of those which had
been recommended-would not be able to
tell their constituents that any consideration had been given to their. claims. Som€'
of the lines recommended when brought
before the House, eV,en after the permanent
surveys had been made, would, he believed,
'not be sanctioned for a coilsiderable time.
Even some of the metropolit~n members would, he believed, reject the
proposal to construct the two suburban lines at the present time, when
there were such large areas of country
undeveloped and awaiting railway communication. In the north-west there wal!!
some of the best land in the colony which
ought to be opened up for selection, but
without railway communication it could
not be made available to settlement; a.nd
was Parliament under such circumstances
to spend a large sum of money in constructing lines merely for the convenience
of the city population 1 If permanent
surveys were to be made the whole of the
lines which had already been reCOlllmended by the Railways Standing Committee and which would be recommended
by them during the recess should be included, so that when the Railway Construction Bill was submitted Parliament would
have the widest possible choice. In the
present condition of the finances of the
colony Parliament should be careful to
provide that those lines should be first
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undertaken which would produce the
·greatest amount of good to the colony by
developing its resources and opening up
new country.
Mr. LEVIEN said he quite agreed with
the remarks of the honorable member for
Rodney (Mr. Webb) that any lines that
were likely to be profitahle should, as a
rule, be constructed. A very large number
of lines had been referred to the Rail ways
Stallding Committee for inquiry and report, and that created a difficulty, but the
same thing would not occur again. What
the House wanted was information, particularly as to the cost of cOlistructing
lines; and he hoped that no lines would be
submitted for the consideration of Parliamen t until permanent surveys had been
made. I t should be clearly understood
that, in agreeing to this motion, the House
was not committed to the construc.tion of
any 'of the lines which had been recommended by the Railways Standing Committee. When the permanent surveys
had been made the information obtained,
together with the evidence taken by the
Railways Standing Committee, would
enable the House to determine on the
merits of the lines and to deal with them
on a more satisfactory basis than would
otherwise be possible. It would, he presumed, be the duty o~ the Government to
make a selection of lines and to take the
responsibility of recommending them· to
Parliame~lt.

Mr. STERRY stated that he disagreed
with those honorable members who thought
that the Government should have gone on
with the motions on the notice-paper
afllrming the expediellcy of constructing
these lines. The honorable members representing districts for which lines were
ah'eady recommended' 'v ere, no doubt,
anxious that those lines should be
authorized, and they might he pardoned for taking that view; but he was
pleased that the Government had adopted
the suggestion of the leader of the Opposition. It would not have been right
to affirm the desirability of constructing
certain lines merely because they happened
to be among the first reported upon by
the Raihvays Standing Committee, when
there might be no special reason for their
construction as against other lines which
the committee had not yet dealt with.
There were parts of the country that the
committee had not yet .been able to visit,
and there were many lines which, when
examined, would be found. to . be more
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important than some of the lines already
He would not go sorecommended.
far as to say that the lines which had
been recommended were not lines that.·
Parliament would be justified in authorizing, but good reasons might be shown
why some of them should be set aside in
favour of other lines which would give·
better returns on the capital expended,
and would serve a larger population. He·
did not ~now what principle the Railways.
Standing Committee had adopted in
dealing with the lines, probably they had
taken certain districts, and he would not
insinuate for a' moment that they had
been biased. They had to begin somewhere, and they could not report at once
on all the lines that had been referred to·
them, but it was necessary that Parliament should have the fullest information
before it attempted to deal with a Rai~
way Construction Bill, and as many lines
as possible should be included in that Bill,
so that a fair selection might be made.
He did not agree with the honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson).
It was absurd to say that .permanent
surveys should only be made of the lines
which had already been recommended by
the Railways Standing Committee, because
that would shut out the possibility of
other lines, which might be of' much
greater importance, being included in the.
R,l,ilway Construction Bill to be submitted
next session. He was glad that the addit.iun to the motion suggested by the
honorable member for Bourke West had
been agreed to. Of course persolls outside would naturally conclude when a·
permanent survey was made of any line
for their district that they would have a.
prior claim in regard to the com;truction
of that line. That. was not the intention
of the House, and, when the Railway Construction Bill ';'vas dealt with, Parliament
would select the lines upon their merits. .
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked that it was.
proposed by this motion to override the
law. Sub-section 4 of section 13 of the
Railways Standing Committee Act pro;'
vided that the committee should, as soon
as conveniently practicable (regard being
had to the nature and importance of the
proposed work), report to the Legislative
Assembly the ~sult of their inquiries, and
then sub-section 5 provided that after the
receipt of such report the Legislative Assembly shall by resolution declare either
that it is expedient to carry out the proposed work or any portion thereof, or that
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it is not expedient to carry out the same.
How could the Mini:;;ter of Railways submit
the motion that was now before the House
when the Act prov.ided that the committee
must report to the Assembly and not to
the Government at all, seeing that the Assembly would not be sitting for several
months 1 Under these circumstances it
was incumbent on the Government to
.accept the, amendment of the honorable
member for Castlemaine. The Government
would practically be able to make a selection of the lines recomp1ended by the
Rail ways Standing Committee and could
manipulate them in their own interests at
,the next general election. He was not prepared to say thvt the Government were
incapah.e of doing that, because they had
·done it to a certain extent already. Four
lines which the committee recommended
were left out in the cold by the Government. Those lines had been accepted
since; but that fact only showed what the
Government were capable of, and if the
Government were absolute masters of the
.sitnation, and there was nobody to criticise
their actions, they might do the same'
thing, and select lines for permanent
survey that would suit themselves and
their supporters.
Capt. TAYLOR remarked that it did not
matter very much how many lines were permanently surveyed, because it had been laid
down that the whole of the railways constructed in the future must be made to pay.
In the Rail ways Construction (Korumburra
Coal Mines) Bill two conditions were laid
.down; first, that the persons interested in
the construction of a line had to purchase
the land required and to hand it over to
the Government; and, second, that they
must guarantee 5 per cent. on the cost of
construction and the actual working of the
line. The Government would borrow their
money at 3·~ per cent., they would, therefore, make at least 1 ~ per cent. out of all
the lines constructed in the future on this
principle. What was sauce for the goose
was sauce for the gander, and, if these conditions were to be laid down in regard to
'one line, they should be insisted upon with
regard to other lines also. If the people
interested in all the lines to be constructed
would guarantee 5 per cent., then Parliament need have no fear whatever, and
might safely authorize permanent surveys
of as many lines as possible. He would
vote for the permanent survey of a line
from nowhere to nowhere, so long as the
persons interested guaranteed 5 per cent.
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on the cost of construction and working.
If that principle were adopted, the whole
colony could be covered with rail ways, and
the deficit could soon be wiped out.
Dr. PEARSON observed that there
seemed to be a little ullcertainty as to
whether the Government had any precedent for the action they were now pursuing.
He wished to remind honorable members
that there was an almost exact precedent
to be found in the history of the session of
1876. The McCulloch Government then
brought down a proposal to make permanent surveys of three or four lines which
were named in anticipation of. a Railway
Construction Bill to be introduced in the
following year. They also t.ook, or desired
to take, power to make surveys of other
lines, and the point raised was whether the
House would not be committing itself by
anticipation to the construction of the
lines. The then Minister of Railways (Mr.
Gillies) stated most emphatically that the
House would not be prevented from dealing in any way it thought fit with any of
the lines when the Bill to authorize their
construction was submitted, and, as a
matter of fact, the House was not hampered in determining its railway policy
afterwards. Party politics then ran pretty
high, and by using the forms of the
House the Government were prevented
from taking a decisive vote. One or two
votes were, however, taken which showed
that the Government had a, substantial
majority, 'and the Premier of the day
intimated that he would take that as
giving him authority to proceed with the
surveys, and they were proceeded with
accordingly. .
Mr. NIMMO remarked that he understood that the Minister of Railways' proposal would be confined to the lines
enumerated on the notice-paper, so that
permanent surveys and estimates of the
cost with respect to, them might be submitted to the new Parliament. (An Honorable Member-" More lines have been
put in."), Well, his own opinion was that
sufficient for the day was the evil thereof.
The fact was that honorable members were
no\v to some extent dealing with what. they
had no right to deal with, seeing that there
was at present no money for ra,ilway construction. Nevertheless, it would be well
before such money was obtained to have
correct plans, specifications, and estimates,
so that the House might not be led away
by false estimates, as it was on a previous occasion when estimates based on
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insufficient data were brought down-the line not been permanently surveyed, and
result being to deceive both the Govern- the line in question was 'one of those lines
ment of the day and honorable members . that had been permanently surveyed. He
also. When the lines were ready to be dealt considered he had now shown that. he
with let t.he new Parliament decide which had sufficient justification for modifying
of them, if any, should be gone on with. the views he expressed earlier in the
Looking at matters from this stand-point, . evening.
Mr. DIXON thought that the present
he would not object to the present propodiscussion clearly showed the folly of
sition.
Mr. GRAVES said he wanted to draw bringing in a measure of this character at
attention to the statement made by him the last moment. Practically, what the
with respect to the present proposal some House was now asked to do was to snnctwo hours back, because he had since then tion the permaI1ent survey of sixteen lines
seen occasion to considerably modify his of railway. Yet, in the present financial
views. He was then dwelling on one condition of the colony, it might, he
particular line in which he was represen- thonght, be fairly supposed that the
tatively interested, namely, the line from country would not be in a position to conGlenrowan to Hedi. He now found that struct these lines for many years to come.
only those lines would be gone on with Why, therefore, in the present scarcity of
with respect to which the people concerned funds should money be spent on these
were .prepared to give, under the conditions surveys? Moreover, honorable members
set out in the proposal on the notice-paper,. were asked to do more. , They were asked
the land that would be required. The to authorize the permanent survey of any
line that might be reported on by the
conditions were:committee durilig the recess. Now, it
" That previous' to the construction of such
appeared to him that if the Government
line all land required for railway purposes on
the proposed line be given to the constructing
really desired to push on the construction
authority free of cost and without any comof railways in this country in cases where
pensation for severance or otherwise."
it was absolutely necessary to develop its
Now it had been pointed out to him that resources they should select a few lines,
it was impossible for people to give the so that when the new Parliament met
land required until they knew precisely it might be at once asked to consider
what route the linc would take, and that the question of their construction. From
they could only gather that from the per- the discussion of that evening it would
manent survey. It had been brought appear; with respect to many of the lines
under the notice of the Railways Standing it was proposed to permanently survey,
Committee that with respect to many of that their construction could not be entered
the lines certain other routes were better upon for many yenrs to come; and as to
than those laid down in the trial surveys, some of them, Parliament might not
and the committee ought to be able to sanction their construct.ion at all. For
consider which should be adopted. But inst.anc~, would Parliament be inclined to
the strangest point was that contained in sanction the constrnction of two lines
one of the last reports of the committee, through the northern suburbs 1 He, for
namely, the one dated 17th December. one, would emphatically say "No." PerThe statement in the report was as fol- haps one such line might be constructed,
lows : but no more. A very great number of
other lines ought to be considered before
"The president of the Alexandra shire undertook to send down definite information to
the construction of two railways to the
the con:l.ll1ittee as to what the land required for
northern suburbs was entered upon. Yet
the line could be obtained for, and at the same
Parliament was now asked to authorize the
time to ascertain whether the council would
permanent survey of two such lines. One
. undertake to get the land and hand it over to
the department. In accordance with this
of them, he believed,. would never be
promise the committee received a letter from
constructed. (An Honorable Memberthe shire secretary offering on behalf of the
"'Vhich of them ~ ") He was not going
Alexandra Shire Council to hand over to the
to say which. That was a question for
Government free the whole of the land required
the hereafter. The same remark would,
for railway purposes on the proposed line according to the plans of the perm,ment survey
in all probability, apply to a g:reat many
now made."
(Capt.
more of those sixteen lines.
N ow, the Alexandra Shire Council could Taylor-" The expense will be guarannot have guaranteed that land had the teed.") That was a very great and wide
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question. Let him point out, with re- of the proposed Alexandra line. He conspect to the Korumburra line, that no sidered that that was a line that ought to
permanent survey of it had hitherto be constructed at once, so that employ. been made, yet the Government con- ment might be found for those who were
tended that all the land required for' it in need of it. The line from Alexandra
should be granted by those who asked for road to Alexandra would be only 4 miles
it. If he (Mr. Dixon) had the honour 9 chains in .length, the cost would only be
of coming back to the House, he would £36,000, and he hoped the' Government
insist upon all lines in the future being would consider favorably during the
constructed on the principle on which recess whether its construction should not
that coal line was to be constructed. If be entered upon at the earliest opporit was right in one instance, it was right in tunity.
Mr. METHVEN said it was rather
all. He would warn the House against
spending a large amount of money in the , amusing to listen to the remarks of some
permanent surveys of lines that might of the honorable members who had already
not be made. Again, the Railways Stand- secured the construction of the lines they
ing Committee ought to be in a position wanted. But he would say that if certo 'say of such and such lines, "These tain railway construction work was not
are lines that ought to be made before enteted upon very soon a vast injustice
the others." He was of opinion that the would be done to a very important section
House should at the present time only of the community. In this connexion, the
authorize the permanent survey of the views taken by some honorable members
railways steps towards the construction were most one-sided. According to them,
of which would in all probability be taken the proposed lines to the northern suburbs
next session. If the proposal now before were not at all necessary in the interests
the Chair Wl?-S not a political patronage of the country. 'But he would venture
proposal, he, for one, did not know what to say that those who knew anything at all
was. He would vote for the amendment of the population which "fould be served
of the honorable member for Castlemaine by those lines knew also that both of
(Mr. Patterson).
them would pay from the very first. They
Mr. CRAVEN remarked that what was would serve not only Fitzroy and Collingordinarily understood to be a permanent wood, but a large extent of country beyond.
survey was one which was generally re~ The population' north of the Yarra was
garded as too expensive to be undertaken considerably greater than the population
except construction was to immediately south of the Yarra, still the railway
follow. It was, therefore, not advisable to accommodation afforded to the' former
incur the expense of too many of these was as nothing compared to that afforded
permanent surveys. A survey of a less to the latter. On the other hand, while
elaborate character would be all that was the south suburban lines had eyery poswanted. Not that he was now referring sible competition from the trams to conto what were termed "flying" surveys, tend with, they were returning a handbecause they were usually the foundation some profit. vVhat fear, then, could .there
of what might not unreasonably be desig- be that lines to the northern suburbs
nated as "flying" lines. In the majority ,would not be equally profitable ~ 'Vith
of cases the trial survey, with a little respect to the permanent surveys promodification of the field work, would be posed, it was not decent to push forward
sufficient. In this way a great deal of so large a number of them at the present
money might be saved. Really all that time. He thought that no more permanent
was necessary was to mark the line, make surveys should be authorized than those
a number of cross sections, and give in- of the lines already recommended by the
formation as to the sites of the stations, Railways Standing Committee. Hecould
and also the more expensive portions of not see why in the, public interests
the work.
He thought that as the there' should be any gOi~lg beyond this
Alexandra extension line was, he believed, limit.. '
permanently surveyed, it would be a pity
Mr. LAURENS said he understood that
if its construction ,yere not entered upon if the amendment of the honorable memH,t the present time, for such a proceeding ber for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson) was
would be a great relief to the unemployed. carried there would bo only'sixteen liD.oS
Mr. HUNT remarked that attention to be permanently surveyed. N ow he
had been called to the present position took it that even if those sixteen lines
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were permanently surveyed, their construction at the present time ought hardly
to be sanctioned by Parliament. Looking
at things i~l this light, honorable members
should consider whether it would not be
best to carry the amendment of the
honorable member for Castlemaine, more
especially as the House had been informed
that of the £2,000,000 to be floated
there would not be one penny left for the
construction of new railways. What
justification could there be for sanctioning
the permanent survey of more than these
sixteen lines ~ Ever since he had been in
the chamber he had always urged that no
railways should be sanctioned except those
the construction of which could be undertaken during ,the next two or three years.
He hoped that in the forthcoming division'
it would be shown that a change of feeling had taken place with respect to the
matter of railway construction. In short,
he hoped that honorable members would
pause before they committed themselves
beyond the narrowest limit possible.
Mr. BENT said he supposed the proper
time had come for him to state that he
did not intend to submit the railway propositions of which he had given notice. Of
course, it had been endeavoured to show
that he intended to act in the matter in
his capacity as Chairman of the Railways
Committee, but nothing of the kind was
the case. He had a perfect right to act as
an individual. He was not going for the
sake of his chairmanship to give up one
jot of his rights or interests as the representative of Brighton. The committee was
essentially non-political, and in all that
had been said to the effect that it was
trying to boss the House there was not
one w:ord of truth. Coming still closer to
matters, he would like to know what authority the committee could be said to have to
report to the Governor in Council during
the recess 1 For himself, he begged to assert
,that the committee could not report on
lines to anybody but that House. Some
time ago some authority of the kind was,
asked for, but that authority was not given.
Why should the committee be asked to
act in any such way on the eve of a general
election? He would be no party to anything of the kind. The committee had
submitted sixteen lines to the House-lines
which they had unanimously adoptedand it wa$ now for the House to accept
the recommendation or do the other thing.
If the House would not accept them,
the Act showed what had to be done,
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namely, to send them back again; but the
House ought to deal with the, lines one
way or the other. For his part, he did not
care what was done. He and his fello'\\'members had' done their titmost to discharge their duty properly, and no Minister could speak as much for the lines as
they could. He would say again that if
honorable members were not inclined to
adopt the lines let them throw them out.
So far as the present proposal was concerned, the proper course to follow was that
suggested by the leader of the Opposition.
If honorable members wanted other lines
brought down during the recess, he, for one,
was not going for them. There was a line
brought forward for his district, but he had
not pushed it. If surveys were wanted,
let them be ordered. The committee had
recommended a certain sum of money for
each line, but unless permanent surveys
were, made it would not be possible to
ascertain whether those estimates could be
adhered to. Perhaps the persons sent ont
to make the permanent surveys'might
give estimates which the House would
not accept. All this was' work which
should be done on business lines irrespective of any other consideration.
The committee had been charged with
looking forward to an octol)US Railway Bill, but there was no ground
for any such accusation.'
At all
events, wh~t they had done they h~d
done openly and after full discussion.
He did not object to the acts of the Railways Standing Committee being discussed
by honorable members, because the members of the committee were there to defend themselves, and this was not a matter
to be ta.ken up from a party point of view
at all. Their sole duty was to do the best
they could for the good of the country,
and they ought to show the people from
whom they borrowed money for railway
construction that they were going to 'put
the State railways on business lines. 1'he
committee were, and had been, prepared to
consider all lines on their merits. Some
honorable members had stated that 'better
-lines might have been brought up, but
the committee were prepared to justify
their recommendations. They had examined 52 of the lines contained in the
Bill submitted by the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs when Minister of
Railways. It was no use throwing upon
the committee the responsibility of bringing up reports on other lines during the
recess, because, like other honorable
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members, they had to go before their
constituents, and some of the candi. dates who intended to oppose them
were already running round their con,stituencies. (Mr. vV. T. Carter-".They
have been at it for some time past.")
The meetings of their constituents in
.January and February would be much
more important to the members of the
. committee individually than looking after
lines in other constituencies, so that it
would be little, if any, use to give the committee authority to make furth6r recommendations in the course of the recess.
The four .resolutions on the notice-paper
were not proposals for which the committee
were responsible at all. Personally, he didnot intend to .move in the matter during
the recess, because it might be said that
the committee were acting together either
to help the Government or the Opposition.
The members of the committee were
thoroughly independent of each other, and
responsible to their constituents alone.
The committee's recommendations should
be made to the House, and the House
.should decide which lines were to be taken
in hand. Surely that could be arranged
between the Government and the Opposition without either a motion or an
amendment. It was simply impossible,
and totally unnecessary if it were possible,
for the committee to make recommendations during the recess, and to persist III
the matter was so much humbug.
Mr. GILLIES said that he desired to
offer one word to prevent any mistake
arising. He believed they were all at one
·on this subject, but an idea had got abroad
that there was some great power to be left
·either in the hands of the Railways Standing Committee or the Government, which
power they ought not to possess. Now,
that was a misapprehension. There was
no intention to leave in the hands of the
committee any more authority than the
law· gave them, and no member of the
committee desired to have more authority.
What was their present position ~ They
had submitted certain recommendations to
the House, and the House could deal with
those recommendations in the way provided by law. rrhe Minis~erwas prepared
to deal with them that night, but after
the long discussion that had taken place
on this much smaller issue, every honor.able member would admit that it would
be impossible on the last day of the
session to deal with those proposals. As
the head of the Government had already
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said, they would have been forced, if they
had dealt with those proposals, to have
dealt with them to a large extent in tho
dark, and the House did not intend to do
that. Not being able to deal with those
proposals, however, honorable members
all round the House thought that they
ought to aa.vance them a stage, so that next
session Parliament might be in a position to
form a sound judgment of the merits of the
lines and their ultimate cost on the information obtained by the permanent surveys.
Noone could object to additional information being placed in the possession of the
House. Honorable members were unanimous on that point. The only question
that had arisen was whether, in addition
to the lines already recommenderl by the
committee, other lines recommended by the
committee during the recess up to the end
of the present Parliament should also be
permanently surveyed. He must do the
Minister of Railways the justice to say
that that suggestion was made from both
sides of the House. The Railways Committee had taken a vast amount of evidence with regard to the proposed lines,
and it was reasonable to suppose that they
would consider the information they had
obtained but not yet dealt with between
this and the end of the present Parliament,
because the labours of t.he committee would
extend not merely to the close· of the session
but to' the end of Parliament; and as they
could not report their conclusions to this
House when it was in recess, it was well
that Parliament should now provide that
any additional information which came
into the possession of the committee, and
any conclusio!lS at which they arrived,
should be placed before the next Parliament, after it assembled, in the public
interests. Within the next two months
the committee might be expected to
formulate proposals based on the outcome of their deliberations upon the
information they had obtained. If the
committee did come to further conclusions, was it not desirable that they should
be authorized to communicate them to
the Government, seeing that they could
not report to Parliament in the recess, so
that such permanent sur"eys as they
thought advisable might be made with a
view to submitting further information to
the liew Parliament which would assemble
next yead Could anybody or any'district be injured or could it be said that
the Railways Committee was exercising any
improper influence ill doing that ~ The
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Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee had told the House that they did
not intend to do anything but go straight
on with the performance of their public
duties, and why should it be assumed that
the Government were likely to interfere.
politically with the candidates in the
various constituencies at the next general
election, simply because, on the recommendation of the committee, they might
order certain proposed ~ines to be permanently surveyed, so that Parliament
might be in a position to deal with those
lines at the earliest possible dt\te. It did
not strike him as being anything extraordinary or out of the way, and if the
Government decided to undertake on
its own responsibility to have permanent
surveys made, believing that that was
the right thing to do in the public interest, the llew Parliament, which would
meet next year, would not think it right
to challenge the Government's discretion.
Surely there was no ground for objecting to put this small power in the hands
of the Government. The amount available for permanent survey-£25,OOO-was
comparatively a small sum, and it was
impossible, however much they might be
inclined in that direction, for this or any
other Government under such circumstances to play ducks and drakes with
the public interests. Many lines 9f railway had been authorized which would
never have been constructed if there had
been a permanent survey made before
Parliament was asked to pronounce on the
merits of those lines, and past experience
showed that it would. be to the interests
of Parliament and to the interests of the
country to see that all the information
that could be obtained was obtained before Parliament authorized the construction of any line of railway.
Mr. TUCKER remarked that while the
committee had the right to rElPort to the
Assembly on the various proposed lines of
railway, a report could be furnished, under
section 18 of the Act constituting the
committee, before the commencement of
the session; und he thought it would be a
very great pity if the committee, after
having taken' evidence in regard to those
lines, and being just on the threshold of
reporting to this House, were not afforded
an opportunity during the recess of recommending the permanent survey of any
line they might agree upon. Section 18
provided that "before the commencement
of each session of Parliament the committee
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may make a general report to the Governor in Council of their proceedings under
this Act," and in that report they could
insert any recommendations with regard
to permanent surveys of lines which they
thought deserved to be permanently surveyed. Personally he would not vote one
shilling towards the permanent survey of
any line if he did not feel convinced that
when the evidence was laid before Parliament Parliament would justify the' construction of everyone of the lines which
the Railways Committee recommended.
The committee had made the closest possible scrutiny into the merits of the proposals that had come before them, and
during the time he had been a Member of
Parliament he had not seen· a committee
that gave stricter attention to the duty
that devolved upon them than the Railways Standing Committee.
He could
assure the House that the members of the
committee were quite unanimous in regard
to their recommendations, and that they
were perfectly ready and able to back up
their report with extracts from the evidence
and information obtained, and the com:mittee asked the House to deal with the
lines on their merits and from no other
stand-point whatever. Permanent surveying ought to be permitted to go on, and,
seeing that there was the safeguard that
the Governor in Council was to be advised
by the committee in regard to the permanent survey of any line not yet reported on, the House might depend upon
it that the proper limits would not be
infringed.
The House divided on the question that
t.he words proposed to be omitted stand
part of the questionAyes
61
No~
18
Majority against the amendment ...
'"
...

~
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AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Baker,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Best,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
Cameron,
Clark,
Craven,
Deakin,
Derham,
Dow,
Duffy,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Duncan,
Dunn,
Ferguson,
Forrest,
Gillies,
Graham,
Graves,
Groom,
Hall,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
Highett,
Hunt,
Keys,
Kirton,
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Mr. 'Levien,
" Madden,
Dr. Maloney,
Mr. Mason,
" McColl,
" McIntyre,
" McLean,
McLellan,
" Methven,
" Munro,
" Murphy,
" Nimmo,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. Outtrim,
" Peacock,
Dr. Pearson,
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Mr. Richardson,
" Shiels,
" Sterry,
" Taverner,
" . Tucker,
" Turner,
" Uren,
Webb,
" Wheeler,
" Williams,
" Wrixon,
" A. Young,
Zox.
:Pellers.

Mr. Bailes,
" L. L. Smith.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Armytage,
Bent,
G. D. Carter,
"\V. T. Carter,
Dixon,
Gardiner,
Gordon,
J. Harris,
Laurens,
Mountain,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Murray,
Officer,
C. Smith,
Staughtol1,
Tatchell,
C. Young.
Tellers.

Mr. Patterson,
Capt. Taylor.

Mr; STAUGHTON proposed the' addition to the resolution of the following : " That the permanent survey of any line shall
not be taken to imply that the construction of
such line shall be hereafter sanctioned by
Parliament. "

Mr. G. D. CARTER seconded the amendment.
Mr. PATTERSON said he did not object
to the words being added, but the division
just taken had clearly proved to honorable
members that octopus Railway Coristruction Bills were still highly in favour in this
House.
Mr. DERHAM rose to order. He asked
if the honorable member for Castlemaine
(Mr. Patterson) was in order in reviewing
and ~eflecting upon the division that had
just taken place ~
Mr. MASON expressed the opiuion that
the honorable member for Castlemaine (M.r.
Patterson) had no right to reflect on the
action of honorable members who had
voted against his amendment in the division that had just been taken. His remark
would lead to the inference that in the honorable member's opinion members of this
House would still go in for octopus Railway Constrnction Bills. (Mr. Patterson"Why you reflected on an Act of Parliament just now.") Honorable members
who voted in the majority a 'few minutes
ago voted as their consciences suggested,
and therefore the honorable member was
surely not in order in passing the reflections he had expressed with regard to
their action.
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The SPEAKER.-I do not think the
remarks of the honorable member are out·
of order. The motion on which the division
took place is still before the House for
amendment, and I do not think it is.
necessarily a reflection on this House for
an honor~ble member to say that the
House is still in favour of octopus Railway
Bills. It might be shown, if funds permitted, that an octopus Railway Bill
would benefit the country.
Mr. PATTERSON said he was glad to
hear the honorable member for Brighton declare that he would not permit himself, as·
Chairman of the Railways Standing Commit-tee, to be used for electioneering purposes"
and he t.rusted that the honorable member
would adhere to his man:1y resolution. So
that the House was just performing a piece
of pleasant foolery before the country.
. Mr. DERHAM asked if the honorable·
member for Castlemaine was in order in
reflecting on the division which had just.
been taken ~
Mr. MASON said that he thought that
the honorable member was not in order
in reflecting upon the action of honorable
members 'who had just voted.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Castle maine is now proceeding too
far, and I must ask him to be careful not
to make statements which in any way reflect upon t.h9 honour of Parliament.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that·
there was a danger that the submission of'
this amendment would place ·honorable
members in a false position, because' if they
negatived the amendment they asserted
that lines which had been permanently
surveyed would be entitled to priority.
The amendment was agreed to.
The mot.ion, as amended,' was then
adopted.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. SHIELS presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor recommending verbal amendments ih clauses 29 and
30 of this Bill.
The amendments were agreed to.
A message was ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council inviting
their concurrence in the amendments.
PUBLIC SERVICE.
Mr. MUNRO presented, pursuant to an
order of the House (dated September 8), a.
return relating to the number and cost of
the public service.
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MACORNA CHANNEL.
Mr. MUNRO presented, in accordance
with an order of the House (dated October
7). a return rel:;tting to the land purchased
for the Kow ~wamp and Macorna Channel.
LOCAL GOVERNMEN'r ACT
AMENDMEN1' BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they did not insist on some of their
amendments, but· did insist, on others;
that they had agreed to some of the
amendments adopted by the Assembly
on the amendments of the Council, and
had disagreed to others.
The message was taken into consideration.
Mr. TURNER said'that the first amend'ment dealt with the right of the city of
Melbourne to annex pOl'ti(mS of an adjoining municipality.
The Legislative Assembly had limited that right to the
City of Footscray; but the other Chamber
had disagreed with that limitation. He
moved that the House insist on its amendmendment.
The amendment was insisted on.
Mr. TURNER remarked that the
next amendment was in clause 13. The
Assembly reduced the qualification of
councillors eligible for election to the
office' of mayor from £20 'to £10; the
other Chamber insisted on disagreeing
with that, and he moved that the House
do not insist on its amendment.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that he considered it to be a great mistake for the
Assembly to give way to the Council in
matters affecting the franchise. The Assembly took the view that ratepayers ought
to be allowed to elect a mayor who was
rated at £ 10, and the Upper House, because it was merely the embodiment of
monetary power, insisted upon a qualification of £20. He saw nothing in the
constitution of the Upper House which
could justify them in obstructing the
wishes of their fellow-men in that way.
Mr. NIMMO remarked that he did not
agree with the honorable member for Port
Fairy in this matter. The honorable
member forgot that the other branch of
the Legislature was co-ordinate with the
Assembly in every respect, except that of
the initiation of Bills. Upon all other
subjects the Upper House had the same
right to legislate which the Assembly
possessed. The other Chamber was quite
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within its rights in dealing with the property qualification of municipal institutions. He was not prepared to pick a
quarrel with the other Chamber upon a point
like this. The Assembly was bound to
respect the judgment of the Council, and
the Council was bound to respect the judgment of the Assembly. He hoped that the
motion would be agreed to.
Mr. BAILES observed that the Minister
of Customs, in asking the House to agree
with the amendment of the Council, was
treating the country districts very unfairly.
The Upper House had thrown d0wn the
gauntlet by insisting upon all' its amendments which were for the benefit of the
metropolitan municipalities, while they
allowed everything, which was for the
benefit of the country municipalities to go
by the board. In the Melbourne municipalities no difficulties arose in regard to
the qualification of mayors, because the
valuations were not low; but in the
country districts the valuations were
continually changing, and the number
of candidates were accordingly limited.
Instead of reducing the number of men
who were eligible as candidates, the
House ought to' increase the number
as much as possible.
He hoped that
the Assembly would insist on its amendment.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the House was
dealing with a very important measure at
its last stage. He entirely disagreed with
the course pursued in another place, and
he believed that the Council had acted
contrary to the best i~terests of the country; but the Government' had made inquiries, and had found that it was impossible to succeed in carrying the Assembly's
views. The question then arose, would it
be wise to lose the Bill for the sake of a
few clauses which on the whole were unimportant ~ The Government held to the
view that as the Bill was in the interests
of the country it ought not to be thrown
aside on so small a matter. (Mr. Bailes"What will follow if you insist on the other
amendments ~") The Council were willing
not to insist on some of their amendments
provided that the Assembly did not insist
on others.
(Mr. Murray-" You must
have been making a private arrangement.")
He was not going to say what the Government had done except that they had
exerted themselves to the utmost to have
the Bill passed in accordance with the
views of the Assembly. They had failed
in some, respects, and they now objected
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to sacrifice the Bill on one or two unimportant points. He would iI?-sist on the
Assembly's amendments being ·agreed to
if there was any possibility of succeeding,
but he was satisfied that there was no
such possibility.
'The amendment was not insisted on.
Mr. TURNER moved that the House
insist on disagreeing.with the amendments'
of the Legislative Council ·in clauses 59,
60, 61, 122, 123, 124, 125, and 126; also
that the House insist on its amendment
to clause 128, and upon its amendment in
the 2nd .schedule.
Mr. A. HARRIS said he thought the
Minister of Customs ought to explain the
meaning of these amendments.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that it
seemed to be thought that the House had
only to register some private arrangement
made between the Ministry and members
in another place. He would like to know
who had made this bargain ~ The Premier
had told the House that he knew it was
of no use for honorable members to insist
upon their amendments, and therefore
there must have been a bargain.
Mr. G. D. CARTER said the farce might
as well be respectably played, and that
some little information Olight to be given
in regard to the nature of the amendments.
Mr. MURRAY observed that the honorable member for Melbourne was too old
a parliamentarian to take any notice of
what he called a farce, and it was a state
of things which happened at the end of
each session. It was usually found that
at one period of the session honorable
members would strain at the smallest
political gnat, and when the last day came
they were, politically speaking, prepared
to swallow a camel or an elephant. The
matters in dispute between the two Houses
in connexion with the Local Government
Act Amendment Bill were so small that
they were not worth fighting about. He
hoped that when a contest was entered
upon with the otherChamber the Assembly
would choose for its cause of battle
a subject worth fighting about. He
would have no objection to all the amendments made in this Bill in another place
being a,oTeed to in order to close the session

quickl)~

The amendments were insisted upon.
A message intimating how the' amendments had been dealt with was ordered to
be transmitted to. the Legislative Council.
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CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL:
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, ·with a message intimating
that they still insisted on the amendments
with which the Assembly had disagreed.
Mr. MUNRO moved that the House insist on disagreeing with the amendments.
Mr. DEAKIN said he presumed that
this would finish the Bill.
Mr. MUNRO replied in the affirmative.
Disagreement with the Council's amendments was insisted on.
POLICE OFFENCES ACT
AMENDMEN'r BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Conncil, with a message intimating
that the Council still insisted on disagreeing with the Assembly's amendments.
Mr. TURNER stated that the amendment referred towasa new clause which was
inserted in the Assembly with regard to
legalizing art unions held by friendly societies. Personally, he was very strongly
in favour of the clause, and he thought
that it should be retained in the Bill; but
it was necessary that this Bill should be
passed, and he was afraid that if the
House insisted on the amendment the Bill
would be laid aside. He would, therefore,
reluctantly move that the Assembly do
not insist upon the amendment.
Mr. ZOX remarked that he was very
sorry that the Minister of Customs had decided not to ask the House to insist on
this amendment, but he was sure that the'
honorable gentleman had not done that
without carefully considering the matter.
He (Mr. Zox) regretted exceedingly that
allother place had disagreed with this
amendment, because he knew that a
great amount of harm would accrue from
their action.
If the clause had been
allowed to stand, it would 'have been the
means of enabling the friendly societies'
to raise a large amount of money which
-\vould have been expended for the benefit.
of the poor and distressed in the community. The Minister of Customs did not
desire to jeopardize the Bill. If he (Mr.
Zox) thought that there was a chance of
getting the clause passed by another
place, he would be prepared to join him in
insisting on the amendment.
Sir B. O'LOG HLEN said he regretted
that another place had declined to pass
this clause, because he believed that it
would be of decided advantage. There
were some of the clauses in the Bill which.; .
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ought, however, to be re-considered, and it
would be just as well if the whole Bill
were lost and re-introduced next session.
This clause was of much less importance
than some other clauses in the Bill which
he regarded as objectionable.
Mr. LA URENS stated that he also
regretted exceedingly that the Council
insisted on disagreeing with this amendment, and he must express the hope
that if the amendments were not insisted
on by the Assembly the same provision
would be inserted in some other Bill.
If the session were not so riear an
end he would be prepared to fight tooth
and nail for the retention of this clause.
Re trusted that none of the representatives of the friendly societies would be
prosecuted because they held art unions
as they had done hitherto and without
injury to anybody, but on the contrary
with benefit to the most deserving sections of the community.
Mr. L. L. SMITH observed that the
Attorney-General could not prevent action
being taken in these matters; all that he
could do was to refrain from taking action
himself, but if action was takell by any
other person it must be followed up.
Mr. BAKER remarked that he did not
want it to be assumed that honorable
members all concurred in the statements
that had been made. He fully approved
of the action that had been taken by an- '
other place. It was high time that
gambling, particularly amongst children,
was stopped. I t was a burning shame
that it should be allowed, and he was glad
that the Council had insisted on disagreeing with the 4ssembly's amendment.
Mr. DIXON said the Government appeared to be ready to accept anyamendment that was made in another place independent of the opinion of honorable
members in that Chamber. The proposal
made in this clause was not an unfair one.
The friendly societies had for some years
past been contributing large sums of
money towards the charities of Melbourne
and the suburbs, and whether it was the
end of the session or not honorable members shou.ld insist on an amendment of
this kind, with regard to which there
was such a str(mg feeling. By the first
gala held in the FriendlY Societies
Garden after it had been placed under
trustees £700 was raised, and was devoted to charitable' purposes in the city.
Almost every friendly society had since
then held these, galas and art unions,
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which had enabled them to render valuable ,assistance to the charitable institutions. Only a few months ago some young
men of St. Kilda decided to raise some
money for the erection of a pavilion, and
they started an art union on perfectly fair
lines. The Attorney-General was moved,
and he had to prosecute these young men.
Re supposed that another place objected
to the clause because' it appertained to a
system of gambling, but in connexion with
even church bazaars art unions were held
on exactly the same principles. The only
question honorable ,members had to consider was what was right and fair in the
interests of the country, and as far as he
was concerned he was not prepared to
accept every amendment that was made
by another place.
Mr. T. SMITH remarked that if the
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill
was of so much importance, it was a thousand pities it was not introduced at an
earlier period in the session. Re did not
feel inclined to support the motion of
the Minister of Customs that the House
should not insist on this amendment. He
was not particularly enamoured of the
clause, but as long as certain other forms
of gambling were permitted-he alluded
to the gambling carried on in a number of
shops in the city-he would not feel justified in objecting to the friendly societies
raising money by means of art unions, the
subscription to which was only Is.
r:rhe Ho,!se divided on the question
that the amendment be not insisted
uponAyes
37
Noes
34
Majority for not insisting} 3
upon the amendment'
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
t,

"
"

Anderson,
Andrews,
Armytage,
Cameron,
G. D. Carter,
Deakin,
Dow,
Duffy,
Duncan,
Gillies,
Gordon,
Graham,
Graves,
Hall,
A. Harris,
Keys,
Levien,
Madden,
McLean,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McLellan,
Munro,
Nimmo,
Officer,
Outtrim,
Patterson"
Peacock,
Richardson,
Shiels,
C. Smith,
Tatchell,
Turner,
Uren,
vVheeler,
vVrixon,
C. Young.
Tellers. '
Mr. Baker,
" Taverner.
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NOES.

lVIr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
."
"
"
,.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Beazley,
Bennett,
Bent,
Best,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
W. 1'. Carter,
Clark,
Craven,
Derham,
Dixon,
Ferguson,
Forrest,
Gardiner,
Hancock,

J.

Harris~

Highett,
Hunt,

( Mr. Laurens,
" Mcintyre,
" Methven,
" Mountain,
" Murphy,
" Murray,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
Mr. T. Smith,
" Sterry,
Capt. Taylor,
. Mr. Tucker,
" vVebb,
" A. Young,
Zox.

Telle1'8.
Mr. Bailes,
" L. L. Smith.

THISTLE LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
1.'his Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that the Council had agreed to it with
amendments.
Mr. GRAHAM stated that the Council
had struck out clauses 2 and 4 of the Bill.
Clause 2 ;,vas not of importance, as clause 3
gave the Government nearly all the power
that they required. He begged to move
that the amendment of the Legislative
Council to omit clause 2 be agreed with.
rrhe amendment was agreed with.
Mr. GRAHAM moved that the amendment of the Legislative Council omitting
clause 4 be disagreed with.
The amendment was disagreed with~
The Bill was ordered to be returned to
the Legislative Council, with a message
intimating the decision of the House.
LICENSING ACrr AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
Mr. BAILES moved that the amend.ment striking out clause 2 of the Bill be
disagreed with. He stated that the short
Bill which he introduced consisted of two
clauses. It was a peg to hang a hat upon.
When the Bill got to the Legislative
Council honorable members there found
that they had hats for which they wanted
pegs, so they struck out cla:use 2 of the
Bill and made a new Bill of It.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN asked if it would be
in order to re-insert clause 2, and also to
aO'ree with the other amendments the
C~uncil had made in the Bill ~
The SPEAKER.-The House is at perfect liberty to re-insert clause 2, and also
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to agree or disagree with the other
amendments of the Council.
rrhe amendment was disagreed with.
Mr. ANDERSON said he desired to see
the whole of the other amendments also
disagreed with. ,Vhell the Bill was passed
through committee there was a tacit understanding on both sides of the House that
the measure should be limited to one clause.
Mr. L. L. SMITH remarl~ed that it was
a perfect farce to taik of any agreement
that might have been made among honorable members when the Bill was last under
consideration being binding at the present
time.
Mr. TURNER moved that the Council's
amendment, inserting clause A, be agreed
to. It was introduced simply in order to
place the Curator of Intestate Estates in a
position with respect to licellces similar to
that held by the Master-in-Lunacy. rrhis
would be a great convenience.
The amendment was agreed with.
Mr. MUNRO drew attention to the
amendment inserting clause B, which was
as follows:"Notwithstanding the provisions of 'sec~ion
86 of the Licensing Act 1890, applications for
colonial wine licences may he heard and determined during the first week in any quarter by
any member of the licensing court for tlie district wherein the premises in respect of which
any such licence is sought are situate, and for
such purpose such member shall be deemed to
constitute the licensing court. Provided always
that if the holder of any wine licence be convicted of selling liquor without a licence his
licence shall forthwith he forfeited."

He said that when this Bill was last before
the Assembly there was not the least
chance of it passing unless some compromise was aO'reed to: Well, a compromise
was agreedOto, and the Bill was practically.
reduced to one clause, in which shape it was
sent to another place. It had been previously sought to introduce such a clause
as the one now in question, but .the proposition was rejeqted by a very large vote
indeed. He hoped that the House would
not alter the decision it then came to. An
agreement was honor~bly come to on the
subject, and it ought to be honorably carried out. He moved that the am~ndment
be disagreed with.
.
Mr. L. L. SMITH expressed the opinion
that the Premier's argument was a little
stale. 'Whatever agreement might have
been made when the Bill was in committee
-and, so far as he was concerned, he
totally denied that any agreement had
been generally come to-it· could not
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possibly hold good any longer. The action
taken by the teetotal members of the
House was quite enough of itself to abrogate any understanding of the kind. He
himself stated at the time that no agreement existed, and certainly there was
nOne to be adhered to now.
Besides,
what bargain made between the honorable
members of this Chamber could possibly
apply to the common-sense proposition
adopted by the Upper HousA ~ That proposit.ion was in its essence one to encourage the production of colonial wine, which
would be in future one of the greatest
nat.ural products of the country, and he
sincerely hoped that it would be adopted.
He would call upon the representatives of
the country districts particularly to bear
in mind how deeply the prosperity of the
wine-producing industry depended upon
proper facilities being given for the consumption of the article produced. Also,
he wa.rned them that if they persisted in
following the teetota.l measures of this
Chamber like so many sheep their action
would be severely criticised by their constituents. There were no wine-growers in
his o\vn constituency.: but, nevertheless,
he felt, on behalf of those who sent him
to this Chamber, that a debt of gratitude
was due to the honorable member for
Sandhurst South in bringing forward the
present subject.
Mr. J. HARRIS said that when the Bill
was last before the House he voted against
an amendment· similar to that now in
question, but he only did so because if
that amendment were persisted in the
Bill would be lost. On the present occasion he intended to vote for the Council's
amendment. He thought that every possible facility should be given to the sale
of colonial wine, for it was well known
that in wine-producing countries there
,vas far less drunkenness than elsewhere.
Mr. BAILES said that when the Bill
was being passed through committee he
went to every honorable member who had
given notice of an amendment or new
clause in conllexion with the Bill, and
begged for its withdrawaL The reason
he gave for this at the time was that,
unless such a course was taken, the Bill
could not possibly become law. The hon- :
orable member for Sandhurst South was
the only exception. All the other honorable
members concerned entered into the ar- .
rangement, and let their intended propositions go. It was the same with the amendments on the teetotal side as it was with·
I
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the amendments on the publicans' side..
The whole thing was done in the most.
open way. In the face of this, how could .
the honorable member for Mornington
contend that no agreement had been
entered into ~
Mr. G. D. CARTER said' he could
quite indorse the statement of the last
speaker. Certain clauses and amendments.
had been given notice of, but they were,
withdrawn, in order that the Bill should
pass in the shape in which the honorable
member originally introduced it. Still,
he (Mr. Carter) did not see how that
arrangement could be said to be in force
now, seeing that the measure was in a
totally different position. As to the particular amendment at present under consideration, a number of honorable members
appeared to have some confusion of ideas.
Nobody could be more in favour of the
colonial wine interest than he (Mr. Carter)
was, for he both produced it and consumed
it, but he failed to see how enabling
colonial wine licences to be granted quarterly instead of annually would encourage
the sale of the article. Then if the sale·
of colonial wine was to be encouraged,
care should be taken that the wine sold
should be good in quality j but the Bill
made no provision whatever in that direction. He did not think the clause adopted
by the Council was at all of the right sort.
In fact, he believed that the effect of
carrying it into law would be to ericourage,
first, the wrong class of men to go into the
colonial wine trade, and secondly, the sale
of the wrong sort of article. (Mr. L. L.
Smith-" You only want your own little
game worked.") He had no little game.
He was simply talking common sense.
Of course, if the Bill was made to apply
all round-to the hotel-keeper as well as.
the colonial wine seller-he would not
object to it. He thought that if some
honorable members had any notion of
what carrying this .clause into law would
lead to, they would set themselves utterly
against it.
.
Mr. SrrERRY remarked that the honorable member for Melbourne might regard
this proposal as a possible cause of increased competition with beer and spirits,
but as a member of that trade, and as a
supporter of the publican party, the honorable member was scarcely doing himself
justice in opposing this clause. . (Mr.
Gordon--:-"You are imputing motives to
the honorable member for Melbourne.")
{Mr. G. D. Carter-" I don't mind it; let
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him go on.") He did not know what the shops in which sly grog-selling was carried
honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. on. "Vhy should wine-sellers ,be put on a
Gordon) meant by saying that he was , different footing from licensed victuallers)
imputing motives to the honorable mem- who had to apply for licences to the full
ber for Melbourne. Some honorable mem- ' licensing court, whereas under this clause
'bers had expressed the opinion that the one magistrate would be able to grant a
adoption of this proposal would not lead wine licence 1
to an increase in the sale of wines, and, if
Mr. NIMMO said it was unfair to the
so, what had the teetotal party to fead hotel-keepers of the co~ony who had paid
Honorable members should take a broad large licence-fees to propose that wine
view of the question, and not be guided licences should be made obtainable in the
by what occurred when the Bill was before free and easy manner contemplated in the
the House on the last occasion, because clause. If he, was correctly informed, the
they were not bound by any compact then wine shops dealt surreptitiously in the very
made privately by certain honorable mem- liquors the honest pUblican paid his licencebers. This proposal was not inimical to fee to be permitted to sell. (Mr. Sterrythe interests of the hotel-keepers, but if it "How do you know that ~ ") He had
was rejected there would be a check to a heard it; he was never in 'one of the wine
deserving native industry. A deputation shops, but he had heard a great many
representing all the vignerons of the oolony ,complaints about them. (Mr. Sterryrecently waited on the Minister of Customs, ," We cannot legislate on hearsay.") Wine
and put before him a number of proposals was designated in Scripture as a mocker
with a view to promote the sale of Victorian and a scorpion. He had no objection to
'wines, and all of them had been adopted with, the exportation of wine; in fact, he would
the exception of this one. The Government be well satisfied if they would export it all.
were giving bonuses to the wine-growing (Mr. W. T. Carter-" And make drunkards
'industry, and there was no gainsaying in other countries; that is very uncharitthe fact that the inability of persons to able.") This was a protective country,
obtain wine licences except at annual and it would be invidious to make distinc'meetings of the licensing courts was a drag tions between the sellers of wine and the
on the industry. The honorable member sellers of beer and spirits with regard to
for Melbourne asked what guarantee there applications for licences.
would be, if the clause was adopted, that
Mr. DERHAM observed that it was a
the wine shops would sell wine fit to drink. ' little amusing to hear honorable members
The answer to that was that competition ,'who were recognised as teetotallers advowas the soul of all business, and the more cating the cause of the poor publicans.
competition there was among the wine- References had been made to some compact
sellers the better the public would be ,between the teetotallers' and the publicans'
served, because those who did not sell representatives over this matter, but he
a good article would not get patronized. did not think this House would consider
(Mr. G. D. Carter-" They do other things any compact of thatkind, because honorable
in the wine shops besides selling wine.") members were bound to do their duty to
The honorable member was scarcely fair in the public at large and to legislate for the
insinuating that the licensed wine shops good of the country. The greatest want
were neither more nor less than sly grog- of the colony at the present time was an
increase in the natural products of the
shops.
Mr. ANDERSON expressed the opinion soil, and if Victoria was to recover her pros·
that there was a great misunderstanding perity she must encourage the developas to the probable effect of this clause. ment of natural products in every posThe honorable member for Sandhurst sible way. Regarding the matter in all
South would lead the committee to believe its aspects, he felt bound to support the'
'that the whole wine-growing industry of clause.
the colony depended on the enactment of,
Mr. GORDON said he was somewhat
this clause, but it would not make the surprised at the remarks of the'honorable
slightest difference in the wine production member for Port Melbourne with regard
'of the colony, because it simply enabled to the understanding arrived at in, this
~ wine licences to be obtained once a quarter
matter when the Bill was previQusly before
instead of annually as at present. The the House. Whatever might be said now,
result of its operation, if passed, would be there was not the slightest, dpubt that a
,to increase the facilities for opening wine di~tinct under~ta~d~n,g was arrived at
Session 1891.~[227]
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between both parties in this Chamber
that all the new clauses should be withdrawn, and that only the two first clauses
in the Bill should be put through. The
honorable' member for Mornington, who'
was always affable on every other question,
seemed to lose his head altogether when
this question came up for consideration,
and indulged in taunts and threats against
the teetotallers. A certain section of the
community recently held their annual
meeting, and it was possible that the honorable member might have been influenced
by their decisions.
He (Mr. Gordon)
recently read an article in an American
publication with reference to the growth
of the grape and the manufacture of
raisins in California which showed that
the growing of grapes for raisins was a
more profitable industry than the gTowing
of grapes for the manufacture of wine.
(Mr. Sterry-" They are not all raisin
grapes that are grown.") He was aware
of that. In that article it was stated
that during one month 650 car loads
of raisins were sent to the Eastern
states from California, and it was expected before the month ended that the
exports would reach 1,000 car loads. The
wine manufacturers in Shepparton and
north-eastern district said they could
only get 10d. per gallon for their products
in Melbourne, and that it was entirely
unprofitable to produce wine at that price.
Some honorable members wished to show
that wine drinking would bring about a
better state of things with regard to
drunkenness, but in France it was very
well known that the reverse had been the
case, because drunkenne,ss was largely on
the increase. (Mr. L. L. Smith----=-" rrhat
is because they send nearly all the wine
away.") The French people had been
drinking wine for a great many years, but
many of them found that wine was not
strong enough for them, and instead of
sticking to wine they had begun to drink
brandy.
(Mr. L. L. Smith-" Brandy'
drinking has only come into vogue since
the phylloxera, destroyed the vines.")
Drinking wine in Victoria was an unmitigated evil. By what right could a
wine sel13r claim greater, facilities for
getting a licence than the publican 1 (Mr.
Sterry-" The publicans can get transfers
every quarter if they want them.") He
had in his hand an article from the
evening Herald of the 20th August with
regard to sly grog-selling. He did not
know that the' Herald was a paper which
Mr. Gordon.
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took up the temperance cause very warmly.
(Mr. Bent-" Oh, yes; it does.") That
article was headed, "Sly grog-selling;
What wine-shops are intended for, and
what they are j Beer and whisky sold
instead of wine; A spirit merchant at the
bottom of it." He wonld read the article
for the information of the House ;" A case of some importance was tried to-day
at the Fitzroy court, when the following persons were charged with sly grog-selling :-Attie
Woodhead, Chas. Hill, and Adelaide Hill with
having liquor in her possession, for which she
had no licence to sell. ::Mr. O'Connor, Chief
Inspector of Excise, prosecuted, and Mr. Lyons
defended. Mr. O'Connor, in opening the case,
said that the offence was a very serious one.'
The Government, with the object of assisting
an important colonial product, had permitted
these licences to be granted on favorable terms.
It was done for the purpose of encouraging the
taste. for colonial wine, and to discourage the
longing for ardent spirits. Against the small
licence-fee for selling wine, and consequent low
rent of such houses, hotels had to pay high
licence-fees and rents. He regretted to say that,
instead of these encouragements tending towards
assisting in promoting an important local industry, they had encouraged the establishment
of a number of sly grog-shops and houses of
doubtful character. The department he (Mr.
O'Connor) represented had watched these houses
with great care, and had found that a certain
wine and spirit merchant established a number
of these houses, and 'the department had great
difficulty in dealing with them. He did not wish
to be hard on the women, but it was his duty to
ask that punishment should ,be meted out to
these people, so as to put a stop to these houses
starting. The presence of these places only
went against the sale of colonial wine. He
would adduce evidence which would prove that
beer and whisky were sold in this house in
Gertrude-street.
"Evidence was then given by Henry San.
nigur, a revenue detective, who stated that in
the company of his brother-in-law, Mr. Edgecock, he visited the defendant's, Adelaide Hill,
wine-shop in, Gertrude-street, early on Sunday
morning, the 2nd inst. Two other men went
in, and they called for a bottle of ale, and paid
2~.
He next' shouted' a bottle of ale and paid
2s. The defendant, Attie vVoodhead, the barmaid, took the money. Again, accompanied
by Inspector Andrews, he went, on the 3rd
August, and was served with two whiskys hot,
for which he paid 2s. The day following"
accompanied by Mr. Brunetti, he bought four
whiskys for 2s.
" The bench, after considering the case, said,
through the chairman (Mr. 'Showers, J.P.), that
the case against Chas. Hill, the husband of the
licensee, Adelaide Hill, was proved, and also that
against the barmaid, Attie Woodhead.
"Mr. O'Connor asked permission to with·
draw the case against Woodhead, as she was
only a servant, and it might go against her at
some other time.
"A fine of £25 was imposed against Chas.
Hill, in default one month's imprisonment, and
Woodhead was discharged.
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"In the case of Adelaide Hill, the licensee of
the house in whose place fourteen bottles of ale
and three bottles of whisky were seized by Constable Sullivan under a search warrant, the
bench ordered the confiscation of the liquor
found."

A Gippsland newspaper of the 8th inst.
reported that at the annual licensing court
held at Palmerston,Superintendent Parkinson, in opposing an application for a coloninl
wine licence at Port Albert, said" Speaking from e:l(:perience, he believed that
wine· shops, as a rule, were nothing more than
gambling hells. Many wine and spirit merchants' licences ought not to have been granted.
He had no doubt that a wine licence was not
required in Port Albert, and that if one were
granted the consequences would be hurtful to
the district. "

All that went to show that instead of
drunkenness decreasing as the result of increasing the facilities for selling wine there
was an increase of drunkenness, gambling:
&c., wherever wine licences were granted,
and for that reason he hoped the House
would not consent to the new clause. On
a previous occasion the same proposal was.
submitted and rejected by a large majority,
and honorable members ought to vote
against the proposal, so as to pres~rve the
honour of this Chamber. Instead of being
a public benefit the wine shops ,vere an
unmitigated evil, and encouraged sly grogselling. A great objection to the clause
was that it proposed to give to one member
of the licensing court the power now held
by three, and that might lead to very
serious results.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the other
Chamber was about to adjourn until three
o'clock the following day. Under the
circumstances, it would be unwise to keep
honorable members of the Assembly very
late, and he would suggest that this debate
should be adjourned until the following
day, so as to allow the Government to
push through two or three small Bills
which they wanted to send· back to the
other House.
Mr. GORDON moved that the debate
be .adjourned until the following day.
Mr. BENT said he would like the
teetotallers to give some reasons against
the selling of colonial wine. He wished
to have a vote taken on this question after some intelligent discussion.
It was very important that superVIsIOn
should be exercised over the issue of these
licences.
The motion \vas agreed to, and the de bate
was then adjourned.
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ELECTORAL ROLLS PURIFICATION
BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legis'lative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
The amendments were taken into consideration.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the amendments were merely of a departmental character, and he moved that they be agreed
with.
Mr. GRAVES asked, if in the event of
an inspector intending to take action to
secure the removal of a name from the roll,
proper notice would be given of his intention to the voter concerned 1
.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the Bill made
provision for that point. The person
objected to would have reasonable time
to present himself and make explanations.
The amendments were agreed with.
Mr. LAURENS asked if the Government
would do its best to get the rolls ready in
time for the ·next elections 1
Mr. McLEAN remarked that such instructions had been given to the officers
as would accomplish the object that the
honorable member for Melbourne North
had in view.
WATER\VORKS CONSTRUCTION
ENCOURAGEMENT ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. TAVERNER moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Waterworks
Construction Encouragement Act.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
IRRIGATION AND WATER SUPPLY
LOANS BILL.
Mr. GRAHAM moved the third reading
of this Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a third time.
DEFENCES AND DISCIPLINE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. PEACOCK moved the second I'eading of this Bill. He stated that its object
was to cure a few defects in the principal
Act. All persons who joined the Defence
forces had to subscribe the oath, and
clause 6 provided that all officers and
members of the military and naval forces
should be subject to Part I. of the principal Act, whereas _,officers were not now
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subject thereto unless actually s,Yorn in.
Clause 7 provided for the swearing in of
all members other than commissioned
.officers. vVith regard to clause 8, which
empowered the Government at any time to
specially exempt from the operation of sections 20 to 30 of the Defences and Discipline Act any commissioned officer on the
active list of the Imperial Navy or Army
under written engagement to serve in Victoria for the time being, objection had been
taken to this provision by several members,
and the clause would be withdrawn.
Mr. J. HARRIS said that the House
had been taken by surprise in this matter,
the Premier having promised that no
further business of importance would be
considered that evening.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the House
was waiting until the amendments in the
Railways Bill could come down from the
Legislative Council, and they might as
well go on with the measure under consideration until those amendments could
be sent down.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that a number
of members had left the House, thinking
it was about to adjourn.
Mr. PEACOCK stated that he would
not move the third reading of the Bill
that night.
Mr. W. T. CARTER said that the Bill
was too important .a one to be rushed
through the House.
It would very
seriously affect the commanding officers
in the Defence forces.
Mr. METHVEN stated that a large
number of members had left the House
under the impression that it was about to
rise.
Mr. DERHAM remarked that he was
responsible for having told some members
that the House was about to rise.
Mr. MUNRO observed that he had
stated that the House would not sit after
about half-past eleven o'clock, but it was
desirable to go on with some business till
the amendments of the Legislative Council
on the Railways Bill could be sent down,
so that instructions might be given to
have them printed for consideration on
the following day.
Mr. GILLIES remarked·that he understood that certain clauses of the Bill were
to be omitted, and that the Minister of
Defence had arranged to have some amendmen ts inserted.
Mr. MUNRO said there would be no
objection to recommit the Bill on the
following .day if it was thought necessary.
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Capt. TAYLOR submitted that the honorable member in charge of the Bill ought
to explain what its principles or objects
.
were. .
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
.and committed.
On clause 7, providing for the amendment of section 8 of the Defences and Discipline Act, .
Capt.· r:rAYLOR said that some explanation ought to be given' of the meaning of
the clause.
Mr. PEACOCK stated that clauses 6
and 7 provided that when officers wer~
appointed by Orders in Council, and had
taken the oath, the oath should' be considered as completing the engagement.
This simplified matters, and would do away
with the necessity for issuing Orders in
Council when men had to be engaged.
Mr. W. T. CARTER observed that there
was altogether too much imperialism in our
colonial forces,and that if it were continued
it would prevent them from ever becoming
a national defence force. (Mr. Gillies"That is being lessened day by day.")
On the contrary, it was being intensified
by a clique of officers who were determined
to constitute themselves the Defence force
of Australia, and who habitually ignored
those who had not the Imperial brand upon
them. (Mr. Gillies-" Men from the colonies are being sent home every year.")
He knew that this was so in the naval
force. (Mr. Gillies--" I can say from my
own knowledge that the honorable member is in error.") He (Mr. Carter) was
confident that his statements were correct.
If a Defences and Discipline Bill was to be
passed honorable members should have an
opportunity of dealing with the radical
principles that underlay the organization
and administration of the Defence forces,
and of placing the forces in such a position
that an Australian native could live in
them.
.
Mr. GORDON said that he was surprised
at the remarks of the' honorable member
for Williamstown. Surely the honorable
member for Williamstown would not say
that the colony was in such a position that
it could do without Imperial officers. Would
the honorable member say that there was
a sufficient number of officers native born
to take the higher appointments ~ (Mr.
Gillies-" Not a sufficient number.") He
knew that there were a few who were
qualified for those appointments, but to say
that the colony could do without Imperial
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officers was simply absurd.
(Mr. W. T. as the men who belonged to the Imperial
Carter-" I was speaking of sub-officers.") forces. (Mr. ,\Villiams-"They are worse.'')'
He could not believe the statements The Imperial officers as a rule were
that men who had been sent to England, gentlemen, and they certainly did rewho had passed their examinations there gard the democracy of the colony as
very creditably, and who now held ex- something beneath their dignity. One
cellent positions in the Defence forces of man could not be made to associate with,
the colony, were flouted by the Imperial another against his own inclination.
He had received communications from
officers.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that he some naval officers which revealed a
did not think the honorable member for state of things that was prejudicial to disWilliamstown deserved the reproach that cipline, and prejudicial to the good feeling
had been cast upon him by the honorable that should exist in the service. It was
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Gordon). He only by drawing attention to this matter
(Mr. Richardson) had received communica- in Parliament, as the honorable member
tions from time to time respecting the officers for.Williamstown had done, that the evil
of the naval force of the colony, and those could be at all mitigated.
Capt. TAYLOR observed that the clause
communications fully bore out the statements made by the honorable member for before the committee required some exWilliamstown. r:rhis was a matter that planation. It would appear, on first reading,
honorable members might talk about, but the clause, that no person could be regularly
it was doubtful whether they could do or effectually employed 'in the D~fence
anything to remedy it. The disposition forces until he had taken the oath. (Mr..
to send home for officers was general Turner-" The clause will simply abolish·
throughout the whole of the public service. the Orders in Council, and will make the
If somebody was reqnired for the Railway signing of the oath a condition of employdepartment, the Govemment had to send ment.") That might be the object of it,
to England or America for him. The young but he doubted whether the clause would'
people of the colony did not appear to think carry out that object. The oath appeared
that the older people knew anything at all. to constitute the engagement, and yet no
(Mr. Murray-"r:rhey are carrying out the provision was made for bringing the men
Scriptures.") Yes, it might be taken as an under the Discipline Act.
Mr. W. T. CARr:rER said he did not
indication of the effect the instruction
given in the State schools had on the reli- desire it to be thought that he complained,
gious feelings and the morals of the com- about the appointment of Imperial officers
munity. What the honorable member for to command the military and naval forces.
Williamstown referred to was the social Captain Thomas, the former' commandant
influence that was exercised amongst the of the naval force, had the most profound
officers in the Defence forces-not the posi- respect of the men, and the same remark
tion which an officer occupied, but that might be made with regard to General
close social relationship which grew up Tulloch. He did not for a moment sugamongst officers of the Imperial service. gest that the colony could provide officers
(Mr. W. T. Carter-" Cliqueism.") The for these higher positions. His remarks
honorable member might call it cliqueism, had reference to the sub-officers, and all
but he desired to point out to him that it that he had said about cliqueism he would
was a necessary consequence of the service: stand to. The only way to break down
Officers were obtained from England, and, that cliqueism was to call attention to it in
according to the honorable member for Parliament. There were instructors in
Castle maine, the colony could not do with- gunnery in the naval force who never
out them. (Mr. Gordon-" Not yet.") He gave instructions and who were simply
(Mr. Richardson) hoped that the time would ornamental, and there were officers of cercome when the colony would not have to tain ranks who were do-nothings and who
send home for such men, but that they simply prided themselves on the fact that
would be able, by sending men to the they belonged to the Imperial navy. They
military schools and colleges of England, formed a clique, and bad feeling was in
to obtain the officers they required from consequence engendered.
amongst their own people. The Imperial
The clause was agreed to.
officers formed a party amongst themselves,
On clause 10, providing that proceedings
and he believed that the men who were sent under the provisions of sections 45-49
home for their training were just as bad and section 51 of the Defences and
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Discipline Act for the recovery of any
penalty should be taken in a court of petty
sessions,
Capt. TAYLOR suggested the insertion
after the words "petty sessions" of the
words "where a police magistrate is
sitting."
Mr. TURNER said that the honorable
member should give some reasons for the
amendment he suggested.
Capt. TAYLo.R remarked that the
justices who sat in some courts of petty
sessions were old salts, and if a man in
the naval force were brought before them
his case would be prej udged. The police
magistrates were supposed to have a better
knowledge of law th,an the justices, and
would therefore be better able to determine
any points of law that might arise. A
large number of offences were covered by
this clause, and in connexion with them
some fine questions might have to be
decided, such as whether a man had certain
rights in property.
Mr. TURNER stated that the arguments
used by the honorable member for Hawthorn would apply generally. He did not
know of any instance personally in which
, it had been provided in an Act of Parliament that a police magistrate should form
one of a court of petty sessions to try
offences, unless Parliament had been
satisfied that the matters to be decided
were matters of law and not of fact. In this
case the offences were such as the justices
might reasonably be left to determine, and
if the words suggested were inserted. a
slur would be cast upon the justices which
the committee should not permit.
On clause 12, which was as follows:"(1) The naval or military commandant (as
the case may be) may at such times as may
be convenient grant to any person regularly
employed in the naval or military forces leave
of absence for any period or periods not exceeding in the whole three weeks in each year.
"(2) In cases of illness or other pressing
necessity the Minister may, on the recommendation of the naval or military commandant (as the case may be), grant to any person
regularly employed in the naval or military
forces such leave of absence for such time and
on the same terms as may from time to time be
fixed for public officers by any Acts and regulations for the time being in force relating to the
public service,"

Mr. PEACOCK moved the addition to
the 1st sub-section of the words "and
also one day's leave of absence for each
public holiday on which such person had
been on duty." He stated that the object
of this clause was to place the Defence
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forces in th~ same position as the other
branches of the public service with regard
to allnualleave. The honorable member
for Dundas pointed out that if the clause
were passed as it stood officers .of the
Defence forces would not get the same leave
as other public servants, and he therefore
suggested this amendment, to which he
(Mr. Peacock) had no objection.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. J. HARRIS said that sub-section 2
gave the Minister power, on the recommendation of the naval or military commandant, to grant sick leave. Why should
not the naval or military commandant be
allowed to grant sick leave without
reference to the Minister ~
Mr. TURNER stated that it was a rule
in the public service that the Minister in
charge of a department should grant sick
leave. He would, however, inquire into
the matter, and see whether it was necessary to give that power to the Minister
in this case.
The clause, as amended, was agreed, to.
Mr. PEACOCK proposed the following
clause : " Unless otherwise provided by any Act all
moneys derived from any lease or letting of any
land vested in the Minister or any buildings
thereon shall be paid into the consolidated
revenue. "

The clause was agreed to.
Mr. PEACOCK proposed a clause relating to the computation of retiring
allowances.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. PEACOCK proposed a clause providing that during the leave of absence of
any officer who was a member of the
Council of Defence the officer who discharged his duties for the time being
should act as a member of the Council of
Defence.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. PEACOCK proposed the following
clause : " Where a person who is subject to the provisions of the Defences and Discipline Acts and
the regulations commits any offence against
the same or against the Act of the Imperial
Parliament' specified in section 19 of the
Defences and Discipline Act 1890, and subsequ,~ntly ceases to be subject to the Defences
and Discipline Acts and the regulations, he shall
not be prosecuted or tried for such offence
unless the hearing of his prosecution or trial
for such offence commences within six months
after he has ceased to be subject to the Defences
and Discipline Acts and the regulations."

The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported with amendments.
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RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
r:I.'his Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
The message was ordered to be taken into
consideration on the following day.
PUBLIC SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. WILLIAMS asked the Premier if
it was the intention of the Government to
go on with the Public Service Act Amendment Bill 1
Mr. MUNRO stated that if there was
time the Government would certainly go
on ,vith the Bill referred to.
The House adjourned at midnight.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, Decernber 23, 1891.

Cbristmas Holidays to Officers of the Council-NorthWestern Province Election-Assent to Bills-New
Hebrides: Murder of Mr. Sawers-Perl:lonal Explanation: Il:h::. Brunton-Laml Act Amendment BillRailways Act Amendment Bill-Irrigation and Wa.ter
Supply Loans Bill-Mines Bill-Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill. .
The PRESIDENT took the chair at eight
minutes past three o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS.
The Hon. D. ~iELVILLE said he desired to remind the President that it was
the usual practice to give about a week's
holiday to the officers of the House at
Christmas, and in that case the .House
would be closed, if there was no objection,
until possibly the 3rd or 4th of January.
1'he PRESIDENT.-The usual period
of holiday will be granted to the officers
of the House.
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ASSENT TO BILLS.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD presented a message from the Governor intimating that
His Excellency had given the Royal assent
to the Licensing Arbitrations Bill, theCouncils of Conciliation Bill, the Bendigo Art
Gallery Site Bill, the 1'rusts Act Amen€lment Bill, the Legal Profession Practice
Act Amendment Bill, and the Parliamen:'
tary Standing Committee on Railways
Remuneration Bill.
NEW HEBRIDES.
MURDER OF MR. SAWERS.
The Hon. J. SERVICE called the attention of the Minister of Defence to certain
recent information received from the New
Hebrides regarding the murder of a Mr.
Sawers (a British subject) residing on
Santo Island; and asked if the Government would communicate with His Excellency the Admiral, and also with His
Excellency Sir John 1'hurston, High Commissioner, with a view to obtaining official
information on the subject 1 He said he
could not do better, in introducing this
question, than to read to the House.a
letter he had received, corroborating and
confirming in almost every way a letter
by a correspondent direct from the New
Hebrides Islands which he had seen and
read, and which he recommended the person who had charge of it, and to whom it
wa::; addressed, to transmit to the Premier of Victoria, as Chairman of the Standing Committee of the Federal Council;
and, therefore, the statements that were
made in the letter he was about to read
might be regarded as correct. The letter
was as follows:-

"Sydney, 15th December, 1891.
"Dear Mr. Service,-I am sending you the
newspaper reports of the H.M.S. Goldfinch and
Dart's cruise in the New Hebrides. The contrast between the conduct of the Goldfinch in
regard to the murder of Mr. Sawers (a British
subject) and his native servant at Santo and
NORTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
that of the British Cordelia, in conjunction with
ELECrrION.
the French Saone, with reference to the murder
rrhe PRESIDENT announced that he of French subjects at Mallicola needs no comment-it is utterly incomprehensible. Mr.
had received a return to the writ issued' Sawers (the British subject) was a Scotchman,
for the election of a member of the Legis- whose excellent and peaceful character has been
lative Council to serve for the N orth- testified by Sir J. B. Thurston, who knew him in
'Vestern Province (in the room of the Hon. Fiji. It is surely indicative of great decadence
of the national spirit when, in the eyes of the
G. Young, deceased), showing that Mr. British naval authorities, a Scotchman's life is
Duncan E. McBryde had been elected.
of infinitely less value than a Frenchman's.
Mr. McBryde was subsequently intro- Should not this be brought under the notice of
duced and sworn, and delivered to the the Hon. James Munro, Premier, with a view
to getting an explanation from His ExcelClerk 1;he declaration of qualification re- lency
the Admiral of the cause of this strange
quired by the Act No. 1075.
indifference? You will also see from the Dart'ii
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report that another request has been made by
numbers of chiefs that they and their lands
should be brought under British protection.
With regard to the question of annexation,
surely the testimony of British residents like the
Powell Bros., &c., should have far more weight
than that of SirJ. B. Thurston, whose knowledge
of the islands must be very meagre-such as could
be gathered from a flying trip. It must also be
remembered that he is a Fijian, with Fijian
prejudices to the detriment of the New
Hebrides. I trust, therefore, that you will give
this matter your consideration, and with good
results. I am glad to inform you that our interests on the islands are increasing, and that
we are getting good encouragement from British
and foreign settlers for the timber.-I am, yours
faithfully,
" JAMES

vY.

SMITH.

"P.S.-I have been informed that the murderer of Mr. Sawers and servant can be identified.-J. W. S."

Accompanying that letter was a report
from the Sydney Morning Herald of the
16th inst., to the following effect:"H. M.S. Goldfinch arrived yesterday in
Farm Cove, after an absence of many months.
She is now in command of Lieutenant and
Commander H. R. P. Floyd, who succeeded
Lieutenant C. E. Kingsmill, promoted to the
rank of commander. The Gold/inch left Sydney
on the 5th January, went to Hobart with the
rest of the squadron, thence to Auckland, and
on to Raratonga, and round the Cook and
neighbouring groups with the British Resident
on board; from Raratonga to Tongatabu,
when Parliament .was opened by King George
(particulars of which were published at the
time). In company with .the CO?'delia the
Goldfinch went thence to Fiji, and after remaining there some time was ordered to the New
Hebrides. Native matters were quiet in the
group during her stay there, and she returned
to Fiji to embark Sir J. B. Thurston. A three
weeks' cruise was made in the group, all stations
(French and English) being called at. 'The High
Commissioner returned to Fiji by the Birksgate,
and the Goldfinch continued her patrol in the
group. On the 25th November she was at
Santo, the scene of the late murder of Mr.
Sawers; but no action was taken. From there
she went to Port Sandwich on the 28th November, and took departure for Noumea, leaving
the last-named port on the 4th December. She
reports that H.M.S. Cordelia, in company with
the French warship Saone, had succeeded in
arresting the murderers of two French settlersMr. Parents and another. There were eight or
nine implicated, and ·all were captured after a
hard scour inland. The culprits were duly
lIried, and sentenced to deportation to New
Caledonia. "

There were two other extracts accompanying the letter, but he need not read them.
The main facts were these:-Mr. Sawers,
who had gone down recently to reside in
Fiji, was a man of exceedingly good
character, known iu Sydney and also, he
thought, in .Victoria. He had settled in
Fiji, and sent home for a lady who had
Hon. J. Service.

Murder of Mr. Sawers.

been engaged to him for many years, and
who came out to be married, and was
married to him. The fourth day after
the marriage Mr. Sawers and one of his
native servants were shot down, and it
was complained that no attempt had been
made to discover and capture the murderers, although, more particularly in the
correspondence which he hoped had by this
time reached the Premier of this colony, it
was stated that there would be no difficulty about identifying the parties who
shot these two men dead. 0 wing to the
entire want of any attempt to deal with
the murderers on the part of British ships
of war the natives had come to feel a sort
of contempt for the English authorities,
and they did not hesitate to express
their contempt by saying that the English
were not like the French, and that
the English were afraid to tackle the
natives. N ow, honorable members knew
perfectly well that with savage peoples the
external physical attributes-at all events
the exhibition of boldness and a determination not to be trodden on with impunity-would have a most salutary effect
in a position of that sort upon the savage
mind, and as Sir John Thurston was there
at the time and took no action it seemed
all the more extraordinary. The writer
of the letter he had just read to the House
referred to the fact that Sir John Thurston
was a Fijian. It was not the first time that
he (Mr. Service) had heard allusion made
to the fact that the interests of Fiji were
hostile to the interests of the New Hebrides,
but from his long and personal know ledge
of Sir John Thurston he must say that he
did not believe for one moment that that
gentleman was capable of feeling in the
way described in the letter. But if there
was-a feeling in the islallds that Sir John
Thurston was neglecting the interests of
the New Hebrides it would be well to
communicate with him and get his official
report as High Commissioner of the Pacific
as to the circumstances under which no
attempt was made to capture the murderers vf Mr. Sawers. The inaction of the
British ships of war in regard to this
matter was the more remarkable because
when two French settlers in Mallicola
Were murdered a short time ago three of
Her Majesty's ships of war then down in
the islands co-operated with a French
man-of-war in order to secure the murderers of those Frenchmen. The French
authorities went on the usual principle
that nobody should injure a French citizen
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without paying the penalty, and the
natural effect on the savage mind must
be the conviction that while it was highly
dangerous to injure a Frenchman they
might even murder a British subject with
impunity. It was important that the
attention of the Admiral also should be
called to this matter.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that, in
answer to the honorable member, he would
read a memorandum that had been supplied to him by the :Premier, as follows:" This Government is not officially in possession of any information on the subject, the
only information it has being that which has
appeared in the newspapers. From the accounts
that have been published it would appear that
a very gross, brutal, and altogether unprovoked
murder had taken place; but it will be observed
that the newspaper accounts also state that the
Joint Naval Commission is taking action in the
matter. The Joint Naval Commission is the
properly constituted legal authority to deal
with such cases. It has ample powers, and
there is no reason to doubt that adequate retribution will be executed. It is a little surprising, however, to see in yesterday's newspapers
that nothing had been done, although a British
man-of-war had been there three times since
the event; and Mr. Munro will communicate,
as Chairman of the Standing Committee of the
Federal Council, with the Admiral and the
High Commissioner, asking information and
inquiring as to the apparent delay."

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
The Hon. T. BRUNTON stated that
with the permission of the House he desired to explain what might appear inconsistency in his action in voting against
Mr. G. Davis' motion for a conference
with the Assembly on the Constitution
Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, and
voting for the appointment of managers to
represent the Council at that conference.
When Mr. G. Davis moved for a conference
with another place in reference to the oneman-one-vote question, he (Mr. Brunton)
asked the honorable member in private if
he had any possible assurance of a satisfactory f:!ettlement, and, as the honorable
member could not give him any such assurance, he vot~d against the motion. In
view of the fact that Ministers in this
House all voted for Mr. G. Davis' motion,
however, he came to the conclusion that
there was a possibility that a compromise
might be effected, and it was his principle and policy through life, and would
be to the end, wherever men conscientiously differed in opinion to always bring
into play the spirit of conciliation and
concession with a view to effecting a
settlement on any fair and reasonable
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grounds, so long as no great principlewould be violated by such settlement.He therefore voted for the appointment of
managers to represent the Council at the
conference with representatives of the
Assembly, and he felt that he ought not to
have voted against Mr. G. Davis' first proposal for a conference, seeing that it was
supported by the members of the Government in this House. He thought that this
explanation was due to himself, in orderthat he might maintain that consistency
of character which should mark the actionsof every representative of the country in
Parliament.
'
The Hon. G. DAVIS said he could con-:
firm the statement of the honorable member, who put the question to him as'
stated, and received the reply he had
mentioned to the House. He might
further state that he (Mr. Davis) was not
in consultation with any member of theMinistry, and was not instigated or
actuated by any other influence than his"
own sense of duty in the matter.
LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said that under
the principal Act provision was made forthe survey of the pastoral portions of the
colony into blocks capable of depasturing'
from 1,000 to 4,000 sheep, orfrom 150 to 500'
head of cattle. The carrying capacity'
of that land was reckoned on a maximum
of 10 acres per sheep. Since the Act
came into operation in 1884, only 1,458,000'
out of 6;840,000 acres of the land had
been taken up as pastoral blocks, the
remaining 5,382,000 acres consisting to a
very large extent of mountainous country,
which no one would take up simply because
it was utterly impossible for that land to
carry one sheep to every 10 acres. 'fhis
Bill provided that expert officers of theLands department should decide, subject
to the confirmation of the Minister, as to
the number of acres in those districts required to depasture one sheep, and upon
that basis a rental would be charged of Is.
per sheep, and 5s. per head of cattle per
annum. By that m~ans the acreage to be
allowed per sheep or per head of cattle
would be increased where necessary. Underthe principal Act a licensee might take out of
his pastoral allotment 320acres, but strange:
to say there was no provision in the Act as
to the shape of that homestead selection.
The consequence was that allotments had
been applied for and taken up which had
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far too large a frontage to the water some sort under it. Hence settlement
reservation. In connexion with the graz- . was delayed, and it was proposed in this
ing areas, there was a provision that. the clause that in future all land alienated,'
licensee might take up an allotment of leased, or licensed should be so dealt with
.300 acres, which he had to do under cer- only to a limited depth to be fixed by the
tain regulations which defined the frontage Governor, and clause 12 provided that all
and the depth. It was intended that the minerals should be reserved to the Crown.
same conditions should apply in this case That was a new departure, and personally
.also. Under the principal Act it was pro- he thought it was to be regretted
vided that grazing areas might be taken that it was not taken many years ago.
up to the extent of 1,000 acres. When Had that rule been adopted, the coalthat measure was being discussed in the mining industry would have made greater
House, it was pointed out that the blocks progress than it had done, and the Crown
were not surveyed in anything like 1,000 in selling land was surely entitled now to
acres, and the results had proved that to be say that it would retain the minerals of
:so. Many of the blocks were considerably whatever character they were. Clause 14
under 1,000 acres, and some of them. were had reference to mallee blocks. At preunder 300 acres, and \vhilst it was pro- sent, if a mortgagor failed to fulfil the
vided that the lessees of the grazing areas conditions of his mortgage, there was no
might take up an allotment of 320 acres, provision that the mortgagee should receive
it was found in many cases there were notice. This clause provided that in the
not 320 acres in the block altogether. event of failure or breach of agreement on
'This Bill provided that the lessee might the part of a mortgagor, the mortgagee
take up one or more of the grazing areas, should receive notice from the Crown, so
provided that he did not take up more that if he wished to take any steps to
than 1,000 acres, that being the maximum. protect his own interests he could do
In the same way he might take up an so. The object of clause 15 was to valiagricultural allotment of 320 acres, pro- date payments under section 165 of the
vided that he exhausted the whole of principal Act, although the improvements
the block before going into any other in respect of which they were made had
block.
It would, of course, be unwise not received the prior approval of the Board
to allow any lessee to pick out the
of Land and Works. There were some
eyes of two or three blocks. Clause 8 blocks of land that were resumed by the
amended section 2 of the principal Act by late Government, upon which improveallowing the .legal representative of a ments had been made without obtaining
deceased lessee or selector to transfer the the necessary written authority under the
deceased's interest in the land to any principal Act. These improvements had
qualified person within twelve months, to be paid for, but there was no. legal
and to allow a duly qualified transferee to means of doing that except by validat'select a:portion of a grazing area when the ing the payments already made. With
-original lessee had not already selected. reference to clause 16, it had been
"The following clause amended section found that lessees of grazing areas some67 by fixing the 29th December, 1898 times transferred their interest in a small
-the date at which leases of pastoral allot- portion of a grazing area to trustees for
.ments and grazing areas were to terminate ·church sites and other public purposes, but
-as the period beyond which grazing the trustees could not under the present
'licences could not be renewed. At pre- state of the law obtain the fee-simple of
;sent the period varied, and it was thought the land. This clause provided that the
to be advisable that the licences should all Governor in Council might, subject to a
terminate at the same time. Olause 11 valuation, put up the land to auction in
introduced practically a new principle. order to allow the alienation in fee simple
It was not absolutely a new principle, of such sites. Clauses 17 to 21 introbecause the House had in a p'revious duced what was commonly called the
session dealt with t.he question of mining betterment principle. It was proposed
under property at a certain depth. It was that when a line of railway was al~thorized
recognised at the present time that the for a district, the land for a distance of
Crown had a large quantity of land no 15 miles on either side of the route of
inconsiderable portion of which was locked the railway should be let or sold at a
up, because the Mining department were higher price than would otherwise be
-of opinion that there were minerals of charged, and he thought that that was a
Sir F. T. Sargood.
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very fair arrangement. The construction
of a railway did very materially enhance
the value of land, and he did not
see any reason why the State should
not . acquire some portion of the en~
hanced value.
The whole of the increased value would not go to the State.
On the contrary, the seleotors of the land
would certainly derive very considerable
advantage from the increased value, and
also from the fact of their being close to
the means of communication. It was proposed that the increase in the occupation
fee, rent, or amount to be paid for the
fee-simple should be proportionate to
the distance of the land from the
line. It was further provided that in'
the event of the line not being
constructed within ten years the extra
amount paid must be refunded. The
same provision applied to waterworks,
and the additional sum obtained was
not to go into the consolidated revenue,
but was to be applied towards defraying
the cost of such railway or works. (Mr.
Cuthbert - " What about clause 231")
Clanse 23 provided for the licensing of
worked-out auriferous lands, with power to
purchase at the end of seven years. There
was a large quantity of worked-out auriferous land in the colony, and it was proposed to allow persons to take up allotments on those lands not exceeding 5 acres,
for the purpose of establishing homesteads,
orchards, and gardens. Therent to be charged
was Is. per acre per annum, with the right
of purchase at the end of the term at £1
per acre. I t was not proposed at all to
give away the lands, but it was wise to
allow the land to be as far as possible utilized without injury to mini.ng.
The Hon ..J. BELL remarked that the
Bill had some good features, and he was
inclined to support the majority of the
clauses, particularly the provision with
reference to the shape of an allotment in a
pastoral area. It was perfectly right that
the conditions should be made the same in
conncxion with pastoral areas as grazing
areas. It would not do to allow the occupant of pastoral conntry to take up a selection of any shape hc chose according to his
own sweet will, without regard to the frontage to any water reservation. The proposal
to permit lessees of grazing areas to hold a
maximum area of 1,000 acres was also a
good one. The betterment principle itself
'was good, but he did not know whether
the Government bad taken the best
means of carrying it out. He feared
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that the Government would have considerable difficulty in giving effect to
the proposals contained in the Bill. rrhe
. position of a Minister of La,nds wonId not
be a very pleasant one when he had to
intimate to selectors that they would have
to pay an additional sum per acre for their
land for ten years on the chance of a railway being constructed.' If the rail way
was not constructed the money would
have to be returned. (Mr. Cuthbert-"With interest at 8 per cent?") There
was not a word in the Bill about interest.
He quite agreed with tbe proposal to
allow worked-out auriferous areas' to be
licensed with power to purchase after
seven years. He was president of the
Gold Mining Commission, and the evidence
which the commission took, particularly
at Castlemaine, with reference to this
matter induced him to support this
clause. He knew that at Ballarat the
proposal was not popular, but at Castlcmaine and in some other districts it would
be of great benefit. He would now speak of
what be considered to be the omissions in
the Bill. The licensees under the 67th
section of the principal Act occupied
grazing areas near gold-fields. They had a
tenure of five years, which was extended
under this Bill to 1898, but these licensees
were not permitted to fence in their land.
(Sir F. T. Sargood-"Yes, there is a condition in the regulations.") Fencing was
not permitted under the principal Act, but
it was winked at by the Lands department.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that Mr. Bell
would be correct in saying that the Act
was silent with regard to fencing, but, as
a matter of fact, the' regulations of the
Lauds department contained certain provisions with reference to fencing, and
therefore recognised fencing.
The Hon. J. BELL stated that holders
under the 67th section who fenced in their
land did not receive compensation. Some
of them fenced in the land and took the
risk, but others were afraid to spend the
money, and the position in which they
were placed was not a proper one. He
knew that the miners had hitherto objected to this land being fenced in at all.
(Mr. J. A. Wallace-" The liconsees destroy the timber.") It was distinctly provided that they should not cut the timber,
and in some instances the licences had
been forfeited for burning the timber.
This land should be put to its proper use,
that was grazing, and unless it was fenced
in it was of very small value. The
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licensees had' no power to clear the scrub the map, according to the sweet will of
off the land or to remove old logs, and the the officers; and the holders under the
result was that the rabbits were increasing 67th section were not allowed to fence in
to an alarming extent. It was his inten- their land and to improve it. The result
tion to submit a new clause to permit was that that land had simply become a
fencing, and he trusted that the' House breeding place for vermin. Eight years
would agree to it. With regard to the ago he contended that Parliament should
mallee lessees, there had been considerable endeavour to get every available acre of
subdivision of mallee blocks, and it land in the colony settled, at the same
was held that the holders of the sub- time reserying to the miner his right to
divisions had no power to select an agri- go on to the land and search for gold.
cultural allotment, even from their own The best land was t.aken up first, and in
subdivisions. (Sir F. T. Sargood-" It 1884 Parliament had only the fragments
was not intended originally.") No, but to deal with. Too many restrictions
they ought to have that power. The were then placed on lessees of grazing
mallee country was becoming a fashion- areas, and the results had been unsatisable place; it was good wheat-growing factory. Unless the holders of the grazcountry, and persons who took up sub- ing areas were allowed to fence the
divisions should have the same privilege vermin would never be destroyed, and
as the holders of the original blocks. the land would be of very little value.
If a little encouragement were only given He approved of the proposal in the
to the settlers of the mallee country, it Bill to allow worked-out auriferous areas
would eventually become one of the most to be licensed and used for homestead
valuable parts of the country. He would and gard.en purposes.
The land on
support the Bill generally, and he assumed some of the old gold-diggings had now
that if it were passed the Mines Act the appearance of a wilderness, and
Amendment Bill would go with it, be- Parliament should offer inducements to
cause one could not be taken without the people to occupy the surface and to cultiother.
Cottages could now be
vate the land.
The Hon. D. COUTTS stated that he seen standing in the middle of old heaps
would cordially support the second read- of mullock without any gardens. What
ing of this Bill. It was eight years since inducement was there to anybody to reParliament passed the principal. Act, and main on the land under such conditions.
the Minister of Defence was the Minister He did not think the miners would say
in charge of that measure. It said a great that the present condition of things should
deal for that measure that eight years be continued. Some of the mining gullies
had passed without any amendments could be converted into smiling homehaving been made in it. This might be steads, with orchards and gardens; and this
due to lax administration, but he would part of the Bill should certainly receive
support the Bill because it went in the the support of honorable members.
direction he advocated at that time. There
The Hon. T. BRUN'1'ON said he rewas a great deal of talk then about blue, gretted that the Government had introgreen, and yellow lands, and he contended , duced so important a Bill at that late period
that sufficient inducements for settlement of the session. '1'he Bill reg uired very
were not offered. That had turned out to be careful consideration, and he must admit
so, and it was now proposed that the lessees that at present he was ignorant of it. It
of grazing areas should be allowed t.o hold was unfair that honorable members should
more than one area if the maximum did be asked to deal with a measure of this
not exceed 1,000 acres. Sometimes there kind within twelve hours from the close of
were several applications for the same the session.
The Hon. W. I. WINTER-IRVING
blocks, and the Lands department 9ut up
the blocks and so rendered them entirely stated that he thoroughly concurred in the
useless. He was only sorry that it was remarks that had been made by Mr. Coutts
proposed to stop at 1,000 acres, because with regard to the fencing of the 67th
1,000 acres of the balance of the grazing section holdings.
Unless the holders
lands, which were not of very good quality, were allowed to take up 1,000 acres' of
was not sufficient. The 67th section had land, and were given the privilege of selectbeen the greatest failure in the principal ing an agricultural allotment of 320 acres
Act. Land was held to be auriferous with the right also of fencing, there would
simply because it was painted green on be no sufficient inducement to them to
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:remain on the land. The best land in the .
colony had already been taken up, and
only the inferior land was left, and encouragement should be given to people
to settle on these lands and to make
them fertile. The worked-out auriferous
lands should also be made available, and
he approved of the proposal contained' in
the Bill to allow these lands to be taken
up' under licences with the right of purchase. There could not be much gold
left in most of the old diggings, as the
ground had been turned over many
times j and there was no reason why ,
the surface should not be occupied and
converted into orchards, market gardens,
and vineyards. There was no better land
in the colony for the cultivation of vines
,than the old gold-diggings in Sand hurst.
There would be no difficulty in preserving'
the rights of the miners, but these workedout auriferous areas should not be allowed
to remain in their present condition.
'rhey were covered with mounds of yellow
.earth that had been there for the last ,
30 years, and they had the appearance
of a Sahara. He congratulated the Government on having introduced this Bill,
and he would. give it his support.
The Hon. G. DAVIS remarked that the .
Bill commended itself to him, and he
would point out to Mr. Brunton that it .
was mainly an enabling Bill. It would
;simply enable the Minister in charge of
the Lands department to more perfectly
-carry out the spirit of the old Act. The
Bill did not contain any new principles of
great importance, but was simply the
result of the experience of the Minister of
Lands and of his predecessors with regard
,to the working of the principal Act. He
thought, therefore, that it could be ac.cepted by the House with safety.
The Hon. D. HAM thought that the
,Bill was too important to be passed at
about the last momen~ of the session. For ,
one thing it involved Ballarat interests to .
a very large extent. He would not mind
·the Bill applying to places like Bendigo or
'Castlemaine, but he objected to it applying
to Ballarat. There was no personal feeling'
on his part in the matter. He was simply
,acting on behalf of his constituents, whose
views had been expressed to him by the .
president of the Miners' Association.' There .
. :were a great many areas of old workings
in the Ballarat district, and to allow them
·to be taken up in blocks of 5 or 10
acres at a time would lead to an abomin- .
':able monopoly. (Mr. Cuthbert-·" The
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.Sebastopol plateau, for example.") Yes,
that was an instance. I).'here was plenty
of ground in that neighbourhood which
had been carefully kept from .settlement
during the last 20 or 30 years, because
almost any day a reef or a lead might
be developed there.
The Hon. W. PITT said he would
support the Bill, but he thought there
were dangers in connexion with clause 11
which ought to be guarded against.
The Hon. J. BUCHANAN said he had
given a great deal of consideration to the
Bill, and he regarded it as an enahling
measure of great value, for it had been
very carefully prepared. The effect of
adopting the provisions set out in clauses
17 -21 would be of immense advantage to
the country. For instance, his experience
as a member of the Railways Standing
Committee had made him acquainted with
large areas of land between Kilcunda and
the sea-shore which would immediately,
when opened up by railway communication, become worth from £8 to £12 per
acre without any improvement. Why, in
connexion with land of this kind, should
all the benefit go to the selector and no~
to the State ~
(Mr. Brunton-" The
question is too big to be dealt with at this
late hour.") "VeIl, he had given the
measure every consideration, and inasmuch as it met his -views he would sup"
port it. With respect to the probable
operation of clause 3-which dealt with
worked-out auriferous lands-he could say
that he knew of many districts of the
kind which could easily, if proper encouragement were offered, become the
home of the orange and the olive. He
referred particularly to the districts alluded
to by Mr. Winter-Irvin.g.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he much
regretted that the present measure was
not sent up earlier in the session, for he
could scarcely imagine one of much
greater importance.
Considering the
amount of work done by honorable members during the past fortnight they really
had no time now to give more than
a glance at the measure. (Mr. J. A. Wallace-·" That does not come well from you.")
He knew what the honorable member
referred to, but this was altogether too
important a Bill to be dealt with on the last
day of the session. No doubt the Government had devoted a good deal of attention
to its preparation, still honorable members
had really had no opportunity of mastering
~t or of consulting with their constituents
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in regard to it.. Certainly he would oppose
the adoption of clause 23, which was greatly
objected to. An important deputation representing the miners of Ballarat waited
upon himself and Mr. D. Ham the previous
day, and it was then represented that to
carry clause 23 in its present shape would
strike a severe blow at Balla,rat interests.
It was different with places like Castlemaine, or Bendigo, orperhapsMaryborough,
where there was a good deal of worked-out .
land which might very well be utilized,
but that was not the case with other goldfields, especially the particular one he had
mentioned. Perhaps a great deal of the
difficulty might be removed if provision
was made in clause 23 preventing the
application of the measure to Ballarat.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that there could be no doubt the Bill
should have been brought in earlier. In
fact he did not see why the Government
need be in any great hurry over the matter.
A great many clauses were veryobjectionable. For one thing, their effect would be
to render mining timber more difficult to
procure than ever. Already a great deal
of timber had been improperly destroyed
on the grazing areas, and unless those
areas could be fenced there would be still
more harm done. With respect to clause
23, it might do very well at Bendigo and
Castlemaine, but it would be wrong to
render it applic~ble to other parts of the
country where there were many auriferous
areas apparently worked out, but which
would, directly water was brought to them,
afford remunerative employment to a large
number of miners.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR thought that
the Bill was one too important to be.
passed at this late hour of the session. It
appeared to be a measure to enable the·
Government to give away land all over
the colony in a way which would be very
injurious to public interests. No ·doubt·
there were some parts of the country in
which the operation of clause 23 would be
very beneficial, but there were other parts
where the effect would be simply to
enable people to take up land on account .
of which they would have, in course of
time, to be paid very heavy compensation.
What he would like to see would be a
measure giving facilities to the selectors,
who were at present unable to comply
with the conditions imposed upon them. I
For instance, they were forbidden to ring i
the trees on their holdings, and that was·
something greatly in their way. In many .
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respects the Bill should be regarded. as
one far too momentous to be dealt with
hurriedly.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE observed that
the Bill embodied three important principles, namely, the alienation of land, the
alienation of minerals, and the betterment
system. Well, he desired to enter his
protest against the House dealing with
matters of such immense importance
without due deliberation. rrhe non-alienation 0.£ all valuable minerals as well as
gold was something entirely novel, and the
question should be approached with· t.he
most extreme care. Then there was the
betterment pril1ciple, which could hardly
be said at the present time to be at all
perfectly understood. Under the circumstances, although he would vote for the
second reading of the Bill, he would move,
when it was in committee, that the Chair:...
man leave the chair. He was not against
the Bill, but he wanted to see it shelved
for the' session.
The Hon. H. GORE said he thought the
principle contained in clause 18 was so
good and so likely to work well that he
would support it in every way possible.
If the Bill contained nothing else it
would still be a step in the right direction.
Everyone who had travelled over the
colony must see that in many instances
the State had given away. properties
which it had no right to give away.
If the Kilcunda land had not been reserved .
it would have been taken up at Is. an
acre, and the State would have lost £40,000
or £50,000. Most likely a. recommendation would be made that this land be sold
with the idea that it would help to pay for
the construction of railways in the district,
and he was sure that that was a step
which would commend itself to everyone.
With regard to the provision of clause 23,
to enable worked-out auriferous lands to
be proclaimed and licensed for occupation,
he thought that the provision was hedged
about in such a way that it would be
impossible for the miner to be injured at
all; but as the miners of Ballarat thought
that they would be injured under it, he
would suggest that in committee certain
places should be exempt from its operation.
He would exempt the Ovens Valley, the
city of Ballarat, and the borough of Sebastopol. A short time ago he 'was at
Campbell's Creek and Forest Creek, and
he there saw that the worked-out auriferous land had been changed from heaps
of mullock into gardens, while mining
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had not· been prejudicially affected by the
circum&tance. He would support the Bill.
'rhe Hon. W. McCULLOCH remarked
that all over the colony there were small
reserves which served no better purpose
than that of breeding-grounds for rabbits,
and he was glad to see that the Bill contained provisions for the sale of such lands.
(Mr. Connor-"Water reserves ought not
to be sold at any price.") He maintained
that all these reserves ought to be s.old.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE observed
that he hoped the Government would not
proceed with the Bill. 'rhe measure proposed to deal with mining, with the mallee
country, with agriculture, and with irrigation, and there was now no time at the
disposal of the House to satisfactorily
discuss such matters. How, for instance,
could the principle of betterment be
properly' considered until it was known
what r~ilways were to be constructed
in the localities to which the principle was
to be applied ~ In many cases large blocks
of land .privately held would be doubled
in value when railways were carried
through them, and it seemed that the
State was only to put an extra charge of
lOs. per acre on that land, which was not
sufficient. The whole subject of railway
construction was involved in the legislation
affecting the mallee country. He was
glad that the Government had recognised
the principle that if millions of money
were spent in the mallee country landholders should contribute something in
return to the State. But before a single
line of railway was carried into this part of
the colony he hoped the Government would
come down to the House with a comprehensive . scheme, showing how the lands
benefited would have to contribute to the
cost. The construction of railways in
many instances had the effect of driving
land out of cultivation. As soon as a
railway was carried into some districts
land-holders abandoned agriculture, and
devoted their attention to grazing and
dairying only. It was unfortunate that
the legislation with regard to the mallee
country had not been of a more businesslike churacter. There were many points
in the Bill which required long and careful
consideration, which could not. now be
given to it. It was lik~ly that a cry
would be raised that the Government was
doing away with the patrimony of the
miners by proposing to allow worked-out
auriferous lands to be licensed for occupation and for the purposes of orchards and
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vineyards. The submission of this Bill on
the part of the Govenlment must have
been an after-thought, because they had
intended to prorogue a week ago. The
betterment principle was a new one, and
it would require long and careful conHe asked the Minister in
sideration.
charge of the Bill not to waste the time of
the House any longer with it.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS remarked
that the measure contamed some very
valuable provisions, though there were
some things in it which would require
more consideration than the House had
now time to bestow upon them. It was
certainly of great importance that the
differences between the Mining department
and the Lands department, which caused
large blocks of land to be uselessly shut
up, should be set at rest. It would be a
dangerous thing to surrender to occupation so-called worked-out auriferous lands,
because it was well known that such lands
were capable of giving payable returns to
miners. In the W oolshed Valley all the
ground had been recently re-worked with
good results, and the same thing was being
done at Bendigo. He believed that in
course of time every portion of our old
gold-fields would be re-worked. . He would
support the second reading of the Bill,
but he doubted very much whether its.
various provisions would be satisfactorily
dealt with in the few hours of the session
which remained.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,.
and committed.
On clause 1~ setting forth the short title
of the Act,
The Hon. S. W. COOKE moved that the
Chairman leave the chair. It was most
unfair to honorable members to ask them
to give their a~tention to a Bill involving
such important principles at this late
period of the session. Clauses dealing
with betterment, machinery, reservation of
minerals, and alienation of auriferous lands
were all important matters to which some
hours of discussion ought to be devoted.
The betterment principle was not yet
understood in this colony.
Honorable
members knew that it had been adopted in
America though they were not aware with
what success, and also that the London.
County Council had endeavoured to introduce it. The subject was one which
ought to be fully considered at a time
when honorable members were fresh and
vigorous, and not when they were wearied
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out with long sittings at the end of the
.session.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that the
course proposed by the honorable member
was a very unusual one. Indeed, he had
not heard that motion submitted more
than three times since he had been a member of the House. He admitted that it
was late in the session to introduce such a
Bill, but it was not the fault of the members of the Government in the Council
that it had not been submitted before.
He could easily understand the House at
the commencement of the session passing
a standing order to the effect that it
would not receive a Bill after a certain
date. That \vould be a fair warning to
the Ministry and to another place; but
to attempt suddenly to put into force a
new rule was hardly fair. In no previous
session had so many measures been
initiated in the Legislative Council, and
on behalf of himself and his colleagues he
thought he might say that they had done
their utmost to secure the early submission of the Bills. With regard to the
machinery provided for by the Bill it
had been. found that it was absolutely
necessary in order to efficiently carry out
the principal Act. The working of the
Land Act was so well understood by honorable members that nothing would be
gained by postponing the measure for six
months, nor would honorable members,
after the lapse of that period, have altered
their opinions with reference to the reservation of minerals. Every honorable member had made up his mind that the, State '
should reserve to itself all. the minerals.
That would at once put an end to the
dead-lock which so frequently occurred
between the Mining department and the .
Lands department, with the result that'
valuable blocks of land were allowed to,
lie idle. He objected to the State parting
with the land at less than its value, and
if the Bill were not passed the land would
continue to be taken up at £1 per acre or
the Lands department would have to take
up the position that it would not sell
~my more land. The betterment plan, as
introduced, was not perhaps the best that
could be devised, but the principle was
right; and he thought that honorable
members might be asked to pass the Bill.
He trusted that Mr. Cooke would not
press his amendment.
The Hon~ N. :FITZGERALD said he
thought the House was in full sympathy
with Sir Frederick Sargood when he stated
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that honorable members would not hold
the members of the Government in that
House responsible for measures being sent
up at so late a period of the session.
Everyone recognised the desire of the
representatives of the Government in
that Chamber to afford honorable members full opportunity of discussing Bills,
and he did not think that Mr. Cooke's
amendment was intended in any way
as a reflection upon the members of the
Government in the Council.
But the
question arose, was it right that honorable members should be called upon at
the very last hour of the session to deal
with a Bill the several principles of which,
had they been submitted to the House
in proper time, would each have occupied
the best portion of a night's sitting ~ He
understood that, under the betterment
principle, whenever land was improved for
public purposes by the State it would
have to contribute something to the outlay. An important matter like that ought
to occupy a whole evening in discussion.
He joined with Mr. Cooke in this matter
simply as a protest against important
measures being thrown upon the Council
at the last hour of the session.
The HOll. N. THORNLEY stated that
he hoped Mr. Cooke would not press his
amendment. The machinery clauses and
the mineral clauses no doubt' required
urgent attention, but there were hundreds of acres in Southern Gippsland now
waiting for some legislation of the kind
contemplated by the measure. If there
was any difficulty in regard to the betterment principle it might be omitted, but
it was a mistake to go on giving away
Crown lands in the lavish way which had
been practised in the past. The members
of the Government in the Council had
shown a desire to submit measures at the
commencement of the session. He hoped
that the House would not stand in the
way of the passing of so important a Bill,
even though it had been submitted in
almost the last hour of the session.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that it was simply giving away land when
worked-out auriferous ground was to be
surrendered to occupation on payment
of Is. an acre for twenty years. There
was plenty of old auriferous ground which
yielded 800 ounces of gold to the acre.
The best of the land in the colony had
been selected, and it was unfair to propose
to charge selectors of land within 15
ruiles of a new railway perhaps £1 lOs. to
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£115s. or £2 an acre for the poor land that
-remained open for selection. Fair play
was bonnie play, and people who took up
the poor land still left for selection were
just a.s much entitled to railways as those
who took up the best land years ago and
had had the benefit of railways at the
expense ()f the country. He cordiallysupported the motion that the Chairman
leave the chair.
The motion was negatived without a
.division.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD suggested
that as the enabling clauses in the Bill
were of special value they should be
passed and the rest of the Bill postponed for due consideration next session,
seeing that they involved two very important principles, which it was impossible:
;£or the Council to adequately discuss at
this late period of the session. If that
course was adopted the difficulty now
confronting the Government would be removed, and honorable members would be _
able to end the session without acrimony.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that,
while he received the suggestion in the·
sallie friendly spirit that prompted its proposal, he was unable to accept it. He
preferred to take the judgment of the
committee on the provisions of the Bill
as· they came up for consideration. It
would be necessary to look the position
straight in the face, and decide whether
those tellS of thousands of acres were to
be locked up for another six months.
On cla,use 6, which was as follows:" Notwithstanding anything in the principal
Act contained any, person (not being a married
woman or under the age of eighteen years) may
take or hold one or more agricultural allotments
if the total acreage thereof do not exceed 320
acres, or in the case of a selector under any
previous Land Act or Acts if the total acreage
thereof, with that of the land previously
selected by such selector, do not exceed 320
acres. Always provided that nO selector shall
be allowed to pick out the best or any portion
of an allotment that may be ayailable for selection, leaving the balance unselected, and afterwards apply for an agricultural allotment
elsewhere, "

Sir F. rr. SARGOOD proposed the
omission of the words" (not being a married woman or under the age of eighteen
years) may take or hold one or more,"
and the substitution of the words" qualified to become the licensee of an agricultural allotment may become the licensee
of more than one," and consequential
,amendments.
The amendments were agreed to.
Session 1891.-[228]
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Discussion took place on clause 11,
which was as follows : "1. All lands of the Crown which after the
commencement of this Act are sold or in any
manner alienated from the Crown or in respect
of which a lease or licence to hold or occupy the
same for other than the purpose of mining or
winning, getting, or working metals or minerals
is issued shall be sold or otherwise a.Iienated,
leased, or licensed as aforesaid only as regards
the surface and down to such depth below the
surface as the Governor in Council may by [my
Order in Council direct.
"2. Nothing in this section or in any such
Order in Council contained shall be deemed or
taken to restrict the right of the owner, lessee,
or licensee of the surface to sink wells for water
and,to the use and enjoyment of any wells and
springs which may at any time he upon such
land, and which supply water for domestic,
farming, agricultural, manufacturing, or irrigation purposes; and every such owner, lessee,
and licensee shall have such rights with respect
to such wells and springs as though he held or
occupied such land without any limitation as
to depth.
" 3. Nothing in sub-section I of this section
shall apply to any lands which, before the
commencement of this Act, have in fact been
sold, although at the time of such commencement no Crown grant had actually issued; and
nothing in the said sub-section shall be taken
to apply to or affect any person's interest in
any land of the Crown if such person or his
predecessor in title held such land as lessee or
licensee at the time of the commencement of
this Act, although at the time of such commencement no lease or licence had actuaHy
issued in respect of the same."

The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that when land was undermined its surface was of Vel~y little value to anybody,
because it settled down, through the collapse of the old workings below. He had
known cases where land had settled owing
to the collapse of old workings in alluvial
mines at a depth of 200 feet. (Mr. Pratt
- " But it is fit for grazing.") Grazing;
it ,:vas impossible to graze it, because lakes
were formed and some of them swarmed
with fish.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that
those who selected or purchased the land
would do so with a perfect knowledge of
the circumstances and conditions. If the
argument of Mr. WalIace prevailed, the
land in question ,,,ould be left unoccupied
for all time.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT expressed the
opinion that wherever the land subsided,
and natural reservoirs were formed, the
people would be induced to take up the
land on account of the available supply of
water.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
if a man selected under this clause, and
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miners were allowed to carryon operations
beneath the surface, resulting in the subsidence of the su-rface, the selector ought
to be able to claim compensation for
damage done to his property; but there
was no provision in this Bill for such compensation. The Mining on Private Pro,perty Act provided mining should not
take place under a homestead without the
consent of the owner, and unless a similar
provision was inserted in this Bill the
settlers on the land would have no inducement to build substantial houses on their
homestead areas. (Mr. Zeal-" vVho is
going to build a house in the wilderness1")
At one time the land on which Ballarat
lW\V stood was a wilderness.
(Mr. Pitt'" And a few years ago Mildura was a wilderness.") Yes, a few years ago the capital
value of the land at Mildura was estimated
at 2s. 6d. per acre, and now some of it
'fetched £20 per foot frontage. 'rhe people
of Mildura would never have put up such
substantial buildings as they had erected
if the land were liable to be undermined in
such a manner as to render it probable that
the surface would subside. vVells and
springs were to be exempted under this
clause, and why not also exempt homestead
areas 1
. The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there was
a difference between the case of land on
which no person had at present any rights
and land in the possession of private
'owners, whose rights ought, of course, t.o
be protected; and they were protected by
.the Mining on Private Property Act. This
land had not been alienated, and the State
had the right to impose' any conditions it
thought fit in the interests of the public.
(Mr. Cuthbert-" But is it wise to impose
the conditions contained in this clause 1 ")
He thought so, and if persons were willing
to take up the lal}d on those conditions it
would bring in a revenue to the State,
whereas it was at present entirely unproductive.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS suggested
that it would be advisable to exempt
homestead areas of 4 or 5 acres each.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL remarked that
the difficulty might be overcome by the
insertion of a proviso to the effect that
if a lessee or licensee could show to
the President of the Board of Land and
Works that mining was being 2arried on
at such an insufficient depth as to threaten
the collapse of the surface the Governor
in Council lllig~t order an inquiry as
to whether it was necessary to impose
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restrictions on the operations of the miners
with a view to prevent the subsidence of
the surface. The bailiff in charge of the
district could make the necessary inquiry.
The Hon. H. CUTHBER'r suggested
that th~ clause should be postponed.
The clause was postponed accordingly.
Discussion took place on clause 12,
w. hich was as follows : "So far as regards any metal or mineral
whatever declared. by any Act to be the property of the Crown, no grant or lease or licence
(not being solely a mining lease or licence) made
after the passing of this Act of any land of the
Crown shall purport to or shall pass or convey
the property in or right to any metal or mineral
on, in, or under such land, but the same shall
remain the property of the Crown."

The Hon. N. FITZGERALD observed
that this clause proposed a very great
departure from previous practice. He
remembered the time when it was asserted
by many persons that the owners of the
land were entitled to the precious metal
in it, and that contention was supported
by many strong arguments and by high
legal opinion. rfhe question remained an
open one for years, and it was only when
an authoritative decision was given by the
House of Lords fifteen or sixteen years
ago that it could be regarded as a matter
beyond argument or doubt. N ow they
were asked to go the enormous length of
giving up not only the precious metal-for
which good and substantial reasons might
be offered-but also all minerals in all
lands, and. that, too, after the State had
parted with 75 per cent. of the land of the
colony, with the exception of forest and
mallee country. However, as long as the
committee was seised of the importance of
the clause, he felt that he had done his
duty.
The Hon. W. H. ROBERTS remarked
that there was now a reservation in every
grant that the minerals under the htnd
should pass to the Crown.
'rho Hon. J. A. 'VALLACE said that he
saw nothing wrong in the clause. A bargain was a bargain, and a man entered into
it with his eyes open. If any person took
up land after the passing of this Bill, he
would know that all minerals belonged to
the Crown.
'fhe HOll. C. J. HAM stated that a complaint had been made in the past that the
miners had been kept off the land and
prevented from developing the minoral
resources of the colony. Parliament did
not desire to repeat the same mistake with
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regard to coal and other minerals. The
clause was a good one, and the committee
should not have the smallest hesitation in
agreeing to it.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT stated that the
Crown, as the owner of the land, surely had
a right to dictate the terms on which it
would part with the land, and it was desirable that this clause should be passed
in order to prevent the mineral resources
of tho colony being locked up, as they had
been, in some instances, in the past.
The Ron. J. S. BU11TERS remarked
that it was better to take the step proposed in this clause late than never.
Owners of land were now enabled to impose heavy charges on mining, and it was
important, if the mineral resources of the
colony were to be developed, that the
Crown should retain the minerals. If the
Crown was to sell.any lands, it certainly
had the right to impose its own conditions.
On clause 16, providing, inter alia, that
where a portion of Crown lands not exceeding 20 acres, and not contiguous
to any other Crown lands:· or so situated
as to make it desirable, in the opinion of
the Governor in Council, that the same
should be sold, the Governor in Council
might direct the sale of such Jands.
11he Hon. VV. McCULLOCH moved the
substitution of "20" for" 40."
The amendment was agreed to.
Clause 17 was struck out.
Discussion took place on clause 23, providing for the proclamation by the Governor in Council of worked-out auriferous
lands, and the licensing thereof, with power
to purchase after seven years.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE stated that
the clause would be suitable for some districts, such as Castlemaine and Sandhurst,
where there was very little water, but in
the Beechworth district it was not required
at all.
Tho Hon. H. CUTHBERT moved an
amendment, providing that the clause
should not apply to the mining districts of
Ballarat and Beechworth. He said it was
not desirable that this general power should
be conferred on the Governor in Council,
and the representatives of the mining districts of Ballarat and Beechworth were
anxious that their districts should be excluded from the operation of the clause.
The Hon. J. A. ALLACE stated that
he would be satisfied if the amendment
was carried. He did not intend to trouble
himself about other districts, but it was
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his intention to look after the district
which he represented, and he would b~
very sorry if the clause was passed in its
present form.
The Hon. D. COUTTS said he thought
that, on consideration, Mr. J. A. vVallace
would see that the amendment would not
be in the interests of the Beechworth district. vVas it to be said that, because at
some future period a few miners might
desire to sluice some portions of the
worked-out auriferous lands in the Beechworth district, all the worked-out gullies
were to be absolutely closed against settlement 1 Subject to the rights of the miners
to go on the land and search for gold, the
surface of the land should be thrown open
for occupation for homestead and orchard
purposes. The Governor in Council would
have discretionary power under this clause,
and would not apply it to any auriferous
lands that had not been worked out. Up
to the present time there had beeu too
strict a line drawn between mining and
agriculture, and the time had come when
Parliament should make an effort to get
all the waste lands of the colony occupied
to the best advantage. It was the duty
of Parliament to promote settlement on
the land, and he did not believe that the
clause would injuriously affect the mining
interests. On the contrary, it would be .
au advantage to the miners, because mining
could not be successful in a district in
which there was no population.
Sir F. T.· SARGOOD said it was a
curious circumstance that in another place,
where the Beechworth and Ballarat districts were largely represented, this was
one of the most popular clauses in the Bill.
(Mr. Cuthbert-" The miners at Ballarat
are opposed to it.") If the clause was to
be agreed to, it should certainly apply to
the whole colony.
The Hon. H. GORE stated that he
failed to see how the mining interests
could be injured by this clause, but it was
a fact that the miners at Ballarat were
opposed to it. The committee should
therefore accept the amendment.
The Hon. F. BROWN remarked that
the clause would have a very detrimental
effect on mining in the Ovens district. If
a dwelling was erected 011 the land, it might
be found that sluicing operations could not
be carried on by a mining company without washing away the dwelling. What was
required was that the 'country called the
yellow land should be thrown open to
settlement..
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The Hon. E. MOREY said that this was
of the best clanses in the Bill. It
would enable miners in districts where
there were worked-out auriferous lands to
erect homesteads on the land and tocultivate orchards and gardens. He knew of
one instance in which a man had only a
quarter acre of such land, and the profit
he obtained from it 'amounted to from £50
to £60 a year. The soil on these lands had
been turned over perhaps twenty times,
and there could not be much gold left in
it. In these old mining gullies a tree
would make more progress in one year than
it would make in ordinary ground in three
years, and the men who settled on the land
should ha;ve every encouragement to be
industrious. The district represented by
Mr. J. A. Wallace was one of the best
districts in the colony for the cultivation
of vines and fruit, and there were thousands of 'acres of worked-out auriferous
lands there that would never be sluiced:
He hoped' that the amendment would be
agreed ,to.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL said that he was
not prepared to sGLythat consideration should
not be given to the remarks of Mr..J. A.
Wallace and Mr. Cuthbert, but the mining
districts covered a very large area of ground,
and there were surely parts of them at
19ast that could be thrown open to occupation. To prevent this would be a dogin-the-manger policy. In the district of
Castlemaine orchards had been planted
on the worked-out auriferous lands with
great advantage, and if the system
were extended Castlemaine would become one of the principal fruit-growing
districts of the colony. Surely auriferous lands that were worked out should
not be allowed to remain a howling
wilde~'ncss and unproductive for all time.
He would suggest an amendment of the
clause providing that land should only
be proclaimed as "worked-out auriferous
lands" after proper inquiry and recommendation by the board. His aim was
that some inquiry should be instituted
before anything definite was done.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that he
would have no great objection to such an
amendment. At the same time, he felt
that other honorable members knew a
great deal more about the subject than
he did himself.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT thought that
Mr. Zeal's suggestion was one to be very
highly commended. It would be a great
safeguard.
011C
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The committee divided on Mr. Cuthbert's amendmen~
Ayes
14
Noes
19
Majority against the amend-}
ment
...
'"

5

AYES.

Mr. Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Butters,
" Connor,
" Cooke,
" Cuthbert,
" Gore,
" D.Ham,

Mr.
"
"
.,
"

Melville,
Morey,
J. A. Wallace,
Wynne.
Zeal.

'Peller.
Mr. Brown.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Abbott,
Buchanan,
Coutts,
J. M. Davies,
G. Davis,
Dowling,
FitzGerald,
Fraser,
Grimwade,
C. J. Ham,

Mr. McBryde,
" McCulloch,
" Pratt,
" Roberts,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Simmie,
" Thornley,
" 'Winter-Irving.
Teller.
Mr. Pitt.

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he would
now move the amendment he suggested a
few minutes ago.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE stated
that he would very much like to move
that the whole clause be omitted from the
Bill. He considered that, inasmuch as
the Liihrig process which was now being
tested at home was promising to turn out
completely successful, it would be just as
well if nothing was done with these
auriferous lands until the experiments had
been brought to a termination. He had
received information from England by the
mail before last which indicated that the
results in conllexion with the Liihrig invention would be of a most astonishing
character. In that case there was untold
wealth in these worked-out auriferous
lands.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
The committee proceeded to consider
clause 11, which had b~en postponed
earlier in the evening.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT proposed the
insertion after sub-section 2 of a new subsection prqviding that nothing in the
clause sho1.~ld permit mining under land
oucupied as an orchard, garden, vineyard,
&c., of less than one-half acre in extent,
or under a dwelling-house or other similar
buildings, or within 100 yards of any
spring, well, artificial reservoir, dam, &c.,
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without the consent of the owner. He
said that a similar provision appeared in
the Mining on Priv~te Property Act
Amendment Act passed last session.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS supported
the amendment. The chance of a lead or
reef running under a man's house or
garden was a very remote one, but it was
very desirable that the owners of property
of this sort should have some security.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE considered
that the amendment went too far. He
thought that before a man built a house or
established an orchard or vineyard on such
land he ought to see whether it was auriferOlls or likely to be required for mining
purposes.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES pointed out
that the effect of the sub-section proposed
by Mr. Cuthbert would be that the erection of one little house in the middle of a
block would be sufficient to block an
area of about 5 acres.
The Hon. E. MOREY said he had considerable experience of mining, and he knew
that sometimes mining operations would
drain a ,veIl a mile off.
The Hon. J. A. \VALLACE .remarked
that on one occasion the mining operations
carried on by himself in a particular district
drained a well fully 3 miles off.
The Hon. A. "WYNNE observed that up
to the present Mr. Cuthbert had been
moving amendments in the Bill in the
interests of the miners, but 110W he was
going the other '''tty altogether. N ow, if
he could manage it, the miners were to be
blocked.
The Hon. \V. :M:cCULLOCH pointed out
that under the amendment it would be easy
for a man who had taken up an allotment
to so guard it from mining that if the
ground proved auriferous the miners would
be unable to got it unless they paid him
heavy compensation.
.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT said he would
ask honorable members to imagine the case
of a man who suddenly found his valuable
tenement threatened with destruction by
mining operations. He thought that, at
a.ny rate, a man's homestead should be
protected.
The Hon. T. DO\VLING submitted
that Mr. Cuthbert had not grasped the
situation. . His (Mr. Dow ling's) idea was
that the conditions laid down in the Bill
were so stringent that few would ever
think of complying with them.
Mr. Cuthbert's proposal was negatived.
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The Hon. J. BELL proposed the following clause : " Section 203 of the principal Act is hereby·
repealed, and the following shall be and shall
be deemed to be and may be cited as section
203 of the said Act;"203. Any lessee of a mallee allotment and
any person to whom such lessee has,
whether before or after the commencement of this Act, with the consent of the
board signified in writing, assigned his
interest in such mallee allotment or in
any portion thereof
may, notwithstanding anything in Part I. of
the principal A.ct contained, select at any time
within tln:ee years after the passing of the
Mallee Act 1889 out of such allotment or
portion thereof an area the total acreage of
which with any land previously selected by him
under this Act, the principal Act, or any Land
Act shall not exceed 480 acres. Any area so
selected shall be subject to the same conditions
as a.gricultural allotments are subject to under
division 3 of Part I. of the principal Act; and
all the provisions of the said Part I. relating to
agricultural allotments shall apply to such area
and the licensee or lessee thereof, and all the
provisions of Part II. of the principal Act shall
cease to apply to such area. If any lessee of
a manee allotment assign his interest therein or
in a portion thereof to any two or more persons
jointly only one of such persons shall be entitled to select out of such manee allotment or
portion thereof."

He said the effect of this clause would be
to allow lessees of mal1ee allotments and
assignees of the whole of [my such allotment or of subdivisional portions thereof
to select 480 acres, instead of 320 acres as
at present. But, as was the case under·
section 203 of the Land Act 1890 (which
the clause proposed to repeal), this right
of selection must be exercised before the
25th November, 1892, or not at all.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that the
original Manee Act started with the assumption that the areas should be leased.
The whole of the original Act was framed
upon that assumption, £.nd large blocks
were surveyed. Out of these blocks of
some thousands of acres the lessee might
select 320 acres. Mr. Bell now proposed
that the lessees might take 480 acres out
of these blocks, so that instead of. the
balance of the original block less 320
acres going back to the State there would
be practically nothing to go back to the
State. The proposal was a distinct departure from the leasing principle intended
by the principal Act.
The Ron. D. COUTTS remarked that
at the time the principal Act was passed
the Rouse intended that all the land should
be leased and none of it sold; but at that
time honorable members were under the
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impression that the land was of no value,
and that the best thing to do was to get
it occupied under any circumstances, the
belief being that in two years' time the
land would probably revert to the State.
Experience had proved, ho\vever, that this
particular part of the country was the
best wheat-growing land in the colony,
and settlers were flocking to it. It would
not be a fair thing, after a man had taken
up a block of 2,000 acres, and after he
had improved it and grown wheat upon it,
that he should then be run out of the
colony. The House ought to do all it
could to encourage permanent settlers.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said it was
not true that when the original Act
was under discussion everyone thought
that the malIee was of no value. Half-adozen members of the House asserted
at the time that the lands were of the
character which subsequent experience
proved them to be, and why should the
bargain made by the State be cancelled ~
The proper business-like view to take of
the matter was that the State should be
allowed to carry out its contract with the
settlers, and nothing more. He was glad
that the Government intended to stick to
its bargain, and to refuse to allow the land
to be wasted. These lands belonged to
the State, and every acre ought to be
shepherded, especially as it was not known
to what extent railway construction would
be carried out in the locality in question.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he could
not understand the argument in favour of
the clause that because the State had
leased landf:l, thinking them not to be so
valuable as they had turned out to be,
and that because the lessees had obtained
possession of land which was more valuable than they expected, the State should
now allow them to sllbdivide and select
480 acres out of their blocks.'
The Hon. J. BELL stated that the
object was· to settle the people on the
land. 1'here were many sons of farmers
growing up who had no opportunity to
select under the Act of 1869. If the House
thought that 480 acres was· too much to
be allowed to select, the amount could be
reduced to 320 acres, but the principle of
the amendment ought to be carried out to
promote settlement.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that on a previous evening the House
passed a clause providing that all land
within 15 miles of a railway line should
be sold at a higher rate to pay for the cost
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of the line. It·seemed that the land now
under consideration was to be divided
among the settlers, and that none of it
would be subjected to a higher price to
pay for railways which were to be constructed through it.
.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said there was
no doubt that when the mallee question
was first debated in the House the territory was looked·upon as absolutely \~orth
less. The real reason why the land had
increased so much in value was that new
appliances, such as the crusher and the
stump-jumper, had been brought to bear
upon it.. It had been proved that the rainfall in this district was sufficient for
wheat-growing, and as there was no heavy
timber on the ~and it was possible to
gather a crop the first year. As it waR
the policy of the State to settle the people
upon the land, why should settlers who
had risked their lives in improving the land
be denied the right of making selections to
the extent of 480 acres, as proposed by Mr.
Bell ~ When a man settled in the mallee
country he naturally wanted to acquire
the· right to the land. If these settlerf:l
were encouraged, they would become the
most valuable colonists in Victoria.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said the honorable
member who had just spoken was quite
right in stating that when the principal
Act was passed the manee land was considered to be absolutely worthless; He
(Sir F. rr. Sargood) had charge of the
measure at the time, and he knew that,
though the general impression was that
the land was worthless, the Government
was possessed of information which showed
them that it was worth more than was
generally believed. That was why the
Cabinet ~ecided that instead of throwing
the land open to selection it should only
be let on lease. (Mr. Pratt-" It was the
wild dogs and the rabbits which frightened
the people.") Provision was made that
the land should come back to the State ill
case that it should turn out to be more
valuable than it was represented to be.
A number of speculators took up large
blocks, which they had held until the
present time. Some of them had illegally
subdivided them, and now they want~d to
be authorized to take 480 acres out of
these blocks. In other words, th~ speculators wanted to be able to make out of
their leases a much better thing than they
ever dreamt of in the first instance. The
leases would run ont in a few years, and
the whole of the property would return to
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the State, when it would soon be settled.
He did not see his way to play into the
hands of the syndicates.
The Hon. D. cou~1rrs observed that if
the Ministry when the principal' Act was
being discussed had information that this
land was more valuable than it was
generally thought to be, they kept it very
close. It was universally believed at the
time "that the mallee country was entirely
useless. Every squatter who had gone'
there had forfeited his lease because of
the plague of rabbits and wild dogs; and
it was only within the last three years
that the right of selecting 320 acres had
been given. When the matter was first
. discussed in the House, if a man had
offered the Government £1 an acre for the
. whole of the 1,000,000 acres, it would have
been accepted. The rich western district
lands had been thrown open to the selector
at £ 1 an acre, and the concession was now
being refused to men who had reclaimed
this manee wilderness in order to make
homos for themselves. He was opposed
to alienation in the first instance, because
he thought that people would not permanently occupy the land, and would be
continually making demands upon the
Government to destroy the vermin it contained. Now that the settlers were successfully growing wheat, if they did not
get the fee-simple, they would take what
they could out of the land and .then leave
it. It must be remembered that no land
would yield more than three crops without something being put into it. (Mr.
J. A. Wallace-" I have known land yield
seventeen crops without anything having
been put in to it.") In his district there was
no objection to the numerous reserves of
from 20 to 300 acres being thrown open
to selection at £1 an acre, though the
land was worth £6 and £7 an acre. The
mallee country had attracted many good
settlers, and it ought to be the policy of
the Government to encourage them.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR said that
every reasonable encouragement ought to
be given to the lessees of the mallee land,
and certainly it would be wrong to interfere with any rights and privileges that
had been given to them by Parliament.
Parliament never intended, however, that
the land should be subdivided, because
the Act provided that the land should
revert to the State, and that the State
should receive the rents of the lessees and
the profits of any subsequent division.
{Sir F. T. Sargood-" It was leased under
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conditions that the lessee should not sublet, assign, or subdivide the land.") The
profits from the subdivision of those large
areas of territory ought certainly to go
into the coffers of the State. Personally,
he desired to see the mallee land settled,
and if the large lessees would allow the
Government to' subdivide their holdings
and take the profits, well and good. Railways would have to be made through the
manee country, and the State would be
required to pay an enormous amount in
compensation for lands resumed for
railway purposes if those lands were
previously settled in 400-acre blocks.
He was glad to see that the Government were opposing this clause. In
his opinion, a Bill of this kind ought not
to be submitted on the last day of the
session, because they might make many
mistakes if they legislated hastily on the
subject, and mistakes which they would
certainly regret in the future.
'rhe HOll. J. S. BUTTERS remarked
that he was glad to see that the State was
now looking after its interests in regard
to the balance of land not yet alienated;
but he would ask the committee what
would have been the state of the mallee
at the present time if syndicates had not
taken up the land 1 It would have been
infested with rabbits and wild dogs. ~1he
Government were themselves to blame for
allmving the subdivision of the mallee
land, and they ought not to punish the
lessees. Those who had purchased subdivisions from the lessees, and paid their
premiums in good faith that they would be
allowed the right of selection, ought to be
allowed to select this mallee land,. bearing
in mind that the State had allowed men
to select, at £1 per acre, land that was now
worth £40 per acre.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH observed
that he did not see why the lessees should
be robbed merely because the mallee land
had turned out to be more valuable than
anyone expected when it was dealt with
by Parliament.
~1he Hon. C. J. HAM stated that it was
not a matt~r of depriving anybody of anything he possessed, but a matter of conferring fresh benefits. N ow that the
mallee land had increased in value, it was
proposed that further advantages should
be given to the mallee lessees in contravention of the policy Parliament adopted
in .1884, that the remaining State land
should be leased and not sold. No argume;nt had been advanced to show that the
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policy adopted in 1884 was a wrong
policy. What had been the result of
alienating the State lands in the past 1
,\Vhy, land which was given away on the
south side of the Yarra at £5 per foot
was now worth £50 per foot. When the
MalIee Act was being passed, it was agreed
on all hands that the mallee land wOllld
become in future a vast and valuable inheritance of the State, and it would be a
great mistake to alienate State land right
and left in return for a mere pittance.
The malIee holders had obtained a sufficient share of the increased value of the
mallee laud, and why should Parliament
allow private persons to possess themselves
of advantages that ought to accrue to the
State ~
The Hon. 'r. DOWLING said he was
sorry that' Mr. Bell had introduced this
clause at the present juncture, because at
this late period of the session it must lead
to great difficulty in passing the Bill. All
honour was due to the men who took up
the mallee land, but the State ought not
to depart from its contract, and it would
be most dangerous for the Council to go
back on the bargain made in 1884. This
Bill would materially interfere with railway
construction, which was so necessary for
the development of the mallee country,
because it would enhance the price the
State would have to pay for resuming land,
for rail way purposes, and, as the Legislative
Assembly had not moved in the matter, it
"'ould be wrong for the Council to ignore
the direct understanding on which the
mallee lessees got their land.
'rhe Hon. 'V. 1. WINTER-IRVING
exp'ressed the opinion that every encouragement should be given to the people who
selected land under this Bill. A great
number of families had taken up land in
a very much better position, and the
Government had let them have it for next
to nothing. There was a large and increasing population in the manee country, and
those who had chosen to make their
homes there ought to be allowed the
same facilities for settling as were
given to the selectors who had got far
better land in other parts of the colony.
It had been said that the lessees of the
mallee land had made a very good thing out
of the mallee, but he did not think there
was a member of that Chamber who would
take up 10,000 acres of mallee land if it
were offered to him. Certainly he would
not have anything to do with it. Some
consideration should be given to men
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who were willing to leave their fair homes
in Melbourne and live in a part of the'
colony like the malIce country, and they
ought each·to have the right ~o select at
least 320 acres. If the present settlers
in the mallee district were swept off the
land, the Government could not get anybody to take their places; N at many
years 'ago the land was considered utterly'
useless. Mr. Black, the Surveyor-General-one of the most honorable men in the
public service-could tell honorable members that when he went through the mallee
country he saw whole crops stripped by
the rabbits, and flocks of sheep decimated
by wild dogs. The settlers lived in the
most miserable state imaginable, and the
vicissitudes they had to undergo were extraordinary.
The House divided on Mr. Bell's clauseAyes
Noes

9
21

Majority against the clause

12

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Bell,
Butters,
Coutts,
FitzGerald,
McBryde,

Mr.
"
"
"

Abbott,
Buchanan,
Connor,
Cooke,
J: M. Davies,
G. Davis,
Dowling,
lTraser,
Gore,'
Grimwade,
'C. J. Ham,

Mr. Pratt,
" ,Simmie,
" Winter-Irving.

Teller.

Mr. Brown.
NOES.

"

"
"
"
"
"

"

Mr. D. Ham,
" McCulloch,
" Melville,
" Morey,
Sir F. T. Sargo')d,
Mr. Thornley,
" J. A. Wallace,
" vVynne,
" Zeal.

rpelle1·.

Mr. Pitt.

'!'he Han. J. BELL proposed the following clause : " Upon the expiration of the term of the licence
of any area under section 67 of the Land Act
1890, the licensee thereof, or his executors,
administrators, or assigns, shall be paid by any
incoming tenant, occupier, or licensee (except
occupiers under a miner's right or business
licence) the value of all fences, wells, reservoirs,
tanks, and dams, made, erected, or constructed
during the currency of his licence on such area, .
and calculated to increase the capability of the
f;'ame for carrying sheep or cattle. The sum tobe paid in respect of such improvements shall
not exceed the sum expended thereon by the
licensee, his executors, administrators, or as-'
signs, and shall in no case exceed the sum
of lOs. per acre of such land, and shall be
determined in accordance with regulations in
that behalf to be made by the Governor in
Council."
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He said this was very similar to the provision in the section of the Land Act
which referred to grazing areas. Originally these were annual licences renewable
for a period of five years. N ow it was proposed to give licensees an additional seven
years. The State in the first instance
would not allow the licensees to fence. It
was found that without fencing the land
could not be put td its proper use, and
deputation after deputation waited upon
the Minister of Lands, when he at length
tacitly allowed the land to be fenced.
Some of the licensees had fenced in the
land. but others were too timid to take
the .risk with the possibility of being
called upon at the end of the year to
retire without compensation. The object
of this clause was to give licensees
who remained on the land for the next
seven years the stl,me privileges as the
selectors on the grazing areas. Hitherto
the mining community had been antagonistic to the fencing in. of these lands.
Clause 9 of the Bill, which had reference
to annual licences for grazing on auriferous
lands, contained the provision:" Nothing in this section or in any such
licence contained shall be deemed to in any
matter affect the· right of any person to enter
upon the said land for the purpose of searching for, digging, taking, and carrying away of
gold, silver, and other minerals."

The rights of the miners were preserved,
and they were to be allowed to enter the
lands without let or hindrance and without t~le payment of any compensation. If
he thought that the clause he had proposed would inflict any injury upon the
mining industry he would not have taken
charge of it. It would do justice to a
very deserving class of selectors.
The
green blocks consisted of poor land in the
neighbourhood of gold-fields, and without
fencing they were useless.
,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that section 67 of the Land Act provided that the
rent per acre to be reserved in every such
licence should be a sum fixed by appraisement of the land by valuers appointed by
the board. He was informed that the
rent paid for the land was only 2d. per
acre per annum, and that was something
to set off against the risk taken in fencing
and the absence of compensation for
improvements. Although the Act did not
provide for fencing the Lands department
had never prevented fencing. He knew
that if fencing were permitted it would
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improve the value of the lands, but it
would be an entire departure from the
intention of the Act. Assuming that the·
maximum of 1,000 acres was under licence,
and that the improvements were to be·
paid for at the rate of lOs. per acre, the
incoming tenant would have to pay to the
.ou.tgoing tenant £500, and the effect of
,that would be to give a permanent lease of
the land to the present holder.
This
question was fully debated when the Land
Act of 1884 was dealt with, and Parliament
:then agreed that it was not desirable that
these lands should be practically locked up
for all time by imposing such a fine upon
an incoming tenant.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said that
this was what he would call a "storekeepers' c~ause." The storekeep~rs helped
the licensees to fence but they had no
security, whereas if the licensees could be
kept on the land for a lengthy period
they would have some prospect of getting
their money. The small rent charged for
the land was sufficient to compensate the
holders for the improvements.
The Hon. D. COUTTS said that there
could not be any land in the district
represented by Mr. J. A. Wallace hold
under the 67th section. (Mr. J. A. Wallace-"Yes.") And were there any rabbits
on the land ~ (Mr. J. A. 'Wallace-" No.")
He thought not. The argument used was
that the green blocks should not be fenced
in because there was gold in the land, but
it did not follow that because the land was
painted green on the map there was
any gold under it. At one time he held
60,000 acres in one block in this count.ry,
and he lost money on it every day. The
reason was that he had no title, and it did
not pay to take the necessary measures to
destroy the rabbits. He stated in 1884
that the 1,000-acre squatters ·would bo the
curse of the country. All that was now
asked was that these men should have the
right to fence, and that was a reasonable
request. The only argument which had
been offered against the clause was that
the incoming tenant would have to pay
for the improvements, but an incoming
tenant would not have to pay for the improvements at what they had cost but at
their then value, and if he would not do
that why should the State seek to turn
out the man who was in possession ~ It
had also been stated that the land was
held at a very cheap rate, but what was
the reason of that ~ Simply that the land'
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was not worth more. If the licensees
were allowed to improve the land, and the
rent was appraised according to the value
of the land, considerable advantage would
accrue to the State. There was no desire
to interfere with the right of the miner to
enter upon these lands and to search for
gold, but the licensees should have some
title to the surface, as otherwise they
would not improve the land and it would
be of very little value to them.
The Hon. 'r. DOWLING remarked that
he could not support the clause. The Council should not, at the eleventh hour of the
sessioll, attempt to undo what was d~ne in
tho principal Act. The clause would have
been in a somewhat different position if it
had been introduced in the other Chamber
and discussed there. A certain bargain
was made with certain people that they
should occupy lands without compensation
for improvements and without the right
to fence, and the miners would strongly
object to the change now proposed.
'rhe Hon. J. BELL stated that two or
three years ago the then Minister of
Lands sent some of his officers to inspect
tho country which came under the 67th
section, and they submitted to him a
report, in which they recommended that
tho holders of the land should be permitted to fence and that compensation
should be paid to them.
The clause was negatived.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and the report was
adopted.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
the Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
POLICE OFFENCES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES presented a
message from His Excellency the Governor
recommending an amendment in clause 2
of this Bill.
.
rfhe amendment was agreed to, and a
message inviting concurrence therein was
ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Assembly.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that the Assembly had agreed to some of
the Council's amelidments, disagreed with
others, and agreed to others with amend~
ments.

Amendment Bill.

The Ron. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the Council's amendment in clause 18,
disagreed with by the Assembly, be not
insisted upon. He stated that when the
Council decided that the Board of Land
arid Works should maintain the railways
after their completion the second clause
was altered to provide for the transfer to
the board of the Engineer of Existing Lines.
The Council afterwards reversed . their
decision, but did not strike out the words
"and the Engineer of Existing Lines."
It was necessary that. the Assembly should
disagree with the amendment., in order to
make the Bill consistent.
The amendment was not insisted upon.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the Council agree with the amendments of
Legislative Assembly on the Council's
amendment on clause 22. He stated that .
the Council struck out clause 21, and inserted a new sub-section in place of subsection 1 of clause 22, which had reference
to matters at difference between the Railways Commissioners. The Council omitted
to strike out of sub-section 2 of clause
22 the words "and the urgency of the
matter." The Assembly had now made
this amendment.
The Assembly'S amendment was agreed
with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the House do not insist on its amendment
in clause 24, inserting the word" general"
before the word "policy" in the following
provision : "The Minister may at any time in writing
request the commissioners to propose in writing
a scheme for effecting an increase of income,
or a decrease of expenditure, or for carrying
out any matter of policy specified by the
Minister."

The Hon. J. SERVICE said he regarded
this amendment as one of great importance,
and he hoped the word "generpl" would
be retained. He did not think that, if the
Assembly looked into the matter closely,
they would really object to the amendment. Besides, the Bill was not to be
considered a finality; and if the clause
was found not to work well, it cOllld at
some future time be made more stringent.
(Sir F. T Sargood-" What is the meanillg .of the word 'general' 1") He could
only reply that it was the opposite of
" particular."
The amendment was insisted upon.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that the
Council do not insist on its amendment
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striking out the words "or matter of
policy" from the following provision of
the clause : G! If the Minister does not approve of any
scheme proposed by the commissioners, he may
himself transmit to them any proposition for
effecting and carrying out such increase,
decrease, or matter of policy, and thereupon
the commissioners shall take all necessary steps
to give effect to such proposition."

He observed that hitherto the Assembly
had met the Council in a very generous
way by agreeing to nearly all the Council's
amendments, and he hoped that honorable
members would not push matters to an
extreme.
. The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
inasmuch as there would probably be a
conference between the Houses in connexion with the amendments in this Bill,
it would be well for the House not to give
way at the present stage in any matter
with respect to which it had a strong
opinion. The door of compromise would
be open later on. (Mr. Zeal-"Is no regard
to be paid to the minority 1") Every regard
would be paid to the minority, only they
could .not be allowed to rule. (Mr. Zeal
- " Well, I decline to be sat upon.") He
scarcely thought Mr. Zeal's remark was a
just one in view of the careful way in
which every appearance of discourtesy
towards the other Chamber had been
avoided. He (Mr. Service) could assure
the honorable member that there was no
intention to import anything like stubbornness into the matter.
The Hon. A. 'VYNNE thought that the
amendment should be regarded as one of
great importance if the railways were to be
kept from political control. If the Minister
was to have sole control in the Railway
department, why not wipe out the commissioners altogether 1 (Mr. Zeal-" They
have too many friends here for that to be
done.") He could not help admitting that
there were many things in the Railway
department which required amending, nor
was he a particular admirer of Mr. Speight,
but what honorable members had to deal
with was not the man but the system.
According to his view, it was essential
that these words should be omitted, otherwise the country would have the .Minister
fighting the commissioners on every point.
What was wanted was that the railways
should be made to pay, and under the
clause, as amended, the Minister would
have ample power to call on the commissioners to suggest any scheme for the
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purpose. If the commissioners did not
respond to the proposal, of course Parliament would support the Minister in dis~issing them.
'rhe House divided on the question that
the amendment be not insisted uponAyes
17
Noes
16
Majority for not insisting} 1
on the amendment ...
AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Buchanan,
" J. M. Dayies,
Dr. Dobson,
Mr. Gore,
" Grimwade,
C. J. Ham,
" D. Ham,.
" McCulloch,

Mr. Melville,
" Morey,
" Pratt,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Simmie,
" J. A. vYallace,
,,7eal.
.
Teller.
Mr. Fraser.
NOES.

Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brown,
" Butters,
" Connor,
" Cooke,
" Coutts,
" G. Davis,
" Dowling,
" FitzGerald,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

McBryde,
Pitt,
Service,
Thornley,
vYinter-Irving,
Wynne.

Teller.
Mr. Bell.

The Hon. J. ¥. DAVIES movcd that
the House do not insist on the amendment
omitting clause 34. Under this clause
casual labourers who had been cOlltinu-·
ously employed for two years might be
appointed permanently.
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he had no
special animus against the clause, but he
did not like its tendency.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said that when
he formerly gave his voice against this
clause he was under some mIsapprehension
with respect to the number of individuals
who would be affected by it. N ow, however, he found that tha number wonld not
be more than 650. He, therefore, thought
that the amendment should not be pressed.
'rhe amendment was insisted upon.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that the
House do not insist on its amendment in
clause 48, substituting" 1897;' for" 1895,"
to which the Assembly had disagreed. He
explained that this amendment extended
Mr. Speight'stcrmof office from fiyeyears to
seven years, and, owing to the manner in
which the Assembly had met the Council
in regard to other dauses, he trusted that
the House would not insist on this amendment. The Bill as originally introduced
dealt generously with Mr. Speight in reappointing him for five years coupled with·
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the provision that Parliament should have
a free hand as regarded altering the tenure
of office. If Mr. Speight discharged his
duties properly, he wou~d be eligible for
appointment again. It must be remembered that Mr. Ford occupied exactly the
same position as the Chairman of the Commissioners. He was offered re-appointment
on condition that Parliament should fix the
term; he accepted those conditions, and he
had been re-appointed. Mr. Speight had
been treated with more consideration than
either of the other two commissioners.
If tho Bill were passed, not a shadow
of injustico would be done' to the chairman.
Tho Hon. J. SERVICE observed that he
voted for the extension of Mr. Speight's
term of office to the year 1897 on the last
occasion, but he did not feel very strong
about it. The principal feature in the
matter was a contemplation of the possibility that Mr. Speight might, under certain
circumstances, claim compensation, and
there was a chance that the extension
to 1897 would give him a stronger hold.
The matter of compensation was of course
one which the Council could not touch.
If compensation were voted on the Estimates the Council could not have any
control oycr it, and if a special Bill were
passed tho amount in that special Bill
could not be altered by the COtlllcil, and
it would not serve Mr. Speight's interests
to reject the Bill. If the question of
compensation did arise, all the surroundings of tho case would be as fresh in the
minds of honorable members in another
place as in the minds of the members of
the Council, and he was perfectly sure that
the claim, if over it were made, would be
dealt with by the Assembly in an equitable
and generous fashion.
He had never
found the Assembly in any other than a
generous mood when dealing with compensation. It was of great importance that
the Council should endeavour to promote
and maintain that feeling on the part of
honorable members in another place, so as
to preyent any exacerbation which might
arise under certain circumstances. As he
wou)d like to see Mr. Speight under contingent possibilities generously treated, it
would be unwise for the Council to insist
upon its amendment.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL said he was
pleased to hear the remarks that had just
fallen from Mr. Service, and he was sure
that everyone who had the interests of
the Chairman of Commissioners at heart
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would indorse all that Mr. Service had·
stated. For his own part; he might say
that although no one had spoken more
strongly against Mr. Speight than he had, if
Mr. Speight showed in the future that he
could give better results from his management of tho railways, no one would support
him more warmly than .he (Mr. Zeal)
would. His action in this matter had
been based entirely upon public grounds,
because he felt that the railways had
become a huge incublls, and that their
extravagant mismanagement must be put
an end to. He would s.upportthe motion.
'rhe Hon. W. McCULLOCH observed
that he indorsed every word that. had
been spokm1 by Mr. Service and Mr. Zeal.
No one had been more severe upon the'
Chairman of the CommissIoners than he
(Mr. McCulloch) had boen; but should
that gentleman ever leave the country,
he would like him to be handsomely
treated.
'rhe amendment wa.s not insisted upon.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the House do not insist on its amendment
in the same clause, substituting" seven"
for "four." The amendment provided
that the appointment of future commissioners should be for seven years instead
of four.
The Hon. T. DO'W"LING said he doubted
very much if a person capable of filling
satisfactorily the position of Cp-airman of:
the Commissioners could be obtained upon
so short a tenure as four years.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
this was a matter of general policy, not of
particular policy, and had nothing to do
with the other point which had just been
decided. He thought that no one would
regard four years as a sufficient tenure,.
especially if the officer were to be sought
outside the boundaries of the colony. As.
there was no opportunity for the House to
split the difference, he hoped that the
Council would insist upon its amendment.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said it.
would be impossible to get a first-class
man either in America or England to
accept the appointment upon a tenure of
four years. He hoped that the House
would insist upon its amendment.
The Hon. W. I. WINTER-IRVING
stated that he felt satisfied that no suitable person would accept the position for
four years.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL suggested that.·
it would be well to provide that the
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appointment should be for "not more than"
seven years.
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH said he
would vote against the motion, feeling
satisfied that a first-class man could not
be obtained upon a four years' tenure.
The amendment was insisted upon.
,The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the House do not 'insist on its amendment
in clause 48, to omit the words" of four"
'and insert the words "not exceeding
'seven."
rrhe amendments were insisted upon.
rrhe Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the House do not insist on its amendment
in clause 49, omitting the words" or by"
and inserting the word "and." The point
in dispute was simply as to whether the
removal of a commissioner might take place
upon an address from the Council or from
the Assembly, or whether it should be upon
ian address from both Houses. The Council
·decided that both Houses should join in
'such an address, and the Assembly wished
the address to proceed either from one
House or the other.
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
he was sure that there would not be a
single dissentient voice in regard to this.
rfhe motion must be negatived, because
jt was simply asking the House to commit
'suicide. He was more astonished at this
amendment on the part of the Assembly
than at any other. Under the law as it
stood now, the Assembly had the power
alone of dealing with the commissioners in
two succeeding sessions of Parliament.
He did not object to that, because he
thought the Assembly should possess some
powers in excess of those of the Council in
dealing with this matter j but the Council
was being snuffed out entirely, ,and that
was a thing which could not for a moment
'be submitted to. To place the matter
entirely in the hands of a hostilely disposed Assembly' would be exceedingly
undesirable.
'fhe amendment was insisted upon.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the House do not insist on its amendment
in the same clause, omitting the word
"and" and inserting the word" or." The
.clause in which this amendment occurred
provided that, in the event of a commissioner h~~ing' b~en suspe~lded, if an address
were pres onted to the Gove'l'nor in Council
from both Houses prayihgfortherestoration
of such commissioner, he should be restored
to his office. The Council amended the
clause, so 'as to provide that the suspended
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commissioner should be restored upon the
address of either the Councilor the
Assembly. If the Council's amendment
were insisted on it would virtually mean
that, except for the very grossest act, no
Ministry would ever suspend a commissioner, because that would put it in the
power of the Council, by restoring the
commissioner to office, to bring about the
resignation of the Ministry. That would
be placing a pmver in the hands of the
Council which no Ministry would consent to.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that, in
the effort to give greater power to the
Assembly than it already possessed, the
clause had been greatly bungled. As it
stood 'now, the Minister had only to suspend the commissioner, and, by using the
majority at his back, prevent the Assembly
from presenting any address for the restoration of that officer, and out he must go
at the will of the Minister. 'fhe Council
could not consent to give up its power and
authority in respect to the dismissal of a
commissioner. The best way of dealing
with this matter would probably be to have
a conference between the two Houses with
respect to it.
rrhe Hon. N. FITZGERALD said he
thought it was a serious imputation
against the Council to suggest that, for
party purposes, it would take action in
such a matter, and run full tilt against
the Ministry. If the Council had the
power,' no member of it would be iufluential enough to induce a majority to
put back in his place a commissioner who
had been suspended for good and sufficient
reasons. He was the oldest member of
this House, and he certainly felt it his
duty to protest against the imputation
that the Legislative COlIDcil of Victoria
would ever take any such action. It was
due to the character of this House that it
should be the protector against hasty
abuse of power on the part of any Minister;
and during the 28 years for which he had
known this House, the day had never
existed, and he hoped never would exist,
when a majority would be found ready to
take action to defend a commissioner who
had only got his deserts: That was an
imputation which he would resent to the
uttermost. The Council ought not to put
it in the power of the Minister of Railways
t.o suspend a commissioner, and then laugh
at any action this House might take j and
honorable members should bear in mind
that if the Legislative Assembly did not
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join the Council in an address to the .
Governor to restore an unj ustly suspended·
commissioner, the Council would be powerless.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH asked what
would be t.he result of the restoration by
the Council of a commissioner who had
been suspended by the Minister of Railways
with the approval of a majority of the
Legislative Assembly 1 (Mr. J. M. Davies
- " Tho resignation of the Ministry.")
(Mr. FitzGerald-" The Council would
never restore a commissioner who had been
justly suspended.") But a majority in
another place might consider that the
commissioner had been justly suspended,
while a majority in this Chamber might
think tbat he had been unjustly suspended, and the result of this House reinstating the commissioner against the
will of the other Chamber would be simply
a dead-look, and the resignation of the.
Ministry.
.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT expressed
the hope that the House would adhere to
this amendment, which was an amendment in the right direction. It was no
novel legislation-it was the law as it
existed at the present time. Tbey were not
claiming any greater powers for this House
than they had possessed during the last
seven years, and had the Legislative Council
done anything wrong in regard to the
exercise of that power during the period
in question ~ If an Act of Parliament had
conduced to harmonious relations between
the two Chambers, why should the Council
give up a right they possessed 1 The Railways Act provided that, "if an address
should at any time during a session be
presented to the Governor by the Legislative Council or the Legislative Assembly,
praying for the restoration of such commissioner to his office, such commissioner
shall be restored accordingly." He believed that if the attention of the members
of another place had been called to the
fact that that law had been in existence
for seven years, in all probability the
Assembly would have acceded to the wish
of this House.
'rhe Hon. J. M. PRATT observed that
when Mr. McCulloch stated that the restoration of a commissioner, suspended by the
Ministerwith the concurrence of a majority
ill the Legislative Assembly, would lead to
a, dead-lock, the honorable member ought
to have borne in mind that the other
Chamber held the purse-strings, and could
stop the supplies.
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The Hon. S. FRASER said that he held
that if the Minister of Railways, supported
by a majority in the Assembly, saw fit to
suspend a commissioner for any of the
causes set forth in this measure, ,it would
be somewhat unconstitutional for the
Council to step in and. create a dead-lock.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" We have the power
under the present law.") (Mr. Wynne"Yes, it is part of the constitution of this
House.") And probably if that had not
been the case, they would not have
witnessed such an aggressive spirit on the
part of the Chairman of the Railways
Committee. (Mr. Service-"Don't go back
on the personal question.") He had kept
the severest curb on his tongue for the
last week, and he was going to keep it on
still, but, for the best interests of the State,
the Council ought not to insist upon the
power to stand between the Ministry
and the commissioners, seeing that thf)
Ministry were responsible to the country.
(Mr. Service-" Don't let us foul our
own nests.")
(Sir B. Benjamin"What are we-not dummies, surely ~")
The Council was an Upper House to
check hasty legislation. (Mr. FitzGerald
- " Hear, hear.") It was their duty W
try to make the wheels of government
run smoothly, and not to throw everything
out of gear. That was their true constitutional position. The Chairman of
the Commissioners of Railways would not
have acted so aggressively, so unreasonably, and so extravagantly as he had done
were it not for the extraordinary and unreasonable protection with which he was
hedged round by the Act they were now
trying to amend. (Mr. Wynne-" That
measure was introduced in the Assembly.")
The Gov:ernment did not want to bring in
political patronage; they steered clear of
it altogether. (Mr. ""Vynne-" What are
you doing in this Bill but bringing back
political patronage ~ ") All the Government desired to accomplish by this Bill
was to give the Minister of Railways constitutional power to do what was right and
wise in the interests of the State.
The House divided on the question that
the Council do not insist on their amendment in clause 49, disagreed with by the
Legislative AssemblyAyes
13
Noes
20
Majority for insisting
the amendment
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AYES.

Mr. Abbott,
" Buchanan,
" J. M. Davies,
" . Gore,
" Grimwade,
" C. J. Ham,
" D. Ham,

Mr.
"
"
"

McCulloch,
Melville,
Morey,
Pratt,
Zeal.
Teller.
Mr. Fraser.
NOES.

Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Brown,
" But~ers,
" Connor,
" Cooke,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" G. Davis,
Dr. Dobson,
Mr. Dowling,
" FitzGerald,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
,,
"
"

McBryde,
Pitt,
Service,
Simmie,
Thornley,
J. A. vVallace,
vVinter-Irving,
Wynne.

Teller.

Mr Bell.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved that
the House do not insist on its amendment
in clause 52 for the omissiop- of the words
"to put himself in direct communication
with all branches of the railway service
and all officers and employes, and also."
The House divided on the question that
the Council do' not insist on' their amendment in clause 5215
Ayes
18
Noes
Majority for insisting on ~ 3
the amendment
... )
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Abbott,
Buchanan,
J. M. Davies,
Gore,
Grimwade,
C. J. Ham,
D. Ham,
McCulloch,

Mr.
"
"
"

Melville,
Morey,
Pratt,
Simmie.
" J. A. 'Vallace,
" Zeal.
Teller.
Mr. Fraser.
NOES.

Sir B. Benjamill,
Mr. Brown,
" Butters,
" Connor,
" Cooke,
" Coutts,
" Cuthbert,
" G. Davis,
Dr. Dobson,
Mr. Dowling,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

FitzGerald,
McBryde,
Pitt,
Service,'
Thornley,
Winter-Irving,
'Vynne.

Teller.
Mr. Bell.

The Hon. J. BELL asked the President,
as teller for the Noes, on which side
the vote giv-en by Mr. Simmie was to be
recorded? He (Mr. Bell) had got the honorable member's vote on the division list
for the Noes, and the teller for the Ayes
had got the honorable member's name
in the division list for the Ayes.
The PRESIDENT.-Mr. Simmie crossed
the floor of the House while the' division
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was being taken to vote with the Noes,
but he crossed after the tellers were
appointed and had commenced to take
the division. If the honorable member
had crossed over before the tellers were
appointed his vote would certainly have
been taken amongst the Noes, but as
his attention was drawn to the fact that
he left his seat after the tellers were
appointed he consequently went back to
his right place among the Ayes.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Assembly's amendment on
the Council's amendment in clause 57 was
agreed with.
A message communicating the decision
of the Council was ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Assembly.
IRRIGATION AND ,\-VATER SUPPLY
LOANS BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and read a first time.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the second
read ing of the Bill. He said this Bill was
a measure to sanction the issue and appli-:
cation from past or future loans .of the
sum of £356,259 in loans to waterworks
trusts and irrigation and water supply
trusts, in accordance with the amouuts
set forth in the schedule. For the information of the House he had got a detailed
account of every trust's scheme, showing
its original estimated cost, the present
estimated total cost, the expenditure to
the 30th June, 1891, together with the
amounts required to complete the works.
He would not occupy the time of the
House by reading the details with regard
to the various trusts, but would give the
aggregate figures. . 'rhe total amount of
the original estimates for these irrigation
works and waterworks was £3,370,423 j
the present estimates amounted to
£3,514,278. There had been expended
on the works up to the 30th June last
£1,949,199, and it was estimated that
there was still required to finish the works.
£1,565,07-9, including £760,000 for works
held in abeyance in connexion with the
Goulburn scheme. In addition to£101,227,
balance of loan funds in hand, it was estimated that a sum of £350,000 would be
required to carryon the works until the
31st December, 1892.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE observed
that he had always said that the irrigation
schemes would never pay. It was not
surprising that money was scarce seeing
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that it was so extravagantly thrown away,
not only by this but by all other Governments. 'rhere were any number of water
schemes that would never pay t per cent,
and the Government might just as well
say to the trusts that they would charge
them no interest at all. He looked
upon the loans to those trusts as dead
money.
'1'he Hon. W. McCULLOCH remarked
that he had al ways taken the view that
the money lent by the Government for
water schemes was lost to the country.
Was it the intention of the Government
to go on expending money in this way ~
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD asked
what was the total amount of money
expended by waterwor~s and irrigation
trusts aud on national works ~
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that the
total expenditure to 30th June, 1891, was
£1,949,199, and the amount required to
complete the works was £1,565,079.
The Hon. W. A. ZEAL stated that.
he recently visited the site of the Goulburn
weir, and he thEm noticed that about
800 acres of splendid redgum were submerged by the water from the weir. If
these works were to be of any use, why
was the country inundated in this extraordinary fashion'& The value of the redgum in the swamp was very considerable,
and the trees ought to have been cut
down. The effect of allowing them to
remain would be that they would stop all
the debris that came down the Goulburn
River, and the water in the reservoir would
be polluted. He had also visited lake.
Cooper, and he observed that one of the
irrigation channels there was close to the
margin of, the lake. If the channel had
been carried on to the higher ground the'
water could have been distribut.ed, but,
as it was put on the lower level, he failed
to see what use it would be.
It was
quite deplorable that, when money was so
scarce in the Treasury, these unbusinesslike bungles should take place, and the
GovenUllent should insist on some explanation being given by the responsible officers.
An extravagantly expensive electric lighting plant had also been erected at the
Goulburn weir. (Mr. Cooke-" The Railways Commissioners are not the only
people who make mistakes.") The Railways Commissioners were bad enough, but
he had never charged them with such
mistakes as these. Why was the electric
light used when a few kerosene lamps
would have served all purposes ~ Would

Supply Loans Bill.

the Minister of Defence inform him
whether any of the trusts were paying
interest on their loans 1
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that, with
regard to the irrigation trusts, it was provided in the Act that the interest was to
be capitalized for a period of five years.
Perhaps honorable members ;vould be as
much surprised as he wa~ to learn that up
to the present tirpe 110 Order in Council had
been passed capitalizing the interest on the
irrigation loans, and no entries with respect
to the capitalized interest had yet been
made in the books of the TreaSl..lfY.
Therefore the irrigation trusts simply
stood indebted to the State for the net
amount of the capital, and the interest
was still owing. With regard to the
waterworks trusts, he had a return which
showed the interest owing. 'rhe total
amount was £28,836. The amount for
the Swan Hill Waterworks Trust, which
had been taken over by department, was
£7,634; for the Echuca and "Varanga
Waterworks Trust, £9,846; and for the
Loddon United Waterworks 'rrust, £6,18l.
The Hon. D. COUTTS observed that
the Goulburn works had been carried out,
not by commissioners, but by a Government department, under an ep.gineer-inchief, and that wa.s a ,fact that he desired
particularly to bring under the notice of
Mr. Zeal. It was intended that railway
construction should be proceeded with ill
the same manner in the future. With
regard to the Bill, it had reference principally to loans that had been applied for
and granted. The Minister of Defence
had mentioned that the Loddon United
Waterworks Trust was owing £6,000; but
the department had t.aken over some of
the works, and when the liabilities were
re-adjusted, the amount. owing would be
found to be very small. He was not there
to defend some of the trusts. The law
was satisfactory, but the late Minister of
'Vater Supply travelled around the country
and inducedmanymen to enter into schemes
which, if they had followed their own
judgment, they would not have touched.
The irrigation districts were too large.
Irrigation itself was good, but the districts were so large that water could not
be supplied to the whole area, and a
great waste of water took place in the
channels. The Tragowel Irrigation Trust
appeared in the schedule. If this was to be
a new loan it should not. be granted. (Sir
F. T. Sargood--" No new works have been
authorized by the present Government.")
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He was not prepared to say that all
'irrigation schemes were failures, but in
the case of the Tragowel Irrigation Trust
the works had been carried out to a certain
extent and they were not paying interest.
The result was that a rate had to be levied
on the people to meet ,vorking expenses.
There had not been sufficient water sold
this 'winter to pay even the office expenses,
and this case was one that Parliament
should deal with on its merits. He condemned the trust to which he referred
from its inception, and he was afraid that
it would be a failure.
The Hon. T. DOvVLING remarked that
this discussion recalled to his mind the
occasion when he stood up in the chamber
and moved that the Irrigation Bill introduced by the late Government be read that
day six mont.hs. 'rhe Bill was, however,
passed, and honorable members would be
surprised if they knew exactly what the
results were. The real facts of the case
were kept in the background, and Parliament was constantly being asked to vote
enormous sums for national works. The
money that was being expended by the
irrigation trusts would never be repaid.
The whole effect of these schemes was to
waste the money' of the State, whilst no
, practical good was done.
The Hon. VV. I. WINTER-IRVING
said he was sorry to find that so many
honorable 'members were opposed to irrigation, but he supposed the reason was
that all. the results that had been anticipated had not yet been realized. In
many instances the irrigation works were
not yet complete, and there had been no
opportunity afforded of ascertaining what
the effect of irrigation would be. The
Goulburn weir had just been completed,
and he had recently visited that district,
and he could assure honorable members
that it would be a great surprise to them
to see the strange metamorphosis that was
going on over that country. The farmers
were anxious to get the water and to pay
for it, and' so long as the water was
supplied no difficulty need be expect~,d.
(Mr. Zeal-" Have you seen the re,dguI?l
there ~ ") It would cost more than the
timber would realize to cut down the redgllm. r:rhere was a lot of timber on a place
of his a little lower down than the weir,
and it cost him as much to cut it as he
got for it. (Mr. Zeal-" What about th'e
electric 'light ~ ") The el~ctric light was
cheaper than kerosene, because it ,vas
worked by hydraulic power.
Ses,sion 1891.-[229]
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The Hon. J. S. BUrrTERS observed
that a sum of £40,000 was set do';'vn in .
the schedule for a storage reservoir at the
Waranga Swamp. The Waranga S\vamp
was 30 miles in circumference j the margill
of it belonged to the Government, and' if
it were improved so that small steamers .'
could ply upon it the value of the l~nd
would be greatly increased. He was afraid '
that eventually there would be a deficit
in connexion with the irrigation trusts,
which would be a burden on the State,
and. which would be know~l as tIlE; Deakin
deficit. He was satisfied thf1t many 6f '
the schemes that were b~ing' calTied out
would not pay, and that they would be
thrown back on the hands of the Government. At the same time, he admitted
that great benefit would be obtained from
irrigation if it were properly carried out.
1'he motion for the second reading of
the Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and was passed through its remain~ng
stag~s.
"
MINES' BILL.
Sir·F. T. SARGOOD moved the secpnu
reading of this Bill. He stated that the
measure consisted al~ost wholly of
machinery clauses, which were necessary
to cure certain defects in the existing law.
They were largely in accord with a number of. the provisions of the Land Act
Amendment Bill already passed by the
Council.
, The Hon. H. GORE said he had carefully gone through the whole of the Bill,
and he regarded it as a highly necessary
piece of legislation.
The Hon. D. COUTTS remarked that
he had looked over the Bill, and found
that many of its provisions were improperly retrospective. He thought that the
measure should not be further considered.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE said pe begged
to enter his solemn protest against 'the
House being asked to deal with a measure
of this character so late in the session.
Why, honorable members had scarcely had
time to give even a cursory glance over it.
He' ventured to say that, were the Minister
of Defence sitting on the other side of the'
House, he would do his utmost to pr'event
the Bill from being gone on with. This,
sort of t.hing was turning legislation i1).to a
farce. Then look at the Bill itself. There
was a clause in it providing that a miner'
who had been 25 years engagedjn mining
pursuits should have some 10 or 20 acres
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of land given to him. But had no one
done good work for the country but the
miner ~ Adopting such a clause as that
would be accepting a very wide principle
indeed. The whole thing was utterly
absurd.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he
could not but admit that it was late in the
session to deal with a Bill of this kind, but
he could assure honorable members that it
was very important that, at all events,
some of, the provisions in it should be
carried into law. ,For himself he could
say that he had looked most carefully over
the whole measure, and he could find
nothing to object to in it. As to the
clause alluded to by Mr. Cooke, surely it
would be acknowledged that a man who
had been 25 y'ears at mining deserved
some consideration. Moreover, it should
be remembered that, under the Bill, when
a miner who had taken up 011e of these
selections died his title to his holding died
with him.
The Hon. A. WYNNE expressed the
opinion that the Bill was one which ought
not to be introduced at the present stage
of the session. He had looked carefully
into it, and he found that it contained
many objectionable provisions. For instance, it would encourage rather than
prevent shepherding, and it would allow
speculators to harass land-owners. He
was satisfied that the measure had not
been thought out properly. One thing to
be noticed in respect to it was the entire
absence of labour covenants.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that
there was no possibility of discussing this
Bill as it ought to be discussed. Bringing
it in in the present way and 'at the present
time was not legislation by intelligence,
but the making of laws by machinery.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH remarked
that he had been twelve years a member
of the Council, and always at the close of
every session he heard the same old protest made. ' This was an important Bill, and
honorable members would have to swallow it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
, and committed.
On clause 1, :which was as follows:"This Act may be cited as the Mines Act
1891 (No.2), and (except the last section) shall
be construed as one with Part I. of the Mines
Act 1890, and shall come into operation on the
1st day of March, 1892,"

The Hon. S. W. COOKE moved that
the Chairman leave the chair.

, Mines Bi?l.

The committee divided- :
Ayes
Noes

9

21

Majority against the Chair- } 12
man leaving the chair...
,
AYES.

Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Connor,
" Cooke,
" Coutts,
" Fraser,

Mr. Grimwade,
" Service,
" ,,\Vynne.
'Peller.
Mr. Thornley.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

"
"

Abbott,
Bell,
Brown,
Buchanan,
ButtErs,
J. M. Davies,
G. Davis,
Dowling,
Gore,
C. J. Ham,
D. Ham,

Mr. McBryde,
" McCulloch,
" Melville,
" Morey,
" Pitt,
Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Simmie,
" J. A; Wallace,
" Zeal.
Teller.
Mr. Winter-Irving.

The Hon. N. THORNLEY ,asked that
the cIause be -read.
The CHAIRMAN.-I will take the
opinion of the committee as to whether
the clause shall be read or not.
The Hon. J. A. YVALLACE remarked
that not many nights si~ce the Chairman
said that whenever an honorable member
asked that a clause should be read it
should be read.
The CHAIRMAN.-I will ask honorable members whether this is business or
simply obstruction ~
,
The Hon. J. SERVICE said this question
of reading clauses was fully discussed the
other night, and the principle then laid
down was that if any honorable member
desired a clause to be read it should be
read. Passing Bills in the present way
was a perfect farce. It was of no use to
say that an honorable member had not a
perfect right 'to have a clause read if he
wanted it read.
The QHAIRMAN.--There is no~hing in
the standing orders giving su,ch a right.
What can be the object of having the
clause read ~ If the Bill was not in a
printed form I could understand the request
better.
The Hon. J. SERVICE observed that jf
the legislation on which honorable members were engaged was of the ordinary
kind the objection of the Chairman would
have more strength. But what was the
case ~ For the last week or more honorable members had been perfect slaves.
To say that one or two members who
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wished to have a clause read were to be at clause had been read on the demand of a
the mercy of the majority was unbearable. member, there being 550 members of the
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said that he in- House, it would have been wholly imposvariably supported the Chair, but he was sible to transact business. It is the cusbound to say that the Chairman was not tom in the House of Commons for the
just now carrying out the old practice of Chairman to determine whether a clause
the last sixteen or seventeen years. He shall be read or not, acting on the general
was not even carrying out the standing . opinion of the co~nmittee. It would not
orders or the rule of the House of Com- do for a single member to be allowed to
mons with reference to the subject. It stop the whole proceedings for a night. I
-should be borne in mind that, although will take the general opinion of the comunder the standing orders in cases for mittee on the voices as to whether the
which no provision was made resort was clause shall be read or not.
to be had to the practice of the House of
The Hon. J. SERVICE remarked that
Commons, it did not follow that that prac- it would be desirable to put the question
tice was the existing practice. The practice in such a form as to provide against the
to be followed was the practice of the House request being continually repeated.
of Commons at the time of the passing of
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR submitted
the Constitution Act.. He was extremely that this matter ought to be decided once
sorry to differ from the Chairman, but he and for all. He thought that when Bills
hoped he would not carry out his ruling.
were brought down on the last day of the
The CHAIRMAN.-I am perfectly session any honorable member had a right
aware of what the Minister of Defence. to hear the clauses read.
has pointed out. At the same time, I . The CHAIRMAN.-My opinion is tha.t
have no wish to be harsh in this matter; he has not the right.'
.
I am the servant of this Chamber, not its
The Hon. J. SERVICE movedmaster. If any honorable member thinks
"That any clause in any Bill shall be read if
my ruling is wrong, it will be easy for him
honorable member requests that it shall be
to take the usual course. He could raise any'
read."
the question at Olice .. But when the clause
The Hon. J. M. DA VIES said he
to be read is merely one setting forth the
thought
the motion ought to be "that
short title to the Bill, I naturally ask what
is meant-business.or obstruction ~ If there any clause in the Bill under consideration"
is a general wish that the clause should be· be read, and not" any clause in any Bill."
The Hon. G. DAVIS stated that although
read, of course it ought to' be read.
he
was entirely favorable to the Bill
. The Hon. W. A. ZEAL thought the
clause should be read,'but hehad something under consideration, he was disposed to
else to say. If Bills of this sort were to be protect the rights of the minority. He
brought up at the present late hour of the. would vote with those who thought that
session he would rather leave the chamber any clause an honorable member desired
than take .any share in dealing with them. to have read should be read.
The Hon. C.' J. HAM said he would
He would throw the entire responsibility
support the ruling of the Chairman, that
on the Government.
The Hon. A. WYNNE remarked that an honorable member had no inherent right
he quite understood the other night that to call for the reading of a clause. If
whenever an honorable member asked that every honorable member had that right,
a clause should be read it :"vas to be read. how could business be transacted in the
The CHAIRMAN.-Our standing orders event of his insisting that all the clauses
are silent on the subject, but they contain in the Bills now constituting the five
volumes of Consolidated Acts should be
this provision:.
read ~ That would occupy about a month.
" In all cases not herein provided for, resort
He lmderstood that the Chairman was
shall be had to the rules, forms, usages, and
willing to abide by the general wish of the
practice of the Commons House of Parliament
committee.
of Great Britain and Ireland, which shall be
followed so far as the same may be applicable
The Hon. ·T. DOWLING remarked that
to this Councilor any committee thereof, and
he did not remember any previous occasion
not inconsistent with the foregoing rules."
on which any objection had been raised to
If, during the 44 hours' sitting of the a clause being read when an honorable
House of Commons, when the Irish mem- member asked that it should be read. He
bers were obstructing business, .every .supposed it 'was natural that the Chairman
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should be animated by a laudable desire
to push forward business.
The ·Hon. J. SERVICE said he would'
amend his motion to read a~ follows ;" That, in respect to the Bill under consideration, any honorable member may have a clause
read on expressing his desire that it be reacl." .

The motion was agreed to.
The clause Was then read by the
ASSISTANT-CLERK.

. The Hon. N. THORNLEY asked the
Minister in charge of the Bill what Part I.
of the Mines Act 1890 meant 1
Sir F. T. SARGOOD stated that Part I.
of the Act covered about 50 pages. It
contained provisions dealing with miners'
rights, business licences, residence areas,
leases of reservoirs, licences to search for
metals and minerals other than' gold,
mining officers, mining boards, &c.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 3, which was as follows : "All coal, and all gold, silver, copper, tin,
iron, antimony, mercury, lead, zinc, nickel,
cobalt, platinum, bismuth, and manganese, and
OI:es of any of such metals on or below, or both
on and below, the surface of all land in Victoria
not heretofore alienated from tr.e Crown in fee
simple under the provisions of any Act are
aud shall be and remain the property of the
Crown subject to the provisions of the Mines
Acts notwithstanding such land may at any
time be alienated from or licensed or leased by
the Crown,"

'rhe Hon. A. WYNNE moved the omission of the word I' platinum."
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE said that under
the Land Act Amendment Bill in the case
of all lands alienated. whether in fee
simple, by licence, or by lease, only the
surface of the land would be conveyed to
the holder down to such a depth as the
Governor in Council plight decide. That
might or might not be a righ~ principle;
but he desired to point out that this clause
conflicted with it, because it limited alienation. There were many minerals which
were not included in the clause, and yet
the Land Act Amendment Bill reserved
them all.
The Hon. A. WYNNE pointed out that,
among the products enumerated in the
clause, a very valuable one-namely, lignite-was not included. As briquettes
would shortly be made in the colony, he
moved the insertion after the word "coal" .
(line 1) of the word" lignite.;'
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. H. GORE said he agreed with
the view taken by Mr. Cooke. All metals
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and minerals should be included in tJle:
clause. He moved the insertion after the·
word "metals" (line 4) of the words "or
any other metal or mineral."
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that the
words used in the Land Act Amendment
Bill were "All gold and silver, and all
minerals, and mineral ores." He moved
that the words in the clause after the word
"coal" (line 1) to the word "metals" (line
4) be omitted with the view of inserting'
those words.
The amendment was agreed to, and the·
clause, as amended, was adopted. .
On clause 4, which was as follows:" Notwithstanding anything contained in
section 49 of the Mines Act 1890 the Governor,
in the name and on behalf of Her Majesty, may,..
subject to the provisions of Part I. of the said
Act, grant gold-mining leases and mineral leases
in respect of such of the following lands ~s may
either before or after the commencement of this
Act be leased from the Crown, namely:'.' (a) Lands known as the mallee country;.
and
"(b) Lands leased for the cultivation of
wattle trees under the provisions of
the Wattles Act 1890.
" Compensation shall be paid to the lessee of
any such land entered and mined upon for surface damage to -be done to any improvements.
upon such land by reason of mining thereon,
such compensation to be determilied as hereinafter provided, and the payment thereof to be a
condition precedent to such right of entry,"

l'he Hon. S. W. COOKE observed that.
it was well known that in many parts of
the colony it was only necessary to fence·
land and wattles would grow of their own
accord, especially after a fire. He would
ask if wattles grown in that way could be·
counted as an improvement made by the,
owner 1 As a rule, a man who took up'
wattle land scarcely sowed any seed at all.
He knew of a block of. 4,000 acres covered
with wattles, .and the owner had scarcely
sown any seed. In a mining district the·
cultivation of wattles would not be counted
as an improvement.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the'
Chairman report progress, and ask leave·
to sit again the following day.
The motion was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL~
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, ,,~ith a message intimatingthat they did not insist on disagreeing
with one of the ~mendments insisted on
by the Council, but did insist on disagreeing with other amendments, and
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·','desired a free conference on the subject'matter of the said amendments, and had
appointed seven members of the Legislative Assembly to be, managers of the
said conference.
The Hon. J. SERVICE moved,

"That the desire'of the Legislative Assembly
for a free conference on the Bill entitled' An Act
, to amend the Railways Act 1890 and for other
purposes' be complied with, and that the following members be appointed managers of the conference:-The Hons. J. Bell, F. Brown, S.
W. Cooke, l;I. Cuthbert, N. FitzGerald, N.
Thornley, and the,mover."

'. Amendment Bill.

and all officers and employes. After considerable discussion the Council's representatives agreed to concede that point,
under the impression that friction or any
evil results were not likely to occur as a
rule, but that things would work satisfactorily; and" seeing that the Minister in
every other department possessed that
power at the present time, the representatives of the Council thought that
they might concede that point without
'much danger. There was a kind of
balancing of one point agaillst another,
and as the Assembly gave way in regar~
to the suspension and removal of the commissioners the Council's representatives
felt that they might fairly make the cOQ,cessions they had made. He was glad to
say that that was the whole state of th,e
case.
The subject then dropped.

The motion was agreed te:>.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
,conference meet in the south library immediately.
The motion was agreed to, and a message
.communicating the decision of the Council
was ordered to be sent to the Legislative
Assembly.
The House then (at ten minutes past DEFENCES AND DISCIPLINE ACT
AMENDMENT, BILL.
midnight) adjourned pending the conclusion of the conference.
This Bill was returned frorp. the LegisOn the House (at two minutes to two lative Assembly, with a message intimating
·o'clock a.m.) re-assembling,
that they had agreed to the same with
The Hon. J. SERVICE said he had to amendments.
report that a conference between this
On the motion of SirF. T. SARGOOD,
House and the Legislative Assembly had the message was ordered to be taken into
taken place on the Railways Act Amend- consideration at the next meetipg of the
'
'
ment Bill. There were six points of Council.
·difference between them. The first was
The House adjourned 'at three minutes
in reference to the casual men employed past two o'clock a.m. (Thursday), until
,in the railway service. That matter was half-past four o'clock p.m.
fully explained, and the representatives of
the Council agreed to concede ,the point.
The next was the Council's amendment in
,clause ;48, inserting "seven years" in place LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
, Wednesday, IJecember23, 1891.
of "four." A mutual concession was made
, by the insertion before the, words "seven
,years" of the words "not exceeding," the Department of Industry-Police-Railway AccountsNational Museum -Railway Department: Salary
,same phrase as the Council had inserted
Increases: North Melbourne Engine-sheds: Non·
in the following clause. In clause 57 the
paying Lines-Mining Department: Residence Areas
omission of "four, years," and the sub-Assent to Bills-Railways Act Amendment Bill:
stitution of "not exceeding seven years,"
, Amendments of the Legislative Council-Sessional
Arrangements: Government Business-:-Thistle Law
was agreed to. The next two questions were
Amendment Bill - Defences and Discipline Act
'with regard to the suspension and removal
Amendment Bill-Police Offences Act Amendment
of the Rail ways Commissioners, and the
Bill-Land Act Amendment Bill-Railway Loan
representatives of the Council agreed that
Application Bill-Conference between the Houses:
·the new clause in the Bill should be struck
Railways Act i\mendment Bill.
,out entirely and that the present law
should remain in force. That was conThe SPEAKER took the chair at thre~
sidered very acceptable to the Council, o'clock p.m.
because the present law had worked well
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY.
up to this time. The last point was with
regard to the provision in clause 52,
Mr. T. SMITH asked the Premie'r
'.empowering the Minister of Railways to: whether, with the information he haa
"put himself into direct communication received from New Zealand, he would
I with all branches of the railway service
conside~ during the recess the question of
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the establishment of a department of.
industry 1
Mr MUNRO said he regretted to say
that there appeared to be some necessity
for a department of this kind .. The matter
,was now being inquired into by the
Government, and it would be further
. considered during the recess.
POLICE.
Mr. GORDON asked the Chief Secretary
if it was intended to publish in the Govern, ment Gazette an Order in Council making
retirement from the police force compulsory
at the age of 60 1
Mr. McLEAN stated that some months
-ago he suggested to the Cabinet that
retiring at the age of 60 should be made
compulsory at the end of the following
year. Subsequently, however, when the
Estimates were under consideration the
Premier made a statement to the effect
, that it was found necessary, in the interests
of the efficiency of the force, to make some
exceptions to the rule. Further represen,tations on the, subject had been made
during th\3 last few days by several honor, able members, and he (Mr. McLean) had'
promised the honorable member for Mel. bourne East (Mr. Zox) that he would
'bring the subject again under the consideration of the Cabinet in order that it
might be decided to what extent the de'cision previously arrived at should be'
, relaxed.
RAILWAY ACCOUNTS.

Railway Department.

until the money was available. Land wBtS
selling very slowly just llOW as compared
with last year.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.,
Mr. STER~Y asked the Minister of
Railways if arrangements had been made
to pay the increased salaries due to railway employes, as it was understood thairat least' in some of the branches of the
department-the emoluments due in July
last had not yet been paid 1
Mr. SHIELS stated that the Railways
Commissioners had already replied to a.
similar question to the effect that the
increase on the smaller salaries would be
carried out.
Dr. MALONEY asked the Minister of
Railways the following questions : "1. What was the cost of the new enginesheds on completion of the contract?
"2. What is the difference between the levels
of the floor and of the bank outside?
'
"3. What was the cost of the turn-tables and
berths when finished for use?
114. How much has been spent to remedy
their defects (if any)?
"5. How many berths for engines are there
to the three turn-tables?
:
"6. How many of the berths are on a proper
level?
"7. Has the Board of Health examined the
said sheds and their surrroundings ;. and, if so,
did they report any danger to the health of the
men employed there?"

Mr. SHIELS said the answers to the
questions were as follows:"It is assumed that the engine-shed referred
to is that at North MelbourneMr. LAURENS asked the Treasurer if
"1. The cost of the shed (including turnthe trust funds had been used for railway tables, lines of way, pits, brick paving, water
.
.
th 30th J
1891
d' supply, lighting, &c.) was £69,921.
,
purposes smce e
une,
, an, ' "2. The temporary retaining bank outside the
if so, to what extent 1
building is 2 feet higher than the floor of engineMr. MUNRO stated that the answer shed.
to the first query was "Yes." To the
"3. £24,839.
latter question he would reply that at the
"4. Noexpenditurehastakenplacetoremedy
defects.
, close of the previous day the amount was , "5. Berths for 95 engines.
~ £228,355, namely-£165,163 under the
"6. All, with the exception of 23, which have
,Act No. '1013, and £63,192 under the Act slightly subsided. This does not interfere with
'No. 1187.
'
their utility, and it is not proposed to raise them
to their original level.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.
"7. I have made inquiries, and cannot find
that the Board of Health has examined the shed
Mr. OFFICER asked the Treasurer if and its surroundings. ,
: there was any possibility of the £12,000
"Note.-Theengine-shedatNorthMelbourne
appropriated for the National Museum is built on a swamp, and considering the tre~
under the Land Sales by Auction Fund cherous nature q.f the mud formation, and the
enormous loads on the lines of way and foundaAct being available at an early date 1
tions, the subsidence and maintenance have
Mr. MUNRO stated that there was no been remarkably small."
prospect of the money being available for
MINING DEPARTMENT.
some considerable time to come. It was
Mr. RICHARDSON asked the Minister
distinctly stated when the Land Sales by
Auction Fund Bill was under consideration of Mines if he would withdraw the instruc_ hat contracts could not possibly be taken tions given to mining registrars not to,
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renew the registration for residence areas
where the areas had been registered for
years but suddenly refused, thereby depriving large numbers of holders of a just
and legal title without compensation, as
provided by the Mines Act ~
Mr. ou'rTRIM stated that the reply of
the Mining department was as follows:-
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·Government .asked the Railway department for a return of paying and nonpaying lines under the Act 821 and the
Patterson lines, and, although the delay
was repeatedly complained of, the information was not obtained until the July
following. Whether the system of bookkeeping was deficient or otherwise he
(Mr. Shiels) could not say, but he could
"Mining registrars perform duties imposed
say this that so far as the accountant of
upon them by the by-laws of the mining districts
within which they act. The circular referred
the department was concerned he was one
to will be reviewed in order to bring it into' of the most intelligent officers in the
strict conformity, if necessary, with the law
Government service, and most anxious to
relating to residence areas."
perform his duties and afford every facHity
Mr. RICHARDSON said that this was for getting information.' Every Minister
hardly an answer. to his question.
.who had anything to do with him had
.Mr. OUTTRIM remarked that he found him to be an admirable .public
scarcely knew to what the honorable servant. As soon as it was possible to
, member was alluding, but he could assure obtain the inforinatioil required by the
him that at all times he would see that honorable member for Melbourne North
no injustice was done to the holders of it should be furnished.
residence areas in the gold-fields townships. 'rhe merits of every case would be RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
carefully looked into, and wherever a
.The amendments made by the Legiscolorable title was shown it would, if lative Council in this Bill were take!'!. into
possible, be recognised.
consideration.
Mr. SHIELS said that the first amendASSENT TO BILLS.
ment made by the Council was .to strike
Mr. MUNRO presented a message from out from clause 3 the following subthe Governor, intimating that, at the
section : Government Offices, on the preceding day,
"(b) the Chairman and Vice-Chairman for the
His Excellency gave his assent to the
being of the Parliamentary Standing ComLicensing Arbitrations Bill, Councils of time
mittee on Railways shall, without further or
Conciliation Bill, Bendigo Art Gallery other authority than this Act, be members of
Site Bill, . Trusts Act Amendment Bill, the said board for the purpose only of carryLegal Profession Practice Act Amendment ing out the duties, powers, and authorities by
Bill, and Parliamentary Standing Commit- this Act imposed and conferred on such board."
,tee on Railways Remuneration Bill.
He said that the Government, and, he
believed, the members of this Chamber,
I,
RAILWAY STATISTICS.
were anxious to meet the views of another
Mr. RICHARDSON mentioned that last place in a reasonable and fair spirit. They
September he moved for a return showing greatly desired to carry this great adminwhich of the railways of the country were istrative measure into . law, and they also
non-paying lines, and he was now informed wanted to do it in such a way as would
by the railway accountant that there was conciliate feeling elsewhere. With that
no probability of the return being pre- view he proposed to act in a reasonable'
pareq for some months to come. He spirit of fair compromise. He moved that
begged to ask the Minister of Railways this amendment be agreed with. He rewhether they had any system of book- gretted, however, for a number of reasons
keeping in that department at all, and that it had been made, because he thought
whether it was possible to get any infor- the effect would be to deprive the constructing body of a most valuable source of in.
mation from it ~
Mr. SHIELS said that. the honorable formation-of an important link connecting
member was not singular in his experience. it with the Railways Standing Committee.
The Govenlment had themselves en- It had, however, the approval of the leader
· countered similar difficulty, and he could of the Opposition and also tho honorable
· not understand the Cause. When informa- member for Essenq,on, ancl TlO doubt it
· tion was asked for it was simply stated would bring home a greater sense of
.·that it could not be furnished for months responsibility to Ministers .
to come. In Novemb~r last year the
The amendment was agreed with.
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Mr. SHIELS drew att,ention to clause 4,
'anthotizing the Board of Land an:d 'Vorks
to "construct all lines of r~ilway which
Parliam€mt might hereafter authorize," and
moved that the am~ndment inserting the
words "and complete" after the word
, "construct" be agreed with.' (Mr. Richardson-" 'Vhat would be the. effect ~") It
would cast upon the board the duty involved in not handing over to th~ commissioners a half-compfeted line.
rrhe amendment was agreed with.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House
. agree with the amendmen.t, inserting after
clause 8 the following new clause : -

Amendment Bill.

differs in opmion froin the other two commissioners in respect to any matter before the commissioners, the chairman and the other two
commissioners sha~l forthwith res}?ectively furnish the Minister with a report, in writing, setting, forth the matter of difference, and stating
their reasons at length for their decision upon
the matter of difference; thereupon the Minister,
if he deem it expedie,nt and nec!'lssary, may, in
writing, forthwith decide the matter of difference, and every such decision by the Minister,
when approved by the Governor in Council,
shall have the like force and effect as if made
by the commissioners; and thereupon the commissioners.shall carry out such order, and take
all steps necessary for the proper execution
thereof."

The amendments in Clauses 21 and 22
were agreed witp-o
Mr. SHIELS drew attention to clause'
23, relating to the taking of minutes at
the meetings of commissioners, and moved
that the Council's amendments requiring
the minutes to be "signed" instead of "confirmed," and that that should be done
by the "chairman of the meeting,"
instead of by the "commissioners,'"
be adopted by the Assembly.
The
alterations appeared to provide for the
greatest .possible promptituae of action .
I t would be necessary to insert conseThe amendment was agreed ,vith.
quential amendments, which would, howMr. SHIELS moved that the amend- ever, be merely verbal.
The Council's amendments in .these
ment in clause 18 (transferring the Engineer-in-Chief's branch to the Board of Land clauses were agreed to, together with
andWorks), inserting after the word'" En- consequential amendments of . a 'verbal
gineer-in-Chief" the words "and Engineer character.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House disof Existing Lines," be disagreed with. He
stated that leaving this amendment in the' agree with the Council's amendment in
Bill was probably an oversight on the part cl:iuse 24, to insert the 'yord "general"
of the Council. When the words were before the word" policy." 'fhe Assembly
inserted, the Council aimed at throwing was absolutely unanimous on this point,
upon the constructing body the duty also and the other Chamber carried the alteraof maintenance, but subseqll:ently they tion by, he believed, only a majority of
.
changed their mind, and struck out all the two.
The ameD;dme~t was disagreed with.
amendments in that direction with the
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House
exception of this one.
disagree with the COllncil's amendment in
The amendment was disagreed with.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House clause 24, to insert the word "or" after
agree with the Council in striking out· the w6ra "increase/' and omit the words
clause 21, authorizing the Governor in "or matt~r of policy." He explained that
Council to decide where the commissioners the clause provided that if the Minister
did not agree. He pointed out that, after did not approve of any scheme proposed
omitting this, clause, honorable members by the commissioners, he might himself
elsewhere altered the succeeding clause so transmit to them any proposition to effect
as to cover the whole ground. Clause 22 an increase of hicome or decrease of ex. would simply put the vie\vs of the As- penditure or other matter of policy. If tHe
.sembly in a different form, with less words, amendmeh~ we~e agreed to, it would sap
taking away some of the provisions which the greater portion of the virtue of the
were thought unnecessary. The newmatter clause.
Mr. HARPER saId 'he wished to enter
inserted in clause 22 was as follows:his pro~est against this amendm~nt being
"(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in
disagreed with.
The view taken in
the Railways Acts, whenever the chairman
, "Before tenders are advertised by the board,
the Engineer-in-Chief shall prepare an estimate
of the cost of such railway, and shall certify in
writing to the board"(a) The cost of all land, roads, bridges,
. culverts, and works, also engineering
supervision, engines, and rolling-stock,
and a full equipment necessary for the
opening and working of the railway
for public traffic.
"(b) The cost of all additional works, stations, arid sidings which may be required within a period.of three years
after the railway has been' opened for
.public traffic."
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another place was that matters of general the position the Government had taken
policy should be dealt with in a general up in respect to this m'atter.
way, and that a matter of specific policy
Mr. GILLIES said he hoped that the
such as that of making the railways pay, amendment would not be disagreed with.
should be dealt with in a specific way. The Bill was not to be passed for the purThe omission of the words proposed would pose .of affecting one particular officer;
not in the least aa:ect the right of the but it was meant to apply to all persons
Minister to control the special policy of who in the future might occupy the position
.
making the railways pay.
of commissioners. Everyone acknowledged that it could not be expected that
The amendment was disagreed with.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House dis- . a gentleman of experience and ability
agree with the Council's amendment, would leave an important. position to
four
omitting clause 34. The clause dealt with accept the office of chairman on
the power of the commissioners to per- years' tenure. As a rule, appointments
manently appoint casual labourers who in the public service were made for life.
had boen continuously ,employed for two It would' be a great mistake to fix the
term at four years, and it must be reyears.
. Mr. DEAKIN said he hoped that the membered that that mistake could not be
Minister of Railways would inform the corrected without the assistance of Parliarepresentatives of' the Government in ment. He was not prepared to say that
'another place of the evident misapprehen- he would not appoint the other two
sion under which this clause had been struck commissioners for four years; out the
out elsewhere. He saw, from a newspaper House ought to do wha,t was obviously
report, that one reason why the clause equitable and right in regard to the
was disa,pproved of by the Council was chairman.
Mr. SHIELS stated that the reasons
that no limlt as to age was specified.
With the ordinary limit of 45 years of which operated in another place when the
age, there would be no objection to the amendmeilt was made were wholly distinct from those urged by the honorable
clause.
member for Eastern Suburbs.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the
Mr. L. L. SMITH . observed that it
clause had nothing to do with the great
would be impossible to get a good man
objects of the Bill. If the amendment
for the position of Chairman of the Com· were insisted on by honorable members in
missioners if a teilUre of office of only four
another place, it would be better to postyears were offered. To make the tenure
· pone the question.
for so .short a term would be a very serious
Dr. MALONEY said he objected to
blow to the management of the railways.
limit of 45 years of age being inserted in If the term were shortened in that way, it
the Bill.
would be necessary to increase the salary.
The amendment was disagreed with.
In his opiilion Mr., Speight had fulfilled
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, the the conditions of .his appointment and had
amendments omitting clctuses 4;0 to 47 done his duty thoroughly well-in fact, he
inclusive w~re agreed with.,
had performed wonders considering the
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House disorganization that had existed in the
disagree with the Council's amendment Railway department when Mr. Speight
in clause 48, omitting" 1895 " and insert- came to the colony. It was stated in the
ing "1897." To accept this amendment. House that·Mr. Speight had been offered
, would bring about an astonishing inequality by the New Zealand Government £ 1,000
and injustice. The amendment provided a year niore than he no\v received, and it
that Mr. Speight's appointment as Chair- would be impossible, in the event of
man of the Commissioners should extend Mr. ~peight's retirement, to get a good
to the year 1897 instead of the year 1895, man for the po~ition if the tenure of office
without making any corresponding increase were reduced from seven to' foul' years
in the tenure of office of the other two without substantially increasing the
,commISSIOners. In other words, it 'pro-. salary.
posed to appoint the chairman for seven
Mr. HARPER remarked that,' as he
years, and the other two commissioners for understood the Council's amendment, its
only four years each. He did not ,,;.ish to effect would simply be to ratify and im· go into subjects which raised personal port into the Bill the present contract
I issues, but he was most anxious to justify'
bebveen Mr. Speight and the Government.
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There was unfortunately a difference of,
opinion as to the term for which Mr.
Speight had been re-appointed, but as he
was re-appointed under the Act which
provided that the term was seven-years, it
was reasonable to presume that his re, appointment, being under the Act, was
for seven years; and he considered that
it was a distinct repudiation of their
duty and obligations to Mr. Speight
to propose to cut off two years from
the term of his engagement. Therefore,
this House ought to agree with the amena, ment of the Legislative Council, and make
the term for which Mr. Speight was at
, present engaged seven years. It would be
a breach of faith if, by Act of Parliament,
thcy lessened the term by two years. It
was unfair for the Minister of Railways to
try to affect the judgment of the House
by representing that the Council were
making a distinction between Mr. Speight
and the other commissioners, because the
other commissioners had no grievance
on that account. Both these gentlemen
held appointments with the Government
terminating respectively-Mr. Greene's on
the last day of 1893, and Mr. Ford's on
the last day in 1894. (Mr. Shiels-" That
is not the case.") The Minister of Railways should not give a denial which he
might afterwards regret. He (Mr. Harper)
understood that Mr. Greene's appointment
ended in 1893. (Mr. Shiels-" No, it does
not.") Then'when did it end 1
Mr. SHIELS said he had clearly put
before the House, on two different occasions, all the facts connected with these
appointments. He was not able to show
, even now when Mr. Greene's term of office
did expire, because the Government had
been advised differently by different counselj but Mr. Greene claimed to hold his
appointment under the commission issued
at the instance of the ex-Minister of Railways (Mr. Gillies) until April or May,
1894.
Mr. HARPER remarked that Mr.
, Greene was appointed on the death of Mr.
Agg, and there was a difference of opinion
as to whether he was appointed for the
remainder of Mr. Agg's term of seven
, years or for a new term of seven years.
At any rate, Mr. Greene now held an
appointment which was not affected in
essence by this Bill. Mr. Ford made an
: arrangement with the Minister different
'from that made by Mr. Speight. ,(Mr.
, Shiels-" No.") That was the Minister's
statement. Undoubtedly Mr. Ford made'
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ail engagement with the 'Minister for, a
term of office sllbject' to this Bill. (Mr.
Shiels-" No, he did not.") Really it was
very difficult to know what was the po!:!ition. There had always been an amount
of vagueness and uncertainty as to the
commissioners' appointments, and the Minister had even said that all the commissioners' appointments might be considered,
and by some counsel were considered,
illegal.
One did not know why they
should be considered illegal.
This
amendment, however, would not do ariy
injustice to Mr., Greene or Mr. Ford;
and he contended that if it were not
adopted Parliament would be doing
Mr. Speight a grave injustice, and' further that the recognition of Mr. Speight's
claim to hold his re-appointment for seven
years would not do any injustice whatever
to the other commissioners. But they
ought also to look at this amendment in
the light in which it had been put by the
honorable member for Eastern Suburbs and
the honorable member for Mornington.
Parliament was now making a law that
would affect not only the present commissioners 'but all, future Commissioners of
Railways in this colony, and they ought
to consider the broad question how they
could best legislate to secure the best
services of the best men obtainable for the
position.' The Minister had told the House
that he had got a man in view-that he
knew a man who would take the place at
once on a four years' engagement; but he
(Mr. Harper) contended on general principles that the colony could not hope to get
the most capable men to come and carry
on the business of the Railway department
either on short terms of appointment or
for low salaries, :;tnd that if they wanted to
widen the area of selection either within
the colony or the colonies, or outside of
the colonies, they would have to offer such
length and security of tenure and such
salaries as would attract men of ability
who already occupied good positions and
who would commend themselves to the
Government and the public of this colony
as fitted to be intrusted with this great
trust, That was all the more necessary'
after the action which this Parliament had
taken with regard to the present commissioners. How could they expect competent men to accept a four years'
appointment if they were to be charged
with all sorts of malversation, and to
run the gauntlet of almost a prosecutio111
(Mr. Staughtol1-" Persecution,
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you mean.") Yes, almost of persecution.
The thing was out of the question, and
therefore he submitted the House ought
to agree with the Council's amendment.
Mr. MUNRO said he thought honorable
members ought to consider why it had
become necessary to deal with this matter
at all and why such a Bill as this should
have had to be introduced. (Mr. Staughton
- " Because you have an erratic Minister
of Railways.") Taking that to be the view
of the honorable member for Bourke West,
it followed as a matter of course that this
House which had passed the Bill must be
even more erratic than the Minister of
Railways if the honorable member's view
was correct. His (Mr. Munro's) own
impression was that this Bill became
necessary because this House and the
country were dissatisfied with the present
management of the railways. That being
so, this House had set to work to put
matters on a better footing, and he thought
the opinion of the House ought to be
given effect to. N QW, with regard to the
Council's amendment. '{'his House had
said, "vVe are about to make an experiment by means of an alteration in the
JI!.anagement of our railways, and we think
it is quite long enough that that experimemt should go on until the year 1895,
because it is quite possible that a change
may take plaqe at the end of 1895, by
which we can manage our railways more
cheaply than they are managed now."
But the other said "No j we insist that the
experiment shall continue for two years
longer." And what did that mean ~ It
meant imposing taxation on the people of
the country. (Mr. Harper-"That isavery
far-fetched argument.'?) It was an argument that was pressing honorable members
in this Chamber at the present moment.
This House had decided deliberately, after
full consideration and discussion, thatthe
present system of railway management
ought to be changed, and that an Act of
Parliament ought to be passed to bring'
about thai change, The House had come
to the conclusion that the clauses as they
stood in this Bill ought to be the provisions to give effect to their views., If
the honorable member for Bourke East
(Mr. Harper) was going to try an ex,periment in the management of his own
business, would he not try it for as moderate a term as he could ~ (Mr. Harper, " Yes, consistently with getting a good
man.") This Bill had nothing to do with
any man or woman except one m~n; it
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applied to one man only. (Mr. U ren"Has he not been a success ~") In his,
(Mr. Munro's) opinion he 'had not. (Mr;
Uren-" Why do you keep him then ~")
He would deal with that matter directly.
It would be utterly impossible for him to,
address himself to the question before the,
Chair if he had to reply to the interjections
of half-a-dozen honorable members at once.
This Chamber and the country, too, he'
believed, had arrived at the conclusion
that our railways were not managed as·
economically as they ought to be, that.
the country ought to get better returns
for its money j at;ld the Government madecertain arrangements with the commissioners whose terms had expired. Tho
Minister of Railways said that a .certain
arrangement of one character was made,
while one gentleman interested said that
an arrangement of quite another character
was made. Therefore, the position that
the honorable member for Bourke E'ast
(Mr. Harper) took up-put it in any way
or form the honorable member liked-was.
that he charged the Minister of Railways
with not speaking the truth in regard to
the re-appointment of the Chairman of the
Railways Commissioners.
Mr. HARPER rose to order.
He
desired to say tl~at such a statement was
altogether unworthy of the Premier, who
knew that it was not correct, and he must
ask the honorable gentleman to withdraw
it. He (Mr~ Harper) made no charge of
untruthfulness against either the Mini,ster'
of Railways or the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners.
.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that the honorable member most distinctly stated that,
notwithstanding the statements of the'
Minister of Railways t9 the contrary, the
, contract for the re-appointment of the
Chairman of the Railways Commissioners,
was for a term of seven years.
Mr. HARPER said his statement was
that the re-appointment of Mr. Speight
was "under the Act," and that the Act
fixed the term of appointment at seven,
year~. He hoped that the Premier would
withdraw his assertion that he (Mr.,
Harper) had charged the Minister of Railways with not speaking the truth.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member will be entitled to make a personal
explanation, by leave of the House, at the
conclusion of the Premier's speech.
.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the honorable·
member .for Bourke East (Mr. Harper)
was not,entitled. to interrupt an honorabl,e'
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"member .who was addressing the House. admitting at once that the other Chamber
'In the hearing of honorable members, the had a right to tax the country. (Mr. Harper
honorable member for Bourke East said - " That is too thin.") That was the
that, notwithstanding the statement of position which the other House had un- '
the Minister of Railways, the Chairman of doubtedly taken up in this matter, and
the Railways Commissioners was engaged the honorable member for Bourke East
'for seven years, and that to shorten the could not get away from the fact. After
terin by means of this Bill would be to a long debate and full inquiry into the
'repudiate that contract. Now, he (Mr. whole matter this House agreed to the
Munro) believed that the statement of the clause as it now stood, and no reason or
Minister of Railways was honestly true, argument had been submitted to 'in any
because when the arrangement was made, , way justify the Council's amendment. To
he (Mr. Munro) was living in the country, show that the Assembly did not want to
and the &ecretary of his department wrote meet the other Chamber in a carping
him a letter, in which he described hmV' it spirit, this House had agl;eed to a large
happened, and that letter, written im- number of the Council's amendments, some
mediately after the' arrangement was of which the Government really thought
made, with a view to give him (Mr. they ought not to have agreed with, but
Munro) information as to what took place, the Government were so anxious that this
corroborated the statement of the Minister Bill sh9uld become law that they had
of Railways. 'rhe secretary of his depart- agreed to everything that they could
ment was totally uninterested on the one honestly and conscientiously agree to in
side or on the other, and merely, wrote for the Council's amendments. This amendhis (Mr. M;unro's) information, and that ment, however, was one that they could
letter substantiated every word of the not agree to, believing that it was of snch
Minister of Railways. (Mr.Zox-" Who a chara:cter that the Assembly ought not
gave him the riarrative to write ~ ") to agree to it. That was the position the
He was there; he was in the place. Government took up, and he trl,lSted that
(Mr. Zox-" I know ,differently.") No honorable members would deal with the
doubt the honorable member knew matter seriously, having regard to the
differently; perhaps the honorable mem- fact th~t it was a vital question, involving
ber was there ~ He (Mr. Munro) was not; the expenditure of public money.
Mr. McINTYRE observed that if the
but the secretary of his department wrote
him a narrative of the proceedings, in order Premier would take up the position that
. to acquaint him with what was going, as this amendment was an interference on
it was his' duty to do, while he (Mr. the part of another Chamber with the
Munro) was living in the country; and rights and privileges of this Chamber, and
although 'he did not propose to . read the fight the matter out on that ground alone,
'letter to the House, any honorable mem- he was ready to side with the Premier;
ber was at liberty to peruse it, and it but if it was a question of whether it was
would be found that it corroborated the desirable that faith should be kept with
statement of the Mi~ister of Railways in the gentleman who had been induced to
every particular. The matter now stood come from the mother country to manage
in this position. The Government had our railways, he felt that, in order to do
brought down a ,Bill, making an arrange- ,,;'hat was right and fair, they ought to
ment that the Railways Commissioners contiIiue that gentleman's re-appointment
;should retire from office-':"one in 1893, one for a term 6f seven years. But what had
in 1894, and one in 1895-in order to give they now at issue ~ The wretched quesa proper period of time to ascertain tion of whether Mr. Speight's term of
whether the new arrangement under this office should be for two years more than
Act would work satisfactorily or not. the Government proposed. N ow, if Mr.
The other Qhamber had taken lip Oil itself Speight had been in the same position as
to alter the term of office in regard to one any public servant in any department of
"commissioner and not with regard to the the State his appointment would have
others, taking the respOlisibility of saying been for life, or during good behaviour;
that the Chairman of the, Commissioners but Mr. Speight and his colleagues, who
was to De engaged at a high salary for two had control of millions sterling of' the
'years longer than this House wanted him public money ,year after year, had their
to be engaged for. If this lIouse was to appointments limited to a term of a few
give way on that point, they would be years. What was t.he use of creating
Mr. Mum'o.
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a quarrel with another place on the
paltry question as to whether Mr.
Speight's term of office was to be two
years more than the Goyernment desired
,it should be~ The Premier had stated
that the Goyernment were dissatisfied with
the present management of the railways,
and that Mr. Speight had in his opinion
not been a success, but the only outcome
of such a conclusion should be that Mr.
Speight'must be at once dismissed, because
there was no further arguing of the question
at all if that were a faet. But the Government' had neither suspended nor sought
to dismiss Mr. Speight; on the contrary,
they had brought in this Bill to confirm
the re-appointment of that gentleman
which they had already made. If the
Government could prove their charge of
mismanagement, he was perfectly prepared
to join them in dismissing Mr. Speight,
but instead of making any attempt to
prove that Mr. Speight had not been a
succ.ess as the manager of the State railways the Government had brought in a
Bill praetically confirming that management with some little alterations for the
next four years. If the Government were
really anxious, as the Premier had said, to
get this Bill passed into law, the question
of two years was a mere bagatelln-a drop
in the ocean. Personally, he believed the
other House had no right to interfere
with the money portions of this Bill,
and he would like to have the question
reasoned out fairly; but if that,' was'
not to be the ground of objecting to the
Council's amendment, he (.Mr. McIntyre)
hoped this House would approve of the
proposal to allow Mr. Speight's term of
office to be continued for the full period of
seven years, because the possibilities were
that, if Mr. Speight declined to accept his
re-appointment after what. the Government
and Parliament had done, there might be
a difficulty in getting a competent man as
his successor if the term of the appointment was to be limited to four years.
Therefore, this amendment did not
apply to Mr. Speight only; in f::).,ct, it
might not, apply to Mr. Speight at all,
but to anybody occupying Mr. Speight's
present position. 'rhe Government of the
day made their choice of a Chairman of
Railways Commissioners in the old country,
after ,careful inquiry, and accepted Mr.
Speight, and unless the present Government could prove that he was unfit for the
position-that his management of the railways was doing injustice to th~ country,
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and was not what was expected from him
-t4ey had no right to speak of Mr.
Speight's management in other than respectful language j and Mr. Speight was
entitled, as a matter of simple justice, to
re-appointment for the full period of seven
years.
Mr. STAUGHTON expressed the opinion
that the Legislative Council had really
not interfered at all with the taxation of
the counhy, as had been suggested by the
Premier, because the Chairman of the
'Raihvays Commissioners was re-appointed
under the Act which provided that the
term of appointment should be for seven
years, and therefore the Council was only
doing justice to Mr. Speight by re-enacting the present, statute law, and the
question of interfering with the taxa-,
tion of the country could not possibly
arise in connexion with this amendment.
The appointment of the Railways Commissioners was made under the original Act,
and they were entitled to re-appointment
under the terms of that Act. Perhaps the
Government had in view some man to take
the place of Mr. Speight at a salary of
£1,000 or £500 a year. He knew nothing
about that, but he contended that Mr.
Speight was entitled to re-appointment for
seven years.
,
Mr. LAURENS remarked that the conditions of the origin~1,1 Act applied equally
to all the Railways Commissioners, and if
one of them was to be re-appointed for
seven years the others should be reappointed for that period also j but he
maintained that there was no provision in
the original Act that the re-appointment
should be for seven years. It would be
quite competent for the Government under
the original Act to re-appoint the Railways Commissioners for life, or for one,
two, or three years, or any longer period.
If the House recognised the rights of the
Council to extend the time of the re-appointment, then the Council could alter the
period of re-appointment to 20 or 30 years.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed th~t the
power of another place to intedere in a
matter of this kind was rather doubtful,
but still, on principle, he thought that the
view put by the Premier was a correct one.
On the last amendment the Council had a
perfect right to interfere, but the amendment now before the House had reference
to the question of the allocation of an office
to a particular individual, and that would
involve the payment of salary. to that particular ipdividual for a given period. In
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that way the amendment trenched on the honorable gentleman say that he did
privileges of the House. He desired to not re-appoint Mr. Speight on the terms
point out to the friends of Mr. Speight of the present Act 1 The honorable
that it was possible, owing to the action gentleman'S silence gave consent, ,and it
they were taking, that Mr. Speight might could not be gainsaid that Mr. Speight
lose the legal right to £6,000, because was re-appointed under the terms of the
the clause as drafted confirmed Mr. present Act. He knew something about
Speight's title to the office of commissioner. the re-appointment of Mr. Speight, because
It provided that the persons "holding he was present when certain conversations
office as commissioners at the commence- took place between the Minister of Railment of this Act shall from the dates of ways and Mr. Speight; Four or six
their respective appointments by the Gover- months after these conversations the
nor in Council as commissioners be deemed Minister of Railways prepared his notes
to have been duly appointed as commis- of them, and would the honorable gentlesioners." He had previously expressed man, as a barrister, say that any court of
the opinion that the Railways Commis- justice in the colony would allow such
sioners could only be re-appointed under notes to be produced as evidence ~ The
the old Act for seven years, and at pre- Minister of Railways, in offering ie-appointsent he ignored the question of any ment to Mr: Speight, wrote, "The Gocontract between the Minister and Mr. vernment are earnestly desirous to retain
Speight. As this Bill reduced Mr. Speight's for the Victorian railways your most
term of re-appointment to five years, he valuable experience, and I beg to express,
would be entitled to say, "I decline to their hope that you will accept the reaccept the re-appointment under this Bill, engagement I now beg to offer to you."
and I claim the £6,000 as the difference If Mr. Speight had been guilty of all the
. between my salary for five years and for indiscretions that had been alleged against
-seven years." The Bill would give Mr. him, why did not the Premier call ParliaSpeight· a sort of legal claim, and the ment together and consult them as to the
minimum of damages was £6,000.
terms on which Mr. Speight should be reMr. ZOX said he did not think Mr. appointed ~ The Premier had declared
Speight desired to shelter himself behind that under the auspices of Mr. Speight
any legal claim which he might have. He the railways were mismanaged, and yet
honestly believed that Mr. Speight wanted the Minister of Railways ,informed Mr.
to place himself in a proper position, not Speight that the Government were desirous
only before this House and the country, of retaining his "most valuable exbnt also the country from whence he came. perience." Was that faid The honor'\¥as the Premier prepared to say that able member for Port Fairy had taken a
under the auspices of Mr. Speight the correct view of: the case. There was no
railways of the colony had been mis- doubt that Mr. Speight had been 'remanaged? , The honorable gentleman had appointed' for a period of seven years, and
indicated that that was his opinion, but . if his tenure of office was now reduced to
he (Mr.' Zox) would like to have a distinct five years he would be entitled to compenstatement, from him on the subject. sation. The question at issue ,vas this'\¥ould the Minister of Railways say that whether Mr. Speight could be re-appointed
he did not re-appoint Mr. Speight under under the old Act for seven years; or
the terms of the present Act ~ If the whether, having fulfilled the terms of his
honorable gentleman made any such first appointment, he was re-appointed for
assertion, then he (Mr. Zox) would ask life 1 He (M,r. Zox) did not desire to deal
every impartial man in the House and the with that aspect of the question, but he
country to look at the correspondence was sure that Mr. Speight, who was an
which passed beween the honorable gentle- honorable man, would not wish to retain
man and Mr. Speight, and to judge from the position of Chairman of the Railways
it. If Mr. Speight had not discharged Commissioners unless the House and the
his duties in, a satisfactory manner why c,?untry thought that he was deserving of
did not the Government dispense with his re-appointment. Mr. Ford and Mr. Greene
services? He believed that the Minister should be dealt with in the same way as
of Railways was thoroughly truthful, and Mr. Speight, and should also be rethat he was endeavouring to do the best appointed for seven years. (Mr. Shielshe could for' the country with reference "The Legislative Council make a disto railway management; but would the ,tinction.") He was not there to uphold
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,;hat the Legislative Council had done,
but he contended that the House should
dealfairlyand honestly -\vith all the Railw:ays Commissioners. I~ would be impossible to get any man who had held a high
position in Great Britain to come to the
colony to administer a department like
that of the railways on a four years'
engagement. Mr. Speight distinctly stated
in ·the correspondence that he accepted
re-appointment for seven years. Would
the Minister of Railways deny that 1 (Mr.
Shiels-I' Read the first paragraph of my
letter.") The honorable gentleman was a
lawyer, and if he was acting on behalf of
a client he would be careful to see that
there was no error in his correspondence.
(Mr. Shiels-" Mr. Speight makes a mistake in his letter.") Mr. Speight accepted
re-appointment for seven years.
(Mr.
Shiels-" No.") Why did not the honorable gentleman say to Mr. Speight, "I
cannot offer you re-appointment for any
term of years because the whole matter
must be submitted to Parliament" 1 Whatever the views of the Government with
regard to the capacity of Mr. Speight
might be, they could only have re-appointed
Mr. Speight for a period of seven years.
Would the Minister of Railways deny
that? (Mr. Shiels-" I do deny it.") He
was quite sure that the honorable- gentleman would be unable to maintain the
position he had taken up in any court of
justice. Let justice be done to t~e whole
of the Railways Commissioners. (An
Honorable Member-"And to the colony.")
Yes, the primary consideration should be
that the railways were managed in a
way that would be satisfactory to the bulk
of the people of the colony, but when a really
honest agreement had been entered into
with Mr. Speight it should be carried out.
Mr. KIRTON said he understood that
. when the period of Mr. Speight's appointment expired the Government were of
opinion that he was not thoroughly qualified to manage the Railway department,
as he had made serious blunders. The
public were led to expect that the Government would act like men of metal, and
that the natural consequence would be
that Mr. Speight would not be re-appointed.
If the Government thought that Mr.
Speight was incapable they should have·
dispensed with his services; but as far as
he could understand the present Act, it
was competent for the' Government, on reappointing any of the Railways Commissioners, to red lice the term of office as
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they might think proper. Mr. Speight's
friends appeared to think that if the
Council's amendment was not agreed wi'th
some injustice would be done to Mr.
Speight, but there was no doubt that if
Mr. Speight discharged his duties in a
satisfactory manner during the next four
years he would be again re-appointed.
He would be sorry to see the interests of
Mr. Speight sacrificed, but honorable
members had to consider the paramount
intere;sts of the country, and in his opinion
it was not advisable that any of the Rail.ways Commissioners should be re-appointed
for a longer period than four years.
Mr. C. YOUNG stated that it was a
matter of very little importance, comparatively speaking, whether Mr. Speight was
re-appointed for five years, or for one or
two years longer, but the statements of
the honorable member for Bourke 1Vest
and the honorable member for Melbourne
Ea.st (Mr. Zox) had given a different complexion to the question. Those honorable
members had asked the House to disbelieve
the statements that had been made by the
Minister of Railways. The honorable
member for Melbourne East particularly
asserted that, notwithstanding the clear
and distinct statements made by the
Minister of Railways, supported as they
were by strong collateral proofs, there was
no limitation placed on Mr. Speight's reappointment. According to the honorable
member, the statements made by the
Minister were a delusion and a sham,
because he declared over and over again
that Mr. Speight was re-appointed for
seven years. ~ Under the circumstances,
any honorable member who opposed the
proposition now made by the Government
would virtually declare that he did not.
believe the statements of the Minister of
Railways. (" No.") He firmly .believed
every statement that had been made by
the Minister of Railways, and if what the
Minister of R::til ways had described took
place it would be impossible for the person
with whom the arrangement was said to
have been made to have misunderstood
its meaning and purport. He regretted
that this question had been raised at all.
The Minister of Railways was careful to
avoid any allusion to it, and it had been
introduced by the honorable member for
Bourke West. and the lionorable member
for Melbourne East. Under the circumstances, he (Mr. Young) felt that he
would be compelled to oppose the Council's
amendment. .
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Mr. 1VILLIAMS thought that it would', Mr. Speight's re~appointment should or'
be as well to go back to the position of should not be ~greed with, but a great
affairs when Mr. Speight first arrived here. number of side issues had been brought
Mr. Speight said then that he was glad in. He thought that if honorable memParliament had limited the period of his bers ,would leave surrounding circumappointment to seven years, because that stances out of view, and divest themtime would be sufficiently long to prove selves of all strong feeling in the matter,
whether he was capable of properly ad- they would find themselves, able to deal
ministering the department and at its ,with it much more easily. For his part,
conclusion the Legislature would be able he would prefer tha,t the appointment
to make any change they m.ight think fit. should be for five years instead of seven.
Tha.t statement was made public, so that Four or five years would be quite long
there was, no harm in repeating it. What enough to go without a re-examination of
.was complained of was this: The Minister the whole question of railway manageof Railways had explained that soon after :plent. From the first he (Mr. Richardson)
ho took office he entered into negotiations had been at a loss to know why the Minis- '
with Mr. Speight concerning that gentle- ter re-appointed Mr. Speight at all. In
man's re-appointment. Well, there was fact, it was quite clear from the Minister's
nothing to show that there was then any own statement that the' re-appointmept
disagreement between him and the Minis- ought never to have been 'made. Howter. The Minister, however, stated clearly ever, the thing had been done, and it
that he was anxious to secure Mr. Speight's would be well to let all feeling on the
services upon the distinct understanding subject-the strong feeling·shown by the
that Parliament would have a perfectly free Minister" as well as the highly accentuated
hand as to the tenure of office. Now he (Mr. feeling elsewhere-die away. There was'
Williams) believed that the cause of quarrel no doubt that the honorable gentleman
arose just here. After Mr. Speight had had not departed from the strict line of
secured his appointment he put his own honour in dealing with the Railways Cominterpretation upon its terms, and then missioners, so that there need not be any
turned up rough with the Ministor, tell- reflection on him, nor ought he to think
ing him that he would not do what that there was any. On the other hand,
the Government wished-that he would it was only right that he should ab~de by
neither reform the railway management the position he had t~ken up in the first
nor reduce the working expenses, and so place-astonishing as it was, in view of
on: At all events, that was what he (Mr. what had been said about false accounts
Williams) gathered from .the correspon- and flouting the Ministry, that that posidence. He believed that the Minister had tion had ever been taken up. At all events,
been deliberately deceived by Mr. Speight, he (Mr. Richardson) would ask the Minand he considered that Parliament ought ister of Railways to consi9,er the argument
to have an opportunity 'of reviewing put forward by the honorable member for
Mr. Speig.ht's re-appointment. Moreover, Port Fairy, who had not expressed any
as far as he could see, it was quite possible strong feeling in the matter at all. That
to get from within, the colony a perfectly hono'rable member held that if at the end
capable man in Mr. Speight's place. Why of five years Mr. Speight'left his position,
should rising talent in Victoria be dis- , he ,would still be legally entitled to ask
couraged by this continual going to the for two years' additional salary. Had the
old country for important officers ~ Be- Government looked at the matter caresides, with this man defying the Ministry fully in that' aspect Z F~r his part, he
and defying the House, hon9rable mem- (Mr. Richardson) was satisfied t~at nobody
bers had a perfect right to deal with him in the country believed that either the' '
by shortening his period. ]four years was Chairman of the Railways.Commissioners.
quite long enough to entitle P~rliament or the Minister of Railways had ever been
to review the conduct of the head of the untrue to each other. There was not a·
Railway department, whqever he might scintilla in the correspondence to show
be, and say whether his management was that either of them had attempted in the
smallest way to deceive the other. In fact,
satisfactory or not.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that the he (Mr. Richardson) was driven to the
question now before the House h~d widened conclusion that in this respect the Minister'
out considerably. It really was whether of' Railways had allowed his mind to be ,
the Council's amendment with ....respect
.. to ' le,d; astray. Besides this legal aspect there' :
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was another. No doubt the amendments
made by another place were in many respects in harmony with his (Mr. Richardson's) own feelings; but there was this to
be looked at-that honorable members
elsC\vhere were practically asking for ,control 'over the Railway department, and
also to some extent over the Executive.
Well, he, for one, did not think that that
should be permitted j and, so far, he would
be for the amendments not being agreed
with. On the other hand, justice ought
to be done to Mr. Speight j and important
litigation with him in the future ought, if
possi ble, to bc prevented.
Dr. MALONEY said he differed so far
from some of the previous speakers that he
would urge the Government not to give
way the least atom. He hoped that by
1895there would not be asingle civil servant
with so large a salary as £3,000 per annum.
He had nothing to say against Mr. Speight,
but he desired to cut down his tenure of
office to the shorter period proposed by the
Government. r:I.'here was a true ring in
the remarks of the honorable member for
Williamstown when he spoke of the colony
getting one of its own men to take the
place of ,Mr. Speight. Sincerely did he
(Dr. Maloney) hope that England had been
sent to for a rail way manager for the last
time. Did the United States send to
England for railway managers, or did,
England send to the United States for
them ~ No j they grew their own railway
managers, and Victoria ought to do the
same thing.. He had been asked, what
men in the colony were there fit to succeed
Mr. Speight ~ vVell, he might mention that
he had applied to the Chairman of the
Rail ways Commissioners for information
which would enable him (Dr. Maloney) to
reply to that query, but what was the
result ~ That, although he had interviewed
Mr. Speight at his request on the subject, he
could not get the information. As to the
general quest.ion of the Upper House taking
upon themselves to interfere with the
business of this Chamber, the time must
come for the Assembly to consider wheth~r
the Council should continue to exist.
Mr. G. D. CARTER said he trusted that
the forecast of the honorable member for
Melbourne Vvest was not a correct one, and
that the colony was not in such a low state
as to be unable to pay £3,000 a year to any
man it thought fit. As for the honorable
member's objection to an Englishman being
brought here to manage the' railways,' he
might as well remember that anEnglishman
Session 1891.-[230J
'
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was brought here to make him. With
regard to the question of the appointment of Mr. Speight for four years instead
of seven years, it seemed to him (Mr.
Carter) that if he was re-appointed at all,
it must be for seven years. Had he only
been re-appointed for four years, the reappointment cotlld hardly have been legal.
However, that was a question for the lawyers. If they differed with respect to it,
who was to decide7 One difficulty presented itself to his (Mr. Carter's) mind.
Reading the evidence given in another
place, it seemed to him that Mr. Speight
still adhered most closely to the position
originally taken up by him towards the
Minister. The railways of the colony'
were the best handled in the world,'
and it was impossible for any good alteration to be made in connexion with them.
But, on the other hand, there was
the distinct impression on the minds
of the House' and of the country'
that there was need for change in nearly
every direction. He would rather look
upon the present question as not whether
Mr. Speight's re-engagement should be for
seven years, or four years, or for anyparticular period, so much as whether he should
not be at once compensated for loss of
office in a way which would enable the
Government to put some one else in his
place at once. It was Parliament that
had to decide how the railways were to be
managed. Parliament had said. that the
railways were to be made to pay j the
Chairman of the Railways Commissioners
said, practically, that they should not pay.
Parliament said that the railway system
wanted improvement, but the chairman
said there should be no improvement.
vVhat under the circumstances could be
done except to give this gentleman fair if
not generous compensation for loss of
office, and fill his place with some one
who would manage the railways as Parliament wished them to be managed ~
:Mr. NIMMO said that from the beginning he had contended that the re-appointment of Mr. Speight should be for seven
years, but the Assembly had decided that
the re-appointment should only be for four
years. Vvell, he thought that that was
not the wisest course, but, on the other
hand, he had to look at the fact that the
term of four years had 'been changed by
another place to seven years, and that·
that alteration would involve a considerable extra expenditure. Under the circumstances, the· question· with him was
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whether it was constitutional'for the other
branoh of the Legislature to increase the
expenditure agreed upon by this Chamber.
~n this connexion the position taken ~p
by the Premier was the correct one. The
Council had no power to amend a Money
Bill, and to accept the present amendment
would lay down a most dangerow~ precedent. Therefore, although he thought it
would be in th~ interests of the colony
that Mr. Speight should be re-appointed
for another seven years, he (Mr. Nimmo)
wOllld feel constrained on the present
pccasion to vote with the Government.
He did not think that it would be possible
to find Mr. Speight's equal in this C01011Y,
and that it would be very difficult to discover his equal in England. The chairmal1
ought certainly to have been appointed for
f}even years.
Mr. ARMYTAGE said he thought it
was Il: great pity that the House should be
disturbed by the injudicious action of
another place. His own opinion was that
Mr. Speight ought not to have been reappointed at all, and that now he ought to
be suspended. He regretted that anotQer
place should have adopted this extremely
injuC!.icious action, which would stir up
this matter again.
The SPEAKER-The honorable member is not in order in stating that another
p~ace has adopted an injudicious action.
Mr. ARMYTAGE saiC!. he would withdraw the remark, but he thought that the'
proposition, wherever it came from, was
iJ,ljudicious.
Mr. UREN remarked that it seemed to
him that the Act under which Mr. Speight
was appointed very clearly specifieC!. that
his appointment was to be for seven years.
If he haq done his work properly he ought
to be re-engaged, and if the statements
which had been made against him. by the
Government were true he ought to be
removed frow. office. When honorable
members r~ad that the Government had
passed a very high eulogium upon Mr.
Speight for th~ manner in, which he had
performed his duties th.ey JUust co~e to
the conclusion that something hadoccurreq
between the Minister of Railways and the
commissioners to bring about the change
of feeling which bad been manifested.
But he contended that the House had
nothing whatever to do with 'matters of
feeling between the Minister of Railways
and the Chairman of the Commissioners.
If Mr. Speight had discharged his duties
efficiently his re.-e~gagement should be
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ratified by the House, and if otherwise his
services should be dispensed with, fair
compensation being paid to him. As to
the constitutional question, he thought
that the action of another place would
iucrease the burdens of the people, ~nd he
would therefore vote against the Council's
amendment.
Mr. HALL expressed his regret that so
much time !Should be taken up over one
civil servant. The opinions of many honorable members seemed to have greatly.
changed since the question was formerly
discussed. Mr. Speight, in fact, had ~
great many friends in the House.
The
reason was not far to seek, for that gentleman had the power of e~ercising more
patronage than ;1ny other man in Victoria.
His o,wn opinion was that the Railway
department could only be reformed through
the appointment of a Royal commission.
He would vote ;1gainst the Council's
amendment.
Mr. BENT observed that, whatever
patronage Mr. Speight had been enabled
to exercise, he (Mr. Bent) had never received any favour from him; ;1nd he
thought it very strange that public questions could not be discussed in the House
without matters of that kind being
brought up. The question at issue was,
did another place possess the constitutional
right to make th.is amendment r And the
Attorney-General had not yet expressed
his opinion on that point. The honorabl~
member for Eastern Suburbs, who was
always looked lIpon as a eonstitutional
authority, was very often wrong. If the
Attorney-General said that the Upper
House had (,3xceeded its constitutional
rights there would be an end of the
matter,
(Mr. Shiels-" The Oouncil's
amendment means th;1t the State is to pay
£6,000 more to Mr. Speigh.t.) Mr. Speight
was ~ constituent of his, though he did not
knQw if he (,3ver voted for him nor did he
care. It seemed to him that certain
people had made a" dead set" against the
Chair~an of the Commissioners. He (Mr.
Bent) was n,ot one of those who praised
up the management of the railways; but he
understood that when the House separated
construction from management and hallded
over the former to the Board of Land and
Works, leaving the latter in the hands
of Mr. Speight, it admitted that Mr.
Speight was a good traffic manager. Every
one must admit that the construction of
our rai~ways had been conducted with
grea.t waste. Mr. Speight having been
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re-appointed, it v{Quld be better for the
House· to be generous to him· than for
it to do anything that might savour of
repudiation. All the troubles which had
arisen in connexion with this matter had
be~n brought about by Mr. Service.
But
there was nothing to be afraid of in connexion with the railways~ They constituted a property which was quite good
enough to pay the national debt. But he
maintained that the system of management was too expensive. There were too
many men employed at the stations_ At
the same time; it .must be remembered
that Mr. Speight was not responsible for
tho reduction in the fares and for some
other things which had greatly interfered
with the railway revenue. Great pressure was brought to bear upon him in the
" boom" time, and now there was an unfair disposition to lay upon Mr. Speight
what had been done in too sanguine
moments. He would vote against the
amendment of the Council, if that House
did not possess the constitutional right to
make it; but he approved of Mr.. Speight's
appointment being extended to the year
1897. He did not believe in the system
of having a chairma~ and two other commissioners. He considered that the Minister of Hailways should have ·all the
control and all the responsibility. The
railways would certainly never be made to
pay under a system in which the Minister
was not responsible. ·When Mr. Speight
first. came to the colony he was made too
much of, and now, he very much regretted
to say, the opposite course was being
pursued.
Mr. BAKER remarked that he was
quite under the impression that when Mr.
Speight was appointed he was appointed
under the Act for seven years. He did not
believe that the Hailways Commissioners
had wilfully done anything 'improper, but
he thought there had been a misunderstanding. Mr. Speight had friends in
England, and anything likE;' repudiation of
his claims on the part of the present Parliament would certainly injuriously influ<mce the minds of the people in England
of whom Victoria desired to borrow money.
While it was very desirable that alter~
tions should be made in the present
system of management, the House ought
to be careful not to go to extremes
which would make it appear ~hat an
injustice was being done to anyone.
Re (Mr. Baker) was one of many honorable members who had stood up on the
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floor of this House, a~d pleaded on behalf
of the farmers that the freights should be
reduced, and since Mr. Speight took charge
the freight for wheat had been reduced by
one-third, consequent upon the pressure
brought to bear on the ·commissioners by
Members of Parliament. Therefore it was
unfair and un-English for honorable members to get up in their places in Parliament and denounce Mr. Speight and his
colleagues for doing what those very honorable members had declared in this
House that the Hailways Commissioners
ought to do. He was not going to be one
of those who would place the blame of the
reductions of freights on the shoulders of
the Railways Commissioners, because he.
felt that he ought .to take a full share of
the responsibility on himself. 'rhe honorable member for Shepparton was one of
those who stood up on the floor of this
House and pleaded for a reduction of
grain freights, and the honorable member
had gone to the commissioners with deputations with similar objects ill view over
and over again. (Mr. Hancock-" But
what has that to do with the question ~ ") It had everything to do with
it. He sincerely ·hoped that honorable
members . would cease clamouring for
"blood, blood, blood," and do a little justice to the commissioners, who had done
their duty by the country. If the Premier
wanted to fight the constitutiol1a~ question
as to the right of the Legislative Council
to interfere with Money Bills, he would
fight with the honorable gentleman, because
he ·was confident that the Council had no
right. to touch Money BiHs; but if it was
to be a question of the re-appointment of
Mr. Speight for seyen years, he would consider himself entitled to vote against the
Government.
The amendment was disagreed with.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the amendment
of the Legislative Council substituting
"seven" for" four" years as the term of
office of every future commissioner be disagreed with.
The amendment was disagreed with.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House
agree wi~h the Council's amendment
omitting the words" if qualified" from
the following sub-section:"At the expiration of any commissioner's term
of office he may from time to time, if qualified,
be re-appointed pursuant to this section for a.
further term of four years."

The amendment was agreed with.
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Mr. SHIELS moved that the House
. disagree with the Council's amendment
substituting "and" for "or" in the
following sub-section of clause 49 :"It" shall be lawfitl for the Governor in
Council to remove any commissioner from his
office on an address praying for such removal
being presented to the Governor by the Legislative Council or by the Legislative Assembly."
The effect of the Council's amendment
would be that it would require the concurrence of both Houses to get rid of a
commissioner. As the Bill left this House,
it provided that the Governor in Council,
on an address from either House of Parliament, should have power to remove a
commissioner from office. If this amendment became law, it would virtually
require an Act of Parliament to dismiss
any of the commissioners.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that the Legislative Council had not even gone the
length of restoring the existing law,
although they had nullified the proposal
contained in this Bill, which practically
provided that any or all of the commissioners could be removed from office by a
simple resolution of .this House. Now
there was not an officer in the public
service who could be removed by resolution
of this House, 1).ot even the humblest
messenger or office boy. All the officers in
the public service were protected by an, Act
which Parliament wisely passed, and which
provided a way of removing public servants
from office if they were guilty of improper
conduct, instead of having those questions
constantly brought before the House for
determination.
Parliament had wisely
enacted that no officer of the service should
be liable to be removed by a political body,
and it was only those public servants who
occupied high positions like those of the
Audit Commissioners, .the Railways Commissioners, or the Public Service Board
who could be removed by special process.
Parliament felt that those officers occupied
such high positions that they ought to be
independent of any Minister, or even of
the Government, in the performance of
theil: great and important public functions,
in order that they might be entirely free
to do their ,duty under the law, whether
the Government of the day liked it or not.
'1\) adopt the proposal of the present Government with regard to the process of
removing the Railways Commissioners
would be to place the commissioners in
a lower position than that occupied by
any public servant in this country under
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the Public Service Act. He could not·
understand on what principle such
an alteration of the law could be
justified, because if they were to compare like with like the Railways Commissioners ought to be in a somewhat
similar position to that of the Audit
Commissioners or the Public Service Board,
as they had been up to the present time.
He had not heard any reason whatever to·
warrant the Government in proposing to
put the Railways Commissioners in a worse
position, and he was confident that in the
interests of the country the Legislative
Council would not· give up that amendment, but would insist on upholding the
present conditions in regard to the removal
of the Railways Commissioners from office.
Mr. WRIXON observed that there was·
one view of this amendment whieh the
House ought to consider. If the Council's
amendment was disagreed with, and the
sub-section passed in the form the Government proposed, a most unreasonable state'
of affairs, wholly unknown to our Constitution, would be produced. As the subsection .left this House it provided that
any commissioner might be removed from
office on an address to the Governor by
either the Legislative Councilor the Legislative Assembly. Now, it had always boen
a principle of government in this colony
that the main control of executive matters
rested in this House-he did not mean
the exclusive, but the general main control.
They had the Executive in the Assembly,
and the Assembly controlled the Executive; but if they passed this sub~section
in the shape in which it was proposed by .
the Government, they would hand over
to the. other House equal power with this
House of directly dealing with this very
important matter of administration, the
removal of the Railways Commissioners.
'1'hat might be highly inconvenient, in the
event of the Council praying for the removal of a commissioner whom a majority
of this House did not desire to be removed,
because if the Governor in Council acceded
to the request of the other House it
would be tantamount to handing over the
powers of this House to the Legislative·
Council. (Mr. Munro-" The Assembly
would then turn the Government ont.")
But the mischief might be done. Therewas not one instance in the wholo of the
government affairs of this colony where a
person might be removed· from office by
an address from either House of Parliament, and if they wanted to get good men
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,as commissioners it would be necessary to
give them some security of tenure. This
ought not to be discussed as a personal
matter at all, it was a matter affecting the
welfare of the greatest trading institution
in the colony, and he would particularly
remind honorable members who were
.anxious for the real success of our railways
that the railways would certainly not
,succeed unless the country secured the
services of a first-class man to manage
them, and a first - class man would
not be induced to come from afar,
leaving a good position at home or elsewhere, unless offered a secure position
here. The real practical effect of disagreeing with the Council's amendment would
be to endanger the attempt of the Government to work the railways with advantage
to the State, because a succession of difficulties would be created, and it was,
therefore, in the interests of the country
that he objected to the proposal now
made by the Government, believing it
would be most unwise and in all probability disastrous.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that
there was a good deal in what the honor,able memb~r for Portland had said, but
he (Sir B. O'Loghlen) was inclined to take
the Government view of the matter, and
resent this unconstitutional interference
of the Legislative Council with the rights
.and privileges of the Legislative Assembly.
In order to ascertain what another place
meant by this amendment honorable members had only to look at the next amendment, which provided that an address
from either House was to restore a suspended commissioner, notwithstanding any
opposition there might be to his restoration. rrhe question they had to face was
practically not a question of railway
managers, but a question as to which of
the two Houses of Parliament should rule
the cOlmtry-the Councilor the Assembly.
But were the Government prepared to
test that question 1 If they were not,
this House might just as well agree to the
'Council's amendments. The ~wo questions
on which this Bill wonld stand or fall
were the additional two years to Mr.
:Speight's term of office, and this constitutional question. If the other House insisted on their amendments, they would
.defy this House and the country, and the
Bill would be lost. It was a very serious
position. Were the Government prepared
-to stand by their guns, and lose the Bill 1
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(Mr. Gillies-" Not at all; don't you
believe it j they will stand to no guns.")
He (Sir B. O'Loghlen) did not know that;
in fact, he thought the honorable member
for Eastern Suburbs had some of his old
fire left in him yet, and that he wnuld be
prepared on a straight constitutional issue
to stand by the Government. Was the
honorable gentleman prepared to support
the position that while the country was
governed by two Houses under the Constitution, yet the final decision should rest
with this House 1 He thought the honorable gentleman would be prepared to agree
with that principle. (Mr. Gillies-" The
principle which the Government have inserted in this sub-section is wholly wrong.")
Under which banner would the honorable
gentleman' fight 1 Under one banner as
to this amendment, and under another
banner as to the next, which involved
the same principle ~ The question was
. which House should rule-the Council or the Assembly 1 (Mr. Gillies"Under our Constitution they should rule
together as far as legislation is concerned.")
In the end, this House, with the Government responsible to it, must rule. (Mr.
Gillies - "The facts are against the
theory.") He was not aware that that
,vas the case, although he knew that
. many honorable members got tired of the
struggle, and the Council had now a large
body of electors behind them, that House
having been placed on a broad basis,
although not on such a broad basis as the
Assembly. (Mr. Gillies-" The Council
are right if they are supported by the
people.") But he very much doubted
whether they were supported by the people
in regard to these amendments, and he was
afraid that a large number of the gentlemen who were elected to the Victorian
Council became partisans. Sooner or
later a conflict between the two Houses of
Parliament must come. The Government
ought to consider the gravity of the position, and if they decided to resist the
encroachments of the Council, let them
resolutely stand to their guns.
The House divided on the question, that
this amendment of the Legislative Council
be disagreed withAyes
46
Noes
17
Majority against the Coun- } 29
...
cil's amendment
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Armytage,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Bent,
Bowlnan,
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W. T. Carter,
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Deakin,
Duffy,
Dunn,
Gordon,
Graham,
Hall,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
Laurens,
Leonard,
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Mas'on,
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" Munro,
" Nimmo,
Sir B. O'Loghlen,
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Mr. Outtrim,
" Parfitt,
" Peacock,
" Richardson,
" Shiels,
" L. L. Smith,
" Sterry,
" Taverner,
Capt. Taylor,
Mr. Turner,
!, Uren,
" Wheeler,
" vVilliams,
" Woods,
" A. Young,
C. Young.
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Mr. Bailes,
" Tatchell.
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Mr.. Cameron,
" Craven,
" Derham,
" Duncan,
" Gillies,'
" Highett,
" Levien,
" Madden,
" McLellan,
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Dr. Pearson,
Mr.
"
"
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C. Smith,
Staughton,
VV rixon,
Zox.
Tellers.
Mr. Anderson,
" Baker.

Mr. SHIELS moved that the House
disagree with the Council's amendment
substituting "or" for " and" in th~
following portion of sub-section 4 : "If an address shall at any time during that
to the Governor by the
Leglslative CounCil and the Legislative Assembly, praying for the restoration of such
commissioner to his office, such commissioner
shall be restored accordingly."
sess~on ~e presen~ed

He said the clause as it stood provided that
a commissioner who was suspended should
only be restored on an address from both
Houses ,of Parliament, "\vhereas the Council's amendment would authorize the restoration of a suspended commissioner on
au address from either the Legislative
Council or the Legislative Assembly.
The amendment was disagreed with.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House
disagree with the Council's amendment
omitting the words, "to put himself into
direct communication with all branches
of the railway service, and all officers and
employes, and also" from sub-section 4
(clause 52) which stood in the Bill as
follows : "For the proper conduct of his public business the Minister shall be entitled at all times
to put himself into direct communication with
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all branches of the railway service, and all
officers and employes, and also to see all documen~s, ~apers, and, l~inutes which he may
requITe eIther for ParlIament or himself, and
to be supplied with copies thereof, and also to
avail himself of the services aild assistahce of
any officer or employe, or,of any committee, subcommittee, or conference."

Mr. GILLIES stated that the other House
looked on this provision as wholly unworthy
of Parliament, as a sort of espionage of
the commissioners, as authorizing the Minister to go behind the backs of the commissioners for the purpose of getting
information quietly from various officers
in the Railway department, so that he
could make charges against the commissioners or against their management. (Mr.
Staughton-" That is the very object of
it.") It could mean nothing else, and if
Parliament passed such a provision it
would be unworthy of the Legislature of
Victoria.
Mr. MUNRO said there was not a single
department in the public service in which
the Minister could not send for any officer
in the department. (Mr. Gillies-" That
is a totally different thing.") Why should
there be an exception made in the case of
the Railway department ~ The Minister
of Railways had a perfect right to any
information he could get from, any officer
or employe in the department.
Mr. ZOX said it was difficult to
realize what the purport of the amendments was. If he understood the original
clause, the Minister of Railways desired
to be able to play the part of Paul Pry in
regard to the Railway department. (Mr.
Tumer-" The Minister only wants to be
able to do what Ministers in every other
department can do.") Had any information which the Minister of Railways
desired to obtain from the officers of the
Railway department been refused to him ~
(Mr. Shiels-" Yes.") It appeared to him
(Mr. Zox) that the object of the clause
was to enable the Minister to establish
a system of espionage.
(Mr. Shiels"Nonsense.") The clause meant nothing
more nor less than that. . No 'department
could be managed on commercial principles
if such a system was introduced. If he
was at the head of a business concern he
thought that he would be able to obtain
from the manager all the information he
required. (Mr. Munro - " Would you
take only "\vhat the manager offered ~")
No. This clause would be subversive
of all proper discipline in the Railway
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department. The Minister. of Railways
was at the head of the Railway department, and he ought to be able to
obtain all the information he required
through the Railways Commissioners without going to subordinate officers. If the
information was refused. by the Railways·
Commissioners the Minister would be justified in seeking it elsewhere.
. .
Mr. LAURENS observed that the Minister of Railways, in his relation to the
Railway department., stood iri. the same
position as the owner of any private busi~
ness. If the honorable member for Melbourne East (Mr. Zox) were the proprietor
of any large business undertaking would
he allow himself to be depl'ived of the
right of seeking for information from any
of his officers ~ The Government had no
intention of encouraging a system of espionage in the Railway department.· The
power given in the clause was only to be
used ·en dernier ressort, and the Government had assured the House that it was
necessary to enable them to exercise a;
proper supervision over the Railway
department.
Mr. STAUGHTON said that it was
only in consequence of the quarrel the
Minister of Railways had had with Mr.
Speight that this clause had been inserted
in. the Bill. It was ·to be regretted that
the Rail ways Commissioners had not been
eliminated from the discussion altogether.
The personal feeling against the Chairman
of the Railways Commissioners was apparently very strong, and he believed the
time would come when honorable members
would repent having given their assent to
this Bill. It was ridiculous to suppose
that any large business concern could be
carried on successfully if the t.ittle-tattle of
subordinates was to be listened to by' the
responsible Minister. There must be some
discontented officers in a department like
the Railway department, and all these
persons would be afforded an opportunity
of laying their grievances before the
Minister. The Minister of Railways had
stated, by interjection, that all the other
public departments were subject to this
kind of espionage. (Mr. Shiels---:-" Not
espionage.") Certainly. The Minister
wanted to be able to spy out something
he could not get through the Railways
Commissioners. If the Railways Commissioners were not competent to give the
Minister the information he required they
should not be retained. There was an
inherent desire in some men to find out
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. something that nobody else k~ew'-:"'to
sneak round for information; and that
,vas a .contemptible trait in any person's
character. In fact, the person who did
such a thing would be capable of opening
another man's letter, if he could close it
again so that he could not be found out.
The intention of the clause appeared to be
to break up the management of the Railway department, and he unhesitatingly
stated that it would be subversive of all
discipline.
Mr. ARMYTAGE stated that he would
suggest to the honorable member for Melbourne East (Mr. Zox) and the honorable
member for Bourke West that it was a
mistake to deliver party speeches in dealing with the Council's amendments. The
Government had a majority at their backs,
and honorable members might as well
accept the situation.'. Since this Bill was
sent to the Legislative Council no charge
had been made against the Railways Commissioners, and it was unwise to re-open
the question.
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that, although the Government might have a
large majority, the minority had a right
to express their opinions. I t was not
advisable that any personal feeling should
be stirred up, especially at so late a period
of t.he session. There was no objection
to the principle of this clause, but he
did object to such a clause being placed
in an Act of Parliament. He would challenge the Minister of Railways to point
to a similar section in any measure now
on the statute-book. The Government
should do the graceful thing, and agree
to the Council's amendment.
Mr. MADDEN thought there was no
doubt that introducing a principle of this
kind into the Bill would interfere very
much with the discipline of the railway
service. It was decidedly against the rule
in other branches of the public service for
the Minister at the head of a department to communicate with the officers in
it without reference to their head, and
nothing but harm could come from adopting such a; system in t.he Railway department.
The' House divided on the motion that
the amendment be disagreed withAyes
Noes

34
25

Majority for diSagreeing} 9
with the amendment ...
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McColl,
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Mr. Anderson,
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The other amendments of the Council
were agreed with.
A message intimating how the amendments had been dealt with was ordered to
be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
Mr. MUNRO moved, without notice"That the sessional order referring to the
time when Government business shall have precedence on "Vednesdays be suspended for this
evening, so as to allow Government business to
be proceeded with during the remainder of the
!:lession."

He stated that this motion was rendered
nec8ssary by the large amount of business
that remained to be dealt with.
Mr. CRAVEN said he objected to this
motion being moved without notice. He
wanted a division to be taken on the
motion in favour of an increase in the
stock tax which stood in his name on
the notice-paper, but if private members'
business was to be put off in this way such
.
a division could not be taken.
The SPEAKER.-At the present stage
of the session a motion of this sort becomes
a matter of urgency, and the honorable
member has scarcely a right to object. It
has always been the practice to allow a
proposition of this character to be put
without notice.

Arrangements.

Mr. McCOLL stated that he also must
protest against the shelving of private
members' business. He deoply regr~tted
that the Government had seen fit to refuse
an opportunity for discussing the stocktax proposals which stood in the name of
the honorable member for Benambra. The
matter was an urgent one, and if it was to
be put aside the responsibility must rest
with the Government.
The moti?n was agreed to.
THISTLE LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they insisted on their amendment re
clause 4. .
On the motion of Mr. GRAHAM, the
amendment was agreed with.
DEFENCES AND DISCIPLINE AC1'
AMENDMENT BILL.
On the motion of Mr. TURNER, this
Bill was recommitted on clauses 6, 8, 9,
and B.
On clause 6, which was as follows:"For section 5 of the Defences and Discipline Act 1890 the following section shall be
substituted, namely :"5. (a) All officers of the naval or 11lilitary
forces heretofore or hereafter appointed
(unless specially exempted from any
provisions), and
.
"(b) All warrant and non-commissioned or
petty officers of the naval or military
forces heretofore or hereafter appointed,
and
"(c) All persons who heretofore or here- .
after shall have taken and subscribed
the oath set forth in the 1st schedule
to the Discipline Act 1870 or the 2nd
schedule to this Act,
shall, in the case of commissionea officers, from
the time of being appointed, and in the case of
all other officers and persons, from the time of
the taking and subscribing of such oath, be
deemed and taken to have been or to be engaged
by the Governor pursuant to section 4 of this
Act or section 2 of the Discipline Act 1870, and
wi~hin the meaning of the Defences and 'Discipline Acts, and, whether regularly or occasionally employed, shall, during the' period of
such employment, by virtue of such engagement be subject to the provisions of the Defences and Discipline Acts and the regulations,"

Mr. DEAKIN stated that it was he who
pressed for a re-consideration of this clause,
which it was necessary to look at in conjunction with clause 8, which gave power
to specially exempt Imperial officers from
certain provisions, and also with clause 9,
which empowered the commandant to
i~flict a fine not exceeding £ 10 for any
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breach of discipline. The point was that decline to allow other Imperial officers to
as the clause stood it brought all officers , come in their place. All he (Mr. Munro)
of the naval or military forces under the undertook to do was to inform the comDefences and Discipline Act, while under mittee that this statement had been made,
dause 8 certain Imperial officers employed and if the committee were prepared to
in the colony would be exempted. That, leave the clause out, he would say no more.
of course, would create a most' invidious He might mention that the articles of
distinction. If the Government desired to agreement under which these pfficers came
protect the rights of the Imperial officers out, and which they signed and sealed
at present employed in the colony who had beforehand contained the following prohad no warning of the position in which visions : they would be placed under their engage"1. He shall be subject to the rules and regument here, he could understand the pro- lations now or hereafter in force for the governposal, but the clause went a great deal ment and discipline of Her Majesty's Victorian
forces.
further, for it would exempt all future 'local
"2. He shall faithfully and diligently employ
Imperial officers, no matter what warning the whole of his Hme in the service of the Governthey got, for all time to come. The out- ment.
"3. He shall in all things obey the orders and
come would be that the officers of the
directions of the Government.
force would be divided into two parties"4. If the said
shall at any time
the colonial officers, who would be liable to neglect, or refuse, or from any cause be unable
b,e brought before a certain tl'ibunaland pun- to perform his duties under this agreement, his
ished, and the Imperial officers, who would suspension, removal, or dismissal shall be conducted under, and be subject to, the rules an,d
be exempt from that particular liability. regulation~
for the time being in force for the
Mr. 'fURNER said it would be out of government and discipline of Her Majesty's
order for the Government to mention, in Victorian local forces; and if the said
connexion with clause 8, the amendments be suspended, he shall not be entitled to receive
or recover any pay, salary, or allowances during
they would move in connexion with clauses the
period of such suspension."
8 and 9.
This showed that these officers were
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 8, which brought under the control of the local Government, and that, they came under the
was as follows : law as it now existed. The law provided
"The Governor, may at any time specially
exempt from the operation of sections 20 to 33
that those who were brought under its proof the Defences and Discipline Act 1890, any
visions should be subject to be tried by a
commissioned officer on the active list of the
civil tribunal for military offences, which
Imperial navy or army under written engagewas putting the officers in a different posiment to serve in Victoria for the time being;
tion when they came out here from that
and thereupon such sections shall not apply to
any commissioned officer so exempted therewhich they occupied in England. If the
from."
committee thought that those officers
Mr. DEAKIN ~aid he would very much who were now in the colony should be
like to know why this line of demarcation exempted from these provisions he had no
was to be drawn between the two bodies obj~ction to such an amendment being
of officers, thus putting on the colonial proposed.
officer a brand which was not placed upon
Mr. DEAKIN observed that the case
, the Imperial officer, although both were was as the Premier had stated, with one
serving in the 'forces of this colony 1
important difference. The court appointed
Mr. MUNRO said that he had, ashe had under the Discipline Act might not be a
already intimated, received an intimation civil court, but it might be a'military court. '
that, as the Defences and Discipline Act If the object was to get rid of the civil
brought the whole of the Imperial and court that could be easily done, but it was
colonial officers in the service of the colony not necessary, as under the clause, to leave
under the conditions of the principal Act, the Imperial officers subject only to the conwhich provided that military offences should trol of their superior officers in the mother
be tried by a civil tribunal, the officers who country. Victoria had a splendid body of
had come here under contract to the colony Imperial officers, but he <;leclined altogether
thought that forcing this provision upon to cast any reflection on the colonial offithem was breaking faith with them. It cers. There ought to be no distinction
had also been stated that if the con- made between Imperial officers and colonial
tinuance of the provision was enforced, the officers; both classes should have fair and
War Office wou~d withdraw them, and equal treatment.
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Mr. G. D. CARTER remarked that it
was not a question of treating the two
classes of officers alike. Certain Imperial
officers had beeh imported, and it was
being proposed to vary the terms under
which they t.ook service in the colony. 1£
a few words were added to the end of the
clause exempting those officers who were
now in the colonial service, the whole thing
would be met. Some of the officers objected to be tried by the colonial courts,
and he hoped that no breach of faith would
be committed.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN observed that under
the Bill there ,,,"ould be no variation of the
terms of agreement. The Imperial officers
were subject to whatever local enactments
might be made, and no change in the law
was proposed, nor had any complaint about
the existing law been made. All that the
cIa usc under discussion providedwas that the
engagement of the meil should date from
the time at which they took the oath, and
not from the time at which they were
gazetted. rrhe men who were engaged had
bound themselves to obey the directions of
the Government, and to be subject. to the
rules and regulations now and hereafter to
be enforced for the government and discipline of the Victorian local forces. When
they engaged they accepted the terms, and
never inquired what were the regulations
then in force or which would be likely to
be in force hereafter. I t would not be
right to make a distinction between
colonial and English officers. If things
were left as at present no one would be
injuriously affected, but if the proposed
change were made it might create a very
invidious feeling between the English and
the colonial officers.
Mr. W. T. CARTER said he would like
to see the clause struck out altogether.
The object of the Bill seemed to be to
make a distinction between the English
and colonial officers. The sooner men
were got who would not seek to perpetuate
a distinction between the two classes of
officers the better. The time would come
when the colony would have its own men
only-not a mere ornamental soldiery, but
a homogeneous body which had sprung
'
from our own population.
Mr. RICHARDSON submitted that it
would be vcry unwi~e to make a distinction
between the local and the Imperial officers.
1£ the imported officers were not prepared
to submit, to the courts martial before
which colonial officers were tried they
ought to stay at home. ,All that the
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Government had to do was to see that the
law was obeyed.
Mr. BAILES said it was very undesirable to establish anything like a class
distinction between the Imperial and the
colonial officers.
The establishment of
distinctions '\vould give rise to an imIrlense
amount of friction and dissatisfaction, and
it would seriously injure the efficiency of
the force.
Mr. TURNER moved the insertion of
the word" now" after the word "army,"
also the omission of the words "for the
time being," so as to limit the application
of the clause to those Imperial officers at
present serving in the colony.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN said it would be
better to strike out the whole clause than
leave things as they were at present.
Mr. GORDON stated that the Imperial
authorities would never allow their officers
to come out here to be subject to trial 1y
Victorian courts.
Mr. NIMMO submitted that it would
be very unwise to establish distinctions
between two classes of officers. The
officers, whether 'Imperial or colonial, were
of t.he same stock, and they would all be
equally faithful and patriotic and as expert in the use of arms when the time for
action arrived. The Government ought to
withdraw these clauses, which were worse
than useless.
'
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. NIMMO said he hoped that the
clause would be struck out.
Mr: DEAKIN observed that it would
not be wise to strike out the clause. 1£
honorable members wanted to leave things
as they were at present .it would be best
to reject the Bill as a whole. To pass the
Bill with these clauses omitted would be
to place the Imperial officers under conditions which were not contemplated when
they were engaged. It would be best to
provide that both the Imperial and the
colonial officers should be subject to a
military tribunal only. l'he vYar Office in
England would not make any objection to
that. It would be a misfortune if by
striking out the clause officers were brought
under the Bill who were not intended to
be affected by 'it. The clause now applied to officers in the colony, and if the
Bill became law it would apply to all who
entered the colony afterwards. English
officers would never bind themselves to
serve under rules and regulations which
might be made under any Act, but they'
would accept the terms of an Act of
I
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Parliament existing at the time; The Bill
proposed to do, in a roundabout way, a
very simple thing, and the House ought to
be careful while protecting colonial officers
not to impose an injustice on the English
officers. The exemption could only extend to officers now in the force, and those
who engaged afterwards would do so under
the Act.
.
Mr. W. T. CARTER said it was a question whether the colonial officers Ollght to
be exempted from appeai"ing before civil
.tribunal in the event of their committing manslaughter or some such offence.
If the colonial force was to be composed
of citizen soldiers in sympathy with the
community no distinctions between the
two classes ought to be made. What
wotlld a military tribunal mean ~ It was
well known that a board of doctors or
engineers could never be got to condemn
a doctor or an engineer.· He objected to
a measure of the kind being introduced so
late in the session, when honorable members could do nothing but slum it. It
would be better to meet after the Christmas holidays rather than do that. If
this particular provision were the keystone of the Bill, he wanted to knock the
key-stone out of it. If .it was necessary
to have a Bill for the protection of our
own men the measure ought to be drawn
on the broadest possible lines. There
were plenty of things affecting the rank
and file of the·colonial men which ought to
find a place in such a measure. To legislate in this way was simply to tinker and
to blunder.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that the
clause as proposed to be amended would
be worse than before, because it would
draw a distinction between the two classes
of officers and impose a condition as to
3tny but Imperial officers coming in. It
had been said that the engagements were
unfairly made, but the terms of the
agreement, as he had pointed out, were
,co-extensive with any regulations made
or to be made by the Government.'
What was the use of honorable members
troubling themselves about a mere bogy ~
Dr. MALONEY said he must enter his
protest against this clause, which 'he did
not regard as a harmless, but as a diabolical
provision. The time had come when Parliament should consider whether it was
any longer necessary to import officers from
England, in view of the fact that Captain
Mann had caused three men to leave the
service merely because they did not wear

a
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their hair on their faces as he desired them
to do. As long as Imperial officers \vere
employed by the colony, why should not
colonial officers have the same treatment r
Colonial officers had had to play second
fiddle to the Imperial officers out here
too long, and there was no need to send
to England for officers, because there were
men in the colony able and willing to lead
the Victorian citizen soldiers to victory.
Mr; NIMMO expressed the opinion that,
there was no necessity to introduce any
bitter'feeling into this discussion.. About
three years ago he was asked by the
Governor in Council if he, as an old artillery
officer, was willing to serve in that capacity
again in case of an invasion, and he agreed
there and then to take up arms in defence
of the colony at any moment he might be
called on. His name was enrolled, and hegot his sword sharpened, giving a man lOs.
to put it in order, and he had it ready
now. There was as much pluck, he believed, in young Victorians as ever there'
was in the men imported from the old
country, and he offered to take charge of
ar~y of the Harbor 'Trust batteries, or any
other battery he 'might be appointed to,
and tp accept any men to serve under him,
whether they were born in the colony or'
not. And he was willing to do so still.
English officers were good and true men
now as they were in the days when the
English army won glorious victories on
historic battle-fields. English officers were
no cowards, because the history of the·
English battles showed that on every
occasion the first rank who were hewn
down were the officers leading the men 011
to death or victory. British soldiers,
being a mixture of English, Irish, and
Scotch, were the finest soldiers in the
world, and there was a glorious army of
young Victorians, who inherited the spirit
and pluck of their ancestors, gro,ving',
up in this colony, so that before long they
would be able to send into the field a force
strong enough to repel either a Russian or'
a French attack. At the same time, he
'would welcome any officer from the old
country, be he English, Scotch, or Irish,
:who would come out here and teach them
'any thing new in connexion with military
tactics, but while he would regard it as a.
privilege to learn the art of warfare from
British officers, he would not allow anything like domineering over the colonial
troops, because the young men of the
colony would not stand that sort of thing.
They inherited the blood and spirit of
I
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Mr. TURNER said that this clause had
their ancestors, but they breathed a freer air
under the sunny skies of Australia, and the been inserted at the request of the Law
strict discipline of the old country, although officers of the Crown, because there was no
absolutely necessary there, was not ap- proper means of carrying out the regulaplicable here. Therefore the Government tions, so far as breaches of discipline were
should adapt themselves to the circum- concerned. As the honorable member for
:stances, and they would do well to withdraw Port Fairy thought the maximum fine was
this Bill, which had evidently not been too much, he begged to move the substituproperly digested, and introduce a new tion of "£5" for" £10."
Mr. ARMYTAGE observed that he was
measure next session, making no distinction
between English and colonial officers, but not satisfied as to the necessity for this
putting them on terms of equality. (An clause, which he hoped would be struck
Honorable Member-" What position did out. It would not be right to place in the
'you hold in the volunteer force~") He was a hands of the military and naval comcolour sergeant, and he was promised a mandants the power proposed to be concaptaincy. Every officer who had the ferred by this clause, because it could be
true spirit of an officer would be quite made to apply to much more than this
ready to submit himself to proper disci- House expected or wished. (Mr. Turner
pline, but a high-spirited officer would be - " It is subject to the regulations which
the very first to' resent the distinctions are made by the Governor in CounciL")
That meant practically the naval and
made in this Bill.
Mr. BENT l),sked why the same tender military commandants. (Mr. Turnerregard was not shown for the Victorian " No, it means the Minister, who takes the
officers as for the English officers 1 He responsibility.") But the Minister of
would take care that this provision did . Defence was in the other House, and
honorable members could not get at him.
not become law.
Mr. MUNRO stated that, with the con- He would not be a party to giving the
sent of the committee,' the Government Imperial officers power to inflict a fine on
colonial soldiers or marines, whether of
would withdraw this clause.
£ 1 or 10s. This question affected the
The clause was negatived.
men as much in their social as in their
Discussion took place on clause 9, which naval or military position. An attempt
was as follows : had been made to treat the Victorian men
of the Victorian naval and military forces
"If any person regularly employed in the
naval or military forces is found by the naval in a most vexatious and irksome manner,
Or military commandant (as the case may be)
in connexion with purely social matters in
guilty of having committed any breach of disno way connected with military arid naval
cipline, the naval or military commandant may,
matters. Attempts had been made to
subject to the regulations, inflict upon such
. person a fine not exceeding £10, and may order bring about things which were altogether
the amount thereof to be stopped from the pay outside the Discipline Act or military and
of such person."
naval affairs.
Mr. WRIXON stated that this was not
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN remarked that
there was nothing to be gained by passing a question about the social position of
this clause, which would enable a com- officers, but as to whether they were to
mandant, after he had found a man maintain discipline in the force, and while
guilty of any breach of discipline as the he could quite understand the inclination
result of a private inquiry held by himself, to resent any interference either of milito inflict a fine not exceeding £10, and tary or naval officers with purely social
order the amount to be stopped from the matters, in regard to the men, he could not
man's pay. Thus, if a man was fined in understand objections to giving officers
the full penalty, it would take two months' power to discourage breaches of discipline
pay to make up the ·amount of the fine. by punishing them in a summary way.
Naval and military commandants had got Those who objected to that objected
along very well for the past fifteen or twenty to all discipline in military and naval
years with their present power, and nothing -matters. In the United States they
had been adduced to show honorable mem- managed these .things better. In political
bers that any further power was necessary, matters, they observed one rule, but in
so that this Bill was making work for Par- military and naval matters quite another
liament to do. He begged to suggest that rule, military and naval discipline being
stricter in the United States than in many
the clause be withdrawn.
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European countries. Naval and military wearing of hair on the face had already been
commandants here had power to give discussed in the Assembly; and he would
decisions, but· not to enforce them, and point out that, in addition to that, it was
unless honorable members were prepared some time ago demanded that officers of
to say they wished to introduce in the the naval force below a certain grade
army and navy the licence and freedom should be saluted when on shore. The
allowed to citizens in election meetings, result was that the landlord of a certain
it was absurd bunkum and nonsense to person, when passing along the street, would
have to turn round and salute his tenant
object to this clause.
Mr.W.T. CARrrERexpressed the opinion or lodger. In Olle instance there was a
that the remarks of the honorable mem- captain of a dredge in the Harbor r:rrust,
ber for Portland would not apply in the who had in his employ a deck hand who
present instance. It was not nonsense was his superior officer in the naval force.
and bunkum to contend for considerate Every time that man came on deck to give
dealing with and fair treatment of the an order, he had to make this deck hand
men in. the military and naval, forces of a profound salaam. (Mr. rr. Smith-" Thethe colony, because that was not contend- regulations only applied when the men
ing for laxity of discipline. He knew a were on duty.") r:rhat was not so; he took
number of the ~en in the military and a copy of the regulations, and theyrequired
naval. forces, but he had never met that the men should salute the officers
one who in any way contended for laxity when on shore, whether they were on or
of discipline; on the contrary, they were off duty. '''hen a question was asked about
advocates for rather strict discipline, the regulations in the Assembly, they were·
and they respected those officers most withdrawn. The committee should not
who, in accordance with proper mili- agree to any clause of this kind when it
tary practice, were strict disciplinarians. was known that there were officers in the
This clause, however, would still be Defence forces who were capable of treating
a most drastic provision, even if the fine the men in this absurd and ridiculous
was reduced by one-half, as the Minister manner, and then of fining them for nonof Customs had proposed.
It would compliance with the regulations, and
give the commandants power, without any stopping the fines out of their pay. (Mr.
qualification whatever, to immediately take Turner-"The Governor in Council makes
the fine from the poor fellows' wages. The the regulations.") The Governor in Council
Bill was framed for the purpose of reliev- approved of the regulations, but there were
ing the Imperial officers from certain dis- certain ridicq,lous monkeys to carry them
abilities, and he did not know why the .out. He felt compelled to protest against
Government should have inserted in it this clause, and to do his level best to have
such a clause as this. The Minister of it eliminated from the Bill.
Customs had stated that in the working
Mr. ARMYTAGE said the only reason
of the present law difficulties had been that had been given for the insertion of
discovered, but honorable members had this clause in the Bill was that the Law
never heard of any mutiny in the forces. officers' of the Crown recommended it.
The Minister of Customs had really raised Nothing could be poorer or more contempta very serious question. Some time ago ible than tl;1at, and the Minister of Customs
he (Mr. Carter) brought under the notice should be ashamed to bring forward the
of the Assembly the case of a member of clause for any such reason. There was no
the Defence forces who was fined and dis- honorable member who was more favorable
graced. In that case the fine was stopped to the Imperial relation than he was, but
out of the man's wages, but if the Govern- no one objected more than he did to this
mellt had not power to do that, then the power being given to individuals. The
man had been dealt with illegally. That officers of the Defence forces inight at one
practice had been often followed, and he time be first-class men, but at another time
would like to know under what authority there might be thorough fools amongst
it had been done. It wasnow proposed to them, who did not understand the men, and
place the power in the hands of men who there were such persons in the Defence
were partial, and who might deal with forces now. It- was true that there were
members of the Defence forces under two distinctions drawn between colonial and
sets of regulations-the colonial regulations I~perial officers, and if the Gcyernmcnt,
and the Queen's regulations. The diffi- by introducing proposals of this kind, would
culty that arose in cOlmexion with the aggravate the evil, what could they expect1
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Grave 4ifficulties had been stirred lJP by
the action of certain officers, not in
connexion with the military duties of the
forces, but in social matters. . It was
monstrous that any Imperial officer should
be given the power contained in this
dause. rrhe Defence department simply
,echoed what the Imperial officers s.aiQ., and
if they passed this clause there would
never be a good understanding between
the officers and the men. I t was impossible for one or two honorable members to
"stone-wall" the Bill at that late period of
the session, but he contended that it would
have a very bad effect indeed. It would
.give the Imperial officers power to fine,
bully, and annoy the men. It was all
very well to say that the Minister of
Defence "vas responsible for the regulations, but tIle Minister of Defence simply
echoed what the Imperial officers said.
Mr. ANDEHSON stated that he could
scarcely understand the rea.soning of the
honorable member for Grant. If there
was to be discipline in the Defen.ce forces,
there must be some power of enforcing discipline, and the means proposed was the
imposition of a fine. The Imperial officers
were not mentioned in the clause at alL
He trusted that the day was no~ far distant when natives of tho colony would be
found who could occupy the higher positions in tho Defence forces. Some of the
men who had been sent home to complete
their studies had carried off honours, hl~t
surely it was absurd to say that all penalties for a breach of discipline' should be
dono away with ~ He did not think that
a fine of £10, as the maximuIp., would be
too much. (Mr. W. T. Carter-" And to
stop it out of their pay 1") Was that not
better than sending them to gaol ~ (Mr.
W. T. Carter-"No.") Thehonorablemembel' did not know anything about it. The
committee should accept the amendment
of the Minister of Customs. The maximum
fine proposed was a very reason~ble o~e.
It was not to be assumed that the Imperial
officers in the Defence forces were all fools.
(Mr. Armytage-" Some of them are.")
Some Memb,ers of Parliament were not all
that they should be. He saw no better
way of enforcing discipline tl;tan the infliction of a fine.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN stated that the
honorable member for Villiers mistook the
question at issue. The notions military
men had of discipline were entirely different
to the notions of laymen. He was Minister
of Defence at one time for nearly two years,
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and he knew something about the Defel).ce
forces. Op.e .of the officers then proposed
a, regulation which 4e (Sir E. O'Loghlen)
considered to be most unjust. He argued
the point with that officer, but he found it
to be utterly impossible to convince him,
beaause he took a military view of discipline. Of course he (Sir B. .o'Loghlen)
did not present the regulation to the Governor in C~)Uncil, but that was an instance
of what might be done by I:rp.perial officers.
That regulation Wl;tS frivolous, and would
h:;tve been injurious in its eWect upon the
force. He put it to the officer, "VV' ould
you for a breach of this regulation fiI},e a
man £1 or £21" The reply was "Certainly."
Ul).der this clause, even if the maximum
fine was reduc,ed' to '£5, men might be
harassed ,and annoyed, and might have
fines imposed upon them' which, if stopped
out of their daily pay, would cause them
considerable inconvenience. A man's pay
might 1)e :;>topped for two months and
he would have no remedy, and at the same
time there might be somebody outside who
was dependent upon it. 'rheDefence forces
had gone on harmoniously for marlY years,
and why should the Government insist
upon this clause 1 The committee had
been told that the Crown law officers had
discovered that some of the punishments
had hitherto been inflicted il~egally. (Mr.
Turner-" I did not say that.") If that
were not so, why should the Government
insist on this clause ~ ,
,
Mr. W. T. CARTER observed that the
Defence forpe.s ;had conducted themselves
remarkably well in the past, and there was
no sufficient reason for the insertion of this
clause in the Bill. He read of a cas.e of a
member of the military fo,ree in England
who was consta;ntly brought before his
superior offlcer for breaches of discipline,
such discipline as he hoped to God the
members of the colonial forces would never
be ,placed uuder. Tl;te man to whom he
referred was brought up constantly and
dealt with severely for drul).kenness, and at
last. his superior officer expressed his despair, and sajd that he found it to be of no
use punishing the'man. One of his subordinates then remarked, "Colonel, have
you ever tried the experiment of forgiving
him 1" The colonel said" No," but that
he would do so. He forgave the man, and
it cured him of his vice. This clause would
have a most inj:urious effect upon the
forces. If a member of the forces desired
to see his Member of Parliament about any
grieva;nce he wOl,lld be fined £10. (Mr.
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Anderson-" That is your way of enforcing
discipline.") So long as these men had
'votes they would be represented, and he,
for one, would never deem it to be a disgrace to represent them. They were just
as worthy of representation as other
citizens, even the \vell-nursed and wellcared-for farmers in the district of the
honorable member for Villiers. There was
no reason why, when members of the forces
were off duty and in civilian dress, they
should not be treated as other citizens.
(Mr. Anderson-" This is an electioneering
bid.") He would do as much electioneering in that Chamber as he liked. The
members of the Defence forces were smart
in the discharge of their duties and respectful to their officers; they were ready to
die for their country if required; and yet,
because their free spirit was not broken
and subdued, the Imperial officers must
seek for power to inflict heavy fines upon
them, and to stop the money out of their
wages. If any honorable member attempted
to defend any member of the Defence
forces who had been guilty of disrespectful conduct to his superior officers, or
of want of attention to drill, he would
be flouted by his fello\y-members, but
nothing of the kind had occurred. On the
contrary, it had been stated over and over
again that the money spent on the Defence
forces had been well spent, and every
general order issued complimented the
men on their appearance and good behaviour. He must· raise his voice against a
proposal that he considered to be tyrannous.
The CHAIRMAN.-The clause has' already been agreed to by the committee,
and the honorable member is not in ,order
in saying that it is tyrannous.
Mr. 'N. T. CARTER stated that the
clause had not yet been finally agreed to.
(Mr. Munro-" The clause was agreed to,
and has been recommitted.") The Premier
asked the committee to agree to tbe clause
011 the understanding that it would be recommitted, and it was unfair that he should
now take up this position.
Mr. TURNER stated that, as there appeared to be considerable opposition to the
<:lause, he would withdraw it.
The clause was withdrawn.
The Bill was then reported with amendments.
On the question that the Bill be read a
third time,
Ml\ GOnDON said that some time since
he brought under the' notice of the
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Government the fact that this colony was
not getting from its lar-ge expenditure on its
defences the benefit which it had a right
to expect. In the first place it should be
borne in mind that Victoria was spending
on its defences a much larger amount than
was spent by any other British colony.
"With respect to Canada the contrast was
very striking.
Canada had a military
college, three cadets from which obtained
commissions in the Imperial service each
year. Moreover, on an active militia,
numbering 37,607 men, it spent only
1,364,780 dollars,0'r£272,956ayear. Now,
according to Hayter, the Victorian military
force consisted of-Regulars, 346; militia,
3,334; volunteers, 1,891; with reserves
(including rifle clubs) numbering 2,650;
total, 8,221 men. In the year 1889-90
the total expenditure of this colony on
defences consisted of-Military, £292,129;
naval, £58,692; total, £350,821. Of this
sum £139,144 went for works and buildings. W"lrat was wanted in Victori:1 was
a military college, where Victorian officers
could receive a thoroughly good training,
and he fervently hoped that the new Parliament would give close attention to this
subject.
Mr. MUNRO pointed out that in Canada
wages were generally much lower than
they were in Victoria, and also that the
defence system there was much older
and consequently much more complete in
its organization. The truth was that· up
to the present Victoria had been doing
little else than experimenting. While he
was on this subject he would draw attention to the fact that he had been very
reluctantly compelled to strike off the
Estimates for the present year the amount
necessary for a military encampment at
Easter. A good deal of objection to this
had been raised, blit he was glad to say
that it was still quite possible that he
would be able to find the money required
for the purpose. If so, provision would
be made for the· encampment. The reduction was entered upon as a matter of
necessity, but if -the Government could
see their '''lay to have an encampment
they would do so.
Mr. W. T. CARTER said he was' glad
to think that the sting had been taken out
of the Bill, but he .regretted that it had
not been brought forward in such a
way as would permit of a calm and
deliberate discussion of the principles
that ought to govern the discipline of the
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naval and military forces of the colony.
He, noticed, for one thing, that very strong
objection had been taken by the naval and.
military officers to press criticisms and
reports upon their operations; but he
might tell them that it was altogether
idle for them to expect, in a country like
this, to escape such criticisms. It was
utterly impossible for them to stifle the
press, therefore it was too late in the day
for them to object to it. That being the
case, he could only describe the way in
which the press were interfered with in the
exercise of their functions with respect to
naval and military matters as disgraceful.
Capt. TAYLOR expressed the opinion
that the figures quoted by the honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Gordon)
were not quite in accordance with the
facts. (Mr. Gordon-" I took them from
Hayter.") The figures themselves were
all right, but they were given on a wrong
basis. . As for establishing the military college which the honorable member wanted,
that would not lead to any reduction of
expense. Of course he (Capt. Taylor)would
like to see a military college here, but he
did not think that creating one would be
justifiable for the next year or, two. It
was rather unkind of the honorable
member to twit this colony with the
superior efficiency of the Canadian forces.
(Mr. Gordon - "I said nothing about
efficiency.") The honorable member spoke
of the Victorian system as not yielding
equal results to those of the Canadian
system, but he could assure him that the
Victorian troops, although they had no
experience of any extreme emergency,
would be found quite equal to one whenever it arose. He was very glad to hear
that the Premier had recanted the very
positive statement he made some time
since that there was not to be an Easter
encampment next year, because at present
these Easter encampments stood to the
colony in the place of a military college.
In fact, while an Easter encampment
lasted the various forces engaged gained
more in efficiency and know ledge than they
did during the whole of the remainder of
the year.
The motion was agreed to.
').1he Bill was then read a third time.
POLICE' OFFENCES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Council, intimating that they had

Land Act

Am~ndment

Bill.

agreed to amendments recommended by
His Excellency the Governor in this Bill,
with which they desired the concurrence
of the Assembly.
On the motion of Mr. MUNRO, the
amendments were concurred in.
LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
Mr. McLEAN moved that the amendments be agreed with. He stated that the
alterations made elsewhere were not of a
very important .character. Perhaps the
most important of them was one to the
effect that an increase of rent should not
be charged to selectors on account of a
new railway until its construction was
" authorized." In the Bill as it left the
Assembly the word was" proposed." He
considered the alteration a good one.
Mr. BAKER said he very much regretted
that a small amendment proposed by the
Hon. J. Bell had not been adopted by
another place, because its effect would
have been to allow lessees of manee allotments to select 480 acres, instead of 320
acres as at present. He was afraid that
the Government had put their backs up
against the alteration.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that
honorable members would have some
chance of understanding the amendments
if they were put singly.
Mr. TAVERNER said he agreed with
the honorable member for Lowan that it
was surprising that the Legislative Council
should have declined to accept the new
clause which proposed' to give to the
mallee lessees the right of selecting 480
acres of land. He felt that the Bill without that very important clause might as
well stand over until next session. However, he trusted that the Governm~nt·
would bring down a Bill early next seSSIOn
to deal with the mallee settlers. He
regretted exceedingly: that the Upper
House had not seen ItS way to do what,
was fair and right in this matter.
The amendments of the Legislativo'
Council w~re agreed to.
COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
. BILL.
The order of the day for the further
consideration of this Bill in committee was
discbarged from the paper.
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debate the whole railway policy of the
country.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he took the
view that the whole railway policy could
be discussed in connexion with this vote.
" That the f~llowing estimate of expenditure
The committee was entitled to know what
which the Railways Commissioners propose to
would be the result of the loose method
incur during the year ending 30th June, .1892,
under the Railway Loan Act No. 1032 which had been adopted in spending money
{schedule 1, item 1), Railway Loan Liquidation on rail ways.
and Construction Account and Victorian Stock
'The CHAIRMAN.-That does notarise
Acts No. 1196 (Parts!. and II.) and No. 1217, be
under
this vote.
ngre~d to by the committee ;Mr. RICHARDSON said he ventured
" For the construction of
to think that the time had not yet come
lines of railway, &c., authorized under' The RFtilwhen an honorable member's mouth could
way Construction Act
be closed.
1884,' No. 821 ...
. .. ~400,000."
The CHAIRMAN.-I am bound to rule
Mr. RICHARDSON asked what the' that the honorable member is not in order
money was required for ~
if he goes outside the question now before
Mr. SHIELS remarked that the original the committee. The honorable member
estimates for railways had been exceeded is not entitled to speak upon the future
by about £2,500,000, and the money now general rail way policy.
asked for was the balance of the loan to
Mr. RICHARDSON submitted that it
be devoted to the constrnction of lines was within his right to refer to any railway
authorized by the Act of 1884.
expenditure in order to illustrate the existMr. BEN'r asked if the cost of the lines ing evils. 'Vhen a vote like the present one
now waiting completion could be reduced1 was before the committee he was entitled
Mr. SHIELS said that, as far as he could to speak upon the finances of the Rail way
see, there was no chance of that. The Go- department.
vernment would not have the slightest
The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
power in the matter until the Railways Act member is not in order in speaking upon
Amendment Act came into operation on' any question except that of the present vote.
the 1st of January next.
Mr. RICHARDSON remarked that the
Mr. RICHARDSON observed that, Chairman was ill. error, and that he would
though it was admitted that the railway protest against his ruling. He claimed to
expenditure had been excessive, the Go- have a right to speak upon the reckl!,)ss way
vernment had given no indication of in which the railway expenditure of the
the way in which this expenditure was to colony was l;>eing conducted.
Railways
be dealt with in the future. It seemed had been made for a long time past at a
to him that the Minister of Railways greater pace than the population and proought to have given the House full infor- duction of the country justified. If money
mation on this snbject. Authority had were expended on railways in adv::tnce of
been given to survey a great many lines, the production burdens would be imposed
but no one knew what the policy of the upon the people which they would not be
State was to be in regard to their con- able to bear.
struction.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that not a
. The resolution was reported to the House
shilling of the money now asked for was and adopted.
to be expended on new lines, and that he
did not think that the honorable member RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
for Creswick was in order in discussing the
This Bill was received from the Legislarailway policy of the future.
tive Council, with a message acquainting
Mr. RICHARDSON maintained that as the Assembly that they did not insist on
the vote under consideration dealt with rail- some of their amendments, that they
"ray extension he was perfectly in order.
insisted on othors, and had agreed to the
TheCHAIRMAN.-We are dealing with amendments of the Assembly on the
lines authorized under Act No. 821, and amendments of the Council.
the honorable member is referring to lines
The message was taken into considerathat not have been authorized at all. Hon- tion.
orable members must confine themselves to
Mr. SHIELS stated that the Council
the question before the Chair, and not had insisted upon their amendment iIi

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.
The House having resolved itself into
.committee of the whole,
Mr. SHIELS moved-
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olause 24, to insert the word "general"
before the word "policy;" they also
insisted upon their amendment to strike
out clause 34 dealing with the employment
of casual labourers, and upon their amendment in clause 48 inserting" 1897" instead
of "1894" as to the number of years during
which the Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners should hold office after the
expiration of the tenure of his present
appointment. The Council also insisted
upon the vital amendment in clause 48 to
insert the words "not exceeding seven"
instead of the word "four" with reference
to the number of years of tenure by the
commissioners. The amendment in clause
49, that an address should be presented
by tho Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly to the Governor in Council
before the' commissioners should be removed, was also insisted upon j as was the
most vital amendment of all-thatwhen the
Execntive' had suspended a commissioner
for mismanagement or inefficiency the
Legislative Council alono could reinstate
that commissioner against the Executive.
rrhe Council had likewise insisted upon the
amendment in clause 52 that the Minister
should not put himself into direct communication with any officer of the department. It seemed to him that this was
absolutely outrageous. With regard to
the amendment in clause 24, that the
word "general" be inserted before the
word '~policy," he (Mr. Shiels) moved that
tho House insist upon disagreeing with
it. The Assemblv had' been unanimous
on th,is point, a~d another place must
have some ,object in view in making. the
alteration.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that there was
no substantial objection to accepting the
Council's amendment in this instance.
'rhe word might have got into the clause
by accident j in any case the matter might
fairly be regarded as too small a one to
dispute about.
Mr. DEAKIN said it was not desirable
to disagree with another place in regard to
the insertion of a word which had very
little, if any, meaning.
Disagreement with the amendment was
not insisted upon.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House insist
on disagreeing with the Council's ameridment to omit clause 34, which dealt with
the question of the employment of casual
labourers.
Disagreement with the amendment was
insisted upon.

Amendment' Bill.

Mr. SHIELS moved that the Houseinsist on disagreeing with the Council's
amendment in clause 48,·to insert" 1897 ",
instead of ." 1894" as to the number of
years Quring which the Chairman of the
Rail \vays Commissioners should hold office
after. the expiration of ~he tenure of the·
present commissioners.
.
Disagreement with the amendment was·
insisted upon.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House do
insist on disagreeing with the amendment
of the Legislative Council in dause 48,
substituting" not exceeding seven" years
for "four" years as a commissioner's term
of office in future.
Disagreement with the amendment was
'insisted upon.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House do
insist on disagreeing with the amendment·
of the Council in clause 49, providing that
the Governor in Council be empowered to
remove any commissioner on an address.
from the "Legislative Council or the
Legislative Assembly," instead of "the
Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly," as provided in the clause in
which the amendment was made..
Mr. GILLIES expressed the opinion
that the Government might very well give
way on this amendment. Was it wise to·
make the Railways Commissioners liable
to be removed from office by a casual vote
of the Legislative Assembly proposed 'by
the Government, seeing that a Govern·
ment could not exist in the Assembly without a majority at its back ~ The lowest
messenger in the public service could not
be removed from his appointment by a.
resolution of either House, and. if the
commissioners were charged wit.h having
done anything wrong; they had a right to
be heard, a right to be tried, before they
were sentenced to dismissal. Under the
present law, a vote of the Legislative
Assembly could not remove the commissioners from office, and that law was passed
by this House on its motion and with its
own approval.
Mr. G. D. CARTER said he understood
that, under the existing law, the Assembly
could remove any or all the commissioners.
by the adoption of a resolution to that
effect in two sessions of Parliament, with
an interval of not less than' six weeks
between j and why should they abandon
that position for a proposal which would
allow the Legislative. Council co-ordinate
powers with this House1 Had they not
better abandon the clause altogether, and
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stick to the existing law ~ He quite agreed
with the honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs, that it might be very injudicious
to give the Assembly power to suspend the
commissioners by a casual vote, but no
harm could come from the present law,
/:leeing that nOlle of the commissioners could
be removed by the Assembly unless a re.solution to that effect was passed in two
different sessions of Parliament. He prefen'cd the existing law to either the Government proposal or the Council's amendment.
Disagreement with the amendment was
insisted upon.
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, the
House insisted on disagreeing with the
Council's amendment in clause 49, providing that a commissioner who had been suspended might be restored to office on an
address from either House of Parliament,
instead of frGm both Houses, as provided in
the clause.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the House
insist on disagreeing with the amendment of the Legislative Council, excising
from sub-section 4 of clause 52 words
empowering the Minister of Railways to
put himself into direct communication
with all branches of the railway service,
and all officers and employes. He said
he would now tell the House frankly
what had occurred. The Treasurer was
pressing him to get an estimate of the
deficit, and he brought th!3 matter under
the attention of the chairman and the
two other commissioners again and again.
He understood from the chairman that he
was to get the information on a certain
date. He went down to the Railways on
that date. The chairman was absent.
He saw the other two commissioners. He
asked them if the estimate of the deficit
was ready. They said there was a document, which he understood contained the
estimate of the deficit, on the chairman's
table, addressed to the chairman. He
asked the other commissioners would they
not summon Mr. Kent and Mr. Lavater,
to give him off-hand an approximate estimate. He was told that without the chairman being there he could not see those
officers even in the presence of the other
commissioners. The chairman objected
all through to his coming into personal
relations with or seeing the officers
of the department. That was only a
single instance of what had occurred, and
it was simply an outrage. No man could
possibly undertake to discharge the duties
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of Minister of Railways unless he had
authority to ask the head officers of the
various branches to give him any information he required. In the Law department, was he not to be allowed to see
the Commissioner of Titles, the Master-inEquity, or the Taxing Master whenever he
req uired, or must he ask for all information
from the secretary of the department, and
have everything percolated through him ~
Of course he could see any of those officers
whenever he required, and why, as Minister
of Railways, should he not be able to call
in the Traffic Manager, the Engineer-inChief, the Engineer for Existing Lines, or
any other officer who had knowledge which
it was essential for the Government to
possess ~ Why should everything have to
be obtained from the Chairman of the
.Railways Commissioners ~ No gentleman
would desire to play the unworthy
part suggested by the ex-Minister. of
Railways. Under the present Act the
Minister of Railways had no right in the
Railway· department at all. He had no
right to dip his pen in the ink there or sit
down except by the grace of the. commis·sioners, because the whole property was
vested in the commissioners, without
giving the Minister any place or
habitation.
Were honorable members
content that the Minister who represented
the authority of Parliament, who had to
be the eyes of Parliament, the channel of
information to Parliament, should occupy
a position so humiliating-a position in
which he could not possibly discharge his
duty to his colleagues or to the country~
It was not a personal matter to him, be-.
cause he might not be long Minister of
Railways, but it was a matter of what was
best in the interests of Parliament and the
country.
Mr. GILLIES stated that no proper
comparison could be made between the
Minister of Railways at the head of the
Railway department, and the Ministerial
head of any other department, because t4e
Railwaydepartment was in quite a different
position from any of the other departments
of the State. Under the present Act the
commissioners had supreme authority, but
when he was Minister of Railways he never
found any difficulty in getting information,
and he never heard of any such difficulty
until the present Minister of Railways
mentioned it. (Mr. Shiels-" Your case
was very different from mine, as I have
told you.") He could only say.that the
honorable gentleman's experience must have
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been very unfortunate, 'and he had not the
slightest idea why it should have been.
(Mr. Shiels-"You could very well suspect.")
The worst of it was that the Minister of
Railways was much too 'apt to suspect,
and perhaps that was, after all, the true explanation. The clause, as amended by the
Legislative Council, was, in his opinion,
quite ample for all proper and legitimate
purposes, because it would give the Minister
greater powers of supervision than any
Minister of Rail ways ever had under the
present regime, and power to get every
information it was possible to get. rrhe
strong feeling that prompted the Council
to make, and many honorable members in
the Assembly to support; this amendment
was that the words omitted by the Council
simply meant that the Minister of RailwaYfl might be dissatisfied with the
opinions of the commissioners on certain
important points, 'and, in order that he
might be placed in a position to argue the
case as against the commissioners, he
would summon subordinate officers before
him to express their opinions on these
subjects, in the absence of the commissioners, so that he might be in a position
to confront the commissioners with the
opinions of those subordinate officers. Such
a course would be ruinous of all discipline,
because it would encourage subordinate
officers to go behind the backs of the commissioners and tell the Minister their
views of matters connected with railway administration, and it was utterly
hopeless to expect to get the services
of commissioners worth having on those
,terms. The Rail way department contained something like 15,000 employes.
Once ruin discipline in that department, and he would not giv~ anything for its capacity to carryon the
public business in the public interests.
rrhe Government should either trust the
commissioners, or, if they could not trust
them, get rid of them on public grounds,
that they were not fit or not worthy. No
comparison could properly be made between the railways and any other department, because the Minister of every other
department administered the affairs of that
department, ,vhile the Minister of Railways dealt only with the general policy of
the department, the general management
being left to the commissioners. The two
Ministerial positions were wholly dissimilar,
and if the Minister went behind the backs
of the commissjoners he would assuredly
ruin the discipline of the department and
Mr. Gillies.
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break down its administration, because it
was impossible that men of worth would
hold the positiOli of commissioner long if
their subordinate officers were constantly
invited to go behind their backs and give
the Minister their views on matters of
administration for which the commissioners were responsible. That was the
ground on which this amendment was
advocated in the public interests, and it
was the duty of Parliament to reject any
proposed alteration of the law the enactment of which would prevent the most
worthy and able men from undertaking the
administration of the rail wa.ys of the colony.
Mr. MUNRO remarked that the argument of the honorable gentleman was very
ingenious, but it did not touch the question
at all. The question the House had to
consider was whether the Minister of Railways should or should not have the means
of ascertaining for himself how the Railway
department was conducted. As far as he
was concerned, as head of the Government,
he not only sent for any officer in his own
department, but for any officer in any other
department, to come and give him the information he wanted, and he must confess
that when he had seht for an officer 'of the
Raihvay department, the officer came to
him and gave him'the information he required, because he insisted on that being
done. (Mr: G. D. Carter-"Then you
have got the information without this
provision.") (Mr. Shiels-"Vve have not.")
(Mr. G. D. Carter-" The Premier said he
did.") He said that any officer he had
ever sent for from the Railway department
had come to him. (Mr. G. D. Carter"Then what is the use of this clause?") It
was to give to the Minister administering
the department the power to call any officer
of his department before him and ask for
any information he required. If they had
not come to him when he wanted them,
he would not have given them any
more money, but the Minister of Railways
had not got the same power, and it was
for him to ascertain for himself how his
department was conducted. Supposing the
Minister believed that certain works were
being carried on without legal authority,
and he sent to either the accountant or the
secretary of. the department to ascertain
whether that was being done or not, those
officers might refuse to come and answer
his questions unless he had got the power
proposed to be conferred by this clause.
And in point of fact they had so refused.
The Minister wanted to see :Mr. Kent and
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Mr. Lavater, and he was told that he could
only get the information he desired from
the Chairman of the Commissioners. Whenever he (Mr. Munro) wanted Mr. Kent he
sent for him, and told him he must come,
and if he had not come he would have got
no more money. (Mr. Anderson-" Have
you ever required to send twice for an
officer of the Railway department ~") He
had once to send four letters to the department before he could get certain information that he required. (Mr. Anderson"Did you ever require to tell Mr. Kent
that he must come ~") Mr. Kent always
came when asked,. but when he wanted
certain information from the Railway department he did, not get it until he
insisted on getting it, and had to send
four times to get it. (An Honorable Member-" What would have been the effect
on Mr. Kent, if he had orders from the
commissioners not to come to you, and yet
had obeyed you ~") He was not there to
work out such conundrums, but he believed
that if the commissioners had told Mr.
Kent not to como to see him, and Mr. Kent
had refused to comply with their order and
come to see him, he would have got his
. walking-ticket next morning; but if the
.commiRsionel's had refused to let Mr. Kent
come, he (Mr. Munro) would simply have
refused to send on the next warrant for
paying the money, and the whole thing
would have come to a stand~stil1. That W2,s
the only remedy he had, but the Minister
of Railways had not that power. (Mr.
Anderson.-" Yes, through you.") But
the Minister of. Railways was supposed to
be Minister of his own department. But
what were these Railways Commissioners'
after all ~ "\Vere they demi-gods, to be set
up and worshipped 1 (Mr. Gillies--" Are
Ministers 1") No, but they were responsible
to this House, while the commissioners
were responsible to nobody. (Mr. Gillies"They are responsible to this House.")
If a Minister failed in his duty, the
House could call him to account, but
what power had this House to call the
commissioners to account 1 Not a trace.
If the Minister of Railways, whoever
he might be, did not insist, after this Bill
was passed, on getting information, he did
not do his duty. ""Vhy, there was one return which the Minister could not get for
six months. (Mr. Shie1s-" I did not get
one return for nine months.") At the
present time there was an order of this
House for a return, which they were
told ·could not be got before the close
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of the session, and if the Minister had the'
power asked for in this clause, he would be
able to send' for certain officers and ascer:'
tain whether there was any good reason
why the information could not be obtained.
At present all he got was a note from the
secretary, stating that the information
could not be obtained for the next six or
eight months. (Mr. Anderson-" -There
was a little more explanation than that;
the honorable gentleman read it to the
House.") A similar thing occurred in re:.
gard to a return in his own department, a
return moved for by the honorable member
for Dandenong, showing the allocation of
municipal endowment, but the UnderTreasurershowed him that it was impossible
to give the amounts paid to the various
municipalities for a great number of years
back, because they had been divided and
subdivided to such an extent that no one
could trace them. (Mr. Anderson-" That
is a very different matter.") The Minister
of Railways could not summon an officer of
the Railway department before him to
give him necessary information, and yet
what harm would be done to the com··
mi8sioners or anybody else if the Minister
sent for an officer to furnish him with
information 1 It was the Minister's duty
to demand any information he required.
(Mr. C. Smith-" And he can get it
Wlder the clause as amended by the
Counci1.") If that was the case, what
was the objection to the words the
Council wanted to strike out of the clause1
All that was asked was that the Minister
should be allowed to send for any employe
or offieerof the department and obtain from
him any information that he :required, and
he ought to have that power. If he had not
that power he could not be responsible to
Parliament for the efficient administration
of the department. The Railways Commissioners might not be able to give certain
information that the Minister wanted, but
if he sent for a subordinate officer he' could
obtain that information from him at once.
The House should insist upon disag~_eeing
with this amendment if they wanted the
rail ways to be managed as they ought to
be managed.
Mr. T. SMITH remarked that there
seemed to be an impression in the minds of
some honorable members that by insisting
on disagreeing with this amendment the
Government were asking for an unfair
power. If he could be convinced of that
he would not be disposed to oppose the
amendment, but the Mini!3ter of Railways
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had shown that he had been unable to
obtain certain information that he desired.
That being so, power should be given to
the Minister and his successors in office
:which would enable him to get all necessary information, if not from the Railways
Commissioners, from some one else in the
·department. The honorable member for
Eastern Suburbs had stated that he had
never found any difficulty in obtaining
information from the Railways Commissioners. That might be so, but honorable
members had asked for information from
time to time and it had been denied to
them.
Mr. UREN said the Premier had informed the House that he had had to write
four different letters to the Railways Commissioners before he could get certain
information that he wanted. He would
like to know whether it would have been
possible to get the information at once
from a subordinate officer ~
. Mr. MUNRO said that it would have
been possible to get the information within
48 hours.
. Disagreement with the amendment was
,insisted upon.
Mr. SHIELS said that, to exhaust the
resources of compromise and conciliation,
he intended to submit a motion asking
another place to enter into a free conference with the Assembly on this qu~s
tion. A similar motion had been agreed
to before when there had been disagreement between the two Chambers. He
·begged to move-
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Shortly afterwards,
The SPEAKER announced the' receipt
of a message from the Legislative Council,
intimating that .they had appointed seven
members to meet and confer with the seven
members appointed by the Legislative
Assembly to consider the amendments
made and insisted on by the Council in
the Railways Act Amendment Bill.
The Assembly forthwith adjourned, in
order that the conference might be held.
On re-assembling about two hours
afterwards,
Mr. MUNRO moved that the House, at
its rising, adjourn until half-past foul'
o'clock p.m. (Thursday).
The motion was agreed to.
rrhe House adjourned at half-past two
o'clock a.m. (Thursday).
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The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentytwo minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer. .
RAILvVAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

" That a free conference be desired with the
The message from the Legislative
Legislative Council on the subject·matter of the
amendments made and insisted upon by the . Assembly intimating that they insisted
Legislative Council in the Bill entitled 'An on disagreeing with certain amendments
Act to amend the Railways Act 1890, and for
made in this Bill by the Legislative
other purposes.' "

Mr. TURNER seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
Mr. SHIELS moved" That the following gentlemen be the managers on behalf of the Assembly, namely, Mr.
Munro, Sir B. O'Loghlen, Mr. Deakin, Mr. U.
Young, Mr. Burrowes, Mr. Turner, and the
mover."

Mr. TURNER seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then ordered to be returned
to the Legislative Council, with a message
intimating the decision 'of the House.
A further message was ordered to be
.transmitted to the Legislative Council
desiring a free conference on the amendments insisted on by the Council, and still
disagreed with by the Assembly.

0
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Council was taken into consideration.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved that the
Legislative Council do not insist on the
amendment omitting clause 34, and the
amendment in clause 52, but do still
insist 011 the amendments in clauses 48
and 49, with a further amendment in
clause 48, providing that the term of office
of the Railways Commissioners should
be any time" not ~xceeding seven years."
He stated that the object of this motion
was simply to give effect to the agreement
arrived at by the conference between the
two Houses.
The motion was agreed to .
'rhe Bill was ordered to be returned to
the Legislative Assembly, with a message
intimating the decision of the House.
o
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DEFENCES AND .DISCIPLINE ACT
. AMENDMENT BILL.
fJ.~he message
from the Legislative·
Assembly, intimating that they had made
,certain amendments in this Bill, was taken
into consideration.
On the motion of SirF. T.SARGOOD, the
.amendments were agreed to.
MINES BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 4, giving the Governor in
Council power to grant gold-mining leases
.and mineral leases in respect of mallee
lands and land held under the Wattles
Act, subject to compensation fOl: surface·
"damage to be done to .any Improvements,"
,
rrhe Hon. S. VV. COOKE moved the
insertion· after "done" of the words "or
other damage to be done." He stated
that lessees under the vVattles Act were
not required to plant all their land with
wattles. At the same time they paid
rent for the land, but under this clause
the surface of the land might be destroyed
without any ·compensation being paid to
them. It might be said that this was a
small matter; but it would be unjust
.and unfair in principle, if when a man
paid rent for land somebody else was
.allowed to come in and to destroy the
surface. WattIes sometimes grew without
planting after a fire, and such a growth
,could not be said to be an improvement.
Therefore, if the trees were destroyed the
lessee would not be entitled to compensation. He trusted that the committee
would agree to the amendment.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD remarked that a
.growth of wattles caused by an accidenta}
fire certainly could not be regard~d as an
improvement. It was the intention of
Parliament that mining should be permitted on land leased for the cultivation
of wattles; but a difficulty had arisen in
·connexion with demised mallee and wattle
lands, which this Bill would remove. He
·could not agree to the amendment.
fJ.~he amendment was withdrawn.
On clause 5, providing for the granting
of mineral leases on pastoral allotments,
.grazing areas, or land demised or alienated
from the Crown,
~ehe Hon. S. W. COOKE said that this
-clause should be amended to provide for
<compensation for damage to wells and
<springs.
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The Hon. J. A. WALLACE observed
that the amendment suggested by Mr.
Cooke would be prej udicial to mining, because it had been shown. by e~perience
that mining operations sometimes drained
the wells and springs in the neighbourhood
dry.
h t . sect·IOns 4
On clause 6, provl.d·mg tam
to 9 of the Mines Act 1890. (No.2) the
expression "land hereinbefore referred to,"
" such land," "any land," "the land," or
"land" should, if, not inconsistent with
the context, be deemed to include: (a)
lands known as mallee country; (b) lands
leased for the cultivation of wattle trees
under the provisions of the Wattles Act
1890; (c) pastoral allotments and grazing
.'
areas,
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD moved the addition to the clause of the following:",And (d) lands alienated aft~r the. com- .
mencement of this Act from the Crown III fee
simple or licensed or leased either before or
after such commencement with the right of
acquiring the fee-simple."

The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 16, providing that any.hol~er
of a miner's right who had been workmg
for 2Q years should .be entitled to a
licence to occupy for hfe an area of 10
acres on any gold-field under section 65 of
the Land Act 1890, at the nominal rent of
Is. annually, the widow of such holder also
to be entitled to occupy the same area
during her life-time,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the addition
to the clause of the words, "no licence
under this section shall be transferable."
'rhe amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. N. fJ.~HORNLEY said that he
hoped that the committee would not agree
to this clause. There was no reason why
the fishermen of Portland Bay, or various
other classes of people, should not be
allowed to have the same privileges as it
was proposed to confer upon another class.
It would be a most undesirable thing to
create these holdings.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that he
would support the olause from old association. There were many old fellows on the
gold-fields who had worked hard, and led
a very precarious life for poor returns.
Many of them showed a dispo~.ition ~o
cultivate small plots of ground ,Ylth fnut
trees, and it was not too much to giYe
them an area of 10 acres.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE stated that if
this provision were brought into force it _
would be necessary to go further and
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grant the same privileges to other classes
of peqple. There were other people who
had passed through bad times, and had
struggled just as hard as the miners.
Sir B. BENJAMIN said he hoped that
the clause would not be pressed. I twas
e'stablishing an unusual principle, and
there was no reason why a miner should
have more consideration shown to him in
matters of 'this kind than other classes of
men who had worked hard for the development of the colony.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that there was something to 'be said in
favour of the clause and something to be
said against it. It would not do much
harm to give away' areas of 10 acres
of worked-out auriferous land, but there
ought to be a provision that no such land
should be occupied without the approval
of the ,varden or surveyor.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said he
objected to this unfair distinction being
made in favour of the miners, who could
already take up 5 acres of land under the
Land Bill passed the previous day.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD remarked
that the class of miners it was proposed to
benefit under the clause were known on
the gold-fields as "hatters," and the proposal seemed to him to be simply to give
them a Christmas box.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS observed
that the areas ought not to be allowed to
be occupied unless the warden or mining
board had first sanctioned the alienation,
otherwise' areas would be selected in the
heart of valuable mining land, and a stop
would be put to important mining enterprises. He had no objection to give these
miners 10-acre areas, but the land ought
to be outside of the gold-fields. When
land certificates were granted to the
volunteers, it was found that the squatters
got possession of the land in each instance
for a nominal sum.
The Hon. VV. A. ZEAL said that to
adopt the clause would be to establish a
most dangerous precedent, which would
be followed by fishermen, agricultural
labourers, and all sorts of people advancing similar claims. Under the clause a
10-acre area might be taken up' in the
middle pf an auriferous gully: and the
working of the whole gully would be prejudicially affected. He thought that no
area should be granted until it had been
approved by the Mining department.
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that the
areas would be granted under regulations
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framed under the Bill, and everything
would be done by the Mining department.
The Hon. W. I. WINTER-IRVING
considered that the addition of the clause
would be establishing a very objectionable
precedent.
The clause was negatived.
On clause 18, providing that the In-:
struments Act 1890 should not apply to
mortgages,
Sir F. T. SARGOOD moved the addition
at the end of the clause of the words,.
"machinery or chattels included in any
such mortgage or bill of sale."
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
On clause 19, providing that owners of
pumping machinery might require con:tribution from the owners of claims for
the drainage thereof,
The Hon. A. WYNNE said he thought
that this clause had not been sufficiently
considered. He moved, that it be struck out..
The clause was negatived.
~Thc Bill was then rElpOl'ted to the House
with amendments, and passed through its,
remaining stages.
OPIUM BILL:
rrhe House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 1, which was as follows:"This Act may be cited as the Opium Act,
1891, and shall come into operation on the 1st
day of January, 1892,"

The Hon. J. A. WALLACE said he
had on a previous occasion presented a
petition from Chinese merchants in Little
Bourke-street against tp.is Bill. He might,
say that he was himself opposed to the
Bill. If a Chinaman wanted to smoke
opium, why should he not be allowed to
do so 1 Plenty of people drank too much
whisky, and he did not see why they
should not be allowed to kill themselves
if they chose. Why should the State be
called upon to interfere in stich matters 1
If the BiH were passed, it would simply
cause people who would otherwise be
honest to smuggle, because the Chinese
would have the opium whether they paid
duty or not. Considering that the Chinese
were charged £ 10 per head before they
could get into the country, it. was very
unfair to deprive them of a little luxury
they appreciated when they arrived in the
colony. F,or his own part, he had been
taking whisky all his life, and he would as
soon have his head cut off as be prohibited
from taking any more. When a Chinaman
c
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"7. That the opium imported into this
colony is disposed of and consumed by your
petitioners' countrymen, not one-fifth of the
opium imported being used or consumed by
Europeans.
"8. That the revenue and your petitioners.
will suffer if the proposed change be made without any compensating benefit being obtained,.
for, as all the other Australian colonies admit
opium, should the colony of Victoria prohibit
its importation, it will be smuggled from the
adjoining colonies, and thus the revenue will be·
wronged, while the sale of the opium will be in
less scrupulous hands.
.
"9. That less injury to the individual and tOQ
the health and less wrong to the community
results from the consumption of opium than
alcohol.
"10. Your petitioners most humbly and
respectfully suggest that if in your wisdom you
should decide to discourage and'repress the sale of
opium, that the result desired would best beattained by enacting that Europeans be prohibited from smoking opium, and by prohibiting Chinamen from selling opium to Europeans,
and by punishing all Chinamen found to infringe
such prohibition.
"And your petitioners will ever.pray."

was enjoying a pipe of opium he felt
himself in glory, and it was a most unfair
thing to deprive him of that delight. It
was said that some European people
learned opium smoking with injurious
effects. If opium did injure those people
so much the better, because a class of
undesirable people would be so much the
quicker' got rid of. He asked that the
petition which he had presented from 22
Chinese merchants of Little Bourke-street
might be read.
The petition, which was as follows, was
read by the ASSISTANT-CLERK :-'"Victoria, 189l.

"IN
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THE MATTER OF SUN KWONG ON AND
OTHERS.

"Melbourne, 15th December, 189l.
"To the Honorable President and others
of the Legislative Council of Victoria.
"The humble petition of the above-named
Sun Kwong On, of Little Bourke-street, Melbourne, dealer in opium, and of other persons
whose names are subscribed herewith, sheweth
The Hon. C. J. HAM said he hoped that
as follows:.
the
Bill would be passed. It must be
" 1. . That your petitioners import opium from
remembere¢l. that opium not only poisoned'
Hong Kong into this colony for sale and distrithe Chinamen but a great many Eurobution throughout this colony, and their said
trade and means of livelihood will be destroyed
peans, among whom the practice of using:
in the event of the proposed Bill for the
it was spreading to a dangerous degree.
suppression of opium becoming law in the
,Representations had been made on the
colony.
subject in Sy~ney as well as in Melbourne,
"2. That your petitioners' countrymen pay
£110,000 per annum to the English Government
and a very strong feeling .existed in the'
for a licence to manufacture, sell, and export
public mind with regard to it. Deputa.the said opium from Hong Kong, and your
tions had brought the matter under the
petitioners obtain all the opium which they
notice of the present and of the late
import into this colony from Hong Kong, and
no opium as obtained at Hong Kong can by
Premier.
It was well known that the
~ny method be returned or sent back to China,
effects of the drug were most deadly, and
so that all opium now being conveyed to Victhat though people might recover from
toria must become an absolute and dead loss to
alcoholic poisoning, the poisoning from
your petitioners in the event of the said Bill
becoming law.
this drug brought them to a state of
"3. That the Australian colonies have always
misery from which recovery was hopeless,
admitted opium, and ever since Victoria was a,
and their condition was truly pitiable.
colony opium has been admitted into it, and a
The Legislatures of New South ,Vales
large portion of the revenue of the colony is
obtained from the duty of £1 per pound weight
and Queensland were both treating opium
which is levied on all imported opium; and last
as a poisonous drug.
year a sum of over. £16,000 was received from
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE moved that.
your petitioners in respect of duty upon opium
the Chairman leave the chair. He said
so imported by your petitioners.
"4. That opium to the value of in or about
it was not worth while wasting more time
£12,000 is now on ship bound for Victoria, and
over the present business. There were a
the value of this opium will be absolutely lost
nuniber of honorable members who would
to your petitioners if the proposed Bill be
not allow a ~easure of this charact~r to
suffered to become law.
"5. That there are 500 persons in this colony
pass at so late an hour of the session.
interested in the importation, sale, and disThe Hon. C. J. HAM begged to remind
tribution of opium, and whose interests will be
honorable
members that a very large section'
seriously and prejudicially affected by the proof the public took a deep interest in this
posed change in the law.
measure. Of course, if necessary, its pro,. 6. That the habit of opium smoking has
prevailed from time immemorial, and when the
visions could be modified.
habit is one of long standing, as it is in many
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE thought
cases, it cannot be suddenly broken off or disit would be a pity to drop the Bill now,
continued without great injury to health, nor
after so much care and attention had been··
in very many cases without risk to life itself.
I
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.given to the subject. Of course opium
smoking was acknowledged on all hands
to be a very great evil. The unfortunate
thing about the measure was that so long
as there was no joint legislation among the
colonies on the subject it would be impos:siblc to prevent the smuggling of opium
.across the Murray or across the thin
. ,bouncla.ry line which separated this colony
from South Australia. Still Victoria
carrying a law of this sort would probably
lead to similar legislation on the part of
the other colonies.
'fhe Hon. W. McCULLOCH expressed
the opinion that the Bill should go to the
conntry, so that public opinion might be
brought to beat upon the subject. As for
the present Parliament, it had become so
depraved that the sooner it was dead the
better.
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS thought it
would be too philanthropic altogether for
this colony to throwaway revenue to the
extent of £20,000 a year without gaining
any assurance that the object in view
would be achieved. The revenue lost by
this colony would simply go to benefit the
revenues of New South Wales and South
Australia. Surely it would be best to
w<1it until next session, when the Government would probably be able to propose
some other taxation to take the place of
this.
The committee dividedAyes
9
Noes
10
Majority against the Chair- t
man leaving the chair ... )

i

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Brunton,
FitzGerald,
McBryde,
McCulloch,
Pitt,

Mr. Sternberg,
" J. A. Wallace,
" Zeal.

rPeller.

Mr. Butters.
NOES.

Mr. Bell,
Sir B. Benjamin,
Mr. Cooke,
" Grimwade,
." C. J. Ham,
" Melville,

Sir F. T. Sargood,
Mr. Thornley,
" Wynne.

Teller.
Mr. Fraser.

Ord~r8

Discharged.

the purposes it had in view. Another
point was that under the existing law
various interests had sprung up, and the
Bill made no provision for their protection.
The Hon. W. PITT thought it would be
ridiculous to Garry the Bill in its present
shape. Was it not possible to restrict its
provisions to Europeans, and to let the
Chinese go their own way ~
The Hon. T. BRUNTON said he
entirely objected to legislation of this
character. He was quite certain that it
was the general desire that the use of
opium should be . restricted by every
possible means, but no legislation on the
subject that was not general among the
colonies could pOt:lsibly have any good
result. He, for one, could not imagine
any benefit arising from a system of
smuggling opium into the colony right
and left.
Mr. Zeal's amendment "ras agreed to on
the voices.
The Hon. C. J. HAM said that, the committee having amended the elaus.e· in a
manner which would interfere with the
objects contemplated in the measure,. he
saw no use in pressing it any further. He
moved that the Chairman report progress.
Progress' was then reported.
BURRUMBEET LANDS BILL.
'fhis Bill ,was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. WYNNE, was read a first time and
passed through its remaining stages.
ORDERS DISCHARGED.
The following orders of the day were
discharged from the paper:Life Assurance Companies Bill.-To be read
a second time.
Registration of Firms Bill. -To be read a
second time.
Military Reserves Bill.-Adjourned debate
on second reading.

CHICAGO EXHIBITION.'
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS moved~
" That in the opinion of this Council Victoria
should be represented at the Chicago Exhibition,
either by itself or if possible in conjunction with
such of the other colonies as may desire to exhibit and arc willing to unite with Victoria."

The Hon. W. A. ZEAL moved the substitution of "1894" for "1892." He He stated that he had kept this mo.tion
thought that by that date legislation on the notice-paper for some time in the
against the use of opium would be adopted . hope that the House would be able to do
by the other colonies. If the Bill was more with respect· to it than merely ex-carried in its present shape, and was to press an opinion. However doing that
.come into operation on the 1st January would be something, for it might have a
llext year, it would not ac~omplish any of good effect. It had always been the.desir~
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"Of Victoria to be represented at every
The motion, amended accordingly, was
..great exhibition, no matter in what country agreed to.
-it was held; and under these circumstances
he thought that the colony should cer- CONTRACTORS' PROTECTION BILL.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE moved the
tainly not go unrepresented at the Chicago
,Exhibition, which would probably be the second reading of this Bill, which, he said,
.greatest the world ever saw. He was glad was to enable contractors to discover the
to know that the Premier had stated in title of lands on which they were to
.another place that he would consider the perform contracts for any amount over
matter during the recess, and that if pos- £100, with a view to ascertain whether
.sible he would secure the due representa- the land belonged to the persons who were
tion of this colony in conjunction with employing the contractors. Many conthe other Australian colonies. Well, inas- tractors had found, when too late, that the
much as New South Wales had applied for persons employing them did not own the
.7! acres of space, and South Australia land and were unable to pay the price, of
was' following suit, it would never do for the contract, and contractors had conseVictoria to take a back seat. Injurious to quently lost the value of the materials on
foreign interests in general as the opera- the land as well as the money expended
tion of the McKinley Tariff had been, there on labour, while some contractors had been
was one article, namely, Australian wool, absolutely involved In ruin. This Bill
the introduction of which to America it would give a contractor a period of five
could not possibly check. In corrobora- days, after signing a contract, to investition of this statement he might mention gate the title, and if he found there was
that there was at the present time no less any lien on the land the contract would
than six vessels in the port of .Melbourne not be valid. All the objectionable parts
loading with wool for the United States. of the measure had been omitted, and,
He was informed upon good authority therefore, he hoped that it would speedily
that something like 100,000,000 of people pass through the Council.
The' Hon. J. A. WALLACE expressed
were expected to pass through the forth.coming exhibition, and if so excellent an the hope that the Bill would be withdr~wn,
·opportunity of .giving that number of because a contractor could get all the
people a chance of gaining some idea of information he required on payment of a
the manufactures and natural products of fee of one shilling without this special
this colony were lost the Victorian com- legislation.
munity would never be able to forgive
The Hon. W. PITT remarked that he
.itself.
would support the Bill, because there was
The Hon. T. BRUNTON seconded the . nothing in it which any honest person
'motion.
employing a contractor could object to.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he had been Under the existing law a con tractor was
under the impression that the motion ~vas compelled to carry out his contract, not.going to be withdrawn. (Mr. Butters- withstanding that he might discover that
" It was postponed from time to time at the person with whom he had contracted
the request of the Government.") He might was not in a position to pay him. 'When
mention that the Government were now sending in a tender a contractor had to
in communication with the Governments make a substantial deposit as a guarantee
of the adjoining colonies with the view of that he would carry out the plans and
,general action being taken for the repre- specifications satisfactorily; and also that
sentation of Australia in this exhibition. he would commence building within a
(Mr. Butters-" That is all I want to certain time. Even if he found out that the
know.") . Final replies had not yet been person with whom he had cont'racted was
received from the other colonies, but unable to pay him, he was liable to forfeit
when they came the Government would the large deposit he had made if he refused
be prepared to deal with them in a proper to carry out the contract. A contractor,
.-spirit.
had to put his whole means in a large conThe Hon. VV. A. ZEAL suggested that tract, and even if he got 75 per cent. as
the motion should be amenGl.ed by the the work progressed, at the conclusion of
.omission of the words" eitber by itself or a £100,000 contract there was still
if possible" (line 3).
owing to him £25,000. Within the past
The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS accepted the eighteen months certain persons, who
~suggestion.
.·had entered into negotiations for the
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purchase of 5 acres of land on which .
to build an hotel, .let a contract for the
foundations, and when the contractor
presented a claim for £1,500, certified to
by the architect, the supposed proprietors
of the land could not pay the money.
It transpired that they never completed
their negotiations for the purchase of the
land,and the contractor had to go insolvent,
having lost the whole of the time and
money he had put into the contract and
the plant on the site. There was nothing
in the Bill likely to do anybody an
injustice. A merchant was not in the
same position as a contractor, because he
had not to pay down a large deposit that
he would deliver certain goods, nor to sign
any hard-and-fast contract; and if he
discovered, after the goods were ordered,
that he was not likely to get paid for
them he need not deliver the goods until
he got cash or some equivalent.
.
Sir P. T. SARGOOD said he had hoped
that Mr. Melville was going to allow this
Bill to die a natural death, and he regretted that the honorable member had
moved its second reading. (Mr. Melville" I postponed it for the convenience of the
Government.")
And the Government
were very much obliged to the honorable
member for that; but there was no real
necessity for legislation of this kind. Any
contractor tendering for any work could
ascertain who held the title of the land.
He (Sir P. T. Sargood) was aware that
the contractor could not prevent the
land being sold after the contract was
let. Still, the colony had done without
this legislation for years, and althongh
in a few cases. contractors had met
with insolvent proprietors, and had lost
money in consequence, the same thing
applied to any other business. Moreover, who asked for this Bill1 (Mr. Pitt
-"It will protect merc.hants in the building trade as well as contractors.") But
the merchants had not asked for the Bill,
neither had the architects asked for it.
He had been informed that the contractors had no hand in producing the Bill,
nor had they been consulted about it, and
that nine-tenths of them did not .want it,
because they believed that such a measure
would only be productive of vexation and
litigation. That statement was made just
after the Bill was introduced. (Mr. Pitt
- " On the 27th October a conference
unanimously passed a resolution declaring
such a Bill imperative.") There were
two sides to this question. As a rule'
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contractors were rich men, but there "ras.
such a thing as contra;ctors failing, and he
himself had unfortunately had to suffer
inconvenience through a contractor failing
when the works were half-finished. As a·
body, the contractors were powerful and
wealthy, and well able to take care of
themselves without any protection of this
kind. They had no need to accept a con:..
tract unless they were satisfied with the·
conditions, and there was no reason why
that particular branch of industry should:
be nursed in the way proposed. Merchants
made the most careful inquiries, and, having
satisfied themselves as far as they could,
they had to take certain risks.
The Hon.· D. MELVILLE stated that,
under the circumstances, he ,vould withdraw the BilL
The order of the day for the second
reading of the Bill was then discharged.
MINER'S RIGHT TrrLES BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
On clause 2, providing that residence
areas held under miners' rights under Part
1. of the Mines Act should not be reserved
from sale or excepted from occupation
until the provisions of section 22 of the·
Mines Act had been complied with,
The Hon. J. A. ALLACE suggested
that the Bill should be withdrawn. At
present no objections were made to miners
settling on a new gold-field, building houses,
and making their little gardons, but if this
measure passed the land-holders would no~
allow a single miner to settle until they
knew exactly where he was going to settle,
and land-holders would have to put men on
to watch them, to see whether the residence area a miner desired to register was
the one he had marked out.
The Hon. A. WYNNE said that this
Bill simply proposed to enact what was at
present in the by-laws, and it would introduce a uniform system for the whole
colony instead of divers systems in different districts. No miner would be able
to take up a residence area except subject
to the rights of any prior holder, and the
public interests were protected in section
4 by requiring notice of each application
to register residence areas to be sent tothe Secretary for Lands and the Secretary
for Mines .. As each application had to be
accompanied by a descriptiOI~ of the land,
the departments could see whether it
interfered with any existing lease 'Or anybody's private interest.
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The Hon. J. S. BUTTERS observed
that, as a miner was to be entitled to have
a residence area registered, if no objection
was lodged within fourteen days of his
,application, the large land-holders would
have to be constantly on the watch.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked
that difficulty might arise on account of
miners' improvements 011 residence areas,
in the event of mining operations being
.carried on underneath those areas.
Sir F. T. SAHGOOD stated that, when
this Bill was introduced by a private
member in a.nother place, it consisted
'simply of clauses 2 and 10, the other
clauses being added at the instance of the
Mining department.
The clause was negatived, as was also
,clause 3.
On the motion of the Hon~ A. WYNNE,
the Chairman left the chair.
SESSION AL ARRANGEMENTS.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD movpd that the
House, at its rising, adjourn until eleven
o'clock a.m. on Tuesday, December 29.
The motion was agreed to.
WATERWORKS CONSTRUCTION
ENCOURAGEMENT ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and read a first time.
The Hon. J. BELL moved the second
reading of the Bill. He stated that under,
their ~lgreementwith the Government, made
in 1887, the Chaffey Brothers were entitled
to receive Crown grants of the fee-simple
of 15,000 acres of land (in blocks A and B)
in addition to 35,000 already received.
Over £300,000, the maximum amount to
be spent within twenty years, under the
agreement, had already been expended.
The object of this Bill was to enable the
Chatrey Brothers, with the permission of the
Minister and the approval of the Governor
in Council, to get the fee-simple of 15,000
acres in block C, which could be' mor~
economically irrigated at the present time.
The Chaffey Brothers had to pay £1 per
acre for the land in block C, and this Bill
provided that they should not be required
to pay that amount for twelve months,
the State in the meantime to hold as security the 15,000 acres in blocks A and B
to which the Chaffey Brothers were now
entitled, and also the security taken under
the agreement of 1887.
, The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Consequential amendments having been'
made in several clauses,
'
The Bill was reported with amendments,
and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. BELL,
the Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
Later in the evening,
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that they had
agreed to the Council's amendments in this
Bill with a consequential amendment.
On the motion of the Hon. J. BELL,
the amendment ,ms agreed to.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the amendments
still insisted upon by the Legislative
Council, to the amendment in clause 48,
as further amended, and to the amend-'
ments in clause 49 with an amendment,
and that they had inserted a new clause.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD moved that the
Assembly'S amendments be agreed with.
He stated that the amendment in clause
49 simply carried out the agreement
arrived at by the conference of the two
Houses by re-enacting the present law with
regard to the removal of the Railways Commissioners. 'fhe new clause which had been
inserted by the Assembly was necessary to
enable actions against the Railways Com·
missioners to be heard in courts other than
the Supreme Court. Both Houses had
agreed that this was desirable, but certain
words had been struck out which it was
necessary to reinstate.
The Assembly's amendmelltswere agreed
with.
MILITARY RESERVES BILL.
Sir F. rr. SARGOOD brought up the
following report on the subject of this Bill
from the Standing Orders Committee:"The Select Committee of the LeO'islative
Council on Standing Orders, to whichowas referred, on the 15th September last, the question
raised in relation to the Military Reserves Bill
as to whether such Bill involved the powers
conferred upon the Legislative Council by the
Constitution Act, have now the honour to
report as follows : "The committee having carefully examined
the ~ilitary Reserves ~ill. 1891 is of opinion
that It does not come wltbm the provisions of
section 56 of the Constitution Act, and that it
may therefore be introduced in the Legislative
Council."
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He begged to move that the report be
received.
The PRESIDENT said-Before I put
this question I think it my duty and my
privilege to make a few remarks on the
subject. When it was last under our
consideration the Minister of Defence
moved t.he following resolution : " That in view of the question raised in relation to the Military Reserves "Bill being one
invol ving the powers conferred upon the Legislative Council by the Constitution Act the
whole question be referred to the Standing
Orders Committee for inquiry and report."

And, in the course of his" remarks, he
expressed himself as follows :-"It therefore appeared to the gentleman
whom he consulted that it would be desirable
to refer th"e whole question to the Standing
Orders Committee, of which the President was
chairman, and that the committee should go
into the matter very fully, and" bring up, not a
mere report to the effect that it was or was not
within the power of the House to deal with the
Bill, but a report dealing with the whole subject,
and giving precedents; and that that full
report should be printed and circulated amongst
honorable members, so that every honorable
member would have an opportunity of making
himself master of the facts. No doubt it would
lead to an interesting and valuable debate,
which, to the younger members of the House,
would be of an educational character. (Mr.
Roberts-' I should be very. pleased with that
arrangement. ') That was the present proposal."

The honorable gentleman will remember
that I gave an opinion that the Bill came
within the meaning of the 56th and 57th
sections of the Constitution Act, yet he
has now brought up this report at the last
moment knowing that. at this late hour
the House cannot discuss it.. When the
Standing Orders Committee had brought
their deliberations on this subject to a
close, and decided on their report, that
report was hold over and not brought
before the House until the present moment.
Now the report is, to a certain extent, a
reflection on Il1yself as President. ("N 0.")
I am expressing my own views on" the
question. The matter now stands over
until next session without an opportunity
being afforded to the House of coming to
a decision on the point. I feel that every
honorable member should have an opportunity of discussing the matter, which is
a most important one, because either your
present President is fit to occupy his present position or he is not. No person is
more conscious than I am that I can
make mistakes, and so far as I am in~ividually concerned I would like all these
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questions to be settled to the satisfaction of the Council as a whole as well
as by the Standing Orders Committee. It
will be seen that the position I am placed
in is this-that the Council has been deprived of an opportunity of discussing the·
merits of the question. We were informed
by the Minister of Defence that an opportunity would be give!}. to honorable memo:
bers to express thejr opinions, so that an
interesting and yaluable debate, which
would be of an educational character"
to the younger members of the House,
"might be led up to. "But how has that
promise- been carried out ~ At the last
moment the report is placed on the table.
Under the circumstances I could not
allow the matter to pass without making
a few remarks upon it. rrhe point raised
by myself was that a Bill which could
not be introduced into the Legislative
Assembly without a message froni His
Excellency the Goyernor could not be
properly initiated in the Council.
"
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-N0, no j I take
exception to that.
The PRESIDENT.-There is no case
on record where a Bill of. this description
has been initiated in the Council. On more
than one occasion Bills haye been initiated
in the Council and afterwards set aside
when they went down to the Assembly.
But this is a peculiar Bill. Honorable
members will remember that I discussed the question fully when the ·Bill
was objected to. My contention is this,
that the first three clauses of the Bill
proyide for the property being placed
under the custody of the Minister of
Defence, and after haying accomplished
that object, then three clauses for appropriating the money form the latter portion
of the measure. There is not the slightest
difficulty to my mind in arriving at the
conclusion that this is a Money Bill in the
proper sense of the term.
The Hon. F. S. DOBSON.-Oh, no.
The PRESIDENT.-Sir Frederick Sargood, ,yho took charge of the Bill in this
House, confessed that clauses 4, 5, and 6
were essentially money clauses, and he
pledged himself that he would move, on the
third reading, that those three clauses be
excluded from the Bill.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-Hear, hear.
The PRESIDENT.-Sir Frederick Sargood thereby acknowledged that the Bill
is a Money Bill. He said that the main
object of the Bill was, first, to get control
of those military reserves-to get the
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lands vested in the Minister of Defenceand then, having got them, he could sell
or transfer them. The proceeds that
would come into the hands of the Government were intended to be placed to the
credit of the public account, and tQ be
under the con.trol of the Minister of Defence. The honorable gentleman thereby
acknowledged that those three clauses were
essentially money clauses, and that therefore this is a Money Bill.
Sir F. 'r. SARGOOD.-:-No, no.
The PRESIDENT.-Now, ifthere is one
thing I have tried to db more than another,
as a member of the Legislative Council, it
is never to raise a question with the other
,Chamber in any dispute of this kind, unless
I was perfectly satisfied that the Council
was on t.he right side. I ~hall be no
party to provoke an unnecessary dispute
with another place, and I say that this Bill
ought properly to have been introduced
in another Chamber, and if they approved
of the policy of the Bill, it was constitutionally legal for them to deal with the
measure first. I maintain that any Bill
of this description that would require a
message from the Governor before it could
be introduced in the Assembly should not
be introduced here. We have had other
classes of Bills introduced in the Council
-Bills legislating with regard to adminis'tration on certain subjects of importance
-which have occasionally had one 'or two
money clauses in them; but those clauses
were simply incidental to the Bill, and
were sometimes printed in italics to indicate
that they could not be discussed in this
House because they did not form part of
the Bill. Sir Frederick Sargood admitted
that the money clauses in this Bill h~d not
been printed in italics, owing to some misunderstanding in the Government Printingoffice; but the honorable gentleman made
a promise to move their omission on the
third reading, with a view to their re-insertion in another place. All those clauses
wero discussed ill this Chamber, however.
Honorable members will remember Mr.
Servioe's criticism of the Bill. There is no
member of this House more lenient or more
inclined for peace than Mr. Service; but he
criticised the Bill very severely as to its
policy, and then he expressed doubts as to
the propriety of its introduction in this
Chamber.
'
Sir F. T. SARGOOD.-Mr. Service
altered his opinion in committee.
'rhe PRESIDENT.-Pardon me, he did
not; he said he wished to get more light
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before giving in his adhesion to the prinp
ciple advocated by Sir Frederick Sargood,
but he did not give in his adhesion to that
principle. As the Standing Orders Committee have failed to carry out the wishes
expressed by Sir Frederick Sargood, in
moving that the matter be referred to
them, and as no reasons are given in the
committee's report for the conclusion arrived at, although reasons wero promised,
I think the best thing for tho House to do
under all tho circumstances is to decline
to receive this report. That is the position
I take up in this matter, and I feel that it
is a tenable position-that we have no right
to deal with a Bill like this, and that it
might lead toa dispute with the other House
on the ground that we were interfering
with the legitimate rights of the Legislative
Assembly. Of course, honorable members
can do as they like in this matter; but I
cannot allow this report to be received
without expressing my objection to it, and
without taking a very strong objection to
the course that has been pursued, because
the Council have not had an opportunity of
discussing the question, and there are only
a small number of members present now
that the report is submitted. The report
ought to have been submitted at a time
when the House could have dealt with it
fully and satisfactorily. I ani very sorry
this difference of opinion has arisen be. .
tween the leader of the Government in this
House, who is indefatigable in the discharge of his public duties, and myself as
President of the Council. It is not from
any feeling of hostility to the honorable
gentleman that I have raised this question
at the present time, but I think there
is something due to your President, and
that the members of this House should
have had an opportunity of discussing
this matter, and that the report of the
Standing Orders Committee on the subject should not have been brought up at
the end of the session. rn making these
remarks I feel that I have only discharged
my duty, and I have done it without the
slightest possible feeling, except that I '
still hold most strongly to the views I expressed when' this Bill was first brought
under the notice of the Council, because
all difficulty could have been avoided by introducing the measure in such a shape here
that the question would never have been
raised, or by introducing it in another place.
I have submitted my views to honorable
members, and it is for' them to say
whether they will receive the committee's
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report and have it laid on the table of
the House without giving an opportunity
to al1 the members of the Council to discuss this important matter as we were
promised it should be discussed, after the
committee had reported upon it. I have
carefully read the speech of Sir Frederick
Sargood on the question, and I am sure
that I have in no way misrepresented the
statement the honorable gentleman made
on that occasion.
Sir F. T. SARGOOD said he had listened
with tho greatest care and the utmost respect to the weighty remarks which the
President had made. As to the time at
which this report was brought' up, he
begged to say that the reason for the delay was the unfortunate fact that on four
separate occasions the committee was unable to meet, owing to the illness and
owing to the death of members of the
Council. Meetings of the committee were
summoned, but meeting after meeting had
to be put off through the causes he had
named, and thtt accounted for the delay.
Tho report had not been in his possession
for more than a fortnight, and it would
have been utterly impossible, at so late a
period of the session, with such a great
pressure of important and urgent public
business, to introduce a subject that must
necessarily'have created a great deal of
discussion-very interesting discussion no
doubt, but discussion which could not
possibly have taken place until the report
had boon in the hands of honorable members for some time, to enable them to study
the whole question. With reference to
the quotations which the President had
made from his (Sir F. T. Sat'good's) speech,
it was quite true that he then stated what
was his view, and that he hoped the
committee would carry it out. As, far
as the committee was concerned, the
whole matter was very carefully thrashed
out in more than one meeting, and the
committeo came to tho conclusion that the
rosolution contained in the report now
presented was sufficient. Of course it was
not for him to dictate to the committee,
and it was his duty, as the mover in the
matter, to bring up the committee's report.
Tho opinions expressed by the President
when the Bill was first brought up in this
House were so strong that honorable members who, like himself (Sir F. T. Sargood),
considered that the privileges of this House
were in danger felt that some step should
be taken to protect the privileges of the
Council; and if this report of the Standing
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Orders Committee had not been brought
up this session, the opinion of the President-which, with the utmost deference,
he ventured to say parted with one of
their strongest privileges-would have
stood 011 the records of the House without
any· counter opinion. He was sure the
President would admit that he (Sir
F. T. Sargood) had always endea:voured to give the greatest deference
and tbe utmost courtesy to any views
the President lllight express, but his
first duty was to the House, and, whether
he sat on the one side of the House or the
other, his first duty was to preserve the
rights and privileges of t.his Chamber.
That was why he took the course he did,
and that was why, even at the last moment,
he had brought up the committee's report,
namely, in order that, while they had the
President's opinion-to which they naturally paid the utmost deference-on tho one
hand, the House and the country should
see, on the other hand, the opinion of the
Standing Orders Committee-a committee
consisting of the most experienced members of the House. The President had
gone somewhat fully into the question of
the Bill. He (Sir F. T. Sargood) would
rather that the matter had not been debated at all, seeing that it could not be
debated to a conclusion at the present
time. The President referred to the fact
that the first three clauses of the Bill were
clauses that might be introduced into this
House. That they all agreed upon unanimously. The President also stated that
the next three clauses were money
clauses, and that also they were at
one upon. But the President took up
the e;xtraordinary position that, because
those three clauses were not printed
in italics, they could not be introduced in
this House. I t was true, as the President
stated, that in moving the second reading
of the Bill he (Sir F. T. Sargood) said that
these money clauses should have been
printed in italics, according to the practice
of the House, and that, through some
misunderstanding In the Government
Printing-office, they had been printed in'
ordinary type; but there was nothing in
the Constitution Act from one end to the
other requiring money clauses in Bills
introduced in the Council to be printed in
italics-it was really a matter of practice.
If that were not so, a Minister might
place this House in a very peculiar position
by bringing up a Bill conta,ining some
very important clauses in italics, and
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saying to honorable members, " You this question. He did so with all the more
must not deal with these clauses, because diffidence because the President's view was
they are printed in italics.". He ventured contrary to his own. Had the President's
to submit that the view that it was -opinion on the subject not been expressed,
imperative that money clauses should be he (Dr. Dobson) would have felt no doubt
printed in italics would not hold water whatever on the point. The 1st section
at all, and that it was only a matter of of the Constitution Act gave to the Council
convenience and of practice that certain e~actly equivalent powers to those of the
clauses were printed in italics and sup- Assembly in legislating in and for the
posed to be blanks. The whole question colony of Victoria in all cases whatsoever.
was whether this Bill came under Then came·the 56th section, the only one
section 56 of the Constitution Act, which they had to deal with, which restricted those
distinctly stated that Bills for appropriat- extreme rights of co-ordinate power with
. ing money could not be introduced in the the Assembly, with regard to Supply Bills
Council. He maintained that the Bill in -Bills for appropriating any part of the
question was not a Bill for appropriating revenue of Victoria or any Bill imposing
money-it was a Bill for the sale of certain any duty, rate, rent, return, or impost.
lands. (Mr. Melville__ ' What about the N ow bringing this Bill within the purview of
proceeds 1") This House knew nothing that section, what did they find 1 Of course
about the proceeds-this House did not it was not a taxation Bill. Then came the
deal with them; but when the Bill went question, was it an Appropriation Bill-a
down to another place those clauses would Bill of aid ~ In his opinion it was most
be dealt with there. Several Bills con- clearly nothing of the kind. He said that
taining money clauses had been introd uced with the greatest respect and deference for
in the Council this session. For instance, the President's ruling. The late Dr.
the Discipline Act Amendment Bill, in Hearn, in one of the early conflicts bewhich there were several money clauses, tween the two Houses of Parliament in this
was introduced in the Council, but those colony, pointed out what at the time apmoney clauses were struck out by the peared to honorable members only a small
Council and put in by the Assembly, and verbal difference, but what was really a
then the Council agreed with them. The difference of great importance-the difsame thing occurred in connexion with the ference between a Bill "for" appropriatPublie Service Act Amendment Bill. With ing, and a Bill which appropriated. The
the utmost deference to the President, annual Appropriation Act was a Bill for
he felt that the President, in his over- appropriating, and it distinctly came within
anxiety to prevent the slightest friction the terms of the 56th section of the Conwith another place, had lillwittingly stitution Act, but a Bill which incidentally
failed to maintain the privileges of this appropriated in no way came within that
House.
He hoped that in making section, save that the appropriation clauses,
that remark he would not be taken the clauses which dealt with appropriation,
to have said anything disrespectful to had to be treated as falling within the 56th
the Chair, because no disrespect was section, and with them the COlIDCil coul<;l
intended, but he scarcely knew how else to not deal. Of course he was aware that the
frame his opinion. That was why he felt Legislative Assembly relied upon the posiit absolutely necessary, even at this late tion of the House of Lords with regard to
hour of the session, to table the 'com- the House of Commons, but in no respec~
mittee's report, and he did not think he was the Legislative Council the House o~
could have done anything else. With Lords. That was the fatal error ,,~hich som~
regard to the point that this House could of the old members of this House tried to
not have an opportunity of discussing the keep up. When he first· entered the
question, he might state that it was his Council, honorable members voted by
intention to introduce the Bill again early "Contents" and "Not Contents," instead of
next session.
by "Ayes" and "Noes"-theystupidly, ang
The Hon. F. S. DOBSON remarked that with great want of policy and tact, .aped the
as one of the members of the Standing position of the House of Lords, and no,¥
Orders Committee, and as an official of the they were reaping the fruits of that folly.
Council who was supposed to know some- Going down to the bed-rock of the Consttthing of constitutional law, he felt, with tution Act, however, pe might point out
some reluctance, compelled to express his that while the House of Lords was not ~
dissent from the views of the President Oui representative Assembly, because the Lo~d~
Se3sion 1891.-[232]
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represented nothing but their own order,
the Legislative Council of Victoria wasa representative House ; it represented 160,000
of the ratepayers of the colony, and therefore to say that the Legislative Council of
Victoria was as weak a body in comparison
with the Legislative Assembly as the House
of Lords was in comparison with the House
of Commons seemed to him to be an abuse
of the English language.
There was one
point on which he did not agree with Sir
Frederick Sargood, namely, the extraordinary idea with regard to the printing of
money clausesinitalics. He understood Sir
Frederick Sargood to say that the final three
clauses in this Bill should have been printed
in italics before the Bill was introduced
in this House. (Sir F. T. Sargood"No.") He woul¢!. be exceedingly sorry
to misrepresent the honorable member
even unwittingly. (Sir F. T. Sargood"They may be printed in any type when
the Bill is introduced.") Quite so; it was
only after the Council had discussed and
dealt with the clauses providing as to
the mode in which the appropriation
should take place that the clauses had to
be printed in italics, so as to show that
the Council did liot wish to interfere one
-iota with the constitutional rights of the
Assembly, and those clauses were sent to
,another place in italics merely as a suggestion from the Council that that ,vas
the shape in which they would meet with
thc approval of the Council, if the Assembly thought fit to adopt the suggestion.
,The Legislative Assembly knew nothing
that went on in this House except what
they were told by message, and they had
no knowledge of whether the money clauses
-in this Bill were printed in italics when
,the measure was introduced in this House,
and no ground of complaint so long as the
money clauses were printed in italics when
'the Bill was sent from this House to :the
Assembly. He had felt it incumbent on him
to express his opinion on this point, because he thought it desirable that it should
not appear as if there was nobody in the
Council to maintain the rights of this
House, for which they had fought and contended ever since constitutional govern'ment was granted to the colony.
The PRESIDENT.-In the absence of
so many members of the Council, I think
it is hardly fair to carryon this discussion,
especially at this late period of the session,
'and I certainly would not have raised the
question if the report of the Standing
Orders Committee had not been submitted
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at an unusual time instead of at a time
when all members of the Council could
have had an opportunity of discussing it.
I am sure honorable members will not
object to the few remarks I have made.
The Minister in charge of the Bill has
abandoned the measure for the present
session, and promised to bring it up again
next session. Of course the Bill has not
been considered, because the debate on the
motion for the second reading of the Bill
was adjourned, and that is probably the
strongest evidence that could be adduced to
show that there are doubts in the minds of
some honorable members as to the expediencyof introducing the Bill in this House.
Under these circumstances, I have no
objection to the report being laid on the,
table of the House, but I shall take the
first opportunity, if we all meet again
next session, of dealing with the question
exhaustively, and it will then be for the
House to decide what course is to be pursued. I am sure that honorable members
will not accuse me of having the slightest
feeling in the matter beyond that of doing
what I consider to be my duty. In raising
the question, I felt that the constitutional
procedure in connexion with Bills of this
description should be scrupulously observed. It is a matter of great importance
that this House should not transgress the
constitutional rights and privileges which
we claim to possess, and also that we
should do nothing to provoke unnecessary
hostility with another place. If another
place were to interfere with our rights
and privileges, I am sure I should be the
last man to give in to them in any way
whatever; but I felt that the taking of a
step which I believe to be not a proper
course of procedure was a thing that I
could not give my sanction to. I feel, in
the position I occupy as President of the
Legislative Council, that while our rights
and privileges should be held sacred, we,
at the same time, should hold the rights
a1,1d privileges of the other Chamber as
sacred as our own, because only in that
way can the two Houses of Parliament
work harmoniously together.
The Hon. J. BELL stated that he was
glad the President had taken up his present position with regard to receiving the
report of the Standing Orders Committee,
because that was, in his opinion, the proper
course to take. Honorable members had
the greatest confidence in the President's
judgment. During all the years the President had occupied that high and honorable
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obstreperous, but he was bound to say that
the President had always brought them
back to the right path in a firm and yet
conciliatory manner. They all hoped that
the President W0111d long be spared to
occupy his high and honorable position,
and that after the recess they might all
meet again and resume their deliberation§!
under his (Sir James MacBain's) guidance.
Might he also be permitted to express the
thanks of the Government and of the House
to their worthy Clerk and the other officers
of the Council 1 He need hardly say that
they welcomed Mr. Jenkins to this House
most heartily, knowing that his long experience in another place would be a
most valuable gain to the Legislative
Council.
The Hon. J. BELL said he could
thorol~ghly indorse the sentiments exCLOSE OF THE SESSION.
pressed by Sir Frederick Sargood with
Sir F. T. SARGOOD observed that, be- regard to the President and the officers of
fore moving the adjournment of the House, the House, and he trusted that the Presihe desired on behalf of the Government, dent would occupy his present high position
and also on behalf of his colleagues in for many years to come. He did not think
the Council and himself, to thank honor- that the Government were entitled to
able members most heartily for the claim much credit for the fact that
admirable manner in which they had ' the House had sat on more days this
discharged their duties during the past session than in any previous session.
session, and for the very great courtesy (Sir F. T. Sargood-" I gave the House,
,and assistance they had given at all times not the Government, the credit for it.")
to the members of the Government. It However, he would give the Government
might be weli, perhaps, to call attention to credit for this, that they had tried to keep
these facts, that in no previous session had the Council well employed during the
there been so many Bills initiated in the session, and he hoped that fl.lture GovenlCouncil as there had been during this ments would take a similar course. This
~ession, that in no previous session had so
year there had been more measures dealt
many Bills been introduced in this House with and thrashed out in the carly part of
so early in the session, so as to give honor- the session than had ever been the case
able members an opportunity of getting at before so far as he could remember, and he
once to work, and that in no previous ses- was satisfied that that sort of thing was
.sion had the Council sat for so many days in the best interests of the country.
in the session, nor had the House in any
The PRESIDENT.-I have to thank
previous session sat for anything like the the Minister of Defence for his very kind
.same number of hours as they had sat remarks, and also other honorable mem.during the present session. Having thus bers for their kind appreciation of my
summed the matter up, he thought he was labours. In this respect I have received
warranted in again tendering to hon- the most valuable aid 'from the Clerk, and
orable members the thanks of the also from the other officers of the House,
Government for their attendance, and the who each have their own duties to disthanks of his colleagues for their great charge, and I thank honorable members
.courtesy and assistance. He had dis- on ,their behalf for the kind way in which
charged that pleasing duty, and now they have been spoken of. I may say
he had another pleasing duty to per- truthfully that during the whole time I
form, and that was to tender to the Presi- have held my present position I have, I
dent, on behalf of the House, the thanks believe, always endeavoured to preserve the
of the Council for the invariable courtesy dignity of the House in every possible way,
which honorable members had received and also to further the business brought
from him at all times. Occasionally hon- down by the Government for the time
orable members might have been a little being, and in doing this I feel that I have'

position, this was the first time there had
been the slightest difficulty in connexion
:with his rulings. Honorable members all
recognised that the President would look
after the rights and privileges of the
Council.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
honorable members would be able to study
the question during the recess.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said he
presumed that, in consenting to the report
of the Standing Orders Committee being
received, honorable' members were not
supposed to be committing themselves to
the decision of the committee ~
The PRESIDENT.-Oh, no.
The' motion was agreed to.
The report was o:r:dered to be printed.
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had the aid of every member of this Chamber. I feel especia.lly thankful for the remarks offered by the Minister of Defence.
They afford me the greatest possible pleasure. I trust that we shall all continue
for many years to come to do everything
in our power to forward the best interests
of the country, and I trust to see honorable members come back next session refreshed and strengthened by their rest
during the recess.
The House adjourned at twenty-six
minutes to ten o'clock p.m., until Tuesday,
December 29.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursclay, December 24, 1891.
Burrumbeet Lands Bill - Water\vorks' :Construction
Encouragement Act Further Amendment Bill-Railways Act Amendment Bill-Mines Act Amendment
Bill-Victorian Statistics - Bank Returns-Close of
the Session-Stock Tax-Public Instruction: The late
J. P. Bourke-Li"ery~Stable Keepers' Protection Bill
- Directors' Liability Bill- Messrs. Burston and
McNab-Charities Commission.
The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
BURRUMBEET LANDS BILL.
Sir B. O'LOGHLEN (in the absence of
Mr. BU'f1'ERLY) moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said the aim of the measure was to give power to the Crown to
resume possession for race-course purposes
of certain l~nd permanently reserved as a
public park and recreation reserve at Burrumbeet and Brewster.
The motion was agreed to.
1'he Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.

vVATERWORKS CONSTRUCTION
ENCOURAGEMENT ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. TAVERNER moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said that, in
urging honorable members to give favorable consideration to this measure, he
would ask them whether the Messrs.
Chaffey had not given proof of their bona
fides? He thought that they would admit
all round that that had been done. On
this point he would appeal particularly to
the honorable member for Kyneton, who
at the inception of the Chaffey scheme took·
very' strong objection to it. He would
ask that honorable member whether the
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result of the labours of these gentlemen
had not been to largely develop the resources ·of the colony ~ 1'he object of the
Bill was to enable the licensees, if the
Minister was satisfied and the Governor
in Council approved, to first use part of
block C equal in size to the parts of
blocks A and B yet unoccupied, and to
which they were now entitled.
To
carry out this an alteration of the
boundaries of the blocks was necessary. It had been discovered that owing
to the contour of the country the
costly and extensive irrigation system
which had been undertaken could be .most
economically extended at the present time
into block C. It might be pointed out
that Government certificates had already
been obtained for over £300,000 expended,
the maximum amount required within
twenty years under the licence. The postponement of· the acquisition of the land to
be purchased would, in view of the large
outlay mentioned, at this juncture greatly
assist the development of the scheme.
The land granted in fee simple, blocks A
and B, was 34,297 acres; to be granted,
15,703 acres. . The land granted from
block C was 4,742 acres; to be granted,
195,258 acres.
.
Mr. SHIELS said he intended, in the
interests of the colony, to move an amendment which would have the effect of striking out almost the whole of clause 2 and
the whole of clauses 3 and 4, and of inserting other words giving the House the
necessary assurance of. safety in the matter.
He thought that there were grave objections to a Bill of this extreme importance
being brought up at the last moment of
the session. He felt himself that he was
not as well .able to advise the House in
the matter as he would have been had
he had time to give the Bill sufficient
consideration. Still he had no desire
to injure a great enterprise. It was true
that that enterprise was at its initiation
largely objected to by a number of honorable
members (including himself), and also that
had he to go over the same ground again
he would act in the same manner; but
nevertheless the Legislature of the country
had thought otherwise. It thought that
that enterprise deserved every encouragement, and, therefore, it did n~t now become
the Government to stand in its way so
long as the interests of the State were
duly protected. He wished to po.int out
that the memorandum which had been
put before the House in connexion with
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the Bill was misleading. It should never
have been attached to it. The object of
the Bill was really not what was stated in
that memorandum, namely, to enable the
licensees to get certain lands in block C
instead. of a similar amount of land in
blocks A and B. Its true object was to
enable the Messrs. Chaffey to postpone
the payment of some £16,000 for 16,000
acres (at £1 per acre) in block C. (Mr.
McIntyre-" Postponed for how long 1")
It did not matter. It was to be postponed at the option of the Governor
in Council. There might be justification for that, but the Bill as it stood
had a very different form from what
was indicated in the memorandum, and so
far the issue of ,that memorandum was a
wrong done to the House. The effect of
carrying the Bill as it stood would be that
the sum of £16,000 would be presented to
the Messrs. Chaffey. Now, the amendment he intended to move would make
apparent to the House and to the country
the exact object sought to be achieved, and
then it would rest with the House to determine whether that object should be carried out or not. He did not think that
even the promoters of the Bill saw what
its real effect would be. Therefore he did
not hold either the honorable member for
Donald or the honorable member for
Essendon as at all responsible in the matter. What was wanted was to take 16,000
acres out of block C-it might be 16,000
acres of most valuable land-to be transformed into land coming under the conditions attaching to blocks A and B.
N ow the fact was that blocks A and B
were under totally different conditions
from those attaching to block C. For the
land in the former the Crown had no
right to· get any money at all. The
way the thing stood was this-the
16,000 acres' in blocks A and B was
land which the Messrs. Chaffey could
acquire at 011ce if they liked, but it
did not suit them-for good reasons, no
doubt--to do so. It might be assumed
that the la,nd was not valuable enough.
So they wanted to go into block 0, and
take out of it 16,000 acres on the same
terms as those upon which they could
take land from blocks A and B. Well, the
amendment he intended to move would
have the effect of enabling the payment
of £1 per acre on 16,000 acres in block
C to be postponed for a period not exceeding six months, ,in consideration of the
Government retaining the fee-simple of
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the land in blocks A ,and B, upon which
the Messrs. Chaffey had made the improvement entitli~g them to have posses• .
If the House wished the period to be
. longer than six months he would not, on
the part of the Government, oppose such
an extension. (Mr. Taverner--" I object
to the Minister' stone-walling' the Bill.")
That was a remark which the honorable
member for Donald had no right to make.
He might tell the honorable member that
he had not the slightest intention of "stonewalling." In fact, he had attended the
House at the present late period of the
session against his better judgment in order
that the great enterprise of the Messrs.
Chaffey should not be interfered with.
(Mr. Taverner-"l withdraw the remark.")
He accepted the withdrawal. The House
would see from the amendment he intended
to propose how perfectly fair the Government were desirous of be~ng in the matter.
Mr. C. YOUNG stated that he really
thought the Attorney-General had acted,
in an exceedingly kind and liberal manner
towards the gentlemen who wanted to be
benefited under the Bill. Surely the honorable gentleman only did his duty when
he pointed out that the memorandum in
the Bill did not truly set forth its objects.
When the Chaffey Brothers' proposition
was first brought forward he (Mr.
Young) opposed it very strongly. He
regarded the whole affair as unwise and
'improper, but since then a very large sum
of money had been investedj and, although'
at first there was some doubt about the
matter, the bona fides of the Messrs.
Chaffey were now clearly shown. In fact
t.hey had spent more money than they
were required to spend. Still, while he
thought the AttoTIley-General was to be
congratulated on the position he had
taken up, he was surprised that the honorable gentleman did not adopt some
means of holding security over the 16,000
acres that were to be acquired.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that he thought
it necessary to say a word or two on the
measure. Although his name appeared
upon it he was in no way responsible for
the drafting of the Bill or of the memorandum. At the same time, he thought it
proper to say, with due deference to the
high authority of the Attorney-General,
that later o~ he would be prepared to
argue that the memorandum embodied a
perfectly truthful statement of the purposes of the Bill, and that the Bill itself,
was framed to accomplish that pUTpose.
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The Bill was drafted by a gentleman in Melbourne who had previously drafted many
important measures, and who informed
him (Mr. Deakin) of the instructions he
had received. As far as his (Mr. Deakin's)
own judgment went, the Bill simply proposed, in other language than that of the
amendments the Attorney-General had in
view, to achieve precisely' the same object.
The Government were offered that alternative by the promoters of this measure,
but it was understood that they preferred
the Bill as printed. (Mr. Shiels-" I never
expressed approval of the Bill; I expressed
disapproval, as you know, all through.")
Curiously enough the Attorney-General
now desired to make this Bill almost exactly
the same as that alternative proposal,
and therefore its promoters could have
no possible objection to the amendments
which the honorable gentleman desired.
This Bill, with the Attorney-General's
amendments accepted, as they could safely
be, would simply do for the great enterprise at Mildul'a what any landlord would
do for his tenant, and what the State did
for the whole body of selectors. The
State gave the selectors twenty years in
which to pay the price of the land selected,
and all that was asked in this Bill was a
year's consideration to gentlemen who
undertook to spend £300,000 in twenty
years, but who had spent that amount
already. They were entitled to 15,000
acres in blocks A and B, but as it was at'
a higher level than the existing irrigation
channel it could only be irrigated by
means of new plant and new channels,
whereas the land in block C, which they
desired to get, and which was no better, if
as good, was at a lower level, and could be
irrigated from the existing channels, and
the State would meanwhile have the
15,000 acres to which the Chaffey Brothers
were already entitled as security.
Mr. McINTYRE expressed the opinion
that the amendment was a little more
favorable than the original proposal, but
as it was approved by the AttorneyGeneral he would be quite content to say
nothing more about it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
and committed-Mr. McIntyre in the
chair.
Discussion took place on clause 2, which
provided, inter alia, that"The Governor in Council may from time to
time, if he so think fit, but not otherwise, at the
request and with the consent in writing of the
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said George Chaffey and 'William Benjamin
Chaft'ey, their executors, administrators, or
assigns, by Order in' Council, or by licence,.
grant, or other mode of conveyance or assurance,
to exchange the lands respecting and included
in the blocks marked A, B, and C in the plan to
the indenture of the 31st day of May, 1887."

Mr. SHIELS moved the insertion after
the word "otherwise" of the words "on
such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, either." He said that this amendment would give to the Governor in
Council-in whom discretion must be reposed in a matter of this kind-power to
impose such conditions in regard to this
concession as would secure the State; and
the members of the Government must bet.he judges as to the terms and conditions
necessary to secure the interests of the
State.
Mr. TAVERNER said he would accept
the amendment of the Attorney-General,
but he would ask the honorable gentleman
to extend the period of payment to twelve
months. (Mr. Deakin-" Say two years.")
vVell, two years.
Mr. McLEAN observed that he had not
had time to examine the Bill in . its
amended form, but he understood that
the original intention Was to exchange
15,000 acres in blocks A and B, to which
Messrs. Chaffey were entitled in respect of
improvements, and without any payment,
for a similar area in block C, which they
were entitled to claim at £1 per acre.
They had to get the title of that land in
order to enable them to sell it, but what
he wanted to know was whether, having
obtained the title to that land, they could
still claiPl the land in blocks A and B
without any payment ~
Mr. GILLIES stated that the AttorneyGeIieral had suggested that conditions
might be imposed which would cover
everything.
Mr. DEAKIN remarked that if the
Attorney-General would refer to the
original agreement he would find, in regard to the issuing of grants to the
Chafrey Brothers, the very strong phrase
"the GovenlOr in Council, if he think fit,'"
so that the Chaffey Brothers were abso-·
lutely dependent on the pleasure of the
Minister for every grant issued, and the
Minister had it in his discretion to refuse
any grant, and give no reason for his:
refusal.
Mr. C. YOUNG observed that if there
was no definite instruction to the Minister
in regard to this matter, he might be put
in an unfortunate position, and it would
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be as well to have it expressly stated that
Mr. SHIELS moved the omission of all
grants in respect of the 15,000 acres in the words from the word" administrators"
blocks A and B would not be parted with to the end cf the clause, and the substiuntil the money due on block C had been tution of the words" may defer payment
paid. He could not understand why the of the price of £1 per aCFe for any portion
Attorney-General did not desire to .hold the not exceeding 16,000 acres of the lands
15,000 acres in blocks A and B as security. included in the block of land marked C
Mr. SHIELS said the insertion of the upon the plan of the said indenture of
words he had just proposed would enable the the 31st May, 1887, for a period not exGovernment to take any form of security, ceeding twelve months from the date of
and to make any conditions and stipula- the grant of the fee-simple to the said
tions they thought fit. He did not want George Chaffey and 'William Benjamin
to limit the Government to taking the Chaffey, their executors, administrators, or
15,000 acres in blocks A and B as security, assigns."
because he was rather inclined to think
Mr. DEAKIN observed that one year
that the balance of the land in blocks A might suffice, but it would be an advanand B must be of inferior quality, and he tage to the promoters of the Bill if the
was anxious the Crown should not be term was made two years, which would
forced to take back that land if it turned pot be too great a concession, seeing that
out to be so. They were, to some extent, persons supporting the financial instituworking in the dark in this matter, and tions of Melbourne were giving three years.
he prefArred, for reasons of safety, that
Mr. SHIELS stated that the Legislature
general powers should be gi ven to the . would probably be in session next June,
Government.
and if it could be shown that there was a
Mr. ZOX remarked that if they were necessity for a further concession he would
working in the dark in respect to this Bill sooner that the new Legislature should be
they ought to consider whether it was de- left to grant it rather than now extend
sirable to allow the measure to pass. The the time to two years.
Mr. C. YOUNG expressed the opinion
Attorney-General would not undertake
the responsibility of saying that this was that it would be very unwise to leave the
a Bill to which he could give acquiescence. matter in an indefinite position, because
(Mr. Deakin-" He says the Government the promoters of the Bill would have to
are taking absolute puwer to do what they make financial arrangements, and it would
like.") He did not wantto offerthe slightest be better that the period of the concession
opposition to the 'Bill if there was no valid should be fixed. He would suggest one
objection to it in the public interest, but year free of interest, and a further period
the Attorney-General had certainly placed with interest at the rate the Government
honorable members in a very peculiar were paying for borrowed money.
It
position in regard to the measure.
would be unreasonable to ask the GovernMr. C. YOUNG asked what means the ment to give more than one year's grace
Govenlment would have of recovering the free of interest.
price of their 15,000 acres in block C from
Mr. TUCKER remarked that this was
the Chaffey Brothers ~
a rather complicated and a rather novel
Mr. SHIELS stated that the Govern- transaction on the part of the Government might take a promissory note, the ment. Did he understand that it was
guarantee of a society, or any of the proposed to hand over Crown grants of
thousand and one different forms of busi- 15,000 acres of land without any payment
ness security.
(Mr. Zox-" Then you at present ~ (Mr. Shiels-I' It is proposed
will take some security of that kind ~") to issue Crown grants in respect of 15,000
Certainly. It was because the Govern- acres in block C, on which £1 per acre has
ment were to some extent in the dark in to be paid.") rrhen the Government was
regard to this matter that he desired the really advancing £15,000 to the proHouse to give them these very strong moters of this Bill for one year free of
powers of making ltny conditions they interest. vVhat was the security 1 (Mr.
pleased, with a view to secure the public Shiels-" Fifteen thousand acres in blocks
interests.
A and B, to which they are already enThe amendment was agreed to.
titled.") Then the interest ought also to
On the motion of Mr. SHIELS, the be charged.
He did not think there was
words "and with the consent of" were ever a case of this kind before in the history
struck out.·
of the colony where a Crown grant was
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issued without payment of money. If He did not believe in giving the Governor
this was sOllle device to help the company in Council too much power, more especiout of a financial difficulty that was all ally in matters which would leave them
the more reason why the strongest possible open to the pressure of interested prisecurity should be taken.
vate parties, and if he assented to
Mr. BENT said he understood this Bill the request now made it might result
gave absolute power to the Government, in immense pressure being brought to
and if guarantees were to be taken and bear on the Government of the day.
interest charged, then why should the He did not want this Government, or any
time be limited to twelve months ~ As the Government that might succeed them, to
honorable member for Essendon had said, be subject to pressure. He contended that
depositors in financial institutions in Mel- the twelve months was ample. If the
bourne were giving those institutions three commit~ee, in dealing with a State proyears. The concession now asked would pertyof which they should regard themenable the promoters of this Bill to make selves as trustees, and in connexion with
better arrangements than if they were which they should exact harder termc
limited to twelve months in which to pay than they would in dealing with their own
the £15,000, and it would be a national private affairs, thought that a longer time
calamity if the Mildura scheme. were. should be allowed, then the committee
to break down, because it would do a could do what they pleased-that was not
great deal of harm to Victoria, the scheme his view. The Chaffey Brothers got a
having been extensivelyadvertised through- most valuable concession from the Stateout the world. Why not make the period . a concession he was unwilling to give
two years, seeing that the concession was them, and which he thought was unjust
to be on fair business lines ~ He knew of to the State.
instances where £20,000 to £30,000 had
Mr. VV. T. CARTER remarked that the
been knocked off bargains that had been State would be more than amply repaid·
entered into. He had every confidence Jor any concession made to the Chaffey
that the Government would do what was Brothers. The object of that concession
fair to the State, and what was fair to the was to enable the Chaffey Brothers to
Chaffey Brothers. Originally, as the Minis- conduct an immense experiment, and to
ter knew, he opposed the scheme, and he give an object-lesson to the people of Victhought the Attorney-General was quite t()ria which would convince them of the
warranted in saying that it was a mistake value of the river Murray for the purposes
at the start, but now that it had been so of irrigation. It had been asked what
far developed, and so much labour was security did the Chaffey Brothers give ~
employed there, he thought the Govern- They gave the lasting effects of the benefit
ment ought not to be too hard on the conferred on the State by the Mildura
promoters of the scheme.
settlement. The analogy drawn by the
Mr. SHIELS observed that as far as he Attorney-General was not a correct one.
had been given to understand the neces- Parliament should not exact harder terms
sity for this Bill arose from difficulties in a case like this than would be exacted
caused by the temporary depression in the in dealing with private affairs, but should
London money market, aggravated by look at the enterprise in its national aspect.
difficulties in our own market; but he In doing so they should consider how much
understood that the company were enter- they could give and not how little.
ing into financial arrangements in London,
Mr. ANDERSON remarked that if two
which, it was hoped, would be completed years were allowed, the Governmerit would
.
in time to enable them to pay the money be amply protected under the Bill.
Mr. C. YOUNG remarked that this was
within a few months, and he really thought
that six months was ample. (Mr. Deakin only an enabling Bill, and he would
- " It may be.") He had amended his suggest to the Attorney-General that he.
original proposal, however, by the substi- should allow the time to remain at one
tution of the words" not exceeding twelve year, but should take power to extend it
months," and if the present cloud of de-. if necessary.
Mr. SHIELS stated that when this
pression did not pass away the.promoters
of the Bill could come to the new Legis- matter was first brought under the notice
lature and ask for a further concession. of the Government, the time asked.for the
(Mr. C. Young-" Take the power; you deferred payments was only a few months.
need not exercise it unless you think fit.") It was then extended to one year, arid the.
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Government were now being sUbjected to
pressure to agree to a further extension of
the time. 1'hat was wholly unfair and
improper, and it was no encouragement
for any Government in attempting to do
what they considered to be necessary to
protect the interests of the State.
Mr. GORDON remarked that the Attorney-General in dealing with the public
estate had exercised a wise discretion, and
the honorable gentleman'S proposal should
be accepted.
.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SHIELS proposed an addition to
the clause, providing that interest should
be charged on the deferred payments at
the rate of 5 per cent. per annum.
Mr. TAVEH.NER suggested that the
interest should be 4 per cent.
Mr. SHIELS observed that the Government had recently obtained power to issue
Treasury-bonds at 4! per cent., and it was
therefore unreasonable to ask that the
interest in this case should be only 4 per
cent.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clauses 3 and 4 were struck out.
Mr. SHIELS proposed a new clause, providing that before the 31st March, 1892,
the said George and William Benjamin
Chaffey should submit to the Governor in
Council a plan showing the land to be
included in the transfer, and how the same
was to be subdivided.
Mr: DEAKIN said he assumed that
this clause would not prevent individual
transfers from being made before the whole
. transaction was ready for completion.
Mr. SHIELS intimated that the honorable member's assumption was correct.
The clause ,vas agreed to.
The Bill was then reported to the House
with amendments, and the report was
~dopted.

Mr. TAVERNER moyed that the Bill
be read a third time.
Mr. DIXON said that he must enter his
protest against a measure of this character
being brought before the House on the
last day of the session. Honorable members had not had an opportlJpity of
making themselves acquainted with the
contents of the Bill, and such hasty.legislation might be attended with a great deal
of danger to the colony. He begged to
move that the further consideration of the
Bill be postponed until that day six
months.
The amendment was not secon¢l,ed.
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The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a third time.
Mr. TAVERNER said that he desired
to thank the House and the Government
for the assistance they had given him in
connexion with the Bill. He could assure
the honorable member for Prahran that
the Bill would do a great amount of good,
and that the interests of the State were
fully protected under it.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. SHIELS stated that on the previous
evening the House was good enough to
appoint certain honorable members to confer as managers with managers of another
place at a free conference on the Railways
Act Amendment Bill, and he had now to
submit the following report:"I have the honour, on behalf of the managers
for the Legislative Assembly at the free conference appointed to be held between the two
Houses on the subject-matter of the amendments made and insisted on by the Legislative
Council 'in the Railways Act 1890 Amendment
Bill, to report that the managers for the Legislative Assembly met the managers for the Legislath'e Council, and that, after discussion, the
conference unanimously agreed that the respective Houses should be recommended to approve
of the amendments insisted on by the Legislative Council being dealt with in the following
mariner :"1. Amendment numbered 14, namely, to
omit clause 34-that the Legislative Council
should not now insist on this amendment.
'
"2. Amendment numbered 24, namely, to
omit 'four' in clause 48, line 35, and insert
, seven' - that this amendment should be
amended by inserting the words 'not exceeding'
before ' seven.'
"3. Amendment numbered 27, namely, to
omit 'of four' in sub-section 2 of clause 48,
and insert 'not exceeding seven '-that the
Legislative Assembly shou.1d not now insist on
disagreeing with this amendment.
"4. Amendments numbered 28 and 29-that
these amendments should be amended so as to
provide for the continuance of the existing law
(embodied in the 59th section of the Railways
Act 1890), as to the power of the Governor in
Council to remove any Railways Commissioner'
from his office; and also as to the power to suspend any commissioner from his office, and to
cancel or confirm such suspension.
.
"5. Amendment numbered 30, namely, to
omit the following words in clause 52, line 22,
, to put himself into direct communication with
all branches of the railway service, and all officers and employes, and also '-that this amendment should not now be insisted on by the
Legislative Council."

The report was received.
The Railways Act Ameridment Bill was
returned from the Legislative Council, with
a message intimating that they did not
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now insist on some of their amendments
VICTORIAN STATISTICS.
disagreed with by the Assembly, but still
Mr. MUNRO observed that a short time
insisted on others, to one of which they ago the honorable member for Horsham
had made a further amendment.
asked him a question in regard to certain
Mr. SHIELS moved that the amend- pamphlets published by the Government.
ments still insisted upon by the Legislative He desired to say that the Government
Council be agreed with; that the Council's were sending 10,000 of those pamphlets
amendment in clause 48 as further to London to be distributed in Great
amended be agreed with; and that the Britain.
Council's amendment in clause 49 be agreed
BANK RETURNS.
with, with the addition at the end of the
Dr.
MALONEY
aSKed the Premier why'
clause of the words, "respectively in the
same session of Parliament or by the Legis- the Governrnent Gazette did not publish all
lative Assembly alone in two consecutive the Victorian bank returns in one issue,
sessions thereof, provided that not less than and why all the bank returns were not
six weeks shall intervene between such made upon one day ~
Mr. MUNRO remarked that all the banks
address when made by the Legislative Assemblyaforesaid." Also that a message . made up their returns every month, and
be sent to the Legislative Council calling as the quarterly returns were made up
their attention to the amendment made from the monthly returns all the returns
by the Assembly on the Council's amend- were prepared on the same day, though
ment in clause 53, and recommending that they could not appear in the Gazette on
such amendment be not made, but that ,the same day.
instead thereof the following new clause
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
be added to the Bill : MUNRO moved-Mr.
"In section 120 of the Railways Act 1890 the
words 'inferior court' mean a court of petty
sessions only."

" That the Honse, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday, December 29, at eleven o'clock a.m."

The motion was agreed to.
Disagreement with the Council's other
amendments was not insisted upon.

Mr. McLEAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.

MINES BILL.
Th is Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a message acquainting
the Assembly that they had agreed to the
same with amendments.
Mr. DUFFY moved that the amendments of the Council be agreed with. He
said he made this proposition in order that
the Bill might not be lost.
Capt. TAYLOR said he would like to
know what the amendments were.
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that the first
amendment was in clause 3. It struck out
the description of minerals and metals, and
inserted the words "all gold and silver, and
all metals, minerals, and mineral ores."
Capt. TAYLOR asked if the Minister
in charge of the Bill was satisfied with this
amendment ~
Mr. MUNRO said that the real intention
of the Bill had not been interfered with,
but some small amendments had been
made which the Government would like to
re-consider if time permitted. To do so
now, however, would be to lose the Bill
altogether.
The amendments were agreed with.

WATERWORKS CONSTRUCTION
ENCOURAGEMENT ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the ;Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
Mr. SHIELS moved that the amendments be agreed with.
Mr. METHVEN said that surely the
Government did not expect honorable
members to pass so important a Bill when
they really knew nothing about it. There
were not half-a-dozen honorable members
who understood the Bill, and a measure
passed in such a way could not be described
as legislation.
The amendments were agreed with,
with a consequential amendment.
.OLOSE OF THE SESSION.
Mr. MUNRO said that this was a fitting'
opportunity to thank honorable members
generally for the assistance they had given
to the Government in the very laborious
work they had had to do during the
session. There had not been any session
for many years in which so large an
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amount of work had been got through,
and the Government had particularly to
thank honorable members on the opposition side of the House for the earnest
assistance they had given to the Government in the discussion of important
measures. The present session had been
the first for a great many years during
which the other Chamber had had a full
programme of business from the beginning to the end, and the manner
in which honorable members in both
Houses had endeavoured to discharge
their duties had been highly creditable.
The Government regretted exceedingly
that some important measures were not
, passed, but he ventured to say that the
House and the country would agree that
the legislation of the session had been of
very considerable importance. Whenever
the Government asked honorable members
to sit late-sometimes to sit throughout'
the whole night, at great inconvenience to
themselves-they did so cheerfully, and the
Government had never been unsuccessful
in getting a large attendance of honorable
members when it was required. On that
ground he thought it to be his duty to
thank honorable members in both Houses
for the work they had done during the
session, and particularly honorable members who had on certain occasions remained
in the House until a late hour to assist the
Government. rrhe session had on the
:wholo been an exceedingly satisfactory one,
and honorable members had acted towards
each other in the most friendly spirit. If
there had been anything said or done
which had caused the slightest irritation
to any honorable member he was sure
that now, on Christmas eve, it would be
readily forgotten and forgiven, and that
honorable members would return to their
homes in a Christian spirit, feeling that
everything had been done for the best.
He desired to add that the Government
had received the most honest and earnest
assistance from the Speaker, the Chairman
of Committees, the Deputy Chairman of
Committees, and the officers of the House.
Everything that could possibly be done
had been done by them to assist the Government in carrying on the business of
the session. Mr. W. V. Robinson, the
Clerk of the House, had done everything
he had been asked to do by the Government with cheerfulness, and had been of
especial service. The Government had
experienced no difficulty whatever in the
cond uct of the business.
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Mr. ANDERSON said he regretted exceedingly that neither of ,the leaders of
the Opposition were present to respond to
the remarks of the Premier, and to occupy
the position which he (Mr. Anderson) was
very reluctantly compelled to fill. The
session had, after all, been a rather fruitful
one. At first he thought that it would be
a barren session. The House was engaged
for a long time in discussing a measure
which was ultimately set aside.
(Mr.
Munro-" Not ultimately.") ffhe measure
to which he referred was not a part of the
session's work. One thing that had bound
honorable members to their duty was- the
financial condition of the country. Some
honorable members felt that there was no
occasion for alarm, but a feeling of alarm
did exist, and if there had been political
turmoil and strife that evil would have
been intensified. The financial troubles of
the colony were clearing away, and the harmony that had prevailed in the House during the session was evidence that honorable
members had been determined to do the
best they could to restore public confidence. A kindly and friendly feeling had
prevailed on all sides, and fewer personalities had been indulged in than in any previous session within his recollection. He
quite ,indorsed what the Premier had said
with reference to the officers of the House.
Their task had on some ,occasions been a very
hard one, and it was not yet finished. Parliament could congratulate itself on having
passed a number of very. good measures.
Some of them might, in his opinion, have
been amended with advantage, but still
they had met with the approval of a ma-'
jority of honorable members. They might
fittingly bring the proceedings to a close'
by wishing each other a very merry Christmas and a happy New Year. rfhere appeared to be a little gloom resting on
honorable members, but it was time enough
to face trouble when it came. He trusted
that after the general election a majority
of honorable members present would return
to the House.
Mr. MUNRO observed that there was
one matter that he had forgotten, and
that was the manner in which the lIansard staff had done their work during the
session. In almost every previous session
there had been a demand for a daily Han. . "
sard, which could only have been carried
out at considerable expense. Prior to .the '
commencement of the present session he
asked the chief of the Hansard staff to make
arrangements for the purp'0se of getting
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Hansard published every Saturday morning, and he ve1.ltured to say that the 'work
-done by the staff had been something
extraordinary. Honorable members had
received their H.ansard each Saturday
morning, and had been able to make use
·of the reports before the House met again.
The arrangement had given entire satisfaction, and tho additional cost had been
purely nominal. He knew that the members of the Elansard staff had been nearly
killed, but he hoped that they would have
.a good Christmas and a good recess, and
would come back able to do their work in
the same excellent manner in which they
had done it this session.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-I deeply
regret that the Speaker is not here to
acknowledge the remarks made by the
Premier. I thank the Premier for the very
kind way in which he has spoken of the services rendered by the Speaker, and I think
I am justified in saying that the Legislative
Assembly ought to be proud of its Speaker.
In respect to myself, I have nothing to
say except this, that if I have given
offence to any honorable member I deeply
regret it, and I hope that now on Christmas eve they will forgive me. I trust
that after the general election we will be
able to meet one another again as friends.
It is 32 years since I was first elected a
member of the Legislative Assembly, and
I have never known an Assembly that
·devoted itself more closely and assiduously
to the transaction of the business of the
country than this Assembly has done.
People outside grumble at what we do,
but they forget that we meet here not
for the purpose of holding a prayer-meeting, but of conducting the business of
the country, and it is impossible to do
that at all times without showing'a little
temper. I need not, however, refer to the
question now. I rose simply for the purpose of thanking the Premier for the kind
way in which he referred to the Speaker,
myself, and the officers of the House. .
STOCK TAX.
. Mr. CRAVEN remarked that the motion
:whi'ch stood on the notice-paper in his
name with reference to the stock tax
would now have to share the fate of the
.. ' slaughtered innocents." He desired to
say that whatever views might have been
taken concerning the increase of the stock
tax when this Parliament was first elected,
the position of affairs had been consider~bly altered by recent events, and a very
~.."-"'~~.------

Public Instruction.

different feeling now existed throughout
the colony. He hoped that the Government would take this question into their
very serious consideration during the
recess, and that they would include an
increase of the stock tax amongst the proposals they intended to submit to the
country at the next general election.
DANIEL BOURKE.
Mr. TAVERNER (in the absence of Mr.
MURPHY) moved"That this House will, on Wednesday next,
resolve itself into a committee of the whole to
consider the propriety of presenting an address
to His Excellency the Governor, requesting that
he will be pleased to place on the Additional
Estimates a sum equivalent to the retiring
allowance due to the late John Patrick Bourke,
State school teacher, deceased, as a gratuity,
under the very exceptional circumstances of the
case, to Daniel Bourke, his brother and sole
surviving heir and executor."

Mr. MUNRO said that the honorable
member for Warrenheip left the House
with the distinct understanding that this
motion was not to be brought on, and it was
scarcely fair of the honorable member for
Donald to propose it in his absence.
Mr. TAVERNER said that he was not
aware that any arrangement had been
entered into between the honorable member for 'Varrenheip and the Premier in
reference to this motion.
Under the
circumstances, he would withdraw it.
Mr. MASON said he was certain that
the honorable. member for Warrenheip
would have remained in the House if he
had thought that he would have an
opportunity of submitting this motion.
The Premier should consider the subjectmatter of the motion during the recess.
The motion was withdrawn.
LIVERY-STABLE KEEPERS'.
PROTECTION BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for leave to bring in
a Bill for the better protection of liverystable keepers and agisters of cattle, and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then introduced, and read
a first time.
ORDERS DISCHARGED.
The following orders of the day were
.
read and discharged:Public Service Act Amendment Rill.-Second
reading.
Licensing Act 1890 Amendment Bill.-Message from the Legislative Council-To be further
considered.

])irectors' Liability Bill.
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Companies Act 1890 Amendment Bill (No.2).
-'Second reading.

DIRECTORS' LIABILITY BILL.
On the question that the order of the
day for the resumption of the debate on
the second reading of this Bill be discharged,
, Mr. ZOX said that honorable members
in all parts of the House were agreed as
to the necessity of a Bill of this description, and he trusted that the Government
would give it their attention during the
recess.
The order of 'the day was discharged.
M.ESSRS. BURSTON AND MeNAB..,
Discussion (adjourned from December 3)
was resumed on the following motion proposed by Capt. Taylor ;" That, in the opinion of this House, the finding of the board appointed to inquire into the
case of Messrs. Burston and McNab should at
oncc be given effect to."

Mr. MUNRO said he ,promised the
House that the Government would give
their serious consideration to this matter,
and that he would inform the honorable
member for Hawthorn of the decision at
which they arrived. He also stated that
if thtlir decision was not satisfactory to
the honorable member, the Government
would give him an opportunity of getting
the motion dealt with. The honorable
member had that opportunity now. The
Goveniment had carefully considered the
matte:t;,and had taken the advice of the
Attorhey-General with regard to it. They
had, a,rrived at the conclusion that they
could not legally carry out the finding of
the: ~oard. The classifiers had distinctly
refused to give effect to the finding of the
board, because they held that they could
not legally do so. (An Honorable Member-': vYhy should the classifiers override, tJ.1e board 1") The classifiers did
not override the board, but simply stated
that the finding of the board, could not
be. legally carried out. (Mr. Leonard" VYhy was the board appointed 1 ") The
boa'td - was appointed by Parliament,
and not by the Government. A certain
view of the law had been taken by the
board, and of course any decision that
was wished for could be obtained from
lawyers, 'ac,c.ording to the way in ,vhich
the case was put before them. The board
took a certain l vie,v which they beli~~ed
to be the correct one, and that viEiw was
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not sustained either by the AttorneyGeneral or the Government classifiers.
Even if the view of the board were
correct and legal, the Government had no
power to compel the classifiers to give
effect to it. The Government were powerless to give effect to the decision of the
board, because the matter was in the
hands of the classifiers, and the AttorneyGeneral said it could not be carried
out.
Capt. TAYLOR observed that the
Premier obviously knew nothing about
this matter. The board appointed under
parliamentary sanction consisted of the
head of the Crown law department, the
head of the Education department, and
himself (Capt. Taylor); and the late
Attorney-General said of it a few evenings
ago, "a board more competent to deal
'with the question could not possibly have
been appointed, either in respect to legal
knowledge or practical knowledge of the
details of the Education department."
The Premier now asserted that the Government had no' power to carry out the
decision of the board. He maintained
that the Government had the power, because they could remove the classifiers
who objected to the decision being carried
out. One of the three classifiers had always
desired to carry out the finding of the
board. The Government classifiers ought
to be removed unless they carried out the
wish of Parliament.
Mr. ANDERSON said he trusted that
the honorable member for Hawthorn would
not press his motion after the statement
which had been made by the Premier.
Evidently the decision of the board could
not be carried out without an alteration of the law, and it was impossible at
this late hour of the session to alter the
law.
Mr. LEONARD remarked that the
Assembly ought to support the findii.lg of
the board which it had appointed.
Mr. NIMMO said it would be very
unwise to go behind the decision of the
Law officers of the Crown. The House
ought to be bound by the Law officers, and
they had 'determined that the object of
the motion ought not to be complied with.
For the House to adopt the motion would
be to offer an insult to the Law officers of
the Crown. Honorable members knew
very little about the matter; but when
the Attorney-General inquired into the
case the House was bound to follow his
view. (Capt. Taylor-" VYhat about the,
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late Attorney-General 1") The late Attorney-General merely said that the board
was an excellent one; but he was not
Attorney-General now. The present Attorney-General must be accepted as the
guide of the House in this matter.
The motion was agreed to.
CHARITIES COMMISSION.
Mr. BOWMAN stated that the report
of the Royal Commission on Charitable
Institutions had been presented to Parliament, and he hoped that the Premier would
see that some provision was made for the
treatment of infirm old people who were
now sent to gaol daily for want of such
provision. He trusted that the Premier
would take the matter in hand during the
recess.
Mr. MUNRO said that the Government
would take the whole matter in hand'
during the recess.
The House adjourned at twelve minutes
past nine o'clock, until half-past eleven
o'clock a.m., ~ruesday, December 29.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, December 29, 1891.

Railways Act Amendment Bill-Local Government Act
Amendment Bill - Mines Act Amendment BillAssent to Bills-Visit of the Governor-The Prorogation ..
The PRESIDENT took the chair at halfpast eleven o'clock a.m., . and read the
prayer.
H.AILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was reCleived from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that they had
agreed to amendments in this Bill recommended by His Excellency the Governor,
with which they desired the concurrence
of the Council.
On the motion of Sir F. ~r. SARGOOD,
the amendments were concurred with.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
. A message ,vas received· from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that they had
agreed to amendments in this Bill recommended by His Excellency the Governor,
with which they desired the concurrence
of the Council.
. On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
the amendments were concurred with.
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MINES BILL.
A message was received·from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that they had
agreed to amendments in this Bill recommended by His Excellency the Governor,
with which they desired the concurrence
of the Council.
On the motion of Sir F. T. SARGOOD,
the amendments were concurred with.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
Mr. MUNRO presented a message from
the Governor, intimating that, at Government House, on Wednesday, December 23,
His Excellency gave his assent to the
Crimes. Act Amendment' Bill, Friendly
Societies Act Amendment Bill, Treasury
Bonds Bill, Railway Loan Account Bill,
Agricultural Grants Bill, Acts Correction
Bill, St. Arnaud School of Mines Site Bill,
. Administration and Probate Act Amendment Bill, Kyneton Market Site Bill, and
Railways Construction (Korumburra .coal
Mines) Bill.
THE PROROGATION.
At four minutes past twelve o'clock the
Usher announced that His Excellency the
Governor was approach-ing the building.
Immediately afterwards His Excellency
and suite entered the chamber.
The members of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY gave his assent to
the following Bills : 1. Appropriation Bill.
2. Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill.
3. Burrumbeet Lands Bill.
4. Railways Act Amendment Bill.
5. Mines Bill.
6. Waterworks Construction Encouragement Act Furthet Amendm~nt Bill.
7. Police Offences Act Amendment Bill.
8. Electoral Rolls Purification Bill.
9. Local' Government Act Amendment
Bill.
10. rrhistle Law Amendment Bill.
11. Irrigation and Water Supply Loans
Bill.
12. Land Act Amendment Bill.
His EXCELLENCY then addressed the
following speech to both Houses of Parliament : "MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
"I am pleased to be able to release you
from ,the discharge, .of your legislative
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duties after a session, the arduous labours
of which have had the gratifying result
of adding to the statute-book of the
colony many measures of a liberal and
practical character.
, "The earnest consideration which you
gave for nearly two months to the draft
Bill for the constitution of a Commonwealth of Australia makes this session
one of unique interest and importance,
and I am deeply rejoiced to think that
the Parliament of Victoria has been the
first to express approval of the leading
principles contained in the measure. It is
to be greatly regretted that difficulties
were encountered in some of the colonies
in making progress with it, and that the
exigencies of the session here prevented
you arriving at a definite agreement for
its final adoption by the people of Victoria. But the great enterprise of achieving federation has, I believe, been only
temporarily 'delayed, not permanently
defeated; and the full discussion given
to the draft Bill in both Chambers has
evinced the patriotic determination of this
colony to unite with the sister states ·in
creating a Federationworthyof the splendid
career in store for these great possessions
of the British Crown, and capable of fostering all national interests without derogating from the prerogatives of autonomy
which each colony is resolved to maintain in local affairs.
"The Act relating to the management
of the State railways is a worthy response
to the strong feeling in the public mind
that a change in the mode of management
was urgently needed. The stability of the
public finances is closely comlected with
the economical and efficient management
of this great business of the State, in
which a capital of about £37,000,000 is
invested, with
annual return at present
of nearly £3,500,000. It has long been
felt that Parliament had lost its proper
control over this vast and growing system,
and the measure which you have sanctioned has as it.s cardinal aim the restoring
to the Legislature and the Executive the

an
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powerof exercising an effective and salutary
control in the interests of the State.
"A very important measure has been
dealt with by you, extending the privileges
of local self-government and settling difficult questions of municipal law. For the
first time in the history of local governmenttheannualendowment--nowamounting to £450,000-has been fixed upon
principles, which will, I trust, be found
satisfactory to municipalities throughout
the colony, and enable them to perform
more efficiently their highly useful and
responsible functions.
"The Act for the purification of the
rolls is a measure long demanded in order
to preserve the suffrage from the jeopardy
into which it is brought when electoral
power is granted to those who have been
proved unfit to wield it. The measure
which you have made law strikes off the
rolls by approved judicial methods persons
shown unworthy of the right to vote. By
providing machinery for expunging the
names of all who are unqualified it obviates
the danger of frauds being successful in
regard to the franchise, th us insuring
safety to the great principles of political
equality.
"The amendment of the criminal code
brings this domain of Victorian law abreast
of the latest English enactment upon the
subject. By its provisions for the protection of girls of tender age the Legislature
has displayed a noble solicitude for the
promotion of morality.
"I observe with satisfaction that the
amending Land Act will cheapen and
quicken the process of acquiring agricultural allotments, and, by thus increasing the facilities and attractions ·for rural
settlement, help to maintain a safe
equipoise between country and town in
growth and development. The provisions
made for the establishment of homesteads
and various industries on worked-out auriferous lands, and for the creation of a
fund for the construction of railways and
:waterworks from the enhanced value of
Crown lands .derived therefrom, will, I
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trust, be found valuable in their practical
application.
" It is fully anticipated that t.he Act to
amend the mining laws will remove difficulties which have heretofore been felt in
granting mining and mineral leases over
certain lands hitherto not easily accessible.
for mining.
.
"The adoption of the law relating to .
partnership codifies a branch of law of
special importance to the industrial and
mercantile community, and is an instalment of the work that must precede codification of the whole law.
" At the instance of private members,
you have approved several most useful
projects of law. The Employers and
Employes Act will remove an inequality
which was unjust in its operation and mischievous in its tendencies upon the relations of the worker with his employer.
The Courts of Conciliation Act provides a
friendly mode of settling industrial disputes, and the Legal Profession Practice
Act widens the choice of the public in
regard to the transaction of legal business.
The amending Friendly Societies Act
affords increased facilities in the working
of the friendly societies' system, and'
includes the principal advantages conferred by recent English ena~tments on
these valuable institutions.
." It. is a matter of great regret that
other measures of importance which were
introduced did not become law, but it is
hoped that the consideration given to
them this session will aid materially in
thei.r discussion and ratification wh~n next
they are submitted to you.
"During the session the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Railways has
laboured with praiseworthy energy, and
various valuable reports made by it have
been laid before you. Some of the recommendations made have been adopted in the
Railways Management Act, and in order
to carry out others a Railway Construction Bill relating to lines recommended
for the development of various coal mines
ha~ become law; and the Legislative.
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Assembly has resolved that the other lines
recommended by the committee shall be permanently surveyed, so that accurate data
as to the probable cost will be ready when
Parliament is considering the necessary
Construction Bills next session.
"The reports of the Royal Commissions
on the Charities of Victoria, on Gold 'Mining, and on the Coal Industries have been
laid before you. The commissioners in each
case have, with most commendable zeal,
and at a great sacrifice of time and trouble,
collected a valuable amount of information, which will tend to elucidate the
proper treatment of each of these important questions in the ensuing Parliament.
"It is gratifying to know that the bonus
given on butter exported frorp. this colony
has stimulated the industry, and that
careful supervision is being exercised so as
to foster the increasing trade in that important producy with the mother country.
"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:

" I thank you, on. behalf of Her Maj esty;
for the adequate provision which you have
made for the public service.
"Every care will be taken to secure the
utmost economy, consistent with a proper
regard for efficiency, in the various departments of Government.
" The general· depression of trade and
business so severely felt during the present
year has told upon the public finances,
and has led my advisers to exercise scrupulous care in the public expenditure;
and I am happy to inform you that the
economy thus observed has resulted in the
Estimates for the current financial year
showing a reduction of about half-a-million
of money.
"MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GEN'l'LE-MEN OF 'l'HE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE·
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:

"The favorable spring which has been
experienced, and the assuring reports froIl).
the country districts of a bountiful harves~,.
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are cheerful auguries of plenty and of
returning confidence j and I feel certain
that in going back to your homes you will
be recompensed for t.he sacrifice made in
attending to your legislative duties by the
consciousness that the labours of the session
wi1l, under the blessing of Divine Providence, result in promoting the public weal.
"I now, in Her Majesty's name, declare
this Parliament to be prorogued to the
30th day of January, 1892, and it is
hereby prorogued accordingly."
Copies of the speech were delivered to
the President and the Speaker, and the
members of the Assembly then withdrew.
His Excellency and suite retired from
the chamber, and the proceedings terminated.
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The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
eleven o'clock a.m.
WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. TAVERNER drew the attention of
the Minister of Water Supply to a telegram published in the morning papers,
stating that a water famine had occurred
at Charlton. He trusted that the Minister
would inquire into the facts of the case,
and take some steps for the relief of those
:;tffected by the famine.
Mr. GRAHAM said he had seen the
telegrams in the papers, and steps had
already been taken to supply the people
concerned with water. What had occurred
had taken place through no fault of the
Water department.
MICHAEL TUHOY.
Mr. MURPHY asked the Premier if
he would cause an inquiry to be made as
to the allegation that one Michael Tuhoy,
who was arrested on a charge of taking
part in the Ballarat riots and subsequently
Session 1891.-[233]
.
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found not guilty, lost shares in certain gold
mining ventures which he held at the time
of sllch arrest?
Mr. MUNRO said he confessed that the
question of the honorable member rather
puzzled him, because the events to which
it referred occurred in the early days before
he (Mr. Munro) came to the colony, and
he had no personal knowledge of them.
It was no doubt possible that the party in
question had a strong. case in the early
days, but it would be a very difficult thing
to prove what happened 37 years ago r
He was afraid he could not give the
honorable member very much assistance in
the matter, but if he could he would be
very pleased to do so.
COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS AT
GAFFNEY'S CREEK.
Mr. HUNT asked the Attorney-General
if the Government would take steps to
establish a court of petty sessions at
Gaffney'S Creek, where there had been a
considerable increase in the population in
consequence of mining operations?
Mr. SHIELS stated that he would communicate with his honorable colleague the
Minister of Justice on the subject, and
request him to ascertain whether there
was sufficient justification for the establishment of a court of petty sessions at
Gaffney'S Creek.
GENERAL ELECTION.
Mr. McCOLL asked the Premier when he .
intended the general election to be held 1
Mr. MUNRO said he was sorry he could
not tell the honorable member anything at
all about the matter. He was quite sure
that no one except the honorable member
himself was anxious to die before his time.
RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. SHIELS presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, suggesting
amendments in this Bill, and moved that
the a~endments be agreed with.
The motion was agreed to.
The decision of the House was ordered
to be communicated to the Legislative
Council, in a message requesting their concurrence therein.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. WHEELER presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor, recommending amendments in this Bill, and
moved that the amendments be agreed
with.
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Mr. BENT said he supposed this was
the proper time to discuss the amendments
of the Legislative Council.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member can only deal with the amendments
recommended by His Excellency the Governor.
Mr. BENT stated that, owing to the
hurried manner' in which 'business had
been done in Parliament the last week or
two, he had missed many opportunities of
trying to amend this Bill, and as this was
the last day of the session he might not
have another opportunity in the future.
Indications pointed to the probability that
many honorable members would not be
afforded another opportunity of amending
the Local Government Act Amendment
Bill, because he was told that this measure
was to last for twenty years. How many
honorable members in this House were
good for the next twenty years ~ (Mr.
McIntyre-" I am.") Even the smiling
Peacock might not be there twenty years
hence. If the district of Moorabbin was to
suffer for the next twenty years in the
event of this Bill bring passed, what would
the electors of his constituency be pleased
to say of him, because he intended to try
to get returned again for the electorate he
now represented 1 He did not very well
see how he could face his constituents if
he allowed a Bill of this kind, which was so
fraught with danger, to pass. Many measures had been allowed to go through
owing to the confidence honorable members had reposed in the Premier, but
he (Mr. Bent) had really no confidence in
.
this B ill at all.
Mr. CLARK asked the Minister of Customs if this Bill would enable the Melbourne City Council to carry out its
arrangement with the Footscray council,
for the annexation of a part of Footscray
to the city of Melbourne 1
Mr. TURNER remarked that he was
was not aware of any agreement between
,the Melbourne and Footscray councils,
but this Bill would enable the city of Melbourne, with the consent of Footscray, to
take a part of Footscray' and attach it to
Melbourne.
Mr. BENT said he did not care what
the Age or the Argus said about the Bill,
he was confident that before long it would
be proved that it was in many respects
injurious to the interests of the municipalities. He would not detain the House
longer, but would simply enter his protest
against this wretched Bill being passed.

Amendment Bill.

The amendments were agreed to, and a
message inviting concurrence therein was
ordered to be sent to the Legislative
Council.

MINES BILL.
Mr. SHIELS presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor recommending amendments in clauses 1 and 20 of
this Bill.
The amendments were agreed to, and a
message inviting concurrence therein was
ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
CHARITIES COMMISSION.
Mr. ZOX said that he desired to ask the
Premier whether he would take immediate
action to carry out the recommendations
of the Charities Commission, so that the
unfortunate case which occurred 011 Christmas eve, and which led to the death of a
child under very distressing circumstances,
should not be repeated 1 If the Premier
thought that this was an exceptional case
he was mistaken, and in a country like
this it was terrible to contemplate that
such a thing should be possible.
Mr. MUNRO stated that he regretted
very much the incident to which the
honorable member had referred, and he
would do everything he could in the
matter. The report of the Charities Commission was of so much importance that
full attention would have to be given to it
with a view to legislation 011 the subject.
THE UNEMPLOYED.
Dr. MALONEY asked the Premier if, in
view of the general depression, the Government would push on with public works as
much as possible during the recess ~
Mr. MUNRO said that the public works
of the colony were under the charge of the
Minister of Public Works, but he might
say that the Government would do everything they could in order to relieve the
existing depression.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Mr. HUNT stated that he had received
several complaints from his district as to
the closing of certain State schools. This
had possibly been done owing to the
paucity of the attendance, but it would be
a cause of great inconvenience to the residents of the district. He hoped that the
Premier would make inquiries, with a view
of seeing whether the schools could not be
re-opened.
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Mr. MUNRO said that he would call the
attention of the Minister of Public Instruction to the matter, and would see whether
anything could be done.
THE AGENT-GENERAL.
Mr. DIXON asked the Premier if he
was in a position to inform the House who
was to be appointed Agent-General in the
place of Sir Graham Berry ~
Mr. MUNRO stated that he had already intimated to honorable members
that the question of the appointment of
Agent-General would not be considered by
the Government until after the prorogation.
THE MINISTRY.
Mr. BEAZLEY asked the Premier whether
it was his intention to reconstruct the
Cabinet during the recess ~ He said that
the supporters of the Government were
very anxious that a change should be made
in the representation of the Government
in another place, where some important
Bills had been thrown out because they
had not been properly taken up by Ministers. Not only the supporters of the
Government, but the country, would like
to know whether there was to be a reconstruction of the Government.
Mr. MUNRO said that the question was
too awkward a one for him to answer at
the present time.
RAILWAY SURVEYS.
Mr. MASON asked whether it was the
intention of the Government to proceed
at once with the permanent surveys of
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the lines recommended by the Railways
Standing Committee ~
These surveys
would give a large amount of employment
to persons outside, and, as honorable
members were aware, the services of a
number of railway employes had been
dispensed with owing to the discontinuance of work of this kind in the Railway
department. The surveys could be made
much more rapidly in the summer than
in the winter.
Mr. MUNRO stated that the permanent
surveys of the lines recommended by the
Railways Standing Committee would, he
was quite sure, be pushed on as rapidly as
possible.
THE PROROGATION.
At this time (five minutes past twelve
o'clock) the Usher of the Legislative Council brought a message from His Excellency
the Governor, desiring the attendance of
honorable members in the chamber of the
Legislative Council.
The members pre~ent, headed by the
Speaker, and attended by the Clerk, the
Clerk-Assistant, and the Serjeant-at-Arms,
then proceeded to the chamber of the
Legislative Council.
Returning in about half-an-hour,
The SPEAKER took his seat at the
table, and read His Excellency's speech proroguing Parliament.
The ceremony of shaking hands with the
Speaker was then performed by honorable
members, and the business of the session
terminated.
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Act Further Amenodment Bill, 3413.

BELL,

0

0

BROWN, Hon. FREDERICK (N. E. Prov.)
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 1919,1921,
2035.
Bowman v. Gore and ~!Jfoore, 2915.
Call of the House, 744.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2617.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2443.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2172.
County Court Judges, 729.
Director:;;' Liability Bill, 192H.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3355.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 559, 686.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2969.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2918,
2919, 2926, 2964.
Medical Practitioners Bill, 2176.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 2165.
Opium Bill, 2979.

0

0
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"BROWN, Hon. FREDERICK (continued)Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 459,
460, 463, 554, 557.
.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 682.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3286, 3292,
3301, 3302, 3304.

BUTTERS, Hon. J. S. (continned)Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill.
2677.
.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 3413.
Mines Bill, 3408.
Mr. 'v. R. Merry, 467.
Opium Bill, 3410.
Parliamentary Standing Committe on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3202.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 460,
3200.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3153, 3165,
3208, 3268, 3304,3308:
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3284.

"BRUNTON, Hon. THOMAS (S. Prov.)
Australa.sian Federation, 1599, 1603, 2037.
Chicago Exhibition, 3411.
Communications from Local Bodies, 2424,
2478.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend·
ment Bill, 2482, 2486.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 1931.
Directors' Liability Bill; 1923.
Imported Dogs, 2612.
.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3348.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1181, 1791.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3094.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2733,
2928,2963, 2964, 3031, 3038, 3248.
Opium Bill, 3410.
Personal Explanation, 3345.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3041, 3158,
:3166, 3211, 3274.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3280.
St. James' Church Lands Bill, 1413.
(Leave of absence granted, 22.)

Call of the House-Motion by Mr. Cuthbert for
call of the House to consid er the Legal Pro- .
fession Practice Bill, 742; agreed to, 744;
the House called, 914,942.
Carrington. (See Lord Carrington and the
Colonial-office. )
Carslake v. Caulfield Shi1-e Council-Question
by Mr. Service, 2961 ; statement by Mr. J.
M. Davies, 2962.
Casting Vote of Chairman of Committees-On
}.ir. J. A. Wallace's amendment in clause
59 of Local Government Act Amendment
Bill, 2829; on clause 59 of same Bill, 2830 ;
on Mr. Service's amendment in clause 24 of
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3291.
Chairman of Committees-Dr. Dobson elected,
24.

BUCHANAN, Hon. JAMES (S.E. Prov.)
Australasian Federation, 408, 1599, 1603.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 687, 787, 788,
789, 790, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1138.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3349.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3092.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2917,
2927, 3247, 3249.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 552,
1247.
Quarantine of Imported Dogs, 1916, 2611.
Railways Construction (Korumburra. Coal
Mines) Bill, 3283.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, ll39.

CHAIRMAN OF COllll-'HTTEES (the Hon. F. S.
Dobson}-Rulings of.
Accusing a member of uttering slanders, 3263.
Allusion to proceedings as disgraceful, 3304.
~ustralasian Federation Draft Bill, 1597,
1599, 1601.
Bills-Reading of Clauses, 2432, 2615, 3370,
3371 ; new clauses, 2871,2872,2873 ; clauses
dealing with the duration of an appropriation of money from the general revenue, 3203.
Imputing motives, 3305.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1646, 1647,
1652, 1653, 1654, 1656, 1739.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 681.
Statements by outside persons traversing statements made in the Chamber, 3263.
(See Casting Vote of Chairman of Committees.)

"Burrumbeet Lands Bill-Received from LE'~is·
lative Assembly, and passed throng!: all its
stages, 3410; Royal assent, 3430.
:Business, Order of-Question by Mr. Cuthb rt,
564; statement by Sir F. T. Sargood, 564 ;
question by Mr. Service, 2478; discussion
thereon, 2478.

Chicago Exhibition-Motion by Mr. Butters in
favour of representation of Victoria at the
Chicago Exhibition, 3410 ; discussion thereon, 3411 ; agreed to, 3411.
Christmas Holidays-Question by Mr Mel ville,
re holidays to officers of the House, 3343.

:BUTTERS, Hon. J. S. (N. E. Prov.) .
Agricultural Colleges Lands Mining. Bill,
:2670.
.
Australasian Federation, 1600, 1603, 1866.
Bowman v. Gore and 11[001·e, 3139.
Chicago Exhibition, 3410, 3411.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2614.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend.
ment Bill, 2486.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 789, 1133, ll38.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2674.. '
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans BIll, 3369.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3351, 3354, 3355,
.
3357,3359.
Legal Profession Practice Bil!, 1180.
Licensing Act Amendment BIll, 3093.
Loan Bill, 2426.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2870,
2874,2877, 3035, 3037.

CLARKE, Sir W·.•J., Bart. (S. Prov.)
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2358, 2440, 2441.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 786.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1060.
Loan Bill, 2426.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2500.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 460.
Clauses. (See Bills-Reading of Clauses in Com. mittee.)
Clerk of the Parliaments and Clerk of the
Legislative Council- Announcement by
President of the retirement of Mr. John
Barker, and of the appointment of Mr.

QZ
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Clerk of the Parliaments, &c.-(continuecl)G. H. Jenkins, C.M.G.,· as his successor,
5; motion by Sir F. T. Sargood recognising
the manner in which Mr. Barker had discharged his duties, 6; debated, 6; unanimouslyagreed to, 8; statement by President
expressing Mr. Jenkins' ~ratitude and
thanks to honorable members for the kind
way in which they had spoken of him, 8;
statements by President, rf. address to Mr.
Barker, 1245, 1481; absence of Mr. Jenkins
through illness announced, 1862, 2339;
Clerk-Assistant authorized to perform the.
duties of .the Clerk of the Council during
his absence, 1862, 2339.
Colonial-office. (See Lord Ca1'rington and the
Colonial-o.ffice. )
Committees (Permanent)-Appointed, 23.
Committees (Select )-Appointed -Governor's
Speech, 9; case of Bowman v. Gore and
lIfoorc, 2916; Railways Act Amendment
Bill (conference with Assembly), 3373.
Communications on matters before the HouseStatements by the President, 2103, 2308,
2424; Mr. Bell, 2308; Mr. J. A. Wallace,
2308; Mr. FitzGerald, 2308; Mr. Connor,
2424; Dr. Dobson, 2424; Mr. Thornley,
2424; Mr. Brunton, 2424, 2478.
Companies Act Amendment Bill (No. 1)Brought in by Mr. Service, and read first
time, 230; discharged from the paper,
2913.
Companies Act Amendment Bill (No. 2)Brought ill by Mr. Wynne, and read first
time, 1483; second reading moved by Mr.
'Vynne, 2159; debated, 2163; debate adjourned, 2164; resumed, 2362; Bill read
second time, 2362; considered in committee, 2612, 2765; third reading, 2838.
Companies Act Amendment· (Voluntary Liquidation) Bill-Received from Legislativ~
Assembly, and read first time, 2833;
second reading moved by Mr. J. M.
Davies, 2833; debated, 2835; agreed to,
2837 ; considered in committee, 2837 ; Bill
read third time, 2838; Royal assent, 2862.
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary Liquidation) Act-Question by Mr. Zeal, 1'e
limiting duration of Act, 2913.
Conference with the Legislative Assembly, "f.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3373.

Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2729,
2774, 2775, 2831, 2866, 2872, 2874, 2876,
2877, 2925, 2926, 2927, 2964, 3031, 3032,
3034,3037.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 2165.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3202.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3201.
Prospecting at Apollo Bay, 914.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 869.
Quarantine of Imported Dogs, 1772, 1914,'
1917, 1918,2103, 2155, 2156, 2340,2611.
Reading of Clauses, 3371.

Consolidated Revenue (£194,986).Bill-Received
from Legislative Assembly, and pa,ssed
through all its stages, 229, 230; Royal
assent, 324.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,862,914) Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read
first and second time, 557; considered in
committee, 557; third reading, 559 ; Royal
assent, 670.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,013,232) Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and
passed through all its stages, 1776, 1777 ;
Royal assent, 1862.
Consolidation of the Statutes-Motion by Sir F.
T. Sargood for instructing the Standing
Orders Committee to report as to the desirability of the Legislative Council requesting the Legislative Assembly to concur in
passing a joint standing order, authorizing
a suitable plan for the systematic continuation of the consolidation of the statutes,
255 ; de ba ted, 255; agreed to, 256.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment
Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly,
and read first time, 1921; second reading
moved by Sir F. T. Sargood, 2103; debated·
by Mr. Melville, 2105; Mr. Connor, 2110 ;
Mr. Zeal, 2111; Mr. Pratt, 2113; debate
adjourned, 2115 ; resumed by Mr. Dowling,
2340; Mr. Service, 2341; Mr. FitzGerald,
2346 ; Mr. McCulloch, 2349; Mr. Abbott,
2349; Mr. Coutts, 2350; Mr. Austin, 2351;
Mr. Williamson, 2352; Mr. G. Davis, 2352;
Mr. Grimwade, 2356 ; Mr. Sternberg, 2356;
Mr. J. A. Wallace, 2356; Sir W. J. Clarke,
2358; Mr. D. Ham, 2358; Bill read second
time, '2359 ; considered in committee, 2359,
2434, 2483; report adopted, 2663,2664, 2665;
CONNOR, Hon. J. H. (S. W. P1·OV.)
motion by Sir F~ T. Sargood for third
Agricultum1 Colleges Act, 388.
reading of Bill, 2665; amendment by Mr.
Agricultural Colleges Lands Mining Bill,
Melville that the Bill be read a third time
" this day six months," 2665; amendment
2670.
Australasian Federation, 1598, 1601, 1727,
lapsed for want of seconder, 2669; Bill
1868.
read third time, 2669; returned from
Communications from Local Bodies, 2424.
Legislative Assembly, with message intiConstitution Act Amendment Act Amendmating disagreement with Council's amendment Bill, 2110, 2442, 2480.
ments, 2913; amendments insisted on, 3205,
Cookery Classes, 1246.
3206; motion by Mr. G. Davis for a free
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2772.
conference with the Legislative Assembly
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 1137.
on the Bill carried, 3206; motion for apDefences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
pointment of managers moved by Mr. G.
1250, 1371.
Davis, 3294; negatived, 3298; Council's
amendments insisted upon, 3298; message
Governor's Speech, 32.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3350, 3359.
from Assembly, intimating that they still
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 2122.
disagree with the amendments insisted on
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1409.
. by the Council, 3312 ; Bill lapsed, 3312.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3090, 3092.
Contractors' Protection Bill-Received from LeLife-saving Appliances, 1245, 1278, 1279,.
gisla ti ve Assembly, and read first time, 1483;
I:l64.
second reading moved by Mr. Melville,
Loan Bill, 2434.
3411 ; debated, 3411; Bill withdrawn, 3412.
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COOKE, Hon. S. W. (W. P1·OV.)
Australasian Federation, 412, 1729, 2040,
"2041.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2622, 2768.
Conduct of Business, 256.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment
Bill, 2484, 2488.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2171, 2770, 2772.
County Court Judges, 737.
"Cup" Week, 2176.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
1250.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2623, 2624,2673, 2674.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3350, 3351.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 467.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1047, 1283,
1786, 1870.
Legislative Council Election Laws Amend.
ment Hill, 1294.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2775,
2822, 2825, 2829, 2832, 2833, 2872, 2874,
2919, 2920, 2927, 2963, 3035, 3245.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office,
2499.
Melbourne and 'Villiamstown Tramway Bill,
2774.
Mines Bill, 3369, 33iO, 3372,3407.
Municipal Overdrafts (Indeml}ity) Bill, 2980.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3202, 320'1.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 550.
Portland Borough Lands Bill, 1483.
Quarantine of Imported Dogs, 1917.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3156, 3208,
3269,3299.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3257.

Count-out-On assembling, 291.
County Court Judges-Motion by Mr Zeal in
favour of making it a condition in any
future appointment to the County Conrt
Bench that the judge shaH reside in the
district to which he is appointed, 722;
debated, 725; agreed to, 737 ..
COUTTS, Hon. DAVID (N. W. Prov.)
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2350, 2·187.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2169, 2676.
" Cup" 'Week, 2176.
Death of Mr. Young .. 2575.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2673.
Hours of Sitting, 3088, 3278.
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans Bill, 3368.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3348, 3355,3357,
3359, 3361.
Legal Profession Pmctice Bill, 1180, 1409.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3090.
Loan Bill, 2430.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2734,
2775, 2779, 2821, 2825, 2827, 2830, 2833,
2866, 2869, 2873, 2923, 2927, 2928, 3032,
3034,3250'.
Medical Practitioners Bill, 1375.
Mines Bill, 3369.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 460, 463.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3152, 3161,
3263, 3267, 3288, 3298, 3301.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3282.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3256.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3253.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by
Mr. J. M. Davies, and read first time,
5; discharged from the paper, and new
Bill introduced and read a first time, 414 ;
second reading moved by Mr. J'. M. Davies
563; debated, 564; agreed to, 564; COllsidered in committee, 687, 785, 875, 1132,
1248; read third time, 1370; returned
from Legislative Assembly with amendments, 3162; amendments agreed to, 3162,
2163; message from Governor recommending further amendments, 3276; amendments agreed to, 3276; Royal assent, 3430.

Cookery-Classes in State Schools-Question by
. Mr. Connor, 1246; statement by Sir F. T.
Sargood, 12/:1:6.
Hon. G. S. (.Melbourne)
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2486, 2487.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2172, 2173.
Immigration of Undesirable Persons, 387.
Juvenile Hawkers and Truant Children, 549.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1872.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3092.
I.ocal Government Act Amendment Bill,
3032, 3035, 3036.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 552,
1043, 1121, 1123, 1124.
Sunday Trading, 1043.

COPPIN,

CUTHBERT, Hon. HE~RY (Wellington)
Australasian Federation, 230 (see Errata),
414, 468, 1251, 1482, 1596, 1601, 1603, 1604,
1607, 1608, 1729, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1865,
1868, 2036, 2037, 2039, 2040, 2041, 2043.
Bowman v. Gore and l1[oore, 2914, 2916.
Call of the House, 742, 743, 914, 942.
Chairman of Committees, 24.
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
Liquidation) Bill, 2835.
Conduct of Business, 256.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2479, 2482, 2483, 2486, 2664,
3298.
County Court Judges, 723, 730, 731.
Court of General Sessions at Omeo, 450.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 564, 789, 875,
3162.
Days of Sitting, 3089.
Death of Dr. Le Fevre, 1997.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
1250.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2044.

Councils of Conciliation Bill-Recehred from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
1483; second reading moved by 'Mr. Melville, 1778; debate adjourned, 1782; resumed by Mr. Service, 1927; continued by
Mr. Brunton, 1930; further adjourned,
1931: resumed by Mr.· Gore, 2166; continued by Dr. Dobson, 2167; Mr. Abbott,
2167; Mr. J. A. 'Wallace, 2168; Mr.
Dowling, 2168; Mr. D. Ham, 2169; Mr.
Coutts, 2169; Mr. Zeal, 2170; Mr. C. J.
Ram, 2171; Mr. Cooke, 2171; Mr. Brown,
2172; Mr. Pratt, 2172; Mr. Butters, 2172 ;
Mr. Coppin, 2172; Mr. Roberts: 2173; Bill
read second time, 2173; considered in committee, 2173, 2674, 2769; committee's
report adopted, 2913; third reading, 3087 ;
Royal assent, :3343.
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CUTHBERT, Hon. HENRY (continu~d)
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2033, 2156, 2363, 2623, 2624, 2625,
2671, 2672, 2722.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill, 3167,
3168:
Imported Dogs, 2611.
Juries Act Amendment Bill, 3088.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3349, 3353, 3354,
3355, 3356, 3357.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 2117..
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 465,
559, 560, 562.
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment
Bill, 3164, 3200.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 687, 1279,
1281, 1283, 1408, 1410, 1646, 1647, 1653,
1655, 1735, 1736, 173~ 1739, 187&
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 1295, 14ll.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2967, 2968, 2969.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2725,
2735, 2736, 2774, 2775, 2779, 2823, 2826,
2829, 2866, 2869, 2870, 2871, 2872, 2873,
2874, 2877, 2918, 2919, 2920, 2921, 2923,
2963, 2964, 2966, 3031, 3032, 3033, 3035,
3245, 3246, 3251.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2493.
Military Reserves Bill, 453.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2862.
Mr. John Barker, 6.
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill, 2980.
National Australasian Convention, 5, 14.
Order of Business, 564.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3204.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 462,
463,555.
Prorogation of Parliament, 2963.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 674,680,
681, 778, 782, 866.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3ll2, 3Il3,
3114, 3139, 3155, 3162, 3166, 3198, 3199,
3262, 3264, .3269, 3270, 3271, 3292, 3293,
3298, 3301, 3302, 3307, 3366.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3277, 3278, 3280.
Superannuation Allowances, 791.
St. James' Church Lands Bill, 1296, 1297,
1412, 1414, 1740.
DAVIES, Hon. J. M., Minister of Justice (S.
Yarra)
Acts Correction Bill, 3200.
Admini:stration and Probate Act Amendment
Bill, 3200, 3258.
Australasian Federation, 1601, 1604, 1608,
1610, 1733, 1864.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 1774,1918,
1919, 1920, 1921.
Bowrnan v. Gore and Moore, 2915.
Oarslake v. Oan1jield Shire Oouncil, 2962.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2163, 2613,
2616, 2617, 2618, 2620, 2622, 2766, 2767,
2768,2769.
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
Liquidation) Bill, 2833, 2837, 2913.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2440, 2444, 2445, 2489, 2490.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2675.
County Court Judges, 725, 731, 732.
Courts of General Sessions, 254,450, 744.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 5, 414, 563, 687,
786, 789, 790, 876, 87.7, ll32, ll33, 1134,
ll36, ll37, ll38, 1248, 3162, 3163~ 3276.

DAVIES, Hon. J. M. (continue d)Directors' Liability Bill, 1922, 1924, 1926~
2044.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3213, 3277.
Employers and Employ6s Act Amendment,
Bill, 2625, 2671, 2672.
Fences Act, 2340, 3424.
Immigration of Undesirable Persons, 388.
Imported Dogs, 2156, 2340.
Juries Act Amendment Bill, 3088.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3354, 3357, 3358.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 466,.
467, 560, 561, 562, 686, 687.
Leave of Absence to Mr. Balfour, 23.
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment·
Bill, 3030, 3163, 3165, 3200.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 936, ll84,
1283, 1655, 1658, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738,.
1784, 1788, 1790, 1874, 1875, 1927, 2033,.
2034.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 1740.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3091, 3092.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2968.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,.
2735, 2736, 2776, 2829, 2831, 2867, 2872.
2874, 2918, 2919, 2920, 2921, 2922, 2923,
2966, 3032, 3035, 3037, 3246, 3251.
. Medical Practitioners Bill, 5, 2175.
Military Reserves Bill, 454.
Minister of Railways, 3259, 3262.
Miscarriage of Justice, 862.
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill, 2981..
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3204.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 4, 456,.
460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 549, 550,551, 552,
553, 556, 557, 686, 785, 863, 1043, 1121,
ll22, ll24, 1247, 1248,3163, 3200, 3362.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 4, 256.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill (No.2),
256, 670, 674, 679, 680, 681, 684, 782, 783,
865, 866, 869, 871, 872, 873, 874,875, ll24,
ll29, 1247.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2769, 2969,
2976, 3161,.3165, 3166, 3198, 3199, 3207,
3212, 3213, 3268, 3269, 3270, 3271, 3272,
3276, 3285, 3287, 3291, 3292, 3293, '3302,
3303, 3306, 3308, 33Il, 3362, 3363, 3364,
3365,3367.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3278.
St. James' Church Lands Bill, 129'6.
Sunday Trading, 1043.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 449, 1138',
1139, 1248.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3312.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3165.
Trusts Act Amendment Bill, 2155, 2670,
2671, 2722, 2820, 3200.
DAVIS, Hon. GEORGE (Gippsland)
Australasian Federation, 1606, 1609, 2036,
2037, 2039, 2040, 2042.
-j(ll1stitution Act Amendment Act Amendment
Bill, 2352, 2435, 2442, 2445, 2447, 2479,
2486, 3205, 3206, 3294, 3295, 3296, 3345_
County Court Judges, 736.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, Il32, ll33~
1134, ll38.
Governor's Speech, 31.
Horse-racing, 3197.
.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3349.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 212~.
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Hon. GEORGE (continued)Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1282, 1410,
1787.
Legislative Council Election Laws Amendment Bill, 1292.
,
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3091, 3093.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2927.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office,
2500.
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill, 2980.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3203.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 1128,
1132.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 31il, 3209,
3274.
Rea~ing of Clauses, 3371.

DAVIS,

Days of Sitting. (See Sessional Arrangements.)
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment BillBrought in by Sir F. T. Sargood, and read
first time, 5; second reading, 1185; considered in committee, 1249, 1370; read
third time, 1:371; returned from Legislative Assembly with amendments, 3373;
amendments agreed to) 3407 ; Royal assent,
3430.
Directors' Liability Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Zeal, and read first time, 1245; second
reading moved by Mr. Zeal, 1777 ; debated,
. 1777; Bill read second time, 1778; considered in committee, 1921, 2044; third
reading, 2044.
Divisions;- In full House-On Mr. Young's
motion for second reading of Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1182; on Mr. Young's
motion to recommit clause 1 of draft Bill
to constitute the Commonwealth of Australia, 1740; on Sir F. T. Sargood's
motion for second reading of Land Sales
by Auction Fund Bill, 2127; on Sir F. T.
Sargood's motion to recommit the Con-,
stitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill for the re-consideration of clause
2 and clause B, 2482; on Mr. Melville's
proposal to add new clauses relating to
woman suffrage to the clauses on which
same 'Bill was to be recommitted, 2483;
on ~rr. Zeal's amendment for recommittal
of clause 106 of Local Government Act
Amendment Bill, 3031; on Mr. Abbott's
motion for second reading of Juries Act
Amendment Bill, 3088; on Mr. Cuthbert's
motion for adjournmentof debate on second
reading of Railways Act Amendment Bill,
3114; on Mr. Cuthbert's motion empowering committee on Railways Act Amendment
Bill to examine Railways Commissioners at
bar of the House, 3162; on Mr. G. Davis'
motion for a free conference with, the
Assembly on Constitution Act Amendment
Act Amendment Bill, 3206; on Mr. G.
Davis' motion for conference between the
Houses on Constitution Act Amendment
Act Amendment Bill, 3298; on Mr. Cuthbert's motion insisting on Council's amendments in same Bill, 3298; on Mr. J. M.
Davies'motion that new clause H in Loca.l
Government Act Amendment Bill be not
insisted on, 3246; on Mr. J. M. Davies'
motion that Council's amendment ill clause
24 of Railways Act Amendment Bill be
not insisted upon, '3363; .on Mr. J. M.

Divisions-In full House-( continued)Davies' motion that the amendment in.
clause 49 of same Bill be not insisted upon,
3367; on Mr. J. M. Davies' motion that the
amendment in clause 52 of same Bill be not
insisted upon, 3367.
Divisions-In Committee-On Mr. Service's
amendment, in resolution 2 (chapter II.) of
draft Bill to constitute the Commonwealth of
Australia, for the substitution of "Privy"
for "Executive" Council, 1609; on Mr.
Zeal's amendment in clause 3 of Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1658; on Mr. Connor's' .
amendment to omit" New Zealand" in resolution 5 of draft (Commonwealth) Bill, 1728; ,
on Mr. FitzGerald's new clause, re forensic'
costume in Legal Profession Practice Bill,
1788; on Mr. Zeal's motion that the
schedule of the Loan Bill be read, 2433;
on Mr. Service's amendment on clause 5 of
Constitution Act Amendmel1t Act Amendment Bill, 2447 ; on the question that Mr.
Cuthbert have leaye to ,withdraw his
amendment to clause 2 of same Bill, 2~88;
on clause 7 of Companies Act Amendment
Bill (No.2), 2617; on clause 22 of Local
Government Act Amendment Bill, 2777;
on clause 34 of same Bill, 2780; on Mr. J.
A. vVallace's amendment in 59th clause,
2829; on 59th clause, 2830; on Mr. Zeal's
amendment in 73rd clause, 2871; on Mr.
Zeal's amendment in 106th clause, 2878;
on 106th clause, 2870; on clause 2 of
Licensing Act, Amendment Bill, 3091; on
Mr. G. Davis' new clause in Licensing Act
Amendment Bill, 3093; on Mr. Roberts'
new clause in Legal Profession Practice
Act Amendment Bill, 3165; on Mr.
Service's amendment for omission of subsection b of clause 3 of Railways Act
Amendment Bill, 3212; on Mr. Service's
amendments in clause 24 of Railways Act
. Amendment Bill, 3276, 3290; on Mr.
Cuthbert's amendment in clause 48 of
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3301; on
Mr. Service's motion for reinstating subsection 2, clause 6, of same Bill, 3311; on
Mr. Wynne's amendment in clause 24 of
same Bill, 3311 ; on Mr. Cuthbert's amendment in clause 17 of Land Act Amendment
Bill, 3355; on Mr. Bell's new clause in
same Bill, 3360; on Mr. Cooke's motion, rt
Mines Act Amendment Bill (No.2), that
the Chairman leave the chair, 3370; on Mr.
J. ·A. 'Vallace's motion that the Chairman
leave the chair, during consideration of
Opium Bill, 3410.
DOBSON, Hon. F. S. (S. E. P7·OV.)
Adjournment on Death of a Member, 186,
188.
Australasian Federation, 1868.
Call of the House, 742.
Communications from Local Bodies, 2424.
Consolidation of the Statutes, 255.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2401, 2664, 2915, 3295.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2167.
County Court Judges, 723, 733.
Death of Dr. Beaney, 187,188.
Election of Chairman of Committees, 24.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 465.
. Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1055, 1056,
2034.

INDEX.

Examination of Witnesses at the Bar of the
JIouse-Mr. Richard Speight, Chairman of
the Victorian Railways Commissioners, re
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3198, 3206.
Executive Councillors-Governor's message in
reply to address asking for despatches, re
status of members of Executive Council,
brought down, 25 ; motion by Mr. Service
for an address to the Governor praying that
he would request from the Secretary of
State for the Colonies permission to present to the Council a copy of all confidential
despatches, re status of Executive Councillors, agreed to, 230; His Excellency's reply,
862.

DOBSON, Hon. F. S. (continued)Loan Bill, 2431.
Military Reserves Bill, 3417.
Opium Bill, 2977.
Quarantine of Imported Dogs, 1917.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3114.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3257.
(See Ohairman of Oommittees.)
Dogs, Imported-Question by Mr. Connor,
1772 ; motion by Mr. Connor, affirming that.
"the present system of private quarantine
is not satisfactory and ought not to be permitted," 1914; debated, 1915; debate adjourned, 1918; questions by Mr. Connor,
re correspondence, 2103, 2155; debate resumed, 2156; further adjourned, 2156;
question by Mr. Connor, re circulation of
correspondence, 2340; debate resumed,
2609; Mr. Connor's motion agreed to, 2612.

Federation. (See Australasian Federation.)
Fences Act-Question by Mr. Dowling, 2340,
2424.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill-Received
from Legislative Assembly, and read :first
time, 777; passed through remaining stages,
863, 864; Royal assent, 1043.

DOWLING, Hon. THOMAS (Nelson)
Australasian Federation, 336, 1599, 1602,
1866, 1868, 2040,2041.
Companies Act Amendment Bill (No.2), 2767.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bili, 2115, 2340, 2442, 2485, 2487,
2488.
. Councils .of Conciliation Bill, 2168, 2772.
County Court Judges, 733.
Crimes Act Ameudment Bill, 786, 1123.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
1250.
Directors' Liability Bill, 1925.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2623,2672, 2673, 2674, 2723.
Fences Act, 2340, 2424.
Imported Dogs, 2610.
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans Bill, 3369.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3357, 3360, 3362.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 2128.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 563.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1282, 1874.
Legislative Council Election Laws Amendment Bill, 1291.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2726, 2735, 2779, 2822, 2825, 2827, 2828,
2829, 2832.
Mines Bill, 3371.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 460,
554.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3289, 3294,
3306,3364.
Rail ways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3284..

FITZGERALD, Hon. NICHOLAS (N. O. Prov.)
Appropriation Bill, 3038, 3197.
Australasian Federation, 232, 248, 251, 334,
345, 1482, 1597, 1599, 1601, 1602, 1604,
1605, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1728, 1730, 1731.
Call of the HOllse, 743.
Companies Act AJ,llendment Bill, 2615, 2616,
276~
.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,862,914) Bill, 594.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2346, 2439, 2448, 3206.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2769.
County Court Judges, 733.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2624, 2625.
Informal Communications, 2308.
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans Bill, 3:cl68.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3352, 3353, 3354.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 465,
467, 560, 686.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 669, 687, 926, .
1182. 1183, 1184, 1654, 1655, 1657, 1658,
1659, 1738, 1739, 1740, 1784, 1785, 1787,
1791.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2069 ..
Local Government· Act Amendment Bill, 2821,
2875, 2917, 2925, 2927, 2966, 2967, 3034,
3035, 3244, 3245,· 3247.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2496.
Militai'y Reserves Bill, 453.
Mines Bill, 3408.
Opium Bill, 2979.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, :3201, 3204.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 1123,
3200.
Postma.sters, 738, 1132.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 675, 681,
684, 780, 781,867, 868, 1129, 1132.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2976, 3045,
3114, 3162, 3197, 3198, 3199, 3206, 3208,
321:3, 3269, 3270, 3292, 3294, 3302, 3303,
3308, 3310, 3364, 3365.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 1139.

Education. (See Public Instruction.)
Elections and Qualifications Committee-Appointed, 2155.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
3115; second reading, 3213; considered in
committee, 3277; third reading, 3277;
Royal assent, 3430.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment BillReceived from Legislative Assembly, and
read first time, 2033 ; second reading, 2156,
2157, 2158, 2159; considered in committee,
2363, :?623, 2671; third reading, 2723;
Royal assent, 2862.
Estates of Deceased Persons-Valuations ofReturn ordered, on motion of Mr. Thornley,
2155.

Flood in the Yarra.

(See Yarra !!lood.)

FRASER, Hon. SIMON (S. Yarra)
Agricultural Colleges Lands Mining Bill
2103, 2669.
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Hon. SIMON (continued)- .
Australasian Federation, 1599, 1602, 1606.
Bowman v. G01'e and Moore, 2915.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2441, 2445, 2486.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 787,
Directors' Liability Bill, 1922, 1923, 1924.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1283, 1873.
Legislative Council Election Laws Amendment Bill, 1290.
Life Assurance Companies Bill, 1862.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2866,2868,2917,3245.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial· office, 2499.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3204.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 459, 553.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3113, 3144,
3160, 3266, 3267, 3274, 3305.3366.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3168, 3213, 3277, 3278, 3279,
3281,3284.
Registration of Firms Bill, 4.

FRASER,

Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read
first time, 2862; second reading, 3166;
considered in committee, 3166; third reading, 3168; message from Legislative Assembly, intimating agreement to one of the
Council's amendments with an amendment,
3199; Assembly's amendment agreed to,
3200; Royal assent, M30.
General Sessions-Motion by Mr. •T. M. Davies
for address to the Governor for disc on tin uing
Courts of General Sessions at Alexandra,
Clunes, Dunolly, Heathcote, Inglewood,
"Valhalla, and Wood's Point, agreed to,
255; a,ddress adopted, 255; message from
Legislative Assembly, transmitting address
to the Governor praying for Court of General
Sessions at Omeo, 353; address concurred
in, 449, 450, 451; motion by Mr. J. M,
Davies for address to the Governor for
eshblishing Court of General Sessions at
Mildura, agreed to, 744.

Governor, His Excellency the (continued)resumed by Mr.' Zeal, 25; continued by
Mr. G. Davis, 31; Mr. Connor, 32; Mr.
Melville, 34; Mr. Young, 38; Sir F. '1'.
Sargood, 43; address adopted, 45; His
Excellency's reply, 229; speech on prorogation of Parliament, 3430.
Governor's Messages-Be Her Majesty's assent
to Marriage Act Amendment Act, 8; ?'e
address from Legislative Conncil for copies
of despatches relating to status of members of Executive Council, 25 ; re address
from Legislative Council for copy of orders
or regulations deterrpining precedence of
Members of Parliament, 862; intimating
that His Excellency has given the Royal
assent to certain Bills, 324, 670, 1043, 1725,
1862, 2033, 2308, 2608, 2862, 3030, 3:343,
3430; 1'e Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3276;
1"e Police Offences Act Anlendment Bill,
3362.
GRIlIIWADE, Hon. F. S. (N. Ya1-ra)-Introdnced and sworn, 2308.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2336, 2487.
Councils of Con cilia tion Bill. 2772.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3163.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2672, 2723.
.
Imported Dogs, 2611.
Kyneton Market Reserve Bill, 3258.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3356.
Local Government Act A mendment Bill,
2776, 2827, 2868, 2917, 2922, 2925, 2963,
2966, 3036, 3037.
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,
2678.
Mines Bill, 3408.
Military Reserves Bill, 3419,
Opium Bill, 2976, 2978, 3409.
Rc'tilways Act Amendment Bill, 3165, 3301.
Rc'l,ilways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3283.

HAM, Hon. C. J. (.JI.{elbourne)
Australasian Federation, 1600.
GORE, Hon. HRNRY (Wellington)
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2622.
Bowman v. G01'e and J.lfoore, 2862, 2914.
Constitution Act Amendment Act AmendCouncils of Conciliation Bill, 2166.
ment Bill, 2442.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 789.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2171, 2676.
Directors' Liability Bill, 1923.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 789, 790, 878.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3350, 3355.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, .
Bill, 2623, 2624, 2625, 2723.
2730, 2821, 2823, 2824, 2825, 2874.
Kyneton Market Reserve 1?i11, 3258.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 3087.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3354, 3359.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 2165 ..
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 211 G.
Mines Bill, 3369, 3372.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1737, 1874.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 556,
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2862, 3091,
3201.
3093.
Public Service Act Am'endment Bill, 783,
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2769, 2967, 2969.
784.
Loan Bill, 2427.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 315, 3199,
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
3209,3267.
2775, 2826, 2920, 2921, 2923, 2963, 3244,
3246.
Governor, His Exc'ellency the (the Right
Marriage Act Amendment Bill, 4, 864, 1249.
Honorable the Eal'lof Hopetoun,G.C.M.G.)
Medical Practitioners Bill, 2176.
-Speech on opening the session, 2; motion
Opium Bill, 2976, 3409, 3410.
by Mr. J. Sternberg for committee to preParliamentary Standing Committee on Railpare address in reply, agreed to, 9; address
ways Remuneration Bill. 3204.
brought up, 9 ; motion by Mr. J. Sternberg
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 551.
for adoption of address, 9; seconded by
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3157, 3273,
Mr. Pratt, 10; debate adjourned, 14;
3301.

INDEX.

HAM, Hon. C. J. (continued)Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3280.
Reading of Clauses, 337l.
St. Arnaud School of Mines Site Bill, a257.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3256, 3257,
3312.

Land Sales, by Auction Fund Bill (continued)Mr. Service, 2047; Mr. J. A. Wallace,
2050; Mr. Melville, 2051; debate adjourned, 2052; resumed by Mr. Melville,
2115; continued by Mr. C. J. Ham, 2116 ;
Mr. Cuthbert, 2117; Mr. Connor, 2122;
Mr. Roberts, 2122; Mr. Sargeant, 2123;
Mr. Zeal, 2123; Mr. Pratt, 2125; Mr.
Abbott, ' 2126; Mr. G. Davis, 2126; Bill
read second time, 2127; passed through
remaining stages, 2127-9; Royal assent,
2308.
Land Tax Act-Question by Mr. Austin, 449.
La.w of Partnership Amendment Bill-Brought
in by Sir F. T. Sargood, and read first
time, 4; second reading, 464-6 ; considered
in committee, 466, 559,686; third reading,
777; Royal assent, 3030.

HAM, Hon. DAVID (Wellington)
Australasian Federation, 335.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2615, 2769.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment
Bill, 2449, 2486, 2488, 2489.
Councils of Concilia.tion Bill, 2169, 2771.
"Cup" Week, 2176.
Directors' Liability Bill, 1923, 1925.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2674.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3349.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1652, 1870.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2969. ,
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 3246.
Medical Practitioners Bill, 2175.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 2165.
Opium Bill, 2978.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3202, 3203.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 555.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2976, 3152,
3157,3211, 3301:
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3284.
Tramways A,ct Amendment Bill, 2609.
Trusts Act Amendment Bill, 2671.

LE FEVRE, Hon. GEORGE (North Yarra)
(Leave of absence granted, 22; death announced, 1997.)

Hawkers, Juvenile-Question by Mr. Coppin,.
549.
Horse-racing-Question by Mr. G. Davis, 3197.
Immigration-Question by Mr. Coppin, re Russian J'ews, 387.
Irrigation and vVater Supply Loans Bill-Received.from Legislative Assembly, and read
first time, 3367; second reading moved by
Sir F. T. Sargood, 3367; debated, 3367;
Bill read second time, and passed through
remaining stages, 3369; Royal assent, 3430.
Juries Act Amendment Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
2961; second reading moved by Mr. Abbott,
3086; debated, 3088; negatived, 3088.
Justice-Administration of. (See Sunday Trading; also Miscarriage of Justice.)
Knutsford, Lord. (See Lord Carrington and'
the Colonial-office.)
,
Kyneton Market Reserve Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
3200; second reading moved by Mr. C. J.
Ham, 3258; agreed to, and Bill passed
through remaining stages, 3258; Royal
assent, 3430.
Land Act Amendment Bill- Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
3115; second reading moved by Sir F. T.
Sargood, 3345; debated, 3347; agreed to,
3351; Bill considered in committee, 3351 ;
third reading, 3362; Royal assent, 3430.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
1278; second reading moved by Sir F. T.
Sargood,. J 875; debate adjourned, 1879;
resumed by Mr. Bell, 2044; continued by
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Legal Profession Practice Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
353; order of the day for second reading
postponed, 687; second reading moved by
Mr. Young, 914,: debated by Mr. FitzGerald, 926; Mr. J. M. Davies, 936; debate
a.djourned, 942; resumed by Mr. Zeal,
1044; continued by Mr. Cooke, 1047; Mr.
~ Thornley, 1050; Mr. Roberts, 1050; Mr.
Bell, 1054; Dr. Dobson, 1055, 1056; Mr.
vVynne, 1058; Sir W. J. Clarke, 1060;
Mr. Melville, 1060; further adjourned,
1063; resumed by Mr. Pratt, 1167; continued by Mr. Service, 1174; Mr. Sternberg, 1179; Mr. Coutts, 1180; Mr. Butters,
1181; Mr. Brunton, 1181; Bill read second
time, 1182; considered in committee, 1183;
1279, 1408, 1646, 1733, 1783, 1869, 1926;
amendments on third reading, 2033; Bill
read third time, 2034; Royal assent, 2608.
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment
Bill-Brought in by Mr. J. M. Davies,
and read first time, 3030; second reading,
3163, 3164 ; consider~d in committee, 3164;
third reading, 3165; returned from Legislative Assembly with an amendment, 3200 ;
amendment agreed to, 3200; Royal assent,
3343. '
Legislative,Council Election Laws Amendment
Bill-Brought in by Mr. Sargeant, and
read first time, 742; second reading moved
by Mr. Sargeant, 1284; debated by Sir F.
T. Sargood, 1288; Mr. Fraser, who moves
that the Bill "be read a second time this
day six months," 1290; Mr. Dowling, 1291;
Mr. VV. H. Roberts, 1291; Mr. G. Davis,
1292; Mr. Melville, 1293; Mr. Cooke,
1294; amendment agreed to, and bill ordered to be read a second time "this day
six months," 1295.
.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read :6rst time,
1063; second reading, 1295; considere.d in
committee, 1296, 1411, 1740; committee's
report adopted, 1783; Bill read third time,
1783; Royal assent, 2033.
Library Committee-Appointed, .23.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
2862; second reading, 3089 ; -considered in
committee, 3089; Bill read third time, 3201.

LEGISLA'TIIVE. COUNCIL.

MACBAIN, Sir JAMES, K.C.M.G. (continued)Licensing Arbitrations Bill-Received from
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1786.
. Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2872.
2769; passed through remaining stages,
St. James' Church Lands Bill, 1413.
2967, 2968, 2969; Royal assent, 3343.
(See President, The.)
Life Assurance Companies Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Fraser, and read first time, 1862; dis.
charged from the paper, 3410.
McBRYDE, Hon. D. E. (N. W. Prov.).-IntroLife.saving Appliances-Questions by Mr.
dnced and sworn, 3343.
Connor, 1245, 1278, 1279, 1364; statements
by Sir F. T. Sargood, 1279, 1365.
MCCULLOCH, Hon. WILLIAM (Gippsland)Loan Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly,
Leave of absence granted, 22.
and read first time, 2308; second reading
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
moved by Sir :B'. T. Sargood, 2425; debated
Liquidation) Bill, 2836, 2837.
by Mr. Service, 2426; Sir VV. J. Clarke,
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend2426; Mr. Butters, 2427 ; Mr. C. J. Ham,
ment Bill, 2349.
2427; Mr. Sargeant, 2427 ; Mr. Zeal, 2427;
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2770, 2771, .2772.
Mr. J. A. Wallace, 2429; Mr. Coutts,
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
2430; Mr. Melville, 2430; Mr. Pratt, 2431;
Bill, 2722, 2723.
Bill rea.d second time, 2432; considered in
Hours of Sitting, 3089.
committee, 2432; third reading, 2434;
Irrigation and vVater Supply Loans Bill, 3368.
Royal assent, 2608.
.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3351, 3355, 3357,
Loan, 'I'he-Statement by Sir F. T. Sargood, re
3359.
.floating of the balance (£1,000,000,) 230.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3092.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill-Re.Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2824,
ceived from Legislative Assembly, and read
2827, 2830, 2832, 2922, 3031, 3037, 3245,
first time, 2674; second reading moved by
3249.
Sir F. T. Sargood, 2723; debated by Mr.
Melbourne and Vlilliamstown Tramway Bill,
Cuthbert, 2725; Mr. Service, 2725; Mr.
2774.
Dowling, 2726; Mr. Zeal, 2727; Mr. Rell,
Mines Bill, 3370.
2728; Mr. Connor, 2729; Mr. Gore, 2730 ;
Opium Bill, 3410.
Mr. Melville, 2730; Mr. Pratt, 2731 ; Sir
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3254.
B. Benjamin, 2732; Mr. Brunton, 2733;
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3147, 3157,
Mr. Coutts, 2734; Bill read second time,
3206, 3209, 3263, 3269, 3276, 3292, 3293,
2734; considered in committee, ,2734, 2774, .
3300, 3303, 3304, 3307, 3364, 3::;65, 3366.
2820, 2865, 2916, 2963; motion by Sir F. T.
Railways Construction (Korumbnrra Coal
Sargood for recomm~ttal of Bill for conMines) Bill, 3278, 3280.
sideration of clause 28, three new clauses,
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3256.
and cer1K'\in consequential amendments,
3030; amendment by Mr. Zeal for recomMACPHERSON, Hon. J. P. (Nelson)
mittal of 106th clause, 3031; amendment
(Death announced 1013.)
negatived, 3031; Sir F. T. Sargood's motion
agreed to, 3032; Bill further considered in
Marriage Act Amendment Act-Governor's
committee, 3032; third reading, 3089;
message notifying Her Majesty's assent, 8.
message from Legislative Assembly intimatMarriage Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by
ing disagreement with some of Council's
Mr.
C. J. Ham, and read first time, 4;
amendments, and agreement with others
with amendments, 3205; message from
second reading, 864, 865; considered in committee, 1249; third reading, 1370.
Legislative Assembly intimating that they
Medical.Practitioners Rill-Brought in by Mr.
insisted on disagreeing with some of the
J. M. Davies, and read first time, 5; second
Council's amendments, and agreement with
reading, 1371-5; considered ill committee,
some of the other amendments with a.mend1931, 2174,2669,2721; third reading, 2721.
ments, 3244; amendments dealt with~ 3244,
Melbourne and vVilliamstown Tramway Bill3252; message from Legislative Assembly
intima.ting that they still insisted on disReceived from Legislative Assembly, 2308;
read first time, 2425; second reading,
agreeing with some of Council's amendments, 3312; amendments not insisted
2676-9; considered in committee, 2772;
third reading, 2838; message from Legisupon, 3312; message from Legislative
latiye Assembly requesting concurrence in
Assembly requesting concurrence in amendamendments recommended by the Governor,
ments recommended by Governor, 3430;
2928; amendmcnts agreed with, 2928;
amendments agreed t.o; 3430; Royal assent,
3430.
'
Royal assent, 3030.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office-Q~es.
tion by Mr. Service, 1'e statements of'Lord
MELVILLE, Hon. DONALD (S. Prov.)
Carrington reflecting on Lord Knutsford's
Australasian Federation, 339,414, 1600, 1602,
administration of the Colonial-office, 2491 ;
1605, 1726, 1730, 1865, 1866, 2039, 2040,
statement by Mr. Cuthbert, 2493 ; by Sir
2043.
F. T. Sargood, 2495; subject discussed,
'
Call of the HOllse, 744.
2493, 2495-2501.
Christmas Holidays for Officers of the House,
3343.
MACBAIN, Sir JAMF.S, K.C.M.G. (S. Ya?'ra)
Committal of Bills, 467.
Australasian Federation, 1600, 1732, 2042.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2614.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,862,914) Bill, 558.
Conduct of Business, 256.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2174.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,862,914) Bill, 557,
Directors' Liability Bill, 1925.
558.
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Hon. DONALD (continued)Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend
ment Bill, 2105, 2359, 2434, 2445, 2447,
2448, 2449, 2479, 2482; 2485, 2663, 2665,
3297.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 1483, 3411.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 1483, 1778,2174,
2675, 2676, 2769, 2770, 2913, 3087.
.
County Court Judges, 737.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 687, 786, 788,
791, 875, 676, 877, 1132, 1133, lI37,
1248.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
1249, 1250.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2673.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill, 864.
Governor's Speech, 34.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3351, 3358.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1879,2051,
2115.
Leave of Absence to Mr. Brunton, 22.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1060, 1183,
1184, 1282, 1410, 1653, 1654, 1655, 1658,
1733, 17:~4, 1736, 1737, 1739, 1784, 1786,
1788, 1791, 1872, 1875.
Legislative Council Election Laws Amendment Bill, 1293.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3090, 3092,
3094.
Loan Bill, 2430, 2433, 2434.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2730,
2736, 2868, 2870, 2875, 2916, 2917, 2921,
2922, 2923, 2924, 2964, 3032, 3035, 3036,
3037, 3244, 3246, 3247, 3248, 3251.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2498.
Marriage Act Amendment Bill, 1249.
Medical Practitioners Bill, 1374, 1375, 1931,
1932, 2175, 2176.
Melbourne anLi 'Villiamstown Tramway Bill,
2677, 2773, 2774, 2776, 2779.
Military Reserves Bill, 454.
Mr. John Barker, 7.
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill, 2980.
Opium Bill, 2979.
Partnership Law Amendment Bill, 560, 561,
562, 563, 564, 686.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 458,461,
464, 549, 551, 552, 553, 554, 685, 7.85, 863,
1123.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 676, 681,
783, 784, 869, 870, 871, 874, 1127.
Quarantine of Imported Dogs, 1915.
H.ailway Passes, 1042, 1043.
Railway Surveys, 3254.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2975, 3106,
3161, 3198, 3208, 3275, 3287, 3291, 3298,
3304, 3305, 3306.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coa.l
Mines) Bill, 3284.
St. James' Church Lands Bill, 1296, 1297, 1411,
1412.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 1139.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3256.
Trusts Act Amendment Bill, 2671.
Woman Suffrage, 2482.

MELYILLE,

Members (New) Introduced and Sworn-Mr.
Pitt, 722; Mr. 'Williamson, 1725; Mr.
Grimwa.de, 2308; Mr. McBryde, 3343.
Merry, Mr. W. R.-Statement by Mr. Butters,
467.
.
Mildura-Court of General Sessions-Motion
by Mr. J. M. Davies, for address to the
Governor, agreed to, 744.
Military Reserves Bill-Brought in by Sir F. T.
Sargood, and read first time, 4; second
reading moved by Sir F. T. Sargood, 451 ;
debated, 452; debate adjourned, 456 ;
further adjourned, 549; notice of motion
by Sir F. T. Sargood to refer the question
to the Standing Orders Committee, 862;
motion proposed, 1365; statement by the
President, 1365; motion agreed to, 1370;
order of the day for the resumption of
debate on the second reading of the Bill
discharged from the paper, 3410; report
from Stal).ding Orders Committee brought
up by Sir F. T. Sargood, 3413; subject
discussed by the President, 3414; Sir F. T.
Sargood, 3416; Dr. Dobson, 3417; Mr.
Bell, 3418; report ordered to be printed,
3418.
Miner's Right Titles Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read first time, 2862 ;
second reading, 3087; considered in committee, 3087,3412; Bill lapsed in committee,
3413.
Mines Act Amendment Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
777; second reading moved by Mr. J. H.
Abbott, 1782; debated, 1783; Bill read
second time, 1783; passed through remaini.ng stages, 2164, 2165; Royal assent, 2308.
Mines Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read first time, 3115; second
reading, moved by Sir F. 'l'. Sargood,
3369; debated, 3369; agreed to, 3370;
Bill .('onsidered in committee, 3370, 3407;
third reading, 3408; message from Legislative Assembly, requesting concurrence in
amendment recommended by the Governor,
3430; amendment concurred in, 3430;
Royal assent, 3430.
Minister of Railways-Explanation by Mr. J.
M. Davies, 3259. (See Railway.s Act Amendment Bill.)
Ministry, The-Announcement by Sir F. T.
Sargood, that Ministers in the Legislative
Council had tendered their resignations,
2308; statement by Mr. Service, 2309; by
Mr. Zeal, 2309; announcement by Sir F. T.
S~1rgood, that the resignations had been
withdrawn, 2339.
Miscarriage of Justice-Question by ·Mr. Service, re miscarriage of justice through error
of a clerk, 862. .
Hon. EDWARD (JVellington)
Land. Act Amendment Bill, 3356, 3357.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3283,3285.

Mo'REY,

Motions for Adjournment of the House-By
Mr. Gore, re case of Bowman v. lIfoore
and Go?'e, 2862.
.
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) BillReceived from Legislative Assembly, and
read first time, 2674; passed through
remaining stages, 2979, 2980; Royal assent,
3030.

Members, Absence of-Leave of a.bsence granted
to :Mr. Brunton, 22; Mr. McCulloch, 22;
Dr. Le Fevre, 22; Mr. Balfour, 23.
Members, Death of, announced, Dr. Beaney,
186; Mr. MacPherson, 1013; Dr. Le Fevre,
1997; Mr. Young, 2574.
1~
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Petitions Presented (contimwl)Act Amendment Bill, 669, 861; in favour
of Legal Profession Practice Bill, 669, 862,
914; against Legal Profession Practice Bill,
669, 862; 1·e Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 777, 1042; re bridge over river
Murray at Yarrawonga, 1042; against oneman-one-vote principle in Constitution Act
Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2033,
2103, 2308, 2339, 2424, 2478, 2608; re
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2721; re Colonial Wine Licences, 3087.
(See Communications on j}[atte1·s bejore the
House.)

National 'Australasian Convention-Report
from delegates appointed by the Legislative
Council to attend the 90nventionat Sydney,
brought up by Mr. Cuthbert, and received, 5; statement by Sir F. T.
Sargood, requesting Mr. Cuthbert and Mr.
FitzGerald, the Council's delegates at the
Convention, to take charge of the resolutions, 14; by Mr. Cuthbert, acquiescing in
the suggested arrangement, 14. (See A ~lS
tralasian Federation.)
.Nelson Province, Representation of-Issue of
writ for election of member in place of Mr.
MacPherson, deceased, announced, 1124;
election of Mr. \Villiamson announced,
1725; Mr. vVilliamson introduced and
sworn, 1725.
New Hebrides-Statement by Mr. Service, 1'e
conduct of the French in New Hebrides,
1645; question by Mr. Service, 1725; statement by Sir F. T. Sargood, 1725; by Mr.
Service, 1·e murder of Mr. Sawers, 3343;
by Sir F. T. Sargood, 3345.
North Yarra Province, Representation of-Issue
of writ for election of new member, in
consequence of death of Dr. Beaney,
announced, 186; election of Mr. Pitt
announced, 669; Mr. Pitt introduced and
sworn, 722; death of Dr. Le Fevre
announcd, 2033 ; issue of writ for election of
new member announced, 2155 ; election of
Mr. Grimwade announced, 2308; Mr.
Grimwade introduced and sworn, 2308.
Northern Province, Representation of-Election
of Mr. Joseph Sternberg announced,4;
Mr. Sternberg introduced and sworn, 4.
North-'Vestern Province, Representation ofDeath of Mr. Young announced, 2574;
election of Mr. McBryde I;tnnounced, 3343 ;
Mr. McBryde introduced and sworn, 3353.

PITT., Hon. 'WILLIAM (N. Y. Prov.)-Introduced
and sworn, 722.
Chicago Exhibition, 3411.
Imported Dogs, 2609.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3349.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2829,
.2833,2867,2917,2964,3035.
Opium Bill, 3410.
.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3202.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3201.

Officers of the Legislative Council-Christmas
Holidays, 3343. (See Clerk.) .
Omeo. (See General Sessions.)
Opium Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read first time, 2820; second
reading moved by Mr. C. J. Ham, 297G;
debated, 29i7 ; Bill read second time, 2979;
considered in committee, 3408; Billiapsed,
3410.

Police Offences Act Amendment Bill-Brought
in by Mr. J. M. Davies, and read first
time, 4; second reading, 456-9; considered
in committee, 460, 549, 684, 784, 863,
1121; questiou by Mr. Coppin, 1043 ;
statement by Mr. J. M. Davies, 1043;
third reading, 1247; returned from
Legislative Assembly with an amendment,
3163; amendment disagreed with, 3163;
message from Legislative Assembly insisting on amenflment, 3200; disagreement
with Assembly's amendment insisted on,
3201; GO\Ternor's message recommending
an amendment, 3362; amendment agreed
to, 3362; Royal assent, 3430.
'Portland Borough Lands Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
1483; passed through remaining stages,
1778; Royal assent, 1862.
Postmasters-Return, 1'e free residence, ordered,
on motion of Mr. Fitzgerald, 738; produced,
862.
.

Parliament-Opening of the Session, 1; Prorogation, 3430.
Parliament Buildings-:-Question by Mr. Zeal, re
wooden buildings, 669; statement by the
President, 670.
.
Parliament Buildings Committee -Appointed,
23.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways
Remuneration Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read first time, 2612;
second reading, 3201, 3202; considered in
. committee, 3202; third reading, 3205;
Royal assent, 3343.
Partnersh'ip. (See Law of Partnership Amendment Bill.)
.
Personal Explanations-By Mr. Gore, 2862; by
Mr. Butters, 3139; by Mr. J. M. Davies, re
Minister of Railways, 3259; by Mr. Brunton, 3345.
Pe~itions Presented-In favour of Bible reading
in State schools during school hours, 4, 23,
186, 324, 557, 669, 722, 861, 1042, 1245,
1482, 1596, 2033, 3030, 3197; re Crimes

PRATT, Hon. J. M. (N. W. Prov.)
Agricultural Colleges Lands Mining Bill, 2670.
Australasian Federation, 336, 1598, 1599,
1600, 1602, 1865, 1867.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 1920.
BOUJman v. Gore and Mom·e, 2914.
Call of the House, 7-13.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2613, 2614,
2616,2619, 2621, 2768.
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary Liquidation) Bill, 2836 .
Conduct of Business, 256.
Consolidation of the Statutes, 256.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2113, 2664.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2172, 2676.
County Court Judges, 725.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 787, 788, 789,
790, 876, 1133, 1137.
Death of Mr. Young, 2575.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
1250.
Directors' LiabilityBill, 1924, 1926.
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PRATT, Hon. J. M. (contimted)Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2363, 2623, 2672.
Exportation of Victorian Butter, 3255.
Governor's Speech, 10.
'
Imported Dogs, 2610.
KYlleton Market R.eserve Bill, 3258.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3353, 3355, 3356,
3358.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 2125, 2129.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 467.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1167, 1184,
1657.
Loan Bill, 2431. '
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2731,
2736, 2776, 2777, 2820, 2823, 2826, 28:~2,
2867, 2869, 2871, 2872, 2874, 2917, 2920,
2921, 2922, 2925, 2928, 3035, 3036,3249.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3092.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2968.
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,
2679.
, Military Reserves Bill, 453, 3419.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 3413.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 2165.
Opium Bill, 2978, 2979.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 460,464,
550, 553, 686, 785.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 681.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3096, 3157,
3162, 3209, 3268, 3292, 3298, 3307, 3366.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3257.
Precedence of Members of Parliament-Motion
by Mr. Zeal for address to the Governor
for copy of any orders or regulations determining the precedence of Members of Parliament, 738; agreed to, 740; His Excellency's reply, 862; motion by Mr. Zeal for
reply to be printed, 862.'
President, Absence of-Dr. Dobson takes the
chair as Acting President, 928, 1121, 1167;
statements by Acting President, 1245"
1278.
PRESIDENT, Hon. the (Sir James MacBain,
K.C.M.G )-Rulings ofAmendment of Private Acts, 2609.
Amendment on Third Reading of a Bill, 2034.
Asking Questions, 1773, 3197.
Australasian Federation, 1483, 1865, 1866.
Chairman of Committees, 24.
Christmas Holidays for Officers, 3343.
Close of the Session, 3419.
Communications from Local Bodies, 2103,
2308,2424.
Consolidation of the Statutes, 255.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2482, 2663, 2664, 3312.
Crossing the Floor after Tellers are appointed,3367.
Death of Dr. Reaney, 186; o~ Dr. Le Fevre,
1977; of Mr. MacPherson, 1013; of Mr.
Young, 2574.
,
Debate-- Repeating statement concerning an
honorable member which he has contradicted, 3158; imputing to members that
they are trying to thwart the object of the
Government, 3160; statements by persons
outside traversing statements made in the
Chamber, 3262; latitude to members, 3295.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 669, 687, 2034.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2498.
Military Reserves Bill, 455, 1365,3414, 3418.

PRESIDENT, Hon. the-Rulings of (continuedJMr. G. H. Jenkins, C.M.G., 6, 8, 1862.
Mr. Gore, 2914, 2915.
.Mr. John Barker, 5, 1481.
Parliament Buildings, 670.
Precedence, 862.
Printing Committee-Appointed, 23.
Private Members' Business-Motion by Mr.
Zeal, for private members' business taking
precedence on Wednesdays, 24 ; . agreed to,
24; statement by Mr. Zeal, 354; by Sir F.
T. Sargood, 354.
Prorogation. (See Parliament.)
Prospecting-Question by Mr. Connor, recountry
between Colac and Apollo Bay, 914.
Public Instruction-Question by Mr. Connor, re
instruction in cookery in State schools,
1246; statement by Sir F. T. Sargood,
1246.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill-Brought
in by Mr. J. M. Davies, and read first time,
4; order of the day for second reading discharged, 256.
'
Public Service Act Amendmeut Bill (No. 2)Brought in by Mr. J. M. Davies, and read
first time, 256; second reading moved by
Mr. J. M. Davies, 670; debated by Mr.
Bell, 673; Mr. Cuthbert, 674; Mr.
FitzGerald, 675; Mr. Melville, 676; Mr.
Service, 677; Bill read second time, 678 ;
considered in committee, 678, 777, 865,
1124; third. reading, 1247, 1248.
Qualifications, Declarations of-Delivered to
the Clerk, 4, 22,229,324,449,669,722,777,
1042, 2308, 3343.
Railway Department-Return ordered, on
motion of Mr. Zeal, re correspondence concerning a.lleged misconduct of a railway
official, 740, 741, 742; produced, 862 ; question by Mr. Stern~erg, re ca.ttle sale-yards
siding near Bendigo, 1645.
Railway Loan Application Bill-Received from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
3198; second reading moved by Sir F. T.
Sargood, 3253; agreed to, 3253; Bill considered in committee, 3253; third reading,
3254; Royal assent, 3420.
Railway Passes- Statemen't by Mr. Melville,
1042; by Sir F. T. Sargood, 1043.
Railways Act Amendment Bill-Heceived from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
2769; second reading moved by Mr. J. M.
Davies, 2969: debate adjourned, 2976; resumed by Mr. Zeal; 3038; continued by'
Mr. FitzGerald, 3045; further adjourned,
3050; resumed by Mr. Bell, 3094; continued by Mr. Pratt, 3096; Mr. Service,
3100; Mr. Melville, 3106; Mr. G. Davis,
3111; Mr. Cuthbert, 3112; again adjourned, 3114; resumed by Mr. Cuthbert,
3139 ; continued by Mr. Fraser, 3144; Mr.
McCulloch, 3147; Mr. Gore, 3151; Mr.
D. Ham, 3152; Mr. vYinter-Irving, 3152;
Mr. Coutts, 3152; Mr. Butters, 3153; Bill
read second time, 3155; motion. by Mr.
Cuthbert (on question that the Bill be committed) " that it be an instruction to the
committee that they have power to examine
the Railways Commissioners at the Bar of
the House, and to call, for papers," 3155 ;
debated, 3155; motion carried, 3162; motion
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Railways Act Amendment Bill (continued)by Mr. Pratt, empowering committee to
examine other witnesses, agreed to, 3162;
Railways Commissioners and Mr. Kibble
and Mr. Parker summoned to attend before
committee, 3162; Bill considered in com·
mittee, 3165, 3198, 3199, 3206, 3262, 3285,
3298; examination of Mr. R. Speight at
the Bar, 3198, 3206; messages ordered to
be transmitted to the Assembly, requesting
that leave be given to the Minister of Railways and Mr. Gillies to attend at the Bar,
in order to be examined with regard to the
Bill, 3198; Bill read third time, 3311;
message from Legislative Assembly intimating disagreement with Council's amendment.s, 3362 ; certain amendments insisted
upon, 3362, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3366,
3367 ; message from Legislative Assembly
intimating continued disagreement with
amendments insisted upon by the
Council, and inviting free conference,
3372; committee a,ppointfld to confer with
()ommittee of Legislative Assembly, 3373;
statement by Mr. Service as to result of
conference, 3373; motion by Sir F. T.
Sargood, giving effect to agreement arrived
at by the conference, 3406; message from
Legislative Assembly requesting concUl:rence in further amendments, 3413;
amendments agreed to, 3413; message
from Legislative Assembly requesting concurrence in amendments recommended by
Governor, 8430; amendments concurred in,
3430; Royal assent, 3430. (See Minister of
Railways. )
Railways Construction (Korumburra Ceal
Mines) Bill-Received from Legislative
Assembly, and read first time, 3168; second
reading, 3213; considered in committee,
3277; third reading, 3285; Royal assent,
3430.
Railways Standing Committee-Motion by Sir
F. T. Sargood, for appointment of Mr.
Abbott in the place of the late Mr. Young,
agreed to, 2734.
.
Refreshment-rooms Committee-Appointed, 23.
Registration of Deaths-Statement by Mr.
Sternberg, 1645.
Registration of Firms Bill-·Brought in by Mr.
S. Fraser, and read first· time, 4; discharged from the paper, 3410.
ROBERTS, Hon. VV. H. (N. Yarra)
Australasian Federc:l.tion, 240, 324, 338, 1864,
1869.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 2035,
2036.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2612, 2616,
2620, 2622, 2767, 2768.
.
Companies . Act Amendment (Voluntary
Liquidation) Bill, 2835.
.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2351, 2446, 2449, 2485, 2489,
2490.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2173, 2771.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 877, 3162, 3163.
" Cup" vYeek, 2176.
Death of Dr. Beaney, 187.
Death of Dr. Le Fevre, 1998.
:Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
, 1185, 1250.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2625.

'V.

ROBERTS, Hon.
H. (continuecl)Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,3167.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3354.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 2122.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 466,
467, 559, 560, 561, 686.
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment
Bill, 3164.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1050, 1183,
1184, 1280, 1282, 1409, 1652, 1653, 1656,
1659, 1733, 1734, 1738, 1784, 1786, 1787,
1871, 1875.
Legislative Council Election Laws Amendment Bill, 1291.
Loan Bill, 2434.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2826,
2827, 2829, 2873, 2918, 2919, 2920, 2921,
2922.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2500.
Medical Practitioners Bill, 1374,2174.
Melbourne and vYilliamstown Tramway Bill,
2425,2676,2773,2774, 2838.
Military Reserves Bill, 453, 455, 1368.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 2165.
Mr. John Barker, 8.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 457,
459, 460, 463, 550, 551, 555, 556,686,3200.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 783, 870,
872, 873, 874, 1124, 1126, 1128, 1129.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3253, 3254.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2975, 3157,
3161.
Statements outside re Statements made in the
Chamber, 3263.
St. Amaud School of Mines Site Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read
first time, 3200; second reading moved by
Mr. C. J. Ham, 3258; agreed to, and Bill
passed through remaining stages, 3258;
Royal assent, 3430.
St.•Tames' Church Lands Bill-Received from
Legislative A.ssembly, and read first time,
1124; second reading, 1296; considered in
committee, 1296, 1411 ; committee's report
adopted, 1414; Bill read a third time,1740;
Royal assent, 1862.
SARGEANT, Hon. CHARLES (Gippsland)
Co.u~lCils of Conciliation Bill, 2771.
Court of General Sessions at Omeo, 450.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1787.
Legislative Council Election Laws Amen'dment Bill, 742, 1284, 1289.
Loan Bill, 2427.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,2866,
2869, 2874, 2927.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 458, 555.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3212, 3301.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3282.
St. James' Chut.ch Lands Bill, 1414.
SARGOOD, Sir P. 'r., K.C.M.G., Miuister of
Defence and Public Instruction (8. Yarra)
Agricultural Colleges Act, 388.
Agricultural Colleges Act Amendment Bill
12'45.
Agricultural Grants Bill, 3200, 3254.
Appropriation Bill, 3038, 3197.
Australasian Federation, 398, 1251, 1482,
1483, 1596, 1597, 1598, 1607, 1608, 1609,
1610,' 1728, 1864; 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868,
1869, 2036, 2037, 2040, 2043, 2044.
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SARGOOD, Sir.F. T., K.C.M.G. (continued)SARGOOD, Sir F. T., K.C.M.G. (continued)Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2674,
Bendigo Art Gallery Site Bill, 1862, 2129,
27·23, 2735, 2736, 2737, 2775, 2777, 2778,
2425.
."
2779, 2820, 2821, 2823, 2824, 2825, 2828,
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 1918, 1919, .
2830, 2831, 2832, 2833, 2867, 2869, 2870,
1920,2961.
2872, 2874, 2916, 2917, 2918, 2921, 2924,
Bowman v. Go?'e and ~!Jfoore, 2864, 2914,2915,
2925, 2926, 2927, 2928, 2963, 2964, 2965,
2916.
2966, 2967, 3030, 3032, 3033, 3035, 3036,
Call of the House, 743, 914. 942.
3089, 3205, 3244, 3246, 3247, 3248, 3249,
Chairman of Committees, 24.
3250, 3251, 3252, 3312, 3430.
Chicago Exhibition, 3411
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2493,
Close of the Session, 3419.
2495.
.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2613, 2615,
Marriage Act Amendment Act, S.
2622,2768.
Marriage Act Amendment Bill, 1370.
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
Liquidation) Bill, 2837.
Medical Practitioners Bill, 1371, 1374,
Conduct of Business, 256, 467.
1375, 1931, 1932, 2174, 2175, 2176, 2669,
2721.
.
COllsolidated Revenue (£194,986) Bill, 229.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,862,914) Bill, 557, .
Melbourne and vVilliamstown Tramway Bill,
558,559.
2678, 2772, 2773, 2774, 2928.
Consolidated Revenne (£1,013,232) Bill, 1776.
Military Reserves Bill, 4, 451, 452, 453, 455,
549,862,1365,1368,3413,341&
Constitution Act Amendment Act AmendMiner's Right Titles Bill, 3413.
ment Bill, 1921, 2103, 2359, 2444, 2447,
2448, 2479, 2481, 2663, 2664, 2665, 2669,
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 2164.
3205,3295.
Mines Bill, 3115, 3369, 3371, 3372, 3407,3408,
Contractors' Protection Bill, 3412.
3430.
Mr. John Barker, 6, 8.
Cookery Classes, 1246.
Municipal Elections, 791.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2173, 2174, 2674,
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill, 2674,
2676, 2769, 2913.
.
2979.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 1132, 1133,
National Australasian Convention, 14..
1370,3162.
New Hebrides, 1725, 3345.
"CUF " 'iV eek, 2176, 2177.
Order of Business, 564·, 2679.
Death of Dr. Beaney, 186; of Dr. Le Fevre,
Parliament Buildings, 670.
1997 ; of Mr. MacPherson, 1013; of Mr.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on RailYoung, 2574.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment
ways Remuneration Bill, 2612, 3201,
3204.
Bill, 5, 1185, 1249, 1250, 1370, 1371, 3373,
Precedence of Me~nbers of Parliament,
3407.
739.
Directors' Liability Bill, 1777, 1922, 2044.
Private Members' Business, 24, 354.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3115.
Prospecting at Apollo Bay, 914.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 6S1,
Bill, 2159, 2363, 2623, 2624.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill, 777,
682, 779, 782, 783, 784, 866, 868, 871, 872,
S7:3, 875, 1125, 1126.
863.
Quarantine of Imported Dogs, 1915, 1915,
Floating of the Loan, 230.
2103, 2610, 2611.
.
Flood in the Yarra-Government Floating
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3198, 3253,
Plant, 449.
3254.
_
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill, 3200.
Railway Passes. 1043.
Governor's Speech, 43,45.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2975, 3050,
Illness of the Clerk, 1862, 2339.
3113, 3114, 3155, 3162, 3266, 2270, 3271,
Irrigation and 'Water Supply Loans Bill, 3367,
. 328S, 3299, 3373, 3406, 3413, 3430.
3M&
.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Juvenile Hawkers and Truant Children,
Mines) Bill, 3282.
549 ..
Railways Standing Committee, 2734.
Kyncton Market Reserve Bill, 3200.
Reading of Clauses, 2433,2615, 3371.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3115, 3345,
Resignations of Ministers, 2308, 2339.
3347, 3352, 2353, 3355, 3356, 3357, 335S,
Sessional Arrangements - Standing Com3361.
mittees, 23; Days and Hours of Sitting, 23,
Land Sales by Auction ]3'und Bill, 1278, 1873,
2490, 2963, 30S8, 3089, 3276, 3413; Order
1879, 2046, 2047, 2128, 2129.
of Business, '2478.
Land Tax Act, 449.
Standing Orders Committee-Appointment of
Lp.w of Partnership Amendment Bill, 4, 464,
Committee, 23; Revision of Standing
466, 467, 559, 560, 561, 563, 686, 777.
Orders, 254; Consolidation of the Victorian
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 669, 1056,
Statutes, 255.
1183, 1282, 1411, 1654, 1739, 1785.
St. Arnaud School of Mines Site ;Bill, 3200.
1791.
Superam.1uation Allowances, 791.
Legislative Council Election Laws AmendThistle Law Amendment Bill, 3200.
ment Bill, 1288.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3213, 3252, 3253.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 1296, 1740.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3090, 3091,
3094.
Scots' Church Properties Bill-Received from
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2967.
Legislative Assembly, and read first time,
Life-saving Appliances. 1245, 1279, 1365.
2103; passed through remaining stages,
2165, 2166; Royal assent, 230S.
Loan Bill, 2308, 24~5, 2426, 2431,2433, 2434

LEGISLATIVE COUNmL.

SERVICE, Hon. JAMES (Jllelb01l?'1W)
Agricultural Grants Bill, 3255.
Australasian Federation, 242, 1482, 1483,
1596, 1597, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1603,
1604, 1605, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1610, 16ll,
1728, 1729, 1730, 1731, 1863, 1864, 1865,
1867, 1868, 1869, 2041.
13ills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 230, 1775,
1919, 1920, 1921, 2034, 2035.
Bowman v. Gore (mel J.11001-e, 2914, 2916.
Oarslake Y. Oaulfiela Shire Oo1tncil, 2961.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 230.
Companies Act Amendment Bill (No.2), 2362.
Companies Act Amendment ,VoHmtary
Liquidation) Bill, 2835.
Conference with the Legislative Assembly,
3373.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2341, 2435, 2441, 2444, 2447,
2449, 2480, 2481, 2485, 2487, 2488, 2489,
2664, 3205, 3295, 3296. .
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 1782, 1927,
2173, 2174, 2769, 2770, 2771, 2772.
County Court Judges, 732.
Court of General Sessions at Omeo, 450.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 787, 788, 789,
790, ll33, 1134, 1248, 3162.
Directors' Liability Bill, 1922, 1923, 1925,
1926.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3213, 3277.
Executive Councillors, 230.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill, 864.
Hours of Sitting, 3088.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1879,
2047.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 687.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1174, 1184,
1282, 1410, 1647, 1653, 1654, 1656, 1657,
1734, 1737, 1738, 1739, 1784, 1785, 1870,
2034.
.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3090, 3093.
Licensing Arbitra.tions Bill, 2968, 2969.
Loan Bill, 2426, 2431, 2432.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2725,
2735, 2736, 2776, 2779, 2822, 2823, 2824,
2825, 2828, 2829, 2830, 2831, 2832, 2865,
2867, 2868, 2869, 2870, 2871, 2872, 2873,
2875, 2916, 2919, 2920, 2921, 2922, 2925,
2926, 2963, 2965, 2966, 3031, 3035, 3037,
3244, 3245, 3246, 3247, 3248, 3249, 3250,
. 3251, 3252.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office,
2490, 2501.
Melbourne and 'Williamstown Tramway Bill,
2773, 2774.
Military Reserves Bill, 452, 1368.
Mines Bill, 3370, 3371.
Minister of Railways, 3261, 3262.
Miscarriage of Justice, 862, 863.
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill, 2980.
New Hebrides, 1645, 1725, 3343.
Opium Bill, 2978.
Order of Business, 2478.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3201, 3202, 3203,
3204.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 456,
460,554, 557, 684, 685, 686, 1122, 1247.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 677,
679, 680, 681, 682, 780, 782, 783, 867,872,
873, 874, 1126, 1127, 1129, 1132, 1248.
Railway Lo~n Application Bill, 3254.
SES. 1891.-b

SERVICE, Hon. JAMES (col1tinued)Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2976, 3100,
3157, 3160, 3161, 3165, 3198, 3207, 3208,
3212, 3261, 3263, 3264, 3266, 3268, 3269,
3270, 3272, 3273, 3276, 3286, 3290, 3291,
3292, 3301, 3302, 3305, 3306, 3307, 3308,
3310, 3362, 3363, 3:364, :3365, 3372, 3373.
Railways Construction (K.orumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3279.
Railways Standing Committee, 2780.
Reading of Clauses, 2432, 3370, 3371, 3372.
Resignations of Ministers, 2309.
St. James' Church Lands Bill, 1411.
Superannuation Allowances, 791.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3252, 3253.
Trusts Act Amendment Bill, 2721.
Sessional Arrangements-Appointment of standing committees, 23; days and hours of sitting, 23, 24, 2490, 2963, 3088, 3276, 3413.
(See Private Membe1-s' Business.)
Session, Close of-Statement by Sir F. T. Sargood, 3419; Mr. Bell, 3419; the President,
:3419.
Standing Orders Committee-Appointed, 23;
motion by Sir F. T. Sargood referring to
committee the question of the revision of
the standing orders, agreed to, 254; referring to committee the question ?-e Military
Reserves Bill, agreed to, 1370; report of
committee brought up, 3413. (See Oonsolidation of the Statutes.)

STERNBERG, Hon. JOSEPH (N. Prov.)-Introducecl and sworn, 4.
Cattle Siding at Bendigo, 1645.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2356.
Governor's Speech, 9.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1179.
Loan Rill, 2434.
Local Government Act Amendment Rill, 2919.
2926.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 3203.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 783.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3157,3209.
Registration of Deaths, 1645.
Sunda.y Trading-Question by Mr. Coppin;
1043; statement by Mr. J. M. Davies,
1043.
Superannuation Allowances-Question by Mr.
Cuthbert, re return of public servants
appointed under Act 160 retired since
passing of Public Service Act of 1883 on
superannuation allowances, 791.
Supreme Court Act Amendment Bill. (See
Sup1-eme 001l?-t (Bailiwicks) Bill.)

Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill-Received
from Legislative Assembly, and read first
time, 449 ; second reading, 1138; considered
in committee, 1138; alteration of title, 1139 ;
third reading, 1248; Royal assent, 1725.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill-Received from
Legislative A.ssembly, and read first time,
3200; second reading moved by Mr. C. J.
Ham, 3256; agreed to, 3257; Bill passed
through remaining stages, 3257; message
from Legislative Assembly. intimating disagreement with Council's amendment
omitting 4th clause, 3312; amendment insisted on, 3312; Royal assent, 3430.
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THORNLEY, Hon. N ATIIAN (W. Prov.)
Australasian Federation, 407, 1869.
Communications from Local Bodies, 2424.
Flood in the Yarra-Government Floating
Plant, 449.
Imported Dogs, 2156.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3352.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1050, 1738,
1783, 1785, 1926.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2821,
2964, 3246.
Mines Bill, 3372, 3407.
Portland Borough Lands Bill, 1778.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3268, 3301,
3309.
Reading of Clauses, 3370.
Valuations of Estates, 2155.

WALLACE, Hon. J. A. (continued)Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1184, 1282,.
1409, 1656, 1657, 1734, 1739, 1785, 1786,.
1791.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 1296, 1740.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3091.
Loan Bill, 2429, 2432, 2433, 2434.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2735,.
2780, 2822, 2824, 2826, 2828, 2829, 2832"
2833, 2872, 2928, 2964, 3035, 3037, 3245,
3248,3249.
Medical Practitioners Bill, 1374, 2176.
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,.
2679, 2773.
,
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 30S7, 3412.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 1782, 2165.
Mines Bill, 3370, 3407, 3408.
Minister of Railways, 3262.
Mr. John Barker, 8.
Opium Bill, 3408, 3409.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Rail-ways Remuneration Bill, 3202, 3203, 3204..
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 460,.
461, 551, 1123.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 1127..
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3253, 3254.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2975,3114,.
3157,3161, 3211, 3268, 3310. .
Reading of Clauses, 2432, 2433, 2615, 2370.
St. Arnaud ScHool of Mines Site Bill, 3258.
St. James' Church of England Lands Bill,.
1297, 1411, 1413.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3256.
, Treasury Bonds Rill, 3252, 3253.

Tramways Act Amendment Bill-Received
from Legislative Assembly, 2103; read first
time, 2340; passed through remaining
stages, 2608, 2609; Royal assent, 2862.
Treasury Bonds Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read first time, lU65;
second reading, 3213; considered in committee, 3252; third reading, 3253; Royal
assent, 3430.
Truant Children. (See Hawker8, J'uvenile.)
Trusts Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by
, Mr. J. M. Davies, and read first time, 2155;
second reading, 2670, 2671; considered in
committee, 2671, 2820; statement by Mr.
Service, 2721; third reading, 2820;
returned from Legislative Assembly with
amendments, 3200 ; amendments agreed to, ; Waterworks Construction Encouragement Act,
I
Further Amendment Bill-Received from
3200; Royal assent, 3343.
Legislative Assembly, and passed through
all its stages, 3413 ; Royal assent, 3430.
Valuation of Estates of Deceased Persons. (See
Estates of Deceased Persons.)
WILLIAMSON, Hon. SAMUEL (Nelson)-Introdnced and sworn, 1725.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend-,
WALLACE, Hon. J. A. (N. E. Prov.)
ment Bill, 2352.
Agricultural Colleges Lands Mining Bill,
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,.
2669.
3032.
Agricultural Grants Bill, 3255.
Australasian Federation, 1600, 1602, 1730,
"TINTER-IRVING, Hon. W. I. (N. Prov.)
1732.
Agricultural Colleges Lands Mining Bill
Bowrnanv. Gore and Moore, 2864, 2914.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2614, 2617,
2670.
Agricultural Grants Bill, 3255.
2621,2622:
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
County Court Judges, 736.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 76.
Liquidation) Bill, 2836, 2837.
Hours of Sitting, 30S9.
Conduct of Business, 256.
Constitution Act Amendment Act AmendImported Dogs, 2156, 2611.
ment Bill, 2356, 2446, "'2481, 2482, 2484,
Irrigation and vVater Supply Loans Bill,.
2486, 2487, 2488, 2490, 2664, 3297.
3369.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 3411.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3348, 3360.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1654. '
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2168, 2676,
Loan Bill, 2433.
2770,2772.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2833.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 786, 788, 877,
2868, 2874, 2920, 2926, 2927, 3032, 303S,
1134.
Days and Hours of Sitting, 2963, 30SS, 30S9.
3245, 3247.
Directors' Liability Bill, 1924, 1926.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3152, 3288,
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
3364.
Bill, 2363, 2624, 2671, 2672, 2722.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3256.
, Informal Communications, 2103, 230S.
'Irrigation and 'Water Supply Loans Bill,
YV' orld's Fair. (See Ohicago Exhibition.)
3367.
WYNNE, Hon. AGAR (W. Prov.)
Juries Act Amendment Bill, 30S8.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3350, 3352, 3353,
Burrumbeet Lands Bill, 3410.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 1483, 2159,
3354, 3355, 3357, 3358, 3361.
, Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1879, 2050,
2612, 2613, 2614, 2615, 2617, 2618, 2619,
2621', 2622, 2765, 2766, 2767, 2768.
2128.
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Hon. AGAR (continlled)Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
Liquidation) Bill, 2835, 2837, 2838.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2482, 2489.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 1134.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2623~
.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,
2862. 3166, 3167, 3168, 3312.
.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3357.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 1058, 1737.
Loan Bill, 2431.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2826,
2830, 2920, 3250, 3251.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 3412, 3413.
Mines Bill, 3370, 3371, 3372. "
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 1124.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 684,
1124, 1129.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3166, 3267,
3290, 3301, 3302, 3308, 3311, 3363.
Thistle Act Amendment Bill, 3257, 3312.

WYNNE,

Hon. W. A. (conti1med)'-'
Directors' Liability Bill, 1245, 1777, 1922...,
1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 2044.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2722.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill, 3166, .
3167, 3168.
Governor's Speech, 25.
Hours of Sitting, 3088.
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans Bill, 3868~ .
Juries Act Amendment Bill, 3088.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3354, 3356.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 2123, 2127, ,
2128.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 560, 562.
Leave of Absence to Mr. McCulloch, 22.
Legal Profession Praetice Bill, 669, 1044,.,
1788,1869, 1875,2034.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2093, 3094~
Loan Bill, 2427, 2432, 2433.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill".
2727, 2735, 2736, 2737, 2777, 2778, 2779,.
2780. 2866, 2870, 2871, 2872, 2874, 2875,
2876, 2917, 2925, 2926, 3030, 3031, 3032, '
3037,3246.
Marriage Act Amendment Bill, 1249~
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill, .
2773.
Military Reserves Bill, 453.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 3087.
Mines Bill, 3371, 3408.
Minister of Railways, 3662..
Moama and Deniliquin Railway Company,.
3262, 3263, 3264.
Mr. G. H. Jenkins, C.M.G., 7.
Mr. John Barker, 7.
Opium Bill, 3410.
Order of Business, 2478, 2480, 2484, 2487:.
2497.
Parliament Buildings, 669.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 457,
460, 462, 463, 551, 554,556,785, 863, 1I22,
1I23, 1247.
Portland Borough Lands Bill, 1778.
Precedence of Members of Parliament, 738, .
862.
Private Members' Business, 24, 353.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 679, 680, .
871, 872, 874, 1132.
Quarantine of Imported Dogs, 1917.
Railway Official-Alleged Incivility, 740.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2975, 3038, .
3114, 3155, 3158, 3160, 3161, 3162, 3165,
3166, 3208, 3210, 3213, 3262, 3265, 3269,
3270, 3286, 3291, 3292, 3294, 3300, 3301,
3305, 3307, 3308, 331I, 3363,3364.
Reading of Clauses, 2432, 2433, 2615.
Resignations of Ministers, 2309.
Standing Orders Committee, 23.
Tramways Act Amendment :Bill, 2340, 2608,..
2,609.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3252, 3253~

ZEAL,

Yarra Flood-Questions by Mr. Thornley, re
Government floating plant, 449.
Hon. GEORGE (N. W. Prov.)
Australasian Federation, 409, 1606, 1609,
1727.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 1920.
Call of the House, 743.
Governor's Speech, 38, 45.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 353, 744, 914,
1182, 1184, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1410, 1646,
1658, 1659, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737,
1739, 1740, 1785, 1787, 179], 2034.
(Death announced, 2574.)

YOUNG,

Hon. W. A. (N. O. Prov.)
Appropriation Bill, 3197.
Australasian Federation, 1864, 1867, 2041,
2043.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 23, 230,
1773, 1919, 1920, 1921, 2036.
Bowman v. Moore ctnd Gore, 2865, 2914.
Chicago Exhibition, 3411.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 2362, 2613,
2615, 2766,2767.
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
Liquidation) Act, 2913.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,862,914) Bill, 558,
559.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2111, 21I5, 2442, 3206, 3295,
3309.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 2170, 2174,2769,
2771,2772.
County Court Judges, 722, 723, 733.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 787, 789, 1132,
1I33, 1248.
Death of Dr. Beaney, 187.

ZEAL,

bz
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Absentee Tax-Question by Mr. A. Harris,
1064; by Mr. Kirton, 2177.
Acts Correction Bill-Brought in by Mr. Shiels,
and read first time, 3053, 3054; passed
through remaining stages, 3230, 3231.
Addresses to the Governor (the Right Honorable the Earl of Hopetoun, G.C.M.U. }-In
reply to His Excellency's speech at the
opening of the session, 69; re COtlrt of
General Sessions at Omeo, 291; re discontinuing courts at Alexandra, Clunes,
Dunolly, Heathcote, Inglewood, Walhalla,
and Wood's Point, 359; 1'e court at Mildura, 879; re gratuity for family of the
late O. P. Whitelaw, 2952.
Adjournments of the ~ouse-Over the Governor's dinner, 358; in consequence of death
of Mr. ·"Vilkinson, 777; over municipal
elections, 830; over" Cup" Day, 2200.
Administration and Probate Act Amendment
Bill-Brought in by Mr. Duffy, and read
first time, 2200; passed through remaining
stages, 3229.
Agent-General-Question by Mr. Dixon, "e
successor to Sir Graham Berry, 3434.
Agricultural College~ Lands Mining BillReceived from Legisl:1tive Council, and
read first time, 2752; discharged from the
paper, 3086.
.
Agricultuml Grants Bill-Governor's message
brought down, 1883; considered in committee, 3054; resolution for an appropriation agreed to, 3054 ; reported to the House
and adopted, 3054; Bill brought in, and
read first tiwe, 3054; second reading,
3232; passed through remaining stages,
3?34.
Agricultural Societies - Return ordered, on
motion of Mr. \Vebb, 793 ; produced, 1379.
Agricultural Statistics-Question by Mr. Derham, 792.
Agriculture Department - Question by Mr.
McColl, 1-e distribution of seeds and plants,
690; 1'e bonus for butter factories and
creameries, 1794; by Mr. Hall, re Dookio
farm, 2243; vote for department discussed
in Committee of Supply, 2710.
(Seo
Butter, Exportation of )
.A.h Toy v . .Musg)·ove - Statement by Mr.
Laurens, 1'e management of case by exAttorney-General, 1335; subject discussed
by Mr. Munro, 1336; Mr. Deakin, 1337;
Mr. Wrixon, 1337 ; Mr. Tuthill, 1337.
Albert-park-Statement by Mr. Mountain, re
improvement in park and lake, 1994; by
Mr. Nimmo, 19G5.
·Mr.

(Villiers and Heytes.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 443, 444, 446, 1317,

ANDERSON,

\VILLIAM

bnry)

Mr. WILLIAM (continued)Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1642, 1840, 1859, 1862, 1899,
2911.
.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 1444.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 1439.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3129, 3135.
Curator of Melbourne Botanic-gardens, 2697.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3398.
Dredging at Geelong, 2391.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3006.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3077, 3079, 3081,
3082, 3084, 3085, 3086.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1166.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1207, 1681,
1683, 2195, 3335, 3337.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2695, 3055.
Loan Bill, 2235.
Loans for Wire Netting, 2945.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 1937.
2055, 2059, 2064, 2080, 2082, 2091, 2100,
2101, 2155, 2246, 2249, 2255, 2272, 2274,
2275, 2284, 2287, 2292, 2299, 2302, 2317,
2585, 2588, 2590, 2591, 2594, 2595, 2604,
2635, 3220, 3222.
Mallee Lands, 957.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 3429.
~fr. Henry Frencham, 1086.
Municipal Elections, 827.
Naval Regulation, re 'Vearing of Moustache,
1547.
Opium, 191, 257.
Opium Bill, 2792.
Printing Committee, 1379.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 1205.
Public Officers classified under Act 160,
2075.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1989.
.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3315.
.
Railway Department-Wheat Traffic, 745.
Railway Fuel, 2067.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1445, 2458,
2519, 2560, 2564, 2646, 2655, 3391.
Railways Standing Committee, 2683.
Rocket Apparatus, 1415.
Sale of Crown Lands, 1818 .
Scots' Church Properties Bill, 1077, 1317.
1542,2065.
Sessional Arrangements, 2508.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1813.
Subletting of Government Contract!!!, 85~,
1079.
Telegraph Line to Princetown, 1415.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
2703,2949.
"'l aterworks Construction Encouragement Act .
Further Amendment Bill, 3424.

ANDERSON,

Mr. CHARLES (GeelonfJ)
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 1324.
Australasian Federation, 703.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2275.
Wrapping Paper, 1793.

ANDREWS,

1320, 1322, 1329.
Australasian Federation, 219, 703, 1029, 1096.
Butter Exportation, 2710.
Close of the Session, 3427.
Coastal Telegraph Line, 2413.
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Approprh.tioll Bill-Brought in by Mr. Munro,
and read first time, 2950; passed through
rem3.inillg stages, 3056, 3057.
Mr. HARRY (Gnwt)
Australasian Federation, 274, 493, 707, 950,
975, 983, 985, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1023,
. 1030, 1035,1076, 1106, 1114.
Bound Copies of Bills, 1099.
Budget, 657.
Constitution Act Amendment Act .Amend·
ment Bill, 1771, 2907.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 1440.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3129, 3130, 3133,
3135.
Defence Department, 2944.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment .Bill,
3396,3397.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2955.
Eucalyptus Trees, 1140.
Governor's Dinner, 480.
Kew and Yarra Bend Asylum Reserves, 168.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1199.
Library, 1222.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2743, 2750.
Lieutenant Harding, 170.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2058,
2061, 2063, 2273.
Mallee Lands, 960.
Opium Bill, 2794, 2797.
Parliament Refreshment·rooms, 169.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Ra,il~
ways Remuneration Bill, 1912, 2418, 2421,
2422.
Police, 1225.
Post·office at Cowie's Creek, 2409.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 1203.
Railway Debenture Capital, 2505, 2506.
Railway Department - Refrigerating Cars,
191, 688; Reduction of Train Mileage, 745;
Estimate of Interest payable, 745; Mr.
Darbyshire, 793; Cowie's Creek Station,
828; Railway Carriage Mirrors, ] 065; Re·
pair of line at Dog-trap Gully, 1140, 1484;
Advertisements and Pictures in Railway
Carriages, 1140, 1414; Employes dispensed
with, 1414; Railway Fuel, 2068.
Railway Construction·-Permanent Surveys,
3315.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1459, 2519,
2551, 2659, 3386, 3391.
Trades Hall, 1833.
Tramways Act Amendment Bill, 2065.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
2709.

ARMYTAGE,

Arrests in Error-Question by Mr. Bowman,
1998.
Art Galleries (Ballarat, Sandhurst, and vVarrnambool)-·Subject discussed in Committee
of Supply. 1273.
Assent to Bills, 292, 588, 1017, 1742, 1883,
1999, 2256, 2580, 2884, 3054, 3375.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive Power
Company Bill-Motion by Mr. Anderson
that Standing Order No. 10, relating to
Private Bills, be dispensed with, 443; debated, 443; agreed to, 446; motion by Mr.
Anderson for leave to bring in Bill, 446;
debated, 445; debate adjourned; 446,
resumed, 610; motion agreed to, 616; Bill
brought in, and read first time, 616; second
reading moved by Mr. Anderson, 1317;
discussed, 1320; motion withdrawn, 1329.
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Audit Commissioners-Question by 11::r. Zox,
o.nnm~l report, 2883.
Auriferous Lands-Question by Mr. 'Voods, re
boundaries of auriferous lauds and gold.
fields conunonB, 878.
AUllltralasiau Federation-Statement by Mr.
Munro, re postponement of motion to express general approval of the draft Bill to
constitute the "Commonwealth of Aus·
·tralia" adopted by the National Austral·
asian Convelltion,70; question by Mr. Rich·
ardson, re mode of proceeding with consideration of Convention's proposals, 79;
further statement by Mr. Munro, 79;
question of privilege, re notice of motion
on the paper, raised by Sir B. O'Loghlen,
83; debated by Mr. Shiels, 86; Mr. Tu~
hill, 87; Mr. Gillies, 87; Sir B. O'Logh.
len, 88; Mr. vVrixon, 89; ruling by the
Speaker, 89; question by Sir B. O'Logh.
len, 90; motion by Mr. Munro, "Tha.t
this House a.pprovcs generally of the dra.ft
of a Bill to constitute the Commonwe!tlth
of Australia adopted by the National Aus·
tralasian Convention, 9th April, 1891," 90.
First night's debate-Mr. Wrixon, 104;
Mr. McColl, Ill; Mr. Richardson, 116.
Second night-Lt. ·Col. Smith, 130; Mr.
Nimmo, 134; Mr. 'V. T. Carter, 137.
Third night - Sir B. O'Loghlen, 174 ;
amendment by Sir B. O'Loghlen in favour
of the House declining to express at the
pres~nt time its opinion on the dra.ft of a
Bill to constitute a Commonwealth of Australia, bnt insisting as a condition pre·
cedcnt to any change in the Constitution,
that a Bill embodying the one-man·onevote principle shall have heen passed into
law, 185; negatived, 185. Fourth nightMr. McIntyre, 193; a.mcndment moved by
Mr. McIntyre against the House committing
itself to an approval of all the principles Qr
machinery of the Bill, 193; Mr. Groom,
204; Mr. Best, 206; Dr. Pearson, 214; Mr.
McIntyre's amendment negatived, 219; Mr.
Anderson, 219; Mr. Gardiner, 220; Mr.
Trenwith, 222. ]~ifth night-Mr. Stuart,
259; Mr. T. Smith,. 261; Mr. J. Harris,
264; Mr. Bailes, 265; Mr. 'Villiams, 267;
Capt. Taylor, 269; Mr. Highett, 272; Mr.
Armytage, 2i4; Mr. Foster, 276; Mr.
Hancock, 278. Sixth night-Mr. Hancock,
292; Mr. Patterson, 294; Mr. Laurens,
297 ; Mr. Derham, 301; Mr. Graves, 303;
Mr. L. L. Smith, 309; Mr. Officer, 311;
Mr. Beazley, 313; Mr. Ferguson, 314; Mr.
Murphy, 316; Mr. Tatchell, 318; Mr.
Sterry, 319. Seventh night-Mr. Bent,
360; Mr. McLellan, 371; Mr. Murray,
373; amendment by Mr. Murray, declaring
.that the general approval does not extend to
the Constitution of the Senate, the relative
money powers of the Houses, or to any
change in the fiscal policy of Victoria, 379 ;
ruled not in order, 379; debate resumed by
Mr. Kirton, 380; Mr. Methven, 385;
Eighth night-Mr. Leonard, 414; Mr. Pea·
cock, 417; Mr. Webb, 424; Mr. Clark,
424; Mr. Deakin, 425; Mr. Gordon, 435;
Dr. Maloney, 438; motion agreed to, 439 ;
motion by Mr. Munro, "That this House
will, to-morrow, resolve itself into a com·
mittee of the whole to consider the provisions of the sa.id draft Bill, " 439;

INDEX.

Australasian Federation (continued)BAILES, Mr. A. S. (continued)amendment by Mr. Laurens for substitution
Laanecoorie Weir, 1253, 2311.
of " to-day" for" to-morrow," 439 ; amendLa.nd Act Amendment Bill, 3073, 3083.
ment carried, 441; motion, as amended,
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1258.
agreed to, 441; draft proposals considered
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 289.
in committee, 482, 692, 843, 906, 946, 971,
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 77, 1206, 1208,
1210, 1680, 1682, 2192, 2196, 2199, 2849,
1017, 1065, 1088; statement by Sir B.
O'Loghlen, realleged prolongation of discus2853, 3335, 3336.
sion on Bill, 859; debated, 859, 860, 861 ;
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2694, 2740.
motion by Sir B. O'Loghlen for postponeLocal Government Act Amendment Bill, 2054,
ment of order of the day for considering
2058, 2059, 2060, 2582, 2608.
draft Bill, 901; debated, 902; negatived,
Liihrig Process, 2365, 2697.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2384, 2843, 2845.
906; title" Commonwealth," 482; proposed
substitution of "Australian" for" AustralMines Act Amendment Bill, 77, 289, 290,291,
. -asian," 693 ; proposed omission of the words
765, 766, 2192.
. " a Senate," 844, 906; Governor-General,
Mines Bill, 3122 .
906, 946; the Senate, 947, 951, 971, 980,
Mr. Henry Frencham, 1083, 1087.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Rail983, 986, 987, Ill8 ; House of Representaways Remuneration Bill, 2377.
tives, 987; qualification of electors, 988;
female suffrage, 1002; allowance to memPrinting of Electoral Rolls, 2935.
bers, 1003; powers of Federal ParliaPublic Instruction-Private Teaching, 1277 ;
ment, 1004; oath of allegiance, 1012 ;
Teaching of Swimming, 2576.
customs and excise and bounties, 1017;
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 771.
raising money by taxation, 1024; borRailway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
rowing money, 1025; postal and tele3320.
Railway Department- First-class Carriages
'graph services, 1026; naval defence,
1031; militia, 1032; the Parliament,
on Bendigo Line, 257 ; Trains between Bendigo and Melbourne, 828, 1140; Rolling-stock
1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070,
1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076 ;
made at Government vVorkshops, 1612;
Federal Judicature, 1088; Federal Tariff,
Wright and Edwards' Rolling-stock Con1095; Governors of states, lll2; public
tract, 2243, 2981.
. debts of states, ll16, ll19; amendRailway Loan Application Bill, 3216.
ments made in committee adopted, ll43 ;
Residence Areas at Bendigo, 257, 745.
amendments by Sir B. O'Loghlen for
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act Ame~dment
<omission of "New Zealand" in resolution
Bill, 1150, llS8.
5 (relating to " States "), negatived, ll45;
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2849.
for election of Senate by an electoral college, ll46; negatived, ll47 ; for requiring : Bairnsdale Irrigation Trust-Return ordered, on
that five Ministers, at least, should be
motion of Mr. Foster, 151 ; produced, 589;
members of the House of Representatives,
question by Mr. Foster, 1794.
1147; negatived, ll48; amendments
agreed to by Assembly in draft Bill . BAKER, Mr. RICHARD (Lowan)
ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative
Attendance of. Minister of Railways at Bar of
Council, 1149; returned from Legislative
Legislative Council, 3241.
Coullcil, 2321; message from Legislative
Australasian Federation, 502, 861, 979, 1001,
Council, transmitting the amendments
1029, 1039; 1076, 1107.
made by that Chamber in draft Bill,
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 2953.
2321 ; order for consideration of message
Boring for Water, 2710.
discharged from the paper, 3086.
(See
Budget, 659.
National A ustmlasian Convention.)
Chicago Exhibition, 2940.
Austral-Anglo Tramway and General Agency
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend. Company Bill. (See .Melbourne and Wilment Bill, 2911.
liamstown Tramway Bill.)
Delay in Transmission of Telegrams, 2413 .
.Australian Prod ncts and Manufactures-Return,
Forest Conservation, 2704.
re imports and exports of Australian proGun Accident at Queenscliff, 164.
ducts and manufactures, ordered, on motion
Inspection of Ships, 2401.
of Mr. McColl, 448.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3074, 3082, 3083,
3084, 3400.
:BAILES, Mr. A. S. (Sandhurst)
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2696.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive Power
Loan Bill, 2231.
Company Bill, 615.
Loan for Wire Netting, 2946.
.Australasian Federation, 265.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
Beer Manufacture, 586.
2249, 2254, 2273, 2287, 2320, 2593, 2634.
Bendigo Railway Passengers, 1065 ..
Mallee Lands, 822, 826, 886, '901, 956, 2326,
:Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend2327,2328.
ment Bill, 1711, 1853, 1861.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2387.
Dead Eucalyptus Trees, 1186.
Mr. Allison Smith, 2716.
Defence of the Colony-Naval Regulation, re
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill, 2696.
'Wearing of Moustache, 257, 414, 1546.
Ovens Water Supply, 2710.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3229,
3394.
3334.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 2999, 3008,
Postal \Lnd Telegraph Facilities in Country
. 3010, '3019.
Districts, 2411 .
. Inspection of Factori~s, 1272.
Public Librail'y (Sundays Poll) Bill, 775.
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Mr. RICHARD (continued)Railway Administration, 164.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3322.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3214.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2461, 2462,
~561, 2760, 3387.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3191.
Railways Standing Committee, 2690.
:Road vYorks and Bridges, 2397.
Secretary for Mines, 2704.
The late Mr. O. P. 'Vhitelaw, 2952.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3183.
.
Water Act Amendment Bill, 2367, 2414.
Wimmera and Lowan Water Trusts, 2415.

:BAKER,

.Bank Returns-Question by Dr. Maloney, 3426.
Bay Excursion Steamers-Question by Mr. Zox,
. : re overcrowding, &c., 2403.
~eaconsfield Inebriate Asylum, 87.
(See
Inebriate Asylwlns.)

Mr. "V. D. (Collingwood)
. Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1545.
Australasian Federation, 313, 1109.
Bridge over the Yarra at Burnley-street,
2397.
'Candidates for Public· Service-Insurance,
1416.
Collingwood Roads, 2398.
,Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1709.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3026.
Flood in the Yarra, 746,2575.
:Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,
1441, 2854, 2855, 2857.
'Gellibrand Light-ship, 2782.
·Governor's Dinner, 477.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3084.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2695, 2743.
Local GO\Ternment Act Amendment Bill, 2095,
2100, 2282, 2289, 2300, 2303, 2304, 2587,
'2608, 3221.
Northern Suburbs Railway Communication,
2929.
Oswald Twist, 355.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3230.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 776.
Railway Department-Travelling. without
Tickets, 878.
.
Railway Labourers' Wages, 1956, 1957.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2570, 2571,
2573.
Railways Commissioners, 189.
Railw'1ys Standing Committee, 2691.
Reconstruction of the' Cabinet, 3434.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1812.
Studley-park Bridge, 879.

.:BEAZLEY,

l3echervaise, Mr.-Motion by Lt.-Col. Smith
for select committee, re claims of Mr.
Bechervaise, telegraph and post master of
Ballarat West, 151; agreed to 152; motion
by Lt. -Col. Smith for committee to have
leave to report minutes of evidence from
time to time, agreed to, 1065; committee's
report brought up, 1660;. subject discussed
in Committee of Supply, 2403.
Beechworth and Yackandandah Railway.
Returns, 1'e traffic ordered, on motion of
Mr. Hall, 2626; produced, 2838 ·question
by Mr. Craven, 3lI6.
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Beer Manufacture-Question by Mr. McColl, re
analysis of colonial ales, 475; by Mr.
Bailes, 586.
Bell, Edward-Case of-Question by Mr.
Hancock, re compensation, 2577.
Bellarine Foreshore-Motion by Mr. Levien
for select committee, 2256; discussed,
2256; withdrawn, 2257.
:;Bendigo Art Gallery Site Bill--Received from
Legislative Council, and read first time,
2506; passed through remaining stages,
3194.
Benevolent Asylum-Question by Mr. Zox, ,'e
site at Cheltenham, 2929.
Mr. G. H. (Richmond)
Australasian Federation, 995.
Classification of Teachers, 1141.
Constitution Act Amendment Act AmendmentBill, 1640, 1861.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2197.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2745.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2300 .
}tIl'. Reginald Green, 1064.
Parks and Gardens, 829, 2945.
Temporary Appointments in Public Service,
746.
Trade Marks Act Amendment Bill, 1812.

BENNETT,

Mr. THOMAS' (Brighton)
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3234.
Australasian Federation, 360.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 2953.
Burglars and Garroters, 1298.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1752, 1772, 1855, 1897, 2178,
2897.
Defence Department, 1270.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment
Bill, 3396.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2955.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1953.
Entrance to Gippsland Lakes, 168.
Irrigation and vYater Supply Loans Bill,
3226.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1160,
1257.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 2951.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1681, 1682,
1683, 1684, 3339.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 27~4, 27~8, 2749.
Livery-stable Keepers' ProtectlOll Bill, 3428.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
1220, 1920, 1940, 2000, 2080, 2084, 2098,
2135, 2144, 2153, 2187, 2248, 2452, 2581,
2582, 2583, 2584, 2588, 2589, 2593, 2629,
2630, 2633, 3218, 3433, 3434.
Mallee Lands, 167, 169, 172, 173.
Mr. Hancock, 1933.
Newspaper Comments, 191.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on. Railways Remuneration Bill, 2424.
·Political Situation, 2178.
Railway Administration, 160.
Railway Construction Bill, 1252.
.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
. 3328; Estimate, 3401.
Railway Labourers' vVages, 143, 144, 145,
1956, 1957, 1958.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1456, 2457,
2474, 2526, 2639, 2652, 2653, 3386.

BENT,

INDEX.
BE~T, Mr. THOMAS (continued). Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3193, 3194.
Railways Standing COlumittee, 1331, 1828,
2504, 2684, 2687, 2690, 2692.
Red Bluff at St. Kilda, 2393.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 1661.
Tax on Football Matches, 149.
Telegraph Communication between Melbourne and Brighton, 2412.
Tree Planting, 2414.
vVater and Irrigation Trusts, 2415.
~T aterworks Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3424.
vVharf at Eagle Point, Mitchell River,
2948.
Yarra Flood, 358.

Bourke East, Representation of-Death of Mr.
'Vilkinson announced, 777; issue of new
writ announced, 87n; election of Mr. Ha.rper announced, 1139; :Mr. Harper introduced and sworn, 1140.

Mr. ROBERT (Talbot and Avoca)
Additional Magistrates, 1975.
Arrests in Error, 1998.
Australasian Federation, 1021, 1029, llOS.
Bowman v. jJ£oore and Gore, 2879.
Captain Evans, 1244.
Charitable Institutions, 1982..
Charities Commission, 944, 3430.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend·
ment Bill, 1706, 1805, 1858.
Defence Department, 157, 1987.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3007.
Gold-fields Reservoirs, 2417.
'
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2695, 2742, 2751.
Local ,Government Act Amendment Bill, 2091,
2279, 3220.
Mines Bill, 3122.
Mr. Tuthill, 1978.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Ra.ilways Remuneration Bill, 1912.
Police Magistrates - Appointment of Mr.
Leader, 1977, 1978.
Police Protection at Daisy Hill, 1232.
Political Situation, 2534.
.
Public Service-Applicants, 1251, 1297.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1987, 1993.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1588.
Railways Standing Committee, 2687.
Sharebrokers Bill, 1532.
Talbot Outrages, 1958.

BOWMAN,

Berry, Martha. (See Public Service.)
Mr. R. \V. (Fitzroy)
Australasian Federation, 206, 720, 956, 1104.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2811.
Constitution Act AmendmentActAmendment
Bill, 1645, 1687.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3014.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2009,
2057, 2060, 2061, 2062, 2100, 2101, 2102,
2250, 2251, 2252, 2253, 2265, 2266, 2268,
2292, 2293, 2299, 2300, 2301, 2302, 2303,
2311, 2319, 2321, 2581, 2582, 2597, 2605,
3219.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 1662.
Tax on Football Matches, 147.

BEST,

Bills Discharged from the Paper-Markets Act
.
Amendment Bill, 2861; ·Cemeteries Act
Amendment Bill, 2861; Dog Act Amendment Bill, 2861; Totalizator Bill, 2861;
Trade Marks Act Amendment Bill 2952'
;Lifts Regulation Bill, 2952; Uni~ersity
Fees Abolition Bill, 2952; Post Office Act
Amendment Bill, 3086; Sharebrokers Bill
3086; Metropo.litan General Cemetery Bil(
3086; EducatlOn Endowment Bill, 3086'
~?ld-fields Reservoirs Sale Bill, 3086; Shop~
BIll, 3086; Sandhurst Public Buildings
Act 1882 Amendment Bill, 3086; Electric
Lighting Bill, 3086; Marriage Act Amendment Bi~l,. 308~; Agricultur~l Colleges
Lands M1111l1g BIll, 3086; MedICal Practitioners Bill, :;086 ; Railway Loan Application Bill, 3086; V,T ater Act Amendment
Bill, 3230; Committee of 'Public Accounts
Bill, 3400; Public Service Act Amendment
Bill, 3428; Licensing Act Amendment Bill
3428; Companies Act Amendment Bill'
. 3428; Directors' Liability Bill, 3428.
'
BIlls of Sale Law Amendment Bill-Received
fl'om Legislative Council,and read first
time, 21:34; passed through remaining
sta,ges, 2952, 2953., '
Bills-Question by Dr. Maloney, 1'e continuing
Bills from session to session, 1998; by Mr.
Armytage, 1'e bound copies, 1999.
Boat Stealing-Question by Mr. Derham, 745.
Border Duties-Question by Mr. Murphy, 129.
Boring for \Vater-Questions by Mr. Foster
1376.
'
Botanic-gardens. (See Parks and Garden.s.)
Bourke, Daniel-Case of-Motion by Mr. Taverner (in the absence 'of Mr. Murphy) in
favour of gratuity, 3428; debated, 3428;
withdrawn, 3428.

Bowman v . .lJ£oore and GOTe-Case of-Statement
by Mr. Bowll1an, 2879.
Boxing Exhibitions-Question by Mr. Hall, 587 ;
statement by Mr. McLean, 587.
Bread:.....-Questions by Mr. \-V. T. Carter, re prosecutions for selling light-weight bread,
1416,1484,1524; re introduction of amending Bill, 1611; by Mr. C. Young, 1932.
Bream Creek, Current off - Question by Mr.
Levien, 1377.
Mr. JOHN (Benalln and Yarrawonga)
Australa,sian Federation, 1017.
Personal Explanation, 1017.

BROCK,

Budget,The-Qt~estion

by Mr. Gilli~s, 476;
, Budget submItted by Mr. Munro 111 Committee of Supply, 565; statement by Mr.
Gillies, 580. First night's debate - Mr.
Gillies, 589; Mr. Munro, 559; Sir B.
O'Loghlen, 602; Mr. Richardson, 606.
Second night - Mr. Patterson, 628; Mr.
Laurens, 631;' Mr. Dow, 632; Mr. Hancock, 644; Dr. Pearson, 648; Dr. Maloney,
652; Mr. 'iV. T. Carter, 654; Mr. Armytage, 657; Mr. Baker, 659; Mr. T. Smith,
661; Mr. Webb, 664.
Building Societies. (See Financial Institutions.)
Burglars and Garroters-Question by Mr. Bent,
1298.
Mr. ROBERT (Snndlmrst)
Art Galleries, 1273.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 613.
Australasian Federation, 903, 979.
Bendigo Art Gallery Site Bill, 2506.

BURROWES,
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Mr. ROBERT (continued)Charitable Institutions, H)84.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 185'7.
County Court Judges, IDG6.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2955.
.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3017 3019
'
,
3021, 3066.
Fire Brigades Board, 75.
Forests and Timber Re~erves, 1551.
Governor's Dinner, 357.
Hobson's Bay Railway Company Employes,
1823.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1266.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2742.
Loan Correspondence, 78.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill. 2028.
- Mallee Lands, 2:335.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2383, 2844.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 765.
Motions for the Adjournment of the House
1530.
'
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 771.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys
3316.
'
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1503, 2470.
Railways Standing Committee, 2687.
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act Amendment
Bill, U88, U89.
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2073, 2951.
Yarra Flood, 359.

BURROWES,

Burrumbeet Lands Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Butterly, and read first time, 2932; passed
through remaining stages, :3420.
Burston and McNab, Messrs.-Case of-Motion
by Capt. Taylor in favour of the finding
of the board of inquiry being given effect
to, 446; debated, 447; debate adjourned,
448; question by Capt. Taylor, 1792; debate resumed, 2859; further adjourned,
2861; again resumed, 3429; motion agreed
to, 3430.
Business,. ~onduct. of-Question by Mr. Deakin,
re glvmg notice of Government Bills, 78 ;
statement by Mr. Munro, 721.
Business, Order of--Questionby Mr. Trenwith
re Consti tu tion Act Amendmen t Act Amend:
ment Bill (PIui"al Voting), 668; statement
by Mr. Munro, 668; question by Sir B.
O'Loghlen, re motion for free conference
betw~en sheep-owners and shearers, 668;
questlOn by Mr. Deakin, re Government
business, 764; motion by Mr. Vhixon, re
transposition of certain Bills on noticepaper, 1812; questions by Sir B. O'Loghlen,
2861, 2982; statement by Mr. Munro, 1"e
order of business during remainder of session, 3052; discussion thereon, 3052.
Butter-Question by Mr. McColl, re bonus 190'
.
by Mr. Hall, 3051 ; subject of exportatio~
of dis?ussed in Committee of Supply; 2710 ;
questlOn by Mr. Murray, 1"e legislation to
prevent exportation of butter except under
Government supervision, 3052. (See Agri.
culture Department.)
Butterine-Question by Mr. Righett, 470.
(Winde1'mere)
Burrumbeet Lands Bill, 2932, 3420.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1844.
Public Service-Transfers, 1375.
. Railway Passes, 857.

BUTTERLY, Mr. MATTHEW

ASSE~IBLY.

Callande1' and Ha1:fpenn?l v. E. J. Hartley. Return ordered, on motion of Mr. McIntyre,

145.
CAMERO~,

Mr. E. H. (Evelyn)
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 1934,
2009, 2054, 2055, 2061, 2083, 2084, 2095,
2102, 2151, 2248, 2251, 2283, 2284, 2287,
2581, 2582, 2601, 2602, 2603, 2604.
Mr. Henry Frencham, 1084.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3319.
Railways Act ~mendment Bill, 1458.

Ca.rrington, Lord, and the Colonial-officeQuestion by Mr. G. D. Carter, 1'e Lord
Carrington's Speech at Bristol, 2502; subject discussed, 2502, 2503, 2504; statement
by.Sir B. O'Loghlen, 3313.
Mr. G. D. (Melbourne)
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3237.
A. U. Alcock Elec.tric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 614, 1320, 1329.
Australasian Federation, 488, 503, 713, 714,
718, 903, 912, 995, 1002, 1003, 1094.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 2953.
Chicago Exhibition, 2132, 2940, 2941.
Committee of Public Accounts, 16(l0.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2810.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1634, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1723,
1724, 1758, 1856, 2907.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3394.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3020, 3022,
3Q65.
Hobson's Bay Railway Company Employes,
1823.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1200, 1257.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 2338.
Licensing Act Amendmcnt Bill, 1207, 1679,
1683, 2194, 2199, 3336.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2(l95, 2742, 2746,
2747, 2748.
Local Gmcernment Act Amendment Bill, 2278,
2282,2283.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2502,
2504.
Melbourne and :\Villiamstown Tramway Bill,
849.
Melbourne Botanic-gardens - Senior Foreman, 1299 ; Curator's Report, 2241.
:M:r. Shackell's Letter, 1828, 1835.
Mr. T. E. Dakin, 858, 859.
Opium Bill, 2799, 2800, 2801, 2802, 2803.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1906, 2372.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 774.
Rail way Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3319, 3331.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 531, 1360,
2463, 2475, 2553, 2554, 2657, 2660, 2661,
2757, 2759, 3385, 3402.
Railways Standing Committee, 2684.
Sessional Arrangements, 2507, 2509.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1814.
Tax on Football Matches, 147, 149.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3182.
Victorian Borrowing, 1828.

CARTER,

INDEX.

Mr. 'V. T. (Williamstown)
Adjournmcnts on Decease of Members, 1543.
Agatha :Murray, 1378.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 610, 1321, 1328.
Australasian Federation, 137, 490, 711, 975,
981, 995, 1023, 1036, 1091, 1098, 1I13.
Australian Auxiliary Squadron-Holiday to
Railway Employes, 1553.
Boiler Inspection, 1272.
Bread, 1416, 1484, 1524, 1611.
Budget, 654.
Cape Verde Wreck, 2930.
Chicago Exhibition, 2133.
Conservator of Forests, 2414.
'Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1625, 1723, 1745, 1796, 1861,
2888.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 1437.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3127.
Defence Department, 2942, 2944; 2945.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3340, 3341, 3394, 3395, 3397, 3398,3399.
Deputy Registrar at Newport, 1273, 1277.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2956.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 2990, 3009,
3011, 3012, 3013, 3016, 3020, 3025, 3026,
3027, 3028, 3068.
, Electric Lighting Companies, 1378.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,
1441.
'
Governor's Dinner, 357.
Governor's Speech, 61.
Hobson's Bay Railway Company Employes,
1823.
Land Sales ,by Auction Fund Bill, 1162, 1195,
1266.
, Legal Profession Practice Act, 3115.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 288, 289.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2852.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2696, 2751.
Loan Bill, 2229.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2591.
Mallee Lands, 960.
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway B 11

CARTER,

M&

'

Melbourne General Cemetery, 3115.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 2860.
Mr. Bechervaise, 2409.
Mr. Shackell's Letter, 1829, 1835.
Mr. T. E. Baker, 2942.
Mr. W. W. Jeremy, 2505.
Naval Regulation r<! Moustache, 1548.
. Personal Explanation, 1211.
Pilot Service, 2400.
. Police, 1230, 2838.
Political Situation~ 2206.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 1200,
1211.
Quarry Holes at Spot'tiswoode, 668.
~ailway Department-Dismissal of Employes,
1484; Increments, 2738, 2739, 2740; Mr.
Allison Smith. 2715,2789,2884; Coal Con. tracts, 2781; Vote for Department, 2788.
Railway Labourers' Wages, 144, 945.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1308, 1349,
2463, 2566, 2569, 2571, 2572, 2573, 2638,
2644,2648.
Rainfall Experiments, 1272.
Sale of Crown Lands, 1819.
Sessional Arrangements, 2507.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1813.
Steam-sliip Bancoora, 1186.
The late Mr ..James Hiddle, 2391.

Mr. YV. T. (continued)The In,te Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2847.
The late Tide-waiter Smith, 2398.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3175.
Vaccination, 2783,' 3115.
vVaterworks Construction EncouragementAct
Further Amendment Bill, 3424.

CARTER,

Cemeteries Act Amendment Bill-Brought in
by Mr. Gardiner, and read first time, 446 ;
discharged from the paper, 2861.
~emetery. (See Met?'opolitan Cemetery.)
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES (Mr. McLellan)Rulings of.
Amendments-Increasing expenditure, 1200;
in Bills, before second reading of clause,
2272; inconsistent with clause, 2300; contradictory of previous decisions, 2305;
dealing with destination of money, 3216.
Anticipation of Measures, 173.
Australasian Federation-Draft Bill, 498,
502, 503, 911, 955, 974, 975, 976, 993, 1011,
1012, 1020, 1035, 1036, 1116, 1118, 1120.
Bills-Mode of putting Clauses in Committee,
1722.
Chicago Exhibition, 2940, 2941.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1723, 1724.
pebate-Use of the word" trapped," 162; use
of the term "sponge on the country,"
2422; use of the term" utter lies," 2718;
use of the word" falsehood," 27.19; use of
the expression "push it through by brute
force," 2749; use of the expression" guilty
of a legislative act of robbery," 2750; use
of the term "tyrannous," 3399.
Disputed Ruling, 2300.
Divisions, 503, 2379.
Dr. Maloney, 2719.
Expression of an opinion in Act of Parliament,
. 1261.
General Discussions in Committee of Supply,
2713.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1254, 1265.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2748, 2749, 2750,
2751.
Motions to strike out Clauses, 1068.
Mr. Armytage, 1000, 1001.
Mr. Murray, 1270.
Mr. Richardson, 993.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2375.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2557, 2651,
2652, 2653, 2654, 2659, 2660, 2661.
Reading of New Clauses, 2274.
(See Graves, Mr. J. H.)
Chairmen of Committees-Appointment of Mr.
Graves, Mr. Shackell, and Mr. Baker to
act as temporary chairmen, announced,
83.
Charitable Institutions-Grant discussed in
Committee of Supply, 1982.
Charities Commission-Question by Mr. Bowman, re final report, 944; statement by Mr.
Bowman, 3430; question by Mr. Zox, re
qeath of a child on Christmas eve, 3434 ;
statement by Mr. Munro, 3434.
Chicago Exhibition-Question by Mr. Taverner,
re representation of Victoria, 1659; statement by . Sir B. O'Loghlen, on motion for
the adjournment ~f the. House, 2130
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Chicago Exhibitiol). (contimted)discussion thereon, 2130; questions hy
Mr. Zox, 2504, 2935; subject discussed in
Committee of Supply, 2935.
Chinese, The-Question by Mr. Stuart, re landing of Chinese in "\Yestern Australia, 1659 ;
question by Mr. Trenwith, re Chinese
landed in Victoria since the passing of the
Chinese Restriction Act, 2738.
Cigar Making-Question by Mr. Deakin, re
petition of Cigar Makers, 470.
Mr. w. . M. (Footsc1'ay)
Australasian Federation, 424, 1004, lOll,
1013, 1030.
Chicago Exhibition, 2939.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amend.
ment Bill, 1706.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3132.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3008, 3021.
Execution of Criminals, 81.
Importation of Dressed Stone for Monumental
,\~ ork, &c., 829.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2586, 2629, 3219, 3434.
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,
848.
Mr. Bechervaise, 2405.
Pilot Service, 2402.
Railway Department-Platform at Newport
W'orkshops, 2577; Wright and Edwards'
Contract, 2626.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2568, 2647,
2648.
The late Mr. O. P. 'Whitelaw, 2074, 2847,
2952.

CLARK,

€lerk of the Assembly-Resignation of Mr.
G. H. Jenkins, C.M.G., as Clerk of the
Legislative Assembly, and appointment as
Clerk of the Parliaments, announced, 15 ;
motion by Mr. Munro, requesting the
Spec),ker to convey to Mr. Jenkins, on his
retirement from the office of Clerk of the
Assembly, the assurance of its cordial respect and regard, together with its warm
acknowledgment of his services, 15 ; agreed
to, 16; appointment of Mr. W. V. Robinson, as Clerk of the Assembly, announced,
16.
Coal. (See Railway Fnel J' also R.ailways Construction [Korumburra Coal lIfines] Bill,
and Railu.;ays Standing Committee.)
•
Coliban Reservoir-Questions by Mr. Sterry, re
revenue and reduction of charges, 1142.
Collingwood-Representation of-Election of
. Mr. Hancock announced, 15; Mr. Hancock
introduced and sworn, 15.
Collision between Steamers Easby and GambierQuestions by Dr. Maloney, 1186; subject
, discussed in Committee of Supply, 2399.
Colonial-office. (See Lord Carrington and the
Colonial-office. )
Colonial Wines Bill-Brought in by Mr. Sterry,
, and read first time, 145.
Commercial Treaties-Copy of correspondence
between Imperial authorities and Victorian
. . Government, together with reports from
Agent-General, ordered, on motion of Mr.
Deakin,1933.
.
Committee of Public Accounts-Copy of letter
by Mr. Edward Langton, ordered, on
motion of Mr. G. D. Carter, 1660; pro-'
duced, 1794.
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Committee of Public Accounts Bill-Brought in
by Mr. Shiels, and read a first time, 589 ;
second reading moved by Mr. Shiels, 2804;
debated by Mr. Gillies, 2807; Mr. Duffy,
2809 ; Mr. G. D. Carter, 2810; Mr. Best,
2811; Mr. Deakin, 2812; Mr. Graves, 2815;
Mr. Harper, 2816; Mr. Richardson, 2817 ;
Mr. Mu~ro. 2818; Mr. Wrixon, 2819;
Mr. McLean, 2819; Bill read second time,
2820; discharged from the paper, 3400.
Committees (Permanent)-Appointed, 70.
Committees (Select)-Appointed-Mr. Bechervaise, 151; St. James' Church Lands Bill,
850; Railway Passes, 857 ; MaUee Lands,
960; Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill, 1077; Tramways Act Amendment Bill, 1317; Scots' Church Properties
Bill, 1542; Laanecoorie'Weir, 2072.
Commonwealth of Australia Bill. (See Australa.sian Federation.)
Companies Act Amendment Bill (No. 2)-Received from Legislative Council, and read
first time, 2885 ; discharged from the paper,
3429.
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary Liquidation) Bill-Brought in by Mr. Shiels,
and read first time, 2838; second reading
moved by Mr. Shiels, 2857; agreed to,
2858; passed through remaining stages,
2858 ; Bill received from Legisla tive Council
with amendments, 2861; amendments
agreed with, 2861.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (£194,986)-Brought
in by Mr. Munro, and passed through all its
stages, 174.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,862,914) BillBrought in by Mr. Munro, and passed
through all its stages, 582.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,013,232) BillBrought in by Mr. Munro, and passed
through all its stages, 1795.
Consolidated Statutes-Question by Mr. Graves,
t'e index, 125.
Constitution Act Amendment Act-Question by
Mr. vYrixon, 1'e hire of vehicles at elections, 250; statement by Mr. Shiels, 2501.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment
Bill-Governor's message brought down,
83; considered in committee, 442; resolution for an appropriation agreed to and
adopted, 442; Bill brought in by Mr.
Munro, and read a first time, 442; question
by Mr. Trenwith, 668; second reading
of Bill moved by Mr. Munro, 1614. First
night's debate-Mr. Gillies, 1622; Mr. VV.
'1'. Carter, 1625; Mr. Patterson, 1629;
Capt. Taylor, 1631; Mr. G. D. Carter,
1634; :Mr. Richardson, 1636; Mr. Bennett,
1640; Dr. Maloney, 1641; Mr. Anderson,
1642; Mr. Graves, 1643. Second nightMr. Harper, 1663; Mr. Trenwith, 1673.
Third nigh,t-Mr. Trenwith, 1685; Mr.
Best, 1687; Mr. Derham, 1690; Mr.
Laurens, 1692; Mr. Zox, 1695; Mr. T.
Smith, 1698; Mr. McLellan, 1701; Mr.
Stuart, 1701; Mr. Levien, 1703; Mr.
Bowman, 1706.; Mr. Clark, 1706; Mr.
Methven, 1708; Mr. Beazley, 1709; Mr.
Kirton, 1710; Mr. Bailes, 1711; Mr.
IIighett, 1712; Mr. Hancock, 1713; Mr.
Craven, 1715; Mr. Gardiner, 1715; Mr.
McColl, 1716; Mr. Deakin, 1716; Bill
read second time, 1719; considered in committee, 1720, 1742, 1795, 1837; committee s

INDEX.

Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment
Bill (colltinued)-amendments adopt.ed, 1883; motion by
Mr. Munro for third reading of the Bill,
1883; debated by Mr. Mo..uden, 1883;
Mr. Woods, 1885; Mr. Trenwith, 1886;
Mr. Harper, 1887; Sir B. O'Loghlen,
1893; Capt. Taylor, 1893; Mr. Staughton, 1896; Mr. Bent, 1897 ; Mr. Anderson,
1899; Mr. L:LUrens, 1899; Mr. ,J. Harris,
1900; Bill read third time, 1900; amendments after third reading, 1900; Bill
ordered to be transmitted to Legisla.tive Council, 1901; question by Mr. Bent,
re proceedings "in another place," 2178 ;
statement by Sir B. O'Loghlen, 2200,
2306; discussion thereon, 2203; Bill returned from Legislative Council with
amendments, ~752; statement by Mr.
Gillies, 2S:~8; amendments dealt with,
2885; message from Legislative Council
insisting on amendments disagreed with by
the Assembly, ~~333; disagreement insisted
upon, 3333. (See Political Situation, The.)
Contractors' Protection Bill-Brought in by
Capt. Taylor, and read first time, 77; second
reading moved by Capt. Taylor, 1442; debated, 1442; Bill read second time, and
passed through remaining stages, 1444.
Councils of Conciliation Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Richardson, and read first time, 70;
second reading moved by Mr. Richardson,
fJ()O; debated by Mr. Derham, 966; Mr.
Hancock, 9()7; Mr. Deakin, 969; debate
adjourned, 971 ; resumed by Mr. Deakin,
1435; continued by Mr. Outtrim, 1437;
_ Mr. VV. T. Carter, 1437; Mr. Patterson,
14:~8; Mr. Peacock, 1439; Mr. Anderson,
1439; Mr. Armytage, 1440; Bill read
second time, 1440; passed through remaining stages, 1441.
Count-out-During debate on Mr. Kirton's
motion, 1'e age limitation in public service,
2261.
County _Court .Judges-Question by Mr. Zox,
?'e salaries, 354; vote discussed in Committee of Supply, 1959; amendment by
Lt. -Col. Smith requiring County Court
judges to reside within the districts in
which they discharge their duties, proposed, 196:3 ; negatived, 1970; question by
Mr. Kirton, ?'e residence, 1999; question
by Mr. Graves, re alleged deafness of an
acting County Court judge, 2933.
County Court Sittings-Return of correspondence between the Government and County
Court judges, ordered, on motion of Mr.
Tuthill, 192; produced, 192.
Courts of Petty Sessions. (See Petty Ses.qions.)

Mr. A. ,~V. (continued)Mineral Leases, 2781.
Naval Regulation re. Moustache, 1548.
Public Service-Travelling Allow~nces, 3117.
Rabbit I~xtirpation, 19!)2, 2947'.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3327.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2562.
Stock Tax, 1880, 3117, 3392, 3428.
The late Mr. O. P. V,Thitelaw, 2074.
Track Cutting, 2698.

CRAVEN,

Crimes Act Amendment Bill-Received from
Legislative Council, and read .first time,
1661; question by Mr. 'Wrixon, 2680; by
Dr. Maloney, 2930 ; second reading moved
by MT. Duffy, 3124; debated, 3124; Bill
read second time; 3128; considered in
committee, 3128; Bill read third time,
3136.
Criminals - Execution of - Question by Mr.
Clark, 81.
Criminal Trials-Question by Mr. Patterson~
584; statement by Mr. Shiels, 584. (See
Law Depa?'tment.)
,
. "Cup" Day -Question by Mr. Murray, re
adjournment, 2177 ; motion by Mr. Duffy,
for adjournment over' Cup' Day," agreed
to, 2200.
Current off Bream Creek. (See Bream' Creek.)
Customs Department-Question by Mr. Clark,
1'e exact value of dressed stone, &c., imported, 829; by Mr. ,W. T. Carter, re
docking of steamer Bancoora, 1186; by
Mr. Stuart, re compensation to relatives of
Tide-waiter Smith, 2398; question by Mr.
VY. T. Carter, re light-honse-keepers, 2399 ;
by Mr. Beazley, re Gellibrand light-ship~
2782; by Mr. W. T. Carter, re men emRloyed at Cape Verde wreck, 2930; by Mr.
Craven" re drawback on sheep crossing the
border for grazing purposes, 2931. (See
CiOa?' MaNng.)
Cuthhert, The Ron. H., Action against, for conduct as Minister of Justice-Statement by
Mr. Munro, re indemnification from pecuniary loss, 1970.

Mr. A. W. (Benambra)
Australasian Federation, 11lL
Australian Loans, 2884.'
Beechworth and Yackandandah Railway,
3116.
Bridge over Murray River at Hawksview,
2948; at ,Jinjellic, 2948.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1715.
Drawback on Sheep, 2931.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3073, 3085.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2193.
Local Government Act Amendment Rill, 2079,
2084, 2086, 2091, 2093, 3220.

CRAVEN,

Dairying. (See Agriculture Department.)
Dakin, Mr. T. E.--Motioll hy Mr. G. D. Carter,
re claims. of Thos. E. Dakill~ 858; debated,
858 ; withdrawn, 859.
n;;rbysnire, Mr.-Case of. (See Railway Department; also Railways Act Amendment Bill.)
Sir M. H. (Toorak)
Australasian Federation, 708, 718, 910, 952,
976, 987.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1722.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2182.
The Library, 1222.
(See Speaker, The.)

DAYIES,

Days of Sitting. (See Ses.sion£d Arrangements.)
Mr. ALFRED (Essendon and Flemington)
Additional Estimates of Public 'Yorks Department, 2948.
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1542,
1546.
Ah Toy v. Mus!lrove, 1337.

DEAKIN,
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Mr. ALFRED (continued)Appropriation Bill, 3057.
Art Galleries, 1273.
Australasian Fe dera.tion , 229, 425, 494, 503,
718, 860, 905, 909, 950, 954,955,989, 1001,
1008, 1035, 1038, 1076, 1088, ]089, 1095,
1116, 1119, 1120, 1144, 1148, 1149.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 2953.
Budget, 153.
Captain Evans, 1237, 1238, 1241.
Chicago Exhibition, 2936.
Cigar Making, 470.
Commercial Treaties, 1933.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2812.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1644, 1645, 1716, 1722, 1744,
1798, 1860, 2908.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 1444.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 969, 14.'35, 1441.
Court of General Sessions at Chiltern, 1821.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3132.
Defence Department, 2945.
Defence of the Colony-Major Road, 355,
470.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3340, 3392, 3393, 3394.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2955.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3009, 3010,
3066.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1952, 1953, 1955.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill, 747.
Fire Brigades Boards, 70, 77.
Flemington ::md Kensington Board of Advice,
475.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill, 1441,
1444.
Goulburn Weir, 1445..
Government Bills, 78.
Imperial Institute, 1273.
Irrigation and vVater Supply Loans Bill,
3226, 3227.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, llp8, ll59,
ll61, ll93, 1266, 1271.
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment
Bill, 3231.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1210, 1679,
1681, 1683, 1685, 219:3, 2198, 2199.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 3055.
Loan Bill, 2221.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2184, 2268; 2272, 2273, 2276, 2277, 2282,
2451, 2583, 2592, 2602, 2627, 2631, 2632,
3218, 3224.
Mallee Lands, 900.
Melbourne Botanic-gardens, 2945.
Melbourne Cattle-yards and Abattoirs, 616.
Ministers of the Crown, 2533.
Motions for the Adjournment of the House
to ventilate Public Questions, 1529, 1530.
National Australasian Convention Hansard,
125, 126.
Order of Business, 764.
Passenger Lifts Regulation Bill, 1821.
Police-Age of Retirement, 1226, 1229.
Portland Borough Lands Bill, 1434, 1435.
Private Members' Business, 3ll9.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 1204.
Public Service-Gratuities, 1613.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1988.
Railway Department-Train Mileage, 745;
Piece-work under Government contracts,
828.
Railway Labourers' Wages, 1956, 1957.

DEAKIN,
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Mr. ALFRED (continned)-Railway Loan Application Bill, 3215.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 583, 1299,
1458, 2452, 2453, 2469, 24i3, 2474, 2475,
2477, 2478, 2510, 2511, 2527, 2541, 2542,
256L, 2563, 2566, 2637, 2638, 2639, 2655,
2662, 2761, 3377, 3402.
.
Railways ConstructiOll (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3194.
.
Railwn.ys Standing Committee, 2683, 2691.
Schools of Mines, 946, 1274.
Sessional Arrangements, 2506.
Standing Orders Committee, 354.
State Forests, 2949.
Subletting of Government Contracts, 853 ..
Supreme Court, 1741.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 78.
The late Mr. O. P. 'Whitelaw, 2952.
The Library, 1222.
.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3228.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3187.
Water Supply and Irrigation, 2415.
W a terwor ks Construction Encou ragement Act
Further Amendment Bill, 3421, :H22 3423
3425.
'
,

DEAKIN,

Defence ~ft~e Colony-Question by Mr. Bailes,
1'e dIsmIssal of man from Victorian navy
for r~'fusing to shave off moustache, 257 ;
by Mr. Murray, re batteries at vVarrnambool, Port Fairy, and Portland, 355, 469;
return ordered, on motion of Mr. Murray,
504; . produced, 589; questions by ]\11'.
Deakin, ?·e. Major Hoad, :i55, 470; return,
re regulatIOns for the wearing of hair on
the face, ordered, on motion of Mr. Bailes,
414; produced, 414; question by Dr.
Maloney, re eligibility of a private to obtn.in
a commission, 944; motion by Mr. Bailes
for rescinding of regulation of Victorian
Naval departme?-t, 1"e wearing of hair on
the face, 1546; dIscussed, 1547; withdrawn
1550? ~uestion by Mr. Taverner, re speech
of MIlllster of Defence at Exhibition-building, 166~; by Dr. Maloney, re regulations
for shavmg, 1880; vote for department discussed in Committee of Supply, 2942.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment BillRecei ved from Legislative Coun:cil, and read
first time, 1661; G?verno~'s message brought'
down, ~884; conSIdered III committee, 3054;
resolutIOn for an appropriation agreed to,
3054; reported to the House and adopted
3054; second reading moved by Mr. Pea~
cock, 3339; agreed to, :3340; considered in
committee, 3340, 3392; Bill read third
time, 3400.
Mr. F. T. (Port Melbonrne)
Agricultural Statistics, 792.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive Power
Company Bill, 612, 1322, 1328.
Australasian Federation, 30], 483 503 714
1026, lll9.
'
,
,
Boat Stealing, 745.
Captain Evans, 1239, 1244.
Chairman of Committees, 993.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1690, 1861.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 966.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2959.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3013.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1952, 1955.

DERHAM,

INDEX.

Mr. F T. (continued)Hobson's Bay Railway Company Employes,
1821, 1824.
Hour of Meeting, 3169.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1680, 3337.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2750.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2060,

DERHAM,

2297.
Melbourne and vVilliamstown Tramway Bill,
850.
Mr. Bechervaise, 1064, 2405, 2411, 2412.
Naval Regulation re Moustache, 1548.
Overloading of Ships, 471.
Parliament Buildings, 2391.
.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1909, 2369.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3137.
Provision of Sailing Apparatus on Steamers,
2399.
Railway Department-Temporarily retired
Employes, 585.
Railway Labourers' vVages, 1956, 1957.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1523, 2519,
2646,2650, 2651, 2657, 2765.
References to Divisions, 3331.
Sand at Fisherman's Bend, 745.
Diamond Drills. (See Mining Department.)
Directors' Liability Bil1-Received from Legislative Council, and read first time, 2134;
second reading moved by Mr. Zox, 2953;
debated, 2954; debate adjourned, 2961;
Bill discharged from the paper, 3429.
Dissolution of Parliament-Question by Mr.
Gillies, ?'e statements in press, 2076.
Divisions-In full House-On Mr. Munro's
motion for adjournment of House over
Governor's dinner, 358; on motion of Mr.
Deakin, in favour of remo,oal of Melbourne
cattle-yards and abattoirs, 627; on Dr.
Maloney'S motion, re contracts for public
buildings, 1081; on Mr. Shiels' motion for
recommittal of certain resolutions re draft
Bill of National Australasian Convention,
1117; on Mr. Stuart's motion for second
reading of Public Library (Sundays Poll)
Bill, 1206; on Mr. W. T. Carter's motion
for adjournment of debate on A. U. Alcock
Electric Light and Motive Power Company Bill, 1328; on Mr. Munro's motion
for! second reading of Constitution Act
Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1719; on
Dr. Maloney'S motion for cessation of sales
of Crown lands, 1821; on third reading of
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1900; on Mr. Kirton's motion,1'e
State employment of aged persons, 2260;
on Capt. Taylor's amendment on Legislative Council's amendments in Legal Profession Practice Bill, 2339; on Mr. Tuthill's
amendment on Mr. Munro's proposal, re
sessional arrangements, 2510; on Mr.
Cameron's amendment in sub-section b of
clause 12 of Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2582 ; on Mr. Cameron's amendment in schedule of same Bill, 2603; on
Mr. Keys' motion for omission of new clause
in Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
re removal of night-soil, 2630; on Mr.
Deakin~s new clause in same Bill,' re
valuation of rateable property, 2635 ;
on Mr. G. D. Carter's motion, reO amendments in Licensing Act, 2748; on Mr. A.
Harris' motion, re £500 for the widow and
Q

Divisions-In full House-(continued)family of the late Mr. O. P. 'Whitelaw,
2849; on Mr. Zox's motion for adjournment of debate on Legislative Council's
amendment.s in Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 2912; on Sir B.
O'Loghlen's motion for adjournment of
~ebate on second reading of Directors'
Liability Bill, 2956; on Mr. Stuart's motion
for third reading of Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3069; on Mr. Foster's amendment in clause 7 of Land Act Amendment
Bill, 3086; on Mr. Patterson's amendment
on Mr. Shiels' motion, 1'epermanent surveys
of new railway lines, 3330; on Mr. Turner's
motion that the Assembly do not insist upon
its amendments in Police Offences Act
Amendment Bill, 3334; on Mr. Shiels'
motion that the House disagree with
Council's amendment in sub-section 3 of
,clause 49 of Railways Act Ameudment Bill,
3390; on Mr. Shiels' motion that the House
disagree with Council's amendment in subsection 4 of clause 52 of same Bill, 3392.
Divisions-In Committee-On retention of title
" Commonwealth" in draft Bill of National
Australasian Convention, 502; on Sir B.
O'Loghlen's amendment for substitution of
" Australian" (colonies) for" Australasian,"
716; on Sir B. O'Loghlen's amendment
to omit the words "a Senate" in resolution I of chapter I. (The Parliament),
906; on Sir B. O'Loghlen's amendment,
re Governor-General, 909; on Sir B.
O'Loghlen's amendment, re dissolution of
Senate, 951; on Mr. 'Vebb's amendment to
reduce term of office of senators from six t(}
three years, 982; on Mr. McIntyre's.
amendment in resolution 10,986; on Sir B.
O'Loghlen's amendments for exclusion of
New Zealand, 988, 1115; on Sir B. O'Loghlen's motion for reporting progress on draft·
Bill, 1044; on Mr. Richardson's motion for
reporting progress, 1011; on Capt. Taylor's.
amendment in schedule, to substitute" the
reigning Sovereign of Great Britain" for" Her Majesty the Queen," 1012; on subsection 2 of resolution 5, re customs, excise~
and bounties, 1017; on sub-section 3, re
raising money by taxation, 1025; on Mr.
Derham's amendment, re postal and telegraph services, 1031; on Capt. Taylor's.
amendment, re naval defence, 1031; on
Capt. Taylor's amendment, ?'e state militia,
1041; on Dr. Maloney's amendment, re
referendum, 1069; on sub-section 5 of resolution 55, chapter I., re power of Senate to
request amendments of Money Bills, 1075;
on Mr. '\Vrixon's motion, re appeals to Privy
Council, 1094; on Mr. Deakin's motion, re
Federal Tariff, 1111; on Mr. Wrixon's
motion, re appointment of Governors of
states 1115; on Mr. Richardson's motion
for reporting progress, Il18; on Sir B.
O'Loghlen's amendment for omission of
"N ew Zealand" in 5th resolution, 1145; on
Sir B. O'Loghlen's amendment requiring
.that at least five Ministers should be
members of the House of Representatives,
1148; on Mr Trenwith's motion, in Committee of Supply, for reporting progress
on vote for Lands department (mallee
lands), 825; on Mr. Webb's amendment, re
Parlia.ment buildings in schedule of Land
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Mr. E. J. (contin1lecl)Sessional Arrangements, 2508.
Tramways Act Amendment Bill, 610, 1076,
1553, 1812.
'Vater works Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3425.
Yarra Flood, 359.

Divisions-In Committee-( contin1led)S1tles by Auction Fund Bill, 1268; on
clause 2 of Licensing Act Amendment Bill,
1684; on Mr. L. L. Smith's amendment in
clause 4 of the Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1853; on
Mr. Richardson's amendment in same
clause, 1858; on Dr. Maloney's new clause
in same Bill, 1860; on Lt. -Col. Smith's
amendment on vote for County Court
judges, requiring that the judges should
reside within the district in which they
discharge their duties, 1970; on Sir R.
O'Loghlen's amendment in clause 12 of
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2055; on Mr. Cameron's amendment in
same clause, 2055; on Mr. Levien's amendment on clause 31 of same Bill, 2092;
On Mr. Sterry's amendment in clause
on Lt.-Col. Smith's new
66, 2249;
clause, re aldermen, 2282; on Sir B.
O'Loghlen's motion to report progressj
2290; on Mr. Best's new clause, re actions
against municipal councils, 2303; on Mr.
Patterson's amendments in clause 4 of
Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways Remuneration Bill, 2379; on
clause 4 of same Bill, 2418; on Mr. Gillies'
new clause limiting duration of .measure,
2422; on Mr. Outtrim's motion for reporting progress on clause 1 of Miner's Right
Titles Bill, 2390; 1'e Mr. Patterson's
amendment in clause 3 of Railways
Act Amendment Bill, 2476; on clause
21 of same Bill, 2523; on clause
41, 2570; on Mr. McIntyre's motion for
omission of sub-section 3 of clause 32 of
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2645; on
clause 44 of same Bill, 2657; on Mr. Sterry's
new clause, re wine licences, in Licensing Act
Amendment Bill, 2853; on Mr. Bailes'
amendment in clause 3 of Electoral RoUs
Purification Bill, 3009; on Mr. McColl's
amendment in 6th clause, 3015; on Mr.
Kirton's amendment on sub-section 7 of 21st
clause, 3024; on Mr. Baker's new clause in
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3084; on Mr.
Wrixon's amendment on clause 6 of Crimes
Act Amendment Bill, 3129; on 36tli clause
3131 ; on Capt. Taylor's new clause, 3134.

DIXON,

Dog Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Graves, and read first time, 143; . dis.
charged from the paper, 2861.
Dogs-Question by Mr. Officer, re aborigines'
dogs,6g9.
Dookie Farm. (See Ag7'lcultnre Department.)
Dougherty, Sergeant-Case of-Question by Sir
B. O'Loghlen, 2933.
Dow, Mr. J. L. (Kara Kara)
Bonus System, 2712.
Budget, 632.
Butter Exportation, 2712.
Captain Evans, 1239.
Curator of Melbourne Botanic-gardens, 2697.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3063.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1163, 1200,
1254, 1255, 1258, 1259, 1261, 1268, 1269.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2633.
Liihrig Process, 2699.
Manee Lands, 808, 2331.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2385.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 765.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3321.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 530, 1522,
1532.
Red Bluff at St. Kilda, 2394.
School at Nichol's Plains, 585.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3228.
Vine-growing, 2713.
Wire-netting Loan, 81, 1251, 1252, 1261.
Yea River Company, 189.
Dredging-Question by
Geelong, 2391.

~r.

Anderson,

re

DUFFY, Mr. J. GAVAN, Postmaster-General
(Kilm01"e, Dalho'USie., and Lancefield)
Additionall\Iagistrates, 1975.
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1540.
Administration and Probate Act Amendment
Bill, 2200, 3229.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislati ve Council, 3238.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 445, 615.
Australasian Federation, 487, 1028.
Colston Case-'Vitnesses' Expenses, 3050.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2809.
Constitution Act· Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1763.
County Court Judges, 1963, 1969, 1971.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3124, 3130, 3132,
3134, 3135, 3136.
"Cup" Day, 2177, 2200.
Defence of the Colony-Naval Regulation, re
wearing of Hair on the Face, 1549.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2134.
Electric Lighting Bill, 1485.
Electric Lighting Companies, 1378.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1951.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3076, 3082, 3083,
3085.

Mr. E. J. (Pmhran)
Agent-General, 3434.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 443, 1328.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3130.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3012, 3024.
Governor's Dinner, 356, 476.
Loan Bill, 2213.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2634.
Manee Lands, 2332.
Marine Board, 2402.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2377, 2419.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3334.
Prahran Mechanics' Institu~e, 2130.
Public Instruction-Flemington State School,
1142.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3326.
Railway Department - Prahran Railway
Station, 1014; Sleeping Berth "D," Adelaide Express Train, 1063.

DIXON,
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Mr. J. GAvAN(continued)Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 971.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1680.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 284, 2p36.
Messrs. Burston and McNap, 2860.
Mines Bill, 3122, 3426.
Motions for Adjournment of House, 1530.
Mr. Bechervaise, 151,2409.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Rail. ways Remuneration Bill, 1902.
Police Magistrates-Appointment of Mr.
Leader, 1976.
Postal and Telegraph Department-Mildura
Mail Service, 190; Weather Telegrams,
475; Assistant Letter Carriers, 1014;
General Post - office Clock, 1014, 1703;
Post-office at Dunkeld, 1063; Telegraph
Line to Princetowll, 1415; Telegraph-office
in Melbourne East, 2410; Clock for Hamilton Post-office, 2410.
Post Office Act Amendment Bill, 1417.
Railway Department-Refreshment-rooms,
1524, 1553, 2053; Bairnsdale Trains, 1524;
Permanent Employes of Hobson's Bay
Railway Company, 1552 ; Repairing Shop at
Ballarat, 3051.
Railway Labourers' vVages, 1956, 1957,
1958.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1523, 2455,
2519,2525.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 1661.
Tax on Football Matches, 149.
Trusts Act Amendment Bill, 3228, 3229.

DUFFY,

Mr. VV ALTER (Bonmg)
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans Bill, 3227.
Loan Bill, 2237.
Mallee Lands, 45, 128, 172, 587, 794, 826,
8S0,.957, 1612, 1995, 2325.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1993.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3191.

DUNCAN,

Mr. J .. N. (Ballarat East)
Art Classes for Technical Teachers, 1015.
Australasian Federation, 994, ll08.
Coliban and Geelong Water Schemes, 2709.
County Court Judges, 1967.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3129, 3135.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 30ll, 3018,
3020.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3082, 3083.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1210, 1211.
Local Government Act AmendmentBill, 2064,
2081, 2082, 2091, 2099, 2100, 3220.
LUhrig Process, 2700.
Mallee Lands, 1996.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2385, 2845.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 290, 765.
Mr. Bechervaise, 2412.
Parliament House-Telephone and Telegraph
Offices, 257.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 773.
.
Railway Department - Engines on Ballarat
to Stawell Line, 468.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3196, 3217.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2569, 2572.
State Forests, 152, 1550, 1552.
Timber Reserves, 414, 1550, 1552.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
2700.

DUNN,

Easby and Gambier Collision.
&c.)

Education Act-Question by Mr. Gordon, 1·(J.
II th section, 188. (See Public InstTuction.)
Education Endowment Bill-Governor's message brought down, 88; considered in COIllmittee, 442; resolution for an appropria.tion agreed to and adopted, 442; Bill
brought in by Mr. Peacock, and read first
time, 443; question by Mr. Foster, re reservation of lands in Gippsland, 2310; Bill discharged from the paper, 3086.
Elections-Hire of Vehicles. (See Constitution
Act Amendment Act.)
Electoral Registrars-Question by Mr. Stuart,
2449.
.
Electoral Rolls-Question by Mr. Gillies, 2076;
statement by Mr. Munro, 2077.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill- Brought in
by Mr. Shiels, and read first time, 2782;
second reading moved by Mr. Shiels, 2984 ;
debated by Mr. Gillies, 2988; Mr. W. T.
Carter, 2990; Mr. Richardson, 2990; Sir
B. O'Loghlen, 2992; Mr.l\1cColl, 2997; Mr.
"Vrixon, 2997; Mr. Hall, 2998; Mr. Bailes,
2999; Mr. Trenwith, 3000; Mr. C. Young,
3001; Mr. Laurens, 3001 ; Mr. Officer, 3002;
Mr. Nimmo, 3002; Mr. Graves, 3002; Mr.
Williams, 3004; Mr. Hancock, 3005; Mr.
Anderson, 3006; Dr. Maloney, 3006; Mr.
Bowman, 3007; Mr. Sterry, 3007; Mr.
Clark, 3008; Mr. Methven, 3008 ; Bill read
second time, 3008; considered in committee,
3008; amendments on report, 3065; third
reading, 3068, 3069; Bill returned from
Legislative Council with amendments, 3339;
amendments agreed with, 3339.
Electors' Rights-Question by Mr. Staughton,
re addresses of electors, &c., 2504.
Electric Lighting Bill- Brought in by Mr.
Duffy, and read first time, 1485; discharged
from the paper, 3086.
Electric Lighting Companies-Question by Mr.
W. T. Ca,rter, 1378.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment Bill
-Brought in by Mr. 'Vrixon, and read first
time, 628; second reading, 1946-52; passed
through remaining. stages, 1952-6; returned from Legislative Council with
amendments, 2803; amendments agreed
with, 2804.
Estimates Brought Down-Supplementary Estimates of Expenditure for 1890-91, 152;
Estimates of Revenue and Expencliture for
1891-2, 565; Additional Estimates of Expeliditure, 2932.
Eucalyptus Trees-Questions by Mr. Armytage,
re supply to occupiers of houses in the
poorer parts of the metropolis, ll40.
Execution of Criminals. (See Criminal-s.)
Exhibitions. (See Chicago Exhibition " also Tasmanian Exhibition.)
Exhibition-building-Question.by Capt. Taylor,
Te charge for use of building, 2738.
Expedition Pass Reservoir-Questions by Mr.
Patterson, 2414; by Mr. Gordon, 2709.
Factories and Shops-Inspection of - Subject
discussed in 'Committee of Supply, 1272;
question by Mr. Trenwith, 1'1', amendment of
Factories and Shops Act, 2782.
Federation of Australasia. (See Australasian
Federation. )
Fences Act-Question by Mr .. Graves, re amendment, 46.

(See Colli.sion,
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Mr. JOSEPH (Ovens)
Australasian Federation, 314, 1094, 1103.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3074.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1211, 2196.
Loans for Wire Netting, 2946.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
1221, 2029, 2059, 2062, 2079, 2152, 2153,
2251, 2595, 2598, 2634.
Mallee Lands, 960.
Mr. Allison Smith, 2718.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2375.
Public Service Board,.843.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
:~315, 3322.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1470, 2522,
2564, 2646, 2656.
Railways Standing Committee, 2692.
Road \V orks and Bridges, 2397.
Sessional Arrangements, 2509.
Track to Mount Wills, 2575.

FERGUSON,

Forest Department-Questions by Mr. Groom,
. re appointment of Mr. Hargrave, 943; by
Mr. Armytage, t'e distribution of eucalyptus trees, 1140; by Mr. Bailes, re dead
eucalyptus trees, 1186; by Mr. A. Young,
roe thinning of forests in mining districts,
1416; st·atement by Mr. '<V. T. Carter, re
Conservator of Forests, 2414; subject of
transfer of Forests to Mining Department
discussed, 2698, 2949; question by Mr.
Deakin, 2949; by Mr. Anderson, 2949; by
Mr. Richardson, re tree planting, 2949.
(Sec 1'imber Reserves)' also State Forests.)
FORREST, Mr. C. L. (Polwarth)
Local Government Act Amen~ment Bill,.
2026, 2249, 2287,2288.
MalIee Landi!, 2334.
FOSTER, :Mr. HENRY (Gippsland East)
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar
of Legislative Council, 3240.
Australasian Federation, 276,992,1013,1027,
1105.
Bairnsdale Irrigation Trust, 151, 179,1, 2417.
Bairnsdale Trains, 1524.
Boring for 'Vater, 1376.
Chicago Exhibition, 2941.
Court-house at Omeo, 1932, 3050.
Court of General Sessions at Omeo, 188, 291.
Court of Petty Sessions at Buchan, 2934.
Education Endowment Lands, 2310.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3015, 3016,
3024, 3025.
.
Floods in Gippsland. 588.
Gippsland Railway Surveys, 688.
Government Entomologist, 2712.
Granite, 1415.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3071, 3078, 3080,
3086.
Land at Neerim, 690.
Land Reservations in Gippsland, 2947.
Land reserved for Railway Purposes, 2504.
Land Sales hy Auction Fund Bill, 1266.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2743.
Local Government Act Amend ment Bill, 2143,
230G, 2585, 2589, 2603, 2632, 2634.
Luhrig Process, 2698.
Mallee Lands, 2329.
Mineral Leases, 1376.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2843, 2844, :!845,
2846.
Mines Bill. 3121, 3122.
Mount Wills Tin Mines, 469, 2575.
Mr. Bechervaise, 2404.
Mr. Henry Frencham, 1084.
Mr. John Gail, 3312.
Municipal Elections, 827.
Municipal Overdrafts, 127..
Opium Bill, 2803.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2367, 9.R70, 2378,
2379.
Police, 584, 793, 1140, 2839.
Prospecting Vote, 2413, 2505.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1523, 2572,
2654.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3193.
Sa.le School of Mines, 1275.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1817.
Snowy River-bridge, 188, 189.
Stock Tax, 3119.
Supposed 'Vreck near Port Albert, 82.

Finances. (See Budget; also Treasllry Bonds
Bill.)
Financial Institutions-Questions by Mr. Zox,
91:3, 2449, 3] 16; state-ment by Mr. Munro,
913, 2450.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill-Governor's message brought down, 292; considered in committee, 441; resolution for
an appropriation: agreed to and adopted, 441;
Bill brought in by Mr. Munro, and read
first time, 442; passed through remaining
stages, 74G, 747.
Fire Brigades Boards-Mot.ion by Mr. Deakin
in favour of Government taking steps to
enable the Fire Brigades Boards to meet
necessary initial expenses incurred under
the Fire Brig;1des Act, 70; seconded by
Mr. Dow, 73; debated by Mr. Munro, 73;
Mr. Burrowes, 75; Mr. J. Harris, 76;
Mr. Tuthill, 76; Mr. Richardson,. 76;
statement by Mr. Deakin, 77; motion
withdrawn, 77.
.
Fisherman's Bend-Question by Mr. Derham,
re sale of sand, 745.
Fish, Protection of -Question by Mr. Zox, 1251.
Fitzroy-gardens-Question by Mr. Bennett,.
2945.
Flagstaff-gardens-Question by Dr. Maloney,
2946.
Flood Damages-Question by Mr. Mason, 1377;
by Mr. A. Harris, 1524, 1792.
Flood in the Yarra-Questions by Mr. Bent, 358;
. by Mr. Zox, 358; statement by Mr. Munro,
358; discussion thereon, 359; question by
Mr. Mountain, re appointment of board,
471; by Mr. T. Smith, re damage to Queen'sbridge, 586; by Mr. Beazley, re removal of
obstructions, 746, 2575. (See Public Works
Department. )
Floods ill Gippsland-Questions hy Mr. Foster
re Bendoc, Bonang, and Clarkville, 588.
(See Lands Department.)
Football Matches-Motion by Mr. Gardiner in
favour of a tax of 10 per cent. for charitable
purposes on the gross returns from "football and other matches on all grounds under
the joint·control of the Board of Land and
Works and other trustees of grounds
vested in trustees throughout the colony,"
145; debated, 146; debate adjourned, 151;
motion withdrawn, 2861.
SES. 1891.-C
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Mr. HENRY (contin'llecl)The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2848, 2952.
Timber Areas, 2310.
Tin-dressing Machinery, 2310.
Track Cutting, 2698.
Viticultural Board, 2712.
Weather Telegrams, 475.

Mr. DUNCAN (Eastern Su7nwbs)
Agricultural Grants Bill, 3234.
Attendance of Minister of "Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3241.
Australasian Federation, 87, 387, 499, 717,
846, 949, 986, 989, lOll, 1069, 1075, 1097,
1143, 1146, 1147, 1148.
Budget, 476, 580, 589..
Chicago Exhibition, 2937.
Close of the :':Iession-Transaction of Business
2983.
.
,
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2807.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1622, 1721, 2838, 2885, 2897,
2898, 2901.
County Court Judges, 1969.
Death of Mr. Wilkinson, 777.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment
Bill, 3340.
Electoral Rolls, 2076.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 2988, 3025,
3028.
Government Printing-office, 1979.
Governor's Dinner, 4:81.
Governor's Speech, 22.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3075, 3078, 3080,
3085,3086.
Land Sales by AuctionFund Bill, 1153, ll90,
1195, 1200, 1211, E!53.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 971.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2749.
Loan. Bill, 2210.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
1220,' 2058, 2086, 2178, 2249, 2::?50, 2253,
2267, 2285, 2293, 2300, 2451, 2587, 2589,
2591, 2593, 2600, 2602, '2603, 2604, 2607,
2626,2632.
Lord Carrington and the Colo.nial-office
2502, 2503.
'
Lunacy Department-Allowance f<;lr Rent,

GILLIES,

FOSTE1{,

Fra.nkston Cemetery. (See Jlfetropolitan Oemeter,1J. )
}-'rencham, Mr. Henry-Motion by Mr. Bailes,
in favour of grant of £5'1)0 to Mr. Henry
Frencham, as discoverer of the Bendigo
gold-field, 1083; discussed, 1084; negati"ed, 1087.
.
.Friendly Societies Act Amendment BillBrought in by Mr. 'Yrixon, and read first
time, 77; second reading moved by 1\Jr.
Deakin, 1441; debated, 1441 ; read second
time, 1442; statement by Mr. Deakin,
1444; by Mr. Zox, 1444; Bill considered in
committee, 285:3; read third time, 2857;
returned from Legislative Council with
amendments., 3229; amendments agreed to
·wi.th a verbal amendment, 3229; message
from Governor, recommending further
amendments, 3331 ; amendments agreed to,
3331.
Fuel for Railways. (See Ra,ilwt1,y Fllel.)

Gambier and Easby Collision. (See Oollision, &c.)
Game, Close Secson for-Question by Mr. Hall,
587.

Mr. JOHN (Oa?-lton)
Additional Magistrates, 1975.
Australasian Federation, 220.
Cemeteries Act Amendment Bill, 446.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1715.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3012, 3017,
3018, 3021, 3024, 3026.
Metropolitan Parks a.nd Gardens, 2946.
Parliamentary Standing Oommittee on Railways Remuneru,tioll :Bill, 2377.
Railway Department-Spark Arresters, 2450.
Recreation Reserves, 192.
Tax on Football Matches, 14.:5, 146, 150, 2861.
Yarm Improvement, 2393.
.

. GARDINER,

2D34.

Manee Lands, 804, 825, 958.
M.r. Bechervaise, 151. .
Opium Bill, 2794.
.Order of Busine£s, 2982, 3052.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways Remuneration Bill, 1909, 19l1,
2368, 2375, 2379, 2422.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3138.
Political Situation, 2207; Resignations of
Ministers, 2309, 2364.
Privilege, re Australasian Federation, 87.
Public Finances, 2932.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 1201.
Public Service Board, 835.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1991.
Railway Accounts, 2981.
,Railway Construction-Policy of the Government, 2928; Permanent Su.rveys, 3313,
3329.
Railway Department-Supplementary Estimates, 159 ; Newport vVorkshops, 588;
Pictures in Railway Carriages, ll40.
Railway Labourers' 'Vages, 145, 1957.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3196.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 482, 530, 533,
565, 1523, 1542, 1553, 2464, 2476, 2477,
2478, 25ll, 2524, 2527, 2530, 2534, 2536',
2545, 2548, 2549, 2566, 2567, 2568, 2577,
2636, 2640, 2642, 2647, 2649, 2657, 2661,
2662, 2759, 3377, 3388, 3390, 3402, 3403.
Railways Commissioners, 746.
Railways Standing Committee, 2682, 2684,
2686, 2687, 2692.

'Das Engine, St. Kilda Barracks-Question by
Di·. Maloney, HJ99.
G~llibrand Light-ship. (See Oustoms Department.)
General Election-Question by Mr. McColl, re
date, 34:33.
General Sessions-Q.uestion by Mr. Foster, 1'e
Omeo, 188 ; motion by lvIr. Foster, for address to the Governor, re conrt at Omeo,
291; agreed to, 292; address adopted, 292;
question by Mr. Taverner, re Mildura, 258;
message from Legislative Council, transmitting address to Governor for discontinuing
the courts at Alexandra, Clunes, Dunolly,
Heathcote, Inglewood, \Yalhalb, and
V\T ood's Point, :359; address concurred in,
.359; message from Legislative Council,
transmitting address to Governor, praying
for establishment of court of general
sessions at Mildura., 827; address conCUlTed in, 879,880; motion by Mr. Tuthill,
re court of general sessions at Chiltern,
proposed and withdrawn, 1821.
Geological Survey-Question discussed, 2705.
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Mr. DUKcAN (continued)Railways to the Korumburra Coal Mines,
2754.
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act Amendment
BiU,1149.
Sessional Arrangements, 2506, 2408.
Standing Orders for Private Bills, 1077.
·Supplementary Estimates, 155.
The late' Clerk of the Assembly (Mr. G. H.
Jenkins, C.M.G.), 16.
The late Mr. O. P. \-Vhitelaw, 2951.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3184.
Waterworks Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3422.

GILLIES,

tGold-fields Reservoirs Sale Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Graham, and read first time, 129;
disch~rged from the paper, 3086.
Mr. VY. J. S. (Oastlemaine)
Appointment of Magistrates, 1974.
Australasian Federation, 435, 994.
Charitable Institutions, 1982.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1645, 1857.
County Court Judges, 1~70.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3340, 3394, 3399.
Destruction of Vermin on Gold-fields Commons, 1015.
.
Education Act, 188, 946.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3018, 3021,
3027.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill,1954.
Expedition Pass Reservoir, 2709.
Forests and Timber Reserves, 1551.
Foxes, 1993.
Governor's Residence at Macedon, 2396.
I . . and Act Amendment Bill, 3077, 3083, 3084.
Land Tax Act, 1987.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1679, 1682,
1683,2196, 2198, 2850, 2852, 3337, 3339.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2G96, 3055.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2081, 2085, 2094, 2101, 2304, 2587: 2588,
2627.
Maryborough Local Option Poll, 2576.
l\iiner's Right Titles Bill, 2389, 2845, 2846.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 290, 766.
Mines Bill, 3122.
Mr. Henry Frencham, 1086.
Naval R,egulation re Moustache, 1548.
-Opium Bill, 2i94.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railwn.ys Remuneration Bill, 2367, 2376, 2418,
2423.
Penal Department, 1334.
Police, 3374.
Powder Magazines, 2394.
.
Pllblic Instruction-Lesnons on Health and
Temperance, 189; Section II of Education
Act, 946; Shorthand ill State Schools, 1815.
Public Libral'Y (Sundays Poll) Bill, 768.
Railway Labourers' 'Wages, 144..
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1523, 2523,
2646, 2659, 2660.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3192.
Schools of Mines, 1274..
Sessional Arrangements, 2509.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 78.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
2706.

IGORDON,

ASSE~mLY.

Mr'. VY. J. S. (continued)Vermin Destruction Act, 468.
vVaterworks Construction Encouragement Act
Further Amendment Bill, 3425.

GORDON,

Goulburn Weir-Return ordered, on motion of
Mr. Deakin, 1445; produced, 2129.,
Government Advertising -; Question by Mr.
McColl, 2934.
Government Contracts-'-Motion by Mr. Trenwith for strict enforcement of regulation
against subletting, 850; debated, 852 ;
agreed to, 854; by Dr. Maloney, ?'e contracts for the erection and completion of
public buildings, 1077,1078; negatived, 1081;
motion by Mr. T. Smith for return, ?'e
contract for embossing stationery, 1082;
withdrawn, 10S3.
Government Debentures - Question by Mr.
Graves, re investments by shire councils,
2935.
Government Entomologist - Question by Mr.
Foster, 2712; subject discussed in Committee of Supply, 2711, 2712, 2713; statement by Mr. Officer, 2738 ..
Government Printing-ollice-Question by Dr.
Maloney, 792; vote discussed in Committee
of Supply, 1978; question by Mr. Hunt,
2935.
Governor, His Excellency the (the Right Honorable the Earl of Hopetonn, G.C.M.G.)Motion by Mr. Hancock for address in reply
to speech on opening' the session, 16;
seconded by Mr. Pariitt, 21.; debate adjourned, 22; resumed by Sir B. o'Loghlen ,
who moved an amendment dissenting from
the federation scheme proposed by the
National Australasian Convention, 46;
continued by Mr. W. T. Carter, 61; Mr.
Graves, 66; Sir B. O'Loghlen's amendment negatived, 69; address adopted, 69;
His Excellency's reply, 258.
Governor's Dinners - Motion by Mr. Munro
for adjournment of House over Governor's
dinner, 356; debated, 356; agreed to, 358 ;
motion by Mr. Munro for adjournment of
the House, 476; debated, 476; agreed to,
482.
.
Governor's Messages - Re Her Majesty's
assent to Marriage Law Amendment Act,
15; re Constitution Act Amendment Act
Amendment Bill, 83; re Local Government
Act Amendment Bill, 83; re Metropolitan
General Cemetery Bill, 83; re Education
Endowment Bill, 83; transmitting Supplementary Estimates, 152; transmitting Estimates of Expenditure, 152, 565, 29;)2; re
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 193;
intimating that His Excellency has gi\Ten
the Royal assent to certain Bills, 292, 588,
1017, 1742, 1883, 1999, 2256, 2580, 2884,
3054, 3375; re Fire Brigades Act Amelldment Bill, 292; ?'e Portland Borough Lands
Bill, 359; reLand Sales by Auction Fund Bill,
565; re Sharebrokers Bill, 1379; re Standing
Committee on Railways Bill, 1299; re Loan
Bill, 2129; re Defences and Discipline Act
Amendment Bill, 2884; re Land Act
Amendment Bill, 2884; ?'e Railway Loan
Application Bill, 2885; re Melbourne
General Cemetery Bill, 2932 ; re Melbourne
and 'Williamstown Tramway Bill, 2951:
q'e Friendly Societies Act Amendment
Bill, 3331; re Railways Act Amendment
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Governor's Messages (continued)Bill, 3433; re Local Government Act
Amendment Bill, 3433; re Mines Bill
3434.
'
Governor's Residence at Macedon"':" Question
by Mr. Gordon, 2396.
GRAHAM, Mr. GEORGE, Minister of Water
~upply and Agriculture (Numurkah and
Nathalia)
Agricultural Department-Distribution of
Seeds and Plants, 690 j Vote for Department, 2713.
Agricultural Grants Bill, 3054, 3232.
Artificial Production of Rain, 2625.
Bairnsdale Irrigation Trust, 1794, 2417.
Boring for Water, 1376.
Butter Exportation, 2713,3051, 3052.
Chicago Exhibition, 29:36.
Coliban Reservoir, 1142, 2709.
Curator of Melbourne Botanic-gardens, 3117.
Dairying Bonus, 190, 1794.
Dunolly Scent Farm, 2713.
Expedition Pass Reservoir, 2414, 2709.
Gold-fields Reservoirs, 2417.
Gold-fields Reservoirs Sale Bill, 129.
Government Entomologist, 2714.
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans Bill,
3120, 3226, 3227, 3339.
Irrigation Trusts, 2235.
Laanecoorie Weir, 1613, 2072.
Loan Bill, 2235.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
3221.
Macorna Channel, 128.
Mr. Alexander Moncrieff, 2859.
Ovens Water Supply, 2710.
Phylloxera, 2714.
Stock Diseases Act, 1414.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 129, 3227,
3228, 3335, 3392.
Viticultural Board, 2713.
Water Act Amendment Bill, 129, 1376, 2648,
2783.
'Vater Famine at Charlton, 3433.
Granite Bar Tin Mining Company-Question
by Mr. Mason, 1742.
Granite-Question by Mr. Foster, re increase of
import duty, 1415. (See Oustom8 Depart.
ment.)
Gratuities-Statement by Mr. Munro, 1'e
gra.tuities to Mrs. Brearley and Mrs. Gabb,
192. (See Whitelaw, the late .1.11r. O. P.)

GRAVES, Mr. J. H. (continued)Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3002, 3010,
3015, 3016, 3025, 3028, 3065, 3339.
Fences Act, 46.
.
Government Debentures-Investment' in, by
Shire Councils, 2935.
Governor's Speech, 66.
Gun Accident at Qtieenscliff, 143.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3072, 3078.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1212.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 289.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1209.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 442,
1220, 1933, 2254,2261, 2265, 2266, 2286,
2318.
Mallee Lands, 958.
Mansfield Railway, 127, 258.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 2860.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 289, 290.
Mr. Bechervaise, 2407.
Mr. N. Kinsman, 3116, 3168.
Opium Bill, 2793.
Penal Department-Captain Evans, 1238,
1244, 1334.
Police, 1223.
Pounds Act, 46. .
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 1202.
Public Service Board, 840.
. Public Service-Officer at Mansfield, 475,586.
Railway Department-Supplementary Estimates, 154; Victorian Fuel, 2070.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3195, 3196.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 829,. 1593,
2764.
Railways CommiRsioners, 691.
Railways Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3316, 3326.
Rulings as Temporary Chairman of Committees-Use of the expression "Quack
Doctor," 1840; putting Motions a second
time, 1957.
Rulings of the Speaker, 1529, 1530.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1816.
State Employment of Aged Persons, 2259.
Stock Tax, 3119.
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2074.
The Library, 1222.
ombats, 258.

"T

Great Southern Railway. (See Railways Authorized, &c.)
GROOM, Mr. A. C. (Gippsland West)
Australasian Federation, 204.
Court of Petty Sessions at Leongatha, 1099.
Forest Conservation, 943.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3073, 3080, 3081,
3085.
Licences and Leases in Gippsland, 2705.
Loan Bill, 2235.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2091,2149, 2153, 2287. 2583.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2843.
Railways Construction (Korumbnrra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3191.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3183.
vYarragul and Darnum Railway Stations,
1932.

GRAVES, Mr. J. H. (Delatite)
Adjournment's on Decease of Members, 1546.
Alleged Deafness of an Acting County Court
Judge, 2933.
Appropriation Bill, 3056.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3240.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 444, 446.
Australasian Federation, 80, 229, 303, 387,
484, 501, 708, 717, 948, 1073, 1093, 1120.
Bellarine lforeshore, 2257.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 2953.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2815.
Consolidated Statutes Index, 126.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1643, 2897.
Defence Department, 2943.
Dog Act Amendment Bill, 143.

Gun Accident at Queenscliff-Motion by Mr.
Graves for return of all correspondence re
appointment of first board of inquiry, 143 ;
statement by Mr. Munro, 143; motion
withdrawn, 143.
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Mr. G. VV. (Shepparton and Euroa)
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1544.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 615, 1325.
Australasian Federation, 909, 1027, 1l08,
1114, 1149.
Boxing Exhibitions, 587.
Brown Coal, 2701.
Butter Exportation, 2711, 3051.
Captain Evans, 1237.
Classification of Schools and Teachers, 1445.
Close Season for Game, 587.
Directors'· LiabilityBill, 2954.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 2998, 3009,
3029.
Iron Mining at Dookie Farm, 2243.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3085.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, llM, 1267.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1209.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2061,
2096, 2601.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 288.
Mines Bill, 3123.
Mr. Henry Frencham, 1085.
Naval Regulation re Moustache, 1547.
Parliament Buildings, 1267.
.
Police, 1186, 1224.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 768.
Public Service-Officers cla.ssified under Act
160, 2075.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3322.
Railway Department-Lighting of Carriages,
161-2, 359; Firewood for Railway Engines,
354-5; Patent Spark Arrester, 585, 689, 994.
Lithgow Coal, 585; W·orks alleged to be
kept back by Commissioners, 627 ; Refreshment-rooms, 1524, 1553, 2052, 2243, 2310 ;
Victorian Coal and Firewood, 1959, 2065,
2071, 2701.
Raihmy Loan Application Bill, 3213.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1400, 2549,
3386.
Railways Standing Committee, 2691.
Railways to the Korumburra Coal Mines,
2755.
Vaccination, 2784.
Wire Netting, 1143, 1988, 1992.

HALL,

Mr. JOlIN (Collingwood)-Introduced
and sworn, 15. .
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council,3238.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 1327.
Australasian Federation, 278, 292, 904, 996,
1039.
Budget, 644.
Chicago Exhibition, 2939.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1713, 1803.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 967.
Divisions, 2379.
Edward Bell, 2577.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3005, 3025,
3026.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 2804.
Government Printing-office, 1980.
Governor's Dinner, 476.
Governor's Speech, 16.
Inspector of Scaffolding, 1272.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2304.
Mr. Bent, 1933.

HANCOCK,
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Mr. JOHN (continued)Mr. J. T. Ryan, 2782.
Mr. Shackell's Letter, 1831.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3139.
Public Instruction-Appeals against Classification of Teachers, 1141; Shorthand in
State Schools, 1816.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 770.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1542, 1583,
2558,2655.
Shops and Factories Act, 2782.
Trades Hall, 1831.
Unemployed, 472, 474.
Use of the expression "Quack Doctor," 1840.
West Melbourne Swamp, 2949.

HANCOCK,

Hansard-Statement by Mr. Munro, 3427.
Harding, Mr. Silas-Question by Dr. Maloney,
792; statement by Mr. Shiels, 792.
Mr. ROBERT (Bourke East)--Intro
duced and sworn, 1140.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2816.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1663, 1722, 1724, 1748, 1852,
1887, 2912.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3013.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1161.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2058, 2256, 2280, 2583.
Mr. Laurens, 1528.
New Railway Loan, 1826.
Opium Bill, 2796, 2798.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2371.
Rail way Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3317.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1505, 1528,
2455, 2511, 2515, 2516, 2524, 2554, 2557,
2563, 2566, 2567, 2644, 2655, 2658, 2755,
3376, 3377, 3378, 3379
Shorthand in State Schools, 1817.

HARPER,

Mr. ALBERT (Gippsland Central)
Absentee Ta,x, 1064.
Additional Magistrates, 2934,
Agricultural Grants Bill, 3233.
Answers to Questions, 1015.
Coal Industry, 2704.
l!"'lood Damages, 1524, 1792.
Land at Mount Baw Baw, 2451.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1264.
Law of Libel, 1485, 1612.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2082, 2083, 2085, 2092, 2101, 2585, 2602,
3223.
Mining Leases, 2242.
Mr. Alexander Moncrieff, 2858, 2859.
Opium Bill, 2794.
Parliament Buildings, 1264.
Public Instruction-School at Seacombe,
1999.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 772.
Road Surveys in Gippsland, 1484, 1999.
Sale School of Art and Design, 2933.
Sale School of Mines, 1274.
The late Mr. O. P. vVhitelaw, 942, 2072,
2074, 2075, 2848, 2951.
Track Cutting, 2414, 2704.
Victorian Rail way Fuel, 2069.

HARRIS,

INDEX.

Mr. JOSEPH (SO?lth Yarrct)
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1546.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 445, 611.
Australasian Federation, 264, 705, 1026.
, Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1858, 1900.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3340, 3342.
'
Forestry, 2701.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2054,
2064, 2250, 2288.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 286.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3336.
Mallee Lands, 1995, '2241, 2329.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 2859, 2861.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Boai'd, 76.
Nava,l Regulation re Moustac~le, 1547.
Opium Bill, 2793, 2795, 2797, 2801.
Parliament Buildings, 153.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1902, 2422.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 769.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2658.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1817.
South Yarra Post-office, 1014.
Subletting of Government Contracts, 1081.
Tax on Football Matches, 146.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
2701.
Yarra Impro\Tement, 2395.

Mr. THOMAS (continued)Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1859.
Court of Petty Sessions at Gaffney's Creek~
3433.
Courts of General Sessions, 291.
Government Printing-office, 2935.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3086.
Licensing (Public-houses) Act, 2505.
Loans for 'Wire Netting, 2946.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2586.
Public Serv,ice-Applicants, 1297 ..
Rabbit Extirpation, 1989.
Railway Construction Bill, 3052.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3327.
Railway Department-Carriage of Firewood"
878.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3214.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2640.
Sessional Arrangements, 2509.
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2846.

HARRIS,

HUNT,

Hawkers' Licences-Question by Mr. Tatchell,
2177.
Healesville Mechanics' Institute-Question by
Mr. Richardson, 2946.
Hiddle, the late Mr. James-Q.uestion by Mr.
VV. T. Carter, 2391.

Immigration. (See Pwupe1' Immigration.)
Imperial Institute-Question by Mr. Deakin>
, 1273.
Indian Hawkers-Question by Mr. Taverner, 1'e
badges, 127; statement by Mr. McLean,.
128. (See Hincloos.)
Industry, Department of-Questions by Mr. T.
Smith, 1'e creation of a department of
industry, 1611, 3373.
Inebriate Asylums-Question by Mr. T. Smith"
80.
Intercolonial Products and Manufactures-Return ordered, on motion of Mr. McColl,.
448; produced, 589.
Irrigation and vVater Supply Loans BillBrought in by Mr. Graham, and read first.
time, 3120; second reading, 3226; considered in committee, 3226; third reading,
3339.
Irrigation vVorks-Subject discussed in Committee of Supply, 2415.
Italian Children-Question by Mr. L. L. Smith,
1417.

Mr. J. M. (Mandurang)
Additional Magistrates, 1974.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 1324.
Australasian Federation, 272.
Butterine, 470, 2710.
Classified Roll of Teachers, 2366.
Colonel French, 2944.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1712.
Dunolly Scent Farm, 2710.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2634.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Ra.ilways Remuneration Bill, 2377.
Strikes, 1833.
Transfer of Fon~sts tt) Mining Department,
2701.
Treatment of Refractory Ores, 2701.
Victorian Borrowing, 1833.

HIGHETT,

Juries Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by
,Capt. Taylor, and read first time, 1812;
passed through remaining stages, 2952.
Kerferd-street (Middle-park) Jetty-Questions
by Mr. Nimmo, 2392, 2948.
Mr. JOHN (Dandenong and Berwick)
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3012.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 945,
2014, 2096, 2100, 2101, 2102, 2141, 2187,
2250, 2251, 2264, 2268, 2281, 2283, 2289,
2290, 2291, 2298, 2301, 2302, 2304, ,2305,
2581, 2585, 2586, 2592, 2593, 2594, 2595,
2597, 2599, 2601, 2603, 2604, 2605, 2606,
2608, 2627, 2()29, 2630, 2632, 3222, 3225.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Warks
Act Amendment Bill, 1434, 2840.
Metropolitan Board of Works, 945, 1298.
Mr. Allison Smith, 2720.
Mr. Munro, 1417.
Municipal Endowment, 46, 1417.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2563, 2564.

KEYS,

Hindoos-Question by Mr. T. Smith, re immigration, G90.
Hoad, Major. (See Defence of the Colony.)
Hobson's Bay Railway Company EmployesMotion by Mr. Derham, re Walter Armstrong, 1821; statement by Mr. Nimmo, re
Hy. Aydon, 1822; subject discussed, 1822;
motion withdrawn, 1824.
llope Steamer-Questions by Mr. Staughton, r,e
prosecution of Captain Hall for breaches of
Marine Act, 191, 257.
Mr. THOMAS (Angle!;ey)
Assistant Letter Carriers, 1014.
Closing of State Schools, 3434.
Colston Case-\Vitnesses' Expenses, 3020.

HUNT,

Kinsman, Mr. N.-Questions by Mr. L. L.
Smith, 2931, 3168; by Mr. Graves, 3116 ;
by Mr. W'rixon, 3117.
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Mr. J. "VY. (Ballamt West)
Absentee Tax, 2177.
Australasian Federation, 380, 904, 997.
Boiler Inspection, 1272.
Captain Evans, 1243.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1710.
County Court Judge at Ballarat, 1099.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3134.
"Cup" Day, 2200.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3014, 3016,
3024.
Employers aud Employes Act Amendment
Bm, 1956.
Forests and Timber Reserves, 1552.
Governor's Dinner, 35u, 479.
Homestead League, 2930.
Loan Bill, 2239.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2092.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3074.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2743.
Manee Lands, 826.
Mr. Allison Smith, 2i88.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Ra.ilways Remuneration Bill, 2376.
Police Holidays, 2839.
Private Members' Business, :U20.
Public Instruction-Mr. W. H. Nicholls,
1276; Teachers' Appeals, 3051.
Pensions and Compensation, 77.
Railway Department, 2788.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3216.
Railway Passes Committee, 854, 1017, 2076,
2366, 2788.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1458, 2568,
2571, 2572, 257:3, 2759, 3383.
Retrenchment, 1244.
State Employment of Aged Persons, 2257.
Superintendent Chambers, 878.
Transaction of Government Business, 2984.

K.IRTON,

Knutsford, Lord. (See Lord Car?'ington and
the Colonial-office.)
Korumburra. (See Railways to the J(orumburra
Coal' Mines)' also Rctilways Const1"ltction
(J(ontmb1Lrra Coal .Mines) BUl, and Railways Stcmding Committee.)
Kyneton Market Reserve Bill-Brought in by
. Mr. McLean, and read first tinle, 1794;
passed through remaining stages, 3228.
12],~O

Laanecoorie
eir-Return ordered~n motion
of Mr.Bailes, 1253; produced, ~; question
by Mr. McColl, re condition of weir, 1763;
motion hy Mr. Bailes for select committee,
re purchase of land, 2071; agreed to, 2072;
leave gi\Ten to committee to report minutes
of evidence from time to time, 2311 ; committee's report brought up, 2982.
Labour Bureau-Question by Mr. L. L. Smith,
2935.
Land Act Amendment Bill - Brought in by
Mr. McLean, and read first time, 129;
Governor's message brought down, 2884;
considered in committee, 3054; resolution
for an appropriation agreed to, 3054; reported to the House and adopted, 3054;
second reading of Bill moved by Mr.
McLean, 3059; debated, 3061; debate adjourned, 3065; resumed, 3070·; Bill read
second time, 30n; considered in com·
mittee, 307~; third reading, 3085, 3086;
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Land Act Amendment Bill (continued)returned from Legislative Council with
amendments, 3400; amendments agreed
with, 3400. (See Errata.)
L.and Law, Administration of~Question by Mr,
Madden, ?'e arrears of selectors' rents, 189;
by Mr. Foster, ?'e land at Neerim, 690;
by :Mr. A. Harris, re land adjacent to
Mount Baw Baw, 2451; by Mr. Foster, re
intending settlers in Gippsland East, 2504;
by Mr. Groom, ?'e delay in issuing licences
and leases to Gippsland selectors, 2705;
by Mr. Kirton, ?'e introduction of a Bill to.
enable poor people to settle on Crown
lands 011 small holdings, 293D; by Sir
B. O'Loghlen, re Mr. Heaney of Merino,
2946; by Mr. Foster, re reservations in
Gippsland, 2947; by Mr. L. L. Smith~
2947.
Land Sales-Motion by Dr. Maloney in favour
of cessation of sale of Crown lands, 1818;
discussed, 1818 ; negatived, 1821.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill-G6vernor's
messages brought down, 565, 1253; considered in committee, 692, 1253; resolution
for an appropriation agreed to, 692, 1253;
reported to the House and adopted, 692,
1253; Bill brought in and read first
time, 692; second reading moved by Mr.
Munro, 1152'; debated by Mr. Gillies,
1153; Mr. Shiels, 1157 ; Mr. Deakin, 1158 ;
Mr. Bent, 1160; Mr. Harper, lIGI ; Mr.
McIntyre, 1162 ; Mr. Patterson, 1162 ; Mr~
"VV. T. Carter, 1162; Mr. Dow, 1163; Mr.
Madden, 1165; Dr. Maloney, 1165; Mr.
Levien, 1165; Mr. Laurens, 1165; Mr.
Tuthill, 1166; Mr. Trenwith, 1166; Mr.
McColl, 1166; Mr. Anderson, IHl6; Capt.
Taylor, 11u6; nfl'. Webb, 1166; Bill read
second time, 1167; considered in committee,
1189, 1253; statement by Mr. Munro, 1211 ;
third reading, 1271.
Land Tax Act-Vote for expenses of carrying
out Act discussed in Committee of Supply,
1987.
Lands Department-Question by Mr. A. Harris
?'e appointment of additional' assistant
surveyors ill Gippsland, 1484; by Mr.
Tatchell, re garden licences, 1793; by Mr'.
A. Harris, 1'e road from Toongabbie to Moondarra, 1999.
Launceston Exhibition. (See Tasmanian Exhibition. )
Mr. JOHN (.1lfelbou1'ne North)
Ah l 'oy v . .1I11lsgrove, 1335.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and MotivePower Company Bill, 615, 1325.
Australasian Federation, 297, 439, 441, 483,.
984, 985, 1074, 1076, 1115, 1145.
Bellarine Foreshore, 2257.
Budget, 631.
Butter Exportation, 2710.
Charitable Institutions, 1983.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 442, 1692, 1748, 1860, 1899,
1900, 1901.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 1443.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3131, 3132.
Customs Department-Payments for Overtime, 2401.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2955.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3001, 3018,
3020,3339.

LAURENS,

INDEX.
LAURENS, Mr. JOHN (continued)~mployers and Employes Act

Amendment

Bill, 1954, 1956.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,
1441.
Gun Accident at Queenscliff, 168.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1165, 1197,
1265.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1682, 2198.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2750.
Loan Bill, 2214, 2241.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
1221, 1939, 2055, 2030, 2079, 2101, 2102,
2186, 2251, 2263, 2266, 2272, 2283, 2588,
2591, 2593, 2598, 2628, 2633, 3218, 3225.
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,
847.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 2861.
Newspaper Comments, 192.
Opium Bill, 2793.
•
Parliament Buildings, 1265.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1907.
Personal Explanations, 1524, 1525.
Police, 1234.
Police Holidays, 2260.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3230,
3334.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 772, 776.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3327.
Railway Department - Reyenue and Coal
Expenditure, 78; Railway Accounts, 82;
Supplementary Estimates, 157; Railway
Traffic during and after Strike, 192; Carriage Door-closing P'ttent, 468; Gross
Revenue and vVorking Expenses of Lines,
628, 878; Interlocking Gear, 1252; Losses
on New Railway Lines, 17~3; Payments
from the Treasury, 2052; Victorian Fuel,
2068; Vote for Department, 2784, 2785;
Use of Trust Funds for Railway Purposes,
3374.
Railway Labourers'Wages, 144.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3194, 3214,
3216.
'
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 583, 1151,
1380, 1524, 1525, 2517, 2518, 2559, 2646,
2659, 2661, 2756, 3381, 3391.
Railways Standing Committee, 1331, 2683.
Retrospective Legislation, 2750.
Sessional Arrangements, 2507.
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2846.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3228.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3179.

Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment
Bill-Received from Legislative Council,
and read first time, 3228; passed through
remaining stages, 3231, 3232.
Legal Profession Practice Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Mason, and read first time, 70; second
reading, 280-85; considered in committee,
286; read third time, 289; questions by
Mr. Mason, re petition from University
Council, 945; Bill returned from Legislative
Council with amendmt:nts, 2134; amendments considered, 2188, 2335; agreed to,
2339.
Mr. W. H. (Carlton South)
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3235.
Australasian Federation, 414.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 3219.
Messrs Burston and McNab, 2859, 3429.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3137.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 755.
Tax on Football Matches, 148.

LEONAR,D,

Mr. J. F. (Barwon)
Additional Magistrates, 1973.
Barwon River, 2391.
Bellarine Foreshore, 2256, 2257.
Boring for Coal, 2705.
Breakwater at St. Leonards, 2393.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1703,1744,1807, 1837.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 1442.
Curator of Melbourne Botanic-g[trdens, 3117.
Current off Bream Creek, 1377.
Diamond Drill, 1375.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 30Il.
:h:mployers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1954.
Geological Survey, 2705.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1165, 1256,
1265, 1268, 1269.
Land Tax Act, 1987.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1681.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2748.
Loan Bill, 2229.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
1221, 1940, 2054, 2062, 2085, 2090, 2093,
2100, 2186, 2249, 2251, 2253, 2274, 2275,
2289, 2583, 2590, 2591.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1911, 2376.
Petitions for Religious Instruction in State
Schools, 3116.
Police-Age of Retirement, 1235.
Private Members' Business, 3119.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1989.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3324.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1496, 2526,
2757.
~ail ways to the Korumburra Coal Mines,
2755.
Salaries 'Of Permanent Heads of DepartInent~,
2705.
Sessional Arrangements, 2507.
Survey of Coal Measures; 2414.
Swan Bay Pier, 2391.
Transfer of Forest~ to Mining Department,
2705. '
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3175.
Victorian Railway Fuel, 2070.

LEVIEN,

Law Courts (New)---':Question by Dr. Maloney,
1792.
Law Department-Statement by Capt. Taylor, re Registmr of Probates, 1277; by Mr.
Madden, 1277; question by Dr. Maloney,
re sum allowed for "defence of pauper
criminals on trial for their life," 2737; by
Mr. Hunt, Te expenses of prisoner's witnesses in Colston case, 3050.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill-Received
from Legislative Council, and read first
time, 901; passed thr~>ugh remaining stages,
2950,2951.
Legal Profession Practice Act-Question by
Dr. Maloney, Te alleged conspiracy by
barristers to defeat the Act, 2883; by Mr.
W. T. Carter, 3115.
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Libel, La.w of-Questions by Mr. A. Harris, re
.amendment of law, 1485, 1612.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill- Brought in
by Lt.-Col. Smith, and read first time,
77 ; passed through remaining stages, 971 ;
returned from Legislative Council with
amendments, 1883; amendments agreed
to, 1883.
Library Committee-Appointed, 70.
Library, The-Vote discussed in Committee of
Supply, 1222.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Bailes, and read first time, 77 ; second
reading, 1206-11; considered in committee,
1678, 2192, 2849; third reading, 2853;
ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council, 2853; returned from Legislative Council with amendments, 3335;
amendments dealt with, 3335; Bill discharged from the paper, 3428.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Shiels, and read first time, 2626; second
reading moved by Mr. Shiels, 2692;
debated, 2693; debate adjourned, 2696;
resumed, 2738; Bill read second time,
2746; motion by Mr. G. D. Carter, that it
be an instruction to the committee on the
Bill, that" it may make other amendments
in Licensing Act 1890," 2746; negatived,
2748; Bill considered in committee, 2748;
third reading, 2751; returned from Legislative Council with amendments, 3029;
amendments agreed to, 3054-6.
Licensing (Public-houses) Act - Question by
Mr. Hunt, re Broadford district, 2505;
by Mr. Murphy, ?Oe suspension of local
option polls, 2576; by Mr. Gordon, re
Maryborough locttl option poll, 2576.
Life-saving Appliances - Question by Mr.
Anderson, re compelling Victorian vessels
to carry rocket apparatus, 1415.
Lifts Regulation Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Deakin (in the absence of Mr. Tuthill),
and read first time, 1821; discharged from
the paper, 2952.
Livery-stable Keepers' Protection Bill-Brought
in by Mr. Bent, and read first ti.me, 3428.
Loan Bill-Governor's message brought down,
2129; considered in committee, 2178;' resolution for an appropriation adopted 2178 ;
Bill brought in by Mr. Munro, and read
first time, 2178 ; second reading moved by
Mr. Munro, 2207 ; debated by Mr. Gillies,
2210 ; Sir B. O'Loghlen, 22] 2; Mr. Dixon,
2213; Mr. Laurens, 2214; Mr. Patterson,
2215; Mr. '1'heeler, 2218; Mr. Deakin,
2221; Mr. Richardson, 2226; Mr. W. T.
Carter, 2229; Mr. Levien, 2229; Mr.
Baker, 2231; Mr. Staughton, 2232; Mr.
C. Young, 2233; Mr. Graham, 2235; Mr.
Groom, 2235; Mr. Anderson, 2235; Mr.
Duncan, 2237; Mr. Murphy, 2238; Mr.
Kirton, 2239; Bill read second time, 2239 ;
passed through remaining stages, 2241.
Loan, The - Return, ?'e correspondence and
papers, ordered, on motion of Mr. McIntyre,
78; produced, 83; statement by Mr.
Munro, re floating of balance of £3,UOO,000
IQall, 258.
Loans, . Australian-Question by Mr. Craven,
re arrangement between various Australian
Governments not to float any loans next
year, 2884.
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Local Government Act Amendment BillGovernor's message brought down, 83; considered in committee, 442; resolution for
an appropriation agreed to and adopted,
442; Bill brought in by Mr. "Wheeler, and
read first time, 442; question by Mr.
Keys, 945; by Lt. -Col. Smith, 1212;
second reading moved by Mr. 'Vheeler,
1212; debate adjourned, 1221.
Second
night-Mr. Graves, 1933; Mr. Cameron,
1934; Mr. Anderson, 1937; Mr. Laurens,
1939 ; Mr. Levien, 1940; Mr. Bent, 1940.
Third night-Mr.' Bent, 2000; Mr. Best,
2009; Mr. Keys, 2014; Mr. T. Smith,
2018; Mr. Tatchell, 2021; Mr. Trenwith,
2021 ; Mr. Methven, 2023; Mr. Forrest,
2026; Mr. L. L. Smith, 2026; Mr. Burrowes,
2028; Mr. Ferguson, 2029; Mr. Murphy,
2030; Mr. Madden, 20:30; Mr. Sterry,
203} ; Bill read second time, 2033; considered in committee, 2053, 2078, 2134,
2178~ 2243, 2261, 2311; question by Mr.
Gillies, 2451; statement by Mr. Munro,
2451; report from committee considered;
2580; new clauses proposed, 2603; Bill
read third time, 2626; amendments after
third reading, 2626; Bill ordered to be
transmitted to Legislative Council, 2636;
returned from Legislative Council with
amendments, 3123; amendments dealt
with, 3217; message from Legislative
Council insisting on certain amendments
disagreed with by the Assembly, 3332;
amendments dealt with, 3332, 3333; message
from Governor recommending amendments, 3433; amendments agreed with,
3434.
London and vVestminster Bank-Question by
Mr. Zox, ?'e alleged refusal to honour payment on behalf of the colony, 2576; statements by Mr. Munro, 2576, 2680.
Lord Carrington. (See Ca1Tin(!ton.)
Lunatic Asylums-Question by Mr. Methven,
re transfer of ,varders from Yarra Bend to
Beechworth, 1416; return ordered, on
motion of Mr. Murray, re " criminal
insane" inmates of lunatic asylums, 1417.
Lyell, Mr. Andrew-Case of-Question by Mr.
L. L. Smith, 2946.
Mr. J. H. (Gunbower)
Additional l\fagistrates, 2934.
Australasian Federation, 111, 503, 700, 1026,
1031, 1107, 1114.
Australian Products and Manufactures, 448.
Chicago Exhibition, 2940, 2941.
Colonial Ales, 475.
Constitution Act Amendnient Act Amendment Bill, 1645, 1716, 1807, 2911.
Dairying Bonus, 190, 1794.
Distribution of Seeds and Pbnts, 690.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 2997 3010,
3012, 3015, 3021, 3029,3066.
General Election, 3433. .
Government Advertising, 2934.
Governor's Dinner, 476.
Irrigatioll and Water Supply Loans Bill, 3227.
Laanecoorie '"Veil', 1613.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1166, 1268.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill .
2059, 2062, 2607, 2633, 3221.
Macorna Channel, 128, 829, 1794.
Manee Lands, 826.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 289, 290

MCCOLL,

INDEX.

McLEAN, :Mr. A. (continu,ed)Bread, 1416, 1524, 1932.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2820.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1757, 184l.
Educational Census, 2738.
Education Endowment Lands, 2310.
Electoral Registrars, 2449.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3339.
Electors' Rights, 2504.
Factories and Shops Act, 2782.
Flagstaff-gardens, 2947.
Forests, 1552.
Foxes, 1993.
Gippsland Railway Surveys, 688.
. Gold-fields Commons, 1015.
Governor of Pentridge, 1880.
Indian Hawkers, 128.
Kynetori Market Reserve Bill, 1794.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 129, 3054, 3059~
3078, 3079, 3081, 3082, 3083, 3084, 3085,
3086,3400.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 565.
Land Tax Act, 1987.
Lands Department-Land at Neerim, 690;
Road Surveys in Gippsland, 1484, 1999;
Garden Licences on Gold-fields, 1793;
Sale of Crown Lands, 1820; Land at Kilcunda, 2947.
Licensing (Public-houses) Act, 2505.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2088,2247,2285, 2604.
Local Option Polls, 2576.
Lunatic Asylums-Transfer of \Yardcrs, 1416.
Mallee Lands, 45,128,172,587,691,801,816,
826, 881, 886, 900, 956, 1445, 1612, 1958,
1996, 2306, 2321, 2325.
Melbourne Botanic-gardens, 2242.
Melbourne Cattle-yards and Abattoirs-Mr.
Deakin's Motion, 623.
Melbourne National Gallery, 688.
Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company
Act, 2929.
Metropolitan Parks and Gardens, 2947.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2844.
Mining Timber, 688.
Mr. J. T. Ryan, 2782.
Opium, 257 .
Parks and Gardens, 829.
Parliament~~ry Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1909, 2420.
Penal Establishments- arders' Holidays,
2310.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 1379.
Police-Vacancies in Mounted Police, 354;
Superintendent Chambers, 878; Statistics
of Members of Force and Promotion, 584;
Mr. Reginald Green, 1064; Age of Retirement, 793, 1186, 3374; Holidays, 2260.
Public Holiday in Railway Department,
1553.
Public Instruction-Mr. Geo. Clarkson, 1524.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 1379.
Rabbit Extirpation, 469, 586, 588, 1015,1742,
1993, 1994, 2947.
Railwa.y Labourers' Wages, 1956,1957.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1396, 1408,
1481, 1523, 2457, 2514, 2538.
Sand at Fisherman's Heml, 745.
Shops Bill, 129.
Sorrento Tramway Company, ll41.
St. Arnaud School of Mines Site Bill, 1794.
Supervision of Scaffolding, 2451.
Talbot Outrages, 1958.

J. H. (contin'lled)Municipal Elections, 827, 830.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2373.
Private Members' Business, 3119.
Railway Dep:1rtment-Buildings for Storage

MCCOLL, Mr.

of Dairy Produce, 828; Freight on New
South vVales Wool, via Koondrook, 1880;
Victorian Fuel, 2069; Gasoline in Railway
Carriages, 2738.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3195, 3213,
3216,3217.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2553, 2561,
2563, 2570, 2571, 2573, 2765.
Railways Standing Committee, 2682, 2687.
Railways to the KorumburraCoalMines, 2755.
Stock Tax, 3392.
Tax on Football Matches, 151.
The bte Mr. O. P. vVhitelaw, 2074.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3228.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3182.
'Vater Act Amendment Bill, 1376, 2648,
2783,3230.
Wire N otting, 1268, 1376.
McINTYRE, Mr. JOHN (Maldon)
Agricultural Grants Bill, 3233.
Australasian Federation, 193, 203, 379, 441,
493,501,503,980,983,985,987,1019,1020,
1021, 1072, 1090, Ill2, 1145.
Oallander and Halfpenny v. E. J. Hartley,
145.
Chicago Exhibition, 2132.
Commonwealth of Australia Bill, 79.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Hill, 2896, 2897.
Hour of Meeting, 3169.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1162,1194.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2692, 2693,2743,
2749, ::;056.
Local Government Act Amcndment Bill, 2140,
2581, 2627.
Manee Lands, 173.
Mines Bill, 3121, 3122.
Parliament Refreshment-rooms, 155.
Police-Age of Retirement, 1234.
Private Members' Business, 3ll9.
. Railway Department-Supplementary Estimates, 155.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3217.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 548, 1352,
2580, 2639, 2642, 2645, 3380.
Railways Standing Cotmnittee, 2688, 2689.
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act Amendment
Bill, ll49.
Supplementary Estimates, 155, 173.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3180.
vVaterworks Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3422.

'V

McLEAN, Mr. A., Chief Secretary and Minister
of Lands (Gippsland North)
Adminstration of the Land Law-Arrears of
Selectors' Rents, 190; Land adjacent to
Mount Ba.w Baw, 2451; Land reserved in
Gippsland East, 2504; Sma.ll Holdings, 2930;
Land Reservations, 2947.
Agatha Murray, 1379.
Agricultuml Statistics, 792.
Auriferous Lands, 878, 879.
Australasian Federation, 1104.
Beaconsfield Inebriate Asylum, 80.
Bencvolent Asylum Site at Cheltenham,
2929 ..
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McLEAN, Mr. A. (continued)Tasmanian Exhibition, 2937.
Tax on Football Matches, 149.
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2074.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3188.
Vermin Destruction Act: 588, 1015.
Victorian Railway Fuel, 2070.
Waterworks Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3422.
Wire Netting, 81, 469.
"Wombats, 258.
Yea River Company, 189.

(Aramt)
Australasian Federation, 371.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1701.
Governor's Dinner, 357.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill-"-Tine
Licences, 2850, 2852.
Mallee Lands, 958.
Mr. Henry Frencham, 1086.
Tax on Football Matches, 148.
(See Ohairman of Oommittees.)

McLELLAN, Mr. WILLIAllf

Mace, The-Announcement by Speaker of theft
of Mace, 1883.
Machinery, Imported-Return ordered, on
motion of Mr. Trenwith, 627; produced,
879; questions by Mr. Woods, 1016.
Macorna Channel-Question by Mr. McColl,
128, 829; return, re Kow Swamp and
Macorna Channel, ordered, on motion of
Mr. McColl, 1794; produced, 3332.
Mr. 'WALTER (Horsham)
Additiona.l Magistrates, 1971.
Constitution Act Amendment Act .Amendment Bill, 1883.
Electoral Rolls Purificn,tion Bill, 3016.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3074.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1165.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 287.
Locn,l Government Act Amendment Bill,
2030, 2101, 2266, 2592.
Mallee Lands, 821, 825, 894, 2335.
Mr. Allison Smith, 2717.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1913.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1992.
Rn,ilway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3315.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3195.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2519, 2656,
2759, 3391.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3191.
Road Works and Bridges, 2396.
Registrar of Probn.tes, 1277.
Selectors' Rents, 189.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1815.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 443.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
2698.
Water Supply Act Amendment Bill, 2648.
Water Supply Trusts, 2417.

MADDEK,

Magistrates-Subject of appointing additional
. magistrates discussed in Committee of
Supply, 1971, 2934.
Mance Lauds-Question by Mr. Duncan, re
transfer of mallee blocks into allotments
and permitting lessees to sell their leases,
45, 128, 587; statemeut by Mr. Taverner,
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Mallee Lands (continued)128; return, re subdivided mallee a.Ilotments, ordered, on motion of Mr. Tucker,
129; produced, 691; subject discussed in
connexion with Supplementary Estimates,
169, 170, 171, 173; question by Mr.
Taverner, 691; subject discussed in Committee of Supply, 794; statement by Mr.
Staughton, 830; subject further discussed
in Committee of Supply, 880; appointment
of select committee "to inquire into and
report upon the best practicable means, in
the interests of the State, for promoting
the settlement of the people upon the
mallee country," proposed by Mr. McLean,
956; agreed to, 960; select committee's
report brought up, 1445; questions by Mr.
Duncn,n, 1612, 1995; by Mr. Trenwith,
1958; by Mr. J. Harris, 1995, 2241;
sta,tement by Mr. McLean, 2306; select
committee's report considered, 2321;
amendment by Mr. Dunc::m for n.ddition to
the report of a paragraph recommending
the Minister to sanction bona fide agreements not lodged with the department
previous to the <Lppointment of committee,
2326; lapsed for want of a seconder, 2326 ;
committee's report adopted, 2335.
Dr. VVILLIAlIl (Melbourne West)
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive Power
Compn,ny Bill, 613, 1:324.
Australasia,n Federation, 438, 714, 861, 907,
910, 950, 974, 982, 087, 990, 998, 1003,
1011, 1012, lOl3, 102l, 1030, 1037, 1069,
1072, 1076, 1092, 1109, 1114, 1146, 1147.
Australian 'Vines, 2711.
Ballarat Nn,tional Gallery, 1269.
Bank Retun1s, 3426.
Bills continuing from Session to Session,
1998.
Budget, 652.
Butter Exportation, 2711.
Captn,in Evans, 1240.
Chicago Exhibition, 2133, 2937, 2938.
Coal Industry, 2703.
Coffee . palace Scaucbl, 2930.
Collision between Steamers Easby and Garnbier, 1186.
Colonial-office, 2504.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1641, 1858, 18GO.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 1442.
County Court Judges, 1968;
,
Defence of the Colony - Commissions by
Examination, 944; Regulations re Shaving,
1880, 29'12; Vote for Defence Department,
2942, 2945.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3395.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3006, 3020,
3021.
Forestry, 2703.
Gas Engine at St. Kildn.-road Barracks, 1999.
Government Printing-office, 792.
Governor's Dinner, 477.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1165, 1199,
1269.
Legal Profession Practice Act, 2883.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 971.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1680, 2194.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill
2102, 2300, 2305, 2';84, 2585.
Mallee Lands, 896.

MALONEY,

INDEX.

MALONEY, Dr. WILLIAM: (cont'inued)Melbourne and 'Williamstown Tramway Bill,
847.
Melbourne Cattle-yards and Abattoirs, 626.
Melbourne Cemetery, 1612, 1741, 3ll5.
Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company
Act, 2929.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 447.
Metropolitan Gas Company, 2781.
Mr_ Bechervaise, 2407.
Mr_ Shack ell's Letter, 1834.
Mr. Ailas Harding, 792.
Mr. Todd, 944.
New Law Courts, 1792.
Opium Bill, 2801, 2802.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1908, 2369, 2376.
Persollal Explanation, 1065.
Police-Age of Retirement, 1236.
Police Prosecutions, 942.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 769.
Public Service, 1742.
Railway Department-Fares to vVarrenheip,
585; Light Employment for Employes injured on Duty, 1377 ; Spencer-street Railway Offices, 1612, 1880; Patent Railway
Inventions, 2780 ; Mr. Allison Smith, 2719 ;
2790; Vote for Department, 2790; Annual
Increments, 2884; New Engine-shed at
North Melbourne, 3:174.
Railway Labourers' Wages, 945.
R,ailway Passes, -857.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1472, 2472,
2559, 2562, 2564, 2571, 2572, 2639, 3377,
3385.
Sale of Crown Lands, 1818, 1820.
Sessional Arrangements, 2507.
Shipping Strike, 1834.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1817.
Subletting of Government Contracts, 1077,
108].
Transaction of Government Business, 2984.
Trials of Pauper Prisoners, 2737.
Truancy Prosecutions, ll41.
Unemployed,34:34.
University Fees Abolition Bill, 2072.
University of Melbourne, 1274.
Vaccination, 2784.
'Wreck of the F?j'i-The late Selector vVilkinson, 1298.
Mansfield. (See Public Service.)
Mansfield Railway. (See Railway.s A·nthorized. )
Marine Act-Questions by Mr. Zox, 1'e amendment, 190.
Marine Board-Subject discussed in Committee
of Supply, 2399.
Markets Act Amendment Bill-Brought ill by
MI'. Bent, and read first time, 77; discharged from the paper, 2861.
Marriage Act Amendment Bill-Received from
Legislative Council, and read first time.
1661; discharged from the paper, 3086.
Marriage Law-Questions by M.r. L. L. Smith,
1'e Mr. N. Kinsman, 2931, 3168; by Mr.
Graves, 3ll6; by Mr. 'Vrixon, 3ll7.
Marriage Law Amendment Act-Governor's
message, notifying Her Majesty's assent,
15.
MASON, Mr. F. C. (Gippsland South)
Chicago Exhibition, 2936.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1722, 1723, 1724.
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Mr. F. C. (continued)Daniel Bourke, 3428.
Flood Dam[tges, 1377.
Granite Bar Tin Mining Company, 1742.
Great Southern Railway, 2450.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3074, 3078, 3085,
3086.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1253, 1254,
1255, 1256, 1260, 1261, 1267.
Launceston Exhibition, 81.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 70, 280, 289,
945, 2134, 2188, 2191, 2335, 2339.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1684, 2192,
2193, 2198.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2742, 2747, 2750.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 1221,
2152,2282.
Mining Law Amendment, 2242.
New Railway Loan, 1826.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2375.
Printing Committee, 1380.
Railway Administration, 158.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3315, 3331, 3435.
Sessional Arrangements, 2509.
Stock Tax, 3ll8.
Supposed Wreck near Port Albert, 82.

Medical Practitioners Bill-Governor's message
brought dO'wn, 2932; Bill discharged from'
the paper, 3086. (See Ermta.)
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Keys, and read first time, 1434; discharged.
from the paper, 2840.
Melbourne and 'Williamstown Tramway BillBrought in by Mr. Mountain, and read first
time, 609; second reading moved by Mr.
Mountain, 846; debated, 847-50; Bill read
second time, and ordered to be referred to
select committee, 850 ; committee a ppoin ted,
1077; committee's report brought up, 1883 ;
adopted, 2065; third reading, 2256; returned from Legislative Council with an
amendment, 2885; amendment agreed to,
2885; Governor's message recommending
amendments, 2951; ctmelldmellts agreed to,
2951.
Melbourne Cattle-yards and Abattoirs-Motion
by Mr. Deakin in favour of removal of
cattle-yards and abattoirs from their present
site, 616; debated by Mr. McLean, 623 ;
Mr. Staughton, 625; Dr. Maloney, 626;
Mr. Methven, 627; agreed to, 627; question
by Mr. Deakin, 1611.
Melbourne Gaol-Motion by Mr. Stuart for
removal of Melbourne Gaol, 2261 ; by Mr.
Munro for adjournment of debate, 2261 ;
debate interrupted by count-out, 2261;
questions by NIl' Methven, re salary of submatron and overseer, 3051.
Melbourne General Cemetel'y-Questions by
Dr. Maloney, 1612, 1741, 3ll5.
Melbourne General Cemetery Bill. (See lIfetropolitan Geneml Cemetery Bill.)
Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company
Act-Question by Dr. Maloney, re enforcement of eight hours system, 2929.
Member, Absence of-Leave of absence granted
to Mr. Shackell, 291.
Member, Death of, annoUlwed--Mr. vVilkinson,
777.
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Members-Motion by Mr. Deakin (in the abo
sence of Mr. Madden) for discontinuance of
practice of House adjourning on death of a
member, 1542; debated, 1543; withdmwn, 1546; leave refused to members
(Mr. Shiels and Mr. Gillies) to attend at
Legislative Council, to give evidence J'e
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3243.
Members, New-Introduced and Sworn-Mr.
Hancock, 15; Mr. Turner, 15; Mr. Harper,
1140.
Mr. DAVID (East B01Lrl~e B01'oughs)
Australasian Federation, 385, 992, 1107.
Captain Evans, 1240.
Coburg Main Road, 2398.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1708, 1851.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 77.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3008.
Gates across Station-street, at Fairfield, 82,
166.
.
Governor of Pentridge, 1882.
Holidays of 'Warders at Pentridge, 2310.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2023,
2056, 2058, 2082, 2148, 2265, 2281, 2293,
2298, 2299, 2302, 2305, 2593, 2598, 2627,
2629, 2633, 3223.
Lunatic Asylums -Trapsfer of 'Vard~rs, 1416.
Melbourne Cattle-yards and AbattOlrs, 627.
Melbourne Gaol-Salary of Sub-matron, 3051.
Mining Timber, 3051.
Parliament Buildings, 172, 1263.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1905, 2422.
Public Instruction-Purchase of Land off
Stewart-street, Brunswick, 128; School at
Moreland,585.
Railway Construction - Northern Suburbs,
469; Permanent Surveys, 3327.
Railway Construction Bill, 1252.
Railway Department-Brunswick and Coburg
Line, 82, 165.
Railway Passes, 3168.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2565, 2573.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3192, 3193.
Subletting of Government Contracts, 1081.
'Vater-pipes at Royal-park, 469.
'Vaterworks Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3426.
Yarm Improvement, 2394, 2396.

ME'l'HVEN,

Mctropolitan Board of 'Yorks-Questions by
Mr. Keys, re amendment of Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works Act,
945, 1298; question by Capt. Taylor, re use
of bricks in sewerage works, 2737; by Mr.
'Voods, J'e engineering, 2883. (See jJ{elb01mze and JJletropolitan Board of Works
Act Amendment Bill.)
Metropolitan Cemetery, Frankston -Questions
by Mr. L. L. Smith, 1611, 2395.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Question
,
by Mr. Stuart, re enabling board to borrow,
45. (See Jj1ire Bri[fades Boards. )
Metropolitan Gas Company-Question by Dr.
Maloney, re monopoly, 2781.
Metropolitan General Cemetery Bill-Governor's message brought down, 83; considered
iil committee, 442; resolution for an appropriation agreed to and adopted, 442;

Metropolitan General Cemetery Bill (contintted)Bill brought in by Mr. Turner, and read a
first time, 442; secc;md Governor's message
brought down, 2392; discharged from the
paper, 3086.
Mildura-Court of General Sessions. (See General Sessions.)
Mineral Leases-Question by :Mr. Craven, J'e
32nd section blocks, 2781.
Miner's Right Titles Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Richardson, and read first time, 1812;
second reading moved by Mr. Richardson,
2380; debated, 2382; Bill read second
time, 2390; considered in committee, 2390,
2840; third reading, 2846.
Mines Act-Question by Mr. Foster, re amending Bill, 1376; by Mr. Sterry, 1376; by
Mr. Mason, 2242.
Mines Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Bailes, and read first time, 77; second
reading, 289; considered in committee,
289; read third time, 765; amendments
after third reading, 765; ordered to be
transmitted to the Legislative Council, 766 ;
retumed from Legislative Council with
amendments, 2192; amendments agreed
to, 2192.
Mines Bill-Brought in by Mr. Outtrim, and
read first time, 224:3; second reading,
3120; considered in committee, 3120 ; read
third time, 3123; returned from Legislative Council with a,mendments, :3426;
amendments agreed to, 3426; message from
Governor recommending amendments, 3434;
amendments agreed with, 3434.
Mining Accident Relief Fund-Question by
Mr. Sterry, 791.
Mining Department-Questions by Mr. Levien,
re diamond drill for Geelong and western
district, 1375; by Mr. Murray, re diamond
drill for Allansford Mineral Prospecting
Company, 1792; by Mr. Sterry, 1'e largesized diamond drills, 1793, 1879; by Mr.
A. Harris, J'e mining leases, 2242; by Mr.
Bailes, J'e Li.lhrig process of treating tailings, 2365; by Mr. Sterry, 2366; by Mr.
Patterson, 2413; subject discussed, 2697;
questions by Mr. Methven, re timber for
mining in St. Andrew's division of Castlemaine district, 3051; by Mr.. Foster, r'e
claim of Mr. John Gail, 3312.
Mining on Private Property-Question by Mr.
Richardson, re lease, 1299, 1377; by Mr.
A. Young, J'e arrears of rent on leases,
1741. (See Callander and Haljpenn1J V.
E. J. Hartley j also Wragge, Edward.)
Mining Timber-Questions by Mr. A. Young
re alteration of regulations, 688.
'
Ministers of the Crown-Motion by Sir B.
O'!-~ghlen, re alle~ed disagr~ement among
MUllsters OIl questIOns of pohcy, 2530; discussed, 2533; withdrawn, 25:34; question
by Sir B. O'Loghlen, 2782. (See Political
Situation. )
Ministry, The-Acceptance of office by Mr.
Turner as Minister of Customs announced
15; question by Mr. Beazley, re recon~
struction of Cabinet during the recess
3434. (See Political Situation.)
,
Mint, T~e-Question by Mr. Murphy, re coinage
of sll\'er, 126; statement by Mr.' Munro, 126.
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1'11'. JAMES (continued)Audit Commissioners' Report, 2883.
Austru.la,sian :Federation, 90, 125, 134, 228,
229, 323, 363, 430, 482, 498, 500, 503, 711,
716, 718, 719, 720, 846, 902, 903, 910, 913,
954, 956, 975, 983, 984, H87, 988, 1007,
1011, 1012, 1013, 1020, 1027, 1035, 1037,
1068, 1070, 1096, 1113, 1143, 1144, 1145,
1146, 1148, 1149.
.
Australian Loans, 2884.
Bank Returns, 3426.
Baron Von Mueller's Work on Extra-tropical
Plauts for Culture in Victoria, 1660.
Bills continuing from Session to Session, 1098.
Bound Copies of Bills, 1999.
Budget, 476, 565, 581, 582, 599.
Charitable Institutions, 1983, 1985.
Charities Commission, 944, 3430, 3434..
Chic(),go Exhibition, 1650, 2131, 2504, 2936,
2940,2941.
Chinese in Western Australia, 1659.
Close of the. Session, 2982, 2984, 3426.
Coinage of Silver at the Mint, 126.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2818.
Commonwealth of Australia Bill, 70, 79.
Conduct of Business, 721, 902, 903.
Consolidated Revenue Bills, 174, 532, 1795.
Consolidated Statutes Index,· 127.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 83, 04.42, 1614, 1644, 1720,
1722, 1749, 1855, 1856, 1858, 1859, 1860,
186], 1883, 1884, 1901, 2178, 2752, 2838,
2885, 2911, 2912.
Contracts for Embossing Stationery, 692.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 1661.
Crown Lands, 1818.
Curator of Melbourne Botanic-gardens, 2697.
Death of Mr. Wilkinson, 777.
Defence of the Colony-Dismissal from Victorian Navy, 257; Batteries at Western
Ports, 355, 470; Major Hoad, 355, 470;
Privates, 944; Speech by Minister of
Defence, 1660; N :tval Regulation re Wearing
of Hair on the Face, 1880; Mr. T. E. Baker,
2945; Vote for Defence Department, 2945.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3054, 3340, 3393, 3396, 3399.
Department of Industry, 1611, 3374.
Education Act, 188.
Electoral Rolls, 2077.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3009, 3026.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill,628.
Exhibition -building, 2738.
:Ii'actories and Shops-Boiler Inspection, 1272 ;
Inspector of Scaffolding, 1272.
Fences Act, 46.
Financial Institutions, 913, 2450, 3116.
Fire Bri~ades Act Amendment Bill, 441, 746.
Fire Brigades Boards, 45, 73, 76.
Flood in Yarra, 358.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,
2854.
General Election, 3433.
Government Bills, 79.
Governmel1t Debentures, 2935.
Government Printing-oltice, 792, 1979, 1982.
Governor's Dinner, 35G, 476, 481.
Gratuities to Mrs. Brearley and Mrs. Gabb;
192 ; to the Misses Handfield, 1277.
Gun Accident at Qneenscliff, 143, 104.

Moncrieff, Alexander-Motion byMr. A. Harris
for select committee to inquire into and
report upon the cn,se set out in the patition
of Alexander IVloncrieff, 2858; discussed,
2859; withdrawn,'28G9.
Money Bills-Question by Mr. Richardson, re
constitutional practice, 587.
Motions for the Adjournment of the HouseProposed to en:1ble members to ventilate
public questions-By Mr. "\Yilliams, re
Public Service Board, 830; by Mr. VY. T.
Carter, re conviction of Agatha Murray for
vagrancy, 1378; by Mr. Lanrens, 1'e Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1525; by Sir
B. O'Loghlen, ?'e representation of Victoria at the Chicago Exhibition, 2130. (See

MUNRO,

Standing Orders.)

Motions" Unopposed"-Motions sct down as
"unopposed" ordered to be placed on the
ordinary list, 692, 2884:.
Mount Wills Tin Mines-Questions by Mr.
Foster, 469, 2575; by Mr. Ferguson, re
track from Bright, 2575.
Mr. W. J. (11felbourne South)
Albert-p:1rk, 1994.
Austral-Anglo Tramway and Geneml Agency
Company, G09.
Australasian Federation, 1002, 1111.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
20.')8, 2100, 2101, 2102.
Melbourne and VV illiamstown Tramway Bill,
609, 8,16, 1077, 2256, 2885.
Mr. T. E. Dakin, 85S.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1908.
South Melbourne (City-road) Post-office, 1014.
Yarra Floods, 471.

MOUNTAIX,

Municipal Electiol1s-Question by Mr. Anderson
re adjournmEnt of the House, 827; debated,
827, 828; question by Mr. McColl, 830.
Municipal Endowment-Question by Mr. Keys,
re payment of augmeptation of endowment,
4G; return ordered, on motion of Mr. Keys,
?"e amount of endowment paid to each
municipality, 1417. (See Local Go'Ve1'n1nent
Act Amendment Bill.)
1\1 unicipal 0 verdrafts (Indemnity ) Bill-Brough t
in by Mr. vVheelcr, and read first time,2311 ;
passed through remaining stages, 2696.
Municipal Overdrafts-Question by Mr. Foster,
re accounts overdrawn on 30th September,
1891, 127; statement by Mr. Munro, 127 ;
question by Mr. Staughton, re intended
action of the Government, 1252.
MUNRO,

Mr. JAMES, Premier and Treasurer,

(Geelong)

Absentee Tax, 1064, 2177.
Action against the late Minister of Justice,
U>70.
Additional Estimates, 2932.
Address in Reply to Governor's Speech, 69.
Agatha Murray, 1378.
Agent-General, ;3434.
Ah 'Poy v. l!I-usg1"o'Ve, 1336.
Answers to Questions, 1016.
Appropriation Bill, 2950, 3056, 3057, 3{)58.
Art Ga.lleries - Ballarat, Sandhurst, and
Warrnambool, 1273.
Attend::mce of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3235, 3237.
A. U. Aldock Ele:::tric Company Bill, 444, 446.

Hansard, 3426.

Hawkers' Licences, 2177.
Hindoo Immigration, 690.
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Mr. JAl\lES (continued)-Postponement of Questions, 56[).
Pounds Act, 46.
Public Finances, 2933.
Public Instruction-Purchase of 'Land off
Stewart-street, Brunswick, 128; Lessons
on Health and Temperance, 189; Flemington ::md Kensington Board of Advice, 475 ;
School at Morelapd, 585; at Nichol's
Plains, 585; Technical Teachers, 1015;
the Case of Messrs. Burston and McNab,
447, 1015, 1792, 2859, 2860, 2861, 3429;
Clunes State School, 1015, 1187, 1290;
Appeals of Teachers against Classification,
1141, 3051; Creswick State School, 1141,
1187, 1299; Truancy Prosecutions, 1141;
Flemington State School, 1142; Transfer
of Teachers to Clerical Division, 1142;
Schools of Mines and Technical Schools,
1274; Private Teaching, 1277; ShorthDnd
in State Schools, 1813; School at Scacombe,
1099; Scholarships, 2243; Classified Roll,
2366; Injury to <), Child at -Williamstown
School, 2366; Teaching of Swimming, 2576 ;
Petitions for Religious Iustruction, 3116;
Closing of certain State Schools, 3434.
.
Puhlic Service Act Amendmcnt Bill, 1298,
2884,3343.
Public Service - Temporary Appointments,
746; Appointment of Mr. A. C. Witton as
Accountant of Mining Department, 834;
Applicants, 1297; Transfers, 1375; Insurance of Candidates for Public Service, 1416 ;
Gratuities, 1613; Promotions, 1742; Employment of Aged Citizens, 2258; Travelling Allowc:,uces, 3117.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1990.
Railway Accounts, 2981, 3374.
Railway Construction - Northern Suburbs,
469; Permanent Surveys, 3318, 3435;
Introduction of Bill, 3.05:3; Estimate, 3401.
Railway Debenture Capital, 2505.
Rail way Department-Grain Pla.tform Accommodation at vVycheproof and Donald, 127.
Raihvv..y Loan A pplicatioll Bill, 3lD5, 3216.
Rail way Passes, 2366.
Railway Payments from the Treasury, 2052.
Raih\'ays Act Amendment Bill, 482, 1271,
1357, 1458, 2467, 2473, 2474, 2318, 2527,
2548, 2566, 2567, 25G8, 2573, 2578, 2638,
21H3, 2G48, 3370, 3390, 3404, 3406.
Railways Standing Committee, .1332, 2685,
2686, 2690, 2692, 3053.
Reconstruction of the Cabinet, 3435.
Resignations of Mini~ters, 2309, 2363, 2782.
Sale School of Art al1d Design, 2933.
Scots' Church Properties Bill, 1077.
Sergeant Dougherty, 2933.
Sessional Arrangements-Days and Hours of
Sitting, 70, 2506, 3313, 3426; Order of Business, 70, 668, 724, 825, 2507, 2508, 2509,
2510, 2518, 2648, 2861, 3052, 3169, 3392;
Standing Committees, 70; Sessional Order,
?'e taking Fresh Business after half-past Ten
o'clock on Thursdays, 2982; Government
Business,3117.
Shearers' Dispute, em.
Standing Orders relating to Private Bills,
1077.
StawellSchool of Mines, 2950.
Stock Tax, Z949.
Subletting of Government Contracts, 1083.
Supplementary Estimdes, 152, 153, 156.
Supply, 83, 414, 580, 589, 1794.

Mr. JAMES (contimled)Hobson's Bay Railway Company Employes,
1822.
Imperial Institute, 1273.
Importations of Machinery, &c., by Public
Bodies, 1016.
Interjections, 530.
Italian Children, 1417.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3065.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 692, 1152,
1]53, 1159, 1189, 1191, 1195, 1198, 1200,
1211, 1212, 1253, 1254, 1256, 1261, 1267,
1269, 1270.
.
Launceston Exhibition, 81, 689.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 945.
Library, 1222, 1223.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3335, 3339.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2693, 2696, 2739,
2747, 3054.
Light-weight Bread, 1611.
-Loan Bill, 2178, 2207, 2239, 2240.
J...oan Correspondence, 83.
Loan, Floating of the, 258.
Loan for Railway Purposes, 1826.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 1212,
2185, 2250, 2268, 2270, 2274, 2275, 2283,
2285, 2296, 2304, 2305, 2320, 2451, 2584,
2590, 2597, 3221.
London and 'Vestminstcr Bank, 2576, 2680.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial· office, 2502.
Lunacy Department - Allowance for Rent,
2934.
Mallee Lands, 173, 8:35, 901, 958, 959, 960,
224], 2321.
Mansfield Railway, 127.
Melbourne Cattle-yards and Abattoirs, 1612.
Metropolitan Board of Works, 945, 1298,
2883.
Metropolitan Gas Company, 2781.
Mines Bill, 3426.
~loney Bills, 587.
Mr. Alexander Moncrieff, 2859.
Mr. Allison Smith, 2714, 2720.
Mr. Daniel Bourke, 3428.
Mr. Henry Frencham, 1085.
Mr. Keys, 1417.
Mr. Michacl Tuhoy, 3433.
Mr. O. P. 'Vhitelaw (the latc), 2846, 2849,
2951, 2952.
Municipal Elections, 827, 830.
Municipal Endowment, 46.
Municipal Overdrafts, 127, 1~52.
National Australasian Convention IIansard,
126.
National Museum, 3374.
Opium, 1376.
Opium Bill, W33, 2709, 27Gl, 2796, 2797,
2803,2930.
Parliament Buildings, 172.
Parliamentary Standing Comm.ittee on Rail. ways Rmmmeration Bill, lG14, 1901, 2367,
2368, 2372, 2379, 2422, 2626.
Pauper Immigration, 1660.
Penal Establishments-Captain Evans, 1237,
1240; Mr. Dwyer, 1334; Melbourne Gaol,
2261; Salary of Sub-matron of Melbourne
Gaol, 3051.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3136,
3400.
.
Police-Vacancies in Mounted Police 'Force,
354; Constable Egan, 1223; l~ge of Retirement of Officers, 1228, 1233, 1234; Holidays. 2839.
Political Situation, 2178, 220,1.

MUNRO,

MUNRO,
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Mr. JAMES (continned)Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 78, 1662.
The late Clerk of the Assembly (Mr. G. H.
Jenkins, C.M.n.), 15.
Treasu'ry Bonds Bill, 3170, 3172, 3186, 3189.
Trusts Act Amendment Bill, 2885.
Unemployed, 472, 3434.
Victorian Statistics, 3426.
Water Act Amendment Bill, 2367, 3230.
'Vays and Means, 83, 174, 582, 1795, 2950.
"Wire-netting Loan, 1252, 1376, 1990.
'Vreck of the Fiji-The late Selector Wilkinson, 1298.

Mr. ,TOHN (continued)Public Instruction - Alleged Excessive
Punishment of a Child. 2366.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
~~316.
"
Railway Department--Speed of Trains, 163 ;
Lighting of Carriages, 163; Suburban
Trains, 164.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3216.
Railways Standing Committee. 2688.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1814.
Tax on Football Matches, 146.
Totalizator Bill, 850.
Vermin Destruction Act, 1065.

MUNRO,

MURRAY,

Mr. EDWARD (Warrenheip)
Australasian Federation, 316.
Border Duties, 129.
Coinage of Silver at the Mint, 126.
County Court Judges, 1974.
Forests and Timber Reserves, 1552.
Land Act Amendment Bill, :3077.
Loan Bill, 2238.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2030, 2289. 2305.
Local Option Polls, 2576.
Magistrates, 1974.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2385.
Mr. Daniel Bourke, :3428.
Mr. Michael Tuhoy, a433.
Private Members' Business, 3118.
Railway Department-Repairing Shop at
Rtllarat, 3051.

MURPHY,

Murmy River-Question by Mr. Craven, re
bridge at Hawksview, 2948.
National Australasian Con ven"tion-Question by
Mr. Deakin 1"e Convention Hansard, 125;
statement by Mr. Munro, 126; question by
Mr. Murray, 126; statement by Mr.
Deakin, 126. (See Australasian Federation. )
National GallerY""7"Question by Mr. Stuart, re
purchase of works of art, 688.
National Museum-Question by Mr. Officer,
3374.
New Law Courts. (See Law O{l1.trts, New.)
Newport-Deputy Registrar-Question by Mr.
W. T. Carter, 1273, 1277.

Murray, Agatha-Statement by Mr. W. T.
Carter, 1378; discussion thereon, 1379.
Mr. JOHN (Albert Park)
Agatha Murray, 1379.
Albert-park, 1995.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar
of Legislative Council, 3236.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 612, 1323.
Australasian Federation, 134, 491, 705, 973,
994, 1073, 1074.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1807, 1851.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment
Bill, 3394, 3395.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2955.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3002.
Embossing Stationery Contract, 1082.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1950.
Gambier and Easby Collision, 2401.
Kerferd-street Jetty, 2392, 2396, 2948.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 2337.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2196, 2852~
3337.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2694.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill~
2064, 2078, 2084, 2090, 2263, 2264, 3218,
3224.
Mallee Lands, 895.
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,
848.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 3429.
Mr. Alli~on Smith, 2717, 2789, 2884.
Naval Regulation re Hair on the Face, 1549.
Permanent Employes on the Hobson's Bay
Raihvay, 1552, 1822, 1824.
Police-The late Constable Egan, 1225.
Railway Administration, 157.
RaHway Construction--Permanent Surveys,
3325.

NIMMO,

Mr. JOHN (Warrnambool)
Appointment of .rustices, 2934.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3241.
Australasian Fed~ration, 373, 699, 975, 976,
986, 991, 1006, 1012, 1013, 1024.
Butter Exportation, 3052.
Chicago Exhibition, 2937.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1846, 1859.
Criminal Lunatics, 1417.
"Cup" Day, 2177.
Defence--Ba,tteries at the "Yestern Ports,
355, 469, 470, 504.
Diamond Drills, 1792, 1793.
Dr. Maloney, 1065.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3069.
"Governor's Dinner, 358, 480.
Gun Accident at QUflenscliff, 164.
Irriga,tion and "Yater Supply Loans Bill,
3227.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1260, 1268,
1270.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1680, 2194.
Lieutenant R. Harding, 170.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2280, 2291, 2297, 2304, 3405, 2306,3222.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office,
2503,2504.
Mallee Lands, 960.
Matters of Urgent Public Importance, 1525.
Melbourne Harbor Trust, 169.
Mr. Shackell's Letter, 1834.
National Australasian Convention lIansard,
126.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1908,2367.
Police-Vac:\l1cies in Mounted Police, 354.

MURRAY,
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O'LOGHLEN, Sir B., Bart. (co?ltinued)Ch~1,.I'itable Institutions, 1982.
Chicago Exhibition, 2130, 2134, 2935, 2938,
2941.
Close of the Session-Transaction of Business,
2983.
.
Committees of Supply and "\Vays and Means,
2982.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 442, 1767, 1854, 1856, 1893, 2200,
2752, 2885, 2886, 289], 2912.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3125, 3132,
3133, 3134, 3135.
Defence of the Colony, ] 270.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,
3394, 3395, 3396, 3:398.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2954.
Dunkeld Railway, 157.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 2992, 3008,
3009, 3010, 3012, 3013, 3015, 3016, 3018,
3019, 3020, ~1021, 3022, 3023, 3025, .3026,
3027, 3028, 3067, 3068..
Government Printing-office, 1981.
Goyernor's Speech, 46.
Irrigation and Water Supply Lomis Bill, 3226.
Issue of Licences and Leases, 2706.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 692, 1195,
1198, 1261, 1263.
.
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment
Bill, 3231,3232.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 286, 288, 289.
Library, 1223.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 3335.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2694, 2738, 2746,
2747, 2750, 2751, 3055.
I.-oan Bill, 2212, 2239, 2240, 2241.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 1221,
2053, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2188, 2250, 2262,
2264, 2265, 2268, 2290, 2292, 2293, 2295,
2296, 2297, 2590, 2591, 2592, 2626, 2627,
2634, 2635, 3225.
Local Loans, 2935.
Lord Carrington and the Colonial-office, 2503,
2504, 3313.
Mallee Lands, 815, 817,825, 891.
. Markets Act Amendment Bill, 77.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 2860.
Mines Bill, 3122.
Minister of Defence, 2942.
Minister of Public Instruction, 2933.
Ministers of the Crown, 2531,2533,2781,2861.
Mr. Heaney, 2946.
Mr. Laurens, 1529.
Mr. Shackell's Letter, 1831.
Municipal Elections, 828.
Naval Regulation 1'e Moustache, 1548,1550.
New Railway Loan, 1824.
Open and Free Conference between Sheepowners and Shearers, 668, 691, 793.
Opium Bill, 2792, 2795, 2796, 2797, 2798,
2799, 2800, 2802, 2803.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1910, 2374.
Police Off~nces Act Amendment Bill, 3136,
3137, 3138, 3230,3333.
Police-Sergeant Dougherty, ]67, 2933; Age
of Retirement of Officers, 1233.
Political Situation, 2200, 2306; ·Resignations
of Ministers, 2363.
Port Fairy Harbor "Yorks, 2392.
Private Members' Business, 3118.
Privilege-Notices of Motion, re Australasian
Federation, 83, 88, 90.
Public Library (SlUldays Poll) Bill, 1202.

NmMO, Mr.

JOHN (contin?ted)Railway Loau Application Bill, 3214.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 755, 1450,
. 2472,2524, 2571, 2657, 2658,3385.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1814.
Subletting of Contracts, 853, 1080.
Sub-way at Middle-park, 81.

Observatory-Question by Mr. "V. T. Carter,
re rainfall experiments, 1272.
Mr. C. M. (Dundas)
Aborigines' Dogs, 689.
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1545.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
. Power Company Bill, 1323.
Australasian Federation, 311, 708.
Butter Exportation, 2711.
Captain Evans, 1237.
Charitable Institutions, 1984.
Clock for Hamilton Post-office, 2406.
Defence Department, 2943, 2945~
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3002.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1954.
Government Entomologist, 2711, 2738.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1197.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2696, 2745.
Mallee Lands, 2:333.
National Museum, 3374.
Opium Bill, 2803.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1912.
Police---:Age of Retirement, 1235.
Post-office at Dunkeld, 1063. .
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 772.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1988.
Rn,ilway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3317.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1595, 2526.
Railways Commissioners, 746.
Victorian Railway Fuel, 2067.

OFFICER,

Officers of the Legislative Assembly-Resignation of Mr. G. H. Jenkins, C.M.G., and
appointment of Mr. W. V. Robinson, as
Clerk of the Assembly announced, 15, 16 ;
appointment of Mr. C. Gavan Duffy as first
Clerk Assistant, Mr. T. G. Watson as
second Clerk Assistant, and Mr. G. A. M.
Moss as Clerk of Private Bills, announced,
16. (See Session, Close of.)
O'LOGHLEN, Sir B., Bart. (Port Fairy)
Acts Correction Bill, 3053, 3231.
Additional Magistrates, 2934.
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1544.
Appropriation Bill, 3056, 3058.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3234, 3235.
A. U. Alcock Electric Company Bill, 446.
Australasian Federation, 83, 125, 174, 229,
386, 439, 482, 483, 500, 502, 503, 693, 703,
no, 714, 716, 718, 719, 720, 721, 844, 859,
901, 906, 908, 909,'910, 911, 912, 946, 948,
951, 956, 971, 975, 976, 978, 980, 982, 983,
984,986,987,988,990,999,1003,1004,1005,
1006, 1007, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1017, 1023,
1024, 1025, 1030, 1037, l042, 1068, 1069,
1071, 1075, 1076, 1093, 1097, 1112, lIl3,
1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1120, 1143, 1145,
1146, 1147, 1149.
Budget, 583, 602.
Burrumbeet Lands Bill, 3420.
SES. 1891.-d
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O'LOGHLEN, Sir B., B,trt. (continued)Public Service Board, 841.
Ro.il way Construction Bill, 3053.
Railway Constrnction-Permanent Surveys,
3321, 3331.
Railway Deficiency, 2982.
Railway Labourers' Wages, 144.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3169, 3196.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 747, 1529,
2470, 2473, 2476, 2513, 2563, 2580, 2660,
3377, 3381, 3389.
Railways Administration, 2787.
Railways Commissioners, 168.
·Railways Standing Committee, 2683,2691.
Sessional Arrangements, 2506, 2510.
Subletting Government Contracts, 1078.
The late Mr. O. P. ·Whitelaw, 2073, 2951.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3228.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3176, 3189.
Untrue Statements, L020:

OUTTRIM, Mr. A. R. (contin1led)~
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1579.
Railways Stailding Committee, 1330, 1331.
Sharebrokers Bill, 1532, 1542, 1613, 2738.
The late Mr. O. P. ·Whitelaw, 942, 2073, 2074 ..
Tin -dressing Machinery, 2310.
vVarraguland Darnum Railway Stations, 1932..
Wombat State Forest, 1376.
Overloading of Ships-Questions by Mr; Derham"
471.

.

· Pairs-Statement by Mr. 'Vooels, re division on
amendment in clause 4 of Constitution Act
Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1882.
PARFITT, Mr. H. S. (JVangaratta and
glen)
Governor's Speech, 21.

R~lther

Parks and Gardens-Que&tion by Mr. Bennett,
Omeo Court-house-Questions by Mr. Foster·,
1'e employes, 829; by Mr. G. D. Carter, re
1932,3050.
senior foreman, Melbourne Botanic-gardens>
Omeo-Court of Geneml Sessions-Question by
1299; re Curator's observations in Europe>
Mr. Foster, 188; motion by Mr. Foster for
2241; by Mr. Levien, 3117 ; by Mr. Deakin,.
address to the Governor, 291; agreed to,
re supply of water to Melbourne Botanic292 : address adopted, 292.
gardens, 2945; by Mr. Gardiner, re control
Opium-Questions by Mr. Anderson, 191,257 ; ·
of metropolitan parks and gardens, 2946.
by Mr. Gordon, 1376.
.
Parliament--Opening of the session, 15; prorogation, 3435_
Opium Bill-Brought ill by Mr. Munro, and read
first time, 1933 ; order of the day for second · Parliament Buildings-Suhject discussed in
reading discharged, 2709; new Bill brought
connexion with Supplementary Estimates,
in by Mr. Munro, and read first time, 2709;
153; question by Mr. Derham, re protecsecond reading moved by Mr. Munro, 2791;
tion, 2391.
.
debated, 2792; agreed to, 2794; Bill con- : Parliament Buildings Committee-Appointed,
sidered in committee, 2795; third reading,
70.
2803 ; question by Mr. Staughton, 2930.
· Parliament House-Question by Mr. Dunn, re
Order of Business. (See Bllsine8s, Order oj.)
telephone and telegraph offices, 257~
, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways
Remuneration Bill-Governor's message
OUTTRIM, Mr. A. R., Minister of Mines (Marybrought down, 1299; considered in comborough)
mittee, 1614; resolution for an appropriaAgricultural Colleges Lands Mining Bill, 2752.
tion adopted, 1614; Bill brought in by Mr.
Amendment of Mines Act, 1376, 1377.
Munro, and read first time, 1614; second
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendreading, 1901--13; considered in committee,
ment Bill, 1862. .
2367, 2418; read third time, 2626. (See
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 1437.
Railways Standing Committee.)
Directors' Liability Bill, 2954, 2956.
Dookie Farm. 2243.
PATTERSON, Mr. J. B. (Castlemaine)
Eucalyptus Trees, 1140, 1186.
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1544.
Forest Conservation, 943, 1416, 2949.
Australasian Federation, 294, 701, 859, 954.
Granite Bar Tin Mining Company, 1742.
Budget, 628.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3078.
Closing of. Debate, 2849.
.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2695, 2747.
Constitution Act Amendment Act AmendLi.ihrig Process, 2366.
ment Bill, 1629, 1720, 1755, 1849, 2889.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2382, 2390, 2840,
Contra.ctors' Protection Bill, 1443.
2841, 2842, 2843, 2844, 2845, 2846.
Councils of Conciliation Bill, 1438.
Mines Act Amendment l~ill, 290.
County Court Judges, 1959.
Mines Bill, 2243, 3120, 3121, 3123, 3426.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3130.
Mining Accident Relief Fund, 791.
Criminal Trials, 584.
Mining Department-Diamond Drill, 1375,
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3010, 3025~
1702, 1793, 1880; Mineml Leases, 2781 ;
3027, 3028, 3067.
Vote for Department, 2706; Mining Timber,
Expedition Pass Reservoir, 2414.
3051; Mr. John Ga,il, 3312; Residence
Forests and Timber Reserves, 1551.
Areas, 275, 745, 3375; Mining Leases, 792,
Governor of Pentriclge, 1880.
. 1377, 2242.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3072.
Mining Law Amendment, 2242.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1162.
Mining on Private Property-:-Leases, 1299,
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2751.
]377, 1741.
Loan Bill, 2215.
Mr. Edward vV'.'agge, 946,1016.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
Mr. Henry Frencham, 1084.
259], 2596,2598, 2627.
Mount 'V ills Tin Mines, 469, 2575.
Li.ihrig Process of treating Tailings, 2413.
Prospecting V ot~), 2505.
MaUee Lands, 887, 1445.
Public Service-Mr. A. C. Witton, 690.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 765.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1298.
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Pensions and Compensu.tion-Return ordered,.
on motion of Mr. Kirton, 77; produced,
193.
'
Personal Explanations - By Mr. Bent, 191,
1933; Mr. Laurens, 192; Mr. Brock, 1017;
Dr. Maloney, 1065; Capt. Taylor, 1142;
Mr. 'V. T. Carter, 1211; Mr. Munro,
1417; Mr. Keys, 1417; Mr. Laurens, 1524;
Mr. Hancock, 1933; Mr. Offioer, 2738;
Mr. Bowman, 2879; Mr. Richardson, 2932~
3087.
Petitions Presented-In favour of Bible reading
in State schools during school hours, 46, 82,
152, 191, 356, 475, 588, 690, 745, 793, 879,
1613, 1999, 2076, 3117, 3313 ; in favour of
speedy transfer of mallee lands, 2243; 1'e
ex-Constable Christopher Sparling, 82; re
St. James' (Melbourne) Church lands,
129; for amendment of Licensing (Publichouses) Act, 129, 1959; 1'e A. U. Alcock
Electric Light and Motive Power Company, 191; re Austral-Anglo Tramway and
General Agency Company, 356; 1'e cigar'
makers, 356; re reduction: of duties in .
Pauper Immigration-Question by Mr. Stuart,
favour of farmers, 414; re amendment of
1660.
the Tramways Act, 504; from Mary Guest,
504; re Donald to Birchip Railway, 588 ;
PEACOCK, Mr. A. J. (Cl1lnes and Allandale)
from Mr. Edward Sandford, late Chief
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1545.
Examiner of Titles, 690 ; re Lazarus BerAustralasian Federation, 1417.
lowitz, 793; re Scots' Church trusts,
Councils of Conciliation Bill; 1439.
879; from Mr. Alexander MoncriefJ, 971 ;
Defences and Dicipline Act Amendment Bill,
re casual railway labourers, 1065; re
3339, 3340, 3342.
extension of parliamentary franchise to
Education Endowment Bill, 83, 442, 443.
women, 1330, 1613, 1660; from Mrs. O. P.
Forests and Timber Reserves, 1551.
'Whitelaw, 1378; re clauses in Railways
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill, 2855.
Act Amendment Bill affecting rights of railKyneton Market Reserve Bill, 3228. '
way employes, 1485; 1'e amendment of the
Lii.hrig Process of treating Tailings, 2413.
Land Tax Act, 1532; re Local Government
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2845.
Act Amendment Bill, 1613, 2134; re Crimes
Mining Department Estimates, 2413.
Act Amendment Bill, 1794,3052; re ShareMr. Henry Frencham, 1087.
brokers Bill, 1883, 2390,2738; re Elizabeth
Survey of Coal Measures, 2414.
Davey, 2451; re Geelong Gas Company,
2451 ; 1'e Anthony Gilyard, 2501; re John
PEARSON, Dr. C. H. (East BOllrl.;e Boroughs)
Gay, 1501; 1'e colonial wine licences, 2577;
, Australasian Federation, 214; 486, 994, 1027,
re Werribee Irrigation and vVater Supply
Trust, 3052.
1040, 1091.
Budget, 648.
Petty Sessions, Courts of-Question by Mr.
Captain Evans, 1236, 1334.
Groom, re Leongatha, 1999; by Mr. FosConstitution Act Amendment Act Amendter, re Buchan, 2934; by Mr. Hunt, re
ment Bill, 2893.
Gaffney'S Creek, 3433.
Crimes Act Amendment Rill, 3129, '3131.
Pilot Service-Question by Mr. ZOX, 586.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2960.
Plural Voting. (See Oonstitution Act AmendLicensing Arbitrations Bill, 2746, 2747.
ment A ct A rnendrnent Bill.)
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2144,
, 2629, 2630.
Police-Question by Mr. Murray, re vacancies,
in mounted police, 35,1.; by Mr. Foster, 1'e
Manee Lands, 897.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 2860.
Criminal Investigation department, police
Mr. Todd, 943, 944.
in uniform, and promotions, 584; by Mr.
Opium Bill, 2800.
Kirton, re Superintendent Chambers, 878 ;
Police-Age of Retirement, 1236.
by Dr. Maloney, re police prosecutions,
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3230.
942 ; by Mr. Bennett, re Reginald Green,
Railway Construction-Permanent Surve~s,
1064; by Mr. Foster, re retirement of
members of the force, 793, 1110; by Mr.
3325.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1313,1337.
Hall, 1186; by Mr. Richardson, re Constable Egan, 1223; subject of age of retirePenal Establishments-Vote discussed in. Comment of officers of police discussed in Committee of Supply, 1236; on report of vote,
mittee of Supply in connexion with vote
1334; questions by Mr. Patterson, re infor department, 1224; . motion by Mr.
toxication of Guvemor of Pentridge Penal
Stuart, re holidays, 2260; debated, 2260;
Establishment, 1880; statement by Mr.
debate adjourned, 2260; resumed, 2838;
McLean, 1880; discussion thereon, 1882;
motion negatived, 2840; question by Mr.
question by Mr. MethYen, re holidays of'
Stuart, re Russell-street barracks, 2394;
warders at Pentridge, 2310. (See J.lfelby, Mr. Gordon, re age of retirement,
bourne Gaol.)
3374.
Mr. J. B. (continued)Ministers of the Crown, 2533.
Mr. Bent, 3331.
.
New Railway Loan, 1827.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Rcmuneration Bill, 1902, 2369, 2376,
2379, 2418, 2419, 2421.
Pliblic Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 773.
Public Service Board, 840.
Public Works Department, 2390.
Punishment of Ship-masters, 2400.
Railwa.y Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3314, 3315, 3317, 3331.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1349, 2455,
2464, 2474, 2476, 2551, 2760.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coa.l
Mines') Bill, 8193, 3194.
Railways Standing Committee, 1331, 2683,
2684,2686.
Railways to the Korumburra Coal Mines,
2754.
Transaction of Government Business, 2984.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3172, 3173, 3186, 3189.

PATTERSON,
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Police Magistrates - Vote discussed in Com.
mittee of Supply, 1971 ; statement by Mr.
Tuthill, re appointment of Mr. Leader,
1972.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill-Received
from Legislative Council, and read first
time, 1379; second reading, 3136; COIlsidered in committee, 3136; read third
time, 3139; returned from Legislative
Council with a message intimating disagreement with certain of Assembly's amendments, 3229; amendments insisted upon,
3229, 3230; messagefrom Legislati ve Council
still insisting on disagreement with amendment.s, 3333; amendments not insisted on,
3334; message from Legislative Council
requesting concurrence in amendments
recommended by the Governor, 3400;
amendments concurred in, 3400.
Political Situation, The-Question by Mr. Bent,
re action of Ministers in Legislative Council on Constitution Act Amendment Act
Amendment Bill, 2178; by Sir B. O'Loghlen, 2200; statement by Sir B. O'Loghlen,
2306; by Mr. Richardson, 2306; announcement by Mr. Munro that Ministers in the
Legislati ve Council had tendered their
resignations, 2309; statement by Mr.
Munro that the resignations had been withdrawn, 2363; discussion thereon, 2363.
(See Constitution Act Amendment Act
Amendment Bill; also Ministers of the
Crown; also Ministry, The.)
Port. Fairy Harbor Works-Statement by Sir
B. O'Logh1en, 2392.
Portland Borough Lands Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Wrixon, and read first time, 145;
Governor's message brought down, 359;
considered in committee; 443; resolution
for an appropriation agreed to and adopted,
443; passed through remaining stages,
1434,1435; returned from Legislative Council with amendments, 1812; amendments
adopted, 1812.
.
Post and Telegraph Department-Question by
Mr. Taverner, 1·e· Mildura mail service,
190; by Mr. J. Harris, re :;outh Yarra
Post-office, 1014; by Mr. Mountain, re
South Melbourne (City-road) Post-office,
1014; by Mr. Hunt, re assistant letter
carriers, 1014; by Mr. T. Smith, reGeneral
Post-office clock, 1015; by Mr. Officer, re
Dunkeld Post-office, 1063; by Mr. L. L.
Smith, ,'e post-office savings banks near
public works, 1141; by Mr. Anderson, re
telegraph line to Princetown, 1415; by
Mr. Tatchell, re General Post-office clock,
1793; by Mr. Stuart, repost and telegraphoffice in Melbourne East, 2406; by Mr.
Armytage, re post-office at Cowie's Creek,
2409; by Mr. Williams, re delay of
telegraph messages from Bendigo to EaglelU1wk, 2411 ; by Mr. Baker, re postal and
telegraph communication in country districts, 2411; by Mr. Bent, re telegrams
from Melbourne to Brighton, 2412; statemen t by Mr. Officer, re Hamilton Post-office
clock, 2406.
Post Office Act Amendment Bill-Brought in
by Mr. Duffy, and read first time, 1417;
discharged from the paper, 3086.
Pounels Act-Question by Mr. Gra.ves, re
amendment of Act, 46.

Powder· Magazines-Question by Mr. Gordon,
2394.
Prahra.n.Mechanics' Institute-Return ordered,
on motion of Mr. Dixon, 2130; produced,
2130.
Printing Committee-Appointed, 70; committee's reports brought up, 504, 1379.
Privilege-Question of privilege raised by Sir
B. O'Loghlen, ill connexion with Australasian federation, 8B; debated, 86;
Speaker's ruling, 89; mes·sages from Legislative Council, requesting that leave be
given to the Minister of Railways and Mr.
Gillies to attend aud be examined before the
committee of the whole Council on the
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3234;
. motion by Mr. Shiels to permit the
Minister of Railways to attend and give
evidence, 3234; debated, 32:34; negatived,
3243; motion for giving leave to Mr.
Gillies to attend and give evidence also
negatived, 3243.
Prize Fights. (See Boxing Exhibitions.)
Prorogation. (See Pal,tiament.)
Prospecting Vote- Questions by Mr. Foster,
2413, 250.5.
Public Instruction--Boards of Advice-Questions by Mr: Deakin,
re Flemington and Kensington, 475.
Education Act-Copy of counsel's opinion
on section 11 of Education Act ordered, on
motion of Mr. Gordon, 946; .question by
Mr. L. L. Smi~h, re compilation of schedules,
2737.
Education Vote-Question by Mr. Bennett,
re daughters of Mr, "Y. H, Handfield, formerly Chief Clerk, Education Department,
1277.
Minister-Question by Sir B. O'Loghlen, re
necessity of Minister of Public Instruction
having a seat in the Assembly, 2933.
Religious Instruction - Question by Mr.
Levien, 3116. (See Petitions.)
Scholarships-Question by Capt. Taylor,
2243.
Schools-Question by Mr. Methven, re land
off Stewart-street, Brunswick, 128; re
Moreland, 585; by Mr. Dow, re Nichol's
Plains, 585; by Capt, Taylor, re Clunes,
1015, 1187, 1299; re Creswick, 1141, 1187,
1299; return re classification ordered, on
motion of Mr. Hall, 1445; produced, 1660;
motion by Mr, A. Hanis, re Seacombe,
1999; statement by Mr. Hunt, re the closing
of certain State schools, 3434.
Shorthand Lessons-Motion by ~r. Beazley,
in favour of adding shorthand to the State
school curriculum, 1812; discussed, 1813;
negatived, 1818.
Swimming Lessons-Question by Mr. Bailes,
2576.
Teachers-Question byMr. Dunn, ,'e technical
teachers, 1015; by Capt.. Taylor, re
teachers similarly placed to Messrs. Burston
and McNab, 1015, 1792; by Mr. Bennett,
re delay in notifying classification, 1141;
by Mr. Hancock, re appeals against classification, 1141; by Mr, Dixon, re head
teacher of Flemington seheol, 1141; by Mr.
T. Smith, re transfer of teachers to the
clerical division of the public service, 1142;
by Capt. Taylor, re head-teachership of
Clunes State school, 1015, 1299; re average
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Public Instruction (cpl1tinned)·attendancc, 1187; re head-tcachership of
Creswick State school, 1141, 1299; re
avera.gc attcndance, 1187; motion by
Capt. Taylor, in Committee of Supply,
re Mr. VV. H. Nicholls, tcachers' classifier,
1275; negatived, 1276; statement by Mr.
Bailes, re private teaching, 1277; by Mr.
Munro, 1277; return re classification
ordered, OIl motion of Mr. Hall, 1445; pro. duced, 1660; question by Mr. A. Young,
7"e Mr. George Clarkson, 1524; by Mr.
Highett, re chtssified roll, 2366; by Mr. C.
Young, re alleged injuries to a pupil at Williamstown, 2366; by Mr. Kirton, re appeals
by teachers, 3051. (See BUTston and
:JJfcNab, J.lfessts., Ca.se Q/.)
Temperance Lessons-Question by Mr. Gordon, 189.
Truant Officers-Question by Dr. Maloney,
re prosecution of parents, 1141 ; statement
by Mr. Zox, 1276.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill- Brought in
by Mr. Stuart, and read first timc, 77;
secon~l reading moved by Mr. Stuart, 766 ;
debated by Mr. Wrixoll, 767; Mr. Hall,
768; Mr. Gordon, 768; Dr. Maloncy, 769;
Mr. J. Harris, 769; :Mr. Hancock, 770.;
Mr. Richardson, 770; Mr. Burrowes, 771 ;
Mr. Bailes, 771; Mr. Officer, 772; Mr.
Laurens, 772; Mr. A. Harris, 772; Mr.
Zox, 772; Mr. Dunn, 773; Mr. Patterson,
773; Mr. Sterry, 773; Mr. G. D. Carter,
774; Mr. Baker, 775; Mr. Beazley, 776;
debate adjourned, 776; resumed by Mr.
vV. T. Carter, 1200; continued by Mr.
Gillies, 1201; Mr .. Graves, 1202; Sir B.
O'Loghlen, 1202; Mr. Armytage, 1203;
Mr. Tuthill, 1203; Capt. Taylor, 1203;
Mr. Deakin, 1204; Mr. Anderson, 1205;
motion for second reading negatived,
1206.
Public Service' Act Amendment Bill-Received
from the Legislative Council. and read first
time, 1379; qnestions by Mr. Williams,
2884, 3343; Bill discharged from the paper,
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Public Service (continlled)2505; by MI'. Gillies, 1'e rent heing taken
into cOllRideration ill computillg retiting
allowance::>, 2934; by Mr. Craven, re
travelling allowances, 3U7.
Public 'Yorks Department-Question by Mr.
Patterson, re decrease of staff, 2390; vote
for department discussed in Committee of
Supply, 2948.
Queenscliff. (See Gun Accident at Q1leenscl?;ff.)
Questions-Answers to-Question by Mr. A.
Harris, 1015.
Rabbit Extirpation-Question by Mr. Dow, re
loan of wire-netting grant, 81, 1251;
by Mr. L. L. Smith, 586; hy Mr. Staughton, re Bacchus Marsh, 469, 588; re New
South 'Vales and the Swan Hill shire, 1298,
1742; return 1'e wire netting supplicd to
shire councils ordered, on motion of Mr.
Hall, 1143; produced, 1613·; question by
Mr. McColl, 1'e loans to farmers and selectors for wire netting, 1376; by Mr. Stanghton, 1741; subject discussed in Committee
'of Supply, 1987, 2946; question by Mr.
Anderson, 2945. (See Ve1"min Destnlction
Act.)
Railway Accidents-Return 1'e accidents on
Victorian railways ordered, on motion of
Mr. L. L. Smith, 692; produced, 830.
Railway Accounts-Return ordered, on motion
of Mr. Laurens, 82,83; produced, 258; question by Mr. Zox, re discrepancy between
Audit Commissioncrs' report and statement
of the Treasurer, 2981; question by Mr.
Laurens, ?'e trust funds, 3374.
Ra.ilway Administration-Subject discussed in
connexion with Supplementary Estimates,
153, 174; statement of Mr. Bent, re paragraph in the A1-gU8, 191. (See Railways
A ct A mendrnent Bill. )
Railway Oonstruction Bill-Question by Mr.
Methven, 1'e introduction of Bill this session, 1282; statement by Mr. Bent, 1252.
Railway Construction-Question by Mr. Methven, re railway communication with notthern suburbs, 469; by Mr. Bea.zley, 2929;
by Mr. Gillies,' re policy of the Government, 2028; motion by Mr. Shiels, in favour
of permanent surveys of lines already
recommended by the Railways Standing
Committee and also of :my lines recommcnded during the recess ,,,hich the 'Governor in Council decla.red should be surveyed,
3313, 3314; amendment by Mr. Patterson,
to omit the latter portion of the motion,
3317; amendment negatived, 3330; amendment by Mr. Staughton, that the permanent
survey of any line should not be taken to
imply that it.s· construction would be hereafter sanctioned by Parliament, :3331;
agreed to, 3331; motion, as amended,
adopted, 3331; question hy Mr. Mason,
3435; estimate of expenditure during year
ending 30th June, 1892, discussed in committee, :3-101; agreed to and ~Ldopted, 3401.
(See RcLilways Constrllction ([(o1'71mburra
Coal .Mines) Bill.)
Railway Dcpartment-Return re railway revenue and quantity and cost of coal charged
to railway accounts ordered, on l1Iotion of
Mr. Laurens, 78; produced, 83; question
by Mr. Nimmo, 1'e sub-way at Middle-park,

342~.

Public Service':'-'Rcturn, 1'e dismi~sal of Martha
Berry, ordered, on motion of Mr. Richardson, 192; question by Mr. Gra.ves, re removal of officer from Mansfield, 475, 586;
by Mr. vYilliams, re Mr. A. C. "Titton,
690; by Mr. Bennett, re temporary appointments, 746; suhject of the recommendation
of the Puhlic Servic,e Board for the appointment of Mr. A. C. \Vitton as accountant
of the Mining department discllssed, on
motion for adjournment of the House,
830-43; qncstion by Mr. Bowman, re applicants for a.ppointment, 1251, 1297; return
re Government cmployes ordered, on the
mot.ion of Capt. 1\Lylor, 1251; produced,
3331; question by Mr. Butterly, re postponement of transfers, 1~175; by Mr.
Beazley, 1'e insurance of candidates for
the public service, 1416; by Mr. Deakin,
,'e gratuities, ]613; by Dr. Maloney,
re promotions, 1742; rcturn, 1'e officers
classified under Act 160 without examination, ordered, on motion of Mr. Hall, 2075,
2076; produced, 2680; motion by Mr. Kirton, 1'e employment of aged persons, 2257 ;
discussed, 2258; negat.ived, 2260; question
by Mr. '·W. T. CLLrter, 1-e Mr. 'V. W. Jeremy,
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Railway Department (contin'lJ,ed)81; by Mr. Mcthven, 1'e Brunswick and
Coburg line, 82; ?"e gates at Fa,irfield, 82 ;
by M:r. Taverner, re platform accommodation at Wycheproof and Donald, 127; return 1'e refrigerating cars ordered, on motion
of Mr. Armytage, 191, 192; produced, 292 ;
return re trains reduced during strike ordered on motion of Mr. Laurens, 192;
produced, 879; question by Mr. Bailes, re
carriages, 257; return re lighting of carriages ordered, on motion of Mr. Hall, 359,
360; produced, 476; question by Mr. Dunn,
re engines on Ballarat to Stawelliine, 468;
by Mr. Laurens, 1'e carriage door-closing
patent, 468; by Mr. Woods, 1'e lighting of
carriages, 468; by Mr. T. Smith, 585,586;
by Mr. Derham, 1'e temporarily retired employes, 585; by Dr. Maloney, re fares to
vVarrenheip, 585; by Mr. Hall, re patent
spark arrester, 585, 689, 944; return
?:e recent dismissal of boiler-makers and
others from Newport, workshops ordered,
on motion of Mr. T. Smith, 578; produced,
691 ; return 1'e works intended to be kept
back during current financial year ordered,
on motion of Mr. Hall, 627; produced,
746; return re gross revenue and working
·-expenses of lines opened sincc 30th June,
1886, ordered, on motion"of Mr. Laurens,
628 ; statement by Mr. Shiels, 793; produced, 879; question by Mr. Armytage, re
refrigerating trucks, 688; by Mr. Armytage, 1'e reductions in train mileage, 745 ;
by Mr. Anderson, 745; by Mr. Armytage,
re estimate of interest pa,yable by department, 745; re Mr. Darbyshire, 793; question by Mr. Bailes, 1'e 6.45 a. m. train
from Belldigo to Melbourne, 828; by Mr.
Deakin, "e piece-work under Government
contracts, 828; by Mr. McColl, re buildings
required for storage of dairy produce, 828;
return re expenditure for year 1883-4,
ordered on motion of Lt.-Col. Smith, 830;
produced, 879; question by Mr. Hunt, re
firewood on trucks, 878; by Mr. Beazley,
re travelling without tickets, 878; return
ordered, on motion of Mr. Laurens, re
working expenses for 1882 and the following years, 878; produced, 1379; question by
:Mr. Dixon, re passenger station at Prahran,
1014; by Mr. T. Smith, re conductors of
Portland trains sleeping cars, 1014; by
Mr. Dixon, 1'e sleeping berth" D," Adelaide
express train, 106:3 ; return ,'e passengers on
Bendigo Railway ordered, on motion of Mr.
Bailes, 1065; produced, 1299; return re
fitting railway carriages with mirrors ordered, on motion of Mr. Armytage, 1065;
produced, 1211; question by Mr. Armytage, 1'e repair of line. at Dog-trap Gully,
II40, 1484; 1'e advertisements and pictures
in railway carriages, II 40, 1414; by Mr.
Bailes, re Bendigo express trains, 1140; by
Capt. Taylor, re trains on Glen Iris line,
1187; by Mr. Laurens, re interlocking gear,
1252; by Dr. Maloney, re light employment for employes injured on duty, 1377 ;
by Mr. Armytage, re employes dispensed
with, 1414; by Mr. W·. T. Carter, 1484;
by Mr. Trenwith, re supply of furniture
for new railway buildings, 1414; by Mr.
T. Smith, 1484; by Mr. Hall, re refreshment-rooms, 1524, 1553, 2052, 2243, 2310 ;

Railway Department (contimwd)statement by Mr. Duffy, 1553; by :NIl'.
Turner, 1958; by Mr. Foster, re 1\1elbourne to Bairnsdale trains, 1524; by Mr.
W. T. Carter, re holiday to employes
on visit of Australian sq uadron, 1552;
statements by Mr. McLean, 1553; statement by Mr. Duffy, 1'C refreshment-rooms,
1553; questions by Dr. Maloney, re new
railway offices, Spencer-street, 1612, 1880;
by Mr. Bailes, re rolling-stock made at
Government workshops, 1612; return re
earnings and working expenses ordered,
on motion of Mr. Richardson: 1613; questions by Mr. Richardson, 2451,3375; question. by Capt. Taylor, 1'e fares between
Melbourne and Kooyong, 1793; by Mr.
Laurens, re losses on new lines, 1793; by
Mr. McColl, re freight on New South
Wales wool, via Koondrook, 1880; by Mr.
Tuthill, 1959; produced, 2053; question by
Mr. Laurens, re payments from, the Treasury, 2052; return of correspondence between Minister of Railways and Railways
Commissioners ordered, on motion of Mr.
Graves, 2076; produced, 2129; byMr. Bailes,
re vVright and Edwards' rolling-stock contract, 2243, 2981 ; hy Mr. Clark, 2626 ; question by Mr. Gardiner, re spark a.rrester,
2450; by Mr. T. Smith, re Flinders-street
viaduct, 2450 ; by Mr. Clark, re platform at
Newport workshops, 2577; question by
Mr. McColl, ?'e use of gasoline for the
lighting of raihvay carriages, 2738; by
Mr. \V. T. Carter, re increments to railway employes, 2738; by Dr. Maloney, re
patent railway inventions, 2780; by Mr. VV.
T. Garter, re new coal contracts, 2781;
vote for departnient discussed in Committee of Supply, 2715; on report, 2784; question by Dr. Ma.loney, re annual increments,
2884; by Mr. Murphy, re repairing shop
at Ballarat, 3051; by Mr. Sterry, re. increased salaries due to railway employes,
3374; by Dr. Maloney, re new engine-sheds,
3374. (See Smith, .Llfr. Allison.)
Railway Fuel-Question by Mr. Hall, re use of
firewood, 354; re coal from Lithgow, 585;
return ordered, on motion of Mr. Hall,
1959; produced, 2053; motion by Mr. Hall
in favour of Victorian coal and wood being
used when practicable as fuel on Victorian
railways, 2065; discussed, 2066; withdrawn, 2070; question by Mr. T. Smith,
2704.
Railway Labourers' \Vages-Motion by Mr.
Bent for the House to go into Committee of
the whole on future day to consider the
propriety of presenting an address to the
Governor, requesting him to place £10,000
on the Estimates for the purpose of increasing by 6d. a day the pay of certain
railway employes, 143; debated, 144 ;
agreed to, 145; question by Dr. Maloney,
re payment of increased pay, 945; by Mr.
W. T. Carter, re withholding of increased
pay· from permanent-way men, 945 ;
question by Mr. Bent, 1956; statement by
Mr. McLe£Ln, 1956; discussion thereon,
1956; mot.ion by Mr. Bent, in committee, for
address to the Governor, requesting him to
place on the Estimates £ 10,000 to increase
by 6d. per day the pay of railway employes
holding the grade that received the extra
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Railwa.y Labourers' \Vages (co7ltinuccl)6d. per day in the year 1882, agreed to,
1957 ; resolution reported to the House and.
adopted, 1957; statement by Mr. McLean,
1957; discussion thereon, 1957.
Railway Loan Application Bill-Governor's
message brought down, 2885; considered in
committee, ·3169; resolution for an appropriation agreed to, 1369; reported to the
House and adopted, 3169; Bill brought in,
and read first and second times, 316!) ; considered in committee, 3170, 3194, 3213;
third reading, 3217.
,Railway Loan, New - Statement by Sir B.
O'Loghlen, 1824 ; discussion thereon, 182637.
Ra.ilway Passes-Motion by Mr. Kirton for
select committee to inquire into and report
upon the practice of issuing free passes by
the Railwa.y department, 854; debated,
856; agreed to, 857; motion by Mr. Kirton
for leave to committee to report minutes of
, evidence from time to time, agre·ed to, 1017 ;
committee's report brought up, 2076;
question by Mr. Kirton, 2336; by Mr.
Methven, re use of passes by members of
commissions and boards which have ceased
to exist, 3168.
Railway Stations-Question by Mr. Armytage,
?'e Cowie's Creek, 828; by JYlr. Dixon, re
Prahran, 1014; by Mr. Tatchell, re protection of roofs from sparrows, 2781, 2931 ; by
Mr. Groom, re \Varl'agul and Darnum, 1932.
Railway Surveys-Question by Mr. Foster, ?'e
Gippsland East, 688.
.
Railways Act 1890 Amendment Bill~Governor's
message brought down, 193; considered in
committee, 292; resolution for an appropriation agreed to, 292; statement by Mr.
Munro, 482; adoption of resolution by the
House moved by Mr. Shiels, 504. First
-night's debate-Mr. Gillies, 533; question
by Mr. Gillies, re correspondence, 565 ; by
Mr. Zox, 582; statement by Mr. Shiels,
,583; debated, 583; further sta,tement by
Mr. Shiels, 588, 667, 668. Second night- ~
Sir B. O'Loghlen, 747; Mr. Nimmo, 755;
Mr. Tuthill, 761; question by Mr. Graves~
re railway return and papers, 82!); re lettel'
in Argus signed "John Bull," 829. Third
night-Mr. Tuthill, 1150; Mr. Laurens,
1151; resolution adopted, 1152; Bill
brought in by Mr. Shiels, and read first
time, 1151; second reading moved byMr.
Shiels, 1271; debate adjourned, 1272.
:B:irst night's debate-Mr. Deakin, 1299;
,Mr. \Y. T. Carter, 1308; Dr. Pearson,·
1313. Second night-Dr. Pearson, 1337;
Mr. Wheeler, 1341; Mr. Patterson, 1349;
Mr. McIntyre, 1352; Mr. G. D. Carter,
1360. Third night-Mr. Laurens, 1380;
Mr. Wrixon, 1:390;· Mr. Hall, 1400. Fourth
night-Mr. Tuthill, 1418; Mr. Richardson,
1424. Fifth night-Mr. Anderson, 1445;
Mr. Nimmo, 1450; Mr. Bent, 1456; Mr.
Armytage, 1459 ; Mr ..Ferguson, 1470; Dr.
Maloney, 1472. Sixth night-Mr. Zox,
1485; Mr. T. Smith, 14ll1; Mr. Levien,
1496; Mr. Burrowes, 1503; Mr. Harper,
1505; Mr. Trenwith, 1519; statement by
Mr. Laurens, 1524; by Mr. Harper, 1528;
by Sir B. O'Loghlen, 1529. Seventh
night-Mr. Dow, 1532. Eighth nightMr. Gillies, 1553; Mr. Outtrim, 1579; Mr.
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Railways Act 1890 AmcnclmentDill (colltinued)Hancock, 158:3; Mr. 'l'atchell, 1587; .Mr.
Bowman, 1588; Capt. Taylor, 1590; Mr.
Graves, 159:3; Mr. Officcr, 1505; Bill read
second timc, 1595; considered in committee, 2452, 2510, 2534; withdra·wal
from chamber of Mr. Gillies and members of Opposition, 2568; statement
by Mr. Gillies, 2f>77; by Mr. Munro,
2578; discussion thereon, 2579; Mr.
Gillies suggests recommittal of clauses
passed while Opposition were absent from
the chamber, 2636; statement by Mr.
Shiels, 2636; motion by Mr. Deakin for
discharging order of the day with a view to
recommittal of all the clauses of the Bill
from the 31st clause, 2637; discussion
thereon, 2638; order of the day discharged,
2640; Bill recommitted, on motion of Mr.
Shiels, for re-considera tion of certain clauses,
2640; reported with further amendments
and report adopted, 2662; third reading
moved by Mr. Shiels, 2755; debated, 2756;
agreed to, 2757; motion by Mr. G. D.
Carter, requiring the Railways Commissioners to endeavour to so conduct and
manage the lines that the receipts therefrom shall, as nearly as may be, cover
working expenses ana interest, 2757;
discussed, 2759; negatived, 2765; Bill
ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council, 2765; returned from Legislative Council with amendments, 3343;
amendments aealt with, 3375-92; message from Legislative Council intimating that they insisted on certain of
their amendments, :3401; disagreement
with amendments insisted, 3402, 3403,3404,
3405, 3406 ; motion by Mr. Shiels, for a free
conference with the Legislative Council,
agreed to, :3406; message from Legislative
Conncil, intimating that they had appointed
a committee to confer with the Assembly's
committee, 3406; statement by Mr. Shiels
as to result of conference, 3425; Council's
amendments agreed to' with amendments,
3426; message from Governor recommending amendments, 3433; amendments agreed
to, 3433. (See Privilege.)
Railways Authorized by Act of ParliamentQuestion by Mr. Graves, re Mansfield, 127;
return, re CatJl~in to Mansfield railway,
ordered, on motlOn o.f Mr. Graves, 258;
produced, 359 ; questIOn by Mr. Mason, re
Great Southern railway, 2450; return, re
traffic on Beechworth ana Yackandandah
line, ordered, on motion of Mr. Hall, 2626·
question by Mr. Craven, ?'e Yackandandah:
3116.
Rail ways Commissioners - Question by Mr.
Beazley, re conditions and term of re-appointment, 189; by Mr. Richardson, 're
correspondence between the Government
and chairman respecting his re-appointment, 189; by Mr. Graves, 691; by Mr.
~illiams, re st?'t~ment in newspapers,
145; by Mr. V'hlhams, re refusal of information to Caucus Committee, 746. (See
Ra,ilway,s Act Amendment Bill.)
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill-)3rought in by Mr. Shiels, and
read first tll~e, 283~; second reading,
3189-93; conSIdered III committee, 3193,
passed through remaining stages, 3194.
'

INDEX.
RICHARDSO~,

Mr. RICHARD (cont'in1led)Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 16:36, 1721, 1724, 1854, 1856,

R:t.ilways Standing Committee-Motion by Mr;
Outtrim, re coal lines, 1330; discussed,
1331 ; ageeed to, 1:~34; question by Mr. L.
L. Smith, Te consideration of committee's
report, 1377; question by Mr. L. L. Smith,
re first general report, 1741; report re
proposed railways from Korumburra to
Coal Creek, Strezlecki, and J umbunna coal
mines brought up, 2311; reports re fol. lowing lines brought up :-Domtld to 'Virrumbirchip, 'Varracknabeal to Galaquil,
N eerim extensions, Laanecoorie to Arnold'sbridge, extensions to Dueran, Hansen South
and Redi, Natimuk to Goroke and Minimay, South Gippsland extensions, Carrajung extensions, Nathalia extensions, and
Warragul to McDonald's Track, railways
to Northern Suburbs, and line from
Flemington-bridge to Pascoe-vale, 2367;
report 1'e line from Newmarket to Keilorroad brought up, 2577; motion by Mr.
Shiels that the" First General "Report" of
the committee be taken into consideration,
2680; debated, 2682; agreed to, 2684;
motion by Mr. Bent for adoption of same
report, 2684; debated, 2684; debate adjourned, 2692; order for. resuming debate
discharged, 3086; report ?'e proposed railways fro.m Allansford to Nirranda, and
from Alexandra Branch to Alexandra,
brought up, 3168. (See Pa1'liamenta1'y
Standing Committee on Railw(tys Remunem-'
tion Bill; also Railway Const1·uction.)
Ra.ilways to the KorumburraCoal Mines-Motion
by Mr. Shiels in favour of lines of railway
from Korumburra to Coal Greek, Strezlecki, and Jumbunna coal mines, 2572;
discussed, 2574; agreed to, 2755.
(See
Rcdlways Construction (J(orltmbur1'a Coal
Mines) B£ll.)
Railways, Victorian-Return, 1'e capital invested, ordered, on motion of Mr. Armytage, 2505; produced, 2838.
Rainfall Experiments-Question by Mr. W. T.
Carter, 1272; py Mr. Zox, 2625.
Recreation Reserves-Return ordered, on motion of Mr. Gardiner, 192; produced, 691.
Red Bluff-Question by Mr. Bent, re protection of, 2393.
Refreshment-rooms Committee-Appointed, 70.
Refreshment-rooms-Statement by Mr. McIntyre, 156.
Residence Areas-Questions by Mr. Bailes, re
case at Bendigo, 257,745; by Mr. Richardson, re registration of, 3375.

1859, 18Gl, 1901, 2891.

Councils of Conciliation Bill, 70, 960, 1440,
1441.
County Court Judges, 1278, 1967.
Curator of Estates of Deceased Persons, 1978.
Defence Department, 1271.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment
Bill, 3341, 3394.
'
Electoral "Rolls Purification Bill, 2990, 3010,
3016, 3017, 3018, 3067.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1951, 1954.
Forest Department, 2414, 2949.
Formation of New Roads, 2947.
Government Printing-office, 1981.
Healesville Mecluinics' Institute, 2946.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3061, 3078, 3079,
3081, 3082, 3400.
Land Sales by Auction :Fund Bill, 1195, 1255,
1256, 1269, 1271.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 288.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 77.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1208, 1679,
1684.
Loan Bill, 2226.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 1220,
2053, 2056, 2057, 2060, 2061, 2062, 2063,·
2080, 2089, 2096, 2272, 2286, 2303, 2304,
2305, 2319, 2587, 2592, 2595, 2596, 2606,
2632, 2634,·3220.
Mallee Lands, 169, 825, 888, 957.
Martha Berry, 192.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 448, 2861.,
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 76.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 1812, 2380, 2390,
2841, 2842, 2843, 2844, 2845, 2846.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 290, 766.
Mines Bill, 3121.
Mining on Private Property-Leases, 1299,
, 1377.
Money Bills, 587.
Mr. Bechervaise, 2407.
Municipal Elections, 828.
Opium Bill, 2796.
Parliammitary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1903, 2372.
Penal Department, 1334.
Personal Explanations, 2932, 3087.
Police-Constable Egan, 1223; Age of Retirement of Officers, 1232.
Political Situation, 2203, 2306.
Private Members' Business, 229.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 770.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1988, 1994.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3314; Estimate, 3401. '
Railway Department-Supplementary Estimates, 153.
Rililway Earnings and Expenses, 1613, 2451.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 319·1, 3195.
Railway Statistics, 3375.
.Railways ,Act Amendment Bill, 583, 668,
1424, 2454, 2473, 2478. 2542, 2545, 2566,
2568, 2569, 2647, 2650, 2658, 2762, 3384.
Railways Commissioners, 189.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3192, 3194.
Railways Standing Committee, 2686.
Railways to the Korumburra Coal Mines,
2754.
Registration of Residence Areas, 3374, 3375.

Mr. RICHARD (Creswick)
Agricultural Colleges, 1269.
Alleged Division in the Cabinet, 2203.
Appropriation Bill, 3058.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 444, 446.
Australasian Federation, 116, 497, 498, 499,
500,502,696,712,717, 721, 860, 909,912,
949, 973, 974:, 984, 993, 1007, 1010, 1028,
1041, 1066, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1075,
1113, 1117, 1118, 1148, 1149.
Bendigo Art Gallery Site Bill, 3194.
Budget, 606.
Chairman of Committees, 993.
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2817.
Commonwealth of Austra.lia Bill, 79.

RICHARDSO!<,
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SHACK~LL"

Mr. JAMES (Rodney)-Leave of
absence grantetl, 2!)1; letter from Mr.
Shackell read by Mr. G. D. Cartel', 1829;
discussion thereon, 182.9. ,

RICHARDSON, Mr. RICHARD (c l1 llt'inued)Resigna,tiuns of Ministers, 2:i65.
Road \Vorks and Bridges-Subject discussed
in Committee of Supply, 2:396.
RO~Lds, New-Question by Mr. Richardson,
2947.
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act Amendment
Bill, 1149.
Schools of Mines and Technical Schools, 1273.
Sessional Arrangements, 2510.
Shorthand in Sta,te Schools, 1813.
Sta,te Employment of Aged Persons, 2259.
Supplementary Estimates, 153.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 78, 443,
1662.
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2847.
'l'ho1nson v. Gowan, 1999.
Transaction of Governmen t Business, 2984.
'Wire Netting, 1269.
'

Sharebrokers Bill-Governor's message brought
down, 1379; question by Mr. Bowman,
1532; Governor's message considered in
committee, 1542; Bill brought in by Mr.
Outtrim, and read first time, 1542; questions by Lt. -Col. Smith, 1612, 2738; Bill
discharged from the paper, 3086.
Shearers' Dispute-Question by Sir 13. O'Loghlen, 66S, 691; statement by Sir B. O'Loghlen,
793.

Rocket Appa,ratus.
(See Life-saving Appliances.)
Ryan, John Thomas-Ca,se of-Question by Mr.
. Trenwith, 2782.
Sale School of Art and Design-Question by Mr.
A. Harris, 2933.
Sandhurst Public Bnildings Act Amendment
Bill-Brought in by Mr. Wheeler, and read
first time, 628; second reading, 1149;
considered in committe ... , 1149; third reading moved by Mr. Wheeler, 1187; debate
adjourned, 1189; Bill discha,rged from the
paper, 3086.
Scaffolding, Supervision of-Question by Mr ..
Stuart, 2450.
Schools of Mines and Technical Schools-Return ordered, on motion of Mr. Deakin,
046; produced, 2367; suhject discussed in
Committee of Supply, 1274; vote recommitted, 1335.
(~ee Stawell School of
Mines.)
Scots' Church Properties Bill-Motion by Mr.
Anderson, ~'e suspension of standing order,
agreed to, 1077; Bill hrought in and read
first timc, 1077; second reading, 1317;
referred to select committee, 1317; select
committee appointed, 1M2; motion by Mr:.
Anderson, 1'e fee for inspection of trust
deed, agreed to, 1542; select committee's
report (without amendment), brought up.
19:33; third reading, 2065.
Select Extra- 'l'ropical Plants for Indusl1'ial Gultw'e or lVatnralization in Vic:t01'ia-Question hy Mr. L. L. Smith, 1'e distribution of
Baron von Mueller's "lork, 1660.
Sessional Arrangeme~lts-Appointment of days
and hours of sitting, 70, 2506, 3169,
3313, 3392, 3426; order of business, 70;
standing committees, 70; suspension of
sessional order giving precedence to pri vate
members' business on 'Vednesday, 2518,
2648, 3117 ; rescission of sessional order prohibiting fresh business being called on after
ha,lf-past ten o'clock on Thursdays so far as
relates to Government business, 2982, 2983,
2984.
Session, Close of-Statement by Mr. Munro. ?'e
work of session 3427; ?'e officers of the
Honse, 3427; ?'e Hansard, 3427; by Mr.
Anderson, 3427 ; by the Deputy Speaker,
3428.
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SHIELS, Mr. 'VILLIAM, Attorney-General and
Minister of Railways (Normanby)
Aborigines' Dogs, 689.
Acts Correction Bill, 3230.
Address in Reply to Governor's Speech, 69.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislati ve Council, ~234, ~237.
Australasian Federation, 86, 503, 861, 1002,
1090, lU6, 1117, 1118, 1120, 1121.
Beechworth and Yackandandah Railway,
3U6.
Boat Stealing, 745.
Burglars and Garroters, 1298.
Coal Commission, 2034.
Committee of PuLlic Accounts Bill, 589, 2804.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, :3118.
Companies Act Amendment (Voluntary
Liquidation) Bill, 2838, 2857, 2861.
Constitution Act AmenClment Act Amendment Hill, 2501.
County C~:)Urt Judges, 354.
Court of Petty Sessions at Buchan, 2934; at
Gaffney's Creek, 3433.
Court13of General Sessions, Omeo, 188, 291;
Mildura, 25S.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 2680, 2930.
Criminal Trials, 584.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2955, 295S, 2961.
Edward Bell, 2577.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 2782, 2984,
3012, 3015, 3016, 3017, ~019, 302], 3022,
3023, 3024, 3027, 3028, 3029, 3065, 3339.
Execution of Criminn.ls, S1.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,
3331.
Governor's Dinner, 357.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1157.
Law Department-Deputy R,egistrar at N ewport, 1278.
"
. Law of Partnership Amendment Rill, 901.
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment
Bill, 3231, 3232.
Legal Profession Practice Act, 2883, 3115.
Legal Profession Pr actice Bill, 282, 286,
287.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1210.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2626, 2692, 2693,
2750,2751.
Maryborough Local Option Poll, 2576.
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,
849.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 765.
Mines Bill, 3434.
Mr. N, Kinsman, 2931, 3116, 3117, 3168
Mr. Silas Harding, 792.
Mr. T. E. Dakin, 859.
Mr. Todd, 943.
Oswaltl Twist, 355.

INDEX.

Mr. WILLIAM (continued)Railways Construction (Korumlmrra Coal
Mines) Bill, 2838, 3189, 3193, :~] 94.
Railways Standing Committee, 1299, 2680,
2682, 2683, 2684, 2686, 2688, 2689, 2691,
2692.

Mr. \YILLIA~1 (rontimwd)Police Prosecutiolls, 9-12.
Portland Borough Lands Bill, 359.
.
Privilege-Notices of Motion re AustralaSian
Federation, 86.
Public Service-Officer at Mansfield, 476,

SHIELS,

SHIELl':,

Railways to the Korumburra Coal Mines,

586.
Railway Communication with Northern
Suburbs, 2930.
Railway Construction-Permane~t Su~veys,
3313,3314, 3315; Estimate of ExpendIture,
3401.
Railway DepartmCl~t-Sub-way at ¥iddlepark, 81 ; BrunswlCk and Cobur~ Lme, 82 ;
Gates across Station-street at FaIrfield, 82;
Railway Revenue and Coal Ex~endi~ure,
83; First-class Carriages on ~endigo L~nes,
257' Use of Firewood for RaIl way Engmes,
355'; Lighting of Railway Carriages, ~59,
468; Eugines on Ballarat to Stawell Lll~e,
468; Door-closing Patent, 468; temporarIly
retired Employes, 585; Fares to ·Warrenheip, 585; Patent Spark Ar:est~r, 585,68.9,
944; Lithgow Coal, 585; Lightmg of RaIlway Carriages, 586 ; Newport W orksho.ps,
588; Refrigerating Trucks! 688; ReductIOn
of Train Mileage, 745; EstImate of Interest
payable by Department, 745; Mr. Darbyshire 793' Statistics of Gross Revenue and
\Vorking Expenses, 793; Estimated Cost of
6.40 a.m. Train from Bendigo to Melbourne 828; Piece-work under Government
Contra~ts 828; Erection of Buildings for
Storage- ~f Dairy r:roduce, 828; <?owie's
Creek Railw~ty StatlOn, 828; Carnage of
Firewood 878; Travelling without Tickets,
878; Prah~an Railway Station, IOU; Hours
of Duty of Conductors of Sleeping Cars on
Portland. Trains, 101.4; Sleeping Berth "D,"
Adelaide Express Train, 1064; Repair. of
Line at Dog-trap Gully, 1140; AdvertIsements and Pictures in Railway Carriages,
1140; Bendigo Express Trains, 1140; Trains
on Glen Iris Line, 1187; Interlocking Gear,
1'252' Refreshment-rooms, 2243, 2311;
Wrigilt and Edwards' Rolling-stock Contract 2243, 2626, 2981; Spark Arresters,
2450 ~ re Flinders-street Viaduct, 2450;
Great Southern Railway, 2450; Railway
Statistics, 2451; Platform at Newport
\Yol'kshops, 2577; Lighting of Raih,:"ay
Carriages with Gasoline, 2738; ProtectlOn
of Railway Station Roofs from Sparrows,
2781, 2931; Increments to Railway Employes, 2738, 3374; Patented Railway
Inventions, 2781; Annual Increments,
2884' Engine-sheds at North Melbourne,
3:374; Railway Statistics, 3375.
.Railway Labourers' \Yages, '144, 945.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3169, 3170,
3194, 3195, 3196, 3216, 3217.
Railway Passes, 856, 3169.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 193, 292, 504,
530,531,546, 548, 565, 583,588, 667, 668,
829, 1152, 1271, 2452, 2462, 2475, 2476,
2477, 2478, 2511, 2516, 2523, 2524, 2526,
2527, 2529, 2530, 2542, 2545, 2549, 2554,
2562, 2563, 2567, 2568, 2571, 2572, 2636,
2640, 2641, 2646, 2647, 2648, 2649, 2651,
2657, 2658, 2662, 2755, 2759, 2762, 3375,
3376, :3377, 3378, 3387, 3388, 3390, 3401,
3402, 3403, 3406, 3425, 3426, 3433.
Railways Commissionerf:\, 189, 691, 746.

2752.
Reductions in the Estimates, 1242.
Sessional Arrangements, 2509.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 16, 78, 443.
Supreme. Court Rules, 2242.
Trials of Pauper Prisoners, 2737.
Waterworks Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3420, 3422,
3423, 3424, 3425, 3426.
·Shops Bill-Brought in by Mr. McLean, and
read first time, 129; discharged from the
paper, 3086.
. .
Shorthand in State Schools. (See Pttbhc Instrtlction.)
Silver, Coinage of. (See :Jfint, The.)
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Lt. -Col. VV. C. (Ballamt West)
Art Galleries, 1269, 1273,
Australasian Federation, 130, 362, 905, 947,
1037.
County Court Judges, 1962, 1964.
Governor's Dinner, 480.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1269.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 77, 971, 1883.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
1212, 2063, 2100, 2282.
Mr. Bechervaise, 151, 1064, 1660, 2403, 2412.
Public Service Board, 835.
Ra.ilway Expenditure for Year 1883-4, 830.
Railway Passes, 856, 1017.
Sharebrokers Bill, 1612, 2738.

SMITH,

Smith, Mr. Allison-Salary discu.ssed in Committee of Supply, 27]4; motIO~ by M~. ~.
Smith for reduction of Mr. Alhson SmIth s
salary by £200 per annum, 2714; withdrawn, 2721; subject discu~3Cd on ~eport
from Committee of Supply, 2/88; motion by
Mr. Nimmo for printing of papers presented
on 25th July, 1885, prcposed as "unopposed," ordered to be placed in. the
ordinary list, 2884. (See Railway Department.)
Mr. CHARLES (Jolimont and West Richmond)
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2281.

SMITH,

Mr. L. L. (llfornington)
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3238.
·Australasian Federation, 109, 309, 702, 905,
.
1003, 1018, 1092.
Australian Wines, 2710.
Baron Von Mueller's Work on Extra-Tropical
Plants for Culture in Victoria, 1660.
Chicago Exhibition, 2130, 2935.
Coal Commission, 2933.
Coal-mining Industry, 2698 ..
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1645, 1721, 1742, 1744, 1795,
1837, 1857.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3133.
Delay in Transmission of Telegrams, 2413.
Educational Census, 2737.

SMITH,
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MI'. L. L. (colltinuetl)Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1955.
Exhibition Trustees, 1971.
Frankston Cemetery, 2395.
Gambier and Easby collision, 2399.
Gembrook-road, 2398.
Government Entomologist, 2712.
Governor of Pentridge, 1882.
Italian Children, 1417.
Labour Bureau, 2935.
Land at Kilcunda, 2947.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1259.
Launcestoll Exhibition, 689.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 281, 288;
2338.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1207, 1684,
2195, 2199, 2850, 2852, 3335.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2693, 2696,2740,
2750,2752.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2026,
2057, 2060, 2151, 2320, 2600.
Metropolitan Cemetery, 1611.
Mr. Allison Smith, 2714.
Mr. Andrew Lyell, 2946.
Mr. Armytage, 2422.
Mr. Murray, 1270.
Mr. N. Kinsman, 2931, 3168.
Mr. T .. E. Dakin, 858.
Opium Bill, 2794, 2795, 2796, 2803.
Parliament Houses, Lighting of Front, 153.
Parliament Library, 1222.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1904.
Phylloxera, 2714.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3138,
3334.
Post-office Savings Banks, 1141.
Rabl?it lDxtirpation, 586, 2946.
Railway Accidents, 692.
Railway Labourers' 'Wages, 1956, 1957.
Railway Passes, 856.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2513, 3377.
Railways Standing Committee, 1377: 1741,
2684,2687.
She.lter Shed on Mornington Pier, 2395.
Sorrento Pier-road, 2394.
Sorrento Tramway Company, 1140.
Stock Tax, 3119.
Tax on Football Ma.tches, 147.
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2847.
The late Tide-waiter Smith. 2398.
Victorian Railway Fuel, 2067.

SMITH,

Mr. THOMAS (Ernemld Hill)
Additional Magistrates, 1972.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 445.
Australasia,n Federation, 261, 978, 987, 988,
992, 1002, lll8.
Bea,consfield Inebriate Asylum, 80.
Budget, 661.
Coal Industry, 2704.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1645, 1698, 1806, 1860.
Contracts for Embossing Stationery, 692,
1082, 1083.
, Department of Industry, 1611. 3373.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,
2856.
General Post-office Clock, 1015.
Hobson's Bay Railway Company Employes,
. 1823.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1264.
SlUTII,
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Mr. THO)IAS (continued)Lega.l Profession Practice Bill, 286.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1683, 2198.
Licensing Arbitratiolls Bill, 3056.
Loan Bill, 2240.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2018, 2059, 2098, 2289, 2599, 3218.
Mallee Lands, 826, 1995.
Opium Bill, 2797.
Parliamentary Sta.nding Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1910.
Police Magistrates, HJ72.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3334.
Post and Telegraph-office in Melbourne East,
2406.
Public Instruction-Transfer of Teachers to
Clerical Division, 1142.
Public Officers classified under Act 160,
2075.
Railway Department-Lighting of Railway
Carriages, 585 ; Newport vVol'kshops, 588 ;
HoUl's of Duty of Conductors of Sleeping
Cars, 1014; Employes dispensed with,
1484; Flinders-street Viaduct, 2450; Mr.
Allison Smith, 2714, 2715, 2721.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1491, 2569,
2570,3405.
Railwa.ys Standing Committee, 2683.
. Subletting of Government Contmcts, 1080.
The late Clerk of the Assembly, Mr. G. H.
,Tenkins, C.M.G., 16.
Yarra Floods, 586.
Yarra Improvement, 2929.

SMITH,

Snowy River-briclge-·Question by Mr. Foster,
188.
Sorrento Pier-road- Question by Mr. L. L.
Smith, 2394.
Sorrento Tramwa.y Company-Question by
Mr. L. L. Smith, 1140.
Spark Arresters. (See Railway Department.)
SPEAKER, DEPUTY (:Mr. }.{cLellan)-Rulings
ofClose of the Session, 3428.
Closing of Debate, 2849.
SPEAKER, Hon. t.he (Sir M. H. Davies)-Rulings
ofAddress in Reply to Govcl'l1or's Speech, 69.
Allusions to the Governor, 479.
Amendments-Inconsistent with the motion,
379; amounting to new clauses, 1901;
amendments by the Legislative COllncil,
2336; moving ~llnendments after having
spoken on the main question, 2338;
amendments on clauses after the House has
decided against their being struck out,
2589; a.mendments requiring Governor's
message, 3217.
Amendments by Legisbtive Council in Public Bills, 2752, ~885, 2886.
Anonymous Letters, 829.
Answers by Ministers, 189.
Attendance of Minister of Railways n.t Bar
of Legislative Coultcil, 3235, 3238, 3240.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 445.
Australasian Federation, 203, 3i9, 439, 441,
1117, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1149.
Chairman of Committees, 83 .
Clerk of the Assembly, 15, 16.

INDEX.

SPEAKER, Hon. the-Rulings of-(continued)Committees of Supply· and \YtLYS and
l\{eans-Motions on Order of the Day,

St. Arnaud School of Uines Site Bill-Brought
in by Mr. :McLeau, and re~d first time,
1794; passed through remaining stages,

Conduct of Business-Latitude to Leader of
the Opposition, 1253; Business of Urgency,
3392.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1884, 1901, 2285, 2286.
Count-out, 2261.
Debate-Use of the term "savages of
Bogong," 4-80; acceptance of a member's
statement, 1:320; allusions to honorable memoers holding shares in gas company, 1324 ;
charges against members, 1469, 1706;
staten~cnts derogatory to Parliament, 1642;
use of the expression "insane vapourings," 1829; personal statements, 1933,
2901; latitude allowed in second-reading
speeches, 2005 ; reference to proceedings in
the Legislative Council, 2204, 2205; latitude to leader of Government and leader
of Opposition, 2503, 2504; use of the word
" cowardly," 2639; amendments to be
made in committee, 2740, 2742; use of the
term" Upper House," 3239; reference to
divisions, 3331; use of the expression
"another place has adopted an injudicious
action," :3:~86.
Divisions, 692.
Interjections, 531, 1620.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 274:{, 2747.
Matters of Urgent Public Importance, 1525.
Motions-For Adjournment of Debate, 22;
" Unopposed," 588, 692; for the Adjournment of the House to ventilate Public
Questions, 843, 1378, 1530, 1528.
Motions interfering with Bills already passed,
1818.
Mr. G. D. Carter, 1320.
Officers of the Assembly, 16.
Personal Explanations, 151, 1525.
Postponement of Orders of the Day, 2692.
Printing Committee's Report, 1380.
Private Members' Bills, 615.
Pri vilege- Notice or" Motion, ?-e Australasian
Federation, 89; Resignations of Ministers,
2364.
'
Questions arising in Committee, 1724.
Questions-Debating the Subjectof Questions,
191, 355; asking Questions during the
Course of a Speech, 2206.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 533, 2580.
Rail ways Standing Committee's Report,
2682, 268:3, 2685, 2686, 2687, 2689.
Reading of Letters, 1829, 1831.
References to Members, 477, 1459, 1469.
Seconding Motions, 1211.
Sessional Arral1gements towards Close of
Session, 3392.
Standing Orders for Private Bills, 1077.
Suspension of Standing Orders, 289.
Theft of the Mace, 188:3.
\Vithdrawa~ of Notices of Motion, 691.

State Forests-Return, 1'e compensation paid
for removal from holdings, ordered, on
motion of )1r. Dunn, 152; produced, 1299;
return, re persons holding land in timber
reserves, ordered, on motion of Mr. Dunn,
414; produced, 1299; motion by Mr. Dunn
in favour of non-removal of persons in legal
occupation of land in forest or timber
resenTes, 1550; discussed, 1551; withdrawn,
1552; question by Mr. Foster, ?'e reservation of timber areas in Gippsland, 2310.
(See Forests Department; also Timber

. 2982.

3234 .

Standing Orders Committee-Appointed, 70;
committee's reports brought up, 354,
lOGo.
Standing Orders-Statement by Mr. Deakin,
re motions for the f1djournment of the
House to enable members to ventilate
pllblic questions, 1529; discussion thereon,
152{); Speaker's ruling, 1530.
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Rese?·ves. )
Stationery, Contracts for Embossing. (See
Government Contracts.)
St. James' Church Lands Bill-Brought in by
Mr. 'Vrixon, and read first time, 443; read
second time, and referred to select committee, 610; select committee appointed,
850; committee's report brought up, 946 ;
Bill read third time, 1076.
St. Kilda, Representation of-Mr. Turner's
'acceptance, of office announced,.15; reelection of ~fr. Turner announced, 15; Mr.
Turner introduced and sworn, 15.
St. Leonards Breakwater-Questions by Mr.
Levien, 2393.
Mr. S. T. (Bourke West)
Australasian Federation, 323, 441, 483, 699,
992, 1003.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1896.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3128.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3069.
Electors' Rights, 2504.
,
Governor's Dinner, 476, 477.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1258,
1267.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 2191.
Licensing Act Amendme~t Bill, 2193.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2745, 2748.
Loan Bill, 2232.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2078, 2083, 2085, 2264, 2274, 2279, 2451,
2582, 2589, 2604, 2628, 2634.
Mallee Lands, 830, 959.
Melbourne and 'Villiamstown Tramway Bill,
849.
Melbourne Cattle-yards and Abattoirs, 625.
Members of Parliamellt, 1078.
Miner's Right ThIes Bill, 2384.
Municipal Overdrafts, 1252.
Opium Bill, 2791, 2795, 2796, 2800, 2801,
2930.
Parliament Buildingfl, 1267.
Parliamentry Standing Committee 'on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1905, 2371, 2418,
2420.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3136.
Rabbit Extirpn,tion n,t Bn,cchus Marsh, 4.69,
588; in New South "Vales and the Swan
Hill shire, 1298, 1741.
Hailw<),y Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3314, 3324, 3331.
Raihmy Department, 2785.
Rail way Loan Application Bill, 3170.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1459, 2461,
2524, 2:")62, 2565, 2579, 2646, 2651) 2652~
, 26:34, 3381, 3391.

STAUGHTON,
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Mr. S. T. (continued)Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 319:~, 3194.
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act Amendment
Bill, 1149, 1150, 1188.
Steamer Hope, 191, 257.
Stock Diseases Act, 1414.
Trades Hall, 1829.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3180.
Vaccination, 278:3.
Victorian Borrowing, 1830.
'Y01nbat State Forest, 1376.

Mr. FRANK (continuecl)Police-Vote for Department, 1224; Holidays, 2261, 2839; Russell-street Barracks,
2394.
Post and Telegraph-office in Melbourne East,
2406.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 77,166
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2471.
Supervision of Scaffolding, 2450.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 1061.
The late Tide-waiter Smith, 2398.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3186.
Yarra Improvement, 2393.

STAUGIITON,

STUART,

Stawell Schools of }VIines-Questi0n by Mr.
Woods, 2949. -

Studley Park-bridge-Question by Mr. Beazley,
879.
Supplementary Estimates. (See Estimates and
Supply.)
Supply-Preliminary resolution adopted, 83;
Supplementa,ry Estimates for 1890-91 voted,
153, 174; Budget submitted by Mr. Munro,
565; Votes on Account (1891-2), 581, 582,
1794; Legislative Council, 589, 667 ; Lands
Department (mu,llee lands), 7B4; Voting of
Estimates for 1891-2 proceeded with, 12~2 ;
The Library, 1222; Police, 1223; Penal
Establishments, l236, 1334; Obsen'atory,
1272; Inspection of Factories and Shops,
1272; Art Galleries, 1273; Deputy Registrar
at Newport, 1273, 1277; Imperial Institute,
1273; Schools of Mines and Technical
Schools, 1274, 1335; Public Instruction,
1275; Registrar of Probates, 1277; Ah 'Poy
Y. ltfusgrove, 1335; County Court Judges,
1959; Police Magistrates, 1970; Justices of
the Peace, 1971, 2934 ; Appointment of Mr.
Leader as Police Magistmte, 1972 ; Government Printing-office, .1978, 2935; Charitable Institutions, 1982; Land Tax Act,
1987; Rabbit Extirpation, 1987, 2945;
Albert-park, 1994; Mallee Lands, 1995;
Public 'Yorks Department, 2390, 2948;
'Yorks and Buildings, 2391; Parliament
Houses, 2391; the late James Hiddle, 2391;
Port Fairy Harbor 'W orks, 2:392; Kerferdstreet Jetty, 2392, 2948; Snagging in the
Upper Yarra, 2393 ; Protection of the Red
Bluff, 2393; Russell-street Police Barracks,
2394; Sorrento Pier-road, 2394; Frankston
Cemetery, 2395; Governor's Residence at
Macedon, 2396; Road 'Yorks and Bridges,
2396; Customs Department, 2398; Ports
and Harbors, 2399; Marine Board, 2399;
Gambier and Easby Collision, 2399; Lifesaving Appliances 0n Vessels, 2401; Post
and Telegraph Department, 2403 ; Mr.
Bechervaise, 2403; Delays in tl,'ansmitting
Telegrams, 2412; St.ate Forests and Nurseries, 2414; Water Supply, 2414; Expedition
Pass Reservoir, 2414, 2709; Colihan ReserYoir, 2414, 2709; Irrigation Works, 2415 ;
Botanical and Domain-gardens, 2696, 2945;
Edward Wragge, 2697; Mining Department
-Liihrig Process of treating Tailings,
2097; Track Cutting, 2698; Transfer of
Forests to Mining Departm,ent, 2698; Development of Coal Mines, 2704; Geological
Survey, 2705 ; Issue of Licences and Leases
to Selectors, 2705; vVater Supply Department, 2709,2783; Agricultural Department,
2710; Exportation of Butter, 2710; Australian 'Vines, 2710; Government Entomologist, 2712; Disease in Vines, 2714;
Railway Department, 2714, 2784; Public

Mr. D. C. (Sandhurst South)
Australasian Federation, 319, 987, 998, 1029.
Coliban Reservoir, 1142.
Colonial Wines Bill, 145.
County Court Judges, 1968, 1969.
Diamond Drill, 1793, 1879.
Electoral Rolls PurificcttionBill, 3007, 3013,
.
3017,3021.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1207, 2193,
2198, 3336.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2696, 2751.
- Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2030,
2031, 2062, 2063, 2080, 2093, 2243, 2247,
2249, 2289, 2290.
Li.ihrig Process, 2366, 2699.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2388.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 290, 766, 1376.
Mines Bill, 3121, 3122.
.
Mining Accident Relief Fund, 791.
Municipal Elections, 828.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on R~il
ways Remuneration Bill, 1909.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 773.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3324.
Salaries of Railway Employes, 3374.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
2699.

STERItY,

Stock Diseases Act-Question by Mr. Staughton,
re amendment, 1414.
Stock Tax-Question by Mr. Craven, 1'~ increase,
1880; by Mr. 'Yebb, re notice of motion,
2949; statement by Mr. Craven, 3428.
Mr. FRANK (Melbourne Eas~)
Australasian :Federation, 259, 706, 985, 988,
990, 1004, 1022, 109~ 109~
Chicago Exhibition, 2133, 2936, 2937,2938.
Chinese in 'Vestern Australia, 1659.
. Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1701, 1766, 1807, 1857, 1860.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3131.
Electoral Registrars, 2449.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3068.
Cippsland Lakes' Entrance, 169.
LaUl;lCeston Exhibition, 689. _
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2271, 2277, 2590.
Melbourne Cattle-yards and Abattoirs, 626.
Melbourne Gaol, 2261.
Melbourne National Gallery, 688.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 45.
Opium Bill, 2792, 2795, 2796.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2419.
Pauper Immigration, 1660.
Pilot Service, 2400.

STUART,
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INDEX

TAVERNER, Mr. J. ,Yo (conlinued)Mildura Mail Service, 190.
Mr. Daniel Bourke, 3428.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1989, 2946.
Railway Administration, 162.
Railway Department-Platform Accommodation at 'Vyc11eproof and Donald, 127.
.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3213.
Speech by the Minister of Defence, 1660.
Stock Tax, 3119.
Subletting of Government Contracts, 853.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department"
2699.
Water Famine at Charlton, 3433.
vVaterworks 'Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendm<::nt Bill, 3339, 3420,.
3422,3425.
Wharf at Mildura, 2393;

Supply (continlled)Health Department, 2783; Additional Estimates, 2932; Sale School of Art and Design,
2933; Sergeant Dougharty, 2933; Court of
Petty Sessions at Buchan, 2934; Lunacy
Department, 2934: Advertising, 2934;
Local Loans, 2935; Chic~go Exhibition,
2935; Defence Department, 2942; Fitzroygardens, 2945; Mr. Andrew Lyell, 2946;
Flagstaff Ga,rdens, 2946; Parks and Gardens Committee, 2946; Land Reservations
in Gippsland, 2947. (See Smith, Mr. Allison.)
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Shiels, and read first time, 16 ; second
reading, 78; considered in committee, 443 .:
third reading, 443; returned from Legislative Council with amendments, 1379;
amendments agreed to,·1661, 1662, 1663.
Supreme Court-Question by Mr. Tuthill, 1'e
additional judge, 1741; by Mr. W rixon, re
rules, 2242.
Swan Bay Jetty-Question by Mr. Levien,
2391.

TAYLOR, Capt. C. F .. (Hawthorn)
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative <!ouncil, 3236, :3238.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive,
Power Company Bill, 1321.
Australasian Federation, 269, 440, 953, 985"
991, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1031, 1032, 1040,
1093, 1110, 1114.
Constitution Act· Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1631, 1645, 1720, 1745, 1855,.
1857, 1859, 1893.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3126, 3129,.
3130, 3132, 3133, 3134, 3135.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,.
3340, 3341, 3342, 3400.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2960.
Easter Encampmcnt, 2942.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3013, 3017,.
3019, 3024, 3026, 3027.
Exhibition-building, 2738.
'Geological Survey, 2701.
Juries Act Amendment Bill, 1812, 2952.
Land Sales by Auction :Fund Bill, 1166, 1197~
1262.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 287, 2192,.
2337,2338.
. ,
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1684.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2742, 2751.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2255,
2279, 2297, 2300, 2301, 2302, 2304.
Metropolitan Board of Works; 2737.
Mines Bill, 3426.
Opium Bill, 2797.
Parliament Buildings, 1262.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1905.
Personal Explanation, 1142.
Police-Age of Retircment, 1235.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3138.
Private Members' Business, 229.
Public Instruction-Messrs. Burston and
MC!Nab, 446, 448, 1015, 1792, 2861, 3429;
Clunes State School, 1015, 1299; Creswick State School, 1141, 1299; Tef.whers'
Classifier, 1275; Open Scholarships,
2243.
.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 1203.
Public Service, 1251.
Public Service Board, 838.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3325.
Railway Department-Glen Iris Line Trains,
1187; Fares between Melbourne and
Kooyong, 1793.

Talbot Outrages--Question by Mr. Bowman, re
capture of perpetrator, 1958.
Tasmanian Exhibition -Question by Mr.
Mason, 81; by Mr. Zox, 688.
. TATCRELL, Mr. ,V. F. (Dltnolly)
Australasian :Federation, 318.
Charitable Institutions, 1985.
Edward vVragge, 946, 1016, 2697.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3018.
General Post-office Clock, 1793.
Gold-fields Garden Licences, 1793.
Hawkers' Licences, 2]77.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3070, 3078.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2021,
2097,2634.
Manee Lands, 2334.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 765.
Mines Bill, 3122.
Mining Leases, 792, 1016.
Mr. Henry Frellcham, 1087.
Parliament Buildings, 1263.
Protection of Railway Stations from Sparrows,
2781, 2931.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1989, 2946.
Railway Loan Application Bill, '3216.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1587.
The late Mr. O. P. 'Whitelaw, 2848.
TA VEH,NER, Mr. J. 'V. (Donald and Swan Hill)
Australasian Federation, 698, 997, 1108.
Boring for vVater, 2710.
Chicago Exhibition, 1659, 2939.
.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1797.
Court of General Sessions at Mildura, 258.
Forests Department, 169.
Indian Hawkers, 127.
Insect Pests, 2711.
Irrigation and 'Vater Supply Loans Bill,
3227.
Kerang and Swan Hill vVater Supply, 2709.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3070, 3078, 3084,
3400.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2196.
Loans for 'Vire Netting, 2946.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2268, 2632.
Manee Lands, 128, 169, 691, 818, 2326 ..
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TAYLOR, Capt. C. F. (continued)Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1590, 2470,
2564, 2569, 2570, 2573, 2640.
Railways Standing Committee, 2691.
Registra,r of Prohates, 1277.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 443, 1663.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Graham, and read first time, 129;
second reading, 3227; considered in committee, 3227; returned from Legislative
Council with amendments, 3335; amendments dealt with, 3335; message from
LegislativeCouncil, insisting on their amendment re clause 4, 3392; amendment agreed
with, 3392.
'Thomson v. Cowan-Question by Mr. Richardson, 1999.
Timber Reserves. (See State Forests.)
Tin-dressing Machinery - Question by Mr.
Foster, 2310.
Todd, Mr. -Questions by Dr. Pearson, re
imprisonment, 943.
Totalizator Bill-Brought in by Mr. Murray,
and read first time, 850; discharged from
the paper, 2861.
Track Cutting-Subject discussed, 2698. (See
.111ount Wills Tin .ilfines.)
Trade Marks Act Amendment Bill-Brought in
by Mr. Bennett, and read first time, 1812;
discharged from the paper, 2952.
Tramways Act Amendment Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Dixon, and read first time, 610 ;.second
reading, 1076, 1077 ; referred to select committee, 1077 ; sE!lect committee appointed,
1317; committee's report brought up, 1553;
adopted, 1812; Bill read third time, 2065.
Treasury Bonds Bill - Governor's message
considered in committee, 3170; motion by
Mr. Munro for an appropriation from the
consolidated rcvenue, 3170; .debated, 3173 ;
agreed to, 3189 ; resolution reported to the
House and adopted; 3189; Bill brought in
and passed through all its stages, 3189.
TRENWITH, Mr. ·W. A. (Richmond)
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 613.
Australasian Federation, 222, 489, 902, 903,
981, 998, 1024, 1029, 1075, llOl, ll20, 1145.
Captain Evans, 1239, 1243.
Chinese, 2738.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment TIm, 668, 1673, 1685, 1723, 1768,
1860, 1861, 1886, 2902.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3000, 3009
3017,3020,3021,3027 ..
Employers a.nd Employes Act Amendment
Bill, 1952, 1954, H155.
Furniture for New Railway Buildings, 1414.
Government Printing-office, 1978.
Governor's Dinner, 478.
Gun Accident at Queenscliff, 165.
Inspector of Scaffolding, 1272.
Land Act Amendment Bill, 3081, 3085.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1166, 1255.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 2190.
Library, 1223.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2021, 2271, 23131, 2582, 2591, 2599.
Machinery (Government) Imported, 627.
Mallee Lands, 824, 897, 1958.
Melbourne and ·Williamstown Tramway Bill,
848.

TRENWITH, Mr. ·W. A. (continucd)Mr. J. T. Ryan, 2782.
Opium Bill, 280 I.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1913, 2370, 2375,
2420,2423.
Political Situation, 2207.
Railway Labourers' Wages, 1957.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1519, 1523,
2454, 2520, 2566, 2570, 2657, 2764.
Railways Standing Committee, 2684, 2686,
2689.
Sale of Crown Lands, 1819.
Sessional Arrangements, 2509.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1815.
Subletting of Government Contracts, 850.
Trades Unions, 1836.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3178.
Vaccination, 2783.
Trusts Act Amendment Bill-Received from
Legislative Council and read first time,
. 2885; passed through remaining stages,
3228.
TUCKER, Mr. A. L. (FitzJ'oy)
Mallee Lands, 129, 170, 812, 900 .
Rail way Constrnction-Permanent Surveys,
3330.
Railways Standing Committee, 2687.
'iN aterworks Construction Act Further Amendment Bill, 3423.
Tuhor, Michael-Case of - Question by Mr.
.Murphy, 3433.
TURNER, Mr. GEORGE (St. Kilda)-Introduced
. on re-election, etfter accepting office as
Minister of Customs, 15.
Acts Correction Bill, 3053, 3054.
Alleged Current off Bream Creck, 1377.
Arrests in Error, 1998.
Australasian Federation, 497.
Beer Manufacture, 586.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 2952,2953.
Border Duties, 129.
Butterine, 470.
Cape Verde ·Wreck, 2930.
Chinese, 2738.
Cigar Making, 471.
Close Season for Game, 587.
Collision between Steamers Easby and Gambier, 1186.
Colonial Ale, 475.
Consti tution Act Amendment Act Amendment
Bill, 1744, 17Do, 1854, 1859.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 1443.
Councils of Conciliation Bill; 1440.
County Court Judges, lOD9.
Court of Petty Sessions at Leongatha, 1999.
Crimes Act Amendmcnt Bill, 3129.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill,.
3342, 3392, 3393, 3394, 339.6, 3399.
Drawback on Sheep, 2931.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3022, 3027,
3065, 3066, 3007, 3068.
Electric Lighting Bill, 1485.
Floods in Gippsland, 588.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill, 1441>
1444, 2853, 2855.
Gellibrand Light-ship, 2782.
Granite, 1416.
Hobson's Bay Railway Company Employes,
1824.

INDEX.

Mr. GEORGE (continued)Importation of Dressed Stone for Monumental
Work, &c., 829.
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans Bill, 3227.
Law of Libel, 1485, 1612.
Law of Partnership Am,endment Bill, 2950,.
2951.
Legal. Profession Practice Act Am'endment
Bill, 3228.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 287, 2328.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1678, 1679,
1681, 1683, 1684, 1685, 2197, 2198, 2850,
2852,3335.
Light-weight Bread, 1484.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 205~,
2056, 2057, 2060, 2061, 2062, 2063, 2083,
2085, 2086, 2093, 2099, 2100, 2101, 2102,
2135, 2249, 2250, 2251, 2253, 2254, 2264,
2267, 22G8, 2280, 2282, 2283, 2284, 2287,
2289, 2291, 2292, 2293, 2296, 2297, 2299,
2300, 2:301, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2315, 2580,
2581, 2583, 2584, 2585, 2587, 2588, 2589,
2590, 2591, 2592, 2593, 2594, 2595, 2598,
2601, 2603, 2G04, 2606, 2607, 2626, 2628,
2629, 2631, 2633, 3217, 3219, 3220, 3222,
3223, 3224, 3225, 3332, 3333, 3434.
Marine Act, 190.
Marine Board, 2402.
Marriage Act Amendment Bill, 1661.
Melbourne Cemetery, 1612, 1741, 3115.
Metropolitan Cemetery, 1611.
Metropolitnn General Cemetery Bill, 83, 442.
Opium, 191.
Opium Bill, 2795, 2796, 2797, 2798, 2799,
2800, 2801, 2802, 2803.
'
Overloading of Ships, 471.
..
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Rail'
ways Remuneration Bill, 2421.
Payment for Overtime, 2401.
Pilot Service, 586.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3136,
3137, 3138, 3229, 3333.
Portland Borough Lands Bill, 1435.
Post-office Savings Banks, 1141.
Protection of Fish, 1251.
Provision of Sailing Apparatus on Steamers,
472,2399.
Public Servants classified under Act 160,
2075.
Railway Department - Employes injured on
Duty, 1317; Employes dispensed with,
1414, 1484; Repairs to Earthwork at Dogtrap Gully, 1416, 1484; Furniture for New
Railway Buildings, 1414; Spencer-street
Railway Offices, 1612, 1880; Rolling·stock,
1612; Fares between Melbourne and Kooyong, 1793; Losses on New Lines, 1793;
Freight on New South Wales
001, via
Koondrook, 1880; Charges for Dinner at
Refreshment-rooms, 1958; Victorian Fuel,
2066.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2474.
Railways Standing Committee, 1377, 1742.
Rocket Apparatus, 1415.
Steamer Hope, 257.
Steam-ship Bancoora, 1186.
Supposed Wreck near Port Albert, 82.
Supreme Court, 1741.
Supreme Court (Bailwicks) Bill, 1661.
The late Tide-waiter Smith, 2398, 2399.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3228.
Thomson v. Cowan, 1999.
Vaccination, 3116.
Wrapping Paper Imports, 1793.

TURNER,

'V
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Mr. F. H. (Bogong)
Additional Magistrates, 1972.
Ah Toy v. lJ1usgrove, 1337.
Australasian Federation, 187, 441, 484, 977,
992, 1073.
Charges 'at Railway Refreshment-rooms,
1959.
Chicago Exhibition, 2132.
Coal Industry, 2702.
County Court Judges, 1960, 1968, 1969
County Court Sittings, 192.
'
Court of General Sessions at Chiltern, 1821.
Governor's Dinner, 478.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1166,
1196.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 287, 288,
2337.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2193.
Lifts Regulcttion Bill, 1821.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
1221, 2146 ..
Liihrig Process, 2703.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 76.
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 765, 766.
Mr. Bowmttn, 1978.
Mr. Murray, 480.
New Rail ways, 1828.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 2367, 2370, 2372.'
Passenger Lifts Regulation Bill, 1821.
Police Magistrates-Appointment of Mr.
Leader, 1972, 1977.
.
Police-Retirement of Officers, 1330.
Political Situation, 2205, 2206. '
Privilege-Re Australasian Federation, 87.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 1203.
Railway Administration, 163.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 761, 1150"
1408, 1418.
Sessional Arrangements, 2507, 2508.
Supreme Court-Additional Judge, 1741.
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
2702.

'l'UTHILL,

Twist, Oswald - Case of - Question by Mr.
Beazley, 355.
Unemployed, The--Question by Mr. Hancock,
472; statement by Mr. Munro, 472; question
by Dr. Maloney, re pushing on with public
works during the recess, 3434.
UniYersity Fees Abolition Bill-Brought in by
Dr. Maloney, and read first time, 2072;
discharged from the paper, 2952.
University of Melbourne-Statement by Dr.
Maloney, 1274.
Mr. 'V. H. (Ripon and Hampden)
Land Act Amendment Bill, :3085.
Manee Lands, 960.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3386, 3406.

UREN,

Vaccination-Questions by Mr. 'V. T. Carter,
re compulsory vaccination, 2783, 3115;
subject discussed, 2783, 2784.
Vermin Destruction Act - Question by Mr.
Gordon, re loctns to municipalities, 468 ; by
Mr. Gordon, re gold-fields commons, 1015;
return, re Crown lands, ordered, on motion
of Mr. Murray, 1065; produced, 1417. (See
Rabbit Extirpation. )
Victorian Railways Fuel. (See Railway Fuel.)
Victorian Statistics-Statement hy Mr. Munro,
re Government pamphlet, 3426.
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Vines, Disease in-Question by Mr. L. L. Smith,
re phylloxera, 2714.
.
Votes on Account-Granted in Committee of
Supply, 580, 582, 1794.

WHEELER, Mr. J. H., Minister of Public
Works (Daylesjord)
Bellarine Foreshore, 2256.
.
Bendigo Art Gallery Site Bill, 3194.
Bridge over Murray River at Hawksview,
2948; at Jinjellic, 2948_
Budget, 664.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment
. Bill, 1858.
Court-house at Omeo, 1932, 3051. .
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment Bill, '
1661.
Dredging, 2391.
Flood Damages, 1377, 1524, 1792.
Gas Engine at St. Kilda-road Barracks,
1999.
Gippsland Floods, 588.
,Kerferd-street Jetty, 2948 .
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1263.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2744.
Loan Bill, 2218, 2226.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 83,
442, 945, 1212, 1220, 1221, 2016, 2054,
2055, 2061, 2062, 2078, 2080, 2081, 2082,
2083, 2084, 2094, 2097, 2152, 2153, 2181,
2245, 2250, 2287, 2581, 2586, 2592, 2593,
2600, 2601, 2604, 2636, 3219, 3220, 3225,
3433.
Mallee Lands, 892.
Melbourne Botanic-gardens, 2945.
Metropolitan Board of Works, 2737.
Mr. W. W. Jeremy, 2505.
Municipal Overdrafts (Indemnity) Bill, 231I,
2696.
New Law Courts, 1792.
Parliament Buildings, 1263.
Par liamen t House-Telephone and Telegraph
Offices, 257.
Railway Department-Freights, 664.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1341.
Road Works and Bridges, 2397, 2398.
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act Amendment
Bill, 628, 1I49, 1I87.
Snowy River-bridge, IS8.'
South Melbourne (City-road) Post-office,
1014.
South Yarra Post· office, 1014.
St. Arnaud School of Mines Site Bill, 3234.
StUdley-park Bridge, 879.
Subletting of Government Contracts, 1078.
Swan Bay Pier, 2391.
Water-pipes at Royal-park, 469.
'Vest Melbourne Swamp, 2949.
Works and Buildings, 2395, 2396.
Yarra Floods, 471, 586, 746, 2576.
Yarra Improvemfmt, 2929.

Water Act Amendment Bill-Hrought in by Mr.
Graham, and read first time, 129 ; questions
by Mr. McColl, 1376, 2783; by Mr. Baker,
2367; Bill discharged from the paper, 3230.
Water Pipes-Question by Mr. Methven, re
earthenware pipes at Royal-park Model
Farm, 469.
. Water Supply ·Departmellt-Question by Mr.
Foster, 1"e Bairnsdale Irrigation Trust,
1794; vote for department discussed in
Committee of Supply, 2414, 2783 ; question
l;>y Mr. Taverner, re water famine at
. Charlton, 3433. (See Laanecoorie Weir;
also M acorna Channel.)
Waterworks Construction Encouragement Act
Further Amendment Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Taverner, and read first time, 3339;
second reading moved by Mr. Taverner,
3420; debated, 3420; agreed to, 3422;
considered in committee, 3422; third
reading, 3425; returned from Legislative
Coun,cil with amendments, 3426; amendments agreed with, 3426.
Ways and Means - Preliminary resolutioll
adopted, 83 ; resolutions on which to found
Consolidated Revenue Bills considered and
adopted, 174,582, 1795; resolution on which
to found Appropriation Bill considered and
adopted, 2950.
Weather Telegrams-Question by Mr. Foster,.
475.
.
Mr. W. T. (Rodney)
Additional Magistrates, 1974.
Agricultural Colleges, 1269, 1270.
Agricultural Societies, 793.
Australasian Federation, 424, 91I, 980, 1003.
Budget, 664.
Captain Evans, 1244.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3010, 301I,
3014, 3018, 3066.
Irrigation and 'Vater Supply Loans Bill,
3227.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1I66, 1262,
1268, 1269.
Leave of Absence to Mr. Shackell, 291.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2635, 3220, 3221.
Mallee Lands, 959.
Mr. Shackell's Letter, 1829.
Municipal Elections, 828.
Parliament Buildings, 1262.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1912.
Police Magistrates, 1971.
Private Members' Business, 31I8.
Rabbit Extirpation, 1992.
Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3323.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3195.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mines) Bill, 3194.
Stock Tax, 2949 ..
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3228.
Trades Hall, 1829.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3173.

WEBB,

Whitelaw, Mr. O. P., The late-Question by
Mr. A. Harris, 942; motion by Mr. A.
Harris, for House to resolve itself into committee to consider address to Governor 1"e
placing on Additional Estimates £500 for
the family of the late Mr. O. P. 'Whitelaw,
2072; debated, 2073; debate adjourned,
2075; resumed, 2846; motion agreed to,
2849; motion by Mr. A. Harris (in committee) for address to Governor, 2951,
debated, 2951 ; agreed to, 2952; resolutioil
reported to the House and adopted, 2952.
Mr. W. J. (Bourke East)
(Death announced, 777.)

West Me)bourne Swamp-Question by Mr.
Hancock, i"e reclamation, 2949..
SES. 1891.-e
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INDEX.

Mr. H. R. (Eaglehawk)
WOODS, Mr. JOHN (continued). Appropriation Bill, 3057.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3214.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2459, 2512,.
Legislative Council, 3241.
2536,2579.
Australasian Federation, 267, 972, 1021, 1035, .
Railways Standing Committee, 2688.
1102, 1120.
,
Stawell School of Mines, 2949.
Chairman of Railways Commissioners, 745.
Constitution Act Amendment Act AmendWragge, Edward-Questions· by Mr. Tatchell,
ment Bill, 1724, 2913.
.
792, 946, 1016, 2697.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3004, 3017,
WJ:apping Paper-Question by Mr. Andrews,
3067, 3068.
re importations, 1793.
Irrigation and Water Supply Loans Bill,
Wrecks-Question by Mr. Foster, re supposed
3226.
wreck near Port Albert, 82; by Dr.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 2198.
Maloney, re selector Wilkinson, 1298. (See
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
Customs Department. )
3230.
Mallee Lands, 826.
W'RIXON, Mr. H. J. (Portland)
Melbourne and Williamstown Tramway Bill,
Ah Toy v. Musgrove, 1337.
847.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar
Messrs. Burston and McNab, 2861.
of Legislative Council, 3235.
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2845, 2846.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Mines Act Amendment Bill, 289.
Power Company Bill, 444.
Mining on Private Property, 2702.
Australasian Federation, 89, 104, 492, 715,
Mr. Allison Smith, 2719.
716, 718, 719, 720, 908, 909, 910, 946, 948,.
Mr. Bechervaise, 2411.
985, 991, 1028, 1067, 1088, 1109, 1111,
Parliamentary Standing ConlI~ittee on Rail1112, 1114, lU5.
ways Remuneration Bill, 2374, 2423.
Charitable Institutions, 1985.
Public Service Act Amendment Bill, 2884,
Committee of Public Accounts Bill, 2819.
3343.
Companies Act Amendment Bill (No.2),
Public Service-Mr. A. C. Witton, 690,
2885, 3053, 3118.
830.
Constitution Act Amendment Act AmendRailway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
ment Bill, 1746,2501,2905.
.
3317.
.
County Court Judges, 1965.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 3216.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 2680, 3124,
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 3384.
.
3129, 3130, 3131, 3133, 3135.
Secretary for Mines, 2702.
Defences and Discipline Act Amendment
Tax on Football Matches, 146.
Bill, 3396.
Telegraph Communication between Bendigo
Directors' Liability Bill, 2954, 2957.
and Eaglehawk, 24U.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 2997~ 3014,
The late Mr. O. P. Whitelaw, 2849.
.
3067.
Thistle Law Amendment Bill, 3228.
Employers and Employes Act Amendment
Transfer of Forests to Mining Department,
Bill, 628,1946, 1952, 1953, 1954,1955,2804.
2702.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill, 77,
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3177.
~857, 3229.
Law of Partnership Amendment Bill, 2950.
Legal Profession Practice Act Amendment
Wines, Australian-Question by Mr. L. L. Smith,
1'e supervision of exportation, 2710.
Bill, 3232.
.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 284, 286, 287,
Wire Netting. (See Rabbit Extermination; also
2B8, 289, 2134, 2189.
Vermin Destr1wtion Act.)
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2739.
Wombat State Forest-Question by Mr. Staugh_
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,.
ton, 1'e occupants of areas under miners'
2264, 2275, 2278, 2319.
rights, 1376.
MalIee Lands, 895, 1445, 2324, 2325, 2328.
Wombats-Question by Mr. Graves, 258.
Messrs. Burston and McNab, .448, 2860.
WOODS, Mr. JOHN (Stawell)
Miner's Right Titles Bill, 2387, 2846.
Auriferous Lands, 878.
Mines Bill, 3121, 3122.
Australasian Federation, 947.
. Mr. T. E. Dakin, 858.
Chicago Exhibition, 2133.
Opium Bill, 2796.
Order of Business, 1812.
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1882, 1885.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3230.
Portland Borough Lands Bill, 145, 443, 1812..
Governor's Dinner, 477.
Privilege-Re Australasian Federation, 89.
Importation of Machinery, &c., by Publio
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 767, 776.
Bodies, 1016.
Public Service Board, 842.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
Punishment of Negligent Ship-masters, 2403.
2079.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 1390, 2462,
Metropolitan Board of Works, 2883.
Mines Bill, 3121, 3122.
2513, 2523, 2545, 2565, 2645, 3388.
Railways Construction (Korumburra Coal
Mr. Gillies, 2901.
Mines) Bill, 3190.
Pairs, 1882.
Railways Standing Committee, 2685.
Private Members' Business, 3118.
Standing Orders Committee, 1065.
Public Service Board-Appointment of Mr. A.
St. James' Church Land Bill, 443, 610, 850,.
C. Witton, 834, 836.
. 946, 1076.
Railway Department~Lighting of Carriages,
Supreme Court Rules, 2242.
359, 360, 468.
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Yarra (River) Improvement - Question by
Mr. Gardiner, 2393; by Mr. Methven,
. 2394, 2396; by Mr. J. Harris, 2395; by
Mr. Beazley, 2575; by Mr. T. Smith, re
removal of rock between Princes-bridge
and Queen's-bridge, 2929.
Yarra. (See Flood.)
Yea River Company-Question by Mr. Dow,
re plan of lands proposed to be granted,
and copy of agreement, 189.

Zox, Mr. E. L. (continued)Charities Commission, 3434.
Chicago Exhibition, 2504, 2935 .
Constitution Act Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 1695, 1720, 1722, 1764, 1855,
1856, 1857, 2913.
Contractors' Protection Bill, 1444.
County Court Judges, 354, 1966.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3130, 3135.
Directors' Liability Bill, 2953, 2961, 3429.
Financial Institutions, 913, 2449, 3ll6.
Flood in the Yarra, 358.
Friendly Societies Act Amendment Bill,
2853, 2854, 2855, 2856, 2857.
Governor's Dinner, 356.
Gun Accident at Queenscliff, 167, 192.
Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill, 1265.
Launceston Exhibition, 688.
Legal Profession Practice Bill, 2335.
Libraries Act Amendment Bill, 971.
Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 1210, 1680.
Licensing Arbitrations Bill, 2693, 2744.
Loan Bill, 2241.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill, 2254,
2274, 2276, 2277, 2586.
London and 'Vestminster Bank, 2576.
Mallee Lands, 959.
Marine Act, 190.
Melbourne Gaol, 2261.
Mr. 'Allison Smith, 2715.
Mr. Armytage, 1459.
Mr. T. E. Dakin, 859.
Opium Bill, 2793, 2795, 2796, 2797, 2799,
2801.
Overcrowding of Excursion Steamers, 2403.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill~ 1903, 2374, 2423.
Pilot Service, 586.
Police, 1231.
Police Holidays, 2260.
Police Offences Act Amendment Bill, 3138,
3229,3333.
Post and Telegraph-office in Melbourne East,
2406.
Protection of Fish, 1251.
Public Library (Sundays Poll) Bill, 772.
Pu blic Service Board, 837.
Railway Accounts, 2981.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 548, 582, 667,
668, 1408, 1481, 1485, 2520, 2763, 3382,
3390.
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act Amendment
Bill, 1188.
Sessional Arrangements, 2506.
Shorthand in State Schools, 1814.
Supreme Court (Bailiwicks) Bill, 1662.
Tasmanian Exhibition, 688.
Tax on Football Matches, 147.
Treasury Bonds Bill, 3178.
Truant Officers, 1276.
Victorian Railway Fuel, 2070.
Waterworks Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3423.

Mr. ALEXANDER (Grenville)
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3015.
Forests-Thinning in Mining Districts, 1416.
Mallee Lands, 2330.
Mining on Private Property, 1741.
Mining Timber, 688.
Public. Instruction-Mr. Geo. Clarkson, 1524.

YOUNG,

Mr. CHARLES (Kyneton)
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3236.
Australasian Federation, 714, lll0, lll5.
Crimes Act Amendment Bill, 3128, 3129,
3131, 3134.
Electoral Rolls Purification Bill, 3001, 30ll,
3013, 3015, 3016.
Governor's Dinner, '478.
Light-weight Bread, 1932.
Loan Bill, 2233.
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
2059, 2078, 2085, 2275, 2286, 2288, 2584.
Loss of the Craigburn, 2402.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways Remuneration Bill, 1907.
Police, 1225..
Public
Instruction - Alleged Excessive
Punishment, 2366.
. Railway Construction-Permanent Surveys,
3316.
Railways Act Amendment Bill, 2522, 3383.
Sandhllrst Public Buildings Act Amendment
Bill, ll89.
Victorian Railway Fuel, 2067.
Waterworks Construction Encouragement
Act Further Amendment Bill, 3421, 3422,
3423,3424.

YOUNG,

Zox, Mr. E. L. (Melbourne East)
Adjournments on Decease of Members, 1545.
Artificial Production of Rain, 2625.
Attendance of Minister of Railways at Bar of
Legislative Council, 3239.
A. U. Alcock Electric Light and Motive
Power Company Bill, 444, 446, 613, '1320.
Audit Commissioners' Report, 2883.
Australasian Federation, 493, 697, 718, 913,
991, 992, 1007, 1010, 1025, 1029, 1099,
ll44.
Benevolent Asy hIm Site at Cheltenham, 2929.
Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 2953.
Charitable Institutions, 1986.
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